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PREFACE

PREFACE

The International Radiation Protection Association (IRPA)
is an autonomous, non-government association. IRPA has
over 15,000 members in 31 associate societies which are
active in 36 different countries: Argentina, Australia,
Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, China, Czechoslovakia,
Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary,
Iceland, India, Luxembourg, Mexico, Netherlands,
Norway, Peru, Philippines, Poland, South Africa, Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom, USA, USSR,
Yugoslavia.

L'Association internationale de Radioprotection
(AIRP) est une association autonome, non
gouvernementale. L'AIRP compte plus de 15.000
membres dans 31 societes affiliees, actives dans
36 pays: Afrique du Sud, Allemagne, Argentine,
Australia, Belgique, Bresil, Canada, Chine, Coree,
Danemark, Espagne, Etats-Unis d'Amerique,
Finlande, France, Grace, Hongrie, lslande, ltalie,
lnde, lrlande, Israel, ltalie, Japon, Luxembourg,
Mexique, Norvege, Pays-Bas, Perou, Philippines,
Pologne, Royaume-Uni, Russie, Suede, Suisse,
Tchecoslovaquie, Yougoslavie.

The primary purpose of IRPA is to provide a system
whereby those engaged in radiation protection activities
in all countries may communicate more readily with each
other and through this process advance radiation
protection in many parts of the world.
The first
internationaiiRPA Congress was convened in Rome, Italy
in 1966. Subsequent IRPA congresses took place in

L'objectif premier de I'AIRP est de fournir un
forum aux personnes travaillant dans le domaine
de Ia radioprotection dans tous les pays, facilitant
ainsi Ia communication entre eux, afin de faire
avancer Ia radioprotection partout dans le monde.
Le premier congres International de I'AIRP a eu
lieu a Rome, en ltalie, en 1966. Les congres
suivants de I'AIRP se sont tenus

Brighton, UK, 1970
Washington, D.C., USA, 1973
Paris, France, 1977
Jerusalem, Israel, 1980
West Berlin, Germany, 1984
Sydney, Australia, 1988

a:

Brighton, Royaume-Uni, 1970
Washington, USA, 1973
Paris, France, 1977
Jerusalem, Israel, 1980
Berlin Ouest, Allemagne, 1984
Sydney, Australia, 1988

The Eighth International Congress of the International
Radiation Protection Association {IRPAB) will be held in
Montreal, Canada from May 17- 22, 1992. IRPAB is cosponsored by the Canadian Radiation Protection
Association.

Le Huitieme Congres International de I' Association
lnternationale de Radioprotection (IRPAB) se
tiendra a Montreal, Canada, du 17 au 22 mal 1992.
tAPAS est projet conjoint de !'Association
Canadienne de Radioprotection et de I'AIRP.

IRPA8 will be preceded by the second International
Workshop on Non-Ionizing Radiation in Vancouver, British
Columbia from May 10- 14, 1992. This workshop is a
joint project of the Canadian Radiation Protection
Association and the International Non-Ionizing Radiation
Committee of the International Radiation Protection
Association. Proceedings from this workshop will be
published separately.

IRPAB sera precede du second Atelier International
sur les Rayonnements Non lonisants, a Vancouver,
Colombie Britannlque, du 10 au 14 mal 1992. Cet
atelier est un projet conjoint de !'Association
Canadienne de Radioprotection et du Comite
International des Rayonnements Non lonisants de
!'Association International a de Radioprotection. Les
compte-rendus de eel atelier seront publies
separement.

The present two volumes contain the pre prints of papers
to be presented at IRPAB in Montreal. More than 500
abstracts were submitted for consideration by the
International Congress Program Committee. Most of the
abstracts were accepted and allocated to oral or poster
sessions. Oral and poster presentations are regarded by
the Committee as being of equal importance. Poster
papers will be on display throughout the Congress, and
will be summarised by rapporteurs in the appropriate oral
sessions.

Les deux volumes des compte-rendus IRPAB
contiennent des textes pour pre-publication des
communications presentees
Montreal. Plus de
500 resumes de communication ont ete soumis au
comite du programme du congres international.
La plupart des resumes ont ete acceptes et une
seance a ete determines pour chaque
communication pour presentation orale ou par
affiche.

a

Authors of both types of papers were invited to submit
four pages of camera-ready text for publication in these
volumes. Plenary papers were allocated up to eight
pages. All papers are reproduced without editorial
amendment. The responsibility for the content and
format of papers rests with the individual authors.

Aux yeux du comita, les deux types de
communication, orale ou par affiche, ont une
importance egale. les affiches demeureront en
place pour Ia dun!e du congres et seront
resumees par un rapporteur lors de Ia seance
laquelle elles ont eta attribuees. les auteurs des
deux types de communication ont eta invites
soumettre 4 pages de texte pret photographier
pour publication dans ces volumes. les
conferenciers invites des seances plenieres
soumettaient 8 pages de texte. Tousles textes ont
eta reproduits sans aucune modification, tels que
SOumis. les auteurs etaient responsables du
contenu et du format de leur texte.

a

The papers are arranged by session in chronological
order of presentation, as far as possible. This sequence
is adopted to enable papers to be located easily and to
avoid the need for registrants to carry both volumes
throughout the Congress. In addition to the usual tables
of Contents, the second volume includes an Author
Index.

Abstracts are provided in place of the papers which were
not received in time for inclusion in the proper
sequence.
Some late papers are included in an
Addendum in the second volume.
These volumes constitute the record of the Congress,
and provide an interesting collection of papers which
describe the current worldwide practice of radiation
protection. We thank the authors for their indispensable
contribution to the Congress.

a
a

Dans ces deux volumes de compte-rendus, les
communications sont groupees par seance, selon
l'ordre chronologique de leur presentation, dans Ia
mesure du possible. le premier volume contient
les communications presentees lors des deux
premiers jours; ainsi il ne sera pas necessaire de
porter les deux volumes tout au long du congres.
En plus des tables des matieres de chaque
volume, on trouvera un Index des auteurs dans le
second volume. A Ia fin du second volume se
trouvent les communications recues tardivement.
les deux volumes de compte-rendus constituent
les archives du congres, et presentent une
collection interessante de travaux decrivant les
realisations mondiales de Ia radioprotection
l'heure actuelle. Nous remercions les auteurs pour
leur contribution indispensable au succes du
congres.

a

The members of the International Congress Organising
Committee and the International Congress Program
Committee have worked hard to ensure a successful
Congress. It is our pleasure to thank them for efforts that
merit the gratitude of those who attend the Congress, and
of subsequent readers of these volumes.

les membres du comita organisateur et du com ita
du programme du congres international ont fourni
beaucoup d'efforts pour assurer le succes du
congres. C'est avec plaisir que nous les
remercions de leurs efforts; ils ont merite Ia
gratitude de tous les participants au congres, et
des eventuels lecteurs de ces volumes.

Jean-Pierre Gauvin
G.A.M. Webb
Roch D. DesRochers
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PREFACE
Contrary to those who preceded me in this series of lectures, I never knew Professor Rolf M.
Sievert because when he died in 1966 I was just starting my work in animal radiation biology
and only later did I become acquainted with the subject and problems of radiation protection.
However, judging from what I have come to know about Sievert through his work and
conversations with friends who were associated with him, this large congress of people would
not have been possible without his pioneering work. In him, scientific excellence was paralleled
by penetrating intuition. In a 1947 lecture in honour of Sylvanus Thompson, commenting on
the fact that a new epoch, that of atomic energy, was about to come, he had the following to
say: "We cannot as yet estimate what risks of injury by radiation this epoch can bring. We
have, however, reason to expect that the problem of protection against injuries by ionizing
radiation will be of an entirely other magnitude than hitherto, and it is probable that it will
become a general social problem of prime importance". Clearly, a remarkable foresight about
a discipline that has gradually flourished internationally to its present state.
The honour that IRPA has bestowed upon me by asking to deliver this lecture is in sharp contrast
with the little I have achieved in radiation protection. Others, with better credentials and
authority, might have done a better job. But since this burden has fallen upon me, I can only
hope that what I am about to say will not be too unworthy of the person we remember and.of
those who paid tribute to his memory in past lectures.
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INTRODUCTION
My intention today is not that of delivering a sermon. It is simply to bring you to consider some
of the ideas that underlie the principles and the numbers that we are confronted with every day
in our professional life. It is to discuss the fundamental values that are implicit in our practical
activities, and to verify that we have not lost touch with the principles of human respect and
compassion that must inspire our work as members of a scientific community.
Radiation protection is not a fundamental science, a free intellectual re-construction of the why's
and how's of nature, that may be regarded as intrinsically good, in so far as it only tends to
enlarge the boundaries of human knowledge. Radiation protection is an applied discipline. Its
purpose is to define the limits within which some human activities with potentially harmful
consequences may safely be carried out. This requires discussion of the principles on which
protection of the individuals and of the species should be based, and necessarily involves ethical
considerations.
As some of you may know, ethical principles are of two kinds: there are the very general firstorder ones, that is the values that should ultimately guide all choices for any action; and the more
limited second-order principles, dealing mainly with the meaning and the applicability of the
ethical language and the analysis of ethical concepts (Mackie 1977). Of the first set of
principles, only one, perhaps, is required by radiation protection: the principle that to improve
health and living conditions and thus to minimize the suffering of human beings is a good aim
in itself, and therefore an objective that we ought to work for.
It is characteristic of ethical principles to be universalized, in the sense that when a principle is

seen as ethically right, those who adopt the principle are committed to follow it under all relevant
circumstances, irrespective of any qualitative differences of those stating, or affected by, the
principle in question. A further stage in this process of universalization is to apply the principle
irrespective of how individuals might vary in respect to their physical and mental qualities,
resources or social status, including those individuals who will only be born in the future
(Mackie 1977). Usually, radiation protection does not demand adoption of a third and more
advanced stage of universalization, that of applying a principle irrespective of preferences, tastes,
values or ideas.
So, except for one very general first-order principle, radiation protection does not require any
other major ethical statement. In this context, therefore, morality is understood in the restricted
sense of a methodology to set special constraints of conduct in the interest of those exposed to
radiation to develop guidelines to restrain the selfish inclination by some agent or agents to act
against such interest. This more limited function is however important in promoting the
development of universally acceptable ethical behaviours.
Since radiation protection principles are meant to apply to all persons and societies, they should
be sufficiently flexible to be adopted in countries with a wide spectrum of religious, political,
social and economic conditions. They should also be sufficiently comprehensive to apply
reasonably to all activities involving radiation exposure, even those for which exposure has a low
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probability of occurrence. Finally, they should cover both present and foreseeable exposure
situations.
Owing to all these requirements, it is obvious that such principles could not be derived from sets
of values belonging to the cultural heritage of any particular group, but should be built on
universally-shared secular values. These are, for example, the equality of rights for all human
beings; the need to reasonably balance the interests of any individual against those of all others;
the requirement to protect our species by preserving the material conditions for its continuation;
and, finally, the right for each person to try to achieve freedom from one common heritage of
the human condition, which is suffering and sorrow.
The main question I should like to discuss is: to what extent do we cover all these requirements
in our particular field?
Present radiation protection doctrine (ICRP 1990) is based on a body of scientific knowledge,
one underlying assumption and three general principles. My objective is to discuss first the
adequacy of the existing scientific information for the purpose of setting safety standards; then
to consider the foundation of the underlying assumption; and finally, to discuss a few aspects of
the three general principles. All this, of course, in the light of ethical considerations.

THE BASIC SCIENTIFIC DATA
Let me start with the scientific bases on which the system is built (Silini 1991). As you all
know, we classify radiation effects into a few major groups, according to their nature and mode
of expression at different dose levels. For some effects, our knowledge derives from direct
experience in man, gained in many cases in an attempt to cure disease; sometimes as a result of
accidents in the course of industrial activities; and in a few cases as a consequence of deliberate
acts of warfare or the development of weapons.
Broadly speaking, we identify at high dose deterministic effects on cells, tissues or the whole
body. These may be clinically dramatic, but are usually not too difficult to avoid, except in the
course of accidents. Experience of these effects in man is large. Therefore, their prediction as
a function of dose, time and radiation quality is rather well founded (UNSCEAR 1982, 1988).
At low or very low doses and dose rates effects of a different nature are seen. They are called
late somatic (or stochastic) and consist in the appearance of an excess of cancer and leukaemia
above the natural rate. Their existence is proven, but precise assessment of their rate of
induction per unit dose is difficult in man. To this end, primary data obtained from human
epidemiology must be adapted for general use to account for various dependencies on dose, dose
rate, organs, age, time of induction and other variables of radiobiological interest. Recently, our
understanding of all these risk-related variables has considerably increased. As a result, one feels
that current estimates are more realistic than in the past and, perhaps, less likely to increase
further, barring drastic changes in the projected trend of the primary data or new and unexpected
findings. Of course, our knowledge of these effects is only descriptive. We still lack the
understanding of the mechanisms through which cancer (and radiation-induced cancer in
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particular) is brought about.
For both classes of somatic effects - the deterministic and the stochastic - there is enough
experience in man, so that models of induction in animals may simply be used to fill the gaps
and to generalize dose-time relationships and trends with radiation quality. This is good, because
the species-specificity of many of these effects is so pronounced that it would simply be
impossible to project rates of induction across species. It is acceptable, however, to use animal
data in order to project general trends with dose and time or to validate mechanisms.
Unfortunately, for a third class of effects, the stochastic hereditary ones, we are still to a large
extent dependent on data from experimental animals. The existence of clinically relevant
hereditary effects brought about by alteration of germinal cells in man has never been
demonstrated, but the absence of such evidence is not in itself a cause for reassurance nor
concern. Since radiation may definitely cause such effects in many other living species and we
know of no special reason why the human genome should be an exception, we must assume that
the human species may also be susceptible. The best we can do, under these circumstances, is
to take the estimates of hereditary effects in species that are phytogenetically near to man and
try to adapt these estimates for our species, on the basis of present knowledge of human genetics.
Scientifically this procedure is unsatisfactory. Ethically it is justified out of necessity, as the only
possible course of action.
An important ethical issue deals with the assessment of those hereditary effects that may appear
in man in the very far future. A significant step forward - at variance with previous (ICRP
1977) practice- has been taken recently by ascribing all genetic damage to the person exposed.
This implies that all hereditary harm, be it the early-appearing dominant or the very long-term
recessive damage, is treated in exactly the same way and given exactly the same weight.
Provisionally, and until our capacity to qualify hereditary radiation effects will improve, this
seems the most reasonable decision to make.
Equally unsatisfactory is our inability to account for the type of genetic disorders which are most
relevant in man, the non-mendelian multi-factorial disorders. Thus, we must take note- with
some disappointment - that the slight apparent reduction of radiation-induced hereditary risk
estimates observed over the years is due both to a decrease in our confidence to quantify part of
this damage, and to a real decrease of the overall estimates. Future progress as to the relative
contribution of these two components is expected to depend critically on advancements in
fundamental human genetics, rather than in radiation genetics (UNSCEAR 1986).

THE MAIN GENERAL ASSUMPfiON
The main general assumption on which radiation protection rests is that, at sufficiently small
doses and dose rates, there is a non-threshold linear relationship between the dose and the
probability of induction of late somatic and genetic effects. I am purposely using the word
assumption because this statement cannot be
scientifically demonstrated at the low doses that would be required. In fact, the relatively low
incidence (per unit dose) of radiation-induced cancer and hereditary diseases is masked by a very
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incidence (per unit dose) of radiation-induced cancer and hereditary diseases is masked by a very
high background of other neoplastic and genetic conditions, that are unrelated with radiation
exposure in excess of the natural level. This happens for two reasons. One is biological,
because we have no means as yet of recognizing radiation-induced conditions from those that are
caused by other agents. The second reason is statistical, because it is impossible, at the low
doses and with the small populations usually available, to demonstrate the significance of a small
number of supposedly radiation-induced health effects over a large number of effects of the same
kind of uncertain etiology.
The implications of the non-threshold linearity assumption are clear. It postulates, in essence,
that each dose of radiation, however small, has a finite probability of producing effects of the
stochastic type; and that each dose increment, however minute, will increase this probability in
a manner which is directly proportional to the increment. The two aspects need separate
discussion.
The first aspect has to do with the absence of the threshold. Radiation protection is among the
very few health-protection disciplines to postulate absence of threshold in the dose relationship
for stochastic effects. In other fields of toxicology one usually identifies a level of dose that
carries positive evidence of harm, and then sets the "safe" limit well below that level. Such a
procedure implicitly assumes that the dose-effect relationship has some threshold below which
the toxic agent is considered harmless. By excluding a threshold, radiation protection not only
adheres to a probabilistic approach to risk assessment, but also implicitly refuses to consider
small risks as irrelevant. In fact, even if they are sufficiently low to be of no relevance for the
individual, they might not be quite so irrelevant as source-related collective risks. This is the
reason why both the individual and the collective aspects of the risk must be considered in any
assessment.
Going now to the ethical implications of the linear relationship between dose and probability of
effect, there are justifications of a scientific nature for, and practical advantages in, this
assumption.
Scientifically, we know that radiation energy is transferred to living matter along the tracks of
ionizing particles. It seems reasonable to believe that, when the number of tracks per cell is on
the average well below one (which happens at low doses and dose rates), single-track
mechanisms giving rise to linear dose-effect relationships must be eventually the only ones
operating, while double-track mechanisms (giving rise to quadratic relationships) must vanish.
No matter to what extent linear relationships may be modified by various processes of repair of
the initial damage, the kinetics will continue to be linear as long as the repair mechanisms will
not themselves become dose-dependent, which only happens at very high doses and dose rates.
There are also practical considerations. On the one hand, in the presence of a high background
level of radiation, linearity of risk due to a small dose increment is not an unacceptable
proposition. On the other hand, postulating any non-linear relationships would imply the need
of keeping track of the radiation history of each person, in order to calculate the attendant risk
for each dose increment. Since radiation protection cannot clearly be tailored to each individual,
the problem of assessing risks would have to be solved on the basis of large averages for and
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between individuals, which would be equivalent to assuming linearity from the start. Finally,
dose-related assessments and restrictions would be difficult, because the impact of each source
would also depend on the exposure from other sources.
The question is then: if linearity between dose and the probability of stochastic effects is a
scientific certainty or an inescapable practical necessity, where lies its ethical quality? It lies in
the value assigned to the slope of the dose-linearity relationship, that is in the number we choose
as the "nominal probability coefficient" for planning of radiation protection. Obviously, this
value should not be too low, otherwise the resulting radiation protection requirements would not
be stringent enough. Nor should it be made artificially low by applying correction factors (for
dose and dose rate, for example) under conditions where dose and dose-rate effects are not
operating: such an approach would equally result in less stringent standards of protection.
It is less obvious that the nominal probability coefficient should not be too conservative,
particularly in the face of the inherent uncertainties. However, excessive conservatism would
unduly penalize practices involving radiation in comparative exercises against other practices
carrying health risks. Excessive conservatism may also result in an uneven - and therefore
inefficient - distribution of resources available for protection against different sources of health
risk. A realistic assessment of the coefficient is therefore to be advocated, in spite of the
scientific and practical difficulties involved in such assessments. And the best way to achieve
this goal is through reasonably frequent reviews of the scientific evidence and adjustment of the
values as needed.
There are many ethical problems that could be discussed in connection with the assumption of
non-threshold linearity. I will briefly touch on two.
The first problem concerns the existence of a variability in the appearance of stochastic damage
among members of a population and the question for whom radiation protection standards should
be developed. It is well established that susceptibility to cancer is not uniform, as shown by
families with high predisposition to develop some tumour types. We also know that individuals
homozygous for some genes are particularly sensitive to the immediate effects of radiation; and
that cells in vitro that are homo- or hetero-zygous for these genes are also more radiosensitive
than cells from normal individuals. What we ignore is whether people susceptible with respect
to "natural" tumour induction may also be more prone to develop radiation-induced tumours; and
we have as yet no easy way to identify people with abnormally high sensitivity to radiation;
consequently, individual radiosusceptibility to cancer induction, and its distribution in the
population, is an unexplored field.
Under these conditions, should radiation protection be planned with respect to the most sensitive
or to the average member of the population? The answer is that probability coefficients for
cancer induction are normally derived from people with all degrees of sensitivity. Thus, by
using real epidemiological data as our reference point, we derive average values of population
susceptibility, which include the most sensitive individuals. Such a procedure should be
sufficient for planning of protection, provided that the distribution of genes linked with
hypersensitivity could be dealt with individually in the context of occupational medicine.
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The hypothesis of non-threshold linearity, among its many advantages, allows doses and
probabilities of stochastic effects to be summed up in space and time. Integration in space I will
consider later; here I am concerned (and this is my second question) with assessment of radiation
effects in time, i.e., with the potential damage to future generations and how should protection
be planned for exposures taking place late (and sometimes very late) into the future.
The question has many facets. There is first a general problem arising from the need of taking
actions (of allowing actions to be taken) in the presence of uncertainties of different kind about
the long-term future. To cite just a few, think of the uncertainties inherent to the inadequacy
of the human mind to foresee long-term phenomena; or the uncertainties about the behaviour of
any human group and the need to monitor the group's actions by independent evaluators. Other
uncertainties arise in predicting the future of human societies and their degree of stability in the
face of changing ethical values, political organizations, social structure, economic trends. And,
finally, how can we reliably forecast the future of our environment and the modifications caused
upon it by present and future human behaviour (Ethical Aspects on Nuclear Waste 1988)?
Then there is the question of our responsibilities to future generations and how to compare and
value short-term effects with the very long-term damage resulting from present practices?
Science is unable to suggest any answer to this kind of problem. Life is evolutionary by
definition and the balance between species is unstable over long periods of time. There are no
obvious ethical concepts to be derived from evolution and its mechanisms. Solutions to these
problems must therefore be sought at a different level. If it is true that all human beings are
equal regardless of ethnic, religious and national characteristics and that this right to equality
could not be exercised without a right to a liveable environment, then there must be a principle
of intergenerational equity by which we ought to respect the right of future generations by
refraining from practices that may compromise their opportunities in the future. There is, in
other words, an implicit social contract by which, since we derive from our ancestors our life
and living means, we owe to our followers the same heritage we receive. We cannot obviously
decide and plan for them, but we can at least avoid pre-empting their future decisions by giving
them the same opportunities we received (Shrader-Frechette 1981).
These statements are clearly too general to provide practical guidance. To translate principles
into practice, radiation protection charges to the account of present practices the commitment of
any future somatic harm. It also attributes to the account of any exposed person all the
hereditary damage- dominant and recessive, monogenic and polygenic- estimated on the basis
of doses received by that person. By doing so, it gives exactly the same weight to all types of
harm caused by an exposure received, now or in the future, irrespective of the time at which
such damage will become manifest.

THE THREE GENERAL PRINCIPLES
Going now to the main principles of the ICRP system of dose limitation, I would like to preface
the discussion by pointing out that the system is to be taken in its entirety and no one part
(especially individual dose limitation) should be applied in isolation. One should also add what
might appear redundant but, as the latin sentence goes, "repetita iuvant": just as it is necessary
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that the scientific data leading to practical recommendations be assessed in a fair manner, it is
also imperative that implementation of the system be undertaken in good faith. Periodic
evaluations of its effectiveness should help to improve performance and to achieve, together with
a gradual lowering of the overall doses, a more even distribution of them in space and time.

JUSTIFICATION OF A PRACTICE

In its most recent enunciation by the ICRP, the first general principle of radiation protection, that
of justification of a practice, states that "No practice involving exposure to radiation should be
adopted unless it produces sufficient benefit to the exposed individuals or to society to offset the
radiation detriment it causes". At first sight, the principle appears utterly obvious: only a fool,
in fact, could consider to undertake actions which are more harmful than beneficial. However,
when closely examined, the statement appears very complex. Two concepts, benefit and
detriment, are difficult to define and to apply to the other two terms, individuals and society.
The ethical problems posed by the interplay of these four terms are numerous. They turn, first
of all, on how to define benefits in a comparable and consistent way and, above all, in a way
which is fair to both individuals and groups. Secondly, who is to do this balancing operation
and when? Thirdly, how should one compare radiation-related benefits and detriments with
benefits and detriments induced by other practices?
Before discussing ethics, let us first be clear on some points: there is no wish on the part of
radiation protection experts to take any of these decisions. In democratic societies, the role of
balancing quantities and values of different nature, which are incommensurable by any rational
standard, is left to people elected to exercise political authority. In stating this principle,
radiation protection simply intends to put forward some requests: firstly, that the radiationinduced health detriment should specifically be considered as one element in the decision process;
secondly, that the role of radiation protection specialists should not be that of choosing between
a range of viable options, but that of advising about the viability of an option involving the use
of radiation; and, fourthly, that judgements should not be taken once and forever, because
options considered viable in a given context at a given time, may not continue to be so with
changing conditions or the passage of time.
In general, estimates of all the consequences of a decision, beyond the most immediate ones, are
extremely complex because they interplay with the primary or secondary results of other
decisions, taken independently by other agents. In practice, therefore, one simply assesses the
ethical quality of the most immediate consequences of a proposed decision, leaving aside the
obscure chain of second- and third-order events and their possible interplay.
Similar arguments apply to the complexities of the socio-economic situations to be faced when
making such decisions. Each individual belongs to different circles (family, group, work-force,
nation, etc.) with different dimensions, aims and requirements. Circles of different order may
cooperate or conflict with each other at any given time, and their interests may also change with
time. Given such a high degree of complexity, how could one possibly trace what may be
satisfactory or detrimental for each actor in the game of life? An open mind, reasonableness and
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a balanced judgement are pre-requisites for fair decisions and these appear under such
circumstances the most valuable ethical requirements.
One often regards the principle of justification as a very extensive one, involving decisions at
the national or international level in respect to large programs of action: these are certainly the
most striking cases to which the principle applies. However, justification of generalized medical
practices involving exposure to radiation is a process of the same nature; actually, the principle
of justification should apply to any single medical practice. It is true that any doctor carries out
this process almost implicitly. It is also true that in medical practice benefits and risks accrue
to the same patient, and this makes decisions somewhat easier. Furthermore, the risks of not
undertaking an examination are often more relevant than its potentially harmful consequences,
i.e., medical practices are often heavily justified. But all these are simply secondary
connotations of one and the same process of justification.
As a final note, it seems fair to ask that whoever has the responsibility of justifying a practice
(from a clinician prescribing an x-ray examination, to a political body deciding upon a nuclear
programme) should be well informed of the values at issue and the responsibilities at stake for
all active and passive subjects of that practice. Personally, I am not satisfied that this is always
so, and I am sure that many of you have often felt the same way. This is exactly why there is
a need for the apparently obvious principle of justification.

OYfiMIZATION OF PROTECTION

I will now tum to the second basic principle, the optimization of protection. In its newest
formulation this principle reads: "In relation to any particular source within a practice, the
magnitude of individual doses, the number of people exposed, and the likelihood of incurring
exposures where these are not certain to be received should all be kept as low as reasonably
achievable, economic and social factors being taken into account. This procedure should be
constrained by restrictions on the doses to individuals (dose constraints), or the risks to
individuals in the case of potential exposure (risk constraints), so as to limit the inequity likely
to result from the inherent economic and social judgements." The complications introduced into
the new text are due to the deepening of the concept since the time it was first stated, to a novel
attempt to enlarge it to include the so-called potential exposures, and to a desire to minimise the
inequities in the resulting distribution of doses. All these, however important, are secondary
technical specifications superimposed upon a general principle.
This stipulates that when attempting to minimize the doses received by individuals and groups,
one comes to a point where further investments (of financial resources, staff, services, etc.) are
grossly out of proportion with the doses saved. And, since optimization is not performed in a
vacuum but in a world with limited resources, at that point it is no longer advantageous to invest
for increasingly small returns. I should hasten to state that this process of balancing doses and
resources takes place under a ceiling of doses that should not be exceeded deliberately under
normal circumstances: these are the individual dose limits that must be met irrespective of cost.
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The optimization principle is obviously modelled on utilitarianism, a philosophical theory that
takes human general well being to be the foundation of morality. In its most extreme form,
utilitarianism assumes that right actions are those that cause the greatest happiness to the greatest
number of people, happiness being defined as the balance of pleasure over pain. It further
assumes that it is possible to measure and to algebraically sum up pleasure and pain, and to take
as the right action that which produces the least negative or the greatest positive balance
(Engelhardt 1991).
To philosophers, the main merits of utilitarianism are its coherence and unselfishness, that
provide a unitary procedure for morally correct decisions. But there are also objections: for
example, it is really possible to quantify all the values to be balanced? Is the greatest total
happiness the goal to be pursued or is the distribution of happiness also an important factor? For
these and other reasons, utilitarianism is not universally accepted as a true ethical system (Mackie
1977).
To be sure, radiation protection adopts and recommends the concepts of the theory in a restricted
sense, starting from the main premises; for example, human well being is given the more limited
meaning of absence of effects on health. Radiation protection borrows the ideas of the theory
simply as a device to counteract selfish interests on the part of individuals and groups against
other individuals and groups. In other words, it uses its main principles as a methodology to
help setting boundaries to the pursuit of narrow egoistic tendencies.
It is interesting to point out that the utilitarian theory, which is based on a purely aggregative

principle, does not itself provide any precise answer regarding boundaries. The main criticism
about the theory is actually that it is open to the possibility that the happiness of some may be
reached through the misery of others. To avoid such a danger, a distributive principle must be
added to the aggregative rule of the theory, to limit the unfairness (or at least
the most extreme unfairness) in the sacrifice of some for the sake of others. So much for the
ethical foundations of utilitarianism.
Discussions on optimization must start from its objective, which is that of limiting exposure and
thus decreasing the associated health detriment. If disease and suffering have the same value,
irrespective of their etiological agent, it appears intuitively preferable to make the most out of
the resources available. There is no apparent reason why, for the same amount of human
detriment avoided, one should invest more resources to reduce radiation damage, while, for
example, neglecting the prophylaxis of some infectious disease through vaccination, or the
reduction of transportation accidents by an efficient communication system, or the cure of cardiovascular emergencies by increasing the number of intensive care units over the territory. All
these are aspects of a well integrated system of health planning and should be looked at and cared
for in a uniform manner to achieve a distribution of resources that avoids a maximum of
detriment and suffering.
To help achieve optimization, a variety of formal decision-making techniques may be used. One
of these, cost-benefit analysis, requires that the two quantities to be weighted against each other
should be expressed in the same units, usually monetary units (ICRP 1983). This need has often
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should add now) that is the variable that matters.
At the same time, it has been pointed out that probably the most correct way to project the
occurrence of radiation-induced cancer into the future from present epidemiological data is
through a multiplicative model in which the natural rate of induction and the radiation dose
together determine the final outcome of a given exposure (an additive model had been used until
now).
All these considerations and facts prompted the ICRP to adopt a different course of action in the
selection of the limits. The Commission proposes now to enlarge the perspective of the exercise
and to consider a wide range of attributes associated with radiation-induced effects (neoplastic
lethal and non-lethal and severe hereditary conditions). These attributes are: the probability of
death from effects over the entire life; the life time lost when radiation-induced death occurs; the
combination of both these parameters, that is the reduction of life expectancy; and the increase
in the probability of dying in each one year at any age, conditional upon having reached that age.
Then the Commission calculates the value of the attributes at doses of between 10 and 50
mSv/year (corresponding approximately to 0.5-2.5 Sv in a working life time) and selects as the
limit the annual dose that it considers just short of unacceptable.
There is obviously a degree of subjectivity in selecting such a value, but hopefully not a great
amount of arbitrariness. It is important to spend one minute to illustrate the main points of the
reasoning.
First of all, why set the limit at the level which is just unacceptable and not at one which is
clearly acceptable? Because under the assumption of linearity without threshold the only dose
acceptable without question is zero. This alternative would, therefore, reject all doses from manmade radiation and would also be meaningless in view of the high level of unavoidable natural
radiation. On the other hand, setting the limit at a dose just short of unacceptable carries the
corollary that to keep a worker continuously at the limit implies a risk which is definitely too
high.
Secondly, new scientific evidence and its re-interpretation had shown that the nominal risk
coefficient for tumours and genetic effects combined had increased since 1977. On the basis of
the previous limit and of the new nominal risk coefficients, a worker continuously exposed at
the limit would see his life expectancy reduced by about one year with an attributable probability
of death of about 9%: these figures would universally have been regarded as unacceptable and
the limit should have been decreased. The question is: how much?
To use the words of the Commission, the new limit should be such "that the total effective dose
received in a full working life would be prevented from exceeding about 1 Sv received
moderately uniformly year by year and that the application of its system of radiological
protection should be such that this figure would only rarely be approached". On this basis "the
Commission now recommends a limit on effective dose of 20 mSv per year, averaged over 5
years (100 mSv in 5 years), with the further provision that the effective dose should not exceed
50 mSv in any single year".
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I would be lying to you if I should claim that this decision was an easy one to make. It was a
compromise just short of unacceptable to any of those who had to take it and came to be judged
as tolerable for the Commission as whole, with various shades of dissatisfaction. But this is
inevitable: as I said before, when deciding on these matters each person carries his own human,
cultural and professional sensitivities which add to the logical line of thought (and I specifically
mean adding in the sense of enriching). My own tendency would have been more restrictive,
and therefore I have to remind myself all the time that limits are recommended for universal use
and should cut across the needs of various groups and societies. They are suggested values, that
individual countries may accept or reject, hopefully to adopt lower limits. Actually, the system
itself recommends various ways to reduce the risk implied by the primary limits.
As to the limit of dose for the public, the ICRP proceeds in analogy with that for workers. It
still aims at a dose level just short of unacceptable for continuous exposure and it still assesses
the limit by comparing various attributes of lethal, non-lethal and hereditary harm. It comes
eventually to a recommended level of 1 mSv per year. An alternative procedure, that of
selecting a fraction of the natural background to be the limit would have been unacceptable in
principle, because the fact that we are exposed to doses from natural radiation sources (even with
ample fluctuations in space and time) cannot in principle justify the addition of any dose,
however small, from man-made sources. Comparisons with background are useful a posteriori,
but would be unwarranted a priori for the purpose of selecting limits.
The choice for the public of a limit which is considerably smaller than for the workers (about
a factor of 20, at present) is ethically justified on the grounds that this limit applies to a much
larger population, that exposure is for the whole life (and not only for the working life); and that
the public at large includes here also the most susceptible young ages. Also, members of the
public are only protected by source control and not by individual monitoring. All these
considerations make sense from a general point of view. What is more perplexing to me is why
workers should in theory be allowed (as they in practice do) to receive higher doses than other
members of the public of the same age. Explanations usually given are that workers are paid
to do a given job, but my objection is that this implies acceptance of the concept that a potential
risk to human health and life may be traded for money. It is also said that workers undergo the
relevant risks voluntarily as a matter of free choice. But is this true under conditions of high
unemployment? And, in any case, is it fair to ask anybody to choose between no work and work
under high risk?
The fact does remain that limits for professional exposure are normally higher than for public
exposure for many human activities. I have no argument to oppose the wide public acceptance
of this state of affairs. It could be an excess of scruples on my part, and it could be utopian and
unrealistic even to contemplate such an idea: but I would eventually like to see a system in
which each person is protected as a human being, irrespective of any working condition. And
I believe that on this point there is room for further improvements.
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CONCLUSIONS
At the end of this presentation, I should try to answer the question that has long been in my mind
and perhaps in your mind too, since I started the present talk. Is the present system of radiation
protection founded on sound ethical grounds? Overall, I believe that the answer should be yes,
because the ethical propositions on which it is founded are good; the methodologies to develop
the basic principles into a set of recommendations are morally acceptable; and the system appears
reasonably coherent, flexible, stringent enough to keep the risks low, but not zero, which would
be an impossible target to achieve, as long as there are benefits to be gained from the use of
radiation.
Naturally, as is true of all human endeavour, the system could still be improved. Some
improvements will come about in due course as new experience is gained. This applies, for
example to the updating of risk estimates based on new scientific evidence. From it, as in the
past, revision of the present recommendations will probably derive.
Other improvements will presumably require original research and development in order, for
example, to further clarify the meaning of the principle of justification, or to include
environmental, in addition to human, protection.
To meet further and more advanced requests, revolutionary, rather than evolutionary, approaches
of the present system might be necessary. I am referring here to my suggestion to protect
individuals as human beings and not as workers and public; or to the further universalization of
the basic ethical principles to take into account non-objective health detriment and other
preferences, desires or ideals.
Such further developments would almost certainly make the system more stringent. As it become
so, some people may find it more acceptable but others may look upon it as too obtrusive. We
certainly should ask ourselves whether we have taken the present system as far as it could go in
order to preserve coherence, which is undoubltely its main merit. On the other hand, we must
see that protection against radiation is not pushed too much, because it may fall out of
perspective and be unfairly penalized in comparison with protection against other health hazards.
My personal feeling at present, from a global perspective, is that adoption of the system,
imperfect though it may be, by all countries would be likely to save more doses than might be
saved by further marginal improvements in countries where the system is already well in
operation. If this feeling is correct, then we should continue working, as we have done in the
past, in order to develop the system rationally, while trying all the time to behave reasonably.
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INTRODUCTION
The concept "risk" means different things to different people. When technocrats judge risk in their
field of expertise, their responses correlate highly with quantitative estimates of probabilities.
However, judgements and interpretations by non-experts attach much more importance to
cognitive dimensions of perception. Risk evaluation by quantitative risk assessments or by risk
perception should not be regarded as competitive but as complementary.
CONCEPT OF RISK
A great deal of discussion is often devoted to formulating "a proper definition of risk". Literature
shows that there is an enormous variety of definitions and interpretations [2, 3, 5, 6, 8].
In health related sciences "risk" is often addressed as a multi dimensional combination of harmful
health effects and their probabilities. In technological safety analysis, "risk" usually is expressed
as a mathematical representation of probabilities of undesired events. In non-technology related
sciences, interpretations are close to the loose meaning in every day language, referring to the
threat of undesired events or the dread of harmful consequences. These different interpretations of
risk cause considerable confusion in risk communication.
Quantitative definitions for any risk parameter in assessment studies should fulfil the conceptual
requirement that they provide information about the basic triplet of risk components: scenario,
probability and consequences [3].
The "scenario" identification refers to the question "what can happen or what can go wrong?".
- The "probability" issue which refers to the question "how likely is it that things will happen?"
The description of "consequences or measures of damage, which should answer the question
"if it does happen, what are the consequences?".
The complexity of such a concept, especially because of each of these three components is of a
multi dimensional nature in itself, leads to the necessity of simplification. Any definition of risk is
conceptually adequate as long as it addresses all three fundamental components. Otherwise risk
assessment or risk evaluation is impossible.
REDUCTION OF COMPLEXITY
It is a trivial statement that reduction of complexity of reality goes hand in hand with
simplification. This is legitimate, because it is a necessary requirement to manage the complexity
of risk assessments. However, one must realize that each step of simplification incorporates
choices, value judgements or even policy judgements.
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TYPOLOGY OF RISK DEFINITIONS [2]

TYPOLOGY OF COGNITIVE RISK DIMENSIONS
[2,4]

1. Uncertainty about safety or health
2. Possibility of undesired consequences (loss,
damage, injury, death)
3. Lack of perceived controllability of a practice
4. Conditional probability - (mathematical
expectatiOn) - of a single type of harm (or
Joss)
5. Frequentistic presentation of a monodimensional index of harm
6. Multi attributive weighted aggregate of
probabilities and consequences (utility theory)
7. Multi dimensional presentation of
probabilities and consequences

1. Character and severity of harm or consequence
2. Controllability and influencibility by prevention and
mitigation
3. Number of population at risk
4. Familiarity with consequences or activities
5. Voluntariness, intentionality and degree of
involvement
6. Persistence, delay and transgenerational aspects

Any choice of definition and any choice of methodology in risk assessment is influenced by
cultural, professional, institutional or even policy considerations. For this reasons Fischhoff [5]
calls the choice for definition "a political act", which like any other choice in policy issues is
inherently controversial. The choice of a risk parameter and the choice of methodology influences
the outcome of any analysis and subsequently also influences conclusions and decisions. This is
not meant as a criticism, but as a warning. Many risk analysts pretend that quantitative risk
assessment is objective. This in my view, is not correct. Because even the choice of a risk
definition or quantity is a value judgement in itself. There exists no dichotomy between subjective
or objective risk evaluations. What does exist is a distinction between (i) quantitative risk
assessment methodologies which assign preferential choices to the use of quantifiable parameters
as simplified representations of risk and (ii) qualitative socio-psychologic methodologies which
predominantly address the cognitive dimensions of risk perception.
It is a matter of fact, proven by extensive psychological research that qualitative risk perception is
generally uncorrelated with quantitative risk assessments [1, 2, 4, 5].
QUANTIFICATION
In quantitative risk assessments, the complex nature of risk is reduced by the choice of a highly
simplified risk parameter. The ultimate simplification is reflected in probability assessments where
only one single component of health detriment or harm is taken into account. Proponents of such
simplified approach, especially amongst technocrats and policy makers, argue nevertheless that
such a single dimensional "yard stick" of risk is suitable for policy decisions, because they assume
such risk quantity is measurable. Most of these focus on mathematical representations for
probability. The underlying assumption is of a typical technocratic nature. It is assumed that
interpretation and comparison of numbers is more objective than any qualitative approach. What I
wish to stress here, is that any choice of a quantifiable parameter to characterize only a few or
even one single isolated aspect of risk, involves subjective judgement and therefore puts
restrictions on the utility and significance of such quantitative risk estimates.
Further it must be realized that the probability aspect of risk in itself is of a multi dimensional
nature. Distinction must be made between the "stochastic" probability of occurrence of hazardous
events, the "frequentistic" probabilities that such events will lead to exposure and further the
"conditional" probability that such exposure may result in harmful consequences. Technocrats
sometimes seem to forget that probability does not merely refer to frequency, but that it also
reflects subjective probability aspects by "best estimates" and "expert judgements". This variety of
interpretations of probability implies a warning against aggregation into a single "probability
estimate".
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CETERIS PARIBUS
Interpretation and comparison of quantitative risk estimates become meaningless or even
misleading when it is not guaranteed that respective practices or situations are otherwise
comparable. This so called "ceteris paribus" principle requires that all factors, circumstances and
assumptions that are not explicitated in the outcome of risk quantification, shall be mutually
equivalent. This means that all technological, physical, biological and social descriptors shall not
be essentially different. This "ceteris paribus" principle implies that quantified probability
estimates must regard the same type of consequences as well as the same nature of scenarios. The
required equivalence of consequences is a very restrictive constraint to the comparability of
probabilities, because there exists not only a large variety of essentially different consequences,
but each of them has widely different arguments. Even when only health detriment is considered,
there still remains a variety of components.
Well-known examples of (apparently) single dimensional risk quantities are (a) fatal accident
frequency rate - FAFR, (b) frequency of death per person year, (c) unicohort and (d) loss of life
expectancy. Each separately these quantities provide an extremely narrow and biassed view on
risk. For this reason they are hardly intercomparable. Covello et al. [8] emphasize this by explicit
warning that "use of such data for risk comparison purposes can severely damage your
credibility".
The multidimensional character of damage and harm shows somewhat better in multi attribute
utility techniques. There risk is defined as a weighted combination of value judgements over the
various attributes of harm. This can be described as a vector presentation in which each element
or dimension represents a quantifiable attribute, such as probabilities and magnitude of
consequences. The overall risk is then evaluated as the weighted sum of scores on different
attributes. It seems often forgotten that such quantitative approach can be highly sensitive to small
variations in weighting factors or the choice of attributes [5].
PERCEPTION
The limited comparability of quantitative risk estimates has clearly emerged in psychological
research on risk evaluation. The impact of so called cognitive dimensions of risk, is apparent.
Such descriptors are of a physical, biological and social character. The typology of cognitive
dimensions is more of an effect related nature [2, 4, 7] and includes (i) the threat to biosphere, (ii)
the threat to human health, (iii) the catastrophic nature of consequences, (iv) the intentionality and
voluntariness of risk, (v) the distribution in time and space.
The major conclusion from psychological surveys is that people do not deal with risks in a
consistent manner. The main arguments of the apparent great variety in risk perception and risk
judgements are reasonably well-understood [1, 2, 7]. There exist a variety of mutually
incommensurable, unequal interpretations and notions of the concept of risk and the extent of the
problem analysis. Public perceptions of risk differ from assessments by experts. What is even
more important is to recognize that perceptions can seem indifferent to risk communication.
Additionally there are two other issues of main importance. At first, there is the issue of "equity".
This involves problems about the fairness with regard to unequal distribution of benefits on one
hand and cost and risk of a practice on the other hand. Further there is the issue of individual and
collective partiality. Prejudice, with regard to the nature of the practice or situation as well as with
regard to the type of harm or consequences. Especially where it involves large scale practices and
low-probability - high-consequence type of activities, social political views and selective
preferences are so extremely dominant that they cannot be implied in risk assessment
methodology. Decision making then requires procedures which pay utmost care to social balance
and acceptance. The role of risk comparison and risk assessment in such decision making
processes is very limited, if at all existent.
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CONCLUSION
The issue of comparability of risk is dominated by the following issues:
- the choice of definition; technocratic quantitative interpretations of risk are not by definitions
objective. Any simplified risk definition implies value judgements.
the scope of the problem; comparison of partial components of risk is more meaningful than
presentation of absolute numbers. The pursuit of a unified, one dimensional risk quantity is
unrealistic. It is a misjudgement of the gap between technocratic risk assessment and public
risk acceptance.
the "ceteris paribus" principle is an essential requirement for any risk comparison; the required
equivalence of conditions is a very restrictive constraint to the comparability of numerical
estimates.
risk quantification and risk perception are uncorrelated; it is a requirement for risk
management and risk regulation to imply both components in the structure of decision making.
Riks quantification is predominantly a source or practice related assessment, while risk
perception is highly consequence and effect related. They both rely on implicite value
judgements. Explication of such hidden dimensions of risk is an essential requirement for
comparability.
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ANALYSIS OF A COMPARATIVE PUBLIC RISK ASSESMENT STUDY
ABSTRACT :
The main aim of this study has been to inventory the risks existing in
a region (South East of France) so as to compare different activity sectors
within geographic units of varying size. The overall data obtained shows
that the mean annual radiological and chemical exposures do not result in a
marked health risk for the sources considered, except for pollutants
produced within the home, for which levels may exceed occupational exposure
limits for periods of several days, or even weeks.
1 - INTRODUCTION
Cette etude (Programme Grand Delta) est developpee depuis 1980 a
1' IPSN. La region choisie est representative du territoire national
1/5
de la surface, 1/5 de la population (10 millions d'habitants) et les
principales activites y sont representees. Ce tres vaste sujet n'a pu etre
traite de maniere exhaustive. L' essentiel de 1' etude a concerne le risque
chronique et, plus precisement celui lie a la production electrogene
(charbon, fioul, uranium), aux chauffages residentiel et tertiaire, a la
pollution a l'interieur de l'habitat, a l'irradiation naturelle et a
1' irradiation due au radiodiagnostic. Au cours de ces etudes, seules ant
ete prises en compte les nuisances creees par les activites qui s'exercent
au sein de la region Sud-Est de la France. L' exposition calculee (dose
integree delivree aux populations) correspond a une duree de fonctionnement
des installations de 30 ans. A chaque fois que cela s'est avere possible,
l'exposition a ete correlee a un effet sanitaire. Cela suppose l'existence
d'une relation exposition-effet particulierement delicate a etablir, et qui
en fait n'existe que tres rarement pour les produits chimiques.
2 - METHODOLOGIE ET RESULTATS
La methodologie utilisee decoule directement de celle mise en oeuvre
pour les etudes d' impact sur 1' environnement des installations soumises a
autorisation. Elle se resume en trois phases successives
evaluation des
emissions, des expositions et des consequences sanitaires. La description
detaillee de ces evaluations a fait l'objet de publications [1,2].
2.1. Emissions
Les quantites de polluants emises par les installations des cycles
electrogenes ant ete, soit fournies par les industriels, soit obtenues a la
suite de campagnes de mesures a l'emission, soit, a defaut, a partir de
donnees publiees dans la litterature internationale. Dans le cas du chauffage residentiel, l'evaluation des emissions tient compte, d'une part de la
distribution de la population, des habitations et du mode de chauffage, et,
d' autre part des consommations de combustibles de la region. Les consommations departementales du chauffage tertiaire ant ete ventilees dans les
seules zones urbaines. Les emissions a 1' interieur de l'habitat ant ete
caracterisees experimentalement. Une soixantaine de produits a ete analysee
representant 8 types d'utilisation differentes. Pour chacune d'elles,
l'ensemble des produits analyses represente au mains 75% des ventes sur le
marche franQais. Les emissions d'un foyer ouvert, simulant un feu de
cheminee, ant ete determinees au cours des differentes phases de la combustion du bois (allumage, combustion, braises, ajout d'un marceau de bois).
2.2. Expositions
Rejets atmospherigues : les concentrations resultantes dans l'environnement
sont evaluees a 1' aide d' un modele de dispersion atmospherique de type
panache gaussien simplifie qui tient compte de facteurs d' appauvrissement
du panache
les depots sec et humide, les decroissances et filiations
radioactives, ainsi que la transformation physico-chimique du so en sul2
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fates. Les situations meteorologiques des 12 stations concernees sont des
moyennes sur 25 ans pour chacune d'elles. Les concentratisrs moyennes
annuelles sont presentees dans un systeme de mailles de 100 km issu de la
2
grille europeenne (mailles de 10.000 km) mise au point a l'IPSN. Dans
chacune de ces mailles, la concentration de chacun des polluants rejetes
par 1' ensemble des installations concernees est cumulee. L' exposition des
populations est ensuite evaluee pour chacun des polluants et chacune des
principales voies d'atteinte : directe (inhalation, exposition externe) et
indirecte (ingestion par la chaine alimentaire) .
Rejets liguides (uniquement pour le cycle de 1' uranium)
le Rhone est
divise en 9 tronc;:ons dans lesquel:; les caracteristiques hydrodynamiques
sont considerees comme constantes. Les expositions individuelles et collectives ont ete calculees pour les principales voies d' atteinte a 1' homme :
eau de boisson, consommation de poissons et de produits irrigues, exposition externe. Pour evaluer l'exposition collective, on considere que toute
la production agricole et piscicole est consommee par la population de la
region sans tenir compte de la distribution geographique.
Radiodiagnostic (radiologie dentaire et radiodepistage systematique exclus): 1' evaluation de 1' exposition collective et 1' estimation de la dose
moyenne par habitant dans chacun des departements composant la region
etudiee, sont issues d'une etude effectuee au niveau national [3].
Radioactivite naturelle
la cartographie etudiee par 1' IPSN etant incomplete pour les departements de la region etudiee, on a utilise la valeur de
2 mSv/a proposee par l'UNSCEAR [4].
Interieur de 1' habitat
les concentrations resultantes dans les pieces
d' un habitat a la suite de 1' utilisation de produits domestiques ont ete
calculees a 1' aide d' un modele simplifie de transfert atmospherique selon
differents scenarios d' utilisation [2]. Si le facteur d' emission est une
fonction du temps, les concentrations sont recalculees en tenant compte de
la fonction d'emission determinee experimentalement. Les concentrations
resultantes de la combustion de bois en foyer ouvert ont ete mesurees dans
la piece a differents stades de la combustion a 1,5 m du foyer.
2.3. Effets sanitaires

Exposition radiologigue
Compte tenu de la precision assoclee aux evaluations des expositions,
on a admis, a partir de la CIPR 26, 0,01 effets stochastiques d'origine
somatique par homme. Sv et 0, 02 effets stochastiques somatiques et genetiques par homme.Sv.
Le nombre d' effets sanitaires calcule pour le public du Sud-Est de la
France qui resulterait des rejets atmospherique et liquide de radionucleides des installations des cycles energetiques est de l'ordre de 0,1 pour le
cycle de 1' uranium et de 0, 002 pour les centrales thermiques fossiles.
Compte tenu des installations effectivement en activite dans la region en
1987, le nombre de ces effets est faible compare a celui du au radiodiagnostic (35) ou a l'irradiation naturelle (200). A titre de comparaison, le
nombre de deces par tumeur enregistre en 1987 dans cette region est de
1' ordre de 30.000 et represente environ 25% de la mortalite regionale,
pourcentage comparable a la moyenne nationale.
Les valeurs annuelles maximales determinees pour un groupe fictif
recevant toutes les expositions maximales issues des installations des
cycles electrogenes sont bien inferieures a la recommandation de la CIPR
pour le public (5 mSv/a) et a la valeur moyenne annuelle retenue par
l'UNSCEAR resultant de l'exposition naturelle (2 mSv).
Exposition chimique
Il n' existe pas, pour les polluants chimiques, d' indicateur unique de
nuisance comme c'est le cas pour les produits radioactifs. Trois approches
ont done ete suivies en fonction des donnees scientifiques disponibles et
de leur pertinence :
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• evaluation de la quantite incorporee dans un tissu ou organe cible ou
dans l'organisme entier, quantite que l'on compare a celle presente chez un
homme standard de 70 kg ou a une valeur seuil a partir de laquelle apparait
un dommage;
• evaluation d'un exces de mortalite ou de morbidite lorsqu'une relation
exposition-effet a ete etablie. Si elle est de type linea ire sans seuil,
les effets sont calcules, comme pour les radionucleides, a 3 partir de
!'exposition collective annuelle regionale exprimee en homme.~g/m
• comparaison a des valeurs limites d'exposition dans l'environnement ou
plus souvent a des recommandations pour la sante du public.
A la difference des radionucleides, on n' a pas distingue, en 1' absence
d' indicateur unique de nuisance, un "groupe reference" qui aurait rec;:u
toutes les expositions maximales. Mais notons que la comparaison aux
valeurs limites d' exposition repond en partie aux questions que 1' on se
pose quand on a recours a la notion de "groupe reference".
La surmortalite theorique calculee pour !'ensemble SO et sulfates emis
par le cycle electrogene d' origine fossile (centrales t~ermiques et raffineries) et les chauffages residentiel et tertiaire atteint environ 100
deces dont 80% seraient dus au chauffage residentiel. Un resultat identique
est obtenu avec les poussieres ._ 3Les concentfations de so 2 et de poussieres
calculees dans les mailles (10
a 10 ~g/m ) , qu' elles resultent du cycle
electrogene d' origine fossile, ou du chauffage res~dentiel ou tertiaire,
sont inferieures a la valeur guide de l'OMS (50 ~g/m ) relative aux effets
combines du complexe so -poussieres [5].
2
Pour les metaux-traces emis par les centrales thermiques fossiles, en
appliquant les relations exposition-effet donnees par l'OMS [5], le nombre
de cancers calcule est inferieur a 1 pour !'ensemble arsenic, chrome
(assimile a Cr VI) et nickel. Pour le cadmium, les quantites stockees ~~ns
le C9ftex renal (tissu cible) de la population sont bien inferieures (10
a
2.10
~g/g)
a la valeur a partir de laquelle peut apparaitre un dommage
pour le rein (200 ~g/g de cortex renal). Les quantites de nickel stockees
dans l'organisme s'echelonnent de 1,7.10-s a 8,5.10- 3 llg par kg corpore!.
Elles sont tres inferieures a la valeur observee chez 1' homme standard,
soit environ 7 llg par kg corporel. Pour !'ensemble des metaux traces emis,
2
les concent_1;ation~ 5 calc~lees dans les mailles de 100 km sont tres inferieures (10
a 10 ~g/m) aux valeurs guides recommandees par l'OMS [5].
Les concentrations calculees dans les p~eces d' un habitat standard,
compte tenu de differents scenarios d'utilisation des produits domestiques,
peuvent depasser les valeurs limites d' exposition professionnelle pendant
plusieurs heures (toluene
utilisation de colle de revetement a base
organique), voire plusieurs jours (nonane et trimethylbenzene : application
de cires). L'exposition au 1,4-dichlorobenzene (p-DCB) emis par les blocs
we desodorisant d'atmosphere peu~6quelquefois conduire a une probabilite de
risque legerement superieur a 10
[6]. Enfin, les concentrations d'hydrocarbures polycycliques aromatiques, reconnus cancerigenes, emis par un feu
de bois et mesurees dans la piece a 1,5 m du foyer, peuvent atteindre des
valeurs e_tevees au debut de la combustion 3: benzo (a) anthracene + Chr~sene
(189 ng/m ), dibenzo(ak)anthr~cene (83 ng/m ), benzo(a)pyrene (70 ng/m) et
benzo(b)fluoranthene (58 ng/m). Ces valeurs sont au moins divisees par 10
en fin de combustion.
3- DISCUSSION ET CONCLUSION
Le principal objectif du programme Grand Delta a ete, des son origine,
de dresser un inventaire des risques d' une region en faisant en sorte que
l'on puisse etablir une comparaison entre secteurs d'activite au sein
d'unites geographiques plus ou moins grandes.
La premiere difficulte rencontree a ete !'obtention des donnees indispensables a la premiere phase de l'etude, a savoir, la connaissance des
emissions relatives aux activites repertoriees. A ce jour, ce probleme
existe toujours malgre la volonte des autor-Ltes d' obtenir une plus grande
transparence. Une banque de donnees a tout de meme pu etre constituee a
1' aide des informations des exploitants, de mesures, ou encore d' estimations a partir de la litterature internationale en !'absence d'autre
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solution. Ces donnees relatives au cycle electrogene, aux chauffages
residentiel et tertiaire, au radiodiagnostic, a !'irradiation naturelle et
a la pollution a 1' interieur de 1' habitat, ont, pour certaines d' entre
elles, ete utilisees dans des modeles de transfert a l'environnement : air,
eau et sol. Il est evident que ces modeles ne peuvent fournir qu'un ordre
de grandeur compare aux mesures reelles dans 1' environnement. Ils sont
cependant le passage oblige car il est impossible d' implanter, au ni veau
d'une region, suffisamment de capteurs pour mesurer la concentration
moyenne annuelle de chacun des polluants existant.
Une fois estimees les concentrations dans les divers milieux, il faut
caracteriser l'atteinte a l'homme qui constitue la finalite de !'etude_
Pour cela, il faut recourir a d'autres modeles decrivant le metabolisme du
polluant inhale ou ingere et definir les coefficients de transfert (poumon
~ sang,
absorption intestinale ... ). On sait que les "constantes biologiques" varient en fonction des formes physico-chimiques de 1' element consider€. Une nouvelle fois, on n'accedera done qu'a un ordre de grandeur de
la quantite de polluant transfere.
Toutes ces remarques ont pour but d' attirer 1' attention de 1' utilisateur eventuel de ces resultats sur les reserves qu' il faut apporter dans
leur exploitation en tant que valeurs vraies des que 1' on parle d' effets
sanitaires associes calcules. Ceci d'autant plus que contrairement a
1' exposition radiologique il n' existe pas, pour les polluants chimiques,
d' indicateur unique de nuisance et que seules quelques rares relations
exposition-effet sont utilisables.
Il n' en est pas de meme pour les analyses relatives aussi bien aux
resultats entre eux (differents scenarios, differentes filieres) qu'a leur
comparaison a des valeurs references
(quantite presente chez l'homme
standard, valeur seuil a partir de laquelle apparait un effet, concentration moyenne dans l'environnement ... ). Le bilan de cette etude se materialise done, bien plus par une mise en perspective des risques chroniques
resultant de differentes activites que par une evaluation absolue des
effets sanitaires qui en resultent.
L' ensemble des resultats obtenus montre qu' en moyenne annuelle, les
expositions radiologiques et chimiques ne conduisent pas a un risque
sanitaire important pour les sources considerees a 1' exception des pollutions generees a l'interieur de !'habitat pour lesquelles, sous certaines
conditions, les valeurs limites d'exposition travailleur peuvent etre
depassees, et ce, pendant plusieurs jours voire plusieurs semaines.
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INFORMATION ABOUT RISKS OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
PROPOSED BY NUCLEAR INDUSTRIES TO MEDICAL DOCTORS
IN FRANCE, BELGIUM AND GERMANY
ABSTRACT
Information
and
post-graduate
training
of
the
medical profession are performed in continuation of academic
studies and should endeavour to respond to the concrete
questions that physicians have in mind and may have to deal
with. They must strive to emphasize this distinctive and
somewhat new role of the doctor that consists in putting a
premium on health education at the expense of the only
thepeuratic role. This aspect of radiological urgency is
liable to affect physicians as frustrating, which may, at
least partly, account for the widespread impression among a
strong majority of them in our 3 countries that they are
still insufficiently informed, despite the effort conducted
for many years by the physicians of the nuclear electricity
utilities. France, Belgium and Germany have adopted the same
approach.
INTRODUCTION
La
radioprotection repose
sur
un ensemble de
principes qui, au dela du respect de la reglementation,
visent a integrer cette protection dans la conception des
installations,
la preparation du travail, la formation
approfondie et sans cesse reactualisee des agents mais
egalement 1 1 information du monde exterieur. L 1 accident de
Tchernobyl a montre qu 1 une information utile en temps de
crise ne peut se faire que si elle est precedee d 1 une
information prealable de quali te pour beneficier aupres du
public d 1 une legitimite et d 1 un "capital confiance". A cet
egard, le medecin et l 1 ensemble des professions medicales et
paramedicales
constituent
sans
doute
un
interlocuteur
important car ils sont consideres par le public comme des
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personnes competentes aptes a donner des conseils av1ses sur
les activites potentiellement "dangereuses" pour la sante.
Les
professionnels
de
la
sante
reclament
taus
une
information de qualite et le but de cette communication
est
de decrire les besoins d'information et les actions
menees depuis de nombreuses annees aupres du corps
medical et paramedical par les medecins des entreprises
electronucleaires i
de comparer les approches retenues par la France, la
Belgique et 1 'Allemagne, dont les motivations et les
moyens sont tres proches et se confondent dans certains
cas, par exemple !'information transfrontaliere des
medecins et pharmaciens franc;:ais' belges et allemands
residant auteur des centrales nucleaires de Chooz et de
cattenom ;
de souligner le role d'interface privilegie que peut et
doit jouer le medecin du travail i
enfin, d' insister sur 1 'aspect specifique de 1 'urgence
nucleaire.
Le role du medecin,
en cas d'urgence
radiologique,
est
surtout
un
role
d'information,
d'explication, de conseil,-de dialogue avec les experts
alors que les gestes medicaux sont reduits a peu de
chases. Cet aspect particulier de la conduite a tenir
doit etre pris en compte.
LA DEMANDE DES PROFESSIONNELS DE LA SANTE
Les medecins et autres professionnels de la sante se
declarent prets, dans l'eventualite d'un accident nucleaire,
a "participer aux soins" et surtout a relayer et expliquer
!'information delivree par les experts. Ils sont a ce titre
demandeurs d'information. Ceci ressort a !'evidence de taus
les sondages effectues ces dernieres annees. Entre 1986 et
1991,
6 enquetes
portant sur un nombre important de
medecins, pres de 20 ooo au total, menees en France montrent
toutes
que
les
medecins
reclament
une
information
complementaire independante et reactualisee regulierement.
Ils ant conscience de representer un relais d' information
privilegie dans la mesure au ils jouissent d'une credibilite
incontestee aupres de la population. Dans nos 3 pays, le
corps medical jouit a cet egard d'un role d'autant plus
important qu'il est choisi librement. Ils font confiance aux
hospitaliers mais egalement aux medecins des entreprises
nucleaires,
qu'ils
considerent
comme
des
confreres
specialises et competents.
Cette bonne acceptation du
medecin du travail dans la formation continue merite d'etre
soulignee.
La
demande
d'information
varie
evidernrnent
en
fonction de la proximite des installations nucleaires, mais
la quasi-totalite des medecins souhaite une information
complementaire et specifique de qualite.
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LES MOYENS
Il faut, ~ien sur, agir dans le prolongement de la
formation
ac~e
en
faculte.
Dans
nos
3
pays,
un
enseignement de base est dispense dans toutes les facultes
de medecine. Mais il est reel que le contenu et peut-etre la
qualite de cette formation varient sans doute d'une faculte
a !'autre, que cette formation intervient tres tot dans le
cursus des etudes medicales, et que cet enseignement etait
plus sommaire il y a une quinzaine d'annees. De plus, de
nombreuses formations complementaires sent organisees ; en
France
ainsi
qu•en
Belgique
et
en
Allemagne,
la
radiobiologie
et
la
radioprotection
sent
actuellement
enseignees dans
le cadre de nombreux certificats de
Speciali te
(radi0l0gie 1
medecine dU
travail 1
medecine
d'urgence ... ).
Les differentes actions entreprises par les societes
productrices d'electricite peuvent etre classees en 3
niveaux complementaires :
Niveau europeen, comme !'information transfrontaliere.
Niveau national, selon differentes modalites
Formation
medicale
continue.
Les
societes
electriques n•ont bien entendu aucune initiative
propre a prendre dans ce domaine mais elles
apportent
leur
experience
a la demande des
organisateurs.
En France, une formation nationale coordonnee par
1 'UNAFORMEC a ete mise en place dans le contexte
specifique de la formation medicale continue.
Information relayee par des periodiques medicaux de
grande diffusion.
Envoi systematique de documents, dent toutes les
enqueteS montrent qUI i!S repondent a 1 I attente dU
plus grand nombre de medecins.
Et surtout au niveau local et regional. En effet, chaque
site organise, independamment, des contacts et visi tes
en fonction des demandes exprimees localement. Cette
decentralisation permet de repondre de maniere adaptee
aux besoins et de tenir compte des sensibilites locales
differentes selon les regions ; elles sent organisees
par
les
collectivites
medicales
a competence
territoriale.
Ces initiatives locales et regionales representent :
pour la Belgique, durant les 6 dernieres annees, 52
reunions pour les sites de Doel et Tihange ;
+
pour EDF, entre 1989 et 1991, environ 200 reunions
pour !'ensemble des sites ;
+
pour
1 I Allemagne :
Reunions
regulieres
des
associations specialisees sur le plan federal et des
Laender (environ 200).

+
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A ce titre, des visites d'installations s•averent tres
utiles. Elles permettent non seulement d'apprehender de
fa9on plus concrete la nature des risques mais egalement
et surtout de nouer des relations personnelles qui
permettront, ulterieurement, d'etablir un reseau de
correspondants et de competences auxquels le praticien
saura faire appel.
BILAN - CONCLUSION
Ces moyens sont-ils suffisants et adaptes ? Il est,
bien sQr, tres difficile de repondre a cette question mais
les sondages effectues aupres des medecins permettent
neanmoins d'analyser comment cet effort est per9u.
Le contenu de 1' information doit, bien sQr, avoir
pour objectif de repondre aux interrogations que se pose le
medecin. A cet egard, l'urgence radiologique ne ressemble a
aucune autre urgence medicale, dans la me sure ou aucune
prise en charge therapeutique immediate n'est attendue de la
part du medecin. Or le praticien, face a sa responsabilite
de medecin, veut savoir - et cela est legitime - quel serait
son
role
precis
dans
l'eventualite
d'une
situation
accidentelle. Cela se traduit souvent, dans la demande
formulee par le medecin, par le desir de disposer de
conseils pratiques, de "conduites a tenir" dans differentes
circonstances. Et il arrive au praticien d'etre "de9u" de ne
pas avoir a faire de geste medical salvateur ••. L 1 urgence,
dans ce domaine particulier de la sante publique est celle
de !'information relayee au niveau des patients. Cet aspect
de la prise en charge de !'accident est absolument essentiel
et pour repondre aux nombreuses questions et inquietudes des
patients,
pour
conseiller
utilement
certains
groupes
particuliers
(femmes enceintes,
enfants,
reticences de
certains malades vis-a-vis d'examens radiodiagnostiques ... ),
il doit avoir une "culture" nucleaire suffisante.
Enfin, le praticien doit connaitre la specificite de
la surveillance medicale du travail et doit avoir un ordre
de grandeur de la dose re9ue en irradiation professionnelle
et medicale afin de mieux mettre en perspective ces sources
d'irradiation par rapport a !'irradiation naturelle ••.
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THE COMPARATIVE ESTIMATION OF THE RADIATION AND CHEMICAL
CARCINOGENIC RISK INDUCED BY THE ATMOSPHERE CONTAMINATION
DUE TO RELEASES FROM COAL-FIRED POWER PLANTS
V.A.Knizhnikov, V.A.Komleva, N.K.Shandala
Institute of Biophysics, the USSR Ministry
of Public Health, Moscow, USSR
ABSTRACT
In experiments with 1000 white mongrel mice which inhaled
benzo(a)pyrene (BP) and fly coal ash for a long time,
these
agents increased significantly lung tumour incidence, with the
latent period shortened. BP is found to be 10-1000 fold more
carcinogenic then fly coal ash. The BP inhalation at a
sanitary standard level (0.1 !g/100 m~ of air) appeared to be
equivalent,
in murine risk, to the whole-body exposure to a
total gamma dose of about 2 Sv. The coal ash inhalation in a
concentration of 0.05 mg;m 3 caused the same risk as a dose of
0.05 Sv.
INTRODUCTION
Up to
date,
relativ
contributions
of
different
carcinogenic agents to lung cancers in the population are not
quite clear. Therefore, an attempt was made to
obtain
experimentally a comparative estimation of lung cancer risks
due to atmospheric concentrations, actually occurring in
population centres, of BP and fly ash released from coal-fired
power plants.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
The study involved 1000 white mongrel female mice.
Mongrel mice, like man, are known to develop spontaneous lung
tumours.
Chronic administration of ash or BP was carried out in
special inhalation chambers.
In the BP experiment, the mice
spent in the chamber 6 hr a day 5 times a week for 3 months;
in the coal ash experiment, the chamber residence time was 7
hr a day during 5 months, a total of 48 times. AMADs of coal
ash and BP particles were 4.1 and 5.9JA:m, respectively.
Experimental animals' lungs retained 25% of fly coal ash
particles and 9% of BP dust.
The animals were followed up to their n~tural death. The
dead were subjected to autopsy and post-mortdm examination.
In mathematical data processing,
the Student parameter
criterion was used,
and the cumulative probability of lung
tumour incidence was estimated by an interval procedure.
RESULTS
The jnvestigational pattern= and lung tumour incidence in
mice are summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1
Lung

tumour incidence related to
and BP intakes by ingalation

coal ash

Animal group
Item
1 (control)

2

3

4

1. COAL ASH

Chamber-air concentration. mg;m?>

0

2.5

5.0

10.0

Retained in the
*)
lung. mg/g of tissue

0

1.0

2.0

4.0

37

61

78 * * *)

0

9

33

50

0

0.2

6.3

78.0

Retained in the
lung. Jlg/g of tissue

0

0.0025

0.8

9.0

Animals with lung
tumours. %

14

Animals with BPinduced tumours, %

0

Animals with lung
tumours. %

**)

Animals with ashinduced tumours. %
2. BENZO(A)PYRENE
Chamber-air concentration. fg/m~

28

23

37

9

13

40 ***)
26

Notes: *) -The ash or BP dose (amount) retained in the
lung was calculated by AMADs of respective
aerosols.
**) -Using the interval procedure.
***)
P < 0.01 as compared with control.
The evidence from
Table
1
suggests
a
positive
carcinogenic effect of BP and fly coal ash in the study.
Table 2 gives average latent periods (ALPs) of tumours,
time between the onset of administration and the first tumour
appearance. and ALPs for the first 25% and 50% of murine
tumours following the coal ash inhalation.
The date from Table 2 show a carcinogenic capacity of fly
coal ash,
thus supporting the results from Table 1. It is
noteworthy that coal ash is considerably less carcinogenic
than BP - by one to three orders for different concentrations.
The dose-response curves for these agents differ:
close to
linearity for ash and far from it for BP.
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Table 2
Average latent periods (ALP) of lung tumours
by coal ash concentrations inhaled
Animal group
Item
1 (control)

4

3

Ash concentration, mg/m~
2.5
5.0
10.0

0
ALP

2

545.±.47

615.±45

457±59

523.±40

* *)

First tumour
appearance

217

488

ALP

402±47

490±.3
25%

ALP

458.±49

504:±:10
50%
Notes: *) - P
**) - P

<
<

for BP

349±47

221
228±9

**)

*)

409±36

280.±.30

**)

*)

0.01 as compared with control;
0.05 as compared with control.

Mathematical date processing of
the following dose-response equations:
for coal ash
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y
y

=
=

both experiments gave

5.2X + 28
16.4

0.19

(2)

(1)

( 2)

where Y is the percentage of animals with lung tumours;
X is the coal ash dose (mg/g of lung tissue);
Z is the BP dose \fg/g of lung tissue).
DISCUSSION
The findings from Table 1 and 2 should be discussed,
above all, with respect to the question: if coal ash exhibits
a carcinogenic capacity, why then this capacity has not been
revealed in other similar studies, e.g. in a detailed one by
S.Persson et al [1)?
An
analysis
of radionuclides, BP and some metals
contained in ash showed that the carcinogenic effect of coal
ash might result from chromium, nickel, cadmium, arsenic and
other metals.
Such metals as chromium,
beryllium, etc.,
accumulated in the lung amounted to 10E17 molecules and more
(2]. As for the latter part of the question,
in the above
mentioned [1]
and other studies,
BP and coal ash were
administered to animals intratracheally in suspension, rather
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than by natural inhalation. Very soon, the agents administered
were rejected. In our stydy, the agent contact with the lung
tissue was much longer, without any serious disturbance of the
lung physiology.
Another
issue of importance is a comparative risk
e~timation for BP and ash.
Does a low, as compared with BP. carcinogenic activity of
coal ash mean no danger? Apparently not, given millions of
tons annually released from solid fuel plants into the
atmosphere. Moreover, a direct carcinogenic effect of ash was
observed in our experiments at air concentrations very close
to those actually encountered in the atmosphere. It should
also be noted that the carcinogenic effect of ash, like other
carcinogenes, e.g. BP. may have no threshold.
Table
1.
equations
(1),
(2)
and
dose-response
relationships known for ionizing radiation permit
rough
estimates of the radiobiological carcinogenicity equivalent
for BP and fly coal ash. Similar death risks from induced
cancer are caused by the whole-body exposure to a total gamma
dose of 0.054 Sv and by the fly coal ash· intake at a
concentration of 0.05 mg/m~ . For a BP concentration of 0.1
fg/100 m3 • the radiobiological carcinogenicity equivalent is
1.98 Sv.
CONCLUSION
Earlier,
the authors were the first to demonstrate
experimentally the ability of fly coal ash inhaled with the
air to induce lung cancer [2, 3]. It is also for the first
time that the dose-carcinogenic response relationship has been
studied for the coal ash and BP intake by inhalation.
The
USSR
current
standards for coal ash and BP
concentrations in the air do not prevent the population from a
substantially higher risk than that caused by exposure to
radiation within radiation protection limits.
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METHODS AND PRINCIPLES FOR MAKING PRIORITIES IN RADIATION
PROTECTION
J.O. Snihs
Swedish Radiation Protection Institute, Stockholm, Sweden
ABSTRACT
In making priorities one has to distinguish between the
problems and the methods to solve them. They are both ranked on
basis of aspects relevant for radiation protection and given
different relative weight. The discussions in Sweden have
concluded that the most important tasks in priority order are
to prevent acute deaths, preclude stochastic effects in large
populations, consider radiation problems related to high social
and economical values and preclude stochastic effects in
particularly exposed individuals. This leads to 8 areas of
special concern.
INTRODUCTION
A first choice of priorities is found in the relative
weight of questions on radiation protection as compared with
other problems in the society. This choice is made on the
political level on the basis of proposals presented by the
competent authority. Factors involved are the available
resources, the relative cost-effectiveness of activities in
various areas of concern and the political significance of the
problems in a more wide political framework.
A recent modifying factor in the choice of priorities is
the increasing interest by politicians, authorities and
scientists to get a better balance and similarities in the
judgement and handling of risks from various kind of environmental pollutants. These may be e.g. radioactive and nonradioactive releases from industries and from waste disposal
facilities. Two recent symposia discuss these problems (1,2).
In the area of radiation protection there is also an
ambition to balance the efforts in reducing radiation doses in
order to make the radiation protection optimized. That means
that improvements in protection should be reasonable in
comparison with other efforts made in society to reduce risks.
This is achieved by using economical valuation of risks and
relating these to protection costs.
PRINCIPAL METHOD FOR CHOICE OF PRIORITIES
At the authority level the decision on priorities is
reflected in the budgetary process. This is made by choosing
priorities of the marginal changes in the existing program i.e.
using the so called incrementalistic approach in the decision
making (3,4) or by using a more rigorous approach by
questioning the whole programme on radiation protection and
choosing priorities more thoroughly. Both methods have their
benefits and drawbacks (5).
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The first method is normally less cumbersome and therefore
more often used. The second method is by definition more time
consuming and needs more manpower. How it can be accomplished
is described below on the basis of Swedish experience.
The activity of the authority is characterized by its
programmes, working methods, organisation and resources. The
choice of priorities is made on the problems to be solved i.e.
the programmes, and on the working methods. The degree of
priority of a problem decides its timetable and resources to be
allocated. The degree of priority of various working methods
decides inter alia the efficiency and profile of the authority.
It is necessary before making priorities to structure the
problems (and working methods) in a systematic way to make them
comparable.
The various possible working methods are defined as e.g.
international work, inspections, own measurements and control,
check others' measurements, standardize, give lectures, give
criteria, etc.
The basis for forming an estimate of the relative
importance of the various problems (i) is a set of factors
(aspects) (j), which are more or less important from the
radiation point of view and for which we need to assess their
relevance for each problem, (i).
Examples of these factors are political decisions,
international decisions, requirements by the public, public
concern, legal requirements, controllability, benefit of the
practice where the problem occurs, cost-effectiveness of an
action, collective doses, individual doses, risk of accidents,
prognosis of development etc.
The importance of these factors (aspects) for each of the
various problems gives a basis for choice of priorities. It can
be found in three steps.
The first step means a ranking of the problems (i) with
regard to the factors (j), one by one. This can be made by
comparison of pairs of (i) in a matrix in such a way that the
problems (i) will be ranked in order of importance for each
factor (j). There is therefore one matrix for each (j). The
ranking is made by answering the question: how important is
factor (j) for a given problem (i) in the judgement of the
overall importance of the problem, assuming that something can
be made reasonably to solve/decreese/control the problem in
respect to aspect (j). The ranking of problems in each matrix
should reflect the relative importance of each aspect (j). In
all matrices the condition of symmetry must be fullfilled i.e.
if a>b and b>c then also a>c. This procedure yields a weighting
factor Wij for importance.
The second step means a ranking of the factors (j)
irrespective of problem but just considering the overriding
objectives of the authority and the general valuations in the
society having in mind the actual state of conditions of the
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radiation protection in the country. The ranking can also here
be made in a matrix by a pair-ranking method, with condition of
symmetry. The basis for judgements should in principle be made
by interviews of various groups in the society. This yields a
weighting factor qj.
The two ranking procedures lead to a set of weighting
factors of the problems (i) for each aspect (j). The third step
is to multiply each factor Wij with corresponding factor qj and
add all these products tor each (i). The numerical value of the
sum ~jqjWij indicates the relative priority of each programme.
The reliability of the method is checked by a sensitivity
analysis by having several people making the same analysis
independently.
The choice of priorities for the working methods can in
principle be made similarly. The factors (aspects) may be
efficiency, cost, speed, competence, development, attracting
and keeping personnel, good reliability, etc.
PRACTICAL RESULTS
In the discussions of priorities for the next 3-year
radiation protection programme of the Swedish Radiation
Protection Institute the presented methods and ideas were
leading the thoughts even though we did not proceed along the
mathematical formalism described above. It was concluded inter
alia that the most important tasks of the Institute are in
priority order the following
1. to prevent acute deaths and other serious damage caused by
radiation
2. to preclude or decrease the stochastic effects of radiation
in large populations
3. to pay attention to radiation protection problems related to
conditions in society with high social and economical values
4. to further preclude or decrease the stochastic effects of
radiation in particularly exposed individuals.
Using these bases of judgment in combination with some
others, eight programmes (problems) were identified as those of
highest priority. They are given below with special explanation
in Fig.1 why they are justified. Their relative position is not
in order of priority.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Radon in houses
Sun radiation
X-ray examinations of patients
Emergency preparedness for nuclear accidents in Sweden or
abroad
Data screens
Strong sealed radioactive sources and large accelerators
Normal operation of nuclear power
Radioactive waste of nuclear power.
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Fig. 1
Qualification/Programme
Number of cancer deaths
per year prevented by

1

protection effort
>100
Number of Swedes running a
risk >1% to die in cancer
caused by radiation
>106
The protection efforts
are cost-effective.
Number of lives saveable
for less than 0.2 MUS
dollars per life
>10
The radiation problems
are connected to high
social and economical
VQ.l]J~S
::ieS
There is a risk of
gs;;JJt~

2

3

>100

4

5

6

7

8

2)
>103

1)
-106 >103

>100 >10

::ie~

Q~gj;;h~

::ies

::i~~

::i~~

::i~S

::ies

::ie~

The problem is increasing.
A protection effort now
is more efficient than
lat~r

N~~d

::ies

::i~~

Qf gQQd s;;QntrQl

::i~~
::i~S

::i~~

Notes. 1. Means unnecessary deaths
2. In total after a very serious accident
CONCLUSION
The discussion on priorities has been well received at the
political level since it has been possible for board members
and ministry officials to understand the main arguments behind
the priorities suggested. In times of budget cuts it helps the
politicians to get the best value for the money spent.
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SE'l'l'ING-UP OF THE CRITERION OF ACCEPTABILITY OF RISK IN
RADIOPROTECTION SECTOR
L. Failla

I.N.P.R.A.T.
(National Institute for Risk Prevention in Technological
Activities)
ABSTRACT
The method presently used for choosing the values of "acce:12
tability" of the risk of damage from i.r. is based on the
comparison with other risks in human life, it divides the
persons exposed to the risk into groups and establishes for
each of them the values of doses considered "acceptable".
Taking into account that the damage involves the single pe~
son, the risk-benefit relationis evaluated on him, putting
aside the distinctionin groups and the general method of
comparison.
The relation B-R)O where B=benefits and R=risks. Applied to
the single person enables us to identify the nacceptable"
doses for him, through an appropriate selection of B and R.
INTRODUCTION
As we know, ionising radiations (i.r.) can cause damages to
the man who absorbes them. The probability of damage becomes
lower whenever the absorbed dose of i.r. decreases; but it
is not possible to establish a threshold under which this
probability is zero. It is assumed as a working hypothesis
in order to establish the fundamental criteria of radioprg
tection for those doses which produce "stochastic" effects.
This hypothesis derives from the proportionality between the
risk (probability) of damage and the absorbed dose, represe~
ted by a straight line which passes through the origin of
the cartesian axis.
A large literature on this topic and mainly the ICRP itself,
have examined and are examining the issue resulting from
this lack of threshold; this involves the need to establish
a value of "acceptability" of the risk which corresponds to
a certain value of dose in order to make the use of i.r. pos
sible. Therefore, it is necessary to choose and eventually indicate and recommend such value of "acceptability" based
on appropriate methods or criteria to establish.
At this stage, this issue shifts obviously from the scient£
fie field towards the moral, political and social ones.
DISCUSSION
The ICRP No.9 (sept.1965), but also others of its publications, states the principle "that all doses be kept as low
as is readily achievable" but it also adds "economic and so
cial consideration being taken into account", briefly indi':
cated as ALARA. Apart from this, it is pointed out that this
principle states the opportunity to keep doses as low as po~
sible in order to expose people concerned to the minimum
risk which is considered "acceptable", although the introdu_s
tion in the second part: "economic •• " makes its application
more flexible.
The criteria and methods used by the ICRP to recommend the
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values of "acceptability" are inspired by this principle and
are based on the system of comparison with the risks the man
runs during every-day life. Based on these criteria and on
the above principle (ALARA), the ICRP has identified the
maximum values for those doses which cause a risk considered
"acceptable" by mankind. These values are divided into three
groups of exposed people: 1) workers; 2) people exposed for
medical reasons; and· 3) population. Therefore they do not ta
ke into account the single person but they stick to generalconsiderations. Moreover, they do not make a distinction bet
ween those people who are the object of the risks and thosewho get the benefits.
But the damages we are discussing have their effects on the
single person exposed to i.r., causing considerable pain to
the individual himself and to his relatives.
The proposed method for choosing the criteria of acceptabili
ty differs from the present method used, which has been ex-plained earlier, as it examines the single individual exposed to i.r. developing a risk-benefit analysis which is personalized even though it utilizes, as we will see later, objective and general parameters. The above method consists
of moving the risk-benefit analysis from a general interest
for the society to the specific one for the single individual. The value of "acceptable" risk and, therefore, the
maximum dose accepted for the stochastic damages is chosen
on the basis of this individual analysis. According to the a
bove, the objects of the risks and benefits respectively can
be inserted automatically, being the individual the object
of this relation, while the proposed three categories of the
ICRP No.60 are no longer valid.
Let us indicate with "R" the risk of damage resulting from
the absorption of i.r. and with "B" the benefits originated
by the activity involving such risk; the "acceptable" dose
for each single individual should be: B-R~O (1).
The value of risk (probability) of damage to the single pe£
son, according to the absorbed dose, can be obtained from
the straight line, used in the working hypothesis explained
above, which indicates the proportionality between the dose
and the risk. Therefore this value can easily be quantified
for each person on the basis of the received dose, by using
the above considerations; it will be possible to identify
the value of maximum dose for each single person in order to
make the risk-benefit relation more advantageous to him, hen
ce to consider such value "acceptable".
The benefits deriving to man from the use of i.r. are numerous and of a different kind. They can, however, be summar!
zed in two main benefits:
A) reduction, as a result of the use of i.r., of the risk of
damage due to those activities differing from the ones which
expose man to i.r. (Bd); if we know the type of activity
exposing a person to i.r., we can evaluate this reduction
(Bd), by considering those tables and statistics which are u
sed for insurance purposes and are indicated by the competent
national and international organizations. B) The improvement
of welfare (living conditions) of the exposed person (Bm)•
The foundamental elements on which man physical welfare is
based can be divided into the following two groups: Bm, ,
1
those elements involving man directly; and Bm, , those ele2
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ments which act through the social organization. Hence we
will have the relation: B =B
m m, 1 +B m, 2 • For the first elements
(B m, ) a further classification can be made into the follo1
wing groups that are the fundamental elements for the human
life: B
: food;
B
: clothes; B
: house;
m, 1 , 1
m, 1 , 2
m, 1 , 3
Bm, , 4 : Health.
1
The quantitative choice of the varions B
dipends on the
m, 1
different individual and social situations and each country
should establish these values giving them a "weight" on the
basis of particular social and environmental circumstances.
vle will have: B
m, 1 =B m, 1 , 1 +8 m, 1 , 2 +8 m, 1 , 3 +8 m, 1 , 4 •
For the second group (8
:the social organization) to impr2
m, 2
ve the conditions in the above sector, utilizes the elements
"vlhich can be summarized as follows:
: goods production; B
8
: goods exchange;
m, 2 , 1
m, 2 , 2
8 2 3 : health.
m, '
The above sectors are a synthesis of varions activities. Like for B
also for 8
we have to give a "weight" to each
m, 1
m, 2
sector. Hence we will have: B
=B
+8
+8
•
m, 2 m, 2 , 1 m, 2 , 2 m, 2 , 3
Once 8
and 8
are
evaluated
in
this
particular
situam, 1
m, 2
tion, we will be able to calculate 8m keeping in mind that
the "weights" to be given to B
and 8
have a minimum vam, 1
m, 2
lue = 0 and a maximum value reflecting a particular environmental condition.
The chaise of the above elements (8
and B
) is only inm, 1
m, 2
dicative; it can be substituted and extended. our purpose is
to present a working method necessary to introduce the prop2
sed principle: "of the application of the risk-benefit rela
tion to the single individual' exposed to i.r.".
CONCLUSIONS
We have already shown how to evaluate 8d; with the above, we
can evaluate 8m• Therefore we have 8=Bd+8m (2) replacing on
(1) we have (Bd+8m} - R>O.
The evaluation of R can be easily made using the hypothesis
of the straight line which shows the relationship be tween
the absorbed dose and the probability of damage. This will
give the possibility to choose the maximum value of dose of
i.r. considered "acceptable" for the single individual exp2
sed. Keeping unchanged the relation B-R>O (1). However, if
we take into account the ALARA principle, we will notice
that the relation (1) indicates those values of R which are
not to exceed but, if possible, they must be further reduced.
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L'INFORMATION DE LA POPULATION DE L'ISERE EN MATIERE DE RISQUES
TECHNOLOGIQUES MAJEURS ET PLUS PARTICULIEREMENT DE RISQUE NUCLEAIRE
H. de CHOUDENS,Adjoint au Directeur du Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de
Grenoble - Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique - FRANCE
POPULATION INFORMATION ON MAJOR TECHNOLOGICAL RISKS AND SPECIALLY ON
NUCLEAR RISK.
Following Tchernobyl accident which has revealed in France a strong
need for information on technological risks among population and a lack in
its organisation, the Mayor of Grenoble City who was also at this time,
Environment Minister in French Government had initiated in Isere Region an
important operation of consideration of actions which has to been
undertaken to correct theses lacks.
Among ten actions retained one of them was the creation of
Association for Information of the public for Prevention of major risks.

an

This Association has first
initiatied a
consultation on the
perception by the population of the differents major risks (Industrial and
Naturals) in view of the results of this consultation, Medical Professions
were the first concerned and a publication "Medecine and Nuclear risk" has
been elaborated and distributed to all doctors of the Region.
A Memento on Nuclear risk has then been
distributed in the region, specially in the medias.

written

and

largly

A booklet on Nuclear risk and behavior in case of Nuclear accident
has then been realised and distributed to all people around Electronuclear
Reactors of the Region and to children in the schools.In complement, public
meetings. have been organised in these sectors to inform and discuss with
the population.
INTRODUCTION
Entre
autres
reactions
pleines
d'enseignements,
l'accident
de
Tchernobyl a mis a jour en France un besoin pressant d • information de la
population dans le domaine des risques majeure qu' ils scient industrials
(risque
chimique,
risque
nucleaire •.. )
ou
qu' ils
scient
naturels
(tremblement de terre, eruptions volcaniques, glissements de terrains ... ).
Parallelement, il est apparu que tous les organismes officiels
capables de fournir en cas de crise les informations necessaires ainsi que
dans une certaine mesure, lea medias charges de diffuser l' information,
etaient finalement mal prepares a jouer ce role.
Dans le Departement de l'Isere, le Maire de Grenoble qui etait alors
Ministre de l • Environnement dans le Gouvernement Franc;ais a done lance
durant l' ete 1986 une grande operation de reflex ion sur les moyens de
prevention et de gestion des Risques Technologiques et Naturels Majeure Au
cours de cette operation, entre autres, une commission specialisee s•etait
penchee sur les problemes d'information des populations, avant, pendant et
apres une catastrophe.
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Dix actions prioritaires avaient ete retenues dans le rapport final
redige a la fin de 1' operation. Parmi celles-ci, 1' une preconisait la
creation au niveau departemental d'une structure permanente chargee
d • organiser et de diffuser 1 • information. Ainsi fut creee 1' Association
d'Information pour la Prevention des Risques Majeure (AIPRM) regroupant les
organismes publics,
les collectivites locales,
les industrials,
les
scientifiques,
les associations de defense de
l'environnement,
les
syndicate. L'Association est presidee par une journalists, Noele ROY.
LA PERCEPTION DES RISQUES PAR LA POPULATION
s • agissant d • informer un public aussi heterogene qu 'une population,
il est apparu necessaire a 1 'Association de determiner quels etaient les
comportements de celle-ci en matiere de risques majeure et quels etaient
les relais qui possedaient le plus de credibilite aupr~s du public et
pourraient etre utilises. Une enquete aupres de la population de 1' I sere
fut done confiee a une equipe de l'Universite des Sciences Sociales de
Grenoble dirigee par un de ses professeurs Anne LALO.
Les resultats en furent, sur certains points surprenants.Ainsi dans
un departement tres nuclearise tel que 1' Isere (deux sites de Centrales
Electronuc lea ires dent un surgenerateur, deux centres de recherche avec
deux reacteurs, une usine de fabrication de combustibles nucleaires),
1' accident grave dans une installation nucleaire n • arrive qu 'en sixieme
position dans les preocupations de la population avec 20 % de personnes
inquietes (le souci majeur du public est le risque d'accident de la
route,voir Fig.l).
Quant aux personnes ou organismes a qui le public fait confiance pour
a voir des informations, ce sent les gens ou organismes consideres comme
independants des enjeux economiques et politiques qui sent les plus
credibles ; a l'autre extremite, pouvoirs publics, elus, journalistes,
industrials sent peu, voire tres peu credibles (fig.2).
INFORMATION DES PROFESSIONS MEDICALES
Les resultats de l'enquete citee au precedent paragraphe montrent que
les medecins sent parmi les categories considerees par la population,comme
les plus credibles pour donner des informations sur les risques. D • autre
part, en cas d'accident radiologique, lea personnes inquietes de ses
consequences pour leur sante, s'adressent tout naturellement a leur mecesin
pour etre informees. En France, 1 'accident de TCHERNOBYL a bien mis en
evidence ce recours aux medecins des personnes les plus anxieuses sur les
consequences de retombees radioactives. Correlativement, les medecins se
sent trouves tout a fait demunis pour repondre aux interrogations du public
et ont manifest€! par la suite une forte demande de formation et
d'information sur les problemas des risques radiologiques et sur leur role
vis a vis du public lora d'un accident nucleaire majeur.
La Faculte de Medecine de Grenoble, sous l'impulsion de son doyen le
Professeur G. VROUSOS et avec le soutien de l'Association d'Information
pour la Prevention des Risques Majeurs a done tres rapidement entrepris la
realisation d'une plaquette "Medecins et Risques Nucleaires" donnant la
conduite pratique pour les medecins en cas d'accident nucleaire(fig.3).
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cette brochure (fig4) donne en particulier sous forme de fiche style
"check list" lea conduites a tenir en presence de differentes situations :
personne irradiee etfou contaminee, blessee et contaminee .••
Cette plaquette a done ete" distribuee a tous lea medecins de l'Isere
en 1988. Deux ana apres sa publication en 1990 pour essayer de determiner
son efficacite, une etude d'impact a ete realisee par un cabinet specialise
aupres des medecins qui en avaient ete destinataires. Les resultats ont
montre 1' interl!t souleve par une telle publication. En effet, 61 \ des
medecins interreges se souviennent avoir re~u la plaquette et parmi ceux-ci
80 \ l'ont consdervee dont 65 \ apres l'avoir lue (pour lea specialistes en
communication, cas r6sultats a deux ans,pour ce type de support, sont a
considerer comme tres bona).
Aprea sa diffusion dans 1 • I sere, une demande s • est manifestee de la
part d'autres departements fran~ais ce qui conduit a une diffusion
nationale et a un tirage important (a ce jour a 50.000 examplaires).
L'initiative de distribuer une telle brochure aux medecins a ete soulignee
comme excellent par les inspecteurs de l'AIEA vneu faire une evaluation des
mesures prevues pour faire face a un accident auteur de la Centrale
Electronucleaire de St ALBAN,- St MAURICE L'EXIL,en Isere. L'AIEA a
d • ail leurs demande 1' autorisation de la traduire en anglais. Par ai1leurs
cette plaquette a re~u en 1988 le Prix de la Societe Fran~aise d • Energie
Nucleaire recompensant une action remarquable effectuee par 1 • information
du public.
L • action d • information du monde medical n • est pas consideree comme
terminee par la distribution de cette plaquette.En effet, l'etude d'impact
indiquee ci-dessus a aussi montre que 89 \ des medecins desiraient que des
initiatives continuant a etre prises pour leur information dont la
redaction
d • une
nouvelle
brochure
leur
donnant
des
renseignements
complementaires.
Prenant acte de ce besoin, de nouvelles actions sont done d • ores et
deja lancees :
• Actions de formation post universitaire sur le risque radiologique .
• Edition d'une version amelioree et completee de la plaquette
• Publication d • une revue periodique : "Medecins et Rayonnements
Ionisants".
LES MEDIAS. LES ELUS, LES "DECIDEURS":
A l'occasion d'un incident nucleaire, lea personnes chargees de
recevoir puis retransmettre !'information : journalistes, responsables des
pouvoirs publics, elus,
se trouvent confrontes a une communication
utilisant des notions et un vocabulaire loin de leur etre familiar. Pour
leur fournir un document auquel ils pourraient se referer facilement, s'ils
eprouvent la necessite de se rememorer la signification de certains
eH!ments qui leurs sont transmis, un "Memento du Risque NucU!aire" a ete
redige et diffuse (Fig 5- Memento du Risque Nucleaire).
Au-dela de la cible concernee par ce memento, celui-ci a suscite
l'interet des responsables de la Securite Radiologique de quelques
organismes qui ont obligation· de fournir a
leurs travailleurs et
particulierement aux
travailleurs
occasionnels ou
interimaires,
une
information sur le risque radiologique et les moyens de s • en proteger.
Ainsi a Grenoble, l'Institut Laue Langevin, organisme european de recherche
exploitant un reacteur a Haut Flux de Neutrons, et a 1' echelon national
Electricite de France, utilisent ce memento pour certaines categories de
leurs personnels. A ce jour, le tirage de cet ouvrage s • eleve a 15000
exemplaires. Toute personne du public interessee par les problemas de
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risques radiologiques mais peu familiar avec ce domaine,
utiliser un tel document qui cherche a presenter de
comprehensible par tous les elements de Radioprotection.

peut d • ail leurs
simple et

fa~on

L'EDUCATION RATIONALE
Les enfants et adolescents constituent une categorie du public qu'il
est primordial de sensibiliser aux problemas des risques majeurs et
d'eduquer quant aux conduites a tenir en cas d'accident. Ce sent en effet
les adultes de demain et qui plus est, un excellent relai de !'information
vis a vis de leurs parents. L'Education Rationale est pour ce public,
l'intermediaire le plus efficace et quasiment oblige pour faire passer lea
messages. L'Association a done entrepris un travail en profondoeur avec un
Groupe de Travail forme d • enseignants. Ce groupe s • est attache en premier
lieu a definir et organiser sous forme de stages une formation des
enseignants qui seront ensuite amenes a integrer dans leurs enseignement
une partie consacree aux r isques et aux manieres de s • en proteger. En
second lieu, les outils pedagogiques necessaires ont ete elabores sous
forme d'une mallette pedagogique contenant les elements necessaires au
professeur pour preparer ses cours et en presenter les elements a ses
eleves. Cette mallette concerne actuellement le risque chimique et il est
bien entendu de faire de meme pour le risque nucleaire.
LA POPULATION
Cible ultime de !'information, des actions directes ont ete menees a
son egard.
Tout d' abord compte tenu de 1' obligation faite aux pouvoirs publics
et aux exploitants d'Installations Nucleaires, d'informer la population des
communes avoisinantes, !'Association a apporte son concours aux exploitants
des Centrales Electronucleaires de l'Isere pour realiser une plaquette qui
a done ete diffusee a tous les foyers concernes et aux enfants des eccles
(Fig. 6). D' autre part, dans le cadre d' une grande campagne d' information
etalee sur plusieurs mois et comportant, en plus de conferences diverses,
d'informations a la radio et a la television et des reunions publiques de
discussions dans les zones entourant les contrOles, une brochure traitant
de tus les risques technologiques et industrials dent bien entendu le
nucleaire a ete redigee et mise en vente (pour une somme modique) chez les
distributeurs habituels de journaux.
CONCLUSIONS
L' information du public qui ne peut etre dissociee d • une formation
necessite un effort soutenu de longue haleine. Dans le passe, elle a trop
souvent ete negligee ou n'a fait l'ojet que de campagnes utilisant parfois
de gros poyens mais de durees breves, style "coup de poing". les resutlats
ont montre que leur impact etait souvent faible et toujours ephemera.
Jusqu'a un passe recent et dans une certaine mesure, maintenant encore, la
population ignore souvent comment elle sera it avertie d • un accident et la
conduite qu'elle aurait a tenir. SEVESO, BHOPAL puis TCHERNOBYL ont en
France, mis en lumiere, ces besoins.
Au niveau des Pouvoirs Publics et des Industrials, de gros efforts
ont ete consent is pour ameliorer la situation en matiere d • information.
Dans l'Isere, la creation de !'Association d'Information pour la Prevention
des Risques Majeurs (AIPRM) soutenue materiellement par le Conseil General
du Departement a ete un element important de cet effort. En pres de quatre
ans, a pres une phase d • organisation, 1 • AIPRM peut mettre a son act if des
realisations qui ont rencontre un excellent accueil aupres de la population
et qui, point le plus important, s'inscrivent dans un programme continu qui
en fait n•est est qu•a son debut. L'action de l'AIPRM s'inscrit done dans
le long terme.
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On eprouve parfois de !'inquietude pour soi-meme ou pour ses proches. Pouve1.
vous dire quels sont les risques qui vous inquietent le plus, personnellement ?
Oui

Accident

dela route

2 Maladie gr..e

J Chomage

4 Agression
dans Ia rue

5 Pollution

6 Accident grave
dans une cen-

trale nucleaire

Catastrophe
naturelle

Accident grave
dans une usine
chimique

9 Accident
du travail

10 Accident
domestique
ou sport1f

F1g l

Les problemes qui preoccupent le publ1c
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Pour vous donner des informations sur les risques d'accidents industriels graves,
faites-vous confiance aux personnes suivantes ?
Synthese des resultats

l

74~

l Aux pompie

2 Aux scientitiques. - - - ____ - - 60%
3 Aux associations de protection
de l'environnement

8 Aux CHSCT des entreprises --- 41%

14 Aux syndicats des usines - - - 24%

9 Aux organismes prives
specialises _____ --------- 37%

15 Au prefet _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 24%

10 Aux ingenieurs du ministere de
I'Environnement __________ 34%
16 A Ia police.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 23%

58%

.j:>.

00

Aux medecins ___________ . 55%

11 Aux ouvriers des usines ---- _. 30%

5 A Ia Croix Rouge __________ 53%

12 Aux ingenieurs du ministere
de I'Industrie. ___________ . 29%

4

17 Aux enseignants ________ -- 20%
18 Auxjournalistes __________ 19%

13 Aux pharmaciens --------- 21"io
6 Aux ecologistes _ - - - ______ . 50%

19 A l'armee.----------- - -- 18%

7 Aux associations
de consommateurs ________ . 49%

20 Aux elus de votre region . __ -- - 18%

Fig 2

Qui est le plus credible pour
donner des informations ?

21 Aux industriels eux-memes_ _ _ _ 14%

MtDECINS
ET RISQUE NUCLEAIRE

CONDUITE PRATIQUE
EN CAS D'ACCIDENT
Fiqure 3
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En cas d'association a une pathologie traumatique, on appliquera d'abord les
traumatologique classique et les soina necessaires seront
realisois en toute priorit8.

cmeres de lri

ARBRE DE DECISION
N• 2

CONTAMINATION
• Le nsque ex1ste pour toute personne exposee a une atmosphere contam1n8e
• Lorqu'•ls sent necessa1res. ta reammat•on et les gestes d'urgence priment
sur Ia decontammatlon
• Protect•on des so•gnants par tenue type ch1rurg1e

7

•

INTERNE (p. 19) Cl

8<TERNE IP 18) CE

~

~

Ben1n

• Tra1tement urgent
SUr Simple SUSPICIOn

t

a
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son domicile (ou au
niveau des centres

etablis

a

a cet eftet) :

eDepend des
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an cause

'X
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Interne Cl
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med•cale
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urgente

!
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~
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1) oeshabdlage

E.

et de Ia C.l

2) Stocker 1es vetements

l

dans des sacs
ptast•ques

__!

3) Lavage eau du rob•net

+ savon

a repeter

283!ots

'

Traitement non
sp8c1fique

Tra1tement spSctlique

(favonse l'ellminatton
des radtonucl8•des).

(EmpCche Ia fixation
des radionucleides).

4) Sechage so1gneu)(
5) Se rt1a0111er avec

veternents stock6s avant
l'acetdcnt

selon le radionucl8tde

Flwdihant bmnch1que

elode. 100 mg
pour l'adulte

*

laxa\11 deux
6) Ne pas d•sseminer les
eaux de lavage : les
recueillir si possible
dans UO recipient, 51000
les rejeter I'Bgout

a

DtagnosiiC de cert1lude
et contr61e par
dE!tecteur P y au a

•

Ootssons abondantes

• O.T.P A : t capsule
en mhalation avec
sp.nhaler (ct. p. 20)

t

Anthropogammametrie
eVou radiotoxicolog1e
des excreta pour :
- le dtagnostlc de
certitude
- Ia Qetermmalton du
radionucl81de en cause
- ie su1v1 de 1'81immatton
(ct. p. 22)
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FIGURE 4
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TCHERNOBYL

ANALYSE DE L'INFORMATION DONNEE PAR LES MEDIAS
D. Hubert*, J.P. Chaussade**

*Electricite de France - Comite de Radioprotection
Paris, France
**Electricite de France - Direction de la Communication
Paris, France
CHERNOBYL

ANALYSIS OF THE INFORMATION GIVEN BY THE MEDIA

Alarmist information was given by the media after
Chernobyl,
causing public concern on nuclear
energy.
Electricite de France published a document "Chernobyl, truth
and falsehood" in March 1991, in order to give elements of
critical analysis to the
staff of the company.
The
information given was grouped in three parts : what is true,
what is wrong and what is uncertain. This classification was
established and explained on the basis of scientific and
medical knowledge on the effects of ionising radiation, the
scanty
international
scientific
publications
about
Chernobyl, the reports by international organisations and
eyewitness accounts
of western people who worked in
humanitarian organizations.
INTRODUCTION

A la suite de !'accident de Tchernobyl, les medias
ont donne des informations diverses, parfois contradictoires
et difficiles a verifier, souvent alarmistes. Ce fut le cas
a nouveau lors du quatrieme anniversaire.
Face a ce flux d'informations,
il est apparu
necessaire
et
important
que
1' ensemble
du
personnel
d' Electrici te de France dispose des moyens de porter un
regard critique sur cet evenement et ses consequences. C'est
1' objet du document "Tchernobyl
le vrai, le faux et
l'incertain".
MODALITES

Dans ce but, nous avons repertorie tous les articles
et toutes les emlssions diffuses en France au cours de
l'annee 1990. Nous les avons analyses et classes par themes
en distinguant trois types d'informations : celles dont nous
pouvons confirmer la veracite, celles a !'evidence erronees
et celles pour lesquelles nous ne disposons pas de donnees
suffisantes.
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Pour ce faire, nous nous semmes appuyes :
sur
les
connaissances
medicales
et
scientifiques
concernant les effets des rayonnements ionisants ;
sur les rares publications sovietiques dans des journaux
scientifiques internationaux
surtout sur les rapports des organismes internationaux a
propos de Tchernobyl et ses consequences (AIEA, UNSCEAR,
OMS, Communautes Europeennes, ..• )
et enfin, sur les temoignages des personnes ayant
sejourne en URSS au cours des dernieres annees,
notamment dans le cadre d'organismes d'aide humanitaire
(Croix Rouge, Medecins du Mende, ... ).
DANS LE CHAPITRE "CE
retenu les informations sur :

QUI

EST

VRAI";

nous

avons

les causes de l'accident, en general bien analysees par
la presse et liees a l'incompetence des exploitants, la
vetuste du materiel et la conception des reacteurs
sovietiques RBMK ;
le retard a l'information
evacuations apres l'accident

de

la

l' etendue des
zones
contaminees
d'evacuations de populations dans
l'accident ;

population
et
les

et

les

les decisions
annees sui vant

l' impact de
l' accident
sur
la
vegetation
et
en
particulier la foret auteur de la centrale accidentee
l'etat archaYque de la medecine sovietique dans la
region concernee se traduisant par un manque de medecins
et
de
materiel,
ainsi
que
l' absence
de
donnees
epidemiologiques correctes sur l'incidence des maladies
avant l'accident (notamment des anomalies thyroYdiennes
et des cancers)
l'importance de l'irradiation thyroYdienne re9ue par de
nombreux enfants et le retard apporte a une prevention
efficace par l'iode stable
l'apparition de nombreux troubles psychologiques
maladies psychosomatiques dans la population ;

et

et enfin, l'insuffisance
France apres l'accident.

en
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de

l'information

donnee

DANS LE CHAPITRE "CE QUI EST FAUX", nous avons
classe principalement des descriptions fantaisistes et
erronees des effets des rayonnements ionisants, auxquels on
attribue souvent les effets du stress induit par !'accident.
Il est egalement abusif d' attribuer aux rayonnements toute
maladie constatee apres Tchernobyl en ne considerant ni le
taux de base des maladies, ni les autres causes possibles
(comme
le
traumatisme
cause
par
!'accident
ou
les
perturbations dans !'alimentation). De meme les effets
tardifs des rayonnements ionisants sent en general mal
connus par les journalistes, qui ignorent bien souvent la
necessi te d 'un temps de latence a pres l' irradiation pour
qu'un cancer puisse etre considere comme radioinduit. Ainsi
peut-on categoriquement refuter les declarations faisant
etat de "milliers de victimes sovietiques deja emportees par
des cancers dus aux radiations".
D 'autre part, les medias assimilent volontiers la
limite reglementaire de dose, etablie dans un but de
radioprotection des travail leurs et des populations' a la
notion de dose dangereuse pouvant provoquer un syndrome aigu
d'irradiation, voire le deces. La presentation des risques
de cancer est encore plus confuse.
De nombreuses informations ayant trait aux normes
alimentaires,
aux
contre-mesures
a
prendre
pour
la
distribution et la consommation des aliments sent egalement
fausses.
Enfin nous avons rassemble DANS LE CHAPITRE "CE QUI
EST INCERTAIN", toutes les informations pour lesquelles nous
n' avions pas suffisamment d' elements pour juger ou non de
leur exactitude. Ainsi en est-il :
des doses re9ues par la population puisqu'on ne dispose
d'aucune dosimetrie precise ;
du nombre exact de morts entraines par Tchernobyl ; on
ne peut exclure, qu'en plus des 31 deces officiels chez
les pompiers et les employes de la centrale, quelques
deces scient survenus chez les militaires etfou des
decontamineurs, dent certains ont pu recevoir des doses
elevees ;
du nombre
Tchernobyl

de

cancers

qui

sera

dO

a

!'accident

de

des anomalies de la thyroYde liees a !'accident puisque
le taux de base n'etait pas connu de fa9on precise
auparavant ;
du nombre d'avortements lies a !'accident
du coOt economique.
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CONCLUSION

Ce document a largement repondu a l 1 attente du
personnel. Certains auraient souhaite qu 1 il soit simplifie
dans son contenu. Nous avons prefere lui conserver un bon
niveau intellectuel pour eviter la simplification et la
caricature. En plus du personnel, il a ete tres demande a
1 1 exterieur
de
notre
entreprise,
notamment
par
les
journalistes, les elus et d 1 autres entreprises concernees
par 1 1 energie nucleaire.
Soulignons
le
besoin
d 1 une
information
aussi
objective que possible sur les risques lies aux rayonnements
ionisants,
ce qui necessite que les specialistes de
radioprotection et de sante puissent donner leur avis.
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PERCEPTION DES RISQUES ET DE LA SECURITE
CHEZ LES TRAVAILLEURS DU NUCLEAIRE

M. -H. Barny', J. Brenot', A. Moreau"
CEA/Institut de Protection et de Surete Nucleaire
Departement de Protection de la Sante de l'Homme et de Dosimetrie
BP 6 - 92265 Fontenay-Aux-Roses Cedex - France
" CEN Saclay - France
HOW EMPLOYEES PERCEIVE RISKS AND SAFETY IN NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS
ABSTRACT

Employees of the French centre of Saclay have been interviewed twice
in November 1984 and March 1987 about their risks at the workplace,
their views on safety, their protective attitudes, and also about the
Chernobyl accident in the second survey. Perceived risks are compared,
safety measures and protection teams are judged, importance of the
Chernobyl accident is appreciated. Differences in perception between
the various professional groups are pointed out. The main results are
briefly presented hereafter.
LE CONTEXTE ET LES OBJECTIFS DES ENQUETES SUR LA SECURITE

Avec des installations de recherche fondamentale et appliquee et un
effectif de plus de 6000 personnes, le Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de
Saclay est le plus grand centre de recherche nucleaire d'Europe. Face
a la diversite des activites et des risques, la securite du personnel
est geree par de nombreux intervenants qui comprennent la formation de
securite (gardiennage et incendie) , les ingenieurs centraux de
securite, le Service medical du travail, le Service de Protection
contre les Rayonnements (SPR) et un Comite d'Hygiene, de Securite et
des Conditions de Travail. Cette structure lourde et pyramidale se
heurte a un certain manque de communication avec les travailleurs du
Centre. Rien ne permet de connaitre la faGon dont le personnel voit
l'organisation de la securite ni de prevoir les effets des messages
diffuses ou de cerner le degre d' investissement du personnel dans
l'application des mesures de securite.
Les deux enquetes realisees sur le Centre tentent de pallier ce manque
en permettant 1' expression libre du personnel et en apportant aux
instances de securite une meilleure connaissance de ses demandes. Les
questionnaires ont ete envoyes individuellement aux agents. Ces envois
ont ete precedes d' une note du Directeur du Centre au personnel
l'invitant a bien accueillir ces initiatives. Le questionnaire aborde
la perception des risques et de la securite, et traite des comportements face aux risques. Dans la premiere enquete [1], en Novembre 1984,
5560 travailleurs ont ete contactes et 3000 ont repondu, ce fort taux
de reponse (56%) constituant deja en soi un premier succes. L'echantillon obtenu etait representatif selon 1 'age, le sexe et le statut
professionnel (ouvriers, techniciens, ingenieurs et cadres administratifs). Dans la seconde enquete [2], qui s'est deroulee en Mars 1987
soit 10 mois apres l'accident de la centrale nucleaire de Tchernobyl,
un groupe representatif de 2500 personnes avait ete contacte. 945
personnes ont repondu qui, apres verification, peuvent etre considerees
comme constituant encore un echantillon representatif.
Il existe peu de travaux publies sur les opinions et comportements des
travail leurs des installations nucleaires. Les attitudes psychologiques
vis-a-vis des risques nucleaires ont ete etudies dans [3] ; trois types
d'attitude avaient ete degages : l'inquietude (pour 15% des individus)'
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!'assurance (pour 5%), et la "neutralite" (pour 80%). Dans [4],
connaissance du risque et perception ont ete mis en relation pour
diverses activites.
Les seuls resultats de la premiere enquete apparaissent ci-apres, la
seconde enquete n'ayant fait que les confirmer.
LA PERCEPTION DES SITUATIONS

A RISQUES

Il s'agit du danger perGu pour un ensemble de 27 situations rencontrees
dans 1 'entreprise que dans la vie courante, dane le domaine
nucleaire et dans les autres domaines.
Resultats : "Brancher un appareil electrique pres d'un point d'eau"
(72% d'accord) est considere comme la situation la plus dangereuse
suivie par l'acte de "Furner" (57%). Les risques de nature industrielle
principalement cites sont "Vivre A proximite d'un centre de stockage
de dechets chimiques" (56%) et "Travailler dans une usine de charbon"
(54%) comparables avec "Boire de 1 'alcool pendant la j ournee" (54%) .
Il faut noter que "Travailler dans une centrale nucleaire" et "Vivre
pres d'une centrale nucleaire" sont consideres comme dangereux par
seulement 6% et 8% des personnes interrogees, soit au meme niveau que
"Prendre 1' avian" ( 4%) .
t-Ant

LE COMPORTEMENT EN MATIERE DE SECURITE

Il s' agit, A travers differences affirmations, de mieux connaitre
!'opinion des agents sur certains de leurs comportements securitaires.
Resultats : Les travailleurs demandent A etre associes A la gestion de
la securite car pour 96% "La securite est 1' affaire de taus". Les
pourcentages aux deux questions "Je ne connais rien A la securite" (71%
de desaccord) et "Ce n'est pas A moi mais Ames superieurs de s'occuper
des problemes de securite" (80 % de desaccord) confirment 1' interet
general porte Ala securite. De plus, 76% sont d'accord pour participer
A des exercices de securite (5% sont contre). Ils sont moyennement
satisfaits de leurs conditions de securite, 51% seulement affirmant "Je
suis satisfait de mes conditions de securite" (18% declarent le
contraire) .
LA PERCEPTION DES MESURES PRISES

C'est la mesure de l'accord plus ou moins fort du personnel vis-A-vis
d'obligations (au nombre de 20) rencontrees tant dans le domaine du
travail que dans la "vie privee".
Resultats
Le fait de rendre toujours les mesures de securite
proposees toujours obligatoires est en general approuve (taux d'accord
compris entre 52% et 96%). Si la visite medicale fait presque l'unanimite (1 % seulement de desaccord), par contre, le fait d'etre habilite
pour pouvoir intervenir sur un circuit electrique, le controle des
acces dans les batiments sont des mesures qui ne semblent pas convaincre !'ensemble du personnel.
LA PERCEPTION DES INTERVENANTS

Les positions prises sur les deux affirmations "Je vois quelle est sa
fonction en ce qui concerne la securite" et "Je pense que j'irais le
voir pour des problemes de securite" permettent de mieux apprehender
l'image de chacun des 13 intervenants en securite.
Resultats : Pour la premiere question, deux groupes apparaissent : les
acteurs presents sur le Centre et ceux exterieurs au Centre. Le SPR
est, de loin, le plus connu. Avec le plus faible score, on trouve les
delegues syndicaux dont la fonction en ce qui concerne la securite
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n' est pas tres expl ici te. La n§ponse a la deuxieme quest ion depend
etroitement de l' importance de l' intervenant sur le lieu meme de
travail.
Le signaletique des personnes interrogees, permet d' etudier les
reponses faites aux rubriques precedentes en fonction du sexe, de l'age
de la situation dans l'entreprise (anciennete, classement hierarchique, ... ).
Resultats :

- Les plus jeunes aspirent a participer plus. Ils sont en general moins
inforrm~t; et ctpp.rouveal de fa.;on moins systematique les mesures prises.
- Les femmes manifestent, en general, plus d'inquietude. Elles sont
moins impliquees dans la gestion de la securite. Elles ont plus
tendance que les hommes a approuver les mesures de securite.
- Les cadres administratifs et les ingenieurs expriment en general
moins leur inquietude que les ouvriers et les techniciens.
UNE COMPARAISON ENTRE LES SECTEURS CHIMIQUE ET NUCLEAIRE

Ces deux secteurs mettent en jeu des matieres dangereuses, des
installations qui peuvent etre impressionnantes, des produits de haute
technicite et des personnels plutot qualifies. Le secteur de la chimie
a pour lui l' anteriorite, la dissemination geographique et il fait
partie de la vie de tous les jours ; le secteur nucleaire est plus
recent, il se reduit a quelques grandes installations et ses produits
echappent souvent au perceptible. Avec la question "La chimie, c'est
plus dangereux que le nucleaire"' i l est possible d' evaluer les
differences de perception pour ces deux domaines.
oui
non
- France
1982
National
19 %
37 %
Novembre 1984 Travail leurs

Fevrier 1986
Juin 1986

National
National

-

Sac lay

42 %

20 %

- France
- France

23 %
20 %

28 %
39 %

Dans le grand public, la chimie est consideree comme moins dangereuse
que le nucleaire. Par contre, les travailleurs du Centre donnent des
reponses totalement inversees. Ceci peut etre du au fait de connaitre
les deux types de risque, a moins qu'il ne s'agisse d'un effet de
dissonnance cognitive, a savoir une minimisation du risque auquel on
est expose pour pouvoir mieux supporter sa condition.
L'ACCIDENT DE TCHERNOBYL

Dans la consultation de Mars 1987, une partie du questionnaire traitait
de !'accident de Tchernobyl. Les points a retenir dans les reponses
sont les suivants :
- L'accident de la centrale nucleaire de Tchernobyl n'a pas modifie
!'opinion que les agents du Centre avaient sur la proposition "La
chimie c'est plus dangereux que le nucleaire" : il y a toujours environ
45 % de oui pour 20 % de non. Il n'y a pas non plus de changements
importants dans la perception des situations a risque. En moins de
quatre ans, les opinions favorables aux deux propositions suivantes :
"J'ai ete informe des risques que je cours sur mon lieu de travail" et
"Je suis satisfait de mes conditions de securite a Saclay" sont passees
de 50% d'accord a plus de 60% en 1987. Les femmes montrent malgre tout
plus de reticence que les hommes.
- Concernant !'accident plus particulierement, un agent sur deux a
ete sollicite par ses proches pour repondre a des questions sur
Tchernobyl. Dans leurs avis, les agents du Centre sont generalement
plus moderes que les individus du public
ils croient moins a
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l'eventualite d'un tel accident en France (32 %au lieu de 54 %environ
dans le public), la confiance est plus grande chez les cadres (62 %
d'entre eux n'envisagent pas cette eventualite) que chez les agents
techniciens ou employes (ou ils sont seulement 40 %) . Les explications
des experts sont plus comprehensibles pour eux que pour le public :
cela est vrai pour un travailleur sur trois a Saclay mais seulement
pour un individu sur cinq dans le public. Il apparait que les travailleurs de Sac lay n' ont pas grande confiance en 1 'organisation de la
securite : 58 % estiment que la protection des populations ne peut etre
assuree en cas d'accident dans une centrale nucleaire en France (et 21%
seulement le pensent). Par contre, ils repondent beaucoup plus
positivement, a plus de 70 %, en ce qui concerne leur protection en cas
d'accident sur le Centre.
CONCLUSION

Dans les resultats presentes, on constate une grande diversite dans les
perceptions tant des risques que de la securite. Cette diversite
resulte bien entendu de !'experience de chacun mais aussi de son role
dans !'organisation du travail. Le fait d'appartenir a une collectivite
transparait lorsque l'on compare les reponses ici obtenues a celles du
grand public. Certaines categories de travailleurs (par exemple, les
personnels de bureau) ont sur les activites a risque des conceptions
deformees et souvent excessives qui necessitent des responsables de
l'entreprise un effort d'information et meme de formation. Cet effort
s'impose d'autant plus que tout travailleur du secteur nucleaire, dans
ses relations avec ses proches, a un role plus ou moins important de
communication externe. Au dela des resultats, l'enquete a provoque une
dynamique entre les differents intervenants, permis une expression du
personnel degagee du cadre institutionnel, donne l'occasion de reunions
au cours desquelles les travailleurs ont pu reflechir sur les quatre
themes proposes dans le questionnaire. La consultation est ainsi
devenue un des outils d'animation de la securite a un echelon aussi
proche que possible du poste de travail.
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EVALUATION DES CONSEQUENCES RADIOLOGIQUES
DES REJETS GAZEUX EN SITUATION
ACCIDENTELLE

Y.H. BOUGET
Electricite de France
Service de la Production Thermique
Paris - La Defense

METHOD AND TOOLS FOR ASSESSING THE
OFF-SITE CONSEQUENCES OF A NUCLEAR
ACCIDENT

When an accident, with possible gaseous release, occurs
in a nuclear power plant, the utilities must be capable of
providing the Authorities with information about release
radiological consequences and this in a very short time. The
difficulties encountered in assessing radiological consequences during crisis exercises (lack of time for doing
manuel calculation, difficulty in getting useful information
about the accident ... ) have led Electricite de France, in
collaboration with the Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique, to
settle a simple method and efficient tools for local crisis
teams.
INTRODUCTION

Lorsque survient,
dans une centrale nucleaire,
un
accident susceptible d'engendrer des rejets radioactifs dans
l'environnement, l'exploitant doit etre en mesure de fournir
a !'Administration, dans des delais courts, des informations
relatives
aux
consequences
radiologiques
des
rejets
previsibles au en cours.
Ces
informations
sent
capitales
pour permettre
a
!'Administration de decider des eventuelles mesures de
protection a prendre vis-a-vis des populations avoisinantes.
Les exercices realises dans le cadre de !'organisation de
crise ant montre que les responsables charges d'evaluer les
rejets dans l'environnement (terme-source) ne disposaient
pas des moyens suffisants pour realiser les previsions. Ces
dernieres etaient en effet etablies a partir des resultats
tres pessimistes iSSUS deS etlJ(,.._ .::l d I accident figurant dans
les rapports de surete des ccntrales. D 'autre part, les
calculs des consequences radiologiques (equivalents de dose
re9us par le public),
effectues manuellement a !'aide
d' abaques operationnels, necessitaient beaucoup de temps et
etaient cause d'erreurs.
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Ces difficultes ont conduit Electricite de France a
developper,
avec
la
collaboration
du
Commissariat
a
l'Energie Atomique (C.E.A), une methode et des moyens
simples permettant aux equipes de crise des centrales
d'effectuer
plus
facilement
et
plus
rapidement
les
evaluations des rejets gazeux.
METHODE ET OUTILS DE CRISE POUR L'EVALUATION DES REJETS
GAZEUX

La methode d'evaluation s'appuie sur les recommandations
de la publication no 40 de la C.I.P.R. [1) et sur les
elements de doctrine enonces dans
le Plan Sanitaire
d'Urgence [2).
Celle-ci est structuree en 3 parties et permet :
- de suivre a tout moment !'evolution des rejets en
cours et d' en calculer les consequences radiologiques
a l'aide d'un outil informatique,
- d I eValuer de fayOn realiste, deS le debut de 1 1 aCCident,
l'enveloppe
des
rejets
previsibles
en
considerant non plus les resultats des scenarios
d' accident, mais un ensemble de donnees pre-etablies
en fonction de l'etat du combustible et du confinement,
d'interpreter les premiers resultats des mesures de
radioactivite pratiquees dans 1' environnement pendant
les rejets.
Les moyens ou outils elabores
se composent :

a

partir de cette methode

- d I Un dOCUment 11 papier 11 fOUrniSSant tOUS leS elementS
necessaires a la determination de l' acti vi te rej etee
ou susceptible d'etre rejetee (previsions),
- d' un logiciel fonctionnant sur un micro-ordinateur PC
pour le calcul des consequences radiologiques des
rejets.
Le document
relatives

"papier"

(Fig.

1)

fournit

les

donnees

- aux activites contenues dans les circuits et dans le
combustible,
- aux rejets potentiels, pre-calcules pour differents
cas de figure en fonction de l'etat du combustible, du
confinement et de
la disponibilite de
certains
materiels
tels
que
le
circuit
d'aspersion
de
l'enceinte et les pieges

lation

a

iode des circuits de venti-

(9 etats ont ete definis,
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couvrant toutes les

situations accidentelles, de la petite breche primaire
jusqu' aux
accidents
avec
fusion
du
coeur) .
Cet
ensemble de donnees permet de realiser des previsions
sans faire de calcul,
- aux ordres de grandeur des acti vi tes mesurables dans
l'environnement selon la gravite de !'accident.
De
plus,
ce
document
comprend
un
logigramme
de
surveillance
de
certains
parametres-cles
caracterisant
l'etat des 3 barrieres (gainage du combustible, circuit
primaire, enceinte de confinement). La scrutation de ce
logigramme permet aux equipes de crise locales d'etre
averties de tout evenement pouvant conduire a des rej ets
importants.
Le logiciel de calcul utilise un modele de diffusion
atmospherique developpe par le CEA. Ce modele calcule en
fonction de la distance et de la meteorologie locale :
- la dose organisme entier due au passage du nuage,
- la dose a la thyroYde due a !'inhalation d'iode
radioactif,
- les debits de dose dus aux depots.
CONCLUSION

Cette methode et ces outils ont ete testes lors des
exercices de crise. Ils ont revele leur efficacite pour
faire des evaluations precoces (jusqu'a 24 heures a pres
!'accident).
Ces outils essentiellement conc;:us pour les techniciens
des centrales ne pretendent pas remplacer le travail des
experts, en particulier ceux qui seraient presents dans les
centres de crise et qui disposeraient d'outils informatiques
plus precis pour determiner !'impact reel de !'accident.
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Figure 1 :
Extraits du document papier destine aux
equipes locales de crise

O.LOGIGRAMME DE SURVEILLANCE
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PUBLIC EXPOSURE RESULTING FROM DISCHARGES TO ATMOSPHERE FROM THE NUCLEAR
FUEL REPROCESSING PLANT AT SELLAFIELD IN THE UNITED KINGDOM

S R Jones and M J Fulker
British Nuclear Fuels plc,
Sellafield, Seascale, Cumbria, UK.

ABSTRACT
Discharges
of
radionuclides
to
atmosphere
from
the
Sellafield
reprocessing plant include noble gases, volatile species, and particulates.
Doses to the critical_ froup estimated by environmental monitoring in
1990 were about 160 jjSv y
committed effective dose equivalent (CEDE),
making conservative assumptions regarding critical group habits.
Doses
calculated from a pessimistic generic predictive model were similar.
However detailed studies have allowed more accurate and site specific
parameters to be adopted for atmospheric dispersion, foodchain transfer of
key radionuclides, and critical group habits. This model indicates that the
critical group do~Is from 1990 discharges would have been substantially
lower, at 45 JJSV y
or less.
INTRODUCTION
The Sellafield site, operated by British Nuclear Fuels plc, is located
in Cumbria, NW England. A variety of nuclear process plants are situated on
the site, including reprocessing and associated chemical plants, high and
intermediate level waste conditioning and storage facilities, and four
nuclear power reactors of the Magnox type.
Discharges to the atmosphere are made via seven major discharge stacks
and numerous minor roof level outlets. Radionuclides discharged include the
noble gases 85Kr and 41Ar; other gases and volatiles including 3H, 14C, 1311
and 1291; and particulates contaminated with fission products and actinides
such as 90Sr, 106Ru, 137Cs, 238Pu, 239/240Pu, 241Pu, and 241Am.
Details of
the quantities discharges are reported elsewhere (1).
Public radiation
exposure resulting from the discharges is estimated in two ways.
A routine environmental monitoring programme is carried out, which
enables radiation exposure to be estimated from concentrations in the
environment and assumptions regarding habits.
Current (1~10) levels of dose
to the public, estimated in this way, are about 160 JJSV y
(CEDE).
However environmental monitoring in itself is not sufficient; not all
components of dose can be adequately assessed by monitoring, and there is a
need to predict the radiation doses which will result from future
discharges. This need is met by models. A simple and conservative model is
used as the basis for discharge planning (2); this uses a conventional
Gaussian atmospheric dispersion model (3), an empirical method of assessing
the effective height of releases (4) and a generic foodchain transfer model
(5).
The model calculates the sum of doses to the limiting age group for
each nuclide.
The predicted doses from 1990 discharges are given in
Table 1, and agree quite well with the estimates from environmental
monitoring.
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This overall agreement is however fortuitous, and conceals a number of
discrepancies in the doses arising from specific radionuclides.
These
discrepancies reflect inadequacies in the generic equilibrium models
applied, and have been addressed in a number of research projects aimed at
producing a more reliable site specific environmental model. The main areas
of investigation are summarised below.
ATMOSPHERIC DISPERSION
The Gaussian plume morlP.l (1) assumes an isolated release stack situated
on a uniform flat plane with a uniform wind rose, the effective height of
release being modified to take some account of the structure on which the
stack is situated (4).
However the Sellafield site is complex, and it is
necessary to also take account of the effects on dispersion of surrounding
buildings.
Dispersion behaviour has been investigated for a range of
outlets using models from 1/200 to 1/500 scale in a wind tunnel, and at
full-scale for ground level outlets by releasing the tracer gas SF (5).
6
The results indicate that most tall stacks have a lower effective
height than the empirical rule suggests; however dispersion from ground
level releases is somewhat greater than indicated by the Gaussian plume
model.
These findings are attributed to the effects of downwash and the
effect of turbulence from buildings on plume mixing, which appears to
increase the horizontal and vertical standard deviations (ay and az) of the
Gaussian plume.
For the present, these effects have been allowed for in the model by
assigning effective heights to each release point so that the correct
dispersion factor is predicted at the distance relevant to the critical
group; more sophisticated treatments may be developed. The net effect is to
somewhat increase the predicted critical group doses for most radionuclides.
CARBON 14
The concentration of carbon 14 incorporated in biota is usually
calculated by a specific activity model, which assumes that the 14C content
is determined by the value of the ratio of 14C to stable carbon in air; the
latter can be estimated directly from the atmospheric dispersion model, as
an annual average.
Measurements of 14C in vegetables and milk near Sellafield showed
higher l4C: stable carbon ratios than predicted; moreover, the ratio varied
significantly from one sample type to another, suggesting that the specific
activity model was
inapplicable.
Pending further
investigation,
an
arbitrary factor of pessimism (xlO) was incorporated into the model.
Investigations have now confirmed that the effect is caused by
systematic variations in the dispersion pattern through the course of the
year (7,8).
Plants incorporate 14C by photosynthesis only during daylight
hours during their growing season; the average l4C: stable carbon ratio over
this specific period correlated well with the ratio in biota, and differs
from the annual average ratio principally because of sea breeze effects.
Understanding this effect has allowed the factor of pessimism in the
model to be reduced.
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IODINE 129
The routine environmental monitoring programme for 129I covers only
milk.
Regulators had expressed concern that alternative foodchain models
indicated the possibility of significant uptake of this long lived nuclide
from soil to root crops; however a special measurement campaign has
confirmed that milk is indeed that most important exposure route, consistent
with findings elsewhere (9). These studies also permitted the adoption of a
lower transfer factor for 129I from grass to milk, although the new value is
still believed to be conservative.
ARGON 41
Direct radiation from the 41Ar released in shield cooling air from the
Magnox reactors remains the single most significant source of radiation
exposure consequent on discharges to atmosphere from the site. These doses
are currently
calculated purely
from
the
dispersion model,
direct
measurement being difficult in the presence of natural radiation.
Studies
at Magnox power stations operated in the UK by Nuclear Electric plc have
shown that the doses so calculated are pessimistic; this is currently under
investigation.
CRITICAL GROUP HABITS
Previously, pessimistic assumptions have been made concerning the
habits of the critical group. A hypothetical group has been defined, living
700 m from
the point
of discharge
(or
at
the point of maximum
concentration);
residing permanently at that location; and subsisting
entirely on food grown at 1. 5 km from the point of discharge (with the
exception of grain products) consumed at rates typical of a high rate
consumer.
This situation clearly did not exist in practice; accordingly a survey
was
carried
out
to
determine
actual
food
consumption
and
other
exposure-related habits
(12).
This
showed that,
while the maximum
consumption rates for individuals and for particular food groups were not
dissimilar to the assumed values for the critical group, that no individual
simultaneously consumed all foods at the maximum rates.
Of course,
distances to places of residence and food production generally exceeded
the values assumed.
Using data from this habit survey, a dose distribution for the survey
population has been calculated, using the predictive environmental model,
which shows that the average dose for the population living on farms or
isolated households around the site is about a factor of four lower than
that for the pessimistic critical group; whereas the dose to the highest
exposed individual is about two thirds of that for the pessimistic critical
group (13).
There was only one infant in the survey population, so it was not
possible to derive realistic group average habits for this critical age
group.
Nonetheless the survey results have been used to define more
realistic critical group average consumption habits for other age groups
(10 year old and adult).
Using these more realistic critical group parameters has a major impact
on calculated doses.
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IMPROVED DOSE ESTIMATES
The amendments described above have been incorporated into the
predictive model and revised doses can be calculated, as indicated in
Table 1. These are substantially lower than the earlier estimates.
The revised doses from 1990 discharges are also lower than the doses
estimated from environmental monitoring. This partly reflects the fact that
environmental monitoring data relate to the areas of highest concentration,
rat:hP.r than thP. lor.at:ions where people actually live; in addition, the
predictive model is an equilibrium model which calculates doses resulting
from equilibriation of the environment with discharges at 1990 levels
whereas the monitoring data reflects some residual effects of higher
discharges in the past.
CONCLUSIONS
Refinement of the predictive model for discharges to atmosphere from
the Sellafield site has led to some changes which increase calculated doses
(atmospheric dispersion) and some which reduce calculated doses (foodchain
transfer and critical group habits). Overall, refinement of the model has
led to substantial reductions in calculated doses.
Such model refinement is essential if radiological input to
management decisions is to be useful, since decisions on effluent
options require accurate information as to both absolute levels of
dose to be expected, and the relative significance of individual
sources and radionuclides.

effluent
treatment
radiation
discharge

Table 1

Doses calculated from_Invironmental models
J-LSV y
CEDE
Total
Nuclide
HT
HTO
Cl4
S35
Ar41
Co60
Kr85
Sr90
Rul06
Sbl25
1129
1131
Cs137
Pu(alpha)
Pu241
Am241
Totals

Initial
Model

Infant

5.9E2
5.5
3.9
2.4E-2
2.5E3
5.2E-4
3.76E4
1.61E-l
2.3E-3
1.3E-4
1.4E-2
1. 6E-3
2.1E-3
1. 6E-4
1.2E-3
7.1E-5

5.8E-6
1. lE-1
2.9E+l
2.9E-l
5.8E+l
6.8E-2
7.9E-2
1.4E+l
8.3E-2
4.4E-3
2.0E+l
2.9E-l
1. 9E-l
2.5
3.1E-l
1.9

1.7E-6
4.3E-2
1. 7E+l
2.2E-l
1. 5E+l
2.4E-2
1.4E-l
1. 2E-l
1.3E-2
9.6E-4
l.lE+l
3.5E-l
6.1E-2
2.0E-l
2.1E-2
1. 3E-l

6.9E-6
2.4E-2
6.9
8.9E-2
1. 5E+l
1. 7E- 2
1.4E-l
1. 5E- 2
1.4E-2
7.8E-4
9.7
8.7E-2
5.5E-2
4.2E-l
5.9E-2
2.7E-l

l.lE-5
2.1E-2
7.0
2.1E-l
1. 5E+l
1. 7E- 2
1. 4E-l
1.4E-2
l.OE-2
7.7E-4
7.5
3.4E-2
l.OE-1
5.1E-l
7 .4E-2
3.3E-l

1.3E2

4.5E+l

3.3E+l

3.1E+l

rele~~e

1990

Refined Model
10 yr

TBq y
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Adult
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THE HISTORY OF CRITICAL GROUP DOSES FROM THE CONSUMPTION OF FRESHWATER FISH AT
TRAWSFYNYDD, NORTH WALES
D R P Leonard
Fisheries Radiological Inspectorate,
Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food
Directorate of Fisheries Research, Fisheries Laboratory,
LOWESTOFT, Suffolk, UK
ABSTRACT
Radionuclides discharged into the aquatic environment from Trawsfynydd power
station are, as for all UK facilities, subject to statutory controls to ensure
that the resulting public radiation exposure complies with nationally-accepted
criteria. Environmental monitoring by MAFF has shown that near this facility the
consumption of freshwater fish is radiologically the most important pathway with
Cs-137 the dominant radionuclide.
Information gathered from consumers over a
twenty-five year period has been interpreted so as to derive doses to the public.
Committed effective doses (CEDs) are presented using ICRP 1990 methodology and
compared with the recommended dose limit of 1 mSv year·'.
Doses to the critical
group are shown to have exceeded 1 mSv year·' for two years but do not exceed
this limit when averaged over a period of 5 years.
Because of the changing
habits of the consumers it is suggested that the average annual CED over the
lifetime of any member of the public will not exceed 1 mSv year·' during the
operation of the station.
INTRODUCTION
The 390 MW(e) (nominal) twin gas cooled Magnox type reactors presently operated by
Nuclear Electric plc at Trawsfynydd, North Wales commenced commercial operation
in 1965. An authorisation was granted to discharge small quantities of low level
liquid radioactive waste into the adjacent freshwater lake.
Such authorisations
are granted by Government Departments under the Radioactive Substances Act (1960)
and kept under review.
In setting and reviewing these limits, full consideration
is given to the environmental implications of discharging this waste and
particular attention is paid to the exposure pathways of the public. This paper
considers public exposure from the consumption of fish from the lake between 1962
and 1990 and especially those people who are potentially the most exposed, the so
called critical group.
METHODS
Post-hoc (ie non-predictive) assessment of dose to a critical group of fish
consumers makes use of results from an appropriate environmental monitoring
programme (Leonard and Hall, 1989), information about peoples consumption rates
and suitable dose per unit intake data. At Trawsfynydd, consumption rate data
are primarily derived from interviews with anglers and people whom they supply
(Leonard et al., 1982). Enthusiastic anglers usually possess season tickets and
belong to the lake's angling association, which has been a valuable source of
information throughout the life of the power station and lists of members have
formed a basis from which habits surveys could be conducted. The first major
habits survey took place in 1962 and has been carried out at approximately fiveyearly intervals ever since.
Lake bailiffs and potential critical group members
were regularly consulted between surveys to ascertain if consumption habits had
changed.
Some high rate consumers were asked to keep a diary of their catch and
consumption rates.
During the survey, each family was asked to estimate their
individual consumption rates, the number, size and species of fish caught during
a calendar year as well as seasonal preferences and cooking methods.
Consumption
of children was considered (Leonard and Hunt 1985) . Interviews were also
conducted with anglers who purchase day tickets.
The surveys were specifically
designed to try and identify high rate consumers rather than being targeted
randomly.
The data were collated to provide individual consumption rates for
each species of fish expressed in kg year'.
It was found that the following
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factors limit consumption rates of the indigenous trout: only six trout can be
taken on any one day and stocked rainbow trout (Salmo gairdneri) now outnumber
brown trout (Salmo trutta) by a ratio of about 6:1.
The former contain low
concentrations of lake derived radionuclides, usually being caught within three
weeks of release.
The indigenous brown trout are preferred by many consumers but
are relatively more difficult to catch.
Some consumers may prefer perch or a
combination of species.
Analysis of individual consumption and interview data
showed that high rate consumers were either skilled anglers themselves or a
relative or friend of such anglers.
Because of the amount of time required to
catch large quantities of fish, critical group cunsumers tend to be either
retired or associated with the management r
tte fishery.
The initial study showed that Cs-137 was the most dominant radionuclide.
Fis~
sampling commenced in 1961 with the col1ectiu~ of brown trout when concentrations
of Cs-137 averaged 17 Bq kg- 1 (wet) due to nuclear weapons test fallout.
In 1962
mean concentrations increased to 53 Bq kg· and reached 164 Bq kg' at the end of
1964, prior to power station operation (Preston et al., 1967). Perch (Perea
fluviatilis) were sampled for comparison from 1965.
Angling increased in
popularity because the warm water discharges promoted fish growth; however, the
indigenous brown trout population could not support the number of anglers who
wished to fish at Trawsfynydd and thus rainbow trout were introduced to the lake
from 1973, and sampling of this species cowmenced at this time. Other species
such as rudd (Scardinius erthothalmus) and eel (Anguilla anguilla) have also been
monitored although they are not regularly eaten.
Ideally, a sample of each
species has consisted of six to ten fish which was caught by MAFF staff using
gill nets or purchased by MAFF from rod and line anglers using a wide range of
baits.
These anglers were asked to provide monthly or quarterly samples during
the fishing season which extends from March to September for brown trout,
February to December for rainbow trout and for perch. Usually quarterly samples
were collected by MAFF staff.
Cs-137 was detected in all species of fish with the highest concentrations
usually occurring in perch, followed by brown trout, rudd, eel and finally
rainbow trout.
Other radionuclides were also detected and these included Cs-134,
Sr-90, S-35, Co-60, Mn-54, Ru-106, Pu-238, Pu-239+240, Pu-241, Am-241, Cm-242 and
Cm-234+244.
Assessment of dose
The International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) has made a series
of recommendations that now embody three fundamental principles of justification,
optimisation and dose limitation.
In recent years, UK practice has been based on
the recommendations of Publication 26 (ICRP 1977); the effects of Publication 60
This study examines the effect of
(ICRP 1990) are currently being considered.
ICRP 60 recommendations, noting that while the limit for the CED to members of
the public is the same as the previous principal limit at 1 mSv year-:, the new
limit is slightly more stringent because it refers to a five year limit rather
than a lifetime.
A higher effective dose than l mSv is permissible in a single
year provided that the annual CED averaged over 5 years does not exceed 1 mSv
year·'.
The ICRP recommendations apply to doses to appropriate critical groups.
In this study, the approach of Hunt and Shepherd (1980) was used from 1973
onwards.
However, during the 1962 and 1968 survey the concept of a maximum
consumer and a mean for all consumers was used. Using such means is likely to
underestimate the dose to the high rate consumers and therefore a nominal
consumption rate derived from the early data of 36.5 kg year· of brown trout has
been used in this study.
For comparative purposes, results based on this
consumption rate have also been calculated from 1965 when discharges commenced to
the end of 1990.
Using environmental monitoring data from the MAFF annual
monitoring reports (eg. Hunt 1989) the CED was calculated utilising dose per unit
intake data (Phipps et al., 1991). Cs-137, Cs-134 and Sr-90 were found to be the
radiologically most significant nuclides.
The other radionuclides typically
contribute about l~ of the total annual dose.
Figure 1 shows a plot of the total
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annual dose from Cs-137, Cs-134 and Sr-90 in mSv year- 1 plotted against time for
the critical groups of consumers identified during the habits surveys and a
hypothetical group consuming 36.5 kg year- 1 • Neither group has exceeded
2 mSv year- 1 but both groups have exceeded the 1 mSv year- 1 limit in 1976 and
1977.
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Figure 1.

A graph showing the CED from Cs-137, Cs-134 and Sr-90 (mSv year- 1 ) to
the critical group of fish consumers from 1963 to 1990 compared to a
hypothetical group consuming 36.5 kg year-1 of brown trout.

DISCUSSION
The cumulative CED for the critical group of fish consumers from 1965 to 1990 is
approximately 12 mSv.
This includes the contribution from the major and minor
radionuclides, due to the power station's discharges as well as a small
contribution from nuclear bomb test fallout and the Chernobyl reactor accident.
On the basis of a hypothetical critical group of brown trout consumers eating at
36.5 kg year- 1 , for the same period the comparative dose would only have been
10 mSv. Assessment of individuals who are or who have been members of the
critical group and other consumers for whom several years data were available,
showed that nobody was likely to have exceeded 10 mSv from the consumption of
freshwater fish from Trawsfynydd over the twenty-five years that the power
station has been operating. The dose from the ICRP model for Cs-137 is likely to
be cautious based on the whole body monitoring of consumers near Sellafield which
suggested that the parameters in the model for caesium retention would be
unlikely to underestimate body content (Hunt et al 1989) . When the authorised
limits for discharges are reviewed, a predictive assessment is made to consider
the maximum CED that could occur; thus it is now unlikely that the average annual
CED over the life time of any member of the public will exceed 1mSv year- 1 •
It
is to be noted that dose assessments also need to consider other exposure
pathways such as external exposure from lake bank occupancy, consumption of
terrestrial foodstuffs, inhalation and immersion from Ar-41. MAFF have published
such assessments (Hunt 1989, Tarrant 1991) and considered that the additional
dose to high rate fish consumers is likely to be small.
The additivity of dose
from different pathways continues to be reviewed.
CONCLUSIONS
Monitoring and assessment of critical group fish consumers at Trawsfynydd for
almost thirty years has demonstrated that the annual CED has exceeded 1 mSv for
two of those years but not exceeded 1mSv year- 1 when averaged over a period of
five years.
ICRP recommendations, even applied retrospectively, have therefore
been met.
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COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE BEHAVIOUR OF RADIOCAESIUM AND
-STRONTIUM FROM DIFFERENT SOURCE TERMS IN PERMANENT PASTURES.

C.M. VANDECASTEELE, M. VAN HEES, C. HURTGEN and R. KIRCHMANN
CEN/SCK
Radiation Protection
Boeretang 200
B-2400 MOL
ABSTRACT

The behaviour of caesium and strontium deposited by the
Chernobyl fallout in the reg1on of Mol (Belgium) has been
investigated in permanent pastures established on sandy soils.
Their distribution within the soil and the changes of their
concentration in grass were followed up to February 90. Their
transfer from grass to cow's milk was investigated under field
and
controlled
conditions. The behaviour of these two
Chernobyl radionuclides is compared with that of the same
nuclides from other source terms.
INTRODUCTION

In the region of Mol, the radioactive plume released from
the damaged reactor in Chernobyl was detected on May 2. The
peak of radioactivity in air was observed round about 11 a.m.
on the same day. The radiocontamination in air decreased
rapidly thereafter and was, on May 7, three orders of
magnitude less than the peak concentration [2].
The highest deposits (more than 90% of the caesium and
about 60% of the strontium deposit) were associated with
rainfalls on May 3, 4 and 6. On May 10, the total fallout at
Mol, in Bq.m- 2 , collected in stainless steel tanks, amounted
to 35 for 90 Sr, 248 for 89 Sr, 1052 for 134 Cs and 2076 for
137
Cs [2]. Considering the residual contamination in our soils
from weapons-testing fallout (WTF), respectively about 1.3 and
2.1 kBq.m- 2
for 90 Sr and 137 Cs in spring 1986, the Chernobyl
accident doubled the 137 Cs level in soil while it added but a
few percent of 90 Sr to the still present pool.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The interception of radiocaesium by grass on two pastures
with mean fresh herbage densities of 1.4 and 0.3 kg.m- 2 ,
averaged over three samples collected on May 5 and 6, was
respectively 22% and 13% . These values are in the range of
that obtained for ionic forms under controlled conditions [3].
The interception of 89 Sr was estimated on one sample collected
on May 6 and amounted to about 23% (herbage density= 1.7 kg
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fresh weight.m- 2 ) . Taking into
the deposit (7.1), one can
activity in this grass was due
18% originated from the old WTF

account the ratio 89 Sr/ 90 Sr in
estimate that 82% of the gosr
to the Chernobyl fallout while
deposit.

The changes over four years of the 134 - 137 Cs contents in
grass could be described by a two-compartments model. The
ecological half-time estimated for the first compartment is
about 10 days, while that of the long-term component is about
2 years.
Because of the much lower amount deposited, the
evolution of the 90 Sr concentration in herbage did not exhibit
a clear exponential decrease like 134 - 137 Cs. But systematic
increases of the 90 Sr content were observed at each new start
of vegetation growth after mowing (data not shown).
Six consecutive Scm thick layers of our sandy soil were
sampled at regular intervals in an ungrazed permanent pasture
for radiocaesium and -strontium analyses [4]. Based on the
137 Cs/ 134 Cs
ratio
(1.8) in the Chernobyl deposit, the
contribution of the WTF to the overall concentration in the
different
layers
could
be distinguished from that of
Chernobyl. The concentrations averaged over 6 samples taken
between May 13 and July 28 are given in table I.

SOIL
LAYER
em
0- 5
5-10
10-15
15-20
20-25
25-30

gosr

302
284
157
~ 85
~ 89
~ 98

± 13
± 136
± 62
± 44
± 62
± 58

DL =detection

137Cs
total
1414 ± 311
~ DL
~ DL
~ DL
~ DL
~ DL
limit(~

3638
917
233
~ 81

65 Bq.rn-1

± 525
± 310
± 86
± 22
~ DL
~ DL

137Cs
Chernobyl
2606
na
na
na
na
na

137Cs
WTF
1032
917
233
~ 81
na
na

; na = not applicable.

Table I. Distribution of 90 Sr and 134 - 137 Cs in the sandy soil
of a permanent pasture (in Bq.rn-2 ±std. dev.).
During the first months after the accident, all 134 Cs in
the soil remained confined in the top layer (mat horizon).
Even four years later (data not shown), no migration to deeper
layers could be observed. Most of the 137 Cs was also present
in the mat horizon (72% from the Chernobyl fallout and 28%
imputable to the WTF), but it was found deeper too, at least
in the two next layers (up to -15 em), due to the slow
migration of the activity deposited in the sixties. Similar
inference was not possible for strontium since when the
samples were processed for strontium analysis, the 89 Sr had
already decayed below its detection limit. However, as the
contribution of the Chernobyl 90 Sr is less than 12% of the
cumulated
activity
in
the mat, the picture presented
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corresponds essentially to the distribution of the strontium
from the sixties. The sum of the 137 Cs activities attributed
to the WTF in the different soil layers
(2.2 kBq.m- 2 )
corresponds quite well to the amount expected to be still
there from that source term while the sum of the 90 Sr
activities represents but about 60% of the expected value.
This can be explained by the higher mobility of strontium in
soils, compared to caesium, leading to a higher exportation by
vegetation harvesting or by lixiviation with the soil water.
Cow's milk is a good bio-indicator that integrates the
upstream variations of the environmental behaviour of the
radionuclides. Milk transfer factors (F=) for the Chernobyl
radiocaesium were estimated both under field and controlled
conditions [5]. A value of 1.2 10- 2 d.l- 1 was derived for
freely grazing cows in the period between May and July 1986. A
controlled experiment with cows fed over 30 days with hay
harvested in June 1986 or in 1987 provided F= values of 6 10- 3
and 1.1 10- 2 d.l- 1
for the two respective harvests. The F=
estimated for strontium in field in May 1986 amounted to
1.6 10- 3 and 1.3 10- 3 d.l- 1 for 90 Sr and 89 Sr respectively. A
mean value of 1.7 10- 3 d.l- 1
for 90 Sr has been estimated,
still in field,
for the period from June to September 1986.
These
transfer
factors to milk, based on measurements
performed in the region of Mol, are comprised in the range of
the values reviewed by Coughtrey [1] for two other source
terms (table II).

SOURCE TERM

CAESIUM

Chernobyl (pasture)
(hay 86)
(hay 87)
tracers studies
weapons testing

12 [5]
6 [5]
11 [5]
2
- 27 [1]
1.7 - 20 [1]

STRONTIUM
1.3- 1.7 [this paper]
0.4 - 3.8 [1]
0.5 - 2.4 [1]

Table II. Transfer coefficients (F= in 10- 3 d.l- 1 ) to cow's
milk for radiocaesium and radiostrontium from
different source terms.

CONCLUSION
The data obtained on the behaviour of the Chernobyl
radiocaesium and -strontium in pasture ecosystems in the Mol
region do not differ significantly from the data gathered in
the past for these nuclides, from the WTF or used as ionic
tracers. This suggests that most of the caesium and strontium
from Chernobyl deposited in our region was readily soluble and
largely available for plant and animal uptake.
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A COMPUTER MODEL FOR THE CALCULATION OF DERIVED EMISSION LIMITS FOR
THE NORMAL OPERATION OF NUCLEAR FACILITIES
Bertrand Theriault
Atomic Energy Control Board
270 Albert St, Ottawa, Ont. Canada, KlP5S9
This paper presents a computer program for calculating derived
emission limits for the normal operation of nuclear facilities. The
environmental transfP-r modP-1 is discussed, in particular plume
depletion effects, the effective height of release, sensitivity
analysis, and the importance of the atmosphere to surface water
pathway. When the receiving body of water receives only airborne
effluent, this pathway has been found to be significant for long lived
radionuclides and HTO.
INTRODUCTION:
In order to ensure that no member of the public receives a dose
higher than the regulatory limit, upper limits to the rate of release
of radionuclides to the atmosphere and to surface waters must be
known. This paper presents an overview of the computer program
"DELPro" which has been developed to calculate such upper limits,
usually known as derived emission limits (DEL), for the normal
operation of nuclear facilities.
This paper is subdivided in two main sections. First, the
methodology for calculating DELs is examined. The environmental
transfer model (ETM), its applicability to other nuclear facilities as
well as its limitations are discussed. In a second section, the
program per se is described briefly, giving particular attention to
modifications brought to the ETMl; ie, the inclusion of atmospheric
plume depletion effects, effects of building entrainment, and the
addition of the atmosphere to surface water pathway. The sensitivity
analysis routine is also discussed in this section.
METHODOLOGY:
The DEL is defined as the rate of release which is such that the
group of maximally exposed individuals, the critical group, will not
receive a dose higher than the regulatory dose limit.The critical
group must also be relatively homogeneous with respect to those
factors which affect doses received (eg, diet, age, behaviour). The
methodology for determining DELs has three parts. First, the behaviour
of the release must be known. Two modes of release are considered in
the modell; atmospheric and aquatic. A gaussian plume model is used
for describing releases to the atmosphere. It assumes continuous
release of radioactive material. A model2 for reduction of the
effective height of release due to plume entrainment in the wake of
neighbouring buildings (downdraught) and in the wake of the stack
itself (downwash) has been added to the initial modell. Also added to
the initial model is the effect of plume depletion (wet and dry
deposition) 2,3,
Due to the high complexity of liquid dispersion in large bodies
of water and its dependence on site-specific characteristics (eg,
bottom topography, wind induced currents, seasonal variations in water
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temperature) no general aquatic dilution model is used. Instead,
site-specific concentrations are used. Also, since a DEL is calculated
for each radionuclide released, the composition of the release must be
known. This is achieved through effluent monitoring.
Second, the passage of radioactive material from the source
through the environment to man must be analyzed. The environmental
transfer model (ETM) used for this purpose is presented by the
Canadian Standards Associationl, and can be seen in figure l. Each
compartment in the ETM is numbered. The quantity of radioactive
material in compartment i is denoted Xi. A transfer parameter P ij
characterizes the transfer of material from compartment i to a
compartment j such that
(1)
All P ij assume the system (ETM) to be in steady state, and are
preferably calculated from site-specific data rather than from
canadian averages.
Figure 1: Environmental Transfer Model:

tmosphere
1
p

2

9

Surface
Water 2

1-----....,~;;.:...J.~-f"

The atmosphere to water pathway (P~) is not included in CSAl
but it is in the Gorman4 model. In fig.1 the atmosphere to dose (P 19 )
and surface to dose (P 29 ) pathways both have two components. The
external
exposure
component
is
denoted by
(e)
and
the
inhalation/ingestion component by (i). The DEL is defined as:
DEL

=

(2)

ADL/ [X 9 /X0 ]

where ADL is the annual dose limit for members of the public. DELs
must be calculated separately for the stochastic and deterministic
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dose limits, the most restrictive value being retained as the DEL for
that radionuclide. X 9 /X 0 is determined from equation 1, for the
pathways and radionuclides significant to the critical group in
question. To ensure that the critical group is not exposed beyond the
ADL, for a multi-facility site, when more than one radionuclide is
released, or when more than one mode of release exists (air or water),
the following criterion must be satisfied:
(3)

where

is the actual release of radionuclide i from release mode j
(air or water), and source facility k; DEL 1 jk is the DEL for
radionuclide i, release mode j, and facility k.
Qijk

The model applies to many facilities such as research reactors,
incinerators, and radioisotope-processing facilities. The model does
not apply to facilities involving area sources and releases to the
ground (eg, uranium mine tailings and mills, fuel fabrication plants
and refineries, and in-ground waste storage facilities) .
THE PROGRAM:
DELPro is a 207 KB Microsoft Excel macro which can run on PC or
MAC type microcomputers. It uses pull down menus to select actions
(eg, select emission type, etc ... ) and dialogue boxes allow the user
to enter site-specific information about the critical group. Doses to
the critical group may also be calculated.Results of the calculations
can be saved and printed.
When released from a stack, some of the material may be drawn
downward into the low pressure region on the lee side of the stack.
This process, known as downwash, causes the height of release to be
lower than the stack height. This effect is usually present when the
efflux velocity is similar or smaller than the mean windspeed at the
stack height2,4, The effective stack height may be further reduced if
the emitted material is entrained in the wake of a nearby building.
This effect, known as downdraught, occurs when the downwash corrected
stack height is between 1 and 2.5 times the height of the nearby
building, and when the mean windspeed is above 5 m/s (2, 4).
Although the air to water pathway (P~) is negligible when the
receiving body of water also receives liquid emissions4,it may be
important when radioactive material deposits onto standing ponds.
These land ponds, receiving no liquid emissions, may be used for
irrigation of crops and/or drinking water for livestock. To examine
the importance of P~, DELs were calculated using Canadian averages
for all transfer parameters, with all realistic pathways selected.
DELs for about 31 out of a total of 78 radionuclides decreased by a
factor of two or more when P 12 was selected. The most significant
decrease was for 238U; when the pond was used for drinking by livestock
the 238U DEL went down 9 orders of magnitude. Such a decrease was
predictable since P ~ is proportional to the half-life of the
radionuclide4 (238U half-life= 4.5E+9 years). The DEL for HTO went
down by a factor of 6. A sensitivity analysis has shown that the
atmosphere-pond-livestock-man pathway contributes 99% of the dose to
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man for 135Cs, 234U, 235U, 238U, 237Np, and 244pu when all airborne
emission pathways are present. This same pathway contributed 79% of
the dose for HTO.
The effect of dry deposition on plume depletion is accounted for
by multiplying the atmospheric dispersion coefficient by the ratio of
concentration of activity in the air taking into account dry
deposition to the concentration of activity ignoring deposition3. Dry
deposition reduces plume concentration significantly in stable
conditions and at long distances from the source (> 10km) . To account
for wet deposition the atmospheric dispersion coefficient is
multiplied by the factor e-At,, Values of the washout coefficient, A,
for rain and snow, and for various precipitation rates are suggested
in reference 2; t 1 is the time during which the plume is being
depleted by precipitation.
Each pathway's contribution, Cijk, to the critical group dose is
evaluated for each pathway i, radiation effect j (eg, stochastic dose
to adults), and radionuclide k, and can be written as:
Cijk

=

(4)

(Xg/Xo) ijk/l:n (Xg/Xo) njk

where m is the total number of significant pathways,
X9 are from equation (2).

1~n~,

and Xo and

CONCLUSION:
The addition of the air to water pathway, accounting for
downdraught and downwash, and the inclusion of plume depletion effects
increase the versatility of DELPro. The next task now is to obtain a
better understanding of the uncertainties associated with DELs and
doses calculated using this model. Also, increasing the processing
speed of the program by upgrading it to a compiled version would make
it easier to run complex simulations.
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ABSTRACT
An experimental programme concerning the behaviour of UF
released in gaseous phase in the atmosphere has been conductea
in the years 1986-1989 by the french Atomic Energy Commission
and Eurodif. Three field tests have been performed on the
CEAICESTA experimental site. These experiments permitted to
get informations about the kinetics of the hydrolysis reaction
of the UF 6 , the behaviour of the hydrolysis products in the
atmosphere and the granulometry of the solid particles.
RESUME
Un programme d 1 experimentation sur site a ete mene entre 1986
et 1989 par le Commissariat a 1 I Energie Atomique et Eurodif
afin de mieux evaluer les risques pour l 1 environnement
auxquels conduirait un rejet accidentel d 1 UF 6 sous forme
gazeuse dans 1 1 atmosphere. Trois essais ont ete realises sur
le terrain d 1 experimentation exterieur du CEAICESTA.
Ces
essais ont permis d 1 obtenir des informations sur la cinetique
de la reaction d 1 hydrolyse de 1 1 UF 6 , sur la diffusion des
produits d 1 hydrolyse dans l'atmosphere et la granulometrie des
particules formees.
1.

Introduction

The UF 6 , used in the nuclear fuel processing, reacts with the
vapour of the air to give a solid product uo 2 F 2 and a
tOXlC gas, HF:

wab~r

----->
The numerical prediction of the consequences of an accidental
release of UF 6 in the atmosphere needs therefore the following
points to be considered :
. what is the kinetics of the hydrolysis reaction,
. how do uo2 F and HF diffuse in the air, what are their
chemical-physical forms and how do they deposit on the ground.
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In order to answer to these questions, EURODIF, the
operator of the uranium enrichment plant of Tricastin in the
Rhone Valley, and the Institute for Protection and Nuclear
Safety of the CEA, in cooperation with the U.S. Department of
Energy (D.O.E.), decided some years ago to undertake an infield experimental programme on UF 6 atmospheric dispersion.
Three releases of gaseous UF 6 have been accomplished in 1986,
1987 and 1989 on the CEA/CESTA test site, near Bordeaux. This
paper
summarizes
the
main
results
obtained
in
these
experiments.
2.

Results and interpretation
2.1 - Concentrations in the atmosphere

The
figure
1 presents the maximum values
of the
Atmospheric Transfer Coefficient (ATC, i.e., the ratio of the
time integrated concentration at a given point over the
released quantity) versus distance. It is observed that the
ATC values in U and F are very close to each other. On the
same figure, are also reported the SF6 results (SF6 is used in
these experiments as a reference tracer). It can be observed
that these values are very near to the previous ones, except
at short distance from the source (it is difficult to
attribute this discrepancy to a particular behaviour of the
UF 6 plume in the first meters or only to the differences, even
small, in the release conditions). It can be concluded that U
and
F diffuse
similarly,
and diffuse
like
a
passive
contaminant.
Particularly,
a
major
finding
of
these
experiments is that no detectable depletion of the aerosols of
uo 2 F 2 in the plume due to the ground deposition occurs.
For analysis of the kinetics of the hydrolysis reaction,
the atmospheric concentrations of U trapped on the particle
filters in the first test have been measured : they were found
to be close to the values collected at the same points in the
bubblers, meaning that, after some seconds of travel time, all
uranium was in form of particles uo 2 F 2 and that the hydrolysis
reaction had already ended. A confirmation of this fact is
brought hereafter.
2.2 - Ground deposition
The figure 2 presents the deposition velocity of the
uranium versus distance, on the points where the measured
atmospheric concentrations were maximum on each cross-section.
In both experiments, the velocity lies between 10- 4 and 4.10- 4
ms- 1 , in good agreement with the sedimentation velocity which
can be expected according to the measured particle sizes (see
§ 2. 3) . The velocity does not increase with the distance (on
the contrary, it decreases), confirming that the hydrolysis is
complete after a few seconds
if it was not the case, the
creation of particles of uo 2 F 2 during the transfer would
increase the deposition velocity.
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The mass ratio U/F measured in the deposits is presented
on the figure 3 for the points in the wind axis. In the second
test, this ratio is near by 6. 3, which is the theoretical
ratio in the uo 2 F 2 compound. It means that only uo 2 F 2 deposits
on the ground, and indicates that no mixed compound uo 2 F 2 , HF
is present in significant proportion in the plume. However, in
the third test, a lower ratio is observed, particularly at
distances greater than 40 m. These measurements do not seem
significant as sand was found in important quantity in several
of the Petri boxes where samples were collected, disturbing
the analysis (a clear correlation is observed between the
boxes where sand was found and the low value of the ratio).
The sand could be easily transported by the wind due to the
relatively low air humidity during this experiment.
2.3 - Granulometry
The granulometric distribution (aerodynamic diameters) in
uranium is presented on the figure 4. The results in both
experiments are very similar : they show a major mass fraction
between 1 and 3 ~m
at all distances.
Moreover,
the
distributions in F is very comparable to the one in U (which
is not a
surprise according to the preceding results
concerning the solid compound formed during the transfer).
3.

Conclusion

The experimental programme carried out in France in the
years 1986-1989 allowed to get several important informations
on the behaviour of UF 6 released in gaseous phase in the
atmosphere :
the hydrolysis reaction of the UF 6 is rapid, probably
complete after some seconds;
- u and F diffuse similarly, without significant differences
compared to the reference tracer;
- only, uo 2 F 2 aerosols deposit on the ground;
- the maJor mass fraction of aerosols is observed for
aerodynamic diameters between 1 and 3 ~m;
- the deposition velocity of the aerosols lies between 1 and
4.10- 4 ms- 1 , values which are coherent with the expected
sedimentation velocity for such particles.
Care must be taken not to extrapolate without caution all
these conclusions to the cases of UF 6 released in liquid
phase, for which, as it has been observed in different
incidents, other and more complex phenomena may occur.
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ETUDE EXPERIMENTALE DE LA REPARTITION ENTRE SOL ET PLANTES DES DEPOTS
D'AEROSOLS ATMOSPHERIQUES MICRONIQUES.
H. Camus, D. Gauthier, C. Caput, C. Soyer et R. Escariot
CEA I Institut de Protection et de Surete Nucleaire,
Departement de Protection de l'Environnement et des Installations,
Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de Fontenay-Aux-Roses,
BP N° 6, 92265 Fontenay-Aux-Roses Cedex

EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES ABOUT THE DISTRIBUTION BETWEEN SOIL AND CROPS
OF SMALL PARTICLES FALLOUT.
These studies are performed to quantify the distribution between
soil and crops of the micronic particles generated during a major
accidental release. Works are done in open fields. We have chosen the size
of the particles to simulate the situation of the environment like in the
not immediately near field. The results are very dispersed, function of the
vegetals types and of the season.
At first, we expose some generalities about the experimental
techniques; then the results and finaly we comment and specify the limits
of use of that kind of data.
INTRODUCTION
Nous presentons ici l'etat recapitulatif des travaux entrepris par
L'Institut de Protection et de Surete Nucleaire dans le cadre du programme
RESSAC 1 et relatifs a la repartition du depot entre le sol et la vegetation
cultivee sus-jacente.
L'experimentation se subdivise en une phase de marquage des parcelles cultivees par un aerosol micronique; puis en une phase d'analyse du
marqueur depose sur les vegetaux et les surfaces de sol correspondantes.
Nous presenterons en premier lieu les grandes lignes des techniques experimentales employees, puis les resultats obtenus. Snfin, nous
commenterons et indiquerons les principales conclusions et limites dans
lesquelles il convient d'employer ces donnees.

1:

MATERIELS ET METHODES
1-1:

L'AEROSOL

La granularite do it etre comparable a celle de 1 'aerosol de
Tchernobyl. La substance active doit etre facilement mesurable, non-toxique
et de desactivation rapide (necessite de pouvoir reutiliser rapidement le
site d'essais).
Le produit qui nous est apparu comme le plus approprie a ete
l'uranine en solution aqueuse a 25 g.l- 1, dispersable a partir d'un generateur ultra-sonique a fort debit (5 l.h- 1 ), et mesurable avec une sensibilite satisfaisante par fluorimetrie (10- 7 g.l- 1 ).
L'aerosol produit presente un diametre median en masse de 1,5 ~
avec un ecart-type geometrique de 2,2.

R~habilitation

des Sols et des Surfaces
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1-2:

LE MARQUAGE

Les essais conduits dans le cadre de ce programme n'ont concerne
que le depot sec.
Le dispositif consiste a disposer les generateurs d'aerosol dans
le vent des parcelles cultivees, et de les deplacer le long de celles-ci a
!'aide d'un chariot mobile.
Les essais ainsi realises ont permis d'obtenir une homogeneite
verticale de concentration dans les trois premiers metres au dessus du sol,
a condition toutefois que le generateur soit place a un minimum de trente
metres en amont au vent des cultures.

GRADIENTS VERTICAUX DE CONCENTRATION
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1-3:

LES PRELEVEMENTS

L'evaluation du depot sur la vegetation se fait a partir de
plantes entieres.
L'evaluation du depot au sol est realisee a partir de jauges de
depot (disques d' acier inoxydable, 4>= 20 em, deposes directement sur le
terrain. Cette methode presente 1 'avantage de permettre la me sure de
l'uranine avec un rendement proche de l'unite. Une mesure effectuee a
partir d'echantillons de terre a un rendement fluctuant entre 0,4 et 0,6,
imprevisible a priori, et est done inutilisable dans notre cas. Des essais
prealables nous ont permis d' etablir que le depot sur nos jauges eta it
representatif du depot sur sol cultive.Les echantillons sont laves dans une
quantite connue de solution tampon (pH 9, 4), filtres a 0, 45 IJm et finalement mesures par fluorescence (513 nm).

1-4:

LES VEGETAUX ETUDIES

Nous avons determine l'ensemble des cultures les plus abondantes
en surface dans les pays europeens. Nous avons etudie: des cereales (ble et
mais), des plantes oleagineuses (colza et tournesol), des plantes textiles
(lin), maraicheres (epinards, salades), des legumes industriels (petits
pois, haricots, pommes de terre) et des plantes fourrageres (betteraves,
luzerne et graminees) .
2:

RESULTATS & INTERPRETATION

Le tableau propose en fin de ce texte presente l'ensemble des resultats obtenus, en fonction de la productivite (poids sec par metre carre
de culture) ou du stade vegetatif des plantes. Remarquons que ces deux
indications sont complementaires: le stade vegetatif ne donne pas une
indication suffisamment precise, et les resultats sont tres influences par
les differences morphologiques entre les varietes. La productivite est
souvent fonction de la densite de semis et aussi de la variete etudiee.
Pour certaines especes, nous disposons de resultats suffisamment
nombreux et homogenes pour tracer les courbes d'evolution du coefficient de
captation des plantes en fonction de la productivite.
Nous ajustons les nuages de points a des courbes de la forme
y = axb.
Elles sont toujours bien correlees avec le nuage des points
experimentaux, mais peuvent theoriquement donner des resultats de captation
superieurs a 100% ... si on les emploie sans discernement hors de leur region
de validation.
'i'7~@~8'~W~
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26,22
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1 60
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17 56
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0
0
0
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0
0
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41
57
36
21
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La figure ci-apres illustre ce type de resultat.
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CONCLUSION
Les donnees obtenues montrent de nettes variations dans le coefficient de captation, fonctions de l'espece, du stade vegetatif et de la densite culturale. En cas d'accident, on ne peut done pas se satisfaire d'une
seule courbe pour !'estimation des consequences radiologiques et des mesures de protection a decider. Il faut pouvoir tenir compte des specificite
dues aux especes cultivees, a leur stade de developpement et aux pratiques
culturales locales. Les donnees acquises lors de ces essais sont utilisables dans ce cadre.
EXEMPLE DE TABLEAU DE RESULTATS
RENDEMENT
Vt:ut:IAL

STADE

ble
blli
bll
Die
biB
ble
bl8
biB
biB
ble
bl8
bl8
bl8
bl8

A

un
on

g/m2

REPARTITION
VEG./TOT.

sec

g/m2
frais

%

±

130

350

53,0

16, 4
3,8

RENDEMENT

REPARTITION
VEG./TOT.

Yt:ut:IAL

STADE

sec

g/m2
frais

%

±

prama
prairie
prame
prame
prairie
pra1r1e
prame
tetuque
tetuqua

B

4 92

1 171

7 3. 0

4 0. 5

c
c

238

62 6

7 2. l

5,0

205

930

7 3. 4

5, 7

D

354

715

8 7' 5

3,9

D

166

411

3 8' 5

6,4

D

238

832

9 9' l

0. 4
2' 6
2,4

g/m2

A/B

96

689

A/B

64 6

2 585

7 4. 8
70,7

5,0

B

684

2 780

66' 0

34,9

B/C

323

1 747

7 4' 6

c
c
c
c
c

304

4 60

4 0' 0

2' 9
16,7

837

1 690

67' 0

3, 6

1062

4 000

58' 3

3,8

1353

4 090

7 0' l

4,3

963

5 157

7 6' 0

1, 7

C/D

1502

2 610

7 9' 5

6, 4

ma1s

A

97

64 9

D

1017

1 284

4,2

ma11

A

42

283

60' 6
4 0' 9

6,1
6,5

D

1340

1 4 60

7 8' 3
80,5

2,2

ma11

B

47

319

l 0' 5

6,1

D

1228

2 738

66' 0

32,0

ma11

B

212

1 610

4 7' 2

ma11

B/C

432

1 790

7 6' 0
90,5

4' 6
2,8

D

507

1 802

92' l

c

283

1 017

B

192

659

8 9' l
73,5

4' 2

ma11
59,7
39, 7
113
738
c
637
4 240
14' 4
ma11
71
71,8
5,8
c
296
6,3
D
1666
4 200 8 3' 8
LEGENDE (stades vegetat~fs) :
B: montaison ou elongation cellulaire;
A: semis ou repiquage;
C: floraison;
D: maturite commerciale ou fructification.
B
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HIGH TEMPERATURE PEAK CHARACTERISTICS OF THE READER-ANNEALED TLD-600
AND ITS APPLICATION TO PERSONNEL PROTECTION DOSIMETRY
IN MIXED NEUTRON-PHOTON FIELD
James C. Liu
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Stanford, CA 94309, USA
C. S. Sims
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN 37831-6379, USA
ABSTRACT
The high temperature peaks 6-7 of TLD-600 have higher responses to
high LET radiation than to low LET radiation.
This characteristic was
studied for the automatic reader-annealed Harshaw albedo neutron TLD. The
high temperature peaks response is linear for neutrons, but is supralinear
above 20 mSv of 137cs photons.
The peaks ratio (peaks 6-7/peaks 3-5) of
TLD-600 is 0.15 for neutrons of any energy, 0.01 for 137 cs gammas and 0.02
for M-150 x-rays.
Based on the results, a personnel dosimetry using a
single TLD-600 was developed and evaluated in mixed neutron-photon fields.
The estimations for neutron, photon and total equivalent are better than
2 0% except in one case.
However, an error analysis shows that the
estimations are sensitive to the neutron and photon peaks ratios, depending
on the neutron-photon dose equivalent ratio and the neutron source.
INTRODUCTION
The TL glow curve of the LiF-TLD (TLD-100, TLD-700, TLD-600) has
several peaks, among which peaks 3-5 are main dosimetric peaks (peak 5 at
-200°C), and peaks 6-7 are high temperature peaks (peak 7 at -260°C).
Other peaks are usually not important for dosimetric purposes.
The high
temperature peaks have higher responses to high LET radiation than to low
LET radiation and this characteristics can be influenced by many factors,
e.g., TLD material, annealing, cooling, readout method, etc. Conventional
long and high temperature oven annealing for LiF-TLD is usually not used
for automatic TLD systems.
This paper presents the high temperature peak
characterization results for the Harshaw automatic reader-annealed TLD-600.
Based on the results, a mixed field neutron-photon dosimetry using a single
TLD-600 element was developed and evaluated in mixed fields. A few factors
which may affect the accuracy of the dosimetric method are discussed.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Harshaw albedo neutron TLDs (two pair of TLD-600/TLD-700;
one pair
is shielded in front by a 28Xl3X0.46 mm 3 cadmium sheet) were used in this
study.
The sensitivities of all TLD chips (3.2x3.2X0.9 mm 3 ) were
individually calibrated with free-in-air 137cs irradiations. The TL signals
were normalized to a constant 137cs exposure and were in units of mGy. The
Harshaw 8800 automatic TLD reader was used to readout and anneal the TLDs.
The digitized 200-channel TL glow curves of the TLD-600 exposed to neutrons
or photons from the Harshaw 8800 reader are shown in Figure 1.
Neutrons
produce much higher peaks 6-7 and slightly lower peaks 3-4 than photons.
The linear heating profile (no preheat, a heating rate of 25°C s-1 from
50°C to 300°C, and a hold time of 6.7 s at 300°C) using hot N2 gas in this
study is also shown in Figure 1. The Computerized Glow Curve Deconvolution
(CGCD) program ( 1 > was used to separate the glow curve into individual
peaks, but the deconvolution result was not satisfactory. This might be due
to the first-order TL kinetic model in the CGCD program being inappropriate
to describe the TL response of a neutron-exposed TLD-600.
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Figure 1. TL glow curves induced by neutrons (--) or photons (- - -)
for TLD-600. Peaks 3-5 cover channels 96-145 and peaks 6-7 cover
channels 146-200. The heating profile used is also shown.
Therefore, in this study (see F'igure 1), the TL signal between
channels 96-145 is regarded as peaks 3-5 and the TL signal between channels
146-200 is regarded as peaks 6-7.
It has been found< 2 l that these channel
settings can achieve a satisfactory sensitivity and response stability over
reuse, and minimize the fading influence from peaks 2 and 3. The TLDs were
reader-annealed using the same heating profile just prior to irradiation.
However, repeated annealings or annealing using a longer hold time (20 s)
at 300°C was used sometimes for highly dosed TLDs in order to reduce the
residual TL signal to an acceptable level.
No pre-irradiation or postirradiation, low temperature annealing was used.
Four radioisotopic neutron sources [ 252cf (D 20), 252 cf (PE), 252 cf and
38
2 PuBe], eight monoenergetic neutrons (0.1, 0.25, 0.565, 1.2, 2.6, 3.2,
5.0 and 14.8 MeV), 13 7 cs and the M150 x-rays were used for the TLD
irradiations< 3 l. The 252cf(PE) source is a 252Cf moderated by a 15 em radius
polyethylene sphere.
The errors associated with neutron fluences were
10-15% for monoenergetic neutrons and 5-10% for radioisotopic neutron
sources.
All TLDs were irradiated perpendicularly with dosimeters mounted
on the front face of a 40X40Xl5 cm3 Lucite phantom, except the M150 x-rays
irradiations which were made using a 30X30X15 cm3 phantom.
The dose
equivalent quantity used is the ICRP 21 neutron dose equivalent quantity< 4 l
for neutrons and is the deep dose equivalent quantity< 4l for photons.
The
photon contribution from the neutron source to the TLD-600 signal was
estimated by the paired TLD-700 element.
CHARACTERIZATION RESULTS
LINEARITY
The TL response for the Cd-covered TLD-600 exposed to 252Cf(PE) are
shown in Figure 2. The linear response level for peaks 6-7 is up to -2.56
mGy at 3 mSv neutron exposure.
Since both peaks 6-7 and peaks 3-5 have
linear responses over the range of 0.05-3 mSv, the total TL response (peaks
3-7 = the sum of peaks 3-5 and peaks 6-7) is also linear. The peaks ratio,
peaks 6-7/peaks 3-5, is equal to the slope ratio in Figure 2.
Therefore,
the neutron peaks ratio for 252cf(PE) is a constant of (0.854/5.921)=0.144
(lcr=2%) over the dose range.
The neutron sensitivity of the Cd-covered
TLD-600, defined as the peaks 3-7 response, for 252 Cf(PE) is (0.854+5.921)=
6. '18 mGy msv-1. Figure 3 shows the linear response curves of the Cd-covered
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Cd-covered TLD-600 exposed to 238PuBe
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peaks 6-7 response for bare TLD-600
exposed to 137 Cs photons is also
shown.

TLD-600 for 238puBe.
The neutron peaks ratio is (0 .113/0. 789) =0 .143
(10"=3%), which is very close to that of 2 52cf (PE), but the neutron
sensitivity is only (0.113+0.789)=0.902 mGy msv-1, due to the albedo
neutron detection principle.
Figure 3 also shows the peaks 6-7 response of the bare TLD-600
exposed to 137Cs free-in-air. The linear response level for peaks 6-7 is up
to only 0.23 mGy at 20 mSv gamma exposure and the linear region has a slope
of 0.012 mGy msv- 1 . The deviation from linearity (see dashed line in Figure
3) is -15% overreponse at 103 mSv. The peaks 3-5 response of the TLD-600
exposed to 137Cs, which is not shown in Figure 3, is linear up to 100 mSv
with a slope of 1.045 mGy msv- 1 . Therefore, the photon peaks ratio of the
TLD-600 for 137Cs is a constant of (0.012/1.045)=0.01 (10"=10%) only up to
the level of 20 mSv, due to the supralinear response of peaks 6-7.
Since the peaks 6-7 response is only -1% of the peaks 3-5 response
for a gamma-exposed TLD-600, the supralinearity of peaks 6-7 response is
masked by the linearity of peaks 3-5 response.
Therefore, the total peaks
3-7 response for a gamma-exposed TLD-600 is treated as linear in most
personnel protection dosimetric practices.
The finding that the supralinearity of peaks 6-7 is LET-dependent
(the lower the LET, the lower the TL response level at which supralinearity
occurs) is consistent with results previously reported in Refs. 5 and 6.
However, the gamma dose levels at which the supralinearity occurs are
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different between our results and others (-100 mGy for TLD-100 in Ref. 5,
2.5 mGy for TLD-700 in Ref. 6, and -20 mGy for TLD-600 in this work). It is
also demonstrated that the peaks 6-7 have a higher response to neutrons
than to photons; a factor of (0 .113/0. 012) =9. 4 between 238PuBe and 13 7cs,
and a factor of (0.854/0.012)=71 between 252cf(PE) and 137cs.
PEAKS RATIO AND SENSITiviTY
Since the Cd-covered TLD-600 responds mainly to the albedo thermal
neutrons, the peaks ratio is expected to be the same for all incident
neutron energies.
The peaks ratios of the Cd-covered TLD-600 for the
monoenergetic and radioisotopic neutron sources ranged from 0.143 to 0.163
and the mean neutron peaks ratio was 0.15 (lcr=7%). The neutron sensitivity
(Sn) follows the typical energy-dependent curve of an albedo-type TLD (the
response is high at low energies and is low at high energies).
Contrary to the neutron results, the photon peaks ratio is energydependent; 0.01 (1cr=10%) for 137Cs 662 keV gammas and 0.02 (1cr=3%) for M150
x-rays.
The photon sensitivity (Sp) of the Cd-covered TLD-600 is slightly
energy-dependent (0.872 mGy msv-1 for 137cs gammas and 0.916 mGy msv-1 for
M150 x-rays), due to the tissue-equivalence of the TLD-600 to photons.
Budd et al. (?) studied the peaks ratios of the TLD-600 to x-rays and
their peaks ratio values are a factor of five higher than ours, probably
due to the slow cooling they used.
However, a comparison on the relative
peaks ratio as a function of photon energy (the peaks ratio at a given
energy divided by the peaks ratio for 137cs gammas) between their results
and ours shows good agreement (see Figure 4). The peaks ratios for neutrons
and photons in this work are close to those of Doles et al.' 8 l who used
TLD-100 with different readout and annealing techniques.
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Figure 4. Relative peaks ratios as a function of photon energy
(peaks ratio at a given energy divided by that of 13 7cs photons)
for the Cd-covered TLD-600.
MIXED NEUTRON-PHOTON FIELD DOSIMETRY
A neutron-photon dosimetry using a single Cd-covered TLD-600 element
in mixed fields can be developed by using the peaks ratio and sensitivity
values.
A Cd-covered TLD-600, irradiated to a neutron dose equivalent (Hn
mSv) and a photon dose equivalent (Hp mSv), has a total peaks 3-7 signal of
.T mGy.
Let the peaks ratio be PR (i.e., PR =peaks 6-7/peaks 3-5) and K =
PR/(l+PR) (i.e., K =peaks 6-7/peaks 3-7). The following two equations can
be established.
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Th,

Tb

(1)

TJ

(2)

T]

Kn, Kp
Sn, Sp
HnSnKn

measured peaks 6-7 and peaks 3-5 TL signals in
units of mGy, respectively, and T = Tb + TJ
K values for neutron and photon radiations, respectively
neutron and photon sensitivities (peaks 3-7),respectively,
of the Cd-covered TLD-600 in units of mGy msv-1
TL signal component of peaks 6-7 contributed by neutrons.

Since PR is 0.15 for all neutrons, Kn is 0.13 for all neutrons.
The
value Kp is dependent on photon energy and can be determined from Figure 4.
If neutron and photon energies are known, there are only two unknowns, Hn
and Hp, to be solved in equations 1 and 2.
A test of the above mixed field dosimetry was made by irradiating
eight groups of albedo TLDs to two neutron dose equivalents (0.5 and 1.5
mSv) with four Hn/Hp ratios (2.6/1, 1/1, 1/3 and 1/10), using both 238PuBe
and 137Cs sources. The small 4.43 MeV gamma dose equivalent component (-4%)
of the 238PuBe source( 3 l was included in the photon dose equivalent. The
test results presented in Table 1 show the bias (B), precision (P) and
accuracy (A) values in percentage for the neutron, photon and total
(neutron + photon) dose equivalent estimations in eight mixed fields by
using the four Cd-covered TLD-600 elements per exposure group.
Table 1. Dose equivalent measurement performance of the Cd-covered
TLD-600 in mixed 238PuBe + 137 Cs fields, using the high temperature
peaks method. (a)
The values for B, P, and A are in percentage.
Photon

Neutron
Hn(b)

0.5

1.5

Hn/Hp

Hp(b)

B(c)

p(d)

A(e)

B

2.6/1
1/1

0.19
0 52

-22.0
-14.0

6.6
3.3

28.6
17.3

28.9
7.7

1/3
1/10

1.52
5.02

-10.0
0

3.1
9 8

13.1
9 8

2.6/1
1/1

0.57
1.57

-12.0
-10.0

5.9
4.0

1/3
1/10

4.57
15.07

-7.3
4.0

3.5
4.3

0

0

p

Total(f)
A

B

p

A

4.1 33.0
3.0 10.7

-7.2
-2.9

3.3
1.0

10.5
3.9

2.6
1.4

1.1
1.3

3.7
2.7

-0.5
1.3

1.3
1.8

1.8
3.1

17.9
14 0

7.0
1.9

6.2 13.2
3.2
5.1

-6.8
-3.9

4.8
2.7

11.6
6.6

10.8
8.3

1.3
-1.3

1.6
0.9

-0.8
-0.9

2.0
1.1

2.8
2.0

0

0

2.9
2.2

(a)Peaks ratio is 0.15 for neutrons and 0.01 for 137 cs photons.
(b)Hn is the neutron dose equivalent from 238PuBe, Hpis the photon
dose equivalent from both 137Cs and the 4.43 MeV gamma component of
238PuBe (-4% of its neutron dose equivalent) (J) in mSv units.
(c)Bias (B) is (B - H0 )/H0 , where B is the mean dose equivalent
estimated from the four Cd-covered TLD-600 elements per exposure
group and Ho is the reference value.
(d)Precision (P) is one relative standard deviation per group.
(e)Accuracy (A) is the sum of the absolute value of bias and precision.
(f)Total dose equivalent (neutron +photon) estimation.
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The neutron or photon bias is small when the Hn/Hp is small, and the
bias is also smaller at the higher neutron dose equivalent level. The
largest bias (-22% for neutrons and 29% for photons) occurs in the mixed
field with Hn = 0.5 mSv and Hn/Hp = 2.6/l. The photon precision is better
when the Hn/Hp is smaller (<7% in all cases).
The neutron precision is
better in the fields with Hn/Hp = 1/1 or 1/3 (<10% in all cases) .
Since the precision values are smaller than the corresponding bias
values in most fields, the accuracy values show the same trend as the bias
values.
The worst accuracy is 29% for neutrons and 33% for photons in the
field of Hn=0.5 mSv and Hn/Hp=2.6/l, while in the other fields the accuracy
values are better than 18%.
The total dose equivalent estimation is very
good (accuracy is better than 12% in all cases) due to the opposite bias in
the neutron and photon dose equivalent estimations. The opposite bias
result is expected due to the use of a single TLD element to estimate both
neutron and photon dose equivalents in our methodology.
ERROR ANALYSIS
The good dose equivalent measurement performance shown in Table 1 is
an ideal case in which the neutron and photon sources are known (so peaks
ratios and sensitivities are both known with small errors) . In real fields,
the photon and neutron spectra may be known only to a limited extent. In
that case, although photon sensitivity has a small error due to the small
energy-dependence of TLD-600 to photons, the photon peaks ratio may have a
large error (peaks ratio varies from 0.01 to 0.02). In contrast to the case
for photons, the neutron sensitivity may have a large error if the neutron
energy is not well known, while the neutron peaks ratio is still a constant
of 0.15. In either case, the uncertainty in photon or neutron energy can
result in error to the neutron and photon dose equivalent estimations.
An error analysis can be performed by calculating the variations of
the neutron and photon dose equivalent estimations as a function of the
variation of the neutron or photon peaks ratio.
Figure 5 shows the
fractional changes in the neutron and photon dose equivalent estimations,
if the photon peaks ratio is changed from 0.01 to 0.02.
For this increase
in the photon peaks ratio, the fractional change in the photon dose
equivalent estimation is increased, but the fractional change in the
neutron dose equivalent estimation is decreased. The fraction increase in
the photon dose equivalent estimation is 9-11% in any field, regardless of
neutron source type and the Hn/Hp ratio.
The fractional decrease in the
neutron dose equivalent estimation, however, shows strong dependence on
both the neutron source type and the Hn/Hp ratio.
Extreme results in the
13 7 cs fields mixed with 252Cf (D 20) or 238 PuBe are shown in Figure 5.
The
fractional decrease is higher when Hn/Hp is lower; it is <10% in the mixed
fields with 252Cf(D 20) in any Hn/Hp ratio; the decrease can be as high as
90% in a 238puBe mixed field with a Hn/Hp of 0 .1.
Fortunately, the
fractional change of total dose equivalent, which can also be estimated
from Figure 5, is less than 8% in any mixed field with 252Cf(D20) and less
than 1% in any mixed field with 238PuBe.
Figure 6 shows the fractional changes in the neutron and photon dose
equivalent estimations, if the neutron peaks ratio is changed from 0.15 to
0.14 (i.e., changed by lcr). The situation in Figure 6 is reversed from that
in Figure 5.
The fractional increase in the neutron dose equivalent
estimation is 9-10% in any mixed field, regardless of neutron source type
and the Hn/Hp ratio. The fractional decrease in the photon dose equivalent
estimation has strong dependence on both the neutron source and the Hn/Hp
ratio.
The fractional decrease is higher when Hn/Hp is higher; it is as
high as 95% in a 238PuBe mixed field with a Hn/Hp of 10.
The fractional
decrease in the photon dose equivalent estimation in a 252Cf(D20) mixed
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Figure 6 Fractional changes in
the neutron and photon dose
equivalent estimations in mixed
neutron-photon fields, if the
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changed from 0.15 to 0.14.
Extreme results in the mixed
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neutron sources are shown.

Figure 5. Fractional changes in
the neutron and photon dose
equivalent estimations in mixed
neutron-photon fields, if the
peaks ratio for photons is
changed from 0.01 to 0.02.
Extreme results in the mixed
fields with two different
neutron sources are shown.

field could be larger than -100%, but this is only a calculated value and
is physically impossible.
The fractional change in the total dose
equivalent estimation in a mixed field with 23BPuBe is <1% in all cases.
The fractional decrease in the total dose equivalent estimation in a
252Cf(D 20) mixed field with a Hn/Hp = 1 could be as high as 50%.
DISCUSSION
The upper linear response level of the peaks 6-7 in our study is
-3 mSv for neutrons and -20 mSv for gammas.
Using a three-month dosimeter
exchange period, the maximum neutron and gamma dose equivalent limits per
year with no supralinear peaks 6-7 response are 12 mSv and 80 mSv,
respectively.
Therefore, the high temperature peak dosimetry is suitable
for most protection dosimetry situations, but not for accident dosimetry.
Low sensitivity of peaks 6-7 to photons (only 0.012 mGy msv- 1 ) might
lead to an impression of insufficient photon sensitivity of this method for
use in protection dosimetry. Key points in the high temperature peak
methodology are: using the high peaks 3-7 sensitivities of the TLD-600 for
photons and neutrons to detect both photons and neutrons, and using the
very different peaks 6-7 sensitivities for photons and neutrons to
differentiate the photons and neutrons.
Therefore, the photon and neutron
peaks ratios should be accurately determined, so that the photon and
neutron signals can be well separated.
The good test results in Table 1
also prove that the method is appropriate for protection dosimetry.
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Other concerns are the reproducibility of the peaks ratio during
reuse and the variation of the peaks ratios within a group of TLDs.
For
example, the fading of peaks 2-3 would affect the peaks ratio value if the
fading effect is not properly accounted for.
A more stable peaks ratio
value can be obtained, at the expense of total sensitivity, by using a
narrower region of interest (e.g., covering only peaks 4-5). Our experience
shows that the current settings of the two regions of interest and the
heating profile can achieve a satisfactory result for at least a one-month
fading period.
The peaks ratio may not be chip-dependent, but it can be
batch-dependent.
A simpler solution is to use the mean peaks ratio for a
batch, if the variation of the peaks ratios within a batch is acceptable. A
more complicated solution is to generate individual neutron and photon
peaks ratio values for every TLD-600 element.
This is a tedious but not
difficult procedure, and the mass data manipulation associated with it is
easy in a computer-aided TLD system.
CONCLUSION
The high temperature peaks characteristics of the reader-annealed
TLD-600 have been studied.
The high temperature peaks have linear
responses for neutrons, but supralinearity starts at about 20 mSv for
gammas. The peaks ratio is 0.15 for neutrons of any energy, and is energydependent for photons (0.01 for 137cs, and up to 0.02 for x-rays below -100
keV).
A mixed field neutron-photon protection dosimetry using a single
Cd-covered TLD-600 element was developed and evaluated in different mixed
field conditions.
The results and an error analysis show that such mixedfield dosimetry would work well if both the neutron and photon sources are
known.
Otherwise, the neutron and photon dose equivalent estimations may
have large errors, depending on the peaks ratio error, the neutron source
type, and the neutron/photon dose equivalent ratio in the mixed field.
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ABSTRACT
An area moni taring network system, RMSAFE, has been developed at NIFS for the application to the LHD fusion plasma
experiment. Radiation emissions of intermittent burst-like
pulses will be detected and measured in a passive monitoring
way. Preliminary operations have been made.
INTRODUCTION
In order to monitor the radiations (X-rays and neutrons)
emitted from high temperature plasma experiments for fusion
studies, a system network of detectors named the Radiation
Monitoring System Applicable to Fusion Experiments (RMSAFE)
has been considered and developed. This is an area moni taring system of passive nature and is going to be applied to
the experimental site of the National Institute for Fusion
Science in Toki, Japan, where a new toroidal plasma machine
called Large Helical Device (LHD) will come to operation
within several years.•
Although no tritium will be introduced into the machine, a certain amount of neutron yields
together with X-rays will be given in deuterium plasma
operations.
These
radiations
should
be
monitored
and
controlled in a reliable way.
In the course of preparing the RMSAFE system it is
needed to carry out considerable R & D work and for that
purpose
a
prototype
system
(proto-RMSAFE)
has
been
constructed at the present campus of NIFS in Higashiyama
(30km from Toki), where plasma experiments with smaller
sized devices, CHS and JIPP T-Il U, are going on.•
SCOPE AND CONCEPT OF RMSAFE
The detailed operational conditions in the coming LHD
experiments are still under discussion, but in typical modes
of operation plasma discharges will take place with 0. 5 ~
10
sec in duration and 5 ~ 10 min of repetition cycle. The
radiations are to associate with plasma shots and therefore
they may appear as intermittent burst-like pulses. Some
1000 full shots are expected a year.
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RMSAFE SYSTEM OUTLINE
In Fig. 1 is shown a schematic framework of RMSAFE now
under construction. Since the main experimental building
for LHD will not come out until a few years, here we are
considering the sensors only in categories C and D, which
are consisting of pressurized Ar-ion chambers and He-3
proportional counters, to detect environmental levels of
gamma rays and neutrons, respectively. For the time being,
seven monitoring points (two in the site and five on the
borders) have been selected. Signals from these detectors
are transmitted
through optical
cable lines
to
three
4-channel scalers. These scalers are interfaced with a GPIB
box,
and are connected with an engineering workstation
playing as the central data processor of the system. The raw
signals from each sensor are digitalized and counted by the
scaler according to the mode selected. The observed data
are analysed and recorded in the central data processor. The
system is in connection with an Ethernet line to other
experimental systems,
for
instance,
alarm or interlock
systems of the machine operation.
There
are
three
modes
of
data
counting
function,
Background (BG) Mode, Burst (BS) Mode and Time-profile (TP)
Mode. In BG Mode, the sensor signals are sampled in a time
width T are
consecutively
recorded,
irrespectively of
occurrence of burst-like events. T = 30 s is typically taken.
A burst-like event is identified, if a rapid increase beyond
a preset value is noticed in signals from a sensor during a
short time span, say 50 ms, by means of an installed
burst-detecting circuit.
In case the system is in BS Mode
or TP Mode, the counting status of all the sensors are
immediately switched into the time profile counting one,
where fine structures of signal evolution are counted for a
period of
105r , where r denotes a preset time of sampling
resolution and usually 10 ~ 200 ms. In BS Mode the total
signal intensities during the burst event together with the
onset time are dealt with, while in TP Mode the detailed
time profile records will be given as output. Unless a burstlike pulse event is encountered, the system remains in the
background counting status, just the same as in BG Mode, so
that
the
background
components
during
the
burst
are
extrapolated from the preceeding periods and subtracted to
give the net burst contributions in BS and TP Modes.
DATA EXAMPLES
Figure 2 shows an example of Background Mode data
obtained from an ionization chamber placed at a site border
region in Toki.
The output current from the chamber is
given as counts/30sec, and is converted to the gamma dose
rate in nSv/h. The observed data will give a mean level of
(57.42± 2.45) nSv/h, which value is quite consistent with
other environmental measurements made in this place, say, TLD
giving 60.7 nSv/h.
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In the Toki site it is strongly required that the
radiational impacts on the environments should be kept as
small as possible, and as a guideline it is given for an
annual amount of dose contributions of expereimental origin
not to exceed 50~ Sv on the site boundaries.•
It is rather severe task to hold this amount reliably
monitored, if we consider a natural background level of
environmental radiations, typically 0.5 ~ l mSv/y in this
area, with usual fluctuation of ~ 10%, so that the net
integrated dose limit 50g Sv/y would be below the natural
fluctuation levels. But it might be possible to catch them
up, if the pulsed nature of experiments is taken into
account. Suppose that 1000 full shots of radiation emitting
plasma experiments are given in a year, then a single shot
could share 50 nSv/shot in average, or a level of dose rate
5 nSv/s for 10-s duration, which value is well higher than
the background rate of 15 ~ 30 pSvjs.
The moni taring system is required to identify such pulses
apart from the background level and to accumulate their
dose contributions. So, this implys the dosimetry work to
respond nSv/s range with 0.1 s time resolution. It is,
however, not very easy to detect such faint pulses by use
of a single detector. In order not to miss the pulse events
as well as to find out the spatial distribution of emitted
radiations, a number of sensors should be distributed over
the site area, the Toki site being 47 ha in area, to form a
network system.
The concept of RMSAFE has been developed to meet these
requirements. Its characteristics are summerised as follows:
(a) It is a sensor network system covering the whole area
of the site to make the continuous monitoring of
radiation fields (usually gamma rays and neutrons).
(b)
All
the
signals
from
the sensors are directly
connected to a central monitoring data processor to find
out the real time situation over the whole site area
throughout the year round.
(c) A burst-like pulse event of radiations can be detected
and identified by sensor signals themselves, the system
being operative in a passive way.
(d) Once a burst is noticed by any one of the sensors, the
whole system is turned into burst analysing status to
make detailed observations and recordings.
(e) In the period of no bursts, the background radiation
levels are monitored continuously.
(f) Sensors may be categorized in accordance with the
radiation species and levels locally expected. For the
time being, follwing 4 zones of monitoring position are
considered:
A. Inside the shielded experimental hall
B. Indoor monitoring points out of the shielded area
C. Outdoor monitoring points in the site
D. On the site boundaries
(g) The system would easily be extensible, in case of
additional sensors and points needed.
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In Fig.3,
another example taken with proto-RMSAFE is
given. Here neutron observations with four detectors of
different type were carried out around
JIPP TII U
tokamak. The system is operated in Time-Profile Mode, and
the data outputs are well representing the
characteristics
of neutron emissions associated with the plasma discharge.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The idea of RMSAFE has been found useful in monitoring
operations, though it may be necessary to make further R and
D investigations for higher reliability. In parallel to the
actual system construction of RMSAFE in Toki, studies with
proto-RMSAFE will be made on the practical issues around
the existing plasma experiments.
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HIGH LEVEL DOSIMETRY AT
THE STANFORD LINEAR ACCELERTOR CENTER*
N. E. Ipe and J. C. Liu

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center,
Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94309, USA
The Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) operates a
high energy electron accelerator (capable of energies up to
50 Gev) . During operation the instantaneous dose rates in the
vicinity of the beam pipe due to beam losses can be extremely
high. This results in large accumulated doses to beamline components and nearby devices. Since these large doses can cause damage to some of these components and devices, there is always a
need for high level dosimetry at SLAC.
Several types of high level dosimeters are used in order to
cover a wide range of doses extending from about 10 Gy to 1 MGy.
These are optichromic, radiachromic, red perspex, cinemoid
(bright rose film #48), and lexan dosimeters. The response curve
for each of these dosimeters is presented. Some practical difficulties associated with their use in the field will also be reported.
INTRODUCTION
The Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) operates a
high energy electron accelerator (capable of energies up to
50 (Gev) . Duing operation the instantaneous dose rates in the
vicinity of the beam pipe, due to beam losses, can be extremely
high. This results in large accumulated doses (from electrons,
photons and neutrons) to beamline components and nearby devices.
In addition synchrotron radiation from storage rings can deliver
very high doses. Since these large doses can cause damage to
some of these components and devices, there is a need for high
level dosimetry at SLAC.
Radiation damage depends on both integrated dose as well as
the dose rate, in addition to environmental factors such as temperature and humidity. Equal doses from different types of radiation do not necessarily produce equal damage(l). For instance,
for electronics and semiconductor devices, the displacement of
atoms by neutrons is more damaging than ionization by electrons
or photons. Whereas for organic insulating materials, the damage
depends mainly on the dose and is independent of the type of
radiation.
Exposure of plastics and films to electrons and photons results in a number of temporary and permanent changes, such as in
appearance, chemical and physical states and in mechanical properties. Some substances undergo a change in color upon irradiation, which affects their light transmission. The change in
transmission (T) or optical density (OD = log 1/T) of a material
at a suitable wavelength can be used as an index for dose. This
is essentially the principle behind the high level dosimeters
used at SLAC.
Several types of high level dosimeters are used to cover a
wide range of doses extending from about 10 Gy to 1 MGy. These

*
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are optichromic,
dosimeters.

red perspex,

radiachromic,

cinemoid and lexan

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The opti-chromic (FWT 70-40M, Batch 0-1 and FWT 70-83M,
Batch 0-3) and radiachromic dosimeters were obtained from Far
West Technology, Inc.a
The opti-chromic dosimeters were exposed in holders which
provided protection from stray light. The radiachromic dosimeters were sealed in aluminum laminate pouches for protection
from humidity changes and stray light during exposure. The radiachromic dosimeters were about 0.05 mm thick. The red perspexb,
cinemoidc (bright rose film #48), and lexanb dosimeters were
about 0.32, 0.023, and 0.32 em. thick.
The perspex and lexan dosimeters were wrapped in black
opaque plastic and together with cinemoid were held in a plastic
badge whose front surface was about 0.5 mm thick.
Gamma Irradiation
Dosimeters were exposed to gamma radiation using the 60co
sources (Hotrodder Model U, Nuclear Systems) at U.C. Santa Cruz,
California and Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, California. Buildup materials consisting of plexiglass or polycarbonate were used
to achieve electronic equilibirum. The dose rates range from 7481 MGy/s and 0.6 mGy/s to 0.4 Gy/s (exposure rates were converted to dose rates using a conversion factor of 0. 95) . The
opti-chromic, red perspex, cinemoid and lexan dosimeters were
exposed to doses ranging between about 0.15 kGy and 90 kGy. All
irradiations were performed at room temperature.
Electron Irradiation
The electron irradiations were performed using an electron
beam accelerator (energy= 4.5 MeV) .d
The surface doses were monitored using radiachromic films
which wre calibrated by the National Institute of Standards,
Washington D.C. The dose rates ranged between 6.7 and 8 kGy/s.
All irradiations were performed at room temperature. All dosimeter types were exposed to electrons.
Dosimeter Readout
The Macbeth quantalog densitometer (TD-102) was used to determine the optical density for red perspex (using gold/visual
and red filters) cinemoid (green filter) radiachromic (green
filter) and lexan (gold and blue filters) .
The Far West Technology Opti-chromic (FWT-98) and Radiachromic (FWT-91R) readers were used to read the opti-chromic
and radiachromic dosimeters, respectively. Wavelengths of 600,
656 and 680 nm were used for the opti-chromic and 510 nm for the
radiachromic dosimeters (the 610 nm wavelength was not useful
for this study) .

a Far West Technology Inc., 330-D S. Kellogg, Goleta, CA 93017, USA.
b Port Plastics, Inc., 1047 N. Fair Oaks Blvd., Sunnyvale, CA 94089, USA.
c Rank Strand Ltd., PO Box 51, Great West Rd., Brentwood, Middlesex TW89HR, UK.
d E-Beam Services Inc., 32 Melrick Rd., Cranbury, NJ 08512, USA.
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Fig. 1: Response of Optichromic Dosimeters.

Fig. 2: Response of Radiachromic and Cinemoid Dosimeters.

Two dosimeters were used per irradiation condition and at
least four readings were taken per dosimeter (except radiachromic, for which only one reading was taken) . Two controls
were used for each dosimeter. The difference in the average optical density between the irradiated dosimeter and the control
(~OD) was then determined.
RESULTS
Opti-chromic and radiachromic dosimeters
The response of the opti-chromic dosimeters for gammas (y)
and electrons (e-) is shown in Figure 1. The data provided by
the manufacturer for 60co irradiation is also shown (Y')
The
curves have been drawn only to aid the eye.
For both FWT 70-40M and 70-83M, the manufacturer data
agrees reasonably well with the data obtained in this study at
600 and 656 nm. At these two wavelengths, the gamma and electron
responses are fairly equivalent. However, at 680 nm, the electron response is much lower than the gamma response. At doses of
about 75 KGy, the dosimeters started disintegrating.
Opti-chromic dosimeters consist of the liquid form of a radiachromic material in an optical waveguide(2). Radiachromic materials are so-called because they exhibit a change in color
upon irradiation. The optical properties of the waveguide change
with the formation of color centers and hence these dosimeters
are called opti-chromic.
The response of radiachromic dosimeters is shown in
Figure 2. The response to electrons obtained with the densitometer (green) is higher than the response obtained with the
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reader, though the shape of the curves are very similar. The
data provided by the manufacturer for 60co gamma irradiation
(y') is also shown. The response for gammas and electrons appears to be fairly equivalent. The response decreases for doses
greater than 500 KGy. The radiachromic dosimeters change from a
clear colorless film to a deep blue with increasing radiation
doses. These dosimeters are dose-rate independent to 1013 Gy/s,
have an equivalent response to x-rays, gammas and electrons,
small temperature dependence and a long shelf life(3).
Red Perspex
The response of red perspex is shown in Figure 3. The response to electrons (e-) and gammas (y) is almost the same. The
response obtained with the gold filter is similar to that obtained with the red filter. The response begins to decrease for
doses greater than 50 kGy. Red perspex changes from a deep red
to a dark red and then to brown with increasing doses. The material begins to become opaque as doses approach 1 MGy, and disintegrates thereafter.
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Fig. 3: Response of Red Perspex.
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Fig. 4: Response of Lexan.

Red perspex (polymethyl methacrylate) is sensitive to temperature and humidity effects and suffers from fading(4).
Studies in progress indicate a 20% decrease in response for a
storage period of about two weeks for doses greater than
50 KGy (5). The response of red perspex is dose rate dependent
for doses greater than 105 Gy/sec(4).
Cinemoid
The response (-L'l.OD) of cinemoid (using green filter) is
shown in Figure 2. The response for gammas is slightly higher
than the response for electrons. The optical density of cinemoid
decreases with increasing doses. Cinemoid changes from a bright
rose to paler shades of salmon with increasing doses. The response decreases (optical density increases) for doses greater
than 500 kGy. At doses approaching 500 kGy, the cinemoid becomes
brownish yellow and very brittle. At higher doses, the cinemoid
disintegrates. Cinemoid stored at room temperature for two weeks
after irradiation did not show any significant fading (5) . The
response of cinemoid (dyed cellulose nitrate) is independent of
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dose rate for dose rates up to 1012 Gy/s(6). Temperature rises of
more than 80° destroys the dosimeter.
Lexan
The response of Lexan using blue and gold filters is shown
in Figure 4. A higher response is obtained with the blue filter,
for which the response levels off at doses greater than 1 MGy.
The response with the blue filter decreases at doses greater
than 600 kGy and then sharply increases with increasing doses.
Lexan changes from a clear plastic to yellow and then dark brown
with increasing radiation doses. Lexan also suffers from fading(S). For doses between 25 and 100 kGy, there was a 40% reduction in response after storage for about two weeks.
CONCLUSIONS
Table 1 lists the useful ranges of the various high level
dosimeters used at SLAC. Since most of these dosimeters have responses that decrease at very high doses, the use of a single
dosimeter type can lead to erroneous results at high doses.
Hence, a combination of dosimeter types should be used to determine doses. There are some practical difficulties associated
with the use of these dosimeters in the field. Fading, sensitivity to temperature, light, humidity and dose-rate dependence can
sometimes lead to large uncertainties. A typical accelerator operating run may last for months and the exact time at which the
beam losses take place is not known. Hence it is difficult to
correct for fading during the run. In addition, mixed fields of
photons and neutrons exist in the vicinity of the accelerator,
and the responses of these dosimeters to neutrons is not known.
All these factors can lead to uncertainties that range from
factors of about 2 to 5 in dose determination.
Dosimeter

Wavelength (nm)
or Filter

Opti-chromic
FWT 70-40 M

600
656
680*

0.01 -1
0.1 -10
-30

Opti-chromic
FWT 70-83 M

600
656
680*

0.07-4
0.4-100
-30 (y)

Red Perspex

Gold
Red

1-50
1-50

Radiachromic

600
510
Green

1 -40
5-500
-500

Green

7-500

Cinemoid
Lexan

Gold
Blue

Range (kGy)
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(y)

25-600
25-1000

*Lower limit not established

Table 1: Range of Dosimeters.
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SILENE, A SOURCE OF REFERENCE RADlA'l'ION FIELDS
The Silene reactor is an experimental facility designed to
investigate the sequence of events and the consequences of
criticality accident from both physical and radiological
standpoints.
The small core volume, the use of shields of various sizes
and materials, the properties of the leakage radiation and
particularly the neutron/gamma dose ratios, the wide range of
dose rate values, and the variety of operating modes make the
unit a powerful research tool to meet the requirements of
physicists, neutronics or dosimetry specialists and biologists.
I - INTRODUCTION Dans le but d I etudier le deroulement et les consequences
des accidents de criticite tant du point de vue physique que
radiologique, 1 1 Institut de Protection et de Surete Nucleaire du
CEA a con9u et realise un dispositif experimental sur le site de
Valduc [1].
La source SILENE est un reacteur a combustible liquide qui
presente a la fois une grande souplesse d 1 utilisation et une
surete intrinseque de haut niveau.
Le faible volume du coeur, l 1 utilisation d 1 ecrans de nature
et de dimensions diverses, 1 1 intensite des rayonnements gamma et
neutron emis ainsi que les divers modes de fonctionnement
possibles en font un outil tres puissant, susceptible de
repondre a 1 1 attente de nombreux experimentateurs qu 1 ils scient
physiciens, neutroniciens, dosimetristes au biologistes.
II - LE REACTEUR SILENE - SES POSSIBILITES 1 - .1&~.1U:
c 1 est une cuve annulaire de 3 6 em de
diametre traversee en son axe par un canal de 7 em de diametre.
L 1 ensemble est place au centre d 1 une cellule en beton de grandes
dimensions (19 x 12 x 10 m) .
Le reacteur utilise comme combustible une solution fissile
de nitrate d 1 uranyle. Il en resulte deux avantages :
- une surete intrinseque grace a deux mecanismes de centrereaction (echauffement de la solution et effet de vide du a
1 1 apparition de gaz de radiolyse).
- une grande souplesse d 1 exploitation (adaptation des caracteristiques du coeur a toute configuration experimentale) .
Le fonctionnement est obtenu en introduisant la solution
fissile dans la cuve du coeur. L 1 excursion de puissance est
realisee par extraction d 1 une barre de reactivite se depla9ant
dans le canal central.
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En fin d'experience la solution fissile irradiee est
vidangee dans une cuve speciale placee dans un local blinde ce
qui autorise un acces rapide dans la cellule.
2 - Les modes de fonctionnement
Silene est conc;:u pour
fonctionner selon trois modes :
en "salve" : l'excursion de puissance est breve (quelques
millisecondes) mais tres energetique (jusqu'a 1000
megawatts)'
en "libre evolution" : on laisse evoluer librement
!'excursion de puissance pour simuler un accident de
criticite,
en "palier" : le reacteur fonctionne a une puissance stable
predeterminee (niveau compris entre 10- 2 watt et 10 4 watts)
pendant le temps desire. Dans ce mode, le debit de dose due
aux neutrons peut varier, suivant la puissance choisie de
5.10-9 a 5.10- 3 Gy.s- 1 (a une distance de 4 m du reacteur nu).
3 - Le§ ~grans :
Des ecrans cylindriques peuvent etre disposes auteur de la
source de maniere a modifier les caracteristiques des
rayonnements de fuite, par exemple degrader le spectre des
neutrons et modifier le rapport de la dose y a la dose neutron.
A cet effet deux ecrans, l'un en plomb, l'autre en polyethylene
ont ete realises et etudies. Un ecran d I acier sera qualifie
prochainement.
Le vaste espace environnant le coeur du reacteur (230 m2 au
sol) permet !'irradiation de fant6mes ou d'objets volumineux sur
des
arcs
correspondant
a
des
isodoses.
Des
ecrans
supplementaires (murs de beton) peuvent etre disposes dans la
salle d'irradiation pour simuler des situations particulieres.
III - CARACTERISTIOUES DES RAYONNEMENTS EMIS [2]Grace aux differents modes de fonctionnement possibles,
Silene offre une large gamme de debits de dose (10- 8 Gy.s- 1 a 300
Gy. s- 1 pour la dose neutron a 4 metres du reacteur nu) . Cette
large dynamique permet !'utilisation de detecteurs ou
d'appareils de mesure de sensibilites tres differentes.
La caracterisation du champ de rayonnement a ete effectuee
a l'aide de differentes techniques :
pour le spectre des neutrons : detecteurs a activation,
chambres a fission, spectrometrie par protons de recul,
pour les doses neutrons : chambres d'ionisation (equivalent
tissu et aluminium) et diodes avec comparaison des valeurs
deduites de la spectrometrie,
pour les doses gamma : thermoluminescence, compteur Geiger
Muller compense en energie.
Le tableau 1 indique les principales caracteristiques du
champ mixte emis a 4 m de l'axe du reacteur nu ou muni d'ecran
pour une puissance de 4 .101 7 fissions developpees dans le
reacteur (energie maximale pour une experience) .
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Ecran

Dose neutron
(Gy)

Dose gamma
(Gy)

Dose gamma

-----------

Dose neutron
Sans

6,0

8,0

1,3

Plomb

5,2

1,1

0,2

- 0,4

5,2

> 10

Polyethylene
Tableau 1

Caracteristiques du champ de rayonnement
reacteur pour 4.10 17 fissions.

a

4 m du

Le tableau 2 donne la distribution relative en fluence et
en kerma selon cinq bandes d'energie de neutrons. On constate
1 'effet de deplacement du spectre du aux ecrans (plomb ou
polyethylene) par rapport a la configuration source nue.
Ban de

Source nue

d'energie

Ecran de plomb

Ecran de
polyethylene

Fluence

Kerma

Fluence

Kerma

Fluence

Kerma

En<O, 5eV

20,1

0,3

18,0

0,3

23,3

0,3

0,5eV<En<50keV

35,4

1,1

33,4

1,2

33,4

1,0

50keV<En<1MeV

19,8

24,6

29,4

40,2

14,3

15,4

1MeV<En<5MeV

23,0

66,7

18,6

55,4

25,0

67,1

5MeV<En<15,5MeV

1' 6

7,3

0,6

2,9

4,0

16,2

Tableau 2

Distribution relative de la fluence et du kerma
exprimee en pour cent.

IV - EXEMPLES D'APPLICATIONS Les caracteristiques de la source (forme des spectres,
rapport y/n) et les grandes dimensions de l'espace libre
environnant le coeur permettent des applications extremement
nombreuses dans les programmes lies a la protection de l'homme.
On peut citer :
1 - Dosimet,rie
- realisation d'exercices pour l'entralnement des equipes
chargees de la dosimetrie d'accident de criticite,
- etude et developpement de nouveaux moyens de mesure,
- etalonnage d'instruments de radioprotection.
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2 - Intervention :
- etude de la strategie a appliquer en matiere
d'intervention apres un accident de criticite,
- reponse et qualification de detecteurs d'alarme de
criticite.
3 - AQtivatign QU ~QQiYm :
-etude de l'activation du sodium du sang et determination
de coefficients permettant l'evaluation des doses re9ues
par des individus en cas d'accident (influence de la
forme du spectre et de l'orientation).
4 - Radiobioloqie :
-etude de l'efficacite biologique des neutrons sur
differents systemes, induction de cancer, anomalies
chromosomiques etc ... ,
- irradiation d'animaux de grande taille.
V - CONCLUSION Les possibilites d'irradiation simultanee de nombreux
objets sur une meme isodose, les spectres varies disponibles, la
souplesse de l'installation permettent de proposer Silene comme
source de reference au niveau international.
Actuellement, dans le cadre d'un groupe de travail de la
Commission des Communautes Europpeennes (Eurados W. G 9) la
source Silene a ete retenue pour l'organisation d'une
intercomparaison internationale des systemes de dosimetrie
utilises
en
cas
d'accident
de
criticite
[3).
Cette
intercomparaison est egalement cautionnee par 1' AIEA et se
deroulera au Centre d'Etudes de Valduc en 1993.
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SOME DOSIMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE RESIDUAL
DOSE AND THE PTTL FOR LiF:Ti,Mg
B. Ben-Shachar. U. German and E. Nairn
Department of Health Physics and Safety
NRC-Negev, P.O.B. 9001. Beer-Sheva, 84190,Israel.

ABSTRACT
LiF:Ti,Mg TLD cards (G-1 and G-7) were irradiated in the
range of 0.15 - 7.5 Gy and the residu~l dose and the PTTL were
measured. in order to reassess the initial dose. We obtained
a constant fraction of the initial dose 10.13% and 2.73%
respectively) in the dose range 0.15- 5.0 Gy for
both the
residual dose and the PTTL.
We evaluated the minimum exposure that can be reassessed.
as well. when using both methods. We found that the minimum
detectable exposure is -13 mGy measured by the PTTL and -360
mGy meusu~ed by the residual dose.
INTRODUCTION
The thermoluminescent dosimeter has become increasingly
important in all aspects of personnal and
environmental
monitoring. The main limiting factor that has prevented even a
wider use is the loosing of the information accumulated in
the crystal during the readout process.
LiF:Ti.Mg , proposed by Cameron (1), has beeen extensively
used in dosimetry and it is a good compromise between the
various desired characteristics. It is not as sensitive as
certain other materials, but allows doses of 0.1 mGv to be
measured
with high performance equipment. The absence of
thermal and optical fading (when different annealings are used)
and almost tissue equivalence makes it the most useful TL
material in radioprotection 121. There are two
ways
of
reassessing high doses: by measuring the residual dose (second
~eadingl or by the photo-transferred thermoluminescence IPTTL).
The PTTL is the thermoluminescence after u.v. light exposure in
a phosphor (3) which has been earlier exposed to ionizing
radiation.
then annealed and readout,
leaving some TL as
residual CRTL). The LiF:Ti.Mg has deep traps that can be
significantly populated by high doses of ionizing radiation.
Because normal readout procedures (heating to about 300°Cl
usually do not depopulate these traps.
a
second
u.v.
irradiation followed by the conventional rcadm1t can produce a
response which is proportional to the original high dose. These
"memory effects" in the TL materials can be employed for the
re-eRtimation of doses and have been reported in several works
(4.5.6).
The aim of the present work was to measure the residual
dose and the PTTL for high doses (to 7.5 Gy) and to detemine
the accuracy and the minimum detectable level of the initial
dose which can be determined hy the two methods.
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EXPERIMENTAL

MEM)UREMENT~;

The lllPRRurements of thP. residual doses and the PTTL were
perrnrmed with the standard LiF:Ti.Mg Harshaw manufactured G-1
or G-7 TLD cards. No annealing was performed. The cards were
evaluated in an automatic Harshaw 2271 reader after being
irradiated by a sosr;soy source built in the system. The
u.v. irradiation was performed by a 15 mw u.v. 1::-unp (~~54 nm) at
a distance of about 10 em.
The

TLD

cards were irradiated to different doses between

U. l.S :md 7. b Gv. The phosphors were evaluated immediately after
ti1R irradiation and a second reading was performed
to measure

the residual dose. After the second reading, the cards were
irradiated by the u.v. lamp for 15 minutes and then read again
(to measure t.he PTTL). The average results of the residual dose
and the PTTL.
obtained from the irradiation of 2 cards (four
chips! for each dose. are presented in table 1.

T.a__b_J..e_L_ The average results of the residual doses and PTTL for
exposures of 0.15- 7.5 Gy.
Ezposure
(Gyl
Cl.15
0-:30
0.45
0.60
0.75
1.00
1. 8~>

3.00
4.24
5.66
6.60
7.50

Hesidual dose
(mGyl
0.20±0.10
0.35±0.06
0.43±0.06
0. 7!::,±0- 07
1.17±0.17
1.24±0.27
2.38±0.56
3.67±0.85
4.90±1.60
10.16±2.18
14.77±0.66
17.67±4.07

0/
·'O of
exposure

0- 13

0.12
0.10
0.13
0.16
0.12
0.13
0.12
0-12
0. lB
Q ~.!..L.
r 1 r")

0.24

PTTL
(mGy)
4.8± 0.5
7.5± 0.8
9.5± 1.0
12.1± 1.7
19.7± 1.7
31.6±10.3
55.3±12.2
77 .9± 8.4
139.3± 8.5
156.2±27.0
256.1±61.8
318.5±23.2

%

of

exposllre
:3.20
2.50
2. 1.1
2.02
2.63
3.16
2.99
2.60
3. 2~::)

2.76
3.~1

4.25

The minimum measurable dose (MMDI of the initial dose when
using the PTTL and the residual dose methods were determined by
plotting the relative standard deviation of the PTTL (figure 1)
and residual dose (figure 2) vs. the exposure and fitting to
them the expresion given by Zarand and Polgar (7.81. The MMD is
defined as the dose value where the relative standard deviation
is 20~-6. The values obt.ained are about 13 mGy for the PTTL and
about 360 mGy for the residual dose.
1::0NCLUSIONS
From the results presented in table 1 and in the
the followings can be concluded:

figures.

A. For the dose range 0.15 to about 5.0 Gy. the value of the
residual dose is a constant fraction of the first reading
0.13 ± 0.03%. There seems to be an increase of the residual
dose for doses above 5.0 Gy, probably due to the supralinearity
effect (3).
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B. The values of the PTTL in the dose range 0.15 to about 5.0
Gy are a constant fraction of the first reading too 12.73 ±
0.44%).
and the value of the PTTL seems also to increase for
higher doses.
C. The PTTL is higher than the residual dose by more than an
order of magnitude and its accuracy is better than that of the
residual dose.
D. When employing the PTTL method. the MMD of the initial
dose is about 13 mGy and for the residual dose method the MMD
of the initial dose is about 0.36 Gy .
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MEASUREMENT OF LOW PHOTON EXPOSURES USING A FULL
AUTOMATIC PHOSPHATE GLASS DOSIMETRY SYSTEM
WITH UV LASER EXCITATION
E. Piesch, B. Burgkhardt, M. Vilgis
Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Centre, 7500 Karlsruhe, Postfach 3640, FRG
ABSTRACT
The full automatic PLD system, to be PTB type tested in 1992, turned out to be
superior to TLD systems mainly due to the intrinsic pre-dose suppression which
provides dose measurements of 0.1 mSv with a variation coefficient of better than
5%. The results of consecutively irradiated and measured glasses demonstrate linearity and low random uncertainty of dose measurement in the low dose range.
INTRODUCTION
Retrospectively, the high pre-dose and the energy dependence of phosphate
glass dosemeters prevented a large scale application of glass dosimetry so far. The
most important progress of the last years have been found in the pulsed UV laser
excitation of glasses which reduced the pre-dose dramatically (1). In the mean
time, the modern, commercially available, full automatic Toshiba read-out systems FGD-10 and FGD-20 are expected to be reliable dosimetry systems for a large
scale application in personnel and environmental monitoring (2,3).
With respect to the capability of measuring low doses within routine monitoring, it was of special interest to investigate linearity and random uncertainty of
dose measurement in the low dose range.
DOSIMETRY SYSTEM
The flat glass dosemeter consists of a plastic encapsulation (4 x 3 x 0.8 cm3)
with energy compensation filters on both sides and a glass element
{16 x 16 x 1.5 mm3) fixed in a stainless steel card. The dosemeter is locked magnetically. In the PLD system Toshiba FGD-10 the automatic read-out includes: (a)
opening and closing of the dosemeter, (b) reading of ID-No for capsules and cards,
respectively, (c) exchange of high dosed by annealed glass cards during read-out,
(d) the continuous reading of up to 500 dosemeters, (e) the calibration of the
reader and {f) the print-out of the results.
Pulsed UV laser excitation reduces the pre-dose down to 30 11Sv. The energy response of the flat glass dosemeter in Table 1 are recent results of an IAEA intercomparison experiment using frontal irradiations on a slab phantom and the
read-out in terms of H'(10). After the PTB type test in 1992. the commercially
available PLD system will be introduced in Germany as a governmental dosemeter
within routine personnel monitoring.
The PLD system, now comparable with the best TLD systems regarding the lowest detectable dose, the dose range (0.03 mSv to 3 Sv) and the energy and angular
response (1 0 keV to 3 MeV), is, however, superior with respect to the capability of
repeated read-outs, the simultaneous indication of different dose quantities (exposure X or H'(10)) using the same irradiated dosemeter, and with respect to the
interpretation of the read-out in terms of radiation quality and radiation incidence.
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PRE-DOSE SUPPRESSION AND RANDOM UNCERTAINTY IN THE LOW DOSE RANGE
Fig. 1 illustrates the read-out after UV pulse excitation of an unirradiated and
irradiated glass. During the read-out, the time dependent PL intensity l(t) is integrated in two different periods, namely the short-term component (total reading)
in the period between 2- 7psec, and the irradiation independent, long-term component of the residual reading in the period between 40-45psec. A multiple fps of
the measured residual reading is subtracted from the total reading resulting in
the radiation induced reading M. The "pre-dose suppression factor" fps is measured only once after the initial annealing.
The internal pre-dose suppression during each read-out reduces the pre-dose
value of the conventional UV excitation of 1 mSv by two order of magnitudes to
about 0.03 mSv and also renders glass cleaning unnecessary.
Fig. 2 compares the frequency distribution of the variation coefficient, (a) for
the pre-dose of dosemeter batches (mean value 25-35 pSv) after 15 times of reuse immediately after oven annealing at 400°C, and (b) for a 10 times daily reading at 6 mSv. The mean value of the variation coefficient was found to be 6.7 %
(2pSv) for the pre-dose of 30!-lSv of annealed glasses and 0.46% (28pSv) for a dose
of 6 mSv of an irradiated calibration glass. On the basis of these data, the variation coefficient for the dose reading was calculated and presented in Fig. 3 as a
function of the uncorrected dose reading Hu =H + Ho as well as after subtraction
of the individual pre-dose Hoof about 0.03 mSv or of an accumulated "pre-dose"
of 3 mSv as a function of the dose accumulated in the actual monitoring period.
Using an annealed glass dosemeter, the variation coefficient for a dose measurement at 0.1 mSv was found to be 3%, at 3 mSv only 0.5%.
CONSECUTIVE MEASUREMENTS IN INDIVIDUAL MONITORING
The glass dosemeter reading is the total dose accumulated since the last annealing. During routine monitoring, personal dosemeters accumulate the natural
radiation background and additional contributions of occupational exposures.
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The actual dose contribution of the last monitoring period is given by the
difference of two consecutive measurements at the beginning and the end of the
monitoring period of usually 1 month.
Batches of glass dosemeters have been irradiated and measured consecutively
over periods of more than three months using low exposures in steps of 0.05 mSv
and 0.1 mSv, respectively. Fig. 4 shows for the consecutive measurements the ratio
of the actual dose and the reference dose. For all exposures the mean values have
been found to be within ± 1.3%. This scatter can be interpreted as the long-term
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Fig. 5 Variation coefficient of the
dose measurement using a
batch of 10 dosemeters within
vs. dose.

10

instability of the dosemeter system, including errors of the consecutive
irradiations of the batches and the repeated reader calibrations using the
calibration glass. In the upper dose range, the variation coefficients for dosemeter
batches (Fig.5) are slightly higher by about 0.4% to those for one glass only
(Fig.3). because of the small scatter in the photon response of individual glass
detectors within the batch. In the case that the total accumulated "pre-dose" is
3 mSv, a contribution of 0.1 mSv of the last monitoring period can be measured
with a variation coefficient of 25%.
MEASUREMENT OF THE NATURAL RADIATION BACKGROUND
In a similar experiment, a dosemeter batch was exposed to the natural
radiation background and measured consecutively over a period of 3 months
starting with a pre-exposure of 0.1 mSv. For all read-outs, the variation coefficient
for the mean value of 8 detectors was smaller than 2% (4% for two detectors).
Within environmental monitoring, the dosemeter pair usually used may indicate
the natural radiation background already after 10 days with a random
uncertainty of about 25%. Because annealed glasses are used for environmantal
monitoring, only the intrinsic pre-dose of 0.03 mSv will be subtracted. The
corresponding variation coefficient for a single detector reading is shown in Fig. 3
as a function of the accumulated dose.
CONCLUSION
PLD systems, unlike other systems, do have the capability of combining, on the
one hand, repeated read-outs at any time during the monitoring period by the
user and, on the other hand, control measurements after long-term monitoring
periods by independent services of the authorities with a relatively high precision
of 1% as already demonstrated for the UV excitation with Hg lamps (4).
The full automatic PLD system, now improved and commercially available offers an unexpected new approach in routine monitoring and the breakthrough of
a technique, so far neglected but now a potential alternative in personnel and environmental monitoring.
REFERENCES
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PROTECTION CONTRE LE BREMSSTRAHLUNG
MOLECULES RESIDUELLES DE LA CHAMBRE A VIDE
D 1 UN ANNEAU DE STOCKAGE D 1 ELECTRONS OU DE POSITONS
DANS UN CENTRE PRODUCTEUR DE RAYONNEMENT SYNCHROTRON
SUR

J.C.

FRANCK

Laboratoire pour 1 1 Uti1isation du Rayonnement
Electro-magnetique
(LURE)
Universite Paris-Sud
91405 ORSAY (France)
PROTECTION AGAINST BREMSSTRAHLUNG
DUE TO OCCURENCE OF RESIDUAL MOLECULES
IN THE VACUUM CHAMBER OF AN ELECTRON-OR-POSITRON
STORAGE RING IN A SYNCHROTRON RADIATION FACILITY
This
parasitic
phenomenon,
which
produces
an
important
absorbed dose rates
(more than ten milligrays per hour at the
distance
of
10
meters
from
the
point-source
emitter)
is
disturbing because it takes the same way as the synchrotron
radiation produced by the insertion device.
This Bremsstrahlung develops itself in a very narrow cone
downwards the insertion device and along its axis; its maximum
energy is similar to the energy of the stored electrons or
positrons
(at LURE
BOO and 1B50 MeV) and its absorbed dose
rate is proportionnal to the stored particles (350 rnA) and the
pressure in the vacuum chamber (lo-s Pa).
we
Besides the calculations of this absorbed dose rate,
describe the way to calculate the beam catchers which thickness
is always important (more than 10 em of lead blocks), as well as
the mode of elaboration of these shieldings within the very
peculiar framework on the use of a synchrotron radiation.
INTRODUCTION
Le
Bremsstrahlung
cree
par
1 I interaction
entre
les
electrons ou positons stockes et les mo1ecu1es residuelles de la
chambre a vide d 1 un anne au de stockage est un phenomeme parasite
preoccupant
pour
les
experimentateurs
qui
utilisent
le
rayonnement synchrotron issu d 1 un element d 1 insertion
(onduleur
ou wiggler) installe dans une section droite de 1 1 anneau.
Dans
ce
cas,
en
effet,
le
cheminement
du
rayonnement
synchrotron est le m~me que celui du Bremsstrahlung; celui-ci se
developpe dans un cone tres etroit en aval et dans 1 1 axe de
1 1 element d 1 insertion et a pour energie maxima 1 1 energie des
particules stockees (a LURE, DCI: 1B50 MeV; SUPER ACO: BOO MeV).
(Figure 1)
Le debit de dose qu 1 il cree est important (un a plusieurs
dizaines de milligrays par heure a 10 metres du point source);
i l est proportionnel,
notamment, aux particules stockees (350 mA
a LURE) et a la pression regnant dans la chambre a vide de
1 1 anneau (lo-s Pa).
La protection des experimentateurs contre ce phenomene est
particulierement de1icate
elle doit ~tre efficace et ne g~ner
en
rien
1 1 experimentateur
qui
utilise
le
rayonnement
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synchrotron. Lorsqu 1 i l S 1 agit de blocs
une
epaisseur
importante
(une
ou
centimetres de plomb par exemple) .

d 1 arrli!t,
il.s ont toujours
plusieurs
dizaines
de

Apres un rappel. du cal.cul du debit de dose maximum dO. a ce
Bremsstrahl.ung,
nous presenterons l.es protections que nous avons
mises en pl.ace a LURE auteur des anneaux DCI et SUPER ACO et
nous commenterons l.eur efficacite.

CALCUL

etre

DU

DEBIT

DE

DOSE

ABSORBEE

MAXIMUM

ce debit de dose maximum (D en Gyh -1)
estime a partir de 1. I equation SUiVante

point

au

cibl.e

peut

X

D

L

7ta2xo

(x+L)

ou
f

debit de dose par unite de debit de fl.uence photonique
a 1. I energie maxima du Bremsstrahl.ung (me sure
conservatoire)
Gyh- 1 y- 1 cm2 s
(ICRP publ.ication 21)
2.1o- 6
a 18 50 Mev, f = 2 , 2 . 1 0- 6
a 8 0 0 Mev, f

=

N:

debit

d 1 el.ectrons ou de positons en un
de stockage (e+ s- 1 ou e- s- 1 )
18
350 mA
N
2,2.10

point

de

1. 1 anne au

pour

a:

O'

a

=

511

Eo

1850

rd

(EO:

energie

a

MeV

=

(MeV)

a

2,8.10- 4

800 MeV

stockees)
6,4.10- 4

a

(em)

l.ongueur de
a 10-8 Pa

X

l.ongueur d 1 une section droite
DCI (1850 MeV) x = 650

d 1 un anneau (em)
SUPER ACO ( 8 0 0 MeV)

distance fin de
DCI, L = 1600

point cibl.e
SUPER ACO, L =

A

LURE ce
DCI

section

1 1 air

particul.es

xo

L

radiation dans
x 0 = 3.101 7

des

droite

debit de dose maximum estime est de
1,2.10- 2 Gyh-1
SUPER ACO

IFigure 1 I
chemin du bremsstrahlung
et du rayonnement synchrotron
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(em)
1000

1. ordre

X

770

(exempl.e)

de
5,2.10-3 Gyh-1

1

PROTECTIONS

MISES

EN

!?LACE

A LURE

CONTRE

LE

BREMSSTRAHLUNG

Elles reposent sur la mise en place de blocs d
plus pres de la source des lors qu 1 elles ne g~nent
cheminement utile du rayonnement synchrotron.
1

arr~t

pas

au
le

Les dimensions de ces blocs sont determinees par mesure
conservatoire en ne retenant que le debit de dose maximum au
point-cible pour un stockage maximum de particules dans l 1 anneau
et une exposition maxima de personnes du public au point le plus
critique:
Elles sont calculees longitudinalement en utilisant
exclusivement le libre parcours moyen maximum des photons dans
le materiau utilise (Beton:21; l?lomb:2,1; Tungstene:l,3 (en em))
et
transversalement
les
longueurs
de
Moliere
(Beton: 13;
l?lomb:1,6; Tungstene:0,93 (en em)); si necessaire un puits est
amenage sur la face avant du bloc d 1 arr~t pour limiter les
problemes de retrodiffusion.
Premier cas (DCI): nombre pair de lignes de rayonnement
synchrotron (RS) issues du meme element d'insertion

Dans ce cas un bloc d arr~t mobile nomme "l?iege a gamma
neutrons {I?GN)" situe a 1 1 interieur de 1 1 enceinte de protection
qui contient 1 1 anneau et dont la fonction est d 1 obturer le
passage
des
lignes
RS
a travers cette enceinte lors du
remplissage
de
1 1 anneau
est muni
d 1 une
piece
rapportee
en
tungstene;
l.orsque
l.e
I?GN
s 1 efface
pour
1' util.isation
du
rayonnement
synchrotron,
cette
piece
fait
obstacle
au
Bremsstrahlung (figure 2). Des mesures de debit de dose ont
montre 1 1 efficacite de ce dispositif (D<lJ.LGyh-1).
1

injection
de DCI _

._

__,~

PIECE RAPPORTEE
(tungstene)

BREMSSTRAHLUNG
Deuxieme cas (SUPER ACO): nombre impair
synchrotron issues du meme element

de lignes de
d'insertion

rayonnement

Dans ce cas un bloc d'arr~t fixe est installe hors de
1 1 enceinte
de protection
juste en
aval.
d 1 un dispositif
de
deviation du rayonnement synchrotron
(miroir ou monochromateur)
(figure 3). Des mesures du debit de dose a 1 1 aide d 1 une chambre
d' ionisation juste en amont et en a val d 1 un tel bl.oc d 1 arr~t ont
montre son efficac~te (source-point cibl.e:12m; Eo:800 MeV; I:350
rnA;
plomb:25 em; D=8000 (juste en amont), D<lJ.LGyh- 1 (juste en
aval) du bloc d'arr~t).
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DE

Mur de

EO= 800 MeV
I

=

Trace du Bremsstrahlung
sur emulsion photographique

500 rnA

1200 h/an
5.10-7 Pa

Personnes
du public

L (Figure 1)

(m)

CONCLUSIONS
La maitrise de la protection contre ce Bremsstrahlung n'est
parfaite
que
dans
le
cas
d'un
nombre
pair
de
lignes
de
rayonnement
synchrotron issues d'un meme element d'insertion:
piece rapportee sur PGN situe dans l'enceinte de protection.
Elle
est
satisfaisante
dans
le
cas
contraire
si
retrodiffusion au niveau du bloc d'arret et la diffusion le
de la ligne centrale RS ne donnent pas de debits de
inacceptables pour des personnes du public; si tel est le
des
mesures
s'imposent
complementaires
de
protection
obstacles empechant l'approche de la ligne RS).

la
long
dose
cas,
(ex:

Enfin le protocole de calcul des blocs d'arret utilise a
LURE et qui est conservatoire est parfaitement valide par les
mesures de debit de dose effectuees au tour des points-cible.
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THE URINALYSIS INTERCOMPARISONS ADMINISTERED BY CANADA'S NATIONAL
REFERENCE CENTRE FOR RADIOBIOASSAY - HAVE THEY MADE A DIFFERENCE?
M. LIMSON ZAMORA, M. GODDARD, R. FALCOMER, W. HUNT AND G. MOODIE
BUREAU OF RADIATION AND MEDICAL DEVICES
DEPARTMENT OF NATIONAL HEALTH AND WELFARE
OTTAWA, CANADA
ABSTRACT
The Bureau of Radiation and Medical Devices has acted as Canada's
National Reference Centre for Bioassay and in vivo Monitoring since
1983. The Centre provides quality assurance to organizations
performing
in
vitro
radiobioassay,
including
urinalysis
intercomparisons for uranium, tritium, and carbon-14. Evaluation
of results has shown that regular participation has resulted in a
steady improvement in analytical performance. Bias between the true
value and reported results has been reduced, and precision
enhanced.
BACKGROUND
The assessment of the dose from the intake of radionuclides is a
two-step process.
The first step involves either directly
measuring the individual suspected of over-exposure, or measuring
his excreta, the matrix of choice usually being a urine specimen.
The second step is the conversion of the measurement to a dose
through the use of an appropriate metabolic model. It follows then
that, given a good metabolic model, the quality of a dose estimate
would depend ultimately on the quality of the measurements used for
its calculation.
Licensees of the Atomic Energy Control Board (AECB), Canada's
regulatory agency, are distributed across the country. To ensure
comparability of the measurement data generated by these
organizations, the AECB in 1982 approved a policy requiring all
its licensees to calibrate, on a regular basis, devices and systems
used in estimating radiation dose, and to demonstrate the
traceability of such calibrations to AECB-approved national
standards. While suitable standards existed in Canada at the time
to meet these requirements for some licensed operations, e.g. ,
those which made use of gamma-radiation, there were other
operations and areas for which no suitable practical standards
existed. These areas included bioassay, for which the AECB in 1983
designated the Bureau's Bioassay Section
and Human Monitoring
Laboratory to act as the National Reference Centre with a mandate
to develop and provide programs and practical reference standards
for measurements used in the assessment of internal dose.
The
working group, organized to address the technical questions
associated with the development of such standards, recommended [1]
that
"measurement
traceability"
which
includes
instrument
performance, analyst proficiency and the procedures used, be the
mechanism by which bioassay laboratories demonstrate their
capabilities on a continuing basis to the AECB.
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EXISTING PROGRAMS
With these recommendations in mind, the Bureau has established and
administers three urinalysis intercomparisons: (1) Uranium, which
has been in place since 1978, and was re-structured in 1983 .to
allow the assessment of precision as well as the bias of submitted
results, (2) Tritium and (3) Carbon-14 which were established in
1985 and 1986, respectively. The Uranium and Tritium Programs have
been available semi-annually, while the Carbon-14 Program is
offered annually. Urine standards are prepared in-house containing
radionuclides in the range commonly encountered in specimens
measured by participating laboratories, as well as concentrations
cited as "Derived Investigation or Action Levels" in the criteria
documents [2,3] published by the Federal-Provincial Working Group
for Bioassay and in vivo Monitoring Criteria.
Performance is
tested at three radionuclide concentrations which are unknown to
the participants. To determine a laboratory's ability to reproduce
results, five aliquots of each concentration are sent to each
participant. As noted above, samples are distributed on a regular
basis,
since satisfactory performance cannot be reasonably
guaranteed over an indefinite length of time.
Participants are
asked to return their analytical results to the Reference Centre
within thirty days of receipt of samples.
Results are evaluated
with respect to bias and precision, and a final report is sent to
all participants regarding their performance.
Anonymity is
maintained by assigning a code to each laboratory. The AECB is in
the process of setting performance criteria for
bioassay
measurements. In the interim, the Centre uses the following limits
for the acceptability of results:
1 to 10 AMDA: -.50 ~ Relative bias ~ .25
Relative precision ~ .40
10 to 100 AMDA: -.25 ~ Relative bias ~ .25
Relative precision ~ .25
Acceptable Minimum Detectable Amount (AMDA) values are those cited
in the Bioassay Guidelines [2,3].
BENEFITS DERIVED FROM PARTICIPATION
A primary benefit derived from participation is the opportunity to
obtain external verification of one's results. This is illustrated
in Table 1 below. The participant obtained excellent precision for
the measurement of the intercomparison standards distributed in
December 1983. However, the measurement bias was large and for the
79 JJ.g spike, exceeded the acceptable relative bias limit. The
problem was not the instrument or the analytical procedures in use,
but the laboratory standard.
After changing to a certified
standard, accuracy improved tremendously, as shown by the July 1984
results.
Some laboratories have also used the sample sets that we provide to
compare the performance of analysts on their staff.
Because we
ensure the homogeneity of the samples that we distribute, these
laboratories can be sure that they are making a valid comparison
between analysts who are measuring the same radionuclide
concentrations in the same sample matrix.
At times, as many as
three
analysts
have
participated
in
the
intra-laboratory
intercomparison exercise.
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TABLE 1
Uranium in Urine Intercomparison Results for Participant A
Date

Spike
(IJ.g/L)

Mean
Relative
Bias

Relative
Precision

December 1983

47.62
79.00
51.35
75.27

-.404
-.408
-.040
.071

.039
.024
.030
.031

July 1984

Of particular interest to the AECB is the validity of results and
their comparability between licensees. Figure 1 is a chart taken
from the report for the September 1991 Tritium Intercomparison. It
provides a quick appraisal of how each licensee compares to other
laboratories who have analyzed identical radionuclide levels, as
well as whether or not the mean relative bias of submitted results
are within acceptable limits. Final reports include similar charts
for precision.
All intercomparison results submitted to the Centre to date, as
well as data on the evaluation of measurement performance have been
stored in a historical data base.
The performance of a Uranium
Intercomparison participant over a three-year period is charted in
Figure 2. The concentrations measured were equal to or greater than
the Derived Investigation Level cited in the Uranium Bioassay
Guideline [3] for Class D uranium. This laboratory had close to
unacceptable negative bias in July 1983, but after several
consultations with Reference Centre staff regarding analytical
techniques, showed dramatic improvement in accuracy in the December
1983 intercomparison, which was maintained through 1986, and
thereafter.
This trend of improvement and sustained good performance with
regular participation has been demonstrated with almost all
participants. Any observed lapses usually occur when new staff are
hired, or new measurement procedures are implemented. Generally,
however, bias and precision are well within the acceptable limits.
Feedback provided in the reports has given the participants
confidence in their measurement capabilities and bolstered their
credibility in the eyes of the employees that they monitor.
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EVALUATION OF SURFACE CONTAMINATION BASED ON CERTIFIABLY
TRACEABLE, INTERNATIONALLY ACCREDITABLE MEASUREMENTS
Mr. G. D. Whitlock
Hughes Whitlock Ltd.
PO Box 22, Malvern, Worcs.
England WR13 6SL
ABSTRACT
National Accreditation and Measurement Service (NAMAS)
adopted by the EUROMET agreement requires that the calibration
ot monitoring instruments be traceable internationally with
the objective that radiation hazard assessment be improved.
~his objective is achieved for Tritium surface contamination
by employing calibration sources and evaluation methods which
comply with ISO standards including the measurement of
activity removable by volatilisation as well as dust.
Consideration should be given to organic binding of Tritium in
the skin with its implications in the event of litigation.
INTRODUCTION
The basis of Radiological Protection is currently in a
state of change. A requirement of the new ICRP regulation
relates hazard to individuals instead of collective dose.
Must European countries have signed the EUROMET agreement, by
which the calibration of Monitoring Instruments has to be
traceable to NAMAS accredited calibration laboratories with
the objective that radiation hazard assessment be improved as
a consequence of being based upon accreditable measurements.
Independently, standards organisations pursue the same logic
and have produced ISO 8769-"Reference Sources" and ISO 7503"Evaluation of Surface Contamination", which describe the
calibration and the method.
Individually and collectively this calls for a review of
radiological protection practices to meet these new demands if
only to show evidence of competence in the event of litigation. Current legislation requiring the measurement of
activity removable (which detaches) from the surface in normal
use can not be satisfied by measuring only active dust. Many
forms of Tritium contamination are volatile, and removal by
volatilisation has to be accounted for particularly as it
presents a greater hazard than removable dust.
Research has
shown localised organic binding of Tritium in organs of the
skin 1 , and the implications of this should be considered.
Using the evaluation of surface contamination by Tritium
as an example, the practical application of the regulations,
national objectives, and associated international standards
are covered in the following protocol.
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THE REFERENCE SOURCE
A reference source with a certified emission rate
traceable to measurements by a national standards laboratory
has to be of a form which accords to ISO 8769 "Reference
Sources".
A Tritium source constructed to this standard is
available.
Its size is 100 mm x 150 mm, and the activity has
been deposited by the Langmuir-Blodgett te~hnique in the form
of a homogeneous monolayer of tritiated molecules 2 •
There is
therefore, no self absorption, and the classic spectrum of
energies of the emitted beta particles is unmodified other
than by backscattered betas the effect of which can be
calculated.
Figure l.
Emlulon
.,..
Emission
,..-"'c:---Monolayer
.,..
Claulcol pSp..arum
"X' Mean energy dllplaced by bacUCatt«

11.1
ENERGY (KoV)

Fig. l. Monolayer Tritium Beta
Emission Spectra

Fig. 2. Tritium Beta
Absorption in Air

The source has to be suitable for calibrating all manner
of Tritium surface contamination measuring instruments, and
should not introduce distance variation errors into the
calibration. This calls for a surface flatness of +0.025 mm
because, even though the maximum range in air of th; measuring
energy Tritium beta (18.6 KeVl is approximately 4 mm, the mean
range of Tritium betas is only 0.25 mm (approximately half the
thickness of a finger nail).
Figure 2. This source is used
to establish a valid calibration of the measuring instrument.
THE SURFACE MEASURING INSTRUMENT
The instrument must be so constructed that the conditions
and geometry for calibration measurements can be reproduced
identically or within a predictable approximation when taking
measurements of the surface.
Essentially, the detector must be sensitive to the low
energy Tritium betas. This means that no protective or gas
retaining ''window" can be incorporated because even the
maximum energy beta (18.6 KeV) is absorbed in 8 microns
(10- 6 M) of unit density material, and the mean range of the
beta emission is 0.2 microns.
In addition, the International Standard ISO 7503
"Evaluation of Surface Contamination Part 2 Tritium" shows a
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detector with a minimum area of 100 cm 2 is preferred. An
instrument, which meets all these requirements is the Hughes
Whitlock Ltd. Vacuum Scintillation Counter (VSC).
ACTIVITY PER UNIT AREA
Estimating the surface contamination level, in terms of
activity in Bq cm- 2 from the number of emissions recorded as
counts by the measuring instrument, requires careful
consideration.
Prior to decontamination, the source may be infinitely
thick in terms of Tritium contamination. The method used for
decontamination might itself have caused the formation of
thick sources because dissolving the activity in a solvent
could change its form to one likely to be absorbed by the
surface.
Although in these circumstances, direct measurements do
not enable the calculation of activity cm- 2 , they do indicate
activity build up and reveal the need to decontaminate the
surface as well as promote more diligent and or alternative
decontamination techniques. Normally, after decontamination,
the form of the contamination remaining on surfaces acceptable
for radiological purposes then approximates to the monolayer
calibration source3 and the measurements are traceable.
EVALUATION BY WIPE ASSAY
Where the surface is not flat enough to make direct
measurements, wipe assay is used but they should be made
according to ISO 7503, which requires that a wipe collection
factor be established.
The 10% collection factor can only be applied to indicate
the presence of active dust on smooth, non-porous surfaces.
It cannot be assumed to apply to all removable activity, and
certainly not"to total activity assessment. Care should be
taken that the collected dust does not produce a thick source
on the wipe or be absorbed into it as these states can cause
gross measurements errors.
When an acceptably flat area for direct measurement can
not be found, wipe collection factors can still be obtained by
preparing a facsimile of the surface, and applying
experimental quantities of activity for direct measurement and
wipe assay.
REMOVABLE ACTIVITY-DUST AND VOLATILES
'Removable' activity is that which can be caused to be
detached from the surface by any working practice. This does
not allow the evaluation of 'removable' to be confined to the
evaluation of only dust particles. Dust is a form of activity
that is 'removable' but a form of 'removable' that should be
ot greater concern is volatile activity. Volatile fractions
can be released (removed) by a change in temperature or
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pressure e.g. the heat from a hand placed on the surface.
Inhalation and ingestion routes are the same as for dust.
In
addition, in the case of Tritium, it can be absorbed through
the skin over the whole body surface.
It has been shown that organic binding of Tritium takes
place in the skin particularly in the region of the glands
e.g. hair follicles 1 • Tritium betas emitted from these sites
>8 microns from the surface are not detectable externally, and
would not show in urine measurements because any slow exchange
~ould be masked by the rapid excretion rate of the majority of
inhaled or absorbed activity. The regulatory requirement to
monitor 'removable' activity automatically embraces volatiles
as well as dust as a removable form.
Making the measurements
to meet the regulations is the licensees responsibility.
DETECTING VOLATILE ACTIVITY
During measurement, the VSC creates a partial vacuum (500
millibars) in the measuring chamber, one part of which is the
surtace being measured.
If a volatile form of Tritium is
present, the reduced pressure causes volatilisation to take
place, and diffusion to occur in the contamination and surface
materials.
Air absorption is reduced, and the change in
geometry is detected by the instrument to differentiate
volatiles from other surface contamination.
CONCLUSIONS
Curre11t practices in Radiation Protection do not satisfy
the legislative requirement to measure activity removable by
all means.
Accredited measurements using Certified Sources
and International Standard methods not only satisfy legislation but create a less hazardous working environment supporting the ALARA principle. The means are available and there is
no ex<:use in the case of litigation for not applying them.
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APPLICATION OF THIN MEMBRANE SOURCES FOR PREPARATION OF ~-RAY
DOSE CALIBRATION SOURCES IN SKIN CONTAMINATION MEASUREMENT
Makoto YOSHIDA, Hiroyuki MURAKAMI and Kazuyoshi BINGO
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
Tokai-mura,Naka-gun,Ibaraki-ken,Japan
ABSTRACT
The application of thin ion-exchange membrane sources was
studied for preparation of P-dose calibration sources in skin
contamination.
The preparation method, the dose calibration
method by an extrapolation chamber and the backscattering effect
of backing materials were discussed.
The membrane sources are
suitable for preparing the calibration sources.
INTRODUCTION
In the nuclear facilities where unsealed radioactive
materials are handled, skin contamination with ~-ray emitting nuclides can happen to workers.
It is very important in the
practices of radiation protection to properly estimate the skin
dose for the worker. The dose estimation has been so far carried
out on the basis of both activity measurement of skin conta1
mination sources and skin dose calculation from the activity ).
This manner is complicated and sometimes includes large errors
for the estimation.
It is very convenient that the skin dose can be directly
estimated through the 0-ray measurement over skin surface with
the instruments sensitive to ~-rays. Then, it is demanded that
the readings of instruments are well related to skin doses. For
the purpose, proper calibration sources are needed to deal with
routine calibration works.
In the ~-dose calibration of personal monitors and surveymeters, in general, the dose is determined by keeping some distance
between ~-ray sources and instruments. However,in determination
of the dose for skin contamination,the source surface must be
directly in contact with a window of extrapolation chamber. This
situation makes some requirements for preparation of the calibration sources for dose evaluation in skin contamination.
We have already reported a preparation
method of relatively
2 3
thin sources with ion-exchange membranes ' ). This method can provide large film-like plastic sources whose characteristics are
able to meet the requirements mentioned above. In the present
paper, the application of the membrane sources to the dose
calibration sources has been studied.
EXPERIMENTS
(Preparation of membrane sources)
When skin tissue exposes to the ~-rays from skin contamination sources, there is no backing material for the sources but
air. For the reason,the skin dose from the sources need be determined without backing materials as well. On the other hand,when
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the ~-rays are measured outside the tissue with ~-ray sensitive
instruments, the backscattered ~-rays by the tissue should be
taken into account. In order to develop the dose calibration
sources satisfying these conditions, a thin self-supported source
is necessary and can be prepared with ion-exchange membranes.
The membrane sources were prepared with homogeneous
polyethylene cation-exchange membranes whose thickness was 3 to
5 mg/cm . These ion-exchange membranes uniformly adsorb radioactive ions under the optimum conditions of carrier concentration,soaking time, hydrogen ion concentration(Ph) and temperature. "1 Two radioactive nuclides of 204 Tl and 90 Sr- 90 Y were used for
this experiment.
The initial size of the membranes on soaking
was 20cm x 20cm.
The membranes were soaked for 2 days in radioactive solutions at the temperature of 29°C.
On removal from the solution, they '1-rere rinsed several times with distilled water to wash
off unfixed activity from the surface and dried at room temperature betHeen filter papers. Finally they were mounted in drumlike shape on a brass ring. This way easily provided a flat
source without corrugation.
(Uniformity of membrane sources)
Radioactivity distribution of the membrane sources was estimated by autoradiography with industrial X-ray film. The membrane
source on the mount ring was directly in contact with X-ray film.
The exposure time is about one day. The optical density of the
exposed area of X-ray film was measured by a density-meter with
a 2mm dia. aperture. The total number
of measured positions is
2
more than 50( 2 positions per cm ) .
(Extrapolation chamber)
The extrapolation chamber used for determining 7~Lm dose
equivalent rate to the membrane sources was designed in accordance with the recommendations
of International Organization for
4
Standardization (IS0) >. The cross-sectional view of the extrapolation chamber is shown in Fig.l.
The entrance window is a
carbon coated polyester sheet of 6.37mg/cm2
thick.
The a
collecting electrode is 30 mm in diameter.
The more detailed
structure is referred to a previous paper. S) The membrane source
was kept in contact with the entrance window by screwing the
mount ring to the front frame of the extrapolation chamber.
The
absorbed dose rate of each source was several mGy·h- 1 •
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
When a source is calibrated by an extrapolation chamber in
the geometric condition of surface-to-surface contact,good
uniformity of activity distribution is required. Unless the
activity distribution is sufficiently uniform,the resultant dose
seriously depends on partial activity of the source facing to the
small finite
collecting electrode. This good uniformity is
easily attained by using ion-exchange membrane sources.
The
standard deviation of activity distribution estimated by
autoradiography was less than 4% for all ion-exchange membrane
sources prepared with each radionuclide. Among them, the membrane
sources with the deviation of 1 to 2% were selected especially
for preparing the present calibration sources. In addition to the
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uniformity, flatness of the membrane stretched on a mount ring and
negligible removal of activity from the source enable the dose
calibration by an extrapolation chamber.
The dependence of ionization currents on the electrode
spacing was estimated for the membrane sources 90mounted
on the
90
rings with different diameters. The results for Sr- Y membrane
sources are shown in Fig. 2.
The experimental points closely
match a straight line for the 100 mm dia. source but do not for
the 40 mm dia. source. Since a slope of the line determines the
absorbed dose,
the source diameter should be more than 50 mm at
90
least for Sr- 90 Y.
The larger diameter is needed as the higher
energy of ~-rays because the tendency depends on the range of ~
rays.
The membrane sources were cut into pieces lOmm in diameter
for measurement of 4rrB-emission rates. The emission rates were
measured by 4rrB-counting with a thin source backing (about 20
~g/cm thick).
The mean emission rate per unit area for each
membrane source was derived ~rom the average count rate for 5
pieces. For all tested sources with the same nuclide, the ratios
of the dose determined by the extrapolation chamber to the mean
emission rate show good agreement within the evaluated errors.
On the basis of the emission rate measurement,the doses even for
the sources with small size or any shape can be easily calibrated
although it is impossible for them to be directly determined by
an extrapolation chamber.
After calibrated by the extrapolation chamber, the membrane
sources have to be stuck on a backing plate to obtain the proper
supplement of backscattered ~-rays. The influence of backscattered ~-rays for the membrane sources of about 6 mg/cm2 thick
was estimated
using a 2rr~-counting system. The ~-ray count rate
for the 204 Tl membrane source increases by about 10% on a plastic
backing and 20% on a stainless steel backing. However,the ~-rays
backscattered by a backing material can be absorbed by the
membrane source itself.
The influence is considered to remain
slightly conservative if the layer of contamination source is too
thin in comparison with the membrane source thickness. Therefore, it is much better to use as thin membrane sources as
possible or to select the proper backing materials which
com~::>ensate the loss of backscattered ~-rays.
2

CONCLUSION
The ion-exchange membrane sources are suitable for preparing
dose calibration sources in skin contamination by the following
reasons.
The doses
can be easily calibrated by the extrapolation
chamber because of the uniformity of activity distribution,
negligible removal of activity and flatness.
On the dose calibration by an extrapolation chamber, the
membrane sources more than 50 mm in diameter need be used for
90
Sr- 90 Y. However, on the basis of the relation of the dose to the
mean emission rate,the doses can be derived for the sources with
any size and shape.
The influence of ~-rays backscattered by skin tissue can be
taken into account by selecting a proper backing material even
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though the thickness of membrane source is not sufficiently thin
in comparison with the layer of skin contamination source.
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Ionization current
as a function of electrode spacing of extrapolation chamber

INSTALLATION D'ETALONNAGE DES INSTRUMENTS DE MESURE DE LA
CONTAMINATION ATMOSPHERIQUE PAR AEROSOLS RADIOACTIFS
NATURELS OU ARTIFICIELS

J. Charuau, L. Grivaud, M. Le Breton
CEA/Institut de Protection et de surete Nucleaire
Departement de Protection de l'Environnement
et des Installations
CE/Saclay - 91191 GIF-SUR-YVETTE CEDEX, France
STANDARD TEST BENCH FOR CALIBRATING INSTRUMENTS USED
TO MEASURE NATURAL OR ARTIFICIAL RADIOACTIVE
AIRBORNE PARTICULATES
An aerodynamic calibration device, known as !CARE, has been
set up in France at the Saclay Research Centre to certify
instruments used to measure natural or artificial airborne
radioactive particulate contamination or radon. I CARE can
calibrate passive detectors and monitors with sampling air
flow-rates of less than 60 m3 fh. The adjustment of such
parameters as 222 Rn daughters volume activity, attached
fraction and equilibrium factor, and the volume activity and
size of a or B emitter carrying aerosols, allows realistic
conditions to be obtained. !CARE complies with monitor test
method
standard
currently
under
development
by
the
International Electrotechnical Commission.
INTRODUCTION
L'installation !CARE /1/ repond au besoin de qualifier les
instruments de mesure de la contamination atmospherique dans
des conditions reelles d'utilisation. Il est souhaitable de
completer les essais mecaniques, electriques et physiques
(sources solides) par des essais dynamiques realises en
presence
d'aerosols
radioactifs
calibres,
emetteurs
artificiels etjou naturels.
Ainsi,
les
performances
reelles
des
moniteurs
de
radioactivite artificielle pourront etre connues (rendement de
mesure, seuil de detection) en tenant compte des phenomenes
lies a la granulometrie des aerosols : enfouissement dans les
filtres, colmatage, autoabsorption a, retention sur les
parois, etc •.. , ainsi que de !'influence de la radioactivite
naturelle
(efficacite
de
la
compensation
radon).
L'installation permet egalement d'etalonner les detecteurs de
222 Rn etjou de ses descendants dans une large gamme d'activite
volumique ; cette partie a ete realisee avec 1 'aide de la
Commission des Communautes Europeennes /2/.
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DESCRIPTION ET PERFORMANCES
L' installation representee par la figure ci-apres, est
constituee d'une veine gazeuse principale (0) dans laquelle
circule un debit d'air filtre et regule a 60 m3 1h ; des
aerosols radioactifs calibres sont echantillonnes a des fins
de controle, de mesure de reference et de prelevement par les
instruments a etalonner.

-®

(1)

0

PRODUCTION DES A~ROSOLS
AEROSOLS PRODUCTION

(j)t @

CONTROLE DES A~ROSOLS
AEROSOLS MONITORING

@I@

PR~LtVEMENT ET REJET DES MROSOLS
AEROSOLS SAMPLING AND EXHAUST

Radioactivite artificielle :
Des aerosols radioactifs artificiels, du type decrit dans
sont produits par l'un des quatre pulverisateurs liquides
ultra-soniques (1) inclus dans une boite a gants (2). Une
solution aqueuse de CsCl contenant un traceur de 239 Pu ou de
137
cs est pulverisee en brouillard qui, entraine par un debit
d'air sec, cree un aerosol solide dont la taille est fonction
de celle des gouttelettes de brouillard et de la concentration
en sel. Un generateur de hautes frequences (3) excite une
ceramique piezoelectrique qui emet des ondes ultra-senores
provoquant a la surface de la solution une fontaine au sommet
de
laquelle
nait
le brouillard dont
la distribution
granulometrique est peu dispersee. Le diametre aerodynamique
median en activite des aerosols sees est 0,4 !J.m (aerosols
fins) pour deux pulverisateurs et 4 !J.m (gros aerosols) pour
les deux autres. Ces deux valeurs encadrent bien la plage
granulometrique des contaminations atmospheriques qui ont pu
etre
mesurees
dans
1' environnement
141 et dans des
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installations nucleaires /5/. La mesure de reference de
l'activite volumi~ue, variable entre 8.10- 2 et 12 Bq/m3 pour
239 Pu et 10 a 10 Bqfm3 pour 137 cs, est obtenue a partir de
prelevements sur membrane filtrante des particules d'aerosol
echantillonnees par une sonde isocinetique (9) ; le filtre
est analyse par un Service de Metrologie habilite par le
Bureau National de Metrologie. Des capteurs a et B ( 10)
sui vent en temps reel 1 'evolution de 1 'acti vi te. Selon le
debit de fonctionnement de !'instrument a etalonner, ce
dernier est raccorde a l'une des sondes d'echantillonnage (11)
prevues de 6.10- 2 a 30 m3 /h ; si le debit est celui de la veine
gazeuse (60m 3 /h), la veine est derivee comme indique sur le
schema.
Radioactivite naturelle
Des aerosols radioactifs naturels issus des produits de
filiation a vie courte du 222 Rn peuvent egalement etre injectes
dans la veine gazeuse principale, seuls ou en melange avec les
aerosols marques artificiels, afin de mettre en situation
reelle les instruments a etalonner. De plus, une chambre de
test (14) permet d'etalonner les detecteurs de 222 Rn et/ou de
ses descendants dans des conditions dynamiques, la vitesse de
l'ecoulement etant reglable jusqu'a 0,05 m;s.
Pour produire le radon, le systeme utilise un nouveau
precede brevete /6/ qui consiste en un depot solide de 226 Ra
dans un feutre acrylique impregne d'oxyde de manganese ; le
facteur d'emanation du radon dans l'air de balayage est voisin
de 100%. Trois sources d'activite differentes permettent de
faire varier l'activite volumique du radon dans la chambre de
test de 4 a 4. 000 Bq/m3 • La mesure est faite en aval des
sources par un conteneur normalise utilise pour les gaz
radioactifs emetteurs de rayonnement ~· Selon un autre precede
brevete /7/, ce dispositif a ete modifie par un arrangement du
volume interne en des milliers d'alveoles sur lesquelles se
fixent les atomes des produits de filiation du radon.
L'activite est mesuree par spectrometrie ~ apres le temps
necessaire a la mise a 1 I equilibre. Le dispositif a ete
prealablement etalonne avec un etalon gazeux multigamma 85 Kr
+ 121Xe.
Dans le volume de vieillissement (6) sont injectes le radon
et des aerosols de CsCl produits par un nebuliseur pneumatique
( 5) dont la concentration est mesuree par un compteur de
noyaux de condensation. Sa variation ainsi que celle du temps
de sejour dans le volume permettent d'ajuster la valeur de la
fraction attachee des descendants et de leur facteur
d'equilibre. Le diametre aerodynamique median en activite :
0,2 ~m, est representatif des valeurs moyennes mesurees dans
les habitations. La determination de l'activite volumique de
chacun des descendants, de leur energie a potentielle, de la
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fraction attachee et du facteur d'equilibre est realisee a
partir des mesures de l'activite a de deux membranes
filtrantes
{7)
ayant
preleve
simultanement
l'aerosol
radioactif en aval du volume, la fraction libre ayant ete
piegee en amant de l'une des membranes. Ces informations sont
donnees par un logiciel qui trai te les signaux is sus des
ensembles de comptage par une methode de deconvolution en
fonction du temps ; la mesure est poursuivie jusqu'a ce que la
precision donnee par le logiciel soit jugee satisfaisante.
CONCLUSIONS
L'installation d'etalonnage ICARE permet un reglage souple
et reproductible des caracteristiques des aerosols radioactifs
et du radon
elles sont representatives des conditions
rencontrees
dans
1' environnement
et
dans
les milieux
industriels. Les mesures de reference sont reliees aux etalons
nationaux, et les methodes de test sont en voie d'etre
reconnues par la Commission Electrotechnique Internationale.
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ABSTRACT
A dual-type ionization chamber using "He and 4 He has
been proposed and developed for moni taring X-n mixed fields
in the vicinity of nuclear fusion experiments and other
radiation sources.
Some response characteristics of the
system have been checked in different conditions.
INTRODUCTION
In la.rge-scale plasma experiments for controlled nuclear
fusion, energetic neutrons and X-rays will be produced, so
that it should be important to monitor these radiations in
and around the experimental zone. They are usually giving
rise to a mixed field of burst pulse associating with the
plasma shot. It is, therefore, quite desirable to develop a
monitoring sensor effective for real-time measurements of
neutron components and X-rays separately.
In view of safety control applications to the neibouring
area of the coming Large Helical Device (LHD) of NIFS, a
dual-type neutron monitor has been designed and developed.
As the type of sensors,
ionization chamber scheme
.is
adopted because of its simplicity and applicability to a
wi~e range of radiation intensities.
IONIZATION CHAMBER

fP::~3

A dual-chamber system is
consisting of two cells of the
same geometric shape, volume
and wall material. One of them
is filled with pressurised "He
gas, being sensitive to both
neutrons and X- rays, and the
other filled with •He gas
being sensitive only to Xrays. The difference in signals from these cells is to
Fig. 1. Chamber cells.
give the neutron contribution.
Each chamber cell is a cylindrical vessel (80mm<t> x 200mm)
of stainless steel ( 3mm thick) to give a gas volume of 1

n .
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litre. A rod-type electrode (5mmq, x 150mm) is held coaxially
inside the cell with an insulated gaurd ring structure installed at one end of the cylinder. (Fig.l) An electric potential
is supplied to the cell wall, keeping the gaurd ring to the
ground potential. The charge collected on the electrode is
introduced to a capacitance vibrating electrometer· to observe
the current output. Measurable current range is 10- s ~ 10 1 4 A
with a moderate time constant. In the testing experiments,
each cell of the chamber pair is connected with its own
electrometer to avoid unexpected interference.
Chamber cells with 'He and •He gases of different pressures
(1- 6 atm) are prepared, as well as the one with 1-atm air for
comparison. If the neutron signals from 2 He are due to a
thermal capture process ( n + 'He
t + p + 765 keV ) , the
stopping range of the secondary p and t in 1-atm 3 He gas are
estimated as 4. 5 em and 2. 2 em, respectively. Since we are
interested in neutron energies up to a few MeV, a detachable
polyethylene moderator (5 em thick) is usually placed surrounding the chamber cells. The whole system is situated in a
casing of 1 mrn thick Cu plate to shield electromagnetic noise.
RESPONSES TO GAMMA-RAYS
As the first step of testing the chamber characteristics
irradiation against ""Co gamma rays has been carried out. A
test field is available at the Co-60 Radiation Room, belonging to Dept. Synthetic Chemistry, Nagoya University, where
a strong 6 °Co source of·~ 10" TBq is installed.
When the applied potential is varied, the current output
to the electrometer reveals itself as a saturation curve.'
In Fig. 2 typical examples are shown, for 1-atm cells of air,
3
He, and •He, respectively, with outward positive potentials.
The responses of "He and •He are quite similar to each other,
while the air chamber gives much higher saturation current
levels and potentials.
The saturation curves are dependent on the polarity of
applied voltage, as well as on the gas species and pressures.
The current increases in the outer positive potential case are
slower than the negative case, and seems to ;r:each somewhat
lower levels in saturation. These features may reflect the
'He
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Fig. 2. Saturation curves.
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possible space charge effects around the axial electrode as
well as the recombinations efficient in the ion collection
processes, and further detailed analysis is needed. 2
In order to see the response-to-dose characteristics of
these chambers for gamma rays, we have compared the data of
different field intensities. In the Co-60 Radiation Room,
where high absorbed dose rates of 10~ 10 3 Gy/h are attained
and the typical response currents from 1-atm • He are ranging
10· "~ 10· 6 A. In addition to the experiments in such a strong
field, we have made another exposure test by use of many
orders of magnitude weaker ""Co ( .~ 10 MBq ) in an open space.
This gives absorbed dose rates 10-• - 10-• Gy/h, and the
observed outputs are down in 10· '• -~ 10· ' 2 A, which are almost
the lowest detectable limit of the present system. The proportionality covering these two limits is well justified. (Fig.3)
3
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'rhe neutron responses of 3 He chamber has been surveyed by
means of 0 2 0-thermalised neutron irradiation at the KUR
fission reactor of Research Reactor Institute, Kyoto University.
In Fig. 4 are shown the results.
Responses from 3 He and
• He are plotted against the operated reactor powers. Both
response currents give very good linearity, though the current
ratio "Hej•He is as high as - 10". This implies that the small
amount of gamma rays coexisting in the thermal neutron area
can easily be separated with the dual-chamber. In reactor
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operations at 3 kW and 10 kW, the air-absorbed ganuna doses
were known. The • He responses in these cases are plotted in
Fig.4 together with 6 °Co data, showing very good fitting to
the 1 ine. The thermal neutron flux in the area is estimated
by a different experirnent 3 as
9. 6x 10 3 n ern- 2 s- 1 at 1 kW
operation, so that the observed 'He current 0.35x 10- 9 A
should imply the thermal neutron sensitivity of the 1-atrn
'He chamber with moderator to be 3.6x 10- 14 A/n crn-zs- 1 •
TESTINGS WITH MIXED

x~n

FIELD

A preliminary operation test of the dual-chamber system
in 2 " 2 Cf has been done.
An available source is estimated
to contain some 0. 067 JJ. g of 2 " 2 Cf isotope, and a neutron
emission rate of 1. 55 x 10 5 n/s and a ganuna exposure rate
of 9.5x 10-e Gy/h
a.t 1 rn are expected. Using 1-atrn 3 He and
'He chambers, response to sou:r·ce distance characteristics
have been examined. The "He responses reveal rs
decrease
with distance r, and some 40 times higher than the • He ones,
though the latter signals are very low and scattered in
10· ' 3 ~ 10 1 ' A regime.
It would be desirable to make use
of a stronger source to obtain a more definite results.
1

SU~MARY

AND REMARKS

A dual-type cylindrical ionization chamber system has
been developed for- the dosimetry use of the neutrons and
X(garnrna)-rays. Several tests so far carried out in various
field conditions seem to show good capability of the system.
Tasks and issues left for the future:
( i)
Tests in the burst-like pulse fields (use of existing
accelerators or plasma devices)
( ii) The method of practical data treatment, including the
built-in data processing scheme (such as automatic 3 He-• He
subtractions) and conversions to dose-equivalent quantities.
(iii) The detailed considerations on the chamber characteristics, physical and/or sirnulational analyses to understand
the general behaviours as well as better choice of materials
and structures.
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ABSTRACT

Parallel plate ionization chambers designed and constructed
for use in low energy X-radiation fields were tested in beta
( 9 Osr + 9 Oy) , gamma ( 6 Oco and 13 7 Cs) and intermediate
energy
X-radiation, in order to verify the possibility of their usefulness for the detection of these kinds of radiation.
The
obtained calibration factors were compared with those of the
secondary standards of each type of radiation.
INTRODUCTION

Different types of ionization chambers are normally used
depending on the kind of radiation. The parallel plate ionization chambers are recommended for low energy X-radiation dosimetry1'2. However some interest has been already shown in the
use of such chambers in other kinds of radiations 3 ,4.
The
objective of this work was to verify how to use these chambers
in beta, gamma and intermediate energy X-radiation,
in order
to avoid the necessity of accquisition of several chambers.
EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS

Two parallel plate ionization chambers A and B, of circular
form, with Lucite bodies, active volumes of 0.6 cm3,
graphite
collecting electrodes and guard-rings, designed and
manufactured at IPENS,6, were tested at three different laboratories.
Chamber A was examined in Brazil, using the irradiation systems
of the calibration laboratories of Sao Paulo (IPEN) and
Rio
de Janeiro (Institute de Radioprotec;:ao e Dosimetria - IRD), and
chamber B was calibrated at the Secondary Standard
Dosimetry
Laboratory of Neuherberg, GSF, Germany (Institut fur Strahlenschutz). In each case the chamber response was compared
with
that of a corresponding
secondary
standard
chamber. The
standard deviation of all these measurements was lower
than
0.20%.
For low energy X-radiation the obtained calibration factors
for the chamber A can be seen in Table 1 in comparison to those
of the secondary standard ionization chamber (P)
for
this
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energy range. Both chambers A and P are
of the superficial
type. The energy dependence of chamber P presents a variation
of 1.9%, while it is only 0.3% for chamber A.
In the case of intermediate energy
X-radiation,
the
calibration factors for the chamber A are presented in Table 2.
Chamber T is the secondary standard chamber (thimble
type)
recommended for this kind of radiation.
It can be seen that
chambers A and T show variations of 5.7 and 2.1% respectively
for the energy dependence in the considered range.
In order to test the chamber A in gamma radiation fields,
at the laboratory of Sao Paulo, a 60 co Keleket Barnes Flexaray
and a 137 cs Cesapan-M, Genera~ were used. At the German laboratory GSF a Gammatron and a Theratron were employed with the
chamber B. Initially the electronic equilibrium thickness had
to be determined, taking measurements
for
different Lucite
absorbers: 3.3 mm ( 60 co) and 1.2 mm (l37cs). The obtained results
are shown in Table 3, normalized to 60 co response (because di£
ferent electronic equipments were used), in comparison to commercial chambers (superficial and thimble). All chambers were
calibrated against the normally utilized secondary
standard
for gamma radiation. The greateast energy
dependence
was
presented by the chamber C ( l, 2%) ; chambers A and B show similar
behaviours to that of chamber D, which is of the
recommended
type (thimble) for gamma radiation.
In the case of beta radiation the 90 sr + 90 Y sources of the
secondary standards of the calibration laboratories of
!PEN
and GSF were utilized. The reference instrument for this kind
of radiation is the extrapolation chamber (E). In Table 4
the
calibration factors are presented.
CONCLUSION

The obtained results show the usefulness of the parallel
plate ionization chambers developed at !PEN for X, gamma
and
beta radiation detection.
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TABLE 1
Calibration factors of chambers A and P (secondary standard
NPL model 2536/3B, superficial type) for low energy X-rays.
Calibration Laboratory, IPEN, Sao Pau1o
X-ray system: Geigerflex, Rigaku Denki
su: sca1e unit

Half-Value
Layer
(mmAl)

Calibration Factor
R.su-l(lo-4c.kg- 1 .su- 1 )
Chamber P
Chamber A

0.37

1. 061 ( 2. 74)

0.919 ( 2. 37)

0.56

1. 063

( 2. 74)

0. 911 (2.37)

0.65

1. 063

( 2. 74)

0.908 (2.37)

0.91

1. 064

( 2. 75)

0.902 ( 2. 3 3)
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'l'ABLI': 2

Calibration factors of chilmbers A and T (secondary standard
OFS, model TKOl, thimble type) for intermediate energy X-rays.
Calibration Laboratory, IRD, Rio de ~Janeiro
X-ray system: Stabilipan 300, Siemens
su: scale unit

Half-Value
Layer
( mro/\1)

Calibration F'actor
R. su

-1 (lo- 4 c.kg- 1 .su- 1 )

Chamber

Chamber 'r

A

( 2. 64)

( 2. 26)

0.06

l. 023

0.16

0.996 {;!.57)

0.866 ( 2. 23)

0.50

0.970 ( 2. 50 I

0.1364

( 2. 23)

l. 00

O.'JGU

(). !J(J2

u.nl

2.02

0.9B8 (2. 55)

U.

0.877

~iU)

0.8::>9 ( 2. 22)

TABLE 3
Energy dependence of chambers A, B, C (NE mode1 2532/3, superficial
type) and D (NE 2505/3, thimble type)for gamma radiation
Source
60

Co
137
Cs

Chamber
A

B

c

D

1

1

1

1

1

0.995

0.988

l. 005

TABLE 4
Ca1ibration factors of chambers A, B, P
and E (extrapolation
chamber PTW model 23391) for beta radiation of 90sr + 90y

Chamber
Calibration Factor
cGy.su-1

A

B

p

E

0.835

0. 728

0.663

0.748
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INTRODUCTION
The characteristics of CR-39 detectors have been
investigated intensively during the last years in many
laboratories. The enlargement of tracks by
electrochemical etching made counting easier but, on the
other hand, complicated the etching process. For routine
application of CR-39 in neutron personal dosimetry
neither etching nor reading should be complicated or
time consuming.
Recently NE-Technology (formerly: Vinten) introduced an
automatic reader for chemically etched CR-39 detectors.
Along with this reader a new CR-39 Material, PN3, was
made available. This system would allow for a routine
application of CR-39.
The characteristics of PN3 detectors and possible batch
constructions were investigated.
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS
Detector material
The CR-39 material which we used was PN3 from NETechnology, England. The detectors were 1,5 mm thick and
20 mm x 25 mm in size. All detectors were cut and coded
by the supplier.
Etching conditions
The detectors were chemically etched using a twostep technic. This etching procedure is the standard
procedure recommended by the manufacture [1). During the
first step, the pre-etch step, the detectors were
immersed in a 60% methanol and 40% 6.25 N NaOH solution
at 7o·c for one hour. Under these conditions the bulk
etching velocity is equal to the track etch velocity and
therefore the surface of the detector is polished
without etching the tracks in this surface layer [1).
About 30 ~m of each detector surface is removed by this
step.
During the second step the detectors are immersed in
6.25 N NaOH solution at 7o·c for six hours.
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Counting system
Since the automatic reader of NE Technology was
available as a prototype instrument only, most detectors
were counted with the Quantirnet 920 in connection with
an optical microscope under the magnification of 32x.
For each detector 200 fields of view with the field size
of 250 ~rn x 250 ~rn each were analysed. The total
analysed area was 1/8 crn 2 • Tracks with a diameter
smaller than 2,7 ~rn were discriminated.

ENERGY RESPONSE

Response to thermal neutrons
For thermal neutron irradiation a polyethylen
moderated Am-Be source was used. For the detection of
thermal neutrons the Li-6(n,a)H-3 reaction was applied.
The resulting a-particles have an energy of 2,04 MeV
which corresponds to a range of about 10 ~rn in CR-39
[2]. Because of this short range, the a-particles do not
penetrate the pre-etch layer and are therefore not
detectable. The tritium particles of the same reaction
have an energy of 2,74 MeV what results in a range of
about 60 ~rn in CR-39 [3]. Therefore the H-3 particles
are detectable.
For the irradiation with thermal neutrons we placed TLD700 (LiF) on the detector surface. The response was
found to be about 100 times as high as for bare Cf.
Response to Cf-252 and Am-Be neutron fields
Since over a wide range of neutron energies the elastic
scattering on protons is the dominating reaction for the
poduction of detectable particles, a radiator with a
high hydrogen content is used to increase the response
of the detector. As mentioned above, a 30 ~ layer is
removed during the pre-etch step. Since this thickness
corresponds to the range of about 1,2 MeV protons [2],
this pre-etch layer serves as an effective radiator for
neutrons with energies below about 1,2 MeV. If the
neutron energy exceeds this value the response can be
increased by an external radiator.
To test this effect, the detector was divided in two
different fields. One field was covered by 3 rnrn of
polyethylen. The second had to be covered by a material
with a low overall cross section for neutrons. For this
purpose aluminium was chosen. Figure 1 shows the
radiator stack that was applied during the irradiations.
This stack was irradiated with bare Cf and Am-Be
neutrons. The frontside of the detector, this is the
side that is analysed later by track counting, faced the
source. The stack was mounted on a 15 ern thick 30 ern x
30 ern plexiglass slab phantom. Table 1 shows the results
of this experiment.
The ratio of the responses of the aluminium covered
detector field to the polyethylen covered detector field
for the Am-Be irradiaton is lower compared to the Cf
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irradiation. This shows that this ratio can serve as a
rough figure for spectrometric information.
If the main dose contribution derives from neutrons with
energies up to 1,2 MeV this ratio should be close to 1.
If the percentage of higher energy neutrons increases,
the ratio decreases.
Table 1: Response for Various Neutron Energies
Neutron
field

Radiator

Thermal

Li-6 (TLD-100)

Bare Cf

Response
[Tracks * cm- 2

±
*

31500

±

7040

3 mm polyethylen

250

±

61

Bare Cf

2 mm Al

164

±

46

Am-Be

3 mm polyethylen

295

±

57

Am-Be

2 mm Al

117

±

32

50 MeV

air

165

±

20

50 MeV

3 em plexiglass

179

±

45

70 MeV

air

160

±

23

70 MeV

3 em plexiglass

167

±

25

SD
msv- 1 ]

In order to look at the effect of the wearing direction
of the dosemeter, we turned the radiator stack by 180.
towards the phantom. Now the front side of the detector
faced the phantom. As expected, both fields showed a
similar response, since in this case the 1,5 mm thick
detector serves as a radiator. The overall response
(210 ± 31 tracks * cm- 2 * msv- 1 ) decreased because the
relative hydrogen content of CR-39 (48.6 %) is lower
than that for polyethylen (66.6 %) .
In order to be able to receive some spectrometric
information from the comparision of the two fields, the
dosemeter should be worn in the proper direction.
Response to So MeV and 70 MeV Neutrons
Different CR-39 materials, including PN3 were
irradiated with 50 MeV and 70 MeV neutrons at the Paul
Scherrer Institute. For a more detailed describtion of
the experiment and the results see ref. [4]. For the
irradiation one detector was placed in front of a 3 em
plexiglass slab and a stack of 5 detectors was fixed
behind the slab. The results show that the plexiglass
had practically no influence on the response of the
detectors. The results are also shown in Table 1. In
general the sensitivity is about 2/3 of that for bare
Cf.
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Fig. 1: Detector stack

3mm

CR-39 Detector
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APPLICATION IN ROUTINE DOSIMETRY

For routine application a first reading could be
restricted to the fields covered by polyethylen and Li6. The reading of the field behind aluminium is thought
to be applied for detectors only which show a dose above
a certain investigation level.
The feasibility of the system is being investigated in
an extended field test in accelerator and reactor
environments.
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DEVELOPMENT OF REAL TIME PERSONAL NEUTRON
DOSIMETER WITH TWO SILICON DETECfORS

T. Nakamura, N. Tsujimura
Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku University
Aoba, Aramaki, Aoba-ku, Sendai 980, Japan
T. Yamano
Tokyo Factory, Fuji Electric Co. Ltd.
Fuji-cl10 l, Hino, Tokyo 191, Japan

ABSTRACf
y.te d~veloped a real time personal neutron dosimeter by using two types of silicon
p-n JunctiOn detectors, 11Jermal neutron sensor and fast neutron sensor. The fuennal
neutron sensor which is lOB doped n-type silicon with a polyefuylene radiator mainly
counts neutrons of energy from thermal to l MeV, and the fast neutron sensor which is
p-type silicon with a polyethylene radiator is sensitive to neutrons above l MeV. TI1e
neutron sensitivity measurements revealed that t11e dosimeter has a rather flat response
for dose equivalent from t11ermal to 15 MeV, excluding a drop from 50 keY to l MeV.
In o~der to get t11e conversion factor from counts to dose equivalent as accurately as
posstble, we performed the field test of the dosimeter calibration in several neutrongenerating fields. By introducing the two-group dose estimation method, fuis dosimeter
can give the neutron dose equivalent within about 50% errors.

I. INTRODUCflON

type silicon crystal on which a p+ layer of
elementary boron enriched 94% lOB is deposited in
about l mm thickness and the other type, fast
neutron sensor, is an p-type silicon crystal wit110ut
boron coating. Both crystals are contacted with
0.08 rom thick polyethylene radiators and in some
cases only the thermal neutron sensor is covered
with a polyethylene moderator of 10 mm
thickness. Figure l shows a schematic cross
sectional view of the dosimeter.

The development of personal neutron
dosimeters that indicate the dose equivalent in real
time becomes important with the increased number
of people working in high intensity, high energy
accelerator facilities and nuclear fuel reprocessing
plants. To produce an instrument that is small and
light, and has enough sensitivity to neutrons is a
difficult task.
Recently, two types of direct-reading personal
neutron dosimeters have newly been developed.
One is a bubble-damage polymer detector which
uses tiny. superheated droplets of a detector liquid
uniformly dispersed in a firm elastic polymer
developed separatedly by log et aLl and Apfel et
al.2 The other is a silicon dosimeter developed by
Nakamura et aJ.3 which uses two types of silicon pn junction detectors fabricated by Fuji Electric Co.
Ltd. This dosimeter had low neutron sensitivity
and we furt11er realized the dosimeter of higher
sensitivity by using larger silicon detector of 1 em
x 1em. One type, tltennal neutron sensor, is an n-

II. NEUTRON SENSITIVITY MEASUREMENT

A. Experimental
The neutron detection efficiencies of these
two sensors were measured in the monoenergetic
fast neutron field at t11e Fast Neutron Laboratory
of Tohoku University. Monoenergetic neutrons
of five discrete energies of 200 keY and 550 keY
by tl~e Li(p,n) reaction, 1 MeV by the T(p,n)
reactiOn, 5 MeV by the D(d,n) reaction and 15
MeV by the T(d,n) reaction were produced using
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Polyethylene moderator

B. Results

AI electrode
Polyethylene radiator
ltlo layer (p +)

Figure 2 shows the neutron detection
efficiency of the dosimeter as a function of neutron
energy. The measured results are the sum of the
integrated counts given by the thermal neutron
sensor and the integrated counts of the fast t1eutron
sensor multiplied by a factor of 40, in order to gel
tlte detection efficiency as close as possible to the
fluence-to-dose-equivalent conversion factor given
by ICRP-51 which is drawn in a dotted line. In
Fig. 2, tlte results calculated with the MORSE-CG
code are also shown to compare with the results
measured by the tltermal sensor. Since the recoil
proton pulses from the radiator were not included
in the MORSE calculation, tltis comparison is valid
only in the energy range below I MeV, where it
shows good agreement between experiment and
calculation.

Amorphous Si
n-type Si

AI electrode

Thermal neutron sensor
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Polyethylene radiator
A I electrode
Amorphous Si

This dosimeter which combines two silicon
sensors has neutron sensitivity over a wide energy
range from thermal to 15 MeV and also has good
energy response, excluding a large deviation from
the ICRP-51 response curve in the energy range
from 50 keV to 1 MeV, as seen in Fig. 2.

p-lype Si

p+ layer
AI electrode

Fast neutron sensor
Fig. I Schematic cross sectional view of two
silicon sensors
the Dynamitron accelerator. The dosimeter was
placed in the forward direction to the beam axis.
The neutron fluence incident on the dosimeter was
measured with a 235U fission chamber placed in
front of the dosimeter. Since the 235 U fission
chamber is sensitive to low energy neutrons
scattered from the surronding objects, a hydrogen
proportional counter which was adjusted to count
neutrons above several tens of ke V was also placed
at about 45 deg to the beam axis as a subsidiary
neutron fluence monitor.
The efficiency
measurement of the thermal neutron sensor to
thermal neutrons was done in the experimental
hole of the TRIGA-11 type reactor of Rikkyo
University and in tlte tltermal neutron field leaked
from a graphite pile of Institute of Radiation
Measurements. Thermal neutron fluence incident
on the dosemeter was measured with a gold
activation foil. The dosemeter encapsulated two
silicon sensors was placed in front of a
commercially available ellipsoidal water phantom,
45 em high and 30 em wide. The output pulses
due to alpha particles produced by the JOB(n,a)
reaction and protons recoiled from the elastic
collision in the polyethylene radiator were
measured witlt a multichannel analyser.
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Fig. 2 Comparison of measured and calculated
neutron detection efficiencies of the dosemeter
together with the ICRP-51 fluence-to-dose~
equivalent conversion factor
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R is the correction factor which subtracts the
contribution of fast neutrons above 1 MeV counted
in thermal sensor. From the results of these field
tests, the K1 and R values were found to be fixed
as 2.0 and 0.5, while on tJ1e other hand, K2 had to
be three different values corresponding to the
neutron energy spectra.

III. FIELD TEST OF DOSIMETER RESPONSE
Because of the deviation of the dosimeter
energy response from ICRP-51, it is necessary to
determine the conversion factor from counts to
dose equivalent values to be fitted in various
spectral fields neccesary for neutron monitoring.
For getting this conversion factor, we have been
doing the field test of the dosimeter calibration in
the following typical neutron fields having known
neutron energy spectra; l) moderated 2s2a
neutron source calibration field, 2) a beam
extraction hole of the fast neutron source reactor
of University of Tokyo, 3) labyrinth from the 40
MeV cyclotron room of Tohoku University, 4)
MOX (Mixed Oxide) fuel handling room of Power
Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development
Corporation and so on.

Table l summarizes typical examples. The K2
value becomes smaller with decreasing the mean
neutron energy in the test neutron fields. Figures 3
to 5 show the neutron energy spectra in lethargy
units. The K 2 value of 2.0 in Table 1 corresponds
to the field close to fission neutron spectrum which
is appeared in bare 252Cf neutron source field in
Fig. 34 and in Pu02 -U02 mixed fuel field in Fig.
4.5 1l1e K 2 value of0.075 corresponds to the field
close to liE slowing-down neutron spectra which is
seen in polyethylene-moderated 252Cf neutron
source field in Fig. 3 and at the point 2 in the
entrance of the labyrinth connected to the
accelerator room in Fig. 5,6 and that of 0.015 to
the well-tJ1ermalized neutron field at the point 7
near the exit of labyrinth in Fig. 5. Table I also
gives the ratio of dose equivalent values given by
this dosimeter and tJ10se by the rem counters. By
using the conversion factors of K 1, K 2 and R
shown in Table l, it was revealed that this
dosimeter can give the neutron dose equivalent
within about 50% difference at maximum.

In these field tests, the dosimeter was fixed on
the water phantom faced to the neutron beam
direction. The measured counts were compared
wit11 the dose equivalent values obtained from the
dose equivalent counters (rem counters) of
Studsvik 2202D and Fuji Electric NSN 1 which
were used as neutron dose monitors. Considering
the energy response of the dosimeter shown in Fig.
2, we propose the following two-group dose
estimation method which divides neutrons into two
energy groups of thermal to I MeV and above 1
MeV. 1l1e total neutron dose equivalent H is given
by adding the neutron dose equivalent of energy
higher than l MeV, ~ and that of energy lower
than l MeV, f~. H 1 and H 2 are given by

H 1 = K1 C 1

Hz= K2 (Cz-

IV. CONCLUSION
The characteristics of our newly-developed realtime personal neutron dosimeter based on the
present study can be summarized as follows;
(l) From these field experiments, this dosimeter
will be possible to give the neutron dose equivalent
within about 50% errors in the energy range from
thermal to 15 MeV.

for En ~ l MeV,
R C,) for En ~ 1 MeV,

where C ~> C 2 are tJ1e respective counts measured
with fast sensor and thermal sensor, K" K 2 are the
respective conversion factor in units of J.JSv/count,

Table 1 Summary of field test of dosimeter calibration
Field
252Cf (bare)
PuOz-U02
252Cf (polyethylene)
Labyrinth No. 2
Labyrinth No. 7
t

Mean Neutron Energy
(MeV)
2.11
1.8
1.0
0.026
0.012

Kt

K2

( uSv I count)
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
0.075
2.0
0.075
2.0
2.0
0.015

Ratio 1

l.ll
1.09
1.40
0.71
1.32

Ratio of dose equivalent values given by this dosimeter to those by rem counter
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(2) The dosimeter is insensitive to gamma rays up
to about 100 mSv/h.
(3) The size and weight of the dosimeter is about
100 mm x 60 mm x 20 mm and about 150 g,
respectively, which is small and light enough for
personal dosimeter.
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DETERMINATION OF AMBIENT DOSE EQUIVALENT IN MIXED RADIATION
FIELDS BY MEANS OF RECOMBINATION CHAMBER
Institute of Atomic Energy, Swierk, Poland
(Work partly supported by International Atomic Energy
Agency under Research Contract 6353/RB)
N. Golnik and M. Zielczynski
ABSTRACT
The response of the REM2 recombination chamber to H* (10)
was determined for some photon and neutron radiation fields
(X-rays with effective energy 111 keV, gamma radiation of 137cs
and 60co sources, the radiation of isotopic neutron sources
241Am-Be and 2S2cf, monoenergetic neutrons in energy range from
thermal to 19 MeV). For mixed gamma-neutron radiation with
broad neutron energy spectrum the response of the chamber to
H*(10) is constant within 20%, so the chamber can be used as a
good detector for monitoring of the ambient dose equivalent.
INTRODUCTION
The recombination chamber it is a high-pressure ionization
chamber operated in non-saturated mode. In this mode the
initial
recombination
of
ions
is
significant,
so
the
sensitivity of the chamber depends on LET of incident
radiation and provides information about the quality of this
radiation. Therefore the chamber can be used for determination
of the dose equivalent.
*
Recently, the ambient dose equivalent H (10) is recommended
as an operational radiation protection quantity for external
radiation. The aim of this work was to estimate, whether the
recombination chamber can be used for determination of this
quantity in mixed neutron - gamma fields.
INSTRUMENT
For present investigation the REM2 recombination chamber
was chosen. The chamber was manufactured in Poland by POLON.
Now it is no longer commercially available, but it is still
routinely used in some laboratories over the world for monitoring of the dose equivalent. REM2 is a parallel-plate ionization chamber with 25 tissue-equivalent plates, the volume of
2 dm3, the mass of 6 kg and the effective wall thickness of
about 2 gjcm2. The chamber is filled with methane and nitrogen
(4%) at pressure of about 1 MPa. The chamber was operated in
differential mode [1]. In this mode the collecting voltage in
one half of the chamber is high and the ionization current is
close to saturation. In the second half of the chamber the
collecting voltage has a lower value, specially chosen so that
the ionization current depends on the initial recombination of
ions. The signal from the chamber is equal to the difference
between this two currents and is proportional to the dose
equivalent rate. For the purpose of this work the res~onse of
the chamber was defined as the ratio of the signal to H (10).
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METHOD
Response of the chamber to H*(10)
was experimentally
determined in three photon and two neutron fields: X-rays with
effective energy 111 keV, gamma radiation of 137cs and GOco
sources, the radiation of isotopic neutron sources 241Am-Be and
2S2cf. The radiation fields were established in calibration
room at the Radiation Protection Department of IAE swierk.
Exposure for photons and fluence for neutrons were well
defined
for
all
irradiation
conditions.
Ambient
dose
equivalent for photons was calculated by multiplying the
exposure
with
the
conversion
factors
for
monoenergetic
photons, given in the ICRP Publication 51 [2]. For isotopic
neutron sources the conversion factors given by Bartlett were
used [3].
The current of the ionization chamber was measured with a
Keithley 642 electrometer connected to an automated system for
the experiment control and data acquisition. Response of the
chamber for some monoenergetic neutrons, over a neutron energy
range from thermal to 19 MeV, was estimated on the basis of
experimental results by Hofert and Raffnsoe [ 4]. Since the
results had been expressed by authors in terms of MADE
(according to ICRP 21 [5]), so the recalculation to the H*(10)
was made. The conversion factors given in ICRP Publication 51
[ 2) and spline interpolation between given points were used
for the recalculation.
PHOTON AND NEUTRON RESPONSES
Experimental results for photons and for neutrons from
isotopic sources are given in Table 1. The relative response
quoted in the Table is defined as the ratio of the chamber
response for the radiation considered to the response for
137cs.
TABLE 1. Response of the REM2 recombination chamber to H*(10)
for photons and for isotopic sources of neutrons.
Photon
source
X-rays
137cs
GO co

Neutron
source

241 Am-Be
2s2cf
2s2cf

Correct.
to photon
emission

Effective
energy
Er- (keV)
111
662
1250

no
no
yes

Response
to H*(10)
(JJ.C" sv-1)
10.12
10.2
10.51
10.2
11.0
11.08

Relative
response
R/Rcs
0.992
1.000
1. 03
1.0
1. 08
1. 086

Uncertainties of the relative response values are of about
4% for photons and of about 8% for neutrons. This include the
uncertainties of the exposure or fluence determination and
stochastic uncertainty (expressed as one standard deviation)
of measured ionization currents. Conversion factors are taken
without uncertainties, however it should be noted that for
neutrons this uncertainties may be as great as 10%.
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It can be seen that for photons of energies considered the
differences in responses of the chamber are very small. The
second practically important fact is, that the response for
241Am-Be neutron source is the same as for 137cs photon source.
It was the reason, why the correction of response for photon
emission was not needed in case of 241Am-Be source.
The values of the response for monoenergetic neutrons,
related to the response for 241Am-Be source, are given in
Table 2 and in Fig. 1. As it was mentioned above, the values
were obtained by recalculation of earlier published results
[ 4] . No assessment of uncertainties has been made for this
case; the results are not considered to be unequivocal, but
they can help to asses the applicability of the recombination
chamber as an instrument for the ambient dose equivalent
determination.
TABLE 2. Relative response of the REM2 chamber to H* {10) for
neutrons (recalculated from data given in [4]).
Relative
response
R/RAm-Be

Neutron source
or energy
{MeV)
Thermal

1.15
2.46
1.19
1.19
0.94
1.14
1. 22
0.89
0.53
0.64
1. 096

0.0245
0.1
0.25
0.57
1.0
2.5
5.0
15.5
19.0
252cf

0

~------~

Thermal

~-----L~~JUilL-L~~W--L~~W--LLD
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10 -t

1

10

Neutron energy [MeV]

Fig.1 Relative response of the REM2 chamber to H*{10)
neutron energy (related to 241Am-Be source).
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versus

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
As it was expected from general considerations, only minor
differences in the response of the chamber were found for the
photon radiations investigated. The experimental results are
too poor to exclude that somewhat larger differences may appear for photons of other energies. Even though, this should
not have any significant influence on the determination of
H*(lO) for mixed radiation fields, because the photon contribution to the dose equivalent is usually low.
A serious advantage of the chamber is the almost equal response for gamma radiation and for neutrons of 241Am-Be source.
Therefore, for determination of H*(lO) in mixed neutron-gamma
fields, the chamber may be calibrated either with 241Am-Be
source, or with 137cs source.
There is a number of factors which cause that the sensitivity of the commonly used T. E. chambers is lower for neutrons than for photons. In the REM2 chamber influence of these
factors is compensated by an excess of the hydrogen content in
the filling gas with respect to the T.E.-gas.
The usefulness of the recombination chamber in monitoring
of the H* (10) depends primarily on the neutron energy dependence of the chamber response. Such a dependence for the REM2
chamber is given in Fig.l. It can be seen, that with respect
to calibration with 241Am-Be source, there is an overestimation
of the H*(lO) for neutron energies lower than 5 MeV and
underestimation for higher energies. The overestimation for
lower neutron energies, caused by the excess of hydrogen, does
not exceed 2 0%, except of the 2 4. 5 keV neutrons, where the
relative response of almost 2.5 was observed. We are not able
to find any explanation for so high overestimation at this
neutron energy. With increasing energy of neutrons the effectiveness of the compensation decreases and H* (10) becomes to
be underestimated down to the value of 0. 53 for neutrons of
energy 15.5 MeV. Taking into account the operating principle
of the recombination chamber and the differences of the chamber construction comparing to the ICRU sphere, we expect that
the relative response of the chamber will not decrease more,
even for high energy neutrons. However this prediction needs
further investigations.
For a broad neutron energy spectrum, which is the usual
case in radiation protection practice, one can expect that the
relative response of the chamber is sufficiently constant.
Therefore a large recombination chamber, like the REM2, may be
considered as a good detector of the ambient dose equivalent
of mixed radiation in vicinity of isotopic sources and nuclear
installations.
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Frequency Sweep ESR Spectrometer for Dosimetry and Dating
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For the study of radiation damage in matter, ESR

(Electron Spin

Resonance) is widely used these days and much progress has been achieved
in the method of measuring ESR signals. However. with the standard type
ESR equipment, a large electromagnet and regulated power supply are set
up and quite a large area is required in the laboratory. Therefore, it
is impossible to conduct an experiment on site outside the laboratory
with such a large equipment. For dosimetry with such a large ESR equipment it is required that the samples to be used for ESR-dosimetry have to
be brought back to the laboratory for measurement. In order to facilitate the ESR measurement on site outside the laboratory in nuclear accident or emergency or for the purpose of dating of ancient natural samples
at remote places. we are trying to build an experimental, small-sized
ESR equipment, which is capable of transforming into a battery powered
portable version.
With the first type of portable ESR spectrometer which was developed, the feasibility as a reader of alanine dosimeter was studied.The
developed ESR spectrometer was designed to be small enough that it can
be placed on a two-feet-square desk. however it has the functions of high magnetic field modulation, high frequency modulation. variable amplitude and AFC(Automatic Frequency Control)function in order not to sacrifice sensitivity, stability and reproducibility. The spectrometer has

1~

two main components of a permanent rare-earth metal magnet and resonator
part. and a unit box with a microwave circuit. an AFC circuit.a sweep
controller of magnetic field. an oscilloscope, etc. Sensitivity was improved by using FET (Field Effect Transistor) amplifier in a resonance
detector circuit.
With the second type of portable ESR spectrometer. it is intended
to measure ESR signals of shell goods such as button and human teeth which were irradiated by nuclear radiation accidentally. For this purpose
we are trying to develop ESR equipment using a strong permanent magnet
and microwave modulation. Conventional ESR equipment consists of a system whereby resonance is detected by fixing the microwave frequency and
sweeping the magnetic field. while the equipment we are trying to develop uses the method whereby ESR signal is detected by fixing the magnetic field and sweeping the microwave frequency. The high a-value sample
cavity has been coupled with the low a-value oscillation cavity

through

the iris hole. Voltage impressed to the tuning diode inside the sample
cavity gives shift to the resonance frequency, simultaneously controlling the oscillation frequency. About 100 megaherz frequency sweepings
have been used by giving thaw toothed modulation. Magnetic field has
been fixed to an adequate value by controlling the gap of the permanent
magnet.
At present, the sensitivity of this equipment is too low to be
used for the measurement of low radiation dose range for routine radiation protection purposes. Therefore. it is now intended to develop an
equipment to be used to screen the persons who would have received unusually high dose of radiation accidentally in case of nuclear accident
or emergency. In such cases. ordinary dosimeter designed for measurement
of low dose of radiation for routine radiation protection purposes may
not be usable. Under such emergency cases. ESR equipment must be brought
as close to the site of accident as possible, in order to facilitate the
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prompt screening of the persons who are exposed to unusually high dose
of radiation, using ESR signals of shell button, sugar coating of the
medicine carried by the person or human teeth if available. We are now
trying to improve the sensitivity and reproducibility of this type of
portable equipment.
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KERLINS vs BNFL

A CLAIM FOR DAMAGE TO PROPERTY BY RADIOACTIVITY
S R Jones and J A Coote

British Nuclear Fuels plc,
Sellafield, Seascale, Cumbria, UK.
A J Shuttleworth

British N11clear Fuels plc,
Risley, Warrington, Cheshire, UK.
ABSTRACT
A case heard in the High Court, London in 1989 tested the prov~s~on for
strict liability imposed by the Nuclear Installations Act 1965, in respect
of damage caused by radioactivity emanating from a nuclear licensed site.
Plaintiffs were Mr and Mrs Merlin of Moutain Ash, Ravenglass, Cumbria;
defendants were British Nuclear Fuels plc, nuclear site licensees for the
Sellafield reprocessing plant.
Both_ sides agreed that housedust in the property contained about
1
350 Bq kg
actinides, attributable to discharges from the Sellafield
plant; assessments of consequent dose and risk to the occupants diverged
considerably.
The judge concluded that, since physical damage to the property had not
occurred, the claim, made pursuant to the provisions of the Nuclear
Installations Act 1965, must fail.
Moreover, he indicated a strong
preference for the defenda~s assessment of resulting dose and risk, at no
mo~g than about 100 ~Sv yr
(effective dose equivalent) or a risk of about
10
per year.
LEGISLATIVE BACKGROUND
In the United Kingdom, the Nuclear Installations Act 1965 is the
primary legal instrument for regulating the operation of large nuclear
installations.
In addition to defining the regulatory framework, it also
places a strict liability on the site licensee for any damage caused by
nuclear matter (ie radioactive materials) handled on the site.
This strict liability had been tested in civil proceedings relating to
damage to the health of employees (cancer cases), but prior to 1989 there
had been no test of this provision in respect of off-site effects.
THE CLAIM
The plaintiffs in this case had lived in the village of Ravenglass,
about 15 km south of the Sellafield nuclear fuel reprocessing site, since
the early 1970s. Their house immediately overlooked the Ravenglass estuary,
the sediments of which contained enhanced levels of fission products and
actinides as a consequence of discharges from the Sellafield plant.
On two occasions, once in the late 1970s and subsequently in the early
1980s,
the plaintiffs had samples of their housedust analysed for
radioactivity.
These
measurements
clearly
showed
the
presence
of
radionuclides emanating from Sellafield, including the act~~ides plutonium
and americium at combined concentrations of around 350 Bq kg .
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The plaintiffs expressed concern at these findings and decided to move
from the village. They found their house difficult to sell and it did not
realise the price they expected; the situation was complicated by the
screening of a television documentary which raised a number of concerns
regarding emissions from Sellafield, and which featured the plaintiffs and
the issue of radioactivity in their housedust.
The plaintiffs then embarked on proceedings in the civil courts, citing
the levels of radioactivity in their house and its alleged low value on the
market as justification for a claim of damage to property under the absolute
liability provision of the Nuclear Installations Act 1965.
The defendants conceded that concentrations of radionuclides in the
housedust were at the levels pleaded by the plaintiffs, and that the fission
product and actinide component resulted almost wholly from discharges from
the Sellafield plant. They however contended that the property had not been
damaged, nor had there been a significant risk to the health of the
occupants. Surveys of radioactivity in housedust in the area, together with
assessments of resulting doses
(1,2) were cited;
these showed that
radionuclide concentrations in the plaintiffs property were at the high end
of, but within, the range for other properties in the area.
The case was heard in the High Court in London during the autumn and
early winter of 1989, taking some three months.
COURT EVIDENCE AND ARGUMENTS
The case involved argument
radiological protection science.

both

about

points

of

law

and

about

In regard to the law, the plaintiffs argued that any contamination of
their property amounted to damage, that due to the contamination the
premises ceased to be of any use or value as a home, and/or that they were
obliged to sell the property at an under-value.
In the alternative, they
argued that there was
a
significant risk to health presented by
radioactivity in the housedust and the property must thereby be damaged.
The defendants contended that loss of value by itself was as pure economic
loss not actionable; that no demonstrable physical damage to property had
occurred and that there was therefore no basis for a claims.
In the
alternative, they contended that the risk to health from radioactivity in
the house was so low as to be insignificant.
Much of the court's time was taken by considering the arguments
regarding health risks.
Experts for the plaintiffs and defendants had
assessed the likely radiation doses and consequent risks to the occupants of
the property; these assessments were a long way apart.
-1
The plaintiffs suggested that doses as high as 10-20 mSv y
to the
lung could result, leading to a doubling of the lung cancer risk for a
non-smoker spending a lifetime in the property; the defendants concluded
that lung do~r would not be the limiting factor, that doses were likely to
be 0.1 mSv y
(effective dose eq~ivalent) at most; and that lifetime risks
were unlikely to exceed 1 in 10 .
The only area of agreement was that
intake of actinides, by inhalation or ingestion, was the most significant
factor.
The technical arguments were structured by considering separately the
intake of radionuclides; estimation of doses to organs and effective dose
equivalent; and estimation of consequent risks.
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The defendants estimates of intake rested on a simp_lf model which
supposed that the air in the house might contain 100 J.Lg m
of sus:e1nded
housedust and that a person might inadvertently ingest 100 mg d
of
housedust.
These figures emerged as reasonable from the earlier mentioned
studies (1,2) and from other literature (eg 3,4). The plaintiffs adopted a
quite different approach but their assumptions on intake were shown to
depend on the dust suspended in air consisting almost entirely of fine
estuarine sediment, with a specific activity many times that of_~ousedust,
and at a mass loading substantially in excess of 100 J.Lg m .
These
assumptions produced erroneously high values for the activity concentration
in air fur houses in which both housedust aclivilies and air concenlralium;
had been measured (1, 2); moreover studies specially commissioned -~ the
defendants ( 5) provided support for the loading figure of 100 J.Lg m , and
showed that even the finest component of housedust (<1. 5 J.Lm AMAD) had a
specific activity only twice that of the bulk sample.
For dosimetric calculations, the defendant's experts depended on
standard dosimetric models (6,7).
By contrast, the plaintiff's expert
focused on the estimation of doses to lung.
In particular, the plaintiffs
expert argued that the current ICRP lung model is inadequate, particularly
for alpha emitters, in that it calculates dose to the lung as a whole; since
(it was argued) the bronchial epithelium, and in particular the epithelium
at bronchial bifurcations, is the tissue in which lung cancers arise then
the dose to this component must be estimated specifically.
Much debate
centred on this point, and the defendants commissioned an expert's report
from the Task Group on Lung Dynamics, which has recently proposed a revised
lung model to ICRP (8). The defendants conceded that the present lung model
is too simple, but noted that much of the dose in their expert's
calculations resulted from transfer of actinides out of the lung since class
W behaviour (most conservative in ICRP 30 dosimetry) had been assumed.
Moreover several aspects the plaintiff's non-standard estimate of dose to
the bronchial epithelium were questioned and compared unfavourably with
calculations carried out by the Task Group.
In assessing risks, the plaintiff's expert took their estimate of
radiation dose to lung and derived a dose/risks relationship largely from a
single study of Swedish iron ore miners (9), claimed to be more complete in
terms of follow-up than other studies.
By contrast, the defendants experts took their lower estimates of dose
(including dose
to
organs other
than
lung)
and derived
dose/risk
relationships from the usual, much wider, range of epidemiological studies
(eg 11,12).
THE JUDGEMENT
On the points of law, the judge concluded that the strict liability
provisions of the Nuclear Installations Act apply only to personal injury or
to physical damage to tangible property; they do not apply to economic loss
or to the imposition of a risk to health, that is an enhanced probability of
future personal injury.
On that bas is alone the judge concluded that he
must find for the defendants.
However, lest his judgement on law should be reversed on appeal he gave
an assessment of both the magnitude of damages, which he concluded to be
substantially less than the plaintiffs claimed, and the scientific evidence.
He concluded that the defendant's assessments of dose and risk were to be
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much preferred and that the plaintiffs had failed to establish that the risk
to health was anything other than trivial.
The plaintiffs did not appeal against the judgement.
CONCLUSION
It is impossible in a short paper to describe adequately the complex
technical arguments in this case.
It seems, on the face of it, incredible
that a radiological assessment of the significance to be attached to two
measurements of radioactivity in housedust could occupy two months in a
court of law.
One of the reasons is that apparently simple assessments of this type
are underpinned by an extensive structure of assumptions and models dealing
with methods of assessing intake, dosimetry, and dose/risk relationships.
Experts from both sides would agree that the examination of scientific
evidence was thorough and thought-provoking.
In this case conventional radiological protection m~thodology carried
the
day,
but
significant
questions
were
only partially
answered,
particularly in regard to the details of lung dosimetry and lung cancer
aetiology.
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M. CHRISTIAN BAT AILLE
LA GESTION DES DECHETS NUCLEAIRES A HAUTE ACTIVITE
LES RESPONSABLES POLITIQUES FACE AUX RISQUES DES RA YONNEMENTS
JONISANTS

L'etude des effets des rayonnements ionisants sur les etres vivants a
commence il y a pres d'un siecle et les premieres normes internationales en ce
domaine ont ere edictees il y a plus de 60 ans.
Il ne s'agit done pas d'un probleme nouveau. Malgre tout, les responsables
politiques qui sont en permanence en contact avec la population constatent
regulierement que la perception de ces risques par le public repose toujours en
grande partie sur des elements irrationnels.
Alors que le monde moderne vit de plus en plus au milieu des
rayonnements ionisants, de la production d'energie nucleaire, de la medecine ou de
l'industrie, il apparait toujours aussi difficile de communiquer sur ces sujets.
Or, les responsables politiques ont de plus en plus souvent a prendre des
decisions, ou parfois a supporter les consequences de decisions, que le public
considere, a tort ou a raison, comme susceptibles d'entrainer des risques lies aux
rayonnements ionisants.
II faut d'ailleurs remarquer que cette situation n'est pas propre au
nucleaire. Sur de nombreux points, nos societes contemporaines pourtant
largement impregnees par la science et la technique apparaissent a beaucoup de
nos concitoyens comme moins sures que les societes traditionnelles oil les risques
objectifs etaient pourtant plus nombreul' et plus graves.
L'evolution des sciences et des techniques n'a pas comme on l'esperait
encore dans les premieres annees de ce siecle, rendu le monde plus intelligible et
moins inquietant ala majorite des hommes.
Il existe meme dans nos societes une etrange dissymetrie entre les dangers
reels et la perception des risques pour la population.
Ce qui inquiete nos concitoyens, ce ne sont pas les accidents de voiture ou
les maladies liees a l'alcoolisme ou au tabagisme qui font cependant des dizaines de
milliers de morts chaque annee, mais plutot des menaces imprecises et mal
identifiees liees a des techniques dont ils ne comprennent pas bien les tenants et les
aboutissants.
Il y a des discours que la societe est prete a entendre et d'autres pas.
Si nous nions - lors de la prise de decisions politiques - tous les aspects
irrationnels qui declanchent ces peurs et ces rejets, les reactions de nos mandants
nous obligent alors sou vent a reviser brutalement nos positions anterieures.
II faut bien admettre que, dans !'ensemble, de ces peurs et de ces rejets les
risques lies ala radioactivite tiennent une place a part quels que soient les efforts
que deploient les autorites pour tenter de banaliser le nucleaire.
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Dans un pays qui, comme Ia France, a relativement bien accepte le
developpement d'un programme nucleaire ambitieux, il est assez curieux de
constater que tout ce qui concerne les rayonnements ionisants continue a susciter
une inquietude tout a fait particuliere bien souvent totalement irreductible aux
arguments et aux demonstrations des specialistes et des experts.
Cela tient peut-etre aux caracteres specifiques des rayonnements
ionisants impossibles a voir et meme a detecter avec des moyens ordinaires.
L'utilisation militaire de l'atome n'est certainement pas non plus
etrangere a cette defiance envers des techniques qui peuvent aussi servir a des
destructions massives.
Nous avons ete, en France, confrontes il y a quelques mois a une reaction
de rejet de la population qui a d'autant plus surpris qu'elle n'etait pas conforme a
l'attitude que nos concitoyens avaient en general adoptee jusque Ia, face au
nucleaire.
Alors que le programme nucleaire fran~<ais s'etait developpe pratiquement
sans opposition, les tentatives d'implantation des laboratoires sou terrains destines
a etudier le comportement des dechets nucleaires a haute activite en couches
geologiques profondes ont ete violemment contestes par une importante partie de
Ia population.
Malgre de notables efforts de communication, ni les experts scientifiques,
niles dirigeants des organismes charges de Ia gestion des dechets nucleaires n'ont
reussi a convaincre les populations concernees du peu de dangers objectifs que
presenterait l'enfouissement des dechets nucleaires et le gouvernement a du se
resoudre a suspendre les travaux de rech~rche.
Les responsables politiques fran~<ais se sont done retrouves tout a coup
confrontes, sans y etre veritablement prepares, aux problemes poses par la
perception des risques des rayonnements par le public.
Or, ces problemes posent un veritable dilemne a ceux qui sont en charge de
la conduite des affaires de l'Etat:
- faut-il tenir compte des craintes, meme irrationnelles de la population?
- ou faut-il au contraire privilegier la poursuite du developpement de
l'industrie nucleaire?
Meme si elles ne sont pas toujours scientifiquementjustifiees, les craintes
de la population face aux risques des rayonnements soot un fait qui s'imposera de
plus en plus aux responsables politiques d'autant que les experts soot pour le
moment incapables de fournir une explication simple et rassurante sur les effets
stochastiques des faibles doses de radioactivite.
Quelle serait en effet la responsabilite des gouvernants s'il s'averait un
jour que les faibles doses de rayonnement qu'ils ont autorise avaient des effets
pathogenes irreversibles?
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Mais d'un cote, il faut bien, a partir du moment ou l'on accepte le recours a
l'energie nucleaire, tolerer certains rejets radioactifs dans l'environnement.
Les responsables politiques doivent done en permanence arbitrer entre ces
deux contraintes tout en s'efTorc;ant d'ameliorer !'information du public.
Place dans une situation de blocage pour lesquels les mecanismes
habituels de negociations se revelaient inoperants, le Gouvernement a alors
exprime le souhait que l'Office parlementaire d'evaluation, organisme qui depend
uniquement du Parlement, procede a une etude et recherche les solutions
susceptibles de permettre la reprise du dialogue avec les populations concernees.
Au cours de cette enquete qui a dure sept mois, toutes les opinions ant ete
entendues sans exclusive et sans limitation.
Il ne s'agissait pas pour le rapporteur de l'Office de tenter de refaire les
multiples travaux scientifiques existants mais plut6t d'essayer de comprendre
pourquoi la peur de la radioactivite pouvait conduire au rejet d'un projet presente
comme sur par pratiquement taus les experts.
Il est tres rapidement apparu qu'une des causes de cette attitude negative
tenait a !'ignorance dans laquelle on avait tenu nos concitoyens vis-a-vis des
problemes de radioprotection.
Je connais bien les efforts que des organismes comme l'Asociation
Internationale de radioprotection ou comme la Societe franc;aise de radioprotection
font depuis plusieurs decennies pour informer le public sur les notions de base de la
protection contre les rayonnements ionisants mais les contacts que j'ai pu a voir sur
le terrain m'ont demontre que l'informati_on en general ne passait pas.
Selon moi, cet echec ne doit pas etre impute aux specialistes, qui un peu
partout dans le monde font correctement leur travail, mais aux responsables
politiques qui n'ont pas pris les dispositions necessaires pour que !'information sur
la radioactivite puisse efTectivement atteindre le grand public et etre acceptee par
lui.
Pour qu'une information passe dans une population, il faut en efTet que
celle-ci soit a pte ala recevoir et qu'elle ait con fiance dans ceux qui la delivrent.
Comme le notait l'Academie des sciences franc;aise : "De taus les agents
potentiellement toxiques de notre environnement,les rayonnements ionisants sont
sans doute ceux dont les efTets sont les mieux connus et qui font l'objet du plus
grand nombre de travaux experimentaux et d'enquetes epidemiologiques".
Cela est parfaitement exact mais il n'en demeure pas mains que la
perception des risques eventuels pour la population ne correspond pas aux
messages que les autorites et les experts souhaitaient faire passer.
La premiere raison tient certainement a l'insuffisance de la formation
initiale des individus sur tout ce qui concerne Ia radioactivite. Alors que nous
vivons et que nous vivrons dans un monde de plus en plus nuclearise, la majorite
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d'entre nous ignore jusqu'aux bases memes de la radioactivite, d'ou une exclusion
de fait des de bats et un rejet en bloc des arguments des experts.
Un sondage effectue en France il y a quelques annees a d'ailleurs montre
que !'inquietude vis-a-vis du nucleaire diminuait a mesure que l'on se rapprochait
d'une installation nucleaire, certainement parce que les habitants sont alors mieux
informes de la realite des risques.
La deuxieme raison qui est peut-etre en grande partie specifique a la
France c'est que toutes les questions qui concernent les risques des rayonnements
ionisants n'ont pas ete traitees avec suffisamment de transparence et de
democratie.
Les questions ant longtemps ete considerees comme un probleme
purement technique qui devait done etre traite entre specialistes dans la
discretion, voire la dissimulation.
Les faits ont montre que c'etait une erreur et qu'elles etaient devenues en
peu de temps un probleme de societe.
Tres frequemment desormais, en France et dans les autres pays
economiquement developpes, des choix que l'on considerait d'ordre technique
donnent tout a coup naissance a des con traverses d'ampleur nation ale.
Les administrations en charge du dossier constatent souvent avec retard
que certains problemes ne peuvent etre resolus par la seule approche technique et
qu'il faut solliciter le niveau institutionnel et politique pour prendre position, ou au
besoin pour arbitrer.
Dans les democraties modernel), certaines dispositions contraignantes ne
peuvent etre imposees, s'il n'existe pas de consensus, qu'apres un large debat oil
taus les interets, toutes les opinions ont pu se faire entendre.
Cela ne veut pas dire que les scientifiques et les techniciens, tous ceux qui
savent doivent etre ecartes du debat mais simplement que d'autres arguments que
les leurs doivent aussi se faire entendre.
Le debat entre hommes de science ne peut prendre en compte que des
analyses rationnelles construites a partir de faits prouves. En sont done exclus les
risques hypothetiques ou non demontrables, les peurs irrationnelles, et meme
l'ethique et la morale.
Le monde change, le citoyen ne reste plus passif devant les choix faits par
d'autres qu'on voudrait lui imposer. S'il est mal informe des enjeux veri tables, il se
refugie dans une opposition aveugle et sou vent violente.
Parmi les problemes de civilisation qui vont se poser de fac;on cruciale
dans les annees qui viennent, le nucleaire tiendra certainement la premiere place.
Le mystere qui entoure encore cette forme d'energie mais aussi le gout du
secret qui a ete cultive pendant trap longtemps par ses responsables font
qu'aujourd'hui la France, apres la plupart des autres pays developpes, risque de se
trouver dans une impasse.
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II n'y aura pas de poursuite du programme nucleaire sans une tres large
acceptation de la population.
En conclusion, je reprendrai les observations que j'ai presentees au
Parlement fran~;ais dans mon rapport sur les dechets nucleaires a haute activite.
Responsabilite, transparence et democratic sont les mots qui doivent
desormais guider notre demarche pour tout ce qui concerne la radioactivite et en
particulier dans le domaine de la radioprotection.
HESPONSABILITE : car les responsables politiques doivent reellement
s'impliquer dans ces questions qu'ils avaient par trop tendance a abandonner aux
specialistes. Ces derniers bien entendu doivent pouvoir continuer a determiner
librement les criteres scientifiques de la protection des populations et de
l'environnement mais c'est aux hommes politiques de fixer les regles qui
separeront clairement ce qui est interdit de ce qui peut etre tolere.

Une politique de radioprotection doit s'appuyer sur des donnees
techniquement et scientifiquement fiables et rigoureuses mais elle doit aussi
s'attacher a ne mettre en oeuvre que des solutions socialement et politiquement
acceptees.
TRANSPARENCE: les annees 90 doivent marquer la fin de la culture du
secret en matiere nucleaire, les origines militaires de cette industrie expliquent
peut-etre cette persistance aga~;ante d'une culture du secret qui ne se justifie plus
quand la quasi totalite des habitants du pays developpe heneficie deja de l'energie
nucleaire. Nous avons besoin desormais d'une approche transparente.
DEMOCRATIE: car jusqu'alors une methode autoritaire et administrative
a souvent prevalu. Elle a pu correspondre au debut du developpement de l'energie
nucleaire. Sans remettre en doute la capacite des chercheurs et techniciens, elle a
com porte le risque de ceder a un vertige technologique et scientiste. Aujourd'hui les
choses sont differentes, le public exige des informations et demande a contribuer
aux decisions. 11 FAUT DONC DESORMAIS EMPRUNTER UN CHEMIN
DIFFERENT faisant appel aux ressources de Ia democratic et de !'information. A
cette forme sophistiquee de production d'energie qu'est le nucleaire doit
correspondre un processus ouvert de decision.

L'avenir de l'energie nucleaire depend de notre capacite a developper la
Democratic.
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Information for the public on nuclear safety in the
European Community: Regulations and Practices
H. ERISKAT - D. TEUNEN
Commission of the European Communities
DG XI-A-1 Radiation Protection
La Commission Europeenne est active dans le domaine de I • information en
radioprotection pour le public:
par un instrument legal, contraignant pour les Etats Membres,
c'est a dire Ia directive information en cas d'une urgence
radiologique (89/618/EUR),
par des actions de support, comme des videos, brochures, etc.

* * *
This paper describes the work of the Commission of the European
Communities in training and information in radiation protection.
The radiation protection has a long European pedigree.
In 1957 the Euratom Treaty established the European Atomic Energy
Community, and one of the principal tasks attributed to the Community
in the field of radiation protection was the preparation of uniform
safety standards for protection of the population and of workers, and
the monitoring of their application.
Training and information have remained and wi II continue to remain an
integral component of the Standards. This Community precedent has led
to radiation protection being taken as a model in other sectors.
Since 1975 the Commission has also organized conferences on training
and information, attended by radiation protection specialists, and by
representatives of the competent authorities and of the trade unions.
At the same time opinion pol Is on the risk perception by the population
on the degree of satisfaction with information on radiation protection
was performed in 1988 and 1989.
These consultations resulted in several support actions, such as the
informative booklet "Radiation and You", videotapes, etc.
The Commission's action as regards public information is I ikewise based
on the Euratom Treaty and on a legal instrument, responsibi I ity for the
matter having been conferred on the Commission by the Counci I Directive
of 27 November 1989 on informing the general public about health
protection measures to be applied and steps to be taken in the event of
a radiological emergency (89/618/EUR). This directive seeks to define
common objectives for informing the general public about health
protection measures to be applied and steps to be taken in the event of
a radiological emergency, and is partially based on the experience
gained by the Commission with the so-cal led Seveso directive of 24 June
1982 on the major accident hazards of certain industrial activities
(82/501/EEC). The dead! ine for implementing was 27 November 1991.
This public information obi igation is specified in articles 5 and 6 of
this Directive.
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Article 5.1 reads,
Member States shall ensure that the population 1 il<ely to be
affected in the event of a radiological emergency is given
information about the health-protection measures applicable to
it and about the action it should tal<e in the event of such an
emergency.
The purpose of this prov1s1on is clearly not to define the geographical
areas concerned, but to ensure that information is provided only if the
authorities can assure the population that adequate measures have been
planned. The population should be informed only if it is covered by an
intervention plan.
Article 6 reads:

Member States shall ensure that, when a radiological emergency
occurs, the population actually affected is informed without delay
of the facts of the emergency, of the steps to be tal<en and, as
appropriate to the case in point, and of the health-protection
measures applicable to it.
In the event of a real radiological emergency, information must be
provided systematically, rapidly and openly in order to encourage
the population actually affected to adopt the appropriate
behaviour. This cannot be achieved without obtaining the
confidence of the population.
As laid down in Article 6(1), the information must be provided
without delay, since lacl< of information and ignorance of the facts
may produce anxiety and unforeseeable reactions on the part of the
genera I pub I i c. The Member States can therefore, if appropriate,
begin informing the population at the pre-alarm phase.
The most direct sources of information should be used (national,
regional and local press and radio, television, direct answers by
telephone and, if appropriate, computerized magazines such as
teletexts).
Every step should be tal<en to ensure that sources of information
are not giving contradictory information, e.g. by creating or
appointing a national information dissemination agency with a
coordinating function.
Overview of the implementation of the Directive 89/618/EURATOM.
Here we summarize, as an example, the situation in some E.C. countries:
Federal Republic of Germany

The legislation on planning for emergencies states that the Lander are
respons i b Ie for estab I ish i ng emergency pI ans. In 1975 (an updated
version appeared in 1988) they negotiated with the Federal Government
the "framework recommendations for contingency planning in the
neighbourhood of nuclear instal lations", which set out the criteria to
be met by emergency plans, as wei I as the warnings and information to
be given to the public in the event of an accident.
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Belgium:
The province governors are the competent authorities in the event of
emergencies.
A national emergency plan which has been adopted on ........ serves as a
model for the various existing provincial emergency plans. Since the
national emergency plan has been published, the population is able to
familiarize itself with the broad outlines of the emergency plan.The
national plan provides for both prior information and information in
the event of an accident.

France:
Article 5 <prior information)
Information brochures have been distributed in the region of the 25
nuclear sites. The authorities think that this information campaign
should be repeated every five years in view of the mobi I ity of the
population.
Since 6 May 1988 alI the intervention plans specific to given
installations are available for consultation at
the relevant
Prefectures and town hal Is. Information in schools in certain regions
of France with nuclear installations can constitute an example of prior
information, since the process must start with the very youngest
children.
Article 6 (information in the event of an emergency)
By virtue of a decree adopted in mid-May 1990, the authorities can use
the radio stations on the basis of agreements concluded with them.
A nuclear event scale has been adopted to facilitate relations with the
media. It applied to power plants and has been extended to other fuelcycle instal lations.

Ireland:
A non-regulatory, administrative emergency plan has been drawn up
setting out the responsibilities of each ministry. This wi I I be
published and made available to the public.
In the event of an accident, an inter-ministerial expert committee
would be convened to draw up communiques to the Government on the
question of information.

Portugal:
The Emergency plan is the responsibility of the National Service for
Civil Protection. Public information is the responsibility of the
Committee on Protection against ionizing Radiation and the regional
health authorities.
The Ministry of Environment
transfrontier emergencies.

is
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responsible

for

information

on

United Kingdom:

The Department of the Environment is responsible for emergency measures
in the event of an accident outside British territory, while the
Department of Energy is the responsible body in the event of an
accident occuring on British territory.
Conclusions
From this brief overview it can be concluded that:
in the majority of Member States specific regulations are being
drafted governing information for the public on radiation
protection; this should result in a better coordination between
national and local authorities involved;
the communication technology necessary for achieving the aims of
the Directive has to be established or developed;
a suitable terminology has to be developed to ensure both
transparency of information and an understanding of the various
levels of risk, without over-dramatizing the situation.
The initiatives a I ready taken inc Iuded such appropriate measures as
agreements with the media, the establishment of a nuclear event scale
and the publication of emergency plans.

Ref:

Council Directive of 27 November 1989 on informing the
general public about health protection measures to be
app I i ed and steps to be taken in the event of a
radiological emergency (89/618/EUR).
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L'integration des valeurs sociales et ethiques
dans Ia gestion du risque radiologique

Theme n° 2: La perception des risques des rayonnements
Presentation : orale

Les modalites de gestion du risque radiologique a une epoque donnee traduisent ala fois l'etat
des connaissances sur les effets des rayonnements mais egalement les idees dominantes
concernant la perception et les pratiques sociales en matiere de contr6le des risques en general.
Ainsi, apres avoir ete domine pendant plusieurs decennies par le modele du seuil, une
evolution profonde s'est operee avec I' adoption du paradigme de I' optimum ala fin des annees
soixante-dix. Les developpements les plus recents montrent cependant la necessite de depasser
le strict plan de la rationalite econornique pour inscrire la gestion du risque radiologique dans le
cadre plus large de l'acceptabilite sociale des risques industriels et technologiques.
De ce point de vue, !'experience montre qu'au-dela d'une reelle complexite, les phenomenes
d'aversion au risque, ainsi que les attitudes sociales face au temps et a l'equite se retrouvent
dans de nombreuses situations auxquelles les responsables de la radioprotection doivent faire
face. Bien qu'il apparaisse indispensable de traduire en termes pratiques ces facteurs, ace jour,
les tentatives d'integration dans la gestion du risque radiologique restent limitees et peu
probantes.
L'objectif de la communication est de proposer une demarche, pour essayer de remedier a cette
situation, qui s'appuie sur les travaux entrepris au CEPN dans le cadre d'un contrat de
recherche supporte par la Commission des Communautes Europeennes (DG XII). Bien
qu'encore parcellaires, les premiers resultats permettent de degager quelques principes
generaux quant a la demarche methodologique. Des exemples relatifs au traitement de
I' aversion et au temps sont presentes atitre d'illustration.
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'AT-A-GLANCE' BROADSHEETS, AN APPROACH TO PUBLIC INFORMATION
M J Gaines
National Radiological Protection Board,
Chilton, Oxfordshire, UK
ABSTRACT
The At-a-Glance series of broadsheets uses illustrations as the main
information carrier but is underpinned by the results of scientific work.
The clarity of the presentation, together with attractive design and
printing and the association with science, has produced publications with
great appeal to laymen. Some 500,000 broadsheets have been produced, many
to meet the demand for bulk supplies for other organisations.
INTRODUCTION
NRPB has a well-established system of publications but most of them
are far too technical for laymen.
Even the booklet, 'Living with
Radiation', is too advanced for the non-scientist, although it does
provide a useful introduction for other technical,
non-radiation
protection, professionals. To avoid the jargon of radiation protection,
NRPB therefore created the 'At-a-Glance' series of broadsheets in which
illustrations are used to communicate most of the information - they are
not just used to support text.
A major means of communicating the scientific output of NRPB is
often a conference paper or a journal article, and therefore the
organisation is very experienced in the use of visual aids. When we were
considering how best to improve our communications with laymen,
particularly people such as elected representatives on local authorities,
we determined how best to use the skills we already had in presenting
quantitative information visually. The idea of a series of broadsheets,
in which visual materials dominate, was developed in 1989 and the first
in the series was published towards the end of that year.
Since then,
over 500,000 have been produced.
THE MAIN SERIES
The series has developed over this time but the illustrations remain
the principal means of telling the story, with the captions supporting
them; and - equally important - each one is underpinned by the science.
Initially, four broadsheets were produced. Two of these are about
broad aspects of radiation protection and two are about NRPB.
With the title 'Radiation Protection', one leaflet summarises the
basic ideas of radiation protection as a starting point for other leaflets
in the series.
The ideas are grouped under sequential headings: atoms,
radiation and radioactivity, radiation and tissue, radiation effects, harm
and sensitivity, radiation protection principles, radiation protection in
the UK, and how effective?
'Radiation Doses - Maps and Magnitudes' shows visually the main
sources of radiation exposure, natural and man-made, and the average and
the range of doses.
The enormous variation in doses across the country
is lucidly set out - indeed, one of the aims of the leaflet is to help lay
readers to appreciate just how great the variation is. The graphics are
based mostly on data contained in an NRPB report1 1 1.
In 'NRPB at a Glance', pictures of NRPB staff at work are arranged
under a linked series of scientific ideas: source of radiation exposure,
environmental transfer, doses to people, dose distribution, and estimation
of health effects; NRPB's role in standards is summarised.
'Partners in Protection'

illustrates the way NRPB works with the
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European Communities, industry, local authorities, central government,
other professionals, etc.
It is a striking characteristic of NRPB that
it acts as a focal point for a large and varied number of organisations.
In 1990 a fifth broadsheet, 'Radon', was published.
It describes
the characteristics of radon, the means by which it builds up in homes,
the nature and level of the risks, the remedies and preventative measures,
and the problems posed by and solutions to radon in the workplace.
In 1991, four more broadsheets, were published.
'Transport of Radioactive Materials'
summarises the use of
radioactive materials to explain why transport is essenti<:tl.
It then
describes the types of packages and containers used, outlines the modes
of transport, and illustrates with pie diagrams and bar charts the
radiation doses received during routine transport operations and those
arising from accidents; these illustrations are again based on data in
NRPB and other publications( 1 • 2 · 3l.
'Non-ionising Radiations' illustrates the types of sources of these
radiations across the electromagnetic spectrum, the biological effects and
the protection measures available, and the magnitude of the emissions and
exposures produced.
'Nuclear Emergencies' summarises the types of accidents that can
occur, the countermeasures that can be introduced, the standards that
apply and the monitoring and detection techniques available.
Emergency
plans are outlined and the responsibilities of the various Government
bodies listed.
The National Arrangements for Incidents involving
Radioactivity are described.
'Medical Radiations'
starts with a cover illustration that
illustrates the caring face of radiation in medicine. It summarises the
way in which x-rays are used, how staff are protected, how x-rays help in
diagnosis, how patients are protected, how radioactive materials are used
in diagnosis, and how radiotherapy is used; it also describes magnetic
resonance imaging and summarises the role of NRPB.
The bar charts are
based on various NRPB studies (l, 4 • S)
Although not in exactly the same mould, the 'Radiation Atlas of
Western Europe' (published 1992) is an atlas of natural radiation levels cosmic, indoor gamma, outdoor gamma and radon. It contains maps derived
from a report (6) prepared by NRPB for the CEC from data produced by
various researchers in western Europe.
Others in the series are in
production.
'RADIATION AT WORK' SERIES
A broadsheet, 'Low Specific Activity Scale in the Oil Industry', has
been produce. It is intended for workers in the industry and deals with
the problem of 'LSA scale' which collects in parts of oil installations.
The new publication is the first in a new series dealing with the problems
of radiation at work, and was suggested by staff of an oil company who had
seen some of the NRPB's 'At-a-Glance' series.
The publication describes the hazards of LSA scale, shows how it can
be detected and measured, and indicates the sort of precautions and
procedures necessary. It also shows that radiation doses to workers close
to LSA scale are much lower than doses to other workers such as industrial
radiographers, nuclear industry workers and air crew. Indeed, the average
off-shore worker receives a lower radiation dose than the average person
in the UK because he does not inhale so much of the naturally occurring
radioactive gas radon while he is on the oil rig.
One more in this series is in production and others are planned.
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SLIDE SETS
The popularity of the 'At-a-Glance' series, and the requests we have
had for slides based on them, has encouraged the Board to mass-produce
standard sets of slides based on the series. Generally, they are supplied
in batches of twenty, with a copy of the broadsheet and captions for the
slides.
In this way, slide sets are being produced for 'Maps and
Magnitudes', 'Radon' and 'Non-Ionising Radiations' broadsheets.
GRAPHICAL TECHNIQUES AND BELIEVABILITY
A recent publication has pulled together the expertise of social
scientists, scientists and public relations profession!J.ls to provide a
practical guide to communicating with the public 111 .
With this
publication in mind, and assuming that the science is correct, it is
instructive to examine how graphics should be used to encourage people to
believe scientists in this cynical age.
Firstly, the illustrations should communicate; if possible they
should have impact, like the three-dimensional radon map, but that is not
always possible. However, we have the data to relate a topic like radon
to everyday life and this is shown in the three graphs showing how radon
levels vary from season to season, from day to day, and from hour to hour
as windows and doors are opened and some escapes from the house.
These
graphs are average values of several hundred houses and there are no false
zeros - radon concentration really does vary to this degree, day to day.
The illustrations should clearly inform.
Hopefully they all do the broadsheets have been described as 'information-packed'.
The illustrations should also explain, and this they seem
relation to a variety of topics.
They are also used to
assumption (the linear relationship) from fact (which it is not)
are used to show a practical item such as the ease of introducing
measures for radon.
The illustrations should also clarify, and
'Nuclear Emergencies' broadsheet which clarifies
situations.

to do in
separate
and they
remedial

an example is the
important, complex

The illustrations should also tell the truth, as far as that can be
determined, and a particularly good example is the 'Transport of
Radioactive Materials' broadsheet; the charts on accidents hide nothing.
The illustrations should also compare like with like,
for instance the pie diagrams in 'Maps and Magnitudes', or
the bar charts of doses to workers in that publication and in
'Medical Radiation' .
All of this is important for the 'believability' of the
broadsheets.
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Have they been successful?
The public takes into account many
factors in relation to risks.
For instance it is less concerned about
those that are familiar and understood; and it is also less concerned when
the institution is responsible for controlling the risk is seen as
trustworthy.
Scientists as a group are held in high regard and clear
explanations are appreciated. In using the At-a-Glance series to explain
radiation protection NRPB hopes it has helped the public to become at
least interested and informed, and possibly enabled it to form its own
opinion. The demand for the broadsheets - 50% of them have been sold to
local authorities, nuclear industries, research institutes, etc, and the
feedback that we have had from them and other organisations, schools,
health authorities, regulatory bodies and the general public - indicates
some success; but we continue to learn and we will continue to improve the
series.
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CRITERIA FOR THE COMPENSATION OF RADIATION INDUCED
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ABSTRACT
Radiation-induced health disorders and specifically lung cancer due
to
radioactive
substances are
included
in the
enumerative list of
occupational
diseases
in
Czechoslovakia.
A
compensation
for
the
deterministic effect is based on thE: evidence hat the threshold dose in
target organ was exceeded. For the judgment on the compensation for cancer
the calculation of the
causation probalitity
is adopted as a helpful
t·JOl. It is shown on the example of lung cancer in uranium miners how the
criteria
changed
during
decades
depending on new biological and
epidemiological data.
INTRODUCTION
According
compensated
diseases.
the

rather

which

Two

lung

to

Czechoslovak
are

included

items of this

cancer due

broadly

laws

only

in

the

list are

such

health

official

affection:

of

can be

occupational

related to radiation effects, namely

to inhalation of radioactive

defined

list

disorders

radiation

substances

induced

and another

health

disorder.

Compensation

in Czechoslovakia is administratively based on the certificate

issued

regional

the

by a

evaluation

of

national hygienic

clinic

wor!<-.ing

(department)
conditions

is

of occupational medicine,
carried

out

by

while

an officer of

service.

DETERMINISTIC EFFECTS
The criteria for
a

compensation

granting the

status ·of an occupational disease and

can be rather clearly defined

of health disorders

as

e.g.

the

for

cataract of the

the deterministic

eye or chronic radiation

dermatitis, which from to time are claimed for as a conjectural

or

type

results

previous occupational exposure. If an authorized expert can give evidence

t!1at

under

specific working conditions of the

claimant the threshold dose

in the target organ could have been reached, then the status of an
oscupational disease could be sanctioned.
ScOCl!ASTIC EFFECTS
Quite different approach should be applied in litigations for malignant
dLseases

in radiation workers. In Czechoslovakia we gained a longlasting
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experience with lung cancers in uranium miners.
et.al.

In

the

review

(1988) 484 lung cancers were found within a well defined

of

Seve

cohort

of

about 4000 miners exposed to high levels of radon daugther products between
1948-1957 and followed up systematically up to now.
claims

for compensation for

judgement
the

From· the sixties many

lung cancer began to be submitted for expert

each year and the setting of unified criteria became urgent.

course

of

relationship

years

the

approach

to

the

assessment

of

a

In

possible

between lung cancer and working conditions changed and the

history of this development seems to be rather illustrative.
The
upon

recommended criteria for granting a compensation were first agreed

on a

seminary of experts

in occupational medicine in 1961 and were

based on the duration of work in uranium mines.· The condition for qualifying
a

lung cancer as an occupational disease set at four years of underground

work
in

was derived empirically from the results of a pilot study evaluating

retrospective

the causes of death in earlier miners from the area of

Joachimstal within 1918-1938. In this group of miners the shortest exposure
period

of eight years was found, and using the arbitrary safety coefficient

of two the four-year minimum exposure was settled.
In

the middle of sixties a

systems

in

uranium

mines

was

substantial reconstruction of ventilation
started

and

daughters decreased systematically during
that

the

criterion

bound

to

che

the

the

duration

concentrations

of

radon

following years. It appeared
of

exposure does not mean a

comparable additional risk to workers exposed in different calendar periods.
It

became apparent that a new criterion bound to cumulative exposure should

be

looked for.

This

a new registration
introduced.
cumulative
could be

On

idea was connected with the

system

the

fact that in these times

of individual exposures of uranium workers was

basis

of

this

registration

exposure to radon daughters

system

the

individual

in working level month (WLM) units

identified together with the external gamma doses and served as

a source for the assessment of

exposure.

appropriate to determine,

In this period of time it seemed

to

be

of

cumulative exposure below which the incidence of lung cancer was

significantly

different

from the spontaneous one.

first in a tentative criterion
25

WLM.

from epidemiological data,

of

100

WLM

of

such a

level
not

Such analysis resulted

cumulative exposure,

later

The latter value reflected the findings in the youngest age group

as to the start of work in uranium industry.
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Another
sixties,

approach

was

adopted

in

the

transient

the cumulative exposure of uranium miners

began

to

the idea to mitigate the decreasing

chance

for

criterion was introduced taking into account
of underground work.

values

WLM

of

25

compensation

and

when

In

this

WLM.

With

a

combined

both the WLMs and the duration

A scoring system was implemented where the points for

(one point for each 3 WLM)

(one point for one

3

decrease.

situation a worker could hardly reach the critical value

exposure

period in the late

when the maximum yearly exposure was limited to

and the points for the period of work

year) were summed up. Depending on the age, the critical

of the score for granting compensation were 11,

14 and 16 points

for the ages up to 40, 41-50 and above 50 respectively.
In the course of eighties many new quantitative data on dose-effect
relationship
to

for

radiation-induced

lung

cancer

were

collected leading

the calculation of absolute and relative risk coefficients. Thus a way

has

been

opened

diseases.
any

partner for

this

for probabilistic approach in litigations for malignant

We tried to follow this way,

topic

but at first we could not find

the discussion on this matter. On the international scale

appeared

first

in

1983

at the 7.

Radiation Research in Amsterdam (Bond, V.P.,
In

the

meantime

radioepidemiological

the
tables

Jablon,

experts

U.S.

International Congress of

S.,

elaborated

Catlin,
very

P.J.).
valuable

(Rall, J.E., 1985) commented in the publication

of an Oversight Commitee (Mosteller, F., 1984).

was

In the Czech Republic a

new procedure of eligibility for compensation

adopted

new

studies,

which

uses

the

data

from

Czechoslovak epidemiological

and is based on probabilistic approach

(Seve et.

al.

1989). The

granting of social privileges connected with occupational disease is based
on the estimate of causation probabilities given by the formula
R

PC
where

R is

the

relative risk of cancer induction, 0 the spontaneous risk

(Q=lOO%).

For the

are

which

used

0 + R

calculation of PC age-related relative risk coefficients

resulted

from

the epidemiological data.

the relative risk coefficient are used as follows:
- age at start of work up to 29 years

5.7% per 1 WLM

30-39 years

3.5% per 1 WLM

40 y and above .. 2.1% per 1 WLM
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Three values of

The value of R for input into
from
in

the

formula

is

calculated

as

a

multiple

these relative risk coefficients and the data of individual exposure
WLM.

In accord with the findings

of many epidemiological studies the

registered

cumulative

accumulated

during the last five years before the manifestation of a cancer

is

and for

omitted,

exposure

is

lagged

as

follows:

the

exposure

the exposures received earl'ier than 15 years ago only

a half of the registered value is taken in the calculation. The calculated
value

of

PC

is used as a

criterion for granting compensation. With the

value of PC.:> 0.5 the compensation
of 0.4 <PC <.0.5
underground

work

some
or

supporting

is unequivocally allocated. In the range
factors,

such

as

the

duration

of

the violation of the safety rules from the part of

the

organization,, can qualify the worker for compensation. The claimants

not

reaching the value of PC=O. 4 are excluded from the benefits connected

with the status
only
wi~h

of an occupational disease.

to the uranium workers,

This

approach is applied not

but also to the workers in non-uranium mines

high concentrations of radon daughters in the air.

We are aware of that a perfect and fully just system could not be
developed

for the social security of workers suffering from occupational

induced cancer. Our review should document how the approaches changed during
the time in the effort to found an optimized way reflecting the new
radiobiological
i.e.

and epidemiological data.

probabilistic,

approach

for

the

In principle we use a

similar,

analysis of other types of cancer

submitted for expert judgement as occupational diseases.
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PERCEPTION DU HUCLEAIRE ET COMMUNICATION.

Alain MOREAU
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Direction du Centre d'Etudes de Saclay.
CEA - FRANCE.
NUCLEAR PERCEPTION AND COMMUNICATION.

Summary
There
nuclear communication.

are

three

The first type concerns
making me run ?"

types

hygiene

of

interrogation

"what risks

in

are you

The second concerns the perception of research and
industrial activities, which corresponds to the categories
Mystery, Magic, Power, expressed in the following way : "You
are mysterious", "aren't you sorcerer's apprentices ?", "You
decide everything, you are party and judge".
The
Energy.

third

concerns

the

choice

of

society

in

Nuclear

In all of this, technical reasoning alone is insufficient.
It's the way it's done that counts. It's the way of listening.
Our tools of comunication must be forged with this in view.

*******
La communication dans
est reputee difficile.

le domaine du risque radiologique

Elle est pourtant essentielle, en situation normale pour
aborder le domaine de la perception du risque et celui des
comportements, et, en situation de crise, pour eviter les phenomenes de rumeur ou de panique.
La communication est un veritable outil de securite.
Dans ce domaine, !'accident de Tchernobyl a ete une lec;:on
en France. L' impression majoritaire dans la population a ete
de ne pas avoir ete informee, bien que les donnees concernant
les niveaux de retombees aient ete fournies.
En avril 1987, le Premier Ministre du Gouvernement franc;:ais a enonce le principe de "la transparence de !'information
sur la radioactivite dans l 'environnement" en soulignant que
"toute !'information en ce domaine doit etre accessible".
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Mais c•est la fa9on avec laquelle nous communiquons,
!'attitude que nous adoptons dans les relations que nous etablissons avec le public qui sont a preciser et qui ont conduit
a des reflexions ainsi qu' a des orientations au CEA et au
Centre de Saclay.

COMMUNICATION ET INFORMATION
communiquer et informer constituent deux demarches differentes. Etymologiquement, communiquer, c'est "rendre commun" :
cela suppose un echange, lors d'une mise en relation ; informer, en revanche, est une demarche unidirectionnelle qui ne
suppose pas de retour.

Nous avons, en general, de bons outils d' information
plaquettes, journaux, expositions, emissions de television ...
et cela est indispensable.
Mais nous sommes mains prepares pour les echanges que suppose la communication.
Tres souvent, devant les difficultes, nous nous limitons a
la question "Comment faire pour que le public nous comprenne ?" "Comment fa ire pour qu' il nous ecoute ?" "Comment
faire pour passer notre message ?"
Mais nous-memes, sommes-nous prets a ecouter ?
le message ? a comprendre ?

a

recevoir

L•attitude d•ecoute est d'autant plus importante dans le
domaine de la perception du risque radiologique que nous quittons le domaine de la technique, de l'objectif et du rationnel, pour entrer dans celui de 1 1 emotion et de l' affectif.
Fondamentalement, nos interlocuteurs n'ont pas tant besoin
d' acquerir des connaissances, des donnees, des chiffres, que
d'etre decharges, debarrasses des tensions qu'ils peuvent ressentir, centrees sur !'emotion fondamentale qui est la peur.

Meme si cette emotion est objectivement injustifiee de
notre point de vue, elle n'en est pas moins presente avec ses
raisons d'etre, et il nous faut !'accepter et la reconnaitre.
L'etat de tension, l'etat emotionnel entrainent le besoin
de s•exprimer, d'etre ecoute. C'est !'expression, c'est-a-dire
done, notre ecoute, qui permet la detente, condition d'une vision plus juste de la situation et d'une perception du risque
plus equilibree.
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LES THEMES D 1 ECHANGES
Au CEA Saclay, 1 1 experience nous a montre que les echanges
en securite radiologique, dans une situation relationnelle
avec le public, se rapportaient a trois grandes familles
d 1 interrogations :
Le premier niveau d 1 interrogations,· le plus immediatement
aborde, se rapporte aux questions sani taires : "Quels risques
me faites-vous encourir ?"
Le second niveau se rapporte a la perception des activites
de recherche et des activites industrielles du nucleaire.
Cette perception est marquee par les categories : Mystere, Magie, Pouvoir, qui s 1 expriment respectivement sous les formes
sui vantes
"Vous etes mysterieux". "N I etes-vous pas des apprentis sorciers ? 11 • "Vous decidez de tout, vous etes juge et
partie."
Le troisieme niveau concerne le "choix de societe" sur le
theme de l 1 energie nucleaire.

Le premier niveau est le niveau "prise de contact" et
doit,
bien evidemment,
etre traite.
Il doit conduire a
l 1 apport d'informations sur le risque radiologique, sans chercher a convaincre, a rassurer a tout prix.
Il est indispensable de traiter le second niveau, meme
s'il parait nous eloigner des sujets sanitaires. Nous le faisons surtout par le choix de notre attitude : des affirmations
peremptoires, des certitudes assenees, une certaine exaltation
de realisations techniques peuvent induire, par reaction, le
doute et, sinon la mefiance, du mains la reserve ainsi qu 1 un
sentiment d 1 un monde different et mysterieux.
Le troisieme niveau, celui du choix du Nucleaire, nous depasse en tant qu 1 experts puisqu 1 il concerne le ci toy en, mais
il nous faut garder a la conscience que cette question demeure
presente.

DES OUTILS DE COMMUNICATION
C 1 est dans une logique d' ecoute concernant ces familles
d' interrogations qu 1 ont ete realises des montages video relatifs a la perception du risque, la protection de l 1 environnement, les plans de crise et les dechets nucleaires.
La parole est donnee aux habitants voisins, a nos partenaires administratifs, aux organisations ecologistes
Ce
n'est pas seulement le CEA qui parle.
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Ces outils sent faits pour aider aux echanges dans les reunions, pour jouer un role debridant en levant les inhibitions, en nous presentant prets a recevoir toutes les remarques, y compris les remarques desagreables ou mettant en
cause notre point de vue.
L'attitude d'ecoute peut etre symbolisee par le schema cidessous :
Oui. Tu dis
que je suis
un pollueur

Tu es un
pollueur

B

A

Il ne s'agit pas d'approuver forcement les propos de
l'interlocuteur, mais de lui montrer que son point de vue est
pris en consideration au meme titre que le notre.
C'est l'attitude indispensable pour creer !•indispensable
climat de confiance et etre, a son tour, ecoute.
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MORE HANDBOOKS OF TISSUE DOSES IN DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGY
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ABSTRACT
An additional handbook for determining tissue doses from
the upper gastrointestinal (GI) fluoroscopy examination is now
available and a similar handbook addressing computed tomography
(CT) examinations is being developed.
Also, a complete
recomputation of tissue-air-ratios is underway for revising the
handbook
currently
available
for
common
radiographic
projections. All three efforts utilize a Monte Carlo radiation
transport code and current anthropomorphic reference adult male
and female phantoms.
COMPLETED HANDBOOK ON UPPER GI FLUOROSCOPY EXAMINATION
The handbook of tissue doses for the upper gastrointestinal
fluoroscopic examination contains data for a set of discrete
x-ray fields that can be used to simulate a dynamic upper GI
examination. The handbook presents the absorbed dose to various
tissues per unit entrance exposure (free-in-air) as a function
of the x-ray fields and x-ray beam qualities typically used for
the upper GI examination with BaS04 contrast material in the GI
tract.
The dynamic upper GI fluoroscopic examination can be
approximated with a set of discrete x-ray fields (1).
The
protocol for this involved videotaping the examination, while
fluoroscopic technique factors, tube current and tube potential
were simultaneously recorded on the audio track of the
videotape. Subsequent analysis allowed the dynamic examination
to be segmented into a series of discrete x-ray fields uniquely
defined by field size, projection, and anatomical region.
The
anatomical regions associated with the upper GI examination were
observed to be the upper, middle and lower esophagus, the
gastroesophageal junction, the stomach, and the duodenum.
The
projections associated with each anatomical region are the left
posterior oblique (LPO) and the right anterior oblique (RAO).
Once the discrete x-ray fields were identified, the
technical specifications of each field could be used with
mathematical
anthropomorphic phantoms and a Monte Carlo
radiation transport code to obtain tables of conversion factors
(i.e. tissues doses per unit of entrance exposure, free-in-air).
These phantoms and codes have evolved for use in medical x-ray
dosimetry over a number of years.
The conversion factors can
then be used to estimate tissue doses for upper GI fluoroscopy.
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The mathematical phantom used to represent the reference
male patient was the ADAM phantom, developed at the Gesellschaft
fur Strahlen-und Umweltforschung (GSF) (2) by modification of
the original MIRD-5 phantom of the Internal Radiation Dose
Committee (3). The reference female patient was represented by
GSF's EVA phantom (2).
Each table contains entries for male and female reference
patients, giving the selected tissue doses per unit of entrance
exposure, free-in-air. The values tabulated are for the average
absorbed dose in the tissue (weighted over its entire mass) .
The user must take into consideration the actual entrance
exposure at a give facility to estimate the absorbed dose for
that facility.
An example of the type of data in the handbook is given in
Table 1 for the duodenum anatomical region, LPO projection.

Table

1.

Duodenum, LPO - tissue dose
1 mC/kg entrance exposure,

(mGy) per
free-in-air

Description of projection: The patient is oriented
with the back to the x-ray table, the left posterior side
against the table, angled at a nominal 30 degrees from
a true posterior-anterior central ray. The distinguishing
characteristic of the anatomical region is that it is
centered on the duodenum. Field size: 11.4 em x 11.4 em
at the image receptor. SID = 80 em; SSD = 50 em.
Note: Data entries apply to both single and double
barium contrast procedures.
kVp
HVL(mm Al)

80
4.0

100
5.0

120
5.5

Tissue

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

Thyroid
Esophagus
Breast
Lung
Active Bone
Marrow
Stomach
Colon
Bladder
Liver
Testis
Uterus
Ovary
Trunk

+
0.02

+
0.02
+
0.02

+
0.04

+
0.03
0.02
0.03

+
0.04

+
0.03
0.02
0.03

0.81
0.17
0.31
+
0.27

0.82
0.19
0.32
0.02
0.25
+

1. 01

0.90
0.21
0.38
0.02
0.30
+

0.02
0.63
0.13
0.24
0.01
0.18
+
0.35

0.03

0.04
0.04
0.34

0.39

+ Less than 0.01 mGy per mC/kg.

1'}1

0.22
0.43
0.01
0.39
0.06
0.05
0.39

0.04

0.43

1. 09

0.23
0.47
0.01
0.43
0.06
0.06
0.43

The tissues for which data are tabulated are those for
which the International Commission on Radiological Protection
(ICRP) has provided risk coefficients for cancer mortality,
genetic effects and in utero effects (4). For both the male and
female patient these include: thyroid, esophagus, lung, active
bone marrow, stomach, colon, bladder, liver and trunk tissue.
The average absorbed dose in the trunk tissue is used as an
indicator for the other tissues in the trunk of the body not
specifically named.
Trunk tissue excludes the lungs and
skeletal tissues in the trunk.
In addition, testis tissue is
included for the male patient, and breast, uterus and ovary
tissues are included for the female patient.
The average
absorbed dose in the uterus is used as the absorbed dose in the
embryo, and is strictly applicable only in the first two months
of pregnancy.
Data are given for the following three kVp and HVL
combinations: 80 kVp, 4.0 mm Al HVL; 100 kVp, 5.0 mm Al HVL; 120
kVp, 5.5 mm Al HVL.
PLANNED HANDBOOK ON COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY EXAMINATIONS
The handbook of tissue doses in computed tomography will
contain data for the range of CT examinations observed in
practice. The phantoms will be adapted to the geometrical and
radiation exposure complexities of CT examinations. The handbook
will present the absorbed dose to tissues from CT examinations
per unit of computed tomography dose index (CTDI), a measurement
manufacturers are required to provide to clinical users under
the United States federal performance standard for CT equipment
( 5) •

First, absorbed doses to tissues per unit CTDI will be
calculated for contiguous one-centimeter slices of both the male
(ADAM) and the female (EVA) phantoms, from the apex of the head
to the base of the torso. (i.e. 24 head slices and 70 torso
slices). The data will encompass kVp and filtration conditions
that cover the range of design for current CT systems.
From the basic set of data for the contiguous onecentimeter slices, tissues doses per unit of CTDI will be
computed and presented for
specific head and body CT
examinations, by accumulating the tissue doses from the required
slices for each examination. The handbook user will be able to
select the relevant values from the handbook and apply the
values of CTDI provided by the CT system manufacturer or
determined locally to obtain tissue doses for the examination.
UPDATE OF HANDBOOK ON COMMON PROJECTIONS IN DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGY
The revised handbook of selected tissue doses for common
projections in diagnostic radiology will contain a complete and
expanded recomputation of the data published in December 1988
(6).
The expansion will consist of separate entries for a
reference adult male and a reference adult female patient,
additional oblique projections, an expanded list of tissues, and
reformulation of a radiation detriment index.
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Approximately 17,700 separate computer runs are underway.
Tissue-air-ratios will be generated for appropriate tissues in
each of two phantoms. The anticipated computer runs include: up
to 8 different clinical projections (i.e. PA, LPO, LL, LAO, AP,
RAO, RL, RPO) for each phantom: 160 to 320 4 em x 4 em plane
parallel beams (grids) per clinical projection: and 4 to 7
monoenergetic energies per grid.
The expanded set of tissue-air-ratios will permit a much
greater range of clinical conditions to be addressed than
previously available, and the expanded set of tissue-air-ratios
will be incorporated into the computer program for tissue doses
in diagnostic radiology (7) now widely distributed and in use
throughout the world.
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RADIOLOGICAL IMPACT OF DIAGNOSTIC NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLOGY
ON THE QUEBEC POPULATION (PATIENTS AND WORKERS) IN 1989.
L. Renaud, J. Blanchette
Institut de Cardiologie de Montreal, Hopital Laval de Quebec,
Quebec, Canada.
ABSTRACT
Using the results of a six month survey on the doses received by nonmonitored hospital workers from diagnostic nuclear medicine patients (DNMP)
in three hospitals and published statistics on Quebec's workers and
hospitals, an evaluation of the radiological impact of DNMP has been
calculated on the Quebec's population. In 1989, diagnostic nuclear medicine
accounted for 6 % of the diagnostic imaging acts. The diagnostic nuclear
medicine gave an average of 6. 4 msv /act or a total of 2, BOO Sv-man. The
diagnostic nuclear medicine technologists community received 0.4 sv-man and
the non-monitored hospital workers 1.7 Sv-man from the DNMP in the same year.
INTRODUCTION
The nuclear medicine technology is a very powerful diagnostic tool. However,
its use brings a new radioexposure source and environmental contamination
inside the hospital. In the late eighties, according to the Quebec's
Ministere de la sante et des Services Sociaux[l], the diagnostic usage of
nuclear medicine was growing at a rate of 10 to 13 % per year. In 1989, this
technology was available into 44 Quebec's hospitals[2] and generated 440,000
nuclear medicine acts[3) paid by the Regime d'Assurance Hospitalisation du
Quebec (RAHQ). The diagnostic nuclear medicine patients (DNMP) are ambulatory
inside the hospital and may influence the environmental radiation level.
In this study, we estimate the monitored and non-monitored hospital workers
collective dose in hospital environment from DNMP as well as the effective
dose per nuclear medicine act in 1989 using three major sources of
information: a survey' [4] designed to measure and assess the radiological
impact of DNMP on a selected group of non-monitored hospital workers,
published[S) occupational doses in Quebec and various statistics available
on Canadian hospitals[2,6].
MATERIAL AND METHODS
A survey over 10 consecutive weekdays in three university hospitals (ICM:
Institut de cardiologie de Montreal (171 beds), LAVAL:
Hopital Laval de
Quebec (340 beds), HDM: Hotel-Dieu de Montreal (430 active beds)) succeeds to
demonstrate that the nuclear medicine patients are highly ambulatory inside
the hospital. Few minutes after their radioactive administration (RA), both
in-patients and out-patients can go anywhere inside the hospital[4]. More
than eighty-three percent (83%) of the patient movements occur in the first
24 hours. This time and motion study enabled us to identify hospital nonmonitored groups (nurses, physicians, technologist, cleaners, secretary) who
were likely to come regularly in the near environment of the DNMP.
Following this
survey, we distributed 840 calibrated thermoluminescent 2
dosimeters (TLD) to selected workers in the three participating hospitals.
Table I summarizes the distribution profile of TLD's holders in each
hospital. TLD were worn during 6 consecutive months.
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Table 1:: Distribution of analysed TLD in each
Concurrently, all RA were recorded: prescribed participating hospital.
procedure, radioactivity administered, isotope,
radiopharmaceutical, patient origin (in or
ICM LAVAL HDM
WORKERS
outside hospital), date and hour of the RA.
111
168
199
Nurses
RESULTS
Physiotherapista
5
lnhalotherapists
8
33
25
Exposure to the patients
Orderlies
24
17
61
Table II summarizes the mean RA (MBq) per
Portera
3
12
9
procedure
for
various
nuclear
medicine
Ultrasound tech.
3
4
5
examinations and the average number of RA per
week. During this six month survey which has
4
Ultrasound Phys.
7
recorded over 10,000 RA, we observed a large
ECG Technologists 14
16
6
variation in RA between hospitals depending upon
EEG Technologists
3
their activities and specialities.
3
Neurophysiologist•
The effective dose per unit of activity for
Cleaners
8
15
17
normal
adults[7,8,9]
combined
with
the
4
7
Receptionists
9
observed activity per RA and with the medical
4
Others
acts paid by RAHQ in 1989, leads to an overall
estimate of 2800 Sv-man to the Quebec's
population by the diagnostic nuclear medicine Total
305
312
188
technology or an average of 9.8 mSv for each of
the 268,000 RA or 6.4 msv per act. Table III
summarizes the number of RA for each group of
nuclear
medicine
procedures
with
the
corresponding collective and individual effective dose (HE)· 75% of nuclear
medicine imaging devices is clustered in Montreal (55 %) and Quebec (21 %)
areas.
Table 11:: Mean RA (MBq) and relative
distribution (%) of the most frequent nuclear
Exposure to the non-monitored workers
procedures in each hospital.
From the 840 distributed TLD, 805 were returned
LAVAL
PROCEDURE
1CM
HDM
for reading and report. Table IV summarizes the
statistics on exposures of surveyed personnel
and the surveyed fraction of the whole hospital
na....,..
1110 (21)
1110 (24)
personnel. The average value of this fraction
1110 (3)
1110 (27)
Brain Scan
was sixteen (16) percent.
106 (24)
111 (25)
Myocar.pcrf.(r1 l
74 (9)
201

Merging ~he average of the annual occupational
doses gLven in Table IV, with published
statistics[2,6] on the hospitals with a nuclear
medicine service, we then estimate a collective
dose of 1.7 Sv-man to the non-monitored hospital
workers population coming in the
near
environment of the DNMP. This estimate assumes
that only 16 % of the workers might be exposed
to the diagnostic nuclear medicine patients, a
very conservative hypothesis.
Exposure to the
technologists

M"""'.pc..r.crc"" J 1002 (14)

Ventriculog<opby

1313 (54)

924 (23)

1110 (5)

296 (1)

185 (6)

149 (9)

148 (5)

(5)
1.3
260

(5)
2.2
74

!110 (95)

589 (85)

842 (77)

92

108

360

Uver scan
Lung """'

155 (!)

Thyroid
Jl,.
Tc""

All RA

RA/wock

diagnostic nuclear medicine

As published by Sent and al. [5], the average body dose (including all doses)
to the nuclear medicine technologist was 2.35 msv in the province of Quebec
during 1988. We assume that the average dose to those workers remained the
same during 1989. In 1989, the province of Quebec had 170 registered nuclear
medicine technologists leading to a collective dose of 0.4 Sv-man.
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Table III: Distribution of RA per organ groups and effective dose
(H.) corresponding in 1989.

DISCUSSION

The
diagnostic
nuclear
medicine
technology gives more effective dose
per act to the patients and to the
monitored and non-monitored hospital
workers
when
compared
to
the
radiological
diagnostic
imaging
technology. The Quebec's population
received
about
6200
Sv
[10]
or
approximately 1 msv per capita per
diagnostic medical irradiation in 1989
or 0.5 msv by radiodiagnostic act and
6.4 mSv per nuclear medicine act. The
nuclear medicine technology accounts
for only 6% of total medical acts paid
by RAHQ and generated 45% of the

Urinary S.
Digestive S.
Cardio-Vasc. S.
Respiratory S.
Nervous S.
Museu. Squei.S
Others

#RA
45,722
7,129
22,102
24,711
48,076
23,171
25,491
72,793
1,983

H8 (Sv)
817
190
Ill
85
655
80
229
593

45

H6 /RA (mSv)
17.8
26.6
5.0
3.4
13.6
3.4
8.9
8.1
22.6

Total RA

286,178

2804

9.8

Total

ACTS
439829

EndocrineS.
Haematopoietic S.

H.iact(mSv)
6.4

Table IV: Statistics related to non-monitored workers.

HOSPITAL SAMPLE
SIZE

ICM
LAVAL
HDM

OCCUPATIONAL
MEAN
MEAN
DOSE/6mo DOSEIY
(mSv)
(mSv)
(mSv)
BKG

191
307
307

.49±.02
.51±.06
.52±.01

.08±.02
.06±.06
.07±.01

.16±.04
.12±.12
.14±.01

805

0.50

O.Q1

0.13

RANGE NUMBER
NMTech
%IN
#"(
6mo
WORKERS SURVEY CAMERAS DOSE/Y
(mSv)
(mSv)
0-1.4
0-.55
0-1.25

1000
1800
2163

19
17
14

3
3
7

3.8
2.9
6.4 •

4963

16

13

4.4
*Beltavaib.ble.m..to

patient effective dose. This estimate excludes therapeutic procedures
(angioplasty, I 131 therapy), dental and chiropractor radiology and was not
weighted for patient age at the irradiation time.
Sent reports that the radiological technologists
are exposed at an average of 0.13 mSvfyear or
about
0. 4
Sv-man.
We
have
calculated a
collective dose of 0.4 Sv-man to the nuclear
medicine technologists. According to Table VI,
this group contributes for 8 % of the collective
occupational dose in Quebec. These monitored
workers are the most exposed workers in medical
environment in the province of Quebec.

Table V: Quebec nuclear medicine profile in 1989.
#Hospitals:
# "( cameras/Hospital
# workers/Hospital
# Nucl. Med. Tech.

44
2.7 ± 1.6
1832 ± 960
170

Mean occupational dose

of Nuci.Med. Tech.

2.35 mSv

Mobile or fixed X-Ray machines are visible and
known sources of irradiation, the DNMP is incognito for the majority of the
workers. The unknown character of this human radioactive source may explain
the observable range of radiological exposures (upto 1.4 mSv/6 months) on
more than 90 % of the 805 workers monitored during the six month survey.
These workers had a dose detectable by the TLD technology. From those data,
we conclude that on average at least 14 % (90 % x 16 %) of the hospital
workers population may receive a quantifiable irradiation by the usage of the
nuclear medicine technology into an hospital. We estimate that the collective
dose to that personnel (nurses, orderlies, porters, cleaners, physicians ..• )
working in this environment is 0.13 mSv per capita during 1989, a dose
comparable to the one of radiological technologists. According to Sent, all
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Table VI:Individual (mSv) and collective
dose (Sv-man) to monitored and
workers of Quebec monitored by the dosimeters of non-monitored hospital workers in Quebec.
Health and Welfare Canada share a collective dose
of 5 Sv-man. According to this analysis, the nonQUEBEC
monitored hospital workers exposed by DNMP share a
(mSv)
INDNIDUAL
collective dose of 1.7 Sv-man.
X-Ray technologist
.13
Nucl. Med. technologist
2.35
This estimate excluded the general population
.24
Monitored population
exposure from the DNMP. The individual estimate may
be different from one hospital to another depending
Non-manit. population
.13
upon the number of nuclear medicine patients, the
technology acceptance, the isotope and the activity
(Sv-man)
COLLECTNE
administrated, the management of the patient, the
workers' duty and training.
X-ray technologists
.4
Nuci.Med. technologists
.4
CONCLUSION
Monitored population
5.0
When
fully
justified,
the
diagnostic
nuclear
Non-monit. population
1.7
medicine technology like any other technology using
ionizing radiations has to be optimized in terms of
the dose to the patient and to the workers'
population. A slight decrease of the exposure rate at the origin, a better
management of the radiation source or any adapted training may have a
significant impact on the collective dose even if the average individual dose
to the non-monitored personnel is low compared to the diagnostic nuclear
medicine technologist. In the optimization process, doses to the diagnostic
nuclear medicine technologists, to the patients as well as to the nonmonitored hospital personnel has to be considered.
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WORLD-WIDE VARIATIONS IN EXPOSURES OF PATIENTS
TO IONISING RADIATION
Jack Valentin
Swedish Radiation Protection Institute (SSI),
Box 60204, S-104 Ol Stockholm, Sweden
ABSTRACT
X-ray examinations increase in developing and nuclear
medicine examinations in all countries, but all are less
frequent in developing countries. Children are not infrequently examined,
more so in developing countries. Doses per
x-ray examination can be lower in developing countries,
but
nuclear medicine doses are similar in all countries.
INTRODUCTION
UNSCEAR (the United Nations Scientific Committee on
the Effects of Atomic Radiation) has estimated medical exposures to 0.4-l mSv annually per caput (l). This refers mostly to the early l980ies, and rests on extrapolation from few
countries. Access to medical radiation increases in developing countries, and the pattern of investigations changes.
Hence UNSCEAR initiated a Survey of Medical Radiation
Usage and Exposures in 1989. Some 40 very differing countries have responded so far. This paper describes some aspects
of the answers. The paper states the author's personal views
only and does not predict any future UNSCEAR conclusions.
The Survey contained questions on national conditions
and numbers of patients, their age and sex, doses or activities for diagnostic and therapeutic uses of radiation. However, this paper deals with diagnostic radiation uses only.
Many countries do not have the statistics requested. Still,
even the relatively few answers obtained now extend our
knowledge appreciably. These answers come from all inhabited
contintents, developing as well as industrialised countries,
and small as well as large ones.
Countries are grouped in four levels of health care,
according to the frequency of physicians. 22 answers come
from level I countries (<1,000 population per physician),
7
from level II (1,000-3,000), 6 from level III (3,000-10,000)
and 2 from level IV (>10,000 population per physician).
RESULTS: GENERAL CONDITIONS
The Survey provides national averages and ranges of individual values for the various quantities. Here, most results are given as ranges and medians of national averages.
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Some countries could not answer all questions, so entries in
subsequent tables do not always represent all countries.
Table 1 shows arithmetic mean frequencies of radiologists, diagnostic x-ray units and nuclear medicine clinics.
For health care levels I and II, a time trend is indicated.
Access to medical radiation increases quicker at level II,
but is still lower than at level I (where access may be
close to satisfying demand).
Table l . Access to medical radiation by level
care (number per 1,000 population)
Level of health care:

I

II

Radiologists

0.063
0.076
0.45
0.39
0.005
0.008

0.023
0.038
0.026*
0.11*
0.0003
0.0009

1970-74
1985-89
Diagnostic
1970-74
x-ray units
1985-89
Nuclear medi- 1970-74
cine clinics 1985-89

of health

III

IV

0.009

0.0003

0.037

0.004

0.0004

0

* including dental units
RESULTS: DIAGNOSTIC X-RAY EXAMINATIONS
Table 2 shows that the frequency of x-ray examinations
has increased only slightly at level I, but almost doubled
at lower levels. At level I, both maximum and minimum national averages are actually lower in the l980ies, reflecting
substitutions of ultrasound, endoscopy etc for x rays.
Table 2. Number of x-ray examinations per 1,000 population
(range and median of national averages)
Level of health care:
1970-74
1985-89

Range
Median
Range
Median

I
369 - 2705
586
144 - 1157
613

II, III,

IV

<8 - 26
17
14 - 81
29

Table 3 shows patient age distributions for some x-ray
examinations. Examination of children is not very infrequent
and often more common at lower levels of health care, probably due partly to young populations of developing countries.
One could expect high doses per examination in developing countries. But as Table 4 shows, no such trend was reported. National ranges of individual doses are also narrower
for developing countries. If this is correct and representa-
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Table 3. Patient ages for some x-ray examinations
(national average percentages)
I
Level of health care:
Age:<l6

1985-89

II
>40

Range 4.6-13 49-80
Median
6.7
63
T.umbnsacra 1 RangP 1.2-ll 47-f->7
Median
3.9
61
Upper GI
Range
0-5.1 56-81
tract
Median
1.5
67
Mammography Range
0-1.2 49-91
Median
68
0
Computed
Range 4.5-12 49-80
tomography Median
6.1
64

Chest

<16

>40

III
>40

<16

7.6-32 33-43 6.0-27 28-38
16
38
15
34
2.n-12 40-"iO 7.4-l"i 41-41
4.0 48
14
42
2.1-10 30-47 2.0-10 44-55
6.1
39
9.1 52
0 9.9-49
0
89
0
29
0
89
4.4-6.5 37-64
5.5 51

tive, various causes of the lower doses are conceivable.
Table 4. Entrance surface doses for some x-ray examinations
1985-89 (national averages, mGy)
Level of health care:
Chest Range
radiography Median
Lumbosacral Range
Median
Upper GI
Range
tract
Median
Mammography Range
Median
Computed
Range
tomography Median

I

0.13 - 1.5
0.4
4.2 - 30
22
2.2 - 40
8.0
1.5 - 165
8.5
29 - 78
37

II

III

0.8
9.8 - 27
18
3. 3 - 30
17

0.8
2.8 - 4.0
3.4
2.6 - 3.4
3.0

7.9

0.6

14

RESULTS: DIAGNOSTIC NUCLEAR MEDICINE
The frequency of all nuclear medicine

examinations

is

Table 5. Number of nuclear medicine examinations per 1,000
population (range and median of national averages)
Level of health care:
1970-74
1985-89

Range
Median
Range
Median

I

II

3.8-14
6.2
3.5-56
13

0.04-3.8
0.5
0.2-2.0
0.9
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III

1.0

IV

0.09

given in Table 5. Nuclear medicine was hardly available at
lower levels of health care in the early 1970ies. The examination frequency has increased with time, and in contrast to
x rays, the increase is marked also at health care level I.
Patient age distributions are shown for some nuclear
medicine examinations in Table 6. Again, it is not extremely
rare that children are examined.
Table 6. Patient aqes for some nuclear medicine examinations 1985-89 (national average percentages)
Level of health care:
I
Age: <16
Bone
Brain
Liver/
spleen
Renal
Thyroid
uptake

II
>40

< 16

>40

<16

III, IV
>40

25-91
5.1-21 40-70
76
20
44
0.3
20-90
0-48 26-86 l . 4-12
73
17
59
6.7
40-87 1.7-5.8 43-62 0.3-1.2
5.6
76
48
0.8
13-70
0-9.9 11-51 1.7-7.7
51
1.8
41
4.7
10-80 3.4-12 38-69 0. 7-1.8
61
9.1
41
1.3

Range 0.8-45
Median
3.4
Range
0-21
Median
2.1
Range 0.6-8.1
Median
1.7
Range 3.8-3
Median
15
Range
0-2.2
Median
0

67
24-73
49
40-73
57
18-76
47
20-46
33

Finally, Table 7 shows some average activities in nuclear medicine examinations.
No trend can be seen. Thus, the
doses per examination are similar for different countries.
Table 7. Activities used in some nuclear medicine examinations 1985-89 (national averages, MBq)
Level of health care:

I

II

Bone Tc-99m

Range 420 - 783
Median
614
Brain Tc-99m Range
60 - 801
pertechnetate Median
615
Liver/spleen Range
75 - 196
Tc-99m coll
Median
125
Renal I-131
Range 0.9 - 6
hippuran
Median
4.9
Thyroid I-131 Range 0.2 - 9.5
uptake
Median
0.9

182 - 740
740
370
37 - 296
204
0.4 - 1.1
0.8
0.1 - 3.0
0.4

III, IV
570 - 740
555
500 - 740
620
74 - 111
93
0.9
1.7

-

2.2

1.9
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AN ANALYSIS OF THE SPATIAL DOSE DISTRIBUTION
AROUND THE PATIENT WITH THERAPEUTIC DOSE OF I-131
T.Orito, *S.Koga, A. Takeuchi, M. Ishizaka, *G. Takeshita, S Suzuki
and *H. Toyama
Department of Health Physics, School of Health Sciences,
*Department of Radiology, School of Medicine, Fujita Health
University, Toyoake, JAPAN
ABSTRACT
Spatial dose distribution curves based on the measurement of
clinical cases, theoretical and experimental analyses were studied
around the patients treated with I-131 for thyroid carcinoma. When
the maximum activity in a patient was 555MBq, external exposure at
50cm from a ride of the subject's was 76.4pSv/hr for theoretical
value, 65 p Sv /hr for experimental value, and 32 p Sv /hr for clinical
case. The total exposure at 1m from the side of the breast in
clinical cases 1.2 and 3 were obtained 7.75, 1.97 and 0.79mSv, respectinely. The relult of case 1 suggested that spectial restriction need be placed on the patient's proximity to other individual.
INTRODUCTION
When performing the treatment of verious kinds of diseases using
Radionuclide (RN) in the practice of nuclear medicine, the patient
becomes a significant source of radiation. I-131 utilized for the
RN treatment of thyroid disease in said to be only one RN presently
used for therapy in Japan. The patient administered I-131 must be
admitted in a RN ward. However, there are only a small number of
data which can be used in investigating the criteria for permitting
the patient to discharge the hospital or transferring the patient
to a general ward. This time, in order to clarify these point, a
theoretical analysis of the spatial dose distribution around the
patient administered I-131 was conducted, a model experiment was
performed and clinical examples were investigated.
MATERIAL and METHOD
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The spatial dose distribution showing in Fig 1 calculated by
using following formura.
ni=means number of photons per disintegration

r
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Fig. I Theoretical spatial dose distribution curve around
the Alderson Rand Phantom under the thyroid gland
containing I-131 solution of Ill MBq.
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Fig. 2 Experimental sptial dose distribution curve
around the Alderson Rand Phantom under the
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Counter (Toshiba) in order to know the distribution of RN in the
patient's body.
The spatial dose distibution within the RN ward and the RN
distribution within the body were successively measured from immediately after the administration.
RESULT and DISCUSSION
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Table 1 External exposure at 50 em or 80 em
from a patient after mr was administered
to a patient orally.
After 1 week
After 2 week
at
at
at
at
50cm 80cm 50cm 80cm
(p S /hr)
( 11 S I hr)
Patient 1 66.0
28.0
13.0
28.0
0.5
0.2
Patient 2
2.0
0.2
1.2
0.1
Patient 3

Table 2 External exposure at 50 em from the object
when the maximum activity in a patient
was 555MBq.
Exposure rate at 50cm
Patient 1
36.0 ( f1 Sv /hr)
Patient 2
30.0
Patient 3
30.0
Experimental value
64.5
Theoretical value
76.5

Fig 1 shows the calculated spatial dose distribution assuming 111
MBq of I-131 contained in the thyroid of the neck. Fig 2 shows the
actual measurement by phantoms. According to the results of the
above three cases, the external exposure levels at 50cm and 80cm
from the side ot the patient's body were obtained one week and two
weeks after the adiministraTable 3 Total exposure at 0.5, 1.0 and 2.5 m from the
side of the breast of clinical case.

tion and the results indi-

Exporure per treatment
Activity
at
at
at
administtered
0.5m
0.5m
0.5m
(GBq)
(mSv)
(mSv)
(mSv)
Patient 1
31.0
3.7
7.75
1.24
3.26
Patient 2
3.12
0.78
0.125
0.315
Patient 3
3.71
3.3
1.72

tained. In case 2 showing a

cated by the table were obsmall uptake into the thyroid and a rapid discharge,
external exposure levels observed

one

week

after the

administration for 50cm distance and 80cm distance were 0.5,uSv/hr and 0.2pSv/hr respectively.

In case 1 showing a retarted discharge due to transfer,

external exposure levels obtained for these distance were 66p Sv/hr
and 28pSv/hr respectively. As for the results obtained two weeks
after,

they were 28,uSv/hr and 13pSv/hr for these distances in

case 1 which dose rates indicating almost no existance of an
external exposure source were obserbed in case 2. The spatial dose
rate

for the time when the intrabody residual level of I-131 be-

comes 555MBq was obtained at 50cm from the side of the patient's
body for each of the theoretical analysis, the model experiment and
the clinical cases there by obtaining the results shown in the
table 2. The time when the intrabody residual level becomes 555MBq
was about 12 days after the administration for case 1, about one
day after for case 2 and about 3 days after for case 3. The spetial
dose rate for the clinical cases was about 1/2 of that for thea-
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retical analysis and that for the model experiment. This is considered to be due to the fact that I-131 was incorporated only into the
thyroid in the latter cases while I-131 was distributed in the
whole body of each clinical case. Therefore, when considering the
criteria for the admitance of patients administered RN in a special
ward while taking into consideration the external exposure level
for a person beside the patient, the external exposure level will
be overestimated if the calculation is performed on the basis of
the supposition that the source of radiation consisting of a point
source attenuates only according to the physical half life.
Accordingly, it is necessary to perform estimation according to
the result of each clinical case in order to know accurate exposure
levels. Total exposure levels for persons continously staying at
0.5, 1.0 and 2.5m from the patient from immediately after administration of I-131 were calculated and the results shown in the
Table 3 were obtained.
According to the definitoin by I.C.R.P, it is nort necessary to
proide a special restriation to another person staying near the patient for the radiation level with which the yearly dose limit at
1m from the patient is less than 5mSv. Cases 2 and 3 are those corresponding to this category while a special restriction is required
for case 1. It has been found that the patitent should be admitted
in a RN treatment ward provided with a specil measure for preventing adjacent persons from being exposed to radiation by taking into
account the fact that the effective half life varies according to
each case.
CONCULSION
Spatial dose distribution curves based on the measurement of
clinical cases, theoretieal and experimental analyses were studied
around the patients treated with I-131 for thyroid carcinoma. When
the maximun activity in a patient was 555 MBq, external exposure at
50cm from a side of the subject was 76.4pSv/hr for theoretical
value, 65 pSv/hr for experimental value and 3.2pSv/hr for clinical case.

The total exposure at 1m from side of the breast in

clinical cases 1.2 and 3 were obtained 7.75mSv, 0.78mSv and 1.72mSv
respectively. The result of case 1 suggested that special restriction need be placed on the patient's proximity to other individual.
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ABSORBED DOSE TO TECHNICIANS WORKING AT ACCELERATORS FOR
RADIATION THERAPY

A. Almen, L. Ahlgren and S. Mattsson
Department of Radiation Physics Malmo
University of Lund
Malmo Allmanna sjukhus
S-214 01 MALMO
ABSTRACT
Absorbed dose to the trunk and the hands of technicians working
at high-energy accelerators for radiotherapy have been measured
for
seven accelerator
in different
hospitals.
Induced
radioactivity and leakage radiation have been studied. The
annual absorbed dose to the trunk was estimated to 2.0 mGy.
Induced radioactivity contributed with 1/3 of the total absorbed
dose. For one accelerator the variation of absorbed dose rate
after an irradiation inside the treatment room was followed.
Radionuclides with rather long halflives e.g. 187w were
identified.
INTRODUCTION
External radiotherapy is mainly carried out with photon or
electron beams from electron accelerators. The technicians
operating these accelerators will be irradiated from photons
penetrating the radiation shield in the accelerator head and
the walls of the treatment room. Photons scattered in the patient
and in the treatment room before penetration of the walls will
also contribute. If the photon energy exceeds 8-10 MeV the
technicians when inside the treatment room will be irradiated
by induced radioactivity produced by photonuclear reactions.
The highest induced activity is expected in the parts of the
accelerator exposed by the highest photon fluence. Depending
on the photon energy and irradiated material a number of
radionuclideswillbeproducedwithdifferenthalflives. Neutrons
will also be produced.
The aim of this study was to estimate the absorbed dose to
technicians working at accelerators producing high-energy
photons due to induced radioactivity and leakage radiation.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Absorbed dose to 24 technicians working at seven high energy
accelerators in six different hospitals in Sweden was measured.
The accelerators used accelerating potentials above 10 MV
producing photon and electron beams of different energies.
Five TL-dosimeters (LiF, 3.2*3.2*0.9 mm3) were carried on the
trunk and five on a wrist bracelet. The dosimeters on the trunk
were covered with 5 mm buildup material, the dosimeters on the
wrist had no additional buildup accept a thin plastic cover.
The dosimeters were calibrated in a 60co-field.
During the
measuring period of ten working days the background radiation
and the radiation at the control console was measured with
TL-dosimeters. A pressurized ionisation chamber (Victoreen 450P)
was also used to measure the absorbed dose rate due to leakage
and scattered radiation at the control console when high-energy
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photons were used. The leakage radiation inside the treatment
room was measured with a ionizing chamber one meter from the
isocenter perpendicular to the central beam axis. For the
measurements a 50 mm buildup cap was used.
The time variation of the absorbed dose rate due to induced
activity after a treatment with high-energy photons in
one
treatment room was measured with a Nai(Tl)-detector placed at
the isocenter and at 1.3 m above the floor at a location beside
the treatment couch. The measurement was carried out for one
accelerator and started 0.5 min after the irradiation and went
on for 48 h. The signal from the Nai(Tl)-detector was compared
with readings from a plastic scintillation detector calibrated
for absorbed dose measurements. The curves over count-rate
versus time were analyzed and separated into several exponential
functions.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Absorbed dose rate outside the treatment room due to leakage
radiation during a treatment with high-energy photons varied
considerably between the accelerators (Table 1). Table 1 also
shows the leakage radiation through the accelerator head in the
treatment room. The leakage radiation is given per absorbed
dose unit given to the patient. Inside the treatment room the
average absorbed dose measured divided by absorbed dose maximum
in water at isocenter is given in table 1.
Table 1. Leakage radiation inside the treatment room and at the
control console, when irradiating with high-energy photons.
Designation

Manufacturer

Leak. rad.
inside/
mGyjGy

Leak. rad.
control
console/J..LGyjh

Linac 1

Clinac 1800
Varian

0.134

4.4

Linac 2

SL 75/20
Philips

0.135

0.4

Linac 3

SL 75/20
Philips

0.347

1.0

Linac 4

Dynaray LA20
Brown Boveri

0.435

1.2

Linac 5

SL 25/20
Philips

0.459

0.2

Microtron 1

MM22
Scanditronix

0.513

1.4

Microtron 2
Race trac

MM50
Scanditronix

0.462

2.5

The annual dose was calculated by extrapolating the measured
dose to one year assuming a workload of 45 week in a year. The
natural background was subtracted from the TL-readings. The
absorbed dose at the control console was calculated and was
subtracted from the total absorbed dose. Estimation of the
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contribution from induced radioactivity to the total absorbed
dose was then obtained. The average absorbed dose to the trunk
was estimated to 2. 0 mGy per year. In figure 1 the mean absorbed
dose to the technicians at each accelerator are given.
Absorbed dose per year jmGy

3.0 . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

2.5
2.0
1.5

Linac 1

Linac 2

Linac 3

Linoc 4

Linac 5

Microtron lM1crotron 2

II lnducedll Transmitted

Figure 1 The measured absorbed dose to the trunk extrapolated
to one year.
In the same way the absorbed dose to the hand was calculated
for the different accelerators to 2. 1 mGy. The dose to the hands
varies from 0.7 to 3.3 mGy.
A similar investigation (LaRiviere P, 1985) has given comparable
absorbed doses. His registred dose outside the treatment room
is however lower. This could be due to different measuring
techniques or due to that the control console is very distant
from the accelerator.
At the control console the average dose rate was measured to
1.6 ~Gyjh. The average leakage dose rate inside the the room
was 0.36 mGyjGy.
A number of radionuclides was identified by examining the
halflives. The identified nuclides were also compared with gamma
spectroscopy measurments (Ahlgren et al, 1988). An example of
the absorbed dose rate curve is given in figure 2.
Absorbed dose rate/ (. Gy/h)
7.0-.--------'---'---'-'--'-----------,

Al-28

6.0

Cu-62
Mn-56
Cu-64

5.0

W-187
Ni-57

20

40

60

Time after the irradiation/ min

Figure 2 Absorbed dose rate at isocenter in the treatment room
0.5 to 60 min after a termination of the treatment with high
energy photons.
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The contribution from 28Al (T 1 ; 2 =2.3 min) and 62cu (T 1 ;2=9.7
min) dominates the dose-rate immediately after the treatment.
Later the contribution from radionuclides with longer halflives
becomes important. E.g 187w (T 1 ; 2 =24 h) and 57Ni (T 1 ; 2 =36 h)
contributes to the absorbed dose rate in the treatment room due
to their relatively long halflives for several hours. At isocenter
the absorbed dose rate is about two times higher than beside
the treatment couch.
CONCLUSION
The total annual absorbed dose rate to the technicians was
calculated to 2.0 mGy. The absorbed dose to the trunk and to
the wrist are very similar. The dose to the hands are probably
higher than to the wrist due to the ~-particles emitting from
the surface of accessories.
Induced radioactivity in the accelerator contributes with 1/3
and the radiation transmitted through the walls of the treatment
room contributes with 2/3 to the absorbed dose to the technicians.
The contribution from induced radioactivity is rather constant
for the different accelerators indicating the importance of
radionuclides with long halflives as a source of radiation.
This also means that the technicians is irradiated every time
they enter the treatment room, not solely after treatments with
high-energy x-rays.
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Neutron Leakage from the Entrance Maze of Medical Electron Accelerators
H.-P. Weise
Bundesanstalt fur Materialforschung und -prufung (BAM), Berlin,
Federal Republic of Germany

For medical electron accelerators with photon energies above 15 MeV the shielding
requirements in the entrance region of the treatment room are mainly determined
by neutron streaming. The accelerator (especially the bremsstrahlung target and
the collimator system) is the primary source of fast photoneutrons with an average
energy of about 1 MeV. The neutrons are scattered from the walls of the maze
resulting in a broad energy spectrum down to thermal energy. For calculating the
attenuation factor of the entrance shielding door the neutron dose rate has to be
determined using a reliable procedure. Several methods have been proposed for
estimating neutron streaming through the maze, e.g.:
the albedo method which is based on single scattering
of fast neutrons from the maze walls,
a semiempirical method developed by Nakamura et al.
which was derived from transport calculations,
an empirical procedure by Kersey based on measurements at various accelerator installations.
The accuracy of these three procedures was compared by calculating the neutron
dose rates for various accelerator facilities for which sufficiently reliable measured
data were available. Good agreement between calculated and measured values
was generally obtained for the Nakamura method. The Kersey method overestimates the neutron component in some cases. The simple geometric albedo approach
however severely underestimates the neutron dose rate at the entrance of the maze. This discrepancy is certainly due to the fact that the simple albedo concept
does not take into account the buildup of thermal neutrons by multiple scattering.
Measurements with a Bonner spectrometer indicate a considerable contribution of
slow neutrons to the total dose rate at the entrance. For the design of the entrance
maze the Nakamura method was found to be the most reliable one, the deviation
between calculation and measurement for various representative geometries being
less than a factor of two.
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EXOTIC FILTER MATERIALS FOR DIAGNOSTIC X-RAY EQUIPMENT - ARE THEY
SUPERIOR TO COMMONLY AVAILABLE MATERIALS?
P. Dvorak and C. Lavoie
Bureau of Radiation and Medical Devices
775 Brookfield Road
OTTAWA, Canada K1A OC1
ABSTRACT
Measurements and computer simula.tions weL·e carried out to
evaluate the suitability of various elements for use in X-ray
filters.
Filter thicknesses were selected to give approximately
identical absorbed doses to the image receptor for all elements
under consideration.
The results suggest that elements in the
ranges of atomic numbers from approximately 22 to 42, and above 68
perform about equally well in terms of affecting the phantom dose
and image contrast under the conditions used in measurements and
simulations. In some specialized applications, exotic filters may
have advantage in matching the X-ray spectrum to the image receptor
response. These special cases are not considered here.
INTRODUCTION
In diagnostic radiography, filters are used to modify the
spectral distribution of photons in an X-ray beam in order to reduce
the number of photons that would contribute to the patient dose but
not to the acquisition of diagnostic information.
Aluminum and,
less frequently, copper have been traditionally used in equipment
designed for diagnostic procedures other than mammography.
In
recent years, several less common elements, typically metals from
either the rare earth or the fifth period group, have been proposed
and tested as filter materials. Adding such filters to the basic
filtration, e.g. 2.5 mm Al, results in decreasing both the X-ray
dose to the patient and image contrast.
Filters tested by the
Bureau of Radiation and Medical Devices performed as advertised.
An obvious question is whether adding an equivalent thickness of
other, more common and less expensive materials, would result in
similar changes in the patient dose and image contrast as does
adding a more exotic filter.
To evaluate the behaviour as X-ray filters of a large number
of elements under various conditions, we developed a computer
simulation of the basic X-ray imaging chain.
We found good
agreement between results of computations and data obtained by
actual measurements of film densities and exposures.
COMPUTER SIMULATION AND COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT
Figure 1 shows the simulated arrangement.
The spectrum
calculated according to [1] is filtered through a 1 mm thick glass
window and 2.5 mm Al basic filter before reaching the additional
filter under evaluation.
The filtered beam is attenuated by a
phantom, simulating the patient, and two contrast test objects. It
passes through the patient support and antiscatter grid, and is
finally absorbed by the image receptor.
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Mass attenuation coefficients are calculated from the
parametrization method developed in Ref. [2], while mass energy
absorption coefficients are interpolated from Ref. [3]. Attenuation
calculation uses the standard exponential formula
E

=

J {E(e)*exp(-~(e)*d)}de

(1)

where E is the beam energy fluence, e is the photon energy, E(e) is
the spectral distribution of the fluence, and ~(e)*d is the product
of attenuation coefficient and attenuator thickness
while the integral dose uses the formula for thin absorbers [4],
D

=

J {E(e)*V(e)/~(e)*[1-exp(-~(e)*d)] }de

(2)

where V(e) is the mass energy absorption coefficient, and the other
symbols have the same meaning as in (1).
Derivation of Eq. (2) in Ref. [4] can be applied also to thick
absorbers, such as phantoms, in a narrow beam geometry.
Fig. 1.
Simulated experimental arrangement
Since we use
the model to compare
the
behaviour
of
x-ray source assembly
different
filters
under
identical
conditions, we are
interested only in
relative values. In
this case, it is not
necessary to include
any correction to
account for the grid
factor.
Similarly,
phantom
we have used the
law
inverse square
table and
to
facilitate
the
grid
comparison
with
experimental
data,
but
its
omission
would not influence
the results of comparison of individual filter materials.
The
computer model does not take into account the scattered radiation.
For comparisons between calculated and measured values, we corrected
the measured values by subtracting the estimated contribution of
scattered radiation from the reading of the probe used to measure
the exposure at the phantom exit and image receptor entrance. We
did not use any patient support or grid in this particular case.

Table 1 summarizes the results of comparison.
The data are
presented in pairs consisting of figures for the filter under
consideration and an approximately equivalent copper filter.
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Computed and Measured Film Contrasts and Phantom/Phosphor
Dose Ratios

Tab.1.

kVcp elem

mm

obj .1 contr.
calc
meas

obj. 2 contr.
calc
meas

dose ratio
calc
meas

60

Pd
Cu
Nb
Cu
Er
Cu

0.025
0.1
0.03
0.075
0.1
0.175

0.29
0.29
0.29
0.29
0.28
0.28

0.31
0.32
0.29
0.28
0.29
0.33

0.43
0.43
0.44
0.44
0.42
0.42

0.45
0.46
0.44
0.43
0.45
0.44

28.3
25.7
28.9
28.1
27.2
20.6

33.8
30.6
33.9
33.3
30.2
24.0

80

Pd
Cu
Nb
Cu
Er
Cu
Mo
Cu

0.025
0.125
0.03
0.075
0.1
0.275
0.03
0.175

0.32
0.32
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.30
0.33
0.31

0.31
0.31
0.32
0.31
0.33
0.30
0.29
0.29

0.49
0.48
0.49
0.49
0.49
0.46
0.49
0.47

0.49
0.46
0.49
0.48
0.47
0.46
0.43
0.44

37.1
31.9
37.0
35.6
33.2
26.2
36.1
29.4

36.5
37.7
40.7
38.5
33.4
28.3
32.1
31.1

100

Pd
Cu
Nb
Cu
Er
Cu

0.025
0.125
0.03
0.075
0.1
0.375

0.27
0.27
0.27
0.27
0.27
0.25

0.26
0.26
0.28
0.28
0.31
0.27

0.40
0.40
0.41
0.41
0.41
0.37

0.42
0.39
0.46
0.41
0.47
0.39

28.3
25.7
28.9
28.1
27.2
20.6

30.4
27.5
30.5
30.0
27.2
21.6

Fig.2.
Figure 2 shows the
calculated values of
object contrasts and
relative doses for
several
simulated
situations,
with
filter materials and
thicknesses
listed
in Table 2.

Computed Values of Dose Ratios and Contrasts
•.------------------------------------------,1

•
•

14

10

•

1111

24
22

..,<~to~,,___...,..,.,.""
...W..n!OA-I>A____,.,b/!IAWn!0-!1"~... t• ~NA
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,.....,.,__-wn.,....w;..,.vv-v--v;WR....w;~wv v w
, ~
vv
Object contrast
Dose ratio phantom/phosphor
17.6 mm perspex
Phantom 113 mm water

+

60 li'cp

o

60 kVcp

A

eo

o

eo

kVcp

kVcp

Ill

Conditions
ta
simulated in Table 1
ta
and Figure 2: X-ray
t•
tube voltage 60, 80
12
and
100
kVcp
w
(approximated by a
three
phase
to
generator operating
at low X-ray tube
current),
phantom
113 mm H2 0, objects 11.8 (not
polymethylmethacrylate.
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10

atomic

shown

10

in

number

70

Fig.2)

10

and

17.6

mm

Filter Thicknesses in Fig.2 Computations

Tab.2.
elem.
12
13
14
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
32
34
39
40

Mg
Al
Si
Ti

v

Cr
Mn
Fe
Co
Ni
Cu
Zn
Ge
Se
y

Zr

mm

3.2
1. 75
1.7
0.295
0.2
0.145
0.128
0.105
0.085
0.075
0.068
0.079
0.088
0.085
0.075
0.042

elem.
41
42
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
56
57
59
64
67
68

mm

Nb
Mo
Ru
Rh
Pd
Ag
Cd
In
Sn
Sb
Ba
La
Pr
Gd
Ho
Er

0.03
0.026
0.017
0.016
0.015
0.017
0.02
0.0225
0.023
0.025
0.054
0.031
0.031
0.029
0.0275
0.027

elem.
69 Tm
70 Yb
71 Lu
72 Hf
73 Ta
74 w
75 Re
76 Os
77 Ir
78 Pt
79 Au
81 Tl
82 Pb
83 Bi
90 Th
92 u

mm

0.028
0.0375
0.0265
0.0195
0.015
0.0133
0.0123
0.0108
0.0108
0.0109
0. 0117
0.018
0.018
0.0205
0.0145
0.008

The
filter
thicknesses
listed
in
Table
2
result
in
approximately identical doses absorbed in the image receptor under
conditions shown for Table 1 and Figure 2.
Calculations of the
solid bone contrast (not shown) result in the same pattern of
dependence on the atomic number of the filter as found for
polymethylmethacrylate. Some of the elements listed in Table 2 may
not be suitable for X-ray filters because of their mechanical or
chemical properties, radioactivity, or cost.
CONCLUSION
The results of measurements and computations suggest that,
under the conditions used in this work, there is no noticeable
difference in performance as filter materials for elements in the
ranges of atomic numbers from approximately 22 to 42, and above 68.
Advantages of special filters designed for matching the X-ray
spectrum with image receptor response are not treated in this paper.
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TEST OF MAMMOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT BY AN OBJECTIVE ASSESSMENT
OF IMAGE QUALITY AND DOSE
J.F. Valley1l, L. Desponds2l, C. Depeursinge2l,
M. Grecescu1l, C. Hessler3l
1) Institute for Applied Radiophysics, CH-1015 Lausanne
2) Institute for Medical Engineering, CH-1024 Ecublens
3) University Medical Center, CH-1011 Lausanne
ABSTRACT
A method for simultaneous determination of dose and image
parameters in mammography is presented. A single exposure of a
suitable phantom is needed, followed by the film analysis on a
microdensitometer. The objective assessment of image quality is
based on the image quality index, a global concept developed by
the authors. The radiation risk to the patient is estimated by
the mean glandular dose.
The procedure has been used in several evaluation tasks of
radiological equipment, material and techniques
influence of
anode
and
filter
material,
comparison
of
screen-film
combinations, limitations of the magnification technique.
INTRODUCTION
Radiological examination is an effective method in the diagnostic
of pathology of the female breast. The new radiological
equipments allow to obtain a high image quality enabling the
detection of microcalcifications of the order of 100 ~m. On the
other hand the absorbed dose to the breast must be controlled and
held to the lowest possible value, owing to the high radiation
sensitivity of this organ. The test of mammographic equipments
has to take both aspects, image quality and dose, into account.
Additionnally, the assessment should be objective in order to
convince both physicians and technicians.
In the case of image quality several approaches have been
proposed for the objective assessment
signal-to-noise ratio,
detective quantum efficiency, information capacity (1). However
these parameters have no direct connection to the radiological
task and are difficult to be perceived and correlated to
clinically significant features. In our approach we developed as
quality index the diameter of the smallest microcalcification
which the system can detect. This quantity is derived from the
measured basic quality parameters
contrast, noise and
resolution. The mean glandular dose will be used to evaluate the
radiological risk.
CONCEPT OF IMAGE QUALITY INDEX
The image quality index (IQI) is defined as the diameter of the
smallest detectable spherical object with a high probability of
correct decision. In a first approach (2), the IQI has been
derived assuming a Gaussian MTF and a white noise; it was given
by the following formula :
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IQI

.£.
m

(

crh2 + 2

c

G
1/2

1t

)1 I 2

where m is the object magnification, crh the width of the Gaussian
line spread function, G the Selwyn granularity coefficient and C
the image contrast.
The model was further improved using statistical decision theory
for 'quasi-ideal' observer (3). In this case the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) is given by the following expression :
SNR
Where S (fx, fy) is the object form in the spatial frequency
domain, MTF the modulation transfer function and W the Wiener
spectrum.
The value of SNR is calculated for different object dimensions
using the measured system parameters (C, MTF, W). The SNR value
corresponding to visual detection has been derived by visibility
tests (2}. Their comparison yields the IQI value.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The image quality parameters and the dose are measured using a
lucite mammographic phantom 53 mm thick. Test objects, embedded
in the phantom, allow the measurement of the image quality
parameters on a radiograph :
- contrast, by measuring the transmission of an aluminium plate,
- resolution, by measuring the profile of a copper foil edge,
- noise, by scanning a uniformly exposed surface with a
microdensitometer.
The surface dose is measured using thermoluminescent dosimeters;
the mean glandular dose is calculated using conversion factors
measured in a BR12 phantom.
The performance assessment of mammographic equipment needs a
single exposure of the phantom and subsequently an analysis of
the radiograph with a microdensitometer and a measurement of the
thermoluminescent dosimeters.
APPLICATIONS
Influence of anode and filter material
The influence of anode and filter material on the image quality
and dose has been measured using the procedure described above.
The three following anode-filter combinations were used : W-Mo,
W-Rh and Mo-Mo. The results obtained are given in figure 1.
The Mo-Mo and W-Mo combinations give similar results. The W-Rh
combination at an IQI of 100 ~m implies a lower dose, but is not
able, in the voltage range used, to produce IQI values as low as
the molybdenum filtration.
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IQI(mm)
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Fig.l. Image quality index (IQI) versus mean glandular dose
(MGD) for three anode-filter combinations
Comparison of screen-film combinations
A set of screen-film combination has been tested using our
method. The list of the combinations and the results obtained are
given in figure 2.

No

Description (Ccr:m-film)

Al

Ada MR Detail - Acfa MR3-Il
Aefa MR Detail S - Acia MR3 -II
Duoont Microvtsion - buoont Cronex
Fuji HR fine- Fuji MJ-MA
Fuii HR tine- Fuii MI-NH
Fu-ii HR fine- Ml-NC
KOdak Min-R Fast- Kodak T-Mat M II
Kodak Min-R Medium - Kodak Min-R
Kodak Min-R Medium - Kodak PE 205
Kodak Min-R Meciium - Kodak OnhoMA
Kodak Min-R - Kodak Min-R
Kodak Min-R - Kodak PE :!05
Kodak Min-R - Kodak OnhoMA
Kodak Min-R - Kodak MinRH
3MT1-3MSX
3MT1-3M FM
3MT.!-3M SX
3M T.!-3M FM

A::
D
Fl
F:
F3
Kl

K:::
KJ
K-+
KS
K6

K7
K8
3M I
3M:!
3M3
3M4

0.21
0

K1°

0.20

.-. 0.19

E

5
§

0.18

I

c

.•
4

•10

.
.

AI

OA2
3M4•

K4

0

KS
JMJ

0

K6

• •3M2
0.17
0.16

K7°

I

O.lS
0-0

F24

.

F3

•

K2

a

Fl•

D

0_2

K5

JMl

•

..........

f..;

0_1

Agfa
Dupont
Fuji
Kodak
3M

0.3

0.4

0-S

DGM(cGy)

Fig.2. Performances of different film-screen combinations
The results are clustered around a hyperbolic curve, showing that
each system corresponds to a compromise between image quality and
dose.
Assessment of the magnification technique
The magnification technique using an air-gap between the breast
support and the film has been tested. This method is claimed to
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improve the quality compared to the classical system using a grid
for scatter reduction. The results are presented in figure 3.
For thin breasts, owing to the low doses, the magnification
technique is acceptable until a magnification factor of 2. For
mean thickness breasts (around 35 mm), the magnification factor
should not be greater than 1.5; for this value the dose is the
same as for the classical method (without magnification and with
grid), but the image quality is clearly improved. For thick
breasts (- 50 mm) magnification is critical. because of the high
dose involved.

0.22 ,----------------------------------------.
m-1
0.20
0.18

e
e

A 28 kV,51mm thick

0.16
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~-5
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0

0.14
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+ 26 kV,17mm thick

0.12
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0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

Ds (rnGy)

Fig.3. Performance of the magnification technique (m:magnification)
CONCLUSIONS
The assessment method presented here has the following advantages:
- the method is objective avoiding the tedious ROC approach;
it is global, giving simultaneous information about image
quality and dose;
it is easy to apply, a single exposure being needed.
The applications of the method have proved its efficiency and
gave insights in the radiological procedures.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF THE QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAME
OF THE X RAY RADIATION IN SERBIA - YUGOSLAVIA
Tomasevic Miroslav, Kosutic Dusko, Marinkovic Olivera
Abstract : Under constant dosimetric control in Serbia there are
782 diagnostic X ray units with 969 X ray tubes.In 1990, 202 such
units were subjected to the radiation dose reproducibility testings; 206 to measurement of high voltage and accuracy of exposure
time. In 94.55% cases the said reproducibility amounted less than
five percent and only 1.98% was higher than 10%. The exposure
time was reliably determined in 78.15% X ray
generators;
deviations in excess of 10% were registered in 21.48%. Similar
situation occured in selection of high voltage. Of observed X ray
generators in 10-12% cases deviations increased ten percent.
Introduction :
The scope of ionizing application, and particularly its
medical use is controlled by the Federal laws and Regulations
passed during the period from 1986- 1989 (1.2.3.4). All ionizing
irradiation sources are constantly subjected to the regular
dosimetric control performed by specialized, highly qualified and
adequately equipped institutions authorized by Republic i.e.
Regional legal regulations. Owing to some changes in legal
regulations, the dosimetric control of all ionizing irradiation
sources is reestablished on the completely different base using
Quality Assurance Program. The basic provisions of the Program,
accepted in our contry as well, (But not in all Republics)
are
given in revised and supplementd version of the aforementioned
Legal Regulations from 1989 (3).
The results of performed testing
In order to meet the proposed criteria related to the
scanning of certain organs and the parts of the body selection of
adequate high voltage (kV) values, X-ray tube current (rnA)
and
duration of scannings is to be selected at the X-ray apparatus
control panel, ranging within the permitted variation of 10%.
Since these values directly influence the dose
of
X-ray
irradiation exerted to the patient it means that it must not
exceed the proposed limits. The results of irradiation doses
reproducibility testing in 1990. are presented in Table 1.
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Table l -

DOSSES

I
I
!The type of
~X-ray unit

IUJ::N'l'

Measured deviations
< 5%

I

Pes

Pes
55

96.49

71

65

91.55

lsUPERIX 800
I
!
iSUPERIX 1000

25

24

39

ISUPERIX 1250

10

!
ISELENOS 4

I

57

>5% and <10%
Pes
%

%

> 10%
Pes

%

2

3.51

0

0.00

3

4.23

3

4.23

96.00

l

4.00

0

0.00

38

97.44

0

0.00

l

2.56

9

90.00

l

10.00

0

0.00

I

I

I
I

I

I
I
I
I

ITOTAL

I

202

191

94.55

7

3.47

4

l . 98

According to the accepted criteria, among all tested
X-ray units, irradiation doses deviation exceeding 10% was found
only in 4: in 3 SELENOS 4 x-ray generators and l
SUPERIX 1000
generator. Presented values revealed no significant difference of
measured deviations in certain X-ray generators.
Following the accepted criterion that only those X-ray
generators in which the accuracy and reproducibility of the
exposure time range within the permitted variation of only 10%
may be considered as satisfactory, it was found that a number of
tested generators failed to meet the criterion. Among tested
X-ray generators, 21.85% failed to meet the proposed criterion
while remaining 78.15% revealed satisfactory testing results.
(Table 2)
The accuracy and reproducibility of high voltage, on
the basis of direct measurement of high voltage of 70kV,
80kV,
90kV and lOOkV were evaluted in diagnostic X-ray units subjected
to the testing. The results for 70kV are in Table 3.
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Table 2 - TIME

Measured deviations

I
\The type of
~X-ray unit
!

< 5%

Pes

Pes

%

>5% and <10%
Pes
%

Pes

> 10%
%

DENT

58

25

43.10

17

29.31

16

27.59

SELENOS 4

73

41

56.16

8

10.96

24

32.88

SUPERIX 800

25

18

72.00

5

20.00

2

8.00

SUPERIX 1000

40

33

82.50

5

12.50

2

5.00

\SUPERIX 1250

10

8

80.00

1

10.00

1

10.00

206

125

60.68

36

17.47

45

21.85

I

i
II

L

ITOTAL

Table 3 - HIGH VOLTAGE

70 kV

I

Measured deviations

I
I

\The type of
jX-ray unit
isELENOS 4

< 5%

Pes
J

Pes

%

I

>5% and <10%
Pes
%

> 10%

Pes

%

28 I 22

78.57

5

17.86

1

3.57

SUPER IX 800

24

13

54.17

9

37.50

2

8.33

ISUPERIX 1000

34

16

47.06

12

35.29

6

17.65

7

3

42.86

3

42.86

1

14.29

93

54

58.07

29

31.18

10

10.75

i

I

jSUPERIX 1250
\TOTAL
I
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I
I

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTED MEASURES
The results of our initial tests, performed at X-ray
units manufactured in Yugoslavia justify the necessity
of
diagnostic X-ray units control as a routine procedure.
In spite
of the fact that measured values mostly ranged within the
proposed limits, we believe that more detailed and more reliable
results related to the diagnostic X-ray units performanses are to
be obtained through furder investigations.
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RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION DUE TO NUCLEAR
MEDICINE EXAMINATIONS IN LIQUID AND GASEOUS MATRICES
G.Testoni*,T.Bernardi*,D.Berti*,O.Tubertini**,R.Zannoli*
* Servizio di Fisica Sanitaria dell'UniversitA di Bologna
** Centro di Radiochimica Ambientale. Dipartimento di Chimica
"G.Ciamician - Universita di Bologna.

Measurements carried out since 1980 on the radioactivity
of liquid wastes produced by the city of Bologna and due to
the activity of Nuclear Medicine Departements.
Radioactivity was measured in the fumes produced by sewage sludge inceneration too.

INTRODUCTION
The"Servizio di Fisica Sanitaria" of the University of
Bologna checks radioactive pollution and its environmental impact due to scientific research and industrial or medical activity.
Because of the past experience, we can conclude that the
most important radioactive impact is due to the Nuclear Medicine Departements (Malpighi and Maggiore Hospitals).
Liquid wastes produced by the city of Bologna and surrounding areas are collected by a sewage system , leading to a
depuration plant; the capacity of the se\,'age system is about
250,000 me per day.
The samples(about 200 in June 1991) ~ere taken at the entrance and exit of the city depurator. Radioactivity was measured in muds, ashes and fumes produced by treatment of the
depuration.
Samples were gathered "in continuo"from the liquid at
entrance by means of a fractions collector during all the week
night and day.
The depuration cycle produces about 10,000 tons muds. The
muds combustion yields 750 tons ashes and 10 million me fumes
per year.
The radioactivity in the fumes was collected on cellulose
filters and active coal caps by means of a suction pump during
30 minutes ( 3 me per min.).
Before letting into atmosphere, fumes were washed with
depurated water that was tested too.
We did not regularly check the activity of beta-emitter
radionuclides, since they are used only for analysis "in vitro''
and liquid waste is not released into the sewage system,
nevertheless some untreated samples ( l ml) were tested and no
radioactivity was found.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
For beta-emitters radionuclides,to 1 ml sample 12 ml
scintillation liquid HT Ready Solv. (Beckman) were added, and
then the mixture was tested by a Beta-counter Beckman LS-100
during 8 hours
For gamma ray spectrometry we gathered samples of the liquids at entrance and exit of the depurator, of the ashes,of
the fumes, and of the fumes washing water.
1 litre of untreated sample was counted in "Marinelli"
beaker (anular geometry) by a high-purity Germanium coaxial
deLecLur ( 2 KeV resolution at 1330 KeV, relative efficiency
30%) or a 3"x3" Nai (Tl) crystal ( 6, 5% resolution at 662 KeV).
Minimum detectable activity was about 0,5 Bq/litre.
The cellulose filters and active coal caps were tested in
the same counting-chaine, but in an other geometry.
The counting-chaine calibration was performed by a calibrated source QCY-44 (Amersham) in aqueous solution.
Quantitative valuations were carryed out for Tc-99m,I13l,I-125,Tl-20l,Ga-67,Xe-133,Cr-51,Co-57
with a counting time of 2000-5000 sec.
RESULTS
The results are explained in the following figures and
tables.
Fig.! Illustrates input capacity of depurator during a
day , and the quantity of Tc-99m measured in an hour.
Fig.2 Refers the weekly course of Tc-99m in entrance at
the depurator.
In tab.l are compared the activities administered to the
patients in a week, with the activities in entrance at the de
purator,in fumes, in ashes and in the fumes washing water.
Tab.l
Tc-99m I-131 I-125

Tl-201 Ga-67

Xe-133

Cr-51

Co-57

-----'-------------------------------------------------------I

A.l\..
L.EN

I
I

35459

5595

22441

1375

I
I

IVA\~

3145

1813

Traks

13

.6

.074 .

Traks

Traks

.035

7.2
17

2400

253

.0025

FU~fES:

.I1.SCH.

567

.-,

L...

7

0

u

28

Traks

Traks

12

A.A
: Activity administered to the patients at the Nuclear
Medicine Departements (Malpighi and Maggiore Hospitals).
L.EN
Activity measured at the entrance of the depurator.
Fm1ES
Activity measured in the gases leaving the burning
plant.
ASCH.
Activity measured in the asches produced by combustion
of muds.
WAW.
: Activity measured in the fumes washing water.
f)

;'ctivity

i~c

nl{'il"llr<'d

in Bq X.

lU

•
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Fig.1
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CONCLUSIONS
l) If H-3 and C-14 are present in the Bologna sewage system, they are not measurables by our equipment (in any case
less than lBq/ml)
2) The radioactive impact due to the Nuclear Medicine Departements is not particularly important (till now!).
3) The transit through the sewage system and the depuration process strongly pull down the radioactivity of used nuclides, because of their low average-time.
4) The radioactivity in the qases leaving the depurator
is completely negligible.
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COEQUYT S., PETITS., FIALDES P., LOBRY P., VERGNES R.
Service Central de Medecine Nuclcaire • C.H.R. 59037 LILLE CEDEX FRANCE
RADIOTHERAPIE METABOLIQUE PAR 131 1

RISQUES DE CONTAMINATION ET D'IR-

RADIATION DU PERSONNEL SOIGNANT

L'

131

1 est utilise en thcrapcutiquc pour lc traitement des hypcrthyro"idics (111

a 1110

MBq), des

nodules autonomes extinctifs (NA) (740 MBq) et des cancers thyroldiens (C) (3700 MBq).
Chez quinze patients (10 C, 5 NA) ont etc mesures le taux de fixation en regard du parenchyme
thyroldicn, !'elimination urinairc quotidienne de 1' 131 1, l'activitc residuelle ct Ia distance correspondant il un debit de dose de 2,5 10" 2 mSv/h il Ia sortie (J+4) :
· Taux de fixation moyen : C : 4,8 % • NA : 28,1 %
• L'climination urinairc est representee en pourccntage cumulc de l'activile administrce
(cf courbe)
• L'activitc residuelle du patient il Ia sortie : - C : 536 MBq - NA : 381 MBq
· Distance 2,5. 10· 2 mSv/h: • C: 22 em - NA: 84 em

80

so
Elimination urinaire en pourcentage
cumule de l'activite administree

30

10
0

J+l

J+l

J+3

1+4

CONCLUSION : L'hospitalisation en secteur radioprotcgc est justificc, surtout pour lcs cancers,
par les risques de contamination du personnel par les urines (2035 MBq climincs lcs douze premieres heures pour les C contre 148 MBq pour les NA). A J+4, !'elimination urinaire dcvient rclativement faible dans les deux pathologies (C: 37 MBq ;. NA : 17 MBq).
Par contre,

a J+4,

le debit de dose Gamma est quatrc fois plus important pour lcs NA que pour

les C, ce qui pose le problemc de !'irradiation du personnel en secteur non protege.
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Ionizing Radiation Sources Used in Medical Applications
in Brazil
S.M.V. Oliveira, A.M.C. Araujo and G. Drexler*
Institute de Radioprote~ao e Dosimetria - IRD,
Nat. Nuclear Energy Comission - CNEN, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
*Institut flir Strahlenschutz,
GSF - Forschungszentrum flir Umwelt und Gesundheit GmbH,
D - 8042 Neuherberg
Abstract
Data about ionizing radiation sources used in medical
applications in Brazil and obtained through a IRD/CNEN
national proragamme together with Brazilian health authorities
are presented. This study used the geographic country division
into five regions. The results are analized for each region.
Due to many demographic, social and economic differences among
these regions, some modifications are proposed to the UNSCEAR
collection data model, for developing countries with similar
situations.
Introduction
This inventory began with an IRD programme in Rio de Janeiro
state (Southeast Region) where radiation protection and
quality control inspections were performed in 2,000 diagnostic
and 4,000 odontological X-ray equipments. The programme was
extended in 1987 to other states (table 1). In one of themEspirito Santo state (also Southeast Region) - the inventory
is already completed: in the last years neither the number of
diagnostic radiology equipment increased nor was the broken
equipment replaced. In other states where the inventory is
presently continuously updated - Acre and Rondonia (North
Region) Paraiba and Ceara (Northeast Region), Sao Paulo
(Southeast Region), Parana (South Region) and Goias (West
Region) - the X-ray equipment is increasing with population
increment. In the remaining states available data is shown but
should be analysed separately since the collecting methodology
was quite different (table 2).
Main results
In an UNSCEAR classification (health care level I - IV) Brazil
in total can be classified to be in health care level I/II
(table 3) with significant variations between the geographical
regions. Using the correlation of X-ray equipment per
inhabitants the classification is II/III and indicators like
odontical consultations or radiodiagnostic examinations show
decreasing tendency with time (fig. 1). Thus the health care
level in Brazil is comparable i.e. with India or China.
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Regarding the radiological examinations distribution among
the main types, it was observed that the frequency for
preventive procedures is lower than for the corrective
procedures (fig. 3). Furthermore, in developing countries like
Brazil, the population distribution in cities and countrysides
(table 1) must be considered separately, because the health
resources in countrysides are much smaller.
Optimizing procedures in health care thus must utilize many
indicators jn order to identify the actual situation and to
initiate necessary actions.
Conclusions
To describe the situation and estimate deficiency resp. the
needs of a country as well as to assess population exposures,
the relationship among more health indicators and
socio-economic variables should be considered. The results
obtained have also demonstrated that a data collection
standardization is necessary and unique statistical
methodology analysis should be elaborated and implemented.
Nuclear Medicine and Radiotherapy data in Brazil should be
more detailed. According to UNSCEAR Report 1988 nuclear
medicine and the therapeutic uses of radiation is increasing
in developing countries and the need for quality control will
arise.
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Table 1 - Population
Regions

Dist~ibution

I
I

Inhabitants
(X 1,000)

in

B~azil

(%)

I
I

U~ban
('Yo)

Count~y
('Yo)

--------------------------------------------------------------No~th
No~theast

I
I
I
I
I

7,894
39,764
60,400
21,100
9,329

Southeast
South
West

I
I
I
I
I

3
29
45
16
7

56
85
66
72

44
15
34
28

---------------------------------------------------------------B~azil
138,487
I
100
73
23

Table 2 - National
Regions

I

No~th

Invento~y

Diagnostic

I

I

X-~ay

I

I

Facilities

I

Diagnostic

Southeast
South
West

Dental

I Radiothe~.l

Nuclea~

I

x-~ay

I Facilit.

I Med.

Equipment

I

Equipm.

I

I

468
2,011
8,674
1,852
907

255
1,123
2, 701
1,072
368

No~theast

I

X-~ay

512
1,466
20,355
891
1,642

Facil.

2
23
74
16
6

3
19
91
23
11

-------------------------------------------------------------------B~azil
147
5,519
13.912
I 24,866 I 121

Table 3 - Health
Classification

Ca~e

Level

I Inhabitants/! Regions
I Physicians I
< 500

I West

I
I

States

I

B~asilia

(OF)

I Ro~aima, Amapa
I Rio G.No~te, Pa~aiba, Alagoas
I Pe~nambuco, Cea~a, Be~gipa
I
500 - 999
West
I Mato G~osso, Hato G. do Sul
Southeast I Espi~ito Santo, Minas Ge~ais
Southeast I Rio de Janei~o, Sao Paulo
South
I Santa Cata~ina, Rio G. Sul
-------------------------------------------------------------------No~th
No~theast
No~theast

1000-1.999

II

I
I
Sou~ces:

2ooo-2.999

I
I

No~th

1 Rondonia, Amazonas, Pa~a

No~thwest

South
West

I Piuaf, Bahia
I Pa~ana
I Goias

No~th
No~thwest

I
I

IRO/CNEN, 1989; IBGE, 1987
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X-RAY EXAMS FREQUENCY
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Fig. 2

THE INTERNATIONAL CHERNOBYL PROJECT
Abel J. Gonzalez
Deputy Director, Division of Nuclear Safety
International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna, Austria

ABSTRACT
The findings of the International Chernobyl Project are summarized herewith. The project focused on
four key issues related to the radiological consequences of the Chernobyl accident which are of concern to
the population and policy makers: the true extent of the current contamination in inhabited areas of Belarus,
Russia and the Ukraine; the past, current and future radiation exposure of the population; the actual and potential health effects; and the adequacy of measures being taken to protect the public. The project findings are
expected to contribute towards alleviating the consequences of the accident by presenting factual information
to allow future policy and worldwide assistance to be channelled to where it is most needed and where it can
be best used.

INTRODUCTION
1.
In response to a governmental request, the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) organized a
multinational team to assess the current radiological situation after the Chernobyl accident in the three more
affected Republics, Belarus, Russia and the Ukraine. Seven international bodies participated: CEC, FAO, IAEA,
ILO, UNSCEAR, WHO and WMO. Thus, the International Chemobyl Project was formalized in February 1990.
2.
A group of ten scientists designed a strategic approach after a fact-finding mission in March 1990. This
group met with officials in Moscow and the Republics' capitals, scientific organizations, hospitals, clinics and
agricultural centres in the affected areas and in Kiev, Gomel and Moscow. They also discussed project plans
with residents of seven settlements in the three Republics, who predominantly expressed anxieties about children's health and the adequacy of the Government's proposed measures for limiting radiation exposures within
their lifetime, as well as mistrust against the authorities and against scientific and medical committees.
3.
Subsequently, an International Advisory Committee (lAC), consisting of 21 members from 7 international organizations and 10 countries (including radiation specialists, medical practitioners and psychologists),
was established to direct the project and assess findings. The IAC met 23-27 April 1990 in Kiev and Minsk
to define the project structure and work plan to be completed in 1 year with limited resources. The task that
evolved was to assess the quality and correctness of existing data and to conduct an independent study by means
of laboratory analyses of field samples and internationally recognized assessment techniques. It focused on
four key issues of concern to the population and policy makers: the true extent of the current contamination
in the Republics' inhabited areas; the past, current and future radiation exposure of the population; the actual
and potential health effects; and the adequacy of measures taken to protect the public. The project conclusions
and recommendations were approved by the IAC in Vienna 18-22 March 1991 and presented for scrutiny
to an international conference of experts in Vienna 21-24 May 1991. The findings are contained in a Technical
Report which should be referred to for further technical details. (See Fig. 1.)
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February 1990

Preliminary meeting
March 1990

Preparation

Fact finding mission
April 1990
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International Advisory Committee meeting
May 1990 - January 1991
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Work plan implementation

Environmental
contamination
February 1991

Draft

Report preparation

Final

International Advisory Committee meeting

March 1991

21-24 May 1991

International conference
The International Chemobyl Project. The Project was organized in response to a governmental request for an international assessment of the radiological consequences of the Chemobyl accident. The multinational effort was directed by
the International Advisory Committee and included the participation of the CEC, FAO, IAEA, IW, UNSCEAR, WHO and
WMO. Five tasks defined the Project implementation: historical portrayal of the events leading to the current radiological
situation, the evaluation of the environmental contamination, the evaluation of the radiation exposure of the population,
the assessment of the health impact from radiation exposures and the evaluation of the protective measures.
Figure 1

GOALS AND SCOPE
4.
The project dealt exclusively with the radiological consequences for the inhabitants of affected areas:
approx. 25,000 km 2 with ground concentration levels of Cs over 5 Ci/km 2 (58% located in Belarus, 32%
in Russia and 9% in the Ukraine), covering a population of 825,000 (45% live in Belarus, 24% in Russia
and 31% in the Ukraine) residing in over 2,000 settlements in the three Republics. The project did not cover
the prohibited region (approximately 30 Jan in radius around the damaged reactor) or the emergency personnel
("liquidators") who carried out recovery operations after the accident.

WORK PLAN
5.
Surveys were performed on 27 "surveyed contaminated settlements", some with relatively high soil
surface contamination, others with relatively low soil surface contamination but with the potential for high
radiation doses to the population through the food chain. For comparison, surveys were also conducted on
7 "surveyed control settlements" outside the contaminated areas. In addition, a number of information
exchange activities were carried out to enhance the level of understanding of the problems involved among
the local scientific community.

PARTICIPATION
6.
Some 200 experts from research institutes, universities and organizations in 25 countries and 7 multinational organizations participated in the assessment. Approximately 50 missions were undertaken between
March 1990 and January 1991. The IAEA Seibersdorf Laboratory together with l3 laboratories in 6 countries
collected and analysed samples and conducted an intercomparison exercise with laboratories in Belarus,
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Russia and the Ukraine. Governmental authorities and commercial companies in 5 countries donated equipment, supplies, radiation monitors and computing time. Project teams made 2,000 measurements of external
gamma dose rates, ecosystem and milk, monitored almost 22,000 inhabitants for external and internal
exposures and performed approximately 1,500 medical examinations. Overall efforts concentrated on assessing the reliability and accuracy of data, techniques and methodologies used to estimate contamination levels,
doses and health effects and evaluating radiological protection policies.
MAJOR FINDINGS
7.
From the radiological point of view, the relevant radioactive contaminant still remaining in the area is
Cs-137, Sr-90 and Pu-239 being potentially interesting. The contamination values in available maps for
Cs-137 and Pu-239 were generally corroborated, while Sr-90 results were lower than reported. (See Fig. 2.)
Water and food contamination was below Codex Alimentarius levels.
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Comparison of Project measurements of caesium soil
contamination with official values of caesium surface
contamination for settlements of Belarus and Russia.
limited Project sampling of caesium contamination in topsoils in five settlements of Belarus and four settlements of
Russia indicated values that were consistent with the range
of the official values based on comprehensive surveys
carried out since the accident and reported for these settlements by the State Committee on Hydrometeorology and
Environmental Monitoring, Moscow.

Project estimates
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~ Official estimates

Comparison of Project measurements of strontium and
plutonium soil contamination with official values for
surface contamination in the Bragin region, Belarus. The
Project concluded that analytical results for a limited set of
soil samples corresponded to the reponed estimates for
plutonium but were lower than those for strontium. As
illustrated here for settlements in the Bragin region, the
measurements of strontium contamination suggest the
potential for overestimation in the official values reponed
by the State Committee on Hydrometeorology and Environmental Monitoring, Moscow.

Figure 2

8.
The official procedures for estimating doses were scientifically sound and the methodologies used were
intended to provide results that would not underestimate the doses. However, independent project estimates
were lower than the officially reported dose estimates. (See Fig. 3.)
9.
No health disorders were found that could be attributed directly to radiation exposure; however, significant non-radiation-related health disorders do exist in the affected area. (See Fig. 4.) There are also substantial
pyschological consequences in terms of anxiety and uncertainty. No current increase in the incidence of
leukemia or cancer could be substantiated and future potential increases in cancer would be difficult to discern.
These general conclusions on the health situation were followed by a number of detailed conclusions, some
related to neoplasms, in particular to the many reported increases in cancer and to the potential future cancer
increase, as follows: USSR data indicated that reported cancer incidence had been rising for the last decade
and has continued to rise at the same rate since the accident; the project team considered that there had been
incomplete reporting in the past and could not assess whether the rise is due to increased incidence,
methodological differences, better detection and diagnosis or other causes; the data did not reveal a marked
increase in leukemia or thyroid tumours since the accident; on the basis of estimated project doses and
currently accepted radiation risk estimates, future increases over the natural incidence of all cancers or
hereditary effects would be difficult to discern, even with large and well designed long term epidemiological
studies; however, reported estimates of absorbed thyroid dose in children are such that there may be a statisti-
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Comparison of Project estimates and officially reported
estimates for radiation dose to the population in selected
seUlements. Project dose estimates derived independently
were compared with the official values for the population in
the selected settlements as reported by the Institute of
Biophysics, Moscow. As illustrated here, the Project
estimates were lower than the officially reported dose estimates. Overall, there is general agreement within a factor
of 2-3.
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Project assessment of the general health of the population
in selected settlements.
The Project assessment of
reported increases in illness attributed to the Chernobyl
accident included an investigation of the general health of
the population in selected settlements. Independent medical
examinations of inhabitants of both surveyed contaminated
and surveyed control settlements revealed no health disorders that could be attributed directly to radiation
exposure, but did indicate significant non-radiation-related
health disorders among the adult population. As illustrated
here, Project results indicated that 10-15 per cent of the
adult population examined in both surveyed contaminated
and surveyed control settlements should be referred to a
physician for follow-up medical care.
Figure 4

Figure 3

cally detectable increase in the incidence of thyroid tumours in the future. Examination of nearly 800 children
showed no difference in height and weight between those living in contaminated settlements and those in
control settlements wiili no contamination. Comparison with growth pattern norms in the USA indicate that
children are generally healiliy and ilieir diet is adequate. Medical examinations showed iliat thyroid size and
size distribution, as well as thyroid nodules, were similar to iliose reported in oilier countries.
10. With regard to protective measures, it was found that measures taken or planned exceed what is strictly
necessary on radiological grounds. Relocation and foodstuff restrictions should have been less extensive.
However, ilie project concluded that relaxing current policy could be counter-productive (aliliough more
restricted criteria should not be adopted) and social and political factors must be considered. (See Figs. 5
and 6.)
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Criteria for evacuation of the population in the early phase of the Chernobyl accident. While the Project team was
not able to investigate in detail many of the early protective actions taken by the responsible authorities, it was judged
that the general response of the authorities was broadly reasonable. As illustrated here, the intervention levels of absorbed
dose for evacuation applied in the early phase of the post-accident response by the authorities were consistent with general
guidance prevailing at the time of the accident (the vertical columns indicate the upper and lower levels of the guidance
values.) Absorbed dose is defined as the energy absorbed per unit mass of tissue.
Figure 5
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LONG TERM RELOCATION CRITERIA
Long term relocation concepts were established at
first on the basis of a lifetime dose of 350 mSv (35 rem)
as the intervention level for relocation, the so-called
'lifetime dose limit'. Subsequently, a surface contamination of 40 Ci/krn 2 (1480 kBq/m 2) was introduced
as the intervention level for relocation. The bases on
which the criteria for relocation were derived were not
wholly consistent with the principles currently recommended internationally. However, the International
Advisory Committee concluded that "The protective
measures taken or planned for the longer term, albeit

Criterion

Temporary
annual
dose
limit
Lifetime
dose limit
Surface
contamination

Year
of
application

well intentioned, generally exceed what would have
been strictly necessary from a radiological protection
viewpoint.'' The table gives estimates of dose averted
for the various intervention concepts. The Committee
concluded that ''measures are not justified on radiological protection grounds; however, any relaxation of
the current policy would almost certainly be counterproductive in view of the present high levels of
stress and anxiety amongst inhabitants of the contaminated areas of concern and people's present
expectations."
Lifetime dose averted
from external radiation
(mSv)

Level

Lifetime dose averted
from external radiation
and residual
ingestion dose
(mSv)

1986
1987
1988
1989
1990

100
30
25
25
350

per annum
per annum
per annum
per annum
lifetime

-140
-130
-150
60

<240
<230
<260
<130

1990
1990

> 40 Ci/krn 2 surface
< 15 Ci/krn 2 surface

80
30

< 80

mSv
mSv
mSv
mSv
mSv

<160

Figure 6

SUMMARY

11. The major conclusions of the International Chernobyl Project can be summarized as follows: the official
surface contamination levels were generally corroborated; the radiation doses incurred and expected future
doses are lower than originally estimated; significant non-radiation-related health disorders and negative
psychological consequences in terms of stress and anxiety were found, but no health disorders were detected
that could be directly attributed to radiation exposure; early protective measures were reasonable and consistent with international guidelines, measures taken or planned for the long term (relocations and foodstuff restrictions) exceed those which would be necessary on radiological grounds.
12. The findings have been published in an Overview for policy makers and the scientific audience and a
comprehensive Technical Report for the scientific audience, both available in English and Russian. Several
brochures for the general public have also been published in English and Russian. The full proceedings of
the international conference that scrutinized the project are also available.
13. The International Chernobyl Project results as presented by the lAC represent an important contribution
to alleviate the consequences of the Chernobyl accident. Factual information will allow future policy as well
as worldwide assistance to be channelled to where it is most needed and to where it can be best used.
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SOME GENERAL CONCLUSIONS FROM SIX YEARS OF CHERNOBYL-RELATED RESEARCH
IN SWEDEN

Ulf Baverstam and Leif Moberg
Swedish Radiation Protection Institute
Box 60 204, S-104 01 Stockholm, Sweden
ABSTRACT
A large research programme has been carried through by Swedish scientists as a follow-up of the Chernobyl accident. The long-term behaviour of
cesium in the agricultural and aquatic ecosystems shows many similarities
with previous experience. This is also true for the reindeer ecosystem. The
effects of the cesium fallout on cultivated soils can be substantially decreased by various actions. Large-scale mitigating actions show only minor
effects on effective half-times of cesium in fresh-water fish. The contamination of radionuclides in the forest ecosystem is even more difficult to
influence. Measurements of resuspension show lower values than earlier findings. Shielding factors for houses generally confirm earlier theoretical
estimates. The average radiation doses to people in Sweden are dominated by
the external radiation, while the internal doses can potentially be very
large and dominate for some individuals. On average the doses after
Chernobyl are about the same as those after the nuclear bomb tests.

INTRODUCTION
An extensive research programme has been carried through in Sweden, motivated by the fallout from the nuclear accident in Chernobyl. A major part
of this research has been financed and co-ordinated by the Swedish
Radiation Protection Institute (SSI) . An extensive summary of the results
has recently been published (Moberg, ed) . Results presented in this article
are taken from that book. The programme has encompassed studies of the
transport of radioactive elements to Sweden, deposition mechanisms, fallout
characterization and deposition measurements. It has been estimated that 5
percent of the released amount of Cs-137 was deposited in Sweden. The deposition was, however, very uneven, with larger areas obtaining a Cs-137 contamination of more than 100 kBq/m2, and in extreme cases more than 200
kBq/m2.
Extensive measurements with air-borne detectors, and in situ
gamma
spectrometry allowed the deposition pattern to be determined. This knowledge has then constituted valuable background information for a number of
measurements as well as for the action taken by the authorities.
Research in the long time perspective has been focussed on the behaviour and effects of the only long-lived gamma-emitters, Cs-134 and Cs-137,
and especially on the transport and accumulation in the terrestrial and
aquatic environments, activity measurements on man and dose calculations.

RADIATION DOSES
The average fifty-year dose for individuals in Sweden is about the same
as that received as a consequence of the atmospheric bomb tests. The variation in doses between individuals is, however, much larger after Chernobyl,
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due both to the non-uniform deposition and to the large variation in intake. The resulting total effective dose commitment to man in Sweden is summarized in this table.

Collective dose !manSvl
External
Internal

Individual dose !mSvl
External
Internal
(ratio max/min)

5000

0. 6

1000

(50-100)

0.1
(103-104)

Of special interest are groups living in high-deposition areas with
diets including large amounts of game meat, reindeer and freshwater fish,
for example reindeer-breeding Sami families. Whole-body measurements show
that individuals from this group receive average internal doses 100 times
that of the average Swede. On the other hand, people who buy their food and
live in low-deposition areas receive a dose equal to one tenth of the average value.
The external dose follows more closely the deposition pattern and constitutes the larger part of the collective dose commitment after Chernobyl,
in average five times larger than the dose commitment from intake.

TERRESTRIAL RADIOECOLOGY
The high levels of cesium concentration in lichens, the predominant
fodder for reindeer during the winter season, subsequent to fallout are
well known since the sixties. This time, however, the maximum values were
more than ten times higher than after the bomb tests. The effective halftime of Cs-137 in lichen was found to be 8-14 years during the sixties and
recently repeated measurements on residual bomb-cesium give values of s~10
years. Even if the time elapsed since the Chernobyl accident is short, preliminary results indicate half-times in the range 6-15 years, i.e. similar
to earlier experience. A number of actions have been taken to decrease the
consequences. Moving reindeer to areas with lower deposition, use of bentonite to decrease uptake in the reindeer, adding cesium-free food to the
diet prior to slaughter, and the use of zeolites are methods that have been
tested with varying degrees of success.
In spite of these actions a large number of slaughtered reindeer have
been discarded for selling in the open market. For reindeer in some areas
the long half-time of cesium in lichen will be a problem for some decades.
Studies of the radioactive contamination of the forest ecosystem in
Sweden were limited during and after the sixties. Results from postChernobyl observations of the amount of Cs-137 remaining in different parts
of the boreal ecosystem, the fraction lost by run-off, the concentration
prevailing in plants in important food-chains and concentrations in moose
indicate that changes in levels about one-year after the initial deposition
will be exceptionally slow. In fact, it will probably be governed by the
physical decay of the radioactive cesium. One concequence of this is that
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the collective dose from forest products might be of the same order as that
from agricultural products. However, this will be clarified by further studies. The concentrations of cesium in moose and roedeer, in particular, are
also high. The variations between individual animals, years etc are large.
Radioecological questions related to agriculture have been studied
right from the end of the fifties. A basis of knowledge existed prior to
the Chernobyl accident. However, even though the pre-Chernobyl studies were
in progress over a long period, the aims were restricted. The studies after
Chernobyl have opened up a wider scope. On a large number of sites the
cesium transfer both to grass and grain crops has been measured. The results have increased the experience on the effect of soil composition on
cesium transfer to crops, on the importance of the nuclide depth distribution and variations due to differences in the agricultural systems used.
Results from experiments with different levels of potassium fertilization
are generally in agrement with earlier findings. Transfer coefficients of
radioactive cesium to cow's milk show a large range of values, but are similar to those which were generally accepted before the accident.

AQUATIC RADIOECOLOGY
A number of radionuclides originating from the accident were detected
in the marine biota of the Baltic Sea. The only ones frequently observed in
fish were Cs-134 and Cs-137. A major fraction of the total load of Cs-137
to the Baltic Sea was transferred to the sediments already during the first
year. The accumulation of cesium in fish in the Baltic Sea is much smaller
than in freshwater fish, and the radiological concequences from the contamination of the Baltic Sea were quite small.
In lake ecosystems a rapid incorporation of Cs-137 resulted in high
concentrations. Organisms at lower trophic levels reached their maximal activity concentrations already during 1986. The predator fish reached maximum values the following years, the exact time depending on the type of
lake and species. A major part of the Cs-input was relatively early deposited on the bottom sediments. Resuspension of cesium from the sediments has
been found to be an important reason for delayed recovery in some lakes.
Fish that consume macro invertebrates which feed on the contaminated sediment layer can cause sustained accumulation of cesium. In particular, this
has been demonstrated in oligotrophic high-altitude lakes.
The apparent half-time of cesium in fish varies considerably (0.6-13
years) depending on the type of lake, species, age of the fish etc.
However, the half-times for large perch and large pike seem to be similar
to those found during the sixties.
It is known that the content of stable potassium in the water is negatively correlated to the concentration of Cs-137 in fish but potash treatment of lakes after the deposition does not seem to be a very effective way
to speed up recovery. The treatment performed in oligotrophic lakes imply
that the recovery can never be more than 5% faster compared with no treatment. This result is supported also by recent Swedish laboratory experiments on Chernobyl contaminated fish and water. Once the lake is contaminated with cesium, a subsequent addition of potassium has little effect on
the half-time. Liming of lakes shows the same negative results.
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MODEL TESTING
The Chernobyl databases have been utilized to test environmental transfer models primarily within the international BIOMOVS study. Two main
cases, based on lake and vegetation-milk data, were investigated. The accuracy of the predictions for water and sediment was found to be satisfactory
for most radioecological assessments. The discrepancies were higher for
fish. For the milk pathway about half of the predicted time-integrated concentrations of I-131 and Cs-137 in vegetation were within a factor of two
from the observed values, while for the time-integrated predictions of I131 and Cs-137 in milk the discrepancies were higher.
The available data sets, prolonged in time, will be available for future model testing and analyses.

THE FALLOUT
As a result of the relatively high deposition in some parts of Sweden
it has been possible to perform field measurements of a number of parameters (dry and wet deposition velocities, resuspension, shielding factors
for houses) which earlier had to be estimated from small-scale experiments
or measured in environments different from those in Sweden. The measured
shielding factors for houses confirm earlier theoretical estimates based on
experiments. Measurements of resuspension show lower values than those
often used prior to the Chernobyl accident.

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
It would appear that many of the results and many conclusions after
Chernobyl support corresponding earlier data. The very slow recovery in the
forest ecosystem had not previously been fully appreciated.
The average doses in Sweden are low, and comparable to the doses obtained from the atmospheric testing of nuclear weapons. However, the variation
in doses between individuals is much larger after Chernobyl. It is important that the deposition took place before the growing season, and that
the major farming areas of Sweden received a very low contamination which
contributed to the fact that there were such low doses from agricultural
products.
The results are very similar to those from the sixties. There is, however, an important difference between the research in the eighties and that
in the sixties. Today a more ecological approach is encountered. This fact,
which at least in part is explained by the larger number of scientists
trained in ecology and taking part in radioecological research, contributes
to the fact that the present-day results have a higher credibility than
those of former years.

REFERENCE
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EVALUATION OF COUNTERMEASURES TO BE TAKEN TO ASSURE SAFE LIVING
CONDITIONS TO THE POPULATION AFFECTED BY THE CHERNOBYL ACCIDENT
IN THE USSR

J. LOCHARD - T. SCHNEIDER
Centre d'etude sur l'Evaluation de la Protection dans le domaine Nucleaire
BP 48, F 92263 Fontenay-aux-Roses Cedex - France
N. ltELLY

Commission of the European Communities - DG XII.D.3
13, rue du Luxembourg, 1049 Brussels - Belgium
This paper presents a first estimation, performed in 1990, of the cost and
averted collective exposure of the potential relocation of the population
from the affected territories of Russia, Byelorussia and Ukraine, to
improve their living conditions following the Chernobyl accident. A
general and simplified modelling approach was adopted in the evaluation.
Results suggest that from a strict radiological protection viewpoint, it
would have been very difficult to justify any allocation of resources to
relocate the population living in areas with less than 40 Ci/km2. The
study has also indicated the need for further investigations on various
points.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Following the Chernobyl accident a variety of measures were taken to
protect those affected from exposure to radiation. Once the immediate
effects of the accident were dealt with, attention turned to longer term
considerations, in particular how to ensure "safe" living conditions for
those living beyond the evacuated zone. In 1989, criteria were proposed to
restore "normal" living conditions. In those settlements where the
criterion was exceeded people would be relocated; in the remaining
settlements normal living conditions, with no restrictions on food nor
people's habits, would resume. Considerable debate and argument arose over
the appropriateness of this criterion. In an attempt to resolve some of
these disagreements, the Soviet Government requested the International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) to organise an international group of experts
to review and evaluate the measures being taken to assure "safe" living
conditions for those people continuing to live in the affected areas. This
paper presents a first estimate of the effectiveness of the measures
adopted within the so-called "State All-Union and Republican Programme for
Urgent Measures for Eliminating the Consequences of the Chernobyl Accident
for 1990-1992" by the Soviet Supreme of the USSR in April 1990 [1]. This
study has been performed under contract for the Commission of the European
Communities within the framework of the IAEA International Chernobyl
Project [2].
2 . METHODOLOGY

AND

PATA

Based on dosimetric and economic data collected in USSR during summer
1990, a general and simplified modelling approach was adopted in the
evaluation. The basic input to the model is the distribution of the
population living in the affected areas as a function of the level of
ground contamination expressed in Ci/km2 of Cs-137 [3]. The corresponding
total population was about 705,600 people for the three Republics (Russia,
Ukraine, and Byelorussia), and was considered to be representative of
those living in these areas at the beginning of 1990, for levels above
5 Ci/km2 .
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The doses corresponding to a given contamination level have been derived
from a generic dosimetric model developed at the Institute of Biophysics
in Moscow. The model is based on simple expressions, which are used to
derive the external and internal doses in a given year, as a function of
the surface Cs-137 contamination, when no restrictions exist. The average
relationships between the dose and contamination level are presented in
Table 1.
Table 1· Average relationships between surface contamination, individual
annual dose (for 1990) and individual lifetime dose (1990-2060)a
Annual effective
dose equivalent
in 1990 (mSv)

Surface
contamination
Cs-137 (Ci/km2)

5
15
40
80

~
~

~

2
5
13
25

Lifetime effective
dose equivalent
(1990-2060) (mSv)

~
~

~

40
90
210
410

a) Doses were estimated in the absence of any protective measures
In the absence of any protective measures, the total collective dose for
the 1990-2060 period, for people living in the zones with more than
5 Ci/km 2 (500, 000 people between 5 to 15 Ci/km2, 200,000 between 15 to
40 Ci/km2, 15,000 between 40 to 80 Ci/km2, 1,000 above 80 Ci/km2), was
estimated to be about: 54,000 man-Sv.
3.

COST

AND

EFFECTIVENESS

OF

COUNTERMEASURES

In the absence of adequate data, the model only considered protective
measures in two broad categories: relocation of the population, and
improvement of living conditions. Of the many measures taken to improve
living conditions, only a few have a significant effect on the doses
received; the provision of clean food is perhaps the most important in
this respect. Relocation was assumed to be totally effective, and the dose
was considered to be zero as soon as the population has left the
contaminated area. Two further aspects have been considered. First, for
social and economic reasons, the relocation of a given settlement or a set
of settlements, may necessitate the additional relocation of neighbouring
settlements where these are economically dependent on those relocated.
Secondly, there may be many people in each Republic who wish to be
relocated, even when the level of contamination is below the criterion.
As far as costs are concerned, all costs used in the model were taken from
the "State All-Union and Republican Programme" [1]. Two categories of
costs have been distinguished: "one off" costs, and annual costs. Based on
a detailed analysis of the resources allocation in the three Republics,
the cost "per capita" of relocation and improvement of living conditions
were estimated.
4.

PROTECTION

STRATEGIES

The current State All-Union and Republican Programme was based on the
following criteria for the countermeasures:
- improvement of living conditions for the population living in
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areas where the ground contamination was above 5 Ci/km2;
- relocation for the population living in areas where the ground
contamination was above 40 Ci/km2.
These two basic protective measures have been combined into strategies
fiting with the generic conceptual framework presented in Figure 1. The
value of 5 Ci/km2 has been adopted in the model for level A. Expressed in
terms of annual dose in 1990 or lifetime dose, this contamination level
was corresponding to:
an average annual effective dose equivalent in 1990
= 2.2 mSv/y
an average lifetime effective dose equivalent (1990-2060) = 37 mSv
assuming no protective measures were taken. Altogether, 11 strategies have
been evaluated with the model in which different values have been assumed
for level B, the level above which it was assumed that relocation was
implemented.

RELOCATION

Fiqure 1· Basic scheme for the definition of "protective strategies"

5.

COST-BENEFIT

ANALYSIS

Strictly speaking, the evaluation of the various strategies was based on a
differential cost-benefit analysis, here called cost-benefit analysis for
simplification. To make judgements on the marginal costs per unit dose
averted by the various strategies, it was necessary to introduce a
reference value for the cost of the man-Sievert. The approach adopted in
this study was to combine the use of a baseline monetary value of the
man-sievert calculated according to the humam capital method with a risk
aversion factor, increasing with the level of contamination, to reflect
the general attitude of the population living in the contaminated areas.
The final conclusion concerning the level above which relocation was
justified, was clearly conditional upon the attitude towards aversion.
Based on the most conservative assumptions only population above 40 Ci/krn2
should have been relocated. Figure 2 presents the range of level of ground
contamination {40 to 80 Ci/km 2 ) for which the marginal cost of
countermeasures and the marginal cost of the detriment are of the same
order taking into account the sensitivity of the key parameters.
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MARGINAL COST
{ Roubles/manSv)

300,000

200,000

0

5

40

80 Ci/km2

Figure 2· Cost-benefit analysis

6.

CONCLUSION

This analysis was an attempt to provide a coherent framework for all the
available data in 1990 concerning the cost and doses averted associated
with various relocation strategies. Ideally the analysis should have been
undertaken on a settlement by settlement basis, where proper account could
have been taken of local variations in dosimetric and economic data.
However, because of data limitations this was not possible. Using a
baseline value of the man-Sievert, estimated on the basis of human capital
considerations, the evaluation led to the conclusion that it was not
justified to relocate anyone from the controlled zones. With some
allowance for risk aversion, the results suggested that there were no
strong arguments for the implementation of further measures other than
those already envisaged, unless relocation costs would differ largely from
the base case. Nevertheless, some other factors of a social or political
nature could justify a more restrictive approach [4].
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MODELING OF THE TRANSFER OF IODINE AND CESIUM VIA THE
GRASS-COW-MILK PATHWAY AFTER THE CHERNOBYL ACCIDENT

Gerald Kirchner
University of Bremen, Dept. of Physics, Postfach 330440, D-2800 Bremen 33, FRG
ABSTRACT
More than 60 data sets of time dependent activities of iodine and cesium in grass and
milk measured after the Chernobyl accident are evaluated using the concepts of linear
compartmental theory. The transfer kinetics can be described by models including
two (1 31 I) or three (1 37 Cs) compartments. Calculated weathering half lives and equilibrium transfer coefficients into milk are in the range of values reported in reviews of
experimental data based on observations of atomic weapons fallout and on laboratory
experiments.
INTRODUCTION
After the Chernobyl accident many measurements of time dependent activities of iodine
and cesium isotopes in grass and milk samples were pedormed. Based on the analysis
of 62 datasets 1 - 15 , both the structure of compartmental models which adequately describe the kinetics of the transport of 131 I and 137 Cs via the gras-cow-milk pathway and
numerical values of radioecological parameters are presented in this paper.
CALCULATIONAL METHODOLOGY
From datasets including nuclide concentrations in the milk of single animals both the
structures of minimal compartmental models which adequately describe the measured
transfer kinetics and numerical values of the associated transfer rates were calculated
using the concepts of linear compartmental theory 16 • Additionally, equilibrium transfer
coefficients grass - t milk were calculated. As averaged milk samples do not represent
the transfer kinetics of the individual animals 16 , for these data sets only equilibrium
transfer coefficients could be determined.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Results of the analyses are given in Tab. 1, structures of the minimal compartmental
models are shown in Fig. 1. For both nuclides feeding experiments established the
existence of a long-term storage compartment 17 which in a part of the datasets of Tab.
1 is not observed. Explanations could be (a) experiments of too short duration, (b)
difficulties to resolve processes with numerically small transfer rates from data scattering
(especially in the case of experiments with constant nuclide intake), (c) problems to fit
experimental data to sums of more than three exponentials 18 •
Mean values of weathering half-lives- 5.9 ± 0.7 d (1 31 I) and 9.5 ± 0.9 d ( 137 Cs)- are in
good agreement with data given in a previous review 19 •
The range of equilibrium transfer coefficients given in Tab. 1 agrees well with nuclear
weapons fallout data 20 , but their mean values of (3.8 ± 0.5) -10- 3 d/ £ (1 31 I) and of (3.4
± 0.3) ·10- 3 d/£ (137 Cs) are lower.
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Tab. 1: Minimal compartmental models, weathering half-lives, ti12 , and equilibrium
transfer coefficients, TF, of the data sets analysed
Dataset
no.

Site

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

Geel
Uenzen
Uppsala
Uppsala
Uppsala
Uppsala
Uppsala
Uppsala
Uppsala
Uppsala
Neuherberg
Neuherberg
Neuherberg
Geel
Uenzen
Uppsala
Uppsala
Uppsala
Uppsala
Uppsala
Uppsala
Uppsala
Uppsala
Uppsala
Uppsala
Uppsala
Uppsala
Uppsala
Uppsala
Uppsala
Uppsala
Uppsala
Uppsala
Uppsala
Uppsala
Grangeneuve
Grangeneuve
Neuherberg
Neuherberg
Neuherberg
Saclay

Nuclide

131 I
131 I
131 I
131 I
131 I
131 I
131I
131I
131 I
131I
131I
131I
131 I
137Cs
137Cs
137Cs
137Cs
137Cs
137Cs
137Cs
137Cs
137Cs
137Cs
137Cs
137Cs
137Cs
137Cs
137Cs
137Cs
137Cs
137Cs
137Cs
137Cs
137Cs
137Cs
137Cs
137Cs
137Cs
137Cs
137Cs
137Cs

Model
structure (a)

(1)
(3)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(2a),(2b)
(3)

[10- 3 d/C]

[d]
8A
5.7
18.8
18.8
18.8
18.8
18.8
18.8
18.8
18.8

± 0.5
± 0.8
± 9.2
± 9.2

±
±
±
±
±

±

9.2
9.2
9.2
9.2
9.2
9.2

- (b)
- (b)
- (b)
(d)

(1)
(1)
(1)

(1)
(1)

(1)
(3)

(1)
(3)
(3)
(1)
(1),(3)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1 ),(3)

TF

ti/2

(d)

(d)

(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)

25.5
9.7
20.7
20.7
20.7
20.7
20.7
20.7
20.7
20.7
20.7
20.7
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

10 (c)
1.1
4.3
4.3
4.3
4.3
4.3
4.3
4.3
4.3
4.3
4.3
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11

- (e)

- (b)

- (e)

- (b)

(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(continued on next page)
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(b)
(b)
(b)
(b)

1.1 ± 0.1
3.8 ± 0.4
6.4 ± 1.2
4.7 ± 0.8
3.5 ± 0.6
4.8 ± 0.9
5.0 ± 0.8
4.5 ± 0.8
5.1 ± 0.9
5.2 ± 0.8
8.2 ± 0.8
5.9 ± 0.5
8.4 ± 0.7
1.8 ± 0.1
7.0 ± 0.8
1.9 ± 0.1
2.0 ± 0.1
1.8 ± 0.1
1.3 ± 0.1
1.6 ± 0.1
1.6 ± 0.1
2.5 ± 1.7
1.7 ± 0.1
2.5 ± 0.9
1.9 ± 0.2
6.5 ± 1.0
7.4 ± 1.1
7.2 ± 0.9
6.4 ± 1.0
6.1 ± 0.8
7.9 ± 3.9
7.6 ± 1.1
8.6 ± 1.1
6.5 ± 1.3
6.3 ± 0.8
6.3 ± 1.4
3.2 ± 0.5
- (f)

4.1 ± 1.1
3.0 ± 0.2
10.7 ± 1.1

ref. 1
ref. 12
ref. 3
ref. 3
ref. 3
ref. 3
ref. 3
ref. 3
ref. 3
ref. 3
ref. 3
ref. 3
ref. 9
ref. 1
ref. 12
ref. 3
ref. 3
ref. 3
ref. 3
ref. 3
ref. 3
ref. 3
ref. 3
ref. 3
ref. 3
ref. 3
ref. 3
ref. 3
ref. 3
ref. 3
ref. 3
ref. 3
ref. 3
ref. 3
ref. 3
ref. 7
ref. 7
ref. 9
ref. 9
ref. 9
ref. 4

Tab. 1: (continued)
Dataset
no.

Site

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62

Saclay
Trawsgocd
Trawsgoed
Chester
Tranvik
Berlin
Tokai
Marien see
Bonn
Russy
Guschelmuth
Cumbria
Faulensee
Tranvik
Berlin
Mariensee
Bonn
Cumbria
Faulensee
Pet ten
Pet ten
(a)

(b)
(c)
(d)

(e)

{f)
(g)
(h)

(i)
(j)

(k)

Nuclide

137Cs
137Cs
137Cs
131 I
131 I
131 I
131 I
131I
131 I
131 I
131 I
131 I
131 I
137Cs
137Cs
137Cs
137Cs
137Cs
137Cs
137Cs
131 I

Model
structure (a)

tr/2
[d]
- {b)

(3)
(3)
(3)

- (b)
- (b)

- (g)
- (g)
- (g)
- (g)
- (g)
- (g)
- (g)
- (g)
- (g)
- (g)
- (g)
- (g)
- (g)
- (g)
- (g)
- (g)

7.5
4.5
8.7
12.2
13.3
9.8
4.5
3.6
6.8
5.8
8.7
8.7
11.2
16.6
7.1
12.9

± 1.1
± 1.1
± 1.1 {h)
± 5.6
± 4.8
± 1.6
± 1.0
± 0.2
± 1.7
± 0.7 (k)
± 1.3
± 1.2 (h)
± 1.0 (j)
± 4.3 (c)
± 0.5
± 2.2 (k)

- (g)

- (b)

- (g)

- (b)

TF

[10- 3 d/£]
10.0
4.6
6.4
1.2
1.4
6.5
4.3
2.2
4.6
3.5
2.0
2.7
2.6
8.6
8.3
3.0
3.1
4.8
3.5
2.9
8.5

± 1.0
± 0.1
± 1.4
± 0.2
± 0.2
± 0.3
± 0.5
± 0.3
± 1.1
± 0.9
± 0.4
± 0.1
± 0.3
± 1.2
± 0.7 (i)
± 0.4
± 0.7
± 0.2
± 0.3
± 0.8
± 6.2

ref. 4
ref. 5
ref. 5
ref. 2
ref. 1
ref. 1
ref. 1
ref. 10
ref. 11
ref. 8
ref. 8
ref. 6
ref. 13
ref. 1
ref. 1
ref. 10
ref. 11
ref. 6
ref. 13
ref. 14
ref. 15

see Figure 1
experiments using fodder with constant activity concentrations
mean half-live assuming model (2a)
based on the Akaike information criterion 21 , no decision is possible between
the two model candidates
model identification not possible as animal had incorporated Cs prior to the
feeding experiment
statistical uncertainty of 3-compartment-model > 100 %
model identification not possible as milk samples were mixed from various
cows 16
mean of the pasture vegetations used as feed
milk data until day 37 taken into account
grass data until day 45 taken into account
1st cut

Acknowledgement The author is very grateful to all those who made available their
original experimental data.
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Model (1)

Model (3)

~ 1 i

: 1 i

~:::r::~

t-----+1

i 2 i

Model (2a)
Fig. 1 :

Model (2b)

Structures of compartmental systems compatible with the experimental data
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CHERNOBYL:

A CONTRIBUTION TO OUR LEARNING PROCESS
0. Ilari and C. Viktorsson

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
Paris, France
The Chernobyl accident and its widespread impact have prompted a
process of critical review and revision of approaches to the management
of accidents that has fully involved the international community. The
OECD/NEA has participated to this effort by analysing the lessons
learned from the accident and contributing guidance for a fresh
approach to the protection of the public in the event of a nuclear
accident.
INTRODUCTION
One of the main driving forces to achieve progress in our society is
learning from experience.
This is true in improving radiation
protection as it is in any other human undertaking. Although this is
unfortunate, we must accept that accidents and malfunctions are one of
the most powerful sources of experience and, in this respect, the
Chernobyl accident, in 1986, has triggered, and still continues to
stimulate, one of the most wide-ranging learning processes ever
experienced in radiation protection, in areas such as accident
consequence assessment
and management,
emergency preparedness,
radioecology and the like.
In effect, before Chernobyl the attitude
of national authorities and radiation protection operators was one of
relative self-confidence with respect to the validity and effectiveness
of international guidance and of national preparedness for the
protection of the public in the event of nuclear accidents.
The reality of a major accident as the Chernobyl one did, however,
show that the degree of preparedness to manage the consequences of an
accident of that size was not satisfactory. In fact, although the
radiological impact in countries other than the Soviet Union was not
large, the progressive spread of contamination at large distances
caused considerable concern in Member countries.
The reactions of
national authorities were varied, ranging from a simple intensification
of the normal environmental monitoring programmes up to compulsory
restrictions on the marketing and consumption of food and other
measures directly affecting the public.
This apparent disharmony of
protective actions and intervention levels caused concern and confusion
among the public, perplexities among the experts and difficulties to
national authorities, including loss of public credibility. All this
resulted in a widespread perception that several lessons should be
learned from this negative experience and a consensus that efforts
should be directed towards a better international harmonization of the
scientific bases and co-ordination of criteria and measures for the
protection of the public in case of emergency.
These conclusions have triggered a vast effort of improvement of
emergency planning arrangements in almost all Member countries, but
also a renewed attempt by several international organisations to apply
the Chernobyl lesson to the rationalisation of principles and criteria
and the enhancement of harmonisation and co-ordination of their
practical application to the management of nuclear accidents.
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THE ROLE OF THE NEA
The NEA, through its Committee on Radiation Protection and Public
Health (CRPPH), has played an active role in this process assisting
Member countries to identify the main lessons to be learned from the
accident and promoting a number of co-operative actions to transform
these lessons
into improved accident management
concepts and
procedures.
The CRPPH felt that a first step for establishing where the Agency's
effort should be applied was to make an independent assessment of the
radiological impact of the Chernobyl accident and a critical review of
the consequent emergency responses adopted by the different countries.
The Agency, therefore, prepared a first report, published in 1987 (1),
which analysed in some detail the radiological impact in all the OECD
countries and the protection measures adopted by those countries. This
analysis, of course, had a preliminary character in view of the
provisional data available at the time, but it still remains today the
only assessment established on the basis of information provided by the
Member countries and officially endorsed by the national authorities
concerned. The NEA also carried out, at that time, a detailed survey
of the organisational and technical aspects of the emergency
preparedness existing in the Member countries at the time of the
Chernobyl accident, as well as of the changes introduced or planned as
a consequence of that accident (2). These analyses allowed to identify
the principal concerns of the authorities and the public opinion in the
different countries.
The first conclusion that could be drawn from these analyses was of
a conceptual nature.
It was realised that the impact of a major
nuclear accident would inevitably have an international dimension and
it would require, therefore, a closer harmonization of the intervention
criteria beyond the mere harmony of the general principles, which was
already existing, as well as an extension of the space and time
horizons on which to base the emergency plans, by adding to it elements
of greater flexibility and a capability to manage contaminations
affecting large territories, and with consequences extending over long
time spans. Another important conclusion of the CRPPH analyses was the
need to improve the technical systems used for the assessment of the
radiological impact of an accident, such as monitoring methods and
network systems for rapid alarm and real time assessments, calculation
models and analysis methods. Finally, the failures of the systems of
communication and information have been one of the major objects of
blame during and after the Chernobyl accident.
This lesson was not
missed and it resulted in a considerable attention being focused on the
need to improve the quality and the effectiveness of the communication
of information in case of emergency among competent authorities and
towards the public.
A significant part of the problems identified by the CRPPH were
clearly the responsibility of the national authorities. However, the
Committee was able to identify a few areas where the Agency could
provide a contribution compatible with its vocation and its limited
resources.
The intervention criteria
The first priority was attributed to the question of criteria and
levels for intervention. The existing international recommendations,
although their general principles were valid, had demonstrated their
limitations during the practical management of the Chernobyl accident
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consequences at large distances and in the long term. Thus, starting
from a critical analysis of the existing recommendations, a group of
experts of the Agency examined all the aspects of the intervention
issue and developed a number of novel ideas on the determination of
criteria
and
levels
for
intervention
and
their
practical
implementation (3, 4).
In particular, the NEA group proposed a
reasonably detailed approach for the application of the principles of
justification and optimisation of interventions in the definition of
the intervention levels and introduced the concepts of "upper boundary"
and "lower boundary" of individual dose in the process of optimisation.
A particularly interesting concept is that of upper boundary,
defined as the total individual dose, resulting from the whole of
exposure pathways, beyond which the possibility of deterministic
effects and the probability of stochastic effects are considered
unacceptable.
Beyond the upper boundary the intervention would thus
become mandatory irrespective of the indications provided by the
results of the justification and optimisation procedures. The validity
of this idea was confirmed by a widespread demand for a criterion of
this kind which had been expressed on several occasions in the
international debate.
The concept of lower boundary, a very small
individual dose below which protective actions are unlikely to be
justified even if the costs of the intervention are also very small,
was
also
considered
very
useful
and
necessary
by
many
experts. However, this concept does not appear to have been well
received
in
the
recommendations
of
other
international
organisations. Another original contribution introduced by the NEA was
the consideration, which was absent in the previous international
guidance, of the impact of certain special exposure pathways affecting
specific groups, such as workers not involved in emergency operations,
and the definition of specific protection criteria for these groups.
The technical issues
In the field of the technical aspects of emergency planning, the NEA
has chosen to limit itself to the study of a few issues which had not
attracted the attention of other international organisations.
First
of all, an analysis was made of the possible differences in the
radiological consequences of an accident if this were to happen in
different seasonal and climatic conditions and how these factors could
affect the application of emergency plans (5,6).
The Chernobyl experience was also the indirect source of another
initiative recently taken by the NEA in the field of emergency
exercises, which, surprisingly, had never enjoyed before a particular
attention at the international level. A work programme is currently
under way for an exchange of information and experience on national
practices, the study of criteria and technical methods for the
execution of emergency exercises and, as a final step, the organisation
of international exercises under the NEA's aegis.
Multinational or
international emergency exercises are, in fact, seen as being of
particular value to test the compatibility and co-ordination of
neighboring countries' approaches to emergency planning by the
simulation of scenarios which extend beyond national borders and to
contribute to better mutual understanding and, possibly, closer
harmonization of the basic approaches to emergency response on a truly
international basis.
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The communication with the public
Last but not least, it was understood with the Chernobyl accident
that the communication between countries and with the public is a
fundamental component of a correct management of a nuclear accident,
especially if it has an international impact. The information of the
public is not the main vocation of the NEA, which is primarily a
technical agency. However, it was decided to bring some contribution
to those who are responsible for the information of the public and
several initiatives were taken by the Agency in this field.
One interesting idea that began to be aired in 1987 was that of
creating an international system for the classification of incidents
and accidents according to their degree of severity, and impact to
safety, to be used to facilitate the information of the public. At the
end of 1987, a group of experts of the NEA had already set up a series
of criteria for the development of what would have been called since
the international severity scale for nuclear accidents and incidents.
Subsequently, in 1989, the NEA and the IAEA decided to join their
forces in this international undertaking and launched jointly, in 1990,
the International Nuclear Event Scale (INES), which was adopted by a
large number of member countries for a trial period before its final
establishment on a permanent basis. A success of this endeavour would
mean a significant step towards a better coherence and clarity in the
communication with the public.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the Chernobyl accident has revealed a number of
weaknesses in the protection system such as it was conceived before the
accident, but it has also indicated new perspectives for improvement.
In this context, in which the international co-operation has played a
major role, the NEA has tried to draw a maximum of lessons which could
be useful to its Member countries and to provide, within the limits of
its modest resources, an active contribution to the international cooperation and the improvement of radiation protection.
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ABSTRACT
In 1990, the IAEA conducted a whole body counting programme
in the Soviet Union as part of its project on The Radiological
Consequences in the USSR from the Chernobyl Accident: Assessment
of Health and Environmental Effects and Evaluation of Protective
Measures.
Approximately 9, 000 people from 9 towns in three
republics were counted to corroborate measurements of internal
137
cs contamination in the effected population made by the Soviet
specialists following the accident. A mobile whole body counting
facility, equipped with 4 chair counters was loaned to the Agency
by the SCPRI, France for use in the measurement programme.
INTRODUCTION
As part of the IAEA international assessment programme
carried out in 1990-91, a project was implemented by the IAEA to
provide independent measurements of the internal doses currently
received by individuals in 9 selected settlements in the USSR
[1]. During the period 5 July to 7 September 1990 a whole body
counting campaign was conducted in the BSSR, RSFSR and UkrSSR,
using a mobile whole body counting van provided by the SCPRI,
France.
Nearly 10,000 total measurements were made including
reference measurements of a calibration phantom, as well as of
van staff, for quality control. The results for 9,058 people are
reported here.
COUNTING PROCEDURE
The mobile van is equipped with four chair counters. Each
counter has a 7.62 x 7.62 ern cylindrical Nai crystal housed in a
collimated lead shield. The person is positioned for counting so
that the shield is centered on the chest, over the region of the
lungs, and in contact with the body.
The counting period was
5 minutes. The background rates for the counters were determined
by inserting a conical plastic plug into the collimator.
During counting, the person being measured provided some
self
shielding,
thus
reducing
the
counter
background.
Unfortunately, the degree of self shielding was variable,
depending on the mass of the person.
This is a particularly a
problem in evaluating results for small children.
Since the
counting procedure as established by SCPRI was intended to be
used for adults, it did not make provision for corrections based
on wide variations in body mass.
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The data were processed with a multichannel analyzer and a
portable computer using software developed at SCPRI. The SCPRI
data-unfolding process is intended to accommodate up to three
radionuclides. However the counting statistics were often poor,
so only results for 13 1Cs are presented in this report.
From
information provided by whole body counting specialists in Kiev
and Minsk, based on their counting results, the ratio of 137 cs to
134
cs was approximately 6. 5.
Results of this ratio for an
environmental sample, dried green peas grown in the Chernobyl
region and assayed in December 1990, ranged from 7. 9 to 8. 8.
This would be equivalent to 7.2 in August 1990, the mid-point of
the whole body counting project.
The limit of detection (LOD) as defined by the dataprocessing software of the mobile van is three times the
background count standard deviation.
Because of the high
variability in background from one town to another, the LOD is
variable.
In addition, the efficiency depends significantly on
the size of the person being counted. Therefore, a single value
cannot be quoted.
However, a typical LOD for an adult is about
0.74 kBq (0.02 MCi), while for a small child the value drops to
about 0.19 kBq (0.005 MCi).
COUNTER CALIBRATION
Since the mobile van was designed for operational emergency
response applications, the calibration is based on a 70-kg
reference man, 170 em tall.
The design of the counters in the
counting van is such that only activity in the torso is detected.
For adults this means that the mass of tissue seen by the counter
is roughly constant.
Following a review of the counting
procedure, it was concluded that the calibration was reasonably
accurate in the weight range 50 to 90 kg.
However, for
individuals outside that range the results could be significantly
in error.
For a child weighing 20 kg with a height of 100 em,
for example, the original calibration would overestimate the
caesium burden by a factor of 2.6. Therefore, it was recommended
that a modified correction factor based only on weight be used:
CF

70
We1.ght (kg)

( 1)

During the measurement programme, a plastic cylindrical
phantom containing 137 cs was used to check the counter performance
on a daily basis.
In addition, a few members of the van staff
had measurable levels of 137 cs. They were also counted at regular
intervals.
At the end of the counting programme, the van returned to
Seibersdorf. At that time, the calibration of each counter was
checked with a standard bottle phantom obtained from the Battelle
Pacific Northwest Laboratory in the USA. The phantom contained
11.2 kBq 137 Cs in a solid polyurethane tissue substitute.
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RESULTS
Summary statistics and internal dosimetry results for the
nine settlements in the BSSR, RSFSR and UkrSSR are presented in
Table 1. Since the measurements were made at only one time, it
is impossible to determine time dependent changes in the internal
body levels.
Therefore, a constant intake was assumed.
A
conversion factor for specific body burden to dose rate of 2.5
MSV/a per Bq/kg ~as used to calculate annual dose.
The results for a given population can be expected to have
a log normal distribution.
The distribution of specific body
burdens for the settlement of Novozybkov, the largest population
counted is shown in Figure 1, with an estimate of the best fit
for a log normal distribution.
The quality of fit varies from
village to village.
In some cases, non-statistical factors
influence the results. For example, the assignment of the value
of the detection limit to those measurements at or below that
limit obviously biases the low activity results upwards.
This effect can be seen more clearly in the cumulative
normal probability plots of the log of the specific body burden.
The overlying straight line represents the distribution that
would be expected for a population having a log normal
distribution without additional influences.
These plots also
demonstrate deviation from the expected distribution at higher
values of the specific body burden.
The reason for this
deviation has not been definitely identified.
A possible
explanation is that it is the result of a small subset of the
population that does not observe the dietary restrictions imposed
by local authorities, or that dietary habits (such as eating
large quantities of forest mushrooms) predispose members of the
population to higher body burdens.
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Table 1 - IAEA, USSR whole body counting project results summary
137

Settlement

Cs specific
body burden
(Bq/kg)

Annual dose based
on
specific body
burden
(mSv)

17.6
89

44.4
32.1
90.5
2110

0.11
0.08
0.23
5.3

64.6
69
22.7
125

36.5
38
20.0
86

46.7
24.2
78.1
1370

0.12
0.06
0.20
3.4

67.6
70
22.3
118

38.5
38
19.2
85

50.6
36.4
66.5
933

0.13
0.09
0.17
2.3

Average
Median
Standard Dev.
Maximum

69.3
20.1
130

40.4
42
17.7
85

78.0
43.4
131
2200

0.20
0.11
0.33
5.50

Average
Median
Standard Dev.
Maximum

66.7
70
21
120

38.7
39
19.3
96

116
67
172
1990

0.29
0.17
0.43
5.0

Average
Median
Standard Dev.

55.8
55
25.2
115

22.0
16
16.4
67

396
279
425
3750

0.99
0.70
1.1
9.4

Median
Standard Dev.
Maximum

69.3
72
20.9
130

38.6
4"
16.9
80

185
77.9
353
4060

0.46
0.20
0.89
10

Average
Median
Standard Dev.
Maximum

73.9
75
19.8
140

36.8
36
15.8
76

76.2
29.9
158
1960

0.19
0.08
40
4.9

Average
Median
Standard Dev.

67.1
70
20.1
120

33.9
35
15.6
76

144
77
203
2524

0.36
0.19
0.51
6.30

Statistical quantity

Weight

Age

(kg)

(years)

Average
Median
Standard Dev.
Maximum

71.5
73
19.5
135

40.1

Average
Median
Standard Dev.
Maximum
Average

BYELORUSSIA
Bra gin
Population
sample:

1154

Veprin
Population
sample:

1064

Korma
Population
sample:

719

Median
Standard Dev.
Maximum

39

RUSSIAN
REPUBLIC
Novozybkov
Population
sample:

1455

Zlynka
Population
sample:

998

72

UKRAINE
Dalcta
Population
sample:

194

Ovruch
Population
sample:

1153

Polcsskoe
Population
sample:

1003

Rakitnoe
Population
sample:

1320

Maximum
Average

Maximum
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SUR LES RETOMBEES MONDIALES DE L 1 ACCIDENT DE TCHERNOBYL
A.DOURY
CEA-IPSN
Departement d 1 Evaluation de surete
Fontenay-aux-Roses
ON THE WORLDWIDE FALLOUT FROM THE CHERNOBYL ACCIDENT
ABSTRACT
Numerous measurement 1 s results of cesium 137 deposition from
the Chernobyl accident were gathered and they were compared
with a modelling which is simplified and adapted to the long
distances.
The
figure
shows
a
good
agreement
between
measurements and model. It shows also that the radiological
impact of the accident, lesser beyond 2000 km than that of all
nuclear weapons tests, or lesser than that of one year of
natural radioactivity, diminish strongly with the distance
from the place of the accident. Some very small cesium 134
detections in the south hemisphere can be easy related to the
Chernobyl accident.
INTRODUCTION
Grace a des simplifications convenables, il est possible de
montrer clairement que la distribution mondiale des retombees
radioactives observees de l 1 accident de Tchernobyl est en
accord satisfaisant avec une modelisation classique, et que
1 1 essentiel des consequences radiologiques en est connu et a
1 1 abri de toute contestation.
LES PARAMETRES DE LA MODELISATION
Meme simplifiee et mondiale toute modelisation des retombees
d 1 une pollution telle que celle due a cet accident depend de
quelques parametres determinants qui concernent l 1 emission,
1 1 eloignement, la diffusion, les depots sees et precipites et
la remise en suspension. Emission mise a part ces parametres
participent a la deconcentration des nuages de polluants, les
plus efficaces etant ceux des depots, qui appauvrissent les
nuages, surtout apres le premier millier de kilometres.
UNE MODELISATION SIMPLIFIEE
Pour simplifier la modelisation on a remplace les emissions
reelles par une emission unique ponctuelle instantanee et les
trajectoires
reelles,
d 1 ailleurs
mal
connues,
par
une
trajectoire unique de plus courte distance ou de plus court
delai pour chaque point d 1 observation. Ces hypotheses sent
toutes majorantes pour
les concentrations maximales.
Le
traitement de la diffusion par la turbulence de 1 1 atmosphere
est classique et comporte notamment une epaisseur de melange
constante de 1000 metres. Le depot sur les surfaces et la
remise en
suspension sent traites par les coefficients
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habituels dent les valeurs sent tirees de la bibliographie. Au
dela de 2000 km, la correction d' appauvrissement des nuages
par
le
depot,
dite
"a
la
source",
conduit
a
des
appauvrissements exageres et doit etre amendee en consequence.
LES RESULTATS EXPRIMES EN DEPOT DE CESIUM 137
De tres nombreux resultats d'observation et de mesure,
provenant de presque toutes les parties du monde, ont pu etre
rassembles /1/, /2/, /3/, /4/, /5/, /6/, f7 1. Ils sent
exprimes en depot de cesium 137 recent, associe a 1' isotope
134, c' est-a-dire provenant avec certitude de 1 'accident de
Tchernobyl. Le cesium 137 est en effet, avec sa longue
periode, un tres bon indicateur des transferts a grande
distance, et son depot une composante essentielle des doses
delivrees. Tous ces resultats sent reportes, en Bqfm- 2 , en
fonction de la plus courte distance en kilometres, ou de la
duree de transfert en jours, sur la figure ou la modelisation
est representee par trois courbes. La courbe superieure n'est
qu 'une indication de 1 'absence de realisme d 'un calcul sans
correction d' appauvrissement du nuage. La courbe inferieure
implique une correction d'appauvrissement unique, trop severe
aux grandes distances.
La courbe
intermediaire est un
ajustement empirique qui implique un appauvrissement mains
severe a partir de 1000 km. Cette troisieme courbe separe le
domaine en deux parties telles que toutes les observations
doivent se trouver dans la partie inferieure et aucune dans la
partie
superieure.
Cette
modelisation
est
en
effet
systematiquement majorante. De plus elle n'est valable que sur
une trajectoire et enfin une precipitation intervenant sur une
trajectoire ne peut entrainer qu'une majoration supplementaire
maximale d'un facteur de l'ordre de 10.
On voit que l'alignement des observations est satisfaisant et
que !'importance de la retombee decroit fortement en fonction
de l'eloignement, en raison meme de la retention qu'elle
provoque. On voit aussi sur la figure que la retombee totale
en cesiu~ 137 des essais nucleaires aeriens, de 1 'ordre de
5000 Bqfm
et quasi homogene sur 1 'ensemble de la planete,
correspond a celle de !'accident de Tchernobyl a une distance
d'environ 2000 km du lieu de !'accident /8/. On sait (UNSCEAR)
que !'impact radiologique de !'ensemble des essais nucleaires
aeriens est de l'ordre de celui d'une annee moyenne de
radioactivite naturelle.
Plus
on
s'eloigne
du
lieu
de
!'accident
plus
les
heterogeneites de la retombee ont tendance a s 'estomper en
raison des dimensions atteintes par les nuages et des
recoupements de trajectoires. Mais en meme temps on tend vers
une faible contamination generale de la planete qui se
stabilise momentanement, selon un equilibre du depot et de la
remise en suspensio~, auteur de valeurs limites ~nferieures de
1 'ordre de 1 pBqfm dans 1 'air, et de 0, 1 Bqfm en surface,
sci; pour un coefficient de remise en suspension de l'ordre de
10- m- 1 . Ces valeurs limites, qui sent aussi des limites de
detection, meme pour des laboratoires specialement equlpes,
sent de l'ordre de grandeur actuel des residus de la retombee
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des essais nucleaires aeriens. Leur appartenance a !'accident
de Tchernobyl ne peut etre etablie qu'en passant par !'isotope
134. Il semble que quelques stations frangaises de Polynesie
et de !'ocean indien aient fourni des prelevements permettant
d'obtenir de telles detections /7/, /9/. cette circonstance
confirmerait 1 'absence d' effet de barriere de 1 'equateur sur
la
diffusion
de
fines
particules
transportees
par
!'atmosphere, meme dans les basses couches.
CONCLUSIONS
1 - L'accident de Tchernobyl n'apporte pas d'information
revolutionnaire de nature a modifier significativement les
errements en vigueur en matiere de modelisation de la
dispersion de polluants atmospheriques.
2 - Si !'accident de Tchernobyl est certes un evenement
tragi que pour les populations proches de la Centrale, et
si on a pu dire que cet accident etait une catastrophe
mondiale (media), on ne peut surement pas dire qu'il
s•agisse d'une catastrophe radiologique mondiale.
Son
impact radiologique diminue en effet fortement en fonction
de l'eloignement, et au dela de 2000 km il est inferieur a
celui des essais aeriens ainsi qu'a une annee moyenne de
radioactivite naturelle.
3 - Compte tenu des lois connues de la dispersion a l'echelle
mondiale, il ne serait pas necessaire de faire intervenir
d' autres sources que celles de Tchernobyl pour expliquer
correctement d'eventuelles tres rares et tres faibles
detections de cesium 134 dans !'hemisphere Sud.
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INHALATION OF NONVOLATILE RADIONUCLIDES AFTER THE CHERNOBYL ACCIDENT- A
RETROSPECTIVE APPROACH
G. Lindner', Ch. Wilhelm', S. Kaminski', B. Schell', M. Wunderer 1 and U. Wahl 2
'lnstitut fur Innovation und Transfer, Fachhochschule Ravensburg-Weingarten, D-7987
Weingarten, F.R.G.; 2 Fakultat fur Physik, Universitat Konstanz, D-7750 Konstanz, F.R.G.
ABSTRACT

A procedure tor estimates of the abundance and size distribution of nuclear fuel particles in the
Chernobyl fallout is described, which allows calculations of the inhalation dose due to nonvolatile
radionuclides contained therin. These are represented by the gamma-emitter Ce-144. An example
is given for the Chernobyl nuclear power plant area based on the autoradiographic analysis of a
soil sample and gammaspectrometric and electron microscopic analysis of isolated fuel particles.
At larger distances from Chernobyl the relative importance of nonvolatile radionuclides decreases
with distance; it is highest in regions contaminated by the explosion plume as obtained from the
Ce-144 to Cs-137 isotopic ratio in the fallout.
INTRODUCTION

The emission and dispersion of micrometer sized nuclear fuel particles due to the explosion of
the reactor core is a unique feature of the Chernobyl fallout /1/. Different types of particles have
been detected /2-9/: The majority consists of a U0 2 matrix depleted in volatile radionuclides like
Cs-137, but retaining refractory radionuclides like Cs-144, Sr-90 or transuranium isotopes, which
thus can easily be identified via the long-lived gamma-emitter Ce-144. A typical Ce-144 activity
of a 4 p.m particle was about 10 Bq at May 1st, 1 986. A small fraction is formed from metallic
segregations of ruthenium and molybdenum in the fuel; they were characterized by Ru-1 06 and
their activities per particle of equal size were about 1000 times larger. The inhalation of those
particles during the passage of radioactive clouds in the initial phase of the accident contribute to
the inhalation dose, which depends on the number and size of those particles and which
demands for microdosimetric calculations /10/. In this contribution an approach is outlined,
which allows a rough estimate of these quantities from the determination of the number and size
distribution of fuel particles deposited on the ground assuming Stokesian sinking of these
particles in air. It is restricted so far to the more abundant U0 2 -type particles .

•

•

•
•
•
Fig. 1: Autoradiographic exposure of a soil sample taken at the cooling pond of Chernobyl
nuclear power plant in September 1 990 and exposed in June 1 991 (Kodak "Direct
Exposure"). The dark spots indicate nuclear fuel particles.
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NUMBER AND SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF FUEL PARTICLES IN THE
FALLOUT

This analysis is based on a soil sample taken in
September 1990 at the western shore of the cooling
pond of Chernobyl nuclear power plant (about 4 km
distance from unit 4). Via autoradiography a number of
fuel particles could be identified in this sample (fig. 1 ).
A few of them could be isolated and analyzed by
means
of
gammaspectrometry
and
electron
microscopy. The predominant Ce-144 line in the
respective gamma spectra and the characteristic U Xrays in the corresponding electron probe X-ray analysis
proved their U0 2 -type character /11/. The size of these
particles was estimated from electron microscopical
images (fig. 2). Thus a size - activity relation could be
established and the activity per particle could be related
to the spot size in the autoradiographic exposures,
which
eventually
allows
the
classification
of
autoradiographic
spots
with
respect
to
the
corresponding particle activities and sizes (fig. 3). From
the autoradiography of fig. 1 ground inventories of at
least 1 0000 particles/m 2 with diameters < 5 I'm and
5000 particles/m 2 with larger diameters were
10
estimated. A finer classification needs additional '-----------------~
autoradiographic exposures and a better understanding Fig. 2: Scanning electron microscope
of
the
activity
spot-size
relation
of
the
image of a large-size fuel
autoradiographic exposures. On the other hand,
particle isolated from water
assuming only particles with 2 I'm and 10 I'm
plants in Kiev reservoir in 1 990
diameter, respectively, the measured total Ce inventory
(from ref. 11 ).
of the soil sample is reproduced
from these figures within a
[({)()
factor 4, which gives the
proper order of magnitude.
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ESTIMATE OF PARTICLE INHALATION

The following procedure allows
estimates of the number and
size distributions of inhaled
particles: From the particle
diameter
d
obtained
from
autoradiography
the corresponding sinking velocity in air is
calculated using Stoke's law,
i.e. vdep
d 2 gpl18'), '7
6

v
u

autoradiographic spot diameter in mm (1.6.1991)

2

1 ,8·1 0· kg/m viscosity of air,
p = 11 g/cm density of

3

uo2

particles,
and
from
the
inventory n of particles of this
size
on
ground
the
corresponding
time-integrated

Fig. 3: Relation between Ce-144 activity, corrected for nuclear
decay since May 1st, 1 986, and corresponding spot
diameter of autoradiographic exposures (Kodak "Direct
exposure") of fuel particles (fig. 1) produced in June
1991.
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particle concentration C in air was obtained from C

=

n/vdep' Multiplying this value with the mean

human inhalation rate of 0, 7 m 3 /h results in the number of particles of this size inhaled by a
person resting a the site of deposition during the passage of the cloud. Of course any influences
of nonuniform particle distributions, turbulent motions and wind drifts are neglected in this
oversimplified approach. As an example, the particle distribution at the sampling site shall be
represented by 10000 particles/m 2 with an uniform diameter of 2 !Lm, and 5000 particles/m 2
10 !Lm in diameter. Then we arrive at deposition velocities of 1,2 and 30 mm/s and numbers of
inhaled particles per person of 1600 and 32, respectively. The total inhaled activities of both
groups of particles, on the other hand, are roughly equal, but taking into account the higher
retention probability of smaller sized particles in the lung it is presumed that the sm<~ll-size
fraction will cause the more important contribution to the lung dose.
EXTRAPOLATION TO LARGER DISTANCES FROM CHERNOBYL

Beyond, say, 200 km distance
10
the direct determination of
particles in soil samples will
normalized act1vity ratio in core
0
hardly be possible today due to
:;:::
radioactive
decay
and
Q
1
3 1
particle
diameter
decreasing
<')
with distance. From the rather
J,
(J
detailled Cs-137 contamination
...._
0. 1
maps, however, the number
distributions of particles can be
cb
(J
reconstructed,
if
reasonable
0 o1 E
assumptions for the size spectra
uQ)
of particles as a function of
.b!
0
distance are made and if the
E
local Ce-144/Cs-13 7 isotopic
0 0.001
c
ration in the fallout is known.
normalized rat1o for slow core rnelt
Fig. 4 shows local Ce-1 44/Cs---137 isotopic ratios determined
0 .0001
so far, which vary with distance
10000
1000
100
10
1
and
in
particular
with
distance to Chernobyl (km)
contamination time: Whereas in
the regions contaminated by the
e Sowjetunion. N.E.-Poland, Middle Sweden (plume 1)
first plume produced by the
II S.W.-Poland. CSFR. South-Germany (plume 2)
6 The Balkans. Turkey (plume 3)
explosion
this
ratio
is
particularly
high
and
even
exceeds the original core value
in the evacuation zone due to Fig. 4: Isotopic ratio of Ce-144 to Cs-137, normalized to the
volatilization of Cs-137 and
respective ratio in the reactor core prior to the explosion
preferential deposition of fuel
and corrected for nuclear decay since April 26th, 1986,
particles ( e.g. position 2, from
for soil samples from different sites in Europe. Samples
which the soil sample described
from areas contaminated by the same plume are
above is taken), it is rather small
characterized with the same symbols. Sample no. 2 was
e.g.
in
central
Europe
used for the investigations reported above.
by
a
plume
contaminated
emerging from the accident site only more than one day after the explosion. Correspondingly
both particle sizes and particle numbers are rather small in central Europe, e.g. about 40
particles/m 2 with particle sizes above 2 !Lm were detected in l<onstanz in Southern Germany /5/.
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CONCLUSION

Inhalation of nuclear fuel particles from the Chernobyl fallout containing nonvolatile radionuclides
is only a minor contribution to inhalation dose outside USSR. Near the accident site, however,
this contribution may become important and a microdosimetrical approach seems to be
appropriate for dose estimates. A procedure for the reconstruction of the number and size
distributions of inhaled particles from measurements of deposition densities of these particles
and their sizes using autoradiographic, gammaspectrometric and electron microscopic techniques
is described. Considerable efforts with respect to respresentative determinations of the ground
inventories of these particles and to a reconstruction of their transport in air are necessary,
however, for reliable dose calculations.

The help of the Integrated Radioecological Expedition of USSR Academy of Sciences and of H.-J.
Schodlock in sampling and support from German Research Foundation for travelling are gratefully
acknowledged.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY CHERNOBYL DATABASES
R.A. Kennedy, J.A. Mahaffey, S.K. Smith, and F. Carr, Jr.
Pacific Northwest Laboratory
Richland, WA, USA
ABSTRACT
The Chernobyl Database project is developing and maintaining
an information system to provide researchers with data and
resource materials relating to the Chernobyl nuclear accident
of April, 1986. The system is the official United States
repository for Chernobyl data. The system includes a collection of Chernobyl-related documents, a database of bibliographic references, and a collection of radiological measurements records. In addition, products have been developed to
make the resources more accessible and easy to use. These
products include a personfl-computer-based bibliographic
search system (ChernoLit~ ), two printed bibliographies, and
a personal-computer-based radiological measurements database
system (ChernoDat).
BACKGROUND
Initial studies of the Chernobyl accident were conducted
under emergency conditions with primary attention directed
toward characterizing the immediate potential hazard to the
human population in various parts of the world. Since the
emergency passed, efforts have been redirected toward longterm research to investigate health and environmental consequences of the accident. Use of data collected during and
after the emergency presents an opportunity to evaluate historical risk, transport, and deposition models previously
based on laboratory experiments, theoretical calculations, and
simulated accidents, with limited real measurement data.
Thus, Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) was designated by the
U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) as the official U.S. repository for information related to the Chernobyl accident and was
chartered to generate products that facilitate research.
These products include the printed bibliographies as well as
the ChernoLit and ChernoDat software packages.
Developing the Chernobyl information system has been challenging for at least four reasons. First, no formal agreements exist to provide data from the accident to our information system. Organizations must be identified, contacted, and
asked to share their data. Second, there is no standardized
approach to measurement recording; information is reported
with varying levels of detail and summarization. Often,
1 ChernoLit is a trademark of Battelle Memorial Institute, Columbus, OH, USA.
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measurement data and reports from the same agency have varying
content and format.
Third, supporting information was not
(and possibly could not) be collected during the emergencyresponse period. These items include precise measurement
locations, data quality information, background levels, and
equipment used for collection and analysis.
Fourth, specific
uses and users of the Chernobyl information system were not
identified, and requests for information vary tremendously.
CHERNOLIT
The Chernobyl Bibliographic Search System (ChernoLit) provides bibliographic data in a usable format for research
studies relating to the Chernobyl accident. ChernoLit is a
portable and easy-to-use product that includes search capabilities on bibliographic data. The user may specify names,
words, and phrases of interest. These search criteria may be
logically compounded. The user may also specify which database fields are to be searched. The user may interactively
view the references, including the abstracts, or may generate
a report. Reports may be directed to the screen, to the
default printer, or accumulated in a folder that is written to
a disk file when the user exits ChernoLit.
ChernoLit runs on an IBM 2 PS/2, AT, or fully-IBM-compatible
computer configured with either a 5-1/4 inch or 3-1/2 inch
high density floppy disk drive. A minimum of 8 megabytes of
free disk space is necessary to execute the software. An
operating system of DOS 3.3 or higher is required.
For best
performance, use of a mouse is recommended.
If printed reports are desired, a printer must be available to the computer.
ChernoLit has been implemented as a FoxPro~3 2.0 run-time
application consisting of pull-down menus, shortcut keys, text
buttons, and dialog boxes as well as the bibliographic database. This stand-alone system is provided in compressed
format on floppy disks. An automatic install procedure loads
the application onto the u~er's computer. A version that
executes on the Macintosh® computer will be available in the
future.
Over 4400 references concerning the accident, complete with
abstracts, are included in ChernoLit.
The data contained in
2

IBM, PS/2, and AT are trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation, Boca Raton, FL, USA.

3 FoxPro is a trademark of Fox Software, Inc., Perrysburg, OH, USA.
4 Macintosh is a registered trademark of Apple Computers,
Inc., Cupertino, CA, USA.
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the database was obtained from three electronic literature
searches and from requested donations from individuals and
organizations. These literature searches, conducted in 1989
and 1991, interrogated the ENERGY SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
database (formerly DOE ENERGY) of the DIALOG® 5 Information
Retrieval Service. ENERGY SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, provided by
the U.S. DOE, Washington, D.C., is a multi-disciplinary database containing references to the world's scientific and
technical literature on energy. All unclassified information
processed at the Technical Information Center of the U.S. DOE
is included in the database.
In addition, information on many documents has been manually
added to ChernoLit.
Most of this information was obtained in
response to requests for data sent to people and/or organizations throughout the world.
CHERNODAT
The Chernobyl Radiological Measurements Information System
(ChernoDat) is a software package which will provide access to
radiological measurements collected in response to PNL requests subsequent to the Chernobyl accident.
Data in ChernoDat are organized into a central database, containing data in a
standardized record format, with multiple satellite databases
containing the data in their original record formats.
ChernoDat will allow the user to browse, query, and export the
radiological data from both the central and satellite databases. The browsing feature allows the user to toggle between
data in the original record and a standardized record.
The
query feature allows the user to obtain a data subset and then
export the subset to an ASCII file for analysis.

ChernoDat will run on an IBM PS/2, AT, or fully-IBM-compatible computer configured with a VGA monitor, 3-1/2 inch high
density floppy disk drive, and a hard drive with 7 megabytes
of free disk space. An operating system of DOS 3.3 or higher
is required.
Performance will increase as the amount of
available RAM is increased up to a limit of 16 megabytes.
ChernoDat is implemented as a Paradox® 6 Runtime 3.5 application consisting of pop-up menus, on-line help, and query-byexample filtering.
The application requires Paradox Runtime
files which will be included with ChernoDat on the 3-1/2 inch
high density diskettes. An automatic installation program is
used to install the compressed format files.

5

DIALOG is a registered trademark of Dialog Information
Services, Inc., Palo Alto, CA, USA.

6

Paradox is a registered trademark of Borland International, Scotts Valley, CA, USA.
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At present, the central database consists of over 48,000
records which have been standardized from five satellite databases. The data records in the satellite databases has been
donated by the following agencies:
State of Washington Department of Social and Health Services (Pickett 1986); Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, Welsh Office (1988);
Safety Analysis Unit, National Institute of Radiological
Sciences- Japan (1988); Chernobyl Protective Measures Assessment Team, United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (1986);
and Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation (1986).
CONCLUSIONS
Two software packages have been prepared by PNL under the
Chernobyl Database project for the u.s. DOE. PNL will continue to provide updated products that will assist researchers
who are conducting studies related to the Chernobyl accident.
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LA BASE DE DONNEES EUROPEENNES EUROGRID:
PROBLEMES METHODOLOGIQUES ET DEVELOPPEMENTS RECENTS.

Sylviane BONNEFOUS et Alain DESPRES
CEA /Institut de Protection et de Surete Nucleaire
Departement de Protection de la sante de l'Homme et de Dosimetrie
BP n 6 - 92265 Fontenay-aux-Roses CEDEX (France)
THE EUROPEAN DATA BASE EUROGRID:
METHODOLOGICAL PROBLEMS AND RECENT DEVELOPMENTS
ABSTRACT

The aim of the EUROGRID data base is to provide the necessary data to
estimate the radiological impact and the economic consequences in case
of a large nuclear accident. The data taken into account are
populations,
land use,
agricultural productions,
livestock and
employment for different sectors of the economy. These data are
compiled on a 10 000 km2 grid basis. To allow such evaluations at short
distances of the release source some parameters (populations) are also
available on a 100 km2 basis. Further parameters are actually
considered to estimate the pollution transfer by surface water and the
doses received by inhalation or external irradiation.
1. DESCRIPTION SUCCINCTE DE EUROGRID

L'accident nucleaire de Tchernobyl a mis en evidence la preponderance
de l'ingestion dans les doses re9ues a grande distance de l'emission.
Pour evaluer ou prevoir 1' impact indi viduel et collect if de 1' ingestion
de produits alimentaires contamines, il est necessaire de disposer
d' une base de donnees relative aux populations et aux productions
agricoles. C' est dans cette optique que la base EUROGRID a ete
developpee a l'echelle de la Communaute Economique Europeenne.
Conjointement a ce projet, le
developpement
de
logiciels
destines aux evaluations des
consequences economiques d'un
accident de type radiologique
(ou chimique)
a
conduit a
enrichir
EUROGRID
de
parametres
participant
a
l'estimation
des
couts
(effectifs
salaries
par
exemple).
Les parametres inclus dans la
base de donnees
sont:
les
populations
residentes,
l'utilisation des sols, les
productions
agricoles,
le
nombre d' emplois par secteur
d'activite economique et la
quantite de lait collectee.
Figure 1: EUROGRID
Ils sont evalues pour chacune
Grille Europeenne
des mailles de 10 000 km2 ,
mailles qui couvrent les douze pays de la Communaute Economique
Europeenne (cf.Figure l)/1/.
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L'evaluation des consequences d'un accident a partir d'un reseau maille
suppose que la concentration des polluants (dans l'air ou au sol) est
homogene a l'interieur d'une maille. Dans le cas de mailles de 10 000
km2 ,
cette hypothese n'est acceptable qu'a grande distance de
l'emission. Pour evaluer les consequences a courte distance, un
maillage de 100 km2 a ete defini et une base de donnees sur ce maillage
est en cours de documentation.
2. LES DIFFICULTES METHODOLOGIQUES

Les prob1emes methodologiques sont de deux ordres
1 - L'acguisition des donnees
En ce qui concerne les populations, la precision des donnees existantes
dans tous les pays au moyen des recensements autorise une confiance
suffisante, meme dans la grille a mailles fines. Les donnees sont en
effet disponibles au niveau des communes dont on connait les
coordonnees geographiques. Cependant, il faut etre conscient que ces
recensements ne fournissent qu'une valeur approximative de la
population presente dans une maille a un moment donne (periodes
estivales, zones industrielles, .. ) .
L'acquisition des donnees concernant les surfaces et les productions
agricoles est plus delicate: l'idee initiale, qui consistait a
exploiter des images provenant de satellites, a ete rapidement
abandonnee,
essentiellement
a
cause
de
son
cout
prohibitif.
L'utilisation des statistiques locales se heurte a une difficulte
majeure: plus le niveau d'acquisition des donnees est fin, plus on se
heurte au secret statistique. Une solution de compromis a ete retenue;
elle consiste a utiliser les donnees au niveau regional telles que
collectees et publiees par EUROSTAT /2/, eta ventiler les donnees dans
les mailles en fonction de la portion de surface des regions dans
chaque maille. L'homogeneite de ces donnees n'est qu'apparente, car il
existe de grandes disparites entre les equipements et l'organisation
des services statistiques des pays de la Communaute; ces differences
apparaissent clairement dans les publications EUROSTAT ou le niveau du
recueil varie de la region au pays tout entier.
En ce qui concerne l'emploi, le degre d'elaboration des donnees est
tres different d'un pays a l'autre; la necessite de disposer d'une
classification commune a tous les pays nous a conduit ici encore a
utiliser les donnees EUROSTAT.
Enfin, les seules donnees disponibles au niveau des produits laitiers
concernent la collecte du lait, connue au niveau des laiteries. Chaque
laiterie peut couvrir des zones de collecte importantes et dispersees
geographiquement.
Une difficulte essentielle dans la realisation de la base de donnees
est la necessite d'une actualisation reguliere et la prise en compte
des
bouleversements
geopolitiques
recents
(reunification
de
1' Allemagne) .
2 - La realisation de logiciels d'exploitation
L'utilisation de cette base de donnees a necessite le developpement de
produits logiciels permettant l'interrogation de la base et la
visualisation des donnees. Deux produits, accessibles sur microordinateur, ont ete recemment realises. Le premier (QUERY), exploite
la base de donnees sur grandes mailles (10 000 km2 ) ; il permet de
formuler une requete c'est a dire de delimiter une zone de la
Communaute repondant a certains criteres (cf. Figure 2); de visualiser
la zone correspondant au critere de selection, puis d'interroger les
mailles de la zone sur la valeur de parametres selectionnes par
l'utilisateur (cf. Figure 3) .Le second logiciel,entierement graphique
(EUROVISU) permet en outre la consultation des donnees sur le systeme
de mailles fines (100 km2 ) •
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Figure 2

Construction d'une requete
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Figure 3

Visualisation et interrogation de la base
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3 • LES DEVELOPPEMENTS DE EUROGRID

En plus de l'extension geoqraphique (1' introduction de 1' Allemagne
unifiee est prevue, celle des pays de l'Est est envisagee), on cherche
actuellement a enrichir la base de donnees par des informations
permettant une evaluation des transferts par 1'eau (emplacement des
stations de pompage, quantites prelevees, zones de distribution et d'
utilisation (irrigation, usage industriel ou domestique)). Une etude
de faisabilite est en cours. De plus, 1' introduction des donnees
relatives aux caracteristiques de 1'habitat et du mode de vie permettra
l'estimation des expositions par inhalation et par irradiation externe.
Enfin, pour tenir compte du fait que zones de production et de
consommation ne sont pas identiques, on souhaite introduire des
coefficients d' echanges entre mai11es, sur la base de statistiques
douanieres ou de flux interregionnaux.
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ABSTRACT
Measurements in Finland with a portable Nai(Tl) gamma-ray
spectrometer showed that the natural gamma-ray spectra from
potassium, - uranium and thorium could be separated from the
gamma-ray spectra of 134 Cs and 137 Cs due to fallout from Chernobyl.
A comparison of the portable spectrometer measurements with
those from an ionization chamber showed that the dose rate due
to 134 Cs and 137 Cs fallout and the individual dose rates from the
three natural components could be determined with a portable
spectrometer. Following calibration at one site of known
contamination, the portable spectrometer could also be used to
measure the deposition of 134 Cs and u 7 Cs.
INTRODUCTION
Portable Na(Tl) gamma-ray spectrometers have been used by
geologists and geophysicists for mineral exploration and
geological mapping for many years. These spectrometers normally
use a 7 . 6 x 7. 6 em detector and record 3 energy regions for
monitoring gamma-ray emissions from potassium, uranium and
thorium. Recently, portable spectrometers which record up to 256
channels of gamma-ray spectral data have become available. This
paper describes how such a spectrometer (an Exploranium GR-256)
can be used for environmental monitoring.
PRINCIPLE OF THE METHOD
Following a nuclear reactor accident, such as the Chernobyl
event of 1986, many man-made radio-nuclides with a variety of
gamma-ray
energies
and
half-lives
may
contaminate
the
environment. Almost all these gamma-ray emitters have energies
which are significantly below the 1460 keV gamma-ray peak of 4 °K.
By fitting the calculated potassium, uranium and thorium gammaray spectra to the high energy part of measured spectrum, the
natural gamma-ray component can be determined. This component
can then be removed from the measured spectrum, leaving behind
the man-made component.
The procedure was first tested in Canada where the man-made
component originated mainly from global atomic weapons fallout.
Figure 1 shows a spectrum recorded outside the Geological Survey
of Canada headquarters in Ottawa with a 256-channel portable
spectrometer using a 7 . 6 em x 7 . 6 em Nai ( Tl) detector. The
natural gamma-ray component of the measured spectrum (also shown
in the figure) was computed by fitting the calculated potassium,
uranium and thorium spectra to the observed spectrum above an
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energy of 1200 keV. The three natural gamma-ray spectra were
determined from measurements on concrete calibration blocks, lm
x lm x 30cm with known concentrations of the three radioactive
elements. The fitted spectrum also includes the background
contribution from cosmic radiation, radon decay products in the
air and any radioactivity from the instrument itself. The
background was measured in a small metal boat on the nearby
Ottawa river.
The fallout spectrum shown as the difference spectrum in
Figure 2 originates from an estimated 2. 5 kBq/m2 of 137 Cs and
demonstrates the effectiveness of the spectral fitting method
even in areas of low fallout.
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Figure 1. A computer fit
above
1200
keV
of
the
potassium,
uranium
and
thorium spectra to a spectrum
measured in Canada.

Figure
2.
The
fallout
spectrum
obtained
by
subtracting
the
natural
gamma-ray spectrum from the
measured spectrum.

FIELD MEASUREMENTS
In the fall of 1990, a series of gamma-ray measurements
were made in the Lammi - Padasjoki - Jamsa area in Finland where
the 137 Cs contamination was as high as 200 kBq/m2 • Simultaneous
measurements were performed with a calibrated Reuter-Stokes
ionization chamber and the calibrated portable spectrometer at
a measurement height of 80 em above the ground. Additional
measurements were made with the portable spectrometer at ground
level to estimate variations in the radioactivity of the ground.
At selected locations, soil samples were taken for laboratory
determinations of 134 Cs and 137 Cs.
ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
Measurement of fallout
Figure 3 shows a measured spectrum and the fitted natural
spectrum from a site where the 137 Cs deposition was approximately
120 kBq/m2 • The background spectrum, included in the fitted
natural spectrum, was measured in a small boat on the Gulf of
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Finland. The man-made difference spectrum (Figure 4) shows the
662 keV gamma-ray peak of 137 Cs as well as the gamma-ray peak at
795 keV due to 13'Cs which has a half-life of approximately 2
years. The gamma-ray windows used to measure 13 'Cs and 137 Cs are
shown in the difference spectrum. A correlation of the 137 Cs
window count rates from the man-made spectrum with those from
134
Cs (Figure 5) shows that the 13 'Cs/ 137 Cs ratio is the same for
all sites measured. A similar correlation coefficient of 0.998
was also found from the laboratory analyses of the soil samples.

-

F1tted spectrum

Measured spectrum

Figure 3.
A computer fit
above
1200
kev
of
the
potassium,
uranium
and
thorium spectra to a spectrum
measured in Finland.

Figure
4.
The
fallout
spectrum
obtained
by
subtracting
the
natural
gamma-ray spectrum from the
measured spectrum.
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Figure 5. Correlation of the
13
'Cs and 137 Cs window count
rates from fallout.

Figure 6. Correlation of the
137
Cs window from fallout with
137
Cs deposition.

The laboratory measurements of 137 Cs deposition were compared
with the calculated count rates in the 137 Cs window from fallout
(Figure 6). The scatter about the least squares line was
attributed to localized variations in the deposition of 137 Cs
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which were found by analyzing the ground-level gamma-ray
measurements. The results show that following calibration at one
site where the contamination is uniform, a Nai(Tl) gamma-ray
spectrometer can be used to measure 134 Cs and 137 Cs.
Measurements of dose rate from fallout
In the spectral fitting procedure, the gamma-ray spectral
shapes from unit concentrations of potassium, uranium and
thorium are used to calculate the concentrations of the three
radioactive elements in the ground. The individual air absorbed
dose rates can then be calculated from these concentrations
using the relationship:
1 percent potassium
= 0. 0131 f.!Gh- 1
1 part per million of uranium in equilibrium
0. 00543 f.!Gh- 1
1 part per million of thorium in equilibrium = 0. 00269 f.!Gh- 1
The ionization chamber measurements include radiation from
fallout and natural gamma radiation as well as a background
component from cosmic radiation and radon decay products in the
air. This background was also measured on the Gulf of Finland.
The radiation dose from fallout can therefore be determined from
the ionization measurements by subtraction of the background
plus the calculated natural radiation dose .

. .. .
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Figure 7.
Correlation of the 137 Cs window
count rate from fallout with the dose rate
due to fallout.
The fallout component of the radiation dose, deduced from
the ionization chamber measurements is compared with the
portable spectrometer 137 Cs window count rates from fallout in
Figure 7. The good correlation (R = 0.95) shows that a Nai(Tl)
spectrometer can be used to measure the radiation dose from
fallout, following calibration at one site with an ionization
chamber. At the same time, the calculated ground concentrations
of potassium, uranium and thorium can be used to estimate the
radiation dose from each natural radioactive element.
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RADIATION EXPOSURE DUE TO INCORPORATION OF RADIONUCLIDES
IN TWO SELECTED PLACES OF THE RSFSR FIVE YEARS AFTER THE
CHERNOBYL ACCIDENT
P. Hill, R. Hille
Forschungszentrum Jtilich GmbH
W-5170 Jtilich, FRG

ABSTRACT
First results of a large scale survey on the body content
of radionuclides of Russian people during summer 1991 are
presented. Data obtained for two villages of Klincy county
(district of Briansk) are compared to those obtained in Klincy.
An average body burden of 2 kBq, 3.7 kBq and 22 kBq Cs-137/134
has been found in Klincy town, Pestschanka and Weprin respectively corresponding to whole body doses of 0. 08 msv fa, o. 14
msv;a and 0.88 mSvja in 1991 resulting from incorporation of
Cs-activities mainly through ingestion. The interdependance of
environmental and body burden is discussed.
INTRODUCTION
During summer 1991 the environmental burden (water, soil,
nutrition) and the body content of ;t-emitting radionuclides of
more than 150.000 persons in the RSFSR have been examined by a
German expedition in close collaboration with the RSFSR's
Goskom Chernobyl. The project was financed by the Federal
Minister of Environment and carried out by the Research Centre
Jtilich (KFA) . An area of approximately 10 000 km2 extending
from close-to-Moscow Tula up to Slynka at the Byelorussian border and such including regions of low and high contamination
levels in the districts of Briansk, Kaluga, Orel and Tula has
been covered in the survey. Up to 7 mobile environmental and
whole-body counting laboratories have been operational with a
total number of 7 j- spectrometers and 20 whole-body- counters.
About 150 german specialists have participated in the task
group.
Each person examined received an official certificate
giving the activity of the Cs 137/134 mixture in the body and a
judgement on the radiation risk involved. Observed activity
levels were generally much less and in no case higher than the
annual limit of intake acceptable for professional radiation
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workers. Only for less than 1 % of the people examined the
results suggest the necessity of a further surveillance by
health physicists and physicians similar to the regular medical
examination professional radiation workers undergo.
The results obtained in two villages of Klincy county
bearing a higher than average environmental burden and for
activity content of nutrition arc presented and compared to
those obtained in Klincy town.
KLINCY COUNTY
Klincy county is situated in the western part of Russia
close to the Byelorussian border approximately 100 km east of
Gamel and 160 km west of Brjansk. The town of Klincy (80.000
inhabitants) being the second largest city of Brjansk district
is as well an administrative as an industrial center of this
else rural region. The countryside is hilly and there are
little woods. Each of the twenty sowchoses provides a place of
living for an average 1200 inhabitants and consists of 2 - 3
villages. Weprin showing the highest dose rates of environmental radiation in the county is located in its western
part. Pestschanka is situated in a less contaminated area north
of Klincy.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Two small lorries each equipped with two QMB-1 incorporation monitors have been used to examine the village's population. Each monitor contained in a chair configuration two
plastic-scintillation detectors calibrated for a Cs 137/134
mixture corresponding to the well known mixture of post-Chernobyl Cs-activities. The detectors have been shielded by 1 em
of lead. The data evaluation procedure included a correction of
contributions from natural K-40 radiation. It could be shown
that those are the only f -emitting radionuclides of some importance. Additional corrections include self-absorption of
.-rays in the body and shielding of background radiation by the
examined persons. The mean detectable activity has been estimated to be 1 kBq.
Two Herfurth incorporation monitors have been used to
examine a control group in Clincy town. Each of them contained
one large plasticscintillator detector in a bed configuration
calibrated to the Cs 137/134 mixture observed. The lead
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shielding was 5 em thick. Absorption of sky-shine and cosmic
radiation by the body had been estimated with water phantoms
and was accounted for in the data evaluation procedure. The
mean detectable activity is less than 0.5 kBq.
In all cases the activity has been assumed to be
distributed in the whole body. Depositions in the lung or in
the G.I.-tract would be over estimated.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A total
of 172 people were measured in the village of
Pestschanka and 199 out of Weprin's 300's population could be
examined. The percentage of young people has been 17. 6 % in
Wepr in and 3 7 . 2 % in Pestschanka. For the control group an
arbitrary fortnights examinations have been selected out of the
measurements done with Herfurth incorporation monitors in
Klincy town. The group consisted of 4170 persons including 375
young people.
Activities determined in Klincy ranged from 0 to 49 kBq
the average value being 2 kBq. In Pestschanka generally
slightly higher activities have been found. An average activity
of 3.7 kBq has been calculated. In the village of Weprin the
activity distribution is considerably shifted to higher values
the average activity being 22 kBq. The maximum activity observed has been 115 kBq.
Average specific activities have been calculated to be 28
Bqfkg in Klincy, 67 Bq/kg in Pestschanka and 330 Bq/kg in
Weprin. It should be noted that in Jtilich (FRG) this value has
been 0.3 Bqfkg in 1990.
Assuming continual intake and using dosefactors of ref. 1
valid for adults to determine the dosefactor of the Cs 137/134
mixture average doses of 0.08 msv;a for Klincy, 0.14 msv;a for
Pestschanka and 0.88 msv;a for Weprin can be evaluated.
Using a method proposed by Sauermann (ref.2) to estimate
the lifetime doses by comparison with a Berchtesgaden(FRG)
control group average values of 3. 6 msv, 6. 7 msv and 40 msv
result in the case of men for Klincy, Pestschanka and Weprin
respectively.
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Average body burdens found are given in Table 1 together
with results of an investigation on the environmental burden
(ref. 3) . Table 1 shows a strong correlation of body burdens
and activity content of nutrition. It suggests body burdens to
be due to ingestion. It is known that in rural areas the
nutrition of people is mainly self-produced. Therefore the
strong correlation between environmental and body burden is
typical for small villages. In urban areas the global nutrition
support is more important. Therefore the average incorporation
is in Klincy town by a factor of nearly 2 lower than that of
Pestschanka although the soil activity is much higher.
Furthermore this indicates that the body burden does not result
mainly from inhalation of dust even not if the summer was hot
and dry like that of the year 1991.
body burden

total

specific

kBq

Bqfkg

pSv/
h

kBq/
m2

2.0
3.7
22

28
67
330

0.26
0.17
0.92

190
71
1000

Klincy
Pestschanka
Weprin

dose

soil

average

rate

milk + diary

berries +

products

mushrooms

Bq/1 rsp.
Bq/kg

Bq/kg

< 64
120
810

< 230
250
2600

Table 1: Average values of incorporated and environmental (ref.3)
cs 137/134 activities. All numbers are rounded to two
significant digits.
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CALIBRATION OF PERSONAL DOSEMETERS IN TERMS
OF THE ICRU OPERATIONAL QUANTITIES
Joseph c. McDonald
Pacific Northwest Laboratory
Richland, Washington 99352, USA
and
Nolan E. Hertel
Mechanical Engineering Department
The University of Texas at Austin
Austin, Texas 78712, USA
ABSTRACT
The International Commission on Radiological Units and
Measurements (ICRU) has defined several new operational
quantities for radiation protection purposes. The quantities to
be used for personal monitoring are defined at depths in the
human body.
Because these quantities are impossible to measure
directly, the ICRU has recommended that personal dosemeters
should be calibrated under simplified conditions on an appropriate phantom, such as the ICRU sphere. The u.s. personal
dosimetry accreditation programs make use of a 30 x 30 x 15 em
polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) phantom, therefore it is necessary
to relate the response of dosemeters calibrated on this phantom
to the ICRU operational quantities.
Calculations of the conversion factors to compute dosemeter response in terms of the
operational quantities have been performed using the code MCNP.
These calculations have also been compared to experimental
measurements using thermoluminescent (TLD) detectors.
INTRODUCTION
The ICRU has defined four operational quantities that are
recommended for radiation protection (ICRU, 1985). The ambient
and directional dose equivalents are to be used for the environmental, or area, monitoring of strongly and weakly penetrating
radiations, respectively. These quantities are specified at
depths in the ICRU sphere (ICRU, 1980). The quantities for
personal monitoring are the individual dose equivalents, penetrating and superficial. These quantities are also defined for
strongly and weakly penetrating radiation, respectively.
The
individual dose equivalent quantities are specified at depths in
the human body, so it is impossible to measure them directly.
In
practice, a personal dosemeter is constructed so that the detecting element is covered by an appropriate amount of tissue-equivalent material, and this dosemeter is then calibrated on a
simplified tissue-equivalent phantom. However, most dosemeters
in use in the U.S. are sensitive to backscattered radiation from
the body and from calibration phantoms. When calibrations are
performed with dosemeters mounted on a PMMA slab phantom,
corrections must be applied to account for differences in backscatter between the PMMA phantom and the ICRU sphere.
In the u.s., there are two programs for the accreditation of
personal dosemeters. They are the Department of Energy Laboratory Accreditation Program (DOELAP) and the National Voluntary
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Laboratory Accreditation Program (NVLAP). These programs require
the use of a rectangular PMMA phantom (DOE,1986, ANSI,1983).
Therefore, conversion factors are needed to relate the response
of dosemeters irradiated on a PMMA phantom to the operational
quantities. Calculations of this type have been performed for
photon and neutron irradiations (Hertel and McDonald, 1990,
1991).
CALCULATIONS AND MEASUREMENTS
The determination of values for conversion factors can be
accomplished either by calculation or measurement, or both. The
most desirable situation is to use both methods and compare the
two.
It has been the approach at the Pacific Northwest Laboratory to use the Monte Carlo computer code MCNP (ORNL, 1983) and
to perform confirmatory measurements in a geometry that closely
approximates the conditions used in the irradiations for the
accreditation programs.
The first case considered in the calculations was for photon
irradiations.
The dose equivalent at a depth of 1 gjcm 2 in the
ICRU sphere was calculated along with the dose equivalent at a
depth of 1 gjcm 2 in a PMMA dosemeter placed on the face of a,30 x
30 x 15 em PMMA phantom. This approximates the recommendation
given by the ICRU for a dosemeter to be covered with an appropriate amount of tissue equivalent material and calibrated on a
suitable phantom (ICRU, 1988). The front face of the phantom was
placed at a distance of 100 em from point sources of radiation
that were used to simulate the actual irradiation conditions.
similar calculations were performed with the ICRU sphere as a
phantom.
Backscatter factors were measured with thermoluminescent
dosimeters 7 LiF (TLD-700) chips placed either on the surface of a
PMMA slab phantom or on a thin water filled plastic sphere that
was 30-cm in diameter. Corresponding measurements at the same
reference distance were made with the TLD mounted free-in-air
(Large, et al.,1990). Results of the measurements and calculations are shown in Table 1. For dosemeters sensitive to backscatter, these results could be used to correct the air kerma to
directional dose equivalent, H' (10), conversion factors.
These
data also compare favorably to the recent calculations of
Bartlett, et al. (1991).
The calculations for neutron irradiations used the larger 40
x 40 x 15 em PMMA phantom required by the accreditation programs
(DOE,1986, ANSI, 1983). The front face of this phantom was
placed at 50 em from the radiation sources. A PMMA dosemeter was
again mounted on both the surface of this phantom and on the ICRU
sphere. The dose equivalents at a depth of 1 gjcm 2 in the ICRU
sphere and at the same depth in the dosemeter were calculated.
The results of these calculations are shown in Table 2. The
present results are within the expected uncertainties of previously reported calculations of conversion factors between fluence
and H'(10).
Confirmatory measurements are planned for the
neutron irradiations using TLD-albedo dosemeters and CR-39
plastic track-etch dosemeters.
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CONCLUSIONS
The process of relating the response of dosemeters,
calibrated in terms of metrological quantities, to the
operational or limiting quantities can be accomplished by the use
of appropriate conversion factors.
It is also possible to
calibrate dosemeters on the rectangular solid PMMA phantoms
required by the u.s. accreditation programs, and to relate the
response of such dosemeters to the ICRU operational quantities.
The conversion factors given in this report were calculated by
the Monte Carlo code MCNP and compared to measurements taken with
TLD's. The agreement obtained between these two methods was
within the expected uncertainties for them.
Future work will
include the verification of the neutron conversion factors by
experimental measurement.
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Table 1. Calculated and Measured Ratios of Photon Backscatter
Factors for the 30 x 30 x 15-cm PMMA phantom relative to
the ICRU sphere.
Calculated
Measured
Photon Energy (keV) BSF Ratio
BSF Ratio
10
20
30
40
50
60
80
100
200
300
662
1250

1.0
1. 05
1.13
1. 23
1. 29
1. 26
1.26
1.17
1. 09
1.05
1. 03
1. 02

0.98
1.19
1. 22
1. 27
1.19
1.06
1. 06
1. 03

Table 2. Calculated Fluence to Directional Dose Equivalent
Conversion Factors for Dosemeters Irradiated on the 40 x
40 x 15-cm PMMA phantom and the ICRU sphere. Values are
given in terms of pSvjcm 2 (Hertel and McDonald, 1991).
Neutron Energy (MeV)

PMMA Phantom

0.001
0.1
1.0

ICRU Sphere

6.1
66.6
361

6.2
67.1
375

D20 Moderated 252cf

87.8

93.2

Unmoderated 252cf

332

343
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Evaluation of Methods of Calculating the Internal Dose
from Radionuclides Deposited in the Human Body
Karl Z. Morgan
113 Danbury Drive
Oak Ridge, TN 37830
Since the Chalk River Tripartite Conference in Chalk River, Canada in
September 1949, there has been very little change in the method of calculation of
dose to the critical body organ. In this paper some of the early developments in
health physics are reviewed and a new perspective is provided by obtaining the
dose, d, in tissue spheres of radius equal to the range of alphas
particles. A dust particle with the average alpha contamination is at the center
of each sphere. Then some of the spheres are compacted (crushed) to fill up a
form (mold) equal in shape to that of the critical body organ. The ratio of the
number of spheres comprising the total radioactivity to the number of spheres
fitting into the form is the overlap, p, and the total dose to the critical body
organ is equal to d x p.
Health physics originated about the time the first pile (reactor) began
operating at the University of Chicago on December 2, 1942. The first health
physicists (E.O. Wollan, H.M. Parker, C.C. Gamertsfelder, J.C. Hart and K.Z. Morgan) transferred from Chicago to Clinton Laboratories, now Oak Ridge National
Laboratories, ORNL, in September 1943. Wollan left health physics at this time
and in the fall of 1944 Parker, Gamertsfelder and Hart moved to Richland, Wash.
where they established the health physics program at the Hanford plutonium producing facility. This left me as director of the ORNL Health Physics Division.
One of the major health physics problems in the early period was that of
setting the maximum permissible body burden, Q, and maximum permissible concentration, MPC, of radionuclides in air, water and food. H.M. Parker at Hanford, J.H.
Hamilton at Berkeley, W.H. Langham at Los Alamos, J.E. Rose and L.D. Marinelli at
Argonne National Laboratory, G. Failla at Columbia University, A.J. Cipriani at
Chalk River, J.S. Mitchell and G.J. Neary in London and I at ORNL each came up
with different values of Q and MPC. The differences were due to different methods
of calculation and the use of different input parameters.
One of the problems in setting radiation protection standards during the war
was the tight security which limited exchange of information and sometimes was enforced at a ridiculous level. For example, our Health Physics Division was forced
to change the name of the instrument we developed and called Pluto because it suggested Plutonium. We had named it Pluto after the cartoonist's snooping dog
named Pluto so we changed the name to Snoopy. In 1945 I prepared a paper for publication suggesting how to make calculations on internal dose, setting for example
A ; A +Ab where A and Ab are the radioactive and biological elimination coefficients,rrespectivel~, and using the relation dQ/dt = P-AQ and giving mathematical
procedures for dealing with parent-daughter radionuclide relationships and values
of Q and MPC for 13 radionuclides. But, alas, the paper was held up for years and
not released by security until finally it was published in 1947. 1 So far as I am
able to determine this was the first paper published showing how these calculations
should be made.
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During this early period it occurred to me that if I knew the stable element
distribution in the body organs and their concentration in food, water, urine and
feces, I could determine quite easily how radioisctopes of these same elements are
taken up, retained and eliminated. I went to the library expecting to copy down
these values for common elements such as Sr, Cs, Co, Fe, Zn, P, K, I, U, Th, etc
in one afternoon but after se;;trching for a week, T was convinced such data had
not been pup.u:shed. Then I arranged a contract with Isabel Tipton of the University of Tennessee to work with us in conducting an X-ray and neutron activation
analysis of elements in tisGue of human body orgaLs. Mary J. Cook from our Health
Physics Division visited pathology laboratories all over the US collecting samples
of human body organs for these analyses and many :umples were sent to us from
overseas. This study resulted in the publication of concentration values for 33
elements in 37 human body organs as published in ICRP-2 (1959). 2 These data were
extremely valuable in obtai~ing Q and MPC values.
One of the problems in the calculation of Q and MPC in this early period was
that each person making these calculations used his own values of organ mass, element composition of body organs, rate of intake ot air, water and food, the urine
and fecal elimination rates, body water, etc. Mary Jane Cook of our Division and
H. Lisco of Argonne National Laboratory independently collected these data and I
presented them at the Chalk River Conference (1949). This led to the establishment
of the Standard Man, many of whose features were published in the ICRP-2 report in
1959. After the Chalk River Conference most internal dose calculations referred
to the Standard Man so it became much easier to compare calculations of Q and MPC.
Years later under the chainnanship of W.S. Snyder, ICRP-233 was published giving
much more detailed information (480 pages) regarding Standard Man and his name
was changed to Reference Man.
There were 25 attendees at the Chalk River C0nference, 5 from the UK, 9 from
Canada and 11 from the US. This conference served as a mile post and principal
beginning of international cooperation and standardization in the fields of both
internal dose and of extern.1l exposure. Here we c:td much more than christen
Standard Man and set values of MPC for 18 radionuclides. This was a new beginning
for health physics at the international level. Prior to this time I had had frequent meetings with H.M. Parker, W.H. Langham, L.L. Marinelli etc. from the US and
occasional meetings with world leaders including T .H. Gray, W.V. Mayneord, R.M.
Sievert, etc • . This meeting at Chalk River was the spark that led to the reorganization of the International X-ray and Radium Protection Committee which, organized
in 1928, had ceased to function during the war years after 1937. The 1950 meeting of ICRP in Harwell, England marked what some consider the beginning of ICRP.
Here we set the stage for the formation of the He<lth Physics Society at Columbus,
Ohio in 1955.
In 195,.3' NCRP-52 4 was published pv~ng Q and r1PC values for 45 radionuclides
and in 1955 ICRP publ.ished values of Q and MPC for 93 radionuclides in the British
Journal of Radiology;' ICRP-2 and NCRP-09·~ were bc,th published in 1959 and the
texts of the two were almost identical--perhaps nee surprising because I was chairman of the Internal Dose Cc•~ittees of both NCRP a1d ICRP during the 20 year period
following 1950. ICRP-2 and NCRP-~9 each gave Q and MPC values for 236 radionuclides.
W.S. Snyder and Mary Rose Ford did most of the tedious calculations in grinding out
these values.
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Before I retired from active membership in ICRP in 1971, our internal dose
committee was criticized for using the same occupational dose limit of 5 rem/y for
total body, gonads and active (red) bone marrow. Obviously, whole body dose
should be lower than dose to individual organs. ;.nyder and I argued that the solution was simpJ.e--just lo-wer the whole body limit to 2.5 rem/y. Unfortunately,
ICRP in ICRP-26 7 (1977) removed this discrepancy :n the wrong direction and it
was not until·l990~that ICRP reduced the level to 2 rem/y. The dose limit was
kept at 5 rem/y for total body but raised for all other body organs in subsequent
publications of ICRP-309' (1979-88).
MPC values should have been reduced, not
raised. ICRP's use of the target organ that receives dose from radionuclides in
organs outside the critical organ as well as that from radionuclides within the
critical organ was a welcome improvement in ICRP-JO that could be implemented only
in later years when com~~ters could lend a.~and. I am pleased with the lower
values of MPC in ICRP-61 published in 1991 but most of the values are still too
high.
Over the past 15 years I have assisted some 150 persons injured by exposure
to ionizing radiation in their efforts to obtain compensation for their injury.
In 1989 I was involved with E.P. Radford in the Martin case in which a family sold
their home at a loss because it was contaminated with plutonium resulting from
substandard waste disposal practices at the Windscale, England nuclear facility.
In the course of calculation of the dose to the critical epithelial lung tissue
by the usual gross dose method, it occurred to me why be stuck with this same old
gross dose method I developed 45 years ago. By th~ familiar gross dose method I
had calculated the annual dose to 1 g of the epithelial tissue as
3
Total Dose = 5.05 x l0- Q(Bq)E(MeV/dis)RBE(Sv/Gr)
-3
m(g)
5.05 x 10
x 0.0275 x 5.3 ~ 20 = O.Ol4 7 Sv/y
1

A considerable amount of data had been assembled t.y us as shown in Table l.
Table 1
1.5 ~
4 ~
1 g(cc
2 g/cc
1 g
10.6 Bq(cc
5.3 MeV/dis of Pu
0.00449 em
6.62 x lO_q Bq(cc
2.3 x lC 7 cc/day
Tb
fa
12 hr/day in home

- mean diameter of dust particle
- mean diameter of tissue cell
- density of ti~sue
- density of dust particle
- mass of epitl-.elial tissue
- specific activity of dust
alphas
- range of 01 pc..>::ticles
in Merlin hom:=
- adult male breathing rate
100 days, A. = 2.53 y-1
= 0.0025

Radford also had obtained 0.0147 Sv/y. I developE,d what I called a differential
method. In this pursuit relations were found as follows:
3
3
mass of respirable particle== 4/3 nr p = 4/3 •1(1.5/2 x w- 4 ) x 2
== 3.53 x w- 12 g
activity of particle= 3.53 x lo-12fg) x 10.6(Bq/g)
== 3.746 x 10-l (Bqjparticle)
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mass of tissue within range of ~'s on dust perticle (called an Alpha Range
Ball, ARB)= 4/3 n(4.49 x 10- ) 3 ! 1 = 3.7~ x 10-7g
1
dose to each AR~ = d ="'. 3. 746 x l f
Bq/ARB ': 3.154 x 10 7 (S/y) x 5. 3(MeV/dis)
X 1.602 X 10- (erg/HeV) X 1/10 (gGr/erg) x 20(Sv/Gr) x 1/3.79 x 10-7 (ARB/g)
= 5.294 x 10-5svfy
Q(Bq) = P/A (1-e-At) = P/A at equilibrium
Q(Bq) = 4.~-X,'10- 9 (cc/y) X 6.62 X 10- 9 (Bq/cc) X 0.0025/2.53(y-l) = 0.0275 Bq in
critic.al tissue
n = 0.0275(Bq)/3.746 x 10~ 11 (Bq/part.)
7.3~ x 10 8 =no. of ARB's to be
__ squeezed (crushed) inco a tissue ;orm (mold)
l(g)/3.79 x lo- 7 (g) in ARB= 2.64 x 10 =no. of AlB's that can be crushed into a
critical tissue form (mold) without overlap (i.e. with multiple occupancy
of space in §he tissue ~arm)
p = 7.33 x 10 /2.64 x 10 = 278 overlap
Total dose= d x p = 5.29 x 10-5 Sv/y without ovedap x 278 overlap= 0.0147 Sv/y.
This differential dose calculation of course giveo the same result as the commonly
used gross dose method. It is not given here or 1ecommended as a substitute but
rather as a new perspective. I hope it will be of help to the handful of us who
are trying to help those injured by exposure to ivnizing radiation as well as a
help to the large numbers of health physicists wh•• rally to defend the company or
the government on the defense.
When W:T. Ham was president of the Health Physics Society, he asked me to
explore ways of making our society ~ore international. I wrote to over 1,000
persons in 35 different countries and received an . werwhelming support for a truly
international radiation protection association. :IRPA's first meeting in Rome,
September 7, 1966, was the bringing to fruition oj the goal many of us had longed
for since health physics began. As IRPA's first iresident, I was proud of our new
organization and now I can be proud again if our ~.embers rally to the aid of persons injured by excessive exposure to ionizing ra:.iation as a major responsibility.
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PARAMETRES RESPIRATOIRES POUR LA PROTECTION RADIOLOGIQUE
M. Roy,
CEA/Institut de Protection et de Surete Nucleaire
Departement de Protection de la Sante de l'Homme et de
Dosimetrie, BP 6, 92265 Fontenay aux Roses Cedex, France
M.H. Becquemin, A. Bouchikhi, J.F. Bertholon
Groupe Hospitalier Pitie-Salpetriere, E.F.R,
75651 Paris Cedex 13, France.
La dosimetrie des radionucleides inhales a besoin de valeurs de dimensions des voies aeriennes et de volumes d'air
respires chaque jour par les personnes exposees aux gaz et
aux aerosols. A l'aide de donnees recentes fournies par des
enquetes socio-economiques et par la physiologie respiratoire
des valeurs standards ont ete rassemblees pour des individustypes de la population : travailleur adulte, personne au
foyer, enfants de 3 mois, 1, 5, 10 et 15 ans. Ces parametres
peuvent etre adaptes a differents groupes de la population
mondiale.
RESPIRATORY PARAMETERS FOR RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION
Dosimetry of inhaled radionuclides requires informations
upon airway dimensions and air volumes breathed every day by
people under exposure to gases and aerosols. Using recent
data of economic surveys, and of respiratory physiology,
modern standards have been tabulated for specific categories
of a population: adult worker men and women, housewives,children 3 months and 1, 5, 10 and 15 years old. These parameters
can be adapted to various population groups in the world.
INTRODUCTION
Dans ses publications 23 et 50 (1,2), la Commission
Internationale de Protection Radiologique (CIPR) recommandait
pour l'individu standard caucasien, adulte homme et femme,
enfant nouveau-ne et age de 10 ans, des dimensions et des
parametres ventilatoires repris ensuite par les rapports 1982
et 1988 de l'UNSCEAR. Lars de !'elaboration de son nouveau
modele de dosimetrie des voies respiratoires, la CIPR a
souhaite actualiser ces donnees, les preciser pour les
adultes et les enfants aux ages definis dans sa publication
56 (3 mois, 1,5,10 et 15 ans) (3) et pour les populations ne
se satisfaisant pas des standards caucasiens.
DIMENSIONS DES VOIES AERIENNES
Les volumes et surfaces respiratoires sont lies a la
taille corporelle dont la croissance, plus ou mains rapide,
se termine a l'age adulte par des valeurs variables selon les
regions du monde. Ces relations n I ont pas partout la meme
forme. Un exemple en est donne par les regressions de la
capacite residuelle fonctionnelle (CRF) ( 4) ,
(utilisee en
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dosimetrie comme indice du volume alveolaire) en fonction des
tailles chez l'homme adulte. On retrouve aussi de telles
differences chez enfant. Dans la plupart des pays, les
valeurs biometriques et fonctionnelles ont ete etablies par
les specialistes et sont pretes pour la modelisation
pulmonaire.
PARAMETRES VENTILATOIRES
Les volumes courants, frequences respiratoires et debits
de ventilation sont probablement un peu differents selon les
regions car les besoins individuels en oxygene dependent du
volume corpore!. Malheureusement les observations detaillees,
aux differents ages, au repos et a l'exercice, n'existent que
chez les Caucasiens. Dans les autres populations, les comparaisons que l 'on peut fa ire sur les rares donnees montrent
que les volumes courants et les frequences varient souvent en
sens inverse et que le debit ventilatoire reste assez constant dans notre espece (5,6). Il est done raisonnable
d'adopter, au mains provisoirement, les memes standards pour
!'ensemble des populations.
EMPLOIS DU TEMPS
La plupart des enquetes dans ce domaine ont ete publiees
dans les pays occidentaux (7). Plus recemment, des etudes
economiques tres completes ont permis d'etablir, pour la
population fran9aise, les occupations journalieres des adultes, travail leurs ou personnes au foyer, et des enfants de
divers ages {8, 9). Le lieu ou se situent ces activites a
aussi ete defini. Ces donnees sont surtout valables pour les
pays industrialises qui jouissent d'un climat tempere. Dans
les autres regions du monde, il est possible que l'emploi du
temps general (travail, loisirs, sommeil) soit assez voisin
mais que les activites journalieres se deroulent dans un
environnement particulier (exterieur, montagne, habitats
specifiques, etc ... ) et que des etudes locales scient necessaires pour les preciser.
VENTILATIONS JOURNALIERES
En attendant de pouvoir disposer de donnees completes
sur les diverses populations, et pour obtenir au mains pour
un groupe d'individus, un ensemble coherent de valeurs, aux
emplois du temps precedents ont ete associes, pour les activites decrites, les parametres ventilatoires des Caucasiens,
tres proches de ceux des autres groupes de population. Pour
l'homme adulte on a done defini quatre niveaux standards
d'exercice : sommeil, repos assis, exercice leger et exercice
violent {10, 11). Les valeurs correspondantes, pour la femme
et les enfants aux differents ages, ont ete fournies par des
donnees fonctionnelles {12, 14). Finalement on a obtenu les
volumes d'air journaliers respires par les adultes
et par
les enfants.
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CONCLUSION
La precision de la dosimetrie des radionucleides inhales
peut etre amelioree par !'introduction de parametres respiratoires specifiques de chaque groupe d'individus, selon leur
age, leur sexe et leur emploi du temps. Pour les differentes
populations on connait assez bien les dimensions pulmonaires
et on admet que les parametres ventilatoires varient peu,
mais pour l'emploi du temps et les ventilations journalieres,
les standards occidentaux sent utilises par defaut. La
connaissance des valeurs reelles propres a chaque contree
constituerait ici un progres sensible.
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PERSONNEL NEUTRON DOSIMETRY IN BRAZIL:
C.L.P.

Mauricio and E.S.

7 YEARS EXPERIENCE
Fonseca

Institute de Radioprote~ao e Dosimetria
Comissao Nacional de Energia Nuclear
22780 - Rio de Janeiro - RJ - Brazil
ABSTRACT
The brazilian neutron personnel monitoring service has been
in operation since 1g83, and nowadays monitores about 200 workers
monthly.
It uses an albedo type dosemeter with 6 LiF
and
TLDs.
About 4% of dosemeters evaluated presented
some
neutron
dose (> 0.20 mSv).
The majority of these doses, some
of
which
were quite high (12 mSv maxinum), were received by people
that
work with Am-Be sources for oil prospection and research
includ
ing calibrations).
The obtained results in routine,
intercom
parisons (accuracy whithin -30% to + 43%) and calibrations
show
that the brazilian albedo dosemeter system is appropriate for the
national neutron fields.
INTRODUCTION
Since November 1g83,

the

Institute de

Radioprote~ao

e

Dosi

metria (IRD) has operated routinely the brazilian neutron perso~
nel monitoring service.
Nowadays it monitores monthly about 200
workers in the areas of research and power reactors, accelerators,
well logging, moisture gauges and Am-Be sources used for calibra
tion and research activities.
Over these years the albedo neutron system has been improved.
The evaluation has been computerized, allowing a better
quality
control, including some error messages'.
Several field
calibra
tions have been made and the single sphere technique 2 was adopted
since 1g8g'.
Besides, for quality guarantee, IRD albedo
system
has participated since 1g35 in international intercomparisons and
is periodically recalibrated with certified Am-Be sources.
BRAZILIAN NEUTRON DOSIMETRY SYSTEM
The IRD albedo capsule consist of a semi-spherical
polyet~
ylene part covered by boron and aluminium with a place for
one
pair of commercial 6 LiF:Mg,Ti (TLD 600) and 7 LiF:Mg,Ti (TLF 700)
3 x 3 x o,g mm 3 chips from Harshaw Chemical Company".
The
TL
dosemeters are evaluated in a Teledyne TLD reader 7300C connected
to a clone IBM PC/XT microcomputer'.
This connection, home made
in 1g3g, allows a computerised TLD glow curve analysis,
necessary
for better quality control in albedo neutron dosimetry.
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For dose equivalent assessment, 6 °Co calibration factors are
used for TLD 600 and TLD 700.
The neutron dose equivalent
is
calculated by multiplying the normalized readout difference (TLD
600- TLD 700) to a field calibration factor (CF) 5 •
This factor
is necessary due to the high energy dependence
of
the
albedo
dosemeter.
Each monitored person uses a belt with
two
albedo
capsules attached symetrically to reduce the dosemeter - body dis
tance effect and to correct the angular dependence 5 •
As
the IRD albedo capsule has only one component
(albedo
TLD pair), it is impossible to identify any neutron field change,
making necessary a precious evaluation of the calibration factor,
which may vary from 0,04 to 2,2 mSv/mSv 6 °Co for
the
brazilian
occupational neutron fields (table 1).
RESULTS
Table
shows a summary of the measured doses in the differ
ent work places.
The majority of monitored people work in
oil
propspection, where a higher dose incidence percentage is
found
(7%).
The second highest dose incidence (6%) is found in research
and calibration using Am-Be sources, with the highest dose
meas
ured up to now (12,00 mSv).
Table 1 - Dose
Brazilian work

Work
place

equivalent levels and calibration factors
places.

CF
(mSv/mSv

well logging
moisture gauge
power reactor
research
AmBe sources
reactor
cyclotron(control room)

6

H?: 0.2 mSv
'Co)

(%)

Number of
employees

Hmax
(mSv)

2.2
2.2
0.04

7
2
0.5

84
36
30

2.40
2.30
0.30

2.2
0.04
0.23

6
0

23
2
11

12.00

TOTAL

*

A

for the

4

0.70

186

0.20 mSv = register level

Since 1985, the IRD has taken part in all the Personnel
Do
simetry Intercomparison Studies (POlS) promoted by the Dosimetry
Application Research (DOSAR) facility staff of the Oak Ridge
Na
tional Laboratory (ORNL), USA.
The results obtained,
excluding
non perpendicular irradiation incidence (due to
a
negligeable
angular dependence) are shown in table 2.
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As it is mentioned above, the IRD albedo
vious calibration factor evaluation for
each

system needs a
neutron field.

pr~

Be

cause of this, when the albedo is irradiated for the first
time
in a different neutron field, it is impossible to make a correct
dose evaluation,
even with informations of mean neutron energy.
This explains the high discrepancies obtained in PDIS 11
(first
irradiation with the HPRR},
in PDIS 12 (first irradiation
with
Pu-Be source}
and
in PDIS 16 (first irradiation
in
a
14 MeV
neutron beam}.
For the 252 Cf (0 2 0} field, good agreement
was
obtained since the
first
irradiation in PDIS,
albedo dosemeter was already calibrated for this

because
field.

the

IRD

Table 2 - Performance of Brazilian albedo neutron dosemeters
Personnel Dosimetry Intercomparison Studies (PDIS/ORNL}.

at

/H
(neutrons}
H
IRD reference
Neutron field

PDIS11

HPRR
HPRR (13 em steel}
HPRR ( 12 em lucite}
HPRR (20 em concrete}
HPRR (lucite + 13 'Cs

1.90
1. 51
0.98

PDIS12

PDIS13

PDIS14

PDIS15

1.43

1.05

0.74

g.72**
.84

1.40

0.78

1 .41

1.03

PDIS16

0.85
0.76
1.02

1.46
0.93*

HPRR (steel + lucite
+concrete}
2 3 8 PuBe
2 5 2Cf(D 0}
2
2 52 Cf(D20} without Cd

0.97*
0.58*

1 .15
0.941•*
0.87

0.91

2 s 2cf (polyethylene}
+ 13 'Cs
252 Cf(D20} + 137Cs

0.70

2s2Cf + 2s2Cf(D20}

2.80*

accelerator (14 MeV}

0.33

* Radiation fields unknown to participants prior to evaluation.
**Two different irradiation, for low ( < 1 mSv} and high dose

( > 1 mSv} •
Except for one mixed unknown spectra of PDIS
15 ( 252 Cf
+
2 5 2 C f ( 0 0 } } , t h e o t h e r r e s u 1 t s o f I RD a l b e d o s y s t e m a r e
a
c
c
u
r
a
t
e
2
to within - 30% to + 43% of the reference
values.
In
PDIS 14,
even
for
a new field ( 252 Cf (polyethylene}),
an
acceptable
agreement
in
dose
already calibrated
shields,
factor 5

in

this

evaluation was achieved.
As the albedo was
2 s 2c f
with different
other
sources

with

case,

it was

possible

•
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to estimate the calibration

The measured standard deviations
in each field (normally three) in the
neutron equivalent doses in the range
70% of the dose evaluation a standard
has been achieved.

of the dosemeters irradiated
PDIS vary from 0 to 17% for
of 0,31 to 6,00 mSv.
In
deviation smaller than 10%

CONCLUSION
The results show that the brazillan albedo dosemeter system
presents a good performance and is appropriate for all the
na
tional neutron fields already tested.
The routine results
show
the importance of individual neutron monitoring and the need
of
a critical analysis of the neutron work routines, with theaim of
checking the possibility of dose reduction, mainly in the
areas
with doses higher than the recommended levels.
Brazil has no tradition in neutron individual monitoring as
it has in photon monitoring.
Therefore many brazilian
workers
occupationnally exposed to neutrons still don't wear any kind of
neutron dosemeter.
It is necessary to know all these work places
and evaluate each neutron spectra and local albedo
calibration
And, finally, to include neutron dosimetry
factor.
in
the
Brazilian radiation protection norms and standards.
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MODELS FOR THE ASSESSMENT OF INTERNAL DOSE AND
IMPLICATIONS FOR THEIR PRACTICAL APPLICATION

J A B Gibson, R K Bull and R C Carpenter
AEA Environment and Energy, B364, Harwell Laboratory
Oxon, OXll ORA, UK
ABSTRACT
Current problems in internal dosimetry arise from limitations in both the practical
techniques available and the biokinetic models which are used to convert monitoring data
into estimates of intake and dose. In this paper we discuss these problems and their possible
resolution via new developments in measurement techniques and modelling.
Intercomparison exercises can be used to help standardise internal dosimetry methods and
computer systems can provide databases of dosimetric information and expert assistance in
the assessment process. These developments should aid the Europe-wide acceptance of dose
records. The implications for internal dosimetry of ICRP 60 are discussed.
MEASUREMENTS
(i)
Air sampling. Personal air samplers (PAS) and static air samplers (SAS) provide
sensitive measurements of airborne contamination.
However gradients in aerosol
concentrations can result in differences in aerosol collection by nose/mouth and sampler of a
factor -2-3, though these differences are reduced for long sampling periods (1). Also, an
annual limit of intake (ALI) for, say, 239Pu, corresponds to only a few tens of micron-sized
particles per m3, leading to severe statistical fluctuations in sampling. Whilst a PAS
probably gives a good indication of long-term averaged exposure to 'background' levels of
airborne contamination, operational experience (2) shows that PAS data are poorly correlated
with bioassay results for a discrete intake.
(ii)
In-vivo monitoring,. In-vivo counting can measure a few becquerels of activity of
gamma-emitting nuclides in the whole body or specific locations. Amongst actinides, useful
data on lung contents of 241Am can be obtained but 239pu is not readily detectable at useful
levels of activity. The initial 239pu intake may be inferred from 241Am measurements only
if the 239Puf241 Am ratio is well known.
(iii)
Monitoring of urine and faeces. Faecal sampling offers relatively high sensitivity,
particularly if carried out shortly after intake. Urine sampling gives much lower sensitivity
for many nuclides, including actinides, but gives a measure of systemic uptake. At Harwell,
urine analysis can yield a detection threshold of 0.2 mBq/24 h for 239Pu. Despite this
sensitivity, intakes of -20% ALI of insoluble plutonium will remain undetected if they occur
mid-way between quarterly urine samples. The new ALI for insoluble 239pu implied by
ICRP 60, will worsen this problem.
At Harwell, routine annual faecal sampling has been introduced to improve our
ability to detect actinide intakes. This step introduces its own problems as a faecal sample is
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affected by small, very recent, intakes which can mask the longer-term clearance of larger
intakes. Ideally, such samples should be given after about one week away from active work.
Research is continuing into alternative analytical techniques to improve the detection
thresholds for urine analysis. Inductively Coupled Plasma- Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS) is
currently being studied for the detection of very low levels of plutonium in urine. CR-39
plastic alpha track detectors are also being evaluated for long term counting of
radiochemically separated actinides from urine.
MODELLING
Excretion may be calculated via either a compartmental model or an excretion
function. At Harwell we use the former approach as this allows the retention of activity to be
calculated for all conditions. The compartmental model is based on ICRP 30 (3) but, to
obtain approximate agreement with actinide excretion functions, it contains dummy
compartments holding a small fraction of the activity (4).
(i)
The Task-Group lung model. An ICRP Task Group has recently proposed a new lung
model (5) designed to allow calculation of doses to respiratory tissues simply and
realistically. This model will not be adopted before 1993, but if it is, it will need to be
incorporated into biokinetic modelling of radionuclide retention and excretion. It is
important that the new model be compatible with available excretion data and to this end we
have recently compared a well-documented Harwell actinide case with Task-Group Model
predictions (6). The results of this study show (a) that a mechanical clearance component
must be included so that faecal excretion decreases monotonically from 10 d to greater than
100 d post intake and (b) that an early phase of enhanced absorption to the transfer
compartment should be included.
(ii)
New systemic models. ICRP (7) have recently adopted a new model (8) for the boneliver system in order to calculate age-dependent doses from actinide intakes. This model is
more physiologically realistic than previous ICRP (3) treatments of bone and liver. It
includes bone growth, remodelling and recycling of activity. General use of this model will
lead to changes in doses per unit intake for actinides and hence in ALls.
(iii)
Intercomparisons. Two intercomparison exercises have recently been carried out, in
which sets of bioassay and other data have been sent to participating laboratories for
assessment. The first was restricted to plutonium intakes and involved only UK laboratories
(9). The second covered a wider range of nuclides and involved laboratories throughout
Europe (10). Whilst agreement between laboratories was generally good, differences arose
from varying statistical treatment of data and the use of different metabolic models. A
degree of standardisation of assessment methods will be imponant, after 1992, when free
movement of workers between EEC countries becomes possible and dose records must be
compatible.
THE EUROPEAN REGISTRY FOR INTERNAL DOSIMETRY
As a funher step towards providing a common European framework for dose
assessment, a European Registry for Internal Dosimetry (ERID) has been proposed (11).
This will be split into three parts.
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(i)
ERIDA, a European Registry of Internal Dose Assessments, will use infonnation
supplied by European laboratories and obtained from the literature. It will consist of a
database containing details of assessments which have features of general interest and will
be available as a source of reference for dosimetrists. A prototype version has already been
created. Each assessment file will typically contain excretion data, details of modelling and
interpretation and references to published material.
(ii)
ERAD, a European Registry for Autopsy Data using information obtained by
individual laboratories in each European country is being considered following the
establishment of a UK autopsy registry which is currently under detailed consideration.
(iii)
ERMID, a European Registry of Mathematical Models. This will consist of an expert
system written in a 4th generation language for use on an ffiM-compatible microcomputer.
The system will give access to a suite of models for analysis of excretion/retention data and
calculation of doses. It will guide the user through a sequence of steps towards an optimum
internal dose assessment, subject to rules governing the changes that can be made to models
and model parameters. These rules will limit metabolic changes to those compatible with
physiological data from studies of man and animals.

IMPLICATIONS OF ICRP 60
The new recommendations in ICRP 60 (12) will affect ALis for several reasons:
(i)
Reduction in the annual dose limit from 50 mSv will reduce many ALis by a factor
of2.5;
(ii)

Deterministic effects will no longer be used to set ALis in almost all cases;

(iii)

Tissue weighting factors have changed, eg WT for bone surfaces reduces from 0.03 to

0.01. This, with (ii) above, increases the ALI for class W 239pu from 200 to 300 Bq.
(iv)
Effective dose is now calculated by summing over all exposed organs and the 10%
rule is now dropped.
One practical effect of these changes is that the ALI for class Y 239pu is reduced from
600 Bq to 300 Bq, further exacerbating difficulties in routine urine monitoring.
CONCLUSIONS
Internal dosimetry will undergo many changes in the next few years. Use of common
databases and modelling techniques will result in increasing standardisation of dosimetry
methods across Europe. However, changes in lung & metabolic models and dose limits
could result in a series of fluctuations in ALis.
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ABSOLUTE CALIBRATION OF IN VIVO MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS USING MAGNETIC
RESONANCE IMAGING AND MONTE CARLO COMPUTATIONS
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ABSTRACT
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) is currently investigating a new
method for obtaining absolute calibration factors for radiation measurement systems
used to measure internally deposited radionuclides in vivo.
This method uses
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) to determine the anatomical makeup of an
individual. A new MRI technique is also employed that is capable of resolving the
fat and water content of the human tissue.
This anatomical and biochemical
information is used to model a mathematical phantom. Monte Carlo methods are then
used to simulate the transport of radiation throughout the phantom. By modeling
the detection equipment of the in vivo measurement system into the code, calibration
factors are generated that are specific to the individual. Furthermore, this method
eliminates the need for surrogate human structures in the calibration process. A
demonstration of the proposed method is being performed using a fat/water matrix.
INTRODUCTION
Current calibration methods for in vivo systems recognize the strong geometric
dependence of the process. The validity of the actual counting results is directly
related to the similarity of the distribution of radioactivity and absorbing medium
used in the calibration procedure to that of the individual being measured. For
this reason, surrogate human structures, or phantoms, are used to represent the
human body during calibration.
A phantom is loaded with a known quantity of
radioactivity and then measured by the counting system in a manner representative
of human-subject measurements. By this means, appropriate calibration factors can
be determined for the system.
Much emphasis has been placed upon the development of realistic phantoms. The
number of organs included in more recent phantom models has increased, as has their
detail with regard to size and shape. More attention has also been given to the
use of tissue-equivalent materials in constructing phantoms.
Despite their
increasing complexity, the fundamental problem remains that a phantom represents
the "average" characteristics of the human body. Significant corrections must still
be made to obtain calibration factors that are applicable to a given individual.
Hence, a calibration method is needed that is more sensitive to variability between
individuals with regard to anatomical and biochemical differences.
A new
calibration method being developed at LLNL achieves this objective through the use
of MRI.l
METHOD COMPONENTS
MRI techniques induce a strong, uniform magnetic field throughout the human
body, reorienting the spin axis of atoms with magnetic properties. Radio frequency
pulses are then transmitted through the field, perturbing these aligned atoms.
Subsequent energy dissipations by the excited nuclei are detected and used to
identify the type of tissue being imaged. An anatomical layout of the individual
is then determined based on the characteristic resonating patterns of different
tissue types.
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An advantage of MRI over conventional x-ray imaging techniques (e.g., computed
tomography) is that it does not use ionizing radiation and is thus considered to
be biologically safe.
Additionally, MRI offers biochemical information not
obtainable by other imaging modalities. A new MRI method developed at Stanford
University improves upon the Dixon technique for obtaining fat and water images. 2
This method uses a magnetic resonance image that is a measure of the inhomogeneities
in the induced magnetic field, B0 . This information is used to correct the fat,
water, and fat-plus-water data to yield true fat/water images.
The usefulness of this detailed biological data to calibration procedures is
realized by using Monte Carlo methods. The MRI data is used to define a radiation
transport medium within a Monte Carlo code. Various tissues or organs of the body
are selected as containing sources of radioactive material. Radiation detectors
and their location relative to the radioactive material are then modeled into the
code. The code then simulates the transport of radiation throughout the medium,
repeatedly sampling its library of interaction properties for the MRI-determined
biological data. Tallies are recorded for each radiation penetrating the detectors.
The code thus simulates the calibration of the in vivo measurement system for the
particular subject; i.e., performs an individual-specific calibration.
The development of this method is being performed using the Monte Carlo code
MCNP4.3 The input file format for this code lends itself well to this application,
allowing for the definition of a cube representing each voxel of MRI information.
The code is available on numerous operating environments, particularly the VAX and
PC machines, and has been validated through years of countless users producing
credible results.
Quality assurance studies are planned by comparing results
obtained using MCNP4 with those produced by other codes, namely MORSE and EGS4.4

DEMONSTRATION OF METHOD
The calibration method was demonstrated using a fat/water matrix. The sample
was composed of a beef rib bone, sponge, and deionized water enclosed in a
polypropylene container (see Fig. 1). A small plastic vial containing natural
uranium (1.38 kBq u238) in solution was also present. The enhanced Dixon images
were obtained using a General Electric 1. 5-T SIGNA unit. Coronal plane images were
made for a 3-mm slice, 24-cm field of view. Figure 2 displays the fat, water, and
Bo images generated.
The Monte Carlo code calculations proceed as follows. The integer data for each
magnetic resonance image are reformatted into an acceptable input file for the MCNP4
code. Material specifications are made for each voxel based on a decision tree
comparing the ratios of the integer values in the fat, water, and fat-plus-water
images. Detector systems must also be modeled into the code in an identical manner
to the actual counting system used. Tallies record the energy spectrum of photons
entering the detector's sensitive volume.
Calculation of calibration factors requires an additional Monte Carlo
operation. A single point source, in this case the sample vial of natural uranium
described above, is counted by the detector system in the absence of any additional
attenuating medium. The layout is also modeled into MCNP4 and processed by the
code. Resulting tallies, when ratioed by the activity of the source, measure the
intrinsic efficiency of the detection system. This factor must be included in the
final determination of calibration factors for the in vivo measurement system.
DISCUSSION
The method's demonstration has pointed to three areas that require further
review. First, the MRI data for multiple slices may exceed the memory capacity
of the computer running MCNP4. Each slice is composed of 256 x 256, 2-byte integer
data. The method requires three Dixon images per slice; i.e., fat, water, and fatplus-water. Assuming a conservative 1-cm slice thickness, the memory requirements
for the MRI data alone for the adult lung region could approach 10 mega bytes. Hence,
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the computer's memory may be taxed by the MCNP4 input file considering the additional
geometry and material specifications required. Towards this end, we are researching
optimization of the computer hardware; i.e., extending computer memory. Another
solution is the addition of adjacent voxels of similar tissue type. Convolution
techniques such as 5-point and 9-point smoothing can be used to efficiently encode
the input files. However, the reduced sensitivity from joining like voxels must
also be investigated.
A second issue to be considered is the defining of organ boundaries within the
MCNP4 code for assigning source distributions. A likely solution will be the use
of an algorithm using the Laplacian technique for automatic edge detection. This
also raises the third topic ot concern, which lS detlning the source location within
the tissue and organs of the individual. Uniform distribution within the lung tissue
is the principal mode of calibration and will be the standard in developing this
method. However, the input file to MCNP4 can easily be revised to accommodate
whatever source distribution is desired.
This new method will be verified using a specially designed phantom. This phantom
will be constructed of a plastic that can be imaged by MRI techniques. Various
compartments within the phantom will be available for redistributing radioactive
sources and absorbing media while providing a method for consistently reproducing
measurement results. Additionally, a MRI data base of human volunteers, selected
on the basis of varied body sizes and shapes, is being compiled. This data base
will be used to assess the validity of a correlation between biometric data for
an individual (e.g., height, weight, and chest-wall thickness) and the calibration
method described here.
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Figure 1. The fat/water matrix (sagittal
plane) is composed of a beef rib bone, two
sponges, and a plastic vial containing 1. 3 8
The container is
kBq u238 in solution.
composed of polypropylene and filled with
deionized water.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2. Enhanced Dixon images (coronal plane) of the fat/water matrix.
(a) fat, (b) water, (c) Eo.
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN IN-SITU

y SPECTROMETRY

P. Jacob and R. Meckbach
GSF-Institut ftir Strahlenschutz, D-8042 Neuherberg, Germany
ABSTRACT
The objective of the present contribution is to improve standard insitu y spectrometry by two means: First, results of post-Chernobyl measurements of the attenuation of radiation from cesium, ruthenium, barium and
iodine isotopes on lawns and meadows are presented, allowing to derive representative values of the attenuation of radiation for different time
periods after depositon. Second, a method has been developed to derive the
actual attenuation of the radiation from the measured spectrum by comparing
the fluences of photons with different energies from single radionuclides.
The application to 16 spectra demonstrates an obvious improvement of
standard in-situ
spectrometry.

r

INTRODUCTION
In-situ y spectrometry has become a standard method for rapid
determination of radionuclide activities in and on the ground. The accuracy
of the results of standard in-situ y spectrometry is limited by the fact
that the method is based on an assumption of the gamma radiation
attenuation by the soil. This attenuation is due to the surface roughness
of the ground and to the depth distribution of the radionuc1ides in the
soil.
In the first part of this contribution results of post-Chernobyl
measurements of the radiation attenuation of different radinuclides are
presented. These data may contribute to an assessment of appropriate
attenuation parameters for standard in-situ spectrometry. In contrast to
results from measurements of depth profiles, the presented data contain
also the attenuation by the surface roughness.
The difference of the attenuation of the gamma radiation at different
sites increases in general with the time after deposition 4 • Since in the
standard method of in-situ y spectrometry in general the same value of
attenuation is assumed for all measurements over lawns in the same period
of time, the uncertainty of the results also increases with time. Several
groups are trying to improve this shortcoming and some results have already
been published 5 - 7 • The presented methods use information contained in the
measured spectrum to derive the attenuation of the unscattered radiation.
They fall into two categories based on different effects:
(i) the ratio of the scattered radiation to the unscattered radiation
increases with the attenuation of the radiation, and
(ii) the attenuation of the unscattered radiation depends on photon energy.
Unfortunately,
the
results published up to now are either purely
theoretical, have systematic deviations from soil samples, or are based on
a very limited number of measurements, also burdened by some obscurities.
It is the aim of this contribution to explicitly demonstrate the
possibility of improving in-situ y spectrometry by a method of category
(ii) as mentioned above. The method is applied to Cs-137, whose daughter
nuclide Ba-137m emits photons with energies of 662 keV and of about 32 keV.
The attenuation of photons with these two energies can be expected to be
sufficiently different to allow an identification of the total attenuation.
The method is applied to 16 spectra which have been recorded in the first
half year after the reactor accident of Chernobyl and results are compared
with activities per area which have been obtained by measurements of soil
samples.
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ATTENUATION OF UNSCATTERED RADIATION
The attenuation of the unscattered radiation over lawns and meadows
was measured by the following method:
First, at each site 6 soil samples have been taken, each consisting of
5 soil cylinders, 15-20 em deep and with a ground surface of 18 cm2 • The 5
cylinders have been taken from the edges and the center of a 10x10m square.
Results for Cs-134 are given in Table 1. It may be assessed that 0. 6-1.2
kBq·m- 2 of the Cs-134 activity were due to dry deposition and that the
largest part was deposited during a wet deposition with a precipitation in
the order of 5-15 mm (with the exception of the site GiglbeLg) 9 •
Site

Neuherb.

Neuhaus

Aurach

Giglberg

Grafing

Bad
Reichenh.

activity
per area
(kBq-m- 2 )

9.9±0.4

25.2±2.4

17. 0±1.2

4.0±0.2

25.8±0.7

20. 3±1. 3

Table 1.

Deposited Cs-134 activity as determined by soil sample including
vegetation. The uncertainty bounds give the standard deviation of
the mean value.

Second, in-situ y spectrometry was performed at a height of 1 m above
the center of the square, used for the soil sampling. The ratio of the
measured unscattered photon fluences to the calculated unscattered photon
fluence at a height of 1 m above a plane source with an activity as given
in Table 1 on a smooth air-ground interface expresses the attenuation of
the radiation due to surface roughness and migration into the soil. Results
are presented in Table 2. Uncertainties of the results were derived from
those given in Table 1 and from the uncertainty due to counting statistics
as calculated by the analysis software
(SPECTRAN F) .The latter was
multiplied by a factor of 1.2 to obtain the uncertainty of the measurement
of unscattered photon fluences. The factor 1.2 was obtained in a series of
test measurements for the range of some hundred keV to some MeV.
Measurement

Attenuation of unscattered radiation

Site

Date

Neuherberg B
Neuhaus
Neuherberg c
Aurach
Giglberg
Neuherberg B
Neuherberg c
Grafing
Neuhaus
Aurach
Neuherberg B
Grafing
Neuhaus
Aurach
Bad Reichenhall
Neuherberq A

04
04
09
10
10
03
03
04
17
17
08
23
30
30
09
15

Table 2.

June
June
June
June
June
July
July
July
July
July
Sep
Sep
Sep
Sep
Oct
Oct

I-131
365 keV

Ru-103
498 keV

Cs-134
796 keV

Ba-140
1596 keV

0.52
0.62
0.65
0.75
(0. 72)

0.47
0.59
0.55
0. 62
0.56
0.52
0.56
0.36
0.71
0.57
0.42
0.30
0.68
0.50
0.50
0.56

0.57
0.62
0.68
0.64
0.67
0.60
0.65
0. 49
0.73
0.58
0.53
0.41
0.64
0.52
0.54
0.66

0.62
0.61
0.73
0.70
(0. 70)

-

-

-

-

0.50

-

-

-

Attenuation of unscattered radiation as derived from measurements
of soil samples and in-situ y spectrometry at several lawns and
meadows in Southern Bavaria in the year 1986. The calculated uncertainty of the given values corresponds to a standard deviation
less than 15 %, for values in parentheses less than 20 %.
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The values in Table 2 are similar for all of the radionuclides given,
only the radiation of Ru-103 in about 10 % more attenuated than the
radiation of the other radionuclides. This result is in accordance with
measurements of depth profiles 1 0.11.
With the exception of the site Neuhaus, which is a relative wet meadow
in a (smooth) valley in the Alps, the attenuation depends clearly on the
amount of precipitation during the deposition, which may be assessed from
the deposited activities.In the case of Cs-134 the attenuation ranges from
about 0.5 for Grafing und Bad Reichenhall to about 0.7 for Giglberg.

TN-ST'I'U DF.'l'F.RMINA'l'ION OF A'l''l'F.NUA'J'TON
The ratio of fluence rates of unscattered photons with different
energies but emitted from the same radinuclide depends as shown in Table 3
for Cs-137 on the depth distribution. The ratio of the corresponding count
rates of a typical portable detector system has a comparable sensitivity on
the depth distribution parameter. This fact has been used to determine from
measured photon spectra the depth distribution parameter and the activity
per area8.
Relaxation
mass per area
(q·cm- 2 )

Table 3

Ratio of fluence
rates for 32 keV
and 662 keV

Ratio of count
rates for 32 keV
and 662 keV

0.076
0.54
0.1
0.2
0.48
0.069
0.064
0.43
0.3
0.058
0.5
0.38
0.048
1.0
0.31
0.24
2.0
0.038
3.0
0.21
0.033
0. 028
0.17
5.0
10
0.023
0.14
Ratlo of fluence rates at a helght of 1 m above ground for 32 keV
and 662 keV photons emitted by Ba-137m with an exponential distribution in soil. The third column gives the corresponding ratio for
count rates as detected by a N-type high purity Germanium detector
(Canberra) with a relative efficiency of 25 %.

Measurement
Site

Neuherberg B
Grafing
Neuhaus
Aurach
Bad
Reichenhall
Neuherberg A

Date

Cs-137 activity per area (kBq·m- 2 )
Soil
sampling

In-situ

y

spectrometry

proposed
method

standard
(l.Sg·cm- 2 )

Sep
Sep
Sep
Sep
Oct

18
47
39
33
38

15
56
47
29
34

19
38
47
18
42

15 Oct

18

16

24

0.97+0.15

1. 00+0. 28

08
23
30
30
09

relative deviation from soil sampling

Table 4 Cs-137 activity per area (kBq·m- 2 ) in the period September/October
1986 derived by soil sampling, by the method proposed and by the
standard in-situ y spectrometry using a depth distribution in the
soil which has been optimized according to the results of the soil
sampling.
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The method has been applied to post-Chernobyl spectra 8 and some results
are shown in Table 4. The proposed method agrees well with the results of
the soil sampling. Concerning standard in-situ y spectrometry a value for
the depth distribution parameter has to be assumed. Table 4 shows that the
average deviations of the standard method from the results of the soil
sampling are considerably higher than for the proposed method, even if a
depth distribution parameter is assumed, which is optimized for the given
situation so that the mean value of the deviation is zero.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the outcome of a whole body counter
intercalibration exercise carried out jointly by Brazil and
Argentina under the frame of a cooperation
agreement in the
nuclear field. In order to estimate the corresponding calibration
factors,
a skull phantom contaminated with Am-241 belonging to
the brazilian IRD and a mathematical model developed at the
argentine CNEA, were used. The results obtained at both facilities showed an excelent correlation.
INTRODUCTION

An intercalibration exercise was performed between Brazil
and Argentina whole body counter (WBC) facilities, under the
Cooperation Agreement in the nuclear field between both countries. This exercise comprised the intercomparison of the performance of the detection systems for low energy photon emitters.
The long-term intakes of transuranic elements, like Am-241,
may be evaluated by the determination of its skeletal burden.
In
order to estimate the committed dose, it is necessary to determine the Am-241 activity deposited in bone tissue.
The skull presents appropriate characteristics to perform
those measurements since: (a) it is relatively easy to shield the
head and adjacent detectors from radioactive emissions originating from other areas of the body; (b) there are no organs or soft
tissues in close proximity to the skull that significantly concentrate bone-seeking nuclides; (c) it is one of the least anatomically variable structures among subjects of different height
and weight;
(d) it is possible to surround the head, almost
entirely, with detectors, thereby improving the geometry for "in
vivo" assay and minimizing the effects of possible head movement
on the detection efficiency [Co76].
Both, a physical model and a mathematical model were used.
The former was based upon a skull phantom while the latter consisted in the application of the Monte Carlo method to the photon
transport in a MIRD-V phantom.
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PHYSICAL MODEL

The skull phantom was constructed by covering a
human
skull, previously contaminated with Am-241, with a tissue equivalent material to a thickness obtained from available physiological tables.
MATHEMATICAL MODEL

It is based on the application of the Monte Carlo method
to the photons transport in the antropomorphic and heterogeneous
male phantom MIRD-V, which is a mathematical representation of
the ICRP-23 reference man [Ic75, Ri85, Ri89].
The trunk is represented by an elliptical cylinder, 70 em
height and diameters of 20 em and 40 em . A truncated cone and an
elliptical cylinder represent the lower extremities and the head,
respectively. The skull is the volume between two nonconcentric
ellipsoids with a volume of 846.6 em3 and a mass of 1.258 g.
Source characterization was done by generating a code based upon
the random selection of the emission point in the whole volume of
the skull.
DETECTION SYSTEM

The detection systems of both facilities consist of two
phoswich detectors (Table I). Both systems make use of a pulse
shape discrimination technique in order to reduce the background,
though they apply it in a different way. The detectors are
installed inside shielded rooms, specially designed for performing "in vivo" measurements of low activities of photon emitters. Table II shows some characteristics of the shielded rooms
[Ri84, 0185, 0189].

Facility

Phoswich Detector
No.

IRD/CNEN

GSRyN/CNEA

2

2

diameter

127 mm

127 mm

TABLE I
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thickness

window

Nai(Tl)
5mm
Cal
50.8 mm

Al
0.02 mm

Na!(Tl)
3mm
Cal
50.8 mm

Al
0.076 mm

Facility

Dimension [m]
high

large

IRD/CNEN

2.5

GSRyN/CNEA

2.3

Others
characteristics

width

thick

2.5

2.62

0.15

2.3

1.8

0.15

Steel lined
with Pb, Cd, Cu
Iron lined
with Pb, Cd.

TABLE II
RESULTS
The skull phantom was measured in both facilities with the
detector parallel to each side of the head. A similar configuration was used in the mathematical simulation.
Table III shows the calibration factors and minimum
tectable activities
(MDA) for both facilities for the 60
photopeak of Am-241 [Al63].
Facility

Energy
Range
[keVJ

Calibration
Factor
[cpm/Bq]

dekeV

MDA
[BqJ

IRD/CNEN

45-65

1.37

1.6

GSRyN/CNEA

47-68

1.33

1.5

TABLE III
Table IV shows the calibration factor obtained for the
physical and mathematical models and the relative difference
between them.
Model

Physical

Calibration
Factor
[cpm/BqJ

Difference
%

1.33
0.7

Mathematical

1.34
TABLE IV

CONCWSIONS
The
calibration factors and the MDA calculated with
both systems were in close agreement, in spite of the slight
differences between them. In addition, the use of the mathemati-
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cal model to evaluate the calibration factors is fully justified
having into account the excelent correlation found between the
simulation models used.
The application of the metabolic model for Am-241 proposed
by the ICRP to evaluate activities in body organs [Ic78],
shows
that the inhalation of one ALI, results in a deposition of about
9 Bq in the whole skeleton, approximately 80 days after the
contamination. As the skull represents 18% of the total mass of
the skeleton, these systems are sensitive enough as to detect
intakes of about 1 ALI.
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TOWARDS A RELIABLE DOSIMETRY
A. Badano, C. Curbelo.
Direcci6n Nacional de Tecnologia Nuclear
Divisi6n Protecci6n Radiol6gica y Seguridad Nuclear
Uruguay
ABSTRACT
To make certain of the appropriate development of
thermoluminiscent dosimetry as an
essential technical
support for the Servicio de Dosimetria Personal(SDP) of the
DINATEN, the evaluation of some quality parameters is
presented in the paper. Experimental values related to the
accuracy and precision are compared with the metrological
specifications of the ANSI N13151975. Experimental results
are presented with regard to lower limit of detection,
determination limit, linearity, homogeneity of the batch of
dosimeters,
replicability,
thermal
fading,
and other
influencing parameters. The conclusion of the evaluation
satisfies the requeriments of thermoluminiscent dosimetry
applied to a personal dosimetry system and offers a solid
basis for the improvement of the SDP.
INTRODUCTION
The Dosimetry
Group of
the Divisi6n Protecci6n
Radiol6gica y Seguridad Nuclear of the DINATEN offers a
Personnel Dosimetry Service(SDP) to occupationally exposed
to ionizing radiation workers. During the lasts years, film
dosimetry was the main technical support. At the end of
1989, we decided to incorporate thermoluminiscence technics
(TLD) to the SDP routine.The first step of the implementation was an internal report(!) that summarizes the activities concerning the equipment requirements(2,3,4). Then, so
as to make certain of the appropiate development of TLD
technic, some quality criteria from analytical laboratory
quality control(7) were applied. Their particular
application to TL and to personnel dosimetry requirements
were discussed. In the present paper, the evaluation of
some quality parameters is introduced. Experimental results
are compared with the metrological specifications of the
ANSI N13.15-1985(5).
MATERIALS AND MEASUREMENT CONDITIONS
The equipment used was the following• TL dosemeter
cards G-1 with two TLD 100 chips(1/B"x1/B"x0.035"), a TL
detector model 2000-C and a TL analyser model 2080 from
HARSHAW Chem. Co •• A 137-Cs calibrated source TECH-OPS and
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a NUCLEAR ENTERPRISE timer model 2~46 were used for the
dosemeter irradiations. The measurement conditions were(2):
preheatinQ temperature 12o•c, readinQ temperature 26~·c,
photomultiplier tube volta9e 684 V, adquisition time 20 s,
readinQ time 1~ s, heatinQ time 15 s and preheatinQ time 15
s.
EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS
The parameters evaluations were carried out under
SDP(l) routine conditions. The experiences were performed
with random samples of 10, from the SDP dosemeters batch,
excepting where indicated.
Accuracy and precision
Table 1 shows acceptable limits of the average and
standard deviation
of the P•rformance lndex(B and S
respectively) specified by ANSI(5), and the calculated
experimental results.
Tab. 11 Acceptable limits and experimental result& for B
and S for doses of 0.1 y 1 mGy.
8(0.1 mGy)
Category !(photons
from 0.3 to 10 Mev)
Category 2(photons
below 0.3 Mev)
Experimental results

8(

1 mGy)

s

~0.47

~0.15

~0.20

~0.95

~0.3

~0.25

0.12

0.04

0.075

Lower limit of detection and quantification limit
Sev•ral criteria have been reported concerning the
determination of the lower limit of detection(LLD) and the
quantification limit(6,7). Table 2 shows the most usuals
ones and the experimental calculated r•sults.
In figure 1,
those limits are presented with the experimental curve of
relative standard deviation as a function of dose.
Batch homogeneity
The irradiation of the 250 dosemeter batch with
showed a relative standard deviation of 6.5.

1 mGy

Replicability
The r-elative standard deviation of the r-esponses of
the ir-r-adiation of one single dosemeter with 0.5 mGy was
2.5.
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Other influencinQ parameters
Several parameters affectinQ the TL response have been
described(i.e. liQth, storinQ temperature, incidence angle,
radiation enerQy). To study the effect of natural liQht on
the TL response, dosemeter& non irradiated and irradiated
to 1 mGy were stored some at obscurity and some exposed to
natural liQht. An increase of the averaQe TL response equivalent to 0.2 ~Gy per hour of liQht exposure was observed.
DISCUSSION
ConcerninQ
accuracy
and
precision,
LLD,
LC,
homoQeneity, replicability and linearity(not presented in
the paper), the experimental results are in agreement with
the requirements
of
a
personnel
dosimetry system.
Additional research seems to be necesary in order to study
the thermal fadinQ and the effect of other influencinQ
parameters, particularly dosemeter energy response.
CONCLUSION
The present evaluation satisfies the requirements of
TLD applied to a personnel dosimetry system, and offers a
solid basis for the improvement of the SOP.
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Tab. 21 Criteria and results of LLD and LC.*
LLD(mGy)
0.014
0.023
0.0:58
0.068

LLD1=2xab
LLD2=3xab
LLD3=2xLO
LC•10xab

RSD¥
28
22
14
13

*= ab is the standard deviation and LO the avera9e of the
zero raadinQs(non exposed dosemeters), with a sample size
of 30.
¥: Relative Standard Deviation(RSD) • a/~x100, where a is
the standard deviation and ~ the average.
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Thermal fading
Figure
2
shows
the TL response of dosemeters
irradiated with 1 mGy as a function of storing time, in
normal storing conditions. We observe 10% of fading in 3
months. This result is 2-6 times greater than the reported
ones(8,9).
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ELIMINATION OF THE RESIDUAL SIGNAL IN LiF:Cu,Mg,P
A. Horowitz
Crystal Growth Division
Nuclear Research Center-Negev, Beersheva, Israel
and
Y. Horowitz
Physics Department
Ben Gurian University of the Negev, Beersheva, Israel
ABSTRACT
Previous studies have reported a significant residual signal
in LiF:Cu,Mg,P (GR-200, Radiation Detector Works) which arises
from a peak at
270°C with an intensity of 7-50% relative
to the main dosimetry peak. We have found a method to prepare
LiF:Cu,Mg,P in two forms; one with a TL sensitivity 30-40 times
greater than
TLD-100 but with a residual signal of only 2-3%
following 240°C for 10 seconds readout, the other, even more
optimized material,
(SSD-NR), with a sensitivity 15-20 times
that of TLD-100 but with the 270°C peak almost totally
eliminated, leading to a residual signal of 0.25-0.5%.
INTRODUCTION
LiF:Cu,Mg,P is a thermoluminescent (TL)
material
of
exceptional dosimetric characteristics (1). Its Co-60 gamma
sensitivity is 15-40 times greater than that of TLD-100 (2,3)
and enables ultra-low dose measurements in the microGy dose
range far beyond the usual capability of TLD-100 . LiF:Cu,Mg,P
possesses other advantages. Due to the tendancy of the dose
response
to enter early into saturation
LiF:Cu,Mg,P is
significantly more "tissue-equivalent" to low energy photons
(<150 keV) than TLD-100. For the same microdosimetric reasons,
the relative response to high ionization density particles is
very low (4,5), and therefore, LiF:Cu,Mg,P can serve as an
excellent discriminator against neutrons.
Another important
advantage is in clinical dosimetry: LiF:Cu,Mg,P shows none of
the annoying supralinear properties of LiF:Mg,Ti. Finally, the
greatly enhanced sensitivity should allow the fabrication of
ultra-thin dosimeters of greatly improved performance in the
measurement of superficial dose.
There has been one problematic area in the application of
LiF:Cu,Mg,P. Annealing or readout above 245°C leads to an
irreversible loss in sensitivity and changes in the glow curve
structure (2). The maximum temperature of readout or annealing
should therefore be no greater than 240°C (3) to ensure longterm
stability
and
re-useability. In applications where
repeated high temperature annealing is unacceptable (most areas
of personnel and environmental dosimetry), this
restriction
leads to a total residual signal of 7-10% (3) and even as high
as 30-40% (6) in currently available commercial material.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Various
parameters involving different aspects of the
material preparation parameters were varied. These included:
(i)The chemical
form
of
the
added
impurities,
(ii)
concentration of the added impurities, (iii) parameters of the
thermal regime, (iv) process atmosphere and (v) particle size
distribution. In the "standard" preparation procedure
(7)
lithium fluoride powder of optical grade (Merck up 5686) was
thoroughly mixed with the following activators: MgF2
(BDH
Magtran powder), CuFz
( Koch-Light) or
CuCl
(Atomergic
Chemetals) and NHtH2POt
(Merck
1126}. The
mixture
was
then heated in a Pt crucible to 1000°C under a controlled
N2/0z atmosphere in a total gas flow of 3-5 liters/minute.
After
30 minutes in the molten stage, the material in the
crucible was quenched to room temperature. The glow curve
heating rate was 90°C min-1 to 400 oc in order to readout
the entire high temperature TL. The relative areas of the glow
peaks were estimated by computerized glow curve deconvolution
(CGCD) or alternately by readout to 240°C for 10 seconds
followed by 5-10 successive readouts to estimate the total
residual
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
For convenience, and to establish a basis and measure for
comparison we have defined a relative figure of merit, RFOM,
for "unannealed" LiF:Cu,Mg,P dosemeters given by

RFOM

=

Sensitivity of peaks (3+4) in LiF:Cu,Mg,P
relative to peaks (4+5) in TLD-100

--------------------------------------------

Ratio of peak 5 to peak (3+4) in LiF:Cu,Mg,P

(1)

Table 1. Effect of forms of phosphate
cone. sensitivity ratio: peaks
relative to
5/(3+4)
m%
TLD-100
0.45+-0.15
1. NHtH2POt
3
25
2. LiJPOt
2.5,5
0.2
0.53
3. LiH2 POt
5
8.7
4. H3P0t
22.5
0.53
3
22.6
0.27
5. HJPOt
3
6. H3P0t*
24.7
0.26
3
23.5
0.35
7. NHtH2P04
3
chemical
species

8. LitP207
8.6
1.09
3
0.76
9. NHtH2P04
10.5
1.5
0.76
10. {NH~ h POt 3
6.6
* Treated at 220°C to form polymers

other dopants
standard
standard
standard
standard
Cul-0.008M%
Cui-0.008M%
(NHt )2COJ +
NHtOH-1M% ea.
Cui-0.008M%
Cui-0.008M%
standard

RFOM
55.5
16.4
42.5
83.7
95.0
67.0
7.9
13.8
8.7

Table 1 shows the results of our investigations on the
effect of the chemical form of the added phosphate. These were
carried out during earlier studies when we had not yet arrived
at the optimal conditions of other starting parameters for the
minimization of the high temperature TL. The importance of
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acidic hydrogen in the starting phosphate configuration is
clearly indicated. On the basis of these RFOM values, and to
lower the quantity of effluent gases, we decided to changeover
to HJP04 as a starting material. Cui also seemed at this
stage to result in lower intensity of high temperature TL. The
superiority of HJPO• in reducing high temperature TL was
later
vindicated
by
further
investigations at optimal
conditions. Cui, CuCl, and CuF2, however, were found to be
identical vis-a-vis the creation of high temperature TL. We
also found that a small amount of 02 in the melt atmosphere
(0.5-1 M%) reduced the relative intensity of
the
high
temperature TL by a factor two with no adverse affects on the
main peak sensitivity. Figure 1 shows glow curves normalized to

Table 2
Residual Signal for
Consecutive Readouts
R

e
a
d
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intensity (%)
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Figure 1: Glow curves of various LiF:Cu,
Mg,P materials: (a) GR-200 (25:1, 7-10%);
(b) SSD-NR (17:1, 0.7%); (c) SSD-UR (37.7
:1,3.7%) The figures in brackets show the
sensitivity relative to TLD-100 and the
total relative intensity of the undesirable high temperature structure labelled 5

identical
peak
4-heights for two Ben Gurion University
preparations and a typical batch of GR-200 for comparison
purposes. Note that peak 5 at approximately 270°C can be
entirely eliminated and that peak 4 is substantially narrower
in the BGU-prepared materials. This suggests that peak 4 itself
may be a composite of more than one peak. Reduction of the high
temperature TL to negligible levels (<1%) (Fig. 1b) results in
a loss in main peak sensitivity of a factor two, but the
material is still 15-20 times more sensitive than TLD-100, and
the resultant RFOM is 2400. The very high sensitivity material
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(Fig. 1c) has a RFOM of 820 and the GR-200 material
a
RFOM
of approximately 300 (Fig. 1a). Finally Table 2 shows the
relative intensity of the residual signal following consecutive
240°C for 10 seconds readout in the three materials shown in
Figure 1. The material in which peak 5 is eliminated (SSD-NR;
Fig. 1b) is virtually free of residual signal.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have developed a preparation procedure for LiF:Cu,Mg,P
which results in a TL phosphor 35+-4 times more sensitive than
TLD-100. At this level of sensitivity the second-readoutresidual is 2-3%. In further investigations we found that, we
could produce a material with a sensitivity 17+-2 times that of
TLD-100, but with a second-readout residual of only 0.25%0.5%, following 240°C for 10 seconds readout. This negligible
residual is achieved via almost total elimination of the high
temperature peak and renders
the
material
useable
in
"unannealed" form. To sum up, astute manipulation of material
preparation
parameters
has
led
to
a
LiF:Cu,Mg,P
thermoluminescent material 15-20 times more sensitive than TLD100 and useable in "unannealed" form due to elimination of the
high temperature peak. This material, we believe, is the "longsought-after" ideal "tissue-equivalent" gamma dosemeter which
should bring significant advances
to
environmental
and
personnel dosimetry.
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THE ACTIVITIES OF THE CANADIAN NATIONAL REFERENCE
CENTRE FOR IN-VIVO MONITORING
Gary H. Kramer
Environmental Radiation Hazards Division, Bureau of
Radiation and Medical Devices, 775 Brookfield Road,
Ottawa, Ontario, K1A 1C1
ABSTRACT
The Human Monitoring Laboratory (HML) has been
designated as the Canadian National Calibration
Reference Centre for In-Vivo Monitoirng. The HML
conducts nationwide inter-comparison programs for
facilities engaged in whole body counting, thyroid
counting and thorax counting.
In order to conduct
and miantin this program the HML also designs and
bulids phantoms.
INTRODUCTION
In 1983, the Atomic Energy Control Board (AECB)
decided that a formal program of calibration for all
forms of dosimetry was required.
The AECB is
responsible, under the authority of the Atomic
Energy Control Act, for the health and safety of
workers and the public from potential radiological
hazards associated with the operation of nuclear
facilities and the use of radioactive materials.
The AECB, through its regulations, requires its
licensees to determine the radiation dose received
by workers and to control such doses below specified
limits.

The AECB set up three working groups to determine
the requirements for comprehensive calibration
programs for external dosimetry, internal dosimetry
and dosimetry of radioactive atmospheres. The
working group for internal dosimetry recommended
that the Bureau of Radiation and Medical Devices
(BRMD) administer the calibration reference program
for that aspect of dosimetry as a development of its
existing informal calibration program.
In 1984, funding was obtained for this development
and a reference centre was established at BRMD; part
of the Reference Centres is the HML. The HML has
now been designated as canada's National Calibration
Reference Centre for In-Vivo Monitoring. The HML
is, therefore, a unique facility in North America as
it provides an external calibration to a facility to
either confirm that their in-house calibration is
accurate or provides sufficient information so that
the facility can confidently implement a new
calibration data set. currently this service is
free of charge.
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Since 1987 the HML has been improving and expanding
the design of the phantoms used in the intercomparison; recent advances have been heavily
influenced by the recommendations of the Workshop on
Standard Phantoms (1).
The use of the BRMD standard phantoms is two-fold.
First, facilities can compare their results to other
Canadian facilities and judge their performance
based on the results.
Second, and more importantly,
the participation in the HML's Inter-comparison
program allows the facility to demonstrate that
their in-house calibrations are accurate and that
the in-house quality assurance program is performing
as expected. The use of an outside independent
standard gives any quality assurance program more
credibility than it would otherwise have if all
quality control results were based on in-house data.
WHOLE-BODY COUNTING FACILITIES
The factors that can introduce uncertainties
into the estimate of body activity can come from a
variety of sources:

o

Heterogeneous distribution of activity within
the body that is subsequently evaluated using
an efficiency derived form a homogeneous
distribution. This uncertainty can often be
mitigated if the whole body counter is a
scanning type. The scanning type is relatively
insensitive to distribution (2).

o

Individual being monitored is a different
physical size to the reference phantom that was
used to calibrate the whole body counter.

o

The phantom used to calibrate the whole body
counter is not sufficiently anthropomorphic.
This will introduce a systematic bias into all
of the measurements.
Table 1 HML Inventory of BOMAB Phantoms

The HML can provide
an In-Vivo
Phantom
monitoring facility
PM Series
with a range of
PF Series
phantoms that can
partially mitigate
P10 Series
the problems
P4 Series
outlined above. The
present inventory of
PM5 Series
BOMAB phantoms held
PM95 Series
by the HML is shown
in Table 1. The
PM ace
design, construction
and detailed use of
the phantoms is
described elsewhere (3,4).
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Size

Number

Ref. Male

7

Ref. Female

2

Ref. 10 yr old

2

Ref. 4 yr old

2

5% male
95% male
Ref. Male

The BOMAB phantoms, which are accompanied by HML
staff, are used as follows:
o

Size dependency measurements

o

Unknown radionuclide(s) identification. The
unknown radionuclide(s) are not always
homogeneously distributed so that the facility
must both identity the radionuclide and its
location in the phantom.

THORAX COUNTING FACILITIES
Thorax monitoring facilities are usually
concerned with lung depositions; however, they can
also be used to monitor other organs of the upper
body such as the liver, abdominal contents or even
the head.

The HML can assist Thorax monitoring facilities by
use of the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
Realistic Torso Phantom that has been recently (1)
accepted as the closest approximation to a standard
torso phantom until such times as a new model is
constructed. The HML holds one LLNL phantom with a
large variety of accessory to extend calibrations to
different sized individuals.
The HML can also provide other radionuclides that
can be inserted in the blank lung sets or other
organs in the torso. For example, the HML has
manufactured some 14 C inserts that can be loaded into
the phantom to simulate a lung deposition of
insoluble 14 C.
The different overlay sets can be combined with the
phantom to simulate different chest wall thicknesses
and also different chest wall compositions; however,
in practise, it is not necessary to vary the chest
wall composition if the photon energy exceeds 60
keV. The chest wall composition does not affect the
attenuation for photon energies in excess of 60 keV
and chest wall thickness is the only concern. The
phantom is usually accompanied by HML staff.
THYROID MONITORING FACILITIES
The BRMD neck phantom has been re-designed to
remove some of the shortcomings of the other two
phantoms (6). This phantom is constructed from a
material that is a good tissue substitute for 1 ~1;
the form is anthropomorphic (but no spinal column is
included); the thyroid insert closely resembles the
thyroid gland (although visually it does not look
like a thyroid gland - see reference 5 for a better
description); the depth of the thyroid insert can be
varied; the size of the thyroid insert can easily be
modified to simulate small or large thyroid glands.
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The BRMD neck phantom is distributed to thyroid
monitoring facilities on request. The phantom is
29
sent with either simulated 125 I
I) or simulated 131 I
133
(
Ba + 137Cs), a blank insert, an overlay plate for
multiple depth measurements. The phantom is also
sent with a document describing its usage (7) as HML
staff do not usually accompany the phantom.

e

Typically the phantom will have two inserts for each
radioiodine. One insert will have an activity in
the tens of Becquerels and the other an order of
magnitude higher. The users are not informed of
these activities until after the inter-comparison is
completed.
The phantoms may also be used as calibration
standards. The HML sends the phantoms, on request,
to facilities that would like to calibrate (or recalibrate) their monitoring equipment.
REFERENCES
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RADIOACTIVE LEVELS AND DOSES OF 3H AND 14 c IN WHITE SPIRITS
DENG GUOLUN
Sichuan Institute of Radiohygiene Protection, Chengdu, China
White (and yeast) spirits is a genaral name for strong alcoholic beverages in China. The paper reports levels and doses
of 3H and14c in 65 spirits samples between 1986 and 1987.Experiments were made by measuring and analyzing each sample,
using a low background liquid scintillation spectrometer.
Radioactive levels of 65 spirits samples are as follows:
Variant range of 3H activity is 98.2 - 170.6Bq.dm-3 and its
average is 149.2 + 17.3Bq.dm-3; Variant range of14c activity
is 38.8-80.2Bq.dm=3 and its average is 57.4!8.2Bq.dm-3.
If the man drinks 200cm3 of spirits dalily, the annual dose
equivalents will be 0.19uSv of ~ and 2.5uSv of 14 c.
In ordinary strong alcoholic beverages that contain 57-60%
alcohol, the mean 3H and 14 c activities are 153.8Bq.dm-3 and
60.3Bq.dm-3,respectively, but in spirits of lower alcoholic
content (38-40%) 1 the mean 3H activity is 114.6Bq.dm-3, that
is 25.5% less than ordinary spirits,and the mean14c activity
is 46.1Bq.dm-3, that is 23.5% less than ordinary spirits.
We compared the 3H and 14c contents of fi~e kinds of staple
grains from both Sichuan and Guangdong provinces. We learned
that the level of 3H activity in spirits is ten times higher
than in grains and water, and the level of 14c activity in
spirits is equivalent to that in grains. White spirits has
fully concentrated 3H and 14 c from both grain and water, and
activities increase with increasing alcoholic content. ~ in
spirits probably is avereged from both water and grain, and
14 c is averaged mostly from grain.
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DOSIMETRY FOLLOWING INTERNAL CONTAMINATION:
COMPARISON OF SOME BIOASSAY MODELS
A.S. Keverling Buisman* and A. Badreddine#
*Netherlands Energy Research Foundation (ECN)
P.O.Box 1, 1755 ZG Petten, The Netherlands
#Centre de Radioprotection et de Sfirete
B.P. 1017, 16000 Alger, Algeria
ABSTRACT
A Task Group of the ICRP is currently reviewing the model to
be used for the respiratory tract. The choice of the model
will not only change the dosimetry, but will also have
consequences for the whole body burden as a function of time
following an internal contamination. Therefore the data for
the evaluation of the intake derived from the measurement of
the body burdens must be recalculated, to be included in the
new release of our compilation. Examples of the results of two
models are given for the inhalation of 6 °Co and compared to the
current model and to measured data.
INTRODUCTION
An earlier compilation of data I 1 1 provides predicted whole
body retention functions for over 400 radionuclides, based on
the models given in ICRP-30 121. Due to the development of a
revised respiratory tract model by the ICRP, all inhalation
data are now being recalculated. We also use this opportunity
to include excretion functions in the new release of the
report. The models we have used include the proposed ICRPmodel 131 and the more simple version as given by Johnson and
Milencoff
141.
The
proposed
ICRP-model
involves
14
compartments, each with one or more subcompartments. All
transfer rates are constant. The second model employes only
three compartments, but the transfer rates are time dependent.
Both models use mechanical transport of particles, independent
of solubility. We compare the results of both models to the
current version of the lung model.
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MATHEMATICAL TREATMENT
The

preliminary

ICRP-model

is

incorporated

in

a

PC-based

programme, the Lung Dose Evaluation Programme, LUDEP lSI.
We have used this code to calculate the whole body burden
( fraction of intake as a function of time) for 6 °Co. In the
calculation default values are used for all parameters, i.e. a
1 ~m AMAD aerosol is inhaled by a nose breathing lightly
working adult male. The total deposition for this case is
45.6% of the intake:
28.5% in Extra-Thoracic,
5.6% in
Bronchial and 11.5% in Alveolar/Interstitial.
The same default values are used for the three compartment
model. However, here the deposition amounts to only 28%. This
may be compared to the currently used value of 63%.
The three compartments (Extra-Thoracic,
Slow-clearing and
Fast-clearing Thoracic) are cleared mechanically to the GItract, described by three time dependent functions G( t). The
solubilisation is given by a function B(t). After solving the
set of coupled differential equations numerically (one for
each compartment),
whole body burden.
personal computer.
with its numerical
current ICRP-model
based in ICRP-30.

all activities are added to obtain the
The calculations are performed on a Tulip 1
The programming language is Turbo Pascal 2
toolbox. The whole body burden from the
is taken from our earlier compilation :1:,

Tulip is a registered trade mark of Tulip Computers,
's Hertogenbosch, The Netherlands.
Turbo Pascal is a registered trade mark of Borland International,
Inc., Scotts Valley, CA, USA.
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RESULTS FOR 6°Co
As an example we have recalculated the body burden for
inhalation of 6°Co, both for Class Y and W (called S and M in
the new model). The results are given in Figures 1 and 2.
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6

It is clear from this information that the main difference
stems from the lower deposition values. In Figure 1 we have
tentatively included the relative whole body burden measured
for an actual inhalation case. There seems to be no real
favorite among the models, but the new models predict the long
term retention better in relation to the original deposition.
This is probably the result of the inclusion of the fast
mechanical clearing of the ET-compartment.
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The more detailed nature of the proposed ICRP-model, however,
makes a more precise calculation of the dose to different
parts of the respiratory tract possible.
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WHOLE-BODY MONITORING OF A LARGE POPULATION SAMPLE
M.P. Hayball, K.D. Lyttle, P.P. Dendy and K.E. Goldstone
Departments of Medical Physics and Nuclear Medicine
and East Anglian Regional Radiation Protection
Service, Addenbrooke's Hospital, Cambridge, U.K.
ABSTRACT
The results of a survey in which 1220 volunteers were
monitored using the Addenbrooke's whole-body counter during the
period April 1988 - March 1991 are presented. The decline in
radiocaesium post Chernobyl was registered and special techniques
of spectral analysis and data averaging were used to establish a
maximum likely average radiocaesium body burden in the adult
population. Other man-made radionuclides (eg. 99 mTc, 1 3 1 I) were
occasionally detected and the likely origins investigated. The
presence of radon decay products in variable amounts influences
the minimum detection level of other radionuclides and some
consequences of this interference are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
One of the recommendations of the Black report (1)
investigating the possible increased incidence of leukaemia near
to a nuclear fuel reprocessing plant in the North West of England
was that there should be more research using whole-body monitors
into levels of radioactivity occurring in the general population.
Cambridgeshire was selected as a suitable location to obtain
baseline data on a large number of volunteers because it has a
low level of environmental radioactivity.
In addition to 137 cs and 134 cs from Chernobyl, we were
interested in measuring 99 mTc and 131 I since, along with tritium
(not detectable in a whole-body counter), they account for over
90% of all radioactive discharges in the locality (2).
THE POPULATION SAMPLE
1220 volunteers were each monitored for 1000 s in the wholebody counter. For statistical analysis of the local population,
only persons who had lived in Cambridgeshire for more than three
years and had not been knowingly exposed to radionuclides were
included. This reduced the total number to 1032, 314 adult males,
521 adult females, 68 male children and 129 female children.
Combining the children together into one group provides a total
of about 200 which is probably larger than any single group of
children monitored previously.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
1) Radiocaesium from Chernobyl
The average Cs: 4 °K ratios each month for all adult males
throughout the study are shown in Figure 1. During the period
April 1988 - July 1989 this ratio was 2.34%. The ratio was 2.06%
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for adult females but the lowest recorded ratio was for male
children (1.47%); just significantly lower than that for female
children (1.90%).
Cs:K40 ratio_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____,
40% ,.-..---------'---'____::_

3.0%

2.0%

1.0%

0.0%
A

OJA

0

A

0

April 1988 - March 1991

Figure 1. Monthly average contamination of adult male volunteers
expressed as a ratio of radiocaesium to 4 °K.
Although radiocaesium was readily detectable in all
volunteers at the start of the study, by August 1989 results
suggested that there was no definite evidence of caesium in some
of the spectra and during the final twelve months from April 1990
there was no discernible trend in caesium levels (Fig. 1). Using
a suitable model of exponential decay based on our own data, the
average estimated effective dose per person to the population of
Cambridgeshire from caesium radionuclides released from Chernobyl
during the period April 1988 to March 1991 was 8.4 * 10- 6 Sv for
men, and 5.7 * 10- 6 Sv for women.
For a single 1000 s measurement using the Addenbrooke's
whole-body counter estimates of the minimum detectable amounts
(MDA) of activity for 137 cs and 134 cs are 60 Bq and 30 Bq
respectively. The major limitation is statistical, thus for large
numbers of volunteers an averaging process may be used to obtain
a more accurate figure for the population as a whole.
The spectra obtained since April 1990 have been summed for
the four groups of volunteers. Unfortunately, analysis of the 662
keV peak from 137 cs is confounded by a variable and unknown
contribution from 214 Bi, a radon daughter, which emits 610 keV
gamma rays. If we assume that all counts detected were due to
caesium then the maximum remaining average level of caesium was
10 Bq for adult males and females. For the group of adult males
the energy of the detected peak was half way between the peaks of
214 Bi and 137 cs. This suggests that the average level of caesium
activity remaining is probably about 5 Bq for adult males. For
the group of female adults the peak detected was at 614 keV which
suggests that most of the activity present was due to radon. For
the male and female children, no peak could be detected in the
summed spectrum during this phase of the study, so activity
levels are even lower.
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2)

Other Man-made Radionuclides

In this category we have included manufactured articles
containing radium. Fourteen volunteers had measurable activity
either in or on their person and these are summarised in Table 1.
On each occasion an explanation for the observed activity could
be readily determined and the levels of activity were extremely
small. Release of 99 mTc and 131 I result from their widespread use
in medicine for diagnosis and therapy respectively. It is notable
that in 9 of the 14 cases where radioactivity was detectable, one
of these two radionuclides was involved.
The benefit of adding spectra from different volyn!eers was
again illustrated by looking for the 364 keV peak of 3 I in the
summed spectra for 22 adult male volunteers who were all measured
after the caesium activity from Chernobyl had become
undetectable. The limit on detection is again set by radon decay
products - the 350 keV peak from 214 Pb in this case. Radon decay
products were known to be present in the summed spectrum because
other peaks (eg. 610 keV from 214 Bi) were detected. Nevertheless,
the minimum level of detectability for 131 I was reduced to 30 Bq
from 60 Bq for a single 1000 s measurement.
Table 1. Man-made radionuclides detected in or on volunteers.

Nuclide

Number of
cases
6

1
1

2
1

3

Estimated Reason for Contamination
Activity
(Bq)
<1000
subjects had been in Nuclear
Medicine waiting room prior
to monitoring.
1000
accidental spillage during
Nuclear Medicine test.
200
luminous watch after removal.
2000
used in studies at Medical
600
Research Council laboratory on
site.
100
a physics teacher, Thorium was
used at school. (could have
been natural, poor statistics)
all visitors to patients on
1000
200
radionuclide therapy ward.
100

When spectra for volunteers in all four groups were
combined, the average activity in the energy window corresponding
to 131 I was 10 Bq per person. However the energy of the peak
suggests that most, if not all, of the peak was due to 214 Pb. We
conclude that the only real evidence for 131 I activity in this
sample of volunteers resulted from close contact with patients
being treated with this radionuclide for therapeutic purposes.
3)

Radon

The whole-body monitor has a very low radon level, so we
were able to look for radon daughters in volunteers.
Approximately 15 persons had unusually high levels of radon
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daughters compared with the rest of Cambridgeshire volunteers.
Rather more showed probable activity. There is no reasonably
practical method of calibrating the whole-bod~ counter for
quantification of radon daughters ( 214 Pb and 14 Bi) but the
activities seem to be in the range 200 - 1000 Bq. In some cases
these can be traced to contact with a radon source such as an old
luminous watch but other cases can only be explained by the
presence of increased radon levels at home.
Measurement of radon contamination from the radon
daughter gamma emmission is difficult. Volunteers are
measured fully
clothed and radon daughters can be deposited
onto dust from atmospheric radon thereby contaminating
clothing and adding to the activity measured from internal
radon. The biological half-life of inhaled radon is not known
but is likely to be of the order of a few hours or less
although the daughters are likely to remain in the body for
longer. Hence, the ratio of radon daughters to radon is
uncertain and the levels of radon daughters will depend on how
recently the volunteer was exposed to radon.
CONCLUSION
Overall the project has achieved the primary objective,
which was to establish a substantial database for a large group
of volunteers from the same part of the U.K. The Chernobyl
accident provided a fortuitous opportunity to validate the
methodology on human volunteers rather than phantoms and the
study continued for long enough to establish baseline data in the
post-Chernobyl era. These data should prove valuable in helping
to monitor the future effects on the population of the release of
man-made radionuclides into the environment.
REFERENCES
1. HMSO. Investigation of the possible increased incidence of
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2. East, B.W. Environmental behaviour of radionuclides in an
urban environment. Department of the Environment Report No:
DOE/HMIP/RR/91/026. 1991.
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BIOLOGICALLY-EQUIVALENT DOSIMETRY FROM
NITROGEN-14 NUCLEAR QUADRUPOLE RESONANCE
D.E. Hintenlang, L.H. Iselin and K. Jamil
Department of Nuclear Engineering Sciences
University of Florida
Gainesville, FL 32611-2055 USA
ABSTRACT
A new method for measuring the damage to biological systems
from ionizing radiation has been developed based upon the
principles of 14N Nuclear Quadrupole Resonance (NQR) .
NQR
studies have been performed on several biologically-equivalent
materials.
Variations of NQR parameters are presented for
materials exposed in gamma and neutron fields.
The radiation
induced structural changes are modeled and quantitatively
correlated with photon and neutron fluxes and absorbed dose
rates.
Radiation induced changes in the NQR spectra provide a
sensitive measure of potential biological damage.
INTRODUCTION
The NQR technique provides a sensitive probe of electron
bonding configurations around the nitrogen sites for a number of
organic,
biologically-significant
compounds.
Detailed
information on radiation effects is obtained by monitoring the
interaction between the electric field gradient produced by the
electron bonding configuration and the nuclear quadrupole moment
of the probe nucleus.
Studies have been performed on the
simplest compounds of the urea family, urea and thiourea.
By
utilizing biological materials as dosimeter material, and
monitoring the radiation induced changes, a representation of
potential biological damage is obtained.
THEORY AND EXPERIMENT
The bonding configuration around 14N nuclei produces an
electric field gradient (EFG) at the nuclear site which causes
splitting of the nuclear energy levels due to an interaction
with the nuclear electric quadrupole moment (eQ).
Observable
transition frequencies between the energy levels are

v.

(3+1J)e 2 qQ
4h

v

where T) is the asymmetry parameter measuring deviation from
axial symmetry, eq is the EFG component with maximum amplitude,
and h is Planck's constant. These transitions are forced by the
application of radiofrequency (RF) energy at the appropriate
transition frequency. Single pulses of 14~s duration were used
to excite the spin system at 77 K and the resulting free
induction decays (FID's) were characterized to determine the
radiation response of the material.
All resonance frequencies
for urea and thiourea were observed to occur at previously
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reported frequencies between 2 and 3 MHz, using pulsed NQR
techniques with a pulsed spectrometer commercially available. 1
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The
initial
radiation
response
of
urea and thiourea has
been characterized using
gamma
and
neutron
radiation fields.
Gamma
irradiations
were
6°Co
performed
with
a
irradiator2 providing a
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physical
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Dry
polyFigure 1 Urea T2 response
crystalline urea does not
to gamma irradiation
exhibit any detectable
change
in
its
NQR
parameters for delivered doses of 6°Co radiation up to 2000 Gy.
Hydrated polycrystalline urea exhibits pronounced changes in
several NQR parameters when exposed to roco radiation. The most
pronounced effects are manifest as a decrease in the spin-spin
relaxation time, T2 , as the delivered dose increases, figure 1.
These changes may be related to small changes in the chemical
bonding configuration of the urea,
and not large-scale
structural rearrangement 3 •
Urea studies demonstrate that the
response of these materials may be greatly enhanced when water
is incorporated into the polycrystalline matrix. A comparison
of the response of the dry and hydrated urea samples
demonstrates that radiolytic products created in the water
subsequently attack urea molecules.
This is the dominant
mechanism for radiation effects, not direct interactions with
urea molecules.

Thiourea has a molecular
structure similar to that of
urea, with the oxygen atom in
urea being replaced by a
sulfur atom to form thiourea.
The
NQR
and
radiation
responses
of
these
two
materials would be expected
to be quite similar.
The
incorporation
of
sulfur
instead of oxygen, however,
causes the two nitrogen sites
in the molecule to become
nonequivalent, and the sites
experience different EFG's
and resonate
at slightly
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1000

TIME (ms)

1500

FID of thiourea

2000

different
frequencies.
The thiourea
FID
is therefore
complicated by the superposition of two FID's from independent
nitrogen sites, and exhibits a more complex shape, figure 2.
This requires that sophisticated data analysis methods be
utilized.
In this case a non-linear curve fitting program was
developed and used to separate the T2 's associated with each of
the two components of the FID.
Studies
analogous
to
those
performed on urea were attempted on
1.0
thiourea.
Although
dry
polycrystalline samples were irradiated
0.9
to much higher doses than the urea, w
no radiation induced changes were ::;~ 0.8
"observed.
Hydrated polycrystalline <(0.7
samples of thiourea cannot be studied w">
because
water
reacts
with
the ~ 0.6
thiourea molecules and eliminates any
0.5
NQR response.
Dry polycrystalline
thiourea
was
characterized
for
changes
induced
by
exposure
to
neutron radiation. The samples were
irradiated in the central beam port
Figure 3 Thiourea
of the University of Florida Training
response to fission
Reactor
with
a
fission
neutron
neutrons.
spectrum of
flux
1. 2x10 16 m- 2 s- 1 •
Neutron irradiation resulted in a
dramatic decrease in NQR signal intensity as illustrated in
figure 3.
A much greater fraction of 14N nuclei are prevented
from contributing to the NQR signal than would be expected from
calculations of the number of thiourea molecules damaged by the
delivered neutron fluences.
This indicates that the NQR
parameters are sensitive enough to be affected by radiation
induced changes at least several molecules away.
0

0:

More complex molecules, such as guanidine sulfate, are
expected to provide more sensitive probes of radiation induced
changes using NQR techniques.
Due to the superposition of
several
nitrogen
sites,
however,
the
quantization
of
contributions from each site requires more sophisticated data
analysis methods.
Traditionally, data analysis for magnetic
resonance spectra has been done by discrete Fourier Transform
(FT) of the time series data via the Cooley-Tukey Fast Fourier
Transform algorithm. 4 The FT power spectrum in frequency space
is used to isolate the appropriate resonance frequencies and the
FT absorption spectrum yields the spin relaxation times which
are proportional to the inverse of the line widths.
In pulsed
NQR the loss of frequency-dependent phase information due to the
spectrometry electronics results in a mixing of absorption and
dispersion modes in the cosine portion of the FT. We have been
unable to characterize the missing phase information and thus
the individual line widths cannot be determined by this method.
The
Marquardt
method 5 of
non-linear
least
squares
curvefitting was used to overcome this problem.
The
experimental FID is fit to a Lorentzian line in the time domain:
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with v(t) being the composite time domain signal, N the number
of different 14N sites, ai the signal amplitude,
wi the
difference frequency between the applied RF and the resonance
frequency, and <l>i the phase shift.
A data reduction method
recently applied to magnetic resonance spectra, HSVD 6 , which
converts the non-linear problem of exponentially damped
sinusoids in the time domain into a linear problem in state
space and solves by linear least squares, will be used in future
work on more complex molecules.
CONCLUSIONS
This work represents the first observed detection of gamma
and neutron radiation effects in bio-molecules using 14N NQR.
Neutron radiation is capable of producing direct effects in the
compounds studied, while gamma radiation effects on the
molecular structure occurred as a result of indirect interaction
with radiolytic products formed in hydrated samples. While the
system has yet to be optimized to maximize the response to
ionizing radiations, more sophisticated data analysis methods
are being developed to improve the detection limit of this
dosimetry technique.
Ultimately 14 N NQR is expected to provide
a sensitive method for radiation dosimetry and the study of the
response
of
fundamental
biological
systems
to
ionizing
radiation.
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IS TRACK-ETCH DOSIMETRY READY FOR NEUTRON PERSONAL
DOSIMETRY AT HIGH ENERGY ACCELERATORS?
N. Anthony Greenhouse
Bldg. 75, Rm.112
University of california
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
26 February 1991

Experiments in high energy particle physics began with Ernest o.
Lawrence's cyclotrons at the University of California, Berkeley.
The original and still current favorite personal monitor for
neutrons is a Kodak photographic emulsion (Type A, or "NTA film").
Research at LBL and other accelerator laboratories suggests that
electrochemically etched CR-39 plastic detectors have sufficient
spectral response and sensitivity to replace NTA film as a personal
neutron dosimeter. The primary advantages to CR-39 are its lack of
photon response and minimal loss of latent track images.
we have compared responses of CR-39, NTA film, and bubble detectors
in neutron fields where the spectra and dose equivalent rates were
determined by Bonner spheres and NE-213 spectrometry techniques.
Experiments at the Bevalac and the 88-Inch cyclotron provided data
which support the hypothesis about the appropriateness of CR-39.
Other measurements also verified the "blind region" between -6 and
-12 MeV.
However, most of the dose equivalent is delivered by
neutrons in excess of 10 Mev. Spectrometry at the Bevalac suggests
that about 80% of Hn meets this limitation.
It appears that
(n,alpha) reactions and recoiling carbon and nitrogen nuclei cause
the high energy response in CR-39.
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INFORMING AND EDUCATING THE PUBLIC ON
RADIATION RISKS
F. LUYKX
Commission of the European Communities,
Luxembourg

ABSTRACT
Over the last decade, and especially since the
Chernobyl accident, the need for informing and educating
the public on radiation risks has been widely recognised
by decision-makers around the world. In principle at least
part of this task can be fulfilled by radiation protection
professionals in that they know the subject and can,
therefore, give correct and objective information and
advice. However, since they generally lack experience of
communicating
with
the
public,
suitable
training
programmes will be necessary. Such training should cover
not
just direct communication but should emphasize
communication with information intermediaries, such as the
media, the medical professions, the decision-makers and
the educators. IRPA as a professional organisation should
envisage taking up such training programmes in its future
activities.
INTRODUCTION
The interest of competent authorities, politicians,
nuclear utili ties and radiation protection professionals
in public information and education has strongly increased
over the last decade in recognition of growing public
concern for the environment in general and radiation
protection aspects
in particular.
The problems
of
dispassionate communication with the public after the
Chernobyl accident gave added impetus to this trend.
Whereas previous activity in this field was largely
confined to the nuclear energy lobby, seeking to underline
the advantages of nuclear power and to anti-nuclear
organisations, promoting doomsday images of radiation
risks, international, national and local authorities are
now taking ini tia ti ves to improve communications , often
with limited success. Initial efforts largely focussed on
major nuclear accident risks,
but there is now a
burgeoning interest in the longterm consequences of low
level exposure.
Public opinion surveys in Europe from 1988 to 1991
indicate
widespread
dissatisfaction
with
available
information (1). The major criticisms are that such
information is inadequate, unclear and unreliable but also
refer to poor and slow distribution. The credibility of
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the
various
information
sources,
is
highest
for
(independent) scientists and medical practitioners, and
lowest for government and government bodies; in addition
to clarity, "good"" information requires the authority of
scientific knowledge coupled with independence from vested
economic industrial and political influence.
INFORMATION INTERMEDIARIES
The normal public information channels are via
intermediaries, the most important being:
- the media,
- the medical profession,
- the
decision-makers,
politicians
and
trade-union
leaders.
- the educators,
Each of these tend to reach particular sectors of the
general public and with different objectives.
The media play the most direct role in informing the
public about risks from ionizing radiation. It is often
said that, if the layman is not well informed, it is the
fault of the media. They are criticized for being
selective,
tending
to
exaggerate
controversy
and
uncertainty (2), introducing inaccuracies and omitting
significant information.
It
should,
be
borne
in
mind,
however,
that
journalists operate under considerable constraints such as
deadlines, editorial pressure, simplicity of presentation,
currency of information and limited technical knowledge
(3). The last point is particularly important; journalists
cannot be expected to appreciate all aspects relevant to
judging a situation. As
Maclachlan has said (3), "The
journalists' best allies in this regard are good common
sense and trustworthy sources" . Here, professionals in
radiation protection can help by giving simple, correct
but clear information on radiation risks.
The
medical
profession,
including
doctors,
pharmacists and nurses, is for many a confidant for all
problems
related directly or indirectly to health.
Training and education of this group on radiation risks,
and especially on the possible radiological consequences
of nuclear accidents, is, therefore, of extreme importance
to public comprehension and averting mistaken, overhasty
conclusions on health effects, as was the case on several
occasions after the T.M.I. and Chernobyl accidents.
The decision-makers and politicians have the last
word in deciding policies related to ionizing radiation
but the trade-unions can considerably influence the
formulation and execution of such policies.
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After the Chernobyl accident we saw several instances
of the scientific reality having little influence on
political decisions taken to protect the public. One
reason for this may be political opportunism but another,
no less important, is ignorance. As in the case of the
media, the decision-makers and trade-union leaders cannot
have specialist knowledge of all fields; they need have
trustworthy advisers.
However,
the educators.
especially teachers
in
primary and secondary schools, are probably in the longer
term the most important group of intermediaries. They are
in direct contact with the younger generation, many of
whom will continue to draw on what they were taught long
after they have left school and perhaps themselves become
members of an intermediary group. However, since most
teachers are strong defenders of environmental protection,
which is appreciated by everybody, they are often antinuclear and, due at least partly to gaps in their own
knowledge, may consider radioactivity as one of the
biggest dangers.
As a result pupils are misinformed from the outset
and it will be extremely difficult to change their
attitude in later life. Education of the educators must be
a first priority.
Within the European Community a programm has been
started recently to have environmental studies included in
all primary and secondary school curricula by the year
2000 at the latest and listed as a formal examination
option as soon as possible after that date (4). Teacher
training
programmes
are
being
initiated and
pilot
radiation protection training manuals for teachers in
primary and secondary education have already been produced
(5).

RADIATION PROTECTION PROFESSIONALS AND PUBLIC INFORMATION
The general public's attitude towards radiation risks
depends more on the credibility of the speaker than on the
information given. Since practically all opinion surveys
show an appreciable public faith in scientists because
they know the subject and therefore can give correct and
objective
information
(provided
they
are
seen
as
independent), radiation protection professionals should
consider assistance in informing and educating the public
as part of their vocation.
Unfortunately a reproach, often encountered and too
often well founded, is that the experts use language
unintelligible to the layman. In a talk at a NEA workshop
in 1987 (6) Dr. Wilkie, presenting the journalist's view,
said about professionals: " ... if a journalist telephones
them, then they are nervous, hesitant to talk; they answer
the questions precisely with myriad qualifications (which
never realistically have a hope of getting printed)".
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Thus, what the radiation protection professionals
really need is training in public communication techniques
since most have no experience in this field. Since most
health physicists will rarely have direct contact with the
public at large the first task will be training on how to
inform and educate the intermediary groups. Moreover,
since the objectives and backgrounds of these groups
differ,
it is clear that each has to be treated
separately, although the final aim will be the same, i.e.
to allow the development within the public of a wellinformed and realistic attitude towards radiation which
should be recognized as no more than a feature of everyday
life. More initiative is needed in this field.
CONCLUSIONS
All
those
having
social
and
political
responsibilities are convinced of the necessity of
informing and educating the public on radiation risks.
This task can, at least partly, be fulfilled by the
radiation
protection
professionals,
particularly
in
support of identifiable intermediary groups. But, since
communicating with the public is an art in itself, it
should not be undertaken without prior training. IRPA, as
a professional organisation, should envisage initiating
such training programmes in its future activities.
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Media and Political Implications
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Assistant Secretary for Environment, Safety and Health
U.S. Department of Energy
It was becoming more and more difficult to set regulations based solely on
scientific facts in lhe United States.

Recently, the influence of the media

and political processes has resulted in efforts to establish prescrtpttve
legislation without regard to science.
"below reyulalory concern" (BRC).

One such example is the tssue of

In the U.S., BRC is used to define a level

of radioactivity that need to be reyulated simply because the material is
radioactive.

The regulatory and technical issues of BRC are not at 1ssue

although there is debate within the U.S. scientific commun1ty on a single
numerical value to be applied iu all circumstances.

However, the public and

polit1cal issues related to BRC are perhaps the most difficult ones to
address.

This paper reviews the difficulty in conveying to the non-scientific community
the rationale fur "de-regulating" radioactive material through a review of the
BRC process.
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MEDICAL X-RAY EXPOSURES IN THE UK
G A M Webb and B F Wall
National Radiological Protection Board,
Chilton, Didcot, Oxon, OX 11 ORQ, UK.
ABSTRACT
Recent studies in the UK show that substantial savings could be made in the
collective radiation dose to the population from medical x-rays without detriment to patient
care. One significant area of potential dose reduction is to reduce the very wide ranges in
the doses delivered to different patients for nominally the same diagnostic procedure.
National protocols for measuring patient doses and comparing them with guideline reference
doses for common x-ray examinations are described. They will help to identify those
operating at the top end of these ranges and encourage them to reduce their doses towards the
norm.
POTENTIAL FOR PATIENT DOSE REDUCTION
According to figures published by UNSCEAR (I), the UK carries out only about one
half of the number of medical x-ray examinations per head of population than the average
figure for all other developed countries for which recent data are available. In spite of this,
a document published last year by the Royal College of Radiologists and the National
Radiological Protection Board (2) on the extent of unjustified and non-optimised x-ray
examinations in the UK, indicates that a reduction of nearly one half in the collective dose
to the population from medical x-rays might be possible without detriment to patient care.
Clinically unjustified x-ray examinations have been addressed by the Royal College
of Radiologists in a booklet providing guidelines for doctors on referral criteria (3). It
identifies the uninformed or uncritical use of x-ray examinations in screening tests or as part
of routine practice as the greatest source of unnecessary referrals. Indeed, representatives of
the College felt that it would not be unreasonable to suggest that at least 20% of x-ray
examinations carried out in the UK are clinically unhelpful in the sense that the probability
of obtaining information useful for patient management is extremely low (2).
Once medical exposures have been correctly justified, the optimisation of patient
protection, i.e. ensuring that radiation exposures are kept as low as reasonably achievable
(ALARA) consistent with obtaining the desired diagnostic result, provides another fruitful area
for beneficial dose reduction. Exposures can be kept A LARA by critical examination of both
examination procedures and imaging equipment. To assess the potential for such dos..::
reduction both locally and nationally requires measurement of the doses typically delivered
by each x-ray facility and their national variation. Suitable measurements and control
procedures are being encouraged in the UK by the development and publication of a
nationally agreed protocol.
NATIONAL PROTOCOL FOR MONITORING PATIENT DOSE
A National Protocol for Patient Dose Measurements in Diagnostic Radiology (4) has
been developed by representatives of NRPB, the Institute of Physical Sciences in Medicine
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(IPSM) and the College of Radiographers and will soon be published. The most important
features are described below.
Quantities to be measured
The recommended dose quantities have been selected to meet the following
objectives:(a)
(b)

(c)

To be capable of unambiguous definition so that everyone can clearly understand
exactly what is to be measured.
To be capable of simple direct measurement with readily available dosemeters of
sufficient precision and accuracy. Valid comparisons can then be made with previous
measurements at the same facility, with measurements in other facilities and with
national norms.
To provide a measurement of the typical dose received by adult patients examined in
a particular facility from either:-

or

(i) a particular type of radiograph
(ii) a particular type of complete examination.

To meet these objectives the following two dose quantities are recommended:(i)

Entrance Surface Dose (including backscattered radiation) for individual
radiographs.

(ii)

Dose-Area Product for complete examinations.

Other dose quantities exist which may be more closely related to the radiation risk to
the patient, eg. organ doses, effective dose or the total energy imparted to the patient. They
cannot however be measured directly and have to be inferred. Methods for deriving such
quantities from the directly measurable quantities recommended in this protocol have been
developed by NRPB and are being extended. These will increase the utility of the two
recommended directly-measurable quantities which still, however, remain more practicable
for periodic checks and comparisons of patient dose.
2

Choice of dosemeters

Thermoluminescent dosemeters are preferred to ionisation chambers for entrance
surface dose measurements because they are small, unobtrusive and, if stuck directly to the
skin, fully measure backscattered radiation. Ionisation chamber measurements in free air
(without a patient or phantom) are not ruled out in suitable circumstances, but such
measurements must be corrected using appropriate backscatter factors.
Specially designed large-area, transparent ionisation chambers are available for
attaching to the diaphragm housing of x-ray sets to measure dose-area product, and are the
recommended dosemeter for this purpose. They do not interfere with the examination and
will integrate the dose both over the area of the x-ray beam and over complete examinations
involving radiography and fluoroscopy.
It is expected that both types of measurements will usually be carried out by
radiographers with the active assistance of medical physicists particularly in providing suitably
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calibrated dosemeters. The protocol describes how both TLD systems and Dose-Area Product
Meters should be calibrated and specifies desirable levels of accuracy.
3

Sample selection

Advice is given on how to select an appropriate measurement sample so that valid
comparisons can be made between facilities and with national norms. The objective of the
measurements is to obtain an indication of the typical dose that is being delivered to an
average adult patient by Lite procedures and equipment used in a particular facility for the
types of radiograph or examination under study. To meet this objective measurements should
preferably be made on a representative sample of at least 10 adult patients rather than on
phantoms or in free air.
It is recommended that dose measurements should concentrate on those types of
radiograph and examination that make a significant contribution to the collective dose from
medical x-ray examinations. These are indicated in Table 1 where reference dose values are
also given. Measurements on other types of radiograph or examination which would provide
useful information on the performance of a particular x-ray facility are not to be excluded,
but for the majority of standard radiographic or fluoroscopic facilities, patient dose monitoring
should be initially concentrated in the above areas.
Computed Tomography and
mammography are deliberately not covered by the protocol.
4

National collation of dose data and Reference Dose Levels

Important features of the Protocol are that it provides guideline reference doses based
on earlier national surveys and it recommends a system for the continual national collation
of patient doses. Users of the Protocol are encouraged to send their results to NRPB so that
trends in patient dose can be analysed and reference doses based on national norms can be
revised if necessary. At present, reference doses are based on the 3rd quartile values of the
mean doses delivered by x-ray departments in a national patient dose survey conducted by
NRPB in the mid 1980s.
Table l. Reference dose values
Entrance Surface Dose
per radiograph
Lumbar spine

(mGy)

Dose-Area Product
per examination

AP

10

Lumbar spine

IS

Lat

30

Barium enema

60
20

(Gy.cm2)

LSJ

40

Barium meal

Abdomen

AP

10

Intravenous

Pelvis

AP

10

urography

Chest

PA

0.3

Abdomen

8

Lat

1.5

Pelvis

5

AP

5.0

PA

5.0

Lat

3.0

Skull
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Since 75% of radiology departments can operate satisfactorily with mean doses below
the third quartile values, it is recommended that those departments that are found to exceed
this level should conduct thorough and immediate investigations into the reasons for their
excessively high doses. The investigations either should lead to revisions in techniques or
equipment to bring the doses into line with the majority or, exceptionally, should lead to a
thorough justification of the need for high doses in that particular clinical circumstance. We
believe that the reference levels correspond to the ICRP 60 (5) concept of a "dose constraint"
for medical exposures.
The achievement of mean doses below the reference (3rd quartile) level should not be
construed as an indication of satisfactory or optimum performance per se. It may well be
possible to reduce doses further without loss to the diagnostic value of the examination and
such reductions should always be pursued in line with the ALARA principle. However,
particular attention should be paid to checking image quality if mean doses fall significantly
below the lst quartile values. Simple methods for checking image quality are outlined in the
protocol.
CONCLUSIONS
Adherence to the procedures recommended in this protocol will ensure that radiologists
and radiographers are kept aware of how the doses that they currently deliver to their patients
compare with national norms so that they can bring them into line with modern accepted
practice. The national collation of patient dose data will enable the impact of patient
protection measures and trends in medical exposures in the UK to be assessed and the
guideline reference doses to be revised if necessary.
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EXPOSITIONS AUX PATIENTS POUR QUELQUES EXAMENS
RADIOGRAPHIQUES AU QUEBEC
R. Carrier, P. Charland

Departement de physique biomedicale
Hopital Notre-Dame de Montreal
1560 rue Sherbrooke Est, Montreal, Canada, H2L 4M 1
ENTRANCE EXPOSURE FOR SEVERAL RADIOGRAPHIC EXAMINATIONS
IN QUEBEC

More than one hundred radiographic rooms have been visited and
measured. The technical parameters used by X-ray technologists have also
been collected. These numbers have been put in a worksheet and results
obtained for entrance exposure for the eight most frequent X-ray examinations.
Large variations are observed and the results are comparable to other foreign
evaluations. A correlation analysis with multiparameters have failed. The
variation could not be explained by a general trend on the kV selections or
processing speed or thickness of filtration.

INTRODUCTION

Des inspections de radioprotection doivent etre faites dans toutes les
salles de radiographie au mains a chaque deux ans, selon Ia reglementation du
Quebec. Dans le cadre de ces verifications, nous avons mesure pour chaque
salle de radiographie visitee, les valeurs d'exposition aux differents kV, Ia
precision de ces kV et Ia couche de demi-attenuation a 80 kV. Nous avons
egalement releve le type d'ecrans intensificateurs utilises et nous avons
procede a une mesure sensitometrique des conditions de developpement des
films. D'autres parts, nous avons demande a Ia technicienne de Ia salle, de
nous communiquer les differentes techniques utilisees pour 8 examens
standards reconnus comme etant les plus frequents, soit: crane lateral, poumon
PA et poumon lateral, colonne lombaire AP, colonne dorsale AP, colonne
dorsale laterale, bassin AP, colonne cervicale AP. Les kV, temps de pose et
courant, ainsi que Ia distance foyer-film nous ont ainsi ete fournis.
C'est Ia compilation de ces informations et des calculs a partir de ces
donnees et des valeurs mesurees qui nous ont permis d'obtenir les resultats que
nous vous livrons dans cette presentation.
MATERIEL ET METHODES

Nous avons exprime en introduction Ia nature des donnees recueillies.
Ajoutons a cela que taus les examens consideres referent a un patient masculin
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de taille moyenne (72 kg). Toutes les mesures ont ete faites avec un
electrometre Keithley et une chambre d'ionisation Keithley 15cc. Les releves
de Ia precision des kV ont ete faits avec un kVp metre Victoreen. Les analyses
sensitometriques ont ete faites a partir de !'exposition d'un film par un
sensitometre Victoreen juge constant pendant les 3 ans de I' etude. La lecture
des densites a ete faite avec un densitometre Macbeth.
Les valeurs d'exposition a Ia surface du patient ont ete calculees a partir
des parametres communiques et des valeurs mesurees. Le calcul a ete fait a
l'aide du chiffrier Lotus 123. L'interpolation dans Ia table des kV a ete faite
selon une courbe d'ajustement du 4e degre. Nous avons, bien sOr, tenu
compte de Ia distance foyer-film pour les differentes techniques et I' exposition
a Ia surface a ete corrigee par Ia loi de !'inverse du carre de Ia distance, tenant
compte de l'epaisseur de l'organe, et de Ia distance patient-film. Les resultats
du chiffrier sont tres comparables aux resultats obtenus avec le logiciel
JCAHDOSE distribue par Douglas J. Simpkin ( 1990).
Nous avons
constate a
CRANE LA'IWL
I' observation des donnees que pour le
30,----------------,
meme examen radiographique, il y
~.r-----~OT~~~I0~6S~m~ES-~
avait de grandes differences dans le
~20
choix des techniques radiographiques
~ "r----.---w:------j
et a titre d'exemple en figure 1' on
~~ot----..-.---::::11----------j
constate que pour un crane lateralles
choix de kV peuvent etre aussi
ecartes que 30 kV.
Nous avons
egalement constate de tres grandes
variations dans Ia sensibilite des films
Figure 1 Repartition des k V utilises pour
jumeles
aux
conditions de realiser une radiographie du crane en lateral
developpement, ce que nous montre
Ia figure 2. La banque de donnees
inclut des salles travaillant avec des
films sensibles au vert et d'autres
INDICE DE DEVEIDPPDIENT
films sensibles au bleu. De fa~;on a
VJIE>E RllA11VE
rendre les choses comparables, nous
avons divises l'etude en deux
"
t.CW+IE: 1,17
categories de films. La figure 3
0.36
montre Ia distribution des salles selon
'
.1.
0
l'epaisseur de Ia couche de demiI.
attenuation a 80 kV. Certaines salles
'
L_l_ I I _I -"'
0
ont une filtration relativement faible
0.2
0.6
I
1,4
1.8
2.2
VlltSSER£L.I.TJ\I[
et d'autres une tres forte filtration ce
qui a certainement une influence sur
Figure 2 Repartition des sensibilites
les expositions obtenues dans ces pour les 87 sal/es utilisant du films
salles respectives.
sensibles Ia lumiere verte.
OYEMN£: 68 KV

TOTAL: 87 SALJ.[S

ECART~TVPE:

a
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RESULTATS
(l)IJCHE Ill: Dllii-ATI'ENUATION A 80 KV

Les figures 4 a 11 presentent
I.I)YEif4£:.:'!.281'1"mAL
les histogrammes des resultats
d'exposition a Ia surface des patients
pour les 8 techniques considerees.
Dans chaque cas, on observe un
II
I
ecart-type tres significatif et ainsi de
IIIII I
tres grandes variations. La moyenne
Z..t
2.8
3.2
3.6
CDA(InmAL)
apparait acceptable et suit les valeurs
de !'etude americaine NEXT.
II
Figure 3 Repartition des CDA mesurees
apparait
que quelques cas
80 kV, en mm d'AI.
significativement eleves necessitent
une correction importante ou aurait
fait !'objet d'une erreur dans Ia transmission des donnees qui nous ont ete
communiquees.
TOTAL: 103 SAlUS

ECN!T-TYP£: O.lJ rn'l\ Al

•••

a

Une analyse de correlation multiple a ete essaye et aucun parametres n'a
pu etre place dans une expression de regression avec un coefficient
statistiquement significatif selon le test de Student.
CONCLUSION
Compte tenu des variations importantes qui ont ete relevees, il nous
apparait que, malgre les reglementations nombreuses qui touchent les
equipements, il y aurait place a un mecanisme orienteur au niveau de Ia
standardisation et de !'optimisation des techniques et des appareillages.

CRANE LATERAL

POUJ.IONS PA

~ •t----lld-1H--~==-:~'----1
~

Figure 4 Exposition en mR pour un
crane lateral.

Figure 5 Exposition en mR pour une
radiographie pulmonaire PA.
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Six histogrammes additionnels montrant Ia repartition des expositions en mR.
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Figure 6
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Figure 7

projection
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projection AP
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Figure 8
Co/anne
projection latera/e.
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Figure 9
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projection AP.
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Figure 10 Co/anne cervica/e en projection AP.

Figure 11 Bassin en projection latera/e.
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ESTIMATION OF EMBRYONIC DOSES IN RADIOLOGICAL
EXAMINATION ON UPPER GI-TRACf IN JAPAN
K. Ohta, M. Kai and K. Kusama

Department of Radiological Health, Faculty of Medicine,
The University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan

ABSTRACT
Embryonic doses on X-ray health screening of upper GI-tract of about 100 subjects in
five health screening facilities were investigated from viewpoints of optimization of protection
in medicine. The embryonic doses were derived from the skin doses of each subject measured
with TLDs and the examination procedures of upper GI-tract, i.e. duration times of
fluoroscopy, numbers of fluorographies or radiographies, voltage and current during
examination. The results are as follows: (1)Embryonic doses and skin doses on the maximum
point in each subject ranged from 0.3 to 5.5 mGy and from 8.9 and 210 mGy, respectively,
(2)Duration time of fluoroscopies and numbers of fluorographies or radiographies ranged from
0.6 to 7.6 min. and from 7 to 40 exposures, respectively.
INTRODUCTION
Per caput dose of medical exposure in Japan is 1.6 mSv; this is about 5 times higher
than that of other advanced countries, i.e. United Kingdom[Kl]. Immediate reduction of
medical exposure is necessary. The X-ray examinations on upper GI-tract which contribute
large effective dose to the population are very popular in Japan. The frequency of these
examinations per 1000 population is 175(total number is about 19 million)[B 1]. About 44% of
these examinations are applied to females and about 10% of the female subjects are under years
30 of age[H1]. From viewpoints of radiation protection of embryo/fetus, exposure from these
examinations should be reduced.
Because dose limitation is not applied to medical exposure, reduction of exposure
should be performed by justification of practice and optimization of protection. X-ray
examinations on upper GI-tract could be regarded as a typical diagnostic procedure. So dose
constraint in optimization should be considered too[Il].
In our previous studies it was made clear that doses of X-ray examinations on upper
GI-tract were widely different among subjects. In order to estimate the distribution of
embryo/fetus doses among subjects and facilities, we investigated the examination procedures
of upper GI-tract and the skin doses in more than 100 subjects in five X-ray health screening
facilities.
METHODS AND MA1ERIALS
The types of X-ray equipment investigated in this report in each health screening facility
are shown in Table 1. The uterus doses of each subject were estimated by the following
information;
(1)Skin doses of each subject
(2)Relationship between surface doses and uterus doses estimated by phantom
experiments
(3)Examination procedures of each subject.
The skin doses of each subject were measured by the following methods;
(1)TLDs : Mg2Si04:Tb(Kasei Optonix) and CaS04:Tm(Panasonic)
(2)Reader: Victoreen model2800M
(3)Calibration: ionizing chamber(Capintec 192X with model PM-05 probe); 90 andlOO
kVp X-ray in free air
(4)Measuring points: front and back surface at 10 em below xiphisternum, front
andback surface at the position of uterus.
Total error of skin doses by the present methods was about 20%.
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RESULTS
The investigated procedures of examinations are shown in Table 1. There were
remarkable differences of duration time of fluoroscopies and numbers of exposures in
gastro-duodenum examinations among facilities. Distribution of duration time of fluoroscopies
is shown in Fig. 1. Duration time of fluoroscopies ranged from 0.6 to 7.6 min.
The points of the maximum skin doses were located at 10 em below xiphisternum in the
side of incident X-ray. The skin doses on the maximum point in each subject ranged from 8.9
and 210 mGy and distribution in each facility is shown in Table 1 and Fig. 2. Distribution of
embryonic doses is shown in Table 1 and Fig. 3. The embryonic doses ranged from 0.3 mGy
to 5.5 mGy.
DISCUSSION
It was made clear that embryonic doses and skin doses of each subject and facility
distributed widely. These differences should be considered in estimation of the per caput dose
from medical exposure in Japan. It seems that the different purpose of the X-ray health
screening of upper GI-tract gave rise to the wide difference in the number of exposures and
duration time of fluoroscopies. X-ray health screening of upper GI-tract is applied to healthy
subjects as the first screening. So the purpose and the procedures of these should be
reconsidered from viewpoints of justification and optimization.
The widely differing embryonic doses and skin doses on the maximum point indicate
the necessity of application of dose constraint to X-ray health screening of upper GI-tract. The
value of dose constraint must be considered on the basis of our present results.
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Table 1. Specification of X-ray examination Procedures and Summary of Results
A
MODELs of
X-ray
equipment*

FL

Total filtration
(mmAl)

C2

E

D

RD

RD

RD

FL

FL

1.6

2.0

2.5

2.5

3.3

2.5

55

20

11

10

23

48

0.3±0.1

0.4±0.2

-

0.2±0.1

2.8±1.0

2.0±0.0

-

1.8±0.8

Examinations of esophagus area
Duration of
fluoroscopy
0.3±0.1 0.4±0.1
(min)
Number of
exposure

Cl

DT-AV DDW-30A DBW-30A DAW-30A W-A4M DPT-500A

Types of
procedures**

Subjects of
investigation

B

1.0±0.0

3.8±0.6

Examinations of astro-duodenum area
Duration of
fluoroscopy
1.9±0.5 2.6±0.6
(min)
Number of
exposure

8.6±0.8

Subjects
measured
with Tills

50

Maximum skin
doses(mGy)

20±8.9

Embryonic
doses(mGy)

0.8±0.6

20±1.7

5.6±1.0

5.3±0.6

1.8±0.4

0.8±0.2

27±3.2

28±2.4

7.0±0.0

8.3±0.7

15

-

11

10

36±21

76±36

123±52

99±45

-

1.2±0.6

1.1±0.5

3.7±1.4

1.8±0.7

-

19

* DT-AV, SSW-30A andDAW-30A were under-tube type equipment of TOSHIBA, and
DBW-30A(TOSHIBA), W-A4M(HITACHI) and DPT-500A(TOSHIBA) were over-tube
type equipment.
** FL: fluorography, RD: radiography
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POTENTIAL EXPOSURES IN RADIATION MEDICINE
Cl!sar F. Arias
Comisi6n Nacional de Energ1a At6mica - Argentina

ABSTRACT
Accidental exposures have progressively caused greater
concern along last years and the concept of potential exposures
has been deeply explored in the new ICRP recommendations. Severe
accidents have been produced by radiation sources employed in
medicine. The particular way in wich these sources are used
enhances the probability of undesirable exposures of workers,
members of the public and patients. Nevertheless safety of
medical sources have frequently not deserved the same degree of
attention as other radiation sources. The tools of probabilistic
safety assesment can be applied to evaluate and improve the
safety of these sources.
THE CONCEPT AND SIGNIFICANCE OF POTENTIAL EXPOSURES
Any practice with radiation sources implies the irradiation of
persons in conditions that can be regarded as normal, what means
that radiation doses will be received by peopi_e___ according to
predictable patterns, and in any case below certain limits. This
objective can be achieved through an appropiate design of
equipment and facilities and imposing restrictions to people's
behavior.
Nevertheless since devices and people may fail the possibility of
accidents can never be ignored. When an accident occurs radiation
doses becomes distributed in an unexpected way. The exposures
that results from events which are not certain but that can not
be dis reqa rded are ca 11 ed _Q_()_t_e__Qt i~_l-~~PCl_~-~-r:~--~.
Normal
exposures
usually
contributes
more
than
accidental
exposure to collective doses through different places and along
the time. However accidental exposures may cause a concentration
of effects in place and time that are not justifiable and are not
accepted by public opinion.
In the new recommendations of the International Commission of
Radiation Protection (1), potential exposures deserves the same
consideration as planned exposures what implies a significant
evolution from the previous recommendations (2).
Concern about a potential exposure refers to its posible severity
and to the probability of occurrence. The ~-~y~~ of an accident
depends on the distribution of doses it produces and the number
of exposed individuals.
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The p_r_o_l:labj}_i~t_y of accidental events with radiation sources
depends directly or indirectly on human factors. Sources where
safety
relies
strongly
on
human
behavior
have
greater
probabilities for potential exposures: that is the case of
movable
sources
and
unsealed sources,
for
instance.
Since
radiation emmisions of radioactive sources can not be controlled
any radio i so topic source which is not 1 onger used and has not
been adequately disposed has a high potentiality for accidents.

POTENTIAL EXPOSURES RELATED TO MEDICAL RADIATION SOURCES
Medical sources are by far the !l!_()_~_!__Q.~_'!'_eJ:_o_~ and spre~_Q radiation
sources any community has. According to UNSCEAR {3) in the world
exist: 18.000 Radiation Therapy machines (4.300.000 procedures
per
year):
23.500
Nuclear
Medicine
machines
(23.500.000
procedures per year): 440.000 X Rays machines (1.380 millones
procedures per year).
These are sources are located at buildings usually frequented by
many people ~~~<?_ta_l_l_y_i_g_~()_ra_n_! about radiation risks and radiation
protection (members of public).
Some sources are fixed and have l~___r:_g_E!_ __~£!j_Vi_!j~-~· (teletherapy
sources). Some others have lower activities and are _'!'__9V~t;>]_E!_
(Jrachytherapy sources, nuclear medicine sources). The first ones
can cause infrequent and severe ace i dents. The second ones can
cause more frequent and less severe accidents.
Radiation safety

of medical sources depends on the !:>_~_h_<!_Yj_Qf__ _o_f
phisicians,
technicians,
nurses,
physicists,
maintenance workers,
and sometimes responsibilities for the
sources control are not well defined. In some countries radiation
risks and orotection have been poorly known by personnel involved
in medical aplication of radiation for a long time. Conseouently,
safety routines may have been very weak in thoses countries.
Additionally, in some countries regulatory procedures related to
medical sources are less stringent than for other sources. Such
circunstances contributes significantly to raise the potentiality
for ace i dents, in part i cu 1 ar when radioactive sources are not
longer in use.

ma_fl_Y___p_e_op_l~:

Radiation accidents may cause the abnormal exposure of ~_()!:_~E!_!:_S_
and _rn_~~'!'_b_~_r:_~__oj_ ___!_!!_e__ p__!!_l?_l_j_~. Medic a 1 sources are used within
facilities normally open to general public. Potentiality for
public implications is then significant for these sources.
However the number of exposed people involved may be much higher
if the accident extends outside the facility.
potential risks must also be considered (particularly in
radiation therapy). Accidental situation may occur when a patient
receives wrong doses, (greater or smaller than expected); or
wrongly localized; or when a rigth dose is received by a wrong
patient. Doses greater than prescribed involves over exposure
risks while lower doses may be cause of treatment failure.
_Pati~_n_t
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REVIEW OF SOME SIGNIFICANT ACCIDENTS PRODUCED BY MEDICAL
RADIATION SOURCES
According to C. Lushbaugh (9) 101 fatalities attributable to
radiological accidents have occurred between 1944 and 1989; 28 of
them have been caused by medical sources. Non fatal accidents or
incidents have involved many people; in U.S. during 1988; 470
patients were subjected to medical missadministrations; 438 in
diagnostic procedures and 32 in radiation treatments. (2)
Medical radiation sources have caused overexposures to ~g_r_k~_rs
and '!'E!mbe_rs_()f___t_h_e_p_lj_b_l_:i__C: as consequence of ace i dents. _f>?_i:_i_e_~ts
have been subjected to missadministration of doses.
I) SOME
SIGNIFICANT
ACCIDENTS
MISSADMINISTRATION TO PATIENTS

THAT

HAVE

PRODUCED

DOSE

1) 1986- u.s. Texas- Linear accelerator unit (4)
c 0 nseq u"erlc es-;-Tw-o- -p-a-tie-rlt_s_(ii_e_d--aTt-er--r.-eceTvT n g doses 0 f 2 0 0 Gy
Main cause: Wrong interaction between operator and computer.
2) l_9_88 _____lJ__~-~_!__ca l i__!_or_!!_i_:ao___ ____:_T_:c:--.9_9n

rn e~ i ~-~!1_e

s_Q_lJ_rCE!____~~_l_~ed____i__!!___~uc 1~~-'=-

( 5)

Consequences: a patient received a dose 1000 times greater
than prescribed.
Main cause: Failure in following protocol for radiopharmaceutical injections.

3) J_98_7_ :-: _l_9_8_!l_LJ___._s__, __ ~r::YlC1~d __::__~_()_~?__!_h~~Y~__!!_i_!_ ( 5)
Consequences: 33 patients received doses exceding

prescribed values.
Main cause: Computer
programme
source was changed.

was

not

up to 75%

upgraded

after

4) 1_990 - Sp_ajn __:-__ Z_(l_t::ag()za __:-__Li_~E!_(l_r ___~C-~E!l_Ci_!_(i_t_()_r:__l,l_n_~_!_ ( 6)
Consequences: 27 patients were overexposed 14 died
Main cause: Wrong
functioning
of
energy
selector
maintenance procedure.

after

II) SOME SIGNIFICANT ACCIDENTS THAT HAVE PRODUCED OVEREXPOSURE IN
WORKERS AND MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC
1) 1_<;1_6§ ___ -: __lJ

~_S_,_JS __J3_(i_')' __f_l_l!_O_r:g_~C:()p_i_c_~quj_piTI~I}_t ( 7)
Consequences: Two workers suffer burns in hands
Main cause: Interlock failure during maintenance operations.

2 ) l_9_8 4 -:__ Mex i c ()__ ::: <:_i \J-~~-c:I__J_I,_J_<i__r:_E!_~___:_ __G()~-~-1J:l_E!r::_apy___!:!_nj__t_ ( 8 )
Consequences: 5 persons receives doses between 3 and 7 Gy 80 persons received doses greated than 0,25 Gy; 814 building
had to be demolished.
Main cause: A therapy equipment was disassembled without
removing the source and 6000 cobalt pellets
were dispersed into building materials.
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3) 1-~~_7___:-___B_r_?zil__:.__Qoiania- Cs137 Tt}erapy__uni! (8)
_gg_f'l_~e_qu_e_Q~-~~:
4 persons (members of the public) died- 14
persons received doses greater than 1 Gy - 54 persons received doses greater than 0.25 Gy
42 residences were
contaminated and 4 had to be demolished.
~_a_ill~__<lll__~_~: A no
longer used source was abandoned without
any safety meassure.

PREVENTION OF ACCIDENTS WITH MEDICAL SOURCES
Accidents
are
part
of
the
unpredictable
future.
But
unpredictability refers to the time at what the event may occur,
not to the characteristics of the event itself. Any possible
accidental event can be described as a potential event before it
may occur and the possible sequences of causes that lead to it
can be identified. By assigning probability figures to equipment
failures and to human failures the probabilities for undesirable
accident can be calculated (Probabilistic safety assesment). By
increasing redundancy in the safety systems, assuring their
independency and minimizing the influence of human failures the
probabily of accidents can be reduced below acceptable limits.
By adopting these and other complementary means uncertainty about
the future can not be completed avoided but prevention of
accidents can be achieved on statistical basis.
This is the philosophy proposed by the ICRP for potential
exposures and their application can be fully adopted for the safe
employment of radiation sources in medicine.
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DIRECT MAGNIFICATION RADIOGRAPHY AND PATIENT EXPOSURE
J. Schutz, H.-L.Kronholz and G. Reuther*

Klinik und Poliklinik fur strahlentherapie
*rnstitut fur Klinische Radiologie
Westfalische Wilhelms-Universitat Munster
Munster, Germany

ABSTRACT
Direct magnification radiography (size of focal spot
of X-ray tube 0,010 mm) visualizes details below the
threshold of standard radiography. In combination with
high speed filmjscreen systems up to a fourfold magnification the exposure of a normal radiogram is not exceeded. In this respect Digital Luminescence Radiography
(DLR) with its high speed and imageprocessing capability
is idealy suited.
INTRODUCTION
Radiographic objects contain innumerable details
varying in size and contrast. Direct magnification radiography visualizes details below the threshold of standard
radiography [1,2,3,4,5,6]. A microfocal tube, however, is
a prerequisite for direct magnification. At University of
Munster a microfocal tube with a size of focal spot of
0,01 mm is in clinical use, a second one with a size of
the focal spot of 0,001 mm is used experimentaly.
As magnification ratio is inversely related to the
spatial resolution of the filmjscreen, best resolution is
achieved when the geometrical blurring of the microfocus
and the film/screen system are equal [7]. This is called
the optimum magnification ratio [ 8, 9]. A magnification
exeeding the optimum ratio leads to overmagnification
with further gain in resolution [10]. A small degree of
overmagnification will be tolerated despite some blurring
as larger objects are preceived more easily.
CONCLUSIONS
Up to a fourfold magnification the patient exposure
of a normal radiogram will not be exceeded due to the air
gap between patient and film that renders anti-scatter
grids unnecessary and due to the necessity for high speed
film/screen systems. Filter materials are cruical to
patient exposure as well. Investigations with different
filter materials proved K-edge filters of no value except
for
mammography
[11,12].
Al-filters
should be the
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material of choice for any other application.
As low spatial resolution of film/screen systems may be
compensated to a large extent by direct rnagnifacation the
application of digital lirninescence radiography seems to
be ideally suited. The full range of contrast enhancement
and image processing capabilities becomes available at
the unrivaled spatial resolution of radiographic imaging.
This may be of special interest in direct magnification
mammography as well.
For clinical use the following combinations of size of
the focal spot and filrnjscreen are specially suited:

type of
image

focus magnifi- filter
size
cation
(J.tm)
(J.tm)

expo-. time screen/film
sure
system
speed (S)
(cGy) (s)

resolution
(mm)

mammogr.
30 kV

25

2

76 Mo

0,30

9,5

0,002 cGy < 0,09
s = 50

tissue
40 kV

25

2

1500 A1

0,10

2,2

0,001 cGy < 0,09
s = 100

100

5

50 Cu

0,45

0,2

0,0005 cGy < 0,120
s = 200

f1uoroscop
100 k\1

Object 5 ern, focus-film distance 60 ern (mammography)
others 90 ern.
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DOSES AND DETRIMENT TO PATIENTS
FROM VASCULAR AND INTERVENTIONAL RADIOLOGY
F. Diaz-Romero and J. Hernandez-Armas
Hospital Universitario de Canarias,
Tenerife, Canary Islands, Spain.
ABSTRACT
A survey was conducted on 1389 patients to establish the
representative values of doses for different types of vascular
and interventional X-ray examinations in Tenerife ~Spain). Two
large-area transmission ionization chambers were used for the
measurements and a Monte Carlo computer program for calculations.
Tabulated results of characteristic quantities for each type of
procedure are presented. The collective effective equivalent dose
is 9 man-Sv. The detriment, following ICRP-26, was 0.077, and
0.092 when all stochastic effects were taken into account.
INTRODUCTION
Vascular-Interventional Radiology (VIR) is a merging of
classical vascular diagnostic radiology and new interventional
radiology, developed from the Seldinger technique and applied in
the field of therapy in addition to that of diagnosis. In VIR
procedures two X-ray beams (radiography and fluoroscopy) are
normally used to study patients' different anatomical areas.
These procedures routinely involve several films, each of which
would be difficult to classify in standard views. In fluoroscopic
screening the radiologist may spend several minutes manipulating
the position or the size of the X-ray beam over the region of
interest. Although the doses to patients in VIR procedures are
highest between X-ray examinations, the radiological impact on
the population is small because of the low frequency involved
with these types of procedures. The dosimetric data for some
prucedures carried out in France are presented in a paper
published by Maccia et al. (1).
In the present paper the results for 8 different vascular and
interventional radiology examinations and procedures are given.
The patients were inhabitants of the province of Tenerife (Canary
Islands), which has a population of approximately 700,000.
EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS
1830 VIR procedures of 1389 patients were studied. To obtain
dosimetric data, two large-area transmission ionization chambers
(Diamentor, PTW) were used. With this equipment the dose-area
product for 435 procedures was obtained using the cameras for
each X-ray tube (radiography and fluoroscopy). The sample is
representative of the total number of studies. In all procedures
technical and medical parameters were registered. To determine
the dose-area product for each procedure,
we found the
corresponding figure per unit of mAs, irradiated area and number
of radiographs or fluoroscopy screening times. When the dose-area
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product was known, the entrance skin dose (ESD) and energy
imparted (EI) to each patient were calculated. The value of EI
can be used as a measure of radiological effect on patients. Our
results are shown in Table 1.
TABLE 1.- MEANS (with CV %) OF DOSE-AREA PRODUCTS,
ENTRANCE SKIN DOSES AND ENERGY IMPARTED PER PROCEDURE.
NUMBER OF
PROCEDURES

ENTRANCE
ENERGY
SKIN DOSE
IMPARTED
(mGy)
(mJ)
radio- fl uorography scopy

2381
(37)

180
(98)

39
(37)

.. 13
(99)

180
(35)

440

5047
(41)

574
(124)

120
(46)

43
(137)

405
(44)

51

607
(107)
2758
(44)

197
(99)
213
(192)

1622
(109)
6017
(58)

1715
(99)
1843
(193)

62
(90)
207
(45)

1768
(70)
382
(124)
697
(58)
4064
( 81)
2906
(77)
1764
(67)

195
(148)

2450
(132)

144

1953
(84)

6924
(64)
704
(57)
1645
(32)
90
(74)
66
(86)
38
(66)

444
(205)

750
(153)

17
(203)

( 110)

(153)

199
(70)

583
(105)

52
(63)

44
(105)

173
(85)

THORACIC
ARTERIOGRAPHY

68

ABDOMINAL
ARTERIOGRAPHY
LIMBS
ARTERIOGRAPHY
Upper
Lower

DOSE-AREA
PRODUCT
2
( cGyxcm )
radio- fl uorography scopy

380

PHLEBOGRAPHY
Abdominal

36

Upper limbs

42

Lower limbs

263

EMBOLIZATION

43

ANGIOPLASTY

56

BILIARY
PROCEDURES

82

NEFRO-URINARY
PROCEDURES

338

MISCELLANEOUS

33

0

0

1948
(92)
1310
(77)

0
0

147
(92)
99
(77)

148
(92)
57

(77)

29
(145)
45
(42)
470
(64)
329
(62)
337
(63)
159

We used the ESD values to calculate the organ doses, with the
aid of a PC computer program, based on the Monte Carlo method,
supplied by the Center for Devices and Radiological Health,
Rockville, Maryland. This program did not give us the doses for
breast, bone and "remainder". We assume the hypothesis of a
constant relationship between doses to near anatomical organs
when they are explored by X-ray with similar projections
(irradiated area, technical parameters, etc.). The values of
individual organ doses presented by Jones and Wall (2) were used
to obtain those relationships. Hence our results, which are shown
in Table 2.
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TABLE 2.- MEANS (with CV %) OF ORGAN DOSES (mGy) AND EED (mSv).
LUNG

0'1
Vl

21.1

3.2

5.5

7.8

3.0

33.3

12.5

0.03

0.2

0.2

0. 1

15.6

6.3

0.4

10.6

5.8

0.00

0. 1

0.1

0.00

2.8

1.3

3.9

24.1

9.8

1. 6

18.1

7.5

1. 4

13.0

4.8

2.1

0.3

3.9

1.6

10.4

6.7

42.5

4.0

9.7
(35)

1.4
( 3 5)

36.1
(37)

3.3
(34)

0.00

ABDOMINAL
ARTERIOGRAPHY

6.2
(60)

4.6
(47)

0.04
(107)

14.1
(40)

5.0
(160)

14.8
(62)

0.2
(300)
0.05
(51)

0.2
(88)
2.1
(52)

0.00
(407)
0.00
(84)

0.7
(87)
6.8
(49)

0.2
(217)
5.0
(82)

0.6
0.2
(110)
4.2
14.2
(49)

1.5
(89)
0.1
(72) (103)
0.00 0.3
(66)
(81)
8.4
6. 1
( 121)
(76)
4.3
2.0
(149)
(73)
3.8
3.9
(67)
( 68::

0.08
(367)
0.00
(419)
0.00
(123)
0.1
(305)
0.01
(121)
0.02
(69)

4.6
(78)
0.4
(87)
1.2
(83)
11.8
(79)
8.6
(78)
6.7
(57)

8.8
(91)
0.2
(119)
1.5
(69)
3.7
(164)
4.5
(116)
0.5
(208)

2.5
8.4
(53)
0.3
0. 1
(61)
0.6
2.9
(45)
8.1
9.2
( 111)
7.7
6.3
(92)
2.0
5.3
(70)

1.5
(98)

0.00
(133)

2.1
(79)

0.7
(221)

1.2
(155)

14.5

7.1

(62·

(44)

0.1
(54)

20.0
(40)

4.9
(155 :;

9.4
(67)

Lower
PHLEBOGRAPHY
Abdominal
Upper limbs
Lower limbs
EMBOLIZATION
ANGIOPLASTY
BILIARY
PROCEDURES

0.9
(213)
0.02

NEFRO-URINARY
0.9
PROCEDURES
(119)
MISCELLANEOUS

0.00

EED

3.5

THORACIC
ARTERIOGRAPHY

LIMBS
ARTERIOGRAPHY
Upper

....,

RED
BONE THYROID TRUNK GONADS UTERUS BONE BREAST REMAINDER
MARROW

Our values for organ doses and equivalent effective doses are,
generally, lower than those presented by Maccia et al., although
it is difficult to draw a comparison since we are unfamiliar with
some of the technical aspects of their examinations.
The calculation of detriment poses some difficulties because
the ICRP-26 (3) definition contains a certain degree of
ambiguity. In fact, we obtained the detriment (fatal and severe
hereditary effects) using the risk factors proposed in the above
publication although modified by the factors of probability of
expression as a function of age at exposure proposed by Wall (4).
The relationship between energy imparted and detriment as
presented by this author has been used by us to derive another
value for detriment. To obtain the detriment corresponding to all
stochastic effects we have used the above risk factors and the
mortality rates as severity factors. The values were 0.077 (for
the two fir~t methods) and 0.092 for the last one. The values
were corrected where clinical terminal patients were not
considered. Account was also taken of this consideration in
calculating the value of the collective effective equivalent dose
(CEED). The correction can be established at 15% lower than the
uncorrected values.
CONCLUSIONS
1.- EED (mSv) and EI <w~~ for VIR procedures are related by the
expression: E=0.025 EI · .
2.- CEED due to 1830 VIR procedures in Tenerife was 9 man-Sv. The
dose rate per 100,000 inhabitants of Tenerife in 1990 was
estimated to be 0.7 man-Sv.
3.- The relationship between detriment for stoch~s~fc effects
(Dse) and EI(mJ) can be formulated by: Dse=4375 EI · .
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A COMPARISON OF THE EFFECTIVE DOSE EQUIVALENT, HE• WITH THE WEIGBTIID DOSE. WD•
FOR THE SIX-YEAR-OLD PEDIATRIC PATIENT EXPOSED TO CT EXAMINATIONS. J. C.

Blechinger, J.R. Prince, Pediatric Radiological Research Laboratory, Department
of Radiological Sciences, University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73190.
The effective dose equivalent, HE, introduced by the ICRP to describe radiation risks to radiation workers, has since been applied to members of the general
public. Although some data are available on HE's from medical exposure to CT,
no data are available for pediatric exposures. We present estimates of HE from
a GE 9800 CT scanner for the 6-year-old pediatric patient and compare these data
to the weighted dose, Wn, proposed by Beninson and Sowby [1].
The computed tomography dose index (CTDI) was measured and compared to the
literature [2]. CTDI data were then used to estimate organ doses from data in
[2]. Ponderation factors from [1] were used to calculate Wn for both male and
female patients.
The measured CTDI was 1.2 cGy/100 mAs at 120 kVp. Results of HE and Wn calculations are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1.

Estimates of HE and wn for the 6-year-old pediatric
patient for various CT examinations in Sv/Gy.

Examination
Head
Chest
Abdomen
Torso

II of
Slices
11

14
12
30

Wn

wn

HE

(Males)

(Females)

0.041
0.252
0.120
0.705

0.042
0.132
0.105
0.605

0.043
0.443
0.207
1. 276

There are substantial differences in risk factors estimated from HE and Wn.
There is also a substantial difference in risk factors between male and females
in this age group.

[ 1J
[2]

Beninson D, Sowby D: Radiat. Prot. Dosim. 11:57 (1985)
Fearon T, Vucich J: AJR 148:171 (1987).
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DOSIMETRIC EVALUATION PROGRAM FOR DENTAL RADIOLOGY PRACTICES

Gregori,B.;Milat,J.;Fernandez,J.;Micinquevic~ S.;Andrieu~J
Comisi6n Nacional de Energ1a At6mica
Gerencia de Seguridad Radiol6gica y Nuclear
# Facultad de Odontologia, Universidad Nacional de La Plata
$ Ministerio de Salud de la Pcia. de Buenos Aires
RepUblica Argentina
ABSTRACT
The preliminary results of a program undertaken to estimate
the doses to patients associated with dental radiology practices
in Argentine, are presented.
Information collected from the search demonstrated that the
Dieck and coronal technics
are
the
most
commonly
used
practices,while all the examinations are performed by using a
circular collimator.For both practices, the dosimetric studies
were carried out on a Rando Alderson
phantom.
All
dose
measurements were made using thermoluminiscent detectors LiF and
CaaF. In addition, a mathematical model was developed by applying
the Monte Carlo method to a MIRD-V phantom. Circular
and
rectangular collimators were used.
Absorbed dose distribution on head and neck, as well as
surface dose distribution, were estimated. The comparison of the
performance of both collimators shows that the use of the
rectangular one allows for a dose reduction of 80%. Besides, a
good correlation between the physical and mathematical models
applied was found.
INTRODUCTION
The preliminary results of a program undertaken to estimate
the doses to patients associated with dental radiology practices
in Argentina are presented. This program includes the following
steps:
unidentified
-a) a statewide survey was
carried
out
on
professionals involved in dental radiology in order to obtain
information on the radiology techniques applied, irradiation
conditions, number of examinations, etc.;
-b) dosimetric assessments concerning dental radiology practices;
-c) analysis of the working sites;
-d) recommendations on optimization of radiology practices.
Over a total of 1200 dentist resident at La Plata city,there
were 300 of them surveyed. The survey showed the following
results:
-The techniques most frequently used are: Dieck (41.8%); four film
interproximal (coronal) (24.1%); oclusal (16.5%);
Fitzgerald
(10.7%); extraoral (7%). In all cases, circular collimation was
used.
2
-Film type
3 x 4 cm (35.2%)
-Operation voltage: 60 kVp (32.3%), 65 kVp (29.8%)
-Operation current: 10 mA (67.7%)
from 0.1 s to 1 s (76.5%)
-Exposure time
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-Image analysis

: visual (100%)

Up today, dosimetric data was attained regarding both Dieck and
coronal techniques. For the former, the assessed practice consisted
in 14 consecutive exposures of the upper maxilar and the mandible,
while for the latter, 4 exposures of premolar and molar teeeth were
performed.
DOSIMETRIC ASSESSMENT
The dosimetric assessment was carried out by using a physical
model based upon an equivalent tissue phantom RANDO (Alderson)
and LiF and CazF thermoluminiscent detectors. By distributing them
in the inner parte and on the surface of the head, the neck and
the trunk, absorbed doses in organs and tissues were evaluated.
Two types of collimators were used, a circular one (CC) and a
rectangular one (RC). The performance of the latter was assessed.
The irradiations were made by using an OSO X-ray unit, with
an operation voltage and a current of 60 kVp and 10 mA,
resprctively. Both collimators, 7 em diameter window CC, and 3 X
4 em window RC, were used with a 15 em focus-skin distance.
6 0

absor~:~l~~se; e~~~ed~ng ~ 7o-zt~Y c:::e:::a:~:egd. :t:u:~~-1 anM:a~
show the distribution of the mean superficial doses
and in the neck.

in

the

head

An overall error of 20% may be assigned to the expressed
results . The main contributions to this error may be described as
follows: a) Use of a mean mass attenuation coefficient, not fully
repereeentative of the energy distribution inside the phantom; b)
Errors in the assigned mass fraction of an organ in the phantom
slabs.
As an alternative, a mathematical model based upon the
application of the Monte Carlo method to the photon transport in
the MIRD-V phantom was used [1]. In order to improve the
dosimetric evaluation in the head and the neck, the MIRD-V phantom
was modified by including an upper maxilar, a mandible and
parotid, sublingual and eubmaxilar glands. The X-ray spectra at
the output of each collimator was simulated, as well as the shadow
of the incident beam on the phantom surface.
The results corresponding to Dieck's technique are shown in
Table 3. Only absorbed doses with a variation coefficient lese
than 5% are presented.
CONCLUSIONS
The evaluation of the information
recalled
from
the
professionals showed that the working conditions are satisfactory
enough as to allow the obtention of the necessary image quality
for a proper diagnosis.
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Dosimetric data demonstrate that the use of a RC implies a
reduction of the absorbed dose in the lens of two orders of
magnitude, and, as a mean, a five fold dose reduction for the
other organs. This significative dose reduction may be explained
by the lessening of the exposure area, without diminishing the
diagnosis quality. Absorbed doses in trunk organs are
not
significant.
Results obtained with the two models do not differ more than
15%, for those organs described in a similar way in both phantoms,
while the difference increases to 30% for
sublingual
and
submaxilar glands, which are not easily localized in the RANDO
phantom. The above mentioned results justifies the use of the
mathematical model in future dosimetric assessments.
Figure 1 : Dieck's Technique
Distribution of the mean superficial dose

(10

-2

mGy)

Rectangular

Circular

161

19

Figure 2 : Coronal Technique
_2
Distribution of the mean superficial doses (10
mGy)
Rectangular

Circular

2

-o-)

7
~2

-2~
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ASSESSMENT OF PATIENT SKIN DOSES IN DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGY
J.P. Wade, K.E. Goldstone and P.P. Dendy
East Anglian Regional Radiation Protection Service
and Medical Physics Department
Addenbrooke's Hospital
Cambridge, England
ABSTRACT
In the light of recent UK legislation and the increased
awareness of patient doses by the general public, there was a
need for more extensive direct measurement of the doses received by patients. A program was introduced in Autumn 1990,
in the East Anglian Health Region to monitor the skin entrance
doses for a range of common radiographic procedures. The
results already obtained have raised questions about the
suitability of some of the equipment and techniques used.
For
very low doses the relationship between dose and image quality
is also being investigated.
INTRODUCTION
In the last few years there has been much interest in
reducing the doses received by patients during routine diagnostic x-ray investigations.
In the U.K. this has been backed
up in legislation by the Ionising Radiation (Protection of
Persons Undergoing Medical Examination or Treatment) Regulations 1988 which require a person physically directing an
exposure to ensure the dose is as low as reasonably practicable while achieving the required diagnostic result. Furthermore,
x-ray departments are required to formulate a strategy
for dose reduction.
The National Radiological Protection Board (NRPB) with
the Royal College of Radiologists (RCR) published a report on
"Patient Dose Reduction in Diagnostic Radiology" (1) where it
is recommended that each x-ray department should make measurements on skin entrance doses and these should be compared with
national norms and, in time, their own previous results. As
very few x-ray departments have the facilities for doing this,
the East Anglian Regional Radiation Protection Service undertook the task of providing this service for all the x-ray
departments in the East Anglian Health Region, in both the
public and private sectors.
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PROGRAM ORGANISATION
Because of the geographical spread of the x-ray departments involved in this program, a postal system had to be
used. Batches of sachets containing thermoluminescent dosemeters (TLD) were sent out to each participating x-ray department with an instruction sheet, record sheet and padded return
envelope. The TLD's used are lithium floride extruded chips
which were read out in a Toledo reader; the batch was calibrated for diagnostic energies and all doses are quoted for
diagnostic energies. On the record sheet details of the exposure factors (kVp, rnA and time), focus-film distance and
whether an automatic exposure control device had been used
were recorded, and space was provided to attach the exposed
TLD sachets.
The instruction sheet included advice on the
selection of patients for dose measurements; patients were to
be of average size and no children under 16 years of age were
to be included. The TLD sachet (which contains two chips) was
stuck on to the patient at the centre of the entrance field
during the radiographic view being measured. Where a repeat
radiograph was required, the TLD sachet was to be left on the
patient for the repeat and this would reflect the dose actually received by the patient. The TLD's and record sheet were
returned to the Radiation Protection Service for processing
and the x-ray department was informed of the results.
Thirty six x-ray departments, eight of which are in
private hospitals or clinics, have participated in one or more
parts of the study. Each participating department was issued
with an identifying code which was used in all correspondence
and in particular when results were sent out and comparisons
between departments were made. A selection of simple radiographic views have been chosen, covering a range of anatomy
and exposure factors.
The views selected were AP Abdomen, PA
Chest, Lateral Lumbar Spine and Lateral Skull. The average
entrance dose for each department was then compared to guideline doses recommended by the NRPB (2) for the radiographic
view being studied. Any department with average doses above
the guideline dose was contacted with a view to reducing their
doses by looking at the techniques and equipment used.
DOSE RESULTS
For the AP Abdomen view the individual entrance doses
ranged from 0.97 to 41.6 mGy with an average of 7.9± 6.5 mGy
and the departmental average doses varied from 3.7 mGy up to
19.4 mGy.
Every department with an average dose over 10 mGy
( the guideline dose for AP Abdomen) was contacted with a view
to assessing how dose reductions might be made and several
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departments have already made changes which have resulted in
dose reductions up to 65% with very little reduction of image
quality.
Examples of changes have included the change of
film/screen combination or the change in kVp where the response of the film/screen combination is energy dependent.
From early results on PA Chest skin entrance doses it
rapidly became apparent that two very different radiographic
techniques were being employed. The first technique uses 60
-75 kVp and a chest stand without a grid; this is good for
imaging the soft tissue in the lungs.
For this technique the
average skin entrance dose measured was 0.16 mGy with a range
of 0.01 mGy ( the minimum dose measurable) to 0.88 mGy.
The
second technique utilises 120 - 130 kVp and a high factor grid
in the chest bucky. The average skin dose for this technique
was 0.25 mGy with a range 0.01 to 1.57 mGy.
The departmental
average skin doses varied from 0.04 mGy up to 0.48 mGy.
The
NRPB guideline dose for PA chest is 0.3 mGy.
In our survey
all the departments with average doses greater than this were
using the high kVp technique. These results and their implications are being discussed elsewhere ( British Institute of
Radiology Annual Conference, Birmingham England, May 1992 ).
For lateral lumbar spine radiographs the individual
entrance doses range from 3.2 mGy up to 103.8 mGy with an
average of 19.3 mGy. The departmental average doses vary from
6.6mGy up to 45.3 mGy; the NRPB guideline dose is 30 mGy.
The
departments with higher than average doses were those which
also showed higher than average doses for AP Abdomens but for
various reasons have not yet made any dose-reducing changes to
their equipment and/or techniques.
Skin entrance dose measurements have not yet been made on
lateral skull radiographs.
PATIENT DOSE AND IMAGE QUALITY

It is well known that, because of the statistical nature
of the interaction of x-ray photons with the image receptor,
the detection of small objects which have low contrast difference with their surroundings is dose dependent. Therefore, in
pursuing a policy of patient dose reduction it is important
not to reach a point at which relevant clinical information is
lost.
A number of theoretical analyses have been carried out to
determine the minimum dose required to detect an object of
given dimensions and contrast (3). To test these predictions
we have designed a phantom consisting of small aluminium discs
of different sizes, in the range 5-30 mm diameter and varying
thickness up to 2 mm, that can be randomly arranged on a
perspex plate and immersed in a tank of water. Contrast may
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be adjusted by adding contrast medium to the water. A team of
observers will be asked to examine films for "objects" and 50%
detection limits will be established at different doses and
compared with theory.
Preliminary studies show that, for 70
kVp, a contrast C (=0.4343y(M 2 -M 1 )x) of about 0.21, a surface
dose of approximately 0.13 mGy is required to perceive a 10 mm
diameter aluminium disc.
CONCLUSION
Radiography staff have found the procedure for making
direct measurements of the patient entrance dose easy and the
results very informative. Comparison of results between
departments has readily indicated those departments consistently giving higher than recommended doses where priority
should be given to reducing doses.
Several departments have
already reviewed their practices and made changes which have
been assessed for their effectiveness in dose reduction by
making repeat measurements after the change.
Perception studies have been initiated to determine
whether there is a serious risk of loss of image detail for
some of the lowest doses reported in the survey.
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THE FREQUENCIES AND DOSES OF MEDICIAL EXPOSURE IN CHINA·
Zhang Liangan,

Zhang J ingyuan,

J ia Del in , et al.

Institute of Radiation Medicine, CAMS, Tianj in, 300192
ABSTRACT
The frequencies and patient doses of medical exposure were
investigated in China. The sampling surveys of the work c011ered 15000
hospitals in 24 prwinces.- In the work, we compile data of 11 million
cases. The data were IH'Itlfyzed by computer, and the frequencies,
werages of skin and organic dose per examination,
and population
doses per capita ( He, LSD, GSD, SSD ) were found.

METHODS
Epidemiological stratified sampling was employed in this research.
According to the results of sampling, the frequency
of medical
exposure was 8Ul'veyed in more than 15000 hospitals in 24 provinces.
Sampling measurements of patient skin dose covered 2000 hospitals in
14 provinces.
Thermolumineccnt dosimetry (TLD) was adopted for patient dose
monitoring. During monitoring, a TLD detector was attached to each
patient to monitor patient skin dose (d). Organ dose ( T organ) of
each patient was determined by the following equation :
[1)

where Cr is the conversion coefficient of d into D.r. Cr was
determined in simulation experiments using an anthropomophic phantom.
In clinical nuclear medicine, the organ dose of a patient
receiving radiopharmaceuticals can be estimated by MIRD method(1 >.
The effective dose equivalent (He) ,
genetically significant
annual dose(GSD), annual mean bone marrow dose per capita (CMD),
leukemia significant annual d"ose(LBD) ,
and malignacy significant
annual dose(SSD) were also calculated in this work.

RESULTS
The frequency of diagnostic X-ray was 145.1 examinations per
1000 population, much higher than that of nuclear medicine or
radiation therapy. High annual frequency of diagnostic radiation
were noted in chest, abdomen, G.I., and
extremities examination,
with the annual frequency of chest examination being the highest. The
frequency of chest fluoroscopy ( the predominant form of chest
examination) was about 89.9 cases per 1000 population; 7.5 times that

* This

work is a contract project of Internation Atomic Energy Agency No.4964{Rl{RB
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of chest radiography (Table 1) .
Annual frequencies of medical eiposure
in China ( casos per 1000 population)

Table 1.

Typo

lliugno~;tic
X-ray
146.
CheRt
l<'luoroscopy
tl4.
MIIRR fluoroscopy
26.
Radiogrnphy
11.
Abdomen
12.
AI irnnntary "anal
6.
Hplno
4.
Polvis
1.
Eitremltlos
11.
Dental radiography
2.
Othors
6.

J.'r eq uenc y

Typo

l<'roquoncy

Nucloar medicine
Thyroid scintigraphy
'fhyroid uptake
Liver scintigraphy
Kidney scintigraphy
Others
Radiotherapy
Esophageal cancer
Pharyngeal cancer
Broast cancer
Othors

1 (Total}
3

6
9
7
0
0
3
6

1

s

6 2 (Total)
066
261
087
o. 162
o. 066
0. 09 (Total)
o. 018
0. 023
0. 012
o. 037

0.
0.
0.
0.

The annual frequency of age group 20 to 29 waa the highest, but
mass examination comprised an important part of the annual frequency
for this age group. When mass examination was deducted,
the annual
frequency peak occurred in age group 30-44, and the differences among
various age groups were obvious, with males being exposured more
frequently than females in every age group.
The annual
frequency of utili....ation of various nuclides in
nuclear medicine were surveyed. The relative frequency for ,.,.. I
was
the highest (about 88<'/o), while that for -~Tc was the lowest
less
than 1%).
In this work, patient skin dose means the dose to that part of a
patient's body surface where a TLD dosimeter was worn.
The patient
skin dose
per G.l. examination was the highest about 51.6 mGyfexam.
The doses of lumbar spine examination and cholccysrography were
higher than that of chest examination(32.5 and 26.8 mGy/exam). As for
chest examination,
the patient skin dose for
fluoroscopy was 10.4
mGyfcxam, 10 times that of radiography(Table 2)
Tt<hl" 2.

putinnt dORA pnr nxamin11tion
X-ruy pro.,edure (mGy / e1<am)

Organ

C:hnst
~·I

Skin

u.

10. 4
<0. 01
Ovary
<0. 01
Rod marrow
o. 27
Colon
0. 10
J.ungs
o. 61
Stomach
0. 19
•:ffen. doN-n 0. 29
dORO

Tn~<ti.,Jns

various

G. I.
Rud.

1.
<0.
<0.
0.

07
01
01
04

o.

19

o.

07

61. 6
o. 26
1. 06
6. 06
8. 06
9. 29
7. 79
7. 36

In various diagnostic

Lumbar
apino
32. 6
o. 10
6. 86
1. 82
1. 88

2. 67

Abdomen

8.
0.
0.
1.

40
02
17
63
o. 02
0. 01
o. 01
0. 13

The differences in patient skin dose from X- ray
capacities were analyzed.
Here, the
patient
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Pelvis

11. 0
o. 87
6. 23
1. 04

1. 6 3

machines of
skin dose

from X-ray units of small capacity (<50 rnA) were the highest,
2 times that of big capacity machinca(>lOO rnA).

about

Organ doses of patients receiving diagnostic X-ray examinations
were estimated by reference to the results of patient skin dose
measurements and simulation tests.
The average organ doses per
examination for X-ray procedures arc given in Table 2. The gonad dose
in lumber spine examination was the highest, but the doses to other
organs were also rcmarkablcly high in G.I. examination.
The average administration
quantities per examination or
treatment arc listed in Table 3. Although the same procedure may be
used, the annual effective doscs per examination may differ greatly
when different radiopharmaccnuticals arc used.
For example , in
thyroid scintigraphy, the annual effective dose per examination is 93.8
mGy with ""I, and this is 300 times that with oo-Tc.
Table

Patient dose

3.

Typo

Nuc I ide

in nuclear medicine procedures

oamTc
lira in scintijoitnphy
Th.rroid scintigraphy 1 s 1 I

137.
6.
23.
21.
96.
162.
8.

H9mTc

Llvor

"cintigraphy

HIH

Au

Y9rn1' C

1'hyrotoxicoF<iA
Polycythemia vnra

U.t I

~:ffoctive

Administered quantity
(Milq / e:~:am)

I

!l'2p

(mGy/

7
9
2
7
6
2
7

dose

e:~:am)

1.8
93. 8
o. 3
21. 7
l. 2
2595. 0
u. 8

The annual dose equivalent per capita were analy-.r.ed in the work.
The major sources of the organ dose equivalent per capita came from
G.I. examination and chest fluoroscopy.
Using the values in Table 2,
estimated (Table 4).
Here, age and
national statistics data("'>. The total
mcdicial X-ray diagnostic were
J.l Sv/a respectively.
Tah l e

4.

'l'ypn
Chest
~·I uoroscopy
Radiogruphy
A I imnn tar y canal
Cholecystography
Lumhar spine
Polvia
Ahdom<Hl
Others
Total

CMD, GSD, LSD and SDD were
sex distributions were taken from
CMD, He, SSD, LSD and GSD for
73.7, 88.1, 65.7, 69.0 and 9.81

population dose equivalents per capita
for diagniostic radiology ( fi Sv/a)

CMD

lin

22.
0.
45.
0.
10.
2.
1.
3.
88.

4
83
7
63
7
05
96
83
1

2Q.
0.
36.
0.
7.
2.
1.
4.
73.

8
55
6
48
32
05
49
41
7
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J.SD

20. 4
o. 52
34. 0
0. 48
6. 83
2. 05
l. 49
3. 23
69. 0

GSD

0.
0.
1.
0.
3.
3.
0.
0.
9.

'6
04
22
04
90
15

u
86
81

SSD

19. 7
o. 65
30. 1
0. 63

8. 96
2.
1.
3.
65.

05
96
65
7

DISCUSSION

For comparison, the main characteristics of medical exposure in
countries with various levels of health care are listed in Table 5. In
general, the health care level of a country was determined according
to the serving population per physician. So China's health care was
below 2. Some features of medical exposure in China , such as annual
frequency of diagnostic examination and population per X-ray machine,
arc at level 2, some features arc at level 3 or 4, but the equivalent
dose per capita from nuclear medicine arc at level 1. This situation
was caused by high patient dose in nuclear medicine in China.
Tah I o 6.

MRin eharRctoristices of medical nxposur
with various levnls of hnalth cRro•

Item

Levnl
---- -· ·- ----

---

of

health
3

in countries

earn
4

-·------------·--- -- --·-·--------

2
Pnpoloa pnr physician
<1000
1000-2999
Annulll frequonn I os (cllsos/ 1000popu I at I on)
Diagnostic radiology
760
160
Nuclear medicine
16
1. 2
Radiation thorapy
2. 4
0. 6
Dent>Il rtLdiology
260
4
Oo•n nquivulont por capitu(mHv/u)
Uiugno~tic
radiology
llo
1. 0
0. 6
GHD
0. 3
0. 06

3000-9999
60
0. 4
o. 1
0. 8

China

>9999
30
0. 2
0. 01

1106
146.
0.
0.
2.

o.

1
62

09
13

o.

3
0. 03

10
0. 01

Nuclnur mndiclnn
lin

GHil
Population per X-roy sot

0. 004
0. 001
20000

0. 06
0. 01

4000

• Except for tho values of
China,
rnports hy lJNKC~:AR "" und Frnd ' 4 '

0. 001
0. 0002
80000

other vulucs

are

0. 0006
0. 0001
170000

0. 02
0. 006
18000

busnd on

tho

l.
lntnrnritlonul Commission on Rndiution Units and
Meusurnmonts.
Mnthod of assessment of absorbed dose in clinic usn& of radionuclides.
ICR[J l<rport 32, Wtuhington, O.C.: ICll.!J Publication, 1979:39

2. Populutin Consus Office Undor the Stato Council und
Doparmont
of l'opulutiom Stuti,.tics, State Stntlstlcul Bureua, Peopln' s Republic
of Chinn. 1982 Population Consus of China,
fleij lng, 1986:1
3. IJnitnd Scientific Commis~<lon on thr.
Exposure frnm Mndiciul Uses of
Rudiution
Assombly), NP.w York, 1987:69

~:ffects

(Report

4. Fred A, et ul.
Analyticul modeling
of
radiation usr..
lloulth Physics
1987;2(62):133
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Estimation of Organ Biodistribution of Activities in Human
from External Measurement with TLD
T. Nakamura, M. Matsumoto, H. Watabe, M. ltoh and J. Hatazawa
Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku University
Aoba, Aramaki, Aoha-ku, Sendai 9RO, Japan
ABSTRACT
of F-18Biodistribution
due
to
intravenous
administration
fluorodeoxyglucose (FOG) in positron emission tomography (PET) studies was
estimated from external measurement with thermo-luminescence dosimeters
(TLDs) attached on the body surfaces of normal volunteers. The cumulated
activities in nine source organs, brain, heart, lung, liver, kidney, pancreas,
spleen, bladder and remainder of the body, were estimated by the unfolding
method from the body surface dose measured with the TLDs. Cumulated
activities thus obtained well agreed with those obtained with the direct
measurements by PET. The TLD method will greatly contribute to internal
dosimetry of patients because of its easy-handling.
INTRODUCTION
Internal Josimetry resulting from nuclear medicine is important in
comparing the benefit of a procedure with its potential risk. The estimation of
internal dose Jue to intake of radioisotopes has been established by the MIRD
method. In the MIRD method, the doses absorbed in target organs are
estimated from cumulated activities in source organs. The information on
cumulated activities has been obtained for some specific organs necessary for
nuclear medicine directly by PET, but is very scarce for other source organs in
human.
Organ biot.listribution of cumulated activities usually has been
measured in animals and extended to human, despite of the metabolic
difference.
Here in this study, we developed a new method to estimate the
biodistribution of radioactivities, which are injected into patient in nuclear
medicine procedures from external exposure measurement with TLDs. In this
method, a number of TLDs are attached on patient's body surface close to
source organs to obtain the information on body surface doses. The organ
biodistribution of radioactivities can be obtained from the surface doses by the
inverse transform method coupled with the radiation transmission factor
calculated with an aid of a mathematical phantom.
This new method has great advantages that cumulated activities in several
organs can be obtained easily with a single procedure, and the measurements of
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body surface doses are simultaneously done with the PET study, since TLDs
are too small to interrupt other medical measurements. The measurements of
body surface doses were done in clinical PET studies with F -18-FDG
performed at the Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center (CYRIC) of Tohoku
University.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
In our TLD method, the absorbed dose on a body surface is given by

c

I

= RI, 1 x 1 + RI,.:..~x 2

=

+

~J Ri.i. xi,
.

(1)

where Ci is the absorbed dose at i-th TLD position, Xi the integrated activity of
j-th source organ during the TLD attachment on the body surface and Rij the
absorbed dose at i-th TLD position per unit cumulated activity of j-th source
organ. This equation can he expressed as a matrix equation,

(2)

C= R •X

The C-vector capere obtained from the TLD measurements and the R-matrix
can he calculated by using the MIRD mathematical phantom, so that one can
obtain the X-vector by performing the inverse transform of the above matrix
equation.
A pair of TLDs of CaSOiTm) were attached at nine points on a body
surface just above brain, thyroid, heart, left and right lungs, liver, left kidney,
spleen and bladder which were regularly selected in the PET sutdy. Figure 1
shows the TLD positions in the framework of MIRD phantom, together with
their Cartesian coordinates and nearby source organs. Eight organs were
selected as source organs, i.e., brain, heart, lungs, liver, kidneys, pancreas,
spleen and bladder which are already known as organs which accumulate F-18FDG by Mejia et al. (I) The remainder part of the body was treated as a single
source organ in which radioactivity was uniformly distributed. Then in total,
nine regions were considered as the source organs in this study. Nine values of
TLD doses, Ci, determine nine values of organ activities, Xi, by unfolding Eq.
( 1).

Calculations of the R component, Rii' are done by the VADMAP code (2)
based on the point kernel method with the MIRD mathematical phantom
composed of water. The lung is assumed to he composed of water whose
density is 0.3. From the measured body-surface doses at nine points, Ci, and
the calculated response of body-surface dose at each position per unit
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cumulated activities, Rij' cumulated activities in nine source organs can be
unfolded by the slightly modified SAND-II code (3) based on the successive
iterative method. This unfolding is practiced under the constraint condition
that the sum of cumulated activity in each source organ must be equal to the
total accumulation of administered activity as follows,

t

=

JA
0

0

exp(- At) dt ,

(3)

where A0 is the injected activity, A the decay constant of F-IS and t the
measuring time period.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The TLD measurements of body-surface dose were done for 7 normal
volunteers. Five volunteers were measured for 1 hour after administration of
F-18-FDG and two patients were measured for 2 hours after that. The
measured data of Ci were converted to the cumulated activities in source
organs by the modified SAND-II unfolding code. As the TLD measurements
could he done only during the course of clinical PET procedure, the estimation
of the cumulated activities was also possible only for that period. The
contribution of residual cumulated activities after the TLD measurement can be
estimated, assuming that a biological clearance is negligible and only physical
decay dominates.
Figure 2 shows the correlation of the present results of cumulated
activities given by the TLD method and those by the direct PET measurements.
(1) Generally speaking, good correlation can he seen between our TLD
method and the PET reference values except for kidney and brain.
The
discrepancy on the brain activity may be due to inhomogeneous distribution of
activity in the brain, and that on the kidney activity may come from a large
difference of physique between the MIRD phantom and each individual, since
the distance from the seventh TLD position to the kidney was largest among all
as seen in Fig. I.
It can he concluded that the new method to estimate the organ
biodistrihution in human from the surface dose measured with TLDs gives
sufficiently good results considering experimental errors. This TLD method
has great advantages that cumulated activities in numbers of human organs can
be estimated very easily at once, and that the TLD measurements can be done
simultaneously with medical study without interrupting it.
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ABSTRACT
The dose to some selected organs has been estimated
from intake of radionuclides taking into consideration
the organ weights in Indian Man and Child of various age
groups using dose coefficients as given by ICRP-56. The
effective dose computed as per new tissue weighting
factors given by ICRP-60 increas1g by 40-7~ ! from the old
1
4 Ce. ~owever,
values from the ingestion of
I and
13 Cs. In
only marginal change was found in the case of
Indian Population, there was a further increase upto 20 %.
INTRODUCTION
ICRP-56 (1980) has computed age-dependent
dose
coefficients ( also called dose equivalents ) for various
organs and tissues to members of the public from intake of
most radiologically significant radionuclides that might
be released to the environment due to various human
activities. These dose coefficients have been estimated
for ICRP Reference Man, Child and Infant. However,
Indian
population
differs
significantly
from
their
ICRP
counterpart
as regards anatomical and
physiological
characteristics as shown by Venkatraman et al (1863) and
Jain et al (1991, 1892). In the present study, efforts are
made to estimate dose to some selected organs
for
different ages taking into account dose transformation
factors as estimated by the method suggested by Yamaguchi
(1878).
Further the revised effective dose was computed
using revised tissue weighting factors as recommended by
ICRP-60 (1991) from intake of some radionuclides and
compared the same with the corresponding estimated values
for Indian Population.
METHODOLOGY
The weight of five organs, namely,
brain,
kidney,
liver,lungs and spleen was obtained from extended study of
2000 postmortem records in Indian population (Jain et al,
1992) of various age groups. These organ weights being
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different from ICRP counterpart and hence the
dose
coefficients will be different in these subjects than
their ICRP counterpart. The dose coefficients in Indian
population of various age groups namely 1yr, 5yr,
10yr,
15yr and adult was computed by computing the
dose
transformation factors (DTF) for different organs using
the
method
suggested by
Yamaguchi
(1978).
These
transformation factors are multiplied by the corresponding
organ dose coefficients to give the revised dose estimates
to
the organ~ 31 In 13 ;he pre~~~t study,
only
three
radionuclides
I,
Cs and
Ce were considered. The
transformation factors for various organs were worked out
for
the
princ1pal gamma energy emitted
by
these
radionuclides. The effective dose, E was also computed for
ingestion of these radionuclides utilising the new tissue
weighting factors as given by ICRP-60. Thymus is taken as
surrogate to oesophagus and colon is considered to be the
same as ULI
(Phipps et al,
1991). However,
the dose
coefficients for all the remainder organs were
not
available in ICRP-56 and it is considered that the dose to
these organs is the same as the average dose to 8
remainder organs for which information is available.
Further the effective dose was also cdmputed for Indians
of
different age groups utilising the transformation
factors as calculated for selected organs above. For the
other organs, if the weight of the organ is less than 20
g,
DTF is taken as 1 and for the others, DTF has been
computed considering the organ masses to be proportional
to the body weight.
RESULTS & DISCUSSION
Table 1 gives the mean DTF for various organs in the
Indian population for the photon energy 133-662 keV,
the
variation being negligible for different gamma energies
considered.
Table 1. Mean dose transformation factors
Age

Brain

Kidney

Liver

Lung

Spleen

Others
<20 g

yr
yr
10 yr
15 yr
Adult

1.01
1. 12
1.08
1.09
1.06

1.05
1.12
1.14
1.16
1. 25

0.88
0.96
1.00
1.12
1. 21

0.82
0.82
0.93
0.89
1.01

0.82
0.83
0. 90
0.98
1.09

1.09
1. 12
1.17
1. 20
1.16

1

5

Table 2 gives the effective dose (El) as given by
ICRP-56, the revised value of ICRP-56 (E2) and the revised
estimated va±~! of 1§7 for Indi~~ population (E3) from the
ingestion of
I,
Cs and
Ce. The revised effective
dose,
E2 to ICRP Refere~S! population was found to be
increased by 64-75 % for
I and did not differ in Indian
population as more than 99 % contribution to effective
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dose comes from dose to thyroid 13 ,hose weight did not
differ in Indians.
In case of
Cs, Ez was found to
differ marginally from old values due to near uniform
distributiion of the radionuclide in the body. In Indian
population, E3 values were marginally higher than for ICRP
counterpart due to increased organ do~~~ proportional to
change in DTF"s. However, in case of
Ce, Ez were found
higher by 39-46 % than old values and in137ased further in
Indian population for the reasons alike
Cs.
Table 2. Effective dose from ingested radionuclides
Effective
Age at intake
dose(Sv/Bq) _____________________________________________
1 yr
5 yr
10 yr
15 yr
Adult
131I
E1
E2
E3

1.1E-7
1. 8E-7
1. 8E-7

6.3E-8
1. 1E-7
1.1E-7

3.2E-8
5.5E-8
5.5E-8

2.1E-8
3.5E-8
3.5E-8

1.3E-8
2.2E-8
2.2E-8

l.lE-8
l.lE-8
l.lE-8

9.0E-9
8.9E-9
9.2E-9

9.8E-9
9.7E-9
1. 0E-8

1.4E-8
1.3E-8
1.5E-8

1. 3E-8
1. 3E-8

1.5E-8

4.3E-8
6.2E-8
6.8E-8

2.1E-8
3.0E-8
3.4E-8

1.3E-8
1.9E-8
2.2E-8

7.2E-9
1.0E-8
1.2E-8

5.8E-9
8.4E-9
9.7E-9

137Cs
El
E2
E3
144Ce
El
E2
E3

CONCLUSION
The reviseq Iffectiy~ 4 dose to the population from
the ingestion of 3 I and
Ce was found to be increased
by 40-75 % for vari~~~ age groups. However,
a marginal
change was noted for
Cs. In Indian population,
there
was a further
increase (upto 20 %) from the revised
values.
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ABSTRACT
Effective dose has beeri c'lculated for three technetium98m labelled agents used for CBF studies using ·wT· values
recommended by ICRP-1977 and ICRP-1891. The estimated values of
effective doses are lower than the earlier one by 10 %. For an
average Indian, administration of the same activity results in
9-12 % higher effective dose. It is suggested that amount of
activity to be administered to a patient may be normalised to
his/her weight.
INTRODUCTION
In India, the levels of activity used in the department
of nuclear medicine for diagnostic purposes,
have
risen
dramatically, mostly due to availability of a large variety of
radiopharmaceuticals.
A necessity has been felt
in
the
department to carry out dosimetric investigations of some of
the new radio-tracer agents that are used/are likely to be used
for regional cerebral blood flow studies. These investigations
are. carried out using positron emission tomog~aphy (PET) that
can provide quantitative images of tracer distribution with
high spatial resolution and are able to employ radiotracers
that
participate
in
distinct
and
well
defined
biochemical/physiological processes. Despite of the recent
developments in instrumentation and oxygen-15 dispensing unit,
due to high cost, PET investigations may take considerable time
to get established at least in developing countries. SPECT and
employing technetium-88m labelled compounds that are more
economical and are more widely available, is considered to be a
system of choice for most of such studies in the country.
Radiation dosimetry of such 'diagnostic probes'
has become
necessary due to: (i) the recommendations of International
Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP-1991) that have
brought about significant changes in the methodology
of
effective dose (that indicates the radiation risk to which the
patient is exposed as a result of a particular radiodiagnostic
investigation) computation particularly in assigning new set of
values to tissue weighting factors (that represent the relative
radiation sensitivity of an organ or tissue) and (ii) the
prospect that administration of the same amount of radio-tracer
agent to a Reference Man (ICRP-1975) and to an average Indian
patient may give rise to different effective doses (due to the
difference in anatomical characteristics of the latter).
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Intensive efforts are being devoted to design new radiotracers that will cross the intact blood brain barrier and are
capable of measuring regional cerebral blood flow. At present,
three
such
radiopharmaceuticals
that
have
significant
potentia~~~Y
are:
technetium-99m hexamethylpropylene
amine
o~~rie
(
Tc-d,l-HMPA~~m technetium-99m ethylcysteinate
dimer
( mTc-1,1-ECD) and
Tc-MRP 20 or one of its derivatives,
marketted by Amersham, DuPont and Medgenix respectively. These
compounds are retained by brain to the similar extent and
diffusion rather than metabolism is considered to be the rate
limiting step. Table 1 gives the effective dose data of these
agents considering the values of tissue weighting factor, 'WT',
as recommended by ICRP-1991. For comparison,
the effective
doses have also been computed taking into consideration
'WT'
values recommended earlier (ICRP, 1977).
Table

1. Effective dose (mSv) due to the adminstration of 740
MBq of the technetium labelled agents for rCBF
studies considering 'WT, values recommended by ICRP
(1977) and ICRP (1991)
Effective Dose

Radiopharmaceutical

using ·wT· of
ICRP-1977
99 mTc-d,l-HMPAO

using ·wT· of
ICRP-1991

6.02

5.48

SSmTc-L,L-ECD
(Holman et al 1989)

3.64

2.83

99 mTc-MRP 20 **
(Bossuyt et al 1990)

4.12

4.16

(Neirinekx et al
1989)

**In case of SSmTc-MRP 20, the biodistribution data is still
incomplete and as such the effective dose values are very
approximate only.
For calculating the effective dose, a procedure that is
slightly different from that of Smith (1990) has been adopted
and has been outlined in another paper (Gupta and Nagaratnam).
The effective dose calculations have been carried out
keeping in mind the anatomical,
chemical and physiological
characteristics of Reference Man (ICRP-1975).
It has been
reported that an average Indian differs significantly trom the
Reference Man (Venkataraman et al, 1966). Data on weight and
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size of the body as well as that of the specific orsan masses
have also been compiled from postmortem records of 2000 cases
(Jain et al, in press). Employing this data and computing Dose
Transformation Factors (Yamaguchi, 1978) for Indian physiques,
effective dose estimation due to the adminstration of same
quantity of radiopharmaceutical has been carried out for an
Indian adult and shown in Table 2.
Table

2.

Effective dose (mSv/740 MBq) due to technetium-99m
labelled agent to a Reference Man and to an average
Indian adult using recent 'WT' values

Radiopharmaceutical

Effective Dose
Reference

H~

Average Indian Han

SSmTc-d,l-HMPAO

5.48

6.02

ggmTc-1,1-ECD

2.83

3.30

SSmTc-MRP 20

4.16

4.86

RESULTS

& DISCUSSION

All the three technetium-98m labelled agents are poorly
retained by brain. The 91earance from blood and excretion into
9
urine are faster for
mTc-ECD.
Consequently, dosimetrically
the compound is more favourable especially with respect to
liver,
kidney and intestine. This faster clearance from blood
results also in brain images with en§~nced contrast. The
effective dose to a patient is lower for
mTc-ECD. The recent
change in ·wT· values lowers down the estimated effective doses
by about 10 % due to all the three compounds.
In Indian
subjects,
adminstration of similar activities causes 8-12 %
higher effective dose mostly due to the difference in their
organ weights. Therefore, perhaps, a more rational approach in
deciding the amount of radiopharmaceutical that is to be
adminstered may be, to take cognizance of the patient weight.
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ABSTRACT
ICRP
(1991) has recommended new values to
tissue
weighting factor WT . The effect of changes in ·wT·
values
on effective dose 'E' for two technetium-99m based agents used
for myocardial perfusion studies, have been investigated. Due
to different biological behavior, the effective dose due to one
compound is higher by 12% than the other for the same
administered activity. Using the new values of WT,
the
effective doses are fo~~q to be lower for technetium based
agents in comparison to
TlCl.
INTRODUCTION
(now
-The concept of effective dose equivalent 'HE
effective dose E) introduced by the International Commission on
Radiological Protection (ICRP-1977) for radiation workers,
has
been
successfully
applied
for
patients
undergoing
radiodiagnostic
investigations.
In nuclear medicine,
the
concept is utilised to indicate approximate risk to which the
patient is exposed as a result of the investigation and
comparing this risk with the possible diagnostic benefits. The
effective dose is represented by E=~WTHT where HT is the mean
absorbed dose in the organ or tissue 'T' (for the emission of
most of the nuclides used in diagnostic nuclear medicine mean
absorbed dose and equivalent dose are similar) and WT is the
tissue weighting factor representing the relative radiation
sensitivity of organ or tissue 'T'. Using the general equation
of Coffey and Watson (1979) for biodistribution of
the
radionuclides in the body and methodology of absorbed dose
estimation
by Snyder et al (1975),
absorbed
doae
and
subsequently using the tissue weighting factors recommended by
ICRP(1977),
effective
dose due to a large
number
of
radiopharmaceutical preparations were compiled (ICRP-1987).
New biological information related to the detriment
associated with radiation exposure, is now available. That has
necessitated the revision of ICRP recommendations made earlier.
The
new ICRP recommendations (1991) have brought
about
significant changes in the methodology of computation of
effective dose, particularly regarding the numerical values of
·wT·
assigned
to different tissues
or
organs.
These
developments have made it necessary to examine the effect of
recent ICRP recommendations on the computation of effective
dose due to some.new radiopharmaceuticals and comparing the
same with conventionally used radionuclide preparations. The
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discussion is restricted to pharmaceuticals used for myocardiac
perfusion studies.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Nuclear cardiology has helped to predict and to assess
the effect of revascularisation procedures, to avoid needless
angiography and to improve the diagnosis of coronary artery
diseases.
Recently two technetium based radiopharmaceuticals
have become available for myocardial perfusion studies
Technetium-99m
[MIBI]s where MIBI
is 2-methoxy
isobutyl
isonitrile and To 99m - Teboroxime marketed by Du Pont Pharma
and Squibb Diagnostics respectively. These preparations have
very different pharmacokinetics
in
the
body
probably
because of
their charges and different oxidation states of
technetium. Table 1 gives the effective dose received due to
the administration of 1110 MBq of the radiopharmaceuticals and
assuming
2
hour
urinary
bladder
voiding
intervals.
considering tissue weighting factors recommended by ICRP (1977)
and ICRP (1991).
Table 1. Effective Dose (mSv) due to administration of 1110 MBq
of technetium-99m MIBI and Teboroxime considering WT
values recommended by ICRP (1971) and ICRP (1991)
Radiopharmaceutical

Effective dose
WT of ICRP-1977 Wr of ICRP-1991

Technetium-99m
MIBI

13.95

10.17

Technetium-99m
Teboroxime

14 21

11.76

0

Based on data of Stabin (1990) and McSherry (1991)
In absence of complete data on mean absorbed doses to all
organs or tissues of interest, the following procedure for
approximation has been adopted:
(i) Mean absorbed dose to LLI wall has been used to approximate
the dose to colon (Phipps et al 1991).
(ii) Whenever the mean absorbed dose to an organ or tissue and
the explicit value of Wr assigned to it are available,
the contribution of the organ or tissue to the effective
dose to the
body has been computed as per standard
procedures recommended by ICRP~1977 and ICRP-1991.
(iii) In other cases after carrying out the procedure ( ii)'
the rema1n1ng residual value of wT is equally divided
between the remaining organs or tissues of group 1 and
group 2 as specified by ICRP ( 1987)
In carrying out
these
calculations,
the provisions of ICRP
(1991)
recommendations have been kept in mind.
This is a
0
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slightly
(1990).

modified

approach of that suggested

by

Smith

c2~1ulating
in the similar fashion, the effective dose
due to
TlCl has also been computed and compared with these
technetium based agents in Table 2.

Table 2. Comparison of effective dose due to three radiopharmaceuticals used currently for cardiac perfusion studies
Radiopharmaceuticals

Effective Dose
(as per recent WT values)

MIBI

6.78 mSv/740 MBq

Teboroxime

7.80 mSv/740 MBq

201

8.70 mSv/111 MBq

TlCl

Discussion and Conclusion
MIBI
is cleared more rapidly from the blood and liver
than Teboroxime. Therefore the radiation dose of the BATO
complex is higher to the liver but lower to the intestine and
kidney and its effective dose is also higher than MIBI by about
12%. However,
the effectiuve dose of both the z'!chnetium
labelled agents is favourable compared with that of
TlCl.
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INTRODUCTION
Iodine 131 utilized for

treatment of thyroidal disease is the only

Radionuclide (RN) presently used for therapy in Japan. The patient
administered therapentic amount or I-131 must be accommodated in a
RN ward. However, there are only small number of data which can be
used in investigating the criteria for permitting the patient to
leave the RN ward. In 1976, ICRP suggested in Publication 25 the
maximum allowable activities at discharge of patients following
treatment with RN. 15mCi of I-131 were thought the level not likely
to arise unacceptable hazards in the patient's home if the patient
did not come

into close contact with young children. This paper

describes levels for discharge from hospital of patients treated
with I-131. The level was determined by comparing the possible
exposure dose to those individuals whom the patient are in daily
contact with the annual dose limit for the public.
MATERIAL and METHOD
We evaluated external radiation dose of each family of the patient
based on the data on spatial dose distribution around the three
radioactive patients, and data on the distance between the patient
and individuals, length of the time spent at each distance, and
each individual's age which were recorded and analyzed on 53 subjects from 14 ordinary Japanese families.
Spatial dose distribution curves based on the measurement of clinical cases were studied around the patients treated with I-131 for
thyroid carcinoma and they were administered 3.7, 3.26 and 3.33GBq
of I-131, respectively. The measurement of the spatial dose distribution was performed using an ionization survey meter at the point
every 30cm in the flat surface BOcm over the floor surface. Linear
scan ningo were also carried out using Medical Universal Human
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Counter in order to know the distribution of RN with in the patient's body.
14 housewives living in Toyoake City were taken as the models of
the patients with hyperthyroidism, because the considerable proportion to the patient with hyperthyroidism was female of those
ages. The investigation was carried out by means of the interviews
and questionnaires which were performed by public health nurses of
the Department of Public Hygiene Nursery Services, Fujita Health
University Hospital. They visited each home of the subjects more
than three times and taught how to enter in the questionnaires.
After the withdrawal of those questionnaires position and time in
the proximity of the subjects and their family members were analysed.
RESULT and DISCUSSION
1) Spatial dose distribution curve around the patient had been reported by Orito, one of the authors.
2) Distance between the subjects and their family members and time
spent at those distances
Table 1 (a),

(b)1, and (b)2 show the distances between the subjects

and their family members and time spent at those distances. more
than 180cm were treated as infinities. Husband of those subject
were all workers at outside of their home, so that their chance
being close in position with their wives was limited to the period
from the night to the morning. While for the children, the shorter
the distance and the longer the time spending with their mothers.
Levels for discharge to home of patients who received therapeutic
dose of I-131 based on external radiation dose.
Fig.1 shows the residual radioactivity as a function of the distance from the patient in the bed room. The activity gives her
husband dose equivalent of 1mSv.Curve (a),

(b) and (c) are residual

radioactivity assuming that with effective half lives of 3.9, 5.9
and 7.2days respectively.
Fig 2 shows the residual radioactivity as a function of the age of
the patient's child. The activity gives her child dose equivalent
of 1mSv, Curve (a),

(b) and (c) are the residual radioactivity as-

suming that with effective half lives of 3.9, 5.9 and 7.2 days
respectively.
The allowable activity at discharge should be decided to ensure the
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patient family not to exceed the dose limit recommended from ICRP
to the member of the public.
If it is permissible to use a subsidiary dose limit of lmSv in a
year,

calculated discharge levels from hospital to home are as
Table 1 Distance between the subjects and their family members and
time spent at those distances
(a) Time interval in each time division

Time interval in
the case of

Time division
T1
6:45-7:45

7:45-14:00

Children at age 0-2

6:45-8:30

8:30-14:00

3-5
6

7:15-8:30
6:15-7:45

8:30-14:00
7:45-13:30

11

6:15-7:45

7:45-16:00

T3
14:00-19:30
14:30-18:30
14:00-18:30
13:30-18:30
16:00-18:30

19-21 6:15-7:45
25,26 6:15-7:45

7:45-18:00
7:45-14:00

18:00-18:30
14:00-19:30

Husband

T2

14
19:30-20:00

TS
20:00- 0:15

T6
0:15-6:45

18:30-19:00

19:00-20:30

20:30-6:45

18:30-19:00
18:30-19:00

19:00-20:30
19:00-21:00

20:30-7:15
21:00-6:15

18:30-19:00

19:00-21:00

21:00-6:15

18:30-19:00
19:30-20:00

19:00-21:00
20:00- 0:15

21:00-6:15
0:15-6:15

(b) Average distance between the patient and her family in each time division
1. Average distance between the patient and her husband
Pattern
(B)

1l
10cm
135cm

(C)
(D)
(E)

180cm
180cm
180cm

(A)

12
00
00
00
00
00

Time division
T3
T4
00
180cm
00
135cm
00
135cm
00
180cm
00
135cm

1)

135cm
45cm
135cm
135cm
135cm

T6
10cm
45cm
90cm
135cm
180cm

2. Average distance between the patient and her child
Time division

Age
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
11
19
20
21
25
26

11
45cm
lOcm
135cm
180cm
180cm
180cm
135cm
45cm
135cm
90cm
45cm
45cm
90cm

12
135cm
180cm
45cm
180cm
00
00
00
00
00
00

T3
45cm
00

90cm
180cm
00

135cm
180cm
00

90cm
00

T4
10cm
180cm
135cm
180cm
180cm
135cm
135cm
45cm
90cm
00

00

00

45cm
90cm

00

00

00

00

00

Ts
10cm
90cm
135cm
180cm
180cm
135cm
90cm
135cm
90cm
90cm

T6
90cm
90cm
90cm
90cm
90cm
90cm
00

135cm
00
00

00

00

00

00

180cm

00

follows. Maximum residual activity should be less than 0.1 GBq, if
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Fig 2 The residual radioactivity as a function
of the age of patient's child.
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Fig 1 The residual radioactivity as a function of
the distance from the patient in the bedroom.

4

the distance from the patient in bed room is 50cm or more and there
is no children younger than one year in the home.
No restriction is necessary for the patient with residual activity of 0.05 GBq or less.

CONCLUSION
This paper describes levels for discharge from hospital of patients treated with I-131. The level was determined by comparing
the possible exposure dose to those individuals whom the patients
are in daily contact with the annual dose limit for the public.
The external radiation dose was calculated by using the data on
the distance between the patient and individuals, length of the
time spent at each distance, and each individual's age. The following levels were obtained.
For the patient to be discharged from the hospital, the maximum
residual radioactivity should be less than O.lGBq if the distance
from the patient in bedroom is 50cm or more and the age of her
children are all over one year. No restriction is needed for the
patient with residual activity of 0.05GBq.
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(mode, cinetique, niveau eventuellement en fonction de la saison ou du
Stade vegetatif) des principaux contaminants (iode, cesium, strontium,
... ) dans le produit lui-meme et dans ses principaux derives. Ces
fiches doivent egalement proposer aux producteurs des mesures
preventives et aux industriels charges de la transformation des
consignes d'exploitation. Un tout premier ensemble de fiches techniques
a ete rassemble par la Federation Nationale des Syndicats d' Exploit ants
Agricoles (FNSEA) et par l'IPSN.
Les etudes generales de radioecologie ont fourni de nombreuses
valeurs de coefficients de transfert ; le programme RESSAC a permis
d'obtenir des donnees sur les facteurs d'interception des vegetaux lors
d'un depot et poursuit l' etude des facteurs de transfert avec un
terme-source representatif d'un accident sur reacteur et des lysimetres
contenant des blocs de sol preleves autour de sites nucleaires en
exploitation.
Une premiere utilisation des bases de donnees et des fiches
techniques est l'etablissement, par les experts, de cartes situant les
points ou prioritairement des prelevements d'echantillons seraient a
faire.
3 - MOYENS ET ORGANISATION EN CAS DE CRISE

Au debut de la phase post-accidentelle, en un premier temps sur
la base des previsions de retombees puis avec les resultats des toutes
premieres mesures, i l faut bat ir un plan de caracterisation de la
contamination dont les resultats doivent permettre de definir une
strategie d'action. Ceci se fait dans le cadre d'une organisation de
crise qui regroupe aupres du Prefet les representants des principaux
services publics.
3.1 - Plan de caracterisation de la contamination
Pour batir ce plan, les bases de donnees et les fiches techniques
precedemment decrites sont necessaires mais non suffisantes. Il faut
une grande implicacion des experts de l'agriculture, tant au niveau
national que local, aupres du Prefet. En effet ce sont ces experts qui
connaissent le milieu, l'etat reel des productions et leur importance
socio-economique compte tenu de la saison et de la region concernees.
Ils seront a meme de definir, par produit, les meilleurs emplacements
pour effectuer les prelevements et egalement, ce qui est tres
important, de faciliter le contact avec la population rurale.
3.2 - Recueil, validation, synthese et exploitation des resultats de
me sure
Les prelevements et mesures, realises avec des protocoles
pre-etablis par des equipes appartenant a des services differents ont
besoin d'etre valides et synthetises. Ici encore, le role des experts
de la filiere agro-alimentaire est fondamental ; ils doivent s'assurer
de la suffisance et de la coherence des resultats puis de la pertinence
de la presentation. Cette presentation doit se faire, autant que
possible, sous forme cartographique, transmissible, via les reseaux de
telecommunication, vers les differentes cellules de crise (niveau local
et national). C'est a partir de cette synthese que les experts (du
programme RESSAC pour l'IPSN, de la filiere agro-alimentaire pour la
cellule du Prefet) proposeront une strategie d'action avec un choix de
contre-mesures adaptees. Des systemes experts commencent a etre
operationnels et pourraient servir de base de depart aux reflexions des
experts presents lors de la crise.
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4 - INFORMATION, FORMATION ET EXERCICES

Les experts potentiels du Prefet en cas de crise (services
agricoles, veterinaires, des eaux, ... ) sont en general peu impliques
normalement dans les problemes de contamination radioactive. Il est
done necessaire d'informer, de sensibiliser puis de former et
d'entrainer ces experts de fa~on reguliere.
Le milieu agricole lui-meme doit egalement etre informe si l'on
veut qu'il reagisse correctement ace qui peut arriver. C'est dans ce
but que l' IPSN a realise avec la FNSEA un document de caractere
pedagogique qui explique conunent reagir en cas d'accident.
Les exercices de simulation permettent aux representants des
pouvoirs publics et aux experts de s'entrainer. Depuis 1987, trois
exercices nationaux portant sur la phase post-accidentelle ont ete
realises. La simulation, pour etre efficace, exige une longue
preparation qui est d'ailleurs souvent l'occasion de verifier les
donnees disponibles et de sensibiliser les experts, surtout au niveau
local, qui sont amenes a participer. Pour pouvoir simuler les resultats
de mesure dans l' environnement, l' IPSN a mis au point le logiciel
GEREM, deja utilise sur des micro-ordinateurs portables lors de
precedents exercices. Ce logiciel pourrait, entre les exercices
nationaux qui ne peuvent pas etre tres frequents, servir a entrainer
les acteurs de la crise en fournissant, a la demande, des "resultats"
de mesure qu'il faudrait interpreter et synthetiser.
5 - CONCLUSION

L'accident de T?hernobyl a sensibilise les pouvoirs publics et
l'opinion aux consequences d'une contamination radioactive de
l'environnement. En France, le programme RESSAC fournit un ensemble de
donnees sur les transferts de contamination et les modes de
rehabilitation des sols. Parallelement les pouvoirs publics poursuivent
la mise au point du Plan d'action Post-Accidentel (PPA) et organisent
des exercices nationaux de simulation de la phase post-accidentelle
d'un accident sur reacteur.
Il apparait clairement que le role des experts de l'IPSN et de
la filiere agro-alimentaire est essentiel si l'on veut d'une part se
preparer efficacement (documents, bases de donnees, organisation
generale) aux situations de crise et d'autre part gerer au mieux une
eventuelle crise, c'est a dire prendre les decisions les plus
appropriees et savoir les justifier et les expliquer a la population
et a ses divers representants. Pour que ces experts soient pleinement
efficaces dans le domaine nucleaire, il faut les informer, les
sensibiliser et les faire participer, avec tous les autres acteurs, a
des exercices de simulation de plus en plus realistes.
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EFFORTS ENTREPRIS PAR ELECTRICITE DE FRANCE (EDF)
POUR REDUIRE LES REJETS LIQUIDES
HORS TRITIUM DES CENTRALES REP

P. HARTMANN

Electricite de France
Service de la Production Thermique
Paris - La Defense

ELECTRICITE DE FRANCE EFFORTS TO REDUCE RELEASED
RADIOACTIVITY (EXCLUDING TRITIUM) OF LIQUID WASTE IN PWR
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

EDF operates a pool of nuclear power plants which now
consists of
52 PWR units.
The released radioactivity
(excluding tritium) of liquid waste has been decreasing by a
factor of about 10 for the last 10 years. This good result
is due to
- the modifications implemented to avoid the mixing of
wastes of different origins and the improvement of
certain treatment systems,
- the setting up of a management strategy including
administrative targets and the necessity of reducing
liquid waste arising at source.
These actions have also allowed to minimize the amount of
solid waste and therefore their cost.

INTRODUCTION

Depuis 1977, EDF a mis en service et exploite un pare de
prOdUCtiOn d I electricite qui COmprend aCtUellement 52 reaCteUrS a eau sous pression REP.
Comme beaucoup d'activites industrielles, !'exploitation
des centrales nucleaires engendre la production d 'effluents
et de dechets. Les effluents radioactifs liquides et gazeux
des centrales nucleaires, qu'ils proviennent du reacteur au
des circuits des auxiliaires, sent collectes, traites et
analyses avant d' etre rej etes dans l' environnement sui vant
des modalites
strictes definies par
la reglementation
fran9aise.
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EFFORTS ENTREPRIS PAR EDF DEPUIS 10 ANS

Depuis 1980 I EDF a engage des actions visant a reduire
les
rejets
des
effluents
radioactifs
des
centrales
nucleaires a un niveau aussi faible que raisonnablement
possible (principe ALARA).
Ces actions ant principalement porte sur :
des
circuits
de
collecte
et
de
- 1' amelioration
traitement des effluents liquides (tri des effluents
par nature afin d'eviter les melanges,
et done
faciliter les traitements ulterieurs et la comptabilisation des volumes produits ; installation de moyens
de traitement supplementaires),
- la mise en place d 'une organisation permettant une
gestion rigoureuse des effluents et des dechets
solides lies au traitement (motivation du personnel
pour limiter la production d'effluents a la source
lors des operations de maintenance,
creation de
comites de gestion charges de fixer des objectifs et
d'analyser tout dysfonctionnement, designation d'un
responsable
par
site
pour
la
coordination
des
actions).
Ces mesures, introduites depuis 10 ans, ont permis de
reduire de faQon significative les volumes d'effluents
produits et, par consequent, les rejets de radioactivite
hors tritium d'un facteur 10 en 10 ans (Fig. 1 et 2). Ces
bans
resultats
se
sont
egalement
accompagnes
d'une
diminution du volume des dechets solides lies au traitement
(Fig. 3) et done, des couts correspondants.
Les rejets de radioactivite hors tritium des centrales
franQaises
se
situent
actuellement
aux
environs
de
25 GBqjtr x an soit 5 % de la limite fixee par la reglementation franQaise ; !'impact sanitaire sur le public de cette
limite etant lui-meme 200 fois inferieur aux Normes de Base
de la Communaute Europeenne.
Ces rejets conduisent a des equivalents de dose de
l'ordre de 10-8 sv pour l'individu du public le plus expose,
ce qui
est faible,
voire negligeable compare
a la
radioactivite naturelle (2 10- 3 sv en France en moyenne).
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CONCLUSION

Bien que toute nouvelle action visant a reduire les
rejets de radioactivite dans l'environnement serait sans
incidence notable sur la sante des populations, les efforts
entrepris par EDF depuis 10 ans seront poursuivis dans un
souci de bonne gestion et de reduction des couts lies aux
traitements des effluents et des dechets solides.
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DISPERSION OF RADIONUCLIDES AND RADIATION EXPOSURE AFTER
LEACHING BY GROUNDWATER OF A SOLIDFIED
CORE-CONCRETE MELT
A. Bayer*, W. Tromm, I. Al-Omari
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe,
7500 Karlsruhe 1, Germany
ABSTRACT
After a core meltdown accident it cannot be completely
ruled out that the melt will reach, and partly penetrate, the
concrete foundation. The amounts of some radionuclides leached
out by the passing groundwater are estimated. The tranport of
dissolved radionuclides in groundwater is simulated by an analytical dispersion model; the underlying parameters are the hydrogeological characteristics of the Upper Rhine Valley. Simple
models are used to estimate the ensuing radiation exposures for
various exposure pathways. A number of technical and administrative measures are indicated which allow the radionuclide concentration in the groundwater and the radiation exposure to be
reduced considerably.
PENETRATION INTO THE REACTOR FOUNDATION OF THE CORE CONCRETE
MELT
Findings of the "German Risk Study, Phase B" indicate that
a core meltdown accident could well cause the melt to penetrate
into the reactor foundation and pass through it down to the
bottom side of the foundation within five days. Even if the
passing groundwater were to prevent complete melt-through, there
would still be a direct contact of the groundwater with the
resolidified melt surface through fissures, cracks, etc., which
could cause the fission products to be leached.
For the purpose of this study, the distribution of fission
products and activation products within the melt is assumed to
be roughly homogeneous. Of the volatile fission products, 10% of
the original inventory is assumed to remain in the melt, while
it is 100% of the others. From the point of view of radiation
protection, three radionuclides have been found to be important
in investigations of the resultant radiation exposures: Sr-90,
Tc-99, and Cs-137.
LEACHING OF THE RESOLIDIFIED MELT, RADIONUCLIDE TRANSPORT
The resolidified melt is assumed to establish a contact
surface vis-a-vis the groundwater with a diameter of 16 m. Because of the gaps and fissures in the concrete it may be assumed, by a way of approximation, that the actual contact surface
area will be roughly a factor of 10 larger than the postulated
one.

*since 1988 with the Bundesamt fur Strahlenschutz, Munchen-Neuherberg
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As the resoldified melt is probably less resistent to leaching than the glass specially developed for final storage, for
which a leaching rate of 10- 4 g/(cm2 x d), was determined, this
number is increased by a factor of 100; this means that the
estimate is based on a leaching rate of 10- 2 g (cm2 x d) . In the
light of the leaching experiments meanwhile performed at the
Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Center with slag arising from the
BETA experimental facility, this number may be considered to be
conservative.
The distribution in the groundwaleL of .radionuclides as a
function of time and space was determined by an analytical solution of the transport equation:
The Philippsburg Nuclear Power Station, which is located on
the Upper Rhine River, was selected as the reference site. The
relatively homogeneous structure of the aquifer of that site
allows the transport equation listed above to be solved analytically for the radionuclide concentration to be determined in
this way. Some important hydrogeological data of the Upper Rhine
Valley are listed in Table 1.
Table 1: Hydrogeological data of the Central Upper Rhine Valley
Thickness of aquifer:

M

50 m

Porosity:
Migration velocity:

n

0,2

3,3
V=
a

m/d

2
Dispersion coefficients: Dx- 33 m /d
Dy, Dz = 1,65 m2 /d

Bulk density:

Pb=

2,12 g/cm3

EXPOSURE PATHWAYS TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT
Six exposure pathways were taken into account in the detailed
study /2/.
The results obtained for two exposure pathways are described
below:
- The incorporation of drinking water from groundwater (800
1/a} . The drinking water consists of contaminated groundwater
from the environment of the reactor, the basic assumption
being that no decontamination processes are employed.
The incorporation of drinking water from river water (800
1/a). The drinking water is taken from the river, again under
the assumption of no decontamination processes being used.
RESULTS
Figure 1a shows the concentration in the groundwater and in
the river water 500 m away from the reactor between 100 days and
100,000 days. The groundwater was assumed to be discharged into
the river water 500 m from the reactor, and the discharge rate
of the river was assumed to be 1000 m3 /s.
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The radiation exposures were determined on the basis of the
concentrations found in the groundwater and in the river water.
Figure 1b shows the effective equivalent dose for an adult. The
following results were determined for groundwater:
Tc-99 is transported rapidly with the groundwater; it contributes to the radiation exposure practically throughout the
entire leaching period. However, the radionuclide concentration
and the effective equivalent dose of Tc-99 attain only relatively low levels of 10 6 Bq/m3 and approx. 10- 3 Sv/a, compared to the
other two nuclides. This is a consequence, above all, of the
small inventory of Tc-99.
The highest radionuclide concentration of approx. 10 10 Bq/m3 is
reached by Sr-90 after some 5000 days. The effective equivalent
dose for an adult is above 10 2 Sv/a. After a prolonged period of
about 10,000 days, Cs-137 reaches a maximum of about 10 8 Bq/m3 •
The effective equivalent dose for this radionuclide is approx.
1 Sv/a.
The groundwater is highly diluted when entering the river
water. Consequently, concentrations will be lower, as will be
the radiation exposures, by an approximated factor of 10 5 •
COUNTERMEASURES
To limit radiation exposures by administrative measures, water
extraction wells can be closed down, and the river water can be
decontaminated in preparation of its use as drinking water.
Some technical measures, which may be taken to limit the
spreading of radioactivity, are these:
- Installing impermeable walls around the plant.
- Pumping off the groundwater in order to dry the reactor foundation.
- Installing extraction pumps to prevent the groundwater from
leaving the site.
- Making special use of soil freeze techniques.
In the light of those possibilities, it is meaningful to keep
a set of decision-making methods ready in case a flexible intervention were required in a real accident situation.
REFERENCES
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EVALUATION PROBABILISTE DU RISQUE ASSOCIE AU TRANSPORT
AERIEN DU PLUTONIUM
Ph.HUBERT*, J. LOMBARD*, P. PAGES**, F; RANCILLAC**
*CEA/IPSN - BP n°6, 92265 Fontenay-aux-Roses cedex, France
**CEPN - BP n°48, 92263 Fontenay-aux-Roses cedex, France

PROBABILISTIC RISK ASSESSMENT OF PLUTONIUM AIR TRANSPORT
SUMMARY
A probabilistic risk assessment has been carried out in France for the air
transport of plutonium oxide as a contribution to the continuous review of
the IAEA Regulations. Based on accident data from IACO, the accident
probability for a 6 000 km journey is 3.7 10-6. The package failure rate
for present packages resisting impacts at 80 or 90 ms-1 lies between 2 and
3 10-7. This figure does not improve significantly with the use of
reinforced packagings (meeting the 130ms-1 impact test) . This work among
others from US and UK led the IAEA to envisage more stringent requirements
for air transport of radioactive materials packages and to propose a 85
ms-1 impact test.
RESUME
Dans le contexte de la revision periodique de la reglementation, l'AIEA a
decide d'examiner l'opportunite d'une reglementation specifique pour le
transport aerien. La France a contribue aux travaux preparatoires en
realisant une evaluation probabiliste du risque sur le transport aerien du
plutonium. Sur la base des donnees internationales d'accident, la
probabilite d'accident pour un trajet de 6 000 km est de 3,7 10-6.
L 'emploi de co lis resistant a des impacts de 1' ordre de 80 a 90 ms-1
conduit a une probabilite d'ouverture de 2 a 3 10-7 par trajet. Au dela de
ces valeurs, !'amelioration des colis (resistant par exemple a des impacts
de 130 ms-1) n'ameliore pas sensiblement ce resultat. Cette etude, parmi
d'autres, a conduit l'AIEA a envisager des criteres plus stricts pour le
transport aerien de matieres radioactives et a proposer un test d'impact a
85 ms-1.
INTRODUCTION
Pour toute matiere radioactive, la reglementation AIEA actuelle est
satisfaite par !'utilisation de colis B qui doivent subir des tests de
resistance a l'impact (chute de 9 m sur surface rigide soit une vitesse
d'impact de 13,4 ms-1) eta l'incendie (feu de 30 minutes a 800°C). Ces
tests sent insuffisants pour representer le type d'environnement
accidentel propre au transport aerien.
Une prem~ere evaluation
probabiliste du risque a ete faite aux Etats Unis en 1977 [1). Plus
recemment, dans un travail pour les Communautes [2), Brown et al se sont
pose le probleme des criteres d'essai pour les colis destines au transport
aerien. L'etude presente [3) [4) vise a la fois !'estimation du niveau de
risque correspondant a la conception du colis aujourd 'hui utilise en
France pour le transport de l'oxyde de plutonium issu du retraitement, et
l'examen de la pertinence d'un renforcement de l'emballage destine au
transport aerien. Les resultats des differentes etapes de l'etude sent
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brievement presentes ci-dessous.
ACCIDENTOLOGIE AERIENNE
Le but de cette etape est de definir,
de fa~on probabiliste,
l'environnement accidentel - c'est a dire les contraintes susceptibles de
s'appliquer a un colis de transport de plutonium. En principe cette partie
de l'etude n'est pas specifique d'un colis, toutefois l'analyse faite
concerne essentiellement le cas de colis de
l'ordre de quelques tonnes.
Sur la base des accidents aeriens tels qu'ils sont recenses par
l'Organisation Internationale de l'Aviation Civile (OACI), l'arbre des
evenements d'un accident a pu etre quantifie (figure 1).

Chute libre

Rupture en vol

Collision en vol
Autre defaillance
(en vol)

0,018

Impact seul 10,429

o,896

Accident au sol

0,469., Impact + Feu 10,469

Feu seul

0,085

Figure 1: Arbre des evenements de l'accident aerien.

Les taux d'accidents utilises sont tires de [2). Ils sont definis pour
chaque phase de vol (decollage, montee, en route, approche, atterrissage)
et varient en fonction de la longueur du trajet. Pour des trajets de 1000
ou 6000 km, les valeurs sont respectivement de 1,2 et 3,7 10-6 accident
par vol (sans escale). La grande frequence des feux est a noter, ainsi que
leur gravite : Temperature et duree sont superieures a celles des tests de
l'AIEA pour les colis de transport (800°C, 30mn). Toutefois a cause de la
grande dispersion des epaves et du bon comportement du colis, l'analyse a
ete centree sur l'impact, dont la gravite a ete exprimee en fonction de la
vitesse reelle observee et de l'angle d'impact au sol. La rigidite du sol
est traduite par un coefficient de reduction de la vitesse reelle.
ACCIDENTOLOGIE ROUTIERE
Les etudes classiques ont fait l'objet de developpements specifiques pour
estimer quantitativement les scenarios tres rares (par exemple coincement
entre deux camions en choc frontal) susceptibles de produire des
contraintes tres severes [3).
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LA REPONSE DU COLIS ET LES TAUX D'OUVERTURE
Le comportement du colis est lie au seuil de resistance aux contraintes
exprime ici comme une vitesse d'impact (vitesse equivalente a un impact
sur surface rigide). Pour les colis utilises aujourd'hui (FS 47) le seuil
serait de l'ordre de 80 ms-1 (cf campagne d'essais COGEMA). Le tableau I
presente les probabilites d'ouverture pour trois trajets.

Tableau

I:

Probabilite d'ouverture des colis de
leur resistance pour un trajet type

Vol de 6 000 km
(3, 7 10- 6acc)
Colis resistant a
un impact a:
80 ms- 1
90 ms- 1
130 ms- 1

Vol de 1 000 km
(1, 2 10- 6acc)

0,95 10_7
0,66 10- 7
0, 42 10- 7

0,33 10-6
0,20 10- 6
0,13 1o- 6

transport

selon

Route : 1 000 km
(2,5 1o-4acc)

6,5 10- 7
3,3 10- 7
0,16 10- 7

LES CONSEQUENCES D'UN RELACHEMENT
Le calcul des consequences necessite la connaissance de la composition
isotopique du melange, de sa granulometrie et de la quantite relachee.
Pour le melange etudie, la composition derive du retraitement du
combustible
PWR irradie a 33000 MWjt-1 et refroidi 3 ans. Sa
granulometrie correspond a un diametre aerodynamique median de 10
microns. Les essais destructifs realises par la Sandia ont montre que
meme un col is detruit ne relachait pas tout son contenu. Le taux de
relachement a ete fixe ici a 5% du contenu. Le facteur de dose calcule
pour une granulometrie de 1 micron (estimation conservative) est de 1,8
106 Sv par gramme inhale. Dans les conditions atmospheriques stables
avec un vent de 1 ms-1, un idividu pourrait recevoir une dose de 1 Sv a
434 m pour un relachement de 10 g. Sous l'hypothese d'une densite
demographique de 100 hab.km-2 (moyenne de la France), la dose collective
est de l'ordre de 1,5 hSv par gramme de melange rejete a l'atmosphere.
ESTIMATION DU RISQUE
En reprenant les hypotheses precedentes (granulometrie, composition du
melange, 100 hab.km-2, 5% de rejet) on peut associer aux evenements
precedents (tableau I) l'esperance mathematique de la dose collective.
Ce calcul a ete effectue pour une cargaison de 150 kg, ce qui correspond
a 10 colis et sensiblement au retraitement du combustible associe a
l'exp1oitation d'un GWe pendant un an (cf tableau II). Il faut noter la
relative faiblesse du risque mesure par l'esperance de la dose
collective (associee toutefois a des evenements de probabilite faible :
10- 7 par trajet) . Le transport aerien presente un risque, par kilometre
parcouru, plutot moindre que celui du au transport routier, a cause de
la plus faible occurrence des accidents. Remarquons que le transport
aerien, par rapport a la route, est d' autant plus recommande que le
colis est mains resistant. En fait la securite repose la sur le vecteur
de transport.
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Tableau

II:

Esperance mathematique
type [hSv]

Vol de 6 000 km
Colis resistant a
un impact a:
80 ms- 1
90 ms- 1
130 ms- 1

des

doses

Vol de 1 000 km

3,7 10- 3
2,2 10- 3
1,5 10- 3

1, 1 10- 3
0,74 1o- 3
0,47 10- 3

pour

Route

un

trajet

1 000 km

7,3
3,7
1,8

10_ 3
10- 3
10- 4

CONCLUSIONS
L' examen de la frequence des accidents de gravite extreme et les
resultats precedents montrent qu'il parait peu interessant d'envisager
des colis resistant au dela de 90 ms-1. En effet, une faible reduction
des doses collectives necessite un accroissement
tres grand de la
resistance des colis. Cette amelioration des performances atteint assez
vite la limite des possibilites techniques, et s 'effectue dans un
domaine ou la croissance des couts est extremement forte.
L 'AIEA n' a pas juge inquietante la situation presente (cf resultats
ci-dessus),
mais elle a observe que ce niveau de surete reposait sur le
fait
que
les
concepteurs
ont
mis
au
point
des
emballages
considerablement plus solides que ne l'exige la reglementation presente.
En consequence l'Agence
a juge necessaire de consolider cet etat de
fait par une prescription reglementaire adaptee. La valeur de 85 ms-1 a
ete
finalement proposee [ 6] comme vitesse du test d' impact pour le
transport aerien de matieres radioactives.
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CONTAMINATION MEASUREMENTS ON PERSONS
AFTER A NUCLEAR ACCIDENT
R. Maushart
Laboratorium Prof.Dr.Berthold GmbH & Co.
Wildbad, Germany
ABSTRACT
The purpose of contamination measurements after accidents
is threefold: to detect and localize contaminations; to determine the level of contamination as a base for medical decisions; and to check the scope and efficiency of the decontamination measures.
Persons involved in accidents should never measure their
contamination themselves. The radiation protection personnel,
whether it belongs to the medical team or to the disaster
control squads, must be familiar with the measuring instruments
and experienced in handling these instruments. A high priority
has to be placed on training and constant practice.
The monitors used must meet the special requirements of an
emergency situation. This includes resistance against environmental factors - temperature, humidity, vibrations - as well as
the simplicity of handling the instrument, and the clear presentation of the results.
CONTAMINATION MEASUREMENTS AND MEDICAL CARE OF PERSONS ADDITIONALLY CONTAMINATED
Several international and national guidelines exist for
treating persons exposed to radiation or contaminated after a
nuclear accident (1, 2, 3). However, they focus almost exclusively on the medical care, without discussing the necessity,
let alone the practical performance, of procedures related to a
contamination measurement.
It seems justified, therefore, to clarify the role and
purpose of contamination measurements in the medical treatment
of contaminated persons. In the course of the decontamination
process, four steps can be emphasized for the measuring technique: detecting - preventing - ensuring - documenting.
First, the level and extensions of person contaminations
have to be determined. Particularly, if a large number of
persons have been contaminated, these measurements serve as a
basis for determining where the high level of contamination
requires that immediate steps be taken, and where a treatment
is less urgent (the treatment itself is beyond the scope of
this paper).
A second purpose of the measurements is to prevent immediate harmful effects of the contamination. For the affected
person this is a too high skin dose, on the one hand, and the
incorporation of the activity through possible wounds.
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With regard to the staff one has to make sure that contamination cannot be passed on or neglected. This is equally true for
staff, environment and instruments.
Third, contamination measurements should ensure that the
provisions taken have been effective. During person decontamination the success has to be checked by measurement until the
desired values have been reached. Moreover, the measurement has
to rule out any chance that contaminations are missed.
Finally, the results of the measurement are used for
documentation purposes. This documentation is required not only
for a later analysis and evaluation of the accident and its
consequences; it also serves for clarification of possible
legal claims of the affected persons.
Regardless of the great importance of contamination measurements in the course of decontamination procedures, one has
to say clearly that the medical treatment always has priority
in an emergency. In some situations no measuring instruments
may even be available at all, but a decontamination has to be
performed nevertheless.
However, a professional medical treatment of contaminated
persons can only be ensured in conjunction with a professional
contamination measuring technique.
TYPE AND NUMBER OF INSTRUMENTS REQUIRED
The most important instrument for measuring contaminated
persons is a portable contamination monitor with large-area
detector (at least 100 cm 2 area). How many of these instruments
are required is dependent upon the planned person throughput of
a decontamination facility.
Two aspects should be considered. On the one hand, it is
advisable to keep separate instruments for the "hot" entrance
area and the "cold" exit area - and to label them accordingly!
- in order to avoid crossover contamination between early and
late decontamination areas. On the other hand, spare instruments should be available in the event of heavy contamination
or when one instrument is defective.
It is also advisable to provide wall holding devices for
the portable instruments. There, the monitors can be "parked"
when they are not being used; they may also serve as semistationary hand monitors for the staff.
Larger facilities should provide one or several stationary
hand-foot-monitors at the entrance and exit, which should be
equipped with result printers. At least the instruments positioned at the entrance should be provided with a contamination
protection (foil). Patients may enter the monitors positioned
at the entrance only under the supervision of the staff performing the measurement. The staff enters the patient's ID
prior to the measurement which will then be documented together
with the result of the measurement.
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The contamination monitors should indicate the result as
area-related activity in the unit Bq/cm 2 (discussion and reason
for this requirement in ( ). A proper calibration is required.
The bases for this are national and international standards
(4,5). Calibrations are essentially type test which are performed by the manufacturer.
Regardless of the calibration, a regular function check of
the monitors is required. This is simply a good laboratory
praxis. Suitable test sources are usually supplied by the
instrument manufacturers.
REQUIREMENTS FOR CONTAMINATION MONITORS
When checking persons involved in an accident for contamination, who may even be injured, this is usually done under
difficult conditions. The difficulties are, on the one hand, of
a psychological nature, such as stress, insecurity, improvisation and high time pressure; on the other hand, there are the
concerns of the environment in which these measurements have to
be carried out. Due to the fact that for decontamination a person has to wash, shower and change clothing all the time, it
may be wet, warm, crowded, and noisy. Moreover, the visibility
may be quite bad due to vapour or insufficient light. Therefore, contamination measuring instruments have to meet special
requirements to make sure that reliable results will be obtained.
These requirements concern the mechanical as well as
electronic construction of the measuring instruments. The
words "robust" and "moisture resistant" characterize the
chanical, and "intelligent" the electronic features. There
however, an additional requirement concerning the simple
reliable handling of the monitor. It is characterized by
terms "simple and clear".

the
key
meis,
and
the

Of particular importance is the quick response of the
monitor. Especially when detecting contaminations it is necessary that the result indication adjust as quickly as possible
to the changes of the current measured value, without becoming
blurred by random statistical variations. Modern micro-processors can be taught to behave accordingly via software. Furthermore, for the clear readability of the measured value it is
quite useful to display only the statistically significant
number of decimals.
In general, the requirement is to implement a high level
of intelligence into the monitor electronics. This facilitates
the user's own decisions and interpretations. It not only helps
to avoid errors and mistakes, but enables the operator to focus
his attention on the execution of the measurements, rather than
on the instrument.
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STAFF TRAINING AND PRACTICE
Even if the contamination monitors which are available
after an accident meet all the requirements listed above: their
professional use still requires well-trained and practised
staff.
Persons accidentally contaminated should never measure
themselves, not even if they have sufficient experiences in
this field. The reason is not only a possible accident shock;
it also has to be ensured that all persons involved will be
measured according to the same routine and with the same care.
This indicates where training has to start. In addition to
the actual handling of the measuring instrument, the execution
and procedure of person contamination measurements, the interpretation of measured values and the documentation have to be
taught and practised as well.
The importance of constant practice cannot be emphasized
enough, although we cannot go into details. This can be combined with a regular function check of the instruments, which
is required any way.
This principle is applicable, of course, for all emergency
applications and is discussed in detail in (7).
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THE USE OF AN INCOMPLETE INFORMATION DATA BASE
FOR THE ASSESSMENTS DURING THE EARLY PHASE
OF AN ACCIDENTAL RELEASE OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL
A. Sohier and P. Govaerts
Studiecentrum voor Kernenergie/
Centre d'Etude de l'Energie Nucleaire (SCK/CEN)
Radiation Protection Research Unit
Boeretang 200
B-2400 Mol, Belgium
ABSTRACT
The information necessary to introduce countermeasures
in the environment in the early phase following an accidental radioactive release will be vague. A method to rapidly
reduce gross uncertainties of the radiological picture will
be incorporated as a part of a European emergency response
system. Basically, it involves the tuning of the main
parameters of a general dispersion model by continuous
comparison of the model output with early radiological
survey data in a feed-back loop.
INTRODUCTION
Following a major accidental release of radionuclides
to the atmosphere appropriate countermeasures must be taken
to mitigate the consequences to the population and the
environment.
During the time lapse from the notification of an
anomaly to the early phase following an accidental release
only computer simulations based on real-time in-plant
information and meteorological data will be available. A
poor and uncertain knowledge of the main model parameters
will possibly lead to erroneous and cost-ineffective decisions. On the other hand a global comprehensive view of the
environmental contamination based only on measurements will
emerge after an unacceptable long time delay. A possible
way out of these difficulties is to organize an optimization scheme to acquire a confident knowledge of the actual
and future radiological situation by comparison of model
output, using a general dispersion model, and early radiological survey data in a feed-back loop. Once the gross
uncertainties have been resolved model based extrapolations
of the radiological situation will be possible.
OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES
The feasibility of feed-back will heavily rely on the
availability of environmental survey data. Two optimization
schemes were considered. The first one, as shown in fig. 1,
is based on the comparison, using an acceptance criterion,
of measured and calculated data. Basically the deviation
between measurements and computation, as quantified by a
comparison criterion, is minimalized. The fulfilment of an
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acceptance criterion has to guarantee a sufficient quality
of the optimization. If according to this criterion a
convergence of model results towards survey data cannot be
achieved, the optimization cycle has to be performed on a
reduced measurement data set rejecting outlying data.
The main drawback of this method, if applied blindly,
is the generation of solutions which fit well mathematically but without relation to the physical reality (ref. 1).
For example, if extrapolating the calculations to other
places, using the optimized set of input-parameters, most
certainly the accordance between measured values and the
corresponding computed value of the physical quantity under
consideration will be very bad if an adequate sampling
scheme is not followed in the determination of these input
parameters. For this reason this optimization scheme is
transformed to a regression of measured data, assuming the
validity of a general dispersion model as shown on fig. 2.
In simple terrains the main sources of uncertainties
are : wind direction, source term, effective height, dispersion parameters and wind speed.
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An environmental sampling strategy must be worked out
carefully. The most reliable survey methodology promises to
be a sampling on several rings lying at different distances
from the source around the ground level projection of the
plume axis, cutting off too low values of measurements to
avoid a "noise" (ref. 2).
ALTERNATIVE METHOD : FUZZY LOGIC
An increasing number of practical optimization systems
use the so-called fuzzy logic instead of numerical optimization techniques. Fuzzy logic is appropriate to translate
a qualitative judgement into a degree of membership to a
given group. A logic has been developed to derive a degree
of "possibility" or "necessity" to conclusions, based on
the combination of several fuzzy information (ref. 3).
Each environmental observation 0 can in this way be
appreciated and qualified as e.g. in very good agreement,
good agreement, poor agreement, very poor agreement with
the predictions P, using an agreement membership function.
An application of the fuzzy logic might allow to define
boundaries to the possible values of the model input data
or parameters.
This approach has been combined with an analysis of
spatial distribution of P/0 ratios.
A variation of a key-parameter of the prediction model will
introduce a specific spatial distribution of the P/0 ratios. In a normal situation with a good fit between predictions and observations the P/0 ratios are distributed
symmetrically around 1, without any correlation between the
P/0 ratio and the geographical position. An artificial
decrease of the source term, e.g. will decrease all the P/0
ratios. A shift in wind direction will decrease the P/0
values under the real wind direction and increase the
ratios under the assumed wind direction. Analogous graphical transformations of the P/0 distributions can be associated with variations of other parameters.
After an analysis of typical P/0 distributions an expert
system will be developed to propose variations to the input
parameters, transforming the P/0 ratio distribution to an
acceptable distribution centered around 1, without a spatial correlation.
PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION
In the framework of radiation protection research
programmes of the Commission of the European Communities
(DGXI and DGXII) an European emergency decision support
system covering all time phases and distance ranges after a
nuclear accident is under development. The main emphasis
has been put on the early stage, where quick and reliable
predictions are required in real-time taking due account of
on-line monitoring data and environmental measurements
(ref. 4).
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Independently of the actual realization of the optimization technique the necessary interface to accept environmental measurements, such as y-dose rates, activity air
concentrations and soil contamination, to compare them with
model predictions have been foreseen in a separate system
module.
CONCLUSION
A design has been developed for inclusion of early
environmental data into an optimization procedure in case
of a nuclear accident, to improve confidence in model
prediction. An analysis of tracer experiments has shown the
opportunity as well as the drawback of applying several
methods to feed-back monitoring data into a model. This
will only be possible by application of a strict environmental sampling strategy. The most promising method candidate for implementation in the European decision aiding
system is based on the analysis of the distribution of P/0
ratios following the variation of certain key parameters.
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DEVELOPPEMENT DES VEHICULES PLAN D'URGENCE INTERNE
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DEVELOPMENT OF ON-BOARD VEHICLE MEASUREMENTS FOR EMERGENCY SITUATIONS

ABSTRACT

In case of accident in a nuclear power plant, measurements must be carried out
very quickly around the site, in order to control and limit the consequences for the
population. Measurements which have the priority are the gamma doserate, the total beta
activity, the gamma activity due to I 131 (charcoal filter) and due to Cs 134/137 (paper filter).
To fulfill the requirement, EDF has developped and selected necessary equipments, putting
the emphasis on the reliability and on the ease of use. A computer controlled system
dedicated to deserate measurement and gamma spectroscopy is described, as well as an
autonomous programmable, air and water sampling device.

1.

INTRODUCTION

En cas d'incident ou d'accident survenant sur une installation nucleaire, il est prevu de
mettre en oeuvre une organisation de crise pour maitriser Ia situation, limiter et
surveiller Ia dispersion des produits radioactifs dans l'environnement, dans le but final
de minimiser les consequences sanitaires pour les populations.
Cette organisation consiste a mettre en place :
-

des actions internes : le Plan d'Urgence Interne (P.U.I.), c'est-a-dire Ia
mobilisation immediate des equipes pour proteger le personnel et limiter les
effets de !'accident ;
des actions externes liees a l'environnement du site
d'lntervention (P.P.I.).

le Plan Particulier

C'est le Prefet de Ia region concernee qui met en oeuvre le P.P.I. et qui decide et
coordonne les actions des Pouvoirs Publics, visant a Ia protection des populations et
de l'environnement au voisinage du site.
Pour prendre ses decisions, le Prefet s'appuie principalement sur les conseils de
Ia Direction de Ia Surete des Installations Nucleaires (D.S.I.N.) du Ministere de
l'lndustrie et du Service Central de Protection contre les Rayonnements lonisants
(S.C.P.R.I.), organisme dependant du Ministere de Ia Sante.
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De plus, il dispose de nombreux moyens d'intervention :
-

Centre de Secours des sapeurs pompiers ;
Cellules Mobiles d'lntervention Radiologiques (CMIR) ;
moyens de controle de Ia radioactivite par le Commisariat
Atomique (C.E.A.) ;

a

I'Energie

Des les premieres heures, l'exploitant transmet des informations au Prefet sur :
-

les rejets en cours, le cas echeant ;

-

!'evaluation previsionnelle des rejets potentials, compte tenu de Ia nature de
!'accident et des conditions meteorologiques ;

-

les resultats des mesures pratiquees sur le site et

a l'exterieur du site.

Pour ce dernier point, Ia reglementation fixe !'obligation de disposer d'au moins
deux vehicules laboratoire tout terrain pour realiser les mesures dans l'environnement.
Compte tenu de !'importance du pare nucleaire et de Ia defiance du public
vis-a-vis des informations contradictoires sur les niveaux de radioactivite dus a
!'accident de Tchernobyl, EDF a decide de reexaminer les choix faits lors du
demarrage du programme electronucleaire en 1978.
En 1990, un Groupe de Travail, constitue d'exploitants, a eu en charge :
-

-

d'etablir le besoin en mesures radioactives
de definir des choix technologiques et methodologiques communs a
!'ensemble des sites EDF
de faire valider les appareils et procedures de mesure
de creer des seances de formation a l'usage des futures operateurs

La livraison des premiers vehicules est prevue fin 1991.
2.

DEFINITION DU BESOIN

En situation accidentelle, les mesures prioritaires sont les mesures de debit de
dose, en des points situes sous le vent.
Ces premieres mesures sont ensuite completees par des mesures sur les filtres,
frottis et cartouches a charbon actif, a savoir :
activite beta totale sur filtres et frottis,
activite specifique des radio-elements les plus contraignants pour
l'environnement {spectrometrie gamma simplifiee : mesure globale halogenes
par Ia mesure I 131 et mesure globale des aerosols par Ia mesure Cs 134 +
Cs 137).
Entin, il pourra etre effectue des prelevements de vegetaux, lait et sol.
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3.

CHOIX DU MATERIEL
Le materiel de mesures sur le terrain doit etre fiable, transportable et d'utilisation
simple.
Les dispositifs de prelevements et de mesures doivent etre embarques a
bord des vehicules afin de les soustraire au rayonnement ambiant et de limiter
leur contamination.
Pour s'affranchir d'une panne eventuelle d'un vehicule, ou de l'appareillage, les
materiels embarques doivent etre identiques et interchangeables.
Les plages de mesure des appareils ont ete determinees a partir des calculs des
consequences des eventuels accidents, y compris les accidents graves.
Les types de materiels
materiel
materiel
materiel
materiel

3.1.

de
de
de
de

a embarquer sont les suivants

:

transmission,
radioprotection et de controle individual,
prelevement,
mesures,

Materiel de transmission
II est constitue d'un poste emetteur-recepteur permettant Ia liaison avec le site
nucleaire.

3.2.

Materiel de radioprotection et de controle individuel
II est compose de :
gants et surbottes vinyl,
combinaisons legeres jetables,
appareil respiratoire autonome,
films dosimetres,
stylo-dosimetres a lecture directe couvrant Ia gamme 0
electroniques.

3.3

a 10 Gy ou

dosimetres

Materiels de preh)vements
Pour disposer d'un materiel adapte aux conditions du terrain, EDF a fait
developper un ensemble portable et autonome qui permet en plus des prelevements
d'air, d'effectuer des prelevements de pluie : Ia "BAP 10" balise autonome de
prelevement (Societe ARIES).
Ce systeme permej Ia realisation de 4 prelevements (quantification
aerosols/halogenes) de 1 m d'air, et d'effectuer en parallele Ia mesure en continu du
debit de dose (avec enregistrement). Plusieurs modes de prelevements peuvent etre
utilises:
declenchement immediat,
declenchement sur depassement de seuil (preregle) ou consigne horaire.
Chaque vehicule est equipe de deux systemes.
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3.4

Materiel de mesures
MESURE DE DEBIT DE DOSE GAMMA AMBIANT

Pour repondre aux besoins, il a ete decide de disposer d'un appareil portable et
autonome pour realiser les mesures a l'exterieur et d'un appareil en fixe installe dans
une fenetre de Ia paroi interne du vehicule, couple a un micro-ordinateur, capable
d'effectuer des mesures, soit a l'arret, soit en mouvement.
Apparell portable et autonome : 1 par vehicule

Les specifications sont ies suivantes :
appareil robuste, Ieger et simple d'utilisation,
autonomie minimaie de mesures de 48 heures,
etendue d'echelle de 10-B a 0,5 Gy/h,
lecture directe en Gy/h,
mesure de rayonnement gamma pour des energies comprises entre 50 Kev et
2 Mev.
Appareil en fixe dans le vehicule : 1 par vehicule

Les caracteristiques de Ia sonde de detection sont identiques
l'appapreil portable.

a

celles de

La complementarite de cet appareil reside dans Ia possibilite de realiser des
mesures (continues ou ponctuelles) en roulant et grace au coupiage a un microordinateur, de permettre des restitutions beaucoup plus performantes (historique et
reperages geographiques).
MESURE DE L'ACTIVITE BETA TOTALE DES FILMS PAPIER

Chaque vehicule est equipe d'un dispositif de mesure de l'activite beta totale.

a

L'activite mesurer est comprise entre quelques Bq/m3 et 10 000 Bq/m 3 (pour
1 m3 d'air preleve et 10 minutes de comptage).
MESURE DE L'ACTIVITE SPECIFIQUE AEROSOLS/HALOGENES
RETENUE SUR FILTRE ET CARTOUCHE A CHARBON ACTIF

Les mesures d'activite specifique des elements les plus determinants - lodes et
Cesiums- doivent pouvoir etre effectuees en dehors du laboratoire d'environnement,
afin de se premunir d'une eventuelle contamination de celui-ci et surtout, de faciliter
!'organisation des taches.
L'analyse a conduit a rechercher un equipement a embarquer dans chaque
vehicule, de spectrometrie gamma Nal, tres simplifie qui soit capable, avec un
minimum de manipulation (calibration automatique des spectres), de quantifier !'lode
131, les Cesiums 134 et 137 (mesures globales dans des fenetres d'energie
predeterminees), sans arreter le vehicule et tout en conservant simultanement Ia
mesure du debit de dose.
L'appareil SYME.10 developpe par Ia Societe ARIES a ete retenu par EDF.
Le SYME.10 (SYsteme de Mesures Embarque) est un systeme, dont Ia partie
centrale (microprocesseur) est commune avec Ia mesure du debit de dose et les
balises de prelevement.
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MOBILE MONITORING UNIT FOR ASSESSING ENVIRON~lliNTAL RADIOACTIVE
CONTAMINATION
A. Andrasi, I. Feher, I. Nemeth, J. Urban and P. Zombori
Atomic Energy Research Institute of the Central Research
Institute for ?hysics, Budapest P.O. Box 49, H-1525, Hungary
ABSTRACT
Mobile monitoring laboratory has been established for monitoring environmental radiation first of all in ac~idental conditions but which is also suitable for monitoring radiation in
natural level. The applied equipments and devices ensure the
measurement of dose and dose rate in wide range, nuclide specific activity concentration of ground deposition and in air
/with special attention to iodine in aerosol and vaporous
forms/ as well as in samples of soil, water, vegetation, foodstuffs, etc. The measured data are handled, evaluated and recorded by an on board computer which provides also rapid information for any further decision making or intervention.
INTRODUC'I'ION
As a consequence of increased number of operating nuclear
facilities, first of all nuclear power plants and the lessons
drawn from the Chernobyl accident underlined the importance of
establishing environmental monitoring systems for obtaining
rapid information in accidental situation on the radiological
conditions at the affected area and providing suitable data to
the competent authorities for decision making. Mobile units
suitable for monitoring radiological impact at any selected
location in the field play an important role in emergency preparedness.
In Hungary the nuclear facilities at the Central Research
Institute for Physics as well as the nuclear power plant at
Paks necessitated the establishment of a mobile environmental
monitoring unit as a part of the emergency preparedness programme. The main objective was to establish a mobile unit which is
based on a reliable vehicle /preferably a cross-country car/
and is equipped with instruments and devices necessary for
assessing environmental impact of a nuclear accident after initial information concerning the situation originating from the
operators or from the early warning system becomes available.
The requirement was also to provide measured data suitable for
further decision making and intervention,if necessary. For
better utilization the application field was intended to extend
also for monitoring lower level of environmental radiation for
instance from natural sources.
It has to be mentioned that the amount of finantial support made available for this project was also a limiting factor
in the selection of the vehicle and its instrumentation.
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METHODS AND EQUIPMENTS
After careful survey of the offers of vehicles being potentially available considering pric~s, delivery conditions and
other practical aspects a Volkswagen Transporter type fourwheel driven microbus was selected with enlarged inside dimensions. The car has been specially furnished for the given task
facilitating the fixation and transportation of the necessary
equipments and devices as well as to provide comfortable and
practical conditions for different activities to be carried out
in the vehicle.
The mobile laboratory has been prepared for the measurement of dose and dose rate in wide range, ground surface contamination, nuclide specific activity concentration in air
/with special attention to iodine in aerosol, in elementary and
organic vaporous form separately/ as well as in other samples
like soil, water, vegetation, food-stuffs, etc. The following
equipments are available for the measurements of the above
quantities
Dose, dose rate: - High pressure ionization chamber
- Portable dose rate meters/GM counters/
- Portable TL reader with CaS0 /Dy/ bulb
4
dosemeters
- Personal alarm monitors
- HpGe gamma spectrometer for in situ
nuclide specific dose rate measurement
Ground contamination: - Portable surface contamination
monitor /GM-counter/
- HpGe gamma spectrometer for in
situ nuclide specific ground contamination monitoring
Activity concentration in samples:
- Shielded ~pGe gamma spectrometer for
sample analysis
- Shielded plastic beta-counter for
samples of elementary and organic
iodine from the air
The on board personal computer has multifunctional task
namely it serves as a multichannel analyser for sample gamma
spectrometry and as the central computer for spectrum evaluation as well as for data handling, recording, storing and
searching. The computer also provides rapid information for the
necessity of intervention. The scheme of the monitoring system
can be seen in Fig. 1.
The mobile unit is equipped with a number of necessary
devices like AC power generator, batteries, sampling devices
and sample holders, tools for simple sample preparation, wireless communication system, etc.
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The following equipments and methods ap2lied in the mobile
laboratory have been developed in our department
- Soil sampler,
Aerosol and iodine sampler,
PILLE portable TL reader with caso /Dy/ bulb dosimeters [1],
4
G'PEAK WORKSHEET computer programme for gamma spectrum
evaluation [ 2],
Calculation method for determining activity distribution
in the ground using only spectral information of in situ
g anuna s pe c t .t a [ 3 ] ,
Automatic evaluation of in situ gamma spectra,
MOBSYS computer programme for unified handling, recording, storing and searching of all measured data.
The dose rate meters applied in the mobile unit enables to
cover a measuring range from lo-9 to 5 Sv/h while in case of
dose meters from lo-6 to l Sv
APPLICATIONS
The mobile laboratory playsan important role in the emergency preparedness programme in the country. There is no continuous inspection at present, however in case of emergency the
mobile unit will be ready to start within a few hours and can
act as an essential tool for surveying the radiation conditions
in the intermediate phase of the accident.
The continuous preparedness of the equi?ments is ensured
by their frequent use in the environrr1ental labora·tory after
having been removed from the vehicle. The f:'obile unit is intended to be applied in normal situation also for different
surveying programmes ensuring the proper use of equiprr1ents in
field conditions and providing training for the staff.
The improvement of the methods applied and their regular
control including participation in intercomparison exercises
also in international level are regarded as a necessary and
important part of the emergency preparedness. A meeting of
several teams operating mobile units in the Central European
region /Workshop on Mobile Laboratories for Honitoring Environmental Radiation, held in Paks, Hungary in the period 16-20
September 1991/ was organized to establish a cooperation
between the participating institutions and to be a base of an
international network to react in emergency.
REFERENCES
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ETUDE EXPERIMENTALE DU LAVAGE PAR LA PLUIE DES IODES GAZEUX SUSCEPTIBLES
D'ETRE EMIS EN CONDITIONS ACCIDENTELLES
C.Caput, H. Camus, D. Gauthier et Y.Belot
CEA I Institut de Protection et de Surete Nucleaire,
Departement de Protection de l'Environnement et des Installations,
Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de Fontenay-Aux-Roses,
BP N° 6, 92265 Fontenay-Aux-Roses Cedex
(Etude realisee dans le cadre d'un protocole entre le CEA et EDF)
FIELD MEASUREMENTS OF THE WASHOUT COEFFICIENT FOR GAZEOUS IODINE LIKELY TO
BE RELEASED ON ACCIDENTAL CONDITIONS
Field experiments were performed in Brittany to assess the washout
coefficient A for molecular iodine. During each run, a few grams of
nonradioactive iodine were released from a 12 meters telescopic mast, and
the rain was sampled at a short distance downwind along complete
transversal sections of the plume. The amount of iodine in each sample was
determined by ionic chromatography to calculate the washout coefficient.
In most cases, the results obtained (a few 10- 5 s- 1 ) are not so different
as expected from the theoretical values assuming a complete solubility of
iodine in rain water.
INTRODUCTION
Les modeles previsionnels de dispersion a la suite d'un rejet accidentel
hypothetique utilisent habituellement pour caracteriser le lavage des
polluants par la pluie un parametre A appele coefficient de lavage. Ce
parametre, qui a l a dimension de !'inverse d'un temps, represente la
fraction du polluant entralnee par la pluie par unite de temps. Dans le
cas de l'iode moleculaire, les valeurs de ce coefficient ont ete etablies
de maniere theorique, sur la base d'une entiere solubilite de la vapeur
d'iode dans les gouttes d'eau de pluie, ces dernieres etant supposees se
comporter comme autant de "puits" jamais satures. Cette hypothese
theorique du gaz infiniment soluble dans l'eau de pluie peut,a priori,
paraitre exagerement majorante. En effet, le lavage par la pluie des gaz
contenus dans !'atmosphere depend de nombreux facteurs lies a la
reversibilite des echanges entre phases gazeuse et liquide, aux mecanismes
de melange a l'interieur des gouttes et aux reactions chimiques
susceptibles de s'y produire. Dans le cas de l'iode moleculaire, les
modeles previsionnels actuellement utilises dans !'hypothese d'un accident
admettent que le coefficient de distribution entre phases liquide et
gazeuse est tres faible (c 'est a dire que les phenomenes de desorption
sent negliges), ce qui autorise l' emploi du coefficient de lavage,
parametre d'une manipulation commode, mais pas necessairement approprie
pour autant lorsqu'il s'agit d'un gaz. Les modeles theoriques existants
qui prennent en compte la reversibilite de l 'absorption du gaz par les
gouttes (Dana 1972, Hales 1973 et Kumar 1985) sent, quant a eux, trop
complexes pour etre utilisables dans le cadre de la prevision des
consequences d'un accident.
Par ailleurs,les seules mesures experimentales existantes sent anciennes
(Engelmann 1966), rares, et tres dispersees. Elles ont ete obtenues soit a
partir d'une emission d'iode stable realisee sur un pylone de 13 metres (3
resultats), soit a partir des
traces d'iode radioactif rejetees par la
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cheminee d' une installation. Dans le premier cas, les valeurs du
coefficient de lavage obtenues etaient comprises entre quelques 10- 7 et
quelques 10-6 s-1, c'est a dire 1 a 2 ordres de grandeur au dessous des
valeurs theoriques basees sur une entiere solubilite de 1 'iode et
correspondant aux m@mes intensites de precipitation. Dans le second cas,
les resultats etaient superieurs d'un ou deux ordres de grandeur a ces
memes valeurs theoriques, ce qui, selon !'auteur, pourrait etre dfi a une
captation de la vapeur d'iode sur les gouttelettes formees par
condensation de la vapeur d'eau au niveau du conduit de rejet.
De nouvelles experiences in situ, du meme type que celles realisees en
1966 par Engelmann, mais beneficiant des nouvelles possibilites
techniques, en particulier en matiere de dosage de l'iode dans l'eau, ont
ete realisees par notre Laboratoire en Bretagne en 1990 et 1991.
METHODES EXPERIMENTALES
En presence de differents types de precipitations, une quantite connue
<Q> d'iode stable (quelques grammes) est injectee dans !'atmosphere par un
dispositif d'emission produisant de l'iode moleculaire par sublimation de
paillettes. L'eau de pluie est echantillonnee sous le vent de !'emission a
1 'aide de collecteurs de precipitations disposes en arc de cercle de
maniere a englober 1 'ensemble de la largeur du panache, et au vent de
!'emission pour determiner la concentration naturelle en iode de l'eau de
pluie. A !'issue de l'essai, les volumes d'eau (v) collectes en chaque
point sont mesures et , apres filtration des echantillons sur filtres
Millipore de porosite 0, 45 J.lm, les concentrations (C) en iode sont
determinees
par chromatographie d'ions associee a une detection
electrochimique (systeme Dionex), ce qui autorise une sensibilite
meilleure que un ppb. Le principe de cet appareil consiste a faire
circuler un echantillon de 5 ml a travers une colonne de preconcentration
et a balayer cette derniere par un eluant qui entra'Lne 1' iode vers la
colonne de chromatographie. On en deduit les quantites d' iode (q)
precipitees en chaque point d 1 echantillonnage: q = Cv. Lors de chaque
experience, la vitesse du vent (u) au niveau du panache, 1 1 intensite de la
pluie, son pH et sa temperature sont mesures, ainsi que le spectre
dimensionnel des gouttes.
Pour toute section transversale complete du panache de longueur L on peut
calculer le coefficient de lavageA par la relation:
A = Wm(x) L u /Q
W m(x) etant la quantite moyenne
d 1 iode deposee par unite de surface
sur la bande de sol de largeur dx situee a la distance x de la source et
englobant la largeur totale L du panache, quantite determinee a partir des
depots q determines en chaque point d 1 echantillonnage du transect et
connaissant la surface d 1 interception des collecteurs.
DEROULEMENT DES ESSAIS ET RESULTATS
Onze mesures du coefficient de lavage ont ete effectuees: 3 en Octobre
1990 et 8 en Juillet 1991, (les conditions experimentales et resultats
donnes en tableau 1). Les intensites de precipitation (0,9 a 4,8 mm/h) et
les vitesses de vent (2,5 a 18,3 m/s) sont representatives des conditions
les plus frequentes so us nos latitudes. Les concentrations de 1 1 eau de
pluie en iode dans 1 1 axe du panache doivent suffisamment depasser
le
bruit de fond de 1 1 eau de pluie pour autoriser la mesure, sans toutefois
risquer de perturber le mecanisme de captation par les gouttes. Les
valeurs du coefficient de lavage obtenues sont en moyenne legerement plus
elevees lorsque la concentration de l 1 iode dans l 1 eau de pluie est tres
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faible
Ceci nous conduit a etudier des concentrations de quelques
dixiemes de ppb (la duree des essais est d'une heure), ou d'une dizaine de
ppb (la duree des essais est alors reduite a 2 minutes. Le coefficient de
lavage est en moyenne de 5, 6 lo-s s- 1 dans le premier cas au lieu de 3,1
lo-s s- 1 dans le second. Il est a noter que les concentrations moyennes
indiquees dans le tableau 1 sont relatives non pas a l'eau de pluie ayant
traverse le panache, mais aux echantillons tels qu' ils sont collectes,
plus ou moins dilues en fonction des conditions experimentales par de
1 'eau de pluie rec;:ue avant et a pres le passage du panache. Aucune
correlation claire n'a pu etre etablie entre le coefficient de lavage de
l'iode et l'intensite, le pH ou la temperature des precipitations.
Dans le cas d'intensites de precipitation elevees, les valeurs
experimentales presentees ici sont sensiblement plus faibles que les
valeurs theoriques se fondant sur un lavage irreversible (Fig.l). Par
contre, dans le cas d' intensites moderees, les resultats experimentaux
obtenus peuvent, compte tenu des incertitudes experimentales, etre
consideres comme une validation du calcul previsionnel actuellement
employe dans l'hypothese d'un rejet accidentel.
Des experiences complementaires ont montre que lors d'essais de ce type,
il convenait de s 'assurer que le panache ne venait pas au contact des
collecteurs de precipitation, la forte reactivite de l'iode moleculaire
provoquant alors un depot sec tres important venant masquer celui entraine
par la pluie.
CONCLUSION
Dans le cas d'intensites de precipitation inferieures a 3 mm/h (frequent
sous nos latitudes)
et lorsque la concentration d'iode dans l'eau de
pluie demeure tres proche de la concentration naturelle preexistante, ce
qui est toujours le cas dans le panache d'un rejet radioactif, les
resultats experimentaux obtenus sont peu eloignes des valeurs du
coefficient de lavage adoptees dans les modeles theoriques supposant une
entiere solubilite de l'iode dans l'eau de pluie.Ces dernieres
apparaissent par contre un peu trop elevees dans le cas d'intensites de
precipitation importantes.
REFERENCES BIBLIOGRAPHIQUES
-Dana M.T.,Hales J.M. and Wolf M.A. (1972) "Natural precipitation washout
of sulfur dioxide". Report to Div. Meteorol.EPA Contract BNW-389.
-Engelmann R.J.,Perkins R.W.,Hagen D.I.and Haller W.A.(l966)"Washout
coefficients for selected gases and particulates "BNWL-SA-65 7. 59th An.
meet.of the air poll. Contr. Assoc.,San Francisco, June 20-24,1966.

-Hales J.M., Wolf M.A. and Dana M.T. (1973) "A linear model for predicting
the washout of pollutant gases from industrial plumes" Am.Inst.Chem.Engrs
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Tableau 1: LAVAGE DE L'IODE MOLECULAIRE PAR LES PRECIPITATIONS
SITE DE ROC'H-TREDUDON (1990-1991)
(Conditions experimentales et resultats)
No

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

i
mm/h

m

C moy
ppb

vol moy.

m/s

u

Larg.

15
9
8
15,5
15,5
8
8
18,3
18,3
3,0
3,0

1,3
4,8
3,3
1,2
1,2
0,9
0, 9
1,7
1,7
4,0
4,0

34
24
40
28
19,2
28
15,6
14,4
23,6
30,8
28

10,77
5,16
5,97
0, 65
0,33
1,52
0,45
0,76
0, 62
3,46
2,37

4,4
25,2
9,8
38
40,5
46
48,1
74,1
64,9
24
28,3

Q

ml
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5
5
5
5
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2,5
7,4
2,5
5,4
2,0
7, 8
1, 6
8,2
8, 4
1, 9
1,4

V. K. Gupta and Ramesh K. Kapoor
Atomic Energy Regulatory Board
Bombay-400 094
ABSTRACT

Airborne particulate activity has high deposition velocity on grass
and crops. Green trees provide very high surface area per unit volume of
space. A green belt, made up of optimally spaced and selected variety of
evergreen trees, can, therefore, be utilized to reduce consequences of
accidents in nuclear power plants, when release of radioactive materials is
at ground level. Consequences of reactor accidents giving rise to ground
level release in presence of a green belt in public domain are reduced by
orders of magnitude. This may help reducing magnitude of emergency
preparedness planning in public domain.
INTRODUCTION

Society and individuals are subjected to a variety of risks, both
natural and technological. High probability-law consequence events do not
attract as much public attention as low probability-high consequence
events. Since it is difficult to modify probability of natural low
frequency-high consequence events, society and individuals adopt various
means of reducing consequences of these events such as construction of
dams for reducing consequences of floods (1). Reduction of probability of
l1igh consequence events of.man-made hazards such as in commercial aviation
and nuclear power industry is achieved through engineering innovations.
Nevertheless law probability-high consequence events in nuclear power
industry have attracted special attention of individuals and society.
A
green belt around a nuclear power plant substantially reduces quantity of
particulate
radioactive material reaching public domain.
Radiation
exposure to population and· early and continued rrortalities for
a
hypothetical accident resulting in large, cold, ground level release of
radionuclides for a light water reactor of 1000 MWe output shows fatality
upto 13 km without green belt. This distance reduces to 2 km with a green
belt.
ATTENUATION MODEL FOR GREEN BELT

Pollution attenuation factor, Af of a green belt
release is given by Kapoor and Gupta (2)
Fo(X1
Af

+

for

ground

level

X2)

=--;~~;~~l:~~7h:~;;~:~;~~~::-~-Xi:-:~~~7~~;;~:~;~~;~~;;~;-

-----(1)

Schematic of a green belt of height h and width X2 at a distance X1 from
nuclear power plant is shown in Fig. 1. Effective height he,and pollution
attenuation coefficient A are obtained from reference (2), Oz(X1) is
computed using relationship given by Hosker (3) and Fo !~ obtained from
reference (4). Vd for particulate radionuclides is O.Olms
and zero for
n0ble gases. Af are computed using Eq.(1) for 0.7, 1.0 and 1.5 Km wide
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Fig.1

Schematic of a green belt around a nuclear power plant.

green belt of height 15 m consisting of pine trees planted at
from nuclear power plant(5).

50 m away

OOSE EVALUATION FRav1 A'IM)SPHERIC RELEASES

Released radionuclides, their inventory in reactor core and release
fractions are taken as maximum of all release categories of light water
reactor accidents (6). These are divided into volatiles and solids and
noble gases due to their characteristic deposition velocities. Radioactive
plume, emerging out of containment is dispersed by atmospheric turbulence
and is carried away from site by wind. Given a reactor
site and an
accident starting time, which in turn specify atmospheric stability
category and wind speed, concentrations of released radioactivity are
calculated at the midpoint of chosen spatial interval and are assumed to be
uniform within the interval. Buildings and structures of nuclear power
plant would produce increased turbulence in near vicinity giving time
integrated concentration X as follows:
~

Q

= ------------------------(1.5 ffl Oy Oz + c.A)

-------- (2)

U

Q is source term, U is mean wind speed and Oy and Oz are calculated

using
reference (3) for z0 = 0.01 m. Vertical spread of plume is limited by th2
height of mixing layer L. c and A are assumed to be 0.5 and 2500 m
respectively. Plume gets depleted due to (i) radioactive decay of
radionuclides
and (ii) ground deposition. Plume depletion due to
radioactive decay is considered only for decay of the parent nuclide and
its depletion due to ground deposition is calculated using reference (4).

EXPOSURE PATHWAYS AND CALCUlATION OF OOSES

Methodology of WASH-1400 (6) for assessment of doses to various body.
organs is used considering exposures through external exposure due to
plume; internal exposure due to inhaled radionuclides and external exposure
due to contaminated ground. Doses are calculated for all the 54
radionuclides individually and are added for each of the three pathways for
bone marrow, GI tract, lung and thyroid using scheme of reference(6).
Green belt around nuclear power plant modifies concentration of
released particulate radionuclides. M:xlified concentration Xm for distances
beyond green belt is obtained by dividing ~ by Af• Doses in presence of
green belt around nuclear power plant are obtained using modified
concentration JCm for particulate radionuclides. Green belt does not modify
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Organ doses versus distance from nuclear power plant for
category F (A-Without green belt,B- with green belt).

stability

'X for fission product noble gases as Vd = 0. Calculations are performed
for all six stability categories. Results are presented for category F.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Variation of doses without and with green belt of width 1.5 Km to bone
marrow, lung, GI tract and thyroid with distance for stability category F
is presented in figures 2 A and B respectively. The reduction factor of
dose to bone marrow, obtained by CO!t'p:iring figures 2 A and B, is 40 at 2. 0
km distance. This is less than Af since only particulate radionuclides are
attenuated by green belt. Radiation exposure to bone marrow is the dominant
risk of mortality. Impact of green belt on early and continued mortalities
due to bone marrow exposure is presented in figure 3, where variation of
mortality probability with distance from nuclear power plant for
atmospheric stability category F, without and with green belt of width 1.5
Km is presented. It is seen that mortality probability is one upto a
distance of about 12 km without green belt and is about 0.5 at 2 Km and at
3 km it is almost zero with green belt around nuclear power plant.
CONCLUDING REMARKS

Benefits of developing a suitability designed green belt around
nuclear power plants are:
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THE RADIATION RISKS OF THE ACCIDENT SPECTRUM OF THE
GREEK RESEARCH REACTOR
J.G. Kallas
Inst. of Nuclear Technology and Radiation Protection
N.C.S.R. "Demokritos"
153 10 Aghia Paraskevi, Attiki, Greece
ABSTRACT
The Greek Research Reactor is a 5MW swimming pool type
reactor located within the Athens area, a large population center of 3081000 inhabitants. The consequence analysis of the
reactor focuses on the risks stemming from reactivity, coolant
flow blockage, and loss of coolant accidents. Individual doses
are estimated to a distance of 20km from the reactor site. Collective exposure and latent health effects for the inhabitants
of the region are also calculated.
INTRODUCTION
The Greek Research Reactor (GRR) is an open pool type,
light water moderated and cooled reactor with MTR type fuel
elements, currently fueled with enriched uranium, that contains
about 93% of U-235. GRR is located on the edge of the Athens
larger area, about 10km from the city center, an area that concentrates more than three millions inhabitants.
The safety analysis< 1 > of GRR is based on the study of its
response to postulated disturbances in process variables, and
to postulated malfunctions, equipment failures, and operator
errors. Four general groups of accidents are considered in the
safety analysis report, namely loss of flow accidents, reactivity accidents, loss of coolant accidents, and minor accidents. The accident consequence estimations were performed
using a PC version of CRAC.IPTA, a code that is based on the
CRAC2 code< 2>
THE ACCIDENT SPECTRUM OF GRR
The first category of accidents considered in the safety
analysis of GRR, includes accidents that cause a decrease of
the removal rate of the heat produced in the reactor, such as
primary pump failures, valve failures, partial flow blockage to
fuel assemblies, loss of flow in the secondary cooling system,
etc. Of all the accidents in this group the one with the potentially worst consequences is a coolant flow blockage accident
(CFBA), that would cause a 50% failure of six fuel elements< 3 >.
The assumptions concerning the releases into the environment
from this accident are the following< 3 >: (a) 100% of the noble
gases, 50% of iodines, and 1% of all other fission products of
the melted fuel are released into the pool water, (b) 100% of
the noble gases, and 10% of the remaining fission products in
the pool water are released into the reactor building, (c) 100%
of the noble gases, 10% of iodines, and 5% of the particulates
in the reactor building are released into the environment
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through the system of absolute and activated charcoal filters,
(d) the release to the environment occurs through the reactor
stack with an effective height of 50m, and lasts for ten hours.
Such an accident has already occurred in similar reactors, and
it is considered as the most serious realistic accident that
could potentially affect GRR.
The second group of accidents includes accidents that involve a sudden increase in reactivity, such as maximum startup
accidents, reactivity insertion accidents, excursions following
the decay of a Xe-135 transient, loading accidents, control rod
failures, etc. The most serious accident in this category is
the maximum reactivity insertion accident (MRIA), that would
cause the melting of less than 2% of the reactor core. The assumptions concerning the associated release of radioactive substances into the environment are similar to those of the CFBA.
The third group includes accidents that cause a loss of
coolant, that might occur after such events as the rupture of
the pool wall, the failure of an experimental beam tube or the
thermal column, and most importantly the rupture of the primary
cooling system.
This last case involving the guillotine break
of the largest pipe of the primary system defines the design
basis accident (DBA) of GRR, a postulated loss of coolant accident that limits the potential risk to the public from any
credible accident and for which the engineered safety features
of the reactor are designed. The following assumptions apply to
the DBA< 4 >: (a) 20% of the reactor core melts, (b) 100% of the
noble gases, 50% of iodines, and 1% of all other fission
products of the melted core are released into the environment,
(c) the release into the environment occurs through leaks in
the reactor building at ground level.
The fourth category includes accidents that have a minor
impact, and do not lead to substantial releases that would affect adversely the general public. Such accidents are a fuel
element cladding failure, the loss of ventilation in beam tubes
and thermal column, the loss of primary electric power, etc.
Since the consequences of such accidents are trivial they are
not considered in the analyses performed.
RADIATION RISKS
The spectrum of accidents of GRR is delineated, as far as
the consequences to the Athens population are concerned, by the
three accidents CFBA, MRIA, and DBA, that are representative of
the first three categories described previously.
These consequences stem from both early exposure, i.e. direct irradiation
by the passing cloud, exposure from inhaled radionuclides, and
exposure to radioactive material deposited onto the ground, and
chronic exposure, i.e. long-term groundshine from contaminated
ground and inhalation of resuspended particles. Individual
doses and cancer risks are estimated to a distance of 20km from
the reactor site. Collective exposure and latent health effects
for the inhabitants of the region are also calculated. The
results are presented as dose curves for exposed individuals
vs. distance from the reactcr, or as complementary cumulative
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Whole Body Latent Effects

CCOF

Table 1. Summary of number of latent effects - Total exposure
Effect

------

Whole body
Thyroid
Leukemia
Lung
Breast
Bone
GI tract
Other
WB collective
exgosure (Sv)

Peak Values

Mean Values

------------------------------------------CFBA
MRIA
DBA
CFBA
MRIA
DBA
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ -----1. 28
37.2
0.27
0.45
0.30
0.12
0.10
0.31

81.1

0.0461
0.289
0.0093
0.0084
o. 0112
0.0037
0.0038
0.0113

0.0092
0.0568
0.0019
0 0017
0.0022
0.0007
0.0008
0.0023

20.5
672
4.33
7.59
4.80
1.90
1. 63
4.88

0.582

1300

0

2.92

0.864
5.85
0.177
0.158
0.209
0.071
0.070
0.213

0.180
1. 21
0.037
0.033
0.044
0.015
0.015
0.044

54.7

11.4

distribution functions (CCDFs) for collective exposure and
health effects. The consequences of these accidents for the
3081000 inhabitants of the larger Athens area are presented in
Figs. 1-4. Furthermore Table 1 presents a summary of the latent
health effects that result from the total exposure of the
Athens population.
CONCLUSIONS
The results presented in the previous section indicate
that the consequences of the CFBA and the MRIA are negligible
in comparison to the consequences of the DBA, being on the
average about two orders of magnitude smaller.
It is important to note in Table 1 the small magnitude of
the health effects associated with the realistic CFBA and MRIA,
which amounts on the average to a very small fraction of an
event , while even their peak values do not constitute any significant impact.
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HUMAN MILK RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION
S.Risica, G.Campos Venuti, A.Di Domenico, G.Grisanti,
L.Ragazzini(*), A.Rogani, F.Tancredi
Istituto Superiore di Sanita, Roma, Italy
(*) EEC fellow
ABSTRACT
Strontium 90 concentration in human breast milk - collected in Rome from
May 1986 to December 1988 - was measured. The EPA recommended method was
set up, with some modifications. Concentrations range from the lower limit
of detection (5-16 mBq·kg- 1 ) to 58 mBq·kg- 1 . The committed effective dose
from Sr-89 and Sr-90 to breast-fed infants, calculated utilising welldefined hypotheses, was in the order of 3 ~Sv.
INTRODUCTION
Research on radioactive caesium in human milk due to the Chernobyl fallout
has been conducted in Italy since May 1986. Gamma spectroscopic
measurements with high purity germanium detectors were made from May 1986
to December 1988 on pooled samples (from 5 to 10 nursing mothers in the
first week after delivery) (1) and in 1989 on samples from individual women
in a planned ad hoc study(2).
Caesium transfer factor from a mother's diet to her milk was assessed in
both situations. The values agreed with the result obtained during the
fallout period in the sixties - due to weapon tests - and with other values
published after 1986 (see discussion in ref.2). Caesium 137 was studied in
greater detail because in the post-Chernobyl environmental contamination of
Western European countries it appeared at the time to be the most
significant radionuclide(3).
On the other hand, strontium 90, the most significant radionuclide in the
fallout period of the sixties, was fortunately quite low in the postChernobyl period: in Italy the Cs-137/Sr-90 ratio ranged from some hundreds
to some tens. For this reason and because measurements are more complex and
take more time, there is little environmental and human data available on
strontium 90 after the Chernobyl accident. Therefore, in 1990 the authors
decided to set up an experimental radiochemical procedure to measure
strontium 90 concentration in the samples of human milk collected.
There were also other aims: i) to set up for the first time this
experimental capacity in the Istituto Superiore di Sanita (National
Institute of Health) ; ii) to gain experience in this experimental practice
in order to promote it in environmental radioactivity laboratories set up
in each Administrative District(4); iii) to evaluate the zero level of Sr90 in human milk in case of possible future accidents.
EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
In order to separate Sr-90 in human milk samples the method recommended by
the EPA(S) for milk was chosen. The method consists of fixing on a ionic
exchange resin both strontium and barium present in human milk. Calcium in
milk is first complexed with EDTA to avoid its taking the place of the two
other chemical species on the resin. Both barium and strontium are removed
by a concentrated solution of sodium chloride. The former is separated
manually by taking advantage of its capacity to precipitate as a chromate.
Strontium is recovered as a carbonate.
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The method had to be adapted to 0.4-0.5 liter samples and in order to get
good and reproducible yields, the following modifications to the original
procedure were necessary.
i) The procedures require adjusting the milk pH value to 5. 2, before
fixing it on the ion exchange resin with ammonia. Samples studied always
showed a lower acid content and therefore, the pH correction had to be made
with acetic acid.
ii) The barium separation as chromate was repeated twice (instead of
once) because in this way both a purer strontium carbonate and a higher
yield of the Sr/Ba separation were obtained.
iii) The duration and velocity of centrifugation were increased:
former was doubled, the latter was changed from 2000 to 3000 r.p.m ..

the

The improvements obtained by means of these modifications were tested
with the atomic absorption spectrophotometry technique(6).
The Sr-90 measurements were taken with a gas flow a/!3 proportional
counter with low background (<1 cpm), consisting of four detectors with
ultra-thin windows (260 ~g/cm2 ), plus one guard detector, shielded by 10 em
of lead. The beta plateau is~ 200 volt with a slope$ 2.5%. The efficiency
of the detectors was determined with Y-90 and Sr-90 filter sources,
prepared with EPA methodology for standard sources, with the same geometry
of the samples. The efficiency was found to be > 45% for Y-90 and > 40% for
Sr-90. Both sources were monitored until Y-90 was either completely decayed
or fully grown. On the Y-90 source this also permitted a check on the Sr/Y
yield.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The filters obtained after the strontium separation in the samples were
measured after having reached the Sr/Y equilibrium (that is after a minimum
of 20 days). This allowed the filter to be counted over long periods (18-23
hours), thus reducing the high statistical error due to the very low
activity of the samples.
The Sr-90 concentration in the pooled samples in the Rome area from May
1986 to December 1988 is shown in Figure 1. About 10 samples were found to
be lower than or equal to the lower limit of detection (5) (in the range of
5-16 mBq·kg-l depending on the experimental condition of each separation
and count). The highest value was found in a 1986 sample equal to 58
mBq·kg- 1 • The concentrations are given as mBq·kg-l because the determination
of the sample weights could be made with a smaller error. However, the mean
density of the samples resulted to be 1. 02 kg·l-l.
It is not possible to know if the measured Sr-90 concentrations in human
milk are due only to Chernobyl fallout, because no data was available on
Sr-90 concentration in Italian human milk in the eighties before the
accident. On the other hand, in the same years data was available on Sr-90
concentrations in cow's milk due to previous fallout.
The EPA radiochemical method also allows Sr-89 concentration to be
determined by counting the filters a second time after 6-7 days. In this
case, Sr-89 had already decayed due to the time that elapsed between
sampling and counting.
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Fig.1 Sr-90 concentration in pooled breast milk samples from Rome over the
period from May 1986 to December 1988. The measured values are given
with one standard deviation, the LLDs at 95% C.L.

The dose from Sr-90 to breast-fed infants was calculated assuming a fourmonth breast-feeding duration and a milk ingestion rate of 0.7 l·d- 1 . Dose
conversion factors calculated by the NRPB(7) in the light of the new ICRP
Recommendations were used. Even if Sr-90 concentration had been constant
for the first four months after the accident at the highest level measured,
the committed equivalent dose to bone surface in the infant would have been
equal to 14 ~Sv and the committed effective dose to about 1.3 ~Sv.
In order to estimate the effective dose from Sr-89, the Sr-89/Sr-90 ratio
was assumed equal to 10 as it ranged approximately from 15 to 5 in Italy
during May 1986(8). In the same hypotheses used for the calculation of the
dose from Sr-90, the committed effective dose to breast-fed infants from
Sr-89 was assessed in the order of 1.5 ~Sv in the first four months after
the Chernobyl accident.
These doses are negligible and the effective doses are even lower than
that previously calculated for Cs-137 in the same samples (see ref.1). Such
low doses to infants could also be related to the ban on the consumption of
cows' milk and leafy vegetables for pregnant and nursing women and children
under ten imposed in Italy in May 1986.
Finally, by using the values of Cs-137 concentrations previously measured
in the same samples(!), the Cs-137/Sr-90 ratio in 1986 was calculated. The
range obtained for this ratio is compared with those measured in cow's milk
in some Italian Districts(8,9) in Table 1.
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Table l. Strontium 90 concentration and Cs-137/Sr-90 in human milk and in
cow's milk in some Italian Districts (1986).
(Bq·l- 1 )

District

Sample

Sr-90

Lazio(Rome area)

Human milk

<0.005-0.059

27-538

Lazio(Rome area)

Cow's milk

<0.05 -0.28

22-161

Lazio

Cow's milk

<0.05 -0.82

22-311

Piemonte

Cow's milk

0.09

Lombardi a

Cow's milk

0.11- 0.79

-

Cs-137/Sr-90

2.4

4-246
109-146
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The Iuplication of ICRP Publication 60 for Nuclear Power Plants
R.Bock
Siemens AG, Offenbach, Germany
Abstract

The potential consequences of ICRP Publication 60 for the design
and operation of nuclear power plants were investigated. Collective
doses for plant personnel and maximum doses for members of the public
are already so low particularly in plants of recent design that the
increase in risk factors will not require additional protective measures according to the ALARA principle. The new limit for the individual
occupational dose accumulated during 5 calendar years may require additional surveillance with respect to a few persons. The evaluation of
the design of protection of the public against accidental exposures
according to the new criteria needs further discussion.
ICRP Publication 60 contains a large number of basic changes in
comparison to Publication 26. The most important change in principle
is the requirement to include "probabilistic" exposures in the evalution according to the three principles: justification, optimization
and individual limits.
With respect to justification, this would require a new evaluation
in which radiological hazards from planned operation and from potential accidents are both taken into account. By contras, the optimization
of protection against accidents and the not yet defined limits for the
individual risk caused by potential accidents could be evaluated separately.
An upper bound for the occupational risk caused by accidental exposures can be estimated from operating experience. With respect to critical groups outside the plant (next neighbours} such data cannot be
obtained from past experience. The existing methodologies used for
probalistic safety assessments have to be developed further to obtain
such data. These can then specifically be used for the optimization of
protective devices against accidents under the constraints of individual risk limits.
Whereas the extension of the radiation protection principles to include probalistic exposures needs further methodological work the other changes contained in ICRP 60 brought can be applied immediately.
The major ones of this category are the new risk factors and new individual limits with respect to normal plant operation.
If safety measures would be designed exactly to the optimum, increased risk factors would require additional measures according to the
ALARA principle. Fortunately this is not the case. Older designs have
been investigated many years ago and shown to be ALARA /1 -4/. These
analyses were based on much higher collective exposures than applicable today.
The trend of collective occupational exposure in nuclear power
plants designed by SIEMENS is shown in Fig.l. Two conclusions can be
drawn: Firstly, more recent designs feature much lower collective exposures and, secondly, at plants of older design - with generally higher collective exposures- exposures could be reduced by additional
control and added protective devices. Any decrease in radiation exposure reduces the need for protection if the optimization criterion is
applied. Therefore, a high degree of overprotection exists.
The influence of design improvements is shown even more clearly in
Fig.2, where plants of the same size are compared on the basis of
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their service lives.
It is evident that these improvements are much larger than the increase in risk factors from ICRP 26 to ICRP 60: We can conclude that
despite the new risk factors we are still well on the safe side of the
optimum. At this low level of exposure additional protective measures
will have such a low return in terms of reduction of exposure that it
is unlikely that even increased risk factors would balance out the
cost.
The same is true with respect to collective exposures of the public. A measure for this exposure is the release of radioactive substances to the environment. As an example the radioactive liquid effluents (other than tritium) and the release of aerosols and gaseous
iodine compounds are shown in Fig.3. The curves represent the overall
tendency for the average of all plants built by SIEMENS. Individual
plants sometimes deviate from that averaged long-term curves. In order
to evaluate the safety margin with respect to the limits we calculated
the hypothetical exposure of an individual assumed to stay permanently
as a self-supplier at the most unfavourable location outside the plant
boundary. A water flow rate which is typical for fairly small rivers
at which some nuclear power stations are situated in Germany has been
chosen for this evaluation. It turns out that the resulting exposure
is below the new ICRP limits by several orders of magnitude. Additionally one has to keep in mind that the exposure of an average member
of a critical group would be much lower than the exposure of the hypothetical person assumed for these calculations.
We have also evaluated the distribution of individual exposures of
plant staff as a function of plant design and years of operation. An
example of these evaluations is given in Fig.4 for a third generation
BWR. Whereas the peak exposure has been one half of the limit for a
single year in 1986 it decreased to only one fifth in 1990.
A more critical point is the new limit for five calendar years.
Although this limit is not to be applied retrospectively a retrospective evaluation may show to what degree additional measures may be necessary in the future.
Figs.S and 6 give examples of such evaluations: There is a limited
number of people who may exceed the new limit in plants of older design, if no additional measures are taken. It is evident that the necessary reduction in peak individual dose is so low that it can be obtained by administrative means only. Job rotation will probably not even be necessary for the most exposed persons.
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EVALUATION DE LA FAISABILITE DES MESURES DE PROTECTION
ASSOCIEES A UN ACCIDENT DE TRANSPORT AERIEN DE PLUTONIUM
F. RANCILLAC*, P. PAGES*, J. LOMBARD** et Ph. HUBERT**.
*cEPN - BP n°48, 92263 Fontenay Aux Roses Cedex, France,
**cEA - BP n°6, 922 65 Fontenay Aux Roses Cedex, France.

ASSESSMENT OF THE FEASIBILITY OF COUNTERMEASURES
ASSOCIATED WITH THE RELEASE OF PLUTONIUM AFTER AN
AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT.

SUMMARY
The air transport of radioactive materials has a very low accident risk
(1000 times lower per kilometer than road) but potentially severe
consequences.
It is necessary to use reinforced packages.
This
communication examines the consequences of a severe accident to see what
quantities released could be acceptably controlled. The example here is
Pu0 2 from reprocessed PWR fuel. Several criteria are taken into account
(stochastic and non-stochastic effects, evacuation, decontamination). A
value between 10 and 100 g of Pu0 2 is the maximum limit for a "manageable"
release. If a package has a capacity for greater quantities, more resistant
packaging should be considered. The IAEA regulation is being modified ; the
maximum considered quantity per package will be in the order of 20 g.

I
INTRODUCTION
Le transport aerien des matieres radioactives est 1' objet d' un examen
depuis cinq ans par 1' Agence Internationale de 1' Energie Atomique. La
France a contribue a ce travail par la realisation d'une etude [1] visant a
savoir a partir de quelle quantite transportee un colis devrait repondre a
des contraintes plus strictes que celles qui sont requises aujourd'hui. Le
travail a consiste a passer en revue les divers types de consequences d'un
rejet et a juger a partir de quand la situation cessait d'etre maitrisable.
Le produit etudie etait le melange d'oxyde de plutonium de retraitement.

II
EVALUATION DES EFFETS SANITAIRES. L'IMPACT LIE A UN REJET
ACCIDENTEL DE Pu02
Partant d'un terme source lie a la defaillance mecanique ou thermique du
colis, un modele de diffusion atmospherique a ete utilise pour evaluer
l'impact sanitaire d'un rejet de Pu02 suite a un accident d'avion. L'impact
lie au passage de la bouffee initiale, et celui lie a la fraction deposee
au sol ont ete estimes separement.
L'oxyde de plutonium considere correspond au melange isotopique issu du
retraitement (combustible PWR irradie a 33 GWj/t, puis stocke 3 ans). Un
pseudo "seuil de mortalite" doit etre associe aux effets stochastiques dus
a une incorporation de Pu02 : 0,05 mg inhale pour une poudre de 1 ~de
diametre ou 0,25 mg inhale pour une poudre de 10 ~- L'equivalent de dose
efficace engage sur 50 ans est alors de 100 Sv; le depassement de cette
dose conduirait selon la CIPR [2] a une probabilite de deces par cancer
radio-induit depassant l'unite.
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L'analyse des effets aigus lie a !'inhalation du plutonium a montre qu'ils
ne se produisaient que pour des quantites inhalees superieures au seuil
precedemment indique, a savoir (pour une poudre de 1 ~ de diametre)
1,8 mg inhale : redeme pulmonaire en 1 mois
0,25 mg inhale : fibrose entre 1 et 5 ans [3].
Ces quantites inhalees correspondent a des engagements de doses efficaces
sur 50 ans de respectivement 3000 et 500 Sv.
Ces valeurs extrapolees de 1 'animal sent evidemment a considerer avec
prudence. Pour fixer un ordre de grandeur, le seuil correspondant a
!'apparition de fibroses a ete retenu, ceci pour le passage de la bouffee
atmospherique. En supposant une densite de population auteur de !'accident
de 100 habitants par km2 (valeur moyenne en France), on obtient alors les
resultats indiques sur le tableau 1. 1 kg de Pu02 rejete pourrait
provoquer 5 fibroses pulmonaires.
Tableau 1 : Nombre de personnes suceptibles de presenter un
effet aigu (fibrose pulmonaire) lors du passage de la bouffee
initiale pour des conditions de diffusion normales et faibles
(poudre de 1j.U11) .

Quantite
rejetee
(g)
10
50
100
500
1000

Diffusion faible(vent=1m/s)
Distance
Nombre
Surface
de
(m2)
(m)
personnes
25
73
115
300
430

210
1610
3790
24400
50400

E

0,2
0, 4
2,4
5

Diffusion
Distance
(m)
13
34
50
130
190

normale(vent=lm/s)
Surface
Nombre
de
(m2)
personnes
70
400
860
4950
10500

E
E

0, 1
0,5
1

Le delai de passage de la bouffee initiale est tres bref. Ainsi, pour une
vitesse de vent faible (1 m.s- 1 ) et un rejet de 100 g, les personnes
exposees entre 50 et 500 mSv seraient touchees une demi-heure a une heure
apres !'accident, delai trop bref pour qu'une quelconque mesure puisse etre
prise, meme le confinement.
Le risque d'inhalation lie a la bouffee initiale est le risque
preponderant, mais celui lie a la remise en suspension n'est pas
negligeable pour un resident de la zone contaminee. Le risque d'ingestion
lie a la contamination de la chaine alimentaire reste faible au regard des
deux precedents. Les hypotheses de calcul pour la contamination des
aliments sont
une contamination du sol (0,37 10 6 Bq.m- 2 ), d'ou
proviendrait !'ensemble des aliments ingeres par une personne en une annee.
La contamination du sol liee au depot a ete estimee par le programme Batex
[4]. Pour une vitesse de depot sec de 1 cm.s- 1 et en !'absence de pluie,
une quantite rejetee de 1 kg impliquerait une contamination du sol de 3,7
10 6 Bq.m- 2 sur 8 km2; de 0,37 10 6 Bq.m- 2 sur 40 km2; ... Le taux de remise
en suspension retenu pour cette etude est celui estime par le NRPB et
repris par l'AIEA, soit 10- 6 m- 1 . Le tableau 2 compare !'impact de chaque
voie de transfert en prenant comme indicateur la surface a l'interieur de
laquelle les habitants auraient une dose d'au moins 50 mSv. Ainsi, pour une
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densite de 100 hab.km-2 et un rejet de 100 g, 700 personnes recevraient un
engagement efficace de dose sur 50 ans superieur a 50 mSv, dose uniquement
liee au passage de la bouffee initiale. La remise en suspension seule
n'impliquerait que 250 personnes a des doses superieures a 50 mSv et la
contamination par la chaine alimentaire ne toucherait que 6 personnes a de
telles doses.

Tableau 2 : Surfaces exposees l plus de 50 mSv pour chacune des
voies de transfert, en fonction de la quantite rejetee.

Quantite
rejetee (g)

Surface (km2 ) exposee a une dose
bouffee
chaine
initiale
alimentaire

1
10
100
1000

III

LES

0,1
1
7
40

MESURES

DE

~

50 mSv liee a :
remise en
suspension

E

E

E

0,3
2,5
15

0,06
0,55

PROTECTION

Le but des mesures de protection est de reduire les doses a la population.
Certaines sent a court terme (evacuation, confinement, informations, ou
conseils a la population). D'autres mesures a plus long terme visent la
rehabilitation des sols (decapage, nettoyage, fixation des produits
radioactifs, stockage, ... ). Pour la bouffee initiale, des mesures sent peu
plausibles car il n'y a pas de delais d'alerte. Au vu des effets lies a la
remise en suspension du Puo 2 , des seuils de concentration ont ete etablis
sur la base de la CIPR 40 [5) et du retour d'experience d'accidents passes
(comme celui de Palomares) . Les valeurs ci-dessous correspondent au centre
de la fourchette recommandee par la CIPR (50 a 500 mSv pour !'evacuation).
Le but de cette etude est en effet, non pas de definir une politique
d'intervention, mais d'examiner l'ordre de grandeur des difficultes
logistiques.
Pour la population

- Evacuation au-dela de 7,4 106 Bq.m-2 (300mSv.an-1)
-Confinement au-dela de 0,74 106 Bq.m-2 (30mSv.an-1)
- Conseils a la population au-dela de 0,74 104 Bq.m-2
- Rien en-decade 0,74 104 Bq.m-2 (0,3mSv.an-1)

Pour l'environnement

-Fixation et decapage au-dela de 0,74 106 Bq.m-2
- Labour profond au-dela de 0,074 106 Bq.m-2
- Rien en decade 0,074 106 Bq.m-2 (3mSv.an-1)

L'application de ces mesures de protection entraine des coats, des doses
aux intervenants, des quantites de dechets, . . . Le tableau 3 indique en
fonction de la quantite rejetee, les surfaces atteintes et le volume des
dechets associes. 1 kg de Puo 2 rejete impliquerait 1,5 106m3 de dechets.
Pour information, la capacite du site de stockage de Soulaines (France) est
de 106m3 .
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Tableau 3

Quantite
rel!ichee
dans
!'atmosphere

1
10
100
1000

IV

Impacts lies

Surface a decaper
(5 em d'epaisseur
a retirer)

g
g
g
g

a

la restauration des sols.

Surface a traiter
(lavage, epandage de
produit piegeant le Pu)

Jan2

Jan2

0,06
0,5
4,5
25

0,5
4,5
25
90

Volume de dechets
(associes au decapage)
m3

3
2,5
2,5
1,5

103
10 4
10 5
10 6

CONCLUSION

Afin d'augmenter l'efficacite de la mise en place des mesures de protection
il serait utile d'effectuer un suivi particulier de l'avion en cours devol
pour augmenter la rapidite d'intervention en cas d'accident.
Le realisme du recours a des mesures de protection depend etroitement de la
quantite rejetee. Les effets aigus pour un rejet 1000 g resteraient
limites. Des depassements de dose de 0,5 Sv pourraient s'observer a partir
d'un rejet de 1 g; pour 100 g plusieurs dizaines de personnes pourraient
ltre concernees. Des evacuations de population pourraient avoir lieu a
partir d'un rejet de 100 g, elles concerneraient alors une surface de
l'ordre du km 2 ce qui semble encore gerable. La rehabilitation des sols
pourrait demander quelques jours a quelques semaines pour un rejet de 10 g.
A partir de 100 g de rejet, malgre un impact sanitaire limite, le volume
des dechets est difficilement acceptable.
Compte tenu de ces valeurs, les resultats de !'etude montrent qu'un rejet
maximal de 10 a lOOg de Puo 2 apparait comme gerable en zone rurale et juste
tolerable en zone urbaine dans la mesure ou les capacites logistiques
risqueraient d'etre saturees. A ce jour, l'AIEA a etabli un projet de
reglementation [6], le seuil retenu pour les colis renforces (colis "C") a
ete fixe en termes generiques a une valeur qui correspond a une vingtaine
de grammes de ce melange.
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FREE RADICAL MEASUREMENT IN BIO-ORGANIC SUBSTANCES
USING AN ELECTRON SPIN RESONANCE TECHNIQUE
C.L. Greenstock and A. Trivedi
Health Sciences and Services Division, AECL Research
Chalk River Laboratories, Chalk River, Ontario, Canada
ABSTRACT
Electron spin resonance (ESR) is a simple, rapid and
reliable method to measure absorbed doses in tissueequivalent bio-organic substances, particularly amino acids
and sugars or biological samples such as teeth, nails, hair
and bone, as well as items of clothing, jewellery,
medication or confectionery.
In this capacity ESR
represents a useful adjunct to existing dosimeters in cases
of retrospective monitoring of radiation accidents,
inadvertent radioactive releases or contamination and other
emergency or operational situations.
Studies have been
performed to establish the dose and dose-rate responses,
energy dependence, minimum detectable dose limit, postirradiation stability of the ESR signal, and the practical
limits of sensitivity, reproducibility and quantitation.
INTRODUCTION
Free radicals formed by irradiation are trapped in
solids, and their number is proportional to the absorbed
dose.
ESR signals from bone, teeth, nails and hair have
been used in biological dosimetry to estimate the absorbed
dose in the human body, but poor sensitivity, stability and
reproducibility have limited their application ( 1).
An
alternative approach is to study the ESR signals in tissueequivalent substances or man-made items generally found
associated with or in close proximity to humans, which can
act as surrogates in emergency dosimetry for estimating
human exposure (2). We have studied the ESR spectrometry of
irradiated sugars and compared their response with other
bio-organic substances and biological samples.
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Various irradiated samples (200-300 mg) were placed
in a quartz tube (4 rom ID) and exposed to microwaves (10 mW
power) at an X-band frequency (9.6 GHz) inside a microwave
cavity between the poles of an electromagnet (330 mT field),
in a Varian E-1 0 9 spectrometer, and the ESR spectrum
determined by scanning over a field range of 3.3 ± 0.01 roT.
The ESR machine was calibrated daily against strong
pitch, and the ESR signals from irradiated samples were
measured against an internal reference spectrum of Mn 2 + (7.7
JLIDOl L- 1 solution sealed in a 1 rom ID quartz microtube).
Signa 1 strengths were determined either as peak-to-peak
heights or as areas under the second-derivative curve, and
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by taking the average of at least three measurements per
experiment, an estimated precision of ± 1a% is obtained.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Most forms of radiation dosimetry have limitations
(3,4) for retrospective estimates of accidental (acute) or
occupational (chronic) exposure. Biological and biochemical
indicators ( 5) show some individual variability and
fluctuations in the lack of a reliable base-line reference
point prior to irradiation; most changes are short-term with
indeterminate time-dependent responses. Cytogenetic methods
are quite sensitive but require specially trained and highly
skilled operators to perform the complex analyses (5).
The remaining methods are biophysical and include
ESR dosimetry ( 1 ) , lyo- and thermo-luminescence ( 6),
spectrophotometry, densitometry and radiography (Table 1 ) •
Excluding LiF crystals and sensitive X-ray film, which would
not normally be present at the scene of an accident prior to
irradiation, emergency dosimetry must often rely on commonly
available materials or readily obtainable biological
samples, and ESR dosimetry is the only technique that can be
used with such a wide range of materials (1,5).
Table 1:

Biophysical Dosimetry

Sample
Amino acids
Sugars
Amino acids
Sugars
LiF
Plexiglass

Method*
ESR
ESR
Lyoluminescence
Lyoluminescence
Thermoluminescence
Spectrophotometry

Dose Range
Gy
1-1 as
1 -1 as
1 a -1 a 6
1 a-1 a 6
1a-s-1as
1a3-1a6

* Precision ± 5%.
Biological samples suffer from irreproduciblity, and
consequently we have concentrated on universally available
tissue-equivalent granulated table sugar (sucrose) as a
suitable material (2).
The ESR signals obtained following
irradiation are simple, stable and reproducible, with a
lower limit of detection of -a.5 Gy, a linear dose response
up to very high doses ( ~ 1 a4 Gy), independent of dose-rate
and photon energy.
This, combined with the universal
application of ESR dosimetry to foodstuffs, human samples
and bio-organic substances (Table 2), the ease of collecting
and handling samples, their post-irradiation signal
persistence and stability (Table 3), and the straight
forward and rapid non-erasive measurement capability, make
ESR a useful biophysical dosimeter for a variety of
radiation applications including radiation processing,
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polymerization and vulcanization of rubber, waste treatment,
food irradiation, sterilization of medical supplies as well
as for emergency dosimetry.
Table 2:

ESR Signals from Irradiated Biological and
Bio-organic Samples*

Category
Grains and
spices

Biological
samples

Sample

1

Relative
Sensitivity

Flour-bleached

0.07

0.0

Rye

3.70

0.05

Wheat

4.35

0.05

Popcorn

8.14

0.09

Cinnamon

3.75

0.05

Pepper-black

8.73

0. 1 0

Rice-long grain

6.69

0.07

Teeth-crushed

22.65

0.25

Human finger
nails

50.09

0.59

53.00
42.78

0.59
0.48

77.27
89.89

0.86
1 . 00*

Human
Hair
Bio-organic
samples

Signal
Intensity. g-

J

black
grey

Sugar-granulated
RTV+bound
Placebo

150.12

1. 73

Alanine-paraffin
pellet

157.65

1•75

*10 Gy absorbed dose.
+Signal normalized to
containing sucrose.

Dow Corning RTV

Silicone

pellets

CONCLUSIONS
ESR spectrometry can be used as a biophysical
dosimeter to measure absorbed doses ~0.5 Gy in bio-organic
substances (alanine, glucose) and biological samples (hair,
nails).
The ESR signals are directly proportional to
absorbed dose, independent of dose-rate and photon energy
(50-1250 kV), and stable for long periods after irradiation.
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Table 3:

ESR Dosimetry Using Biological and Biochemical
Indicators.

Indicator
System

Target
Organs

Bioassay
Site

Dose
Range
Gy

Time Period of
Applicability
After Exposure

Hair

whole-body
partial body

hair

1

-

4

Nail

partial body

nail

1

-

4

days

Tooth

whole-body
oral cavity

tooth
enamel

0.5

-

5

years

Bone

whole-body

bone

0.5

-

5

years

Sugar Crystal

-

-

~

0. 1

months

Organic Molecule
(alanine)

-

-

~

0. 1

months

days/weeks
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LES COMPTEURS PROPORTIONNELS A MILIEU EQUIVALENT AU TISSU,
EN RADIOPROTECTION
Daniel Blanc et Pierre Segur
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Universite Paul Sabatier, 31062 Toulouse Cedex, France
Jean Barthe et Jean-Marc Bordy
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TISSUE EQUIVALENT PROPORTIONAL COUNTERS
IN HEALTH PHYSICS
ABSTRACT
The ICRP new standards put electronic dosemeters forward,
especially in the case of neutrons. Proportional counters
are an attractive solution : they are able to separate n
doses and gamma doses and to give dose equivalents. The
microscopic simulation of their gas gain makes it possible
to achieve a global understanding of their mechanism. The
main objective is to design an individual dosemeter. In
this prospect, it is interesting to use a multicellular
cathode in front of an anodic wire set, the expected
sensitivity
being
15
times
higher
as
that
of
an
ortho-cylindrical counter of a similar size. A monocellular
prototype is in a preliminary step of development.
INTRODUCTION
Longtemps, la dosimetrie indi viduelle s est satisfai te
de dosimetres passifs. La situation etait telle que les
grands organismes de recherche diminuaient ·progressivement
leurs travaux dans ce domaine, considere comme au point.
Le rapport ICRP n° 60 a bouleverse les donnees : le passage
a 0,1 sievert pour cinq ans constitue une reduction des
limi tes pour les travailleurs permanents ( categorie A) d 1 un
facteur de 2, 5 ; parallelement, le facteur de quali te des
neutrons est mul tiplie par un facteur 2 environ. Pour les
neutrons, les limites actuelles de detection devront etre
reduites d 1 un facteur cinq et plus Ill
les dosimetres
passifs ~ant d 1 une sensiblite insuffisante.
1

PROGRESSION DE LA DOSIMETRIE "ACTIVE"
Il faut se tourner vers les detecteurs electroniques.
Ils sont employes depuis longtemps dans la surveillance
de zone, mais la miniaturisation de 1 1 electronique associee
leur ouvre la voie de la dosimetrie individuelle. Deux
systemes sont en concurrence
les dosimetres electroniques
a diode (par ex.
la
"DOSICARTE")
et
les
compteurs
proportionnels a milieu equivalent au tissu. Les domaines
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d 1 emploi sont differents : la dosicarte excellera pour les
photons ; par centre, il sera difficile de discriminer la
part des neutrons dans un bruit de fond gamma important.
Par ailleurs la sensibilite aux neutrons est insuffisante.
INTERET DES COMPTEURS PROPORTIONNELS MICRODOSIMETRIQUES
a) Ils donnent le spectre differentiel de l 1 energie
linea ire y ( ~y) en fonction de y (figure 1) : en f ixant un
seuil, on separe ainsi les composantes neutrons et photons.
b) On dedui t d 1 un tel spectre le facteur de quali te moyen,
done 1 1 equivalent de dose. En effet : D
f d(y)dy, d(y)
etant la dose venant des particules dont 1 1 energie lineaire
est comprise entre y et y + dy ; H
f d(y)q(y)dy, q(y)
etant identique a la courbe q(Loo) en identifiant y a L
(transfert lineique d 1 energie).
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Figure 1 : Structure du spectre microdosimetrique y(dy) en
fonction de logy dans un champ mixte (n + y ).
LE PASSE : LA DOSIMETRIE DE ZONE
Les premiers compteurs equivalents au tissu biologique
ant ete realises par H. H. ROSSI 121. On S 1 efforce de
simplifier les structures et de rendre les resultats aussi
reproductibles
que
possible.
Il
y
a
des
realisations
idustrielles, mais il S 1 agit toujours de compteurs de volume
assez important, non portables. Le detecteur CIRCE (Fontenayaux-Roses) pour le spatial est interessant, mais d 1 un prix
trap eleve pour la radioprotection.
LE PRESENT

SIMULATION COMPLETE DU GAIN DU COMPTEUR

Pendant longtemps, on a calcule le gain par des formules
analytiques
supposant
une
situation
d 1 equilibre
121.
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L 1 intervention d 1 un groupe specialise dans les decharges
dans les gaz a permis une simulation microscopique prec1se
dans une situation de non equilibre 131. On domine totalement
le fonctionnement des remplissages gazeux a base de methane
et de propane, entre autres.
L 1 AVENIR : LA REALISATION D 1 UN DOSIMETRE INDIVIDUEL
On sait realiser le remplissage gazeux optimal. Reste
la structure du detecteur lui-meme. Des essais ont ete
effectues par la Societe Merlin-Gerin ; le compteur de la
figure
2
est
un
prototype
de
volume
important ;
les
difficultes de passer a un petit volume se sont averees
redhibitoires 141.

Electrical
connector

___/

Figure 2 : Le compteur Merlin Gerin. La volume sensible est
un orthocylindre de 32,5 mm de diametre. 1 : aluminium,
2 : plastique equivalent au tissu, 3 : isolant.
La reduction de sensibili te, accompagnant la reduction
des dimensions
conduit
a envisager une geometrie plus
complexe : il faut augmenter la surface d 1 echange entre
les parois internes et le gaz ; on etudie un compteur
multicellulaire dont la cathode est percee d 1 un grand nombre
de canaux (figure 3) ; en face de chaque canal est tendu
un fil anodique. Les canaux representent une zone de derive
0U le Champ electrique ( dirige Vers 1 I axe longitudinal dU
canal) est suffisant pour empecher la recombinaison et guider
leS electrOnS Vers 1 I anode f mais insuffisant pOUr pr0v0quer
une multiplication electronique. Les electrons qui emergent
du canal sont acceleres dans le champ intense qui existe
autour des fils anodiques.
On envisage de realiser un compteur de ( 12 x 8 x 3)
cm3, ce qui est de l 1 ordre des dimensions d 1 une calculatrice
de poche. Une cellule elementaire (un canal, une anode)
fonctionne actuellement et discrimine neutrons et photons.
Par rapport a un compteur cylindrique de meme volume, le
gain de surface d 1 echange etant de quinze, le gain de
sensibilite devrait etre du meme ordre de grandeur pour
le compteur multicellulaire.
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VUE EN DEUX DIMENSIONS
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Figure 3

Le compteur multicellulaire etudie par le S-DOS
(Fontenay-aux-Roses).

CONCLUSION
Le probleme du dosimetre individuel est difficile,
meme si la physique de son fonctionnement est bien connue.
Deux points
sont
fondamentaux :
l) La
realisation d I un
materiau equivalent au tissu de resistivite determinee.
2) La pollution du gaz de remplissage (toute circulation
de gaz etai t impossible) par une contamination venant des
parois.
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DESCRIPTION DE L'INSTRUMENT NAUSICAA CONCU POUR EFFECTUER
DES MESURES INSTANTANEES DE D, H ET DU SPECTRE DE T.L.E.
EN CHAMPS COMPLEXES

P. Bouisset, V.D. Nguyen, G. Kerlau, L. Lebaron, N. Parmentier
CEA/Institut de Protection et de Surete Nucleaire
Departement de Protection de la sante de l'Homme et de
Dosimetrie,BP 06, 92265 FONTENAY AUX ROSES Cedex (France)
M. Siegrist - C.N.E.S, 31035 TOULOUSE Cedex (France)
L. Braak - MEDES, 31052 TOULOUSE Cedex (France)
B. Almarcha, E.Duvivier - STEEL, 31260 SALIES-DU-SALAT(France)
B. Weichlein, B. Masson - STATICE S.A, 25000 BESANCON (France)
NAUSICAA succede au systeme CIRCE. Il fonctionne avec un
compteur proportionnel equivalent tissu suivant la technique
microdosimetrique. En terme d'energie lineique, il couvre une
gamme de 0, 3 a 1200 keV/JLm dans le tissu et enregistre le
spectre de TLE. Le debit de dose absorbee, entre 1 JLGy/h et
20 mGy/h, ainsi que l'equivalent de dose associe sent mesures
en temps reel comme cela est necessaire en radioprotection.
NAUSICAA est parfaitement adapte a la dosimetrie et a la
radiobiologie spatiale ou des evenements de haut TLE, facteurs
de qualite entre 10 et 20, peuvent etre enregistres.
INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION OF NAUSICAA USED FOR REAL TIME
MEASUREMENTS OF D, H AND L.E.T SPECTRUM IN COMPLEX FIELD

The new instrument NAUSICAA is based on microdosimetric
techniques using a low pressure tissue equivalent proportional
counter. In terms of lineal energy, NAUSICAA device works in
the 0.3 to 1200 keV/JLm range in tissue and the LET spectrum is
recorded. Absorbed dose rate, in the range of 1 JLGY/h to 20
mGyjh, and dose equivalent rate are given in real time like it
is necessary for radioprotection applications.
NAUSICAA is well adapted to space dosimetry and radiobiology where high LET events with quality factor in the range
10-20 are found.
INTRODUCTION

NAUSICAA est derive de l'appareil CIRCE. Ce dernier a ete
utilise pour des mesures instantanees de dose absorbee et
d'equivalent de dose, en decembre 1988, lors de la mission
franco-sovietique a bord de la station orbitale MIR( 1 , 2 ).
La conception du nouvel instrument a ete modifiee afin de
tendre vers un systeme portatif utilisable au sol ou en vel.
La fonction de l'appareil est d'obtenir des resultats rapides,
lors de mesures dans un champ de rayonnement inconnu a faible
debit de dose, tel qu'on souhaite le faire en radioprotection.
Pour repondre aux souhaits exprimes en radiobiologie,
NAUSICAA fournit le spectre de transfert lineique d'energie
(TLE) associe a la mesure. Ceci permet, en particulier dans le
cadre d'une application spatiale, de mettre en evidence la
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presence de quelques particules (ions lourds) de TLE eleves I
evenements qui contribuent avec un poids important au facteur
de qualite et a l'equivalent de dose.
DESCRIPTION DE NAUSICAA

Le capteur (Cf. Figure 1) est un compteur proportionnel
cylindrique a champ axial dent les parois sent en equivalent
tissu (E.T.). Le volume sensible (5 em de diametre x 5 em de
hauteur) est rempli de gaz E.T., a base de propane, sous
faible pression (30 torr).
On recueille ainsi l'energie
deposee par le rayonnement incident dans un site biologique
d'une taille de 2 ~m sous 1 em de tissu.
Une mince enveloppe de 0,3 mm de Nickel constitue la paroi
exterieure du capteur. Celle-ci assure la resistance mecanique
et la parfaite etancheite de la sonde.
Filament
Enveloppe
w (20 p.)
Ni (0.3 mm)
I
I

Entree THT

'---- -Suspension
- - --du filament

Poignee
Gaz E.T.

I

I

source 2 44em_:
Paroi E. T.
Figure 1 - Representation schematique en coupe de la sonde.
Une source emetteur-alpha ( 244 cm), placee au niveau de
l'embase du capteur, peut etre mise en position mesure. Elle
permet de verifier la valeur du gain gazeux et de modifier si
necessaire la valeur de la THT appliquee afin de compenser
toute variation de ce gain.
Cette methode assure la longevite et le parfait fonctionnement du systeme sans etre contraint d' effectuer un nouvel
etalonnage du capteur. Il suffit de quelques minutes pour
realiser ce centrale et celui-ci peut etre programme pour
avoir lieu automatiquement a intervalle de temps regulier.
L'appareil de mesure est constitue d'un boitier contenant
1' electronique du systeme et d' une sonde rel iee a ce boi tier
par un cable souple comme le montre la Figure 2.
Le signal issu de la sonde est transmis au boitier par un
cable. Ce cable transporte aussi la basse tension necessaire
au preamplificateur situe dans la poignee de la sonde.
Le boitier, alimente par une source exterieure en 27 volts
continu, consomme 3 watts et pese mains de 3 kg pour un
encombrement de 230 mm x 160 mm x 130 mm.
Les grandeurs dosimetriques caracterisant le champ de
rayonnement sent inscrites sur un affichage digital. Lorsque
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le temps de la mesure est ecoule, ces grandeurs, ainsi que le
spectre des impulsions, sont enregistres sur memoire de masse
(EPROM ou disquette). Un logiciel installe sur PC permet
ensuite la lecture et la mise en forme des resultats.
;--Cable souple

unite
electronique

Affichage
digi~<:l_ --

I

Poignee et
______ preamplificateur

--E:J

0
0
Compteur proportionnel
equivalent tissu

Boutons de------- - --- ---8
~
selections
Figure 2 -

L'appareil NAUSICAA est constitue d'une sonde et
d'un boitier, .contenant l'electronique du systeme,
ou sont affiches instantanement les resultats.

PERFORMANCES ET RESULTATS EXPERIMENTAUX

Le capteur fonctionne en reg:ime proportionnel. A chaque
evenement, traite individuellement t3), est a9socie le facteur
de qualite suivant la definition de l'ICRP 21( 4 ).
On recueille ainsi la frequence des evenements jusqu'a un
taux de 10 kHz et on mesure le debit de dose absorbee dans la
gamme 1 ~Gyjh a 20 mGyjh. Avec le facteur de qualite associe,
entre 1 et 20, !'equivalent de dose est immediatement calcule.
Le rapport H/D indique par l'appareil corre~ond alors au
facteur de qualite moyen du champ de rayonnement<sJ.
Une campagne de mesure~ ~ ete menee aupres d'une source de
252 cf de faible activite( 5 J. Les grandeurs mesurees sont
comparees dans le Tableau 1 aux valeurs enregistrees avec des
detecteurs thermoluminescents eLi2 11 B407) I insensibles aux
neutro~s<
et aux valeurs obtenues avec des detecteurs a
bulles( 6 J, insensibles au rayonnement gamma.
Mesure neutron
BULLES
Hn [~SV/h)
69.5 ± 6.0

Mesure totale neutron-gamma
CIRCE-NAUSICAA
Dt [~Gy/h]
Ht [~SV/h)
66.5 ± 2.1

11.2 ± 0.2

Mesure gamma
TLD
Dg [~Gy/h]
3.5 ± 0.2

Tableau 1- Debits de doses enregistres aupres d'une source de
252cf par differents systemes de mesures.
Les resultats rapportes ici representent la valeur moyenne
et l'ecart-type pour 7 mesures de 2 heures a une distance de
1, 66m de la source. On remarque evidement la coherence des
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resultats, en dose absorbee comme en equivalent de dose, mais
on peut constater aussi,
par la valeur de l 1 ecart-type
rapportee 1 la bonne reproductibilite de la mesure.
Puisque

chaque

evenement est individualise lors de
il est alors simple de construire
la distribution de TLE mesuree. Les hauteurs d 1 impulsion sent
converties et classees sur 256 canaux en couvrant une gamme de
0, 3 a 12 00 keVI J.l.. Cette grande dynamique dans les hauteurs
d 1 impulsion
traitees
est
assuree
par
un
amplificateur
logarithmique situe dans le manche de la sonde en sortie du
preamplificateur lineaire.
1 1 acquisition des donnees,

Les ions lourds 1 tels qu 1 on les rencontre dans l 1 espace 1
COndUisent a deS depOtS d I energie danS le tiSSU bien SUperieUrS a celui des neutrons. Lorsqu 1 un evenement de ce type se
produit, superpose a un champ donnant de faibles TLE, !'equivalent de dose et le facteur de qualite moyen subissent une
nette augmentation. Seule 1' analyse detaillee des evenements
permet de definir la contribution des ions lourds.
Une premiere approche dans cet esprit a ete effectuee sur
la station orbitale MIR avec CIRCE. Pour cette experience, des
mesures d 1 une duree de 30 secondes seulement permettaient de
faire apparaitre des facteurs de qualite eleves car faiblement
ponderes par les evenements de bas TLE( 2 ).
NAUSICAA apportera des renseignements plus precis sur ces
evenements en fournissant le spectre de TLE
meme s 1 il est
unique, un evenement sera ainsi repertorie.
CONCLUSION

NAUSICAA permet d 1 effectuer 1 en temps reel, une dosimetrie
de
zone
en
champs
complexes
(neutron-gamma-particules
chargees).
Les donnees
obtenues sont la dose absorbee 1
l 1 equivalent de dose et le spectre de T.L.E. dans la gamme 0 1 3
a 1200 keV/J.t.m.
Le capteur 1 organe delicat du systeme, est aujourd 1 hui
parfaitement adapte a une utilisation de routine: resistances
aux chocs (normes spatiales) et duree de vie de bon fonctionnement.
L 1 ensemble forme un systeme tres performant pour des
mesures
dans
l 1 espace oil
siegent de
fortes
variations
spatiales et temporelles, variations en debit et variations en
nature de rayonnement.
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MEASUREMENT OF HTO PERMEABILITY OF MATERIALS
FOR PROTECTIVE APPLIANCES
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ABSTRACT
Tritiated water (HTO) vapor permeabilities were measured for
plastic and rubber films used for protective appliances
(suits, gloves, wrappings, etc.). The measurement data prove
that polyehylene and butyl rubbers are materials suitable for
HTO protective appliances with their lower permeability. The
data also indicate that desiccating protective appliances
before reuse is effective for restoring their original
resistances to penetrating HTO vapor when they are repeatedly
used.
INTRODUCTION
Characterization of protective appliances for HTO vapor
penetrating through those appliances has been a major subject
in an effort at reducing the dose due to HTO exposures.
Because few data on the characteristics of Japanese appliances
as barriers to penetrating HTO had been available, HTO vapor
permeabilities were measured for various plastic and rubber
films of materials currently used in Japanese radiation
protection appliances.
EXPERIMENTAL MATERIALS
Data were obtained with film specimens of polyehylene,
polyvinyl chloride and polyvinyl acetate. They are plastics
used as the materials of protective suits or wrappings. Also
characterized were the specimens of urethane, chlorosulfonic
polyehylene (hypalon), chloroprene (neoprene), butyl rubber
and natural rubber. They are rubbers used as the materials of
protective gloves. These specimens were all made by several
Japanese manufacturers. They had the thickness of about 0.1
or 0.2 mm and the HTO permeating surface area of 54 em'.
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The permeability parameters measured were permeation
coefficients, diffusion constants and solubilities. Based on
the diffusion theory [1], these parameters were obtained by
measuring the flux of HTO vapor permeating through specimen
films as a function of time.
The permeation coefficient, P, is calculated by Equation (1)
at the steady-state permeation:
P

= Fs L I

~
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p

(1)

where Fs is the steady-state flux of HTO vapor permeating
through the film, L is the film thickness and ~ p is the
partial pressure difference of water vapor between both sides
of the film.
By plotting t 1 / 2 F versus L' /4t of Equation (2) on semilogarithmic graph paper, the diffusion constant, D, is
obtained from the slope of the plots:
ln(ti

/z

F)

ln{2 C1

(D/ll

) 1/

2

}-

L 2

/4t

( 2)

where t is the time elapsed after the start of the exposure of
the film to HTO vapor, F is the flux of the water vapor
permeating through the film and CI is the concentration of
water in the film on the surface exposed to the vapor.
Then the solubility, S, is calculated using Equation (3) with
C1 obtained from the intercept of the plots mentioned above:

s

=

c1

I PI

(3 l

where p, is the partial pressure of the water vapor at the
surface of the film exposed to the vapor.
In order to measure the flux of water vapor, F, as a function
of time, an experimental apparatus was made consulting
D. H. Dougty's study of the Sandia National Laboratories [2].
The apparatus consists of the following parts: a generator of
HTO vapor; a sample film holder; ethylene glycol bubblers
where penetrating HTO is adsorbed; and two closed loops inside
which HTO vapor circulates. All the parts is built in a
constant temperature box.
With this apparatus, the time-dependent flux of HTO (then F
and Fs in the Equations) was obtained by measuring the amount
of tritium adsorbed in the bubblers-traps at certain intervals
of time by liquid scintillation counting. The partial
pressures pi and p, in the Equations were determined by
monitoring the temperature and the relative humidity inside
the closed loops of the apparatus.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Permeation Characteristics of Protective Appliance Materials
Table 1 shows a summary of the permeability measurements for
the specimens of various materials. As to the plastic
polymers, the permeation coefficient of polyvinyl acetate was
slightly larger than that of polyvinyl chloride, while the
value of polyethylene was about 1/10 of those of the other two
materials. The highest diffusion constant was found in
polyvinyl acetate, while polyethylene had the lowest value.
The difference in the values of diffusion constant among these
plastics was not so large as that in the values of permeation
coefficient. The solubilities increased in the order
polyethylene < polyvinyl chloride < polyvinyl acetate. The
value of polyethylene was about 10% of that of the others.
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The data therefore prove that polyethylene is the best
material among tested plastics from the viewpoint of HTO
permeability.
As to the rubber materials, the highest permeation coefficient
was observed in urethane. Natural rubber had the second
highest value followed by neoprene and hypalon. The
permeation coefficient of butyl rubber was the lowest among
our results and was about 1/300 of that of urethane. The
lowest values of diffusion constant and solubility were
measured in bulyl .rubber. The clcttct titus pruve that butyl
rubber excels as a material for HTO handling gloves with its
low HTO permeability.
Effects of Desiccation Treatment on Permeation Behavior
The specimen films had been measured for their original values
of the permeability parameters, then the films were
desiccated and measured again for any changes of the
parameter values. The desiccation treatment was carried out by
exposing the surfaces of the wet films to dry circulating
air. The HTO once adsorbed in the specimen films could be
removed by the desiccation treatment.
The parameter values and the vapor flux curve measured after
the desiccation well agreed with the original ones as in
Table 1 and Figure 1, respectively. It can therefore be
concluded that the desiccation treatment is effective for
restoring the ability of the materials as a barrier against
HTO vapor. As shown in Figure 1, desiccating glove materials
can recover the smaller flux region at the initial stage of
permeation, where the exposure to permeating HTO would be
relatively small. If a worker would desiccate his gloves
after each daily HTO handling operation and reuse the dried
gloves within the smaller flux region in any operation, his
exposure to penetrating HTO could be less significant than
that in cases where he would use the wet gloves for several
days without desiccation.
CONCLUSIONS
From the experimental data, the followings can be derived:
(1) polyethylene and butyl rubber are materials suitable for
HTO protective appliances with their low permeabilities;
(2) when a protective appliance is repeatedly used,
desiccating it before reuse may be effective for restoring
its original resistance to penetrating HTO vapor and for
reducing degree of HTO exposure.
REFERENCE
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Table 1.

Permeability Measurement (T=298K, L'lp=2.7kPa)
Thick. Permeation
coefficient
cm3 em
(mm)
)
cm2 s Pa

Material

polyethylene

0.09

polyvinyl
chloride
polyvinyl
acetate
urethane

0.21

hypalon

0.24

neoprene

0.20

butyl

0.21

natural
rubber

0.24

*

0.09
0.10

3. 6 E-12
E-12
E-ll
E-ll
E-ll
E-ll
E-09
E-09
E-ll
E-ll
E-ll
E-ll
E-12
E-12
E-10
E-10

* 3.6
4. 4
4.1
* 5.
7
6.1
* 1.3
* 1.8
5. 6
4.7
* 5.3
2
* 6.
4. 3
3.5
* 1.8
* 1.7

Diffusion
constant
( cm2 )
s

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*

6. 7
6. 2
7. 8
7. 1
8. 9
9. 5
1.2
1.9
6.1
6. 6
6. 5
6. 9
2. 0
1.9
1.8
1.8

E-09
E-09
E-09
E-09
E-09
E-09
E-08
E-08
E-09
E-09
E-09
E-09
E-09
E-09
E-08
E-08

Solubility

(

cm3
cm3 Pa

4.5 E-04
E-04
E-03
E-03
E-03
E-03
E-02
E-02
E-03
E-03
E-03
E-03
E-03
E-03
E-03
E-03

7
* 4.
4. 4
* 5.0
5. 2
5.1
* 7. 2
* 6.1
9. 2
8.1
* 7.4
7. 5
* 1.5
* 1.4
7. 7
7. 3
*

Data for the same specimen measured
after the desiccation treatment
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APPORT DE L'INFORMATIQUE DANS LES CONTROLES EN CONTINU DE LA
RADIOACTIVITE DES INSTALLATIONS ET DE L'ENVIRONNEMENT DU
CENTRE D'ETUDES DE SACLAY
J.P. HULOT, J. CASTRI, G. ROBINET, R. TRAVAILLON
Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique
Departement Securite Controle et Environnement
Centre d'Etudes de Saclay 91191 GIF/Yvette Cedex FRANCE
CONTRIBUTION OF COMPUTER SCIENCE IN CONTINUOUS RADIOACTIVITY
SURVEY IN PLANTS AND ENVIRONMENT OF CENTRE D'ETUDES DE SACLAY
Assignments of radiations survey board
(local staff
warning and overall follow up of plants) benefit by an
important contribution of computer science in two fields
- quality
of
measurements,
principally
measures
of
radioactive atmospheric aerosols pollution,
- increase of overall follow up by peripherals, especially
by continuous recording measures.
The connection, by local network, of all survey boards can
enable us
further
applications
as
decision making
for
incidental cases.
INTRODUCTION
Parmi les missions des unites de protection centre les
rayonnements figure le controle permanent des:
- nuisances
radioactives
susceptibles
de
polluer
l'environnement,
- risques radioactifs dans les installations.
Pour mener a bien ces missions elles disposent de systemes
de mesures en continu que sent:
- les
Tableaux
de
Controle
des
Rayonnements
(TCR)
les
installes
dans
les
installations
(principalement
Installations Nucleaires de Base),
- le Tableau de Controle de l'Environnement (TCE) pour la
surveillance de l'environnement du site.
Nous avons entrepris au centre de Saclay , depuis plus de
10 ans, un effort important de modernisation de ces tableaux de
controle et a ce jour ce sent 10 "systemes informatises de
radioprotection" qui fonctionnent en temps reel. Sur les 600
voies de radioprotection installees au centre d'etudes de
Saclay, 530 sent traitees par un systeme informatise.
En cas d'incident il est necessaire de regrouper des
informations provenant des differents systemes de controle
permanent
(mesures dans !'installation en cause, mesures
meteorologiques,
mesures
dans
l'environnement .... ).
L'interconnexion des differents
systemes
informatises de
controle de radioprotection en continu presente un interet
majeur.
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SYSTEMES INFORMATISES DE RADIOPROTECTION DE SACLAY
Tableaux de centrale des rayonnements des installations
La mission d'un TCR d'installation est double :
- alerter localement les personnels du niveau de risque
auquel ils sent soumis, cette mission est assuree par une
signalisation, lumineuse et sonore, au peste de travail,
- permettre un suivi global de l'installation a partir du
centralisateur en exploitant l'ensemble des mesures.
Les caracteristiques generales des TCR informatises sent
les suivantes :
Chaque voie de radioprotection est constituee :
- d'un capteur qui fournit un train d'impulsions de
mesures et un etat de fonctionnement,
- d'un coffret de signalisation qui re9oit une commande de
signalisation et fournit un etat de fonctionnement.
La gestion centralisee des mesures comprend :
- un synoptique d'alarmes,
- la visualisation permanente des etats et des mesures,
- 1' edition d •un journal de bard qui comporte : messages
lies aux changements d'etats et de plage et editions cycliques
de niveaux moyens et de cumuls,
un traceur de courbes,
- un archivage des mesures su~ plusieurs jours,
- un dialogue operateur qu1 permet de modifier des
parametres de fonctionnement, d'editer les mesures et cumuls et
de tracer les courbes des mesures en temps reel ou en differe
a partir de l'archivage.
Tableau de centrale de l'environnement du centre de Saclay
Le TCE comprend des stations "environnement" (centrale
radiologique)
reparties
auteur
du
site
et
une
station
meteorologique situee a l'interieur du centre.
Chaque station comporte des capteurs appropries et une
unite de traitement, constituee auteur d •un micro-processeur
qui
- assure !'acquisition des informations des capteurs,
- traite les informations capteurs pour elaborer une
mesure exploitable,
- transmet au centralisateur les mesures et les etats des
capteurs.
Le role du centralisateur est de permettre un suivi aise
et permanent de l'ensemble des mesures des stations. Les
mesures sent archivees et peuvent etre facilement editees so us
forme de tableaux et de courbes.
La partie environnement utilise la balise a filtre
sequentiel alpha et beta composee de capteurs et d'une unite de
traitement (BFSAB) developpee specialement a cet effet.
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APPORT DE
MESURES

L 1 INFORMATIQUE

SUR

LA

QUALITE

DU

TRAITEMENT

DES

La mise au point d 1 algorithmes d 1 elaboration de mesures
spec if iques a chaque type de capteurs [ 1) a perm is d 1 obtenir
une homogeneite des resultats de mesure. Toutes les mesures des
TCR sont exprimees en LDO (Limite Derivee Operationnelle). Pour
les mesures de contamination (aerosols et gaz) la LDO est egale
a
la
limite
d~rivee
de
concentration
dans
1 1 air
(LDCA=LAI/2000h*1,2m h- 1 ), elle depend done de la valeur d 1 un
parametre
de
radiotoxici te
qui
est
introdui t
par
les
exploitants du TCR. Ce parametre est choisi en faisant une
hypothese sur la contamination possible ; en general il est
egal a la LAI la plus severe probable pour le local surveille.
Dans le cas des mesures d 1 exposition externe la LDO est le
debit de dose horaire moyen (LAE/2000h soit 25 ~Sv/h).
L 1 interet de ces algorithmes se resume dans les quelques
caracteristiques suivantes :
type de mesure
(installation)

limite de
detection

temps de reponse
pour 1 LDO

Exposition ext erne

2.10- 3 LDO

3 secondes

Gaz
Aerosols B
Aerosols a

0,2 LDO (c14)

3 minutes

0,4 LDO (sr90+y90)

3 minutes

0,5 LDO (Pu238+Pu239)

150 minutes

Dans le cas des mesures dans 1 1 environnement ou le bruit
de fond, du a la radioactivite naturelle, est variable et
important par rapport a la sensibilite recherchee 1 1 apport des
traitements informatiques est fondamental, il peut se resumer
dans le tableau ci-dessous :
type de mesure
(environnement)

limite de
detection

en presence d 1 un
bruit de fond de

Exposit.externe

2 nGy/h

80 a 100 nGy/h

50 mBq/m 3 (Kr85)

o,4 a 50 Bq/m 3 Rn 222

Gaz
Aerosols B

0,2 mBqfm 3 (Sr90+y90)

Aerosols a

0,4mBqfm 3 (Pu 238 +Pu 239 ) o,1a5o Bq/m3 der.Rn 222

o,1a5o Bq/m3 der.Rn 222

Les principes generaux de tous les traitements ont ete
presentes au cours d 1 un seminaire AIEA [2].
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APPORT DE L 1 INFORMATIQUE SUR L 1 EXPLOITATION DES MESURES
Sur ce plan l 1 apport de l 1 informatique se caracterise par:
- un sui vi global de 1 1 installation grandement ameli ore
grace
a la peripherie informatique et en particulier
l 1 archivage des mesures qui permet a tout moment de ressortir
les mesures des 10 a 20 derniers jours,
- un
controle
permanent
du
bon
fonctionnement
des
differents
composants
du
TCR : capteur,
coffret
de
signalisation, unite de traitement et centralisateur,
- une tres grande disponibilite des systemes : a titre
d 1 exemple 3 TCR organises avec une architecture de traitement
centralise redondant o~t accuse un taux d 1 indisponibilite de
1 1 ordre de quelques 10- pour un temps de fonctionnement cumule
de plus de 200 000 heures.
Un autre aspect
important est 1 1 interconnexion des
differents TCR et du TCE. Le RRES (Reseau de Radioprotection et
d I Environnement de Sac lay) en place depuis plusieurs annees
permet de disposer en tout point de ce reseau des diverses
mesures [ 3] . La connexion des TCR a ce reseau se pour sui vra
dans les annees a venir.
CONCLUSION
L 1 obtention des mesures par des traitements elabores
ameliore grandement la qualite de la radioprotection, nous
continuons nos travaux dans ce domaine.
La fonction de centralisation beneficie de tous les
apports de l 1 informatique et son exploitation en est facilite.
La realisation d 1 un reseau constitue les bases qui
permettront de realiser, dans 1 1 avenir, un systeme expert
d 1 aide a la decision pour les situations accidentelles.
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FAST AND SENSITIVE DETERMINATION OF SR-90 AND SR-89 ACTIVITY
IN MILK BY ION-CHROMATOGRAPHY AND LIQUID SCINTILLATION
V. Figueiredo and A. Herrmann
Food Control Laboratory, Basel, Switzerland
1. ABSTRACT
A method for fast and exact determination of both
strontium isotopes in milk and other foodstuffs, combinating
high performance ion chromatographic separation with by
liquid scintillation counting, which enables the desired
results to be obtained with very satisfactory precision and
reproducibility within 24 hours, has been developed. The
lowest detectable activity lies by 3 Bq/liter for Sr-90 and
1 Bq/liter for Sr-89 which is satisfactory for assessing a
situation in a time of crisis.
2. INTRODUCTION
After the accident in Chernobyl, the old problem of
Sr-90 and Sr-89 activity measurements became topical once
more. Again it was evident that the public as well as the
authorities expected quick and reliable information after
the event from the responsible laboratories. Due to the wide
bands of energy emited by the beta-radiation, a chemical
separation of the nuclides to be measured is unavoidable.
The methods used at the moment [1,2,3] involve tedious
separations and reliable results require waits of several to
20 days. The method described here, a combination of high
performance ion chromatography and liquid scintillation,
enables us to obtain the necessary strontium preparation
purity and to determine the activities of both Sr-90 and
Sr-89 correctly and exactly within a working-day.
3. EXPERIMENTAL
After the removal of the milk protein with trichloroacetic acid, the alkaline earth metal ions are precipitated
as oxalates, converted to carbonates by ashing and the
strontium as well as the barium ions precipitated as nitrate
salts. An aliquot of the nitrate salt is put through a
chromatographic system, the strontium peak-volume collected
and the activity of both strontium isotopes measured by lowlevel liquid scintillation. The chemical manipulations require approximately 7 hours and the counting 3 hours.
3.1. ISOLATION OF STRONTIUM FROM MILK
The isolation of strontium is performed according to
[4], using 1 liter of milk and adding 40 mg each of strontium and barium carrier. The procedure is interrupted at the
level of the nitrate precipitation. The precipitate dissolved in 5 ml water (sample solution) is then used for the
ion chromatography.
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3.2. FINE CLEANUP OF STRONTIUM BY ION-CHROMATOGRAPHY
250 ~1 of the sample solution are injected into the
chromatographic system described below. After the detection
by conductivity the strontium peak-volume is collected in a
counting vial, mixed with PICO-AQUA cocktail and counted as
soon as possible.
DIONEX HPIC-CS3 and HPIC-CG3
Column
Eluent
HCl 48 mM, diaminopropionic acid hydrochloride 16 mM
1 ml/min
Flow-rate
Suppressed Conductivity
Detection
3.3. CHEMICAL YIELD
The chemical yield of the precipitation is also determined by ion chromatography after adequate dilution of the
sample solution. The concentration of the sample solution
and thereby the chemical yield are determined using an external standard.
3.4. MEASUREMENT OF SR-90/SR-89 ACTIVITIES BY LIQUID
SCINTILLATION
The scintillation spectra are measured on a TRICARB
2250CA low level liquid scintillation analyzer from PACKARD.
The activities of Sr-90 and Sr-89 of the collected fraction
are determined by dual label DPM analysis with AEC (Automatic Efficiency Control) in the following optimized energy
windows: 5-200 keV for Sr-90 and 200-1200 keV for Sr-89.
Preparation of the Quench Curves:
As commercially obtained Sr-90 is in equilibrium with
its daughter Y-90, it is necessary to purify the Sr-90
standard solution by chemical separation [ 2] before preparing the quench sets.
Sample measurement:
The sample activity must be measured directly after the
eluate is collected, but after a few minutes equilibration
in the cooled sample collector. The samples are counted over
a period of 180 minutes.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
At the present time adequate preparative columns are
not available: the DIONEX HPIC-CS3 is an analytical column.
However the quantities and volumes given here result in a
good recovery rate of added strontium. Starting with one
liter of milk, with the stated amounts of strontium and
barium added, a chemical yield of 68 % ± 2 % (n = 10) was
obtained.
Under the given conditions of the ion-chromatographical
purification the alkaline earth metal ions are separated,
while the alkaline metal ions are eluted with the water
peak. Trivalent ions such as lanthanides, yttrium and the
transitional metals are held back by the column. If in the
case of milk, the calcium is not removed with nitric acid
separation,
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a large excess of calcium will be present which prohibits a
separation of the peaks. One single nitric acid separation
completely eliminates any alkali ions that may possibly be
present and reduces the calcium concentration by a factor of
1000.
Although the analytical chromatography column is clearly overloaded, the strontium-peak is well resolved from the
barium-peak. The addition of barium carrier solution permits
a well timed interruption of the collection of the strontium
fraction.
With the possibility of dual label DPM counting, spectral
separations
of
both
radiations
(max.
energies:
0,546 keV for Sr-90, 1,492 keV for Sr-89), activity ratios
of Sr-90/Sr-89 from 1:50 to 50:1 can be measured well. The
two established quench curves in the chosen energy windows
for Sr-90 and Sr-89 give a constant spill-up and spill-down.
The efficiencies for both isotopes lie by 70 % for Sr-90 and
67 % for Sr-89.
Due to the ingroth of Y-90, after a counting time of
180 minutes only an Y-90 activity of approximately 3 % of
the Sr-89 activity will be present. The Beta-radiation from
Y-90 appears mainly in the Sr-89 window and so can simulate
Sr-89 activity.
5. QUALITY CONTROL OF THE METHOD
At the end of 1990 we received several food samples from
Chernobyl, whose activity had been determined with gammaspectrometry. In 5 samples, the Sr-90 activity was determined with the up to then applied method [2], which is based
on the measurement of the chemically separated Y-90 using a
gas-proportional counter. The direct determination of the
Sr-90 activity of these samples was likewise carried out
using the method described above, also only 250 ml of milk
and 500 ml of water could be used (Table 1).
Table 1: comparison of the methods: Sr-90 in milk and water
samples from Chernobyl (Bq/liter)
sample
milk
milk
milk
milk
pond

1
2
3
4
water

method [ 2]
5,6
8,4
10,9
9,9
46,9

±
±
±
±
±

this method
5,7
7,6
13,8
10,0
52,0

0,1
0,1
0,2
0,2
4,5

±
±
±
±
±

0,6
0,8
1,4
1,0
2,6

difference
+ 1,8
- 9,5
+26,6
+ 1,0
+10,9

%
%
%
%
%

The difference in the results varies between 1 and
27 %, with a mean value around 10 %. In view of the given
degree of pure statistical error (1 sigma), the differences
are not significant except in milk sample 3. With the limited volume available, the results are very satisfactory.
A further comparison, on the basis of an interlaboratory test organized by the Berlin Ministry of Health (BGA)
is shown in table 2.
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Table 2: Interlaboratory test, BGA Berlin 1990
nuclide
Sr-90
Sr-89

method [ 2]
4,3 ± 0,2

-

this method
4,4 ± 0,4
7,0 ± 0,7

(Bq/liter)

nomial value
4,2
5,3

The sample (water) contained, apart from the two Srisotopes, also H-3, Co-60, Zn-65, Cs-134, Cs-137 and Ce-141.
The strontium activities measured with both the tested
methods agree very well with the expected value. The Sr-89
activity found by the method described here actually
deviates by 30 % from the value given by the BGA, but with
an activity of only 2,7 Bq/liter at the time of measurement
(70 days after the reference date) it is not surprising.
6. CONCLUSIONS
The method described here has shown to be very reliable: the ion chromatography allows a maximum purity of
the strontium fraction to be obtained, and the liquid scintillation permits a simultaneous determination of both
strontium isotopes. The detection limit lies by 3 Bq/liter
for Sr-90 and 1 Bq/liter for Sr-89. Even when this method,
at the moment has only been tested by means of some samples
from Chernobyl and spiked samples, it can be used for other
foodstuffs with the appropriate preparation, without further
ado, or in nuclear plant laboratories for their own control
of waste water.
Thus it is possible to perform quick and reliable
strontium analyses after an event and take the necessary
precautionary measures or issue recommendations promptly.
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ETUDE DE COMPTEURS MINIATURES POUR LA DOSIMETRIE
INDIVIDUELLE DES NEUTRONS
J. BARTHE, M. MOURGUES, J.M. BORDY, B. BOUTRUCHE,
T. LAHAYE et G. PORTAL.
CEA/Institut de Protection et de Surete Nucleaire
Departement de Protection de l'homme et Dosimetrie
P. SEGUR
CPAT, ERA277, Universite P. Sabatier, TOULOUSE
STUDY OF MINI-COUNTERS FOR PERSONAL NEUTRON DOSIMETRY
The characteristics of three electronic detectors designed for
personal neutron dosimetry are compared: a multicellular tissue
equivalent proportionnel counter, a differential diode detector
and a detector operating in a partial G .M. regime. The two
detectors employed the same thin film of Boron-10 doped
polyethylene as a neutron to proton converter.
INTRODUCTION
Il n'existe pas, A l'heure actuelle, de dosim~tre electronique
individuel commercialise permettant d'evaluer, en temps reel, la
dose due aux neutrons dans les champs mixtes. Les recherches
entreprises dans le service sur ces capteurs dosimetriques
concernent la conception et l'etude d'un detecteur electronique
miniature
susceptible d'equiper
les
futurs
dosim~tres
individuels. Parmi les difficultes qui se presentent, les deux
plus importantes sont l'obtention d'une sensib.ilite aux neutrons
et d'une discrimination neutron/gamma suffisantes.
COMPTEUR PROPORTIONNEL
Le principal defaut des compteurs proportionnels, utilises en
microdosimetrie, est leur manque de sensibilite, consecutive a
la faible section
efficace
11
de
collision
10
elastique
mig
croscopique des
neutrons
avec
•
les
atomes
0
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Figure 1: Distribution de la dose en
fonction de l'energie lineique.
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20

constituant le
materiau equivalent
tissu.
Pour compenser
cet effet,
il
faut accroitre
la
surface
d'echange entre
la cathode et
le gaz detectant les particules
secondaires chargees
(1) •

Les comp-teurs proportionnels auront en general des dimensions
importantes, diametre superieur a 5 em (2), rendant ainsi
impropre leur utilisation comme capteur dans un dosimetre
individuel.
La surface d 1 echange, entre la paroi et le gaz du compteur
developpe dans le service, est accrue par le forage d Un
ensemble de canaux borgnes orthogonaux a la surface interne (3) .
Selon le diametre des canaux et 1 'epaisseur de la paroi,
1 1 accroissement de surface peut atteindre un facteur 10 par
rapport au compteur orthocylindrique de meme volume ( 4)
Le
volume de detection n 1 est plus convexe et la simulation d 1 un
site microscopique imparfaite. Ceci n 1 est pas redhibitoire dans
la mesure ou une deuxieme interaction du meme neutron incident
avec une nouvelle zone de la cathode est improbable. L'epaisseur
entre les canaux est suffisante pour arreter toutes les
particules secondaires chargees a 1 'exception toutefois des
electrons d'energie superieure au MeV.
1

Dans le cas du compteur multicellulaire (4), le calcul de la
distribution de la longueur des cordes donne une distribution de
Dirac dont la valeur la plus probable correspond sensiblement a
la valeur moyenne . La figure 1 donne la reponse du compteur
monocanal, normalisee a la meme charge collectee pour les
photons du cobalt-60 et les neutrons d'une source d 1 Am-Be. Ces
spectres sont deformes par la presence de 1 1 enceinte metallique
qui entoure, pour le moment, la maquette du compteur.
DOUBLE DIODES
De nombreux auteurs ont etudie la reponse aux neutrons des
detecteurs solides de traces (DST) avec et sans convertisseur
hydrogene.
Barelaud
et
70
coll.
(5) ont
remplace le DST
Ul
~
60
b) Diode avec convertisseur
par une diode.
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·ri
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derl
so
rl
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Figure 2: Reponse differentielle du
systeme de detection, source Am-Be.
Afin de separer
au
mieux
la
reponse des photons de celle des neutrons, une deuxieme diode,
de caracteristique equivalente, mesure la composante photonique
0
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ainsi que les interactions directes avec les neutrons. La
difference de reponse des deux diodes est exclusivement liee a
la reponse du convertisseur aux neutrons.
Le principal avantage de ce systeme est lie a la reponse du
convertisseur; en effet Makovicka (6) a montre que, pour une
epaisseur de polyethylene d 1 environ 30 ~m, le debit de fluence
des
protons
emergeant
du
radiateur
est
sensiblement
1
proportionnel
(a
± 30%) au debit d equivalent de dose
neutronique entre 100 keV et 5 MeV. Une implantation adequate en
bore-10 permet d 1 etendre la gamme de me sure jusqu 1 a 1 1 energie
des neutrons thermiques. Un second avantage est lie a la faible
tension de polarisation des diodes particulierement bien adaptee
au detecteur individuel. Plusieurs inconvenients existent: le
bruit de fond propre des diodes qui limite le seuil de detection
a quelques dizaines de keV, 1 'epaisseur de la zone morte qui
arrete les particules chargees de faible energie ou tres
ionisantes, la forte sensibilite aux photons.
La figure 2 donne la reponse, pour les neutrons d 1 une source
d 1 Americium-Beryllium, de la diode nue (a), de la diode sous
convertisseur (b) ainsi que la reponse differentielle du systeme
de detection.
COMPTEUR A REGIME GM PARTIEL
La sensibilite du systeme de detection est directement liee a
la surface du detecteur, soit 1,5 cm2 dans le cas des diodes.
Afin d 1 accroitre, sans cout excessif, la sensibilite du capteur,
la diode est remplacee par un compteur fonctionnant en regime GM
partiel dont la surface sensible peut atteindre plusieurs
dizaines
de
centimetres
10 J -~-------- - - - - - - carres. Dans la
maquette
etudiee,
la
ca2
~ 10 thode est consQ)
·rl
tituee
d 1 une
.-1
feuille
metal.-1
l[o·rl
lique dont la
e
surface
inteQ)
rieure est re0>
couverte d'une
ro
+-l
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If0 10 _,_
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dernier
u
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'0 10 - 2 croscopiquement
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1600
1E>OO
1000
1400
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lepipede ou
Figure 3: Taux de comptage en fonction
soit par un ende la tension appliquee.
semble de tubes
cylindriques.
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celle du DINEUTRON pour un poids et un encombrement du detecteur
plus faibles.
Les materiaux constituant la cathode et sa structure de
maintient sont choisis de telle sorte que !'interaction avec les
photons soit minimale;
ceci permet de s'affranchir de
1' utilisation d • un deuxieme detecteur de compensation. Comme
pour la diode, une implantation de la cathode en bore-10 permet
de detecter les neutrons thermiques et epithermiques. La figure
3 donne, pour un meme debit de dose, les reponses respectives du
detecteur aux neutrons d 'une source de californium et aux
photons du cobalt-60 en fonction de la tension appliquee.
CONCLUSION
Si !'obtention d'un capteur dosimetrique individuel, a partir
d'un compteur proportionnel pose encore de nombreux problemes
technologiques (gain gazeux, stabilite a long terme, etc.), il
est par contre certain que la realisation d'un compteur a regime
GM partiel ou, plus encore, d'un ensemble differentiel a diodes
ne pose aucun probleme majeur. Il faut toutefois noter que 1~
compteur proportionnel donne une information dosimetrique
complete: dose, equivalent de dose et facteur de qualite moyen,
alors que les detecteurs a convertisseur hydrogene ne
fournissent a priori que !'equivalent de dose.
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DEVELOPEMENT

OF

AN

AUTOMATIC IMAGE
ANALYSIS

SCANNER

FOR

1

IUT

DOSIMETRY

Solid Nuclear track detector in dosimetry are necessary for
numerous uses. We have developed image analysis for scanning and
measuring nuclear tracks
(alpha, proton and fission fragment) in
various
detectors.
The
track
density
makes
it
possible
to
calculate the activity concentration to which the detector has
been exposed. Special computer programs enable us to count both
low and high densities.

INTRODUCTION
L'analyse d'image a pour but d'extraire d'une image brute
des
informations
concernant
des
structures
particulieres
appelees"objet". Dans le cas du comptage de films dosimetriques,
1' analyse
automatique
des
traces
nucleaires
do it
permettre
d'acceder
dans
les
meilleures
conditions
de
temps
et
d'efficacite
a la densite de trace et done a l'exposition
auquelle ont ete soumis les films.

LE

SYSTEME

D'ANALYSE

D'IMAGE

Le systeme de base utilise est commercialise par la Societe
OLYMPUS sous le nom de CUE-2. Il comporte les elements presentes
sur la figure 1.
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FIG

1·

Le

systeme

d'analyse

d'images

microscope optique (A) , contrOleur de deplacement x, y et z
(B),
platine motorisee (C), camera video ceo (D), microordinateur (E),
moniteur image (F) et imprimante laser (G)
DEROULEMENT

D'UNE

ANALYSE

D'IMAGE

Le
programme
informatique
realise
l'analyse
d' image
quatre phases essentielles precisees dans le schema suivant

en

acquisition
de
l' image
pour
realiser
de
telles
observations, le traitement d'image est connecte a un microscope
optique (BH2) , pouvant travailler a la fois en lumiere transmise
ou en lumiere reflechie. Dans le but d' accroitre son efficacite,
le
systeme
est
de
plus
equipe
d' une
platine
microscope
motorisee. Cette platine motorisee permet un deplacement suivant
les trois axes x, y, z. Le deplacement suivant l' axe z permet le
reglage
de
la
net tete
de
l' image
au
moyen
d' un
systeme
autofocus.
mise en valeur et pretraitement
l'operateur fixe un
intervalle de niveaux de gris englobant au mieux les niveaux de
gris des pixels constituant les objets.
L'image est ensuite
binarisee suivant les valeurs de niveaux de gris seuils imposes.
analyse
des objets de l'images
dans sa configuration
de depart, le logiciel est capable de caracteriser chaque objet
analyse
avec plus de trente parametres geometriques
(surface,
perimetre,
diametre
de
feret, ... ) .
dans
le
cadre
des
ameliorations
que
nous
avons
developpees
l' ensemble
des
parametres est fixable.
sortie des resultats de l'analyse sous la forme
grammes ou de courbes caracteristiques de chaque champ
ou de l' ensemble de la surface .
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d'histoanalyse

APPLICATIONS

DU

SYSTEME

POUR

LE

COMPTAGE

DE

FILMS

DOSIMETRIQUES

de
detecteurs
pol.ymeriques
permet
la
Ce
type
caracterisation
des
interactions
des
rayonnements
nucleaires
suivant
alpha, neutron, proton et produits de fission.
Le but du developpement d 1 une analyse de ces detecteurs par
traitement d 1 image est principalement destine a la determination
de densite des traces.._ C est a dire a la me sure des evenements
nucleaires subits en surface. Dans certain cas, il est egalement
necessaire d 1 acceder a tous les parametres de forme et a la
cartographie des traces sur 1 1 ensemble de la surface.
I

Pour
ce
faire,
l.e
systeme
a
ete
adapte
a 1 1 analyse
automatique de detecteurs
sol.ides de traces
nucl.eaires,
deux
categories d 1 ana1yses ont requis une adaptation particuliere
les films a faible densite de traces car ils
necessitent
la
prise
en
compte
d 1 une
surface
importante
du
detecteur pour obtenir un resultat fiable.
Pour
fa ire
un
programme
informatique
ce
specifique est utilise pour piloter le deplacement de la platine
en X et y a fin de compter toute la surface de plus il y a
egal.ement
un
fluctuation
focalite
avec
controle
des
de
correction en jouant sur 1 1 axe z
forte densite de traces, car dans
les films
ce cas certaines traces se chevauchent,
ce qui necessite un
traitement special. pour les separer.
L'etude de ce type de films a forte densite est
realisee
en
utilisant
egalement
un
programme
specialement
developpe qui d 1 une part peut comparer les objets observes par
rapport
a une bibliotheque de traces se recouvrant ou peut
retrouver
par
traitement
mathematique
la
forme
des
traces
initiales dans un recouvrement.
Les
resultats
obtenus
par
analyse
d 1 image
et
leur
comparaison avec ceux realises
au moyen d 1 un comptage
semiautomatique
par
un
operateur
sont
tout
a fait adaptes a
l I analyse de detecteUrS a faible et a forte densite.
CONCLUSION

Les
differents
developpements
de
1 1 analyse
d 1 image
presentes dans le cadre de ce travail
montrent l inter~t de
cette technique pour 1 1 analyse des traces nucleaires.
1

la
de
le

Les differents programmes informatiques nous permettent a
fois de qualifier et d 1 extraire des formes caracteristiques
traces d 1 une surface et de quantifier leurs repartitions sur
materiau.

Le
temps
d 1 analyse
est
tres
court,
par
exemple
le
traitement d 1 un detecteur de traces nucleaires qui demande une
heure par cette technique en demande cinq fois plus en comptage
optique par un operateur.
De
plus,
1. • automatisation
de
ce
traitement
permet
de
realiser
un
nombre
important
d 1 analyses
pour
verifier
les
resultats,
ce
qui
par
analyse
optique
directe
n 1 est
pas
envisageable.
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Apres avoir developpe des methodes d'etudes efficaces, par
observation
microscopique,
il
s' avere
que
de
nombreuses
applications de ce traitement sont encore a venir.
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BACKGROUND TRACKS IN CR-39 SSNTD SHEETS: THEIR CONTROL AND
PREDICTION THROUGH AN INTERPLAY OF ETCHING PARAMETERS
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ABSTRACT
High

sensitivity of CR-39 film in turn leads to higher

variable bac:kground track-densities.

and

A two-step etching process,

each consisting of CE and ECE, is therefore suggested which
permits not only partial freezing of the background but also
allows to know its level. The procedure identifies bad pieces
with scratches and determines the minimum detection limit (MDL)
of_ 1gach film individually. Activities as low as 0.2 mBq <- 5 x
10
curies) can thus be measured with low background films for
exposure periods of 7-10 days (exposure is carried out after
first processing).

INTRODUCTION
The discovery of low detection threshold CR-39
track
detector by Cartwright et al in 1978 and subsequent appearance of
its
improved
version, SR-86 (Fujii
& Yokota,1988)
has
tremendously extended the areas of application of technique of
Solid State Nuclear Track Detection (SSNTD).
One of
the
noteworthy areas of its applications is ··measurement of low
levels of activity in a variety of mattrices. Our interest in
this area has been constantly growing over the years.
(Bhagwat
et al, 1988). During the followup studies it became evident that
the background in CR-39 pieces is largelY variable.
Further,
though it should be preferably low, there should be a way of
knowing it in advance. The possibility of controlling the
background should also exist. This paper suggests a new approach
to the problem highlighted above.

APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM
A two-step processing of CR-39 was visualised for the
purpose. The first step was intended to i) reveal the background
in the film ii) show the surface quality, i.e. with or without
scratches and iii) select pieces for a particular measurement
based on acceptable level of background.
It was also realised
that background tracks will increase further in number during
second step of processing.
It is the background appearing in the
second step which will interfere with experimental measurement.
If possible therefore, it should be quantified to
enable
assessment of contribution from the experimental exposure.
The
details of this investigation are explained in the following
sections.
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EXPERIMENTAL
Since the whole exercise is oriented towards measurement of
low track densities, it was decided to incorporate both chemical
etching (CE) and Electrochemical etching (ECE) in each step of
processing so that large/entire area of film could be easily
counted. The optimum etching times were selected, as follows.
The conditions of processing during second step were those
adopted for revelation of alpha tracks in CR-39, i.e. CE of 6h in
6N KOH at 60•c and ECE at room temperature (22• - 24°C) for 15h
employing 6N KOH and applying an AC field of 6 Vp/~m
of film
thickness (= 500 ~m) at 500 Hz.
The ECE conditions for the first processing were maintained
the same as those in the second processing. The time of CE was
however, varied to study its influence on revealed number of
tracks.
This data is shown by the lower curve in fig.
1.
The
time of CE was varied from zero hour to 18 h in steps of 2 h. The
initial part of this curve is shown by dashed line.
This was
because a smooth curve was difficult to draw in this region due
to large scatter in experimental points. The latter part of the
curve, however, shows a smooth variation and is depicted by a
continuous curve.
This part of the curve also reveals that
observed number of background tracks is low for chemical etching
times corresponding to 12 to 14 h. The time of CE in the first
processing was therefore fixed at 12 h for all subsequent
measurements.
The upper curve in fig. 1 shows the effect of second
processing (where CE and ECE conditions are already fixed) on the
data revealed by the lower curve.
It is seen that in the region
of continuous curve, the final number of tracks continues to be
low for the same region where the first curve has its minimum.
This further subtantiates the selection of 12 h of CE in the
first processing.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to study the relationship between number of tracks
revealed in the first and second processing steps, a large number
of films were subjected to two processing steps without any
exposure in between.
Fig. 2 shows this data.
A quantitive
relationship is found to exist between two sets of data, i.e.
it
is possible to predict the background generated during the second
processing from the number of ECE spots observed after the first
processing.
The figure also shows 95% confidence level (CL)
lines (= 1.96 cr), i.e. the standard deviation of the second step
background is automatically known for any level of background.
Before obtaining the line of best fit, Dixon Criterion
(Dixon,
1973) at 90% C.L. was applied to search for possible
outliers.
Two points (out of 39) were rejected on this basis.
The line of best fit was then obtained by the method of weighted
least squares. The equation for this line is
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Y = 0.845 X ------

(1)

The upper and lower bound lines at 95% C.L. are
Y = 1.514 X------

&

( 2)

Y = 0.176 X------

( 3)

The coefficient of correlation (r) for the data was found to
be 0.465. Student's t
-distribution test was also applied
(t=3.512) to the data [t(0.99)37=2.447 from the tables] which
proved that a significant relationship exists (3.512 > 2.447).
A salient point about the above study is that it permits i)
rejection of pieces with scratches and ii) calculation of MDL
separately for each film based on its background observed after
the first processing. The MDLs corresponding to 2 a and 3 a
limit as a function of ECE spots observed after the first
processing are shown in fig. 3. Thus for 30 (or less) ECE spots
after first processing, one can measure activities as low as 0.2
mBq <~ 5 femtocuries) for exposure period of one week (see the 3a
line).

APPLICATION OF THE TECHNIQUE
The above technique was used to evaluate the strength of
standard alpha sources of low activity. prepared by evaporating a
few lambda of standard stock solution on teflon planchets.
Source area was 10 mm in diameter. The teflon planchets were
thoroughly cleaned previously by employing standard chemical
procedures and their background was measured by SSNTD technique
only.
CR-39 films (after their first processing) were exposed to
two such sources twice for 12 days each. The measured average
source strength was (0.018 ± 0.0018) dpm ( = 0.3 mBq) which is in
reasonably good agreement with the quoted value of (0.024±0.006)
dpm ( =0. 4 mBq) .

CONCLUSION
The above results confirm the utility of the technique at
the level mentioned.
Further improvements in M.D.L. are possible
by increasing the time of exposure. However, more s{gnificant
contribution to M.D.L. may come from future improvements in the
quality of CR-39 leading to lower backgrounds and reduced
uncertainties.
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Abstract
A neutron spectrometer based on Bonner spheres has been
calibrated in monoenergetic neutron beams. The response matrix
has been interpolated using a one dimensional transport
calculation. The unfolding code SAND has been implemented on a
personal computer leading to a compact measuring system. The
validation of the response matrix and of the unfolding procedure
was performed using measurements of known spectra. The system
has been applied satisfactorily as a reference instrument in
nuclear power plants and near medical accelerators.

1.

Introduction

Dosimetric quantities related to neutron irradiation are
strongly dependent on the energy spectrum of the radiation. Two
common methods are used in order to obtain relevant dosimetric
information. In the first one the neutron energy fluence is
measured using a set of moderating polyethylene spheres (Bonner
spheres); the dosimetric quantities (absorbed dose, dose
equivalent, quality factor and radiation weighting factors) are
obtained by convoluting the energy spectrum with conversion
factors derived from Monte Carlo calculations. The second method
is based on microdosimetric measurements using a tissue
equivalent proportional counter (TEPC); in this case the LET
spectrum allows the calculation of the dosimetric quantities.
The first approach was chosen because it provides through
the fluence energy spectrum a better insight into the radiation
protection conditions. A particular effort has been devoted to
the determination of the characteristics and the performances of
the system and to its integration in a compact measuring system.

2.

Description

The spectrometric system used [1] comprises 11 moderating
spheres made of polyethylene with diameters of
2, 2.5, 3,
4.2, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12 and 15 inches (")
(from 5.08 to
38. 1 em) . Spheres with diameters smaller than 6" can be covered
by a cylindrical cadmium box, in order to absorb the thermal
component of the incident neutron spectrum. The thermal neutron
detector used is a miniaturized proportional counter filled with
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helium-3. The preamplier located close to the counter is linked
through 20 m long cables to a
standard spectroscopy
instrumentation. An optimal discrimination level which insures a
good rejection of noise and y rays without affecting the neutron
sensitivity too much, has been chosen.
The dead time of the electronics is 6 IJ.s and the gamma
sensitivity of the 3 He counter is very low (0.01 imp. I IJ.Sv for
the cobalt-60 y field) . The nominal value of the counter's
4
sensitivity to thermal neutrons is 6.10 imp./IJ.Sv which leads to
6
a relative sensitivity (n/y) of 6.10 • Even in the worst case
where the bare counter is placed in a hard spectrum such as that
of americium-berillium and where the sensitivity to neutrons is
1 imp./IJ.Sv only, the relative sensitivity (n/y) of the counter
remains of the order of 100.
The results obtained are corrected for the system's dead
time and normalised to the indication of the fluence monitor.
They are unfolded by a version of the code SAND [2] operating on
a PC. The 640 energy groups originally used by SAND have been
compressed into 120, in order to reduce the processing time. The
SAND program has been implemented in an environment which allows
to visualize the unfolded spectrum after each iteration. The
program stops when a reasonable stability of the result is
reached. The unfolding code provides, in addition to the neutron
spectrum and the tot:_al neu~ron fluence, different dosimetric
quantities such as : Dn and Hn using conversion factors given in
ICRP publication 21; Dn*(lO), Hn*(lO), Qm = Hn*(l0)/Dn*(10) and
the effective dose equivalent, using conversion factors given in
ICRP publication 51.
In a moderate field strength (= 100 IJ.Sv/h) the duration of
a complete measurement, using all the spheres, is of the order
of 30'; the deconvolution needs about 2' in order to get a
precision on the dosimetric quantities better than 10%. The
deconvolution can be monitored by visualizing the iteration
steps of the spectrum on a screen.

3.

l?erformances

The spectrometer has been calibrated with thermal neutrons
at Cadarache (France), and with several monoenergetic neutron
beams of energies : 8; 144; 250; 570 keV et 1,2; 2,5; 5,0; 14,8
MeV at the PTB, Braunschweig (Germany) . The interpolation of the
response curves between the calibration points is based on
neutron transport calculations using the one dimensional code
ANISN (3] and a recent condensed cross section library. The
calculation has been matched to the measurement using a unique
parameter, the intrinsic counter efficiency. The response
functions of the spheres are presented in figure 1.
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The validation of the deconvolution has been performed
using the measurement in known neutron beams of americiumberyllium, californium and heavy water moderated californium
sources [4]. The results obtained (examples are given in
figure 2) confirm the good performances of the system, including
the response matrix and the unfolding procedure.
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Figure 2. Comparison between
californium measured spectra

4.
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fields

The system has been used in different neutron fields
nuclear power plants, medical accelerators, etc ... It was not
only possible to get the relevant dosimetric quantities, but
also to calibrate operational instruments (rem-counters) in
these fields [ 4 J • On the other hand the knowledge of the
spectrum gives a better insight into the radiation protection
conditions.
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In figure 3 the spectrum and the dosimetric quantities in
two typical situations in a nuclear power plant are presented.
The ratio of the response of the 9" sphere to that of the 3"
sphere (9"/3") is given as a global indicator of the spectrum.
The measurement near the entrance of the containment shows a
moderated spectrum with a relatively low Q factor. The
measurement performed near a transport flask presents a typical
fission spectrum with hard components and a high Q factor.
I

I

Hn*

Q

(10)

=

I

=

I

H; (10)

57 llSv/h

9"/3"

=

272 llSv/h

Q = 11.0

4.2
=

9' '/3' ' = 0. 83

0.19

-:

Figure 3. Examples of neutron spectra inside the containment
of a nuclear power plant (a), and near a transport flask (b)

5.

Conclusions

The system presented is based on a firm background
consisting of a detailed calibration and a careful validation of
the unfolding. The instruments are incorporated in a compact
system allowing on-site evaluation. It has been succesfully
applied in different neutron fields as a reference instrument.
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FAST NEUTRON DOSIMETRY WITH CR-39 PLASTICS PLATE
T. Tsuruta and T. Niwa
Atomic Energy Research Institute. Kinki University,
3-4-1 Kowakae. Higashiosaka-shi, Osaka. 577 Japan.
Y. Fukumoto
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ABSTRACT
CR-39 detectors were irradiated with fast neutrons and etched in
several alkaline solutions. An automatic image analyzer was used to
obtain the density and size distribution of etch-pits. When etching
conditions were kept at 30% KOH. 60°C and 8h, the sensitivity was
found to be 3. 1 x 10- 4 • 4. 2 x 10- 4 and 2. 0 x 10- 4 for neutron energies of
about lMeV. several MeV and 14MeV. respectively. The size of etchpits increased with neutron energy. The etching time could be reduced
to less than one tenth as a result of a rising from 60 oc to 90°C.
After due consideration of background counts. a dose of 0.2mSv could
be measured with this system.
INTRODUCTION
Many types of CR-39 detectors are used for personal neutron
dosimetry. Chemical and electrochemical etching are performed to
enlarge latent tracks caused by nuclear reactions to etch-pits. There
are several methods to count the etch-pits. A lot of conditions are
proposed for the etching and the counting. The energy response of the
detectors depends on the combination of these conditions intensely. 1 ·
21
It is important to know the energy response under adapted etching
and counting conditions for accurate dosimetry.
There is a demand for shorter etching time of CR-39 detectors.
Several hours or more prolonged etching time is too long to adapt for
practical measurement. Generally, high temperature promotes the
etching, though it has a tendency to roughen the detector surface. It
is set as a goal in this study to reduce the etching time to one hour
or less without enhancement in surface roughness. In this study,
sensitivity is measured for three energy regions of fast neutrons
under our conventional and present etching conditions.
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The composition of the CR-39 plates used in the present study
was 97% of allyl diglycol carbonate and 3% of diisopropyl peroxy
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dicarbonate. The transparent plate with a thickness of 1.6mm was
sandwiched with polyethylene sheets with a thickness of 0. lmm to form
a detector. The detectors were irradiated with about lMeV neutrons
from a fast neutron source reactor. several MeV neutrons from an AmBe source or 14MeV neutrons from a Cockcroft-Walton type accelerator.
Irradiated neutron fluences were estimated by an activation method.
After irradiation, the CR-39 plates were separated from the
polyethylene sheets. and were etched in aqueous solutions of 30 wt% of
KOH or NaOH at 60-90 oc for 0.4-20h. The solution was agitated by
magnetic-driven vanes during etching. After etching, the plates were
immediately washed clean in flowing water and dried under clean
ventilation. In order to determine the amount of bulk etching, plate
thicknesses were measured before and after etching by micrometer
callipers.
Etch-pits and the state of the surfaces were observed using an
optical microscope. The etch-pits were counted with an automatic
image analyzer having an optical microscope, TV-camera and computer.
The distributions of etch-pit diameters were measured with this
analyzer. The number of etch-pits on an unirradiated and etched plate
was subtracted from that of an irradiated and similarly etched plate.

a

50.um

c

Fig. 1 Growth of etch-pits on a CR-39 plate irradiated with fission
neutrons. Etching conditions : 30% KOH. 60°C. Etching time :
a 4h, b 8h, c 12h. d 16h.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figures l(a-d) reveal the transition in shape and number of
etch-pits on a plate irradiated with about lMeV neutrons. They
represent the photographs of the same area of the plate at successive
stages of etching, to show how individual etch-pits generate, grow
and then disappear with progress of etching. It will be noted that in
the course of etching, new etch-pits are continually making their
appearance. The etch-pits grow in size with etching time, become
easily detectable and remain so during a certain period. Beyond the
certain limits of etching time, however the etch-pits begin to lose
their shape, which makes it difficult to avoid counting loss.
The automatic image analyzer is able to adjust the lower limit
of etch-pit diameter and of contrast between etch-pit's black and
surface's white. The lower limit of the diameter was set for 2 .urn.
That of the contrast was adjusted to be able to discriminate the
etch-pits from the surface roughness. The number of countable etchpits increased rapidly with etching time in the first stage of
etching. However, in the prolonged etching time, the increasing rate
became slow because the appearance of the etch-pits had to compensate
for the disappearance. From these observations. it was found that 812 hours were suitable for etching time when 30% solution of KOH or
NaOH was used at 60°C.
With respect to 14MeV neutrons, Fig. 2 shows an increase of etchpit density and sensitivity with etching time. The ratio of the etch-
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pit density to the neutron fluence is termed sensitivity. In the case
of about 1MeV and several MeV. similar relationships were obtained.
When etching conditions were kept constant. the sensitivity was the
highest for several MeV. middle for about 1MeV and the lowest for
14MeV. For example, when the condition was kept 30%KOH. 60°C and 8h,
the sensitivities were found to be 3.1xl0- 4 , 4.2 xl0- 4 and 2.0x10
4
for neutron energies of about 1MeV. several MeV and 14MeV.
respectively. When etching conditions were kept constant, the average
of etch-pit diameter increased with neutron energy.
From the experimental results. the following formulas (1) and
(2) were obtained as relationships of bulk etching rate V(umlh) and
temperature T(K) of etching solution for KOH and NaOH.
V = 3.17 x 10 13 exp(-1.13 x 10 4 IT)
V = 3.11 x 10 13 exp(-1.12 x 10 4 IT)

(1)

(2)

Activation energies are calculated to be 0.89 and 0.88 eV for
KOH and NaOH from the formulas (1) and (2). These values agree with
the value derived before. 3 > The bulk etching rate at 90 T is twelve
times as fast as that at 60°C. The increasing rates of the
sensitivity and the etch-pit diameter are approximately proportional
to the bulk etching rate. The etching time could actually be reduced
to less than one tenth as a result of a rising from 60°C to 90°C. This
increase did not change the energy response and did not enhance in
surface roughness. After due consideration of background counts. it
was found that a dose of 0.2mSv can be measured with this detection
system. At the present time. we adopt 30% KOH. 90 OC and 1h as
ordinary etching conditions for fast neutron dosimetry.
REFERENCES
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10. 1-4. 207-217.
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FIXED RADIATION PROTECTION CHANNELS ON EDF PWR
Gilles Champion EDF/SEPTEN F-69628 VILLEORBANNE
Jean-Marie Houin MERLIN GERIN PROVENCE BP No. 1 F-13560 SENAS

INTRODUCTION

The power plant unit radiation protection system (designated KRT)
groups together the fixed radiation protection channels designed
for the radiation monitoring of a PWR in order to :
-check the condition of the various
-monitor the radioactive discharges
-protect the personnel working on a
-assist the operator in an accident

containment barriers,
into the environment,
PWR,
situation.

To fulfil all these functions with the minimum amount of different
equipment items, it is merely necessary to combine about 80
different subassemblies (detectors, electronic signal shaping,
ratemeters) to form the 50 channels which are installed on each
EDF PWR. This modularity enables a channel to be easily tailored
to the required function.
The methodology adopted by EDF and the manufacturer MERLIN GERIN
PROVENCE to define the measurement subassemblies, select the
sensor locations and qualify the equipment items complies with the
IEC standards.
DESCRIPTION

The location of the sensors is schematically shown in the drawing
hereafter.
1. Barriers

The Process Stream Radiation Monitoring channel used for the first
barrier is marked (1) in the diagram (IEC standard 768).
Checking of the second barrier requires the provision of more
channels sensitive enough to detect as soon as possible the
presence of noble gases in the air, indicating the loss of tightness
of this barrier (locations 2 and 8). This also concerns the steam
system for checking the condition of the steam generator (locations
3, 4 and 5), the intermediate cooling system (6) and the condensates
of the heat exchangers (7) installed in the nuclear auxiliary
building. The gas channels comply with IEC project standard 45Al45.
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2.Discharqes
The liquid discharges (9) are monitored so as to prevent release
into the environment due to a handling error (IEC standard 861).
The gaseous discharges (10) are monitored at the stack by means
of noble gas and aerosol channels (IEC standards 761-2 and 761-3).

3.Protection of Personnel
The aerosols and iodine in the air of the containment in the plant
shutdown configuration are monitored (location 2) . Area monitors
are used for monitoring the irradiation (IEC standards 1031 and
532)
-above the spent fuel pool (location 11),
-due to the head filters of the RCV (reactor control volumetry)
and TEP (boron recycling) systems (locations 12 and 13),
-due to the solid wastes (location 14),
-in the control room (location 15).

4.Accident Condition
The containment air (16, IEC standard 951-3), primary coolant (17,
IEC project standard 45A122), sump recirculation water (13) and
the sumps (19) are monitored. The gases at the stack are also
monitored in an accident condition (20, IEC standard 951-3) .

EQUIPMENT AND RELEVANT QUALIFICATION
The measurement channel sensors are manufactured with the
application of time-proved ionizing radiation measurement techniques and mainly concern :
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-scintillation detectors (mainly sodium iodide) with coupled
photomultiplier,
-proportional counters, Geiger-Muller or ionization chambers
(simple and differential) .
The experience gained from the operation of a great amount of
identical equipment items has been taken into account to improve
the equipment since the start of the French nuclear program.
The EDF radiation protection Technical Specifications (TS) is the
reference document which has enabled coherence to be obtained
between the manufactured and installed equipment.
The TS is in coherence with the IEC general recommendations
concerning the qualification of electric equipment (IEC standard
780 : Qualification of Electrical Items, and IEC standard 980 :
Recommended Practices for Seismic Qualification) and those
relative to radiation protection channels (IEC standard 761-1 :
Equipment for Continuously Monitoring Radioactivity in Gaseous
Effluents, and IEC standard 951-1 : Radiation Monitoring Equipment
for Accident and Post-Accident Conditions, and IEC project
standard 45 BWC9 : Centralized System for Continuous Monitoring
of Radiations) .
The tests intended to check the conformity of the equipment items
with the TS have been conducted for fifteen years by EDF in
collaboration with the manufacturer. It is to be noted that all
the -subassemblies integrated in the fixed channels have been
tested.

DEVELOPMENTS
The development of VAMCIS indicates the course followed by EDF and
MERLIN GERIN PROVENCE for the design of channels providing better
performance. This channel was constantly developed as from 1985
for both the continuous measurement of leaks in steam generators
and the detection of a sudden rupture of a generator tube. This
channel is installed at (5) in the diagram, in contact with the
steam line and upstream of the relief valve.
Its rapid development and installation on all the steam generators
(SG) of the EDF PWR was made necessary by the rapid degradation
of the SG tubes, the absence of a continuous measurement without
sampling, sufficiently reliable and accurate to indicate the leak
rates.
If the sensor is still based on a scintillating system with sodium
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iodide, the electronics has greatly advanced in order to :
-analyze the signal energy per 30 keV channel. This spectrometric
measurement is accurate enough to identify the nitrogen 16 peaks,
-allow for the influence parameters (nuclear power, temperature)
to suppress inadvertent drifts,
-make better use of the microprocessor capabilities for
converting the raw count rates (pulses per second) into leak
physical units (liters/hour) .
The development of new fixed radiation protection channels to be
installed on the future PWRs will be conducted according to these
directions so as to possess information as regards the nature of
the fission products in the primary coolant and the air of the
containment. This will enable the harmonious integration of the
increasingly strict requirements of the Safety Authorities as
regards the control of nuclear accidents.

STEAM GENERATOR LEAK RATE MEASUREMENT CHANNEL - VAMCIS

CONCLUSION
The French system is installed in numerous power plants other than
those of EDF, particularly the KOEBERG, ULJIN and DAYA BAY,
VANDELLOS and SIZEWELL power plants. Many channels (VAMCIS, CHFG
for instance) have been installed on Spanish, American and Belgian
PWRs and in Slovenia.
These references provide the utmost guarantee for power plant
operators as regards the availability of a dependable source for
the procurement of spare parts throughout the operational life of
a power plant. EDF also plays an important role by ensuring that
the nuclear qualification of equipment items is maintained owing
to the product surveillance system.
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AN a -ACTIVITY IMAGING MONITOR SYSTEM FOR RAPIDLY DETECTING
PU CONTAMINATION

Takao !IDA. Yukimasa IKEBE and Takeo NISHIYA
Department of Nuclear Engineering, School of Engineering,
Nagoya University. Furo-cho. Chikusa-ku, Nagoya 464-01. Japan
and
Takeshi OGURA and Tamotsu NOMURA
Tokai works. Power Reactor and Nuclear Development Corporation.
Tokai-mura, Naka-gun. lbaraki-ken 319-11. Japan
ABSTRACT
A new type
of a -activity imaging monitor system was
constructed for rapidly obtaining the position profile of Pu
contamination on filter paper. The system consists of a detector
head, an image intensifier. a low-lag vidicon and an image
processor. When the integrated image is taken with 10 min .. Pu02
particles more than 0.03 Bq and Pu(N03)4 particles more than 0.13
Bq can be rapidly detected by spot separation processing.
INTRODUCTION
When an air monitor gives extraordinary a counts in Pu
facilities. it is necessary to distinguish rapidly between Pu
contamination and Rn daughters 1 >.
If the a counts are judged to
be caused by Pu particles. the size distribution is an important
in evaluating the inhalation exposures.
The authors constructed an a -activity imaging monitor system
which was developed from the charged-particle imaging video
monitor system 2 >. The present paper describes the methods for
distinguishing
between Pu particles and
Rn daughters and
estimating the size distribution of Pu particles.
IMAGING MONITOR SYSTEM
The schematic diagram of the imaging monitor system is shown
in Fig. 1. The system consists of a detector head, an image
intensifier. a low-lag vidicon and an image processor. The light
image of a particles is integrated in the image processor. The
system can display the distribution image ofa particles becoming
gradually clearer on a video display. The image memory consists
of 512X 512X 16 bit words (512 k bytes). The integrated image
and the processed image are stored on a floppy disk.
IMAGE PROCESSING FOR RAPID DETECTION OF PU CONTAMINATION
When the integrated image of a filter paper is taken
immediately after sampling, both a spots of Pu particles and Rn
daughters are observed on the image. Large Pu particles result
in clearer a spots. while small Pu particles produce only a
cluster of a few small a spots. Smoothing process is effective
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Fig. 2 Distribution images
of
(a) Pu02 and
(b) Pu(N03)4
particles. Superimposed images of Rn daughters images of
1, 771
counts and the images of (c) Pu02 and (d) Pu (N03) 4
particles.
for collecting the scattering a spots into one spots.
The integrated image shows nonuniformity. To evaluate the
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image quantitatively, the uniformity correction process has been
carried out by using a standadized a image.
The spots of Pu particles are separated from the small
spots of Rn daugthers by using threshold level (TL) and separate
level (SL) determined as a function of Rn daughters concentration
on the filter. The values of TL and SL were decided as the
probabilities that the counts of one pixel and one spot have more
than TL and SL are less than 0. 05, respectively.
DISTINCTION BETWEEN PU PARTICLES AND RN DAUGHTERS
The applicability of the system for distinguishing Pu
particles from Rn daughters
was studied by using filters
contaminated with Pu02 particles, Pu(N03)4 particles and Rn
daughters. The whole activities of Pu02 and Pu(N03)4 particles
are 2. 37 Bq and 1. 60 Bq. Figures 2 (a) and (b) show the images
of Pu02 and Pu(N03)4 particles taken with 90 and 60 min. Figures
2 (c) and (d) shows the superimposed images of Rn daughters image
of 1,771 counts and the images of Pu02 and Pu(N03)4 particles.
The Rn daughters images of 5,475 and 10,857 counts were also
superimposed on the images of Pu02 and Pu(N03)4 particles.
Figure 3 shows the detection limits of Pu02 and Pu(N03)4
particles when Rn daughters are present on the filter. The Pu02
particle of 0.03 Bq ( 1.41,um: activity equivalent spherical
diameter ) and Pu(N03)4 particle of 0.13 Bq ( 3. 43,u m) may be
detected within 10 min, even if Rn daughters of 2 Bq are present
on the filter. The activities of Pu02 and Pu(NQ3)4 particles of
0.03 Bq and 0.13 Bq in air per 1m 3 are lower than DAC of 239 Pu
particle (0.2 Bq·m 3 ) in air.
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Fig. 3 Detection limits of Pu02 particles and Pu(N03)4 particles
when Rn daughters are present on the filter.
ACTIVITY AND SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF PU PARTICLES
Radioactivity of Pu02 particle is given by
D = 4.01·C
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(1)

where D is Pu02 activity (Bq) and Cis the a count obtained on
a uniformity-corrected image.
The relation between the size and
the activity of Pu02 particle is given by
Y = (k·D) 1 / 3
(2)
where Y is particle diameter (JJ. m) and k is constant of 83.4 for
Pu02 particles and 319 for Pu(N0s)4 particles 3 >.
The spot count of each Pu particle in Figs. 2 (c) and (d) is
converted into size by eqs. (1) and (2).
The results shown in
Figs. 4(a) an (b).
The size of almost Pu particles is less than
4 fJ. m.
10 2 ~--.---.---,----.--,
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Size of PuOz particle ()Jm)
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Fig. 4 Size distribution of (a) Pu02 and (b) Pu(N0s)4 particles.
CONCLUSIONS
The a -activity imaging monitor system has good spatial
resolution.
The integrated image can be evaluated quantitatively
by the software programs.
When the integrated image is taken
with 10 min., Pu02 and Pu(N0s)4 particles more than 0. 03 Bq and
0.13Bq can be rapidly distinguished from Rn daughters by the spot
separation processing.
Moreover, the size distribution of Pu
particles can also be determined from the integrated image.
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INTELLIGENT DOSE RATE DETECTORS
FOR RADIATION MONITORING IN AUTOMATIC MEASURING NETWORKS
W.Rieck, H.Faatz, J.Frowein, B.Hoffmann, M.Iwatschenko-Borho, H.Schleicher
FAG Kugelfischer, Erzeugnisbereich StrahlenmeBtechnik, Erlangen, Germany

ABSTRACT
Several gamma and neutron doserate detectors have been recently developed
which are specially designed for the application in networks: All the
electronic components which are necessary for an automatic measurement
mode
are
integrated
inside
the
detector.
This
also
includes
a
microprocessor and a serial interface. On request the probe transmits the
complete measurement information. Up to 32 probes can be operated in one
network.
A newly developed PC program (MRP = Monitoring Radiation Program) allows
to handle, present, and store the data of up to 32 intelligent probes
additionally to the data of other radiation monitors.

INTRODUCTION
Automatic ambient radiation measurements require the periodic acquisition
and evaluation of signals. For this purpose in conventional systems the
detector signals have to be amplified, computed and translated into a
computer readable format. The new FHZ 601 A intelligent dose rate
detectors perform all these steps of signal processing itself by its
integrated microprocessor and analoge devices. The detector delivers
completely calibrated digital data via a serial interface.

DETECTOR EXAMPLE
The FHZ 601 A intelligent probe combines the adventages of modern
microprocessor electronics with the excellent properities of the FHZ 600 A
proportional detector /1/ which is successfully in use in several
measurement networks and monitoring stations. The high sensitivity and the
wide measuring range have as well been fully retained as the typical
angular and energy response (see fig. 1). For the FHZ 600 A proportional
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fig. 1: typical angular and energy response of the FHZ 601 A
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detector as well as for the FHZ 601 A intelligent detector the approval
for official calibration by German authority has been given /2/. The
individual correspondence of a probe and its measuring and display
instrument in a calibrated system is no longer necessary. Intelligent
probes are calibrated as an independent system and can be substituded by
any other one by chance without loosing the calibration of the system.

THE ELECTRONICS
Modern technologies such as SMD technics, flexible printed circuits, and
ASIC devices were used to build up the intelligent probe. It contains the
energy
filtered
proportional
counter,
the
high
voltage
supply,
preamplifier,
the
whole
counting
electronics
and
an
integrated
microprocessor with a serial interface RS 485. The microprocessor controls
the whole measurement and transmits a calibrated measuring value to the
serial interface. Additionally it permanently performs self-tests for all
devices and measures the operating and ambient conditions. The results are
transmitted to the RS 485 interface as a status information.
The probe does not require any special display unit. For data acquisition
and display a standard PC can be used. A software program for data
handling in the PC is available (see below).

THE FHZ 601 A IN NETWORKS
The RS 485 interface permits the construction of local measuring networks,
in which up to 32 probes can be operated from a central control station in
a simple twisted pair bus system. Each probe can individually be adressed
(0 ... 31). Data transmission takes place at 2400 or 9600 bit/s via cables
which may exceed even a length of 1000 m. Data transmission over distances
of 3 km has successfully been tested /3/.
The measurement information is transmitted by a level 2 protocoll
(ISO/OS!) listed in DIN 66348 to protect data against transmission errors.
The data telegram contains not only the measured value but also an
identification parameter and various status information. This telegram
permits
- the identification of the source i.e. the transmitting probe
- a check of the data transfer
- a permanent control of the operating conditions and the status.
The permanent self-tests detect any ambient or operating conditions out of
the normal range and report them as a status information. These tests
include:
-

measurement of the supply voltage for the digital electronics
measurement of the temperature
control of the detector amplification
preamplifier tests by permanently injecting sets of test pulses
control of the minimum countrate (detector failure)
watchdog routines

Further the calibration and measuring parameters can be read out by the
user and a plateau measuring routine is available that can be operated on
request.
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A built-in history memory stores up to 256 measuring values including time
and status. The measurement is therefore independent of the connection to
a central computer. On request the history data can be read out without
disturbing the actual measurement.

CALIBRATION
All the calibration parameters (including two correction factors and the
intrinsic background) and related information such as serial number,
detector type, and software version are stored in the permanent memory
(EEPROM) of each probe. The probe is calibrated at three dose rate levels.
This calibration takes place once before delivery. After this initial
calibration the calibration data are locked and can not accidentally be
changed. For recalibration a hardware switch inside the probe has to be
manipulated. Therefore by sealing the detector housing the calibration
data are protected against any unauthorized changes.

THE INTELLIGENT PROBE'S FAMILY
The electronics of the
proportional detectors.

FHZ

601

A

is

also

integrated

into

other

The probe FHZ 621 A covers the middle and high dose rate range from
50 nSv/h to 25 mSv/h. The FHZ 621 A is also PTB approved. The BIOREM FHT
750 neutron detector which uses a BF 3 proportional detector has been
combined with
the
intelligent electronics
and
thus
represents
an
intelligent neutron detector.
This developement allows the parallel
integration of neutron and gamma detectors in the same network.
For further applications the intelligent electronics has been integrated
into an ion chamber which can therefore also be used in a network together
with the other detectors of the intelligent family.

MRP MONITORING RADIATION PROGRAM
As a powerfull tool for analysing and interpreting the measured values a
special PC-program has been designed. It allows the acquisition, storage
and presentation of the measurement results from up to eight stand alone
radiation monitors e.g. aerosol monitors or from up to 6 radiation
monitors plus 32 dose rate probes such as e.g. the FHZ 601 A (fig. 2).
According to their interactive communication with the user 3 groups of
routines can be found:
1. Automatically running routines without interactive control.
These routines are automatically executed after program start up:
The measuring values of the connected monitors and detectors are
periodically acquired. Depending on preset parameters the chart of
the last 1 to 31 days of the measured values is graphically
displayed. Additionally another set of measured values may be
displayed numerically. Fast changing values may also appear in an
analoge display as a bargraph.
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Error messages from the remote monitors and exceeded alarm levels as
well as transmission failures are signaled optically and
acoustically.
2. Routines requiring user dialogue
Using the function keys explained on the monitor the following operations
may be executed:
Change of the time and measured value scale of the graphic display.
Selection of the measured values to be displayed.
Display of measured values from any time period during the last 10
months and calculating the average values of selectable regions.
Numerical output of a complete data set for any selected time.
Display of a protocol file containing error messages from the remote
monitors and excceeded alarm levels as well as transmission failures
together with the time they occured.
Execution of special funcctions e.g. control of a multi channel
analyser.
All these functions do not affect the permanent data acquisition of the
actual measured values.

3. Configuration Files
The preset values for the complete program (such as time period of the
data acquisition, number of the monitors and detectors, scale and colours
of the graphic display and many more) are stored in external ASCII files.
This allows the user to modify these parameters and thus to adapt the
program to new hardware configurations or to modified requirements.

fig. 2:
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aerosol
monitors
and
intelligent
probes linked to
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Fischer, U.: Hochempfindlicher Proportionaldetektor zur Messung und
Uberwachung der Umgebungsstrahlung; Detektor FHZ 600 A im natUrlichen
Strahlungsfeld;
FAG
Erzeugnisbereich
StrahlenmeBtechnik,
Betriebsinterner Bericht (1989)
Innerstaatliche Bauartzulassungen: PTB Nr. 6.41-06/89 B and PTB Nr.
6.41-17/90 B
B.
Hoffmann et
al.;
Intelligente
Sonde
FHZ
601 A fUr
die
Ortsdosimetrie; Jubil~umstagung des Fachverbandes fUr Strahlenschutz
e.V.; Aachen (1991)
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HEALTH PHYSICS INSTRUMENTATION
A PROGRESS REPORT
R. Maushart
Laboratorium Prof.Dr.Berthold GmbH & Co.
Wildbad, Germany
ABSTRACT
Health Physics Instruments have changed rather dramatically in the past decade. On the one hand, technological innovations like Microprocessors, data storage facilities and imaging
displays have altered shape, size and appearance of the classical devices, particularly the hand-held ones. On the other
hand, instruments are increasingly being considered as an
integral part of Radiation Protection procedures and organisations, supporting a smooth and reliable implementation of all
necessary measures. This implies ease of operation, and extensive self-checking and performance control features.
Since there are different categories of users with quite
different degrees of motivation and training, the measuring
instruments of the future will have to be adapted to specific
types of users. Instruments for "professional" radiation protection - for example in nuclear power plants and nuclear
technology - will differ from instruments used in the radionuclide laboratory, where radiation protection will necessarily
have to be done as a "side-job".
TODAY'S STATE OF THE ART IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
The present state of the art in measuring technique can be
illustrated by means of several types of instruments which are
employed for important tasks in radiation protection in the
medical field.
A large variety of portable doserate measuring instruments
with digital microprocessor systems is available on the market.
Their detector is usually a built-in miniature GM counter tube,
and a more or less great assortment of external probes may be
connected in addition.
Strangely enough, instruments with scintillation detectors
have hardly been improved since they were introduced into the
market one and a half decades ago; the technology change in
electronics seems to have passed by these instruments.
Portable instruments using an ionization chamber as a
detector are mainly supplied by US manufacturers. German manufacturers offer only two instruments, both rather obsolete.
Still hardly available - probably due to the low demand are instruments capable of measuring the beta doserate.
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Stationarv doserate measuring systems used, for example,
for the monitoring of accelerators are worlds apart from the
first generation of analog ratemeters.
Usually, they operate, like the portable instruments,
almost exclusively with digital result display. Moreover, they
incorporate a significant intelligence, such as sliding time
constants, dose integration, result storage over longer time
periods, and autonomous programs for data transfer to a printer
or computer, with data transfer option via bus lines.
The different energy and doserate ranges for specific
applications are covered by a broad assortment of GM, proportional and ionization chamber probes.
Rem counters - wh}.ch actually should be called Sievert
counters - with BF 3 or He counter tubes or even Lii scintillation counters as detectors in combination with large moderator
spheres are still employed for the measurement of the neutron
doserate. Alternative systems such as the "Dineutron" made by a
French company, or tissue-equivalent proportional counter tubes
(TEPC) , whose development has been reported a number of years
ago, have not been very successful so far.
Xenon large-area counter tubes in combination with preselectable nuclide-specific calibration factors for Bqjcm 2
display are fairly common in portable contamination monitors.
Wall holding devices allow their application as semi-stationary
units for exit control. Sophisticated calculation methods for
determining the measured value have largely eliminated the slow
reaction of the display of older ratemeter units. Background
storage is a standard feature with most instruments.
Self-monitoring and test routines are also fairly common.
However, some instruments appear to be "over-refined"; simple
handling, an essential factor for the every-day use in the
laboratory, is sacrificed to a large number or parameters which
can be selected and edited by the user.
In the aftermath of accidents involving person contaminations one usually has to perform measurements under difficult
conditions, such as high humidity or bad visibility. Many of
our modern contamination monitors do justice to these requirements.
The external design of personal contamination monitors
reflects the modern technology they incorporate. Detector
contaminations are monitored, external radiation fields compensated, measurement times adapted to the statistics. Monitors
for graphic, location-related result display are fairly common.
Highly advanced data processing allows the build-up of a network of recording systems comprising contamination monitors,
access control and a PC-based central evaluation station.
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In the medical field, the measurement of gaseous radioactivity is required particularly in two ag~as: for t~e diagnostic use of the radioactive noble gases
Kr and 13 Xe, on the
one hand, and for the room and waste air monitoring of accelerators, on the other hand. The monitoring systems used for this
purpose usually still operate with large-area proportional
counter tubes, occasionally also with surface layer semiconductors as detectors. The progress becomes obvious largely in the
subsequently connected "smart" electronics.
Detectors used for iodine •easureaent which is more and
more required and employed in room air monitoring on therapy
stations did not change much over the last years. The noise
reduction was improved, however. Specially designed low-noise
instruments are capable of reaching sound levels around 50 db.
FUTURE TRENDS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
With regard to the measuring electronics the change in
technology is largely completed. Microelectronics, surface
mounting and hybrid technique, and the use of solid-state data
memory affect the appearance and performance of the instruments.
With regard to the detectors, however, the technology has
hardly changed in recent years, leaving aside the introduction
of highest grade germanium detectors for high resolution gamma
spectrometry. This will change in the years ahead.
Geiger-MUller counter tubes are still preferred for doserate measurement, particularly in portable instruments. Their
weak points are the limited service life, in particular with
high doserates, the measuring range which is limited to a
maximum of 5 decades, and the inadequate sensitivity in the
energy range below 40 keV.
These detectors will be replaced by very small proportional counter tubes in ceramic technology which can be employed in
particular in the low energy range required in radiology.
Silicium-PIN-detectors offer another alternative to the GM
counter tube, especially for low-priced instruments.
Large-area proportional counter tubes for contamination
measurement will be constructed in plastic technology. This
allows the simple electrical division of very large detector
areas into small, separate counting elements.
Thus, position-resolution detectors for scanning extensive
contaminated areas can be realized, for example as one square
me~er large mosaic of one hundred individual detectors with 100
em window area each.
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The detectors will incorporate an integrated microelectronics including the HV supply. The counts will thus be stored
in the detector unit itself and then transferred to the measuring electronics as a data package. Thick, shielded HV and pulse
cables between detector and evaluation electronics will become
obsolete.
Now that the instruments have become rather similar in
performance, future improvements will mainly be concerned with
the outer design, an aspect which indeed has often been somewhat neglected. Occasionally one can even notice quite "fashionable" trends which have not much to do with any progress in
measuring technique.
All instruments, even the portable ones, will include
computer interfaces, Thus, one can output data and analyze and
display it on a PC; on the other hand, parameters in the instrument can be edited and test routines can be run via the PC.
Complete programs may also be entered via a barcode reader.
The portable instruments show a distinct trend toward a
universal electronics suitable for a variety of applications
when using different detectors. Thus, the circle becomes complete, with the disadvantages apparent in the very first instruments, especially of American origin, being completely
eliminated today. Set-up routines by the user have become
redundant. The modern electronics identifies the respective
detector and automatically defines all pertinent parameters,
such as calibration factors and display units.
The performance test, the automatic comparison of current
reference values with stored standard values via so-called
utility programs, will become more common. The constant storage
of data, for example background rates or the detector efficiency, and the presentation of time curves permits the user to
assess the stability of the system and to recognize drifts or
aging effects in time.
Modern data storage technology, the versatile combination
and presentation offer nearly unlimited opportunities. Unfortunately, this has led to a trend to overload the instruments
with fancy electronic features and thus to overtax the user's
abilities by manifold operation options and program ramifications. Finding a reasonable compromise will be the goal of the
development for the years to come.
Today we are in an integrative phase of radiation protection measuring technique development. The measuring task, i.e.
the safe and reliable radiation protection, must determine the
appearance and performance features of the measuring instruments. They will have to be more and more integrated into the
process of operative radiation protection. The user interface,
the interaction of instrument and user, will play therefore a
dominant role in future Health Physics Instrumentation.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF TWO GAMMA-RAY SURVEY METERS
USED FOR INFLIGHT DOSE EQUIVALENT RATE MEASUREMENTS
D. R~gulla and J. David
GSF - Forschungszentrum fur Umwelt und Gesundheit,
D-8042 Neuberberg, Federal Repub~ic of Germany
Lauterbach and w. PeSara
Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt,
D-330~ Braunschweig, Federal Republic of Germany

u.

Abstract
Survey meters as developed for terrestrial environmental
radiation dosimetLy are recently also used for inflight
measurements of cosmic radiation. In order to interpret
the measured data correctly the characteristics of these
instruments in a cosmic ray environment must be considered. The present investigations deal with established
equipment, i.e., (a) a high pressure ionization chamber
dose equiva~ent rate meter {Reuter-Stokes RSS-112) and (b)
a scinti~~~tion dose-equiva~ent rate meter (Halle DLM
7908). Both equipment was applied during an extended GSF
research programme in 1990/91 on •Radiation Exposure of
Civil Aircrews and Passengers• on board of passenger aircraft of Lufthansa German Airlines (Boeing 747-400) for
the major intercontinental flight routes.
The eqipment was studied with respect to the fo~lowing
characteristics: Inherent background; linearity of the
readings in low dose rate photon fields, response to cesium 137-·. gamma rays, high energy photons, high-energy
charged particles and neutrons.
It is shown that each parameter may, under laboratory conditions, lead to significant differences in the dose equivalent rates as indicated by the two instruments. After
evaluation and application of appropriate correction factors however the dose equivalent rates can be brought into
good agreement. For completeness, the inf~uence of the
proposed corrections on the dose equivalent rates is
quantified for cosmic ray field conditions as found on
flight altitudes during the GSF inflight programme.
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MULTI-COUNTER SYSTEM FOR LOW LEVEL MEASUREMENTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL SAMPLES

H.Schlosser,

U.Engel,

R.Ringling,

M.Iwatschenko-Borho

FAG Kugelfischer, D-8520 Erlangen,
Frauenauracherstr. 98, Germany

ABSTRACT
A new multi-counter system for the measurement of environmental samples
is described. The system measures simultaneously alpha and beta contaminations down to the mBq range with high accuracy. Up to 12 samples can
be measured simultaneously. Individual counting times can be used and
samples can be changed without disturbing the measurement of the others.

INTRODUCTION
For the measurement of environmental samples like soil, air filters or
smear-tests, FAG Kugelfischer developed a variety of different detector
systems 1. 2 ' 3 during the last years. Routine measurements are usually done
by automatic sample-changers 1 or by manually operated multi-counter systems. Especially in the case of very long counting times with a great
amount of samples the use of multicounter systems is advantageous. Additionally multi-counter systems are very helpful instruments, in case of
incidents with a need to have a quick information about the collected
samples, because they have a higher throughput as single automatic systems.
Recently we developed a new multi-counter system FHT 770 T to measure
simultaneously the low level alpha and beta contamination of 6 or 12
samples. Thus it is possible to perform the measurement 6 or 12 times
faster compared to a single system. Furthermore the simultaneous measurement of alpha and beta contaminations saves an additional factor of 2.

THE MULTI-COUNTER SYSTEM FHT 770 T
The FHT 770 T shown in Fig 1. is designed for laboratories in the
nuclear, chemical, pharmaceutical or research industry, for analysis of
foodstuff and for the use in the field of general health physics.
The system consists of the detector assembly, the lead shielding and the
electronics with preamplifier, high voltage generator and counters. These
components are placed in the shown box. The dimensions of the box are
615 x 650 x 455 mm3 for the 6 sample version or 615 x 650 x 530 mm3 for
the 12 sample version. The total weigth is approximately 950 kg or 1200
kg respectively. The system includes 3 or 6 manually operated sample
slides each provided with two measuring positions with 60 mm diameter and
a maximum depth of 8 mm.
The detector assembly uses 6 or 12 single proportional gas-flow counters,
designed for the use with Ar-Methane 90/10 gas or Ar-CO, 82/18 gas. Every
6 counters are guarded by a large area proportional counter to supress
the cosmic-ray background by using an anticoincidence technique. Each
counter is provided with <0. 5 mg/cm' gold coated polyester window with a
diameter of 60 mm.
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Fig.

1

Photograph of the multi-counter

sys~em

for 6 samples

The use of multi-wire technique gives a small variatior: of the detection
efficiency over the detector surface. The detector assembly is surrounded
by a lead shielding of 100 mm thickness to reduce the ambient background
radiation.
The electronic system is shown as a block diagram in Fig 2.

Block Diagram
Multi Counter System

FHT 770T6

Fig 2

Guard Counter
Sample Counters

Block diagram of the electronics of the FHT 770 T

The signals produced by alpha- or beta-particles in the FHT 770 T are
amplified by the preamplifier module and fed to discriminators which
distinguish between alpha and beta signals. An anticoincidence circuit
eliminates the background produced in the counters by cosmic radiation.
The remaining signals are fed to counters which are controlled via one
serial port by a personal computer. The high voltage of the detectors can
be set by the PC via one parallel port. The control module gives
information about the actual sample slide position and controls the
automatic gas supply unit,
which supply the detectors with gas and
protects them against overpressure.
For operation of the measuring system, an IBM compatible Personal Computer is required which must be fitted with at least one serial and one
parallel interface. In addition, a graphic card is necessary. A second
parallel interface is required for an optional printer unit.
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The measurement is controlled by a software which permits input of the
most important measurement parameters, such as measuring time, nuclide,
sample-id, etc., for each sample-position individually. The measurement is
started after loading the samples by moving the slides into the measurement position. The measurement is finished when either a preset time, a
preset count or an preset statistical accuracy is reached. When a sample
slide is opened during measurement the counting for two samples is
stopped. When the slide is reclosed subsequently, the interrupted measurement can either be resumed or a new measurement is started. Measurement of the other samples is unaffected thereby.
A test routine running permanently checks ::he detector amplitication and
the counting gas supply. If any significant shift in the operating points
or a malfunction in the counting gas supply is det~cted,
the system
issues a warning.
The results of the measurement are stored in data-files and
processed in other software programs. It is possible to quit
ment program at any time, for example for an analysis of
values. After reentering the program, the data accumulated
included in processing, without any loss.

can thus be
the measurethe measured
meantime are

FHT 770 T CHARACTERISTICS
The FHT 770 T is suitable for detection of very low alpha and beta
contamination. The relevant parameters of low contamination Amin measurement are the measurement time t, the background no and the efficiency n
of the measuring assembly, according to the known formula

A.m

=

k

• ~ •

[1/ n]

where k represents the statistical error in terms of sigma.
In order to get a low background counting rate it is necessary to have a
well designed sample- guard-counter geometry and an efficient anticoincidence circuit.
In addition thoroughly se~ected detector and shielding
materials should be used.
The variation of the background rate during long term measurement is
shown in Fig 3, where subsequent background measurements over 100 min
intervalls are shown. The mean value for the beta background for all 6
detectors is 0.52 ± 0.08 cpm. The background variation of the individual
detectors is statistically not significant within the 3 sigma level.
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The FHT 770 T is calibrated for different nuclides and different
sizes, the corresponding values for the detection efficiencies
(in %) are shown in Table 1.
Calibration data FHT 770 T

Table 1

Nuclide
0

63

sample

Planchet
[mm]
60 depth
3

8

Planchet
0 30 depth [ mm]
3

8

10

7.9

Ni

7.7

3.3

133Ba

16

10

"c

27

19

6'Co

28

22

33

28

13'Cs

41

34

47

39

zo'Tl

37

30

42

39

90Sr/'oy

42

34

51

41

241Am,

a

28

21

32

25

241Am,

~

9.4

6.1

11

8.7

z1op 0

The radioactive sources are standard calibration
sources
in
aluminium or stainless
steel
planchets.
The
activities
are
known
within an accuracy of
10 %,
the additional
statistical errors are
below 1%.
The values
for
"sr/"Y
refer
to
90 Sr. Values above the
geometric limits given
by the source detector
geometry
are
induced
by backscattering effects.

The efficiencies decrease about 20 % by
geom. limit
28
42
34
36
changing the distance
from source to counter
from 4 to 9 mm. For the low beta energy sources, there is a decrease of
about 60 %. The use of samples with 30 mm diameter in the center of the
60 mm counter gives an reasonable increase of the detection efficiency of
about 15 % because of geometrical effects (solid angle and outer zones of
the detector) . The minimum detectable contamination in 1 hour measuring
time is according to the above stated formula within an accuracy of 3 CJ
e.g. for 137 Cs in the order of 10 mBq.
The cross talk from alpha particles into the beta channel is < 3%
measured with 210 Po and the value for beta in alpha is < 0. 1 % for the
above stated beta sources.
The crosstalk between neighboring detectors measured with 6°Co is less
than 5•10.', for alpha and beta emmitting nuclides there is no considerable cross talk.
40

32

CONCLUSION
The new multi-counter system FHT 700 T shows extremely low and stable
background counting rates: <0. 05 cpm for alpha-particals and 0. 5 to 0. 7
cpm for beta particals. In order with the excellent counting efficiencies
of the multi-detector device simultaneously up to 12 samples can be
measured. Thus the fast and accurate measurement of even a great number
of environmental samples with very low detection limits can be performed.
REFERENCES
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THE RESPONSE OF CONTAMINATION MONITORS TO NEARLY 600
RADIONUCLIDES
M. Heinzelmann*l and G.H. Schnepel**l
*l Forschungszentrum Jlilich,
W-5170 Jlilich, Bundesrepublik Deutschland
**l Bundesamt flir Strahlenschutz,
W-5300 Bonn, Bundesrepublik Deutschland
ABSTRACT
The response of contamination monitors to 589 nuclides and
44 nuclide mixtures was calculated using large-area
proportional counters. Calculations were carried out for two
different types, portable contamination monitors and foot
detectors of hand/foot monitors. The aim was to determine
those radionuclides for which surface contaminations at the
level of the area contamination limits applicable in the
Federal Republic of Germany can be detected. Portable devices
can detect with a measuring time of 10 s contaminations at the
limit level for 434 nuclides (74 %) and 41 nuclide mixtures
(93 %). This is only possible for 325 nuclides (55%) and
32 nuclide mixtures (73 %) using the foot detecotrs of
hand/foot monitors.
INTRODUCTION
Large-area proportional counters are generally used in the
Federal Republic of Germany for contamination checks at the
exit of a controlled area. The surface contamination on
objects, clothes and underwear must not exceed stipulated
limits. Outside monitored plant areas (Betrieblicher tiberwachungsbereich) these limits, averaged over a surface of
100 cm 2 , are 0.05 Bq · cm- 2 for ex-emitters with an licencing
limit of 5 · 10 3 Bq, 5 Bq · cm- 2 for 13-emitters and electron
capturers with an licencing limit of 5 · 10 6 Bq, and
0.5 Bq · cm- 2 for other radionuclides [1]. Since no limit values
are defined for persons, the above limits are generally also
applied to them. The aim was to determine those nuclides for
which surface contaminations at the limit level can be
detected [2]. For this purpose, the response of contamination
monitors and the minimum response required for the detection
of a contamination at the limit level must be known. The
minimum response required depends on the background and
measuring time.
EQUIPMENT
Two different detectors were examined: portable
contamination monitors and the foot detectors of hand/foot
monitors. The detector of portable contamination monitors is a
relatively small, highly sensitive detector with a surface
area of 150 to 200 cm 2 • The response of devices from different
manufacturers is not very different. The foot detector of
hand/foot monitors is least sensitive since it is covered by a
grate. The detector surface of the foot detector is 600 cm 2 •
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Due to this large detector surface, the detector background is
larger than that of portable contamination monitors. The
detector voltage of large-area proportional counters can be
adjusted so that either only a-radiation or a- and fi-radiation
are detected. Large-area proportional counters generally use
hydrocarbons as the counter gas. The detector response to
photon radiation is therefore small.
RESPONSE CALCULATION
The response R of a contamination monitor equals
( 1)

R
A

wherein:

n
no
A
F

a

a·F

count rate
background count rate
activity of the radionuclide to be measured
contaminated surface area
A : F
activity per area of contamination

Calculations of the response to 589 nuclides are based on
values measured for 22 nuclides [2]. Assuming only one fispectrum component or one energy of the conversion electrons
or a-rays, these values were taken to determine the response
as a function of the energy (Figs. 1 and 2) as a good
approximation to experimental results. Below the lowest energy
measured the response was equated to zero. Above the highest
energy measured a constant response value was assumed. The
response to photon radiation is smaller or equals 0. 007 s~ Bq~ 1 •
Based on these assumptions and on the decay data specified in
ICRP 38 [3] the contamination monitors' response to 589
radionuclides and 44 radionuclide mixtures was calculated both
for the detection of a-rays only and for the detection of aand B-rays. The half-life of the nuclides selected is greater
or equals one hour. All important longer-lived radionuclides
are covered by this investigation. For nuclides with shortlived radioactive daughter products (half-lives below one
hour) the response was calculated for the nuclide mixture
assuming radioactive equilibrium.
1

MINIMUM REQUIRED RESPONSE
The minimum response, Rrnin' required for the detection of a
contamination, a, according to German DIN standards [4] is:
3.3

3.3

F·a

t

( 2)

Equation (2) assumes that the detector pulses are counted
during the measuring time t. Furthermore, a 5 % error
probability is assumed for classifying an uncontaminated
surface as contaminated, and a 5 % error probability for
classifying a contaminated surface as uncontaminated. Rrnin was
calculated for different background values, n 0 , and for
contaminations at the different limit levels for a measuring
time of t = 10 s and a surface F = 100 cm 2 • The background
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assumed for portable contamination monitors was no = 0.03 s- 1
when measuring only the a-rays and n 0 = 6 s- 1 when measuring the
a- and B-rays. The background assumed for hand/foot monitors
was n 0 = 0. 1 s- 1 when measuring only the a-rays and no = 18 s- 1
when measuring the a- and B-rays.
The minimum required response calculated according to (2)
was compared with the response values calculated for the
individual nuclides and nuclide mixtures.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Contaminations at the level of the above specified limits
can only be detected with portable contamination monitors for
434 nuclides (74 %) and 41 nuclide mixtures (93 %) of the 589
radionuclides and 44 radionuclide mixtures under
consideration. The foot detector of hand/foot monitors can
only detect such contaminations for 325 nuclides (55 %) and 32
nuclide mixtures (73 %). The specific results for all nuclides
will be published in a detailed report [2]. Contamination
detection is difficult, in particular, for K-capturers, pure
~-emitters and low-energy a- and B-emitters. For example,
contaminations at the level of 0.5 Bq · cm- 2 cannot be detected
using contamination monitors for a-emitters with energies
below 4 MeV and B-emitters with average energies below 30 keV.
For many a-emitters with the low limit of 0.05 Bq · cm- 2 it is
difficult to detect contaminations at the limit level.
The results presented here give a survey of the state of
the art concerning the direct detection of surface
contaminations. Calculated response values can slightly
deviate from actual values in specific cases. If the
calculated response value is only slightly below the minimum
response required, contamination checks are possible by
prolonging the measuring time. Contamination monitoring is
possible for certain nuclides using special procedures.
Contaminations occurring in nuclear power stations due to lowenergy K-capturers (e.g. Cr-51, Mn-54, Fe-55, Zn-65) can be
detected, for example, using large-area proportional counters
with xenon or argon-methane as the counter gas. Other suitable
methods of contamination monitoring are available for objects
(e.g. wipe test). If it is not possible to monitor the limit
value using contamination monitors, technical or
organizational precautions must prevent contamination from
spreading.
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Figure 1: Response R of contamination monitors as a function of
the average energy of fi-radiation or the energy of
conversion electrons
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Figure 2: Response R of contamination monitors as a function of
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A New CAM System on the Basis of Proportional Counter Tubes
Dr. E. Frenzel
EG&G Berthold, Wildbad, Germany

CAM systems using proportional counter tubes in combination with the AERO technique are capable
of determining 1 DAC value within one hour with a htgh statistical safety. Air flow rates of up to 30 cfm
are possible.

Introduction
When handling plutonium and other actinides, the air-borne particulate activity concentration has to
be monitored to ensure optimum safety at the workplace. Lowest activity concentrations (DAC values
of 40 mBq/m 3 relative to plutonium-239 = 1 x I0- 12 J.LCi/cc) must be detected within a few hours with
a high statistical safety. Usually one uses CAM systems with silicon detectors for this task. For
construction reasons, however, only small dusting units can be realized, which limits the air flow to
a few m 3/h (= 1 cfin).
The new CAM Monitor LB 150 RD designed by EG&G Berthold operates with large-area proportional
counter tubes to ensure an extremely reliable measurement of the DAC values as well as a high
representativity concerning the sample quantity (nearly 50 m 3/h = 30 cfm).
The AERO technique (1) (2) (3) eliminates virtually all interference factors, such as background
fluctuations, dustloading on the filter, and a high ambient gamma level.

The Principle of Measurement
The acronym AERD stands for Alpha Energy Range Discrimination, a method utilizing the
relationship of a energy and range (4). It is well known that all natural air-borne alpha emitters which
are daughter products of the noble gases 222Rn ("radon") and 220Rn ("thoron") show alpha energies
above 6 MeV. On the other hand, all relevant plutonium isotopes as well as 241 Am and other transuranics
have energies below 5.5 MeV. This factis the physical basis of a large variety of commercially available
monitors utilizing the advantages of the excellent spectroscopic properties of semiconducting
detectors.
At the end of the eighties, Frenzel and Kreiner have taken up this idea to create a suitable measuring
method, the alpha energy range discrimination method. The essential aspect of the AERO technique
is a detector system which allows the selection of alpha sources with energies of a > 6 MeV and a <
6 MeV in combination with an air flow up to 50m 3/h.
This application uses a two-detector system of flow-type proportional counters. In this case, however,
the separation foil between the counter tubes is dimensioned such that low-energy alpha particles
(artificial) can be detected in the bottom counter tube and high-energy alpha particles (natural) in the
bottom and center counter tube. Through calibration and optimization one can reach an ideal cut of
approx. 5.8 MeV with this detector configuration. By means of a simple coincidence stage for the
alphas of the two tubes, the alphas can easily be identified as natural alphas and distinguished from
artificial alphas. Oblique running high-energy alpha particles can be detected in addition in the bottom
counter tube by means of a simple pulse height analyzer mechanism.
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Description of the Monitor
A powerful side-channel blower (50 m3/h =30 cfm) aspirates the air through a 200 mm 0 glass fiber
filter located on a sinter metal support. The detector, a proportional sandwich counter tube with suitable
separation foil for high and low-energy alphas, is located directly above the dusting unit. The chargesensitive preamplifier with built-in coincidence and anticoincidence module is located directly on the
counter tubes. The data Jogger LB 5310 is employed for evaluation; this unit includes all common
interfaces used in nuclear technology.
All components are housed in an mobile 19" rack. The air flow required for calculation of the respective
activity concentration is measured and calculated on-line. Since proportional counter tubes operate in
the alpha plateau, no lead shielding is required (see Fig. 1).

Performance Features
A high air flow rate is imperative for achieving a high representativity of the measurement. Using the
glass fiber filter and large-area proportional counter tubes one can realize a flow rate of 50 m 3/h (= 30
cfm). The high efficiency of the detectors together with the high air flow rate guarantee an excellent
statistics, which, as a consequence, results in a virtually negligible false alarm rate and an extremely
low detection limit. The typical properties of proportional counter tubes, i.e. the fact that the efficiency
curve is hard! y dependent upon the alpha energy, ensure a consistent sensitivity of the monitornot on! y
for plutonium-239 but also for plutonium-238 and uranic isotopes.
Dustloading is no problem for the AERD monitor, since the AERD compensation factor (the ratio of
counting data of both detectors) is directly proportional to the air flow rate. A change in the air flow
rate, on the other hand, is directly proportional to a change in the dustload on the filter; by measuring
the flow rate, the correct compensation factor is determined and used. Since all alpha energies< 6 MeV
are measured in the bottom counter tube, the problem of shifting thresholds and drifting ROI's does
not exist for the AERD monitor.
Moreover, AERD monitors are easy to calibrate, so that recurring tests at site can be carried out within
a few minutes.
As many experiments and measurements have shown, the AERD compensation factor does not change
with varying radon or tho ron activity concentrations or their fluctuations, so that this method may also
be employed with success under difficult conditions, such as frequently changing ventilation
conditions, fluctuating levels and dust-loaded air (see Fig. 2).

Conclusions
The combination of the semi-spectroscopic analysis with a high-volume technique has resulted in a
monitor which is highly capable of mastering difficult measuring tasks. CAM monitors operating
according to the AERD method are capable of determining a DAC hour with a very high statistical
accuracy within a very short time. CAM monitors can be employed in any situation where air-borne
alpha activity concentrations need to be monitored.
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(directly proportional to the natural activity concentration), the compensation factor and the flowrate
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POSSIBILI'I'IES CJ:.f TilE ,/iiCRO£;UCiROPliOi.£;SIS TiiCfu~I~UE FOR
ASSESSND:i:L~T OF RISK A'r LOW-DO&; IB.:..i.ADI..aTlO.i.\

I. Vo:E'ilippovich,V oAo'J:lronov ,lJioFoDenisenko,"r.M.Alf;yerova,
i;.V.Grin.ko
Laboratory of Molecular Radiobiology,Institute of Biophysics
U.s.s.R. Dept .of Health,I:Ioscow 123182, U.s.s.R.
ABSTRACT

fhe heterogeneity of lymphocytes in the amount of preexisting (spontaneous) and radiation-ind.uced :i.h~A lesions
is demonstrated using the modified microelectrophoresis
tecbnigue.Irradiation of lymphocytes at 1 cGy leads to twofold decrease in the amount of pre-existing DriA lesions 2h
later.Therefore the beneficial effect of adaptive irradiation
of cells is probably explained by the inducing of the repair
mechanism that makes the lymphocytes less susceptible to the
subsequent exposure.
ll~T.tt.O.LiUCTl0.N

The risk of appearance of the delayed efi'ects of rad.iation
and other toxic a5ents on living cells is determined by their
ability to repair D.;:~A lesions.In turn the efficiency of lh~a
damage repair depends on the or5anization of c!~omatin
structure and someway ci.etermined by tne level of pre-exist~ng
(spon:caneous) JJli'A les~ons.·J..'.i:'le r::ec~cuCLS Cu..rre ..:ltl;y use<i. to
measure both the pre-existing and ind.uced .Li111;. damage can
provide a measure of average response of the cell population
according to the damage and its repair.11he evaluation of preexisting l;i~A lesions (recogniz<,ble by endonucleases) includes
their transformation into single strand breaks (ssb) at the
sites of lesions during the incubation of cells with DHArepair inhibitors:1-f -D-arabinofuranosylcytosine (ara-C) and
.C.zydroxyurea (HU) •'l'hus the incubation of unirradiated cells
with these inhibitors leads to their death because of double
strand breaks in D1~A formed as a result of ssb accumulation
in opposite D1~A strands.Therefore the rate of death will
depend on the level of these pre-existing lesions (1,2)·
Recently various modifications of microgel electropnoresis
techn~que were described which allow visualization of .Lil~A
damage and repair in ind~vidual cell (3-5) ... e have modified
the microbel electropnoresis tec~~ique to improve the
sensitivity in the evaluat~on of DrlA damage in the single
cell (lymphocyte) (6) .l'his modified techrugue can provide
with the most important information:whetxwr all cells >vithin
a given population show equal amount of pre-existing Dl~A
damage, and whether they repair t.ne induced :UL'i'A lesions at
the same rate .vJe have also shown that our technique of the
determination of pre-existed DL'i'A lesions in the bulk of
cells permits the evaluation of the effect of irrad.iation
at a dose as low as '1 cGy on DL~'A-repair functioning.
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EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS
Rat blood lymphocytes and thymocytes were isolated and
incubated without or with ara-c (Oo1 mM) and HU (4 mM)
according to the routine procedures and the number o£ dead
cells a£ter incubation was determined by staining-For singlecell technique measurements the cells were embedded in low
melting agarose (1%) on the microscope glass slides precoated with Oo1% agarose,and after gelling at 4°0 £or 5 min
were lyzed in neutral salt-detergent solution (1 M NaCl,
200 mM EDTA,200 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0,0.5% Triton X-100,
0.5% Sarcosyl) containing proteinase K(100 ~/ml) and
ethidium bromide (20-40 ~Jg/ml) at 20°0 for 30-40 min.
Electrophoresis o£ DNA was performed~for 5 min at 5 v/cm.
By use of microdensitometric system connected with computer
the size o£ the "tail"(L) and quantity of migrated DNA (S)
for single cell and the distribution o£ these parameters
among the cells in population were determined.Cells were
irradiated at a dose rate o£ 1o6 Gy/min by placing them
in the centre o£ a oOco source,and the absorbed dose was
determined with ferrous sulphate dosimetry.
RESULTS
Our modi£ication of microelectrophoresis technique
permits to increase its sensitivity and use the relatively
low doses of radiation as compared with previously published
results (Fig.A)o
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Figure-Radiation dose response fo~~hymocytes exposed to 01 Gy (A)-Heterogeneity in L for cells exposed to 0,
1,3 and 5 Gy immediately after irradiation (B).
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Interestingly,we also observed the clear heterogeneity in
DNA damage among the tbymocytes even at a dose 1 Gy (Fig.B)o
The same heterogeneity took place in DNA lesions repair
(results not shown).It is noteworthy that this heterogeneity
in DNA damage and its repair was not the result of technical
considerations.
The next ~portant point is the heterogeneity of control
unirradiated thymocytes (Fig.B).Taking into consideration the
lysis conditions this heterogeneity is explained in terms of
the existence of cells with various amount of spontaneous
DNA lesions.It appears that the heterogeneity in preexisting
lesions observed in tbymocytes within a population determines
the heterogeneity in their DNA damage and repair (results
not shown) o
Lymphocytes that are exposed to low-doses of ionizing
radiation become less susceptible to the induction of
chromatid aberrations b~ subsequent high doses of X-rays
(radioadaptive response)(7).When lymphocytes were exposed
to adapting dose of 1 cGy and incubated with ara-c plus HU
for 2h later,the dead cell number decreased (Table)oThus low
level doses of irradiation now are seen to have a beneficial
effect on the amount of pre-existing DNA lesions probably
inducing the repair mechanism that makes the cells less
susceptible to the effects of subsequent exposures to gammarays.

ncrease J.D.
dead cells o
Unirradiated

11o9

Unirradiated + ara-C + HU

28o3 ± 2o3•

:i:

1o9 }

16o4

Incubation for 2h after
irradiation
Incubation for 2h after
irradiation,then + ara-C
+HU

Inasmuch the pre-existing DNA lesions plays an essential
role in determining the cell susceptibility to the effects of
low-dose irradiation we hope that the modified technique of
their assessment in single cells will be of value for various
needs especially concerning the studies on the Chernobyl
accident consequences.
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CONCLUSIONS
The modified microelectrophoresis technique permits to
detect DNA damage induced by the dose as low as 0.2 Gy and
also proved to be suitable for the assessment of the
heterogeneity of lymphocytes in pre-existed DNA lesions
within a population.Only a small number of cells (up to 100200) is generally required for the analysis.The heterogeneity
pattern is of the potential use in the prediction of the
response of human being to the effects of low-doses
irradiation and to other toxic pollutants.The resistance of
blood lymphocytes to subsequent irradiation is increased
after their preliminary irradiation at a dose as low as
1 cGy (adaptive response).It is noteworthy that in the cells
previously irradiated at 1 cGy the decrease in the level of
pre-existed DNA lesions has been observed.
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ICRP COMMITTEE 1: THE CONTINUING SAGA OF
ESTIMATES OF RISK FOR RADIATION INDUCED CANCER

Warren K. Sinclair
National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements
Bethesda, Maryland, U.S.A.
ABSTRACT

The estimates of fatal cancer risk which ICRP used in
recommending more restrictive exposure limits for workers and
for the public in 1990, were derived from the study of atomic
bomb survivors. The many uncertainties in these estimates will
be reduced with time as future data accrues in the Japanese
study. Recent low dose studies in the Soviet Union, in the U.K.
and in the U.S.A. provide tests, within broad limits, of the
estimates of risk derived from the atomic bomb survivors. These
form part of the continuing saga of cancer risk estimation.
INTRODUCTION

ICRP Committee 1 is responsible for advising the Main
Commission of ICRP concerning the biological effects of
exposure. In the 1990 recommendations of the ICRP (ICRP, 1991a)
these
responsibilities
included
reviewing Chapter
3
on
Biological Effects in the main text of Publication 60, preparing
the background material on biological effects used by the
Commission, i.e., Annex B of ICRP Publication 60 (ICRP, 199la),
and reviewing the selected papers of the Risk Task Group of
Committee 1, which supported Annex B (ICRP, 199lb).
ICRP Committee 1 continues surveillance over developments
in our knowledge of the biological effects of radiation and sets
up working groups and task groups in selected areas as needed.
This surveillance embraces all aspects of radiation-induced
cancer
risk,
including
the
examination
of
low
dose
epidemiological studies for possible confirmation of risks from
high dose, high dose rate studies.
NOMINAL VALUES OF CANCER RISK

ICRP appraised, for radiation protection purposes (ICRP,
199la) , recent evaluations of cancer risk from all human sources
by both the UNSCEAR {1988) and the BEIR V Committee {NAS/NRC,
1990) as well as providing some additional analyses of their
own.
ICRP concluded that for the general public (i.e., a
population of all ages) the nominal risk of fatal cancer
following high dose, high dose rate exposure is 10%/Sv, while
for an adult (working) population it is about 8%/Sv. ICRP then
applied a dose rate effectiveness factor of 2 to these numbers
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to obtain the risk for low dose or low dose rate exposure,
yielding 5%/Sv and 4%/Sv respectively.
SIGNIFICANT ASPECTS OF NOMINAL VALUES OF CANCER RISK

Certain features of these nominal values need to be
emphasized.
These include supporting estimates from other
studies, projection to lifetime risk, age and sex variations and
transfer between populations.
comparison of cancer risks between different studies
The important study of the survivors of the atomic bombs
has limitations, consequently confirmation would be useful.
UNSCEAR (1988), (see ICRP, 1991a, Annex B, Table B-4), compared
risk estimates for the ankylosing spondylitis in the U.K., and
the international cervix series with those for the atomic bomb
survivors. The estimates for the ankylosing spondylitis series
are lower than for the atomic bomb survivors by a factor of
about 2.
Given the wide differences in sample, in age, in
exposure circumstances, etc. (see Upton, 1991) this difference
is small. For the cervical cancer series the agreement is less
satisfactory, but the circumstances of exposure are even more
different.
Projection of observed results to lifetime risk estimates
To estimate lifetime risk, observations of the survivors in
Japan must be projected to the end of the life span of those
individuals comprising over 60% of the original population who
were alive in 1985. The time course of the increase in induced
cancers in a number of sites has followed a multiplicative
pattern well so far, consequently, the multiplicative model has
been used for projection (UNSCEAR, 1988; Preston & Pierce,
1988). However for some cancer sites the multiplicative model
may overestimate the risk, at least slightly. BEIR V (NAS/NRC,
1990) included a term involving time since exposure which
enabled the model to be fit separately to the data for
individual cancers and thus allow for a small fall-off in some
cases.
If this trend in the data were to continue, current
estimates of lifetime risk based on multiplicative projection
would be over projected.
The ankylosing spondylitic study
already shows a substantial fall off at longer times (Darby et
al, 1987).
Recently Kellerer & Barclay (1991) have shown that if the
multiplicative projection is based on attained age instead of
age at exposure (and the data fit reasonably well), the
projected risk is only about a half. Again, this implies over
projection for current models.
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Age and sex variations
Both UNSCEAR and BEIR V give substantial information on
variations in cancer risk with age at exposure and sex, and
still more detail, especially for individual organ risks, is
available in Land & Sinclair (1991) and in summary form in
Sinclair, 1992. The cancer risk is 10 times greater for the o
to 19y ages than for the 65 to 90y age group.
The sex
difference is of the order of 10 to 50% depending on age,
females having the larger induced cancer risk especially at
young ages.
Transfer between populations
When populations other than the Japanese are considered,
estimated risks must be transferred to the new population either
multiplicatively using the base cancer rates in the new
population or additively, independent of the spontaneous rates
in the population, as in the NIH model (Rall et al, 1985).
Presently it is not known which is the preferred method (Land,
1991; UNSCEAR, 1988; NAS/NRC, 1990) or whether there is a
preferred method for all sites. Consequently, in deriving the
contributions of the individual organs to the overall detriment,
results have been averaged between the two models (Annex B,
ICRP, 1991a). The total risks by the two transfer methods also
differ somewhat as do results for some other national
populations considered in the ICRP evaluation.
ICRP averaged
results for the two transfer models and for five national
populations as well as for age and sex.
DETRIMENT AND ORGAN WEIGHTING FACTORS

ICRP's effective dose is based on the total detriment from
a radiation exposure which includes fatal cancer in individual
organs and tissues, severe hereditary effects, a weighting of
each for length of life lost and a contribution for each organ
or tissue from nonfatal cancer. These are listed in Table 1.
The relative contribution of the organs to this total
detriment are determined as outlined in Annex B (ICRP, 1991a,
Table B-20) and are then rounded to obtain tissue weighting
factors.
Only four weights are used (Table 2). Uncertainties
due to transfer model and to characteristics of national
populations have been reduced by averaging and the same weights
can be used for all ages, sex and national population.
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Table 1 - Nominal probability coefficients
(from ICRP, 1991a)

Detriment 10·2 sv· 1
Exposed
Population

Fatal
Cancer

Nonfatal
Cancer

Severe
Hereditary
Effects

Total

Adult workers

4.0

0.8

0.8

5.6

Whole population

5.0

1.0

1.3

7.3

Table 2 - Tissue weighting factors

WT

=

L:wT

0.01

0.05

0.12

0.20

Skin
Bone surface

Bladder
Breast
Liver
Oesophagus
Thyroid
"Remainder"

Bone marrow
Colon
Lung
Stomach

Gonads

=

0.02

+

0.30

0.48

+

+

0.20

=

1.00

UNCERTAINTIES IN RISK ESTIMATES

The main uncertainties in the estimates of risk for high
dose, high dose rate exposure include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

uncertainties in the epidemiological data,
dosimetric uncertainties, neutron RBE, etc.
uncertainty in projection to lifetime
uncertainties due to transfer model and
variations due to specific age groups or sex.

Some committees have attempted to assign magnitudes
these uncertainties (Rall et al., 1985; NAS/NRC, 1990).
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to

Risk coefficients for low dose or low dose rate exposure
are subject to these uncertainties plus those arising from the
application of a dose response model or a dose and dose rate
effectiveness factor, DDREF.
The uncertainty in the DDREF is
probably not greater than a factor of two, because the value
applied by ICRP is two and the factor that could be assigned is
probably not less than one nor more than about four.
FUTURE EXPECTATIONS IN THE STUDY OF THE
ATOMIC BOMB SURVIVORS IN JAPAN

The study of the atomic bomb survivors will continue to
acquire additional data. By the turn of the century, less than
half (44%) of the study population will be surviving, four more
cycles of data will have accumulated, time relationships will be
better defined and the younger age groups will be further into
the ages when cancer is more prevalent. Questions of fall-off
(from constant relative risk) with time and overprojection of
lifetime risks should be much clearer.
Significant excess of various cancer sites should extend to
lower doses, to the group at 0.1 Gy to 0.19 Gy, or even to 0.06
Gy to 0.09 Gy. This will greatly influence the choice of DDREF
and if the dose response curve is established at low enough
doses perhaps eliminate the need for a choice.
In dosimetry, extension of the DS86 sample from 76,000 to
86,000 is expected in the 1985-89 evaluation.
It may
subsequently be extended a little further.
Small improvements
in the dosimetry can be expected and possibly a resolution of
the worrisome discrepancy between calculation and measurement
with distance for thermal neutrons. Further studies in high-LET
radiation biology might provide additional information on
neutron RBEs at low doses and permit more precise evaluation of
the neutron component.
Incidence data from the tumor registries at Hiroshima and
Nagasaki is just becoming available.
The greater number of
excess tumors, fatal and nonfatal, will improve estimates of the
excess and establish better the dose response curve free of
complications from treated cases. Incidence data may, in time,
take over from mortality, as a superior index of the excess
tumors due to radiation induction.
Overall, within not much more than a decade, improved (less
uncertain) risk estimates from the atomic bomb survivors should
be possible.
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LOW DOSE STUDIES

In radiation protection the risk after low doses is
paramount and thus direct low dose studies seem to be more
relevant than high dose studies. However, most low dose studies
suffer from methodological flaws which render the results
questionable. Madan, in addressing this question (Madan, 1991),
examined studies of fallout, occupational exposure, fetal
(medical)
exposure,
therapeutic
experience
and
natural
background studies. Among the principal problems he identified
were inadequate dosimetry, limitations on sample size and
composition, lack of adequate controls, extraneous effects and
sociogeographic confounders.
Additional problems include the
fact that studies are of too low a statistical power to
demonstrate an effect, small numbers tend to increase chance
associations and there is often no clear association between
radiation dose and effect.
Care in interpretation is also
necessary if the time relationships involved are not those
usually found or the cancers detected in excess are not those
usually associated with radiation.
Given all these difficulties few low dose studies have been
able to provide quantitative estimates of risk.
Nevertheless,
some have aspired to describe a range of risk and some of these
are becoming of increasing importance as tests of estimates of
risk derived from high dose studies.
Recent "quantitative" low dose studies
An early study of U.K. atomic energy workers (Beral et al.,
1985) resulted in a broad range of risk estimates which included
both the old and the new ICRP estimates. A more recent study of
these workers {NRPB, 1991) is more definitive.
It obtained a
specific risk estimate for leukemia of 0. 8 x 10-2 sv- 1 , about twice
the ICRP value for workers, with broad confidence limits
extending to six times the ICRP value.
A nonsignificant risk
value for all cancers was also derived which had even broader
limits.
In the U.S.A. {Gilbert et al., 1989) a study of some
nuclear workers did not yield a significant association of
leukemia or of all cancer with dose. The estimates ranged from
below zero to an upper limit which was about the same value as
that derived from the Japanese atomic bomb survivors.
An
initial report (Matanoski, 1991) on nuclear shipyard workers
also lacked a definitive answer. Nuclear workers with exposures
above 5 msv had more leukemia and more hematopoietic cancers
than those exposed below 5 msv. However, both groups were less
than for non-nuclear workers.
Furthermore, within those above
5 msv no clear association with dose was found. Further followup in this study may yield some more definitive contribution.
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Two recent studies from the Soviet Union appear to be of
greater intrinsic value, partly because the exposures in early
atomic energy work were higher. The first involved workers in
the atomic energy program exposed in the period 1947-58.
Workers with total exposure above 1 sv had greater cancer excess
than workers below 1 sv, from which Shlyakhter & Wilson (1991)
derived a risk of all cancer expressed as >3 x 10~ SY 1 similar
to the 4 x 10-2 SY1 for workers of ICRP. In a study of residents
in an area of Chelyabinsk (Degteva & Kosenko, 1990), people were
exposed via their drinking water from the Techa River which for
three years, 1949-52, was used for the disposal of fission
products. Modeling the dosimetry appropriately, a risk estimate
was derived of about 0. 2 x 10-2 sv- 1 for leukemia, half the ICRP
value for workers. More information on these studies would be
most welcome.
Thus, in spite of the broad ranges only that can be
defined, these low dose studies are within about a factor of two
of the estimates derived from the atomic bomb survivors.
Possible future low dose studies
From Chernobyl useful data may emerge eventually (perhaps
on leukemia only) from evacuated groups or from those in
"hotspot" areas of the Ukraine, Byelorussia and Russia.
Also, a comprehensive study has been proposed of all
nuclear workers in the U.S.A., possibly to include U.K. and
European nuclear workers.
A more positive result than any to
date could result from such a comprehensive study.
CONCLUSIONS

The study of the atomic bomb survivors will continue to
provide more and more data and thus to improve lifetime risk
estimates.
Some present and future low dose studies may help
materially in testing the risk estimates from the atomic bomb
survivors.
ICRP Committee 1 will continue to evaluate the situation as
new information appears and relate it to radiation protection
circumstances.
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MORTALITY UNDER AGE 25 AROUND SIX FRENCH NUCLEAR SITES
Catherine Hill and Agnes Laplanche
Institut Gustave Roussy et Institut National de la Sante et de
la Recherche Medicale Unite 287, Villejuif, France.
ABSTRACT
Mortality under age 25 between 1968 and 1987 has been
studied in the population residing around the six major
nuclear sites (two reprocessing plants and four power plants),
in operation before 1976 in France. The population under study
represents 3 million person-years. A total of 58 leukaemia
deaths were observed, similar to the 67 leukaemia deaths
expected from national death rates, and to the 62 leukaemia
deaths observed in control communes. The risk of leukaemia did
not depend on distance to the installation.
INTRODUCTION
In 1983, a British television programme reported an
increased incidence of leukaemia in children in the village of
Seascale, near the Sellafield nuclear reprocessing plant.
Following this report, a working group, commissioned by the
British government, concluded that there was an increased
incidence of lymphoid leukaemia in children around Sellafield
{1), and this result has been confirmed by numerous studies
(2-5). Other excesses of leukaemias have been observed around
the Dounreay facility, a reprocessing plant located in the
North of Scotland ( 6) , in the vicinity of the two nuclear
military facilities of Aldermaston and Burghfield (7), and in
the vicinity of the Hinkley point nuclear power plant (8).
France derived 75% of its electricity from nuclear energy
in 1989, and the first nuclear unit producing electricy
started operating industrially in 1962 {9). We have studied
the main sites in operation during 1975 or before in order to
have a minimum follow-up of 10 years for mortality. Before the
study presented here, two studies of mortality around La
Hague, French nuclear reprocessing plant had been reported
{10,11); their results are summarised elsewhere in the present
volume {12).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Four
geographical
zones
were
defined
around
each
installation according to the distance from the installation:
<5 km, 5-10 km, 10-13 km, and 13-16 km. For La Hague, the
farthest zone bordered the densely populated suburbs of the
city of Cherbourg: an extra zone corresponding to a distance
of 16-21 km has been considered for this site. France is
divided into 36,500 administrative units called 'communes'.
The average~opulation of a commune is 1,500, and the average
area 15 km . For each site and each zone, the 'exposed'
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communes were identified, and for each exposed commune, a
'control' commune was selected as the commune in the same
'Departement' having the closest total population figure. This
defines, for each site, four (five for La Hague) exposed zones
according to the distance to the installation, and the same
number of control zones. The average distance between control
communes and installation is 53 km (range 16-133 km, s.d. 24
km).
From the Institut National de la Sante et de la Recherche
Medicale, we obtained the cause of each death that occurred in
the population aged 0-24 between 1968 and 1987, by zone. The
underlying cause of each death was coded according to the
International Classification of Diseases. Census data by
commune were obtained from Institut National de la Statistique
et des Etudes Economiques (IN SEE) , for the three censuses of
1968, 1975, and 1982. The population at risk were estimated
from these data.
To test the possible existence of an increase in leukaemia
mortality between age 0 and 24 around French nuclear sites, we
made two comparisons. First, the observed mortality was
compared to the mortality expected from national rates.
Second, in an attempt to control for possible systematic
differences between death certification procedures in rural,
sparsely populated areas and in the country as a whole, the
mortality around nuclear sites was compared with the mortality
in control communes, matched for total population and large
geographical unit (Departement).
RESULTS
The table gives the number of leukaemia deaths by type of
installation
(reprocessing plants versus others)
and by
distance from installation. The number of leukaemia deaths was
58, which is slightly less than the 66.9 deaths expected from
national
mortality
statistics.
Among
the
other
causes
considered, two significant differences (both with p=0.02,
two-sided test) were observed between nuclear sites and
national mortality: an excess of Hodgkin's disease, and a
deficit of malignant brain tumors. After correction for the
multiple tests due to the consideration of several causes of
death, these results are no longer significant. No significant
differences were observed when comparing the standardised
mortality ratios in the exposed and control areas, but these
comparisons are less powerful than the comparison of the
exposed population to the nation as a whole. There was no
effect of sex and age, no difference between reprocessing
plants and reactors, and no trend with increasing distance
from installation.
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Table
Number of person-years, observed and expected number of
leukaemia deaths, and standardised mortality ratios (SMR) by
type of installation and distance from nuclear installations
Characteristic~

Installation
Reprocessing
Other
Distance in km
< 5
5-9.9
10-12.9
13-15.9
16-21
Total

Person-years
in thousands

Observed Expected

SMR(%)

1,576
1,316

30
28

36.7
30.2

82
93

260
982
373
748
530

5
21
4
17
11

6.1
22.7
8.5
17.3
12.3

82
93
47
92
90

2,892

58

66.9

87

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
Our study shows no excess leukaemia mortality in the
population aged 0-24 residing near French nuclear sites. The
power of this study is reasonable: when the reference is the
general population, and with an expected number of leukaemias
around installations equal to 60, the probability of detecting
an increase of 50% is 95% (with a type I error of 5%), and the
probability of detecting an increase of 23% is 50% (13).
When
the reference is a control group of similar size,
the
probability of detecting an increase of 50% is 80% (13).
Our results confirm Viel and Richardson's study of
leukaemia
mortality
around
La
Hague
(11),
which
used
geographical units with populations seven times larger than in
our study.
The excess leukaemia observed around nuclear sites in the
United Kingdom was not observed around French nuclear sites.
The amount of radioactive effluent discharged might have been
higher around Sellafield and Dounreay than around French
installations (11). The excess leukaemia observed in the United
Kingdom could also be attributed to some characteristic common
to Sellaf ield
and Dounreay,
but not
shared by French
installations, for instance a rapid increase of population
leading to viral infections (14), or some unknown factor shared
by existing and potential nuclear sites in the United Kingdom
( 15) .
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CHILDHOOD LEUKAEMIA AROUND NUCLEAR
FACILITIES IN GREAT BRITAIN
R. Wakeford, K. Binks and A.J.M. Slovak
Health and Safety Directorate, British Nuclear Fuels plc,
Risley, Warrington, Cheshire, UK.
ABSTRACT
The elevated levels of childhood leukaemia incidence
around certain nuclear facilities in Great Britain that have
been found by epidemiological studies must be viewed with
caution.
The various inferential problems associated with
these studies produce an uncertain interpretation.
More
research into the causes of childhood leukaemia is required
before the distribution of cases is properly understood.
INTRODUCTION
Since the broadcast in 1983 of a television documentary
which identified an excess of childhood leukaemia cases in
the coastal village of Seascale near the Sellafield nuclear
establishment
in
North-West
England,
there
has
been
considerable scientific interest in whether the risk of
childhood leukaemia is elevated in the vicinity of nuclear
installations, and, if so, the reason for this excess risk.
Since the Sellafield report, a number of other studies have
been published which appear to support the interpretation of
a raised risk; but detailed radiological assessments have
demonstrated that radiation doses due to discharges are too
low to be able to account for the excess cases.
This
apparent conflict of evidence has led to suggestions that
radiation risks have been grossly under-estimated, or that
novel leukaemogenic mechanisms are involved. However, before
reaching such conclusions, the evidence for a raised risk
should be scrutinised more closely.
EPIDEMIOLOGICAL EVIDENCE
The evidence for a discernible excess risk of childhood
leukaemia around nuclear installations derives from various
epidemiological studies.
Epidemiology is predominantly an
observational science that relies upon the statistical
analysis of health data produced under the uncontrolled
conditions of "everyday life".
Causal inference based upon
non-experimental
data
is
fraught
with
difficulties,
particularly when the health effect of interest is childhood
leukaemia which is uncommon (-450 cases per year in Great
Britain) and for which the major causes remain unknown (<20%
of cases can be accounted for by known causes). Furthermore,
childhood leukaemia is a convenient grouping of various types
and subtypes of leukaemia, which may have different major
causes [1].
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It is in the nature of an uncommon disease that, even if
the underlying risk is uniform, the distribution of cases
will be heterogeneous, in much the same way as winning
lottery numbers are not regularly distributed amongst the
sequence of ticket numbers. It is possible that the Seascale
grouping of cases has arisen purely through the vagaries of
chance; but it is also possible that it reflects an excess
risk, whatever the cause may be.
By itself, the Sea scale
observation does not allow us to distinguish between these
two possibilities, and independent corroborating evidence is
required before an excess risk can be inferred.
However,
reliable supporting evidence is difficult to generate,
because the "background" conditions under which further
datasets are produced will differ (to a greater or lesser
extent) from those experienced by the original cases, and
these
conditions
could modify
the
risk
of
childhood
leukaemia.
In addition, should prior knowledge of the data
available for analysis influence the structure of that
analysis (eg the choice of location, geographical boundaries
or time periods) then severe interpretational problems can
result. [2], [3].
We would argue that the influence of prior knowledge has
had a major impact upon the development of evidence in this
area of epidemiology.
The analysis of childhood leukaemia
cases around the Dounreay installation in Northern Scotland
produced an incidence rate which was ten times the national
average when employing geographical and temporal boundaries
which were suspiciously tight about the case data; but when
more "reasonable" boundaries were used in the analysis, the
rate was reduced to twice the national average, and the
excess leukaemia incidence did not achieve the margin whereby
it could be conventionally regarded as
"statistically
significant".
The reported excess of cases in the vicinity
of
the
Aldermaston
and
Burghfield
establishments
(in
Berkshire, England) relies heavily upon the decision to
include Burghfield (and thereby the town of Reading) in the
analysis.
Burghfield had featured strongly in an earlier
television documentary, and the decision may have been
compromised by this knowledge. Other researchers have chosen
to exclude this "minor" nuclear weapons facility from their
analyses.
Similarly, the Hinkley Point (Somerset, England)
study was undertaken with the knowledge that leukaemia rates
were generally raised in Somerset, and the authors failed to
point out that, unlike in previous reports, their result of
an excess of cases in young persons was driven by an excess
amongst young adults rather than children.
However, despite
these (and other) shortcomings these three studies have been
disconcertingly influential in scientific circles [2], [3].
Cook-Mozaffari et al.,
have avoided these various
selection and reporting biases by including all 15 of the
major nuclear installations of England and Wales in their
studies [2],
[3]
These studies have not been without
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weaknesses, being based unavoidably upon mortality data for
largish geographical areas, but their strength lies in the
comprehensiveness and coherence of analyses which have not
been influenced by prior knowledge.
In the latest study by
this group, an elevated level of leukaemia mortality was
found for young people living in areas defined as being
associated geographically with nuclear installations: the
adjusted mortality rate for these areas was 14% above that
for England and Wales [ 3].
However, the authors do not
conclude that this result supports a link between radioactive
discharges and excess childhood leukaemia deaths, because,
for example, for those areas associated geographically with
the installations, rates are higher for populations living
further from the installations than the rate for the
population living nearest the installations.
That the
elevated leukaemia mortality rate might have more to do with
the "background" risk factors pertaining in those areas
geographically associated with nuclear facilities than with
factors directly linked with the operations at the facilities
is lent support by a subsequent study by Cook-Mozaffari et
al. [ 4] in which the same analyses were performed for areas
around potential nuclear power station sites.
This study
revealed a pattern of cancer mortality which was "strikingly
similar" to that for existing sites.
Similar studies in
other countries (for example, USA and France) have not found
any evidence of an excess risk around nuclear installations,
which, at present, leaves the UK reports puzzlingly isolated.
Recently, the results of a study by Gardner et al. have
indicated that the excess of childhood leukaemia cases near
Sellafield may be linked to the occupational doses of
radiation received by fathers prior to the conception of
their children
[5].
This potential explanation is of
particular interest because it does not depend upon the
somatic doses of radiation received from discharges, but upon
occupational exposure of the paternal germ cells.
However,
it must be appreciated that parental exposure to radiation
was only one of a large number of potential explanatory
factors examined in this study, and that, under these
circumstances,
the effects of chance are difficult to
quantify.
Also, the positive statistical association is
based upon four cases and a similarly small number of
controls, so that results are not especially robust against
minor perturbations in the data.
Given the context of this
study, a direct causal interpretation of the association
cannot be accepted without confirmatory evidence. Presently,
such evidence does not exist: a review of earlier studies of
low dose preconceptual irradiation has not revealed any
reliable associations with childhood cancers, and more recent
studies have failed to provide strong support (for example,
the excess of childhood leukaemia cases around Dounreay
cannot be accounted for by preconceptual work in the nuclear
industry),
although
the results
of
statistically more
powerful studies are not yet available.
Perhaps most
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importantly, the risk of childhood leukaemia in the children
of
the
Japanese
A-bomb
survivors
is
statistically
incompatible with that suggested by the Sellafield study, a
detectable excess risk being absent in the Japanese children.
For these, and other, reasons it is not possible at the
present time to be able to interpret the results of Gardner
et al. with any confidence. [5].
CONCLUSION

Despite the extensive research that has taken place in
response to the Seascale childhood leukaemia cases,
a
satisfactory explanation of the various reports of raised
levels of childhood leukaemia incidence around UK nuclear
facilities remains elusive.
The interpretation of a number
of these reports has been hampered by problems of statistical
inference, and the results of further work on the association
between
childhood
leukaemia
and
paternal
preconceptual
irradiation must be available before this association is
properly understood.
It may be that these results will be
explicable only when the major causes of childhood leukaemia
have been identified, and the results of Kinlen et al., eg
[6], are of particular interest in this respect.
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EPIDEMIOLOGY OF LEUKEMIA AMONG NUCLEAR WORKERS:
A QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF RESULTS FROM 8 PUBLISHED STUDIES
Gregg S. Wilkinson (University of Texas Medical Branch)
Nancy A. Dreyer (Epidemiology Resources Inc.)

A quantitative analysis of the published results from
epidemiologic studies of 8 nuclear worker cohorts in the U.S. and
the U.K. was completed. Only those studies that reported data on
the cumulative doses received by individual workers were selected
for this analysis. The doses received by workers who were
included in these studies were the result of protracted exposures
to low LET ionizing radiation. A total of 87 leukemia deaths
among white males from a combined total of almost 1.5 million
person-years were identified. An overall relative risk of 1.6
for leukemia was calculated after adjustment for age and calendar
time for workers with cumulative doses of 10 msv or greater
compared with those with cumulative doses of less than 10 msv.
When workers with doses of 10-50 msv were compared with those who
had cumulative doses of less than 10 msv, the adjusted relative
risk was 1.7. A similar comparison of workers with doses greater
than 50 msv yielded an adjusted relative risk estimate of 1.4.
These combined data indicate approximately a 70 percent increased
risk for leukemia at doses of 10-50 msv and a similar (but
slightly lower) increased risk at doses above 50 msv. Empirical
evidence from well characterized populations, such as nuclear
workers, should be given more weight in estimating the risk of
leukemia from protracted exposures to low doses of low LET
radiation.
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ETUDE EPIDEMIOLOGIQUE DE LA MORTALITE
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EPIDEMIOLOGICAL STUDY OF THE MORTALITY
OF A GROUP OF URANIUM MINERS IN FRANCE

SUMMARY
The exposure of the French uranium miners can be considered as
relatively low in comparison to most of the other groups of uranium
miners (U.S.A., CANADA, CSSR) that have been published. The mean
cumulated exposure of 70 WLM, observed in this French group, is
linked to a long duration of underground mining, reflecting a low
annual exposure rate. The excess of lung cancer deaths is studied
in function of the cumulated exposure and discussed in comparison
with the risk factors mentioned by the international committees.
INTRODUCTION
L'enquete epidemiologique sur les mineurs d'uranium en FRANCE
est conduite depuis 1984 par l'IPSN (Institut de Protection et de
Sftrete Nucleaire) avec la collaboration etroite des Services de
Medecine du Travail des Mines et de Surveillance Dosimetrique de la
COGEMA.
La mortalite d'un groupe de mineurs d'uranium ayant commence a
travailler au fond entre 1946 et 1972, et exposes au radon et a ses
descendants pendant au moins deux ans, est analysee dans le cadre
d'une etude de cohorte dont le bilan actuel s'arrete au
31 Decembre 1985. Les mineurs de la cohorte, au nombre de 1785, ont
travaille dans les mines exploitees a cette epoque dans le Limousin
et en Vendee.
LE SUIVI DOSIMETRIQUE
Le suivi dosimetrique des mineurs d 1 uranium a ete assure par
le meme groupe de surveillance radio1ogique durant la totalite de
la periode concernee. Les techniques de surveillance ayant
cependant evolue avec le temps, il faut distinguer, pour cette
etude couvrant les annees 1946 a 1985, deux epoques essentielles :
1) Depuis 1956 il existe, pour chaque annee, des enregistrements de
!'exposition individuelle au radon et a ses descendants ; 1956
co1ncide avec la mise en place de mesures de radioprotection
importantes qui ont fait baisser le niveau d'exposition au radon
d'un facteur 5 a 10. La cohorte de mineurs embauches depuis 1956
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peut done ~tre suivie en se basant sur une dosimetrie
individue11e ; ceci est un avantage certain comparativement aux
etudes americaines et canadiennes, ou 1a dosimetrie a dQ ~tre
eva1uee retrospectivement.
2) L 1 estimation a posteriori de 1 1 exposition individue11e a ete
necessaire pour 1a periode anterieure 1946-1955. Un niveau de
concentration en radon et une va1eur du facteur d 1 equi1ibre entre
1e radon et ses descendants ont ete reconstitues par des experts.
L 1 historique dosimetrique de chaque mineur est done retrace
depuis sa date de debut de travai1 au fond jusqu 1 a sa date de
depart de 1a mine. La figure 1 indique 1a distribution de
1 1 exposition individue11e au radon, au cours des annees, exprimee
en Working Leve1 Months (1e WLM est 1e produit d 1 une concentration
vo1umique d 1 energie par une duree. La concentration vo1umique
d 1 energie est 1e Working Leve1, soit 1,3.108 Mev par m3 d 1 air dQ au
rayonnement a1pha emis par 1e gaz radon et ses descendants presents
dans 1 1 air. La duree est 1e mois, soit 170 heures de travai1).
Comparativement aux etudes menees aux U.S.A. (1, 2), au CANADA
(3, 4), ou en TCHECOSLOVAQUIE (5) sur des groupes de mineurs
d 1 uranium, 1 1 etude fran9aise se caracterise par des expositions
annue11es re1ativement faib1es, aboutissant a une exposition
cumu1ee individue1le qui vaut en moyenne 70 WLM (tab1eau 1) . 11 en
ressort que cette cohorte permet d 1 etudier 1e risque de cancer pour
une exposition cumu1ee faib1e obtenue sur une 1ongue duree
d 1 exposition 1ongue, 1a duree moyenne d 1 exposition au radon etant
de 14,5 ans.

LA RECHERCHE DES CAUSES DE DECES
En FRANCE, toute etude epidemiologique de cohorte, visant a
etudier 1es effets a 1ong terme et notamment 1e risque de deces par
cancer, se heurte au prob1eme du suivi des mineurs au-de1a de 1eur
depart en retraite a 1 1 &ge de 55 ans. C 1 est 1e Service de Medecine
du Travai1 des Mines de 1a COGEMA qui est responsab1e de 1a
recherche des causes de deces. En effet, a 1 1 inverse des pays
ang1o-saxons et scandinaves, 1a FRANCE n 1 a pas de fichiers
nominatifs nationaux des causes de deces ; cette recherche se fait
done au niveau 1oca1, gr&ce a 1a co11aboration des hopitaux et de
1a fami11e, et 1a cause de deces ainsi recuei11ie est verifiee
soigneusement.

RESULTATS
La morta1ite par cancer de ces mineurs est comparee a ce11e de
1a popu1ation mascu1ine nationa1e de m~e structure d 1 &ge, par 1a
methode de standardisation indirecte. Le nombre de deces observe
est compare au nombre attendu a 1 1 aide du rapport de morta1ite
standardise (SMR) . Le nombre de personnes-annees est ca1cu1e
jusqu 1 a 1a date de deces, et, pour ceux qui sont encore vivants,
jusqu 1 au point actue1 de fin de suivi, soit 1e 31 Decembre 1985.
Les 1785 mineurs precites totalisent 44 995 personnes-annees. Le
tab1eau 2 indique 1es deces par cancer significativement en exces.
La morta1ite par cancer du poumon est en exces sur 1a tota1ite de
1a cohorte. Quand 1 1 ana1yse est 1imitee au groupe faib1ement
expose, C 1 est-a-dire ceux embauches depuis 1956, 1 1 exces de cancers
du poumon reste statistiquement significatif. Pour 1es deces par
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cancer du larynx, 1 1 exces est principalement dfi aux mineurs ayant
travaille pendant la periode 1946-1955. Un exces par cancers du
cerveau est observe sur le groupe faiblement expose. Il est a noter
qu 1 aucun exces de leucemies n 1 est observe.
Les cancers du poumon et du larynx sont fortement lies a la
consommation tabagique et, dans un moindre degre, au niveau socioeconomique. Pour qu 1 un facteur tel le radon puisse etre incrimine,
1 1 augmentation du risque de cancer doit etre fonction de
1 1 exposition cumulee. En admettant pour le cancer du poumon une
relation lineaire entre le rapport de mortalite standardise et
1 1 exposition cumulee, il est possible de demontrer que la pente de
la droite est proche de 0,6 %par WLM. Cette valeur,
plus faible
que celle de la plupart des autres etudes, se situe dans
1
1 intervalle (0,5 a 1,5% par WLM) donne dans la CIPR 50 (6).

PERSPECTIVES
Il est prevu de prolonger la surveillance de cette cohorte
pour deux raisons principales ; d 1 une part, la cohorte est encore
trop jeune pour que la totalite du risque de cancer du poumon se
soit exprimee. D 1 autre part, la faible exposition annuelle observee
presentement devrait permettre de mieux preciser le risque associe
aux faibles expositions. L 1 enregistrement systematique de la
dosimetrie est un element favorable pour le suivi.
Parallelement une collaboration au niveau international S 1 est
etablie pour analyser de fac;:on conjointe les resultats d 1 une
dizaine de cohortes de mineurs, avec 1 1 objectif de mieux quantifier
la relation entre 1 1 exposition et 1 1 effet.
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EXPOSITION CUMULEE EN WL

TYPE D'ETUDE
Colorado [I]

430 (mectiane)
831 (moyenne)

New Mexico [2]

35 (mectiane)
Ill (moyenne)

Ontario [4]

60 ± 25 (moyenne + ecart type)

Eldorado (Port Radium) [3]

183 (moyenne)

Tchecoslovaquie [5]

226 (moyenne)

France

70 (moyenne)
Tableau 1

I

I Nb. OBS. I

SMR

I SIGNIF.STATIST. I

Toutes causes

352

1,07

n.s.

Taus cancers

118

1,26

p = 0,008

MORTALITE

Cancer pulmonaire

45

2,13

p = < 0,0001

Cancer du larynx

17

2,35

p = 0,001

Cancer du cerveau

7

1,89

p = 0,08

1785 sujets
Duree moyenne de suivi : 25 ans
Age moyen des vivants : 57 ans
Nombre moyen d'annees au fond: 14,5
Tableau 2
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BILAN DE LA MORTALITE PAR CANCER DES TRAVAILLEURS
DU CEA ET DE LA COGEMA DE 1969 A 1986
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CANCER MORTALITY OF NUCLEAR WORKERS
OF CEA AND COGEMA FROM 1969 TO 1986

SUMMARY
Cancer mortality of the nuclear workers of CEA and COGEMA has
been collected by the occupational health services of both firms
from 1969 to 1986. The data are related only to the workers who
died when in activity. Only very few workers left CEA and COGEMA
before retirement ; so we consider this mortality survey as
describing correctly the cancer mortality for the age groups less
than 60-65 years old. Compared to the national mortality of same
sex, age and calendar period, by the method of indirect
standardization, the only excess observed was in the female
population, linked to breast cancer mortality. The male population
demonstrated a high healthy worker effect, even for cancer
mortality. This study has now to be completed by an typical
epidemiological cohort study in order to test cancer mortality
after retirement and to discuss a possible relation with
occupational exposure.

INTRODUCTION
La mortalite par cancer des agents du Groupe CEA (CEA civil et
militaire ainsi que de COGEMA, a l'exception des mineurs d'uranium)
a ete recueillie de fa~on systematique par les differents services
de medecine du travail. Elle est enregistree par cause de deces par
le Conseiller Medical du Groupe CEA. Le but de ce travail est de
surveiller, de fa~on continue, au niveau de la medecine du travail,
la mortalite de ce groupe de travailleurs pour la comparer a celle
de la population nationale.
Le bilan realise sur la periode 1969 a 1986 ne peut ~tre
considere comme une etude epidemiologique dite de cohorte, car le
suivi des travailleurs est limite aux seuls agents en activite et
ne concerne done qu'une population agee de moins de 60 a 65 ans.

ME THODOLOGIE
Les causes de deces par cancer des travailleurs sont
transmises de fa9on anonyme par la medecine du travail, chaque
individu etant caracterise par sa date de naissance, sa date
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d'embauche et sa date de deces. Pour 1e bi1an actue1, 1a date de
fin d'etude est 1e 31 Decembre 1986. Pour chaque cause de cancer
retenue, 1e nombre de deces observe (O) est compare au nombre
attendu (A) qui a ete obtenu en app1iquant a 1a structure d'&ge de
1a popu1ation active du CEA et de COGEMA, 1es taux de morta1ite
nationaux specifiques, par sexe et par annee. Les resu1tats
apparaissent dans 1es tab1eaux 1, 2 et 3 sous forme de rapport de
morta1ite standardise 0/A (ou SMR). Si 1e SMR est different de 1,
un test statistique, base sur 1'hypothese que 0 suit une 1oi de
Poisson de parametre A, permet de determiner si 1 I exces ou 1e
deficit observe est significatif.

RESULTATS
La morta1ite toutes causes est significativement inferieure a
ce11e de 1a popu1ation nationa1e, aussi bien pour 1es travai11eurs
mascu1ins que feminins.
La morta1ite par cancer des agents CEA et COGEMA indiquee dans
1e tab1eau 1 pour 1es hommes, et dans 1e tab1eau 2 pour 1es femmes,
est aussi significativement inferieure, si 1a periode g1oba1e 19691986 est consideree. Sur 1e groupe feminin, un exces de morta1ite
par cancer est observe sur 1es six dernieres annees ; i1 s'exp1ique
par un nombre e1eve de deces par cancer du sein : 19 observes pour
7,45 attendus (tab1eau 3).

DISCUSSION
Dans 1e groupe mascu1in, 1'etude de 1a morta1ite par cancer
consideree g1oba1ement, ou se1on 1es differentes causes, ne montre
pas d'exces. Il est vrai que les deces par cancer apparaissent
majoritairement au-de1a de 60 ans. Cependant, vu le type de
popu1ation suivie, un exces de deces par 1eucemies aurait pu Atre
attendu [1]. Sur 1a periode de l'etude, 3 deces par leucemies ont
ete observes pour 2,74 attendus et 1e SMR de 1,09 est non
significatif. I1 existe ega1ement un net deficit des deces par
cancer bronchique ; ceci indique que 1e groupe etudie est peu
expose a des facteurs cancerigenes te1s que 1e tabac. La morta1ite
toutes causes, egalement en deficit, ref1ete le fameux "healthy
worker effect" des groupes de travai11eurs ayant ce type
d'activites professionne11es [2].
L'exces de deces par cancer du sein, observe dans 1e groupe
feminin peut ref1eter 1a difference de niveau socio-economique
entre ce groupe et 1a popu1ation feminine nationa1e. L'exposition
professionnel1e ne semble pas intervenir : une seule femme, sur les
19 decedees durant 1a periode 1981-1986, a cumu1e p1us de 10 mSv.
La possibi1ite d'une etude cas-temoin est actuel1ement envisagee
afin de tenir compte des differents facteurs intervenant dans 1e
risque de cancer du sein (nombre de grossesse, &ge au premier
enfant, etc ... ).
Para1lelement il est envisage de realiser, en co11aboration
avec 1e Centre International de Recherche sur 1e Cancer a LYON, une
vaste etude de cohorte des travai11eurs du nuc1eaire en France.
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MORTALITE PAR DECES TOUTES CAUSES (CIM 8: 1 - 999)
Population masculine (1969 - 1986)

Annee
1969
1981

a 1980
a 1986

TOTAL

Nombre
observe

Nombre
attendu

Sl\IR

633
376

1 350
731,1

0,47
0,51

I 009

2 082

0,48

p

La mortalite toutes causes est 1argement inferieure
de Ia population masculine nationale (p < 0,001).

a celle

Population feminine (1969- 1986)
Annee
1969
1981

a 1980
a 1986

TOTAL

Nombre
observe

Nombre
attendu

SMR

p

71
67

107,0
63,94

0,66
1,05

0,37

138

171,0

0,81

La mortalite toutes causes est significativement inferieure
de Ia population feminine nationale (p = 0,005).

a celle

Tableau 1
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MORTALITE PAR CANCER TOUTES LOCALISATIONS (CIM 8: 140-207)
Population masculine (1969- 1986)
An nee

a 1980
a 1986

1969
1981

TOTAL

Nombre
observe

Nombre
attendu

SMR

213
142

351,9
237,5

0,61
0,60

355

589,3

O,GO

p

Pour toute 1a periode consideree, Ia mortalite par cancer de Ia
population masculine du CEA et de Ia COGEMA est inferieure
a celle de Ia population nationale (difference statistiquement
significative : p < 0,001 ).
Population feminine (1969 - 1986)

An nee

a 1980
a 1986

1969
1981

TOTAL

Nombre
observe

Nombre
attendu

SMR

p

32
41

35,21
24,47

0,91
1,68

0,001

73

59,68

1,22

0,05

L'exces de mortalite par cancer depend de Ia periode 1981 - 1986. II
s'explique essentiellement par une augmentation significative de Ia mortalite par
cancer du sein.
Tableau 2

MORTALITE PAR CANCER DU SEIN (CIM 8: 174)
Population feminine (1969- 1986)

An nee
1969
1981

a 1980
a 1986

TOTAL

Nombre
observe

Nombre
attendu

SMR

p

8
19

9,56
7,45

0,84
2,55

< 0,001

27

17,01

1,59

0,02

Un net exces de mortalite par cancer du sein est observe sur Ia
population feminine en activite entre 1981 - 1986.
Tableau 3
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GENDER SPECIFIC RISKS FOR FEMALE IONIZING RADIATION WORKERS
R. McFadden
Radiation Protection Service
Ontario Ministry of Labour
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
ABSTRACT
Following exposure to ionizing radiation, certain neoplastic
diseases are expressed significantly more frequently in females
than in males.
Radiation associated ovarian cancer and the
differential disease rates for thyroid cancer, breast cancer and
other carcinomas lead to higher gender specific risks for female
radiation workers when compared to males.
This has implications
for the calculation of the effective dose in both genders and for
practical radiation safety procedures, especially for certain
organs such as the breast and thyroid. The radiation associated
fatal cancer rate in females is 60 % higher than in males.
INTRODUCTION
Tissue
Weighting Factors
recommended
by the International
Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP)
(1) are based on
estimations of the adverse effects of radiation on the health of
those exposed. In these calculations, which use the ICRP concept
of Detriment, the gender averaged incidence of fatal cancer is
aggregated with a weighted incidence of non-fatal cancer and
genetic effects.
Calculated below are Gender Specific Tissue
Weighting Factors based on the incidence of cancer and genetic
effects in both sexes. These TWF explicitly delineate the adverse
effects of radiation on males and on females.
The ICRP TWF (1) are listed in their Table B-20. The development
of the TWF is shown in Chapter 5 and particularly pp 120-136. The
ICRP chooses to use several important averages in the development
of TWF: sex, par. B99; age, par. B100; and national population
par. B101-B105.
Implicit in the ICRP TWF calculation is the definition of the
Detriment, a measure of the possible harm to the person exposed,
par. B115 and par. B117-119. The probabilities of fatal cancer,
Table B-17, on which the detriment is based, implicitly contain
gender averaging. The relative length of life lost, Table B-18
and fraction of fatal cancers, Table B-19, also result from these
averaging processes.
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CALCULATION
An alternate approach is to carry out a calculation of a set of
TWF for each gender. Gender averaging is the averaging process
most at question in the ICRP approach to the calculation of TWF.
There are incontrovertible differences between the two genders in
their responses to ionizing radiation. At least some of these
differences are biologically based:
FEMALE

MALE

ovaries
breast

no organ
female to male
in range 107/1
female to male
female to male
female to male

thyroid
colon
oesophagus

fatal cancer
to 150/1
fatal cancer
fatal cancer
fatal cancer

rate
rate 3 to 1
rate 3 to 1
rate 2.4 to 1

The ICRP ovarian cancer rate results from an average over both
genders.
Because this organ is not present in the male, the ICRP
rate must be multiplied by a factor of two to account for gender
averaging and to obtain the gender specific female rate. f = 0.20
x (10 -2)/(Sv). The ICRP breast cancer rate also results from an
average over gender.
The algebraic expression to obtain the
female rate is given by the following equations where: F
gender
averaged fatal cancer rate; f = female fatal cancer rate; m = male
fatal cancer rate; and R = fjm.
Eq. 1
Eq. 2

f

m

(2FR)/(1+R)
(2F)/(1+R)

The gender ratio R
107 to 150 for breast cancer in the u.s.
population (3) (4).
This leads to a fatal female cancer rate
which almost twice the ICRP rate.
f = 0.396 x (10 ** -2)/(Sv).
The BEIR V preferred model for breast cancer (2) also shows an age
structure of significance for the working population of females,
after accounting for gender averaging. First, for females under
20 years, breast cancer is expressed 4 times more frequently than
the adult female between the ages of 20 and 40 years at time of
exposure to radiation. Second, for females over 40 years, breast
cancer is expressed at 40 % of the rate of the adult female
between the ages of 20 and 40 years at exposure.
ICRP data (1)
Table B-12 and (4) may be combined to obtain an
estimate of the relative probability of fatal cancer by gender and
organ.
These estimates of R are used with the ICRP 60 gender
averaged fatal cancer incidence rates of Table B-20 to obtain
gender specific fatal cancer incidence rates. These appear in the
recalculations of the Gender Specific TWF below.
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ICRP fatal fraction data are shown in Table B-19. However, for a
some organs the fatal fraction, k, differs with gender. Again
choosing to use the data of (4) and 10-year cancer survival rate
data,
(4) Table 1 and Table 2, it is possible to estimate the
fatal fraction by organ and gender. For all organs females have
lower fatal fractions than do males. For example, the fatal
fractions
(male, female) are: Breast (0.63, 0.53), Thyroid (0.25,
0.17), and Remaining (0.77, 0.58). These data imply that females
have somewhat higher cancer survival rates, at least based on the
definition of 10-year survival. For expected life lost, ICRP (1)
Table B-18 and B-20 data are used.
Using these data and equations a set of Gender Specific TWF can be
recalculated.
The calculations are shown in a format which
permits simple comparison with ICRP 60 Table B-20. Results are
shown in Tables I and II below.
A column is added to the
calculations.
This column, labelled "relative contribution male"
or "relative contribution female" uses the appropriate gender
detriment as a basis for illustrating the sensitivity of the
organs within that gender.
TABLE I
Tissue Weighting Factors - Female
Prob.
Severe Relative Relative
fatal
genetic Length
non-fatal Product
Rel.
cancer F effects of life
contrib. F(ljla) (2
Rel. contrib.
(per 10+4 lost
(2-k)
(per 10+4 contrib. to ICRP
female/Sv)
ljla
female/Sv female
female
Bladder
BoneMar
Bone Surf
Breast
Colon
Liver
Lung
Oesph
Ovary
Skin
Stmch
Thyroid
Remain
Gonads
Total

20.02
38.93
5.00
39.74
128.40
15.00
102.16
42.34
20.00
2.00
127.86
12.00
63.77
100

0.65
2.06
1. 00
1. 21
0.83
1. 00
0.90
0.77
1.12
1. 00
0.83
1. 00
0.91
1. 33

1. 40
1.14
1. 43
1.47
1. 28
1. 02
1. 09
1. 03
1. 30
2.00
1. 08
1. 83
1. 42

617.22
ICRP 60 Total Table 8-20
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18.22
91.43
7.15
70.68
136.41
15.30
100.22
33.58
29.12
4.00
114.61
21.96
82.40
133.00
858.08
725.3

0.02
0.11
0.01
0.08
0.16
0.02
0.12
0.04
0.03
0.00
0.13
0.03
0.10
0.15
1.00

0.03
0.13
0.01
0.10
0.19
0.02
0.14
0.05
0.04
0.01
0.16
0.03
0.11
0.18
1.18

TABLE II
Prob.
Severe Relative
fatal
genetic Length
cancer F effects of life
(per 10+4
lost
malesjSv)
1/la
Bladder
39.98
Bone Mar 61.07
Bone Surf 5.00
Breast
0.26
Colon
41.60
Liver
15.00
Lung
67.84
oesph
17.66
ovary
o.oo
Skin
2.00
Stmch
92.14
Thyroid
4.00
Remain
36.23
Gonads
100
Total
617.22
CONCLUSION

Tissue Weighting Factors - Male
Relative
Product
Rel
non-fatal F(l/la)
contrib
contrib
Rel
normalize
(2-k)
(per 10+4 contrib. to ICRP
(2-k)
malesjSv)
males
males

0.65
2.06
1.00
1.21
0.83
1.00
0.90
0. 77

1.35
1.13
1. 38
1. 37
1. 23
1.01
1.05
1. 02

1.00
0.83
1. 00
0.91
1. 33

2.00
1.06
1. 75
1. 23

35.09
142.15
6.90
0.44
42.47
15.15
64.11
13.87
0.00
4.00
81.06
7.00
40.55
133.00
585.78

0.06
0.24
0.01
0.00
0.07
0.03
0.11
0.02
0.00
0.01
0.14
0.01
0.07
0.23
1.00

0.05
0.20
0.01
0.00
0.06
0.02
0.09
0.02
0.00
0.01
0.11
0.01
0.06
0.18
0.81

Gender Specific TWF make explicit that in the male the organs are equal or
less in sensitivity than the ICRP reference and females are equal or
greater than the ICRP reference.
For the evaluation of population
exposures of equal numbers of both sexes, the ICRP reference may be
appropriate. However, in evaluating practical safety practices where
females of various ages may be exposed to ionizing radiation, it is
necessary to consider gender specific TWF. Applications may, for example,
emphasise the female breast and thyroid.
Finally, the ratios of fatal
cancer estimates indicate that females are at a 60 % greater risk of fatal
cancer than are males for cancers associated with exposure to radiation.
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ETUDES EPIDEMIOLOGIQUES RELATIVES AUX CANCERS
CONCERNANT LA HAGUE ET SA REGION
P. THOMAS, Chef du Service Medical de l'Etablissement
COGEMA DE LA HAGUE

The separate investigations have been made of cancerrelated deaths among the population living in the vicinity
of the La Hague reprocessing plant. The results of these investigations are in agreement. They show, especially as far as
leukemia is concerned, that the number of deaths recorded is
no higler than the number of deaths forecast.
A la suite de la publication des prem1eres etudes britanniques faisant etat d I Un eXCeS de deCeS par leucemies dans
les populations voisines des
installations
nucleaires de
SELLAFIELD et DOUNREAY, la presse fran9aise a evoque a plusieurs
reprises la possibilite d 1 une augmentation des cancers en
general et des leucemies en particulier dans 1 1 environnement
de 1 I usine de retrai tement des combustibles uses de La Hague.
Si, compte tenu des niveaux d 1 activite des rejets, une telle
possibilite paraissait extremement reduite, elle justifiait
neanmoins la realisation d 1 etudes epidemiologiques.
L 1 usine de retraitement de La Hague est situee dans le
Nord-Ouest de la France, a 1 1 extremite de la peninsule du
Cotentin. Cette usine, construite en 1966, a retraite depuis
1968 plus de 8400 tonnes de combustibles uses. Par ail leurs,
sont implantes dans la meme reg1on une centrale nucleaire de
2 x 1300 MWE et un chantier naval construisant les sous-marins
nucleaires fran9ais.
Les etudes epidemiologiques relatives a la mortalite
par cancer dans la region de La Hague sont au nombre de trois :
1o

Etude de M. DOUSSET
"Mortali te par cancer au tour des
installations nucleaires de La Hague" (1).

Cette etude concerne la mortalite par cancer dans le
co.nton de Beaumont-Hague ( la France est divisee en 95 departements, eux-memes di vises en "arrondissements" ; ces derniers
etant subdivises en "cantons". Le "canton" peut-etre compare
au "district" bri tannique). Le canton de Beaumont-Hague, sur
le territoire duquel est implantee l 1 usine de retraitement
compte 19 communes
la commune de Beaumont-Hague est le chef
lieu de ce canton dont la population, lors du recensement
de 1982, S 1 elevait a 7408 habitants.
Les premiers rejets de 1 1 usine ant eu lieu en 1968.
L 1 auteur a considere que le temps de latence minimum pour
les leucemies etai t de 2 ans, et de 7 ans pour les autres
cancers
(valeurs generalement adoptees par les radiopathologistes). Les deces par leucemies ant ete etudies de 1970
a 1982 et, pour les autres cancers, de 1975 a 1982.
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La mise
1985.

a

jour publiee en 1990 a permis d 1 etendre l 1 etude jusqu 1 en

La population de reference a partir de laquelle a ete
etabli le nombre de cas attendus est la population du departement de la Manche 1 auquel appartient le canton de BeaumontHague.
Le chiffre de population et la distribution par groupe
d 1 age sont determines tous les 7 ans par un recensement national. Les recensements pris en compte sont ceux de 1968 1 1975
et 1982.
L 1 etude de M. DOUSSET precise par annee 1 par sexe et
par tranche d 1 ages les deces dus a l 1 ensemble des cancers
sauf les leucemies 1 les deces dus aux cancers du sein 1 aux
cancers de la prostate 1 aux myelomes multiples 1 aux cancers
de la trachee 1 des bronches et du poumon et enfin aux deces
dus aux leucemies.
Le tableau suivant
resume les resultats de l 1 enquete
pour la periode 1968-1985
on constate qu 1 il n 1 y a aucun
exces de deces par leucemies parmi les personnes de moins
de 25 ans et qu 1 il n 1 existe aucune difference significative
entre la mortalite par cancer dans le canton de Beaumont-Hague
et celle du departement de la Manche.
NOMBRE DE CAS DE DECES ATTENDUS ET OBSERVES DANS
LE CANTON DE BEAUMONT-HAGUE

.
.
·----------------------------------------------------------------·
NATURE DE L AFFECTION
SEXE
: ATTENDUS : OBSERVES
.
.
.
.
.
·------------------------------·----------·----------·-----------·
1

Toutes affections mal ignes a
l 1 exception de la leucemie ..

les deux

11018

lll

Appareil digestif
(CIM 150-159) ...............

masculin
feminin

3111
1617

32
16

Poumon (CIM 162) ............

masculin
feminin

1013
0112

9
0

Sein (CIM 174) ..............

feminin

613

6

Uterus et ovaires
(CIM 179-1801 1821 187) .....

feminin

5

3

Prostate (CIM 185) ..........

masculin

713

8*

Vessie (CIM 188) ............

les deux

213

3*

Leucemie (CIM 204-208)
To us ages ...................
Moins de 25 ans .............

les deux
les deux

616
( 0195)

6
(l)

Autres localisations ........

les deux

3117

34*

.·----------------------------------------------------------------·.
*

non significatif
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Etude de J.F. VIEL et S. RICHARDSON
fant et usine de retraiternent" (2).

"Leuc~rnie

de l'en-

Cette ~tude portant sur les p~riodes 1968-1978 et 19781986 concerne la population habitant a l'int~rieur d'un p~rirne
tre d~terrnin~ autour de l'usine. La surface ainsi d~finie a ~t~
divis~e en
3 zones d~lirnit~es par 3 cercles concentriques de
l01 20 et 35 Krn de rayon. La population de r~f~rence est la population du d~parternent de la Manche. Trois tranches d'age
ont ~t~ ~tudi~es : 0-4 ans 1 5-15 ans et 15-24 ans.
Les
suivant
DOUSSET.
P~riode

r~sul tats

ils

de cette enquete figurent dans le tableau
confirrnent les r~sultats de l'enquete de M.

d'~tude.

Distance de
l'usine

D~ces

D~ces
observ~s

attend us

:Rapport Stan: dardis~* de
: rnortalite(%)

.·------------------·--------------·---------------·--------------·
.
.
.
.
0-4 ans
1968-78 :
<10 krn
10-<20 krn
20-<35 krn
1979-86
<10 krn
10-<20 krn
20-<35 krn
5-14 ans
1968-78
<10 krn
10-<20 krn
20-<35 krn
1979-86
<10 krn
10-<20 krn
20-<35 krn
15-24 ans
1968-78
<10 krn
10-<20 krn
20-<35 krn
1979-86
<10 krn
10-<20 krn
20-<35 krn

0
2
0

01143
11831
11038

109

0
2
l

01096
01986
01669

203
149

0

3

01340
31935
21697

0
0
lll

0
2
2

01220
21126
11617

94
123

0
5
0

01136
21002
11199

250

l
l
2

01214
21579
11746

467
38
115

0

0
0
0

0

0

0

Il faut noter que les taux standardis~s de rnortalit~
pOUr 1 1 ensemble deS ClaSSeS d I ageS 1 les p~riodes et les zones
est de 0 1 89 (nornbre de cas observes : 21 - nornbre de cas attendus : 2316).
* Rapport standardis~ de rnortalit~ (Standardized Mortality Ratio)
= nornbre de d~ces observ~s/nornbre de d~ces attendus.
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Enqu~te de C. HILL et A. LAPLANCHE : "Etude sur la martalite par cancer auteur des centres nucleaires franxais (3).

Cette etude fait l'objet d'une communication particuliere
dans le cadre de ce Congres. Elle sera done, ici, brievement
resumee.
Dans ce rapport, l'etude des populations de La Hague
est incluse dans une etude plus vaste englobant les populations
voisines de 5 autres etablissements industriels nucleaires
(periode etudiee : 1968-1987). Les resullals confirment les
resultats des
2 etudes precedentes
il n'existe aucune
difference significative entre le nombre des deces constates
et le nombre des deces attendus.

En conc1usion, aucune des enquetes epidemiologiques, couvrant la periode 1968-1986 n' a mis en evidence une augmentation de 1a mortalite par cancer et par 1eucemie parmi la population voisine de 1'usine de retraitement de La Hague.

References :
(1) - DOUSSET M.
Cancer mortality around La Hague Nuclear facilities
Health Physics 1989 ; 56
875-84.
(2) - VIEL JF. - RICHARDSON S.
Childhood leukaemia around the La Hague
reprocessing plant
British Medical Journal 1990 ; 300 : 580-1.
(3) - HILL C. - LAPLANCHE A.
Overall mortality and cancer
nuclear sites
Nature 1990 ; 347 : 755-6.
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CONSISTENCY OF EXTERNAL DOSIMETRY IN EPIDEMIOLOGIC STUDIES
OF NUCLEAR WORKERS
Jack J. Fix and Ethel

s.

Gilbert

Pacific Northwest Laboratory
Richland, Washington USA
ABSTRACT
Efforts are underway to pool data from epidemiologic
studies of nuclear workers to obtain more precise estimates
of radiation risk than would be possible from any single
study. The International Agency for Research on Cancer
(IARC) is coordinating combined analyses of data from studies
in the United States, Canada, and the United Kingdom.
In the
U.S., the Department of Energy (DOE) has established the
Comprehensive Epidemiologic Data Resource (CEDR) to provide
investigators an opportunity to analyze data from several DOE
laboratories.
IARC investigators, in collaboration with
those conducting the individual studies, have developed a
dosimetry protocol for the international combined analyses.
INTRODUCTION
In the pooling of radiation exposure data, there is
significant concern regarding consistency of personnel
exposure records between the different epidemiologic studies.
Dosimetry working groups have been formed to evaluate this
issue for pooled studies for the International Agency for
Research on Cancer (IARC) and u.s. Department of Energy (DOE)
Comprehensive Epidemiologic Data Resource (CEDR). A protocol
has been developed for the IARC study by representatives of
the United States, United Kingdom and Canadian studies.
Recently, a dosimetry working group has been formed to
provide recommendations to CEDR regarding retrospective and
prospective radiation dose records. The IARC protocol
addresses concerns related to the consistency of recorded
dose as obtained from personnel exposure records, and
requires evaluation of historical dosimetry practices by
dosimetrists for each of the contributing studies.
EPIDEMIOLOGIC EVALUATIONS
Several epidemiologic studies of workers who have been
exposed occupationally to external radiation are being
conducted in the United States, the United Kingdom, and
Canada. u.s. studies include workers at the Hanford site 1 ,
at Oak Ridge National Laboratory 2 , and Rocky Flats Nuclear
Weapons Plant 3 ; the U.K. studies include workers at the
Atomic Energy Authority 4 , the Atomic Weapons Establishment 5 ,
and at the Sellafield Plant 6 , and the Canadian study is of
workers at Atomic Energy of Canada Limited 7 . Analyses of
data from these studies have included tests for an
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association of cumulative radiation dose and mortality from
many specific diseases, and have also included the estimation
of excess risk per unit of dose.
Recently, pooled analyses of data from the three u.s.
studies have been conducted 8 and pooled analysis of the
international studies are underway 9 . A major objective of
these pooled analyses is to obtain more precise risk
estimates than could be obtained from any single study, and
to compare these estimates with risk estimates obtained
through extrapolation from studies of the Japanese A-bomb
survivors and other groups exposed at high doses.
To
accomplish this objective, it is important to evaluate the
consistency of dose estimates across studies and across time.
In addition, because risk estimates from high dose studies
are generally based on organ doses, it is important to
understand the relationship between recorded whole body doses
obtained from personnel dosimeters and doses to various
organs.

CONSISTENCY OF RECORDED DOSE
Consistency of recorded dose between epidemiologic
studies is essential to the technical integrity of the pooled
evaluations.
There are several potential causes,
administrative and technical, of inconsistency between
different facilities or through time for a given facility.
These causes of potential inconsistencies should be evaluated
as an integral part of the epidemiologic evaluation.
Typically, there is a need for documentation of the physical
meaning of the recorded dose, particularly for facilities
which began operation in the 1940s and 1950s. Potential
causes of inconsistency should be evaluated for systematic
differences, which affect the entire dosimetry system, and
for differences in administrative practices, which are
generally of most significance for recorded doses near the
detection level of the dosimetry system.
Potential causes of systematic differences include the
dosimetry technology, calibration methodology, dose
algorithms, environmental dose correction and the physical
definition of the calculated dose (i.e., exposure, absorbed
dose in air, deep dose, etc.). Technical, administrative and
compliance considerations are involved in the determination
of practices adopted by facilities to record personnel dose.
Facility specific technical and administrative practices may
have significant effects on the recorded lifetime personnel
dose for each individual. Prior to pooling data between
facilities, an evaluation of the potential causes of
inconsistency in recorded dose is necessary to ensure
credibility of the analyses.
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DOSIMETRY ASPECTS OF !ARC PROTOCOL
A protocol for "Combined Analyses of Cancer Mortality
Nuclear Industry Workers" was published by !ARC in
1989 . This protocol includes a discussion of dosimetry data
and the consistency of dose estimates, makes specific
recommendations regarding documentation of dosimetry data,
and specifies the dosimetry variables that are to be included
in the !ARC data sets. Results of the u.s. dosimetry working
group evaluation were considered along with evaluations
conducted in the U.K. and Canada in the development of the
dosimetry portion of the !ARC protocol. The !ARC protocol
contains several recommendations for dosimetry data. These
include the following:

Amon~

Documentation of procedures and practices used
to record dose
Report external whole body dose as currently
recorded
Report external whole body dose components
(i.e., penetrating photon and beta, neutron and
tritium)
Flag records with monitoring for internal
depositions
Flag records with confirmed plutonium, uranium
or other nuclide internal depositions
Comparison of recorded dose to deep dose
Determination of organ dose as feasible
Prior to inclusion in the !ARC study, a representative for
each participating study completed a questionnaire on
specifics of dosimeter design, dose assessment, monitoring
and recording practices, radiation fields to which workers
were exposed, etc. This information was used by !ARC and the
dosimetry subcommittee to conduct a preliminary evaluation of
consistency of dose estimates used in different studies, and
whether the reported doses can be converted to "deep dose",
and to doses to various organs. More detailed documentation
by the respective studies is encouraged. Recently,
documentation of historical personnel dosimetry practices was
published for Hanford 10 . This document describes dosimeters,
calibration and dose recording practices for hanford
facilities from 1944 through 1989.
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EFFECT OF CHITOSAN AND ALGINATE ON THE BIOKINETICS OF RADIOSTRONTIUM
IN RATS
Y.Nishimura,• I.S.Wui,• K.Y.Kim,K.Watari,•• J. Inaba,••• K.l•ai
Division of Environ•ental Health, National Institute of
Radiological Sciences, 4-9-1, Anagawa, Chiba-shi 260, Japan,
• Department of Biology, college of Natural Sciences, Chonna•
National University, Gwangju 505-787,Chonna•,Korea,
•• Division of Comparative Toxicology,National Institute of
Radiological Sciences,4-9-l, Anagawa,CHiba-shi 260,Japan,
••• Department of Veterinary Medicine, Faculty of Agriculture,lwate
University,3-18-8, Ueda, Morioka-shi 020,Japan.
ABSTRACT
The chelating effect of natural polymers on the radiostrontiu• was
investigated on a single ingestion with chitosan and a long day prefeeding diet with alginate in rats. After dosing of chitosan, Sr-85 was
ingested orally to the rats and the whole-body retention of Sr-85
was investigated. The whole-body retention of the chitosan treated rats
was lower than that of non-treated control.
INTRODUCTION
The radiostrontium, one of the nuclear division products flown out to
the environmental area by the nuclear power plant accident and nuclear
weapon accident. It brings out of a serious genetic disease like Bone
Cancer, llypocemia,ctc. lherefore, it has been discussed out an important
human health problem that the chelating of radiostrontiu• and the removing
out of the body before or after accumulating to the bone. Chitosan derived
from chitin which is a cellulose-like biopolymer distributed widlely in
nature, especially in shell fish, insects, fungi and yeast, is known to be
one of the natural chelating agents. The purpose of the present study is
to investigate whether chitosan can be applied to the animal and human
body and the long day pre-feeding effects of alginate in order to reduce
the bioavailability of radiostrontium in foods. Hany chelating agents-that
is, DTPA,CDTA,EDTA,etc were reported as effective medicines. But they have
some toxicity. So, we need a serious check to use of them at the real
clinic experiment. Therefore, the discovery of non-toxic natural chelating
polymer is quickly needed.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Experi•ental ani•als used were male rats of the adult wister strain
and 8 weeks of age, weighing about 260-3009, bred and supplied by the
animal and plant supply section of National Institute of Radiological
Sciences were used in this experi•ent. The rats were provided with a
standard cubed diet(Fubashf Farm co. Fubashi, Chiba,Japan). Radiostrontiu•
chloride ( 85Srclz ) with a specific activity of 430MBq/•s Sr was obtained
fro• England Naclear, U.S.A through Radioisotope Association, Japan. This
was diluted to ISKBq/ml of solution with normal saline solution and
ad•inistered 0.5•1 per one rat. Chitosan (Hwasuns K.K, Tokyo, Japan) is
slightly soluble in distilled water and alkali, it is soluble in so•e
organic acids. 0.8, 2, 3% of chitosan solution was prepared by dissolution
in IN actic acid. And also 0.8, 2, 31 of water soluble chitosan (Hwakwang
K.K, Tokyo, Japan), the chemical form of 45-551 deacetylated
chitin,
solution
was prepared
by dissolution in distilled water. Chitosan
solution was orally given and immediately after than
85Srcl2 was
ad•inistered to rats using a sto•ach tube. The whole-body retention of
Sr-85 was determined by in vivo counting. The percent of alginate food was
given to rats during IOdays and Sr-85 was ad•inistered orally.
CONCLUTIONS
The whole-body retention of Sr-85 deter•ined by in vivo counting
was
lower
than
that
of
control
rats
which
were
not given
chitosan.(Fis. I) And
the
effects
were
differented
along
the
concentration
variation
of
chitosan.(Tablel) The
activity ratio
in urine and feces for chitosan- treated rats was hioher than control
rats.(Fig.2) The whole-body retention of Sr-85-alginate treated rats
was decreased sharply co•pared with control rats.(Fig.3) These results
suggested that chitosan and alginate can be used as a drug to reduce
bioavailability from sastrointestine of ingested radiostrontium.
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Table
Days
after
dosin9

Whole-body retention of Sr-85 in rats after oral adllinistration

Control

15.3±4.4
2
3
4
5
6
7
14

Chitosan
(0.8")

Chitosan

15.0±6.4
10.7±6.2

13.0±1.9
8.1±1.7

9. 7±5.9

6. 7±1.4

(2")

II. 5± I. 2

Continuous
Chitosan
injestion
(31 Chitoaan)
(3")

Alsinate
(21)

Alsinate
pre-feedins
( 101)

8.8±2.6
6.7±1.7
6.2±1.6
6.0±1.4
5. 7±1.4

12.7±4.8
7.7±3.9
6.7±3.8
6.7±3.7
6.3±3.7

19.3±4.8

12.7±4.7

7.9±2.4
3.5±0.4
3.2±0.5
3.1:1:0.5
2.9±0.5

5.4± I. 3
4.8±1. I

6.0±3.5
5.5±2.3

11.8±4.3
II. 6±4.3

2.8±0.4
2.5±0.4

13.4:1:4.9

11.0±1. I
9.4±0.7

9.0±5.5
8.4±5.0

6.6± 1.3
6.0±1.2
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NONSPECIFIC CELLULAR RESISTANCE DISORDERS
INDUCED BY LOW DOSES OF RADIATION
I. Voltchek, E.Kostyushov, L.Filyov, V.Dyachek, I. Izyumtsev,
A. Tyaptin, !.Popov, Yu.Medvedev, L.Goncharova
Department of Extreme Medicine, Leningrad
Institute
of
Advanced Medical Studies; All-Union Re:;earch Institute of Highly
Pure B1opreparations, Leningrad, USSR
Some integral proofs of nonspecific cellular resistance was
studied at liquidators of the consequences of Chernobyl AES crash
4-4,5 year:; ago radiation influence in doses 20-25 rem. The share
of blood
mononuclea.rs with viral inclusion bodies and degree of
its viral affect, met.abol ic and phagocytic monocyte activity in
NBT-t.est. (L. Filyov et al. ,1985) were appraised. Lysosomal-cationic
test was u:;ed for the revealing of functional state of granulocytes.
It was established that at all patients influenced by low doses
of radiation there were increased proofs of viral affect of
mononuclears in comparison with control groop of healthy donors.
At the same time most liquidators had functional defects of
monocyte:; ar1d granulocytes.
Consequently, there may occur nonspecific (antiviral)
cellular
resi!;tance disorders under the influence of radiation low doses
which in its turn may lead to development, unfavourable course,
chronization of infection diseases,
forming of immunocomplex
pathology, neoplastic
processes.
The perspective way of
prophylaxis radiation low doses induced unfavourable consequences
i:3 the
correction of nonspecific cellular resistance disorders
(Olifen, Interlock).
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RADIATION PROTECTION - IS IT SCIENCE?

Dr B M Hartley
Physicist in Charge, Radiation Health section
Health Department of western Australia

Radiation
Protection
brings
together
a
variety
of
disciplines which would claim to be sciences.
The
amalgamation of these into radiation protection is done
under the guise of Scientific Committees and by scientists.
Can the result of this amalgamation still be described as a
science?
If not, our perception of the discipline and
attitude to its practice may need to change.
The attitude
of the media and that of the public to our profession may
also change if radiation protection is recognised not to be
a science.
An analysis of the basis of science would indicate that
Radiation Protection is not a science.
The question
is
then posed; What is the discipline of Radiation Protection?
INTRODUCTION

Whether radiation protection is 'science' or not should
affect the way it is practised and the way it is considered
by the public at large.
If it is science there is an
expectation of accuracy, precision and consistency
and
therefore the possibility of widespread acceptance of
decisions based on its application.
If it is not science
the public at large, and especially those who may be
affected by its practice, may have a role in determining how
it is practised.
Radiation protection may then become
subject to political, philosophical and practical pressures
which influence decisions on the application of its systems.
WHAT IS SCIENCE?

It is common to distinguish between two types of conventions
which control our actions.
The first of these are the
natural laws which define such properties as the law of
gravity or the laws of thermodynamics; these are laws which
can be investigated by the scientific method.
Other
conventions are the so called normative laws which are the
conventions by which people control their lives and in which
society has exercised a choice.
Such laws often cannot be
rationalised by scientific investigation.
Such a classification is not precise as there are some
natural laws which, for a variety of reasons, cannot be
investigated whilst normative laws imply that an option or
choice has been exercised. Some normative laws of behaviour
may, however, arise from natural laws or be required for
survival. The distinction between normative and natural can,
as a result, become blurred.
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Without being too precise science could be defined as being
the process of investigating natural laws.
In investigating
natural laws a common procedure is to devise a hypothesis
and test it by experiment.
The linear hypothesis of
radiation protection may be considered such a hypothesis,
but it is not testable at certain doses and dose rates.
As
it cannot be investigated scientifically it is an invalid
scientific hypothesis.
A more scientifically justifiable
no effect at low doses and dose
is falsifiable by application of
is therefore scientifically valid

hypothesis would be one of
rates.
Such an hypothesis
scientific methodology and
hypothesis.

WHAT IS RADIATION PROTECTION?

The principal foundations of radiation protection are the
disciplines
of
epidemiology,
modelling
and
laboratory
studies.
These disciplines are identifiable as sciences
since they seek to investigate natural laws by the testing
of hypotheses through experiment.
The phenomenon which is
being investigated in these studies is that which relates
the effect of radiation exposure to the level of exposure on
the ensemble of the human population;
an identifiable
natural law.
The syntheses of the results of epidemiology, modelling and
laboratory studies has given us some confidence about the
relationship between radiation exposure and response.
The
International Commission of Radiological Protection has, as
a result, devised a system of radiation protection with its
basis being exposure control by justification, optimisation
and limitation.
These three tenets of radiation protection do not evolve
readily from natural laws.
Justification and optimisation,
require a judgement of the community value placed on the
detriment which exposure to
radiation imposes on the
community.
The limitation of exposure to an individual is
derived from the ensemble of human responses.
It may not be
appropriate to apply a dose-response law to an individual
when it is derived from grouped data.
Its application
departs from the normal practices of science. All three
involve ethical considerations.
The setting of standards for Radiation Protection is clearly
in the area of public policy and ethics although its basis
is scientific.
An alternative to optimization would be a policy of "Prudent
Avoidance" of exposure and this would be more in keeping
with the adoption of the null hypothesis for effects of
radiation at low doses.
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Since radiation protection is commonly pursued by persons
who have scientific training there is a tendency to confuse
the application of scientific method with science. Attempts
have
been
made
to
adopt
a
scientific
approach
to
justification by placing a value on a human life and
assessing the loss of life or health against the benefits to
be had by others. A similar paradigm is used to optimise a
practice.
In giving advice the ICRP could confine themselves to
statements of the known data on levels of radiation which
produce known biological effects.
Such levels are well
above those which are used as annual occupational radiation
limits.
By adopting the non falsifiable linear hypothesis
the ICRP alters the profession of radiation protection from
purely scientific to pseudo-scientific.
SETTING OF RADIATION STANDARDS

The means by which standards for radiation exposure are set
should depend on whether the process is one which set
natural or normative laws i.e. scientific or conventional.
Even the
necessity to
establish radiation protection
standards in law would indicate that they are normative laws
and not natural ones. Recommendations for limits can derive
either from an expert group or from community based groups.
Included among the community groups may be workers groups
with representatives on decision making bodies.
It is normally considered to be the role of politicians to
determine policy but in this instance their input has been
small or non-existent.
In some countries there is a growing
call for tripartite agreement on occupational limits with
the persons occupationally exposed having a major role in
determining limits.
Participating workers often call for
exposure limits lower than those recommended by the ICRP
taking the determination of limits further away from the
scientifically verifiable.
The groups making recommendations will nevertheless consider
matters which are, in the above definitions, not scientific.
If the matters are scientific the uncertainties are often
such as to render their consideration by scientists
inappropriate.
If recommendations are only made by
scientists, the public expects greater precision than can be
given.
Radiation protection cannot respond adequately
through science alone.
Bodies
setting
radiation
protection
standards
should
understand that they are setting policy not science.
Optimisation and justification tend to demand the use of a
scientific method which is inapplicable in a policy area.
When effects are so uncertain a policy of either acceptance
or avoidance of exposure could be adopted instead of
optimisation.
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At levels where effects are quite uncertain a policy of
acceptance could be adopted.
Such a method of radiation
control is clearly then a policy matter but is based on the
proper scientific hypothesis of no effect of radiation
exposure at low doses.
Optimisation would only be
applicable
where
radiation
effects
were
known
and
demonstrable.
THE FUTURE FOR RADIATION PROTECTION STANDARDS

As the ICRP and Regulatory Bodies have, as a policy matter,
set exposure limits outside the bounds of scientific
evidence, one may question whether this should continue.
The success of such a process should be a determining factor
in deciding.
The ICRP can point to many successes in its long history
including the evidence of low exposures and health risks in
most radiation industries.
The cost of the reduction in
exposures must however be balanced by the benefits derived.
It is certain that the ICRP's assumption of continuing
detrimental effects of radiation at low levels has caused
the expenditure of considerable effort which could have been
directed at more tangible and direct hazards.
To balance
this, however, emphasis on radiation has lead to reductions
in other industrial hazards.
A new Radiation Protection System could be considered to
replace the current system of radiation exposure control.
(1)

Radiation exposure at high levels has been shown
to produce detrimental health effects.
Limits of
exposure of single persons should be set to be
below such levels.

(2)

Where large numbers of persons may be exposed to
radiation as a result of a practice and where
individuals may be exposed to levels which are a
significant fraction of the limit, radiation
exposure should be controlled by optimisation.

(3)

Where individual radiation exposures are low a
policy of prudent avoidance of exposure should be
employed.
At levels at which it is unfeasible to
demonstrate harmful effects on individuals or
groups a policy of acceptance of the radiation
exposure may be adopted where the use of radiation
is shown to produce other positive benefits.

This
system
of
radiation protection
is
based
on
a
scientifically valid hypothesis and includes explicit to the
statement on formation of policy implicit in setting of any
standards.
\bhl60991. sg
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Training and Retraining of Radiation
Protection Technicians
L. Warming, J. SS!lgaard-Hansen, B. Lauridsen and P. Hedemann Jensen
RisS!l National Laboratory, DK-4000 Roskilde, Denmark

Abstract

A new training programme for health physics technicians has been based on a textbook
on health physics (700 pages in Danish). Two technicians have been trained according to
the programme. Following this an extensive programme was initiated for the retraining of
all technicians. Both programmes consists of lectures, theoretical problems and practical
exercises.

Introduction
RisS!l National Laboratory was founded in 1956 and in the following years several
nuclear facilities were build. Today, two reactors, several nuclear laboratories and a
nuclear waste treatment plant are in operation.
A section for applied health physics is responsible for radiation protection at the
nuclear facilities and at other laboratories at RisS!l, where radioactive materials,
ionizing radiation and lasers are used. The section consists of four health physicists
(HPs) and 13 radiation protection technicians (RPTs). A few of the technicians
have been with the section for about 30 years.
New comprehensive programmes for both basic training and retraining of RPTs
have been made. All training is done by the HPs and senior RPTs. The main
part of the teaching is based on the first draft of a textbook on health physics
(approximately 700 pages in Danish). The book has been tailor-made for the RPTs.
It is comprehensive and self-contained; a good basic school education is needed to
read the textbook. The textbook is suitable as a handbook in the daily radiation
protection work for both the HPs and RPTs. The authors of the book are the
HPs (also authors of this paper), and the retired senior RPT who previously was in
charge of training of the RPTs.
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Basic training
The basic training takes 8 months. Trainees are recruited among people with a
technical background such as laboratory assistants or mechanical technicians. The
basic training consists of lectures (400 h), theoretical problems and laboratory
exercises (200 h) and on-the-job training (400 h). The lectures give the theoretical
basis of radiation protection and cover the subjects of the textbook, such as: atomic
physics, interaction of ionizing radiation with matter, dosimetry, radiation biology,
radiation protection philosophy, legislation and local rules. Further the various
nuclear installations at Ris!ZI are described with emphasis on radiation protection
matters. The laboratory exercises introduce measuring techniques and data analysis.
The lectures are given by the HPs, who also formulate the theoretical problems, while
senior RPTs are in charge of the laboratory exercises and the on-the-job training.
The training is not identical for all new trainees, but it is adjusted slightly to fit the
educational background of the individual.
The aim of the basic training is to reach a level of education that enable the RPT
to act independently and:

• give advice in work-situations both on-line and in the planning phase
• perform standard analysis on samples (1-spectrometry, gross a- and {3counting)
• report results and evaluations in writing
• present problems for the HPs
• answer questions on radioactivity and radiation protection from the staff of
the installations
• handle emergency situations.

The trainees are evaluated by a written (4 h) and an oral (1-2 h) examination. The
man-power required for running a basic training programme including preparatory
work is approximately 1000 HP hours and 500 senior RPT hours.
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Retraining.
An extensive retraining programme was initiated for the first time in 1990 and will
run for a period of two years. It is an assembly of teaching sessions, and each session
has three parts:
• two double lectures on separate subjects, lasting a morning (3 hours),
• a set of theoretical problems
• a practical exercise.
The programme has about 20 sessions in total (one session a month). Most subjects
are dealt with in several sessions (months) depending on their importance. During
the programme the technicians will become familiar with the different chapters of
the health physics textbook.
The two set of lectures are always dealing with two separate subjects and they are
given by two different teachers. The level of the teaching is set rather high and is
higher than needed for the RPT's daily work.
With each lecture follows a set of theoretical problems to be solved and the answers
to be handed in before the next lecture. An example is the calculation of the internal
dose, the tritium concentration in the body as well as the concentration in the urine
at different times after two separate intakes of tritiated water.
The practical problems aim at making the technicians familiar with all health physics
instrumentation available at the health physics laboratories. This is among others,
survey instruments, !-spectrometers, a- and ,8-counters. The problems chosen for
the practical exercises are specifically selected to be closely related to the daily
use of the instruments. An example of a practical exercise is calibration of an airmonitor fQr a specific radionuclide. When the RPTs have made the measurements
they have to write a report. The report should present the purpose of the exercise
and describe the work carried out together with the measured data, the calculations
and a discussion of the results. The report should be written in a manner that can
readily be understood by their colleagues. Also this report should be handed in
before the next session.
From reading and correcting the problems and reports handed in, it is easy for the
teachers continuously to get an impression of the educational level of the technicians.
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Experience - Results.
The training programme has been used once for two new RPTs and has proved very
effective, although some minor corrections were needed. The new RPTs have now
been working for two years and accomplish their work satisfactorily. During the
teaching period parts of the draft of the health physics textbook were written in
parallel with the teaching which helped to make the content directly aimed at the
RPTs.
The extensive retraining programme runs for the first time and we are now about
half-way through the programme. All the RPTs have expressed a need for retraining
before the programme was initiated and they appreciates the information they are
presented with. The two "youngest" RPTs do also participate in the retraining
programme. Although it is only two years ago they finished their basic training,
they find the repetition usefull. The practical experience they have gained in these
two years have clearified for them some of the theoretical aspects in the training
programme.
The educational level of the "old" RPTs has increased considerably. They are
now able to make better use of the different instruments in the laboratories.
Measurements and observations during important operations are being very well
documented. This is essential both for record keeping and for communication
to and from the RPTs working in shifts and in reports to the HPs. The RPTs
find themselves with a better background for their advice to those workers, they
supervise.
The teaching has been done in an informal way, and the enthusiasm of the teachers(!)
seems to have spread to the RPTs. During the lectures the RPTs have contributed
with practical examples from their local working area. This helps linking the
theoretical subjects with the practical work and it is a good exchange of information
among the different working places. This also makes it more easy for the RPTs to
help their colleagues at other installations. During the teaching sessions and the
following discussions the HPs and the RPTs have got to know each other better
and the HPs have now a much better knowledge of the capabilities of the individual
RPT.
The teachers have also benefitted both from writing the book and from the teaching
itself. As always, teachers gain a deeper knowledge of a subject when they have to
teach it.
So far the retraining seems to be so much a success that it is being discussed to let
it continue in a less intensive manner.
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COST-EFFECTIVE RADIATION PROTECTION FOR SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES
IN THE UNITED KINGDOM
K W Bowker
Hinton & Higgs (Consultants)
Abingdon, Oxen
United Kingdom
ABSTRACT
This paper describes how schools and colleges in the
United Kingdom can meet the requirements of the Ionising
Radiations Regulations 1985 in a simple and cost-effective
manner.
INTRODUCTION
In the United Kingdom, the storage, handling and use of
radioactive materials is controlled by the Ionising Radiations
Regulations 1985.
Students, usually in the 16-18 age group
studying Advanced Level Physics in schools and colleges carry
out a number of practical experiments using radioactive
sources.
The sources are principally closed sources of low
activity and their usage is of corresponding low risk.
Nevertheless, there is a need for the school or college to
comply with the legislation and this paper describes how this
can be achieved in a cost-effective way.
SOURCES USED
Appendix 1 shows typical closed sources used in the
Advanced Level Physics course, together with their activities.
In addition, cloud chamber sources are of very low activity
(740 Bq). Thoren generators typically use 100 grams of thorium
carbonate powder in polythene squeeze bottles.
Radioactive
rocks sets are a mixture (usually for four different rocks) of
naturally occurring minerals containing radioactivity.
MAIN POINTS OF THE LEGISLATION
An essential aspect of the legislation is the requirement
for the employer to appoint a Radiation Protection Adviser
(RPA) who, as the title implies, provides advice on all aspects
associated with the safe use of radiation sources in the school
or college.
In addition, each establishment must appoint a
Radiation Protection Supervisor (RPS) to oversee the day to day
arrangements for the radiation sources.
The person usually
appointed as RPS is the head of physics in the school,
occasionally the head of science.
The main duties of the RPS in a school or college are
principally to ensure that:
1

The list of sources is kept up to date and to notify the
RPA of any changes;

2

Sources are kept in a locked, fire-proof cabinet, properly
signed;

3

A log book is kept with the sources and that details of
source movements are being maintained;
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4

Local rules have been formulated and are kept up to date;

5

Leakage tests on appropriate closed sources are carried
out;

6

To arrange, usually via the RPA, for the safe disposal of
unwanted sources.

LEAKAGE TESTING
The Regulations require that all closed sources with a
surface dose rate greater than 100 microsieverts per hour and
with any dimension greater than 5mm are tested for leakage
every twenty-six months. The method of test is a wipe followed
by counting the activity removed onto the wipe.
The limit of
leakage test activity is 185 Bq. A sensible and cost-effective
arrangement that can be adopted in schools involves an initial
in-house screening process which is followed, but only where
necessary,
with
testing
by
an
appropriate
external
organisation.
The RPS carries out the wipe test using a
moistened paper and counts the wipe using school counting
equipment.
Where a significant quantity of activity is found
on the wipe,
the RPA is notified and arrangements for
quantitive testing made. Schools must keep records of the test
in a format laid down by the Regulations.
Most Radium-226, Strontium-90 and Cobalt-60 sources used
in schools require
leakage testing.
In the author's
experience,
an insignificant few are found to have any
measurable leakage activity.
Thus, for the main part, this
requirement of the Regulations can be carried out in-house by
the school at a time to suit their convenience and at minimal
cost.
TRAINING
The Regulations require that a RPS is not appointed until
such time as he/she is aware of the Regulations such as they
affect their particular work activity.
Training is therefore
essential. All RPS's are expected to attend a training course,
typically of one half day's duration.
A syllabus for a
school/college RPS training course is shown in Appendix 2.
RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL
In addition to commercially purchased sources, schools and
colleges often 'acquire' additional sources, usually from
well-meaning parents or teachers themselves.
These 'acquired'
sources tend to be either naturally occurring ores/minerals or
apparatus containing luminising material.
Many contain more
activity than the commercially bought sources.
In most cases,
the teacher in charge is pleased to see such sources put for
disposal.
A collection of unwanted sources, including those
commercial sources that have decayed to a level where they are
no longer useful, is most cost-effective when carried out on a
basis involving as many schools as possible in an area.
Disposal by individual schools is not recommended on cost
grounds.
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CONCLUSION
Perhaps with the exception of thoron generators, the use
of radioactive sources in schools is of a low order of risk.
Compliance with the UK regulations can be achieved simply and
in a cost-effective manner.
There is a further positive
benefit in that schools and colleges are able to demonstrate to
their students, whose opinions are at a critical stage of
development, a sensible radiation protection regime.
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APPENDIX 1
CLOSED SOURCES USED IN SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES
SOURCE

TYPICAL ACTIVITY (kBq)

Americium-241

185

Cobalt-60

185

Strontium-90

185

Radium-226

185

Plutonium-239

3.7

APPENDIX 2
SYLLABUS FOR RADIATION PROTECTION SUPERVISOR TRAINING
Radiation harm.
Radiation protection objectives and methods by which objectives
are achieved.
Dose limits - units of activity and dose.
Methods of dose reduction.
Summary of typical sources used in schools and associated doses
and risks.
Thoron generators, cloud chamber sources.
Naturally occurring radioactive sources used in schools.
Ionising
Radiations
Regulations
1985
main
points
of
legislation as they affect the school.
Role of the Radiation Protection Adviser and Radiation
Protection Supervisor.
Duties and responsibilities of the Radiation Protection
Supervisor.
Local rules.
Waste disposal requirements.
Leakage test - demonstration - records to be kept.
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EDUCATIVE HEALTH PHYSICS
R J VETTERO>, M C O'RIORDAN<z>

m B-31 Medical Sciences, Mayo Clinic,
Rochester MN 55905, USA
Fax Number: 0101 507 284 0150

<Z> National Radiological Protection Board
Chilton, Didcot, Oxon OX11 ORQ, UK

There is more to education in radiation protection than curricula,
courses and certificates. In a broader sense, education implies the provision
of knowledge, the development of competence, and the promotion of
understanding. These purposes are served by Health Physics, the journal of
radiation protection.
The leading role of the journal is supported by an
Advisory Board composed of members of the IRPA Publications Commission.
A review is presented of the diversity of material in Health Physics
throughout the last few years and set against the historical background.
Expansion in the range of topics is described as well as the increase in
didactic content both theoretical and operational.
The global range of
contributions is noted as is the attempt to provide an international
perspective on developments in the discipline.
Plans for the future are
discussed.
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COMPARAISON DES RISQUES DES DIVERSES ENERGIES POUR LA
PRODUCTION D'ELECTRICITE
M. BERTIN, D. HUBERT, J. LALLEMAND, Ph. ROLLIN
ELECTRICITE DE FRANCE - Comite de Radioprotection
PARIS - FRANCE
COMPARED RISKS AMONG ELECTRICITY GENERATING ENERGIES

ABSTRACT
When comparing risks among the different electricity
generating energy sources, demonstration has been made that
nuclear electricity "performance" is comparable to that of
natural gas and far better than oil and coal's. The
greenhouse effect must of course be taken into account.
Nuclear and hydro power stand out as non-contributing to
this effect. We must keep in mind that energy requirements
will increase in the next years, because of demographic
development and economic growth in the Third World.
Therefore, a large-scale use of nuclear power will become
necessary.
INTRODUCTION
Les comparaisons des risques des diverses energies
utilisees pour produire de l'electricite ant commence il y
a environ 20 ans.
Leur but est de "situer" 1' importance des risques dus
du "nucleaire" par rapport A ceux dus A
!'utilisation d'autres energies : elles concluent toutes
que
pOUr
prOdUire
de
1 I electricite
leS
riSqUeS
de
l'industrie nucleaire sont moindres que ceux du charbon au
du petrole et du meme ordre de grandeur que ceux du gaz
nature! [1].

A l'emploi

Leurs faiblesses sont cependant nombreuses
- manque ou insuffisance de donnees,
- absence de denominateur commun pour juger des effets
sur la sante.
- variabilite tres grande des resultats suivant les
conditions d'exploitation.
- etc ...
Les publications recentes [2,3,4) affirment que malgre
Tchernobyl la hierarchie indiquee ci-dessus est toujours
valable
bien
que
!'evaluation
des
consequences
de
l'accident sovietique ne soit pas encore terminee.
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PRISE EN COMPTE DE L 1 EFFET DE SERRE
Cependant le bilan de telles etudes doit etre complete
par la pr1se en compte de 1 1 effet de serre et, par
extension, de taus les problemes d 1 environnement ayant une
dimension a l 1 echelle de plusieurs pays ou d 1 un continent :
pluies
acides,
deperissement
des
forets,
pollutions
transfrontieres par les derives soufres et azotes.
Le meilleur exemple est celui de 1 1 elfet de serre.
Il est du essentiellement au C02 mais aussi au
methane, aux oxydes d 1 azote, aux chlorofluorocarbones ou
CFC et aux hydrocarbures imbrules.
Il concerne toute 1 1 atmosphere terrestre ; ce n 1 est
done pas un probleme a resoudre au plan local ou regional.
Il implique une politique energetique commune.

c 1 est un probleme dent 1 1 evolution est lente
oblige a une politique a tres long terme.

et qui

Cette evolution para1t difficilement reversible puisque
les quantites de C02 produites paraissent superieures a
celles qui peuvent etre eliminees par les etapes suivants
du cycle du carbone.
Taus
les
combustibles
carbones y
contribuent
charbon, lignite, produits petroliers, gaz naturel mais
encore le bois et, plus generalement la biomasse, la
combustion des dechets et en particulier des ordures
menageres.
C 1 est
une
pollution
differente
des
pollutions
classiques ; elle modifie 1 1 environnement et agi t par le
cumul de substances modifiant le climat. Elle n 1 agit pas
directement sur l 1 homme.
Parmi les energies actuellement utilisees a grande
echelle seuls le nucleaire et l 1 hydraulique ne sent pas
concernes. Ceci est la premiere conclusion.
QUELLES SONT LES CONSEQUENCES DE L 1 EFFET DE SERRE
L 1 augmentation progressive du taux de C02, de methane
et d 1 oxydes d 1 azote dans
1 1 atmosphere est certaine.
L 1 elevation
lente
mais
reelle
de
la
temperature
atmospherique para1t tres vraisemblable. Les consequences
pour 1 1 environnement semblent n 1 etre que partiellement
previsibles
mais
elles
ant
peu
de
chances
d 1 etre
reversibles dans les conditions actuelles de croissance de
la consommation d 1 energie. Les consequences pour la sante
sent inconnues mais des modifications des conditions de
vie, du climat, de l 1 agriculture sent a peu pres certaines.
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Tout ceci devrait amener a reviser les politiques
energetiques :
d'ailleurs
les
producteurs
d'energies
fossiles qui a energie egale produisent le mains de C02
revendiquent deja un role accru : c'est le cas du gaz
nature! par rapport au charbon. L'essentiel et c•est notre
deuxieme conclusion est que la necessite de developper
l'electronucleaire est ainsi devenue evidente pour un
nombre
croissant
d 1 hommes
poli tiques
et
surtout
de
scientifiques de disciplines diverses [5].
SOLUTIONS
En effet on propose de
consommation d • energie pour
gaz favorisant l'effet de
sceptique sur la reussite de
se demander si ce n•est pas
les vrais problemes .

reduire (ou de stabiliser) la
diminuer la production de ces
serre. On ne peut qu'etre
telles mesures et on peut meme
une fa9on de refuser de poser

• L'augmentation
de
la
population
mondiale
est
extremement
rapide
(population 91 :
5,4 milliards
d'habitants - prevision 2025 : 8,6 milliards d'habitants)
et ceci en raison essentiellement de l'accroissement de la
population du Tiers Mende.
• or
1' evolution
du
tiers
monde
passe
par
le
developpement economique done par le developpement de la
consommation d'energie ; le manque de moyens financiers de
ce pays fait que la protection de l'environnement n•est pas
une de leurs priorites ; les economies d'energie sent soit
imposees par le manque de res sources d 1 un pays, sci t un
luxe de pays riches.
• Cependant il sera evidemment necessaire de freiner
!'augmentation de la consommation d'energie puisque les
reserves
sent
limitees ;
elles
representent quelques
dizaines d'annees de consommation pour le petrole, entre 60
et 100 ans pour le gaz nature!, plusieurs siecles pour le
charbon, et certaines energies non encore exploitees comme
les asphaltes et les schistes bitumineux sent encore plus
polluantes que le charbon. La consommation de la biomasse
et du bois augmente 1' effet de serre de deux fa9ons : la
deforestation et la production de C02 .
• Il sera evidemment necessaire d'utiliser toutes les
energieS diSpOnibleS tant quI Une reVOlUtion technO!OgiqUe
ne permettra pas de revolutionner la production d'energie,
et 1 1 electronUClea;ire 1
en partiCUl ier danS
leS pays
economiquement developpes, sera amene a se developper et
ceci paradoxalement, n • en deplaise a certains, pour des
raisons sanitaires et, deuxieme paradoxe pour que ce
developpement ait une influence significative il faudra
qu'il soit tres important. Ceci est notre troisieme
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conclusion. Le surgenerateur est peut-etre la seule filiere
la mesure des besoins d'autant qu'il est peut-etre aussi
la solution pour eliminer les nucleides a tres longue
periode.

a
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RADIATION PROTECTION TRAINING
AT ELECTRICITE DE FRANCE
Evelyne Guinard
Deputy Training Division Manager
Nuclear and Fossil Generation Division
ABSTRACT

Training in radiation protection is a part of EDF 1 s general
risk prevention training program. Operating personnel who work
in controlled areas receive specific training focused on
ensuring awareness of the risks involved at each phase of an
operation.
Specific training actions also have been designed
for specific target populations. The program calls on an
innovative tool : a simulator is used for training of operators
in managing accidents following steam generator tube breaks.
This simulator is linked to a special training-oriented expert
system in order to generate key parameters, including graphs
showing changes in dose equivalent at the site boundary.
During the development of France 1 s
PWR nuclear plants,
radiation protection was taught as a specific subject.
Today,
we feel that it can be integrated within a broader context,
i.e. training in risk protection, which encompasses both
radiation
protection
and
so-called
conventional
safety
training. This thinking has led to preparation of a training
plan
which
targets
all
personnel
operating
staff,
supervisors and managers
who might take actions in a
controlled area.
This plan starts with an initial training segment, which is in
turn divided into two parts:
- The first 5-day session takes place no later than several
weeks after a new employee has joined a nuclear power plant.
This session provides the basic knowledge required to issue
level one personnel certification (level one means operating
personnel taking action either alone or under the supervision
of a supervisor with level two certification).
- The second session lasts four days and takes place one year
later.
The objective of this initial training is to ensure that all
persons who will subsequently work in controlled areas are
aware of the need for:
- integration
of
all
components
of
safety
information,
particularly those related to radiation protection, within a
coherent whole during every phase of workplace action:
preparation, execution and experience feedback;
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- knowledge of the reasons
defined and are applied:

for

which

regulations

have

been

- improved ability to
implement behavior aimed at risk
prevention during all workplace actions, with an emphasis on
cooperation within the work team.
In order to achieve these objectives -- which are directly
linked to awareness of the importance of the issues involved -the acquisition of information strictly speaking has been
accorded secondary importance. Rather, the training courses
emphasize reflection, situational exercises, tours of work
sites and case studies.
Following this first training program, a second program has
been developed within the same context.
This program is
designed
specifically
for
personnel
with
the
following
functions in controlled areas:
- work preparation manager,
- supervisor,
- safety supervisor,
- safety instruction manager,
- shutdown manager,
- supervisor,
as well as certain other categories.
The goal of this action is to ensure that all these staff take
risk prevention into account during preparation of their work,
as well as during actions taken before, during and after the
tasks they perform in controlled areas.
The training course
seeks to develop their ability to:
- analyze work situations, especially in terms of identifying
potential risks:
- apply the operating procedures and resources required to
control risks and prevent any member of the work team from
having an accident during all three shifts (particularly for
work on a given site with other teams):
- explain to team personnel the risks inherent to the tasks to
be performed in a controlled area.
Before taking this second session, all participants must have
first completed the initial training course.
The training tools are based on the same approach as the
initial module: studies of accidents or near-accidents .to ga~n
awareness of responsibilities and obligations, exerc1ses 1n
organizing a work site, case studies, situational exercises and
group work. These different elements build awareness among
participants of the different aspects of team leadership and
communications.
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It is important to note that these two programs never replace
specific training provided for risks related to individual
jobs.
These risks are covered during initial professional
training, as well as in 11 refresher 11 courses for each job
category.
The training program calls for two 11 refresher 11 modules three
years after completion of the two initial training courses.
After this training program for employees who work in
controlled areas, specific training actions have been developed
for distinct target populations.
1 - RADIATION PROTECTION SAFETY TEAMS AT NUCLEAR PLANTS
These training
objectives are:

sessions

last

a

total

of

four

weeks.

The

- increase skills in regulatory and theoretical areas;
- enhance inter-personal relations expertise, i.e. dialogue and
listening skills, problem analysis and resolution, etc.
- provide the technical skills required for detection and
calculation of risks (principles for using various detectors,
adjustment and calibration, qualitative and quantitative
measurements), as well as knowledge of ionizing radiation
(effects on materials, appropriate means of prevention).
2 - ENGINEERS ASSIGNED TO NUCLEAR PLANTS
There are two successive courses on radiation protection.
The
first, lasting two weeks, is for engineers who have been at a
plant for at least one year and who have acquired basic
knowledge of radiation protection. The second training session
(four days) is a refresher course given one year after the
initial session.
Both modules share a common goal: strengthen and add to
understanding of the main radiation protection issues linked to
normal and accident mode operation at nuclear power plants.
The content covers both theory and the reasons behind rules and
regulations applied.
3 - OPERATING MANAGERS
The position of operating manager was recently created in the
face of two major challenges: increased safety and availability
of EDF's PWR reactors, and enhanced career development of the
company's managers.
The operating manager is specialized in plant operation, and
has in-depth knowledge of all aspects of safety and security.
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He or she is in charge of managing the operating team and is a
member of the plant operating management team.
A spec;:ific
training program has been prepared for shift superv1sors
seeking to take up this new position.
The program provides
them with the technical knowledge required to carry out this
position.
Radiation protection has been identified as a
central component of the course and covered both as a separate
subject and indirectly through related subjects:
- generation and management of gaseous and liquid effluents and
wastes;
- processing of gaseous and liquid effluents
conditions and regulatory requirements;

discharge

- "safety during accident mode operation". One of the subjects
covered is the radiological consequences of incidents both at
the site and off-site (magnitude of radioactive releases and
dose equivalents at site boundaries for different types of
accidents, criteria proposed by the International Commission
on Radiological Protection, etc.);
- "radiation protection during normal operation", focusing on
knowledge and control over the ma1n risks (particularly
radiological). This part of the course also covers the Alara
optimization concept and containment principles.
Independent of the training .programs and courses described
above, radiation protection 1s taken into account whenever
possible during training actions.
For example, the SG tube
break/SEPIA training tool has a simulator linked to an expert
system.
There is an independent system at each nuclear site
(installed near the control room) , available to operators at
any time.
This tool simulates all types of SG tube breaks, combining in
particular the initial state, unavailability of ancillary and
safety systems, as well as the type of break.
During the
initial simulation phase, the operators manage the accident.
The Sepia artificial intelligence system records operator
actions and shows their impact on some one hundred different
parameters.
The
system
then
analyzes
the
management
performance of the operator during the session and generates
results in learning-feedback form, acting as a trainer. One of
the functions of the Sepia system is display of graphs showing
changes in different parameters over time.
Two of these
parameters are the dose equivalent at the site boundary (500
meters), with one set of worst case scenarios and one set of
realistic hypotheses.
This training policy, based on both course work and specific
training, is designed to help reduce the doses recorded at
nuclear sites despite the ageing of the installations.
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RADIATION SAFETY TRAINING
FOR URANIUM WORKERS
Bhawani Pathak
Canadian Centre for Occupational Health and Safety
Hamilton, Ontario, Canada
ABSTRACT
In cooperation with Denison Mines and the Atomic
Energy Control Board (AECB),
the Canadian Centre for
Occupational
Health
and
Safety
has
developed
an
interactive computerized radiation safety training program
for uranium mine and mill workers.
It consists of modules
designed to provide the radiation safety training required
by the Uranium and Thorium Mining Regulations (1988) of
the AECB.
The style and the technical level of the
subject
matter
in
these modules
is
appropriate
for
communicating scientific information to people in the
"real-world" workplaces - the employers and the employees.
INTRODUCTION
Employee education and training are essential parts of
any radiation protection program.
The purpose of such
training is to ensure that radiation workers perform their
tasks in accordance with an established code of practice
and in a way which poses no danger to health and safety.
The Uranium and Thorium Mining Regulations of the
Canadian Atomic Energy Control Board (AECB) require that
employees in uranium mines and mills receive appropriate
radiation safety training.
The scope of the subject
matter
of
the
training
is
also
specified
in
these
regulations.
We
developed
and
produced
computerized
training
modules
to
fulfill
the
above
training
requirements.
These modules serve two basic purposes.
First, the trainer can use them as a training aid in a
class room situation.
Second, the trainees can use them
at their own pace to review the subject matter and update
themselves.
In this way these modules provide the trainee
an opportunity for interactive learning.
The modules were developed by the Canadian Centre for
Occupational Health and Safety (CCOHS) in collaboration
with the staff and Joint Health and Safety Committee at
Denison Mines and the Atomic Energy Control Board.
LEARNING OBJECTIVES
The objective of this training package is to develop a
heightened
awareness
about
radiation protection among
employees and enable them to take remedial action in their
day-to-day work and in the event of an accident.
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The modules are not intended to serve as a substitute
for a trainer.
Instead, they are intended to serve as a
learning aid for the trainees and an instructional tool
for the trainer.
Movement and development of ideas and
images on the screen encourage the trainees to talk about
their own work situations.
The trainer plays the role of
an organizer and discussion leader as well as a source of
technical information.
For persons with basic radiation protection training,
the modules serve as a resource for self study and
periodic refresher training.
As well, the "Test Your
Knowledge" module can be used for a quick review and self
evaluation.
CONTENTS
The
subject
matter
of
this
training
package
is
designed to address the radiation safety issues of uranium
miners, including the distribution of radioactive material
in the mines and techniques for the evaluation and control
of radiation exposure.
The training
is divided into four modules
combine colourful graphics,
animation and text
comprehensive training package.

which
in a

A fifth
module
called
"Test Your Knowledge"
is
presented in a question and answer format.
The purpose of
this format is to guide the trainee through a review of
the four modules.
An
illustrated
Glossary
of
technical
included for reference as the sixth module.

terms

The contents of modules are outlined below.
Module I: An Introduction to Radiation
What is radiation
Types of radiation
Sources of radiation
How people are exposed
How radiation is measured
Harmful effects
Exposure in mines
Protecting ourselves
Module II: Properties and Hazards of Radiation
Radiation emission
The atom
Half-life
Types of ionizing radiation
Radioactive dust
Radiation exposure of uranium workers
Lungs and dust
What is risk
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is

Module III: Principles of Radiation Protection
Dose limit
Minimizing external dose
Minimizing internal dose
Monitoring radiation
Workers' radiation doses
Monitoring methods
Units of measurement
Personal protective equipment
Medical surveillance
Module IV: Uranium and Thorium Mining Regulations
Uranium mining and the AECB
Regulatory control
Uranium and Thorium Mining Regulations
Joint employer-employee responsibility
Code of practice
Compliance procedures
Employer and worker obligations
Whom to contact
Module V: Test Your Knowledge
This module contains review questions on the first
four modules.
The questions are presented as multiple
choice.
When the user provides his answer, the computer
displays whether or not the selected answer was correct
and also displays the correct answer with appropriate
illustration.
Module VI: Glossary
This module provides an illustrated definition
technical terms in a sample and non-technical language.

of

COMPUTER CONFIGURATION REQUIREMENTS
All the modules utilize the videotex technology based
on the NAPLPS (North American Presentation Level Protocol
Standard).
Equipment requirements are as follows:
IBM or compatible PC, XT, 286, 386 or 486 with at
least 640K RAM and either a) or b) of the following:
a)

EGA interface card with 256K on card and an
EGA colour monitor or

b)

Norpak PCD6 or PCX6+ card and a
RGB colour monitor
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NEEDS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
Recent advances in computer technology enable the
production of multimedia and multilingual training modules
with text, sound, photo scanned images, animation and high
resolution graphics.
The CCOHS plans to upgrade and convert the existing
training modules for both the Macintosh and IBM platforms
and standards.
Work is in progress to develop radiation
safety
training
modules
specific
to
other
selected
occupational categories.
These
training modules will
provide the user with the fundamentals necessary for
working with radiation emitting equipment and radioactive
materials.
All these training modules will be available
from CCOHS on a compact disc along with other training
packages.
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RADIATICN PROI'ECI'ION TRAINING AT IEN/CNEN
Patricia Wieland Fajardo
Jesse James Gomes da Silva
Institute de Engenharia Nuclear
CP 63.550 - CEP 21945 - Rio de Janeiro - BRAZIL
FAX 55/21/590-2692

ABSTRACT

Training in radiation protection is one of the rrost hard and important
task in an occupational radiation protection program. The Radiological
Protection Service of the Nuclear Engineering Institute of the Brazilian
Nuclear Energy Commission (IEN/CNEN) organized several radiation protection
courses suitable for research personnel, radiation workers, radiation
protection specialists and non-radiation workers. All of the courses have
practical exercises, simulating real situations. It has been noted the
general necessity of inicial basic training on foundations of atomic and
nuclear physics.
INTRODUcriON

The main activities and researches developed at the Nuclear Engineering
Institute (IEN) , envolves the operation of an Argonaut research reactor, a
CV-2(:; cyclotron, a radioisotope production laboratory, radiochemistry
laboratories, a radwaste treatment laboratory and a type test laboratory.
IEN has a staff of about 200 non-radiation workers and about 170 radiation
workers. According to the activity, the associated radiological risks
envolve exposure to beta, gamna and neutron radiation of wide energy
spectrum and external

and intemal contamination. From 1984 to 1990, the

highest collective dose of IEN workers belongs to the cyclotron laboratory
workers mainly due to the handling of the cyclotron activated parts during
its maintenance (l).
The occupational radiation protection program consists (2 ), as usual,
of individual rroni taring, surface, air and area rroni taring, radiation
protection equipment testing, decontamination and training. In order to
implement this programa, the Radiologica.l Protection Service of IEN has
an infrastructure that includes a radiation measurement laboratory,
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equi:PTerlt testing laboratory 1 deoontamination laboratory 1 laundry 1 radwaste
provisory deposit, liquid effuent treatment installation and a staff that
oonsists of l MSc, 2 physicists, a chemistry engineer and 7 technicians,
all with specialization in radiation protection.
In Brazil, there are very few schools or universities that provide

training in radiation protection. The oourses on radiation protection at
IEN are based on a standard curriculum, and depending on the worker
category, relevant subjects are emphasized or included, or sorre subjects
can be omitted. Beside the training oourses, every worker recieves the
"IEN's

Internal Regulation on Radiation Protection" that informs about

responsabilities, atributions, classification of areas and operational
limits.
STANDARD CURRICULUM
The basic curriculum oonsists of the following subjects. It is also
indicated the duration of each lecture. All theorical lecture ends with
exercises and at the end of the oourse there is an evaluation. Those who
are not sucoessful have another chance by an oral interview. The on-thejob follow up is very important in a sense that it helps to evaluate the
efficiency of the training and is a opportunity to oorrect any failure.
-FUNDAMENTAS OF RADIOACI'IVITY ( lh)
-RADIATION INTERACI'ION viT'IH MA'ITER (lh)
-PRINCIPLES WITH RADIATION PROI'ECI'ION (lh)
-RADIATION QUANTITIES AND UNITS (lh)
-ICRP SYSTEM OF COSE LIMITATION (2h)
-BIOLOGICAL EFFECI'S OF IRRADIATION (lh30)
-EXTERNAL RADIATION CONTROL, COSE CALCUlATION, SHIELDING DESIGN (2h)
-INTERNAL RADIATION CONTROL, ICRP MJDELS, COSE CALCUlATION ( 2h)

-RADIATION MEASUREMENT 'IECHNIQUES, STATISTICS (3h)
-PRACTICE ON RADIATION MEASUREMENTS (6h)
-AREA SURVEY WI'IH SEVERAL EQUIPMENTS

-SURFACE CONTAMINATION MEASUREMENTS (FIXED AND NON-FIXED)
-EQUIPMENT CALIBRATION
-occuPATIONAL RADIATION PROI'ECI'ION (lh)
-ENVIRONMENTAL RADIATION PROI'ECI'ION (lh)
-VISIT TO THE RESTRIC'IED AREAS OF IEN WI'IH ENPHASIS IN THE RADIATION
PROI'ECI'ION ASPECI'S OF EACH AREA ( 2h)
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-PRACI'ICE 00 DECCNrAMINATION (lh)
-RADIOAcriVE WASTE -VISIT TO THE PROVISORY DEPOSIT (2h)
-RADIOAcriVE MATERIAL TRANSPORTATION (lh)
-RADIOLOGICAL ACCIDENTS (lh)

RADIATION PROTECI'ION BASICAL COURSE

The purpose of this course is to prepare technicians in charge of radiation
survey and also to provide basic technical knowledge essential for those who
develop activities in restricted areas. The curriculwn is the standard one
described above.
FOUNDATIONS OF NUCLEAR ENERGY COURSE

This course is offered by

lEN

for those students that must have a six

month practical experience to complete the technical college. One of the
subject of this course is radiation protection. The curriculwn is the
standard one but dose calculation and theory of radiation detection is not
so deeply explored.
INTRODUCTION TO NUCLEAR ENGINEERING COURSE

This course is offered by lEN for those who have finished

a

technological graduation course and will begin to research in the nuclear
area. One of the subject of this course is radiation protection. This
subject is offered for lEN research personnel. The curriculwn is the
standard one without notion of radioactivity. A lecture on Optimization of
Radiation Protection and an Errmergency Planning are included and the
exercises are mathematically more complex.
SEMINAR ON RISKS AND BENEFITS OF NUCLEAR ENERGY

This seminar is given to non-radiation workers. It is explained in a
simple way what is ionizing radiation, the biological effects of
irradiation, the pacific uses of nuclear energy, practical rules of
radiation protection, basic emmergency training and a brief description
of the restricted areas of

lEN.

The main purpose is to divulgate de

benefits of nuclear energy and avoid misunderstandings such as "the
individual dosimeter is a radiation protector" or "X-ray contaminates" or
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panic in case of an nnusual event inside a restricted area.
1. Silva, J .J .G. and Fajardo, P.W. 1991.

Occupational Radiation Exposure

of the Staff of the Nuclear Engineering Institute from 1984 to 1990.
2. Fajardo, P.W., Pastura, V.F.S., Santos, I.H.T., 1991.

Prograrnas e

Procedimentos em Radioprot~ao Ocupacional do IEN - 1991.
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PRESENT SITUATION AND THE ROLE OF THE RADIATION CONTROL

EDUCATION

FOR HEALTH PERSONNEL BEFORE LEAVING SCHOOL
T. Orito, *S. Koga, S. Suzuki and *M. Nakamura
Department of Health Physics, School of Health Sciences, *Department
of Radiology, school of Medicine, Fujita Health University, Toyoake,
Japan
ABSTRACT
For purpose of investigating the present situation of radiological
technologist education for radiation protection and control before
leaving school, questionnaires were sent out to 28 school for radiological technologist in Japan.
For purpose of characterizing each school, it is permitted by the "
Designation rules for schools and training schools for radiological
technologist " to use 500 school hours for any of the subject, mainly
special subjects, that are selected by the school. In investigating
the 500 school hours which are left to the discretion of each school
for characterization ,

some of these hours are used for radiation

control-related subjects in 20 schools from which answers to questionnaires were obtained. Briefly, 15 to as many as 210 hours are
spent for lessons regarding such subjects.
INTRODUCTION
Utilization of radiation in medical treatment has made a large contribution to society as a whole. On the contrary, radiation may bring
about serious social problems not capable of being solved within the
field of medicine, if used in an inappropriate manner. In

this paper,

the present status of radiation protection and control education for
radiological technologist as health personnel before leaving school
is investigated from the standpoint of the curriculums being taught
and the results of a questionnaire for finding out the present situation of such education in individual schools are described.
METHOD AND DETAILS OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE
A total of 29 schools for radiological technologist exist in Japan.
The students received until the year of completion are present in 28
of them. The questionnaire was sent out to the teachers in charge of
radiation control in these 28 schools, with 20 of the answering the
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questionnaire.
RESULTS OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE
For purpose of characterizing each school, it is permitted by the "
Designation rules for schools and training schools for radiological
technologist " to use 500 school hours for any of the subjects, mainly
special subjects, that are selected by the school. Table 1 shows the
proportion of these school hours assigned to the subjects related to
radiation control. Only six of the schools had no classes in radiation control-related subjects. A varying number of school hours are
assigned to these subjects in the remaining 20 schools.
Tables2, 3and 4 show the subjects which are also taught by teachers of
radiation control, radiation health and related laws, respectively.
Table 1 Of the 500 Hours Left to the Discretion of Each School, the Following Number of Hours are
Assigned as Extra Hours to Radiation Control-related Subjects.
Radiation control-related subjects are not included
6 number of school
15 hours
1
21 hours
1
30 hours
5
45 hours + 120 hours (only for students who selected the subjects )
50 hours
60 hours
1
70 hours
2
120 hours
2

The teachers of radiation control-related subjects are also in charge
of various other subjects as well.
DISCUSSION
As leading experts to apply radiation to the field of medical treatment, medical
Table 2 Names of Subjects Taught by Teachers also in Charge of Other Subjects
radiological
Total number
Total number
Number of subject
of teachers Number of subject
of teachers
technicians
Medical act, et. a!.
7
Practice of radiation physics
Radiation measurement
7
have a much
Radiation physics
2
Radiochemical practice
Image science
5
higher degree
Radiation health
X-ray instrument experiment
Radiation control experiment
Radiochemistry
2
of knowledge
Radiation measurement experimet 2
Radiation engineering
Nuclear medicine technology
Instrumental engineering
2
and technoAnatomy for radiography
1 o g i c a 1
Radiobiology
Radio-pharmaceuticals
level. On the
Rl experiment
Sin le subject
other hand,
they may be
less interested in radiation protection or control, due to the fact
that they are experts. If they had received fundamental education for
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Table 3 Names of Subjects Taught by Teachers of Radiation Hygiene
Number of subject
Radiobiology
Single subject
Anatomy for radiography
Radiation measurement
Medical introduction
Radiation control

Total number
Number of subject
of teachers
Radiation physics
8
Biochemistry
5
Photographic technology
3
2
Experiment on measurement
2
Special lecture on nuclear
medicine technology
2
Special lecture on clinical radiation
Outline of radiation medicine
Radio-pharmaceuticals
Radiochemical experiment
Biology
Mathematics
English for biology

Total number
of teachers

Table 4 Names of Subjects Taught by Teachers of Related Laws
Total number
Total number
Number of subject
of teachers
of teachers
2
Radiation measurement
Radiation control
7
Experiment on radiation photography
Paractice of radiation control
2
Radiation physics
2
Radiation control experiment
Practice of X -ray photographic technology
2
Practice of radiochemistry
Nuclear medicine technology
Practice photography
2
Radiochemistry
Radiaion instrument engineering
2
Radiobiology
2
Single subject
Radioactive drugs
Radiological examination
Juris prudence
X-ray photographical technology
Number of subject

radiation protection and control before they leave school, they would
tion control, radiation health and related laws directly related to
them were investigated from the standpoint of curriculums by means of
carrying out a questionnaire in the present study. In investigating
the 500 school hours which are left to the discretion of each school
for characterization, some of these hours are used for radiation
control-related subjects in 20 schools from which answers to questionnaires were obtained. Briefly, 15 to as many as 210 hours are
spent for lessons regarding such subjects. These results suggest that
radiation protection and control are considered very important by
teachers actively engaged in the education of students who want to be
radiological technologist. Radiation protection and control are expressed more clearly in curriculums for radiological technologist
than for any of the other kinds of medical professionals. Moreover,
many hours are used to lecture on these subjects. It is conceivable
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from these findings that the role of radiological technologist in
radiation protection and control is one of their most important
tasks. To our surprise, however, the lessons on radiation control,
radiation health and related laws are given by teachers who are also
in charge of other subjects. The absence of true professionals may be
seen by the fact that lessons on radiation control-related subjects
are given by teachers who are in charge of a wide range of subjects.
Taken altogether, it must be said that the content of education for
radiation protection and control is seriously lacking, though these
subjects are deemed important in the education of students who want
to be radiological technologist. Accordingly,

it may also be an

urgent necessity to bring up the level of teachers specializing in
subjects related to radiation protection and control. Taking this
need into

consideration,

education

for

radiological

technologist

must be conducted not only in training schools and junior colleges
but also at the university level as well. It is necessary to activity
introduce these subjects into university education and to develop a
system of radiation protection and control.
CONCLUSIONS
For purpose of investigating the present situation of radiological
technologist education for radiation protection and control before
leaving school, questionnaires were sent out 28 schools for radiological technologist. Based on the answers obtained from 20 of them,
the following conclusions were able to be obtained.
(l) Of the 500 school hours left to the discretion of each school, 15
to 120 hours are assigned to radiation control-related subjects in 14
of the 20 schools.
(2)

Since many teachers are in charge of classes of radiation con-

trol, radiation health and radiation-related laws as well as other
classes, it is necessary to increase the number of teachers who are
actually specializing in radiation control-related subjects.
(3)

The range of related laws actually taught is wider than pre-

scribed in the designation rules.
REFERENCE
1) Ministry of Education and Ministry of Health and Welfare: Enforcement of ordinances for partial revising of the designation rules for
schools and training schools for medical radiological and X-ray technicians (1981) .
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EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMME ON RADIATION PROTECTION FOR
VETERINARY MEDICINE SPECIALISTS
G. Djuric

and

D. Popovic

Department of Radiology and Radiation Hygiene and Department
of Physics, School of Veterinary Medicine, Belgrade,
Yugoslavia
ABSTRACT
The education of radiation protection for veterinary medicine specialists on the University of Belgrade is integrated
both in regular graduate studies and in postgraduate studies. Within the graduate studies, students attend cources
in physics and biophysics and in radiation hygiene. During
postgraduate or speciali stic veterinary medicine studies,
veterinary medicine specialists expand their knowledge in
radiation protection through a number of cources on radiation biophysics, radioecology, nuclear instrumentation and
environmental protection.
INTRODUCTION
Radioactive contamination of the environment became a very
serious problem during the age of nuclear energy exploatation. As the radiocontamination of the biosphere includes
the contamination of the cattle breeding proces and the live
stock production and eventually the man exposure to radiation through food, the radiation hygiene in animal and food
production was developed as a new educational and scientific
discip] ine in veterinary medicine. Together with radiation
protection it obtained an important role both from medical
and technological point of view, in scientific as well as in
practical sense, in the field of activity of a modern veterinary medicine specialist. The knowledge that such a specialist should obtain through these cources, together with
basic knowledge in physics, is intented to enable him to
undertake necessary measures of radioprotection
and radiodecontamination if the radioactive contamination endangers
the animal or food production process. The nuclear accident
in Chernobyl and the situation that followed, confirmed that
this matter is of invaluable importance for veterinary medicine specialists, especially those involved in the inspection of cattle and food production.
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EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMME ON RADIATION PROTECTION IN THE
GRADUATE STUDIES

During the first year of veterinary medicine studies,
students obtain basic elements of radiation biophysics
through courses of elementary physics and biophysics, The
educational programme is carried out within a course of 2
theoretical lessons and 2 laboratory lessons per week during
15 weeks. The programme comprises:
atom and nuclei structure, nuclei forces and bond
energy;
- stable and unstable nuclei, radioactive disintegration
and the law of radioactive decay;
emission of alpha and beta particles and gamma and
neutron rays and their interaction with matter;
nuclear reaction,
production and properties of
radioisotopes, their application in medicine and biology;
ionizing radiation: sources, detection and dosimetry,
biological effects.
Laboratory lessons comprise detection of radioactive
radiation and
its absorbtion in matter with Geiger-Muller
nuclear instrumentation, as well as calculation exercises on
the matter.
Within the fifth year of veterinary medicine graduate
studies, students attend a course on radiation hygiene including 15 lectures and 30 laboratory exercise hours. The
programme comprises basic elements of radiation hygiene in
animal production and food technology, including:
- basic principles of radioecology in animal production;
distribution of natural and technollogicaly produced
radionuclides in different phases of cattle breeding process
and food chains;
- internal radiocontamination of animals;
- radiopathology: radiation sickness in animals, methods
of internal and external radiodecontamination;
- basic principles of radiation protection: units, standards, recommendations, permissible doses for occupational
and nonoccupational exposures, accidental doses;
- radiohygienic control of food and fodder;
- nuclear accidents and protective measures in animal and
food production;
- exposure and radition risk for agricultural workers in
accidental situations due to radiocontamination of the
environment.
The laboratory excersises are especially emphasized within
the framework of the course; students are acquinted with
some of the methods for fast evaluation of radionuclide contents in food and fodder. The methods are developed for radiometric laboratories with GM counter detector. The excersises include detection of ionizing radiation and absorbtion
of beta and gamma radiation in different materials, exposure
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rates measurements in the field, mass activity determination of food and fodder including sampling, transport and storage procedures, fast evaluation of radionucl ides contents
in food and fodder in accidental situations, undertaking of
protective measures and recommendations in food and fodder
usage in accidental situations.
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMME ON RADIATION PROTECTION IN
POST-GRADUATE STUDIES
During postgraduate or specialistic veterinary medicine
studies, veterinary medicine specialists expand their knowledge on radiation protection through a number of cources
on biophysics, radioecology, nuclear instrumentation and environmental protection. The programmes discusses biophysical, radiobiological and biomedical aspects of the effects
of ionizing radiation on cellular and molecular level, as
well as some aspects of radiation diseases and post irradiation recovery.
The special course on environmental radiation protection
considers:
- sources of ionizing radiation in the environment,
translocation of radionuclides from the source of radiocontamination to man;
- radioecological parameters, concentrations, translocation and discrimination factors;
- models of radionuclides migration in the biosphere;
- instrumentation and methods for radionuclides detection
and identification in the environment;
- aspects of dose and risk evaluation for animal and food
production and eventually, population on the whole.
Some of the courses are specialy organized for veterinarian inspectors. They provide important informations about
legal regulatives in production of animal and food regarding
radioactive contamination, especialy in accidental situations. There are also training courses in methodology of
fast evaluation of radioactive contamination of food and
fodder in the field.
CONCLUSIONS
In the field of activity of a modern veterinary medicine
specialist radiation protection plays an important role,
both from medical and from technological point of view. The
possibility of occurence of large nuclear accidents demands
that one obtains basic theoretical knowledge in radiation
physics and biophysics, as well as to be acquinted with methods of detection of radionuclides in the environment, methods of radiodecontamination of animals and food and legal
regulatives in this area. Radiation protection should be
therefore considered an integral part of the educational
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process in graduate and in postgraduate studies of veterinary medicine.
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DEVELOPMENT OF AN EFFECTIVE DOSE EQUIVALENT DETECTOR
HAVING ANGULAR RESPONSE OF HUMAN BODIES
M.Tsutsumi, K.Saito and S.Moriuchi
Department of Environmental Safety Research,
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute,
Tokai-mura, Ibaraki-ken, Japan
ABSTRACT
In order to estimate effective dose equivalent due to
external photon exposures, a new shape of Nai(Tl) scintillation
detector was developed which has an angular response similar to
that of adult human bodies.
Further, the detector utilized a
spectrum-dose conversion function for compensating accurately the
difference of energy response. The accomplishment of this detector made it possible to estimate effective dose equivalent easily
from direct measurement without assuming irradiation conditions.
INTRODUCTION
ICRP ll introduced effective dose equivalent (HE), being a
better indicator of stochastic effect of radiation, for radiation
protection.
In practice, quantities proposed by ICRU such as
H*(lO) have been used since they give conservative values for HE
under arbitrary exposure conditions.
In case H~ is estimated,
conversion factors assuming an irradiation cond1tion have been
multiplied to a measurable quantity. One of the reasons why such
indirect procedures have been taken is the difficulty of acquiring the information of irradiation condition, that is, the angular distribution of incident radiations on human bodies.
This
information is needed because human body's sensitivity depends
strongly on the incident angle of radiation.
This study intended to develop a
detector which has responses similar to
human body.
In order to meet this
requirement, we used the following two
methods in this study:
(1) letting the
detector have the angular sensitivity
similar to human bodies, for the irradiation geometry problem; (2) making the
energy weighting G(E) function applied
to this detector for the compensation of
energy response.
DETECTOR
The scintillation detector which
incorporates 75 mm in diameter x 210 mm
long Nai(Tl) crystal was constructed.
The shape is circular cylindrical with
the both ends spherically cut, as shown
in Photo 1.
The shape and size were
determined from empirical estimate of
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Photo 1 Effective dose equivalent
detector.

change of absorbed energy in the crystal due to the incident
angle. The sensitivity difference around the body axis, which
is not significant under usual exposure conditions, is not
considered.
On the characteristics on angular sensitivity, we compared
HE with this detector at 3 points of energies, 124 keV, 514 keV
and 1836 keV. The comparisons are shown in Fig. 2(a)-(c). Both
are in good agreement except for the direction of photomultiplier tube. Judging from the solid angle extended by the photomultiplier tube, the effect of the difference is considered not
significant. Both curves coincide within 10% except for this
direction.
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(b) 514 keV and (c) 1836 keV. Head: 0 Degree.

The effect of detector
dimensions was discussed
from detector responses
calculated with the Monte
Carlo code MARTHA.
The
results from this simulation
are shown in Fig.3. Here,
the ratio of detector response to gamma rays coming
from 0 deg. direction over
that to gamma rays from 90
deg. direction was considered. The axis of ordinates
represents the relative
deviation of the ratios
between the detector and
human bodies, the axis of
abscissas the ratio of the
length to the diameter of
detector. At low energy the
angular profile of the
detector is mainly deter-
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----- •

~ diam ...somm

•-......._______

·-----
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diam ...

-

SOmm
75mm

Detector Length ( x diameter )

Fig.3 Relationship between detector dimensions
and angular sensitivity. DET(x): Detector
sensitivity at angle x. HE(x): HE at angle x.
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mined by the ratio of the length to the diameter.
The higher
the energy is getting, the more critical the diameter becomes.
It is desirable that the zero crossing point on this figure does
not change much for a wide range of energy.
From this view
point, the optimum diameter should preferably be about 80 mm,
the optimum length being about 2.8 to 3.0 times the diameter of
the detector. From this figure, the dimensions of the detector
constructed were confirmed to be fairly close to the optimum
ones.
G(E) FUNCTION
A spectrum-dose conversion function 2 > called "G(E) function" is defined by the following equation,

J

Emax

F(E,Ej) .G(E) dE= D(Ej)

E ·n

where F(E,E~ and D(E.) are a measured pulse-height spectrum and
an interest~d dose qdantity due to a certain number of photons
with
energy E.,
EIIU.n
. and Emax being lower and upper energy lim•
....J
1ts. Here, ~min and E ax were.taken to be 40 keV and 10 MeV,
respectively.
The G (i) funct1on
., . - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
10
is usually determined by polynomi75 mm diam x 210 mm long
al fitting from several tens of
Nai(TI) scintillation detector
F(E,E.) and the corresponding
D(E.) ~overing energies considered.
Response functions F(E,E.)
were calculated by MARTHA. Her~,
the G(E) function was determined
for planar isotropic irradiation,
and the DCE.) are taken from data
of GSF 3 ' 4 ), J which present the H
per unit fluence as a function of
photon energy. These factors have
been derived from calculations
using a Monte Carlo computer code
and associated anthropomorphic
phantoms.
The G(E) function can
calculate doses within 2% over the
whole energies. G(E) values are
expressed in nSv.h- 1 /cpm.
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Fig.4 G(E) function applied for this detector.

APPLICATION IN NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
Applying this detector to natural gamma rays, we examined
variability of conversion coefficients from air dose to ~ in Sv
per Gy. Generally, a constant of 0.7 5 > is used as this conversion coefficient. Furthermore, HE may also depend on the posture of the body.
Measurements were performed at indoors and
outdoors, changing the orientation of detector to simulate body
postures; standing (detector axis = 0 deg) and lying (axis =
90 deg).
Air dose (free-in-air) measured by a 3 in. diam.
spherical Nai(Tl) detector was used as a normalizing quantity.
Obtained results
are shown in Table 1. The results are a
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little higher than the conventional Table 1 Variability of conversion coefficients,
value 0.7.
However, these are in
Sv/Gy in natural circumstances.
good agreement with our former
7
6
results ' l •
It was observed that
Sv/Gy
the conversion coefficients do not
Places
(Standing) (Lying)
depend much on human posture for
natural radiation.
Indoors
0.73 - 0.77 0.73 - 0.79
Outdoors

CONCLUSIONS

0.72- 0.74 0.73- 0.79

The method introduced in this paper made it possible to
estimate HE easily from direct output of the detector without
assuming angular and energy distributions of incident photons.
Angular responses of the developed detector are in good agreement with HE, and errors induced from dose conversion using G(E)
function is very small. Consequently, overall systematic errors
are within 10%, up to 2 MeV except for its particular incoming
angle. Moreover, the posture of the body exposed, for example,
standing or lying, is able to be easily accounted by changing
the orientation of the detector.
It is believed that the HE detector is a useful device to
estimate HE for radiation workers as well as for the public in
the environment.
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ETUDE D 1 UNE SOURCE DE RAYONNEMENT SIMULANT DES SPECTRES
REALISTES DE NEUTRONS POUR L 1 ETALONNAGE D 1 APPAREILS DE
RADIOPROTECTION
J.L. CHARTIER- F. POSNY- M. BUXEROLLE
CEA/Institut de Protection et de Surete Nucleaire
Departement de Protection de la sante de 1 1 Homme et de
Dosimetrie - Ministere de 1 1 Industrie
STUDY OF A RADIATION SOURCE FOR THE SIMULATION OF REALISTIC
NEUTRON SPECTRA FOR CALIBRATING
A set-up intended to replicate neutron spectra encountered
at workplaces is presented. Such a facility can provide means of
calibrating dosemeters in spectral conditions similar to those
of their use for radiation protection purposes. Results of a
computational approach are compared with Bonner Multisphere
Spectrometer measurements.
I - INTRODUCTION La simulation de spectres neutroniques realistes constitue,
actuellement, 1 1 un des domaines d 1 etude de la radioprotection.
Son but principal, est d 1 obtenir, avec 1 1 instrumentation en
usage, une meilleure estimation des doses "neutron" auxquelles
sont soumis les personnels en activite dans l 1 industrie
nucleaire. L 1 importance de ce pro jet, deja reconnue en raison
des performances limitees des dosimetres de surveillances
individuelle et d 1 environnement, s 1 est amplifiee avec la
publication des Nouvelles Recommandations de la CIPR (Rapport
60) en raison de 1 1 abaissement des limites primaires de doses et
du changement des facteurs de qualite des neutrons.
Pour 1 1 etalonnage des instruments, la panoplie des spectres
de reference recommandes est assez pauvre
(4 spectres
disponibles) et leur representativite ne fait pas 1 1 unanimite,
par exemple : reacteurs, conteneurs de transport.
Il s 1 avere done indispensable de completer les moyens
d 1 etalonnage actuels par d 1 autres dispositifs, mieux adaptes,
delivrant des spectres neutroniques plus varies, dont la
conformite aux situations effectivement rencontrees soit
etablie. Ceci a justifie 1 1 action conjointe de plusieurs
laboratoires dans le cadre du contrat CCE Bi7-0031-C, afin de
recenser ces situations reelles, puis de les simuler en
laboratoire.
Le principe d 1 un montage experimental a ete defini et ses
caracteristiques ont ete calculees puis optimisees a l 1 aide du
code MCNP.
II - PRINCIPE DU MONTAGE II.1 - General]tes sur les spectres neutroniques realistes
Une description generale simple represente de facon
satisfaisante 1 1 ensemble des cas rencontres en radioprotection.
3 zones energetiques composent un spectre realiste (1,2)
a) la zone "thermique" (TH)
En
< 1 eV
b) la zone "intermediaire" (INT) : 1 eV
< En < 10 keV
c) la zone "haute energie" (HE)
10 keV < En < 15 MeV
Les donnees consultees resultent, en general, de mesures
multispheres
(ou spheres de Bonner) pour lesquelles les
informations spectrometriques doivent etre considerees avec
precaution (3).
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Les diff~rents "spectres" ~tudi~s, ont montr~ que :
a) les contributions relatives en fluence dans les zones
TH, 1NT et HE peuvent varier dans de larges proportions,
b) pour la zone HE, l'~nergie moyenne de la distribution
constitue un param~tre suppl~mentaire d~pendant
Pour la radioprotection, la loi de variation avec l'~nergie
de hcp(E), facteur de conversion fluence-~quivalent de dose,
modifie notablement les "poids" dosim~triques respectifs des
diff~rentes zones.
11.2- El~ments foodamentaux de montageLe concept choisi est celui d'un dispositif de laboratoire
produisaot un faisceau de rayonnement non perturb~ par
l'enviroooement (Fig. 1)
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Figure 1
Sch~matiquement,
les parties principales de l'option
choisie soot :
- une source de rayonn~ment,constitu~e d'un convertisseur
d'238U irradi~ en son centre par la cible d'un acc~l~rateur,
- une chambre de diffusion, associant un canal cylindrique en
poly~thyl~ne et des ~crans compl~mentaires,
- une zone d'~talonnage, assimil~e a un orthocylindre (h = 0 =
30 em), situ~ a 30 em du plan de sortie du
canal de ICH 2) 0 .
L' ~tude des spectres neutronique et photonique, produits
dans la zone d'~talonnage, a ~t~ effectu~e a l'aide du code
MCNP-3A, pour 2 ~nergies de la source primaire
* Configuration (I) : E~ = 14,6 MeV
[R~action (d,T)]
* Configuration (II): E~ = 2,8 MeV
[R~action (d,d)]
L'homog~o~it~ de la fluence dans la zone d'~talonnage a ~t~
v~rifi~e aux distances 5,
10 et 15 em de l'axe. Les variations
relatives soot < 2% pour l'ensemble des cas ~tudi~s.
III- ETUDE DE LA CONFIGURATION (I} : E; = 14.6 MeVIII .1 - Attenuation de la composante "neutron" parasite de
14.6 MevAfin de r~duire cette contribution, une coquille de fer de
15 em d'~paisseur entoure le convertisseur, et une 1/2 sph~re
d •23 8U, de rayon 5 em, est plac~e au contact de la cible. Dans
ces conditions, la contribution parasite r~siduelle est :
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en fluence

<1>14,6/<Ptotal

en equivalent de dose

HH,6/Htotal

.:::

0,2%

1, 7%

La geometrie de base du systeme est representee par [E~ + U + Fe]·
III.2 - Caracteristiques des spectres produits Quelques exemples de spectres calcules pour le dispositif
experimental considere sont traces sur la figure 2 et regroupes
dans le tableau 1.
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IV- ETUDE DE LA CONFIGURATION CIIl - E~ = 2.8 MeVLe meme dispositif experimental de diffusion peut aussi
etre associe a une source de neutrons de 2,8 MeV produits par
reaction (d, d)
Dans ce cas, la composante monocinetique
transmise appartient au doma•ne "haute ener~ie" du spectre. La
geometrie de base du systeme est done : [~ + UJ.
Quelques resultats des calculs sont rassernbles dans le tableau 2
et traces dans la figure 3.
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V - COMMENTAIRES SUR LES SPECTRES NEUTRONIOUES CALCULES Les resultats presentes ant pour objectif principal de
traiter des situations courantes de 1 industrie nucleaire ou les
protections biologiques et 1 1 environnement contribuent a
produire des spectres degrades
conteneurs de transport,
laboratoires de fabrication de combustibles ...
A partir de ces resultats, on constate que 2 groupes de
spectres neutroniques de basse energie peuvent etre produits a
l 1 aide de ce montage : Et::::: [0,10 a 0,20] MeV et E2::: [0,25 a
0,35] MeV.
Deux exemples de simulation sent presentes ci-dessous. Ils
correspondent, d 1 une part, au spectre de fuite d 1 un conteneur
LK100 de transport de combustibles (spectre 28, ref. 1) I et
d 1 autre part, a une zone de passage dans un laboratoire de
retraitement de combustibles (spectre E, ref. 2).
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VIII - CONCLUSIONS Un dispositif d irradiation destine a reproduire dans un
laboratoire d 1 etalonnage des spectres neutroniques realistes
rencontres en radioprotection a ete presente. A l 1 aide du code
l1CNP, les caracteristiques de plusieurs spectres disponibles
dans la zone d 1 etalonnage ant ete calculees. Enfin, le domaine
d 1 application de ce dispositif a ete precise par le biais de
comparaison a des donnees experimentales.
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A RADON EXPOSURE CHAMBER IN HONG KONG
John K.C. Leung, D. Jia and Man-yin

w.

Tso

Radioisotope Unit,
University of Hong Kong,
Hong Kong.
ABSTRACT
A radon exposure chamber was constructed.
Both 222 Rn and
Rn can be injected independently or simultaneously into the
chamber from separate dry sources. The air flow in the chamber
can be adjusted manually in a 100% flow-through mode, 100%
recirculate mode or flow-through/recirculate mode. Water vapour
and aerosol particles of variable sizes are injected into the
chamber through computer controlled mechanism. The continuous
radon and radon progeny concentration and working level, and
aerosol
concentration
are
constantly
monitored
by
the
microcomputer.
220

INTRODUCTION
The Radioisotope Unit (RIU) of the University of Hong Kong
has had a programme of research on radon and its decay products
started a number of years ago.
Surveys on radon concentration
and working levels have been conducted which indicated that the
arithmetic means of both indoor radon concentration 1 and working
level 2 are higher than most other countries and the world
average3 •
Because of the special geological conditions and tropical
monsoon climate, Hong Kong deserves special attention to the
adaptability and response of radon detectors which were otherwise
proved to be good in Continental or high latitude countries.
With the experience gained and quality of measurements assured
through participating in the AsianjAustralasian Regional
Intercomparison Programme in 1987/88 4 and a similar programme in
China in 1989, the RIU has successfully constructed a radon
exposure chamber which is essential for calibrating radon and
radon progeny measuring instruments over a range of temperature,
humidity and aerosol concentration likely to be experienced in
this region of the world. In addition to calibrating instrument
and detectors, the chamber will also provide service for
interlaboratory comparison studies (one such programme is being
conducted during the writing of this paper), and for other
research and development projects.
THE RADON EXPOSURE CHAMBER
A schematic diagram of the exposure chamber is shown in Fig.
1. The chamber is made of stainless steel and has a volume of
1.4 m3 (1.3m x 1.2m x 0.9m).
A smaller conditioning chamber
having a volume of 0.056 m3 is attached to the side of the main
chamber. Radon gas, recirculated gas, water vapour and aerosols
are injected into the conditioning chamber where they are mixed
before being passed into the main chamber. The gas diffuses into
the main chamber through a series of perforated tubing laid at
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the bottom of the chamber to ensure an even mixture.
The air
flow in the chamber can be adjusted manually in a flow-through,
recirculate or flow-through/recirculate mode so that a wide range
of environmental condition can be simulated.
The maximum air
exchange
rate
(including
recirculated
air
through
the
conditioning chamber) is about 1 hr- 1 •
The various flow modes
are illustrated in Fig. 2.
Exhaust

(f)

CD

Humidity

Temp

l61o;e boxi

®-pump

8-

flow meter

rn-

I

&

I

1

Air lock

1

0- valve

filter

Q9- solenoid valve

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the radon exposure chamber

Radon
chamber

Radon
chamber

Radon
chamber

100% flow-through

Flow through/recirculate

100% recirculate

Fig. 2 The air flow mode of the radon chamber

The chamber is totally heat insulated from the surrounding
by 1/2 inch foam insulator which allow it to operate in a
temperature other than room temperature.
On the front of the
chamber is a viewing glass which can be opened for putting large
equipment into the chamber. Smaller piece of equipment can pass
through an airlock at the side of the chamber without having to
shut down the system completely. A pair of long armed glove is
provided for easy access of the inside of the chamber.
The
following is a brief description of the peripheral equipment
installed to the chamber.
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1.
Radon source. Flow through type dry source of 222 Rn and 220 Rn
(RN1025 and TH1025, Pylon Electronic Development Co., Canada) of
various activity are used to provide a wide range of radon
concentration.
Dry and filtered air carries the radon gas and
is mixed with the recirculated gas before being pumped into the
conditioning chamber. The radon concentration ins ide the chamber
depends on the source strength and the circulation mode.
The
nominal range is from a few hundred Bq m- 3 to 10 5 Bq m- 3 •
It is
to be noted that the flow rate through the radon source becomes
critical when the chamber is operating at low concentration under
a 100% flow through mode.
2.
Aerosol generator.
To maintain a steady aerosol size and
concentration, a high output atomizer (Model 3076, TSI Inc, USA)
together with a diffusion dryer (Model 3062, TSI) is installed.
The aerosol particle size can be altered by changing the amount
of solute in the solution.
Typical particle size is from 0.02
~m to 0.3 ~m.
The pump for the atomizer is computer controlled
to turn on and off intermittently.
By adjusting the ejection
duration and interval, a wide range of aerosol concentration can
be achieved.
3.
Water source.
Water is sprayed into the conditioning
chamber through pressure exerted to a reservoir of water by a
pump.
The pump and the solenoid valve which gates the water
pathway are controlled by the computer to maintain the desired
humidity.
4.
Temperature control.
A simple heating coil inside the
conditioning chamber is used to warm the chamber gas to above
room temperature.
For low temperature, the gas is circulated
through a freezer by a coil of copper tubing outside the chamber.
By using the heater and freezer independently or simultaneously,
a temperature range of about 0 °C to 60 °C can be achieved.
5.
Radon gas measurement.
The gas inside the chamber is
continuously pumped through a scintillation cell connected to a
photomultiplier tube and a counter.
The radon daughters are
first removed by a filter and the radon gas that decays inside
the scintillation cell is recorded.
The continuous radon
concentration is then calculated by an algorithm which takes into
account of activities of previously deposited radon daughters and
also corrects for different humidities and flow rates.
6.
Radon daughter measurement. The radon daughters are sampled
intermittently by a filter and Si a-detector assembly.
The
complete a spectrum of the radon daughters collected in the
filter paper can be recorded in a
computer controlled
multichannel
analyzer
(PCA-II,
Tennelec
Inc,
USA).
Alternatively, three count method, five count method or similar
algorithm are also being used to determine the daughter
activities and working levels. The gas flow through the filter
is governed by a solenoid valve and a pump which are again
controlled by the computer.
7.
Aerosol measurement. A condensation nuclei counter (Model
3760, TSI) is used to count the aerosol concentration.
A
variable number of stainless steel wire screens can be added to
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the front of the analyzer to discriminate the size of aerosol
particles inside the chamber.
The analyzer will be operated
intermittently and the data can be communicated to the computer.
A maximum of 2.5 x 10 4 particle per cc can be measured.
AN INTERCOMPARISON PROGRAMME
Despite of the small area of Hong Kong, at least five
organisations (higher institutions including RIU and Government
Departments) are doing investigations on radon in one way or the
other. It is noted that a wide range of detectors are being used
by different organisations.
Most of them were commercially
bought and therefore the calibration factors rely solely on the
manufacturers.
Because of the lack of locally available
calibration standards, some inconsistency has already been
observed among detectors owned by different organisations.
As
the best equipped and experienced laboratory in Hong Kong on the
radon issue, the RIU of the University of Hong Kong is conducting
a territory radon intercomparison programme with this newly built
radon exposure chamber.
The result of the programme will be
reported in due course. Hopefully, the exercise will assure the
quality
of
measurement
done
by
all
the
participating
organisations.
CONCLUSION
A radon exposure chamber has been
operated at various simulated environmental
on 222 Rn, 220Rn or a mixture of them can
Calibration of detectors and some form of
other applications of the chamber.

built which can be
conditions. Studies
be done precisely.
intercomparison are
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A CONTROL SYSTEM FOR STANDARD ALPHA
AND BETA RADIOACTIVE SOURCES

Simone K. Dias and Linda V.E. Caldas
Institute de Pesquisas Energeticas e Nucleares
Comissao Nacional de Energia Nuclear
Sao Paulo
ABSTRACT

A system of alpha and beta radiation detection was designed
and constructed, using a plastic scintillator,
in order
to
control the sources used for the calibration of contamination
detectors. The obtained results of the short and
medium-term
stabilities, linearity and energy
dependence
using three
different measurement systemH were compnred.
INTRODUCTION

The systematic routine monitorations have to be conducted
using sensitive detectors in any area where radioactive materials
are handled and specially where the possibility
of
surface
contamination exists. The normally used instruments forsurface
contamination detection are scintillators, proportional counters,
semiconductor detectors and Geiger-Muller detectors provided with
thin entrance windows. The calibration process of such monitors
involves the use of different radioactive sources 1 • 2 ·~
In the
case of alpha radiation, the sources are unsealed,
requering
special care during their handling. In order to check
these
sources periodically a control system was developed.
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF Tim CONTROL SYSTEM

The developed detection system is constituted mainly
by
a plastic scintillator, a light pipe (Lucite) and a photomulti:_
plier tube. This arrangement can be seen in Figure l.
Three
different measurement assemblies were tested: an electrometer
Keithley 616 (System l), an electrometer Keithley 6l0C (System
2) and a timer-counter (System 3).
The secondary standard set in the case of alpha radiation
for calibration of surface contamination monitors is composed
by 239Pu, 23 8 Pu, 244cm, Z33u and 241 Am sources, with certificates of the Laboratoire de Metrologie des Rayonnements Ionisants
and by 241Am sources produced and calibrated at the Nuclear
Metrology Laboratory of IPEN. In the case of beta
radiation,
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the secondary standard sources are
36cl, all calibrated at LMRI.

90
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RESULTS
a. Short and medium-term stabilities

241
-1
A source of
Am (2305 s
) was used for this study. The
best short-term stability (repeatibility test) was shown by the
System 3: the obtained variation coefficient was lower than
0.11%, while in the case of Systems 1 and 2 it was respectively
0.95 and 0.19%. For the medium-term stability (10 daily measur~
ment series) the obtained variation coefficient was 0.18% for
the System 1 and 0.14% for both Systems 2 and 3.
b. Linearity

Two different methods were carried out in this
test.
First, an 241 Am source (2305 s- 1 ) was used and the irradiation
time was varied between 0 and 300 seconds. In the second case
the control system was exposed to several 24 1Am sources, with
the emission flux varying between 55.3 and 11100 s-1. In both
cases a linear behaviour was observed for all three systems.
c. Energy dependence
Alpha and beta radiation soueces witll ditfcn:nt: ene.t:gtes
were utilized, in order to obtain cali~ratinn fN~iora for the
control system and to study its energy dependence.

In the case of alpha radiation, in the energy interval of
4.7 and 5.8 MeV, the obtained energy dependence was 31.0
and
37.6% for the Systems 1 and 2 and only 5.3% for the System 3.
Exposing the developed instrument to beta radiation,
the
energy dependence showed values of 19.6, 14.0 and 12.2% for
respectively Systems 1, 2 and 3, in the energy interval of 511 keV
and 2.0 MeV. Comparing these results, it can be verified that
the arrangement with the timer-counter (System 3) demonstrated
the lowest energy dependenc~ a desirable characteristic
of
such an instrument.
The efficiency of System 3 was determined: 91.8% for alpha
radiation(241Am)and 55.9% for beta radiation ( 90 sr+ 90y).
Table l presents the calibration factors of the control
system for 241Am and 90 sr+ 90 Y in the case of the three different measurement assemblies.
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CONCLUSION
The studied characteristics of the developed control system
for alpha and beta sources, ie, the short and
medium-term
stabilities, the linearity and the energy dependence indicate
the system composed by the radiation detector and the
timercounter measurement assembly as the most suitable, althoughthe
other two systems showed their usefulness also.
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Figure 1: Alpha and Beta Radiation Detection System.
A: Photomultiplier tube;
B: Light pipe (Lucite,
3 in. diameter and 12 mm thickness);
C: Plastic
scintillator detector (3 in. diameter and
1 mm
thickness); D: Radioactive source; E: Drawer.

TABLE 1
Calibration factors (fc) of the control systems
for alpha and beta radiation

c (s
241
Am (167.2 s-1),
f

System

-1

-1
. ue
)
90
Sr + 90y (2930 s-l)
2

1

2
( 1. 30 ± 0.04)xl0

(6.07 ± 0.24)

2

(1.

2
22 ± 0.02)x10
-2
(1.86 ± 0.03)x10

2
(5.82 ± 0.25)x10
-2
( 2. 98 ± 0.12) X 10

3

Systems 1 and 2
System 3

1 ue
1 ue

10 .. 8A
1 cpm
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SIMULTANEOUS MONITORING OF ALPHA AND BETA
EMITTING AEROSOLS IN THE ENVIRONMENT
M. Iwatschenko-Borho, u. Engel, A. Gagel
FAG Kugelfischer, D-8520 Erlangen, Frauenauracherstr. 98
W. Kiesewetter, T. Naatz, T. Steinkopff
German Meteorological Service, D-6050 Offenbach, Kaiserleistr.
ABSTRACT
Both fixed-filter and step-filter monitors can be used for the
on-line surveillance of airborne fission products and transuranium elements in the environment. In this paper the specific
benefits and drawbacks of these monitoring concepts are
discussed. The network of the German Meteorological Service
takes advantage of the complementarity of both sampling
techniques. The comparability of the data received by different
methods
is
demonstrated
by
some
typical
results
of
environmental measurements.
INTRODUCTION
In Europe the radiological consequences of the nuclear accident
at Chernobyl have stimulated the design and the configuration
of extended networks for the continuous surveillance of the
environmental radioactivity. Nevertheless not all of the radiological features that have been observed in Western Europe can
be taken for granted in respect to potential events in the
future. But even an analysis of published data concerning the
isotopical composition of the Chernobyl-fall-out clearly reveals the necessity of nuclide specific measurements at
different locations:
In Germany the observed activity-ratio of Plutonium- to
Cesiumisotopes had been in the order of lo-s /1/. This means
that the unsignificant amount of transuranium elements had been
detectable by off-line radiochemical methods only. On the other
hand the official russian IAEA-report /2/ states an Pu/Cs
activity ratio of 1.7·10- 3 for the emitted core material. This
discrepancy can be explained by the different processes of
emission, transportation and deposition for non-volatile and
volatile elements: A comparison of soil samples taken in
distances of up to 100 km from Chernobyl and those taken in
Western Europe showed a derichment of the heavier particles of
the nuclear fuel material by three orders of magnitude with increasing distance to the emittent. Additionally great differences in the isotopical composition of the various contaminated
clouds depending on the time of emission at Chernobyl have been
found /3/. Taking into account that the inhalation dose factor
of 239 , 240 Pu is 3·10 4 higher than for ~ Cs /4/ it can be concluded that in the area around Chernobyl a-emitters played an
important role in respect to the potential inhalation risk.
Since the inhalation of these radioactive particles can be
reduced quite effectively by the use of masks or by staying
indoors the instantaneous knowledge of the airborne presence of
a-emitters can thus be quite essential for the authorities.
37
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REQUIREMENTS FOR ENVIRONMENTAL ALPHA AND BETA MONITORING
Keeping the radiological features of the Chernobyl accident in
mind, the following aspects of environmental a- and fi-monitoring have to be considered:
- The activity concentration of fission products (fi-emitters)
can be expected to exceed that of trans uranium elements (aemitters) by several orders of magnitude. Thus the fi-sensitivity of the a-measurement has to be very small.
- Transuranium elements often occur as part of 'hot particles',
i. e. the spatial distribution of the activity concentration
can be quite inhomogeneous. Thus the volumina of the air under
investigation should be sufficiently large in order to get a
reliable result.
- According to the fact, that the required detectioo limits of
artificial a-activity concentrations are typically two orders
of magnitude below the· natural background an effective suppression and compensation of the 2 2 2 Rn-daughters is very essential. Here an on-line discrimination can be performed via an
energy analysis of the emitted a-particles, while the most
efficient separation technique (simply waiting for the Rndaughters to decay) yields delayed results only.
- Due to the preferential short-ranged transportation behaviour
of non-volatile radionuclides the relative presence of artificial a-activity can be expected to be quite different at
different locations of a network. Additionally the higher deposition rate in comparison to the volatile elements leads to a
more transient time behaviour as well. Thus an on-line measurement of the a-activity concentration at selected sites of the
network is desirable.
- Depending on the kind of nuclear accident the presence of
artificial a-activity is related with the observation of other
specific radionuclides, for example 144 Ce /3/, which might be
identified via r-spectroscopy. Thus on-line r-spectroscopy also
yields a first indication concerning the presence of small airborne a-contamination3 which might remain below the detection
limit of the a/fi-monitor.
- Of course the design of the monitoring techniques must fit to
the specific requirements of the network. For example the
desired minimum response time for an alarm or the availability
of skilled crews at the individual stations have to be taken
into account.
ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING CONCEPTS
Different off-line (1,2) and on-line (3,4,5) methods can be
applied for the detection of airborne a- and fi-contaminations
in the environment (see table 1):
1) Using high-volume samplers combined with a subsequent
radiochemical analysis detection limits in the order of several
J1Bq/m 3 for a sampling peri ode of one week can be reached.
Though being the only technique for the detection of these
(radiologically irrelevant)
traces of
radioactivity,
this
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method cannot supply instanteneous data which might be required
in a network designed for an early warning. Depending on the
distance to the laboratory and the kind of analytical method, a
typical delay of at least one day between the end of the
sampling periode and the final result can be assumed.
2)
The
off-line application
of
the
alpha
beta
pseudo
coincidence
(ABPD)
method
/5/
represents a
much
faster
evaluation technique which can be applied in the stations by
unskilled personal as well. Here a- and B-detection limits of
several mBq/m for a sampling periode of 24 h can be reached.
3

3) Due to an excellent discrimination behaviour against natural
radioactivity the a-energy range discrimination (AERD) method
/6/ allows the on-line detection of a- and B-emitters. The
detection limit is typically 50 mBq/m 3 for an integration time
of two hours. According to the great volume under investigation
(~ = 40 m3 /h) an instantaneous response to the presence of hot
particles can thus be combined with a very low detection limit
for small but persistent concentrations. The presence of
personal is required for the change of the filter only.
4) Much larger service intervals (up to 6 month) can be reached
by the use of step-filter monitors /7/ involving silicon
detectors. Here typical detection limits for averaging times of
several hours are similar to those of AERO-monitors since the
much smaller flow-rate (8 m3 /h) approximately balances the
improved discrimination against natural radioactivity. On the
other hand smaller concentrations might remain undetected since
the
accumulation
process
is
restricted
by
the
filter
transportation mechanism.
5) Isotopes which are r-emitters as well can be identified by
an on-line r-spectroscopical step-filter monitor.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The network of the German Meteorological Service (DWD) includes
methode 1, 2 or 3 and 5 (table 1). Figure 1 shows some on-linedata concerning the natural airborne activity gained by an a/B(method 3) and r-measurement (methode 5) respectively.
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AN APPROVED PERSONAL DOSIMETRY SERVICE BASED ON AN
ELECTRONIC DOSEMETER
T.O. Marshall, E.A. Pook, D.T. Bartlett and J. Hallam
National Radiological Protection Board,
Chilton, Didcot, Oxon, OXll ORQ, UK
ABSTRACT
An electronic dosemeter has been developed in the U.K. by
the National Radiological Protection Board (NRPB) and Siemens
Plessey Controls Ltd.
It has been designed to measure the
quantities Bp(lO) and H.(0.07) for photons and beta-rays and is
suitable for use by approved personal dosimetry services.

The specification of the dosemeter and the operational
features it provides are described and a summary of the type
tests and the dosemeter trials is also given.
INTRODUCTION
Personal dosimetry services, approved by their national
authorities for category A workers, invariability use passive
dosemeters incorporating photographic film or thermoluminescent
detectors . However, for several years the NRPB has felt that the
next major development in personal dosimetry should be an
electronic dosemeter mainly because the instantaneous indication
of radiation levels to the wearer should lead to improved control
of exposures and a reduction in individual doses.
This became
a possibility when an arrangement of solid state detectors and
filters was developed at NRPB 11 l which was suitable for the
measurement of individual dose equivalent penetrating, Bp(lO) for
photons.
Since then further development has taken place at NRPB 11 ) for
the measurement of individual dose equivalent superficial,
H8 (0.07) for beta-radiation. The quantities Bp(lO) and H8 (0.07)
have been recommended by ICRU 12 l for individual monitoring.
NRPB and Siemens Plessey Controls agreed to develop jointly
the device which will, in due course, be manufactured and
distributed by Siemens Plessey.
THE DOSEMETER SPECIFICATION
It is the intention that the device is suitable for use as
a legal dosemeter, i.e., one which in the U.K., for example,
could be the basis of a dosimetry service, approved by the Health
& Safety Executive (HSE) for "Classified" workers.
The dosemeter will measure Bp(lO) and H8 (0.07) for photons
and beta-rays both as the accumulated dose or instantaneous dose
rate and the wearer is free to choose at any time which of these
is displayed. The dose range which can be displayed for Bp(lO)
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and H.(0.07) is 1 ~Sv to 999.9 mSv.
On its own this range is
insufficient but the dosemeter will store up to 10 times this
value, which will be accessible with an external reading unit.
The dose rate ranges which can be displayed for ~ (10) and
H.(0.07) are 1 to 9999 ~Sv h- 1 and 0.01 to 99.9 mSv h-1
respectively.
For photons and beta-rays the dosemeter can cover the energy
ranges 20 keV to 7 MeV and 250 keV to 1.5 MeV (mean energies)
respectively.
Over the more important regions of these ranges
the response is constant to within about 30% and the variation
of response with angle of incidence will be contained within
these limits.
Audible and visual alarms are provided, the setting up of
which is restricted to authorised persons.
The wearer, using
keypads provided on the unit, can cause dose rate, or accumulated
dose, or the alarm settings or his personal unique identifier to
be displayed. Warning signals such as battery low or calibration
required are automatically displayed. An essential feature for
a legal dosemeter is that the accumulated values of ~(10) and
H.(0.07) are stored securely. This security will be maintained
even if the battery is discharged or the unit is damaged
providing the storage chip is intact.
Important internal features are the use of semi-conductor
detectors together with state of the art electronics .
A
customised battery will have a life of at least 1 year under
normal conditions.
Each dosemeter has a unique identifier and
authorised stations (i.e., approved dosimetry services in U.K.)
will be able to read and reset the stores for ~(10) and H8 (0.07)
prior to re-issue to a different person. The dosemeter is shown
in Figure 1.
TYPE TESTING THE DOSEMETER
The dosemeter is being type tested in order to demonstrate
its overall performance characteristics. Central to these tests
is an investigation into the way its response varies with
radiation type and energy and with the angle of incidence of the
radiation.
The dosemeter is intended for the measurement of
~(10) and H.(0.07) for photons and beta-rays.
The above tests
are being carried out with ISO reference radiations with energies
between 17.4 keV and 7 MeV for photons and with beta particle
spectra from 204 Tl, 90 Sr/ 90Y and 106Rh. In all cases the dosemeters
will be exposed at angles of incidence 0°, 20°, 40° and 60°. The
dosemeters are being exposed on the phantom expected to be
recommended by the ICRU for this type of test namely a slab of
dimensions 30 x 30 x 15 em. Appropriate conversion coefficients,
recommended by ICRU, are used to convert the air kerma intensity
in the radiation beam to ~(10) and H.(0.07) in the phantom,
i.e., the quantities against which the reading of the dosemeter
is compared.
The results will be presented in the form of a
family of 4 curves being the energy response for each of the
angles of incidence. To gain acceptance the mean of these curves
at each energy should be within ±30% of that at the calibration
energy over the whole energy range.
So far this work has been
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completed for photon radiations.
Figure 2 shows the photon
energy response for the dosemeter at angles of 0°, 20°, 40° and
60°. It can be seen that all values of the combined energy and
angular response are within the range 1.0 ± 30%.
In addition the dosemeter has been tested against the Draft
IEC Standard for pocket alarm dosemeters and the tests have been
successful for all requirements of major importance.
This
standard prescribes an extensive range of tests which includes
the following:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

effects of temperature and humidity
effects of electromagnetic and electrostatic fields
effects of shock, vibration and immersion in water
the ease of radioactive decontamination

The dosemeter has also been shown to meet the requirements
for personal dosemeters given in the Draft CEC document on
Technical
Recommendations
for
Monitoring
Individuals
Occupationally Exposed to External Radiation.
THE WEARER TRIALS
Wearer trials are in progress and are being largely limited
to NRPB staff at its centres in Chilton, Leeds and Glasgow using
the system described above.
The service will be operated from
Chilton and the trials at Chilton are being used to simulate an
ADS serving its own on-site staff. The staff at Leeds are being
used to simulate a remote customer linked to the dose record
keeping system by an interactive computerised system and those
at Glasgow to simulate a remote customer transferring data by
means of some computer compatible medium.
During the trials
staff are, of course, continuing to wear their current passive
dosemeters.
SUMMARY
An electronic personal dosimetry service has been described.
The NRPB considers this to be the next logical development in
personal dosimetry and it has been shown that the device offers
a number of advantages for this purpose.
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GRAPHITE MIXED CaS04:Dy TL DOSEMETERS FOR
BETA RADIATION DOSIMETRY
L.L.Campos
Institute de Pesquisas Energeticas e Nucleares
Comissao Nacional de Energia Nuclear
Sao Paulo - Brasil
ABSTRACT
Sintered pellets of CaS0 4 :Dy of different thickness with
graphite contents from 0 to 10% were investigated for application for beta dosimetry.
INTRODUCTION
During the last few years many attempts have been made to
develop detector devices for assessment of radiation
doses
from low energy beta rays to the unprotected skin(l-~ •
The
Dosimetric Materials Production Laboratory of IPEN developed
thin pellets of CaSC4:Dy (0.20 n~ thick)
for beta
radiation
detection( 4 ). This type of dosemeter shows good
sensitivity
but high energy dependence
for beta mean
energies below
100 keV. In this work it was investigated the TL characteristics of the sintered CaS0 4 :Dy dosemetcrs with graphite contents from 1 to 10% for application for personnel dosimetry.
EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS
TLD pellets were obtained from a homogeneous
mixture of
CaS04:Dy (0.1% mol) phosphor (35% by weight), Teflon
powder
and graphite (0; 0.5; 1; 2; 5 and 10% by weight). Pellets
of
this mixture, with a diameter of 6.0 mm and thickness between
0.20 mm and 0.80 mm were first cold pressed and then sintered.
The TL response of these pellets were determined
using
the Harshaw TL Reader model 2000 (AB). Prior to
irradiation,
the samples were subjected to an annealing at 300 9 C for 3 h.
They were irradiated under the same conditions. Each reported
value corresponds to the average of five
measurements.
The beta irradiations were carried out using the beta
Secondary Standard System of the Calibration Laboratory
of
147 Pm
IPEN, with 90 s r - 90 y (74 MBq), 20 1frl (18.5 MBq)
and
(0.5 GBq) sources (manufactured by Buchler & Co., Germany) .The
detectors were always placed on a 12 mm thick phantom (Lucite)
and covered with a 15 ll m thick ( 2.1 mg. em -z)
polyethylene
terephtalate (Hostaphan) foil during the irradiation.
The gamma irradiations were carried out
using
a 60 co
source (1.0 GBq). The samples were always irradiated sealed in
Hostaphan foil 15 )liD thick and under electronic
equilibrium
conditions.
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RESULTS
The CaSO :Dy Teflon pellets with different graphite contents were exposed to 2.58 x lo- 5 C.kg- 1 (lOOmR) of 60 co gamma
radiation. The decrease of the TL sensitivity with increasing
graphite content is observed. Pellets with
thickness
of
0.20 mm showed the highest TL response when exposed to 10 mGy
of 20 lor l radiation.
The individual reproducibility of the dosemeters was investigated for each dosemeter type by calculating the standard
deviation from ten sucessive dose measurements. The
average
reproducibility obtained for ten pellets
irradiated
with
10 mGy ( 90 sr -~ 0 Y) under identical conditions was 3% (lo)
for
all type of dosemeters.
The dose threshold defined as three times the standard de
viation of the zero dose reading of the dosemeters
expressed
in terms of dose units, was calculated for each
type of
dosemeter. From Table 1 it can be seen that the dose
threshold for dosemeters 0.20 mm thick with graphite content of 10%
is approximately 23.0 ~Gy for gamma radiation of 60Co, which
is an acceptable level
for
application
for
personnel
dosimetry.
The TL response of all type of Casq :Dy
dosemeters was
90 Y, 704 Tl, and
147 Pm beta
measured for 90 Sr sources
60 co radiation. The energy dependence
normalized to
for
0.20 mm thick pellets is shown in Table 2. It can be seen that
the beta ray response of CaS04 :Dy dosemeters with a
graphite
content of 10% gives an optimal response curve when
compared
with the response curve of pellets without graphite.
After a storage period of one month at room temperature,
the results from the stored dosemeters were compared
with
dosemeters annealed, immediately irradiated, stored for
24 h
and then read out: only 3% fading was found in the
TL
response.
CONCLUSIONS
The graphite mixed CaS04 :Dy Teflon pellets produced
at
IPEN appear attractive for beta as well as mixed
beta-gamma
dose measurements. The reduced energy dependence to beta rays
with average energy between 100 and 800 keV makes them useful
in personnel monitoring.
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Ch II

Table 1 - Effect of graphite content on background
dose threshold ( 0. 20 nun thick) •
Graphite
Content

%

TL

Minimum Measurable Absorbed Dose
204
147
90
90
60Co
Tl
Pm
Sr- y
1J

Gy

JJGY

1J

Gy

11Gy

0

1. 30

1. 50

2.70

7.00

0.5

2.90

2.60

4.30

14.00

1

3.60

3.70

5.80

17.00

2

7.60

7.00

8.90

24.00

3

12.00

15.00

20.00

53.00

5

20.00

20.00

33.00

60.00

10

23.00

30.00

36.00

113.00

Table 2 - Energy dependence of 0.20 mm
0% and 10% graphite content.
Source

t-1ean energy

thick

pellets

with

Relative TL response

MeV
90sr- 90y

and

0% graphite

10% graphite

0.80

1

1

204T l

0.24

0.50

0.90

l47Pm

0.06

0.20

0.40
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A PARALLEL PLATE IONI~TION CHAMBER
FOR ELECTRON DOSIMETRY

Cleber N. de Souza* and Linda V.E. Caldas
Instituto de Pesquisas Energeticas e Nucleares
Comissao Nacional de Energia Nuclear
Sao Paulo, Brazil
ABSTRACT

A parallel plate ionization chamber for electron dosliretry
was developed and tested in relation to the metrological chara£
teristics: short and medium-term stabilities, leakage current
and response to electron beams up to 13 MeV.
The
polarity
effect was also investigated. The obtained results show
that
they are within the international limits recommended
for
a
secondary standard chamber.
INTRODUCTION

The increasing utilization of linear
accelerators
in
radiotherapy treatments has imposed the necessity of use of
parallel plate ionization chambers
for
dosimetry of
the
electron beams with energies lower then 15 MeV, as recommended
by the dosimetry protocols 1 • 2 • 3 . In the present work an ioniz~
tion chamber of this kind was designed and constructed at the
Calibration Laboratory of IPEN. Such chambers may be calibrated
in future by comparison with cylindrical ion chambers in a
phantom irradiated by 60 co gamma rays 4 , without the need
for
an electron fluence correction.
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF THE IONIZATION CHAMBER

The parallel plate ionization chamber developed in
this
work has a circular shape, is mainly made of Lucite and presents
an active volume of 0.06 cm 3 . The entrance window consists of
a thin polyetylene foil coated with graphite
(0.84 mg.cm- 2 );
the collecting electrode is made of a graphite
block
(3 mm
thickness) and a graphite coated slice of Lucite
(0.15 mm).
The distance between the electrodes is 2 mm;
the
external
diameter and height of the chamber are 54 and 17.5 mm respectively. A schematic diagram of the chamber is shown in Figure 1.

* Fellowship from Conselho Nacional de Desenvolvimento Cientifico e Tecnologico, Brazil.
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EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS
The chamber was connected to a Keithley model 617 electr~
meter in order to allow measurements with both polarities. The
tests were made in electron beams up to 13 MeV,
using
a
phantom made of Lucite slices.
The short-term stability was determined
through
10
90 sr.
consecutive measurements using a check source
of
The percentual standard deviation showed values between 0.14
and 0.34%. For the medium-term stability test 15 series of
measurements were performed at different days.
The
response
presented a variation lower than 0.5% in relation to the mean
value: Figure 2.
The leakage current was measured several times during 1 h
with intervals of 5 min and showed always values lower
then
0.4%. The chamber presented an ion collection efficiency higher
than 99%, when operated at a collecting potential of 250 V.
The polarity effect of the chamber was investigated in a
10 MeV electron beam, taking measurements for both polarities
and varying the Lucite absorber thickness (z) up to the practical
electron range (Rp). The polarity effect was lower than 1% at
the maximum ionization depth and it increased for greater depths:
Figure 3. All standard deviations of these measurements
were
lower than 0.25%.
5
.
Accordlng
Goswaml. and Kase the rep 1 acement
factor f or
parallel plate ionization chambers in electron
beams
above
13 MeV is approximately 1 and probably not significant. In the
present work the chamber response was compared to that of
a
calibrated thimble chamber (Capintec-C II model 66080, 0.6 cm3)
in a electron beam of 13 MeV. The obtained calibration factor
was 1.04 cGy/s.u. (s.u.: scale unit).

CONCLUSION
The developed parallel plate ionization chamber presented
metrological characteristics, as short and medium-term stabill
ties, leakage current, ion collection efficiency,
polarity
effect and calibration factor comparable to those of commercial ionization chambers.
The obtained values, within the
recommended ones for this kind of radiation,
demonstrate the
usefulness of the chamber for electron dosimetry.
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G

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the parallel plate ionization
chamber for electron dosimetry.
A: Chamber body (Lucite); B: Entrance wi~dow;
C: Collecting electrode (graphite); D: Active volume
(0.06 cm3); E: Insulator (Teflon); F: Guard-ring
(graphite); G: Triaxial cable.
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THORIUM BIOASSAY OF MINERAL SANDS WORKERS
G s Hewson1

and

J

J

Fardy2

1.

Department of Mines, 100 Plain Street,
East Perth, Western Australia.

2.

Australian Nuclear science and Technology
Organisation, Lucas Heights, New South Wales.
ABSTRACT

The concentration of thorium in the blood serum and urine of
Western Australian mineral
sands workers was
studied to
complement estimates of radiation dose derived from air sampling
measurements.
The measured levels were significantly lower than
the values predicted from the application of ICRP biokinetic
models to air sampling data.
In many cases, the levels were of
the same order as background levels measured in occupationally
unexposed persons.
AIM OF PROJECT

The study was designed to enable comparisons between
measured values of thorium in the blood and urine of mineral
sands workers and:
1.

measured values for unexposed persons;

2.

values reported in the literature for
exposed to thorium; and

3.

predicted
values
based
on
undertaken by the industry.

air

other worker groups

sampling

measurements

It was considered that such comparisons would facilitate
comparative assessment of the relative level of exposure.

a

BACKGROUND

Workers in the mineral sands industry are exposed to varying
concentrations of the radioactive mineral, monazite, which
contains 6-7% by weight of the radioactive element thorium.
The
principal radiation exposure pathway is thought to be through
inhalation of alpha radiation associated with airborne dust.
Estimates of internal radiation dose using the assessment
protocols and data contained in ICRP Publications 26 and 30
indicate that up to 15% of the approximately 1500 workers in the
mineral sands industry may exceed the formal investigation level
of 15 msvy-1.
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The existing radiation dose assessment method is based on
air sampling, which requires assumptions to be made concerning a
number of environmental factors, including the size of the dust
particles, the solubility of the dust, the incorporation of dust
into the body and the effectiveness of respiratory protective
equipment in reducing exposure to dust.
Bioassay monitoring for thorium will assist in improving
knowledge of its metabolic behaviour.
The blood and urine
samples provide an indication of the amount of thorium
circulating in the body and being cleared from the body,
respectively.
Such bioassay studies assist in refining our
estimates of radiation dose following inhalation of thorium.
STUDY GROUP AND METHODS

The project commenced in April
(34) mineral sands workers across
In addition, a number of samples
persons to obtain an indication of

1991 and involved thirty four
five processing plant sites.
were collected from unexposed
background levels of thorium.

The cumulative internal exposure history for each worker was
obtained from industry records of airborne radioactivity (gross
alpha activity) measurements submitted to the Department of
Mines. It was assumed that workers were exposed to class Y (i.e.
avidly retained) Th ore dust with an AMAD of 10 ~m Twenty five
millilitres of blood and 1 L of urine were collected using
rigorous collection protocols to minimise the possibility of
contamination.
The
samples
were
analysed
using
chemical/radiochemical neutron activation analysis procedures.
RESULTS

The results of testing are summarised in the attached figure.
The measured average levels for the industry are compared with
the expected level, based on industry monitoring of the workplace
atmosphere, and also average background levels.
The levels of
thorium in urine and blood are expressed in parts of thorium per
billion parts of either urine of blood.
The following observations are made on the results obtained
in this study:
1.

The levels of thorium in urine are very low and typically
more than ten times lower than those expected based on air
sampling measurements.

2.

The levels of thorium in blood are typically more than two
times lower than those expected based on air sampling
measurements.

3.

The urine results for many workers are not substantially
different from those reported for members of the public and
are lower than those reported for other groups of workers
exposed to thorium.
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Results of Bioassay Measurements
(a) Urine Sampling
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4.

The level of thorium in blood are higher than some reported
background levels.

The blood testing is considered to be more reliable than
urine testing since varying intake of fluids such as water and
alcohol, or loss of water by perspiration, will cause significant
differences in the amount of urine excreted.
CONCLUSIONS

This testing program indicates that the absorption of thorium
is much less than has been previously assumed.
This result
suggests:
(1) present industry monitoring procedures may overstate the
radiation doses received by workers. The lower results could
arise if respirators have been worn for "dusty" j cbs and no
allowance has been made for their protective effect: or
(2) thorium may be much less soluble than expected and only a
small amount passes into the blood or urine.
If this is so,
then thorium will not be carried to sensitive organs such as
bone.
It is likely that, on the basis of this study, average
radiation doses in the industry may only be about one-half of
those reported.
While this monitoring has indicated that existing protective
measures are effective in controlling radiation exposure to low
levels, it is still important to maintain radiation exposures As
Low As Reasonably Achievable.
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THE N-16 GAMMA RADIATION RESPONSE OF GEIGER-MUELLER TUBES

D. J. Allard, A. M. Nazarali and G. E. Chabot
Arthur D. Little, Inc., Acorn Park, Cambridge, MA 02140; WIPP, P.O. Box
2078, Carlsbad, NM 88220; University of Lowell, 1 University Ave.,
Lowell, MA 01854

ABSTRACT - This paper describes an evaluation of various Geiger-Mueller
(GM) tubes for N-16 gamma radiation response.
The work is an extension of
investigations regarding the various radiation response characteristics of
these devices.
Previously acquired photon energy response data were from
10 keV to 1.25 MeV. Utilizing the 6 MeV gamma ray of N-16, the pair
production interaction response with different GM tube styles was studied.
The new relative response ratios of N-16 to Cs-137 are presented with a
discussion of results. Additionally, two full energy response curves are
presented.
INTRODUCTION AND METHODS
Recently, evaluations for radiation response characteristics of GM tubes
with respect to beta energy, dose rate, photon polar and photon energy
response have been performed in conjunction with the NRPB in the UK
(Allard 1987) .
That work investigated photon energy response from 10 keV
to 1.25 MeV.
The dominant interactions in this energy range are
photoelectric and compton scattering. An investigation presented herein
extended the photon energy testing into the 6 MeV range using an N-16
source. At this energy the pair production interaction will become more
apparent with respect to detector response. Various styles of "pancake",
mica end window, thin wall, thick wall and energy compensated GM tubes
were included in this study. The mechanical aspects of the various styles
are noted in Table 1 and TGM Detectors' product specifications.
In this
evaluation a portable high voltage supply/digital scaler was set up
adjacent to the N-16 source at the University of Lowell's research
reactor facility.
This source has been fully characterized for the
specific purpose of measuring response of portable radiation protection
instruments (Neault, 1980). It should be noted that a 1.5 inch thick iron
plate was placed in front of the source to attenuate the high energy beta
component and provided secondary electron buildup. This arrangement also
furnished an exposure scenario that is similar to what is encountered in a
nuclear power plant. The various GM tubes were irradiated with the N-16
source at known exposure rates, and observed counts and times recorded.
Efforts were made to obtain at least 10,000 counts for statistics.
Similarly, the same detectors were irradiated with a calibrated Cs-137
source. The background was measured in each area and corrections applied.
Collected data were then used to determine a count rate per unit exposure
rate value. A response ratio of N-16 to cs-137 was then calculated in
order to fold this information into the previously acquired photon energy
response measurements made at NRPB.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table 1 is a summary of the N-16 to Cs-137 response ratios. As noted, the
relative response ratio varied from nearly unity to about two. Considering
the interactions and number of secondary charged particles produced, this
would be expected.
If one were to plot of photon fluence versus photon
energy, a peak would be observed below 200 KeV.
This is mentioned in that
GM tubes are basically photon counters, and will more or less exhibit the
same generally shaped curve. However, differences in GM tube construction
does cause notable discrepancies at high photon energies and variable peak
spread at low photon energies. Figures 1 and 2 are energy response curves
for a bare and energy compensated version of a GM tube.
The data
presented are a combination of the NRPB and this study's results (i.e.
N-16 data point) .
GM tubes will respond to any charged particle that enters their sensitive
volume. A discharge may be produced by charged particles directly
entering the tube through a mica window or thin cathode wall. Alternately
a discharge may result from secondary electrons; thus, the construction of
any given GM tube will greatly influence an energy response curve by the
complex contribution of primary photon transmission/ attenuation and
secondary particle production/attenuation at various depths in the GM tube
window, wall or outer energy compensation filter.
Again, the data shown
in Figures 1 and 2 are the relative response values for the GM tube on an
exposure rate basis. Because Cs-137 is a very common calibration source,
by convention 662 keV is used as the normalization point. This allows
comparison of tubes that may have quite different gamma ray sensitivities
due to overall size.
As can be noted in Figure 1, the "thin wall" style GM tube with an 80
mg/sq. em window provides excellent transmission for low energy photons
below 100 keV.
However, relative to Cs-137 it does over-respond by nearly
a factor of 13 at 70 keV.
This results from the high photon fluence being
transmitted through the cathode wall, a high interaction probability, and
the subsequent discharge events being counted.
In the intermediate
energies the response is relatively flat, but does begin to increase
slightly above 1 MeV.
The latter is due to the increase in number of
secondary charged particles from pair production. Over-response below
about 200 keV may be reduced by adding a thin layer filter of high atomic
number metal over the tube with an appropriate open area.
This
effectively attenuates a portion of the low energy photon fluence. With
proper engineering, one can easily obtain a +/-20% response from 50 keV to
1.25 MeV using a "thin wall" GM tube and energy compensation filter.
However, as can be noted by comparing the response curves in Figures 1 and
2, the high atomic number filter actually causes an increased overresponse in the 6 MeV range compared to the bare tube.
This is no doubt
due to energetic secondaries produced in the energy compensation filter,
passing through the GM tube cathode wall and causing a discharge.
Acknowledgement - The authors wish to thank TGM Detectors, Inc. (Waltham,
MA, U.S.A.) and Centronic Limited (Croydon, U.K.) for their financial
support of this project.
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Table 1.

Ratio of N-16 Gamma Response Relative to Cs-137

GM Tube
N1002/8767
N1002/BNC
N1003
N201
N205
N210/BNC
H220/7840
N107
N112
N114
N115-1
N115-1S1
N116-l
N116-1SE
Nll 7-1
N117-1S
NllB-1
N118-1S
N302
N305
N305S
NP315-6
NP334-6
NP358-6

Comments

Ratio
1. 88
1. 90
1. 96
1. 71
1. 90
1.58
1. 90
1. 61
1. 65
1. 73
1. 09
1. 42
1. 24
1. 63
1. 74
1. 73
1. 03
1. 49
1. 76
1. 82
1. 99
1.52
1. 48
1. 69

Through
Through
Through
Through
Through
Through
Through
Through
Through
Through
Through
Through
Through
Through
Through
Through
Through
Through
Through
Through
Through
Through
Through
Through

mica window.
mica window.
mica window.
0.047" SS wall.
0.010" SS wall.
0.109" SS wall.
mica window.
30 mg/sq.cm SS wall.
30 mg/sq.cm SS wall.
30 mg/sq.cm SS wall.
80 mg/sq.cm SS wall.
80 mg/sq.cm SS wall with high z filter.
80 mg/sq.cm SS wall.
80 mg/sq.cm SS wall with high z filter.
30 mg/sq.cm SS wall.
30 mg/sq.cm SS wall with high z filter.
120 mg/sq.cm SS wall.
120 mg/sq.cm SS wall with high z filter.
0.020" SS wall.
0.010" SS wall.
0.010" SS wall with high z filter.
0.020" SS wall, platinum plated inside.
0.012" SS wall, platinum plated inside.
0.009" SS wall, platinum plated inside.
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Fig. 1: Photon Energy Response of N116-1 miniature "thin wall" GM tube,
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"L'ENVIRONNEMENT" ET LA SURVEILLANCE
DE LA RADIOACTIVITE DANS L'AIR

B. ROTTNER Docteur Ingenieur E.S.P.C.I.
Directeur Technique / SAPHYMO-PHY
SAPHYMO-PHY
18, Rue de Villeneuve SILIC 551.
94643 RUNGIS CEDEX
FRANCE Tel. : 33 (1) 46.87.25.16.
"THE ENVIRONMENT" AND THE MONITORING
OF RADIOACTIVITY IN AIR

The french company, SAPHYMO-PHY, presents two state of the art
products
for
"the
Environment"
and
the monitoring
of
radioactivity in air :
- The RAM 900

Aerosol (Alpha and Beta) activity
measurement.

- The SIAM 9000

- Aerosol (Alpha, Beta, Gamma) activity
measurement
- Gaseous Iodine Gamma volumic activity
measurement
(High resolution gamma spectrometry)

- RAM 900 :

La RAM 900 est une balise de surveillance de la radioactivite
de 1 1 air : elle mesure 1 1 activite alpha et beta des aerosols.
La mesure est faite par pompage de 1 1 air a travers un filtre
deroulant sequentiel et par spectrometrie alpha/beta en ligne
a 1 1 aide d 1 une diode Silicium. La spectrometrie permet d 1 une
part de discriminer les alpha des beta, et d 1 autre part, de
mesurer l 1 energie de chaque alpha.
La RAM 900 peut ainsi mesurer et compenser 1 1 activite alpha
beta naturelle - due aux descendants solides des radons
quelle que soit la situation radon, situation extremement
variable suivant la meteorologie et le lieu d 1 implantation de
la balise. Un detecteur gamma permet de mesurer 1 1 ambiance
gamma et de compenser son influence sur la voie beta. Les
limites de detection en isotopes artificiels atteignent :
- 1 mBqjm3 ~our les alpha
- 100 mBqfm pour les beta.
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- SIAM 9000

La SIAM 9000 integre une voie de mesure type RAM 900 avec des
filtres individuels et effectue une spectrometrie gamma haute
resolution ( grace a un detecteur au Germanium refroidi a
l'azote liquide) sur les aerosols et sur les iodes gazeux, ce
qui lui permet d'identifier et de quantifier les eventuels
contaminants.
Les deux detecteurs (Germanium et Siliclum) sont places du.ns
des enceintes en plomb hermetiques afin de les proteger de
l'effet de l'ambiance gamma.
Le prelevement d' iode est effectue par pompage de l'air
travers une cartouche au charbon actif.
Un bras manipulateur robotise manipule les filtres et les
cartouches.
Pumping and
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COMPARAISON
PROPORTIONNEL,

DE TECHNIQUES DE MESURE DU RADON 222 (COMPTEUR
DIODE SILICIUM (P.I.N.) ET DETECTEURS SOLIDES DE
TRACES NUCLEAIRES)

KLEIN

D.

1, 2

R.

BARIL LON

1

et

A.

CHAMBAUDET

1

Laboratoire de Microanalyses Nucleaires, u. F. R. des
et de Techniques, Universite de Franche Comte,
25030 Besancon,
France

1

2

Sciences

Laboratoire de Metrologie des Interfaces Techniques,
IUT Belfort-Montbeliard, Rue Engel-Gros, BP 527,
90016 Belfort Cedex, France

AN INTERCOMPARAISON OF TECHNIQUE TO MEASURE
(PROPORTIONAL COUNTER, SILICON DIODE AND SOLID
TRACK DETECTOR)

RADON
STATE

222
NUCLEAR

An
intercomparison
in
laboratory
conditions
was
made
between
three
differents
methods
to
measure
radon
222.
One
instantaneous
technique
based
on
the
use
of
a
proportional
counter and the others by integrating method base on the use of
diode silicium (P.I.N.) and Solid State Nuclear Track Detector.
The
test
was
performed in
a
standard
source
in
L.M.N.
at
Besancon.
Good
agreement
was
obtained
between
all
the
techniques.
INTRODUCTION
Le radon 222, gaz radioactif de la famille de !'uranium 238
est le principal compos ant de la radioactivite atmospherique. Le
sui vi de sa concentration est done fondamental dans le domaine
Sciences
la
Terre et
dans
le domaine de
la
radiodes
de
protection, que eel a so it dans les habitations ou sur les sites
miniers.
Dans le but de disposer d'une instrumentation adaptee a
l'ensemble
des
conditions
de
terrain
(maison,
mine,
site
geologique, etc .. ),
le Laboratoire de Microanalyses Nucleaires a
developpe
differentes techniques de mesure.
Ces
techniques
sont
des
detecteurs
solides
de
nucleaires
(LR 115 et CR 39), un compteur proportionnel
detecteur a diode silicium.
LES

TECHNIQUES
Le

DE

compteur

traces
et un

DETECTION
proportionnel

Le compteur proportionnel a ete specialement developpe au
Laboratoire
de
Microanalyses
Nucleaires
pour
la
mesure
en
continu du radon 222 avec la possibilite de fonctionner sur des
terrains tres hostiles tels que les volcans.
Cet
ensemble de detection est
autonome
et
portable.
Sa
limite
de
detection
inferieure
a
40
Bq.m- 3 et son temps de
reponse
immediat
permet
son
utilisation
pour
de
nombreuses
applications.
Cet appareil a deja ete utilise et a montre son efficacite
pour
differentes
applications
en
radioprotection
(mesure
de
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concentration dans des mines et des habitations)
et dans
le
domaine des Sciences de la Terre (caracterisation des mouvements
terrestres,
prospections
geologiques,
etude
des
fluides
g{wthermiques et suivi des variations de radon sur des edifices
volcaniques) .
Diode

silicium

(P.I.N.)

Utilisant les effets de l'irradiation des particules alpha
les semi-conducteurs, un detecteur de radon est en cours de
developpement~
Il
utilise
en base
de
detection
du
materiel
Hammamatsu
standard
et
une
electronique
associee
qui
est
developpee au Laboratoire de Microanalyses Nucleaires pour son
utilisation aux mesure~ de terrain.
Cette
technique
est
en
cours
de
developpement
et
nous
presentons
ici
les
premiers
resultats
obtenus
a partir du
prototype de laboratoire qui vient d'etre developpe et qui donne
une mesure integree directement accessible sur le terrain par
connexion
d'un
micro-ordinateur
portable
sur
une
eprom
de
stockage integree a l'electronique de detection.
sur

Les

Detecteurs

Solides

de

Traces

Nucleaires

(D. S. T. N.)

L'utilisation de D.S.T.N.
pour la mesure de
l'emanation
radon, s'est imposee pour de nombreuses applications. Deux types
de detecteurs sont utilises au Laboratoire:
le LR 115, nitrate
de cellulose commercialise par la Societe KODAK,
sensible aux
particules alpha d' energie comprise entre 0, 5 et 4 MeV et le CR
39, polycarbonate commercialise par la Societe TASTRAK, sensible
pour toutes la gamme des energies de particules alpha.
Pour cette technique,
les detecteurs sont places dans des
cellules de mesure de geometries specifiques developpees pour
des mesures de terrain et ensuite apres un temps d'exposition
variant
de
10
a 60 jours les detecteurs sont analyses au
laboratoire par traitement d'image automatique.
Utilisation

des

appareils

sur

le

terrain

Pour realiser des mesures sur le terrain,
la methode que
nous
utilisons
actuellement
repose
sur
l'utilisation
complementaire du compteur proportionnel et des detecteurs de
traces nucleaires.
Le compteur proportionnel est place en un
point du site et son information permet de suivre les variations
de
la
concentration
radon par pas de trente minutes
et de
choisir
le
temps
d'exposition
des
detecteurs
nucleaires
en
fonction de la concentration en radon au point de reference. Les
detecteurs nucleaires quant a eux sont places sur l'ensemble de
la
zone
d'interet
et
leur
analyse
permet
d'acceder
a la
cartographie en radon de toute la zone.
En ce qui concerne le detecteur a diode silicium,
il n'a
pas ete encore utilise en routine sur le terrain,
mais leur
utilisation est appelee a remplacer a court terme les detecteurs
polymeriques.
RESULTATS

EXPERIMENTAUX

Pour
realiser
l' intercomparaison
deux
chambres
sont
utilisees.
La
premiere
(Figure
1)
permet
la
mesure
de
la
concentration en
radon
dans
un
flux
d'air
sec,
la
seconde
(Figure 2) permet la mesure dans un atmosphere humide.
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Figure 2
Figure 1
l.eau chargee en radium
l.entree du flux d'air
2.compteur
proportionnel
2.source d'uranium naturel
3.pompe
3.filtre
4.electronique
associee
4.pompe
S.portoir
S.piege dessechant
6.chambre d'analyse
proportionnel
7.portoir
B.compteur
lO.pompe
9.electronique
associee
La mesure
en continu de
la concentration
en
radon est
accessible .par
le
compteur
proportionnel
en
impulsion
par
seconde,
en ce qui
concerne la diode silicium
(PIN)
et les
detecteurs solides de traces nucleaires,
la mesure est realisee
par integration sur une periode de 5 jours et les resultats sont
exprimes en trace par centimetre carre ou impulsion par heure.
La figure 3 presente l'ensemble des resultats.
500~----------------------------------------·

400

1:1

rep. LR 115

•
D

rep. Cl\39
rep. diode

0

rep. compt (x!0-2)

300

200

100

10000

0

Figure

3

20000

activite en radon <Bq.m-3)
Principaux resultats
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CONCLUSIONS
Le
tableau
inconvenients des

suivant
donne
l'ensemble
techniques utilisees

des

Avant ages

-

Compteur

proportionnel -

-

Diode

silicium

Detecteur
Traces

(PIN)

Sol ide

Nucleaires

de

et

Inconvenients

me sure en continu
autonome et portable
sensibilite<40 Bq.m- 3

-

-

bonne sensibilite
me sure directe sur
site

-

-

co1lt

-

-

facilite de
mise en oeuvre

-

-

a vantages

-

-

co1lt
encombrement

me sure
integree
co1lt

me sure
integree
- traitements
en laboratoire
postexposition

Les resultats obtenus sont en accord et il est a. noter que
l'avantage principal de la me sure integree obtenue par la diode
silicium est la rapidite d'acquisition de !'information qui ne
necessite aucun traitement en laboratoire.
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AIR CONTAMINATION MEASUREMENTS CONNECTED WITH THE THERAPEUTIC USE
OF I-131
M. Kristufe0, E. Ogris 2 , H. Aiginge0
2

1
Atominstitut der Osterreich. universitaten
Institut flir Nuklearrnedizin, KH der Stadt Wien, Lainz

ABSTRACT
By measuring the Radioactivity in the air of a Radionuclide
Therapie - Unit it could be observed that the changes of the
radioactivity concentration are closly related to the functional
state of the patient's thyroid. In patients with thyroid carcinoma
the organification of administered J-131 depends on the size and
function of the postoperativly remaining thyroid tissue and this in
turn influences the exhalation of J-131 by the patient. In a
patient with a relativly large amount of remaining thyroid tissue
the shape of the observed time activity curve shows an ascending
slope reaching a maximum at 7, 5 h. After the maximum the curve
follows a monoexponential decrease with a disapearance half-life
time of 10,7 h. In patients suffering from hyperthyroidism several
cyclic changes of radioactivity concentration could be observed as
a result of the organification and the release of J-131 after
deiodination of endogenous labelled thyroid hormones.
INTRODUCTION
Since radioactive Iodine and its stable isotopes have the same
chemical and physiological properties, it can be used for diagnosis
and treatment of various thyroid disorders. J-131 is used for
therapy because of its ~-emission ( 606 keV, directly ionising
radiation, small range). The gamma-radiation (364 keV, penetrating
radiation) on the other hand can be used for diagnostic procedures
like uptake measurements and scintigraphy of the thyroid gland.
Mainly two types of thyroid disorders are subject for therapy with
J-131:
Carcinoma of the thyroid and hyperthyroidism. The Radioactivity
administered for treatment of thyroid cancer ranges from 1850 to
5550 MBq (50-150 mCi).
The corresponding Radioactivity for
treatment of hyperthyroidism ranges from 185 to 1110 MBq (5-30 mCi)
corresponding to an absorbed organ dose of 100 - 200 Gy
for
therapy of so called Grave's disease and up to 400 Gy for treatment
of toxic thyroid nodules. The estimation of the individual dose for
treatment is made using a formulation which contains the 24 h J-131
uptake in % of a standard-dose and the effective J-131 half-life
time.
Since the patient after treatment can be considered as a
radioactive source, he has to stay 3 - 4 days in a special designed
therapy Unit for radiation protection of the nursing personal.
Within 48 h J-131 is mostly excreted (65 %) in the urine. About 30
% of the administered dose are excreted by stool, the remaining 5
% are excreted by sweat and exhalation.
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Due to the fact that J-131 is also exhaled from the patient, a
monitoring of the radioactive concentration in the air has to be
done using aerosol monitors.
The aim of our study was:
1. to investigate the activity concentration of exhaled J-131 in
the room air
2. to investigate whether the time course of activity concentration
is specific for a certain type of thyroid disorder after J- 131
treatment.
MATERIAL AND METHODS

In order to measure the concetration of radioactive iodine in the
air with acceptable accuracy, it is necessary to suck the air
through a filter. The activity absorbed on the filter is measured
with a Nai-crystal coupled with a photomultiplier.
Assuming that all the concentration of activity is uniformly
distributed in the air of the room and is only time-dependent, the
infinitesimal change of absorbed activity dA(t) during the timeinterval dt comes up to
dA ( t) = C( t) · Q · F · dt - 1.. • A · dt

A(t)
C(t)
Q

i..

F

activity on the filter
concentration of activity (activity I volume)
sucking rate
decay constant
efficiency of filter

The relation between the activity in the filter and the concentration of activity in the air yields
dA +I..A=Q·F·C( t)
dt

For finding a solution of the above equation the assumption was
made that the concentration beetween two data points was considered
to be constant.
(A;,A;+1 ••• activity at the time t.,t.+1 ) With C(t)=C.1 the solution of
the differential equation can b~ w~ltten as

With respect to x=i.. ( t;+1 -t; )<1 we can approximate
of activity to
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the concentration

In our carcinoma patients 1, 2 the half-life time of whole-body
retention was 22,6 h (large amount of remaining tissue)
and 19 h (small rest of remaining tissue) respectively.
The blood disappearence half-life time in patient 1 was 14,4 h and
15,3 h in patient 2.
Regarding the concentration of J-131 in air after administration of
the therapeutic dose to patient 1 a single peak of maximum activity
at 9,9 h with a disappearance half-life time of 10.7 h could be
observed. After treatment of patient 2 the maximum activity was
reached at 3,0 h. The disappearance half-life time was 3,1 h.
In hyperthyroidism 3 peaks of
radioactivity with a mean
disappearance half-life time of 1,6 h could be registered.
DISCUSSION

In our investigations we compared the whole-body retention curve (%
of administered dose), the course of the activity concentration in
the blood (% dose/L blood) and the course of the radioactivity
concentration in the air of the therapy Unit (nCi/m3) of patients
with different types of thyroid disorders.
In patients with
carcinoma of the thyroid a single peak of
radioactivty could be deteced. The organification of anorganic J131 depends on the volume and the function of the remaining thyroid
tissue. If this volume is relatively small, low uptake of
administered J-131 and rapid whole-body clearance will take place.
If the volume of the remaining thyroid tissue is comparatively
large, considerable uptake of J-131 by the thyroid gland and
labelling of endogenous thyroid hormones will take place.
The deiodination of these organic compounds leads to another rise
of activity in the air exhaled by the patient. So, a second lower
peak of acitivity in the air is registered. The same phenomenon
will take place in the treatment of hyperthyroidism. Due to the
rapid J-131 turnover up to 3 activity peaks can be detected in the
air of the room.
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Finally a five-point smoothing has been done.
Patient 1: Thyroid Carcinoma
Therapeutic activity: 3700 MBq
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LEVELS OF POLOHIUM-210 IH SOME BEVERAGES AND IN TOBACCO

C.H.Colangelo,

M.R.Huguel,

M.A.Palacios and A.A.Oliveira

Gerencia de Seguridad Radiol6gica y Nuclear
Comisi6n Nacional de Energia Al6mica
Buenos Air·es -Republica Ar·gentina

ABSTRACT

TI1e objeclive of t.he present. work is lhe estimation of the
Poloniurn-210 cont.ent in some bever·ages and in lobacco, in or·der
to assess the corresponding collective doses to the population
in Argentina. Yerba male, an aulochlon plant of South America,
lea leaves, t.heir infusions and ground coffee wer·e analyzed as
well as lobacco. Collective doses due to annual consumption of
the bever·ages descr·ibed, result.ed in values from 6 man.Sv to
1200 man~~v . Resulls_[or Polonium-210 in tobacco ranged from
10 Bq kg to 80 Bq kg . Doses due to the use of tobacco were
not. assessed si nee an appropr i at.e metabolic model
was not
found.

INTRODUCTION

Polonium-210 is a naturally occurring radionuclide in the
environment and
i l is consider·ed one of the highly toxic
r· adi oi sot opes. I l is an a emi ller, T 1/2 138 days, but in spite
of its relatively short. half life
i t is mainlained in "lhe
<'<lmc,sphe·r e d'..re t.o 1 onger lived pr·ecursor·s.
Poloniurn-210 ln food is an important route of inlake [1).

ANALYTICAL METHOD

Solid samples were homogenized, spiked with Polonium-208
as
a tracer, and wet ashed with concentrated nitric acid and
hydr·ogen per·oxide [2]. The insoluble was discar·ded because of
negligible levels of activity [3].
Yer·ba tnate infusions were pr·epared with 25 g per liter of
boiling water and filtered five minutes later; lea infusions
were done in the same way but 10 g of lea leaves were used. The
chemical procedur·e was the same as before, but 1 ess i nsol ubl e
remained.
Nitrates were eliminated,
the solution was adjusted to a
hydrochloric acid concentr·ation of 0.5 N, ascor-bic acid was
added to keep iron r·educed and Polonium was deposited on silver·
disks, 25.4 mm in diameter·, with constant slir-r-ing dU!'ir1g 3
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hour· s a l 85 • C [ 2l [ 4 l .
The deposi led acli vi t..y was measured by Ot spec.lr·ometJry wi lh a Si
2
sur·face bar-rier· detector C1000 Tllm ) ar.d a Canberra Ser·ies 30
Multichannel.
The r adi ocherni cal yields for Pol oni um-208 were quite low and
values
widespread
mainly
in
with
the
solid
samples,
fluctuacling between 20 ~ and 50 % .
The results obtained ar·e shown in TABLES I

to IV.

DISCUSSION

If we compar·e levels of Poloniurn-210 in yerba mate and tea
leaves with values publist;ed for different. vegetables [5]
[6]
a
higher bioconcenlration in the former is noticeable.
Nevertheless, the fraction of Polonium-210 actually ext,racled
into lhed :nefusions was between 15 ~ and 63 _'j• representing a_'i
0 ~
annual
by i r.gesti or1 bel ween 22 1-1Sv y
and 86
1-JSV y
CTABLE I).
The values corr·esponding lo lea leaves and ils
infusions
are
shown
in
TABLE
II.
[).:)se
eslirnalions
were
performed by applying represenlatJi ve consurnpli on rates [ 7l and
dosimetric factors [8] [9]
We assumed /t as
0.2 in our
calculation.
The annual doses due to yerba mate infusions are six limes
higher than
the doses for tea infusions.
Collective doses, esti rna led considering lhe consumpli on
rate during 1990 for Ar·genlina, were 1200 man. Sv. and 6 man. Sv
for yer·ba male and lea infusions , respectively .
As a matter of" fact
if" we compare the annual colleclive dose
in t,r·qentina due to the consurnption of yerba mate 'With the
cor·r·e.,:~o:,:'ing collecti.ve dose due to pl'e·,'i.ously published dala
of" Polonium-210 in the
argentine diet. f10l, i t r·esult.s that.
tL.o fur·rner is almost 3 times greater tha.1 the latter. It must
be taken into account that the beverages analyzed are not.
included in the total diet, in spite of their important levels
of consumpt.ion.

Besides,
phosphat.e !ertilizer·s may be discarded as a
source of Polonium-210 [11] since their use in yer·ba mate and
tea produclion in Argentina is insignificant [12l.
As the activity levels of Polonium-210 for ground coffee
CTABLE
III)
wer·e
negligible,
t.heir
infusions
were
not
considered for the estimation of the annual doses by ingestion.

Regar·ding lobacco, only activity levels are given in TABLE
IV, since i l is difficul-t. to adopt. a simple respiratory model
in order to .-::alc.Jlat.e u-.,. annual dosc?s
.'U"lyway, the results
oblained are much higher than the corr·esponding values for
indian lobacco, bul close to U.S.A. data [131.
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- TABLE I -

Yuba Mate

Yerba Kate Infusions

Trade!W'k Bq kg- 1<a>

IBq y-l(b) !,sv

Bq L-l(a)

I
A

14~8.CJ(2) M 9.25~0.05(4)

B

18~9.CJ(12) 1!.25~8.1!4(2)

y-l(c)l

I
CJI!
CJ9

I
I

80

16(1)

9.21:9.05(3)

75

I

65

))

!CJ(l)

9.96 ~8.94(4)

26

22

I

--

I
I

(1)

199

I

88

c

9.28

I

86

- TABLE II -

Tea Leaves

Tea Infusions

Bq k -1

TradeMark

<af

G

7.5~8,8(4)M

~

~b(

L-1
a)

8.92

7.3

(1)

,Sy (

(c

-6.3

--

--

--

8.3~11.6(4)

H

---

13 ~1.4(4)

I

im

J

8.94~8.81 (2)

15

jle.en~s.e-02<4> I 1.3

II

- TABLE Ill -

)(

I

I

I

Tobacco

Bq kg- 1(a)
11.38 ~ 8.111

6.3

- TABLE IU -

Ground CoHee
TradeMark

13

--

TradeMark

Bq 'kg-t(a)

H

111 ~ 2.5 mM

(5).

L

9.1CJ

(1)

0

89 ~ 4

"

il.25 ~ 8.92

(4)

p

53 ~

5(4)

Q

77 ~

4<4>

*F'ig•Jr~s in brachts indicat~ No of smp!PS i
( al Conc~ntrati on
(bi Total Acti.it~ ConsUM~d
<c> Annual Eff~cttve Equival~nt Doses

I

Unc~rtanties

quoted are at the 95 X confidence level.
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II

(4)

h: 9.4 m
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DOSE EQUIVALENT ESTIMATE OF WORKS IN A BRAZILIAN MJNAZITE SAND PIANI'
Ney, C.L.V., Tauhata, L. And Oliveira Filho, D.S.
Institute de Radioprote9ao e Dosimetria (IRD)
Comissao Nacional de Energia Nuclear (CNEN)
Av. Salvador Allende, s/n9 - Barra da Tijuca - C.P. 37750
CEP.: 22642- Rio de Janeiro- Brasil
ABSTRACT
Dose equivalent estimate of workers in a brazilian
monazite
sand plant, due to concentration of thorium in the air is presented,
uzing in air monitoring program and utilizing calculation model
described in publication n9 30 of the International Commission
on Radiological Protection (ICRP).
The sample area, the number of measurements and the results
evaluation were made using the experimental design techniques.
The results of the dose equivalent estimation due to
internal
and external radiation exposure indicate the
existence
of
operation areas, for example mill and magnetic field separation,
where the dose values surpassed the recommended limits, demanding
improvement in radiological protection and the modification of
the engineering process, in order to obey
the
international
standards.
INTRODUCTION
The Nuclear Energy National Commission (CNEN)
has
been
developing for many years programs of accc::rnpanying of radiological
conditions at instalations that use ores with reasonable
thorium
and uranium tails, as those that processes monazite
sand mill
to produce rare earth and trissodic phosphate. The
brazilian
industry analysed, processes monazite with the following sequences
of operation: magnetic field separation,
milling,
alkaline
treatment, trissodic phosphate filtration and thorium and uranium
cake filtration.
The radiological conditions evaluations were performed
by
an area moni taring program in the various prooesses steps location.
The results obtained from monitoring were considered as input
data in the dose equiv1lTnt calculation model, recommended
by
ICRP publication n9 30
.
METHODOLOGY
The use moni taring program performs the sampling of measurement
in the positions of major ocupation of workers, inside of
a
process area. The permanence time used was the time of labour
agreement, i.e., 40 hours/week.
The evaluation of the dose was given by the sum of thedoses
due external and internal exposure. The dose due to external
exposure was estimeted by direct measurement in the radiation field,
using a Geiger Muller detector, and considering the quality factor
for gamma radiation equal to l. The dose due to internal radiation
was estimated by indirect method, measuring the portion that was
inhaled through the determination of the concentrat.ion
of
radionuclides in the air, sampling the air and total alpha couting,
and multiplying by permanence time, and using rrodels for internal
dose calculation.
The main difficult in the monitoring program is to find the
distribution representative value or values of the results.
It
was resolved by using the technique of statistics planning. The planning took
into consideration that the mains source of flutuation would be
the
measurement of the sample l=X)int and time/day of its execution.
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Therefore, the value of an individual measurement was
by:
Y . . k = y + P . + D . + PD . . + E: ( . . ) k
l]

l

J

lJ

expressed

lJ

where:
Yijk - individual measuremente value
y

- distribution meam value

Pi

measurement influency in a "i" point

D.
J
PDij

measurement influency in a "j" day
combined influency in a "i" point and in a "j" day

E:(ij)k- variation due random error and other influencies.
Using this equation we obtain the number of measurement, the
measurement points and sampling days. Hence, we draw lots the
days and points sequence to be moni tared, to obtain an statistics
planning of the type "totality random". The obtained
results
were submeted to variance analysis.
Using the results distribution of the gamma exposure rate
and radionuclide concentration in air, we estimate the
dose
equivalent using the dosimetric model for the determination of
internal and external dose.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The estimates of the dose equivalent due to external exposure
are presented in table l. The results do not present
higher
risks to the workers.
Table l - Annual dose equivalent due to external exposure
to
gamma radiation in several areas of the instalation.
Dose(mSv)

Processing area

15,4
35,0
21,0
8,0
10,5

Monazite mill
Magnetic separation
Light fraction deposition
Autoclave (alkaline treatment)
Filter-press

The dose equivalent results due to internal exposure
to
radiation are presented in table 2. All the results are higher
than the limits set by safety series nQ 82. That indicates the
need for improvement in the radiation protection
and
the
modification in the industrial process.
Table 2 - Annual dose equivalent due to internal exposure.
Processing area

Mean

Monazite mill
Magnetic separation
Light fraction deposition
Autoclave(alkaline treatment)
Filter-press

Conc~tration

(Bq/m )

Dose(mSv)

0,25
0,56
0,43
0,20
0,13

The total dose equivalent are presented in table 3.
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150,6
300,0
259,0
120,5
78,3

Table 3 - Total annual dose equivalent.
Processing area

Dose(mSv)

Monazite mill
Magnetic separation
Light fraction deposition
Autoclave(alkaline treatment)
Filter-press

166,0
335,0
280,0
128,5
88,3

The results in table 3 show that all the values are higher
than the primary limits (50 mSv/year). To avoid those doses it
was adopted the following remedial actions: reduction of working
journey; the use of masks for radiactive
particulate;
and
modifications in the processing, like deactivation of the magnetic
separation.
CONCLUSIONS
1) The monazite processing to obtain rare earth
trissodic
phosphate, in areas that have associated thorium,
can
yield
doses equivalents up to 335,00 msv a year, mainly during milling
and magnetic separation.
2) According to the results from mean concentration given in
table 2 and concidering the limits for thorium associate
ore
dust, 0,082 Bq/m 3 , by safety series 82, we conclude:
a) For free air sampling one should use techniques to retain
paticles of breathing size such as Cyclones.
b) The total alpha techinique is not adequated to aplay those
limits for concentration. It is necessary a additional techinique
radium
that allow discriminat the contribution from thorium,
and uranium.
c) Since the dose equivalent values are grather than 3/10 of
the primary limit, it is recomended a individual ITOnitoring program
using personal air sampler and/or bionalysis.
3) The Company should execute cost-benefity analysisto obtain
a conclusive solution for the radiological problems.
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MESURES DANS UNE MINE D•URANIUM DE LA GRANULOMETRIE
DES AEROSOLS ET DES DESCENDANTS DU RADON

D. BOULAUD, J.C. CHOUARD
CEA/Institut de Protection et de surete Nucleaire
DPEI/SERAC/LPMA, BP 6, 92265 FONTENAY-AUX-ROSES CEDEX, France
SUBMICRON-SIZED AEROSOL AND RADON PROGENY MEASUREMENTS
IN A URANIUM MINE
Submicron-sized aerosol was studied in a uranium mine using
an Electrical Aerosol Analyzer and a Differential Mobility
Particle Sizer.
In addition radon progeny particle size
distributions were measured using a prototype instrument
developed by us (SDI 2000) . The number weighted mean electrical
mobility diameters and the geometric standard deviations ranged
respectively from 0.05 to 0.1 MID and 1.8 to 2. The gross alpha
activity weighted mean thermodynamic diameters ranged typically
from 0.1 to 0.2 MID.
INTRODUCTION
La seconde campagne europeenne d'intercomparaison des
methodes de mesure du radon s 'est deroulee du 29 juin au
7 juillet 1989 sur le siege minier de Bellezane (Division Miniere
COGEMA de La Crouzille, France) (1]. La section de la galerie est
de 10m 2 avec des vitesses moyennes d'air de l'ordre de 1,3 mjs.
Au
cours
de
cette
campagne,
la
caracterisation de
la
granulometrie des aerosols etait assuree ainsi que la mesure de
la distribution en dimension de l'activite alpha globale. L'objet
de cet article, outre la caracterisation de l'aerosol d'une mine
d'uranium, est de montrer comment ces deux mesures peuvent etre
reliees.
METHODES DE MESURE - APPAREILLAGES
Mesure de la distribution en dimension de !•aerosol
Deux dispositifs fondes sur les proprietes electriques
etaient utilises :
- l'analyseur electrique d'aerosol (EAA modele 3030 de TSI,
St Paul, Mn, USA),
l'analyseur differentiel de mobilite electrique (DMPS
modele 3932 de TSI, St Paul, Mn, USA)
EAA : Le principe de comptage et de selection en dimension de ce
dispositif est base, premierement sur un processus de charge des
particules par un nuage d'ions unipolaires, deuxiemement sur une
mesure de la distribution en mobilite electrique des particules
ainsi chargees. La connaissance de la loi de charge permet alors
de remonter a la distribution en dimension de l 1 aerosol. Le
domaine effectif de mesure s 1 etend de 0,01 a 1 MID. Dans notre
application, cet appareil fonctionnait automatiquement, une
mesure etant effectuee toutes les 15 minutes. Un PC assurait a
la fois la commande, l 1 acquisition et le stockage des donnees.
L 1 EAA nous fournissai t l 1 evolution au cours du temps de la
distribution en dimension numerique de l 1 aerosol, caracterisee
principalement par le diametre median numerique, l 1 ecart type
geometrique et la concentration en nombre.
DMPS : Le principe de selection en dimension de ce dispositif
est base, premierement sur un processus de mise a l 1 equilibre de
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Boltzmann des particules par passage au travers d'un nuage d'ions
bipolaires, deuxiemement sur une mesure de la distribution en
mobilite electrique en utilisant un analyseur differentiel qui
permet une meilleure resolution que l' EAA. La detection des
particules est assuree en aval de l'analyseur par un compteur de
noyaux de condensation (CNC, TSI, 3030, St Paul, Mn, USA). Ce
dispositif permet de couvrir un domaine s•etendant de 0,008 a
0,4 ~m. Le DMPS nous fournissait le diametre median numerique et
l'ecart type geometrique de l'aerosol.
Mesure de la distribution en dimension de l 1 activite alpha
qlobale
Nous avons utilise un prototype developpe par nos soins et
denomme SDI 2000 (Spectrometre Diffusionnel et Inertiel). Il
permet de couvrir un vaste domaine de dimensions s'etendant de
0,0075 a 15 ~men diametre. Une description complete du SDI 2000
a deja ete publiee [2, 3]. ci-dessous, on trouvera une
description
succincte
des
principaux
composants
et
du
fonctionnement.
La partie inertielle est constituee d'un
impacteur en cascade de huit etages (ANDERSEN mark II) dont les
diametres de coupure s'echelonnent entre 0,35 et 7,5 ~m pour un
debit nominal de 28,3 1/min. La partie diffusionnelle est
constituee par six tubes disposes en parallele qui contiennent
des lits granulaires ayant des hauteurs et des diametres de
billes
differents.
Dans
notre
application
particuliere,
l'impacteur etait reduit aux trois derniers etages et un canal
de la batterie de diffusion etait neutralise. De plus, un
ensemble de grilles, dimensionne pour pieger la fraction libre
des descendants du radon etait place en amant du SDI. Dans ces
conditions, le domaine couvert s•etendait de 0,01 a 2 ~m. Pour
ce type de dispositif associant un impacteur a une batterie de
diffusion,
les
dimensions
caracteristiques
sont
soit
aerodynamique (impacteur), soit thermodynamique (batterie de
diffusion). Ceci signifie que pour un depot majoritairement dans
l' impacteur on determine un AMAD (Activity Mean Aerodynamic
Diameter) et que pour un depot majoritairement dans la batterie
de diffusion on accede a un AMTD (Activity Mean Thermodynamic
Diameter). Apres la mesure, l'ensemble des filtres et des plaques
de collection etaient recuperes et analyses par comptage alpha.
Les chaines de comptage se composaient d'un detecteur de silicium
implante et d' une echelle de comptage multi voie coup lee a un
calculateur. Du fait des delais dans le demontage du SDI et la
recuperation des differents echantillons, la distribution en
dimension des descendants du radon est representee en activite
alpha totale, car il n•est pas possible d'acceder a la
distribution des differents descendants du radon.
RESULTATS EXPERIMENTAUX
Noyaux de condensation
La concentration en noyaux de condensation a ete mesuree en
continu durant toute la duree de l'intercomparaison. Celle-ci a
varie entre 30 ooo et 200 ooo particulesjcm3 avec des valeurs
moyennes par demi-journee comprises entre 60 000 et 90 000.

Distribution en dimension de !•aerosol
Pour une journee representative, on a represente sur la
figure 1 les variations du diametre moyen numerique de l'aerosol
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a partir des mesures effectuees avec 1 'EAA et le DMPS. On
constate que !'amplitude de ces variations est faible et qu'elles
sont bien reproduites simultanement par les deux dispositifs.
Neanmoins, un leger ecart est observe entre les deux appareils.
Les variations de l'ecart type geometrique sont tres faibles et
celui-ci est typiquement compris entre 1,8 et 2.
Distribution en dimension de 1•activite alpha globale
A titre d'exemple, on a represente sur la figure 2 une
distribution en dimension de l'activite alpha globale obtenue au
cours de la meme journee (mesure a 16 heures) a partir des
prelevements effectues avec le SDI 2000. Au cours de cette etude,
les rnesures au SDI et au DMPS etaient simultanees.
DISCUSSION
Afin de relier les deux types de mesures decrites dans le
paragraphe precedent, on peut, a partir de la distribution en
dimension numerique obtenue au DMPS, calculer la distribution en
dimension de la fraction attachee des descendants du radon, en
utilisant
les
elements theoriques permettant de decrire
l'attachement. Ces developpernents theoriques ont fait !'objet de
nombreux travaux que nous ne rappellerons pas ici ( 4, 5] . Le
coefficient d'attachement utilise est celui introduit par
Porstendorfer (6], avec cornme valeur du coefficient de diffusion
de la fraction libre pour le 218 Po, celle qui est couramment admise
(0,068 cm 2 /S (5]). Sur la figure 3, on a done porte les valeurs
des diametres moyens en activite alpha globale obtenus
directement avec le SDI et les diametres moyens de la
distribution en dimension de la fraction attachee des descendants
du radon calculee a partir de la distribution en dimension
numerique obtenue au DMPS. On constate que pour nos conditions
experimentales, !'accord est tres satisfaisant et que le calcul
de l'attachement des descendants du radon a partir d'une
distribution en dimension numerique permet de resti tuer une
distribution en dimension tout-a-fait comparable a celle de
l'activite alpha globale obtenue avec le SDI.
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SESSION 70
Exposition professionnelles -1: installations industrielles
Occupational exposure - 1: industrial installations

GESTION DE LA DOSIMETRIE
DES TRAVAILLEURS D'ENTREPRISES EXTERIEURES
Philippe ROLLIN*, Christian LEFAURE**
* EDF - Comite de Radioprotection - Paris
** CEPN (Centre d'Etude sur !'evaluation de la
protection dans le domaine nucleaire) Fontenay-aux-Roses
MANAGEMENT OF OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSITION
OF CONTRACTORS' WORKERS
Abstract :
In order to improve the dosimetric follow-up of the
contractors' workers and for a fair application of the
ALARA principle, EDF has developed a computerized file for
occupational doses (collected by electronic dosemeters).
Contractors will be associated to the use of the system. In
its contracts, EDF is also providing for an improved
quality and supervision of the workers' education and
training.
I - LE
PROBLEME
DES
TRAVAILLEURS
DES
ENTREPRISES
EXTERIEURES DANS LE CYCLE ELECTRONUCLEAIRE FRANCAIS
Entre 1985 et 1990, on peut estimer que le bilan de
!'exposition collective des travailleurs dans le cycle
electronucleaire fran9ais est passe de 110 a environ
150 H.Sievert. La part des travailleurs des entreprises
exterieures qui etait inferieure a 50 % de 1' exposition
totale en 1985 s'est accrue progressivement pour atteindre
pres de 70 %, soit environ 100 H.Sievert en 1990.
La quasi-totalite de cette exposition apparait
concentree dans deux maillons du cycle : les centres de
retraitement et les centrales nucleaires. La part de ces
dernieres
est
preponderante
dans
!'exposition
des
travailleurs des entreprises exterieures, plus de 90 % en
1990. Cette situation n' est pas surprenante lorsque 1' on
sait que les travaux de maintenance des reacteurs sent
realises pour 1 'essentiel par ces entreprises et que le
volume des travaux s'accro1t avec le vieillissement du pare
(revisions
quinquennales,
decennales,
remplacement
de
generateurs de vapeur ... ). Ainsi en 1990, les travailleurs
de ces entreprises ont re9u 82 % de !'exposition collective
engagee dans les reacteurs a eau pressurisee d' EDF, soit
92 H.Sv sur 113 au total.
En France, du point de vue reglementaire,
le
centrale des
doses
re9ues
par
les
travailleurs des
entreprises n'est pas du ressort de l'exploitant mais de la
responsabilite de leur employeur. Ces controles se font par
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films
dosimetriques
mensuels
depouilles
par
des
laboratoires contrOles par le Ministlre de la Sante. Mais
l'exploitant n'est pas habilite a connaitre les doses, qui
sent couvertes par le secret medical et ne peuvent etre
communiquees qu'a des medecins. Si l'on ajoute a cela les
delais de depouillement de la dosimetrie reglementaire, la
mobilite des travailleurs, le rattachement de certaines
entreprises a des Services communs de medecine du travail,
et il faut le dire la fraude qui peut etre le fait
d' employeurs
peu
scrupuleux
comme
d' ail leurs
de
travailleurs
-surtout
interimairesplus
soucieux de
conserver un emploi bien remunere que de proteger leur
sante, on prend la mesure de la meconnaissance des doses
reelles.
Une enquete du CEPN realisee en 1989 auprls d • un
echantillon
d' entreprises
a
permis
d' estimer
la
distribution des doses
individuelles des travailleurs
exterieurs sur la periode 1985-1988.
Le pourcentage,
d' operateurs exposes dent la dose annuelle depasse 15 msv
fluctue entre 25 et 45 % ; celui des operateurs dent la
dose annuelle depasse 20 msv fluctue entre 16 et 32 %. Les
specialites concernees par ces fortes doses sent aussi bien
celles d'operateurs tres qualifies amenes a operer dans des
zones penalisantes (boites a eau de generateurs de vapeur)
que
d' operateurs
beaucoup
mains qualifies
comme
les
calorifugeurs ou les agents de servitudes.
II - MOYENS MIS EN OEUVRE PAR EDF
Face a cette situation preoccupante* I EDF a ete
conduite a prendre un certain nombre de mesures de sa
propre initiative, en dehors du contexte reglementaire ;
d'une part afin d'assurer aux travailleurs le meme degre de
protection qu•a son propre personnel, d'autre part en vue
de se doter d'outils lui permettant de mettre en oeuvre une
veritable politique d'optimisation de la radioprotection.
Par ail leurs, 1' abaissement futur des limites de
dose en application de la CIPR 60 (revision de la Directive
CCE/EURATOM 80/836) est un motif supplementaire d'ameliorer
le suivi dosimetrique des agents d'entreprises exterieures.
EDF a generalise depuis plus de 10 ans !'usage des
dosimetres electroniques. Tout agent -EDF ou entreprisepenetrant en zone contrOlee en est dote ; la dose est lue
automatiquement quand 1' agent sort de la zone et lui est
affectee par un systlme informatique. Ceci permet la
gestion des doses du personnel fixe de la centrale, et du

* La
Commission
des
Communautes
Europeennes
s'est
d'ailleurs saisie du probleme au plan europeen et a
publie une Directive (90/641 EURATOM) pour ameliorer la
surveillance dosimetrique de ces travailleurs.
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personnel d'entreprises pendant son sejour sur un site de
centrale. Mais le systeme est actuellement limite car :
1 - la gestion est locale : un travailleur qui change de
site repart ~ zero ; seules sent contrOlees les doses
re9ues sur le site (sachant que c'est l'employeur -avec
son medecin du travail- qui est responsable du respect
des limites annuelles) .
2 - quand

on tente des recoupements avec les resultats
obtenus sur plusieurs sites, on se heurte frequemment
au
probleme
de
!'identification
correcte
des
travailleurs
les sources d'erreur sont en effet
nombreuses.

Un premier pas vient d'etre franchi avec la mise en
place d'un
fichier national
(DOSirAT)
regroupant les
donnees de dosimetrie operationnelle . Ce fichier pourra
etre interroge par toutes les centrales.
Le systeme
comprend des procedures de contrOle et de validation des
identites pour eviter les ecueils mentionnes ci-dessus. Ce
fichier mis en service en 1992 sur 2 sites pilotes, va etre
tres rapidernent etendu ~ tous les sites.
Mais cette demarche est encore insuffisante. En
effet, EDF n'est pas le seul exploitant nucleaire en
France. Des contacts ont ete pris pour etendre la portee du
fichier en y incluant les sites du groupe CEA (Commissariat
~ l'Energie Atomique).
Ce fichier presente aussi un grand interet pour les
entreprises
prestataires
elles-memes
confrontees
au
probleme de connaitre rapidement les doses pour pouvoir
gerer leur personnel ; elles sont egalement sollicitees par
leurs clients etrangers pour fournir l'etat des doses
re9ues par les travailleurs et se trouvent souvent dans
l'incapacite de le fournir.
III - GENERALISATION DE LA DEMARCHE : L'ASSURANCE DE LA
QUALITE - DEVELOPPEMENT DES RELATIONS CONTRACTUELLES
plus
loin
dans
aller
la
demarche
Pour
d'optimisation de la radioprotection des travail leurs

*

Nota : la
dosimetrie
operationnelle
ne
donne
pas
necessairement les memes valeurs que la dosimetrie
reglementaire par film (seule legale en France) I
et pourrait etre -dans le contexte fran9ais- une
source de conflits. En fait, il faut comprendre
que la dosimetrie operationnelle restera un moyen
de gestion, capable de permettre !'optimisation
des
doses et d'attirer !'attention sur les
travailleurs
approchant
d'un
"niveau
d • investigation" ~ definir avec les services
medicaux.
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exterieurs, il faut pouvoir compter sur des partenaires
industriels
serieux ;
les
abus
lies a !'utilisation
d'interimaires sans formation sont en effet connus.
Pour obtenir des progres sensibles, il faut un
personnel sensibilise et bien forme. Et cette formation
doit etre soumises aux regles d'assurance de la gualite,
done controlee*. Par ailleurs, l'abaissement des normes de
radioprotection va conduire a accroitre le nombre des
travailleurs pour certains pastes plus particulierement
exposes -si des moyens de reduction de doses (robots par
exemple) ne peuvent etre mis en oeuvre. On ne peut exiger
des entreprises cet effort de formation sans leur garantir
en centre-partie un volant de travail suffisant meme pour
les travailleurs ayant atteint un seuil de dose determine :
ces travailleurs devront etre employes en zone non
nucleaire.
Ceci
conduit
a developper les relations
contractuelles avec les entreprises, ce qui devrait se
traduire par une amelioration des conditions de formation
et une reduction des doses individuelles.
Les acteurs seront
temporaires sans formation
pour
les
travaux
les
contractuelles -avec risque
ce point.

en effet bien identifies, les
ne pourront plus etre employes
plus
exposes ;
les
clauses
d'exclusion- seront claires sur

Conclusion
En resume, la creation d'un fichier national,
associant
progressivement
les
principaux
exploitants
nucleaires fran9ais, et auquel auront acces -sous certaines
conditionsles
entreprises
prestataires
qui
le
souhaiteront, devrait permettre de mieux connaitre les
doses
de
la plupart des
travail leurs
et d' assurer
correctement
leur suivi dosimetrique en temps reel.
L'association avec des clauses contractuelles, "moralisant"
les relations avec les entreprises, donnant une importance
essentielle a !'assurance de la qualite, devrait permettre
globalement une meilleure protection des travailleurs
exterieurs, objectif conforme aux voeux de la Communaute
Europeenne. On pourrait en outre souhaiter qu'un fichier
communautaire voit rapidement le jour.

* Les moyens prevus dans cette optique sont developpes dans
la communication n°350 de M. MARILLIER sur le CEFRI.
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NUCLEAR POWER IN SWEDEN - DOSES, RELEASES AND ACTIONS
J.Valentin, P.Hofvander, C.Hagg, L.Malmqvist, B.A.Persson
Swedish Radiation Protection Institute (SSI),
Box 60204, S-104 01 Stockholm, Sweden
ABSTRACT
Some 5,000 workers at 12 units get a mean annual effective dose of 2-3 mSv corresponding to a collective dose of
c.
2 man Sv per GW. Annual critical group doses from environmental releases are 0.001-0.015 mSv, public collective doses c. 5 man Sv per GW. A steam generator replacement, 1989,
did not change this picture. During the l980ies,
filtered
containment venting systems were installed and an organisation for local measurements of gamma dose rate established.
BACKGROUND
The Swedish nuclear programme consists of 12 light water reactors producing about half of the electric power in
Sweden. Nuclear power is scheduled for phaseout by 2010, but
no starting date is fixed for the phaseout.
The energy availability factor has been in the range of
75-90 %.
Some years, utilisation has been about 10 % lower
than availability, due to well-filled water reservoirs and
low power demand in mild winters. The low annual number of
scrams per reactor decreased further in 1990 to 1.7, with no
trigged scram at all at 3 reactors. Most scrams originated
in conventional systems, not the reactor process system.
THE SYSTEM OF DOSE LIMITATION
Current regulations are based on ICRP 26 (1).
However,
for workers supplementary dose limits enacted 1989 for age
30 (180 mSv) and lifetime (700 mSv) correspond to a mean of
15 mSv annually. As a level of ambition the annual collective worker dose should not exceed 2 man Sv annually per GW
installed capacity. Releases must not cause annual doses exceeding 0.1 mSv to members of critical groups.
The annual
collective dose should not exceed 5 man Sv per GW installed.
A common centralised dose registration system is operated and used by all nuclear power plants. Internal exposure,
checked at the plants by whole-body measurements, has so far
been insignificant compared to external exposure.
ANNUAL OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURES
Data on the nuclear programme and average effective doses are given in Table l. For individual doses, utility employees have slightly but significantly lower doses than
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contractors. No dose since 1981 exceeds 50 mSv per year.
Normalised collective doses to staff are consistently in
agreement with the regulatory level of ambition,
2 man Sv
per year. Internationally, the doses are low, cf. (2).
Table l. Occupational exposure data at Swedish light water reactors, 1981 - 1990

Year

Number
of reactors

1981
1982
1983

10

1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
Notes:

9
9

Installed
capacity
(GW)

Energy
generated
(GWa)

Number of Annual individual
mean dose (mSv) for:
exposed
workers(a) utility contractors

Annual collective mean
dose (man Sv) g:r:
reactor GWa(b) GW(c)

6.4
7.3
7.4

4.5
4.3
4.6

4,154
3,766
4,774

2.9
2.3
2.6

3.3
2.6
3.2

1.5
l.l
1.5

3.2
2.3
3.2

2.1
1.5
2.0

12
12

7.4
9.5
9.5

5.8
6.7
8.0

4,584
4,674
5,688

2.5
1.8
2.1

2.5
2.6
3.4

1.2
0.9
1.4

2.0
1.7
2.1

1.6
1.2
1.8

12
12
12
12

9.7
9.7
9.9
10.0

7.7
7.9
7.5
7.4

5,815
5,976
5,449
5,138

1.9
2.2
2.0
2.1

2.9
3.1
3.2
3.1

1.3
1.5
1.3
1.2

2.0
2.2
2.1
1.9

1.5
1.7
1.6
1.4

10

(a) Workers with recorded doses only
(b) Energy generated
(c) Installed capacity (ambition level: annual collective dose < 2 man Sv)

The steam generators at Ringhals unit 2 were replaced
in 1989. The replacement took 72 days and caused a collective dose of only 2.9 man Sv (3). All doses due to this big
project are included in Table 1. As can be seen, the project
has not changed dose statistics compared to other years.
ACCUMULATED OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURES
Accumulated effective doses at age 30 are recorded, and
predicted lifetime doses shown, in Table 2. Two discriminators were used for lifetime dose prediction: 1) Only workers
with a current accumulated dose exceeding 100 mSv were included
(their number is given in Table 2), and 2) The dose
had to be distributed over 5 or more years.
Lifetime doses were calculated as E = (Dr+ De), where
Dr is the recorded dose during n years including 1990 at the
latest,
and De is the expected dose from 1991 up to age 65
calculated as De = (t * Dr I n) where t = years from 1991 to
age 65,
i.e. with the very conservative assumption of the
same average annual dose all years as in past years.
Doses at age 30 have not exceeded the new 180 mSv limit
since 1976 (but one foreign contractor was refused to work
for this reason in 1991). A score of workers are predicted
to hit the lifetime 700 mSv limit, but the prediction is not
very realistic. Also, steps taken in response to the limit
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Table 2. Accumulated effective dose (E) in mSv at age 30, currently and predicted for lifetime for Swedish nuclear industry workers

Dose
Occupational group

at

age

Number with
E >50 E >180

30

Current dose

Predicted total lifetime effective dose

E
max

Number with
E >100

Number with
E >700

E
mean

E
max

E
median

SD
E

Health j:hysicists
Mechanical
workers
Service
personnel
Insulation
personnel
Operation
personnel
Material
testers
Electr & instr
technicians
Chemists

33

2

222(a)

36

3

430

820

380

163

76

2

322(a)

163

17

440

1060

400

183

410

650

420

160

420

740

410

166

other staff

18

Notes:

18

136

10

7

141

12

9

148

36

330

670

300

124

5

1

92

15

350

660

310

123

5

97

4

320

460

270

105

l

82

5

310

550

240

165

37

340

660

310

143

4

275(a)

(a) These doses were accumulated before 1976
(b) Total number of workers with recorded dose >0.1 mSv in the underlying central
dose register is 27,479

decrease doses further. Although ICRP disfavours lifetime
dose limits, the new 100 mSv per 5 years limit (4) will also
limit lifetime doses to 900 mSv. Few Swedish workers could
accumulate 900 mSv, but several predicted mean lifetime doses exceed 400 mSv, the German lifetime dose limit (5).
EXPOSURES OF THE PUBLIC: RELEASES FROM NORMAL OPERATION
The left part of Figure 1 compares Swedish and international normalised activity releases, excluding air releases
of H-3 and all C-14. On average, Swedish BWR releases are
similar to other countries, while Swedish PWR releases are
smaller than in other countries. The high BWR releases in
1980-1982 are mainly due to fuel damage at the Ringhals BWR
unit and at Oskarshamn, causing large noble gas releases.
The right diagram shows effective doses to critical
groups from Swedish plants including H-3 and C-14. All doses
are far lower than the limit, 0.1 mSv. However, 3 of the 4
Ringhals units are PWRs, all other Swedish units are BWR.
While PWR releases are smaller, PWR doses are higher, mainly
due to lower smoke stacks causing a higher C-14 dose.
C-14 dominates the collective dose. Using a truncated
500-year time integral, the calculated C-14 collective dose
is c. 48 man Sv annually, or up to c. 1.2 times the level of
ambition of 5 man Sv per GW.
All other releases together
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Release from PWR and BWR during 1980 to 1985

Calculated dose to critical group

give less than 0.1 man Sv.
EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS
Since 1981, an extensive programme has introduced mitigating devices and a new severe accident handling strategy
at the plants. For each reactor containment, filtered venting systems can be activated manually or automatically,
in
order to avoid heavy ground contamination even in severe
accidents. There is a regulatory limit on accident releases
through the filter of 0.1 % of the core inventory of particulate activity, normalised to an 1800 MW (thermal) reactor.
After Chernobyl, all counties and all 284 urban and rural districts in Sweden were equipped with gamma dose rate
instruments with a range of 0.1 uSv/h to 10 mSv/h. Some 500
persons have been taught to use these and measurements are
practiced at 7-month intervals at about 800 local reference
points. Thus reference data with seasonal variations are obtained and handling proficiency retained. This supplements
other means of rapid determination of radiation conditions.
It would provide an important background for information to
the public in accidental fallout situations.
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SAFETY STATUS OF RADIATION WORKERS HANDLING RADIOLUMINOUS PAINT
P.K.Gaur, Geetha Sadagopan, G.Venkataraman &
*Kamala Rudran
Division Of Radiological Protection
*Health Physics Division
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre,
Trombay, Bombay-400 085

ABSTRACT
Staff
handling
Radioluminous Paint (RLP)
have
been
monitored for internal burden for the past ten years. The annual
collective dose equivalent is found to vary from 20 to 268 man
mSv in case of 3H. The collective dose per TBq activity of 3H is
ranging from 0.54 to 7.72 man mSv. In case of 147pm the bioassay
results indicated pulmonary burden in some of the workers.
The
effective dose equivalent is found below 0.1 mSv.

INTRODUCTION
Use of RLP in the country in past seven years has increased
from 37 to 185 TBq in case of 3H paint and 2 to 3.7 TBq in case
of 147Pm.
Watch manufacturers import 3H paint with specific
activity
varying from 0.07 to 18.5 TBq/kg. 147pm paint is
manufactured in the country with specific activity of 70 GBq/kg.
There are sixteen institutions actively using RLP with a work
force of 100. These institutions use RLP in large quantity. At
one place the paint is used in powder form. Their workplaces were
routinely inspected and modified to reduce air, surface and
personnel contamination. The luminizing jobs are now done in
ventilated boxes(VB) & glove boxes(GB) installed in a ventilated
room<l). Workers engaged in luminizing job, work with RLP in
rotation for fixed interval of time varying from 15 to 90 days.
The workers engaged in painting job are monitored continuously
for internal burden.

METHOD/PROCEDURE OF MONITORING
Tritium concentration in air as HTO is measured by cold
strip
method and total tritium using
continuous
tritium
monitor(2). To remove tritium in particulate form,
air was
filtered through absolute filter paper and counted for 3H
concentration. 3H workers are monitored before commencement and
soon after stopping the work with RLP. 3H burden is estimated by
urine analysis, by taking biological half life Tb=7 days or
actual Tb of the workers. The urine samples from outstation
institutions
are received by post at regular intervals. 147pm
concentration present in particulate form in air is measured by
filtering large volume of air through absolute filter paper and
counting 147pm betas on it with a calibrated end window type GM
counter. 147pm workers are called to Trombay for monitoring once
in a year soon after stopping the work with RLP.
147pm body
burden is measured by estimating activity in liver using Phoswich
Detector(3) (counting the bremsstrahlung) and also by carrying
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out bioassay. RLP workers have been
a period of 10 years.

monitored continuously over

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Regular personnel monitoring,
periodic inspection of the
workplaces and modifications carried out in working areas have
resulted in a significant reduction of annual dose to radiation
workers.
In institution 'A' where the luminizing operation is
dusty, the annual Dose Equivalent (ADE) in the year 1981-82, was
in the range 8.2 to 16.2 mSv,
is now, in the range 0.07 to 3.5
mSv (Table I).
The use of GB/VB for luminizing job and the
improvement in ventilation system to create 5 to 12 air changes
in the workshop was recommended. This change has brought down the
HTO concentration during working hours to 40 kBq;m3 from 1200
kBq/m3 of air. A worker in this air concentration would
receive
ADE of about 2.5 mSv.
It can be seen in the table I that in most
of the workers, the ADE in 1988 is less than 3 mSv.
During the
mcnitoring programme, 3H concentration in urine samples indicated
the concentration varying from 3.7 to 370 kBq/1 of urine.
There
were instances when 3H concentration in few workers exceeded the
level of 370 kBq/1 of urine. The maximum 3H concentration in
urine which was detected at any time in any subject was 2.5 MBq/1
of urine. The investigations revealed that the the ventilation
system was not operative during the period of higher internal
burden.
It was evaluated that with the ventilation system OFF,
the HTO concentration can rise to 330-370 kBq/m3 of air(4).
This
may increase the urine concentration by a factor of ten.
In
institution 'B' large quantity of RLP (92.5 TBq) with
specific
activity 18 TBq/kg is in use and is currently being modified. The
monitoring programme was started in 1987 and systematic studies
were initiated in 1988. The ADE in these workers ranged from 4.35
to 23.53 mSv (Table II). In 1990 the ADE received by most of the
workers was in the range of 0-10 mSv whereas in 1988-89, it was
10 to 20 mSv. Here HTO concentration in urine was usually in the
range of 10 to 100 kBq/1. There were also instances when HTO
concentration was higher than the usual level. In two cases the
levels were estimated to be 2.58 & 3.8 MBq/1.
Air monitoring
results showed HTO concentration at this place to be in the
range of 101 to 210 kBq/m3 of air.
This contamination also has

Table I: Distribution of annual dose equivalent in mSv in
institution 'A'.
Range
1981
0-3.0
3.1-4.0
4.1-5.0
5.1-10.0
11.0-20.0
Above 21

0
0
0
2
2
0

1982
0
1
0
1
4
0

Number of Workers
1983
1984
1985
10
0
0
0
0
0

7
1
0
1
0
0
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10
0
0
0
0
0

1986
9
2
0
0
0
1CEE)

1987
8
1
1
1
0
0

1988
8
1
0
0
0
0

Table II: Distribution of annual dose equivalent in mSv in
institution 'B'.

Range
1988

Number of workers
1989

2

0-10
11-20
21-30
Above 31

1990
15

3
11
2
0

3

0
0

8

1
1(EE)

EE- excessive exposure (annual dose equivalent more than 50 mSv)
Table III: Level of fecal activity detected.

Range of act.
Bq/24 h
No. of workers

0-1.0

1.0-2.0

2.0-3.0

3.0-4.0

4.0-5.0

8

1

1

2

2

been brought down by improving ventilation system and use of
GB/VB. This relatively higher internal burden in these workers is
probably due to two reasons. Firstly, the period of rotation is
as long as 90 days. Secondly, the quantity and the specific
activity of paint used is large.
Whole body counting of 147pm did not show any liver burden
in workers. However fecal analysis indicated some activity in a
few workers.
Activity was not detected in any ·urine sample.
Repeat measurements after five days did not show reduction in
fecal activity.
Lung burden was evaluated from fecal activity
assuming Tb=500 days in lung. It was found to range from 0.4 to
5.2 kBq (Table III). In all other cases the pulmonary burden was
below the detection limit of the counting set-up which is 0.89
kBq.
The 147pm paint supplied to the institutions is an oxide
compound which is insoluble in body fluid. The activity in fecal
samples is the activity which is being eliminated from the lung.
In most of the cases the exact date of intake is not known, as
they reported for monitoring very late after stopping the work
with paint. After the improvement in ventilation system the air
concentration is 1.2 MBq/m3. Some times when the room is dry
swept, the air contamination rises to a level of 2.3 MBq/m3,
higher than DAC for 147pm (2 kBq/m3).

CONCLUSION
Use of RLP in the country is safe. The internal burden in
the workers is well within the limit provided the radiation
safety procedures are followed. There are about 76 workers
engaged in tritium work and collective dose evaluated from
monitoring data of two institutions works out to be 20 and 268
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man mSv. There were two cases of excessive exposure due to 3H.
In one subject it was 120 mSv and in the other it was 210 mSv.
However these workers were laid off from the radiation job. The
annual internal dose received per person due to 3H in year 1988
was 0.24 mSv which is one eigth of the annual dose received per
year in USA(5). In 1989 it was 3.5 mSv. The main contribution is
due to institution 'B' which is under modification. In case of
147pm
paint,
the number of workers are less
and
have
insignificant lung burden. The collective dose is much less.
Internal burden
can further be brought down by improving the
ventilation system as per the activity handled and allotting the
painting job in rotation to workers. Surface contamination was
observed in all the workplaces, therefore cleanliness
and
periodic decontamination of the workplace will also reduce the
annual dose to workers. No liver burden was observed in recent
years, but in 1982 there were three cases with liver burden
ranging between 10.7 to 27.4 kBq(6).
147pm workers receive
external exposure mainly due to bremsstrahlung but well within
the limit. These results will be presented separately.(
)
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---ooo--The plutonium recycling in LWR was adopted by several
european countries right from the early 70's. At that time,
France elected to develop the breeders. Some years later, when
the economic conditions led to postpone the building of
breeders, recycling in PWR was decided in France.
Mox fuel was introduced firstly in Saint-Laurent-desEaux 900MWe reactor (unit 1) as an industrial product. Since
five reactors are dedicated to plutonium recycling; the core
management scheme consists of reloads containing 16 MOX fuel
(i. e. a third of the renewed assemblies). Sixteen PWR units
are authorized to such a recycling and could be used by the
year 1997.
As far as radioprotection is concerned, the fresh MOX
fuel emits neutron and gamma rays when enriched uranium fuel
emission is almost negligeable.
In files established to obtain a generic authorization
for Mox use it has been demonstrated that the collective doses
corresponding to the complete fuel cycle were quite similar
for MOX and for enriched uranium fuel. This fact has been
confirmed by experience; MOX fuel fabrication and handling do
not induce penalty in comparison with uranium mining and
implementation.
To reduce doses for operators in the EDF power plants, a
new handling system of fresh fuel has been conceived. the
contols concerning fresh fuel receipt have been modified to
make shorter the operator exposition time and screens are used
to decrease the level of radiations.
---ooo---
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Des le debut des annees 1970, plusieurs pays europeens
optaient pour le recyclage du plutonium dans les reacteurs ~
eau legere. La France, en choisissant le developpement des
reacteurs surregenerateurs, trouvait 1~ une voie d'utilisation
du plutonium issu des usines de retraitement provenant des
Reacteurs ~ Eau sous Pression (REP) et des reacteurs de la
filiere Uranium Naturel Graphite Gaz (UNGG) . L' evolution
differee de la filiere des reacteurs surregenerateurs a
conduit la France en 1985 ~ s'engager dans la voie du
recyclage du plutonium dans les reacteurs REP. Cette
possibilite avait ete prise en compte des la conception du
palier
REP
900
MW,
tant
sur
le
plan
technique
qu'administratif. Seize tranches REP 900 MW sont actuellement
disponibles pour ce type de fonctionnement. Dans l'avenir, 12
tranches REP 900 MW et quelques tranches REP 1300 MW
pourraient completer ce pare. La premiere tranche REP 900 MW a
ete chargee en 1987 et aujourd'hui, cinq tranches fonctionnent
de maniere industrielle en cycle mixte, selon une strategie de
rechargement par tiers de coeur. Deux de ces tranches ont un
coeur ~ l'equilibre. La strategie de rechargement par tiers de
coeur conduit ~ renouveler le tiers des elements combustibles
lors de chaque campagne, en les rempla~ant, en cycle mixte par
un tiers de combustible MOX (4, 5 % de PU) et deux tiers de
combustible standard (3, 25 % d' US). Les irradiations de
de charge des lots
de combustible sont de l' ordre de 33.000
MWj/t, ce qui correspond~ 300 JEPP.
Le tableau qui suit donne le bilan comparatif de la
dosimetrie engagee selon les deux voies, combustible standard
(cycle U02) et combustible mixte (cycle MOX) .
CYCLE U02
CYCLE MOX
en mSv I tonne de combustible

POSTES

Mine
Concentration
Conversion UF4
Conversion UF6
Enrichissement
Transport PU
Fabrication
Transport Assemblages
Reacteur
Retraitement
BILAN

TOTAL

57,27
3,06
1, 76
0,20
faible

87,00
16,40

40,00
0,20
40,00
0,13
90,10
19,70

190,69

190,13

25,00

*

* Ce chiffre resulte:
- du cout dosimetrique de l'extraction d'uranium naturel,
- et d' une part du cout dosimetrique du retraitement pour
le plutonium.
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Avant d'analyser les chiffres presentes dans ce tableau,
un rappel elementaire des donnees radiologiques s'impose.
Le combustible standard est constitue d'uranium enrichi
3,25 %. Provenant directement de l'uranium naturel,

a

Le MOX est actuellement fabrique a partir de plutonium
provenant du retraitement du combustible UNGG. Sa composition
isotopique evoluera done lorsqu' il sera utilise en aval du
retraitement du combustible REP. Enfin le MOX est actuellement
elabore a partir d'uranium naturel appauvri lors du processus
d'enrichissement (et non d'uranium de retraitement).
Le Plutonium sous ses differentes formes isotopiques
- est un emetteur alpha. Il emet 10 a 100 fois plus de
rayonnement alpha que l'uranium,
est un emetteur beta par l'intermediaire de l'isotope
241 lors de sa desintegration en americium,
est un emetteur gamma par la presence d'americium 241
provenant de la desintegration du plutonium 241,
et est enfin un emetteur neutron par les fissions
spontanees de la plupart des isotopes ou par les
consequences des reactions nucleaires qui se
produisent lorsque des atomes d'elements plus legers
sont bombardes par des particules alpha de haute
energie (provenant par exemple du plutonium 238 et
plutonium 240) .
Les rayonnements alpha et beta ne sont nocifs que lorsque
le plutonium s' introduit dans le corps humain, ceci ne
concernant que les situations accidentelles d' inetancheite de
stockage qui ne sont pas traitees dans cet expose. En fin de
cycle
(33.000
MWj/t)
le
Mox
ne
se
distingue
pas
significativement du combustible standard qui contient alors
1% de plutonium provenant de la transformation de l'Uranium
238.

a

Les emissions de rayonnements gamma ou neutrons obligent
prevoir
- une protection physique supplementaire a certains
stades du processus industriel,
- une automatisation ou des techniques d'examen ou de
maintenance adaptees afin de limiter les temps
d'exposition.

Il ressort done, malgre les incertitudes entachant les
valeurs presentees, que les doses collectives engagees par
tonne de combustible irradie sont du meme ordre de grandeur
pour les deux cycles de combustible.
Les doses integrees dans les reacteurs et les usines de
retraitement sont voisines pour les deux types de combustible.
Les doses plus importantes dans les usines de fabrication
du combustible MOX, relativement aux usines de fabrication du
combustible standard, sont compensees par les doses
economisees dans les mines et les usines de conversion.
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Si l'on fait abstraction de l'enrichissement pris ici au
titre du retraitement du combustible standard irradie, le
bilan dosimetrique pour le MOX s' etablit a 150 mSv par tonne
de combustible. L' analyse des ecarts par rapport au cycle du
combustible
standard
fait
apparaitre
des
postes
en
augmentation.
Ce
sont
les
etapes
de
fabrication,
d' exploitation en reacteur et de retraitement (toutes
activites confondues)
La fabrication de ce combustible se fait actuellement
dans 1' usine BELGO-NUCLEAIRE situee a DESSEL en BELGIQUE.
Cette usine ne pouvant assurer la fabrication de la quanti te
de combustible suffisante, sera a terme relayee par 1' usine
franc;aise MELOX implantee a MARCOULE. On peut considerer que
les chiffres de dosimetrie ne changeront pas de maniere
significative dans la mesure ou deux parametres agiront de
maniere antagoniste. Cette usine mettra en oeuvre un processus
de fabrication qui diminuera le bilan dosimetrique, cependant,
il est probable que la degradation qualitative du plutonium de
retraitement (augmentation du burn-up) reduira les gains
escomptes.
S' agissant de la phase d' exploitation en reacteur,
1' ecart peu significatif (3 mSv par tonne de combustible) a
pour principale origine la manutention du combustible MOX en
centrale nucleaire lors de sa reception. Le combustible MOX
est livre par transport routier special, accompagne. Deux
livraisons sont necessaires pour un rechargement du coeur (16
elements MOX) . Chaque livraison comprend en general quatre
containers renfermant chacun deux elements combustibles.
Chaque container est instrumente afin de mesurer avant son
ouverture l'eventuelle occurrence de chocs lors du transport.
L' effect if du personnel present lors des operations de
reception
est
limite
a 8 personnes. Des contr6les
dosimetriques gamma et neutrons sont effectues sur le
container avant 1' ouverture. Apres ouverture, un contr6le
dosimetrique gamma et neutron est effectue au contact des
elements combustibles MOX. Les elements combustibles sont
ensuite bascules en position verticale et manutentionnes un a
un, afin de realiser une operation de contr6le elementaire
avant l'immersion en piscine. Un poste d'examen a specialement
ete conc;u afin que tout le chemin effectue par 1, element
combustible ne se fasse pas a une hauteur superieure a 70 em
(2, 3 feet) . Cette disposition permet de prevenir les risques
en cas de chute de l ' element combustible. Le contr6le
elementaire a pour seul objectif de s'assurer qu'aucun corps
etranger ne se trouve entre les crayons combustibles. Les
contr6les de qualite et dimensionnels sont effectues en usine
de fabrication du combustible, cette strategie etant validee
par les resultats. Le poste d'examen en centrale nucleaire est
blinde afin de reduire les effets des rayonnements gamma et
neutrons. Il est equipe d'un poste d'observation optique par
binoculaire et miroirs coulissant de bas en haut afin
d'examiner les quatre faces de l'element combustible. Apres ce
contr6le, l'element combustible MOX est immerge en piscine
avant son transfert dans le coeur du reacteur. Le stockage sec
est exclu.
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La phase complete d' ouverture d' un container, de
contr6le, et d' immersion des deux elements combustibles MOX
dure en moyenne xx minutes.
Les appareils de mesure utilises par Electricite de
France pour ces operations sont
- le compteur FAG FH 40 (SOCIETE NARDEUX) pour le debit
de dose gamma,
- le compteur DINEUTRON (SOCIETE NARDEUX) pour le debit
de dose neutron. Ce compteur effectue directement la
conversion neutron-gamma sur la base de la courbe de la CIPR
(gamme d'energie de 0,025 ev a 15 Mega ev).
Seize receptions de combustible ont deja ete realisees
dans la centrale nucleaire de Saint-Laurent-des-Eaux. la
valeur moyenne des doses mesurees est de 3,3 mSv par tonne de
combustible.
Le
retraitement
enfin fait
apparaitre un
bilan
dosimetrique plus fort en ce qui concerne le MOX. Cet aspect
est directement lie a la composition du combustible MOX en fin
de cycle. Le combustible MOX contient, a burn-up egal (33.000
MWj par tonne) 4 % de plutonium, alors que le combustible
standard ne renferme que 1 % de plutonium. Les deux
pourcentages cites etant a ponderer dans leurs effets
radiologiques par la composition isotopique qui est
defavorable pour le MOX.
Le dossier de faisabilite etablissait que les doses
collectives par tonne de combustible charge en reacteur, pour
le combustible standard a l'uranium enrichi et pour le MOX,
devaient etre comparables. L'experience acquise confirme done
ce point. Les doses resultant de la fabrication du MOX en
usine et de sa manutention en centrales nucleaires sont
compensees par les doses liees a 1' extraction et a la
conversion de l'uranium naturel.

---ooo---
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SPECIFICATIONS DE BLINDAGE PRIMAIRE ET SECONDAIRE POUR
LES SALLES DE RADIOGRAPHIE INDUSTRIELLE MUNIES
D'IRIDIUM 192 SELON LES LIMITES DE DOSES
EFFECTIVES ANNUELLES D'ICRP 60
Jean-Marc Legare
de l'Environnement du Quebec,
6072 est, rue Sherbrooke
Montreal, Quebec, canada
H1N 1Cl

Minist~re

PRIMARY AND SECONDARY SHIELDING SPECIFICATIONS FOR INDUSTRIAL
RADIOGRAPHY ROOMS WITH IRIDIUM 192 ACCORDING TO ICRP 60
ANNUAL EFFECTIVE DOSE LIMITS
The correlation between the HVL of large fields coming out
of var ions shielding thicknesses of exposure rate transmission
curves and the conversion coefficients [Effective dose equivalent/100 Exposure] for an AP anthropomorphic phantom (ICRP 51,
1987) is first determined.
These fac:torg are then applied to
free air pr imar:y, scatter and leakage exposure dose rates and
transmission fractions for lead, steel and concrete. The results
are then used to obtain the table of shielding specifications for
primary, scatter and scatter with 0,1% 1% and 10% leakage for
var:ious distances and weekly workloads to meet the average yearly
effective dose limits ot 20 and 1 msv per year of ICRP 60 (1991).
INTRODUCTION
LP but de ce travail est d'etablir les specificationg de blindage
pour ]'iridium 192 afin de renconlrer les limites de doses effectives annuelles moyennes de 20 et 1 mSv par ann~e de ICHP 60 (3)
pour l'exposition AP d'un mannequin se1on ICRP 51 (2).

PROCEDURE
La procedure utilisee est la suivante:
1.

F'aire sur la figure ci-jointe le graphique des CDA expertmentales de plomb, d' acier et de beton pour des grands
champs tr~s filtres en fonction de l'energie equivalente des
rayons ( 4, 5 et 7).
ldouter sur cette figure le graphique
de la fraction [Equivalent de dose effective en Sv/100 Exposition en Rl d'un mdnnequin AP selon ICRP 51 (2).
Ceci nous
donne done les facteurs de conversion [EDE/100 Expos.] pour
diverses CDA ~ la sortie de diverses epaisseurs de blindage
preselectionnees sur toute courbe de transmission.

?..

Choisir une charge de travail hebdomadaire donnee de 4800 Ci
h (640 000 TBq s) par semaine pour !'iridium 192 et calculer
~ 1,0 m de distance pour ces epaisseurs de blindage preselectionnees, les produits [Debit d'exposition primaire de
500 mR/h Cl (7) ou diffuse de 27. mR/h Ci x Fraction d'exposition primaire (1) ou diffusee (6)1 pour le plomb, l'acier
ou le beton selon l'epaisseur de blindage preselectionnee x
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Figure - Couches de demi-attenuation (CDA) de grands champs traversant le plomb, 1 'acier et le bet on ( 4 et 7) en fonction de
l'energie equivalente d'exposition (5); coefficients de conversion [Equivalent de dose effective/100 Exposition] de grands
champs sur un mannequin AP (2) en fonction de l'energie (keV).
L'EDE s'appelle maintenant la dose effective E (3).
Facteur de conversion [EDE/100 Expos. 1 pour les CDA au-dela
des epaisseurs de blindage preselectionnees.
On a fait les
mesures au moyen de compteurs Berthold LB 1200 et Keithley
36150 etalonnes par sources radioactives ( 5).
Les rayons
diffuses a 90° avec l'axe central provenaient d'un mur de
beton expose a 45° alors que les rayons diffuses a 95° avec
l'axe central provenaient du plancher de beton expose perpendiculairement.
La moyenne des rapports des debits d'exposition [diffuse (2m)/ primaire (2m)] etait de 0,044 pour
le cone de 60°, soit 1,7 fois le resultat d'un cone ce 46°
utilise dans un autre projet relie aux expositions (6).
3.

Fa ire pour chaque mater iau, une figure de courbes de ces
valeurs rnSv/sem. en fonction de l'epaisseur des rnateriaux.

4.

Repeter 1' etape 2 pour les rayons de fui tes dont les CDA
s'obtiennent pour chaque epaisseur de blindage donnant 10%,
1% ou 0,1%, ajoutee des epaisseurs preselectionnees.

5.

Additionner,
pour chaque epaisseur preselectionnee,
les
equivalents de doses effectives par semaine de diffusion de
l'etape 2 et de fuites (10% 1% ou 0,1%) de l'etape 4. Ajouter ces trois lignes sur la figure (non illustree).
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Specifications de blindage pour l'iridium 192 pour reduire les doses effectives primaires
secondaires et diffuses
90'-95',
0,40 et 0,02 mSv par semaine (20 et 1 mSv/annee) '

a

TBq s
sem.

640
320
160
80
40
20
10
5
2

000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
500

a

Ci h

Distance source

sem:4 800
2 400
1 200
600
300
150
75
38
19

1,0

1,4
1,0

2,0
1,4
1,0

2,8
2,0
1,4
1,0

mSv/sem Materiel

point d' interet (m)
4,0
2,8
2,0
1,4
1,0

5, 7
4,0
2,8
2,0
1' 4
1,0

8,0
5, 7
4,0
2,8
2,0
1,4
1,0

11,3
8,0
5, 7
4,0
2,8
2,0
1,4
1,0

16,0
11,3
8,0
5,7
4,0
2,8
2,0
1,4
1,0

40
66
118
172
416
596

35
59
105
159
374
554

Epaisseur de bl indage (mm)

Prima ire
0,40
0,02
0,40
0,02
0,40
0,02

Plomb
Plomb
Acier
Acier
Beton
Beton

81
105
205
259
710
893

75
100
193
247
668
850

68
92
155
210
530
714

62
87
144
197
486
671

mSv I sem Materiel
0,40
0,02
0,40
0,02
0,40
0,02

Plomb
Plomb
Acier
Acier
Beton
Beton

Plomb
Plomb
Acier
Acier
Beton
Beton

53
77
118
170
420
589

Plomb
Plomb
Acier
Acier
Beton
seton

47
72
107
158
382
550

28
52
92
135
368
502

16
24
99
136
386
528

14
22
90
128
352
496

mSv I sem Materiel
0,40
0,02
0,40
0,02
0,40
0,02

Plomb
Plomb
Acier
Acier
Beton
Beton

51
75
120
173
404
583
1%

42
66
96
146
350
510

Secondaire:
33
58
102
145
390
537

52
77
143
197
500
682

45
71
130
185
460
636

45
70
107
160
364
544

39
64
94
147
321
501

33
58
83
135
283
458

27
52
70
124
243
414

22
47
58
110
206
379

fuites avec diffusion (cone 60')

36
60
85
134
313
470

30
55
74
123
277
432

23
49
63
110
240
395

18
43
53
100
207
359

13
37
43
89
170
321

7
32
34
77
140
288

0,1% fuites avec diffusion (cone 60')

23
46
84
125
323
468

18
41
74
115
291
432

Diffusion
13
20
81
119
320
461

57
82
155
210
540
725

10% fuites avec diffusion (cone 60')

57
81
131
184
448
630

Secondaire:

mSv /sem Materiel
0,40
0,02
0,40
0,02
0,40
0,02

64
88
168
223
583
764

Secondaire:

mSv/sem Materi e 1
0,40
0,02
0,40
0,02
0,40
0,02

70
94
180
234
627
810

13
35
65
105
256
401

9
29
55
95
225
367

7
24
46
86
192
332

5
19
38
77
160
300

3
14
29
67
127
268

(cone 60': diff. = 0,044 prim.)

11
19
72

110
288
428
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9
17
63
102
253
397

7
15
55
93
224
364

5
13
46
84
191
330

4
11
38
75
160
297

3
9
29
66
127
265

6.

Lire, pour chacune de ces cinq courbes pour un mater iau
donne, les epaisseurs de blindage donnant 0,40 et 0,02 usv
par semaine a 1, 0 m de distance et le double de uSv par
semaine a chaque multiple de ~ m de distance.

7.

Inscr ire ces epaisseurs de chaque mater iau dans le tableau
ci-joint des specifications de blindage puisque sur une base
de 50 semaines de travail par annee, elles correspondent aux
limites de doses effectives annuelles moyennes de 20 et de 1
mSv/annee de ICRP 60 (3) pour le mannequin AP (2).

DISCUSSION
Les facteurs de conversion [EDE/100 Expos.] trouves et utilises dans ce travail sont pour les courbes primaires de plomb,
d'acier et de beton successivement de 0,92-0,96
0,90-0,93 et
0,89-0,95 selon l'epaisseur de materiau.
Pour les rayons diffuses, elles sont 0,97-1,09
0,99 et 0,92-1,05. La procedure utilisant la figure ci-jointe peut s'appliquer dans !'obtention des
specifications de blindage pour rencontrer les valeurs d'ICRP 60
(3) pour le mannequin, tant pour les rayons X que pour les sources radioactives si les donnees d'exposition (ionisation) de base
sont adequates.
Dans !'utilisation du tableau, il y a lieu d'inclure un facteur de securite surtout lorsqu'on utilise de grandes
epaisseurs de bl indage en raison des extrapolations dans les
donnees utilisees ( 1 et 6).
Dans le cas de la courbe de transmission primaire a travers le p1omb utilisee (1), elle est plus
exigente qu•en 1958 (8).
Quant aux installations sans plafond,
on peut trouver ail leurs ( 6) des donnees utlles sur 1 'effet de
ciel (skyskine) et sur le blindage (hauteur x epaisseur) optimal
pour !'iridium 192 et le cobalt 60.
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RETROSPECTIVE ANALYSIS OF THE EVOLUTION OF
THE PWRs OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE

Marie BENEDITTINI* - Alain BRISSAUD** - Jean-Luc TROMBINI***
(*) CEPN, BP 48, 92263 Fontenay-aux-Roses Cedex - France
(**) EDF/SEPTEN, 12-14 av Dutrievoz, 69629 Villeurbanne Cedex - France
(***) EDF/DSRE, BP 114, 93203 Saint-Denis Cedex 1

ABSTRACT

The communication presents the main evolutions of the collective and
individual exposures within pressurized water reactors. Results are based
on the analysis of a database developed at CEPN since 1986 for Electricite
de France including about 1 100 reactor-years in nine countries. So far the
impact of new reactors integrating the benefit of past experience and
improvement in exposure-control has balanced the tendancy to increasing
doses associated with the ageing of installations. This evolution will only
remain if on-going efforts to control and reduce exposures are
strengthened.

ANALYSE RETROSPECTIVE DE L'EXPOSITION PROFESSIONNELLE
DANS LES REACTEURS A EAU PRESSURISEE

I

-

LA BASE DE DONNEES

Depuis 1986, a la demande d'Electricite de France, le CEPN developpe une
base de donnees, mise a jour annuellement, sur l'exposition professionnelle
dans les reacteurs a eau pressurisee (REP)
Cette base integre les
reacteurs mis en exploitation depuis juillet 1974 dans les neufs pays
suivants
Belgique, Espagne, Etats-Unis, Finlande, France, Japan,
Republique Federale d'Allemagne, Suisse et Suede. Au total, en prenant en
compte les donnees relatives a 1989, la base contient 147 reacteurs, ce qui
represente une experience de pres de 1 100 annees reacteurs.
Le Tableau 1 presente les principales caracteristiques des reacteurs
introduits dans la base de donnees pour les differents pays. Les pares des
Etats-Unis et de France sont les plus importants et representent
respectivement 37 % et 33 % du nombre total de reacteurs de la base, et
38 % et 34 % de la puissance totale installee. Les pares les plus jeunes
sont ceux de 1' Espagne et de la France ; les plus anciens ceux de la
Finlande et de la Suisse.
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Iablf:Sl.JJ l : Caracteristiques des pares REP en exploitation en 1989 pris en
compte dans la base de donnees.
Nombre de
reacteurs

PAYS

II

Belgique
Espagne
Finlande
France
Japon
R.F.A
Suede
Suisse
USA

7
6
2
48
14

Ensemble

147

Nombre d'annees
d'exploitation (ans)

5, 8
5,7
0,9
50,3
11,5
13,9
2, 8
1
57

11

3
1
55

L'EVOLUTION

Puissance
elect rique (GWe)

65
27
22
297
126
78
29
10
442
1096

149

DE

L'EXPOSITION

Age moyen
(ans)

9,3
4,5
11

6,2
9
7,1
9,7
10
8
7,5

COLLECTIVE

La FigJJrf: 1 qui presente l'evolution depuis 1975 de la dose collective
moyenne par reacteur, montre une reduction regu1iere de cette dose entre 1982
et 1988 et une legere remontee des valeurs en 1989 avec des resultats
comparables a ceux de 1987.

1985

Figurf: 1
Evolution de
(1975-1989)

la dose collective annuelle moyenne par reacteur

L'analyse selon le nombre d'annees d'exploitation met en evidence une nette
augmentation de la dose collective moyenne par reacteur au cours des huit
premieres annees d'exploitation.
La tendance se poursuit ensuite mais des ecarts importants apparaissent d'une
annee sur l'autre dans la mesure ou cette moyenne correspond a un nombre de
reacteurs de plus en plus reduit.
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Figure 2 : Evolution de la dose collective moyenne par reacteur en fonction
du nombre d'annees d'exploitation.

L'examen des evolutions par pays montre des resultats assez differencies dont
1 'explicatio·n ne peut reposer que sur une bonne connaissance des travaux
effectues dans les reacteurs, en liaison avec des analyses de la structure
par age et par generation des differents pares.

III
LA REPARTITION DE L'EXPOSITION ENTRE LES
EXPLOITANTS ET CEUX DES ENTREPRISES EXTERIEURES

TRAVAILLEURS

DES

Le mode d'exploitation des REP induit qu'une part importante des travaux de
maintenance est confiee a des entreprises exterieures. En moyenne, sur
l'ensemble des pays, l'exposition des agents de ces dernieres est passe de 67
% de l'exposition totale annuelle en 1980 a 74 % en 1988. Toutefois comme
1' indique la Figure 3 la contribution des travailleurs des entreprises
exterieures a l'exposition totale varie assez sensiblement selon les pays .

....
100

-- -- ------ -- ---------------------------------------

100%
-'APON

70

60

30

aucune donn8a d8tai/18a pour- rannBa 1989 aux US4
1980

1985

Figure 3 : Part de l'exposition des travailleurs des entreprises exterieures
dans la dose collective annuelle selon les pays.
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En ce qui concerne l'exposition individuelle moyenne annuelle, la situation
est clairement apprehendable pour le personnel des centrales. L'evolution sur
la periode 1975-1989 montre une tendance a la baisse depuis 1980 ou la valeur
moyenne etait de 2,6 mSv, alors qu'elle n'est plus que de 1,6 mSv en 1989. En
revanche, pour le personnel des entreprises exterieures, la situation est
beaucoup plus confuse. Les seules donnees disponibles, a quelques exceptions
pres, ne concernent que les expositions associees a chaque reacteur. Une
fraction non negligeable de ce type de personnel intervient sur plusieurs
reacteurs chaque annee. Il est done impossible en 1' absence de systemes
centralises, de reconstituer les doses annuelles individuelles moyennes.

IV

CONCLUSION

L'evolution generale de la dosimetrie professionnelle dans les REP est la
resultante de deux tendances contradictoires. D'un cote, le vieillissement
des installations conduit a un accroissement des travaux de maintenance qui
pesent de plus en plus lourd dans les bilans dosimetriques. A ces travaux
viennent souvent s'ajouter ceux engages pour ameliorer la surete. De l'autre
cote,
les efforts entrepris pour mieux controler les sources, le
developpement d'outillages specialises et de la robotique, les progres au
niveau des protections et de l'organisation du travail en milieu irradiant
permettent de maintenir, sinon de reduire, les niveaux d'exposition des
travailleurs.
Globalement, au vu des resultats presentes ci-dessus, il semble que les
effets positifs associes au retour d'experience aient permis une evolution
favorable de l'exposition. L'introduction de nouveaux reacteurs beaucoup plus
performants sur le plan de la dosimetrie semble plus que compenser les effets
negatifs du vieillissement.
Compte tenu de la diminution des mises en service de nouveaux reacteurs dans
les annees a venir il est difficile d' assurer que la tendance pas see se
poursuivra sans envisager d'accroitre la maitrise des sources et des
interventions du personnel dans les reacteurs mis en service dans les annees
quatre-vingt.
Dans ce contexte, l'analyse approfondie des donnees du retour d'experience et
leur mise en commun, associee a la mise en oeuvre plus systematique de la
demarche ALARA apparaissent comme indispensables pour s'assurer, d'une part
que toutes les potentialites de reduction des expositions ont ete exploitees
et, d'autre part que les efforts de radioprotection consentis sont
compatibles avec les conditions d'exploitation des installations.
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FRENCH NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS ACCUMULATED DOSE
INTERNATIONAL COMPARISONS
J. STAIMESSE (*), A. BRISSAUD (**), J.L. TROMBINI (***)
(*)
EDF/UTO, BP 129, 93612 NOISY LE GRAND CEDEX - FRANCE
(**) EDF/SEPTEN, 12-14 avenue Dutrievoz, 69628 VILLEURBANNE CEDEX - FRANCE
(***) EDF/DSRE, 6 rue Ampere, 93203 SAINT DENIS CEDEX 1 - FRANCE

After ten years of operation, the accumulated dose of the PWR french
nuclear power plants is generally positive. In comparaison to countries
having an important number of nuclear power plants, like JAPON or US, the
french results are better.
More or less, the tendancy to an increase of certains indicators, like the
annuel average dose by reactor, or the dose by product energy, obliged us
to follow our efforts to continue our goods results.

BILAN DOSIMETRIQUE DU PARC REP FRANCAIS
Comparaisons Internationales

Apres une dizaine d'annee de fonctionnement, le bilan dosimetrique du pare
REP frangais est globalement positif. Par rapport a des pays ayant un pare
electronucleaire important, comme le JAPON ou les USA, les resultats
frangais sont meilleurs. Neanmoins, la tendance a la hausse de certains
indicateurs, comme la dose moyenne annuelle par reacteur ou la dose par
energie produite, nous impose de poursuivre nos efforts pour conserver de
bona resultats.

INTRODUCTION
Entre la premiere divergence de FESSENHEIM 1 en 1977 et aujourd'hui, ce
sent 34 tranches REP 900 MW et 17 tranches REP 1300 MW qui ont ete couplees
au reseau. L'age moyen du pare est d'environ 8 ans.

DOSIMETRIE MOYENNE PAR REACTEUR (figure 1)
La dose moyenne annue1le du pare REP par reacteur
2,3 h.Sv, avec une tendance a 1a hausse depuis 1989.

oscille

autour

de

rechargement

et

Cette augmentation est causee en particulier par :
-

1e plus grand nombre des
1'allongement de leur duree,

arrete

-

la realisation des premieres visites decennales de tranches 900 MW
longues et plus cofiteuses en dose qu'une simple visite pour rechargement.
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de

tranche

pour

Il est a noter un meilleur comportement des tranches du palier 1300 MW dont
la moyenne annuelle est voisine de 1,5 h.Sv, ce qui est du aux valeurs plus
faibles de debit de dose dans les locaux et au voisinage des materiels (les
moindres teneurs en cobalt des tubes de generateur de vapeur et
l'application,
des le demarrage de ces tranches, de specifications
radiochimiques lors des mises en arret en froid ne sont pas etrangeres a
ces meilleurs resultats).

COMPARAISON INTERNATIONALE (figure 2)
Alors que la dose moyenne annuelle par reacteur oscille aux environ de
2,3 h.Sv avec une tendance a la hausse depuis 1989 en FRANCE, on constate
une tendance inverse continue a la baisse pour les USA, 1e JAPON et
l'ALLEMAGNE.

Il en est de meme
l'energie produite.

pour

l'indicateur

Ces pays appliquent depuis plusieurs
domaine de la radioprotection.

de

dose

annees

le

collective

divisee

principe ALARA dans

par

le

Il faut noter egalement qu. a l' etranger I de plus en plus de tranches
realisent aujourd'hui des campagnes longues de 18 a 20 mois contrairement
au pare REP fran9ais, ou pour des considerations economiques de combustible
un cycle dure environ 1 an. Le calcul de la dose moyenne annuelle est
fortement influence par l'espacement des arrets de tranche, la dose d'arret
de tranche etant environ 3 fois la dose prise au cours d • une an nee de
fonctionnement.

DOSE PAR ENERGIE PRODUITE (figure 3)
La dose par energie produite oscille aux environs de 3 h.mSvfMW.an pour
l'ensemble du pare REP.
Elle est voisine de 2 h.mSv/MW.an pour les centrales REP 1300 MW qui sont
plus recentes et ou les debits de dose tant ambiants que sur les materiels,
sont plus faibles ; les doses rec;ues par le personnel sont done plus
reduites.
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COMPARAISON INTERNATIONALE (figure 4)
(USA,
JAPON,
Par rapport
aux pays etrangers compares precedemment
ALLEMAGNE), le pare fran~ais presente un bilan dosefenergie produite
satisfaisant.

CONCLUSION
Le bilan dosimetrique du pare REP est satisfaisant. Cette situation est la
combinaison de facteurs favorables
-

abaissement de la teneur en cobalt des tubes GV,

-

application d'un conditionnement chimique rigoureux,

-

application d'une procedure de mise en arret

-

gestion rationnelle des assemblages
contamination par produits de fission,

a

froid performante,

combustibles

pour

maitriser

la

et defavorables :
-

"maladies" generiques
piquages pressuriseurs,

jet de baffle, broches, tubes guides, tubes GV,

-

augmentation de la duree des arrets de tranche,

-

augmentation des contr6les.

Pour conserver et peut-etre ameliorer ces resultats, il est necessaire de
perseverer et d'ameliorer nos conditions d'interventions.
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DOSE MOYENNE DU PARC REP PAR REACTEUR

DOSE COLLECTIVE PAR ENERGIE PRODUITE
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PROPERTIES OF AEROSOL FLOATING IN THE AIR IN A NUCLEAR
POWER PLANT WORKPLACE ENVIRONMENT
Hideaki KARASAWA,Makoto FUNABASHI
TOSHIBA Corp,Nuclear Engineering Laboratory,
4-1,Ukishima-cho,Kawasaki-ku,Kawasaki,Kanagawa,210,Japan
Makoto ITO
Tokyo Erectric Power Co,Ltd.
1-3,Uchisaiwaicho 1-chome,Chiyoda-ku,Tokyo,100,Japan
ABSTRACT
An investigation was carried out on properties of
radioactive aerosol floating in the air at
several
workplaces in a nuclear power plant.
The principal results are as follows:
(1)The aerosol particle size distributions consisted of
two particle groups, whose aerodynamic diameters ranged
from 4 to 7 microns and from 0.4 to 0.6 microns.
(2)The radioactive aerosol particle size distribution were
unimodal. The mean activity median aerodynamic diameter
(AMAD) was 6 microns, with geometric standard deviation
1.9 microns.
(3)The average density of the aerosol was about 2.2g/cm'.
INTRODUCTION
Knowledge of the particle size distribution of
radioactive aerosol floating in the environmental air at
workplaces in a facilitiy handling radioactive materials
is essential for estimating the
internal
radiation
exposure dose of workers, caused by respiration and for
monitoring the concentration of radioactive aerosol.
Task Group on Lung Dynamics of the ICRP has proposed
a lung model for estimating the dose, following inhalation
of radioactive aerosol.") (Z)This model takes particle size
into account and also defines three classes of retention,
which, in part, reflect the chemical form of the aerosol.
This model shows that the pattern of deposition can be
related to the activity median aerodynamic diameter (AMAD)
of the aerosol, for a log-normal distribution of diameters,
which seems typical distribution of aerosol. Therefore
the particle size distributions of radioactive aerosol are
important and have been studied in detail in the present
work.
Aerosol particles floating in the air at several
workplaces were sampled during the maintenance period of a
nuclear power plant. Analysis were carried out for the
samples and particle size distributions of total aerosol
and radioactive aerosol were determined.
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MEASUREMENTS AND DATA ANALYSIS
Samples of aerosol floating in the environmental air
at several workplaces in a nuclear power plant were
collected with a cascade impactor ( Andersen sampler model
AN200 ) . The Andersen sampler consists of 8 stages and a
backup filter, and flow rate was regulated at 28.3 1/min.
The height of sampling position was about 1.2 meter above
the working floor, corresponding to the worker's respiratory zone.
The sampling time was 60 to 90 hours at a
workplace.
After sampling,
the weight of the aerosol
particles taken at each sampler plate ( stage ) were
measured with a micro balance ( minimum detectable weight
is 0.01mg ) and gamma radioactivity of the each plate
(stage)were measured with a Ge-detector and a multichannel
pulse height analyser.
Data analysis for particle size distribution of aerosol
were made with the method proposed by Fujimura and
Hashimoto'' 1 • In this method, at first, a cumulative distribution curve F(D)
for aerosol particle diameter D is
drawn by plotting the percentages of cumulative weight
(or radioactivity) on a semi-logarithmic graphpaper. Then,
the F(D)curve is differentiated to obtain a frequency distribution curve f(D) ,by plotting the gradient dF(D)/d(logD)
It is suitable to obtain an intuitive image of the size
distribution for aerosol particles.
The "Floating Method" was used to determine particle
density. In this method, aerosol accumulations were soaked
into a liquid and the liquid density was changed by mixing
two other liquids whose densities were different from each
other. If the aerosol density was equal to the liquid
density, the aerosol particles float in the liquid. So, by
measuring the liquid density, the aerosol density can be
obtained.
RESULTS
The aerosol size distribution (mass frequency distribution ) was found to be bimodal,
as shown in Fig.1,
consisted of two particle size groups, whose aerodynamic
diameters were 4 to 7 microns and 0.4 to 0.6 microns. The
particle size distribution for each aerosol group closely
resembled to logarithmic normal distribution.
Their
average mass median aerodynamic diameter was 6 microns and
0.5 microns, with geometric standard deviations of 1.9 and
2.1 microns, respectively.
On the other hand, the particle size distribution for
radioactive aerosol were found to be unimodal, as shown in
Fig.2. The mean activity median aerodynamic diameter
(AMAD) was 6 microns with geometric standard deviation of
1.9 microns. As shown in Fig.3, the concentration of radioactive aerosol particles in the air strongly depended on
the concentration of larger particle group, whose aerodynamic diameters were 4 to 7 microns.
The radioactive nuclides, included in the aerosol,
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were Cr-51, Mn-54, Fe-59, Co-58, Co-60, Zn-65 and Ag-110m.
These radioactive nuclides were activation products of
structural materials by neutrons. The main radioactive
nuclides were Mn-54 and Co-60
The densities of aerosol, measured by the "Floating
Method", is shown in Table 1. Measured densities for
aerosol were ranged from 1.8 to 2.6 g/cm' in place by
place, and average aerosol density was about 2.2 g/cm'.
Other observed properties of the aerosol were chemical
elements. The main chemical element included in the
aerosol was iron.
CONCLUSION
An investigation was carried out on properties of
radioactive aerosol floating in the environmental air at
workplaces of a nuclear power plant.
The results are as follows:
(1) The aerosol particle size distributions consisted of
two particle groups,whose aerodynamic diameters ranged
from 4 to 7 microns and from 0.4 to 0.6 microns.
(2) Tha particle size distributions for each aerosol group
closely resembled to logarithmic normal distribution.
Their mean mass median aerodynamic diameter (MMAD) was
6.0 and 0.5 microns with geometric standard deviations
of 1.9 and 2.1 microns, respectively.
(3) The particle size distribution of radioactive aerosol
were unimodal. The mean activity median aerodynamic
diameter (AMAD) was 6 microns, with geometric. standard
deviation of 1.9 microns. The radioactive aerosol
concentration in the air strongly depended on the
concentration of the larger particle group,
whose
aerodynamic diameters ranged from 4 to 7 microns.
(4) Other observed properties were:
(a)The average density of the aerosol was about 2.2g/cm 3
(b)The main radioactive nuclides,included in the aerosol
were Mn-54 and Co-60.
(c)The main chemical element,included in the aerosol was
iron.
REFERENCES
1. ICRP Task Group on Lung Dynamics(1966). Deposition and
retention models for internal dosimetry of the human
respiratory tract.Health Phys. ,19,173-207
2. ICRP Publication 30,Limits for Intakes of Radionuclides
by Workers.Pergamon Press,Oxford,1979.
3. Mitsuru FUJIMURA,Yoshikazu HASHIMOTO; Analysis of size
distribution data of particulate matters by Andersen
sampler(in Japanese) ,Analytical Chemistry,24,36-41,1975
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RISK MODELS FOR ESTIMATING LIFETIME CANCER PROBABILITY:
ALTERNATIVE TO RELATIVE RISK MODEL BY UNSCEAR/ICRP
M. KAI and T. KUSAMA
Department of Radiological Health, Faculty of Medicine,
The University of Tokyo, Tokyo, JAPAN
ABSTRACT
Based on the carcinogenesis model as proposed by Moolgavkar et al., time-dependent
relative risk models were derived for projecting time variation in excess relative risk. If it is
assumed that each process is described by time-independent linear dose-response relationship,
the time variation in excess relative risk is influenced by the parameter related with the
promotion process. Its parameter was discussed by analyzing spontaneous cancer incidence
data. The model predicts larger variation in relative risk with time for younger ages at
exposure.
INTRODUCTION
The ICRP adopted relative risk models for radiation-induced lifetime cancer probability
in the 1990 recommendation(!). The application of the relative risk projection model mainly
causes higher lifetime cancer probability than the ICRP 1977 recommendation(2). The main
background why the ICRP adopted the relative risk model is based on the epidemiological data
of A-bomb survivors in Japan. The atomic bomb data indicate that the variation of relative risk
with time is constant for a given age-at-exposure, but the transfer of the constant relative risk to
population other than the Japanese cannot be verified by the statistical models based only on the
data fitting. However, there is no biological basis for projecting excess hazard rate of radiation.
The carcinogenesis model as proposed by Moolgavkar et al.(3,4) can give a good fitting and
interpretation for the age-dependent spontaneous cancer incidence rate of a specific population
data. In this paper a risk projection model will be derived from the carcinogenesis model as
biological basis. Moreover, the time variation in relative risk for age at exposure will be
discussed.
CARCINOGENESIS MODELS
Moolgavkar et al.(2,3) proposed the two-stage carcinogenesis model, which will be
referred to as MVK models below. The two-stage carcinogenesis model assumes that stem
cells change to initiated cells by first mutation and furthermore tumor cells are induced by
second mutation. In addition, the MVK model is a stochastic model which deals with a
homogeneous ftltered Poisson process of initiated cells. In the case of epidemiological data, the
approximation of the hazard rate as an expected value is as follows:
t

r(t) = u2(t)

t

J{Ul(S)X(s)exp( J[a(u)-b(u)]du) }ds.

(Eq.1)

0

s
DERIVATION OF MA1HEMATICAL MODELS
It is assumed that each process is described by linear dose-response relationship which
is time-independent. Furthermore, it can be assumed that a single exposure to radiation acts as
an initiator. On these assumptions, if the stem cell population is constant, the hazard rate of
spontaneous cancer (Rs(t)) and excess hazard rate (Rr(t)) due to a single exposure can be
derived as:
Rs(t) =No ac/g{ exp(gt)-1}

(Eq.2)

Rr(t) =No bcx exp[g(t-to)],

(Eq.3)
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using the expressions as u1 (t)=a+bx, uz(t)=c and a(t)-b(t)=g.
In addition, No, x, t and tO represent the number of normal cells, dose, attained age and age-atexposure, respectively. The parameter g is the net rate of proliferating initiated cells and plays
an important role in projecting the variation in relative risk. The above expressions are the
most simple form with minimum unknown parameters.
If the growth of the normal stem cell population is modeled by an exponential function
until t 1, the hazard rate of spontaneous cancer is then described by the summation of hazard
rates that originate from the numbers of cells which are initiated until tx and are initiated after
tx. The expression can be given by:

Rs(t) =

[

{ack/(L-g)} {exp[L-g)tx+gt]-exp(gt)}
+ (acNo/g){ exp[g(t-tx)]-1}

ift>tx

(Eq.4)

{ack/(L-g)} {exp(Lt)-exp(gt)}

ift<tx

(Eq.5)

where it is assumed that X(t)=kexp(Lt) (t<tx). The excess hazard rate due to a single exposure
can be obtained as:

Rr(t) =

(kbcx)exp[g(t-to)+Lto]

ifto<tx

(Eq.6)

(Nobcx)exp[g(t-to)]

ifto>tx

(Eq.7)

[

The expression of hazard rates involving time-dependent processes can be derived by
dividing the age into two or more age groups in which the parameters are assumed to be timeindependent. In the case of two age groups, the expression for the hazard rate of spontaneous
cancer shown in Eq.2 must be rewritten into:
Rs(t) =

(Noa1c/g1){ exp[gz(t-t1 )]} {exp(glti )-1}
+ (Noazc/gz){exp[gz(t-11 )]-1}

if t>t1

(Eq.8)

where the parameters of g1 and gz are the net rates of proliferating initiated cells in each age
group, and those of a 1 and az are mutation rates per cell per year of one normal cell into one
initiated cell. If to<t1, the excess hazard rate due to a single exposure can be obtained as:

Rr(t):::

(Nobcx)exp[g1 (t-tQ)]

ift<ti

(Eq.9)

(No bcx)exp[g1 (t1-to)+gz (t-tl)]

if t>t1

(Eq.lO)

[

MODELFn11NGTOSPONTANEOUSCANCERDATA
The cancer incidence data from 20 to 80 years of age in Japan in 1985(5) were used for
the parameters by model fitting. By using Eq.2 and Eq.8, in which t 1=60, the results of data
fitting to the incidence rates of lung cancer and stomach cancer of males were obtained as
shown in Fig.1 and Fig.2, respectively. These organs have higher cancer probabilities in ICRP
Pub.60. The MVK model agrees with the spontaneous cancer data.
PREDICTED TIME VARIATION IN EXCESS RELATIVE RISK
The reduction in excess relative risk can be predicted by the g parameter which is
obtained by data fitting to spontaneous cancer incidence rates. Figure 3 illustrates the excess
relative risk in stomach for a single exposure at adult age or young age. The excess relative
risk for the young age decreases more rapidly with time than that for the adult age. This is
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influenced by the age-dependence of the growth of radiation-induced initiated cells and
spontaneously induced initiated cells.
CONCLUSION
It was suggested that the MVK model is a useful tool as a carcinogenesis model for
projecting the time variation in excess relative risk. The reduction rate in excess relative risk can
be obtained by the data fitting to spontaneous cancer incidence data. For adult exposure, the
excess relative risks are approximately constant for some cancers such as lung, colon and
stomach. However, for breast cancer, the excess relative risk decreases with attained age. In
applying the above risk model to epidemiological data for estimating lifetime cancer probability,
the parameters related with the time variation in relative risk can be estimated by analyzing the
spontaneous cancer incidence data.
REFERENCES
1. ICRP Publication 60, 1990 recommendations of the International Commission on
Radiological Protection. Annals of the ICRP, 21(1-3) (1991).
2. ICRP Publication 26, Recommendations of the International Commission on Radiological
Protection. Annals of the ICRP, 1(3), (1977).
3. Moolgavkar,S.H. and Venzon,D.J. Two-Event Models for Carcinogenesis: Incidence
Curves for Childhood and Adult Tumors. Math.Biosciences 47,55-77 (1979).
4. Moolgavkar,S.H. and Knudson,A.G. Mutation and Cancer: A Model for Human
Carcinogenesis. JNCI 66, 1037-1052 (1981).
5. Research Group for Population-based Cancer Registration in Japan, Cancer Incidence and
Incidence Rates in Japan in 1985- Estimates Based on Data from Seven Population-based
Cancer Registries-. Jpn. J. Clin. Oncol. 20, 212-218 (1990).
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EPIDEMIOLOGY OF PLUTONIUM WORKERS
G. L. Voelz, L. D. Wiggs, and W. A. Galke
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico, U.S.A.
ABSTRACT
Workers at several U.S. plutonium (Pu) processing or
research facilities are subjects of the National Plutonium
Workers study. Mortality from all causes and all cancers has
not been elevated in these cohorts compared with rates in the
general u.s. population. Mortality from all causes and blood
cell neoplasms was statistically elevated in Pu-exposed
workers at Rocky Flats compared with those not exposed to Pu.
Linear dose-response trends were not observed. Bone sarcoma
in a Los Alamos Pu exposed worker is noteworthy because bone
tumors are an important cancer found in Pu exposed dogs.
INTRODUCTION
The National Plutonium Workers Study uses a historical
cohort mortality design to study the long term health
experience of four worker populations: Los Alamos National
Laboratory and Zia Co., Los Alamos, NM; Rocky Flats plant near
Denver, CO; and Mound facility near Dayton, OH. About 54,300
workers have been employed at these facilities from the onset
of operations until 1979. The cohorts include over 80% of all
persons with occupational exposures to Pu in the U.S.
Seventy
seven percent of the workers are white males. Vital status of
white males in these cohorts is known with about 95%
completeness thru the end of 1983.
Monitoring for internal Pu deposition, primarily by
measurement of Pu in one or more urine samples, has been done
on 13,750 (25%) of the 54,300 workers. Selection is based on
the potential for exposure in work assignments. About 1800
workers are estimated to have Pu depositions of more than 74
Bg. The majority of these depositions are 239 Pu, but some
238 Pu exposures are also present. Estimates of depositions
below the arbitrary value of 74 Bq Pu are considered to be too
uncertain to be included in the exposed category. Regarding
higher depositions, only fifty workers are estimated to have
depositions above 1480 Bq Pu, which is the lifetime maximum
permissible body burden guideline used during the years under
study.
Eighteen percent of the white males in these cohorts have
cumulative external doses in excess of 10 msv. External
radiation exposure is a potential confounding factor in these
studies.
Plutonium work involves exposure to external gamma
and neutron doses. The contribution from neutron exposures is
either not known or has large uncertainties in the personnel
dosimetry data from the 1940s into the 1970s.
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MORTALITY OF PLUTONIUM WORKERS
Using mortality rates of the u.s. general population for
comparison, the standardized mortality ratios (SMR) for deaths
from all causes in the cohorts (unexposed and expose~ ~orkers)
studied to date are all significantly less than 100. A
ratio below 100 means the mortality rate of the study cohort
is less than that of the comparison group. The low SMRs are
attributed to a large healthy worker effect, which is
frequently observed in studies of employed populations when
occupational health impacts are absent or small. The SMRs for
deaths from all cancers are also low in these cohorts.
Rate ratios comparing mortality rates of Pu-exposed
workers with those of unrxposed workers were calculated for
the Rocky Flats workers.
If the mortality rates of exposed
and unexposed workers are equal, the rate ratio is 1.0.
If
the mortality rate of the exposed exceeds the unexposed, the
rate ratio is above 1.0. This type of internal comparison
has an advantage over external comparison with state or
national rates, because employment procedures for the exposed
and unexposed persons are the same. The use of internal
comparisons essentially eliminates the healthy worker effect.
Using 5-year and 10-year induction times, the stratified rate
ratios for all causes of death for Rocky Flats workers exposed
above 74 Bq Pu are significantly elevated at 1.33 (90%
confidence intervals (CI) = 1.05, 1.68) and 1.39 (CI =
1.04,1.87) respectively.
Persons exposed to external
radiation (>10 mSv) did not exhibit elevated rate ratios.
Interpretation of this observation will be strengthened if the
finding is confirmed in other studies. The stratified rate
ratios for all cancer deaths were 1.24 (CI = 0.75, 2.07) and
1.61 (CI = 0.88, 2.93) for 5- and 10-year induction times
respectively.
CANCERS OF SPECIAL INTEREST
Experimental studies in rodents and dogs have shown
plutonium concentrations to be highest in lung and
tracheobronchial lymph nodes after inhalation of insoluble Pu
particulates. Soluble Pu compounds are distributed primarily
to bone and liver.
It is thus not surprising that animal
experiments showed excess cancers primarily in lung (after
inhalation exposures only), bone, and liver.
Bone tumors in
dogs were most frequently osteogenic sarcomas arising in
trabecular bone. Leukemias and myeloproliferative disorders
were not prominent findings in the dog studies.
The following sections describe selected findings to date
in studies of workers.
It is anticipated that the induction
time for Pu-induced cancers is likely to be very long, perhaps
in excess of 30 years. These epidemiologic research studies
should continue and will record such events as they unfold.
Bone Cancer.
In a clinical study of 26 workers exposed
at Los Alamos in 1944-5, one individual died of an osteogenic
sarcoma in 1990. 5 The latent period from exposure to the time
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of initial clinical symptoms was 43 years.
It appears that
this is the first case in which a bone tumor has been observed
in a person exposed to Pu. The estimates of 239 Pu deposition
in this case, using urine excretion measurements, range from
an initial maximum of 740 Bq to 560 Bq at the end of his life.
These depositions are somewhat lower than current radiation
protection guidelines would allow. The cumulative dose to
bone surface is estimated to be 0.44 Gy. This estimated dose
is similar to the lowest skeletal doses in Pu exposed dogs
that have developed bone tumors.
The incidence of bone cancer in humans is ordinarily low.
In a group of 26 adult males over a 40+ year period, the
likelihood is only about 1% that a bone cancer would occur.
Blood Cell Neoplasms. This term is used here to describe
a group of neoplasms originating from a variety of cell types
in lymphatic and hematopoietic tissues, including all
leukemias, lymphomas, and multiple myeloma. This group (ICDA
8th Revision, Codes 200-209) is convenient to use for
epidemiologic analyses when the number of observed cases is
too small to evaluate specific diseases.
It has frequently
been used in studies of radiation health effects to evaluate
potential effects on lymphoid and hematopoietic tissues.
Several of these diseases have had an increased frequency
associated with doses of external radiation.
The Rocky Flats study 1 indicated a 5 to 10 fold increased
rate of blood cell neoplasms in Pu exposed workers compared to
unexposed workers using 2-, 5-, and 10-year induction times.
The rate for the 5-year induction time was 9.86 (90% CI =
1.26, 94.03). A linear dose-response trend was not present.
It is interesting that the rate ratio for blood cell neoplasms
in workers exposed to external radiation was not similarly
elevated. This interesting group of diseases bears close
watching as Pu epidemiology studies unfold.
Lung Cancer.
Lung cancer mortality for the cohorts
studied thus far in Pu handling facilities is not increased
compared that in the u.s. general population. For example,
the SMR for lung cancer of 64 (90% CI = 46, 87) in the Rocky
Flats study 1 is significantly low. The same study indicates
ratios of lung cancer rates for Pu exposed and unexposed
workers are not significantly different using induction times
of 2-, 5-, and 10-years. Analysis of the 10-year induction
time gives a rate ratio of 1.4 (90% CI = 0.33, 4.65) based on
the three lung cancer deaths in the exposed group.
An earlier study of 224 white males with the highest Pu
exposures at Los Alam2s observed an SMR of 20 (95% CI = 0,
110) for lung cancer.
Only one death from lung cancer
occurred over a 33-year follgw-up period.
In the study of 26
Manhattan Project Pu workers , three lung cancers have been
observed over a 44-year period, which is a higher incidence
than expected but is still within the limits of expectation.
All three men had a long history of cigarette smoking, which
is an important confounding risk for lung cancer.
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Liver Cancer. Mortality rates for cancers of the liver
and gallbladder have not been elevated in the cohort studies
to date.
Other Cancers. A two to three fold increase of brain
tumors--benign and malignant combined--in Rocky Flats workers
A case-control study of brain tumors
has been reported. 1
showed no association between these tumors and radiation
doses--either internal Pu depositions or external radiation. 6
The reason for the excess brain tumors in this cohort is
unknown, but it is clearly not from Pu deposition.
In the Pu-exposed worker cohort at Rocky Flats, six
cancers of all digestive organs combined gives a rate ratio of
1.68 (90% CI = 0.58, 4.71) relative to the unexposed monitored
workers using an induction time of 5 years. The ratios for 2and 10-year induction times are 1.31 and 1.46. Wide
confidence intervals suggest these results may well be due to
chance, but elevated central values were not observed in the
same study for workers exposed to external radiation .
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INFLUENCE OF TIME AND DOSE RATE ON CANCER RISK
FROM INTERNALLY DEPOSITED RADIONUCLIDES
Otto G. Raabe
Department of Veterinary Pharmacology & Toxicology,
Department of Civil Engineering, and
Institute of Toxicology and Environmental Health
University of California, Davis, California 95616 USA
ABSTRACT
The effect of time and dose rate on cancer risk from
protracted irradiation by internally deposited radionuclides
forms a three-dimensional mathematical dose-rate/time/response
relationship. Data were reviewed from lifetime studies with
beagles exposed by injection, ingestion, or inhalation to either
beta emitters or alpha emitters. The cumulative absorbed dose
required to yield a specified level of cancer risk was found to
be less at lower dose rates than at higher dose rates, but the
time required for tumors to manifest tends to be much longer at
lower dose rates and can exceed the natural life span, yielding
a virtual threshold for fatal radiation-induced cancer. The
RBE(a/~) was found to vary from about 1 at high dose rates to
above 50 at low dose rates. These results can be scaled by lifespan normalization to predict similar relationships in people.
INTRODUCTION
This report focuses on risks associated with radiationinduced cancer from internally deposited radionuclides with
respect to the separate and independent risks of death
associated with natural aging. Precise data obtained in lifetime
studies utilizing beagles provide the basis for understanding
the relationship of these risks.
The effect of time and dose rate on cancer risk from
protracted irradiation by internally deposited radionuclides
forms a three-dimensional mathematical dose-ratejtimejresponse
surface in which the coordinates for protracted exposure to the
ionizing radiation are time-weighted average dose rate, elapsed
time after intake, and risk given as the independent probability
of death with radiation-induced cancer (1-2). Raabe et al. (3)
used life-span normalization to scale response relationships
from laboratory animal species to human risks.
METHODS
Selected data were reviewed from published reports of lifetime studies of internally deposited radionuclides in young
adult beagles at four laboratories: University of California,
Davis (4), Lovelace Inhalation Toxicology Research Institute,
ITRI (5), University of Utah (5), and Battelle Pacific Northwest
Laboratory, PNL (6). Data were reviewed for skeletal burdens of
sr-90 via ingestion at Davis, via injection at Utah, and via
inhalation at ITRI, for lung burdens of inhaled ce-144, Y-91,
and Sr-90 in fused aluminosilicate particles (FAP) at ITRI and
of inhaled Pu-239 dioxide at PNL, skeletal burdens of inhaled
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Pu-238 at ITRI and of injected Ra-226 at Davis and Utah, and
skeletal burdens of injected Ra-228, Pu-239, and Am-241 at Utah.
Throughout this report, doses refer to average absorbed doses
from parent and decay products in their appropriate proportions,
where all X-ray and gamma emissions are ignored, and beta
emissions are ignored when in combination with alpha emitters.
Because of an observed pattern of linearity between the
logarithm of time to radiation induced cancer deaths and
logarithm of lifetime average dose rate, standard log-linear
survival models and maximum likelihood regression methods were
used to describe the response functions (7).
In terms of the
natural logarithms, the log-linear regression line is thus given
by:
(1)
where d is the time-weighted average dose rate, tm is the median
value of survival time, s is the negative slope of the
regression line for the specified effect, and Km is the
coefficient describing the median risk. This regression line is
equivalent to the power function:

t m = Km d-s

(2)

which describes the median survival time after intake.
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The results of these analyses are summarized in Fig. 1. The
alpha
emitting
radionuclides
all
yielded
cancer
risk
distributions with negative slopes of 1/3 and the beta emitting
radionuclides all yielded cancer risk distributions with
negative slopes of 2/3, showing that two beta particles are
needed to cause the same cellular transformations produced by
one alpha particle. Also, the underlying slope of 1/3 indicates
that the distance between these events controls the response as
a function of survival time as discussed by Raabe (2).
Because of the negative slopes of these distributions, the
cumulative absorbed dose required to yield a specified level of
cancer risk is less at lower dose rates than at higher dose
rates, but the time required for tumors to manifest is much
longer at lower dose rates and can exceed the natural life span,
yielding a virtual threshold for fatal radiation-induced cancer.
This threshold occurs at about 0.08 Gy for Pu-238 and Pu-239 in
bone, 0.2 Gy for Am-241 in bone, 0.5 Gy for Ra-228 in bone, 0.9
Gy for Pu-239 in lung, 1.4 Gy Ra-226 in bone, 28 Gy for Sr-90 in
bone, 70 Gy for Y-91 in lung, 110 Gy for ce-144 in lung, and 130
Gy for Sr-90 in lung.
Because the slopes of the response curves for alpha
emitters differ from those for the low LET beta emitters, the
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observed relative biological effectiveness, RBE(a/~), varies as
a function of dose rate, and rises as dose rate decreases. The
RBE(a/~) contrasting Pu-239 dioxide with Sr-90 FAP at the median
risk for fatal radiation-induced lung cancer in beagles and for
Ra-226 versus Sr-90 bone cancer in beagles are shown in Fig. 2.
At high dose rates this radiation-induced cancer RBE(a/~)
is small and rises to large values at low dose rates. As dose
rate goes down the fatal radiation-induced cancer RBE(a/~) rises
without limit; actually the beta effectiveness for producing
radiation-induced cancer approaches zero.
For example,
for
Pu-239 dioxide in lung at 0.1 Gy/day the RBE(a/~)=5,
while at
1 mGyfday RBE(a/~)=50. The bone cancer RBE(a/~)=30 at 1 mGyfday
for Ra-226/Sr-90 in bone. Since Pu-238 and Pu-239 are about 10
times more effective than Ra-226 in producing bone cancer, the
apparent RBE(a/~)=300 for plutonium in bone at 1 mGyfday.
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Rayonnements, Cancerisation humaine et Radioresistance
Ionizing radiation, Human Carcinogenesis and Radioresistance
Monique Vuillaume et Eric Queinnec
URA 686 CNRS, Ecole Normale Superieure, 46 rue d'Ulm, Paris, France, Cedex
05.
RESUME
Les especes activees de !'oxygene sont mises en cause dans de nombreux phenomenes
inflammatoires, dans la transformation cellulaire et la carcinogenese. Toutes les experiences qui
ont etudie : (i) leur influence directe; (ii) ou indirecte in vivo, et/ou, sur culture de cellules se sont
revelees positives.
A contrario , les reactions, ou les produits, qui diminuent le taux de ces especes activees, soit

directement, soit indirectement par une augmentation des activites SOD, catalase, et peroxydase,
limitent les anomalies enoncees ci-dessus. C'est le cas du domaine "2" (porteur du cuivre) de
l'hemocyanine du scorpion (i) qui possede les trois activites de defense cellulaire, (ii) dont les
activites oxyphorique, SOD, catalase et peroxydase resistent a au moins 4000 Gy, et qui de ce fait,
participe a Ia radioresistance exceptionnelle de cet animal.
ABSTRACf
H202 and free radicals are correlated with inflammatory diseases, cellular transformation and
carcinogenesis. Experiments studying their direct or indirect influence (in vivo, and/or, in cell
cultures were still positive.
In the contrary, reactions or products, which decrease level(s) of free radicals1H202 (i) directly,
(ii) indirectly by an increase of SOD, catalase and peroxydase activities zeroed the above decribed
phenomena. It is the case of the domain number 2 (that contains copper) of the Scorpion's blood
pigment (hemocyanin), (i) which possesses SOD-, catalase- and peroxydase-like properties,
resistant, at least, at 4000Gy, furthermore explaining the especially high radioresistance of
scorpions.

IN1RODUCfiON
La majeure partie de !'oxygene respire est consommee durant la phosphorylation oxydative des
mitochondries. Cependant 8 a 10% echappent dans un metabolisme normal, ala reduction totale a
0
4 electrons (H20). Les radicaux libres (02 o_, OH ) et les molecules d'H202 ainsi obtenus sont
potentiellement tres toxiques pour la cellules. D'autres reactions biologiques normales conduisent
egalement a la production, dans le cytosol, les mitochondries et pres du DNA, de ces especes
0
activees .02 o_, OH • H202 sont egalement produites par !'action des radiations ionisantes
naturelles ou artificielles qui selon l'energie distribuee conduisent aune radiolyse totale ou partielle
de l'H20. Des systemes enzymatiques presents dans les cellules/tissus peuvent minimiser leurs
dommages (l-5) : ce sont les peroxydases, les catalases et les superoxydes dismutases. Ces
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enzymes ne fonctionnent plus lorsque le taux de leurs substrats respectifs excede leur capacite
enzymatique.et ne pourront assurer qu'un service reduit en cas de debordement pathologique.
D'ou !'interet de travailler sur des systemes cellulaires, et/ou, pathologies humaines bien
definies, ou Ia production/ accumulation anarchique d'une ou plusieurs de ces differentes especes
est soupr;onnee. Parmi quelques exemples, je citerai certains de nos propres travaux qui ont mis en
evidence certaines des relations peuvant intervenir entre differents systemes defaillants, (DNA
repair, activit€ catalase anormale) et les tentatives de reparation spontanees par le biais d'une
augmentation de l'activite d'une autre enzyme (par exemple l'activite glutathion peroxydase). Cette
presentation n'est evidemment pas exhaustive et ne choisit que certains exemples portant sur
certaines etapes de Ia cancerogenese humaine. En contre partie, je citerai brievement un exemple de
radioresistance naturelle exceptionnelle, l'hemocyanine du scorpion) pour laquelle nous avons mis
en evidence, aussi bien dans Ia proteine purifiee que dans ses sous-unites (monomeres et domaines
75 et 50 KDa) des activites de type SOD, catalase et peroxydase, resistant a au moins 4000 Gy.
RESULTATS
I) AGENTS EXTERNES /CONDITIONS produisant des especes activees de !'oxygene
.L'oxygene hyperbare, les peroxydations lipidiques, les intermediaires quinoniques, des
mimetiques des reactions de type-Fenton, des modifications dans Je transport des electrons le long
de Ia chaine des cytochromes, des reactions redox en presence de metaux, des molecules
chimiques utilisees dans les traitements des ob€sites, Ia fumee de cigarette, Jes extraits de cafes, les
radiations ionisantes ( UV, X, y, a, p , electrons) sont to us generateurs des especes activees de
l'oxygene.(6)

II) EFFETS DES RADICAUX LIBRES ET DE L'H202 (7-25)
Les premiers effets remarques l'ont ete sur les chromosomes/DNA. Je citerai aussi, les
correlations naturelles qui existent entre Ia carcinogenese humaine , les dommages du DNA et Jes
maladies hereditaires radiations-ionisantes ctependantes que sont Xeroderma pigmentoswn, Ataxia
telangiectasia , le Syndrome de Bloom, l'anemie de Fanconi, le syndrome de Cokayne .Les effets

des especes activees de !'oxygene et de leur protection par addition de SOD, et/ou catalases,et/ou,
peroxydases, ont ete etudies sur des cultures de cellules, sur des organes in toto ,( duodenum de
rat)(9) etc ....Dans tousles cas, un effet inhibiteur de Ia "transformation " a ete constat€ lorsque les
sytemes enzymatiques cites ci-dessus pouvaient fonctionner normalement; des coupures sur les
DNA et jusqu'a Ia formation de tumeurs cancereuses dans le cas contraire. Parmi les maladies
genetiques non radiations dependantes, on peut citer Ia trisomie 21; en effet, Sinet eta/ ont, en
1975,(12) montre que Jes fibroblastes, lymphocytes et monocytes de ces malades produisent une
overdose de CuZnSOD . Cela a ete consider€ comme une des origines possible de l'accroissement
de stress oxydatifs conduisant aux nombreuses anomalies metaboliques qui atteignent ces malades
(rappellons que les mongoliens font un taux anormalement eleve de leucemies).
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Le fait que l'activite catalase (i) ne s'effondre pas ; (ii) que l'activite glutathion peroxydase
augmente dans un bon nombre de composes sanguins, parait cependant assez peu compatible avec
cette theorie.
Les relations entre "production de radicaux libres, de peroxyde d'hydrogene et d'oxygene
singulet" ont ete egalement envisagees dans bon nombre de cas.(l5).Nous memes avons demontre
qu'une maladie genetique recessive et autosomale, (16-17) UV -dependante, Xeroderma

pigmentosum , est caracterise par une chute tres precoce et progressive de l'activire catalase de Ia
peau : de 20% des l'age de 6 mois et sans signe clinique d'apparition de la maladie,

a 95% au

moment de Ia formation des premieres tumeurs cancereuses (des !'age de 2-3 ans). Ce phenomene
s'accompagne, apres irradiation UV des extraits acellulaires, d'une augmentation par 2-3 du taux
normal de l'H202. Un traitement externe avec de Ia catalase de mammifere gele !'evolution de la
maladie.(l8-19).

Forts de ces resultats etablis sur des malades et leur famille apres un suivi de 6 ans, nous avons
voulu savoir si cette chute de l'activite catalase etait caracteristique:
(1) de la peau, et/ou, des ses fibroblastes et keratinocytes en culture de XP, d'autres

maladies genetiques sensibles aux radiations ionisantes (Ataxia telangiectasia , syndrome de
Bloom ... ); (20-22)
(2) d'autres systemes de meme origine embryonnaire, mais non-radiations dependants (
cancers du col de !'uterus, du vagin et de Ia vulve) contarnines ou non par Papillomavirus; (23)
(3) de fibroblastes et keratinocytes en culture, transformes par differents virus aDNA; (24)
(4) de cancers d'origines inflammatoires (vessie, maladie de Lapeyronie).
Dans tous les cas nous avons trouve une diminution tres precoce (meme dans les cellules en
culture d'origine embryonnaire) de cette activite (70-95%) et une augmentation tres marquee de Ia
quantite d'H202 formee (2-3 fois Ia normale) apn!s irradiation UV. Un point remarquable est qu'il
n'y a pas de parallelisme entre l'effondrement de l'activite catalase et le degre de possibilite de
reparation du DNA. Par contre, il parait y avoir :
(a) synergie entre les % de diminution de ces deux activites, Ia
precocite d'apparition de Ia maladie et le pronostic de survie, mais, de toutes fa~on
(b) cancerisation , seulement un plus tard dans Ia vie de l'individu
lorsque seule l'activite catalase est diminuee;
III) ENZYMES DE DEFENSE ET RADIORESISTANCE. (25-26)
Une pigment transponeur d'oxygene, l'hemocyanine de scorpion, est depuis longtemps mis en
cause dans Ia radioresistance exceptionnelle ce cet animal. Nous avons montre que cette proteine
multimerique,

a Cu2+ et zn2+ de 2.106 Da de PM,

ainsi que ses sous-unites possedent : une

activite de type catalase, une activite de type SOD qu'elles conservent meme apres
irradiation g de 4000 Gy.
L'etude moleculaire de l'hemocyanine dans le cadre de Ia radioprotection a ete abordee par le
biais des travaux actuels sur les sequences d'hemocyanines d'Arthropodes:
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a) Ia realisation d'une sonde specifique au(x) gene(s) hemocyanine a demande Ia
recherche d'une sequence conservee dans les differentes sous-unites proteiques. La
sequence:His-His-Trp-His-Trp-His remplit ces caracteristiques et semble, de plus, impliquee
dans Ia structure du site actif. Une sequence de DNA complementaire au mRNA a done ete
synthetisee afin de servir de sonde pour rechercher le messager de l'hemocyanine.
b) La purification des RNA messagers et leur hybridation avec Ia sonde
oligonucleotidique specifique, a permis de determiner Ia taille du (ou des) messager (s) de
l'hemocyanine Le eDNA correspondant

a l'hemocyanine a ete clone. Son expression dans des

systemes eucaryotes devrait permettre :
I) !'etude de Ia "reparation" eventuelle des systemes deficitaires cites cidessus par un fragment de petit poids moleculaire,
2) ainsi que de l'eventuel transfert de Ia radioresistance de l'hemocyanine

adifferents systemes cellulaires.
CONCLUSIONS
Les produits de reduction de !'oxygene obtenus aussi bien au cours du metabolisme normal que
lors de reactions pathologiques paraissent entrer tres activement en jeu dans la mise en place de Ia
transformation cellulaire, et/ou de Ia cancerisation.En contre partie, Ia radioresistance naturelle du
scorpion qui est de plus de 1000 fois superieure acelle de !'Homme est en majeure partie portee
par son pigment sanguin natif (l'hemocyanine, proteine de 2.106 KDa) et ses sous-unites (75 et 53
KDa) qui possedent tous des activites de type catalase, SOD et peroxydase, dependant du Cu 2+
dans le site actif du domaine 2;Ces activites resistent a au moins 4000 Gy. L'obtention en grandes
quantites de ,
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TRANSFER OF RISK COEFFICIENTS ACROSS POPULATIONS 1
Len R. Rasmussen
Radiation and Industrial Safety Branch
Vhiteshell Research Laboratories
Pinawa, Manitoba Canada
ABSTRACT
The variation of lifetime risk projections for a Canadian population
caused by the uncertainty in the choice of method for transferring excess
relative risk coefficients between populations is assessed. Site-specific
projections, varied by factors up to 3.5 when excess risk coefficients of
the BEIR V relative risk models were transferred to the Canadian population
using an additive and multiplicative method.
\·Then the risk from all
cancers are combined, differences between transfer methods were no longer
significant.
The Canadian projections VJere consistent VIi th the ICRP-60
nominal fatal cancer risk estimates.
INTRODUCTION
Current lifetime risk estimates of cancer mortality following exposure
to ionizing radiation are based almost entirely on the Life Span Study of
the Japanese survivors of the atomic bombings of Hiro:;hima and Nagasaki.
As a result of the latest follow-up of cancer mortality of the cohort
(1950-1985), the relative risk model has become preferred over the absolute
risk model for projecting lifetime cancer risks following radiation exposure (ICRP 1991, NRC 1990, UNSCEAR 1988, Shimizu et al. 1988). The use of
the relative risk model introduces the question of how to transfer excess
relative risk coefficients to other populations, such as Canada, VJhere
baseline cancer rates are substantially different from those in Japan.
There are two plausible risk transfer methods. The first i~ a multiplicative method whereby excess relative risk coefficients are transferred
directly and applied to the baseline cancer mortality rates of the population of interest.
The second is an additive method vrhereby the excess
relative risk coefficients are first applied to the baseline rate0 of Japan
and then the resulting excess absolute risk coefficients transferred to the
population of interest. Presently, there is no general agreement on 1-rhich,
if any, transfer method should be used or whether the s2me methnd ~hould be
used for every cancer site (ICRP 1991).
The purpose of this paper is to assess the variation in the projected
lifetime risk
of fatal cancer per unit dose for i1 r:anadi<~n population
caused by the uncertainty in the choir:e of risk transfer method.
Variations are compared with statistical rcnors in the er:cess relative risk
coefficients caused by sampling variation.
In addition, Canadian
projections are compared with the nominal fatal cancer risk coefficients
derived in ICRP publication 60, the 1990 Recommendation of the ICRP (ICRP
1991).
This paper is based on a M.Sc. thesis report (Rasmussen 1991)
commissioned by the Atomic Energy Control Board of Canada.
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METHODS
Lifetime risk projections for the Canadian population are performed
using the excess relative risk coefficients of the modified relative risk
models developed by the BEIR V Committee (NRC 1990) of the respiratory
tract, female breast, digestive system, and other remaining organs and
tissues.
Projections are performed for a single hypothetical l·rhole-body
exposure of 1 Sv and projections are averaged over the life-table age
distribution of a 1982 and 1988 Canadian population with equal number of
male and females.
A dose and dose rate effectiveness factor of 2 is
assumed.
The additive risk transfer method uses the baseline cancer mortality
rates of the 1984 Japanese population 2 to compute the conditional absolute
excess risks. The multiplicative method uses the baseline cancer rates of
1982 Canada (StatCan 1985) and 1988 Canada 3 •
A Canadian life-table is
constructed using age-specific mortality rates for all causes of death in
Canada for 1980-1982 (StatsCan 1985b) and 1988.
Approximate 90 percent
confidence intervals representing the uncertainty due to sampling variation
are calculated indirectly by multiplying the ratio of the upper and lower
90% confidence interval of the excess lifetime risk point estimate given in
the BEIR V report (NRC 1990) to the Canadian projected lifetime fatal
cancer risk. The Canadian projections are compared to the ICRP-GO nominal
risk factors by combining the ICRP site-specific values to give the corresponding groupings in the BEIR V report.
COMPARISON OF BASELINE CANCER MORTALITY RATES IN CANADA AND JAPAN
Table 1 shows the standardized 4 sex- and site-specific cancer mortality rates for Canada and Japan.
The annual background risk of cancer
mortality are similar between Canada and Japan for leukemia, Canadian rates
being higher by about a factor 1. 07.
For other canc('rs, baseline rates
differ substantially between the populations. Cancers of the res pi ra tory
tract, female breast, and other remaining cancers are greater in Canada
than Japan by factors of about 2, 4, and 2 respectively. For digestive
cancers, the Canadian baseline mortality rate is about half ths rate in
Japan. The differences in site-specific baseline rates between Canada and
Japan tend to be offsetting so that overall, the rate for all cancers
combined is similar between Japan and Canada (Canadian rates higher by a
factor of 1.2).
RESULTS
Table 2 shows the age- and sex averaged 5 site-specific risks of fatal
cancer per Sv for the Canadian population. Given is th~ lifetime fatal

Supplied by Dale Preston of the Radiation Effects Research Foundation
The 1988 Canadian rates were calculated using data from 1988 causes of
death tables and population estimates supplied by Statistics Canada
Standardized to the age distribution of the 1988 Canadian population.
Averaged over a Canadian life-table population (ages 0-85) and equal
number of males and female
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cancer risk averaged over transfer methods (the nominal risk estimates) the
variation with transfer method, the 90% confidence interval of the nominal
estimates, and the nominal values given by the ICRP.
For cancers of the
respiratory tract, female breast, and other remaining cancers the multiplicative transfer method gives a significantly higher projected dsk than
additive method by factors of 1.8, 3.5, and 2.4, respectively. For digestive cancer, the fatal cancer risk projected by the multiplicative method
is almost half that of the additive method. These variations are comparable to the uncertainty caused by sampling variation (i.e. 90% confidence
intervals). The projected lifetime risk for radiation-induced leukemia is
similar between transfer methods, differ by a factor of 1.14.
The sitespecific differences between transfer methods tends to be offsetting so
that when the lifetime risk from all radiation-induced cancers are combined, there is little difference between transfer methods (transfer
methods differing by a factor of 1.18).
The site-specific lifetime risk projections for the Canadian population are in good agreement with the nominal fatal cancer risk factors given
in ICRP publication 60 (ICRP 1991). For specific cancer except leukemia,
the ICRP risk factors within the range projected by the two transfer
methods for Canada.
The ICRP risk factor for radiation-induced leukemia
mortality is lower than that for Canada (ICRP: 50 x 10-' per Sv, Canada: 70
to 80 x 10- 4 per Sv).
However, this is not significant in viev of the
uncertainty due to sampling variation and the ICRP do not use the BEIR V
risk coefficients.
CONCLUSION
The choice of method for transferring excess relative risk coefficients is a significant source of uncertainty in lifetime risk projections
of fatal cancer resulting from radiation exposure. Canadian site-specific
projections can be expected to vary up to a factor 3 or more, depending on
the transfer method and cancer site. In viev of the difficulty i•1 choosing
between transfer methods and the significant effect on site-specific risks,
it would seem the appropriate approach is to to carry out lifetime risk
projections using both methods and then average the results.
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TABLE 1
NATIONAL CANADIAN AND JAPANESE STANOARDIZEDa HORTALITY RATES
BY CANCER SITE (DEATHS PER 100,000 PERSONS PER YEAR)
CANCER
GROUP

MALES
Canada Japan

Leukemia
Respiratory
Breast
Digestive
Other
All Cancel-s

5.4
73
-61
73
212

5.0
39
-120
28
192

FEMALES
Ratio
Can/Jap

Canada Japan

1.08
1. 87
-0.50
2.60
1.10

3.6
22
28
36
42
132

3.4

Ratio
Can/Jap
1.06
2.00
4.00
0.60
1.83
1.28

11

7
59
23
103

(a) Standardized to the age distribution of a 1988 Canadian population
TABLE Z
VARIATION OF THE PROJECTED LIFETIHE RISK OF FATAL CANCER PER UNIT DOSE FOR
GENERAL CANADIAN POPULATION CAUSED BY THE UNCERTAINTY IN RISK TRANSFER
METHOD AND SAHPLING VARIATION.
Lifetime Risk of Fatal Cancer
(l0- 4 per Sv)
SOURCE OF UNCERTAINn
CANCER

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

CANADA

ICRP-60

(a)

(b)

RISK TRANSFER
TRANSFER (c)

Leukemia
Respiratory
Breast
Digestive
Other

75
90
25
220
130

50
85
20
240
105

70
65
10
275
75

All Cancers

540

500

495 - 575

-

80
ll5
35
165
180

SAMPLING
VARIATION (d)
30
60
20
155
90

-

18')
135
35
325
190

390 - 805

Average over risk transfer method. sex, and age diftrlb••tion nf ~ 1082
and 1988 Canadian life-table population (ages 0-85)
ICRP site-specific risk estimates grouped to represent the er1ulva1ent
BEIR V cancer groupings
Range of Canadian lifetime fatal cancer risk per Sv projecte~ by
additive and multiplicative risk transfer method.
90% confidence interval of Canadian projected lifetime fatal cancer
risk per Sv.
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AUGMENTATION OF PROLIFERATIVE RESPONSES OF MOUSE
SPLENOCYTES BY LOW-DOSE X-RAY IRRADIA'riON
*Keiichiro Ishii, **Miyuki Ayuzawa and *Jun Misonoh
*Central Research Institute of Electric Power Industry,
2-11-1 Iwatokita Komae-shi, Tokyo 201, Japan.
**Nissei Sangyo Co., Ltd.,
26-27 Sakamachi Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 160, Japan.
ABSTRACT
To elucidate the hormetic effect on the immune system, we
studied the mitogen-induced proliferation of mouse splenocytes
after low-dose X-irradiation. Major results obtained were as
follows; Proliferative response of mouse splenocytes induced by
Con A or PHA was augmented by a single whole-body irradiation
with 2.5 or 5 cGy, and its optimal concentration of Con A rose to
4

~g/ml

from 2

~g/ml

in the sham-irradiated control group.

Furthermore, irradiation with 5 cGy prevented mouse splenocytes
from

declining

of

mitogen

responses

by

subsequent

4

Gy

irradiation.
INTRODUCTION
Radiation hormesis is a new concept for radiation biology.
The

concept

functions

is

that

low-dose

A phenomenon

ln

irradiation
which

stimulates

low-dose

bio-

irradiation

stimulates mitogen-induced proliferation of human T-cells in in
vitro experiments has been reported 7 • In general, however, it was
well

known

that

immune

cells

are

easily

injured by

X-ray

irradiation, since they are highly sensitive to X-ray. To verify
the hormetic effect of low-dose whole-body X-ray irradiation, in
vivo,

in cells of immune system,

we studied effects on the

proliferative responses of mouse splenocytes induced by various
mitogens. The results obtained are reported in this paper.
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METHODS
Male BALB/c mice of 7 weeks old were given a single wholebody X-ray irradiation of 2.5 or 5 cGy at an irradiation dose
rate of 1 cGy/min. HITACHI X-ray irradiator MBR-1505R was used.
Another expriment was made, where the dose was divided over 5
days, 1 cGy/day. Spleen was taken out 4 hours AfiPr !he sinale
irradiation or 4

hours

after

the

final

irradiation

in

the

divided irradiation case. Cell suspensions were prepared.
Splenocytes were cultured on RPMI-1640 medium containing 5%
fetal bovine serum under an environment of 37°C and 5% C0 7 ,

in

the presence of 1-16 !1-g/ml of Concanavalin A (Con A) or 25 !1-g/ml
of Phytohemagglutinin (PHA) or Lipopolysaccharide (LPS),
hours.

Next,

'H-thymidine was

added

to

the

for 44

culture,

and

cultivation was continued for 4 hours. Radioactivity taken into
the

cells

was

measured by

a

liquid

scintillation

counting

system.
Some animals were irradiated with 4 Gy 21 days after the
low-dose whole-body irradiation of 5 cGy. Spleen was taken out 4
hours

or

24

hours

after

the

last

irradiation.

Response

of

splenocytes to mitogen was examined in the same manner.
The controls of these experiments were mlce for which the
low-dose

irradiation operation was

substituted with

a

sham

operation.
CONCLUSIONS
To conclude, our major results are as follows;
(1)

As

shown

ln

Fig.

1,

proliferative

response

of

mouse

splenocytes induced by Con A or PHA was augmented by a single
whole-body

irradiation

with

2.5

or

5

cGy,

whereas

the

proliferation induced by LPS was augmented only by irradiation
with

2. 5

cGy.

And,

the

fractionated whole-body
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irradiation

exhibited less effect on PHA-induced proliferation than a single
irradiation.
(2) Although the data is not shown in the paper, low-dose wholebody irradiation with 5 cGy prevented mouse splenocytes from
declining of mitogen-induced proliferation by subsequent highdose irradiation with 4 Gy.
(3) As shown in Fig. 2, Con A-induced proliferation of mouse
splenocytes was augmented by an irradiation with 2.5 cGy over
the range of 1-16
Con A rose to 4

~g/ml

~g/ml

of Con A. Its optimal concentration of

from 2

~g/ml

in the sham-irradiated control

group.

Fig. 1. Effect of a single whole-body X-ray irradiation and
fractionated irradiation on mitogen-induced proliferation
of mouse splenocytes. The number of mice per experimental
point is 13.
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Fig. 2. Effect of a single whole-body X-ray irradiation
(2.5 cGy) on Con A-induced proliferation of mouse
splenocytes, as a function of concentration of Con A.
The number of mice per experimental point is 12.
The augmentation of the response to mitogen ln mouse
splenocytes this time was also observed in F344/NSlc rats in the
past 3 • We considered significant augmentation of mitogen-induced
proliferation of mouse splenocytes by low-dose whole-body X-ray
irradiation

is

one

of

hormetic

effects.

And,

our

finding

suggests some functional alteration in splenocytes from low-dose
irradiated mice.
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S'rUDY Oli I£DKOCY'.riC ENZYMES liC.CIVIrY ENFLUENCED

BY IONIZING

IRRADIATION
8nezana Milacic

Institute of Occupational and Radiolop.:ical IIealth,
University clinical ~enter of Belr;rade
and
M.

Jan~i6.,

s.

Dodi6

ABSTRAGr

Both alkaline phosphatase (APL) and myeloperoxidase (I:1f0) activities in neutrophilic f!:ranulocytes
influenced by different doses of ionizin?; irradiation
1-1ere studied.
In individuals pr fessionally exposed to the low
doses, the enz;yme activities vrere repeatehly dete-rmi-·
ned durinr: the period from 1986-1989. 'rhe activities
of AJ::'L and Nro in r-atients exposed to the therapeutical irradiation were presented before, durinn- and after the thera:~y.
noth alca~ine phosphatase and myeloperoxidase
activities vJere evidenced hy cytochemical staininr; of
capillary blood smears.
IlT.J:l R-JDUC.r IOiJ

Hematopoietic tissue is, accordin~ to its radiosensitivity classified into the first r;-roup.l l'herefore,routine peripherral blood analysis is a method of
choice it... irradiation effects monitorin:~. Intermittent,
low doses induce no depression of bone marrow stem
cells (when si~~le dosesis not hi~her than 0.5mGy/0.5
mSV/) even du.rinr; lonp;er tima intervals 2. 'rherefore,
nL~eric changes of peripheral blood elements a-re not
indicative of initial impairment in routine rnonitorinr;
of patients. Int . . . ncellular enzymes are the most sensitive substances to ionizing irradiation 3. fhey are
closely related to hematopoitetic cells differentiation
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and maturation Li.• .Alcaline phosphatase (AFL) and myeloperoxydase (l'TI:o) found in secondary and primary
granules of neutrophilic granulocytes are of particular importance .5 Ionizin~ irradiation induces the
inhibition of these enzymes in mature cells as well
as its synthesis discontination in the course of
~ranulocytopoiesis.G

H.h'.I'E]Li;L AlTD f·ThTHODS

The influence of small doses of ionizinr: irradiation was ezamined in professionaly exposed workers
(radiologic te:chnicians, N= 27). The irradiation extent was evaluated accordinp: to the mean annually absorbed dose calculated on the basis of dosimetric control using thermoluminiscent pastilles (TLD) for the
whole period of the exposu~e.
The influence of hip.;h does of irradiation may
be evaluated in human model only in accinental situations, "Hhich are infreQuent and unpredictable. 'I' herefore, we conduct6d our study in cases of therapeutical
application of hi~h doses. In order to approximate local therapeutical application of hir;h doses and accidental situation, vTe had performed experimental dosimetric evaluation of patient s total body dose by
thermoluminiscent dosimeters (TLD) as well as by dose
measurement ou 1'ndophantom s surface.
Alcaline phosphatase (ArL) and myeloperoxydase
(.MI-0) activities vTere determined by cytochemical staining of capilary blood smer 7. 'rhe activity was calculated acceding to the intensity of staining and expressed as a scor of cell count product and stain index per 100 neutrophilic r,ranulocytes, i.e. semiQuantitatively 7, 8.
The activity of the examined enzymes in workers
exposed to low-dose irradiation was determined repeatedly du.rinp.; the period from 1986 till 1989, and in
patients therapeutically exposed to the irradiation,
AI'L and I'1FO values are presented before, du.rinp.; and
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after the therapy 8.
RESUlli'S AND DISCUSSION
The mean anually absorbed dose obtained for tenyear exposure period was 4.5 mGy, while for thirteenyear exposure period it 1'188 5. 59 mGy. Accordinp;ly,
professionaly exposed workers continually and absorbed appro:d.mately the same, low doses.
'rhe estimated effective equivalent therapeutical
dose for the v1l:..ole 6-week period of therapy was 2. 6 Sv,
'-'lith 1.3 Sv for the ~-vreek period.
Al-'L scor values in professionaly exposed workers
after 10 end 13 years of exposure were mutually compared, and also compared 1,-1ith the controls havinp; 10
and 13 years of service. The ·t'esults are presented at
·rable l.
Table l.
.t>I lJ scor in exnosed and control r:roups

====================================================
Observed
p:roups

Years of

:ii

-,
10
. vrs

Ser,~ice

1"-

-'

'-'"t'S

============================~================~=====

E

27

39,93

39,53

c

16

45.50

47.81

0.62NS

O.llNS

====================================================
Mean nro scor values are identically compared
and presented at the Table 2.
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Table 2.
MPO scar in exposed and control groups

======================================================
Observed groups

N

Years of Service

==============================~~=~g~======~~=~~~===
E

27

132.29

c

16

168.0

91.79
170.0

0.001 s
0.001 s
p
=====================================================
l~s

it may bee ceen from 'l'abels 1 and 2; there
was no si~nificant diff~rence in AFL scor in controls.
Dtwation of exposure had no statististic sif,nificance.
1'11'0 sco.r 1·1as significantly lo\-.rer in the exposed
HO::>kers, decreasin:; with the duration of exposure
O,i;o;ure 2).
Table 2 reYiews mean Al'L and I1IO scor volues
obtained from 18 patients, therapeutically irradiated
due to the t1.m1or for 6 weeks, before, dut>inr; and after
the therapy:

A:?L and !1IO scars in 1rherapeutically Irradiated

Patients
=================================c===~=================

'Sefore Ill'h

"turin

R~rh

After RTh

=======================================================

X SCO::t
ArL

X SCOR

13

66.61

85.11

18

141.77

109. 2C

34.17

73.0

=========~===================================~==========

I'he aw lysis usinr; Iaired 'r-test revealed: the difference between mean yalues of both enz;ymes shewed sis;nificanc? of p 0.05, before, during and afte.r the therapy. AlL yalues significantly increased during the
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Figure 1.
APL SCOR in exposed and control group after 10 and 13 years
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Figure 2.
MPO SCOR in exposed and control group after 10 and 13 year·s
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Figure 3.
APL and MPO scor tendencies influenced
by high doses during the 6-week
irradiation
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therapy

therapy, with sudden decrease after the irradiation,
while significant decrease of MFO values was observed
both durins and after the irradiation when compared
to pre-irradiation values (Figure 3).
CONCLUSION
Our results revealed significant decrease of I1l0
values under the influence of irradiation, while .APL
values decrease, influenced by low doses was insignificant. lifter the in~.tial increase, significant fall
was observed induced by h:i.gh doses.
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PERCUTANEOUS ABSORPTION OF TRITIATED OIL AND DOSIMETRIC CONCERNS
A. Trivedi
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ABSTRACT
Tritiated oil deposited on the skin provides an intake route for
organically bound tritium (OBT) and tritiated water (HTO).
The kinetics of
tritium excretion in the urine of hairless rats exposed to tritiated vacuumpump oil have shown a much shorter effective time constant for OBT, compared
to HTO.
However, the detection of long-term tritium activity in urine
indicates that there is also long- term retention in the body.
This is
attributed to metabolism and assimilation of tritiated compounds into the
body.
INTRODUCTION
Tritium has been measured in pump oils within the vacuum pump reservoirs
in tritium handling facilities (1].
A high-performance vacuum pump operating
in the tritium handling facilities can retain significant amounts of tritium
activity in oil and lubricants [2).
Tritium activities in the pump oils from
a D-T neutron generator facility are being detected and reported as a possible
source of internal contamination during maintenance of the pump systems [3) .
Tritium contamination of vacuum-pump oil can result in radiation-induced
polymerization of the oil. Thermal degradation and tritium radiolysis of pump
fluids are considered to be critical factors in generating specific tritiated
impurities.
Also, tritium gas in the oil may convert to tritiated water by
the catalytic effect of the emitted ~-rays.
This conversion becomes an
important factor in contamination evaluation.
The absorption of tritium through the skin has long been recognized as a
possible route of intake.
Our earlier study on the skin-contact exposure to
tritium-gas-contaminated metal surfaces has increased the awareness of the
radiological consequences of such tritium exposures [4).
To enable improved
assessment of the risk from skin contaminated with tritiated oil, the urinary
excretion of tritium following the skin-contact exposure of hairless rats has
been investigated.
The analysis of urinary excretion of tritium is performed
to evaluate the possible radiological consequences from this mode of
contamination.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Tritiated oil was prepared by the Chemical Engineering Branch at Chalk
River Laboratories.
The tritium content of the oil was 31± 1 mCi·g-1 (1.2 x
103 MBq·g-1).
To prevent abrasion to the skin, six-month old male hairless
rats (Sprague-Dawley:hy.hy) were used.
The contaminated oil (28 MBq in 0.05
mL) was applied against the dorsal skin (4 cm2) to expose the animal
percutaneously.
The application was short (less than a minute), but the oil
remained on the skin.
Urine samples were collected before exposure to provide
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background specimens, and were subsequently collected at regular intervals to
determine HTO and OBT rates of excretion.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The application of contaminated oil on the skin does not represent an
acute exposure, as a thin film of contaminated oil on the skin was detected in
the post·exposure examinations (within 24 h). This situation may represent a
continuing exposure for the period in which a gradient of the contaminated oil
exists across the skin.
Tritium in pump oil has been identified as existing in two distinct
chemical states: one is tritiated organic impurities or nonexchangeable
tritium (95t), and the other is tritiated water (5t).
Tritiated water in the oil should behave similarly to HTO from skin
exposed to HTO vapour [5] .
Thus HTO absorbed through the skin from
contaminated oil should distribute uniformly throughout the body, and be
excreted with a dominant single time constant. However, the urinary excretion
of HTO from contaminated animals was best fit in terms of two exponentials: a
fast· and a long· term component (Fig. 1). The fast component of HTO excretion
was represented with an average half·life of about 3.3 ± 0.4 days (Table I).
This half-life value is identical to the value of clearing component observed
after skin exposure to HTO, suggesting that the HTO excreted in this component
originated predominantly from the oil.
The presence of a second component
with half-lives of 25.5 ± 3.5 days was attributed to the fact that the
turnover of HTO in the body is initially influenced by rapid absorption of
tritium through the skin as tritiated water with subsequent excretion in the
same form, followed by the delayed excretion of HTO as a result of catabolism
of stored OBT in the body.

TABLE I

Urinary Excretion of Tritium (MBq ·d·1) and Biological Half- Lives
(days) .
Values are mean of four independent animal experiments
(n=4), and the standard deviation (S.D.) for each value is in
parentheses.

Component

Uo, 1

HTO

OBT

Uo,2

2.7E-02
(1.5E-02)

2.0E-05
(4. 7E- 06)

9.0E-02
(4.5E-02)

6.1E-04
(3.0E-04)

Uo,3

To, 1

3.3
(0 4)
0

1.3E-05
(4.1E-06)

To,2

To,3

25.5
(4 0)
0

1.0

5.4

(0 .1)

(0 6)
0

31.4
(1. 9)

The
A significant amount of OBT was also observed in urine (Fig. 1).
excretion of OBT elevated sharply and reached a maximum at 12 h.
The OBT
excretion in urine was analyzed in terms of three exponentials: fast-, mediumand long-term components. As shown in Table I, a much faster OBT (compared to
HTO) clearing was noticed with a half ·life of 1. 0 ± 0.1 day.
The slower
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components were represented with 5.4 ± 0.6 days and 31.4 ± 1.9 days of halflives. The amount of OBT excreted in the urine during the experimental period
(for 112 days) accounted for about 75% of the total tritium excreted, whereas
HTO concentration ranged between 20% and 30%.
The urinary concentrations and kinetics of tritium not only reflect the
degree of percutaneous absorption of tritiated oil, but also exhibit a
function of the distribution and elimination characteristics of the tritium in
the body.
The majority of tritium (-80%) is cleared in the urine in very
early periods post-exposure (within five days).
However, that fact does not
account for the total applied activity on the skin.
The excretion of total
tritium in urine accounts only for 1% of the applied activity.
The
unaccountability of a large portion of tritium in urine suggests that a
significant portion of tritium has: (i) been retained in the body, (ii) been
lost through exhalation, (iii) been evolved from the skin, or (iv) may never
have entered the body.
The last seems most likely; however, the estimation
and accountabi1i ty of such large portions of tritium are prerequisites in
developing a proper metabolic understanding.
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Urinary excretion (MBq.d-1)
exposure to tritiated oil.

of

tritium

120

following

skin-contact

The skin forms a complex barrier to external contaminants.
The
knowledge of the skin penetration of tritium contaminants is important.
In
predicting the rate at which tritiated contaminants penetrate the skin, it is
necessary to consider the fundamental physiology of the skin and relate this
to the possible rate-limiting steps in the permeation process.
It would be
useful to learn quantitatively the absorption and retention of tritium in
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skin.
It is thought that tritium diffuses passively in all its forms across
the skin.
This assumption is necessary if a simple mathematical
representation of the experimental results is required for dosimetric
interpre::ations.
Comparing
the
current
data
with
our
earlier
work
on
tritium-gas-contaminated metal surfaces [4], it is apparent that the mode of
contamination from two different sources results in similar tritium excretion
kinetics in urine.
Such observations support (but do not prove) the notion
that tritium contamination from metal surfaces is due to the transfer of
tritium impurities that originated external to the body and are then
assimilated into the body.
CONCLUSION
It is apparent that skin-contact exposure to tritiated oil results in
HTO uptake and OBT accumulation in the body.
The accumulation of OBT at the
point of contact in the skin and in various tissues influences the kinetics of
tritium excretion in urine.
The long-term retention of tritium in the body
can contribute to doses to the skin and other tissues.
It is therefore
important to illustrate the significance of long-term retention of tritium in
the body and its influence on dosimetry.
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FUNCTIONAL STATE OF ANTIOXIDANT SYSTEM
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I. S. Izyumtsev, V.A.Dyache~. A.A.Tyaptln,
I.N.Popov, S.A.Kall~anov, L.V.F11yov

I.V.Voltche~.

Department of Extreme Med1c1ne,
St. Petersburg Institute of Advanced Med1cal Stud1es,
St.Petersburg, Russ1a
ABSTRACT
The funct1onal
state of blood ant1ox1dant system (AOS)
was stud1ed at liquidators of Chernobyl AES crash 4-5 years
ago 1rradiat1on (200-250 msv). The 1ncreas1ng SH/SS rat1o 1n
prote1n and non-prote1n thiold1sulf1de system, the prevaillng of ascorb1c acid ox1forms 1n plasma, changes act1v1ty of
catalase, g 1utathlonreductase and superox1ded1smutase,
rislng of the 1ntens1ty of peroxide 11p1d ox1dat1on and nucleotldes degradatlon have been revealed. Thus, the adaptat1onal
fa11ure of
the AOS may be regarded as one of the leading
lin~s 1n low dose 1rrad1at1on 1nJur1ng effect.
INTRODUCTION
It 1s now ev1dent that one of the
most
common
man1festat1ons of
the effect of stressor agents on man's
organ1sm 1s the 1ntens1fication of free-rad1cal
oxidation
processes. Obvlosly,
th1s fact 1s to be regarded as a side
effect of the grow1ng 1ntens1ty of b1ochem1ca1 reactions 1n
response to
the act1on of extreme factors,
includlng
radlation through neuro-endocr1ne regulat1on mechan1sms [1).
As know''·
these processes are capable oi ex<ers1z1ng
multlplan 1nJur1ng effect on l1v1ng cell.
The .'"'lan1festat1on
of the 1njur1ng effect of free
rad1cals and perox1de compounds 1s hlndered by the complex
multlcomponent antloxidant
system (AOS) provlding binding
and mod1f1cat1on of rad1cals,
the prevent1on of perox1des
formation or
the1r destruct1on.
In 1ts compos1t1on are
included bioantioxidants of d1fferent nature and antiperoxlde enzymes [2, 3). So, pro- and ant1ox1dant systems exist in
dynam1c equ1l1br1um and prov1de 1n the1r 1nteract1on the
adapt1ve react1ons
1n response to the effect of extreme
factors, ensuring radiores1stance of organ1sm [4).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Complex cl1n1ca1 examinat1on employ1ng modern functional and b1ochem1cal methods was conducted with 35 men-llquidators of the consequences of Chernobyl AES crash 4-5 years
ago radiat1on influence 1n doses 200-250 mSv per 1-2 months.
The observed pat1ents were suffered from dl~ferent lnternal
d1seas~::s
\neurocl.rculatory
asthenla,
uypertens1ve and
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ischem1c heart
diseases,
stomach and duodenum ulcers,
chron1c gastroduodenitis)
wh1ch have been revealed after
their work in Chernobyl.
The control group cons1sts of 104
healthy donors.
We stud1ed contents of sulfhydril (SH)
and
disulfide (SS)
groups in whole blood [5), concentrations of
ascorbic ac1d
(AA)
and its ox1forms (OF) 1n plasma [6).
Activity of
superox1ded1smutase
(SOD),
catalase
and
glutathionreductase (GR)
was determined [7).
Intensity of
perox1de l1p1d oxidation was estimated by accumulation of
malone dialdehyde
(MDA)
in whole blood [8).
Valuing of
lymphocyte products of nucleotides degradation
(PND)
was
executed by the spectrofluorimetrlk method [9).
RESULTS
As the analysis of data obtained has demonstrated
changes were
observed in the non-enzymatic link of the AOS
in low dose 1rradiated patients (Table).
TABLE

Values of AOS 1n low dose irradiated patients

PROOFS
Prote1n
SH (mM/1)

ss

(mM/1)

SH/SS
Non-prote1n
SH (mM/1)

ss

(mM/1)

SH/SS
AA/OF

CONTROL GROUP
13.00
4.80
2. 70

:1:

1. 14
0.41
2.80
0. 84

:1:

:1:

:1:

:1:
:1:

:1:

Catalase (mKat;g)
GR (nKat/ g)
SOD ( z of inhib.

601. 7

.t

18. 5
29. 6

:1:

MDA (..fl M/1)
PND ( z)

76. 8
50.0

11

-

:1:

:1:

:1:

o.

PATIENTS

20
0. 10
o. 20

12. 30
3. 79
3. 81

0.01
0.01
0. 30
o. 13

1. 35
0.42
3. 69
0. 24

o.
o.

14. 9
6
9

657. 3
19. 8
17. 2

5. 1
8. 5

101. 8
70. 7

o.

20
0. 18
o. 22

:1:
:1:
:1:

o. 10
0. 10
o. 29
0. 05

:1:
:1:
:1:
:1:

:1:
:1:

:1:
:1:

±

II
1111
II

II

II
II

34. 9
1.2
1.6 II
2. 5
1.5

II
II

dlfferences w1th a control group are s1gnificant
( 11 p<O. 05, 1111 - p<O. 01) by Fisher test

In particular,
the s1gn1f1cant disorders were observed
1n th1old1sulfide system which displayed by 1ncreas1ng of
SH/SS rat1o both in prote1n and non-prote1n fract1ons of the
solid blood.
And if in prote1n part it was connected with
the reduc1ng value of SS-groups then 1n non-protein part 1t
was due to significant increas1ng value of SH-groups.
At the same time the functional state of ascorbic redox
system was
character1zed by the great prevailing of its
oxiforms 1n plasma.
Changes of
enzymatic
function
were
exclusively
1nd1v1dual: the act1vity of catalase and GR more often has
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been increased than decreased but overall there weren't
dlfferences between the enzymat1c act1v1ty of low dose
irradlated patients in compar1son Wlth a control group.
At
the same time SOD was depressed in all observat1ons.
On the background of data obtained the level of MDA and
PND were s1gnificantly r1sed.
DISCUSSION
The 1ncreasing of non-protein SH-groups and enzymatlc
activity may
testify the hormet1c 1nfluence of low dose
irradiat1on on the nonspecific resistance in the process of
adaptation. From the one side,
unproport1onal decreasing of
protein ss- (to a considerable extent)
and SH- groups (to a
smaller extent)
may be limited by structural protein
alteration which are accompanied by changes of correlation
between camouflage and accessible for determination protein
thiol and disulfide groups.
From the other side, the rising
of prote1n SH/SS rat1o may be regarded as the protect1ve
react1on at the more low adaptat1onal
level
in
the
condltions of the ox1d1Z1ng agents excess which is realized
at non-prote1n group expence.
Even under condltions of AOS adaptative activation
there aren't abillties to prevent the 1ncreasing of peroxide
lipid ox1dation,
DNA degradation and reducing of ascorbic
acid oxiforms.
So,
our data g1ve reason to suggest the
s1gnif1cant role
of antioxydant insufficlency
in
the
launchlng mechan1sms of d1sease 1n low dose lrradiation.
At the level of cell metabolism 1t is manifested in
peroxidation react1ons,
whose biochemlcal substrate are
pract1cally all biomolekules,
which leads to injur1ng their
nat1vity. Its
consequence is dlsturbance of biological
actlvity, synthesis,
transport and 1nactivation of enzymes,
hormones, v1 tam1ns,
r;:ediato:rs and other substances, as we 11
as change of recepti Vl ty,
membrane permeab1l i ty,
energetic
def1c1t, d1sturbance
of bemoglobln transport of oxigen and
1ts ut1l1sation by t1ssue.
This leads to proliferation and
differentiatlon dlsorders,
dlsintegration of humoral and
cellular defence mechanisms, including the immune [10).
In 1ts turn,
the result of the changes ind1cated 1s
disturbance of
circulatory homeostasls system,
vessel
react1v1ty and mlcrocirculation,
heart activity, as well as
d1sorder of pulmonary gas exchange lead1ng to hypoxia of
t1ssues and organs. Subsequent hemocirculatory disturbances
together w1th tissue and cell hypoxia lead to functional and
morpholog1cal modif1cat1ons
1n organs and lifesecuring
systems and to development of various organ's pathology in
low dose 1rradiated persons.
CONCLUSIONS
For our op1n1on,
the adaptat1onal failure of the
antioxldant system may be rP~arded as one of the leading
llnks 1n pathogenes1s of damage by radlation low doses.
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The methods employed can be recommended for the est1mat1on
of radiatlon danger,
standart1zat1on and elaboration of the
directions for radioprotect1on. Achived results enable us to
propose a pathogenetically founded metabolic therapy of
1njur1es 1nduced
by low dose rad1at1on w1th the employment
of antioxidants.
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LOCALISATION MOLECULAIRE DE L'AMERICIUM, DU TECHNETI~~
ET DU CESIUM CHEZ DES ANI¥~UX MARINS COMESTIBLES
LEUR COMPORTEMENT METABOLIQUE ET SES CONSEQUENCES
PIERI J., F. GOUDARD et M.C. MILCENT
Laboratoire de Biochimie et Radiobiochimie, Faculte des
Sciences et des Techniques, 2 rue de la Houssiniere
44072 NANTES CEDEX 03

LOCALISATION OF k~ERICIUM , TECHNETIUM
AND CESIUM IN EDIBLE MARINE ANI~.ALS.
THEIR METABOLIC BEP~VIOR Ah~ THEIR CONSEQUENCES

MOLECUUL~

We
show
the
molecular
behavior
of
americium,
technetium and cesium on the chromatographic pattern of each
cytosol in the digestive gland of eel and lobster.
The contamination by cadmium seems to compete with
americium in the fractions of ¥.W 10,000.
Cesium shows an ionic behavior.

Il
est
actuellement
connu
q<J.e
le
radiocesium
un comportement ionique lors~J.'il est dissemine dans
l'environnement.

presen~e

Notre but a ete d' etudier le comportement de ce
radioelement au niveau moleculaire chez un animal comestible,
1' anguille, et de comparer ces resul tats avec ceux obtenus
pour
le
Tc-95m
et
l' Am-241
chez
des
animaux
marins
comestibles.
Le fractionnement subcellulaire a ete fait sur le
foie et le muscle de 1' anguille, selon une methode utilisee
precedemment (Galey et al, 1986
Goudard et al, 1991). La
radioactivite du ces~um se trouve essentiellement dans le
cytosol : 87 % pour le foie et 79 % pour le muscle.
Le '~-cactiO"''lE"'Jer:t ch:::-omatoc;raphiqne du col!'partiment
cytosolique est obtenu sur Sephacryl S300 : Fig. 1 et 2.
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chro:r.atographie en gel filtration ( sephacryl
5300) de cytosols de cellules de foie et de muscle d 1 anguille
contamines au cs 137.
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Les figures 3 et 4 nous montrent les chromatogrammes
de cytosol de homards contamines par l 1 Am-241 et le Tc-95m.
on note :
L 1 activite po~r les de~x radioelements est
1
reportee sur les fractions detectees a 280 et 250 nm
entre le Vo et le Vi, c 1 est a dire la ou les molecules
p~esentent un coefficient de partage.
2
L'Am-241 est lie de fac;on repetitive sur la
ferritine. on releve un pic tres net d 1 activite du au Tc-95:n
dans la zone de masse 10 ooo (metallothioneines}. Au niveau
des masses :r.olaires 10 ooo, la courbe d'activite de 1 1 Alll-241
presente une depression accentuee par une
i~d~ction
de
metallothioneine (injection de Cd-109), Fig. 5 et 6. et 7.
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L'Americi~m presenterait une competition defavorable
avec le metal inducteur.

sachant que toutes les petites molecules et les ions
ont

une

diffusion

libre

dans

la

phase

stationnaire,

le

Vi

represente ce volume. Le rapport entre l'activite dans la zone
chromatographique oil

les prot9ines presentent. un coefficient

de partage et 1' activite apres le Vi peut etre consideree
conune un rapport de localisation metabolique. ce rapport est
assez representatif de la diffusion d' un radionucleide dans
1' organis:me

d' u.n

animal

corlta:mi:r:e.

Il

est

tres

bas

dans

le

foie de l'anguille pour le cesium, ce qui montre la tendance
tres

limitee

du

radiocesiu~

a

se

fixer

sur

les

proteines

cytcsoliques de cet crgane. En comparaison, ce rapport est 500
fois plus eleve pcu:::- le Tc-95m et 2500 fois plus eleve pou:::l'Am-241 dans l'hepatopancreas du homard.
En d'autres termes,
deux radionucleides peuvent
mo::1trer la rr.eme :::-adioactivite au ::1iveau cytosolique dans le
foie,

mais presenteraient un com;>ortement different

selon ce

:::-apport. Il est possible que la contamination des parties
comestibles des a::u.maux cc::-res:;:>o::ldrai t a ces diffe:::-ences de
rappo:::-t.
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MANAGEMENT OF RADIO FREQUENCY RADIATION
EXPOSURES IN TELECOM AUSTRALIA
K.H. Joyner and B. Hocking
Telecom Australia Research Laboratories
770 Blackburn Road Clayton Victoria 3168 Australia
ABSTRACT

Telecom Australia is the largest non-military user of radio frequency radiation (RFR)
in Australia and the management of risks to health from RFR exposure are discussed. The
Australian RFR Exposure Standard forms the basis of risk assessment. Risk assessment and
control procedures including the health surveillance of workers, other special occupational
groups and members of the general public are outlined.
INTRODUCTION

Risk management principles regarding safety of workers and public were originally
developed in the nuclear industry. They have been recently applied to the use of chemicals
in the UK code on Control of Substances Hazardous to Health and the Worksafe Australia
code on Workplace Hazardous Substances. Essentially employers are required to identify
and assess risks to the health of their workforce, contractors, visitors and public arising from
substances and processes, and where appropriate to control any risks. Control should mainly
be by engineering or administrative actions rather than relying on protective clothing. Health
surveillance is part of the control strategy. This paper extends these ideas to RFR and is
based on the authors experiences in Telecom Australia, the Royal Australian Air Force and
some small industries.
In order to thoughtfully assess risks from RFR it is essential to be aware of the range
of possible health effects [ 1]; to have an understanding of the mechanisms of interaction of
RFR with the human body [ 1] and to know the relevant safety standards that have been set.
The limits permitted by the Australian RFR Exposure Standard [2] are shown in Figure 1.
2

mW/cm 1 oo:=~----""'\.

Power
Density

10
Occupational limits

1
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0.1

0.1

1.0
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10

2

10
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Figure 1: Australian RFR Exposure Standard
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RISK ASSESSMENT AND CONTROL- OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURES

Evaluation
The first step is to measure the exposure. Appropriate measurement procedures and
instrumentation are covered in detail in [3]. Any person planning to measure RFR levels
should refer to this or similar publications as there are a number of issues with which the
"would be surveyor" should be familiar prior to the commencement of the survey. The
results of any surveys should be recorded and updated with changes to plant or equipment.
The results are then compared to the occupational level of the Australian Standard.

Control Procedures
Where the Standard is exceeded, the levels of exposure should be reduced (to at or
below the relevant limit) by various control procedures. Expert advice may need to be
sought. Control procedures include:
Shield or restrict access to the source.
Shielding or isolation of the source through the use of metallic enclosures is the preferred
control procedure. Where shielding is not an option, such as in the case of radio and TV
broadcast antennas, access restrictions are generally the only control option.
Reduce power.
During maintenance, a reduction in transmitter power may be an option to achieve
compliance with the limits. Indeed the transmitter may have to be turned off in instances
where maintenance on antennas and plant is required. Specific procedures for down-power
or power-off will have to be included with safe working practices (see below).
Safe workin~ practices.
All safe working practices such as down-power or power-off procedures, as well as a map of
restricted zones should be located in a central position. All staff should be aware of the
procedures and the need to up-date this record when changes are made to the site.
Warnin~ si~ns.

Warning signs should be installed to identify areas which are off limits to the general public
or to personnel, and to identify sources of RFR.
Protective clothin~.
Protective clothing should only be provided where other methods have been shown to be
ineffective and where it has been established that the protective clothing is effective.
Supervision and co-ordination.
The responsibility for supervision and coordination all of these approaches should be given
to a unit or person within the organization.
To complement these procedures, training is required for staff about the hazard of
RFR and the safe working practices. Special training may be required for the coordinating
staff and those persons involved in the survey of RFR levels. Where contractors are working
on sites with RFR sources the operator has a responsibility to inform contractors of any risks
and the safe working practices to be followed.

Health Surveillance
Health surveillance of workers should be instituted if there is a significant risk of exposure
above the community limits. Medical surveillance has various aims:
At pre-employment it provides a baseline on health status and detects conditions
which may be adversely affected by RFR exposures. The latter include electromagnetic
interference to, and heating of medical implants (see below).
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At periodic examinations it is intended to detect adverse health effects, (such as
changes in the lens of the eye).
It should also provide medical data for epidemiological studies. (This should be in
parallel with documentation on work exposure).
The Australia Standard l2] details the medical examination required for RFR
workers. The records of examination need to be stored for durations set by regulatory
authorities. Special occupational groups may require further management. Such groups
include workers with medical implants, pregnant workers and staff accidentally
over-exposed. RFR workers who have medical implants should be evaluated prior to
commencing, or on resuming work f4]. Devices such as cochlear implants or pacemakers
may be subject to EMI in high field strengths or at certain frequencies. Other devices such as
orthopaedic prosthesis or skull plates may act as antennas and cause heating of adjacent
tissue. Individual advice should be provided regarding any restrictions on duties or
alterations to the work environment.
The specific absorption rate of the foetus may exceed community exposure levels
when a pregnant worker is exposed to the occupational exposure limits at certain frequencies
[5]. Therefore, it is prudent to reduce exposure of pregnant RFR workers to below the
community exposure limit as soon as reasonably practicable for the duration of the
pregnancy to ensure maximal protection of the unborn child and to ensure potential legal
liabilities are met.
In the event of accidental over-exposure to RFR the following should occur:
The circumstances causing the over-exposure should be determined and corrected.
A biophysical investigation should proceed to determine the extent of over-exposure.
Medical examination should be conducted utilising data on the over-exposure to
direct detailed examination [61.
Good occupational risk management requires monitoring all of the above to ensure
documentation of exposure levels, auditing of work practices and integration of health
surveillance and accident data.
RISK ASSESSMENT AND CONTROL- PUBLIC EXPOSURES

The community may be exposed to RFR due to their proximity to transmitting
antennas, industrial sources of RFR, or their use of radiocommunications products. Possible
exposures should be measured and evaluated, and where required appropriate control
procedures introduced.
Community Exposure Limits
At the boundary of transmitting sites and areas within transmitting sites open to visitors the
RFR levels must comply with the community exposure limits (see Fig. 1). For industrial
sources of RFR (eg RF welding) barriers and warnings should be place at the boundaries
where community exposure limits may be exceeded.
RFR Products.
Radiocommunication devices or equipment, where required, will also have to comply with
the community exposure limits (see Fig. 1). Clear instructions on the appropriate use of the
equipment and the placement of antennas will need to be included.
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Electroma~netic Interference CEMJ)
EMI generally manifests itself as the visible or audible degradation of TV or radio reception.
EMI is irritating but in general, not life threatening. However, there are instances where
EMI may have serious consequences, such as the disruption of air navigation services and
electronic systems of aircraft, the inadvertent detonation of electro-explosive devices and
ignition of flammable atmospheres. In hospitals where patients may have susceptible
medical devices it is particularly important RFR fields be controlled to avoid EMI.
Town Plannin~
In Australia some State Government Departments have developed guidelines for town
planners in order to protect the public and to avoid disruption of RFR transmissions. These
require that where development is proposed it should be critically assessed if it is within
500 m of VHF, UHF broadcast services and 1000 m of radar and HF sources, or if
transmission paths may be interrupted. In addition, it has been recommended that planning
authorities not approve new transmission sources which would expose the surrounding
community to levels in excess of relevant Australian Standards.
Education and lnfonnation
In addition it is desirable the public be provided with infonnation on RFR and good public
relations be fostered through the use of videos 171 booklets [8] and the lay and scientific
media. McKlveen & Blitz have described a community consultation process for ionising
radiation concerns [9] and Morgan & colleagues [I 0] have outlined the level of knowledge of
lay groups about extremely low frequency radiation as a starting point for education
programs. These approaches should be considered when communicating about safety of
RFR between the public, generators and regulators of RFR.

CONCLUSION

Health risk management for RFR requires a coherent approach to the safety of
workers and public. It is desirable that users of RFR adopt a high standard of management
and risk mitigation and that personnel are aware of, and adhere to safe working practices.
This paper sets out the authors experiences within Telecom and other industries. It is
suggested that this paper could form a basis of a code of practice. However, it is recognised
that the authors own experience is limited to certain aspects of RFR usage and therefore a
wider input is needed for a code to be fom1ed. It is also noted that the above paper is broader
than some existing codes, (by inclusion of information on the management of pregnancy or
accidents) and thereby indicates ways other codes may be extended to improve risk
management.
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RESULTS FROM AN AUSTRALIAN SOLAR UVR MEASUREMENT NETWORK AND
IMPLICATIONS FOR RADIATION PROTECTION POLICY
C.R.Roy and H.P.Gies
Australian Radiation Laboratory
Yallambie, Victoria, Australia
ABSTRACT
Growing evidence of global depletion of stratospheric ozone
has emphasised the need to establish an ultraviolet radiation
(UVR) status and trends network, to increase our knowledge of
human health effects and to better educate the public about
the need to modify personal behaviour in order to minimise UVR
exposure.
The results presented highlight some of the
difficulties that will be faced in developing a consistent
approach to solar UVR protection in Australia.
INTRODUCTION
Recently there has been considerable concern over the likely
depletion of the stratospheric ozone layer due to the effect
of trace gases released to the atmosphere as a result of man's
activities.
Reports have suggested that a depletion of 2 to
3% occurred in the Northern Hemisphere during the last decade
and
atmospheric
model
calculations 1 ' 2
indicate
possible
depletions of up to 15% in the coming decades.
The development of the ozone hole in the stratosphere over
Antarctica during winter 3 ' 4 is almost certainly due to
reactions
involving
organochlorine
chemicals 5 •
Model
calculations, which suggested that the breakup of the ozone
hole in late spring may result in the transportation of ozonedepleted air into the mid-latitudes, have been confirmed 6 ' 7 •
There
are
indications
that
the
numerical
models
are
underestimating ozone loss and that ozone depletion is
increasing at a rate greater than that predicted above.
We
are undoubtably entering a period of increased ambient UVB
with scant knowledge of the implication for plant and marine
systems and for human health.
The Australian Radiation Laboratory has been making spectral
measurements of UVR in Melbourne since the early 1980s.
In
addition broadband measurements are now made at a total of
twenty locations in Australia and at the
permanently-manned
Australian bases in Antarctica. The aim of these measurements
is not necessarily to determine long-term trends in UVR but to
provide data on ambient UVR and input into epidemiological
studies as well as information to help educate the public
about the dangers of overexposure to UVB.
Some results from
the network will be presented.
EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
The radiation calibration of the network is underpinned by the
spectroradiometer (SRM) system at Yallambie (38°8).
This PC-
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controlled system incorporates a Spex 1680B double grating
monochromator with an integrating sphere input optic.
The
noise e~uivalent spectral irradiance at 300 nm is less than
1 J.I.W. m- . nm- 1 .
Global and diffuse horizontal terrestrial UVR
over the spectral range 280-400 nm is measured at 1 nm steps
with a bandpass of 1 nm on cloud-free days.
Radiation
calibrations
are
performed
in-situ
using
a
calibrated
(traceable to the US National Institute of Standards and
Technology) 1000 W quartz halogen lamp. Ideally an Australian
network of 5 or 6 spectroradiometers would provide data to
satisfy all research interests. However, available resources
(both financial and human) dictated a network comprising a
permanent SRM in Melbourne, a network of broadband detectors
and a portable SRM for the regular field calibration of the
broadband detectors.
The broadband measurement system
has four radiometers each
responding to the regions of the solar radiation spectrum
indicated:
solar radiation (0.285
2.8 J.l.m],
solar UVR
(295-385 nm], UVB (280-315 nm] and erythemal UVR [280-340 nm) .

•

RESULTS

The 5-day average daily total UVB for Melbourne (38°S) and
Darwin (4°S), which provide the extremes of latitude on the
Australian mainland, is shown in Figure 1. The data reflect
the fact that Darwin has small annual changes in the solar
zenith angle and ozone while Melbourne has much larger
variations in both.
As expected, in winter, Darwin and the
other tropical locations experienced significantly higher UVB
(up to a factor of eight) than the midlatitude locations. In
Figure 1. Daily total UVB for Melbourne and Darwin
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summer there is little difference between the various sites.
In Figure 2 daily total UVB for Melbourne is plotted for the
3~ year period indicated(! count is approximately 1.6 kJ m- 2 ).
Antarctic ozone depletion can influence Melbourne ambient UVB
during November /December 7 •
However, total ozone measured in
Melbourne during February 1991 were the lowest values on
record for this period.
This same period also had low
cloudcover compared with recent years.
These two important
parameters reinforce each other and result here (Figure 3) in
large increases in UVB - substantially greater than long-term
ozone trends would suggest. In fact, the February 1991 UVB is
37% and 27% higher than that for 1990 and 1989 respectively.
DISCUSSION
In developing radiation protection advice for both outdoor
workers and the public the considerable differences in the
seasonal profiles of ambient UVB make a uniform approach
impossible and advice needs to be tailored to the location.
Estimates of future ozone depletions of 3-4% per decade are
alarming but if correct should provide time to pursue critical
research and to develop appropriate strategies.
Although
short-term ozone variations have always been a
natural
phenomenum effects such as that seen in Figure 3 suggest that
either ozone depletion is occurring at a rate substantially
greater than the models are predicting or that other
atmospheric processes are capable of producing substantially
reduced ozone for periods of a month or more. If similar
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periods of reduced ozone become a regular occurence then it
may be necessary to develop criteria on which public warnings
could be based.
The current extremely high skin cancer rates in Australia is
the result of past exposure to UVR.
Ozone depletion will
result in large increases in skin cancer rates unless the
public can be convinced of the need to modify their behaviour.
A national educational program is required which takes into
account not only current behaviour but acknowledges that the
public resides in vastly different ambient UVR regions.
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EXPOSURE OF ONTARIO WORKERS TO RADIOFREQUENCY FIELDS
FROM DIELECTRIC HEATERS

Maurice E. Bitran, John M. Nishio, and David E. Charron
Radiation Protection Service
Occupational Health and Safety Branch
ontario Ministry of Labour

ABSTRACT
As part of a program to assess and reduce the exposure of
ontario workers to non-ionizing radiations, stray electric and
magnetic fields from 383 dielectric heaters were measured in 71
industrial establishments from 1988 to 1990. This represents a
population of over 800 workers potentially exposed
to
radiofrequency (RF) electromagnetic fields.
Electric and
magnetic field strengths at the head, waist, and thigh levels of
the operators, corrected by duty cycle, are presented for the
different heater types surveyed.
Worker exposure data and
compliance with Ontario radiofrequency exposure guidelines are
discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Electromagnetic energy in the radiofrequency range (1 - 100 MHz)
1s used in industry to heat dielectric materials such as
plastics, woods, glues, fabrics, etc. Dielectric heaters, also
known as RF heaters or plastic welders, usually operate at a
frequency of 27.12 MHz and have output powers approximately
ranging from 0. 2 to 100 kW.
The dielectric material to be
processed is placed between the heater's electrodes, and held
under mechanical pressure while the RF field is applied (usually
between 0. 5 and 10 seconds) .
The dielectric material is
efficiently heated by the energy dissipated when its polar
molecules oscillate under the influence of the external RF
field.
Dielectric heaters are a significant source of occupational
exposure to RF fields. This is the result of the intense stray
fields emitted by the habitually unshielded electrodes, the
close proximity of the operators to the electrodes, and a
standard operating frequency very close to the resonant
absorption range of an electrically-grounded adult. A number of
surveys have shown that a significant fraction of RF sealer
workers are exposed to field strengths in excess of applicable
guidelines or standards ( 1, 2 , 3 , 4 , 5) .
Overexposure to
radiofrequency fields is known to result in a variety of health
effects (6, 7, 8, 9). The Ontario Ministry of Labour guidelines
limit worker exposure to 900/e[MHz] [mWjcm2 ] for frequencies
between 3 and 30 MHz and to 1 [mWjcm2 ] between 30 and 100 MHz,
averaged over 1 hour; and to 25 times the 1 hour guideline
averaged over 1 second.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Operator exposure to stray fields from dielectric heaters takes
place in the reactive near field, it is intermittent, and the
actual RF frequency often differs from the nominal value.
In
order to take these factors into account, both the electric and
the magnetic fields were measured, the "on time" and the
production rate of each machine were recorded, and the operating
frequency
was
measured.
Measurements
were
taken
at
approximately 10 to 15 em from the left and right sides of the
operators at the head,
waist,
and thigh levels.
The
measurements were taken while the operators carried out their
normal duties at their working positions.
The field strength measurements were carried out with Narda 8616
and 8716, and Holaday HI-3001, meters equipped with broadbanq,
isotropic electric and magnetic field probes. The frequency was
measured with a Global Model 5000 frequency counter, and the "on
time" was measured with a stop watch.
Other information
recorded included the type of heater, the nominal power output,
the hourly production rate, the presence
of shielding, and
reports of contact electric shocks.
RESULTS
In total, 383 dielectric heaters were surveyed.
The average
output power and operating frequency for the different RF heater
types are presented in Table I. The corresponding minimum and
maximum values are listed below in parenthesis.
Most of the
heaters surveyed were either of the "Turntable" type (30.5%) or
of the "Shuttle Tray" type (24.3%), but enough devices of each
type were surveyed to ensure representative exposure averages.
"Standard" heaters (general purpose heaters with a fixed work
table without attachments) were divided according to the number
of operators (one or two).
The electric and magnetic field
exposure data are presented in Table II, expressed in equivalent
power densities to facilitate comparison.
This table presents
mean exposure levels at the head, waist, and thigh of the
operators, corrected for duty cycle, for the different RF heater
types. The corresponding minimum and maximum values are listed
below in parenthesis.
Table III presents the fractions of RF
heaters found to produce operator exposure in excess of the
Ontario Ministry of Labour RF exposure guidelines.
DISCUSSION
The results of this survey agree with previous findings
indicating that a significant fraction of RF heater operators
are exposed to high electric and magnetic field levels.
Exposure levels were found to depend more on the type of heater
used than on their power output. "Standard, 2-0perator" heaters
produced the highest exposure levels, with exposure to the
magnetic field being higher than to the electric field. Most of
these heaters are used in the manufacture of pool liners or
water beds. They have relatively high output powers, long "on
times", and the electrodes are normally unshielded.
In
addition, the operators may have to support the material during
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processing, and thus stand close to the sides of the electrodes
and to the RF feed cables.
The proximity of the operator to
current-carrying cables and straps may contribute to the larger
magnetic field exposure produced by this type of heater. Half
of the "Standard, 2-0perator" heaters surveyed exceeded the 1
hour exposure guideline and 38.9% exceeded the 1 second
guideline.
The lowest exposure levels were produced by the "Conveyor"
heaters (only 3.6% exceeded the 1 hour guideline, and none the
1 second guideline).
This is probably due to the greater
distance between electrodes and operators allowed by automated
feeding.
Comparable fractions of the rest of the heaters
exceeded the guidelines: 17.6% to 26.5% exceeded the 1 hour
guidelines, and 2.5% to 7.8% exceeded the 1 second guideline.
In general, the electric field exposure to the head was higher
than to the waist and thighs, while magnetic field exposures to
the waist and thigh were higher than to the head.
Control measures used to reduce worker exposure included
shielding of the interaction area, reducing the production rate,
and increasing the distance between the operator and the
electrodes.
If the material does not have to be held by hand
during processing, increasing the distance is a simple and
effective way to reduce exposure.
This can be facilitated by
relocating the controls further from the interaction area,
adding a time delay to the cycle, and painting a line on the
floor to indicate the high exposure areas. Compliance with the
Ministry of Labour RF exposure guidelines is enforced in Ontario
workplaces under a general duty clause of the Occupational
Health and Safety Act.
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TABLE I
RF POWER AND FREQUENCY OF THE DIELECTRIC HEATERS SURVEYED
TYPE
Turntable

NUMBER
117

Shuttle Tray

93

Standard (1 Op.)

58

Standard (2 Op.)

36

Sewing Machine

51

Conveyor

28

POWER [kW]
9.6
(3. 0-30)
10.8
(3. 0-45)
6.0
(3. 0-16)
8.8
(2. 0-20)
1.8
(0.25-4.0)
10.7
(1. 5-22. 5)

FREQUENCY [MHZ]
26.4
(16.0-31.9)
25.6
(19.7-33.0)
26.1
(12.4-35.0)
25.8
(13.0-33.4)
37.3
(25.0-78.5)
25.6
(16.7-29.0)

TABLE II
WORKER EXPOSURE TO ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC FIELDS BY HEATER TYPE,
EXPRESSED IN EQUIVALENT POWER DENSITIES AND CORRECTED BY DUTY
CYCLE
ELECTRIC FIELD [mWjcm2 ]
MAGNETIC FIELD [mWjcm2 ]
HEAD
WAIST
THIGH
HEAD
WAIST
THIGH
Turntable
0.4
0.4
0.3
0.4
0. 3
0. 2
(0.0-2.4)
(0.0-4.2)
(0.0-3.1)
(0.0-2.4) (0.0-3.6)
(0.0-2.8)
Shuttle Tray
0.5
0.4
0.8
0. 3
0. 2
0.6
(0.0-6.0)
(0.0-3.2)
(0.0-4.8) (0.0-1.4)
(0.0-6.3)
(0.0-9.5)
Standard ( 1 Op. )
1.0
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.2
(0.0-13)
(0.0-2.0)
(0.0-2.2) (0.0-1.2)
(0.0-1.9)
(0.0-0.9)
Standard (2 Op.)
1.6
0.6
2.7
1.4
0.3
1.5
(0.0-13)
(0.0-5.7)
(0.0-2.2) (0.0-11)
(0.0-13)
(0.0-9.5)
Sewing Machine
0.7
0.3
0.5
0. 2
0. 3
0.6
(0.0-4.7)
(0.0-0.9)
(0.0-1.6) (0.0-2.6)
(0.0-2.4)
(0.0-2.3)
Conveyor
0. 2
0. 2
0. 5
0.1
0.3
0.2
(0.0-1.2)
(0.0-2.0)
(0.0-9.6) (0.0-0.4)
(0.1-0.7)
(0.1-0.7)
TABLE III
NUMBER OF HEATERS ABOVE GUIDELINES
TYPE
Turntable
Shuttle Tray
Standard (1 Op.)
Standard (2 Op.)
Sewing Machine
Conveyor

1 HOUR GUIDELINE
26.5 ~
23.7 ~
24.0 %
50.0 %
17.6 %
3.6 %
0
0
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1 SECOND GUIDELINE
2.5 %
5.4 ~
6.9 ~
38.9 ~
7.8 %
0.0 ~
0
0
0

0

ELF Magnetic field distribution around power lines in an urban area
B. Heaton and H.M. McCallum
Department of Bio-medical Physics,
University of Aberdeen, Foresterhill,
Aberdeen AB9 2ZD, SCOTLAND.

Abstract
A number of epidemiology studies have drawn attention to an increase in incidence of leukaemia
and other cancers among children living close to sources of ELF magnetic fields. By comparing
the studies a lower limit for such an effect was estimated to be 250mA m -l.
Magnetic field measurements were made around power lines running at 275kV, 132kV and
33kV. Fields above 250mAm- 1 were found as far away as 60m from a 275kV line and 15m from
a 132kV power line. Fields near a 33kV power line were below 250mAm- 1
The maximum magnetic field near an electric blanket was !Am- 1 and a maximum field of
3.9Am- 1 was measured in an electric train.

Introduction
The work of Savitz (1988), Wertheimer and Leeper (1979) and others has drawn attention to an
increase in the incidence of leukaemia amongst children living in close proximity to sources of
extra-low-frequency (ELF) magnetic fields. Contradictory work has been published by Fulton et
al (1980) in which no increase in leukaemia was found in children living in elevated fields. By
comparing the various studies and reworking the data it was concluded that, on balance, it was
likely that an increased risk did exist for children living in such fields. It was concluded that
the lower limit of the magnetic field strength for such an effect was approximately 250m Am - 1
although it could possibly be lower. The 250mAm - 1 level was used as a threshold to determine
whether there was a group of the population potentially at risk in the urban environment of
Aberdeen.
One advantage that Scotland has over other parts of the world when considering the effect of
ELF magnetic fields, is that there are no power transmission lines greater than 275kV. The main
power line into the Aberdeen area runs at 275kV but at the outskirts of Aberdeen drops to 132kV
and then to 33kV. Before dropping to 132kV, the power line passes through a suburban area and
it was there that most of the measurements were made.
The work of Savitz (1990) has drawn attention to the fact that, within most homes, there are
many sources of ELF magnetic fields in everyday use. One of particular interest in Aberdeen was
electric blankets, particularly electric over blankets. These can be in use for upto 8 months of
the year in Aberdeen and some people will, for some of the time, sleep with them switched on.
Measurements were taken in the areas close to both types of blanket and around various electrical
items found in the home.
Although it was felt that no problems really existed once the overhead power line kV had
dropped to 33kV, one situation was identified as being of interest where the overhead line was
only at 15kV; this was the field which was created inside electric trains. The magnetic fields
were measured inside a train on the Aberdeen to London route. The line is not electrified until
Edinburgh, about one third of the journey, thus allowing comparative measurements to be made.
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Figure 1: Magnetic field at right angles to a 275kV power line.

Measurements around power lines
Measurements were made at right angles to the power lines in autumn and summer. The summer
measurements are shown in Figure I. These were taken under a 275kV line on a wann day
(for Aberdeen) at 1500 hours. Even in this situation, the distance from the centre of the line
to the 250mAm- 1 field strength boundary was upto 36 metres. Similar measurements made in
autumn showed that this boundary could extend as far as 60 metres on a cold autumn evening.
The strength of the field obviously depends on the current flowing through the power lines, but
it was not possible to obtain numerical figures for the current. Only a subjective assessment
could be made that, as the ambient temperature fell, more current would flow. Figure 2 shows
measurements taken at right angles to 275kV, 132kV and 33kV power lines Measurements taken
over a week, shown in Figure 3, were made directly beneath the power line each day and showed
that the field strength could vary by a factor of two. It is thought that similar measurements made
in the evening could well show a much bigger variation. Although insufficient measurements were
made to establish where an average magnetic field strength of 250mAm -I would be situated it
would not be being too pessimistic to assume a distance of 45 metres from the line. Even on this
suburban housing scheme where the houses are quite widely spread, there were many well within
this 45 metre distance. The cables pass twenty metres from an area health clinic and over the
local primary school playground.
In the U.K. no legislation currently exists to limit the distance power cables must be from the
houses.

Measurements close to electric blankets
The measurements were made· with the probe positioned between a person and the blanket and at
0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 metres from it. Care was taken that no other local source of ELF magnetic field
was present. Several different types of blanket were tested and all had magnetic fields in excess
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Figure 2: Magnetic fields at right angles to 275kV (x), 132kV (+)and 33kV (o) power lines.

of 250mAm- 1 • Some rose to as high as lAm- 1 • The field value depended on the inter-wire
spacing and the map of the wires in the blanket. In some areas the magnetic fields were found to
cancel. No blankets were tested where a conscious effort had been made by the manufacturer to
try to cancel the magnetic fields. The information supplied with the blankets was insufficient to
easily determine which would have the higher fields and which would not.

Magnetic field levels in trains
The levels measured during the non-electrified part of the journey were low and subjectively
appeared to vary with the speed of the train. The maximum field recorded at seat level was
40mAm- 1 but this rose to SOmAm- 1 at floor level. Once the line was electrified the magnetic
field became, as one might expect, much more stable. The maximum field was recorded with the
probe at right angles to the axis of the railway carriage. Measurements made on an occupied seat
had a maximum of 3Am- 1 and measurements on an empty seat a maximum of 3.9Am- 1 The
field fell to approximately 2Am- 1 at floor level and 1.4Am- 1 in the central corridor 1.4 metres
from the floor. Although these fields are high, one would have to travel on many train journeys
to be exposed to an average field of over 250mAm- 1 from this source. However many long
distance commuters could spend 2 hours per day in these fields, and the drivers, of course, would
spend much longer. The long exposures are limited to adults and little positive evidence has been
established linking increases in leukaemia or other cancers in adults from exposure to fields of
this order of magnitude.

Conclusion
More effort should be put into measuring ELF magnetic fields as they occur in a multitude of
situations at, occasionally, surprisingly high levels. In the first instance those countries which
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Figure 3: One week survey of the magnetic field directly beneath a 275kV power line.

do not have restrictions on the proximity of power lines to housing should seriously consider
introducing them.
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OCULAR EXPOSURE TO ULTRAVIOLET AND VISIBLE RADIATION FROM
LIGHT SOURCES
Maila Hietanen
Institute of Occupational Health
Laboratory of Physics
Helsinki, Finland
ABSTRACT
Exposure of the eyes to UV radiation and blue light
of artificial light sources and the sun was evaluated. A
spectroradiometer was used to determine the spectral
irradiance at 1 nm intervals from 250 to 800 nm. Various
groups of workers are at risk of ocular over-exposure to
optical radiation. outdoor workers maintenance personnel
of bright light source as and wear eye-protectors with
effective filtering of UV radiation and blue light.
INTRODUCTION
Normally, the human eye is not subject to prolonged
bright visible radiation, since it is protected by the
blink reflex and head movement. However, in certain
situations bright light sources are situated so that high
irradiances fall directly upon the the face and the eyes.
To be able to work under such uncasual conditions, people
have to overcome the natural aversion response. In the
present
study,
spectroradiometric
and
photometric
measurements weighted by various biologic functions were
used to estimate ocular exposure to ultraviolet and
visible radiation from three types of artificial light
sources and the environmental solar radiation.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
In addition to the sun, study material included lowpower tungsten halogen spotlights, fluorescent tubes for
photostimulation,
and photofloods in television and
theatres. The main criterion for selecting the objects
was a high probability of directly looking at the light
source.
A portable spectroradiometer (Optronic 742) was used
to determine the spectral irradiance and radiance of uv
and visible radiation (250 to 800 nm). The detector
attached to the monochromator was a photomultiplier tube.
A digitally controlled stepping motor provided automatic
wavelength scanning at 1 nm intervals. The spectroradiometric instrumentation was controlled by a microcomputer
(Toshiba 3200).
The threshold limit values (TLVs) of the American
Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH)
for occupational exposure of the eyes to uv-radiation and
blue light were used to evaluate the exposure of the
eyes.
In addition to these well-known occupational
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recommendations, a biological action spectrum proposed by
the International Committee on Lighting (CIE) was applied
to UV radiation measurements.
RESULTS
The biologically weighted irradiance and radiance of
the lamps studied were highest for photofloods used in
TV studios. the unweighted UV-A irradiances varied from 1
to 38 W mand the biologically wei~hted effective
irradiance Eeff from 0. 01 to 6. 9 uw em- . Particularly
high values were recorded for metal halide lamps emitting
strongly in the uv region. Correspondingly, the blurlight radiances La ranged from 0.02 to 1.9 W cm- 2 sr- .
The recommended daily exposure times varied from a few
minutes to several hours depending on the type of the
photoflood. The stage lighting systems studied were
equipped with relatively low-power halogen lamps, so that
the emitted optical radiation was insignificant at the
realistic exposure distances.
UV irradiance and blue-light radiance of a few
tungsten halogen spotlights measured at a distance of 1 m
are summarized in Table 1. The calculated safe direct
viewing times are based on the ACGIH limits for bluelight radiance.
Table 1.
Ultraviolet irradiance and blue-light
radiance of six various tungsten halogen lamps with the
corresponding safe direct viewing times.

Lamp
A.

B.
c.
D.
E.
F.

Power
50
50
20
50
100
150

2
uvcrE (Wm- )
13
2.3
25
17
5.4
3.8

2
1
La (Wm- sr- )
750
6070
890
1667
3417
2171

tmax
1
3
19
10
5
8

h
min
min
min
min
min

The UV irradiance and blue-light radiance measured
from phototherapy lamps were lower than the recommended
limits for ocular exposure (Table 2).
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Table 2. UV irradiance and blue-light radiance of
three photostimulation panels at a distance of 0.5 m.

Source

Distance

UVcrE (Wm -2 )

A.
B.

1.5m
0.5 II
0.7 II

5.8x1o- 5
8.7x1o- 4
1. 3x1o- 3

c.

10.4
13.9
13.5

A few examples of the results of solar measurements
on sunny days in Finland are listed in Table 3.
Table 3. Solar UV radiation and blue-light measured
on various days of a year in Helsinki (60°N). Es and La
are the blue-light weighted irradiance and radiance.
Source

2
WerE (Wm- )

Sun
Sun
Snowa
Ice a

0.063
0.127
0.023
0.025

La (Wm- 2 sr- 1 )

Es (Wm- 2 )
72

93
6.8
9.7

a reflected solar radiation
An example of the typical uv spectrum of the solar
reflections from fresh snow is shown in Fig.
2.
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CONCLUSIONS
The group of people subjected to the highest
exposure is the maintenance personnel working near lamp
sources. Also,
outdoor workers
(fishermen,
farmers,
personnel of skiing centers) are at the risk of chronic
ocular
over-exposure.
Effective
eye-protectors
are
necessary in such situations, especially if strong afterimages are frequently produced.
Ocular exposure of phototherapy light sources is
equal to the maximal environmental load of the eyes.
Hence, the benefits and risks should be thorougly
considered, until the chronic effects of bright light
will be unquestionable known.
Also in future revisions to the occupational and
environmental safety standards the risk of ocular damage
involved
in
chronic
exposure
should be
carefully
estimated.
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THRESHOLD LIMIT VALUES FOR ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION
MEASURED FOR SOURCES USED IN RESEARCH EQUIPMENT
AND SOME CASES OF OVEREXPOSURE TO UV RADIATION
A.G. RICHARDS
RADIATION PROTECTION SERVICE
UNIVERSITY OF LEEDS
UNITED KINGDOM
ABSTRACT
The standard for occupational exposure to ultraviolet radiation is based on the Threshold
Limit Values (TLV) published by the American Conference of Governmental Industrial
Hygienists. These TLV are relative to a monochromatic source of radiation at 270nm. The
exposure at this wavelength in 8h is 30 Jm· 2 and the effective irradiance which will
produce this exposure in 1 milliwatt m· 2. TLV have been measured for a range of
ultraviolet sources used widely in educational establishments. Some cases are given of
over exposure resulting in 5 - 35 Threshold Limit Values being received to the face and
eyes.

INTRODUCTION
The Occupational Exposure Standard for protection against ultraviolet radiation adopted in
the United States of America and accepted by the United Kingdom Health and Safety
Executive for protection against ultraviolet radiation was produced by the American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists (AGGIH).
The standard 1 which applies both to the skin and eyes is based on the threshold limit value
for the eyes, and whilst it overprotects the skin of most individuals it should protect the
eyes satisfactorily.
ACGIH Recommendations for the actinic region 200 - 315 nm
The TLV vary with wavelength. TLV for the actinic ultraviolet region
shown in Table 1.

200-31 5nm are

Maximum permissible exposure for 8 hours at 270 nm = 30Jm· 2 (Compare this with a
threshold2 for Infra Red exposure of the cornea of 6 x 10 4 Jm·2

>.nm
200
220
240
260
270
280
290
300
310
315

TLV Jm·2

S>.
0.03
0.12
0.30
0.65
1.00
0.88
0.64
0.30
0.015
0.003

1,000
250
100
46
30
34
47
100
2,000
104
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The effective irradiance for the ultraviolet source is defined by the following equation
E811 == E
EA
SA
dA
E811

==
==
==
==

S

d

in

Wm·2

lrradiance at wavelength
Relative spectral effectiveness (relative to 270nm)
Wavelength interval of
Effective irradiance relative to a monochromatic source at 270nm

The effective irradiance for a period of 8 hours in I milliwatt m·2. The exposure time in an
eight hour period for other values of effective irradiance is given by
t(secs)

==

30
Eeff(Wm·2)

The relative spectral effectiveness SA is the factor which allows for the differing biological
sensitivity of the skin and eyes against A. SA is based on data determined for primates,
rabbits and human exposure of the eye near the threshold.
ACGIH Recommendation for UVA region 315-400nm
1989-90 proposals for the TLV for the UVA region are as follows
Anm
315
320
330
340
350
360
365
370
380
390
400

TLV Jm· 2

SA

I X 10 4
2.9 X 104
7.3 X 10 5
1.1 X 10 5
1.5 X 105
2.3 X 105
2.7x10 5
3.2 X 10 5
4.7 X 10 5
6.8x10 5
1 X 10 6

0.003
0.001
0.00041
0.00028
0.0002
0.00013
0.00011
0.000093
0.000064
0.000044
0.000030

Measurement of Effective lrradiance and Threshold limit Values

The effective irradiance can be determined by two methods
(i)

Measuring the irradiance at Wavelength A multiplying this by SA and integrating this
product over the spectral output of the lamp:

(ii)

Measuring the effective irradiance directly using an instrument where response
matches the relative spectral effectiveness curve defined by ACGIH.

The International Light Radiometer 1 L730A 3 is an instrument that will, using a suitable
detector, measure the effective irradiance directly for the region 200-315nm.
The detector used to undertake the measurements below was a type PT171 D which is
essentially a vacuum photodiode with a filter assembly. The detector response ideally
should match the relative spectral effectiveness curve (S~ of ACGIH.
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Sources of ultraviolet radiation and their outputs.
The equipment has been grouped into categories.
Low output (1- 1001 x TLV
Hilger Atomic absorption spectrometer
2 xTLV
Hilger DC Spectrograph with carbon-graphite electrodes
40 x TLV
Hilger DC Spectrograph with carbon-graphite electrodes
17 x TLV
Aminco Colorimeter Hg lamp F4T4 BL
6 x lLV
Desaga UVIS Chromatogram Viewer Sylvania F85T/BLB lamp(1 Ocm) 80 x TLV
Medium Output 100- 1000 TLV
lsco UV flow monitor
Philips Hg Type MB/U 400W
Philips Hg Type MLU 300W
Pen-ray UV Mineralight Hg lamp
High Output

>

(25cm)
(25cm)
(20cm)

168
800
600
160

x
x
x
x

TLV
TLV
TLV
TLV

1,000 TLV

Hanovia Portable Chromatolite Hg lamp
with filter in place at (4cm)
with filter removed at (4cm)
Hilger Spectrograph Fe electrodes

2,500 TLV
26,000 TLV
2,600 TLV

Camag Universal Lamp (Sylvania G8T5)
with filter (4cm)
no filter (4cm)

3.400 TLV
15,000 TLV

Desaga UVIS Chromatogram Viewer G8T5 (Germicidal lamp) 254
Hanovia Alpine Sun Lamp

(50cm)

Parker Printing Plate Machine

1.400 TLV
8,000 TLV
3,500 TLV

Sterilising Cabinet Philips TUV 30w
Germicidal lamp

(25cm)

6,000 TLV

Philips TUV 15w lamp

(25cm)

1,600 TLV

Sterilisation Cabinet Sylvania G 1 5T8 (25cm)

3,300 TLV

UV Microscopes
The output from UV microscope depends on the lamp and its power. The lamps are enclosed but leakage of UV may take place from the lamp housing. The leakage is usually
low in intensity or is inaccessible and hence the hazard is small.
Occupational Over Exposure of Ultraviolet Radiation
Case 1
This involved a worker using a high intensity Hg/Xenon lamp.
The lamp was housed inside an apparatus at about 2 metres from the floor some leakage
took place. No estimate of the worker exposure could be made he sustained a small erythema on his forehead.
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Case 2
An electrician was asked to replace a fluorescent tube in a sterilisation cabinet. The cabinet contained a visible light fluorescent tube and a germicidal UV lamp TUV 30W. The
electrician worked for a period of about 15 minutes unaware that the UV lamp was
switched on. Later the same day he suffered severe photophobia and photokeratitis.
Subsequently it was estimated that the effective irradiance was 1. 2 W m- 2 which corresponds to an exposure time of 25 seconds in an 8 hour period. The electrician thus received about 35 x TLV.
Case 3
A research technician was working with a clean air cabinet containing a UV germicidal
lamp (TUV 30w). The technician worked for a period of about 20 minutes during which
time her eyes were probably about 170 mm from the lamp and it was estimated that the
effective irradiance was 1.4 x 1 0· 1 Wm-2. The technician suffered slight erythema of the
skin of the face and mild irritation of the eyes. It was estimated the worker received about
5 x TLV.
Conclusions
Some equipment measured doses have a potentially hazardous high level output of UV
radiation. Control of such sources of radiation is needed. The cases of over exposure
considered suggests that the threshold limit values given by ACGIH are set at a reasonable
value.
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RADIO FREQUENCY RADIATION (RFR) EXPOSURES FROM MOBILE PHONES
K.H. Joyner, V. Lubinas, M.P. Wood, J. Saribalas
and J.A. Adams*
Telecom Australia Research Laboratories
770 Blackburn Road, Clayton Victoria
*Department of Physics,
University of Canterbury, Christchurch, New Zealand.
ABSTRACT

Measurements of the free space levels of radio frequency
radiation (RFR) around a hand-held mobile phone and the
specific absorption rate (SAR) induced in the ocular region of
a phantom head exposed to RFR from a mobile phone are
presented. The level of RFR measured 5 em from the antenna of
a mobile phone transmitting 600 mW was 0.27 mW/cm2.
The
average SAR level measured in the nearside eye of the phantom
head containing tissue equivalent jellies was 0.7 W/kg for a
600 mW transmit power which is very much less than the spatial
peak limit of 8 W/kg underlying the Australian and other
national and international RFR exposure standards.
INTRODUCTION

In Australia the Telecom cellular mobile phone network is
expanding rapidly with the total number of customers exceeding
300,000.
The hand-held mobile phone transmits on frequencies
between 825 and 845 MHz and has an output power of 600 mW.
Questions associated with RFR exposure have been raised in the
media and, in one report, the use of a mobile phone was
likened to placing one's head in a microwave oven. Clearly
such a claim is ludicrous as the hand held mobile phone has a
transmit power of 600 mW and radiates into all space, whereas
a microwave oven operates at around 600 W and radiates into a
confined space.
Australian and IRPA Standards for Mobile Phones

Both the Australian [1) and IRPA [2) Standards contain
exclusions for devices with output powers of less than 7W and
transmission frequencies of less than 1000 MHz.
The
exclusions, although not explicitly stated in the Standards,
are based upon a spatial peak limit for the specific
absorption rate (SAR) of 8 W/kg averaged over any 1 gram of
tissue. As stated earlier, the hand-held mobile phones in use
in Australia have maximum radiated power of 600 mW and
transmission frequencies of between 825 and 845 MHz and as
such are excluded from compliance with both the Standards.
If
these exclusions did not appear in the Standards then for
members of the general public, the appropriate limits of RFR
exposure to be observed at 835 MHz would be 0.2 mW/cm2 for the
Australian Standard and 0.42 mW/cm2 for the IRPA Standard.
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EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS

Measurements were made of the free space levels of RFR in
the vicinity of the antenna of a mobile phone.
These
measurements were conducted in a semi anechoic chamber with
the mobile phone mounted in a vertical position on a wooden
support 1.75 m above the ground.
The mobile phone was
configured to transmit a full 600 mW of continuous power. A
Narda 8616 broadband monitor and Narda 8621C isotropic
broadband probe (0.3 to 26 GHz), mounted on a wooden support
1.75 m above the ground, were used to measure the levels of
RFR at various distances from the antenna.
The following
levels were recorded:
Distance From Antenna
(em)

Power Density
(mW/cm2)

0
1.0
2.5
5.0
7.5
15.0

0.39
0.33
0.32
0.27
0.21
0.10

Within distances of 7.5 em from the antenna, the level of
0.2 mW/cm 2 recommended in the Australian Standard [1] for
members of the general public is exceeded.
However, in the
normal mode of operation the antenna is unlikely to be closer
than 7.5 em to the eye.
In any case exposures within 7.5 em
would only be of concern if there was no exclusion clause.
The free space levels of RFR are not of concern for the IRPA
Standard because they are below the limit values irrespective
of the exclusion clause.
Energy Absorption in Eye of Phantom Head

In the Australian context it is possible for confusion to
exist between the exclusion clause in the Standard [1] and the
observation that the free space levels of RFR close to the
antenna of a mobile phone exceed the recommended limit for
members of the general public.
Therefore, it was decided to
conduct a series of measurements on a phantom head and
actually measure the SAR in the ocular area.
The ocular area
was chosen as the primary site of investigation because of the
limited ability of the eye to dissipate heat relative to the
brain, and the possibility of local field enhancement in the
orbit due to resonance.
The phantom head was fabricated to simulate as closely as
possible the electrical characteristics of a real head.
Consequently, artificial tissues for eye, muscle, brain, skin
and fat were developed having the same conductivity and
relative permittivity as their real counterparts.
The tissues
were applied to a plastic replica skull which, was found to
have electrical properties closer to living bone than a dried
human skull.
The following electrical properties
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corresponding to the various tissue types were used in the
experiment.
Conductivity
Tissue
Relative
(mS/m)
Permittivity
eye
muscle
brain
skin
fat

[3]
[4]
[5]
[ 6]
[7]

70
59
44
35
5.7

1900
1190
940
590
60

In order to measure the electrical properties of these
mixtures at 835 MHz a technique has been adapted which relies
on measuring the input admittance of a monopole antenna
inserted into the medium under test.
The complex permitivity
and hence relative permittivity and conductivity are obtained
from the measured admittance as they are functionally related
according to the antenna modelling theorem [8].
Both an electric (E) field probe and a temperature probe
were used in the experiment. The E-field probe was
manufactured specifically for the task.
It consisted of an
11 mm (tip-to-tip) dipole and an HP 2207 diode mounted across
the centre gap.
The dipole was angled at 54.7° to the probe
handle such that when the probe handle was rotated through
each of three 120° sectors an isotropic response was achieved.
The dipole elements of the E-field probe were encased in a
4 mm coating of epoxy.
This was to physically protect the
dipole and to reduce any artificial enhancement of the probe
output when inserted in tissue due to increased capacitive
coupling between the dipole elements.
The probe was then
calibrated in air.
The temperature probe used was a Luxtron
Fluoroptic probe model 1000A which has a 0.1°C resolution.
During the experiment the mobile phone was placed along
side the head in a normal manner and measurements made in the
nearside eye.
The SAR was calculated from the measured
E-field level using the relationship SAR = crE 2 /p where cr is
the conductivity and p the density of wet tissue (1000 kg/m3).
A number of measurements of the SAR were made and the
average value obtained was 0.7 W/kg for a transmit power of
600 mW.
If we scale up from 600 mW to the figure of 7 W which
is used in the exclusion clause [1, 2] we find the scaled SAR
corresponds to 8.2 W/kg which is in very good agreement with
the spatial peak limit of 8 W/kg underlying the exclusion
clause.
No temperature increases could be measured in the phantom
with the Fluoroptic probe which indicates that any rise in a
real head must be less than 0.1° C. An interesting point is
that a 3mm sheet of polystyrene foam had to be used as a
thermal barrier in order to shield the phantom head from heat
generated by the electronic circuitry of the phone.
Temperature rises in the eye corresponding to the induced
SAR were numerically calculated by applying the well known
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bioheat equation to a finite element model of the eyeball.
The model was axisymetric about the optic axis and consisted
of 64 triangular and 166 quadrilateral elements.
The thermal
conductivities used for the major structures of the eyeball
were 0.58 W/m/°C for the cornea, sclera, aqueous humour, iris
and ciliary body 0.40W/m/°C for the lens and 0.603 W/m/°C for
the vitreous humour [7].
The external heat loads to the
anterior surface of the eyeball exposed to air were
evaporation at 60 W/m2 and convection and radiation to an
ambient temperature of 20°C at a combined heat transfer
coefficient of 16 W/m/°C.
Convective heat transfer from the
posterior surface of the eyeball to the blood flow of the
choroid was set at a heat transfer coefficient of 67 W/m2/oc to
a blood temperature of 37°C.
Internally the respective blood
flow in the iris and ciliary body was characterised as
transferring 270 X 103 and 416 X 103 W/m3 per degree C
difference from the blood temperature of 37°C, as per the heat
sink term in the bioheat equation.
Steady state analyses were conducted on the model when
the eyeball was uniformally loaded at 0.75 W/kg SAR and on the
normal unirradiated eye.
The maximum temperature difference
between the two conditions was 0.07°C in the vitreous humour.
The maximum temperature rise in the lens was 0.05°C around the
posterior pole.
CONCLUSIONS
The level of RFR measured 5 em from the antenna of a
mobile phone transmitting 600 mW was 0.27 mW/cm2.
This level
of RFR has been shown to produce and average SAR of 0.7 W/kg
in the ocular region of a fabricated skull. The subsequent
maximum temperature rise in the eye has been calculated to be
0.07° C.
On the basis of these results the general exclusion
for devices operating at less than 7 W and with transmission
frequencies of less than 1000 MHz is justified.
It can also
be concluded that the use of hand-held mobile phone does not
present a health risk.
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Observed occupational radiofrequency and microwave
radiation exposures during surveys around a few scientific,
industrial and medical sources
R.N.Sachdev, N.A.Ingle, G.Swarup and K.K.Rajan
Environmental Assessment Section
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre
Trombay, Bombay 400085
Abstract
This paper summarizes the results of a few near
electric
field
safety surveys conducted around radiofrequency and
microwave radiation <RFMRl generating equipment.
Field leve.ls
observed under actual working conditions have been graded into
three categories.
In the
first
category are the diathermy
units.
In the second,
are inductively coupled plasma atomic
emission spectrometers, crystal
growing furnaces and feeder
lines of the broadcasting transmitters.
In the third category
are surveillance radars and TV transmitters.
Fields around
plastic sealing machines vary widely.
Introduction
During
the
last few
years
there has been
growing
realization
that occupational exposure to RF radiation in the
lower frequency rang~from health consideration 1 is of the same
importance as
that
from MW.
In this paper
the observed
electric field
strengths
in the vicinity of equipment have
been graded and interpreted in the light of existing exposure
limits•. The instrument used for measurement of electric field
in RF and MW region is model 8611 radiation monitor of Narda
make working in conjunction with probes 86628 and 8621C.
Main observations and Discussion
Salient observations on the electric field
strengths
observed around the equipment along with the frequency,
power
and distance of measurement are given in Table 1.
Bathymetric
representation of
the field
generated by operation of two
furnaces in a single hall has been plotted as given in
figure 1.
Below operating frequencies of
10 MHz electric
and
magnetic fields
are required to be measured separately•.
In
this studv, however
measurements were confined
to electric
field strengths 1lone in all the casese.
The fields observed
in case of diathermy-unit surveys 3 have been listed according
to
the part of the body being treated.
It is seen that field
as high as 776 V/m has been observed at a distance of
10 em
from the applicator plates. The farthest spot with appreciable
field of 168 V/m is at 30 em in the case of knee treatment.
Occupational exposure limit for the 10-400 MHz slab which
is
relevant for the units operating at 27.12 MHz is 61 VIm.
The
observed fields are high when compared with
a value of
17
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mW/cme at a distance of 15 em reported elsewhere-.
It
is clear from the bathymetric representation of the
field around two crystal growing furnaces in a single working
area
that fields created by individual operation fall rather
sharply and do not superimpose each other.
In spite of the
fact
that power dissipated in one of the units is 2.5 times
that
in the other,
the highest observed electric field
strength is of the same level.
Concluding Remarks
It
is concluded from the above study that high fields in
most cases are confined
to distances close
to
heating
electrodes, radiating element or applicator plates.
Awareness
about high fields in close proximity and
the
knowledge that
unnecessary exposures are to be avoided would go a long way in
reducing exposure.
When an
instrument
is under
repair,
inadequately shielded and inappropriately terminated,
it can
be a source of high
leakage~.
It
is
imperative that a
programme of safety studies and survey around
equipment
generating RFMR be kept alive.
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Table 1.
Observed electric field
strength
medical,
scientific and industrial sources of
and microwave radiation

around a
few
radiofrequency

MEDICAL
Source of rf radiation
Operating frequency
Po1-1er of unit
Part of
body

No.of
obs.

Diathermy unit
27. 12 MHz
500 w

Average field strength IV/ml
--------------------------------------------

Distance from applicator plate <em>
10
15
20
25
30

--------------------------------------------------------------

Back
Neck
shoulder
knee

16
14
16
19

776
739
658
598

598
434
442
455

238
260

194
238

307

434

168

SCIENTIFIC
Source of
rf radiation

operating
frequency
<MHz)

ICP Units

Crystal
growing
fu,-nace

Crystal
growing
furnace

27.12

0.45

0.38

power
Dist.
field
of
from
strength
unit
source
IV/ml
< kW>
<em>
5
5

19
307

20
60
90
180

868
238

5
20
40

751
238
162

Distances are
from the
feeder line
near the
furnace

30
60
120

672
238
27

Above the
feeder line

5
50
100
150

823
162

Readings taken
at the height
of feeder 1 i ne

2

10

25

remarks

785

194

87

':11

19

Improperly
terminated
cable
Distances are
from the bend
position of the
feeder line
between oo;:;c.
and furnace

<Table 1. Continued)
Source of
rf radiation

operating
frequency

<MHz)
Plastic
sealing
unit

power Dist.
field
of
from strength
unit source
<VIm)
<kW>
<em)

30.00

10

162
90

5

30.00

1

10

)868

Broadcast
transmitters

11 .83

100

1100
6700
45000

306
123
72

T.V.
transmitters

62-67

10

40000

remarks

Distances are
from the
electrodes
below RF cable
to electrode

INDUSTRIAL

Radar units

2-6

<GHz>

2
10000
<Av)

Distances are
from the
antenna

negligible Antenna height
330 meters
negligible Pulsed beam,
1.6 MW peak
- - - - - - _P .?~'=':.-

--- ---

..... 868. 00
e

~723.33

o578.
67
...)

t: 434.00

t:;289. 33
~

:;;: 144.67
~

Q::

0. 00
12. 00 0

~

~!.800

~

S,.

?~ 7.600
"<'

~
~

~

~

5.400

r

~ 3.200
·~
~
~

1. 000

fiG.t. RADIO FREQUENCY fiELD AROUND TI~O CRYSTAL GROWING FURNACES
HAVING 10 AND 25 kW POWER. ARBITRARY UNIT IS 0.5m.
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A STUDY ON THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
INCOMING SOLAR UV HADIATION AND CLOUD COVER
V.J.Daoo
Health Physics Division
BhaLha Atomic Research Centre
Bombay-400085 (INDIA)
ABS'fRACT
In this study an empirical relationship between
.the
incoming solar UV radiation and concurrently measured cloud
cover at Bombay (19°0l'N, 72°5f>'E}, based on data pertaining
to two year (1986-1987) period is established. It is compared
with a similar relationship used elsewhere and found to differ
in its form as well as
in the regression coefficients.
Possible
reason:>
for this discrepancy
are
discussed.
Conditions undcrwhich the two relationships agree are also
examined.
INTRODUC'l'ION
Ot>served daiJa on solar UV radiation reaching the earths
surface are sparse and parLlculorly so in tropics. In tropical
region,
recent :Jt~udies lly 1:;hacko ct al. ( 1983), llyas { 198'7)
and Daoo et al. ! 19!11) oeal wl th such oi.Jse.rvations.
ln the
ab~wnc:c
of direct mcasun:meut:.>, the solar UV radia"Lion is
generally estimated iroru lt.s extra-t.errestrial val•1e aud
<-..ssuming eet·tain averatle LILmo:>phcric conditions. It has lleeu
established that. f.hc UV radlaLlon is signiiicantly att..enuated
by cloud cover awl the
atmo5l•heric ozone conten-t. before
reaching the surface. Among these, variat..ion in ozone conten·t..
is known to lle somewhat regular but not so the cloud cover
variat.~oo.
Hence est..lmuLes a.re generally made for clear sky
conditions and effect of cloud coveL' is accounted for by using
an empirical relationship between clear sky UV radiation and
cloud cover oLservations. In this study one such attempt is
described. Based on measured data on UV radiation during 198687 and
concurrently
observed
cloud
data at
Bon1bay
fl9°01'N,
72°55'E)
an
empirical
relationship
is
established. This can be used to predict UV radiation if cloud
data is available and clear sky radiation is lmown.
Such
relationship is particularly useful
because
cloud
cover
data
are routinely available at National Weathe1.· Service
stations in the ..::oun"Lry and CiliJ be conveniently
used
·to
predict iucomiu(l UV radiation under actual conditions.
MEASUREMENT AND SITE DE'l'Ali..S

The measuL·ing lnstL·umeut. was an Eppley UV radiometer
(model 'fUVR) hav lng u spec t..ral response over the region 29£·390 run wavelengths. t1easurcment accuracy is within 5 %.
Data
on clou.<i cover were obt.airu::u it·om wctiLhcr reports routinely
published by India Lieteoc·ologicul Vepartn,ent. The measurement
site was wlt.hin the ctm•pus of Bhabha JH.omlc Reaserch Ce.utt·e at
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Boml.Jay. 'The site is located in a region subject to industrial
air pollution. Furtber the site experiences regular monsoon
t-ai.ns during June to September. During this period the sky is
genet·ally overcast with cumulus types of clouds. Eve11 duri.ug
non-monsoon periods the sky is rarely clear except for
few
occasions during winter months.
RJ~SULTS

AND DISCUHSION

Plot of
c.-atiu
of monthly ntean daily total
of UV
1:·adiation
(UV,
t..o
mean daily
to·tal
uru.ler clear sky
conditions
{UV 0 )
and concurrent daytinte average
cloud
ol.Jservations
in fractions of cloud cover (n) is shoWTI in Fig
1.
Average day time cloud cover is obt.ained from the visual
observations made aftet• every three hou1.·s.
Clear sky UV
radiation is obtained iroru tbe computed clear sky global solar
r.-adiation £or Bombay {Mani and l<angarajan. 1982)
afid using
observed
ratio of the U\1
rudiation 1-o the global solar
r.-adiation, during ciear weather (Daoo et al., 1991). Thus UV 0
represents tt1e radiation received at the earth surface under
cloudfree atmosphere for average atmospheric conditions with
respect. to other relevent consti tuerrts like ozone and dust
content.
Visual
inspt:K:1-ion of the scatter plot suggests a
nonlinear rela·tionship. Regression analysis of the data set gives
following relationship :
UY/U\1 0

= 0.80

+ 0.4& n - 0.84 n

2

with correlation coefficient {r)

( 1)

= 0.785

The only other equivalen1, relationship widely quoted in
literature
(Jotwson et al ..
1976;
llyas,
1987),
after
convert.ing it as per our ltot..aL;ions is UV/UV 0

= (1

(2)

- 0.56 n)

Comparison of

Eq ( l l and {2) reveal:.> that -

( 1)
Eq
\ 1 J is qu<H.lra·tic while Eq ( 2)
is linear.
For
higher cloud cover amount (n > D.3), li:q (1) also tends to show
a mono"Lonic decrease as expected from Eq (2),
The quadratic
r.-elationshlp shows a ma.jot· departure front the linear form for
low cloud cover antounts. Low cloud cover amounts are generally
as.:;ociated with bt•oken OL" passing clouds (usually of cirrus
type in the present case). These type of clouds lead 1-o
significantly
increased diffuse radiation compared to that
under higher cloud cover condi tlons. As a
result the inconting
UV radiation initially
(when the cloud cover is less)
does
not decrease as expected but shows a
slight increase and
afterwards
(for
higher
cloud
cover)
it
decreases.
monotonically.
Higher cloud cover conditions are usually
associated with uniform and continuous sheet type of cloud
(generally of cumulus type in ·the present case)
obstruetiug
the sun directly and henee the monotonic decrease.
Thus the
quadratic expression given here could give more realistic
estimates under low cloud cover conditions.
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(2) Intercept

of

Eq l1) is 0.80 and not unity

like Eq
region
can be one of the responsible factors in determining this.

( 21. Relacively larger atmospheric dust content in the

(31 In low cloud cove1.· range (n <. 0.3),
Eq {1)
when
compared with Eq ( 2) , underestima·t.es the ratio UV /UV 0 ( upto a
maximum of about 25 %) while in tht: higher cloud cover range
it generally overestiotatcs the ratio (upto a maximum of about
12 %) • Hence while using any such rela·t:.ionship for estimating
the incoming solar UV radiation levels, consideration must be
given to t.he higher and lower range::; of cloud cover amoWlts.
Otherwise the results can be misleading. This is particularly
true for tropical regions where low cloud cover conditions
occur with significant frequency.
C0NCLUS10NS
The eelat.ionship est<1.blished in this study is quadratic
in form in contrast. t.o llrwar rela"l.ionship used in earlier
studies.
The ditfeeenc.:e has been attributed to the type and
nature oi cloud cover auo dust. <:onLent. prevailing in ·t-he
atmosphere.
l'hc eelat;iunsltip used in the earli.er studies is
generally sui t.<.::d .ior hlg!J cloud cover conditions ( cloud cover
> 0. 3) whet·eas the present .relationship is applicable to whole
rang~ oi cloud cover.
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PERSONAL DOSIMETRY OF SOLAR UVB USING POLYSULPHONE FILM
HP Gies, CR Roy, E Herlihy* and J Rivers#
Australian Radiation Laboratory
Lower Plenty Road, Yallambie, Victoria, 3085
* Menzies Centre for Population Health Research
43 Collins St, Hobart, 7000
# Sydney Melanoma Unit, Royal Prince Alfred Hospital
Camperdown, NSW, 2050
ABSTRACT

Polysulphone film badges have been used to quantify the solar
UVR exposure received by different subjects and these measured
results are compared to those calculated from personal diaries
and measured ambient solar UVB.
In general, when UVR exposure
activities took place under close supervision, good
correlations were obtained between the polysulphone badges and
the ambient/diaries approach. UVR exposures for indoor workers
and a number of outdoor activities are presented.
INTRODUCTION

Recent evidence confirming the presence of global ozone
depletion and of Antarctic ozone 1 holes 1 has increased the
concern over possible adverse human health effects as a result
of increased levels of solar UVR.
The scarcity of accurate
long-term ambient UVR measurements and the lack of knowledge of
personal solar UVR exposure has also become apparent.
Previous measurements of the anatomical distribution of solar
UVR using polysulphone (PS) film as a dosimeter have been made
with both mannikins and headforms as well as volunteers in a
variety of outdoor acti vi tiesl' 2.
Personal histories of UVR
exposures have been determined from retrospective questionaires
and the results used in epidemiological studies into factors
affecting skin cancer incidence.
Careful design of the
questionaire or diary of UVR exposure is crucial, as is the
choice of sites at which the badges are worn.
EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS

The ARL radiometerjdatalogger network3, which collects data
continuously during daylight hours, provided ambient UVB levels
for both the Sydney and Hobart studies.
The dose response of
PS film to solar UVR, which relates the change of absorbance
(dA) to the erythemally effective dose (EED) in J.m-2, can be
determined from simultaneous exposure of the PS film and
measurement of the incident solar UVR spectral power
distributions4,5. As the change in absorbance dA increases (ie
for larger UVR exposures) the estimation of EED becomes less
accurate. Any study to monitor UVR should try to limit the UVR
dose to PS badges to the linear or near linear region of the
dose response curve (dA less than 0.5).
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Two studies using polysulphone dosimeters and volunteers were
undertaken. The month-long Sydney study, in February and early
March 1990 was undertaken in collaboration with the Sydney
Melanoma Unit.
The group of 40 indoor workers each wore a
single PS badge attached at the shoulder. A new badge was used
each day, some subjects recording the time periods spent
outdoors on a time line in a diary at the end of each day,
while others were asked to record the information only at the
end of the study.
In this way it was hoped to detect whether
there was any variation in recall between the two groups of
subjects.
Following initial discussions at the beginning of
the study, the subjects were given their PS badges and no
further direct supervision took place.
The Hobart study, in collaboration with the Menzies Centre,
took place primarily on two days in February 1991, with two
small groups participating in a trial the previous day.
Subjects each wore eight PS badges at different anatomical
sites, while participating in one of the following activities,
pool swimming (SM), sailing (SL), bushwalking (BW), gardening
(GN), playing tennis (TN) or golf (GF).
The subjects then
filled in a comprehensive questionnaire covering the duration
of solar UVR exposure, type of clothing or sunscreen worn,
ground surface cover, and many other details.
As well as
determining the anatomical distributions of UVR, the calculated
ambient/diary UVB exposure could be compared with the PS badge
measurement to determine whether the subjects' diaries gave an
accurate reflection of their UVR exposures.
RESULTS
As the Sydney study volunteers were indoor workers, the
measured PS badge EEDs were generally low, the mean value for
the group of subjects was 82 ± 51 J. m-2.
In most cases
exposure to solar UVR was in the morning and evenings on the
way to and from work, with some contribution to the UVB
exposure during lunch hour.
5

~SYDNE\l 1990 --

Weekends - Days 4,6 11,12 18,19 26,26

1

lFebruary - March
4

I
i

,

:r t1f,l~u~~t! ~~w ~ i !: 'h ·
:~mnud: !ll~lh ;ud: :t1it
1

6

10

16

20

26

Day
-

PS Badge IEED)

C:J UVB Daily

Total lx 10-2)

Figure 1.
A com~arison of the total measured PS badge
exposures EED (J.m- ) for the group of subjects for each day
with the daily total UVB (radiometer counts).
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Correlation between the EED from the PS badges and the
calculated ambient/diary exposure for the Sydney study was
poor.
The variation between individuals was large.
The diary
provided no opportunity to indicate the quality of the UVR
exposure, which is affected by shade and buildings in the
immediate vicinity.
If the subjects were analysed as a group,
a pattern did emerge.
Figure 1 shows the sum of the exposures
in J.m-2 for the entire group of subjects for each day, while
also showing the daily total of ambient UVB (to a different
scale).
The weekend days stand out as days of hi;¥h UVR
exposures, the mean week day exposure being 65 ± 26 J.m- while
that for the weekend days was twice this at 123 ± 54 J.m- 2 .
The maximum measured daily total EED for any subject was 2060
J .m-2, which occured on a weekend.
Monthly UVR exposure
totals for each subject ranged from 500 to 6865 J.m-2 (mean of
2294 ± 1430 J.m-2).
Supervision of subjects and PS badge placement was more tightly
controlled in the Hobart study. Figure 2 shows a comparison of
the PS badge exposures EED in J .m-2 with the UVB/diary
calculations.
The activities in the Hobart study can be
considered to fall into two broad categories, the first where
the subjects would have spent a fair proportion of their time
out of the direct sun (in amongst trees etc for the BW, GF and
GN), the second where the activities took place predominately
in the open.
Comparison of the PS badge readings with the
UVB/diary calculations for the TN, SL and SM subjects in Figure
2 (A) shows a series of points scattered about the expected
straight line (ie good correlation).
However, the comparison
for the BW, GF, and GN in Figure 2 (B) shows considerable
scatter, with the points all in the region of the graph where
the PS badge readings are less than the corresponding UVB/diary
entries.
These lower measured EEDs and the scatter in the
results (BW,GF,GN) are almost certainly due to subjects
spending different amounts of time in the shade. The effective
exposure rates I in W.m- 2 (Table 1) are generally less than for
the other activities (TN, SL, SM).
(B)

(A)
C')

0'

_. Aushwalking
\' G<Hdl.'n,ng

5

•

Expected Correlation--.

Gol1

'' Swimming

><

• Sc111ing

4

• Tenn1;;
·; T»nms ..

['

... ··.••'.

3

v
v

....

2

..
..
0
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8000
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Calculated UVB Exposure

Figure 2. A comparison of the measured PS surface badge
exposures EED (J.m-2) for the different activities with the UVB
exposures calculated from the diary entries and the measurement
of ambient UVB (radiometer counts) .
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TABLE 1
The variation of UVR exposure with anatomical site as a
fraction of ambient for different outdoor activities for the
Hobart study(* denotes Day 1).
ACTIVITY Tennis* Tennis Sailing Swimming Walking Golf Gardening*
SITE
Cheek
Hand
Shoulder
Back
Chest
Thigh
Calf

0.20
0.43
0.52
0.40
0.32
0.26
0.40

0.36
0.54
0.79
0.57
0.41
0.47
0.51

0.25
0.54
0.70
0.57
0.28
0.44
0.25

0.43
0.94
1.39
0.98
0.61

Surface

1. 00

1.00

814
158

928
122

EED(J.m- 2 )
I#(mw.m-2)

0.62

0.08
0.30
0.22
0.39
0.17
0.20
0.19

0.21
0.51
0.76
0.66
0.36
0.42
0.41

0.24
0.19
0.30
0.31
0.14
0.14
0.16

1.00

1. 00

0.39

0.74

0.30

1712
125

289

834
47

1355
91

766
31

o. 72

77

# I is the effective irradiance calculated from the PS badges
The Hobart UVR exposures EEDs (Table 1) are higher than the
average daily EED for the Sydney study, although they are
comparable with many of the weekend exposures.
Table 1 shows
that the shoulder badges have the highest exposures, the reason
this site was used for the Sydney study.
The UVB exposure
rates given by I in Table 1 show that activities (TN, SL, SM)
which occur in the open have the highest UVB exposure, although
(GF) can also have quite large UVB exposure rates.
CONCLUSIONS

Preliminary analysis of both studies indicate that good
correlation between measured and calculated UVR exposures can
be achieved if sufficient information is recorded in the
diaries and if exposures occur under close supervision.
In
Australia the highest exposures to solar UVR (apart from
outdoor workers) are due to outdoor recreational activities and
any effort to reduce the general population's UVR exposures
needs to concentrate on these.
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UV radiation: sources. effects and risks of human and environmental exposure
G.J. Eggink, H. Slaper
Laboratory for Radiation Research,
National Institute of Public Health and Environmental Protection
P.O.Box 1, 3720 BA BILTHOVEN, The Netherlands
ABSTRACT
This paper summarizes the principal results of a review study on UV-exposure and UV related

risks in the Netherlands. Both the present state of affairs and future developments are discussed,
the latter partly based on model calculations.
The sun is the main UV source to which the whole population is exposed. Solar exposure is
estimated to amount to at least 90% of the annual UV burden for the Dutch population. For
certain groups in the population man made sources are estimated to contribute considerably to
the yearly UV dose. Ozone depletion as a result of human activities, growing use of tungsten
halogen lamps and increasing application of UV-sources in industry and medicine all tend to
increase UV exposure.
UV exposure can lead to a wide variety of health effects, among which the induction of skin
cancer, skin aging, cataract formation and suppression of immune responses. Risk estimates of
these health effects are available for skin cancer and to a lesser extend for cataracts. The
estimated UV related skin cancer incidence rate in the Netherlands is 1fY3 per year (15 000 cases),
and the associated mortality rate amounts to 6-25·Ur per year (90-400 deaths). The ozone
depletion presently observed over the past decade (5% in the Netherlands), is expected to lead to
an increased annual mortality rate due to skin cancer of 1 ,3·
per year.
Environmental exposure can influence plant physiology and lead to a decrease of biomass in
aquatic as well as terrestrial ecosystems. This may result in adverse effects on the foodweb and
biodiversity of ecosystems. Quatitative risk estimates for these effects are very uncertain or
lacking.

ur

JNTRODUCTION
UV -exposure of man and the environment is caused by emissions from a number of sources. The UV -burden
for man as well as for ecosystems is expected to increase due to:
-the depletion of the ozone layer (the main UV absorbing layer in the earths atmosphere)
-the increasing use of UV-emitting light sources (e.g. tungsten halogen lamps)
- the use of tanning equipment
-the use of UV sources in industry and laboratories (lasers, welding, lamps for paintdrying, copiers, etc.)
- the use of UV -sources in medical therapies (PUV A, UVB-therapy, lasers)
Based on the recent knowledge of exposure and effects, an estimation is made of the related risks of
(over)exposure.
Based on the 'source-distribution-exposure-effect-risk chain' this UV issue will be presented.
SOURCES. DISTRIBUTION AND EXPOSURE
The sun is the main and only natural UV source on earth. The spectral distribution peaks in the visible part of
the spectrum with a relative large fraction in the UV. Due to the absorbing and scattering properties of the
atmospheric layers (esp. the ozone layer) the radiation reaching the earth surface contains less UV.
The effectiveness of UV radiation is strongly dependent upon the wavelenght. The MED is used as a unit for
effective UV -doses and corresponds to a UV -dose which is just sufficient to elicit erythema (in unadapted white
skin). One MED is equivalent to a dose of 200 Jlm2 of monochromatic 297 nm radiation.
In the Netherlands the total amount of solar (erythema-effective) UV radiation is estimated to be 2200 MEDia
(Schothorst, 1987; Slaper, 1987). Over 75% is available in the period May-August; Jess than 7.5% from
November-February. Based on measurements with personal dosimeters indoor workers are estimated to be
exposed to about 70 MEDia and outdoorworkers receive about 150 MEDia (Slaper, 1987). The dose acquired
during holidays must be added to this and is estimated to be 2-50 MED for a three weeks period in the
Netherlands and 60-150 MED for three weeks in the Mediterranean (Health Council, 1986).
Based on recent measurements by NASA satellites the ozone layer decreased with an average of 5% in the last
10 years in NorthWest Europe (Stolarski et al, 1991). Model calculations of the UV-transfer in the atmosphere
indicate that this reduction leads to an increase in erythema-effective UV on the earth surface of about 6.5%.
This in turn corresponds to an additional6.5 MEDia for the average exposed person in the Netherlands and an
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additional 13 MEDia for the group with highest sun exposure (5\0 of population).
Artificial UV -sources are found in various applications: r"gular lighting syst<'ms, tanning equipment, medical
phototherapies, industrial lightsources, lasers de. In th" indoor "nvironment exposure can be divided in
intentional and uninkntional exposur<'. lnkntional <'Xposure takes place Juring tanning and medical UV
therapies.
Depending on the characteristics of the lightsources (e.g. temp<'rature of tungsten lamps, quality of the glass
envelope, pressure and gas used in gas discharge lamps de.) th<' UV emission can vary by several orders of
magnitude.
Assuming an exposure time of 500 hia ( = 1.5 hid) a potential exposure of 10-500 MEDia for tungsten halogen
lights and about 2 MEDia for fluorescent lamps is estimated (McKinlay eta!, 1989). Personal dosimetry is
lacking. It appears that tungsten halogen lamps are the most important UV emitting artificial lightsources for
the general public.
The use of special UV emitting fluorescent lamps for tanning is widdy spread in the Netherlands. About 7%
of the population(= I million) uses tanning equipment. The average yearly Jose received as a result of the use
of these artificial sources is estimated to he 24 MEDia (Berghahn & Bruggers, 1986).
Since 1900 ultraviolet radiation is used in medical therapies, for treating tuberculoses, rachitis, and later on for
treating several skin diseases. Nowadays UV is mainly used in treating psoriasis (ca 200 000 patients in the
Netherlands). Two types of therapy are common: PUVA and UVB-therapy. In PUVA the skin is sensitized by
means of psoralens and treated with UVA ('black-light). In UVB-therapy the skin is directly exposed to UVB.
The average yearly dose is 250 MEDia, hut Joses of more than 500 MEDia are not unusual. For PUV Atherapy the UV dose depends greatly on the amount and type of psoralens. An average value can not be given.
Figure I gives the estimated yearly doses for the general public and for some selected groups of the population.
In this figure outdoors workers are farmers, fishermen, roadworkers etc. Halogenlamp users are assumed to
be exposed to hare halogen lamps for 500 hi a at a distance of 30 em.
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Estimated yearly effective UV dose h1r the general puhlic and some selected groups in the
Netherlands.

EFFECTS AND RISKS
UV exposure can lead to several deleterious eft~cts in man, some shortly after acute exposure (sunburn,
snowblindness) and som" aft<'r prolonged exposure (skin caJK<'r, skin aging, damage to the immune system and
cataract formation).
For skin carcinoma (basal cell carcinoma and squamous cdl carcinoma) UV exposure is assumed to be the main
cause. For melanoma and cataract it is believed that UV contributes to the incidences although the extend is
uncertain. The incidence and mortality rate for skincarcinoma, melanoma and cataract operations in the
Netherlands is given in tigure 2a. Figure 2b provid"s estimates of the additional effects of a I% increase in
effective exposure (I MED additional for average expostjJ group).
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A 1% increase of the effective UV exposure is expected to lead to an increase in cataract incidence of 0.5%,
corresponding to an increased incidence rate of 10·5 per year in the Netherlands. This implies an additionall00150 cataract operations per year in the Netherlands.
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Death rates due to skin cancer in the Netherlands are: 80-90 deaths per year due to skincarcinoma, 300 deaths
per year due to melanoma. The estimated yearly mortality rate in the Netherlands associated with average UV
exposure is 6-25·10-6 per year. For 'highly-exposed' persons (200 MEDia) this is 25-55· W 6 • Based on models,
the additional mortality rate for the 'average-exposed' group is calculated to be 2·10- 7 perMED. For the 'highexposed' group this is estimated to be 4·10-7 • For persons with an extra sensitive skin the risks are 4·10-7 and
7 ·10-7 per MED respectively. Table 1 gives an overview of the estimated risks and mortality rates for various
exposure situations.
Evidence has been gathered in experiments with animals and humans that UV exposure of the skin causes
damage to the immune system. An assessment of the risks can not yet be made, due to a lack of information
about the mechanism, the dose-reponse relation and the action spectra.
In terrestrial plants UV exposure can influence several processes that have a negative effect on the growth and
development of plants, like smaller leaf size, less flowering, and a lower fotosynthetic activity. These effects
can be reinforced by certain deficiencies and waterstress (UNEP, 1989). Although this is very species-specific
(even great intraspecific (cultivar) differences have been observed) many of the observed effects lead to a
decrease of biomass by influencing the primairy production. Further study is needed to get more information
on the mechanisms of UVB-effects and the possible effects of ozone depletion on food plants.
Research indicates that also phytoplankton and zooplankton in aquatic ecosystems can be affected. This includes
orientation, motility, photosynthesis and enzymatic reactions and the survival of small marine organisms during
their first stadia of life (fish eggs and -young, shrimp larvae and crab larvae). These changes can lead to
disturbance of stable ecosystems, and can have negative effects on the foodweb, the biodiversity of ecosystems,
and fmally on the human foodsupply. Based on the assumption of a 5% decrease in primairy production
(estimated for a 16% ozone depletion) Hiider calculated that fish yield would reduce by approximately 6-9%
(a 7% reduction in fish yield, if it is on a global basis, would then represent a loss of about 6 million tons of
fish per year) (Hider et al, 1989). However, uncertainties regarding the magnitude of these effects remain
large, because of problems of extrapolating laboratory findings to the open sea and the nearly absence of data
on long-term effects and ecosystem responses.
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Further research on the ecosystem effects is necessary to get a proper view of their possible ecological impact.

Sources

exposure

outdoor environment
sun

ozone depletion )

estimated
group size

15 •106
normal
7 ·lOS
high
high, sensitive skin 2 ·lOS

(100%)
(5%)
(1.3%)

15. 106
normal
7 •lOS
high
high, sensitive skin 2 ·lOS

(100%)
(5%)
(1.3%)

effective dose
CMED/y)
100
200
200
7 (?)
13 (?)
13 (?)

mortality rate

6-25 • 10·6
25-55 •10"6
30-150 • 10·6
1,3 • 10·6 - )
5•10-6-)
9 •10"6 - )

indoor environment
tungsten halogen lamps
- 500 hours desk-lamp
distance 30 em
normal
fluorescent lamps
- 500 hours
distance 100 em
normal
tanning equipment
normal

1 ·lOS

(0.7%) (??)

100 (?)

20 •10"6

-)

1 • 106
1 • 106

(7%) (??)
(7%) (??)

2 (?)
25 (?)

0,4 •10"6
5 •10"6

-)

medical therapy
UVB-therapy

1 •lOS

(0.7%) (??)

250 (?)

50 •10"6

-)

)
j

normal

(?)

additional UV exposure caused by measured ozone depletion (5 %)
additional risk caused by the indicated source
estimated exposure

(??)

groupsize not known (preliminary estimate)

Table L

-)

Estimated effective doses and mortality rates for different groups of the Dutch population due to
different UV sources. The estimated group size is based on a total population of 15 million
persons.
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LES EFFETS DES CHAMPS ELECTROMAGNETIQUES DE 50/60 Hz:
BILAN ET PERSPECTIVES DE SANTE PUBLIQUE POUR LE QUEBEC
P. LEVALLOIS, P. LAJOIE, D. GAUVIN.
Departement de Sante communautaire
Centre Hospitalier de l'Universite Laval,
ste-Foy, Quebec.
HEALTH EFFECTS OF EXTREMELY LOW FREQUENCY (ELF) FIELDS:
A PUBLIC HEALTH PERSPECTIVE FROM QUEBEC:
This communication summarizes the report presented to the
Quebec government by an expert-committee.
The main health
effects of ELF fields are reviewed and a discussion of the
public health impact for Quebec is presented. Recommendations
include the need of further research as well as a public
information program and major efforts to improve risk assessment.
INTRODUCTION
En 1987, le gouvernement du Quebec autorisa la construction d I Une ligne a haute tension SUr SOn terri to ire a la
condition qu 'un comi te interministeriel, coordonne par le
ministere de la Sante et des Services sociaux du Quebec,
assure un suivi des etudes sur les effets des !ignes a haute
tension sur la sante. La presente communication resume l'etat
de situation sur les connaissances scientifiques qui a ete
depose et accepte par ce comite 1 •
RESULTATS
Plusieurs effets potentiels chez 1 'humain, assoc1es a
!'exposition chronique aux champs electromagnetiques de tres
basses frequences ont ete inventories.
Le risque de cancer
est le mieux documente. D'une part, plusieurs chercheurs ont
observe des associations entre 1 'exposition a ces champs
(mesuree ou estimee) et !'incidence de certains cancers chez
!'enfant:
leucemies, tumeurs du systeme nerveux, lymphomes.
D'autre part, plusieurs etudes realisees en milieu de travail
ant montre, de fa9on repetee, une association entre l'inci-
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dence de leucemies et de tumeurs du cerveau et l 'exercice
d'une profession dans laquelle il y a exposition aux champs
electromagnetiques
de
basses
frequences:
electriciens,
monteurs de ligne, soudeurs, etc.. Bien que plusieurs lacunes
empechent de porter un jugement definitif sur le risque de
cancer (principalement a cause des difficultes de mesure de
!'exposition), on doit considerer ce risque cornrne possible.
D'une part, les etudes les plus perfectionnees tendent a
confirmer les resultats des premieres etudes, d'autre part, la
plausibilite biologique de telles associations s' est renforcee
ces dernieres annees. Meme si le risque relatif de cancer est
probablement faible pour les personnes anormalement exposees
(RR <2), le risque pour la sante publique peut etre important.
Ceci est du a !'omnipresence des champs et au nombre important
de personnes exposees a ces champs.
Ainsi, si 20 % de la
population a risque etait exposee de fa9on anormale et si le
RR etait de 1,8, 14 % des cancers incidents pourraient etre
attribuables a cette exposition.
D'autres problemes de sante ont ete mains investigues.
Il s' agit principalement des troubles de la reproduction
(infertilite, avortements, malformations congenitales) et des
troubles neuropsychiques (en particulier les etats depressifs).
Il est cependant encore trap tot pour porter un
jugement sur la possibilite de tels effets.
Cependant, a
cause de leur plausibilite biologique, ils ne devraient pas
etre negliges dans les recherches futures.
CONCLUSION
Le Quebec, particulierement par 1' intermediaire de la
societe d'Etat Hydro-Quebec, participe a !'effort mondial de
recherches pour elucider !'impact potentiel des champs
electromagnetiques sur la sante humaine. Il faut poursuivre
ces efforts mais ne pas s 'y limiter.
Des maintenant des
mesures devraient etre prises pour mieux connaitre !'exposition des populations quebecoises a ces champs.
Il y a lieu
aussi de mettre sur pied un programme d'information publique
sur le sujet. Le Quebec devra aussi participer activement a
!'effort international visant a mieux evaluer et gerer un tel
risque environnemental.
1.

P. LEVALLOIS, P. LAJOIE, D. GAUVIN. Les effets des champs electromagnetiques de
50/60 Hz sur Ia sante: bilan et perspectives de sante publique pour le Quebec.
DSC du CHUL, Quebec, janvier 1991, 231 p.
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CHROMOSOMAL ABERRATION ANALYSES OF BYELORUSSIAN CHILDREN
EXPOSED TO CHERNOBYL FALLOUT
S. Salomaa, A. Koivistoinen, W. Paile, T. Rahola, and T. Rytomaa
Finnish Centre for Radiation and Nuclear Safety
P.O.Box 268, 00101 Helsinki, Finland.
ABSTRACT
The radiation exposure of 26 Byelorussian children visiting
Finland in summer 1990 was estimated by chromosomal aberration
analyses and whole body counting. For comparison, twelve children
from southern Finland were studied similarly.
In general, the
children were heal thy and blood pictures and thyroid function tests
were within the normal range.
In the whole body measurements,
the only nuclides detected were cesium-137 and cesium-134. The
cesium body contents of the Byelorussian children were low (mean
6. 3 Bq/kg of 137 Cs and 0. 4 Bq/kg of 134 Cs), similar to those of the
Finnish children. However, the Byelorussian children had significantly higher frequencies of radiation-related chromosome-type
aberrations in their lymphocytes than the Finnish children.
INTRODUCTION
After the Chernobyl accident, many controversial reports have
appeared of the radiation exposure and the possible health impact
of the population living in the most affected areas. Also in the
field of biological dosimetry the data are either inadequate or
puzzling.
Without any actual figures published, local studies
have been described where no differences in the chromosomal
aberration frequencies have been observed between the subjects
living in contaminated or control areas.
On the other hand,
scientific papers report unexpectedly high aberration frequencies
after exposures to minimal radiation doses from cesium in Central
Europe.
We have estimated the radiation exposure of 26 Byelorussian
children visiting Finland in summer 1990, four years after the
Chernobyl accident, by whole body counting and chromosomal
aberration analyses, and compared the results to Finnish children
of the same age.
Also the health status of the visitors was
investigated.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
There were 15 girls and 11 boys in the Byelorussian group
and their mean age was 14 years.
The children originated from
the Minsk, Mogil'ov and Gamel areas.
Of these, the Gamel area
is the most polluted by Chernobyl fallout, and the Minsk area
the least. The surface contamination of cesium-137 in the Gamel
area typically ranges from 37 to more than 1480 kBq/m 2 , in the
Mogil'ov area from less than 37 to 555 kBq/m 2 , and is less than
37 kBq/m 2 in the Minsk district. In the Gamel region, there are
also minor areas contaminated by strontium-90 with surface
activities from 37 to 111 kBq/m 2 •
The health status of the children was clarified by intervues and clinical investigations.
Information was obtained on
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diagnoses given to the children in Byelorussia.
In Finland,
every child went through a physical examination made by a general
practioner, and a few were referred for a specialist consultation.
All the children were investigated for complete blood picture
including differential count of leukocytes; free thyroxine, and
thyroid-stimulating hormone. Other tests were made if indicated.
The activity in the body was measured using two whole-body
counters.
The IRMA 1 whole-body counter, installed in an iron
room, uses a mul tidetector scanning technique, with four Nai ( Tl)chrystals.
The scanning time is 30 minutes and the minimum
detectable activity (MDA) for cesium-134 and cesium-137 is 30 Bq.
The mobile IRMA 2 whole body counter has a measuring geometry of
chair type and a high purity germanium detector with 27 percent
efficiency.
The measurement time is 1, 000 seconds and the
corresponding MDA for cesium-134 and cesium-137 about 50 Bq.
Routine 48-hour lymphocyte cultures were established and 200
cells from each subject were analysed for chromosomal aberrations.
The chromosomal aberrations scored included both chromatid
aberrations (breaks, gaps) and chromosome-type aberrations (breaks,
gaps, dicentrics, rings, translocations and inversions).
The
results of chromosome aberration analyses were tested by Fisher's
exact probability test.
For the results of whole body measurements and chromosomal
analyses, the Byelorussian children were compared to twelve
children from the southern Finland, matched by age, sex, and Xray examinations. The control children originated from an area
where the surface activity of cesium-137 was less than 6 kBq/m 2 •
RESULTS
Generally, the children were in good health, and no major
health problems were noticed.
A clear discrepancy was noticed
between diagnoses given them in Byelorussia and the scarcity of
findings during their stay in Finland. Diagnoses like gastritis,
arthritis, and neurocirculatory dystonia were frequent but, as
a rule, could not be confirmed. Six of the children were reported
to have an enlarged thyroid, which is not surprising, as they come
from an area in which goiter is endemic. Four of these cases could
be confirmed at the time of the examination in Finland. All of
the children were, however, clinically euthyroid.
The thyroid
function tests were all in the normal range. The blood pictures
were all normal except two cases of eosinophilia and two cases
of slight anemia of iron deficiency type.
The results of the whole body measurements are shown in
Table 1. The only Chernobyl fallout nuclides found were cesium137 and cesium-134, with mean activities of 6.3 Bq/kg and 0.4
Bq/kg, respectively, in the Byelorussian group. The children from
the Mogil 'ov and Gamel districts tended to have higher values than
those from the Minsk district, as could be expected by the
distribution of surface ground contamination. As a whole, however,
the cesium body contents of the Byelorussian children were low,
similar to those of the Finnish children living in much less
contaminated areas.
The internal mean effective dose equivalent delivered in 1990
from radiocesium to Finnish children was less than 0. 05 mSv. The
total internal dose delivered to the Finnish children studied from
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1986 to 1990 was about 0.2 mSv.
The external dose equivalent
during the same time period was higher and the total mean effective
dose equivalent
1986-1990 was estimated at 0.6 mSv.
For the
Byelorussian children studied, no information on temporal behaviour
of radiation doses after the Chernobyl accident was available.
Table 1
The whole body contents of Chernobyl fallout
nuclides in the Byelorussian children and the controls
Region

No. of
subj.

Cesium-137
Bq/kg, mean
(range)

Cesium-134
Bq/kg, mean
(range)

Minsk

10

4.0
(3.2-5.2)

0.3
(0-0.8)

Mogil'ov

15

7.6
(3.1-14)

0.4
(0-2.0)

9.2

1.5

Go mel

1

Total

26

6.3
(3.1-14)

0.4
(0-2.0)

Control
(Finland)

12

7.5
(1.1-14.4)

1.2
(0.5-2.7)

The frequency of the radiation-related chromosome-type
aberrations was significantly ( P=O. 046) higher among the Byelorussian children than among the Finnish children, whereas there was
no difference in the frequency of chromatid aberrations, that
are not typically induced by ionizing radiation in resting
lymphocytes (Table 2) .
The children from the more heavily
contaminated areas of Gamel and Mogil'ov had more chromosometype aberrations in their lymphocytes than those from Minsk, and
the control children from the least polluted area also had the
lowest number of aberrations.
The freguency of dicentric chromosomes was almost fourfold ( 1. 5xlo- ) in the Byelorussian group as compared to the
Finnish children (0.4x10- 3 ) ; this difference was not, however,
statistically significant (P = 0.167). An absorbed dose of 100
mGy of 6 °Co gamma radiation raises the number of dicentric chromosomes to about 4 or 5 per thousand lymphocytes from the control
value of less than 1/1000. Assuming a dicentric half-time of 3
years, and that the majority of the radiation dose was delivered
shortly after the accident, the average exposure of the children
in this group could be as high as 100 mGy. However, this estimate
is complicated by an uneven distribution of dicentrics between
the cells analysed. As the cesium body contents of the Byelorussian children were similar to that of the Finnish children, most
of their radiation exposure must have come from other sources,
eg. external radiation.
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Table 2 The frequency of chromosomal aberrations among the
Byelorussian children and the Finnish controls
Region

No. of
subj.

Aberrations per 1000 cells
Die, r
Ct
Cs

Minsk

10

2.0

3.6

1.0

Mogil'ov

15

1.7

4.3

2.0

1

5.0

20.0

0

26

1.9

4.6*

1.5

12

1.3

2.1

0.4

Gamel
Total
Control

* P=0.046, Fisher's exact probability test
Ct, chromatid aberrations; Cs, chromosome-type aberrations;
Die, dicentric chromosomes; r, rings
CONCLUSIONS
Comparison of Byelorussian children to Finnish children showed
that their cesium body contents are similar. It thus appears that
the Soviet authorities have applied strict dietary restrictions
within the areas studied, at least recently.
However, the
Byelorussian children had significantly higher frequencies of
radiation-related chromosome-type aberrations in their lymphocytes.
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Surface Conta-

STUDY OF AN ACCIDENTAL EXPOSITION OF THREE WORKERS DURING A
GAMMAGRAPHY WITH ~ Ir SOURCE
92

~.A.B~LLINIANl~

A.SAHYUN;M.E.GRACIOTTI;
R.ALVARES

O.R.SANTOS;

INSTITUTO DE PESQUISAS ENERGETICAS E NUCLEARES -IPEN-CNEN/SP
FAX: (011)2123546
C.P.i1049
05499
S~O PAULO - BRAZIL

ABSTRACT
Thi~:;

paper
i~:;
concel"nf,'ci
with
an
accident
occurc·cl
in c\n
industrial gammagraphy unit located in Sio Paulo, Brazil, on
~.~'·"~of jul•,J, J9BB.
A work team, composf:~d of three workel"~;,
was en gaged on "' r·out in~' operation with "' ~';>"·'Ir· ~;ourc:e of
:3,29')1 TBq,
when thE fle;·:ible C:<Able of· the holder· brokE·,
giving rise to an accidental exposure. The evaluation of the
dose received by the three workers was carried out by thrEE
d iff(~:l"ents
method~;:
the
fi 1m
badge
mea~;ur·ement,
tiHc
biological dosimetry and the rec:onstitut ion of the ac:c:iclent
t:~l<ing
into account
the e;.:position time i:\ncl t:IH? distancE:
bet we~'n
the
~;our·c:~::·
and
the
work El'·~;.
In
the
f i 1m b<HI gE:
evaluation the dose obtained was around 300 mSv, whereas for
the' b i o1 og i c<:d clos i met r· \,J dose~:; of 370 l'liGV, ;290 m~)v ;;.nd U.0
mE>v was <:\chievecl. In the C~ccidE:nt r·~::c:on";titution the closE~:;
obtained where:
~~00
mSv
(whole body),
131.000 m!3v
(left
hand) for the first worker; 232 mSv (whole body), 25.000 mSv
(left hand), 99.000 mSv (right hand), for the second one and
fina111J ~'32
m~:;v
(wholf.·: boci;J)
fol"
the
last
CHiE.
It
was
concluded,
by
the
f:~v;;\luat ion
of
the
closes,
that
the
irradiation
was
not
uniform,
being
the
hand
the
more
sevEI"<\ly
il'l'<:~cliated
organ.
From 1.Bt"' of july,
l98B,
the
victims were treated by the medical staff, together with the
1"<:\cliologic:<d Pl"otection 9roup, both fr·om the IPLN. In thi~;
papf?l'' the c: 1 in i ca 1 and 1 <:~bor·at ot i a 1 f.·:;.:ams c:arr i ed out: for
the evalu<:d: ion of the €c:.:tt=::nsion of thE·: clelett.'riu~; efft=:~c:ts
ar·e cle-:scr·ibeci. 131J t:h;;\t time, t:h&: victims pr~'sentecl cdre<:\cly
radiode:r-matiti~>
in their· h<Hicls, and the c:linic:al tr·~'atment
pursued is al!>D d(·?scxibecl.
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MEDICAL AND HEALTH FOLLOW-UP OF
VICTIMS OF THE TCHERNOBYL ACCIDENT
A FRANCO-UKRAINIAN STUDY
SUMMARY
A Franco-Ukrainian center, devoted to medical follow-up and
epidemiological study of 7 000 children who were living in PRIPYAT
during the CHERNOBYL accident, was established at the beginning of
1991. After such an accident large numbers of patients and long
follow-up are necessary to draw any epidemiological conclusions.
However there are important lessons to be drawn from operating
experience of the Center. For example it might be felt useful to
open others centers. This paper describes the experience acquired
during the first 6 months.

INTRODUCTION
Cinq ans apres !'accident de TCHERNOBYL, de grandee
incertitudes, voire une certaine confusion, regnant dans
!'appreciation de ses consequences medicales. Cette confusion rend
difficile la tache des autorites, mais cree aussi de nombreuses
inquietudes chez les victimes, a la recherche d informations
credibles sur leur etat de sante et sur les risques qu' ils
encourent. on decrit ici le bilan du fonctionnement d'un centre
medical franco-ukrainian mis en place en 1991.
I

HISTORIQUE ET OBJECTIFS
Sous 1 egide du Ministere de la Sante d Ukraine et du
Secretariat d'Etat Fran9ais a l'Action Humanitaire, une operation
axee sur une population particuliere a ete mise sur pied en 1990.
I

I
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Elle visait a la fois a fournir une assistance directe aux victimes
et a recueillir des informations sur les effets possibles de
!'accident et a abouti, en Fevrier 1991 a la mise en place du
Centre Medical Franco-Ukrainian de KIEV. Ce Centre, implante en
milieu hospitalier, fonctionne comme un dispensaire, il resulte de
!'action de !'Association "Les Enfants de TCHERNOBYL" qui en a ete
l'initiatrice et qui le gere, de l'Institut de Protection et la
Sante Nucleaire (IPSN) du Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique et de
l'Institut Gustave ROUSSY (I.G.R.).
L'objectif principal de ce Centre consiste en la surveillance
medicale et epidemiologique d'une population bien precise, celle
des personnes evacuees de PRIPYAT et des environs relogees a KIEV.
Sur 30 000 personnes environ, la priorite pour le suivi est donnee
aux 7 000 enfants susceptibles d'avoir ete irradies et/ou
contamines pendant !'accident de TCHERNOBYL. Les personnes suivies
subissent un examen complet, avec notamment
une recherche des
pathologies thyroidiennes et immuno-hematologiques. Le suivi repose
principalement sur le systeme de sante Ukrainian. Une des
originalites du projet reside dans 1' alliance de 1' action
humanitaire et de la cooperation medicale et scientifique avec un
transfert de competences. Une autre originalite est le parti pris
de s'appuyer autant que faire se peut sur les responsables et les
initiatives locales, demarche dictee par le souci de creer un
climat de confiance chez des populations mefiantes vis-a-vis des
initiatives trop liees aux autorites centrales.

MISE EN PLACE ET RETOUR D'EXPERIENCE ACTUEL
Inaugure le 19 Fevrier 1991, le Centre a attaint son regime de
croisiere au debut du printemps 1991.
Sur place, a plein temps, 3 pediatres et 2 infirmieres
ukrainiens, un medecin de !'Association "Les Enfants de Tchernobyl"
et une infirmiere franc;:aise benevole, constituent 1' equipe du
Centre. En 1991, un premier travail a constitue a mettre l'equipe
Ukrainienne en place et a la former a des approches diagnostiques
et a des techniques medicales de type occidental. Dans le m@me
temps, le Centre a ete equipe, une partie du materiel (analyseur de
sang, echographe, ordinateur) etant importe de France. Un stock de
medicaments a aussi ete fourni au titre de l'aide humanitaire.
Parmi les outils specifiques developpes pour cette etude, il faut
mentionner le questionnaire a visee medicale et epidemiologique qui
comporte trois volets :
Une partie signaletique, permettant de reperer l'individu
et d'organiser un suivi a long terme.
Une partie medicale, realisee dans l'optique d'un dossier
medical,
l'accent etant mis sur les pathologies
thyroidiennes et certains parametres biologiques
(numeration-formula sanguine et dosage de la TSH) •
• Une partie a visee dosimetrique, visant a reconstituer les
localisations successives de l'individu de fac;:on tres fine
(par tranche de 3 h pendant les premieres 48 h, et jour
par jour pendant les 8 jours suivants).
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un systeme de saisie a
ete con9u pour permettre
l'enregistrement direct du questionnaire sur 1' ordinateur du
Centre.
A la date de ce bilan, 4 mois apres l'ouverture,
le mode de
fonctionnement du Centre peut etre considere comme a peu pres
definitif. L'equipe de KIEV est secondee par du personnel fran9ais
envoye en mission (responsable de l'Association "Les Enfants de
TCHERNOBYL", medecin specialiste, medecin epidemiologiste,
informaticien, etc ... ). La circulation de l'information est decrite
par la figure ci-dessous.

IGR
FORMATION
ANALYSE
TSH
TROUSSEAU

ELABORATION
TRAITEMENT
OUESTIONNAFlE

DE

FORMATION
MISE AU PONT

L'NFORMATION

Circulation de l'information
Avant Juillet 1991 (le Centre ferme en ete), 953 personnes
avaient ete examinees ; parmi elles, 808 avaient moins de 18 ans au
moment de l'accident et 31 ont ete exposees in utero.
Ces premiers resultats permettent de valider le mode de
recrutement
les personnes sui vies sont convoquees par
l'intermediaire des medecins de quartier et suivies ensuite par le
Centre. Les personnes convoquees ont toutes repondu et un climat de
confiance parait s'etablir avec le Centre, ce qui justifie le choix
initial de s•appuyer sur des relais locaux. Le questionnaire a
aussi pu etre val ide. Quelques modifications mineures sont a
envisager dans la partie medicale, et un contr6le de saisie devra
sans doute etre mis en place localement. La structure generale
s 'est montree satisfaisante, et surtout, la partie a visee
dosimetrique, a priori tres delicate, a tres bien ete remplie. Les
victimes de l'accident ont en effet garde un souvenir precis de ce
qu'elles ont fait pendant les heures et les jours qui ont suivi
l'accident.
Les examens systematiques (ecographies et dosages de TSH) sur
900 personness mettent en evidence certaines anomalies, qui ne
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s•accompagnent pas pour autant d'une traduction classique ; ces
diagnostics necessitent des confirmations, cas par cas. A cause de
ceci, du fait du nombre limite de personnes deja examinees et a
cause de la possibilite d'existence de biais de recrutement qui
restent a verifier, il n•est pas permis d'effectuer pour le moment
une interpretation epidemiologique des resultats. Tout au plus
peut-on noter qu•une hypothyroidie a ete recensee, dont l'etiologie
reste a etablir, et qu•aucun cancer ou aucune leucemie n'a ete
observe sur cet echantillon.
PERSPECTIVES
Au debut de 1993, la cohorte des 7000 enfants aura
probablement pu @tre constituee. M@me a cette date, les calculs que
l'on peut faire a partir de nos connaissances sur les effete des
rayonnements et sur les expositions des personnes suivies indiquent
qu'il est improbable d'observer des resultats significatifs a cause
de la faiblesse du nombre de personnes-annees associees au suivi.
Ainsi,
pour les leucemies,
compte-tenu des evaluations
dosimetriques publiees par l'AIEA et des facteurs de risque retenus
par l'UNSCEAR et le BEIR v, la taille de l'echantillon, plus que le
delai ecoule depuis 1986, constituerait le principal handicap pour
mettre en evidence un exces statistiquement significatif. Pour les
tumeurs thyroidiennes et les cancers en general la question se pose
en des termes un peu differents a cause des longs delais
d'apparition (5 a 15 ans apres !'irradiation). La cohorte des
7000 enfants serait peut-@tre assez puissante, mais les difficultes
inherentes a un suivi prolonge, avec ses "perdue de vue" et ses
"intrus", risquent d'affaiblir l'etude. En 1993, il est prevu de
faire le point sur les "perdus de vue", afin de definir les
conditions d'un suivi a long terme de cette cohorte.
En revanche, le simple fait de posseder un bilan descriptif en
1993 presentera un inter@t considerable, car, dans le cas de
TCHERNOBYL, les inconnues sont tres grandes et des hypotheses bien
plus inquietantes que celles mentionnees ci-avant (sur le plan de
1 'exposition et de 1 'effet de 1' irradiation) circulent ; les
donnees qui auront ete recueillies permettront probablement
d'eliminer les plus extr@mes. A titre d'exemple, sur 10 ans, un
doublement des taux de leucemies ne serait sans doute pas
significatif statistiquement, mais un quadruplement le serait.
Ce projet necessite encore quelques developpements. Les
differentes methodes de reconstitution des doses doivent @tre
examinees (dosimetrie individuelle, reconstitution a partir du
terme-source de 1 'accident, de modeles de diffusion et du
comportement des evacues, donnees initiales sovietiques)
L'objectif est evidemment de constituer des groupes d'exposition ;
selon la qualite des donnees disponibles il sera plus ou moins
facile a realiser. Dans une hypothese defavorable, il faudra creer
des groupes en fonction des durees et modalites d'exposition.
0

Enfin, la mise en place d'autres Centres doit @tre examinee
dans cette optique (groupes a faible exposition ou groupe temoin).
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Over-exposure Cases on the Extremities in Radiological Accidents
Tomoko KUSAMA, Yuko BESSHO, Emiko KONISHI, Katumasa OHTA,
Michiaki KAI andY asuo YOSHIZAW A
Department of Radiological Health, Faculty of Medicine,
The University of Tokyo, Tokyo, JAPAN
ABSTRACT
In a decade, we have treated from medical and radiological viewpoints five males who
were over-exposed to direct beam of X-ray on their extremities when they had handled X-ray
analysis machine during research or maintenance. All workers except one had worn personal
dosimeters on the chest, but not on fingers or wrists. The estimated absorbed dose of the
epidermis of the skin performed by a reconstruction of events ranged from 15 to 300 Gy. The
causes of accidents in all cases were mishandling of safety system of machine. Clinical
syndrome of radiation burn of the skin appeared in all cases and these clinical signs were very
useful indicators to estimate dose of each individual.
INTRODUCTION
One of the most important purposes of radiological protection is preventing the
deterministic effects of radiation. However, there were some cases of radiation injuries,
particularly the radiation burn on hands and faces, quite recently. In a decade, we have treated
five male workers over-exposed to X-rays on their hands with radiological and medical cares
(1,2,3). Detailed analysis of these accidental subjects from viewpoints of radiological
protection is important to prevent further accidental cases in future.
SUMMARY OF INDIVIDUAL CASES INCLUDED IN THIS PAPER
The exposure conditions of each subject are shown in Table 1. Physical properties of
irradiated radiation are shown in Table 2. All individuals are male engineers or students.
Causes of over-exposure were misusage of safety system of X-ray analytical machine and
shortage of sufficient knowledge and perception on radiation safety in workers themselves.

Table 1 Summary of over-exposure by X-ray analytical equipment
Subject Occupation (age) Time
------

Distance

Area
·----

··-·----~ -~----~-

A
B

c

D
E

engineer (30)
engineer (20)
student (22)
student (23)
engineer (20)

5 sec
3cm
2 sec
0
20-30 sec
6
100-150 sec 5
4-5 sec
10

50cm2
4 cm2 x 2
4 cm2 x 2
2 cm2 x 3
20 cm2

------------------~------------
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Dose

---------- --·-----

200Gy
300
8
30-300
300

Table 2 Physical properties of exposed radiation from X -ray
analytical equipment
Subject
A
B

c

D
E

Voltage Current Additional filter Effective energy
lOkeV
10
9
9
10

50kV 20mA
50
30
30
20
50
50
40
200

ESTIMATION OF ACCIDENTAL EXPOSED DOSE
Four cases were wearing personal dosimeters on the trunk when they were clearly
exposed, but as irradiated areas were limited to only a part of the body, the dosimeters did not
include exposed direct beam of X -rays. Therefore, their dosimeter recorded zero. One case,
a college student, did not wear personal dosimeter because he was not registered as a radiation
worker. In all cases, personal dosimeters on the wrist or finger were not worn; thus, in all
cases, the doses to the exposed parts of the hands were not given by personal dosimetry. So
we estimated dose by reconstruction of events after each accident. The detailed information of
exposed time, distance, shielding and source strength were taken from interview of both
subject and radiation safety officer immediately after exposure. Exposure doses were
measured with the following equipment in the experiment of the reconstruction;
Ionizing chamber: CAPINTEC Model192 (probe volume;6cc)
Thermoluminescence dosimeter: CaS04, BeO
The estimated absorbed dose of epidermis of each case by reconstruction are shown in
Table 1. Each estimated dose had uncertainty factor 2 to 3, because exposed times at the
accident were equivocal.
We considered that the clinical manifestations on the skin after
We did not perform
accidents were the most valuable indicators for dose estimation.
biological estimation of dose, that is analysis of chromosome aberrations and hematological
examination of circulating blood; because irradiated area was a very restricted volume, we
considered that dose could not be detected by these biological analyses.
CLINICAL SIGNS AND TREATMENT
Acute and chronic syndromes of the radiation bums appeared in all subjects with some
period of latency. Typical acute syndromes that appeared in each case were erythema, dry and
wet desquamation, dermal oedema, blister and erosion. These acute syndromes disappeared
in two or three months after exposure and chronic syndrome appeared after 9 or 18 months
after events. In one case, chronic syndromes appeared without a break from acute syndromes.
Typical chronic syndromes in all cases were ulcer, necrosis, hyperplasia, telangiectasis,
pigmentation, dis-pigmentation and atrophy.
The points of medical care of subjects were
cleaning of the exposed area and giving it a good rest. Four cases were treated with nonsurgical conservative therapies and one case was treated with surgical skin graft therapy.
Clinical manifestations, particularly the length of latencies of acute syndromes, were
very useful information for dose estimation in individuals not wearing personal dosimeter. The
times of appearance of each acute syndrome in individuals are shown in Fig.l.
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ADMINIS1RATION ACITON
(1) Improvement of safety equipment
All equipment was provided with safety lock system. However, many workers
frequently ignored these safety systems while operating the machine. At the time of accident,
the functions of safety systems were not effective in any of the cases reported in this paper.
Then deep defense systems of safety were introduced.
(2) Creation of a formal management structure and operational guidance
New effective organizations for radiation protection and manuals of good practice
expressed in clear terms were prepared in all institute after the accidents.
(3) Training and skill fur radiation workers
Special training and skill were performed to establish a safety-based attitude in
everyone concerned with operations of X -ray analytical machines in each institute. There were
many types of machine and various techniques of utilization of X -ray analytical machine; thus,
details of training concerning safety and protection depended on the type and technique of
operating machine and degree of worker's skill.
(4) Lay-off from radiation work
All cases were permitted the subsequent employment in the same duties of radiation
work from clinical and radiological consideration; however, the duties of all cases were
modified from radiation work to non-radiation work as required by each individual.
DISCUSSION
( 1) Biological dosimetry of very small part of the skin
Analysis of chromosome aberration in peripheral lymphocytes has usually been
performed in accidental cases, but, in the cases where the irradiated area or volume is very
small, chromosome analysis does not detect irradiation dose. Then, other biological
dosimetric system must be investigated; particularly useful indicators under the dose range are
the appearance of clinical manifestation, that is erythema and epilation. Now we research
growth retardation of hair after over-exposure of skin as a biological indicator (4).
(2) Dose estimation of very low energy of X-ray
In cases of irradiation by X-ray analytical machine, the energies of radiation were very
low, under 10 keV. The response of present dosimetric equipment, TLD, depends on energy
of exposed radiation. The equipment is over-responsive in these energy ranges. Then, we
employed a method of two kinds of TLDs, which are different in effective atomic number, to
correct X-ray energy response.
(3) Shortage of knowledge of radiation safety and protection of workers
Our previous studies made it clear that the understandings of managers and workers for
radiation protection were lacking. The most important aspect of radiation safety and protection
is the close links between managers and workers. All persons concerned with radiation work
must have appropriate knowledge of safety of radiation.
CONCLUSION
We have treated five male workers who were over-exposed to X-rays on their hands
with doses from 8 to 300 Gy. The experience of detailed analysis of these subjects suggested
that it is important to practice appropriate pre-operational and periodical education and training
for workers on radiological safety and protection.
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RADIOTOXICOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT OF BURNS CONTAMINATED BY NITRIC
SOLUTION OF PLUTONIUM
J. Piechowski,
CEA/Institut de Protection et de surete Nucleaire,
Departement de Protection de la Sante de !'Homme et de
Dosimetrie, BP 6, 92265 Fontenay aux Roses Cedex, France.
J. Benoit, J. Mercier,
COGEMA/Marcoule, BP 170, 30205 Bagnols sur Ceze Cedex, France.
P. Thomas, J.C. Harduin,
COGEMA/La Hague, BP 508, 50105 Cherbourg Cedex, France.

Skin burn by nitric solutions of plutonium is a possible way of contamination during fuel
reprocessing. Two well documented cases have been analyzed. They show that the initial
transfer of Pu through the skin is very important. Conversely. there is practically no long-term
release of Pu from the burn. Consequently, DTPA therapy can be considered as a medical
emergency whereas there is no urgency for an eventual surgical operation.

In fuel reprocessing plants, the Occupational Physician
may occasionally come across cases of burns contaminated with
plutonium in nitric acid solutions. A long-term follow-up of
excretion is necessary in order to assess the systemic burden
correctly.
Initial urinary excretion, over about the first ten days
following the incident, is essentially attributable to the
activity that has passed rapidly into the blood. Measurements
performed during this period represent the sum of the excretion relative to systemic burden and of the activity released
from the burn, washed away by the circulating DTPA. Excretion
over medium and long periods is more difficult to interpret.
Measurements performed beyond the first month allow a
theoretical determination of the activity transferred very
slowly to the blood.
Two examples are presented. The theoretical function of
urinary excretion relative to the activity that is rapidly
transferred to the systemic target tissues (1, 2) allows us to
find the systemic burden by applying a factor of 50 for the
action of DTPA. The margin of uncertainty, taking into account
the variability of DTPA action (25 at least, 100 at most), is
shown by a hatched band. It is obvious that an interpretation
with a view to determine a long-term released activity could
have been envisaged only if several points had been situated
clearly above this band beyond one month. As this is not the
case, it can be considered that the long-term release of
activity from the burn is virtually non-existent.
In the examples treated, only the rapid transfer component participates in the systemic burden. Internal exposure
thus results from the activity which passes in the blood
through at the time of the incident or in a few hours
thereafter. Emergency medical therapy, i.e. the administration
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of DTPA as soon as possible, washes away the plutonium
released from the burn.
The local activity which persists for long periods seems
above all to be "inert", not at all or very little metabolisable. It is not possible to show a component of slow transfer
to the blood. This suggests that, contrary to the medical
action which should be very rapid, possible surgical action
can be calmly prepared for reducing to a minimum any
anatomical and functional risks.
The argument of local dose may be raised, but it should
be tempered in view of the very small distance travelled by
the radiation and of the very low probability of alpha particles hiting critical target cells. If an excision is performed, it actually removes the irradiated tissues, thereby
eliminating the associated risk of a high local dose.
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COMMENTARY ON THE FIGURES
Case A : Burn of about 4 cm 2 located on the left forearm. plutonium was in nitric acid
solution !f 13; initial local activity 600 Bq; excision on day 20; assessment of systemic
burden: 2 to 6 Bq.
Case B : Burn of about 48 cm 2 located on the right thigh; plutonium in nitric acid solution
!f 6 to 8; initial local activity: 50 kBq; no excision; assessment of systemic burden: 1 to 4 Bq.
The hatched bands give an estimate of the activity excreted relative to the systemic burden.
The margin of uncertainty takes into account the variability of DTPA action ( 25 at least, 100
at most).
(a): the initial values above the hatched band represent the activity released from the burn,
immediatly trapped by DTP A and eliminated in urine.
(b): the measurement results located in these areas correspond to urinary excretion without
DTPA; the points between square brackets represent results below the limit of detection.
(c): no value does appear above the hatched band; it means that there is no long-term
release from the burn.
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PLUTONIUM
OBSERVED DAILY URINARY EXCRETION
RESULTING FROM A CONTAMINATED BURN
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PLUTONIUM
OBSERVED DAILY URINARY EXCRETION
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AIDE INFORMATISEE A L'ORGANISATION DES SECOURS MEDICAUX SUR SITE
DANS LE CADRE D'UN ACCIDENT DE GRANDE AMPLEUR EN CENTRALE NUCLEAIRE
M. TEISSIER
Medecin du travail, E.D.F. Centre de Production Nucleaire, BP 30
07350 CRUAS

COMPUTER AID IN RESCUE ORGANISATION ON SITE
IN CASE OF CATASTROPHIC SITUATION ON NUCLEAR PLANT

The rescue organisation in case of catastrophic situation is based on
known principles
creation of medical buffer structures between hazard
spot where injured people are being collected and rear hospitals, triage
of victims as urgent casualities.
We will propose computer aid in order to value the time used to
prepare and evacuate all the victims from the site, knowing inventory of
avalaible means, waiting periods and lengths of intervention, types and
number of victims.
Thus,
it is possible to optimize the former
organisation, qualitatively and quantitatively to improve efficiency in
rescuing operations.

INTRODUCTION
L' accident survenu a la centrale nucleaire sovietique de Tchernobyl
le 26 avril 1986 a rappele la necessite d'une preparation optimale des
plans de secours.

Si l'essentiel de cette preparation en ce qui concerne la population
est a la charge des pouvoirs publics ("Plan Particulier d'Intervention"),
le medecin du travail se doit de participer a la mise en place et a !'organisation des secours pour les travailleurs dont il a la responsabilite
("Plan d'Urgence Interne").
1

POSITION DU PROBLEME

Il
importe tout d' abord de limiter notre champ d' action a la fois dans
1' espace
sec ours aux personnes presentes sur le site (travailleurs,
sauveteurs, visiteurs
eventuels) et dans le temps
: phase precoce de
l'accident que l'on considerera comme achevee lorsque toutes les victimes
du site auront, a pres a voir re<;:u les so ins immediats necessaires, ete
evacuees.
Notre objectif sera alors la prise en charge la plus efficace et dans
les delais les plus courts possibles de chaque victime prise isolement et
ce a chaque etape de la chaine des secours qui
comprend un relevage des
premiers soins et une evacuation ;
chaque etape etant dans la mesure du
possible medicalisee.
1.1 Victimes en petit nombre (< 3)

Les moyens a mettre en oeuvre tant en materiel qu' en personnel sont en
general faciles a creer
ou a mobiliser car deja disponibles a
l'exterieur, les procedures d'alerte et de premiers secours assez faciles
a organiser.
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Par sa specificite la pathologie nucleaire impose neanmoins, soit de
s 'adresser a des secours exterieurs competents en ce domaine
(Hopitaux
universitaires, armee), soit de former le personnel interne pour servir de
specialiste
accompagnant
au
personnel
habituellement
confronte
aux
urgences dans le secteur concerne.
1.2 Victimes en nombre important (>3)

Les sites nucleaires fran<;ais comportent souvent quatre unites dont
l'effectif en personnel depasse 1 000 personnes. Il peut exister un nombre
important d 1 impliqUeS
perSOilileS inuenuteS qu 1 il _i_rnpOL te neanlllOiHS de
controler sur le plan radiologique.
Nous nous trouvons alors en inadequation temporaire entre les moyens
mis a disposition pour les secours et les besoins : C 1 est un contexte de
medecine dite de catastrophe. Les grands principes en sont connus et deux
sont essentiels
trier les victimes et creer un centre tampon precedant
leS StrUCtureS
habituelleS de SO inS
a 1 I exterieur. C I est le role dU
centre de tri et de soins (CTS) qui peut se dedoubler en paste
medical
1
avance (PMA) et centre medical d evacuation (CME).
Il
faut etablir l 1 inventaire des moyens a notre disposition tant en
personnel qu 1 en materiel
(interne au site, Services medicaux d 'urgence,
sapeurs pompiers, ... ), en discuter 1 1 opportunite et agir en consequence.
Il faut optimiser leur repartition et leur mise en oeuvre de fa<;on a
eviter le probleme majeur de ce type de situation : l'attente tant du cote
de la victime que du sauveteur
attente des victimes ayant pour
consequence une augmentation de la morbidite et de la mortalite globale,
attente des sauveteurs
ayant au
minimum une consequence sur le plan
economique ne serait-ce que par une surestimation a priori des moyens.
2 CROIX D'UNE SOLUTION
2.1 Approche habituelle

C' est une approche pragmatique
fondee sur le retour d' experience. Il en
est resulte des solutions types adaptees a quelques cas-types ne faisant
pas toujours
l'unanimite parmi
les intervenants concernes. L'adaptation
de la mantee en puissance se fait au vu de
!'evolution de la situation.
Dans le secteur nucleaire, les accidents de ce type ont ete fort
heureusement rares et nos confreres sovietiques sont restes relativement
discrets sur cette phase precoce et localisee au site de !'accident.
Cette
approche
est
neanmoins
une
source
indispensable
de
renseignements quantitatifs issus des statistiques disponibles en ce qui
concerne
les
delais
d' intervention,
les
durees
moyennes
de
conditionnement des blesses ...
2.2 Approche de type ordonnancement

Nous avons tente une modelisation du deroulement des secours a l'aide
de la methode des graphes qui consiste a decouper !'ensemble des actions
a effectuer en taches elementaires de duree determinee, puis a mailler par
des chemins logiques !'ensemble de ces taches.
Certaines taches peuvent etre effectuees simultanement
un blesse
pourra etre evacue pendant le conditionnement d'une autre victime si les
moyens sont suffisants.
Certaines taches doivent etre effectuees successivement
taus les
blesses seront d' abord conditionnes puis ils seront evacues l'un apres
1' autre au moyen d' une no ria si une seule equipe medicale munie d'un
vehicule d'evacuation est disponible.
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L'ensemble des operations de secours se passent par ailleurs sous
contrainte de duree
une urgence absolue doit arriver en moins de 6
heures en milieu chirurgical, une urgence relative en moins de lB
heures(durees proposees par les medecins militaires que nous avons
volontairement de beaucoup reduites) .Dans ces problemes tres combinatoires
des qu 'un grand nombre de variables apparaissent, 1' informatique permet
d' optimiser plus facilement les moyens pour les objectifs que 1 'on s 'est
prealablement fixes.
2.3 Presentation du programme

Le programme permet de simuler le deroulement des secours dans
cadre de !'organisation que nous lui avons fixee a priori : une chaine
secours traumatologique avec ou sans caractere radiologique, une chaine
secours radiologique isolee s'occupant essentiellement du controle
personnes.
Les donnees d'entree comprennent :

le
de
de
de

. Des variables (10) concernant le nombre et la nature des victimes ;
nous avons cree a ce propos une typologie adaptee a la prise en compte de
la duree et de la qualification necessaires des intervenants en ce qui
concerne les classes de victimes. Ces valeurs sont fonction de !'accident
envisage .
. Des parametres (21) propres a la configuration du site (determines
par des exercices) et aux moyens disponibles en ce qui concerne les delais
et durees d'intervention et les effectifs de ces moyens.
Pour un type d'accident donne l'essai de differents parametres en ce
qui concerne les moyens, fournit en temps reel la duree totale de
!'intervention telle qu'on l'a definie precedemment et
les durees
partielles sur lesquelles il est judicieux de porter son effort (c'est la
recherche du chemin critique) .
3

APPLICATION PRATIQUE ET PRECAUTIONS D'UTILISATION

L' aide informatisee ne supprime pas la reflexion,
par elle meme de decision !

elle ne prend pas

Il y a tout d' abord a s' interroger sur les incertitudes liees aux
parametres d' entree
la duree du conditionnement du blesse peut etre
eminemment variable. On peut dire que plus il y a de victimes,
plus la
duree moyenne
se stabilise,
mais la distribution de ces durees est a
prendre en compte dans une file d'attente.
Il y a aussi a s'interroger sur la robustesse aux necessaires
simplifications introduites dans notre modele fige dans son organisation :
la montee en puissance des contremesures a la fois progressive et
cahotique est difficile a introduire mais ceci peut s'ameliorer.
Nous estimons mal enfin le facteur de viscosite introduit
par le
climat psychologique inherent a ce type de situation.
Actuellement ce programme nous a servi
a l'aide de scenarios
plausibles d'accidents que nous avons analyses,
a determiner des ordres
de grandeur d 'effectifs et des choix quant a la nature des moyens de
secours,
ceci nous permet de creer des exercices qui nous servent eux
meme a valider le modele.
Nous esperons ne pas le voir utilise en temps reel, mais il pourrait
sans doute y apporter une aide.
BIBLIOGRAPHIE

NOTO R, HUGUENARD P, LARCAN A. Medecine de catastrophe. Masson ed. 1987.
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sortie resultats sur MACINTOSH

Exemple

EFFECTIFS DES YICTIRES

SECOUR$ SC 1-J

BLESSES (cant et/ou irr ou non)
dont BLESSES GRAVES
dont BLESSES LEGERS
dont BLESSES CONTAMINES .
dont BLESSES IRRAOIES

B·
Bbb·
Bb·
BC·
BI •

SUSPECTES DE COITARIIATIOI
dont TROUVES CONTAMINES APRES DETECTION
dont CONTAMINES INTERNES PROBABLES
SUSPECTES D"IRRADIATIOI
contaoines internes probables t suspectes d'lrr

Csu•
Cc•
Ccc•
I·
Cccl•

15

IS par dHaut:
0
0

5

par dtfaut: 10

0
0
0
0
0
0

PARARETRES (Duree ooyenne intervention) (on)
ARRIVE£ SECOUR$ AUPRES BLESS£
OEGAGEMENT RELEVAGE BLESSE
ALLER/RETOUR EVACUATION ZONE-CTS
SE REHOR£ POINT REGROUPEMENT
ALLER/RETOUR NAVETTE PT RGPT-CTZ

TEA·

IS

TEO·

10
10

TEP·
TEG·
TEN•

PREMIERS SECOURS SUR PLACE BLESSE
REANIMATION AU CTS BLESS£
SOINS COMPLEHENTAIRES AU CTS BLESSES
INTERVENTION COMPL. BLESSES CONTAMINES
CONTROL[ CONTAMINATION AU PT RGPT
DECONI~MINATION EXTERN£ AU PT RGPT
CONTROL£ CONTAMI. INT. + SOINS COMPL. AU CTS
PRELEVEHENT POUR IRRADIATION

0
0

rss.

10

TUA·
TUR·

20

rue.

10

TCH
TCE •
TCI·
Til·

0
0
0
0
0

HEP·
HEN·

0

PARARETRES (effectifs des ressources)
SOMMES DES PLACES YSAB ZONE-CTS
SOMMES DES PLACES HAVETTES PT RGPT-CTS
HOMBRE
HOMBRE
HOMBRE
UNITES
UNITES
UNITES

SECOURISTES OPTIMAL (Calcule)
HSS·
MEOECINS
NUA·
INFIRMIERS
NUF·
DE DETECTION CONTAMINES AU PT RGPT
NCM·
DE DOUCHES DECONTAM. EXTERN£ AU PT RGPT NCE
DE MESURE CONTAMINATION INTERNE AU CTS NCI·

30

2 OPTIMUM:
3
9

RESULTATS DUREE RESOLUTIOI CRISE 111111111111111111111111 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 11111111111
DUREE TOTAL£ (Victioes conditionnees prites ou daji !vacuies•
200 on
D·
3,20 hh,an
'dont FILE BLESSES (contaoinee et ou irr. ou non)
ox.
200 hn,
dont oise en contition secouriste et attente YSAB site
20 on
DDS·
dont evacuation cooplete zone-CTS
75 on
DEP·
dont soins oedicaux au CTS
175 on
DUB·
dont
dont
<lont
dont
dont

FIL[ DETECTION $ OECONTAH. EXTERN£ AU PT RGPT
detection contaoination
decontaoination externe s verification
evacuation cant int et/ou irr potentiels cooplete zone-CTS
controle preleveoen• t soins coop! cont int, irr au CTS
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OY·
DC II·
DCE·
DEN•
DUN•

•n
on
on
0 on
0 on

0
0

EFFECTS OF POWDERED OYSETER SHELL ON DECORPORA TION
OF PLUTONIUM
S. Fukuda and H. Iida
Division of Comparative Radiotoxicology, National Institute of
Radiological Sciences, Chiba, Japan
ABSTRACT
Active amino acid calcium (AAACa), a natural product which oyster
shell electrolysate and seven amino acids were mixed, has strong
bioavailabilities that can raise the serum level of calcium and affects on
bone metabolism, by the action of high calcium intestinal absorption. This
compound may be expectable as a abetting agent to reduce the risk of
plutonium or other bone seeking radionuclides-induced cancers because it
has beneficial effects to decorporate plutonium from bone and liver.
INTRODUCTION
Chelation agents such as DTPA (Diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid)
can decorporate effectively plutonium and other actinides, however the
practical use for human is limited by the many unavoidable toxic side
effects and the time of use.
AAACa is one of natural foods that the main component, CaO, of
oyster shell electrolysate which is easily ionizing and the seven kinds of
amino acids such as valine containing in seaweeds that has an ation of active
calcium transport [1 ,2] are mixed. Recently it was demonstrated that
AAACa has beneficial effects to prevent and treat especially osteoporosis
[3] and hypertention without side effects, indication it has a strong
bioavailability against calcium and bone metabolism.
The present study was performed to examine the effects of AAACa
to decorporation of plutonium particularly from bone in rats.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Twenty five rats, 3 months-old, were divided into the following five
groups: group A was give a control standard diet ( 1 % CaC03). group B
was given a l % AAACa diet immediately after plutonium injection.
group C was given a l % AAACa diet l week before plutonium injection.
group D was given a l % AAACa diet and injected intra-peritoneally once
a day a daily dose of 150 11mol/kg body weight Ca-DTPA. groupE was
given a control diet and injected the same schedule of Ca-DTPA as that of
group D.
Rats were injected intravenously plutonium under anesthesia and
sacrificed 14 days later. The femur and liver were removed. The excreta,
separated and feces urine, were collected at 24-hr intervals. Plutonium
activity of these samples was measured by an alpha liquid scintillation
counter after wet ashing.
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RESULTS
The plutonium contents of skeleton were reduced to 63.6 % in the
group B, 58.9% in the group C, 10.4% in the group D and 19.0% in the
group E, whereas the control was 69.3 %. Those of liver were 6.93 %,
6.43 %, 0.22 %, and 0.35 % in each B, C, D, E group, whereas the control
was 7.74% (Fig 1).
DISCUSSION
The data obtained showed that AAACa can remove plutonium from
not only bone but also liver, and a combination of it and Ca-DTPA can
promote the reduction of plutonium contents in these organs. The possible
mechanisms are considered that rapid absorbed and increased ionic calcium
in serum covered the osteoid surface of trabecula bone, followed the
inhibition of plutonium deposition in bone, and affected on some changes
to the functions of osteoclasts and liver cells bone cells. The results
indicated that particularly a long term dietary AAACa supplement has
beneficial effects to reduce the risk of radionuclides-induced cancers and is
expectable as one of agents to use practically and immediately to prevent
and treat for human exposure without toxic side effects.
REFERENCES
[1] Fujita, T., Orimo, H. and Yoshikawa, M., 1961, Hyper- and
hypocalcemic effects of amino acids in parathyroidectomized rats,
Endocrinology, 78, 1082-1084.
[2] Fujita, T., Fukase, M., Nakada, M. and Koishi, M., 1988, Intestinal
absorption of oyster shell electrolysate, Bone and Mineral, 4, 321-327.
[3] Fujita, T., Fukase, M., Miyamoto, H., Matsumoto, T. and Ohue, T.,
1990, Increase of bone mineral density by calcium supplement with
oyster shell electrolysate, Bone and Mineral, II, 85-91.
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Fig.l Plutonium contents of femur 14 days after Pu injection
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RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION AT PARTICLE ACCELERATORS: AN OVERVIEW
Ralph H. Thomas
University of California
School of Public Health
Berkeley, California
and
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
Livermore, California
"Igneus est ollis vigor ... seminibus."
Virgil, Aeneid VI, 730 (ca. 50 B.C.)
ABSTRACT
Radiological protection began with particle accelerators. Many of the concerns
in the health physics profession today were discovered at accelerator laboratories.
Since the mid-1940s, our understanding has progressed through seven stages: observation of high radiation levels; shielding; development of dosimetric techniques;
studies of induced activity and environmental impact; legislative and regulatory
concerns; and disposal.
The technical and scientific aspects of accelerator
radiation safety are well in hand. In the U.S., there is an urgent need to move
away from a "best available technology" philosophy to risk-based health protection
standards. The newer accelerators will present interesting radiological protection
issues, including copious muon production and high LET (neutron) environments.
INTRODUCTION
The elegant work of Cockcroft and Walton at Cambridge and Lawrence at Berkeley
was reported in that annus mirabilis of nuclear physics, 1932; as a result, this
is regarded as the year in which particle accelerators were invented. However,
accelerators are 35 years or more older. Since the time of J. J. Thomson's cathoderay tube (1894) and the discovery of Roentgen rays (1895), particle accelerators
have been associated not only with major discoveries in atomic, nuclear, and
fundamental particle physics but also with radiological protection.
Accelerators were first developed as research instruments, and thus, many of
the concerns that now occupy health physics were first identified at accelerator
laboratories. Accelerators were the first to produce the symptoms of the acute
radiation syndrome; induced radioactivity; radiopharmaceuticals; transuranic
elements; and by an accelerator-derived instrument, the calutron, fissile and
fissionable materials. It was at an accelerator laboratory that the first studies
of the radiotoxicity of the alpha-emitting transuranic elements were made.
Nevertheless, accelerator radiological protection is largely perceived as
something of an academic backwater aside from the mainstream; many of the
subdisciplines that began at accelerators are now so large in scope that they have
become separate fields of endeavor.
HISTORICAL OVERVIEW
After the Second World War, studies of the radiological environments of
accelerators began in earnest, following the work started during the Manhattan
Project. Our understanding of the development has been reviewed by Perry et al.
(1991), who suggested that it occurred in seven stages:
1. Observation of high radiation levels.
2. Shielding studies.
3. Radiation dosimetry.
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4.
5.
6.
7.
Each of

Studies of induced activity and radiation damage.
Environmental impact.
Legislation and regulation.
Disposal.
these aspects will be briefly discussed.

HIGH-RADIATION LEVELS AND SHIELDING STUDIES
Many years before nuclear reactors operated, the early accelerators were
powerful neutron sources. In the late 1940s and early 1950s, many accelerators of
various types were constructed in several different countries. Performance often
exceeded expectations, and high beam intensities led to the production of high,
unwanted, ambient radiation levels. Two immediate necessities resulted: (1) to
shield and (2) to quantify radiation fields.
Incentives were greatest at laboratories, like Berkeley, where new accelerators
had been built aboveground and with very little shielding. At the early synchrocyclotrons buried in the ground, radiation problems were avoided, but at the cost
of no improvement in understanding. The progress of shielding studies has been
extensively documented in several texts to which the interested reader is referred.
Suffice it to say that nowadays, accelerator shields may be defined with
considerable confidence and efficiency (Patterson and Thomas, 1973; Swanson, 1979;
Thomas, 1988; and Fasso, 1990).
RADIATION DOSIMETRY
Swanson and Thomas (1990) assert it is at accelerators that "the science and
technology of radiation dosimetry are at their most sophisticated. In only one
other class of radiation environments--those met in extraterrestrial exploration
--do such novel and diverse dosimetric challenges need to be faced. Even here the
dosimetrist does not encounter the range of particle intensities, variety of
radiation environments, or pulsed characteristic of radiation fields."
These authors give detailed descriptions of the dosimetric systems that have
proved useful in accelerator environments where measurements are made for many
purposes, above and beyond the need to determine personnel exposure. Techniques
that determine the physical characteristics of the radiation environment are
preferred to attempts avoid the complex problem by expressing measurements in terms
of a single scalar quantity, such as equivalent dose.
Philosophers might reflect on the vicissitudes of the dose-equivalent system
over the past decade; the system is now so complex when applied to mixed radiation
fields that is has lost its original intended virtue of simplicity.
INDUCED RADIOACTIVITY
The largest contribution to collective dose equivalent resulting from accelerator
operation arises during repair, maintenance, and modification. While these doses
mainly result from photons, the detailed inventory of radionuclides in accelerator
environments differs from that found at nuclear reactors. High-energy hadron
reactions tend to produce radionuclides that are neutron deficient and many decay
by positron emission or electron capture (e.g., 7Be, 54Mn, 5lcr).
In the decade from 1975 to 1985, there has been a general tendency for the annual
collective dose equivalent at accelerators to fall by about a factor of 3. Typical
collective dose equivalents at large accelerator facilities range from a few tens
to a few thousand rnilliSievert (Perry et al., 1991).
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT AND DISPOSAL
Accelerator operation may expose the general public by four pathways. In order
of importance they are
• Prompt radiation;
Production of radionuclides and noxious chemicals, and release to the
environment;
• Production of radionuclides in soil and groundwater near the accelerator and
possible migration to water supplies;
• Radioactivity produced in materials of accelerator components that may be
subsequently recycled or released to the general environment.
Measurements of the transport of neutrons to large distances (on the order of
from the roof-less synchrotrons began at Brookhaven and Berkeley in the 1950s.
These studies have been refined over the past 30 years, and this source of
environmental impact is now well understood (Thomas and Stevenson, 1988; Stapleton
et al., 1991; Stevenson and Thomas, 1984).
km)

No significant population dose is expected from the latter two pathways and
the second pathway is of less consequence that the first by an order of magnitude
(Thomas and Rindi, 1979; Goebel, 1987) .
LEGISLATION AND REGULATION
In the United States, perceptions of increasing concern for health by the
general public have led legislators to reduce allowed radiation exposures to the
general public using legislative and regulatory means regardless of cost. Such
regulation often takes the form of control by the "best available technology"and this often translates into merely what minimum level may be measured-rather
than any assessment of risks to public health.
Such a process has resulted in a set of protection standards promulgated by
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency that is disparate and illogical. For
example, under the Clean Air Act, radioactive emissions are limited to produce an
annual dose equivalent of no more than 100 ~Sv. However, if these radionuclides
were waterborne, the committed dose-equivalent limit would be 40 ~Sv. The annual
limit for all radiation exposure from both external and internal sources is 1000
~Sv. One wonders how the particular biological structure being irradiated discerns
the specific origin of its own radiation exposure!
RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION AT PARTICLE ACCELERATORS
In most respects, the operational requirements of radiological protection at
particle accelerator laboratories do not substantially differ from those at other
radiological facilities that have been well documented; for example, in Report 59
of the National Council on Radiological Protection and Measurements (NCRP) .
Nevertheless, there are aspects unique to particle accelerators that are of concern:
• Facility design,
• Personnel access control,
• Control of radioactive materials,
• Control of contamination, and
• Radioactive-waste management.
These special topics will be discussed in the new version of NCRP Report 51, which
is now under revision.
THE FUTURE
Accelerators have entered into the very fabric of our life: they are applied
in medicine, materials science and solid-state physics (e.g., ion-implantation);
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micro-lithography; food preservation; sterilization of toxic wastes; polymerization of plastics; and radiopharmaceutical production. The applications are many
and will increase in the future. Heavy ion accelerators may be used in fusion
devices; accelerators will be used to incinerate radioactive waste to produce
fissionable material and in plasma heating.
Research instruments now planned or under construction, such as the sse near
Dallas, are of enormous proportions-large enough to encircle a large metropolitan
region-and will bring with them other, unanticipated technological spin-offs. In
adopting these new technologies, it is to be hoped that society will move to develop
cost-effective health standards based upon an assessment of all risks to human
health and a proper placing of them in context with radiation risks. This could
be a welcome change from our present obsession with the "best available technology"
approach, which is not necessarily related to health risks.
These newer high-energy accelerators present two radiological issues of
interest: first, the generation of muons (because of their copious production at
higher energies), presenting an environmental impact; and second, the production
of neutrons and other high-LET radiation. Perhaps, in the last analysis, it will
be only high-LET radiations that are of concern at low doses. In the future,
accelerators will provide a continuous source of high-LET radiation to which workers
and nearby members of the public will be exposed. We will need to understand the
radiobiological implications of such exposures and improve on our techniques of
measurement to meet this important challenge.
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RADIATION PROTECTION AT THE CERN LARGE ELECTRON POSITRON
COLLIDER ( LEP}
M. Hofert, A. Fasso, K. Goebel, G.R. Stevenson
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
P. Schmidt
Technical University, Dresden, Germany
ABSTRACT
Results of recent investigations into two particular aspects of
radiation protection at LEP are presented:
penetration of
radiation as a result of beam losses through the main shield and
attenuation of low energy photons from synchrotron radiation in
ducts and labyrinths.
INTRODUCTION
The Large Electron Positron collider {LEP} is an accelerator
where counter rotating beams of electrons and positrons are
stored for periods of several hours and collide in four
experimental areas. LEP is housed in a circular tunnel with a
circumference of approximately 27 km. The collider came into
operation in July 1989 and has worked since then at beam energies
of 45 GeV. Following the installation of superconducting RF
cavities in the near future with the consequent possibility of
transferring more power to the beam, the energy will be increased
over the next few years to its design value of 100 GeV.
Studies of radiation protection issues in this unique highenergy installation started in 1980. In this paper attention will
be primarily concentrated on only two aspects: shielding against
beam losses and shielding against the intense synchrotron
radiation emitted from the bending sections of the collider.
SHIELDING AGAINST BEAM LOSSES
The amount of shielding necessary around LEP is determined by
beam losses either during the filling operation of the storage
rings at an injection energy of 20 GeV or by the possibility of a
full loss of the stored beams at their maximum energy (100 GeV).
CERN's radiation protection philosophy already stipulated in 1981
that annual personal exposures should stay within a reference
dose of 15 msv i.e. below the new dose limits only recently
recorrunended by ICRPl, 2. I t was decided to design the shielding
for LEP such that annual doses in occupied areas would never
exceed 10 msv. Occupancy time would then provide an additional
safety factor.
The classical way to treat shielding assessment for electron
accelerators is to consider the three main radiation components
of the electron-induced shower that develops in the shield
separately, i.e. the electromagnetic, the fast neutron and the
high-energy particle components. In most materials, due to the
short
radiation lengths which govern electron-garruna shower
development, the effective source for shielding against beam
losses can be regarded as point-like so that a 1/r2 dependance
for
the
overall
attenuation of
the radiation will
hold.
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Furthermore the intensity of stray radiation produced in the
interaction of a several GeV electron beam is considered to be
proportional to the beam energy. Lateral shielding requirements
for each component can then be characterized by two parameters, a
source term per interacting electron given in Sv m2 Gev-1 and an
attenuation length for the shielding material (concrete or earth)
in g/cm2. These parameters are presented in the following table
as they were used in the shielding estimations for the LEP
collider3.
Source terms for electron beam losses and radiation lengths in concrete or earth perpendicular to the beam
line for the three radiation components as used in the shielding estimations for the LEP collider.

Source term in
Sv m2 Gev-1
per electron
2.2 1o-15
1.0 1o-15
1.5 1o-11

Radiation component
Electromagnetic
Giant resonance neutrons
High energy particles

Attenuation
lengths in
g/cm2
48
42
115

Since LEP was designed, three changes have occurred which will
modify the parameters in the table. ICRP has recommended that the
radiation weighting factor for fast neutrons should be changed
from 10 to 20 in the energy range from 0.1 to 2 Mev2. It would
therefore be prudent to multiply the source term for the giant
resonance neutron component by a factor of two.
Recent work has
shown that the source term for the high energy component is
higher than previously assumed
(4.2 1o-17 sv m2 Gev-1) and the
attenuation
length somewhat
lower
(100
g/cm2
compared to
115 g/cm2)4. These new values are used in figure 1 where the dose
equivalent in Sv per electron for the different radiation
components is plotted as a function of the lateral thickness of
concrete (density 2.4 g/cm2).
1,0E-13

Fig.l: Curves showing
the
lateral
attenuation of the
three main radiation
components in the
case of electron
accelerators.
1) Electromagnetic
component,
2) Giant resonance
(fast) neutrons and
3) High energy
particles.
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The functions for three components are purely exponential when
the geometrical l/r2 dependence for a point source is removed.
The parameters that were used in the LEP design give similar
answers to those obtained using the more recent parameters since
it is only beyond a shielding thickness of about 1. 5 metre that
the high energy particle component will determine the overall
shielding requirements of a GeV electron accelerator. At LEP the
required shield thicknesses are in the 1 to 2 metre range and
here the effect of the higher source term for the high-energy
particle component is compensated by the shorter attenuation
length. Hence, for LEP the change of parameters had no effect but
since the knowledge of source terms and attenuation lengths is
particularly important for a future generation of high intensity
machines like CEBAF or CLIC it is essential that extrapolations
of earlier measurements and recent calculations be supported by
benchmark experiments.
SHIELDING AGAINST SYNCHROTRON RADIATION
Photon energies for synchrotron radiation resulting from the
operation of the LEP collider extend from below 1 keV to several
100 keV even reaching energies greater than 1 MeV when the
machine will have attained its design energy of 100 GeV. The high
photon intensities mean that particular care has been taken in
the design of lead shielding around the LEP vacuum chamber in
order to protect sensitive equipment in the accelerator tunnel
against damage caused by radiation. Correct design of the ducts
for cables and access labyrinths for personnel through the main
shield in order to limit doses in occupied areas is also
essential. The construction of these passage-ways was based on
so-called "universal attenuation curves" that had been confirmed
by measurements in the case of neutrons5.
Fig.2: Universal
attenuation curve
(solid line) for the
second and higher
legs in access
labyrinths as a
function of their
cross-section
A
and their depth d.
The dotted lines
give the range of
uncertainty5. The
rectangles present
results for photon
transmission
by
Morse-calculations
and their uncertainties6, 0 the
results of measurements in a second
leg, A the results

Attenuation factor

1,0E+OO . , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . ,

¢

Leg 2

l::.

Leg 3

1,0E-01

1,0E-03 '------'-----~----1..----1..___

2

0

3

dtVA

for a third leg7.
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For photons
Monte-Carlo
simulations
suggested
that
the
attenuation of photons in labyrinths would be more important than
for neutrons, but these simulations were poorly supported by very
few measurements6. Hence the labyrinths of LEP were built with a
considerable safety factor.
Reliable experimental information for the penetration of
synchrotron radiation through ducts and labyrinths
in the
shielding of LEP became available only recently?. The results of
the experiment are shown in figure 2 together with results of
Monte-Carlo calculations and the universal attenuation curves for
the second and higher legs of a labyrinth. For photon radiation
the attenuation with depth follows the relation on the lower
bound of uncertainty and confirms the earlier results from
calculations with the MORSE transport code.
CONCLUSIONS
Up to now radiation protection experience with the operation of
LEP has revealed no surprises. Radiation levels in occupied areas
are barely measurable in the present mode of operation. It is
however expected that radiation levels will increase as beam
energies and intensities are increased to their design value.
Future developments of the radiation situation will be closely
followed in order to compare the predictions made in the design
studies (summarized in reference 3) with the results of actual
measurements.
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PHOTONEUTRON LEAKAGE FROM MEDICAL ACCELERATORS: A COMPREHENSIVE
APPROACH TO PATIENT AND PERSONNEL DOSE MEASUREMENT
F. d'Errico and G. Curzio
Dipartimento di Costruzioni Meccaniche e Nucleari
Universita degli Studi di Pisa
Pisa, ITALY
ABSTRACT
Simple and reliable techniques, based on the use of
superheated drop neutron detectors (SOD' s*), are presented for
both medical accelerator personnel exposure monitoring, and the
direct measurement of non therapeutic dose equivalent received
by patients undergoing high-energy x-ray and electron treatment.
INTRODUCTION
Radiotherapy by means of high energy bremsstrahlung allows
for a well established advantage over Cobalt-60 therapy: the
treatment of a target volume with minimum dose deposition in
surrounding healthy tissues. 1 Unfortunately, nuclear interactions
between such radiation and the medium- to high- atomic number
constituents of the accelerator head, treatment room and patients
themselves, yield fast neutrons causing further undue exposure.
The assessment of dose equivalent from these photoneutrons
is among the most complex tasks in mixed field dosimetry: the xray field is extremely intense, photons exceed the neutron
fluence by factors of 1000-4000 inside the collimated beam, and
10-100 outside; neutron energies are mostly in the 100 keV to 2
MeV range, over which the dose equivalent per unit fluence
varies by a factor of three; finally, the pulsed nature of the
radiation field overwhelms the counting electronics of any
active detector.2
Passive neutron rem-meters provide the simplest way to
measure ambient dose equivalent, the regulatory quantity of
interest, which should be monitored periodically, since neutron
leakage appears to vary with machine age and state of
adjustment. 3 The main advantage of rem-meters is that they are
insensitive to the neutron spectral shape, restrictions on their
applicability derive from their large dimensions and directional
response. In an attempt to overcome the above mentioned
shortcomings, a new approach based on SOD's has been developed.4,5
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The SOD is a suspension of superheated halocarbon drops
dispersed in a nearly tissue equivalent gel. High LET neutron
recoils trigger the boiling of these drops, nucleating visible
bubbles. The total volume of vapor or the pressure pulses
*SOD is a trademark of Apfel Enterprises, Inc., New Haven, CT.
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accompanying each nucleation event may be registered and give a
measure of neutron irradiation.
While virtually insensitive to photons up to 15-18 MeV, the
SOD detects neutrons with a free-in-air energy response that,
above 50 keV, resembles fluence-to-ambient-dose-equivalent as
well as kerma-equivalent (ideal response for an in phantom remmeter) conversion factors.6 The agreement between albedo response
and individual dose equivalent (penetrating) per unit fluence is
even closer. 7
Based upon these considerations, we devised the application
of SOD's in personal, ambient and depth- dosimetry around
medical accelerators. In particular, a passive, integrating remmeter of 2 cm3 active volume and isotropic response was realised
by simply screwing a graduated pipette onto the detector vial.
Vapor bubbles displace an equivalent volume of gel into the
pipette (Figure 1), providing an immediate reading of the
neutron dose equivalent field inside and outside x-ray treatment
beams.

Figure 1. Passive, integrating, instant read-out neutron detector.

Furthermore, these devices are tissue equivalent (Table 1),
and can be placed inside phantoms without affecting neutron
spectrum and charged particle equilibrium.
Table 1. Physical properties of TE composition recommended by ICRU Rep. 33,
our phantom, and superheated drop detector.

Per

Material
ICRU 33 TE
TE liquid
SDD

cent

elemental

weight

H

c

0

N

10.1
10.2

11.1
11.1

76.2
76.1

2.6
2.6

-

-

0.18 F,
0.32 Cl

8.8

28.2

62.5

Other

-

Density
(q cm- 3 )
1
1. 07

1.25

Employing sets of previously calibrated detectors, we
acquired free-in-air and entrance dose equivalent profiles for
various 18 MV x-ray beam sizes of a Saturne 2 0 accelerator.
Entrance dose was measured at an average depth of 1 em inside a
20x30x80 cm 3 TE phantom (Figure 2) .
RESULTS
The results of our measurements are summarized in Figure 3.
For each beam size, dose values are normalized to x-ray dose at
maximum build-up at the isocenter. The error bars overestimate
optical misreading of the graduated pipettes.
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Figure 2. In-phantom irradiation scheme.
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Figure 3. (a, b, c) Neutron dose equivalent profiles for some x-ray fields.
(d) Neutron dose equivalent at the isocenter of 6-20 MeV electron beams.
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Our measurements show that free-in-air dose is slightly
higher than entrance dose, and confirm that the contribution
from photo-neutrons generated inside the patient is negligible,
as asserted by several authors. Also, the neutron source
strength at the x-ray beam isocenter appears to be substantially
independent of beam size. These results are in good agreement
with the preliminary indications of an on-going intercomparison
with CR-39 detectors.
CONCLUSIONS
The mixed field dosimetry method presented here allows for
an immediate evaluation of photoneutron leakage from medical
accelerators, without any detector post-processing subject to
operator error. The integral dose delivered to the patient
outside the treatment volume may be easily assessed from the
dose equivalent profiles.
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EMPLOYEE DOSE REDUCTION AT BRITISH NUCLEAR FUELS plc
A.H. Fishwick, J.L. Finlayson and R.D. James
British Nuclear Fuels plc
Risley, Warrington, Cheshire, U.K.

ABSTRACT
Average workforce doses in uranium fuel fabrication plants
are a small percentage (about 6% or 3 msv pa) of UK
regulatory limits.
In uranium metal casting, and uranium
oxide production plants, doses are somewhat higher than the
average. Dose reduction methods have, however, resulted in
these being reduced to 20%, or less, of the same limit.
Major future investment should reduce doses in oxide
production plants to about the current average level.
INTRODUCTION
British Nuclear Fuels plc (BNFL) sets stringent Company
targets for employee dose uptake and, in addition, has
always vigorously employed the principle of ALARP.
Thus,
the current design targets for new plant are 5 msv per
calendar year
(average)
and 15 mSv per calendar year
(maximum individual).
For existing operational plants, the
relevant targets are 20 mSv per calendar year (maximum
individual) and 75 msv maximum individual over any five
consecutive years.
All targets are the sum of effective
dose equivalent and committed effective dose equivalent.
These targets are the outcome of a response to a growing
emphasis on the application of ALARP since 1975 and, more
recently to the added impetus provided by the "Gardner
Report" (Ref 1) and ICRP 60.
Employee dose reduction at the Sellafield reprocessing plant
has been the subject of previous papers (Refs 2 and 3) .
This paper describes trends in dose reduction, and methods
of achieving that,
at the Springfields nuclear fuel
fabrication plant, from 1986 to 1991.
DOSE REDUCTION TRENDS
By comparison with the above targets, average
Springfields have always been low (Table 1).
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doses

at

TABLE 1
Average Whole Bodyl and Collective Doses
(all Classified Workers)
Year
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991 (projected)

Average Dose
(mSv)
4.0
3.8
2.4
2.6
3.1
2.5

Collective Dose
(manSv)
12.6
11.9
7.0
7.0
7.4
6.0

The slight increase in 1990 was a result of some increase in
programme with a workforce strength at about 75% of the 1986
figure.
Further emphasis on ALARP has since reversed this
trend.
Against this background,
dose reduction policies and
practices have been focused primarily on reducing dose in
areas of the plant where these have been highest by
comparison with the above averages. The two areas receiving
the greatest attention have been the Uranium Casting Plant
and the Oxide Powder and Pelleting Plants. Springfields is
a multi-purpose Site, providing a wide range of finished
fuels and intermediate products.
It incorporates major
production lines for the fabrication of metal fuel for
Magnox reactors and Oxide fuel for AGR and PWR reactors.
The Casting Plant is one of the stages in the production of
Magnox fuel.
Recognising the eventual termination of the UK Magnox
programme, major capital investment in new plant to service
this programme could not be justified.
Therefore, the
casting, and other, stages of the fuel fabrication process
have undergone extensive refurbishment of which dose
reduction has been a significant, but not the only, feature.
The cost of the casting renovation project was £2.5M
(1981 MV) ie £4.5M (1991 MV). New, and modified, equipment
and procedures were installed to bring about reduction in
both internal and external doses.
For Oxide fuel production, the situation is different.
In
the uo 7 Powder Production plant, extensive modifications to
existing cubicalised plant items had been carried out
progressively from the mid 1970s to the mid 1980s (total
cost in 1991 MV, £0. 9M).
Improved ventilation of, and
operator access to, the cubicles, together with other
engineered features, had resulted in significant reduction
in airborne contamination levels in the working areas.
Following this, nothing further by way of major renovation
of existing facilities was practicable.
Similar, though
less extensive, work was carried out in the uo Pellet
2
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Plant.
However, future potential Oxide fuel business, in
both
UK
and
worldwide,
has
justified
investment
(£145M, 1991 MV) in a major new plant, the New Oxide Fuel
Complex (NOFC) to completely replace all existing Oxide
production facilities and allow continuation, and expansion,
of this side of the business into the 21st century. NOFC is
currently under construction and will come on line, in
phases, from 1994.
Again, dose reduction is a prominent
design feature.
In the meantime, existing plants have
continued to operate at high proportions of capacity but, by
attention to good housekeeping and making modifications to
reduce dose wherever reasonably practicable, doses have been
steadily driven down (Table 2).
TABLE 2
Whole Body Doses, Casting and oxide Plants
Oxide Powder

Oxide Pelleting

15 mSv

Ave
Dose
(mSv)

Ave
Dose
(mSv)

15 msv

35
32
10
1
NIL
NIL

13.9
9.6
8.8
8.2
10.6
8.0

11.3
7.9
5.6
6.3
7.9
6.3

12
NIL
NIL
NIL
NIL
NIL

Casting

Year

Ave
Dose
(mSv)

1986
18.8
1987
17.2
1988
13.4
1989
8.5
1990
6.6
1991
3.3
(projected)

No.

> than

No.

> than
15 mSv
33
NIL
NIL
NIL
NIL
NIL

No.

> than

In addition to average dose, the other important indicator of
the dose uptake position is the number of workers whose dose
exceeds
the
UK
Ionising
Radiations
Regulations
investigational level of 15 msv per calendar year.
This
number, also, has been reduced from the mid 1980s figure to
a position in which there are now no such cases.
THE FUTURE
NOFC has, of course, been designed to meet Company dose
targets. In practice, it is assessed that actual doses will
be well below target (about 3 msv pa or less as an average)
due, mainly, to sophisticated methods of containment of any
airborne uo? powder, internal dose uptake being the dominant
potential fd.ctor in Oxide plants.
In other areas, the now
well established Joint (Management/Workforce) Dose Reduction
Working Parties will continue to identify dose reduction
methods for implementation wherever they can be justified on
ALARP grounds. These Working Parties now operate throughout
the Works including areas where dose has always been very
low, with the objective of reducing doses still further
wherever reasonably practicable.
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CONCLUSION
~verage, and maximum, doses at Springfields Works are well
within Company targets which, themselves, are well within
regulatory requirements.
Future developments will continue
to drive doses down to levels that are significantly below
ICRP 60 recommendations.
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DOSE AND DOSE RATE MEASUREMENTS AROUND THE SIS
J. G. Festag
Gesellschaft fuer Schwerionenforschung mbH, Darmstadt,
Federal Republic of Germany
ABSTRACT
Dose equivalent measurements with a TEPC and a modified rem counter around
a heavy ion accelerator are reported. These measurements give some informations
about the composition of the radiation field.

INTRODUCTION
A heavy ion synchrotron (SIS) is operated by the GSI at Darmstadt, Germany. The
highest attainable specific energy of 2 GeV /n for carbon descends to about 1 GeV /n
for uranium. Till now ions from neon to bismuth have been accelerated with up to 10 9
particles per spill. The length of the interval between two successive spills depends
on the extraction mode, but this time is usually longer than 1 second at the moment.
EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS
Dose and dose rate measurements were made by a TEPC, type HANDI (1), and a
high pressure ionization chamber (7 bar, Ne/Ar mixture), type FAG FHT 191 N,
in regions with thin and thick shielding. The dose equivalent is calculated from the
energy dose by using the ICRP 21.
Behind thick shielding (more than 400 g/cm 2 concrete) the TEPC gives a quality
factor near to 4 (3,94). Such a value is known from other high energy accelerators (2).
Distributions of the lineal energy are shown in figure 1a. The contribution of the
neutrons to the dose equivalent appears in the higher lineal energies.
Measurements with 6 LiF-TLD's in a 12 inch polyethylene moderator give also a
quality factor of 4. Here the calibration was made with neutrons coming out of an
Am-Be-source.
In regions with a thin or almost no shielding the quality factor varies depending on
the degradation of the primary beam. The figures 1b and 1c show two examples.
197
Au ions of 814 MeV /n are stopped in carbon surrounded by concrete (less than
300 g/ cm 2 ); the secondary high energy particles deposit only a little energy in the
detector (figure 1b); the Q- value is 2.1. Figure 1c shows the frequency distribution
ofthe lineal energy registered by the TEPC during stopping and focussing of an 197 Au
ion beam with a specific energy of 1 Gev /n. This distribution is very similar to that
measured behind thick shielding (figure 1a) and indeed here the quality factor is also
near to 4 (3.99).
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For comparison a frequency distribution of the lineal energy of a background measurement with Q == 2.2 is shown in figure ld.
The energy doses (Gy) registered by the TEPC and by the ionization chamber are
very similar.
The measurements were made for times of several hours during the normal course
of nuclear physics experiments, therefore relations between the dose rate and the ion
current of the beam cannot be given because the intensity of the beam was not held
constant.
Activation techniques for the evaluation of the neutron energy spectrum could not be
applied on behalf of too low intensities.
Birattari et al. (3) have described an extended range neutron rem counter, which shall
be able to measure neutrons with energies up to about 400 MeV with an adequate
sensitivity.
An unmodified rem counter and a rem counter surrounded by a layer of 2 em lead
were used to look for neutrons with energies above 20 MeV. The measurements were
taken behind thick shielding. The results are given in the following table.

energy

measured dose equivalent
by the unmodified rem
counter

MeV/n

JLSV

(dose equivalent measured
by the rem counter with
lead) divided by (dose
equivalent of the
unmodified rem counter)

310 c 400
400
800

6.7
0.3
1.1

1.71 ± 0.03
1.84 ± 0.61
1.65 ± 0.08

accelerated
ions

20Ne
20Ne
2o9Bi

lOll

The given uncertainties of the result take only into account the standard deviation of
the registered counts.
CONCLUSIONS
The results are preliminary, but at this stage they point out that a not negligible
share of the dose equivalent is caused by neutrons with energies of more than 10 Mev.
REFERENCES
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CONTAMINATION BY TRITIUM OF WATERS AND CONCRETE
IN A RESEARCH REACTOR CONTAINMENT DUE TO LEAKAGE OF HEAVY WATER
Masami Fukui
Radiation Control Division,
Research Reactor Institute, Kyoto University,
Kumatori-cho, Sennan-gun, Osaka(590-04), Japan
ABSTRACT
Approximately heavy water of ca. 28.2 L (ca. 0.34 TBq of
tritium) leaked from the D20 facility of the Kyoto University
Reactor (KUR) during the period of about one and half year. As a
result of the incident, HTO concentrations in pool waters had
increased extensively as well as in the containment building air
during the period before the leak detection. The soaking effect
of HTO vapor by the building concrete was also confirmed by air
monitoring. Although the leak was of little radiogical concequence,
it served as a useful lesson of our emergency response.
INTRODUCTION
Radiation protection both on and off the site is deeply
dependent upon the availability of appropriate monitoring data
both in nuclear facilities and in natural environs.
The KUR near Osaka, Japan commenced operation in 1964 at 1 MWth
but the power was raised to 5 MWth in 1968. Ventilation system
in the containment building works so as to cover the duration of
the reactor operation cycle of 70-80 h/wk. By the routine monitoring
the concentrations of radionuclides in the exhaust air from the
KUR, operating at 5 MWth have been confirmed to be in the order
of 10- 2 Bq/cm 3 for 41 Ar, lo-s Bq/cm 3 for HTO, lo-s Bq/cm 3 for 133 I
and 10- 9 Bq/cm 3 for 131 1. Because of the low detection limits, as
measured by a 22-L ionization chamber set for the exhaust streams,
the presence of most radionuclides in the stream is usually masked
by the reading of 41 Ar for such minor releases during normal
operation of the reactor; this is especially true for HTO vapor. For
this reason, monitoring of HTO vapor in the exhaust is carried out
during the operation of the KUR on twice a year basis using liquid
scintillation counting of water samples collected by condensation
from the exhaust air.
BACKGROUND TO THE INCIDENT
During such a routine check in fall 1987, a relatively high
concentration of HTO vapor was detected in the condensate. This
result, however, was attributed to probable contamination of
experimental devices because the same staff of the Radiation Control
Division was involved in the research of tritium metabolism and
routine monitoring of HTO from the KUR stack. A water sample was
not taken from the exhaust during the next monitoring period
(Spring 1988) because the operation of KUR was suspended over a
3-month period begining in April because of fixation for secondary
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coolant system. Although passing over data from the exhaust air
monitoring had delayed the confirmation of HTO leakage, there was
another indicator of leakage. The source monitoring data obtained
by the Research Reactor Division had showed gradual increases in
the HTO concentration in pool water in the containment building.
This was especially the case in the sub-pool (ca. 1.0 m2 X 1. 7 m
deep) , located on the top of biological shield, where the HTO
concentration in water had increased 60-fold during the period of
1 y (May 1987-April 1988). Investigations into the source of this
increase in the liTO concentration in water were focused mainly
on the presence of irradiated materials such as lithium and boron
which could be a source of HTO production by a neutron activation
process. A smear test carried out on Augest 1988 revealed
significant contamination on the front surface of a heavy water
tank, and a high HTO concentration was detected in the atmosphere
near the D20 tank using a 1.5-L portable ionization chamber.
These findings led to the conclusion that HTO increases in water
were the result of leakage of the heavy water. Nevertheless, the
mechanisms by which HTO concentrations of both the sub-pool and
the primary coolant water (about 30 m3 and 9-m deep) had
extensively increased during 1 year since May 1987, were unknown.
SURVEY OF LEAK POINT AND RECOVERY OF HTO
Under normal conditions, the aluminium D20 tank contains
approximately 2.2 m3 of heavy water with a purity of 99. 7%. As is
shown in Fig. 1, one face of the D20 tank, ca.l.8 min dia., is
adjacent to a graphite block layer (ca. 1.5 m3 ) , 48 em thick,
with a bismuth plug. The space in front of this layer is used as
an irradiation room with dimensions ca. 2.4 m X2.4 m X2.4 m,
covered with high density concrete identical to the biological
shield of the reactor core. By 5 October 1988, the concentration
of HTO in condensate in air near the tank was found to be as much
as 2.2 MBq/ml. Then, using an air conditioner and a 20-L water
bubbling trap, a 6-wk program was started to lower the moisture
in the air in the irradiation room adjacent to graphite blocks.
On 16-17 November, the heavy water in the D20 tank was withdrawn
into 200 L drums and replaced by light water to carry out a leak
test. An estimated loss of 28.2 L of heavy water was made by
comparing the weight of the water removed with that initially
loaded into the D20 tank. Inspection with a remote TV camera
failed to locate the source of the leak in any of the suspected
areas such as joints or flanges in the D20 plumbing system. Then,
the high density concrete shield of the irradiation room was
dismantled on 21 November 1988. The graphite layer adjacent to
the D20 tank was removed and stored in a container (2 m2 X 2 m in
height) on 19 January 1989 so as to access more easily to the tank
and to recover any HTO absorbed by the graphite blocks. In early
February, air, heated to 90 OC was circulated through this container
with electrical condensation loop system over a 2-mo period. By
this procedure ca. 4.6X 10 1 GBq (ca. 12.4 L of condensate) of HTO
was recovered as shown in Fig.2.
On 25 January 1989, less than 100 mL of water was found in a
guide tube in the D20 tank used to hold a thermo-couple. The HTO
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concentration of this water was 7.9 MBq/ml, which was close to
that of the stagnant heavy water (8.1 MBq/ml) in the dead space
of the D20 plumbing system, and two thirds the concentration of
the heavy water in the D20 tank itself (1. 2 X 10 1 MBq/mll.
Therefore, the source of the HTO leak was located somewhere in the
guide tube. This tube was cut on the upper part of the tank where
it had been inserted, and the resulting hole was welded shut.
This resulted in the isolation and sealing of the main sources of
HTO in the reactor containment building by early April 1989.
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CHANGE IN HTO CONCENTRATION IN AIR
After the ventilation was shut down, the concentration of HTO
vapor in air increased and reached a steady state condition within
a few days. Assuming a constant production rate of HTO vapor from
sources such as building concrete and neglecting physical decay
process of tritium, the growth of HTO concentration in containment
building air is formulated as
follows:
d(CV)/dt = P- 1-LCV • · · · (1)
where
c HTO vapor concentration
in
003
air (Bq/cm 3 ) ,
v volume of the3 containment
building (cm ) ,
o' 1989 Jan. 21-23
p
production rate (Bq/h) ,
• ' 1989 Apr.· 7- 10
leak rate (1/h) , and
1-L
t
elapsed time after turning
>
_c_, 1-eP'
off of ventilation (h).
PI)JV
a:
Setting C=O at t=O, the HTO
concentration is given by:
C/Co = 1 - exp (- 1-L t)
(2)
where
Co : HTO concentration in air
(=P/ 1-L V) under steady state
Fig.3 Growth of HTO concentcondition (Bq/cm 3 ) .
ration in building air.
0>

0

0>
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The growth curve, as expressed by eqn (2) for HTO concentrations
1n air during shut down of the ventilation allows for the estimation
of the leak rate, which was approximately estimated to be 0.04 h- 1
by the curve fitting as shown in Fig.3.
The production rate, P, could be approximated from eqn (1) as
the product, f..l CoV, for large times ( t> 3 d). Therefore, long-term
monitoring of HTO concentration in air (Co) under steady state
conditions allows for the estimation of the attenuation rate of
the HTO production rate, which depends on the HTO content in the
building concreLe. The concentration, Co, in air monitored over
nearly a 1-y period after venting shut down, shows attenuation
rate of approximately 5.0 Xl0- 3 d- 1 (L/2=20 wk) for the first
8-month starting on late November 1988 afetr transferring heavy
water into drums and 3. 0 X 10- 3 d- 1 (T 1/2 = 33 wk) since August 1989.
CHANGE IN HTO CONCENTRATION IN POOL WATERS
Laboratory experiments revealed that the fundamenral mechanisms
describing the HTO dynamics between water and air are exchange
and evaporation. A model developed on the basis of this concept gave
an average concentration of HTO vapor in air as soaking effect
during the period for the HTO concentration in water to decrease
from Cwo to Cw as expressed in eqn (3) ,
Cv=aHskc- 1{Cw -Cwoexp(-at)}/{1-exp(-at)}
(3)
where
kc
exchange rate constant between air and water (em/h) ,
ke
evaporation rate constant (em/h),
H
water depth (em) ,
(kc+ke)/H (1/h),
a
£
isotopic ratio in HTO vapor and water (-) ,
Cwo: HTO concentration in water at time 0 (unit/ml),
Cw HTO concentration in water at time t (unit/ml), and
Cv : average HTO vapor concentration in condensate in air
(uni t/ml).
A linear regression for the attenuation of HTO concentrations
observed in sub-pool water after removing sources in containment
building gave a half-life of approximately 15 wk. Using a value
for £ of 0. 92 in eqn (3), the average concentration, Cv, in the
condensate in the containment building air was calculated to be 36
Bq/ml during 50 wk starting on 20 March 1989. The average value
estimated for the air corresponds to only ca. 5 X 10- 5 times of
the Administrative Level for radiation workers (7 X 10- 1 Bq/cm 3 ) ,
though it was more than ca. one order larger in magnitude compared
with that during normal operation.
CONCLUSIONS
Approximately 0.34 TBq of tritium had been leaked from the
D20 tank over a 19-mo period. More than 80% of HTO leaked was
estimated to be released promptly as exhaust. Part of HTO leaked
(ca. 2.5 GBq) moved into pool waters via air and increased the
concentration as much as ca. 60-fold for sub-pool (1. 7 m3 ) and 5fold for primary coolant (30 m3 ) , respectively. A significant amount
of HTO vapor had been absorbed by the concrete material (4.2 GBq)
and 46 GBq of HTO absorbed by graphite blocks was recovered.
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REDUCTION OF EXPOSURES ARISING DURING THE
MANUFACTURE AND DISTRIBUTION OF RADIOACTIVE
PRODUCTS FOR HEALTHCARE, RESEARCH AND INDUSTRY
R W Davies
Arnersham International plc
Amersham Place, Little Chalfont
Buckinghamshire, HP7 9NA
England.
ABSTRACT
Radiation dose uptake for workers in a company producing
radioactive materials for use in medicine, research and industry
is reviewed.
The measures that were introduced to optimise
protection are detailed and shown to lead to a 90% reduction in
the numbers of workers receiving in excess of 15 msv in the past
four years.
INTRODUCTION
Amersham
International
specialises
in
the
development,
manufacture and distribution of radioactive products for use in
healthcare, life sciences research, environmental safety and
industrial quality assurance.
The production and distribution
of the radioactive materials give rise to a number of challenges
in radiological protection.
These include operation and
maintenance of cyclotrons for the production of short lived
diagnostic products (containing for example Tl-201, Ga-67, In111) for nuclear medicine; the design and operation of shielded
plant for high energy gamma emitting nuclides used in cancer
therapy (eg. Co-60, Cs-137); the preparation for transport of
more than ~ million radioactive packages annually.
SAFETY POLICY
The company has had a continuing policy of working to reduce
radiation exposure to staff and has set company whole body dose
limits below those required by legislation as a means of
promoting dose reduction.
The success of this policy is
evidenced by Figure 1. which shows the progressive reduction in
the percentage of the UK workforce receiving doses in excess of
15 msv over the past 15 years to 0.3% in 1990.
Amersham's focus on safety and dose reduction obtained further
impetus with the Ionising Radiation Regulations 1985 (IRR) in the
UK, and the introduction of formally recorded reviews of working
practices and processes for staff who exceeded 15 msv.
ANALYSIS OF DOSE REDUCTION
Figure 2 shows the collective dose (man-mSv) and number of staff
over the period immediately before and after the introduction of
the IRRs.
Figure 3 shows the numbers of staff receiving more
than 15 msv over the same period.
It is evident that the
reduction in numbers of staff exceeding 15 msv was a result of
genuine dose reduction since it was accompanied by a reduction
in the collective dose.
Figure 4 gives a breakdown of the
numbers of staff exceeding 15 msv since 1986 by work activity.
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RADIATION SOURCE PRODUCTION
The main reduction achieved in radiation source production areas
followed reviews of working practices which developed increased
operator awareness. Line management commitment to dose control
encouraged the workers to improve techniques; reduce waste
arisings,
decrease
occupancy
times
and
improve
general
housekeeping.
On older plant, use was made of improved local
shielding at critical stages of the processes while new plant was
designed and built. The majority of the staff receiving greater
than 15 mSv in 1990 were working on old plant which is scheduled
for replacement in the next 2 years.
CYCLOTRON OPERATIONS
The very nature of cyclotron operations presents unique
radiological problems.
Cyclotron produced isotopes typically
have half lives of the order of 3 days and thus must be produced
several days a week, every week to meet the needs of hospitals.
Staff outside the heavily shielded machine vaults only receive
background levels of radiation. Maintenance of the machine and
any other in-vault work, however, give rise to the potential for
high doses from highly activated components.
Machine reliability will always have an overriding effect on
operator doses so at Amersham, machine components requiring
regular, frequent changing, have been designed to facilitate
quicker, simpler maintenance.
Component failures have been
analyzed to attempt to eliminate them.
Changes to machine
operating schedules, whilst remaining aligned with customer
requirements, have maximised the decay of the shorter lived
activation of the vault and the machine components. The combined
effect of the actions has been to keep all cyclotron staff doses
below 15 msv in 1990.
TRANSPORT
Introduction of new plant to handle and package certain products
(eg Technetium generators), along with major refurbishment of the
despatch warehouse area has resulted in significant reductions
in operator doses.
The material flow pattern through the
warehouse has been improved and items requiring manipulation or
further work in the warehouse are stored in shielded interim
storage facilities. The build up of packages on conveyor lines
is prevented to reduce ambient dose rates and the conveyor lines
themselves are run, where possible, at high level to increase
distance between packages and staff. Increased staff awareness
coupled with use of gamma integrating dosemeters has had a
positive effect on dose reduction.
The numbers of staff exceeding 15 msv in other work areas also
decreased as a result of similar actions to those outlined above.
CONCLUSIONS
Line management commitment with Health Physics support led to a
heightened awareness of dose control measures which encouraged
individuals to review and improve their own work method.
Investment in personal dosemeters, plant modification and new
facilities provided the necessary resource to support the dose
reduction initiatives.
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Figure 1: Percentage of Workers > 15 mSv
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Figure 3: Numbers of staff > 15 mSv
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Figure 4: Work activity of staff > 15 mSv
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LOW ENERGY ~ MEASURMENTS IN TRITIUM
CONTAMINATED PARTS

S. K. AL-ARBI, B. M. BAHAL, U. M. EL-GHAWI,
A. A. GULAK and H. H. ENBIA

T. N. R. C., P. O.Box 30878, Tripoli, LIBYA

ABSTRACT
Possibility of utilizing a gas proportional counter for routine
beta activity contamination checkup in a Neutron Generator lab is
explored. The sensitivityof thegas flow counter has been improved
and suitable modifications made to record beta energy spectrum.
Samples from all over the laboratory were collected to monitor
accidental spread of tritium.
INTRODUCTION
There is a renewed interest in fast neutron generators for their
use in studying radiation damage on structural materials as well
as
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For tritium detection a conventional 4n
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TABLE I :
The beta act vi ty
March 1987 to May 1987.

routine measurements between

Place of Sampling
Activity Counts/S
Comments
---------------------------l~~~~!~l--i~~~~~~~~l ____________ _
Control

Room

Desk
Floor
Window Pane
Neutron Gnerator Room
Wall
Vaccum Valve
Ground Surf.
Accelerator Room
Wall
Vaccum Valve
Non Radiation Zone
Head Physics office
Corridor

500

2
2
2

clear
clear
Cont.

2100
10
80

2
2
2

High Cant
Clear
clear
Clear
Clear

3
3

40

2

100

2

2
9

2

2

Clear
Clear

TABLE II : The beta activity routine measurements between
Dec. 1989 and January 1990.
Place of Sampling

Activity Counts/S

Comments

--------------------------l~~~E!~l_i~~~~~~~l--------------Control Room
Window Frame
Desk
Floor

120

1
1
1

Clear
High Cont.
Cont.

Accelerator Room
Tool Box
Ion Pump Valve

2300
1800

1
1

High Cont.
High Cont.

Non Radiation Zone
Head Physics office
Corridor

5

1

10

1

Clear
Clear

30
2560
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Flg.1: Beta spectrum of C14 and H3 using
P-10 gas In the modified gas counter.
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EXPERIENCES LIEES A L'EVALUATION DU FACTEUR DE REMISE EN
SUSPENSION D'AEROSOLS DE PLUTONIUM
G.Pescayre, J.Moll
CEA/Service de Protection centre les Rayonnements
EXPERIMENTS TO ESTIMATE THE RESUSPENSION FACTOR OF PLUTONIUM
AEROSOLS

In the field of interventions in hardly contaminated
aeras (60 to 100 MBq.m-2), we have studied the resuspension
factors
of
plutonium
aerosols
and
the
atmospheric
contamination gradient between 20 and 150 em, to estimate the
risk incured by a lying case, compared with a standind
operator. K (m-1) has been evaluated between 10-6 (m-1) and
10-5 (m-1) without any personnel in the area, and between 104 (m-1) and 10-3 (m-1) with personnel.
INTRODUCTION
Un groupe de travail constitue de medecins et de
radioprotectionnistes s' est interroge sur le risque encouru
par un blesse couche au sol sans protection respiratoire dans
une zone fortement contaminee (activite surfacique comprise
entre 3,7 et 37 MBq.m-2). Le facteur de remise en suspension
est generalement pris egal a 10-4 m-1 pour un individu en
station debout mais quel est-il a 20 em du sol au niveau de
la respiration du blesse ? C'est pour repondre a cette
interrogation
qu'ont
ete
entreprises,
dans
une
zone
operationnelle oil 1' on n' accede qu' en tenue ventilee, des
experiences visant a evaluer le gradient du facteur de remise
en suspension des aerosols de plutonium entre le sol et en
hauteur standard de respiration d'un individu.
ZONE DES EXPERIENCES
La zone d'experience n'est accessible qu'en tenue
ventilee. Les contaminations surfaciques sent elevees (en
moyenne entre 60 et 100 MBq.m-2) au niveau du sol et entre 1
et 2 MBq.m-2 sur les surfaces verticales. Le sol est
recouvert d'un vinyle, enleve periodiquement pour faciliter
1' assainissement de la zone. Les locaux sent ventiH~s (8
renouvellements par heure) et en depression par rapport aux
sas d'entree et aux autres locaux de !'installation ( - 20 mm
CE).
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MATERIELS UTILISES
Les contaminations atmospheriques ont ete mesurees a
l'aide d'appareils de prelevement du type SIT dent le debit
est de 5 l.mn-1. Ces appareils etaient places sur un trepied
a 20 em et a 150 em du sol. Apres prelevement, les filtres
ont ete mineralises et l'activite mesuree en spectrometrie a.
La contamination surfacique a ete mesuree par frottis a
l'aide d'un contaminametre de surface du type DSM 2. 3
frottis successifs ont ete realises en chaque point pour bien
connaitre la part de la contamination detachable. Une
calibration prealable a ete realisee entre la reponse du
contaminametre et l'activite reellement prelevee par frottis.
DEROULEMENT DES EXPERIENCES
3 experiences ont ete realisees :
- Experience 1 : elle avait pour objectif de mesurer le
facteur de remise en suspension sans presence de personnel
dans la zone.
- Experiences 2 et 3
elles ont ete
presence de 3 agents operant dans la zone.

realisees

en

L'introduction du materiel de prelevement et de mesure
a fait l'objet de precautions particulieres pour eviter toute
contamination parasite apportee pare l'environnement tres
contamine de cette zone.
RESULTATS DES MESURES
La valeur du facteur de remise en suspension K (m-1) a
ete
calculee
en
faisant
le
rapport
de
l'activite
atmospherique c
(Bq.m-3)
sur l'activite surfacique As
(Bq.m-2) :
K (m-1)

c

(Bq.m-3)

As

(Bq.m-2)

Les activites surfaciques moyennes ont ete obtenues a
partir des points representatifs de la zone de travail ; avec
A1 s = 64 ± 15 MBq.m-2 et A2 s = 96 ± 10 MBq.m-2. Le premier
frottis detache 60% de la contamination non fixee.
Les facteurs de remise en
donnes dans le tableau ci-joint.
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suspension

obtenus

sent

Coefficient
de remise
en suspension

distance
(em)

K1 (m-1)

K2 (m-1)

experience

experience

experience

1

2

3

sans
operateur

avec
operateurs

avec
operateurs

20

6.lo-6

2,4.10-3

5,8.10-4

150

8,7.10-6

2,7.10-3

1,3.lo-3

20
150

4.lo-6
S,S.lo-6

1,6.10-3
1,8.10-3

3,8.lo-4
s,9.lo-4

COMMENTAIRES ET CONCLUSIONS
On constate qu'entre 20 em et 150 em l'activite
volumique prelevee sur le filtre a pratiquement la meme
valeur, on n'a done pas releve de gradient de contamination
atmospherique sur la duree totale des experiences realisees.
Les facteurs de remise en suspension sont compris entre
lo-6 (m-1) et lo-s (m-1) sans presence de personnel et entre
1o-4 (m-1) et lo-3 (m-1) en presence de personnel. Ces
facteurs relativement eleves peuvent s'expliquer par la
turbulence et le massage de l'air a l'interieur du local (8
R/h).
Un blesse sejournant une ~ heure, sans protection dans
une zone contaminee au niveau de 37 MBq.m-2 pourrait engager
un equivalent de dose efficace de 0, 25 sv et 1 sv, ce qui
necessite, sur le lieu meme de 1' accident de prendre des
mesures telles que protection des voies respiratoires,
eloignement ou evacuation la plus rapide possible.
REFERENCES :
I.S HONES and SF POND : some experiments to determine
the resuspension factor of plutonium from various surfaces
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GAMMA RADIATION INDUCED ALTERATIONS IN THE ULTRASTRUCTURE
OF PANCREATIC ISLET, METABOLISM AND ENZYMES IN WISTAR RAT

Jayashree V. Daoo and S.A. Suryawanshi
Institute of Science
Born bay 400 032
I N D I A

ABSTRACT

Effects of gamma irradiation ( 600 rads) on the ultrastructure of
pancreatic islet, metabolism and some enzymes in wister rat, are
reported.
Electron microscopic observations of endocrine pancreas
revealed prominent changes in beta cells while alpha and dt>f·ta cells
were not much affected.
Irradiation also inflicted hyperglycemia,
increase in liver and muscle glycogen and decrease in insulin level. It
has also increased the activity of enzymes but failed to produce
significant changes in protein, lipid and mineral metabolism.
INTRODUCTION

Though large number of information is available on long term
effects of radiation, studies on immediate effects are comparatively a
few.
This investigation deals with the immediate effects (observed
after 24 hours) of gamma irradiation ( 600 rads) on the ultrastructure
of
pancreatic
islet,
carbohydrate,
protein,
lipid
and
mineral
metabolism and some enzymes.
MATERIAL AND METHODS

Twenty acclaimatised male rats were exposed to 600 rads of
gamma rays (Co-60) with a dose rate of 39 rads/min. Equal number of
animals served as a control group.
The animals were sacrified after
24 hours and blood samples were collected and were subject to
biochemical analyses.
For electron microscopic observations .. he
pancreas was fixed in 3% gluteraldehyde and blocks were prepared in
araldite.
The ultrathin sections were stained with uranyl acetate and
lead nitrate and observed under JEM-T-8 electron microscope.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Ultrastructural
changes
included
degenerative
effects
and
vacuolization of the cytoplasm in alpha and beta cells LPlate I).
The
dectt~QS" in
hormone granules wu.s observed in beta cells while no
noticeable changes were seen in alpha and delta cells.
The presence
of less number of hormone granules in the beta cells suggests
reduction in insulin secretion which agrees well with observations in
golden hamster (Tsubouchi and Sasumu, 1981).
Gamma
irradiation
inflicted
changes
in
the
carbohydrate
metabolism and some enzymes but failed to produce significant changes
in protein, lipid and mineral metabolism (Table I).
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The changes in carbohydrate metabolism include pronounced
hyperglycemia with a marked decline in serum insulin level.
Liver
and muscle glycogen showed significant increase after irradiation which
can be attributed to the fact that the irradiation stimulates secretion
of corticosteroids which enhances deposition of glycogen in the liver
and muscle (Malatova et al., 1977).
The irradiation is known to cause an increase in gluconeogenesis
from the amino acids (Kandysh and Moroz, 1979), and decrease in
glucose utilisation by cells (Ahlersova, 1980).
The hyperglycemia
observed in the present study may be the result of release of amino
acids from the destroyed tissues and less uptake of glucose by the
cells.
Except for serum glutamate pyruvate transminase, all other
enzymes studied, showed significant increase in the concentrations
after irradiation.
This might be due to increased permeability
consequent upon the disturbed metabolism.
The enzymes diffuse
abnormally from the cell to the plasma because of increased
permeability which can be considered as an early non-specific reaction
of every cell when its metabolism is disturbed.
CONClUSIONS

Gamma irradiation reduced the synthesis of insulin as confirmed
by the dec(·lf\i:~~~ in the hormone granules of the beta cells and decline
in serum insulin level.
The irradiation might have stimulated release
of corticosteroids leading to hyperglycemia and deposition of glycogen
in the liver and muscle.
Proteins, lipids and minerals remained
almost unchanged.
Prominent increase in some enzymes concentration
can be attributed to the diffusion of enzymes from the cell into the
plasma due to change in the permeability.
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Table I -

Effect of gamma rays (600 rads) on
various parameters.

Parameter

Control

1.

Blood glucose
(mg/100 ml)

84.20 ± 1.13

194.00 ± 3.56
(P 0.001)

2.

Liver glycogen
(g/100 g)

1.92 ± 0.17

6.97 ± 0.44
(P <. 0.001)

3.

Muscle glycogen
(g/100 g)

0.99 ± 0.06

4.90 ± 0.31
(P
0.001)

4.

Serum insulin
(IU/ml.)

115.00

50.00 ± 2.83
(P
0.05)

5.

Serum amylase
(Somogyi Units)

605.00

± 4.40

682.00 ± 6.77
(NS)

6.

Serum lactic
dehyderogenase
(IU/lit.)

268.00

± 12.50

997.00 ± 11.68
(P (. 0.001)

7.

Serum glutamate
oxalate trans minase
(IU/lit.)

70.50 ± 4.98

123.00 ± 3.56
(P (. 0.05)

8.

Serum glutamai:l
pyryvate
transaminase
(IU/lit.)

40.00 ± 2.77

24.00 ± 2.43
(P <. 0.05)

9.

Serum acid phosphatase
(IU/lit.)

22.03 ± 1.55

24.00 ± 1.46
( NS)

10.

Serum alkaline
phosphatase
(IU/lit.)

8.30 ± 0.70

108.00 + 2.92
(P ~ 0.001)

Note:

1)
2)
3)

Sr. No.

Irradiated
(600 rads)

<

<

<

Values are given as mean ± standard error for 20 animals.
P indicates the level of significance
NS means non-significant.
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Plate I

Electronmicrophotograph of beta granules
before iiradiation (XlOOOO)

Electronmicrophotgraph of beta granules
after irradiation at 600 rads (Xl5000)
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LIFE-SPAN HEALTH EFFECTS OF RELATIVELY SOLUBLE FORMS OF
INTERNALLY DEPOSITED BETA-EMITTING RADIONUCLIDES
B. B. Boecker, B. A. Muggenburg, F. F. Hahn,
K. J. Nikula, and W. C. Griffith
Inhalation Toxicology Research Institute, P.O. Box 5890, Albuquerque, NM 87185 USA

ABSTRACT: As part of a large research effort to study the lifetime health risks of inhaled
radionuclides, Beagle dogs inhaled 90srel2 or 144cec13 or were injected intravenously with
l3 7csCl. Because these three compounds were soluble in body fluids, the resulting widely
differing patterns of radionuclide distribution and dose reflected tissue affinities of the
elements involved. Long-term health effects, predominantly cancers, were seen in the organs
receiving the highest doses. Investigations are continuing on the extent to which other less
irradiated organs may have also been affected.
INTRODUCTION: A major series of life-span studies on the effects of inhaled radionuclides
is in progress at the Inhalation Toxicology Research Institute 1. Both fission product and
transuranic radionuclides are being studied. The primary goals of these studies are to
determine the life-span health risks of inhaled radionuclides, the influence of various doseand effect-modifying factors, and to extrapolate these results to possible human exposures,
particularly those for which no direct human data currently exist. One of the important areas
addressed in the fission-product studies is the influence of in vivo solubility of the inhaled
material on the doses received by, and effects seen in, different organs and tissues. This
report presents and compares results from three studies in which young-adult Beagle dogs
inhaled 90srel2 or 144 cec13 or were injected with l37csCl. This comparison was chosen
because of known differences in the pattern of metabolism and dosimetJY among these three
radionuclides, ranging from concentration mainly in one organ (90Sr), several organs
( 144Ce), and the whole body (137 Cs). Of particular interest are the relative distributions of
radiation dose and long-term biological effects among organs exposed by these three
regimens.
MATERIALS AND METHODS: Young adult Beagle dogs (12-14 mo, equal number of
both sexes) inhaled, on a single occassion, different activity levels of either 90srC1 2, or
144cec1 , or were injected once intravenously, with l37csC1. The 224 dogs used in these
3
studies were divided as follows: 9osr, 66; 144ce, 55; 137cs, 54; and combined controls, 49.
The exposure aerosols, consisting of the radionuclide plus a CsCl or CeC13 vector, had
polydisperse size distributions with activity median aerodynamic diameters ranging from 1.5
to 2.4 JLm ( ug = 1. 6 to 2.1). Exposures were completed in less than one hour. Each dog was
whole-body counted immediately after radionuclide exposure and at selected intervals
thereafter to determine the initial body burden and its retention as a function of time after
exposure. Each dog's health status was evaluated periodically and illnesses considered not
to be associated with the radiation exposure were treated using standard veterinary practices.
All dogs were maintained in the ITRI kennel facility until they died or were euthanized when
moribund. Complete necropsies and histopathological examinations were performed. When
all dogs in a study were dead, all clinical and histopathological results and materials were
reviewed to ensure accuracy and consistency of the diagnoses. All diseases were coded for
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a FOCUS database using the SNOMED system modified for dogs. Absorbed beta doses were
computed for individual organs or the whole body as appropriate for the radionuclides and
forms used. These dose calculations were based on the whole-body retention data from each
radionuclide-exposed dog in the longevity study and tissue distribution and retention data
obtained from serially sacrificed dogs in separate, but similar, dosimetry studies. The small
photon contribution was ignored except for the whole-body dose from 137Cs where the
photon portion contributed about one-third of the total dose.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: Table 1 presents the experimental design features for the
three studies compared in this report. In each of these studies, a range of long-term retained
burdens was studied, the highest of which led to early deaths within the first two years after
exposure. Most of these early deaths were from hematologic dyscrasias resulting from
irradiation of the bone marrow. Several others were due to radiation pneumonitis, pulmonary
fibrosis, or hepatic degeneration. The focus of this report is on the remaining - 80% of the
dogs that survived more than two years after exposure and, therefore, were at risk for the
development of cancer and other later-occurring diseases.
Table 1
Experimental Design Features for Life-Span Studies of Dogs Exposed to
Relatively Soluble Beta-Emitting Radionuclides
Number of Dogs
Exposed

Controls

Study

LTRB 3
(MBq/kg)

Total

>2 yh

Total

>2 yh

90sr

0.10-4.8

66

58

22

22

144ce

0.096- 13

55

41

15

15

137cs

28- 130

54

42

12

11

LTRB = long-term retained burdens for exposed dogs
hsurvived more than 2 y after exposure

3

Cumulative absorbed dose factors for organs in animals exposed to these three
different patterns of radionuclide distribution are given in Table 2. The organs and tissues
listed for 144ce are the four that received the highest total beta doses. Of these four, only
two, bone and nasal mucosa, received s~nificant doses from 90sr. In contrast, the relatively
uniform whole-body distribution of l3 Cs produced about the same total dose (beta plus
gamma) in all four organs.
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Table 2
Cumulative Absorbed Beta Doses to 5000 Days after Exposure of
Beagle Dogs to Radionuclides in a Relatively Soluble Form2
Gy per MBQ/kg LTRBa
144 cec1
90srcl2
l37csclb
3

Organ/Tissue

---c

Lung
Liver

24

0.15

60

0.21

Bone

220

18

0.13

Nasal Mucosa

270

92

0.18

Whole Body

N/Ad

N/A

0.21

aLTRB = lon.r,-term retained burden
bDoses for 13 Cs include gamma contribution
c___ = Dose < 0.1% of skeletal dose
dNot applicable
Neoplasia was a prominent long-term finding in both the exposed and control
dogs. 3,4 ,5 Table 3 gives the number of dogs in which primary malignant or benign tumors
were found. All tumors, whether they were the primary cause of death, a major contributing
disease or an incidental finding, are included. For this report, the controls for the three
individual studies have been combined. One can roughly compare the number of tumors
across the three exposed groups and the combined controls because the number of two-year
survivors was about the same in each group.

Table 3
Occurrence of Prim~ Tumors in Certain Organs of Dogs that were Exposed to
90srel2 , 144 cec13 or 1 7csCl and Lived > 2 y after Exposure or in Control Dogs
Organ/Tissue

Number of Tumorsa
144ce
137cs

90sr

Controls

Lung

2 1b

3,1

3,0

5,0

Liver

0,1

10,11

0,2

Bone

45,1

1,0

5,5
c

---

3,0

5,0

4,0

Nasal Mucosa
Number of Dogs

'

58

41

42

48

a Some dogs had more than one tumor. In addition to the tumors listed, a number of
tumors were found in other organs of dogs in each of these groups; many were
incidental findings at necropsy.
b Number malignant, number benign
c --- = No tumors
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The number of lung tumors was similar in all three exposed groups and the control
group. These tumors were mainly bronchioloalveolar carcinomas and adenocarcinomas in
dogs that died from 10 to 16.5 y after exposure. The exceptions were two 144ce-exposed
dogs that died at 4.5 and 7.6 y after exposure in which a bronchioloalveolar adenoma and
adenocarcinoma, respectively, were found. In the liver, bone and nasal mucosa, pronounced
differences were found between the exposed dogs and the controls. No tumors were found
in these organs in the control dogs except for two bile duct adenomas in the liver. A large
number of liver tumors, both malignant (hemangiosarcoma, hepatocellular carcinoma,
cholangiocarcinoma and neurofibrosarcoma) and beniJ.n (biliary cystadenoma and bile duct
adenoma) were found in do§A exposed to 144ce or 1 7cs but not to 90sr. In contrast, the
tumorigenic response in the Sr-exposed dogs was primarily the occurrence of bone tumors
(osteosarcoma, hemangiosarcoma and fibrosarcoma). No bone tumors were seen in the other
groups except one osteosarcoma that occurred in a 144 Ce-exposed dog at 2.2 y after
exposure. Tumors in the nasal mucosa, mostly carcinomas, occurred in all three studies, but
not in the controls. The relative distribution of tumors between the 144 cec13 and 90src12
studies is consistent with the dosimetB' information in Table 2. The occurrence of tumors
in the livers and nasal mucosa of 13 CsCl-exposed dogs indicates that these tissues are
relatively responsive to this radiation insult.
These initial analyses have been directed to organs and tissues that have been clearly
identified as targets of radiation from these and other internally deposited radionuclides.
Investigations are continuing on the question of whether additional organs or tissues may also
be at risk from these different patterns of chronic beta irradiation. These results are
providing valuable in vivo information on the appropriateness of current radiation-protection
practices for internally deposited radionuclides.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS: Research supported by the U.S. DOE/OHER under Contract
No. DE-AC04-76EV01013 in facilities fully accredited by the American Association for the
Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care.
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PRELIMINARY EARLY EVALUATION OF RADIATION ACUTE SYNDROME
SEVERITY IN AN ANIMAL MODEL.
Gimenez, J.C.; Nasazzi, N.B.;Taja,M.R.,Nagle,C.*; Dubner,D.;
Di Rizzio, C.**
Comisi6n Nacional de Energia At6mica
Centro de Educaci6n Medica e Investigaciones Clinicas*
Academia Nacional de Medicina**
SUMMARY
To
improve
the
knowledge
of
Radiation
Acute
Syndrome
radiopathological picture , whole body X-rays irradiation at
2Gy of a primate (Cebus apella paraguayanus) used as model has
been performed.
Early evaluations of clinical symptoms and dose and damage
biological indicators have shown that this primate has given
out similar responses to those of man.
INTRODUCTION
All
accidental
overexposures,
particulary
Chernobyl
and
Goiania, have made evident the need to evaluate even more
precisely the severity of the Radiation Acute Syndrome during
the first days in order to decide the specific treatment (1,2)
A delay in applying a compensatory treatment may be as fatal
as an early supplying of a substitutive one(3). The difficulty
in evaluating the RAS severity in the shortest time is due to
complex accidental circumstances,
variability in clinical
response
and
imprecise
knowledge
of
the
underlying
radiopathological mechanisms.
In order to increase and to improve the information about
these }.nfr(:·quE:nt 3vents it is necessary to obtain data from
animal models which may reproduce accidental situations.
Cebus apeL.a pP.::-aguayanus is a
primate wioh has shown
cytogenetical radiosensitivity similar to that of man and this
fact makes this species an interesting potential model (4).
The variables chosen to define therapeutical behaviour were:
a) Dose biological indicators (5) which may predict how deep
and severe overexposure has been.
·
b) Damage indicators which may predict clinical evolution
through the insufficiency degree of affected organs.
The
information
obtained
from
both
indicators
is
complementary.
Intensive care of the overexposured animal model necessarily
implies some analysis of the mechanisms and stages of
radiation induced damage.
According to overexposure dose and dose rate,
there are
different degrees of insufficiency in different tissues, some
of which have high vi tal hierarchy such as the hemopoietic,
gastrointestinal and neurovascular ones. Evolution to lethal
condition
is
nnt
fr~qPent
when
multlp8.:renchy'11atous
insufficiencies are not evident (6).
It
is
not
simple
to
distinguish
deviations
of
the
physiological state from insufficiencies or transitory stages
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strictly physiologically generated by the lost of functional
balance. It is necessary to develop a repeatable quantificator
to
diagnose
insufficiency
and
its
severity
degree,
particularly when RAS clinical and humoral expressions appear
relatively late.
All above mentioned
leads to
a wide physiopathological
approach such as that applied to Multiple Organ System Failure
(7,8).

Radiation Acute Syndrome objective evaluation needs to take
into account severity and chronometry of dose and damage
biological indicators.
The aim of this work is to establish multiple correlations
between dose and damage indicators observed during the first 2
or 3 days to in order to:
- Found therapeutic decisions.
- Interpret radiopathological mechanisms.
Train medical staff to assist accidentaly overexposured
people.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
An adult female primate has been X-Rays whole- body irradiated
with the following exposure conditions: 200 Kvp. 10 mA, 0,25
Gy/min.
Previous dosimetry with a phantom and TLD dosimeters have been
performed. The entrance dose has been 2 Gy and oulet dose has
been 1.8 Gy.
A LD50 of approximately 4 Gy is supposed.
RESULTS
1) Dose indicators
a) Cytogenetical Dosimetry: dicentrics + rings/cell has been
0.38 dic.+rings/cell (human frequency: 0.34 die+ rings/cell).
b) Taurine quantification: in 24 hours taurine in plasma had
not increased as expected, whereas a non identified compound,
next in its position in the chromatography column, had.
c) a-amylase has doubled in 6 hours, while TGO, CPK and LDH
have increased 24 hours post irradiation 4, 20 and 10 times
respectively.
2) Damage indicators
a) Blood parameters
-Peripheral blood: the kinetics of blood cells concentration
related to time for equal dose, has been similar to that of
man, though it has shown a more marked tendency to cell
depletion, except for platelets. Neutrophilea increased 260%,
24 hours later. During this time lympr'"lcytes he.,•e decreased
50%. From this moment neutrophiles have reached the lowest
value (20%) in 20-22 days. Lymphocytes have reduced to minimal
value (14%) 8 days post-irradiation.
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Platelets have
increased
175%
fluctuations between 75% to 125% of
Reticulocytes have increased 4% in
to minimum (0.12%) the 6th. day
fluctuated during follow-up between

in
24 hours
for
later
control values.
48 hours; they have reduced
post-irradiation and have
0.5% and 1%

-Bone marrow: Previous to irradiation,slides for mononuclear
cells recognition, reccount and recovering have been performed
(24 E6 cells/ml.).
A few hours after irradiation cell changes had not been
observed yet. On the 14th. day post-irradiation an 370%
lymphocyte increase and megakaryocytes disappearance has been
observed.
Cultures from a withdrawal made some hours after irradiation
have
not
developed colonies;
only a
fibroblastic
type
monolayer has been formed.
The cultures set-up on the 14th. day post-irradiation has
developed CFU-GEMM colonies,
whose size was similar or
slightly inferior to that of man, particularly erytrocytes
"'burst" type, having few hemoglobinized cells.
More than 50% of granulocytes colonies have inmature cells.
The number of colonies has decreased in all lineages except
for some very compact macrophagic colonies, whose number has
increased.
The cell stroma was abundant till 14th. day; then its
decreased till all cells disappeared one month later.
b) Metabolic parameters
The acid-base balance has moved towards metabolic acidosis.
Chloride has significantly increased. Glucemia has doubled in
24 hours and at the same time uremia has decreased.
c) E.r..docrinological parameters
Premature luteinization of the growing folicule has been
observed, with a later insufficient luteal phase.
Thyroid parameters have ranged within control values. T3 has
had greatest fluctuations.
CONCLUSIONS
A preliminary assay of primate acute overexposure evaluation
has given out similar responses to those of man, even though
hemopoietic radiosensitivity (except for platelets) has been
more marked than human.
Cell kinetics has been similar.
Deep changes in bone marrow cell stroma has been observed.
However, in 50 days recovery has been complete.
The stable platelet concentration is associated with high
megacaryocytes proliferation.
Metabolic parameters and acid-base state have been modified
with the same trend as that of man but more highly marked.
There has been an outstanding premature luteinization of
growing folicule.
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Primate has not shown clinical manifestations during the
period of observations.
The handling of the animai model has been an adequate stage of
operative
trainning
for
medical
personnel
who
treat
overexposured people.
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SUMMARY
Class I and II HLA antigenic expression was explored before and at
various intervals after a 10 Gy total body irradiation delivered in 4 hours,
before allogeneic bone marrow graft for various hematologic malignancies. A
reliable class I HLA typing appears to be possible in almost all cases 6 to
8 hours after the start of irradiation, but is only possible in 5/12
patients after 24 hours. Preliminary results with class II antigens might
suggest a still higher "fragility• of this antigen class. These results urge
to take blood samples for HLA grouping as soon as possible after an
accidental whole body irradiation.

INTRODUCTION
In a situation of accidental total body irradiation, allogeneic bone
marrow transplantation from a HLA-compatible donor may represent the only
therapeutic solution. In such a case, the class I and II HLA antigenic
profile of the irradiated recipient must be precisely known, in order to be
able to look for a HLA compatible donor among the relatives or in a donor
"bank•.
The total body irradiation (TBI), part of the conventional
conditioning regimen before bone marrow transplantation for various
hematologic malignant disorders (mostly leukemias), represents an
interesting "model•, since it mimicks an accidental high-dose whole body
irradiation.
This model was used in a series of 14 patients to study the
expression of class I and II antigens after a 10 Gy-4 hour therapeutic TBI,
in order to try and answer the questions
is it possible to define a
precise HLA typing after such an irradiation ? And, if yes, how long after
TBI the identification of a precise HLA profile remain possible in those
patients ?

METHODS AND MATERIALS
a) Irradiation technique
The series is comprised of 14 patients who were given a total body
irradiation by 18 MV photons of a linear accelerator (SATURN£ GE-CGR MeV),
using two antero-posterior and postero-anterior beams at a SSD (Skin-Source
Distance) of 4 meters, according to usual technique of the Institute Gustave
Roussy.
The total dose, calculated at mid-depth of the abdomen, was 10 Gy.
The lung dose was reduced to 8 Gy by an appropriate lead shielding.
The irradiation was delivered in an overall time period of 4 hours
with
several interruptions. The "instantaneous• dose rate was 12 cGy/min,
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while the "mean" dose rate (taking into account the 4 hour setting) was
about 4 cGy/min.
A double extemporaneous in vivo dosimetry (semiconductors and
thermoluminescent dosimeters) precisely ensured the delivery of the
prescribed dose.
An additional chemotherapy, usually using cyclophosphamide, was
systematically given AFTER irradiation (more than 24 hours afterwards),
therefore non interfering with this study of antigen expression in the first
24 hours after irradiation.
b) Patients
Fourteen patients were entered in the study. Sex, age and disease
are reported in table 1.

TABLE 1

Patient
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Sex
F
F
M
M
M
M
F
M
M
F
F
M
M
M

Years
26
21
55
30

4.5
38
34
24
21
21
38
21
22

21

Tvoe of disease
Hodgkin's disease (HD)
Chronic Mvelogeneous Leukemia (CML
Mveloma
CML
Acute lvmphoblastic Leukemia (ALL)
Acute Mvelo"id Leukemia
CML
Lvmohoblastic Lvmohoma (LL)
LL
LL
CML
ALL
CML
Low grade Non Hodgkin's Lvmohoma

c) Class I and II HLA subtyping was performed using the conventional
serologic technique (microlymphocytoxicity). We considered, as widely
accepted, that a minimum antigenic expression of 70 % was necessary for the
typing to be reliable. Molecular biology procedures were not utilized in
this study.

RESULTS
1) Class I HLA anti~ens.
The mean expression of class I HLA antigens before irradiation (HO),
then 6, 8, 17 and 24 hours after the initiation of the 10 Gy- 4 hour
irradiation, respectively, is given for each patient in table 2.
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TABLE 2
Class I HLA antigen Mean expression.

Patient

ID

H6

H8

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

78.75%
46.14%
69.92%
95.57%
95.83%
82.95%
100.00%
71.73%
97.97%
77.86%
81.94%
82.50%
100.00%
97.92%

83.65%
52.20%
66.59%
89.38%
83.33%
78.66%
73.96%
71.35%

n.d
n.d
n.d
n.d
n.d
n.d
n.d
n.d

n.d
n.d
n.d
n.d
n.d
n.d

88.07%
69.53%
72.22%
63.13%
100.00%
96.35%

10
11
12
13
14

H17
n.d
n.d
n.d
n.d
n.d
n.d
n.d
n.d
n.d
n.d
65.63%

H24
63.25%
14.43%
~
~

73.61%
81.16%
31.77%
~

74.48%
61.20%
62.50%

n.d

n.d

87.78%
91.88%

87.78%
83.54%

( n.d : not done)
Before irradiation, Class I HLA typing appears to be reliable in
13/14 patients.
- Six hours after the irradiation start, HLA typing remains possible
for all the 7 tested patients for whom typing was initially possible.
- Eight hours after the beginning of irradiation, 4 out 6 tested
patients exhibit a sufficient antigenic expression for a reliable typing.
- At 17 hours, the number of tested patients (3) is too small for
any serious conclusion to be drawn.
- Twenty-four hours after the irradiation start, a class I HLA
antigen typing could be reliably performed in only 5 out of 12 tested
patients with initial reliable typing.
Table 2 emplasizes the large interindividual variations of the mean
value of class I antigenic expression over time. Moreover, for a given
patient, we were able to demonstrate different evolutions with time of the
expression of the various class I antigen (data not shown), thus suggesting
different •fragilities" of the various class I antigens after irradiation ;
A1, B35 and B44 expression would seem more "resistant" after irradiation in
this series.
2) Class II HLA antigens
This study was initiated later ; this explains why only 6 patients
were explored.
Before irradiation, only 4 patients out of 6 could benefit from a
precise class I I HLA typing (possibly because of the type of previous
chemotherapy in 2 patients (?).
Three of the 4 patients with initial typing were tested at 8 hours ;
class II antigen typing was still possible in 2 cases.
Twenty four hours after the irradiation, class II antigenic typing
was only possible in one case out of the 4 initially reliably typed.
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CONCLUSIONS
- For class I l'histocompatibility antigens, a precise typing seems
to be possible in a majority of cases 6 to 8 hours after the start of a 10
Gy-4 hour total body irradiation, but is only possible in 5/12 patients at
24 hours.
- For class II HLA antigens, the small number of patients presently
enrolled in our study precludes any valid conclusion. Our preliminary data
could only suggest a "sensitivity" to irradiation -at least- equal to the
one of class I antigens.
These results urge to take blood sample for HLA typing as soon as
possible after an accidental irradiation, since a 20-24 hours delay would
preclude the precise HLA typing of an irradiated individual in a significant
proportion of cases.
In case of impossibility of HLA grouping by serologic techniques,
one should be ready to resort to the new of molecular biology techniques.
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CHRONIC IONIZING RADIATION EXPOSURE
AS A TUMOR PROMOTER IN MOUSE SKIN
R.E.J. Mitchel and A. Trivedi
AECL Research
Chalk River Laboratories
Chalk River, Ontario, Canada
ABSTRACT
We have tested a chronic exposure to 9 o Y betaradiation as a tumor promoter in mouse skin previously
exposed to a chemical tumor initiator.
Three different
tests of radiation as a stage I tumor promoter, in skin
subsequently given chemical stage I I promotion, all
indicated that the beta-radiation acted as a weak stage I
skin tumor promoter.
It showed no action as either a stage
II or complete tumor promoter.
INTRODUCTION
Tests of ionizing radiation for its action at the
promotion step in the multi-step process of carcinogenesis
have usually indicated a lack of tumor promotion by single
or multiple doses of radiation ( 1, 2).
One test of -yradiation as a stage I promoter, given as two doses of 1.0
Gy each to DMBA initiated mouse skin, and followed by a
chemical stage II promoter also failed to produce tumors
( 3).
In spite of these negative results, exposure of cells
to ionizing radiation results in expression of protein
kinase C, C-jun and C-fos (4,5), molecular changes
associated with tumor promotion.
In vivo tumor promotion by
ionizing radiation may therefore occur only at certain doses
or dose rates.
In this paper we present the results of our
tests of chronic exposure to 90 Y beta-radiation as a stage
I, stage II or complete tumor promoter in mouse skin.
EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS
Groups of female 7-8 week old SENCAR mice had their
dorsal skins initiated by a single topical application of 10
nmol of the carcinogen 7, 1 2, dimethylbenz (a )anthracene
(DMBA, in acetone).
Some groups subsequently received the
complete chemical tumor promoter 1 2-0-tetradecanoylphorbol13-acetate ( TPA, 2 J,Lg in acetone, twice/week) for 1 3-2 0
weeks, after which time multiple skin tumors appeared on the
mice.
For some groups chemical promotion was broken into
two steps, stages I and II.
Those groups received TPA stage
I promotion, as above for 2 weeks only, followed by mezerein
(4 J,Lg) applied in the same protocol for an additional 13
weeks.
Multiple skin tumors also appeared after this
treatment.
Some groups had their dorsal skins irradiated
90
with a
Y source at a surface dose rate of 13.4 mGy/s,
twice/week for varying periods (chronic exposure).
Table 1 shows the results of two tests of multiple
0.5 Gy p-radiation exposures as a complete promoter in DMBA
initiated skin.
Used alone this radiation exposure produced
no tumors, and in conjunction with the complete chemical
promoter significantly reduced (p<0.001) the tumor
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frequency.
The reduction in tumor frequency may be
attributable to radiation induced death of initiated cells.
Table 1:

Test
No.

Chronic p-Radiation Exposure as a Complete Tumor
Promoter.
Treatment•

No.
Animals

1

DMBA ... No promotion
DMBA ... TPA (13 weeks)
DMBA ... 0.5 Gy (13 weeks)

2

DMBA ... TPA (15 weeks)
DMBA ... TPA + 0.5 Gy
( 15 weeks)

Tumors/Animal
± SD

23
25
100

0
9. 72 + 0.45

25
22

14.21 ± 0.30
9.88 ± 0.54

0

• TPA treatment twice per week
0.5 Gy exposure twice per week.
Table 2 shows the tests of chronic exposure to pradiation used as a stage II promoter in a two stage
promotion protocol. DMBA initiated skin, stage I promoted
with TPA (2 weeks) followed by 13 weeks of chemical stage II
promotion by mezerein produced multiple tumors/animal.
Substituting p-radiation exposure (0.5 Gy, twice/week, 13
weeks) for mezerein resulted in essentially no tumors
indicating that this radiation exposure did not act as a
stage II promoter.
The reduced tumor frequency seen when
chronic radiation exposure was given prior to or with the
chemical stage II promoter, again may be attributable to
radiation induced cell death.
Three protocols were used to test chronic radiation
exposure as a stage I tumor promoter (Table 3).
In the
first, initiated skin was subsequently exposed to radiation
alone as a stage I promoter followed by chemical stage II
promotion.
For the second protocol, initiated skin was
subsequently treated with a combination of radiation and a
chemical stage I promoter (TPA), followed by chemical stage
II promotion.
The third protocol gave the radiation
exposure entirely preceding the initiation, which was then
followed by chemical promotion.
In all three cases the
radiation significantly (p<0.05) increased the tumor
frequency, in spite of the concurrent, radiation induced
loss of initiated cells shown in Tables 1 and 2.
At the doses and dose rates tested the action of pradiation as a stage I tumor promoter was weak in comparison
to the chemical promoters, consistent with its relatively
weak action as a tumor initiator ( 6) or progressing agent
( 1).
However, its promotion action was offset by its
apparent lethal action on initiated cells.
At lower dose
rates, lethal
effects may diminish and enhance the
effectiveness of radiation as a promoter.
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Table 2:

Chronic fl-Radiation Exposure as a Stage II Tumor
Promoter.
TREATMENT•

DMBA
DMBA
DMBA
DMBA
DMBA

NO.
ANIMALS

... TPA -+
(2 wks)
... TPA-+

Mezerein
(13 wks)
no treatment
(2 wks)
(13 wks)
-+ TPA ... 0. 5 Gy
(2 wks)(13 wks)
... TPA -+ 0.5 Gy + Mezerein
(2 wks)
(13 wks)
-+ TPA -+ 0 . 5 Gy -+ Mezerein
(2 wksH13 wks)
(13 wks)
a

TUMORS/ANIMALS

± so

24

6.05 ± 0.29

25

0

25

0.14 ± 0.03

25

4.79 ± 0.26

25

4.53 ± 0.28

TPA, Mezerein and/or radiation (0.5 Gy) were
all applied twice per week for the indicated time.

Since stage I promotion can occur prior to the DNA
damaging initiating event in cells ( 7), it is likely to
depend on an inducible biological process which subsequently
acts on the initiated cell to produce the change necessary
for this step in carcinogenesis.
We have
other
(unpublished) evidence that tumor promotion is a process
which occurs naturally, in the absence of stimulation by
chemical or physical agents.
We suggest that the chronic
radiation exposure prior to or after tumor initiation
stimulates this natural process, such that when an
initiating event occurs, there is an increased probability
that stage I promotion will also occur and tumor frequency
will consequently rise.
Table 3:

Chronic p-Radiation Exposure as a Stage I Tumor
Promoter.

Test
No.
1

No.
Tumors/Animal
Animals
± so

Treatment"
DMBA-+ No treatment ... Mezerein
(13 wks)
(13 wks)
DMBA-+ 0. 5 Gy -+ Mezerein
(13 wks)
(13 wks)
DMBA

2
DMBA
MNNG

... TPA-+
(2 wks)
... TPA +
... TPA

Mezerein
(13 wks)
0. 5 Gy -+ Mezerein

(20 wks)
0. 5 Gy -+ MNNG ... TPA
(4 wks)
(20 wks)

3

a

24

3.46 ± 0. 1 6

25

3.99 ± 0.23

24

6.05 ± 0.29

25

6.95 ± 0.43

25

4.73 ± 0.23

23

5.47 ± 0.37

Chemical tumor promotion or radiation exposure
(0.5 Gy) was twice per week.
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CONCLUSIONS
Chronic exposure to 9 0 Y beta-radiation does not act
as a complete tumor promoter or a stage II tumor promoter in
mouse skin previously exposed to a tumor initiator.
However, it does act as a stage I skin tumor promoter
possibly by stimulating or inducing a naturally occurring
stage I tumor promotion process in cells.
This result
suggests that chronic exposure to radiation may increase the
risk of tumor formation in persons exposed to a previous or
subsequent tumor initiating dose.
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GENE CONVERSION IN YEAST AS A FUNCTION OF LINEAR ENERGY
TRANSFER (LET) FOR LOW-LET RADIATION
J.R. Johnson*, P. Unrau and D.P. Morrison
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, Chalk River Laboratories,
Chalk River, Ontario KOJ IJO
*Current address :
Washington 99352

Pacific Northwest Laboratory,

Richland,

ABSTRACT
The relative biological effectiveness (RBE) for low
linear energy transfer (LET) radiation is known to depend on
such factors as LET and dose rate.
Microdosimetric
calculations indicate that the biological target size could
also be an important parameter, and calculations predict that
the RBE for effects produced by hits in target sizes below
about 100 nm should be unity for all low-LET radiation.
We
have measured the RBE for gene conversion in yeast (a small
target) for five different low-LET photon sources, and the
results were consistent with an RBE of unity. This finding is
consistent with microdosimetric predictions.
INTRODUCTION
Radiation quality is normally estimated using the linear
energy transfer (LET). Radiation with LETs less than 10 keV
1-£m- 1 are called low-LET, and the quality-factor-versus-LET
relationship predicts a range in radiation quality of about
0.5 to 2.< 1 J Similar values are predicted when the quantt'ty
of linear energy is used to define radiation quality. 2 J
However, linear energy theory predicts that radiation quality
is dependent on the size of the biological target, and the
theory also predicts that the ratio of tritium beta rays (LET
~ 6.5 keV 1-£m- 1 ) to 60 co gamma rays (LET < 1 keV 1-£m- 1 ) has a
maximum of about 3 for target sizes of 1 to 3 p.m, ~nd
decreases to unity for smaller and larger target sizes.< 3 J
Gene conversion in irradiated yeast is generally thought
to result from DNA damage in the immediate vicinity of the
mutant gene. such damage presents a small target that can be
used to test microdosimetric predictions. The repair of this
damage can result in the mutant gene's being converted to the
"wild" type that will form colonies when plated onto growth
medium. These colonies can be counted; thus, the cpnversion
yield is considered a function of dose estimated.( 4 J
EXPERIMENTAL
Two
mutant varieties of
the yeast Saccharomyces
cerevisaie were first irradiated with five different sources
of low-LET radiations normally encountered in the workplace.
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Fig. 1. Typical results
obtained for gene conversion
yield as a function of dose.
The dose to cells from the
50 kVp x-rays is considerably less than the dose in
air.

Fig. 2. Experimental
arrangement to measure
doses to cells. The ion
chamber was at an equal
dose position to the luci te
test tubes containing yeast
cells in suspension.

After each exposure, gene-conversion yields in the yeast were
measured (see Fig. 1).
The following radiations were used:
50 to 150 kVp x-rays from a thin window (2.5 mm Be) x-ray
tube, 150 and 300 kVp x-rays from a thick window (0.4 mm Cu)
x-ray tube, and 60 co gamma rays. The x-rays emitted from the
thin window tube have a much higher LET (50 kVp thin window ~
7.5 keV ~m- 1 , 150 kVp thin window~ 2.5 keV ~m- 1 ) than those
from the thick window tube (150 thick window = 1.5 keV ~m- 1 ,
300 thick window= 1.0 keV ~m- 1 ).
The gamma rays from 60 co
have an even lower LET (-0.26 keV ~m- 1 ). The dose rates used
in all the experiments were about 100 rad/min, which, as shown
by the authors' previous experience with this system, is well
below that which produces dose rate effects.< 4 T
Cells were suspended in growth medium in lucite test
tubes (see Fig. 2) and maintained at 0°C (ice bath) during
irradiation.
To give yields under both oxic and anoxic
conditions, either air (0 2 ) or nitrogen (N 2 ) gas was bubbled
through the medium.
Typical results are shown in Fig. 1. The slopes (bi) of
straight line fits to the data were estimated and their ratios
and uncertainties obtained from the formula
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R

These slopes are given in Table 1.
returned by the fitting routine.

~bi

are the uncertainties

The much lower yield for the 50 kVp irradiation was
because the average dose to cells for these low-energy x-rays
is much smaller than that in air. (Absorption of radiation by
the lucite tube and by the suspension caused this reduction in
dose.)
For all irradiations, the absorption was estimated
using two methods. First, theoretical energy spectra of the
x-rays were used to calculate the average dose to cells by
using known absorption cross sections. These values were then
checked by inserting the ion-chamber into a water-filled tube
(Fig. 2) and measuring the average dose. The correction for
absorption was applied to the ratio of slopes to obtain the
RBEs in Table 2.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The estimated RBEs (Table 2) for the TRP (N 2 ) mutant are
all less than 1, and those for the HIS (0 2 ) are all greater
than 1, indicating that there may be some unexplained bias in
the results. However, the overall results are consistent with
an RBE close to unity and serve as experimental support for
the predictions of the microdosimetric theory that the RBE for
low-LET
irradiation
of
small
biological
targets
is
approximately one.
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TABLE 1. Ratio of the slopes obtained from the straight line
fitting routine to the gene conversion data (See Fig. 1) • The
values in parentheses are twice the standard error calculated
from the error estimate in the slope as returned by the fitting routine.
Experiment (1) results are with the thick
window x-ray set, and (2) results are with the thin window.
Ratio of Slopes
TRP

HIS

Experiment

02

N2

02

300 ( 1)

1.02(0.03)

0.84(0.05)

0.99(0.07)

0.95(0.05)

150 ( 1)

1. 00 ( 0. 03)

0.92(0.03)

0.97(0.07)

0.94(0.05)

150 (2)

0.42(0.03)

0.41(0.01)

0.51(0.03)

0.48(0.02)

50 ( 2)

0.34(0.03)

0.31(0.01)

0.41(0.04)

0.34(0.03)

N2

TABLE 2.
RBEs for gene conversion in yeast induced by the
indicated x-rays, as compared to 60 co gamma rays. The values
in parentheses are twice the standard error, including the
estimated contribution from uncertainty in dose estimates.
Experiment (1) results are with thick window x-ray set, and
(2) results are with the thin window.
Corrected RBE
TRP

HIS

X-ray
Source

02

N2

02

300 (1)

1.07(0.05)

0.88(0.06)

1.04(0.08)

1.00(0.06)

150 (1)

1.05(0.05)

0.97(0.05)

1.02(0.08)

0.99(0.06)

150 ( 2)

0.93(0.08)

0.91(0.06)

1.13(0.08)

1.07(0.07)

50 ( 2)

1. 02 ( 0. 14)

0.93(0.11)

1.23(0.17)

1. 02 ( 0. 14)

N2
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TAURINE AS A BIOLOGICAL DOSIMETER.
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ITS DETERMINATION IN
PHASE HIGH-PERFOMANCE

M.
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Buenos Aires, Argentina."
ABSTRACT
Taurina, which is the metabolic end-product of cysteine
shows a dose dependent change in urinary excretion after
radiation exposure.
The results of whole
body
gamma
irradiated rats with doses of C0-60 ranging from 100 cGy to
800 cGY are expresed as percent increase of taurine in urine
in the first 48 hours postirradiation and confirm the
existence of a linear relationship.
INTRODUCTION:
To predict the medical consequences of accidental
irradiation,the absorbed dose has to be determined with a
sufficient degree of accuracy and precision.
It is also
essential that the dose information can be produced within an
acceptable time period, before clinical symptoms requiring
important medical treatment are manifiest. So, known dose
effect relationship reproducibility of observations and early
availabi ty of results are some of the basic t·equirements for
practical applicability of bio-indicators.
Biochemical analysis of the metabolic patterns in the
body can provide information on cellular disturbances that
may arise due to the radiation exposure.
There is a general increase in the levels of aminoacid
in the urine of animals and humans during the first day after
irradiation.
The
relative enhancement depends on the absolute
excreted amount and on the metabolism of the specific
aminoacids. Accordingly, the excretion of aminoacids is not
usually an appropiate indicator.
However, taurine, a metabolic end product of the
aminoacid cysteine, shows a dose dependent change in urinary
excretion after irradiation.
Raghavan et al.
(1) showed a linear dose-response
relationship in urinary taurine of rats measured at 24 He.
postirradiation with dose ranging from 100 cGy to BOO cGy of
X rays.
In this work we estimated taurine in urine collected
during the first 48 hours postirradiation, and the results
are expressed as percent increa~e respect to control value.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS:
rats
(Wistar)
weighing 200-250 g,
Normal
male
mainteined on stock laboratory diet, were used in the
experiments.
Whole body gamma irradiation was carried out with Co-60
Picker C4M60 unit at a rate of 29.3 cGy/min, total doses
ranging 100 to BOO cGy.
The rats were housed in individual metabolic cages for
urine collection. The urine was collected at intervale of
24s. , in flasks containing a few drops of toluene.
It was ensured that there was no contamination of urine
by water and fRece~.
'!';,urine Wlit:: linalyaed by rever~:~ed-phaee HPLC after
mixed-bed iun-exchange clean up and precolumn derivatization
with Dansyl Chloride based on the method of Marquez et al.
( 2).

Briefly,
1 ml samples of urine were deproteinized
adding 0.1 ml 3.2 M of perchloric acid and filtered through
an ion-exchange clean up column to remove aminoacide that
could interfere with taurine separation by HPLC. Columns were
prepared according to Larsen et al. (3).
Separation of Dansyl derivatives was carried out on a
5 ~ Supelcosil LC-18 reversed phase column (150 x 4.6 mm
I.D., Supelco, Bellefonte, PA, U.S.A.).
Two mobile phase were used: a) methanol 14%, b) 0.6%
acetic acid with 0.008% triethylamine in water solution
(30:70). It was delivered at a flow rate of 1.5 ml/min and
constant room temperature. Detection at 250 nm of wavelength
were performed.
RESULTS:
The excretion values of urinary taurine of rate at 24,
48 and 72 hours after exposure are shown in table 1.
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TABLE 1
URINARY EXCRETION OF TAURINE (umoles/24 hours)

Dose (cGY)

100

300

500

600

Control*

76.0
30.1

87.2
35.0

77.1
31.6

30.4
9.9

50.
19.2

57.8
20.2

126.7
53.2

130.0
49.0

52.0
16.6

100.6
27.2

24.2
7.7

32.2
10.2

67.3
20.1

36.5
14.6

57.7
17.8

~:l8.

ti0.3
20.7

47.2
13.2

36.1
10.1

28.9
6.6

S.D.
24 Hours

S.D.
48 Hours

S.D.
72 Hours

S.D.

*

7
16.6

BOO

Before Irradiation

Taurina levels reach a peak at 24 hours and return to
normal values at 48 hours. After 72 hours, taurina levels
decrease below control values.
The increase during the first 48. hours postirradiation
taken in percentage of controls were plotted against doses
and a linear correlation was found (fig. 1 ).
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DISCUSSION:
A number of studies have shown an enhancement in the
urinary excretion of taurine after accidental exposures and
in irradiated rats and mice.
The present results confirm that increase and the
existence of a lin~ar relationship up to a dose of 800 cGy.
The lower limit of dose detection is restricted to 100 cGy.
However,
the values obtained are not in agreement with
the findings of Raghavan and Nadkarmi showing a persistence
of high taurine levels after 72 hours of
high
dose
irradiation. We have found a decrease of the mean values in
irradiatP-d sampleR below of control ones, at that time.
It may be questioned the validity of this assay
pointing out the relatively great fluctuation in the "normal"
physloJo~lcHL
tHurlne status in urine and plasma, but this
level is restored ttfter 4tl-72 hours postirradiation and can
be estimated for each individual.
The
technique used provides accurate and precise
quantitation of taurine in biological materials within 70
minutes.
The level of urinary taurine may be useful for high
dose ranges in the early evaluation of radiation injury.
REFERENCES:
1- Raghavan, K. G.,Int. J. Radiat. Biol., 1970, 18 (41-49)
2- Marquez, F. J., J. Chromatogr., 1986, 380 (275-283)
3- Larsen, B. J. Chromatogr. Sci., 1980, 18 (233-236)
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RESPONSES OF GAMMA IRRADIATED MICE TO a-TOCOPHEROL
N. M. Eliosoff, D. Dubner and P. Gisone
Comisi6n Nacional de Energia At6mica
Gerencia de Seguridad Radiol6gica y Nuclear
Buenos Aires. Argentina
ABSTRACT
CB57 female mice whole body gamma irradiated were
·orally administered with acetate DL-a-tocopherol.
It was
observed a higher survival in a-tocopherol treated groups up
to 14 th and 10th days wibh doses of 8.5 and 10 Gy
respectively and a greater bone marrow cellularity at day 10
in a-tocopherol treated group irradiated with 10 Cy.
INTRODUCTION
Radiation-induced damage to biological membr'anes is
important because these celular elements perform a decisive
role in the functional organization of the cell: In view of
the importance of a-tocopherol in membrane structure, we
chose this drug to test its action not only in protecting
against initial radiation damage but also in the recovery
from radiation stress.
Rejholcova and als.
(1) found an increase in lipid
peroxidation from the 13th pbstirradiation day after doses of
6.8 Gy. They suggested this peroxidation was the result of
metabolic disorganization caused by the radiation sickness.
In this work we used higher doses of radiation (8.5 1 and
10 Gy) and assuming that increase in lipid peroxidation could
be observed earlier, the a-tocopherol was administered to
mice inmediately after exposure and 4 and 7 days later.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
CB57 female mice, 8 weeks old, weighing 18-20g were
whole body gamma irradiated with doses of Co-60 (8.5-10 Gy,
dose rate 0.25 Gy/min).
Acetate DL-a-tocopherol (50mg/kg body weight) using
corn
oil
as carrier was orally administered to mice
inmediately after exposure and 4 and 7 days later. Animals
treated with only corn oil served as control.
Damage was assesed using mortality as endpoint. Animals
were observed daily from the first day following irradiation.
A group was sacrified at different times, and the other one
when terminally moribund. Splenic weight and bone marrow and
splenic cellularity were evaluated at different times (3-816-23 and 30 days). Body weight was daily monitored.
Data represent mean values obtained from 4
experiments and were analyned using Student t test.
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RESULTS
Survival data are summarized in Table 1.
SURVIVAL
DOSE

= 8.5

day

a-tocopherol

0
7
10
14
30

100.0%
97.6%
84.6%
61.1%
21.2%

TABLE 1

Gy

DOSE

control

= 10

a-tocopherol

control

100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
11.8%
0.0%

100.0%
85.4%
81.1%
57.1%
32.2%

Gy

100.0%
84.2%
52.9%
0.0%

The a-tocopherol and control groups irradiated with 8.5
Gy showed a significant mortality by the 30 dayy. but up to
14th day a-tocopherol treated group had greater survival than
control one. Although a dose of 10 Gy resulted in 100%
lethality of treated and control animals by day 15 after
irradiation,
treated
group had a significantly higher
survival than control one up to lOth day.
The body weight was decreased by about 20% on day 2
postirradiation in treated and control groups irradiated with
8.5 Gy. The growth recovered to the normal level by 30 days
(fig. 1). Animals irradiated with 10 Gy did not reach normal
weight until the end of the experience. Although the va.lues
are not significant, body weight in a-tocopherol treated
group tended to be greater than control one (fig. 2).
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Relative to normal (nonirradiated mice) the splenic
weight of 8.5 Gy irradiated animals was reduced to ~30% at day
3 postirradiation and so on up to day 20, when it was observed
an overshoot. Thirty days were needed for recovery to the
control level (fig.3). A similar initial fall was observed in
mice irradiated with 10
Gy.
The
splenic
wei~ht
in
a-tocopherol treated group tended to increase showing a
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significant difference on day 12 (p<O.Ol).
The splenic
hyperplasia and the recovery to normal level could not be
observed because of the earlier death (fig .. 4).
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The bone marrow cellularity of both irradiated groups
(8.5
Gy)
reached
minimal
values (about 1.5% of the
nonirradiated mice) on day 3, and tended to recover ori day 12.
The complete recovery was reached on day 30 (fig.5). Bone
marrow cellularity of both irradiated groups (lOGy) decreased
significantly to 0.7% on day 4, and turned to increase
thereafter, but finally the recovery failed. However, mice
treated with a-tocopherol exhibited increased bone marrow
cellularity at day 10 postirradiation relative to control
group (fig.6).
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Qualitatively splenic cellularity was similar to bone
marrow cell counts. However in groups irradiated with 8.5 Gy
it was observed a very significant increase on day 20
postirradiation, reaching normal values on day 30, accordingly
to splenic weight.
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DISCUSSION
Although radiation lethality does not seem to be
greated affected by the oral intake of a-tocopherol after
irradiation our results show a greater survival in atocopherol treated groups up to 14th day and up to 10th day
with doses of 8.5 and 10 Gy respectively.
After total body irradiation at low doses death from
hematopoietic depletion continues beyond 10 .day, and is
complete by 15 days, while death from gut failure occurres by
day 10 at high doses.
Analysis
of
our
data would suggest ·a probable
radioprotector role of a-tocopherol on bone marrow syndrome.
With doses of 8.5 Gy, the differences between bone marrow and
splenic cellularity in a-tocopherol and control groups were
not significant, but the survival of a-tocopherol treated
group was higher than control one up to 14th day.
In animals
irradiated with doses of 10 Gy,
it was observed not only a
higher survival up to 10th day, but also bone marrow
cellularity was greater in a-tocopherol treated group respect
to
control
one.
Alfa-tocopherol
administered
after
irradiation would help animals exposured to recover from
radiation damage, decreasing lipid peroxidation events.
It
is suggested these events are the result of a late metabolic
disorganization caused by the radiation sickness.
Although our data are not concluding they show a trend
to a radioprotector
role.
There
would
be
diferent
explanations
for
these
not
concluding
resuJts: • 1)
Alfa-tocopherol contained in corn oil (lmg/g corn oil, Rowe
and Wills,
(2)) could play certain radioprotective action,
explaining why there were not significant differences in
animal survival and bone marrow cellular counts with doses of
8.5 Gy. 2) The days chosen for the reinforcement doses of atocopherol probably were not accord to a 10 Gy dose of
radiation, being the plasmatic levels of a-tocopherol not
sufficient to prevent secondary lipid peroxidation events.
3) Alfa-tocopherol treated group irradiated with 10 Gy had
higher survival and bone marrow cellularity at day 10.
However,
this dose resulted in 100% lethality by day 15.
It
could be suggested that this mortality is
caused
by
gastrointestinal damage rather than bone marrow failure.
It
seems that a-tocopherol would prevent death from bone marrow
depletion but not from gastrointestinal injury.

REFERENCES:
1- Rejholcova,
117:21-25 (1989)
2- Rowel, L.
175-179 (1976)
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CYTOGENETICAL EVALUATION OF A NEW ANIMAL MODEL
FOR RADIOBIOLOGICAL STUDIES
Nasazzi,N.; Taja,M.R.; Nagle,C.*; Gimenez,J.C.
Comisi6n Nacional de Energia At6mica
Centro de Educaci6n Medica e Investigaciones Clinicas*
Buenos Aires - Argentina
SUMMARY
The response of a New World monkey species (Cebus apella
paraguayanus) lymphocytes to various doses of 60 Co gamma-rays
has been studied using dicentrics + rings frequency in first
mitosis and compared to that of man . Results have shown that
differences between both species are no significant.
The distribution of 200 breakpoints in G-banded metaphases has
been scored showing an excess of breaks in chromosomes 1,11,12
and 16.Terminal heterochromatic blocks differ from intercalar
heterochromatin in the response to gamma radiation being the
former more affected.
INTRODUCTION
Frequency of accidental whole-body overexposures is low even
though they may result in lethal effects. For that reason,
present
knowledge
for
diagnosis
and treatment
of such
overexposures is scanty and it is necessary to extrapolate
qualitative and quantitative data from animal models used to
reproduce accidental overexposure conditions. To extrapolate
with confidence, an adequate animal model should have a close
phylogenetical relationship and show radiosensitivity similar
to that of man.
Among New World Monkeys,
Cebus apella paraguayanus (Fisher,
1829) is one of the most widely spread species in South
America and frequently used in biomedical research. This
species has shown a successful breeding and reproduction rate
in captivity. Its karyotype has been standardized (1) and the
amounts and variations. of constitutive heterochromatin have
been characterized (2). Among Platyrrhini, this species is the
least distant to man, with about thirty five rearrangements
separating both karyotypes (3). However, previous studies have
shown that phylogenetical proximity does not necessarily imply
a similar radiosensitivity because even the higher primates
such as gorilla and chimpanzee (4) don't represent good
models, at least for quantitative estimation of cytogenetical
hazards, because chromsomal radiosensitivity is not related to
chromosome number, chromosome arm number or similarities in
the karyotypes (5) even if only first mitoses are considered.
Unstable
chromosome
aberrations
frequency
in
short-term
lymphocytes cultures is a useful tool to make direct analysis
of the
effects of ionizing radiation on human and other
species
genetic material using in-vitro irradiations or
samples from in-vivo ovesexposures.
In order to stablish if Cebus apella paraguayanus has a
chromosomal radosensitivity similar to that of man we have
estimated the frequency of unstable chromosomal aberrations
(dicentrics+rings/cell) in 48 hours lymphocytes cultures of
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both species, using eimul taneously in-vitro irradiated human
and primate blood samples with different doses of 60 Co gammaradiation, from 0.5 Gy to dosimeter saturation point.
Distribution of the breakpoints among the chromosomes involved
in the production of dicentrics and rinse has been scored in
G-banded metaphaees.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
Three human and three Cebue apella paraguayanue whole blood
samples have been irradiated by gamma-rays at high dose-rate
from a 60 Co source, pair ins a human and a monkey sample in
each irradiation at 0.5 , 1 , 2 , 3 , 5 and 6 Gy doses.
Whole-blood cultures have been immediately set-up using RPM!
1640 medium with 1-2% FHA and supplemented with FCS (15 %).
Cells have been harvested after 48 hours. At this time
practically 99 % and more than 95 % of human and monkey (own
data)
lymphocytes
respectively
are
in
first
division.
Irradiations at 7 Gy in both species indicate dosimeter
saturation ( y: 2 dic+r/cell). For that reason the higher dose
considered in data analysis has been 6 Gy.
A blood sample of Cebue apella has been irradiated at 2 Gy and
300 well spread metaphases from 48 hours cultures were used to
localize breakpoints on G-banded chromosomes following the
procedure of Seabright, 1971 {6).
RESULTS
Human results have been fitted to a linear quadratic doseeffect model,using least squares weighted method {weight: 1/y)
obtaining values of 2.613 E-02±0.01 and 5.074E-02±0.004 for a
and 6 coefficients respectively {chi-square: 2.35 E-02;DF:4).
(TABLE I)
Cebus apella results have been fitted to a quadratic doseeffect model with 5 QOefficient: 5.575 E-02 ± 0.01 {chisquare: 2.25 E-02; DF:5 ) (Fig. I ).
Background levels have been descounted from y values in each
dose and in both species. The two way analysis of variance
indicates that there is no significant difference between
species or for interaction dose-species (p > 0.05).
A total of 100 two-breaks chromosome aberrations (dicentrics +
rings) were scored in 300 G-banded karyotypee prepared from
gamma irradiated at 2 Gy cells of 48 hs culture. The
distribution of the observed number of breakpoints per
chromosome and comparison with the expected' numbers ie
presented in Table
II.
The
expected numbers has been
calculated assuming that break distribution is proportional to
chromosome corrected length in 54,XY cella,
taking into
account C-bands heteromorphisms for 11 and 19 chromosome
pairs. This specimen shows the following heterochromatic
variations: Pair 11:one chromosome (11 L) with a large-size
terminal block ( 85% of the chromosome length) and the other
{11M) with a medium-size block (75% of the chromosome length).
Pair
19:
one
chromosome
{19H)
with
an
intercalar
heterochromatic block t 40% of the. chromosome leng"Lh) and the
other without it.
The differences between the observed and expected number of
breakpoints per chromosome, determined by chi-square analysis,
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are shown in Fig. II. As can be seen, chromosomes 1 , 12 and
16 show significant excess of breakpoints (p < 0.01). A trend
toward a deficiency of breaks has been observed in chromosome
4 (.p <0. 1) and to an excess of breaks in chromosome 11 L ( p<O. 1 )
and 11 M (p < 0.05).
DISCUSSION
Even though each species fits to different modele the results
of· analysis of variance indicate that differences are no
significant. Under the light of this data this species could
be considered a model in terms of cytogenetical evaluation, at
least in the range from 0.5Gy to 6Gy. However, being ratio a/~
aproximately 0.5 Gy for man, the authors think this model
deserves further studies under this low dose, to focalize the
precise behavior of monkey chromosomes in the zone where it is
postulated that dicentrics are produced principally by one
track.
Respecting distribution of breakpoints,
the results have
indicated that chromosomes 1 , 12 and 16 have been more
frequently involved in radiation induced aberrations but they
have shown random association with the second chromosome which
takes part in each aberration. Interestingly, conspicuous
terminal heterochromatic blocks in chromosomes 11 have shown
more breaks than expected resembling chimpanzee terminal
heterochromatin behavior (7), though this species seems to be
more radiosensitive than man,
contrary to Cebus apella
paraguayanus. However,
in
the
case
of chromosome
19 H,
clustered breaks in euchromatin but none in the intercalar
heterochromatic block has been observed.If the amount and
position of heterochromatin play some role and must be taken
into account when chromosom·e radiosensitivity of a particular
species is evaluated, requires more information.
REFERENCES
1.- Matayoshi,T.;Howlin,E.;Nasazzi,N.et al. Chromosome studies
of Cebus apella: The Standard Karyotype of Cebus apella
paraguayanus, Fisher, 1829. Am.J.Primatol.10:185-193 (1986)
2.- Matayoshi,T.;Seuanez,H.;Nasazzi,N.et al. Heterochromatic
variation in Cebus apella (Cebidae,Platyrrhini) of different
geographic regions.Cytogenet.Cell Genet. 44:158-162 (1987)
3.- Dutrillaux,B. ;Muleris,M. ;Paravatou-Petsota,M. Diagrammatic
representation for chromosomal mutagenesis studies: Karyotypes
most similar to that of man. Mut.Res.,126:81-92 (1984)
4.- Leonard,A;Decat,G;L.Fabry The lymphocytes of small mammals
A model for research in cytogenetics? Mut.Res.,95:31-44 (1982)
5.-Leonard,A.; Fabry,L.;
Deknudt,G
and G.Decat. Chromosome
aberrations
as
a
measure
of
mutagenesis.
Cytogenetic
extrapolation from animal to man. Cytogenet. Cell Genet.
33:107-113.(1982)
6.- Seabright,
M.
A rapid banding technique for human
chromosomes. The Lancet 2:971-972.(1971)
7.- Paravatou-Petsota,M.;Muleris,M.; Prieur,M.and B.Dutillaux.
Diagrammatic
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The Effect of Dose Protraction on the Incidence of Lung Carcinomas in
Beagle Dogs with Internally Deposited ,8-Emitting Radionuclides
W.O. Griffith, B.B. Boecker, F.F. Hahn, B.A. Muggenburg, and M.B. Snipes
Inhalation Toxicology Research Institute, PO Box 5890, Albuquerque NM 87185 USA
ABSTRACT: Studies using Beagle dogs were conducted to understand health effects
when lung is the primary organ irradiated after inhaling insoluble radioactive particles
containing one of four ,8-emitting radionuclides, 90 Y, 91 Y, 144 Ce, or 90 Sr. The low-LET
,8 irradiation was delivered over a wide range of total doses and dose rate patterns that
protracted the dose to lung from about 1 wk to several years. The tumor incidence
rates for lung carcinomas were estimated using a proportional hazard rate model. These
studies suggest that dose protraction only affects production of lung carcinomas at doses
above 50 Gy.
INTRODUCTION: Studies using Beagle dogs were conducted to understand the
health effects of inhaling radioactive particles when lung is the primary organ irradiated. Our studies were designed to complement the limited information available from
human epidemiological studies. In this report, we present our analysis of four, ,8-emitting
radionuclides, 90 Y, 91 Y, 144 Ce, or 90 Sr, acutely inhaled as relatively insoluble particles by
young-adult dogs( 1 •2 l. This aerosol form resulted in the radiation dose being delivered
primarily to lung and adjacent tissues. These studies examined the health effects of exposure to low-LET ,B irradiation over a wide range of total doses and dose rates. The
dose-rate patterns are characterized by a decreasing dose rates due to radioactive decay and clearance of particles from the lung. These patterns protracted the dose from
a single inhalation exposure from about 1 wk to several years and are more similar to
occupational and environmental exposures than are exposures that were received by the
subjects of human epidemiology studies exposed to low-LET radiation from which regulatory limits for exposure have been developed. The exposures in the latter category
were either a single, high-dose-rate exposure for the Japanese atomic bomb survivors or
a series of high-dose-rate exposures for medically exposed patients, such as ankylosing
spondylitis patients.
The importance of dose rate for low-LET exposures is difficult to resolve. Because of the
lack of data, the effect of dose protraction has usually been summarized into a simple
dose-rate-effectiveness factor that divides the cancer risk factors for low-LET radiation
exposures at high dose rates. The BEIR V committee(3 ) did not specifically recommend
a number for this factor, because of the scarcity of data, but thought that it must be at
least 2. These studies are the first to study the effect of dose-rate protraction for low-LET
radiation exposure in lifespan studies, using a long-lived laboratory animal species.

METHODS: Predicting cancer risks for people by extrapolating from carcinogenesis
studies using animals as subjects is a largely empirical process, because the present
knowledge of the mechanisms of carcinogenesis is inadequate. This report is a summary
of our studies of incidence rates of ,B-irradiation-induced lung carcinomas by means of a
relative risk function. The relative risk function relates tumor incidence rate to both total
dose and dose pattern. Similar methods are used to summarize carcinogenesis information
from studies of human populations exposed to low-LET external radiation( 3 l.
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We applied proportional hazard rate models to describe how tumor incidence rates change
with radiation dose< 4l. To describe these models, suppose that X(t) is a time-dependent
covariate vector where the tumor incidence rate is proportional to the baseline tumor
incidence rate at X(t) = 0 ; that is

.X(t,X(t))

= .X(t,0)0(X(t)),

where 0(X(t)) is the relative risk function at X(t). In this model, the estimated lung
tumor incidence at 0 dose .X( t, 0), is multiplied by the relative risk function 0(X( t) ). All
animals in these four studies were used to estimate both .X(t, 0) and 0(X(t)). The multiplicative factor 0(X( t)) is the relative risk ( i.e., relative to values of the covariates where
0(-) = 1) and is only related to time through the covariates. No assumption about the
function .X( t, 0) is made, and thus, inference does not depend upon a particular shape or
form of a mathematical relationship being satisfied. Estimation of the relative risk function 0(X(t)) is of main interest, because it summarizes the effect of the radiation dose.
In this report we used an additive form of the relative risk 0(X(t)) = 1 + {JX(t) where
fJ is a vector of coefficients to be estimated. Estimates of fJ were found by maximizing
the partial likelihood with a Newton-Raphson technique, and the covariance matrix for
these estimates was found by inverting the observed information matrix< 5 l.
Lung carcinomas were the primary biological endpoint of interest for this paper. Lung
carcinomas were diagnosed on the basis of radiographic, autopsy, and histopathologic
information. Time to lung carcinoma was taken as the time to the first positive radiograph, or to death, if there were no positive radiographs. Animals without detected lung
tumors were treated as being censored at their death time.

RESULTS: A common baseline incidence rate function .X( t, 0) for lung carcinomas was
used for the four studies so that the relative risk function would be comparable for the
four radionuclides. This was a reasonable assumption because all the dogs were produced
in the Institute's animal colony using a randomized breeding program. Radiation doses
to the lung were calculated as average absorbed fJ doses in Gy using the coefficients
shown in Table 1 and estimating the lung weight including blood, to be 1.1% of the total
body weight at time of exposure. The shifts in time to appearance of lung tumors make
it possible to model these studies. If the time to appearance of the tumors were not
considered, the numbers of animals and tumors would be too small to model in the same
detail as has been possible using this information.
Table 1
Basic Dosimetric Parameters for Radionuclides Inhaled in
Fused Aluminosilicate Particles by Beagle Dogs.

Average fJ energy (MeV)
Radionuclide halflife (days)
Lung retention halflife (days)
Time to accumulate 95%
of total committed dose (days)

ooy
0.93
2.7
2.5

11

897

9ly 144Ce
90Sr
0.60
1.29
1.13
284 10,600
59
175
154 (39.5%)
50
990 (60.5%)
220

760

3600

The parametric form of the relative risk 6( ·) found to describe these studies best was a
linear function of dose added to a power function of dose having the following form :
1 + ~)exp(a)d;(t)

+ exp(,B;)d?;(t)],

iEA

where A= {90 Y, 91 Y, 144 Ce, 90 Sr },d;(t) are time-dependent doses in Gy, and a,,B;,"f;
are estimated coefficients. The time-dependent dose functions d;(t) are non-zero only
for animals exposed to radionuclide i. The maximum partial likelihood estimates for
the coefficients are shown in Table 2 and the excess relative risk (1 subtracted from the
relative risk) in Figure 1. By the likelihood ratio test, this model was a statistically
significant improvement (p < 0.01) over models with just a linear function of dose or just
a power function of dose (analysis not shown), but there was no statistically significant
improvement (p > 0.2) to estimate separate linear coefficients, a;, for each radionuclide.
Table 2
Estimates of Coefficients and Their Standard Errors for the
Relative Risk Model Outlined in the Text with the
Linear Coefficient a = -2.9(0.6) for All Four Radionuclides.
Coefficient
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-39.7
10.2

(11.9)
(2.8)
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(6.3)
(1.2)
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(1.1)
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Figure 1: Excess relative risk (1 subtracted from the relative risk) for development of
lung carcinoma in Beagle dogs as a function of radiation dose to the lung.

DISCUSSION: The models used in this report relate the lung carcinoma incidence
rates to two factors: 1) the cumulative radiation dose in Gy as a time-dependent quantity and 2) the pattern of accumulation of the radiation dose, by estimating separate
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coefficients for each of the four radionuclides used in the studies. Because the physical
half-lives of the radionuclides differed, the patterns of dose delivery differed greatly. The
estimated coefficients for the four radionuclides also differ from each other, indicating
that the characteristics of the exposure pattern, in addition to the time-dependent dose,
are important to estimate the risks of developing lung carcinomas. In the case of dose
protraction, the radionuclide dose is delivered at a constantly changing dose rate. Thus,
a dog with a high initial dose rate will experience a constantly decreasing dose rate until
death. This means that the pattern of dose protraction used in these studies does not
have a simple relationship to any single dose rate.
The results of this analysis indicate that the effect of dose protraction on the incidence
of lung carcinomas is similar at the lower range of doses used in this study but differs
markedly at high doses (Figure 1). At high doses, it is much more effective to deliver
the dose over a short time period. Within the power of this study, it was not possible
to discern a difference between the four radionuclides below about 50 Gy. This suggests
that there may not be an effect of dose rate on the production of lung carcinomas below
doses in this range.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS: Research sponsored by U.S. DOE/OHER, under Contract No. DE-AC04-76EV01013 and was performed in facilities fully accredited by the
American Association for the Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care.
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THE EFFECT OF ISOTOPE ON THE DOSIMETRY OF INHALED
PLUTONIUM OXIDE
Raymond A. Guilmette\ Albert W. Hickman 2 and William C. Griffith 1
1. Inhalation Toxicology Research Institute, P. 0. Box 5890, Albuquerque, NM 87185
2.University of Florida, Gainsville FL
ABSTRACT: Results of experimental studies in which animals inhaled

Pu0 2 or
Pu0 2 aerosols have shown that the biokinetics and associated radiation dose
patterns for these two isotopes differ significantly due to differences in in-vivo
solubility caused by the 260-fold difference in specific activity between 238Pu0 2 and
239
Pu0 2• We have adapted a biokinetics and dosimetry model derived from results of
the ITRI dog studies to humans and have calculated dose commitments and annual
limits on intake (ALI) for both Pu isotopes. Our results show that the ALI calculated
in this study is one-third that for class Y 238Pu from ICRP 30, and one-half or equal to
that for class Y 239Pu, depending on how activity in the thoracic lymph nodes is
treated dosimetrically.
238

239

INTRODUCTION: Inhalation has been shown to be the most likely route of

occupational exposure to plutonium. Nonoccupational inhalation exposures to Pu
aerosols have also occurred as a result of atmospheric nuclear weapons testing.
Despite these exposures, information from studies of people have not been adequate
to define the dosimetry of inhaled Pu aerosols. Consequently, data from experiments
with animals are used to augment our knowledge of Pu biokinetics and dosimetry and
to identify important dose- and effect-modifying factors. This report summarizes
results obtained from studies at ITRI in which adult dogs inhaled monodisperse
aerosols of either 238Pu0 2 or 239Pu0 2 having similar aerodynamic sizes, produced in
the same way, and having the same chemical form. Therefore, the two exposure
materials differed only in specific activity.
MATERIALS AND METHODS: The materials and methods used in these studies

have been reported in detail (1,2). Briefly, adult male and female beagle dogs (15 41 rna of age) received a single brief pernasal inhalation exposure to a monodisperse
aerosol of 238Pu0 2 (1.7 or 2.7 1-Lill AMAD) or 239Pu0 2 (1.4 or 2.9 1-Lill AMAD). Each
aerosol was produced by heat-treating droplets of a nebulized suspension of Pu(OH) 4
at 1150° C, thus forming Pu0 2• After exposure, each animal was maintained in a
metabolism cage for excreta collection and in a kennel run until the dog was either
sacrificed, euthanized or died. Sacrifice times ranged from 4 hr to 4 y after exposure.
Additional data from dogs that inhaled 239 Pu0 2 as part of a dose-response study were
also included in this analysis (3). Radiochemical analysis of Pu in tissue and excreta
samples provided the data for determination of the biokinetics of 238Pu and 239Pu
following inhalation deposition of Pu in oxide form.
Fifty-year dose commitments for lung, liver and bone surfaces of humans were
obtained from different models for 238Pu and 239Pu. In the former case, the doses
were calculated using the canine-based model of Mcwhinney and Die] (1) that was
modified for application to man. Four changes in metabolic parameters from those
of the canine model were made: 1) The partitioning of Pu that reached the blood
from solubilization of the deposited Pu particles was 45% liver, 45% bone, 4% muscle
and 0.4% kidney, values which were derived from the analyses of Mcinroy eta!. (4),
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and are similar to those suggested in ICRP 30 (5). 2) A ratio of Pu in urine to Pu in
feces of 1 was used based on the systemic model of Leggett (6). 3) Biological
retention half times of 40 y for liver and 100 y for skeleton, as proposed in ICRP 30
(5) and supported by analyses of exposed humans (7) were used. 4) The particle size
of the inhaled aerosol was assumed to be 1.0 11m diameter.
The calculation of human dose commitments for 239Pu was based on retention
equations obtained from the ITRI dog studies modified to include the 40-y biological
half time for liver and 100-y half time for skeleton. These equations are:
Rlung (t) =0.18e -0.024t +0.82e -0.0.00045t

Rliv(t) =0.01 Oe -4.7xlo-st(1 -e -0.1~
Rskel(t)=0.0017e-1.9xw-st(1-e-0.1~

Rtlwr(t)=0.17e-0.027t +0.83e-0.00016t
where Ri(t) is the retention in organ i (where i = lung, liver, skeleton and thoracic =
lung + lung-associated lypmth nodes,LALN, respectively) expressed as fraction of the
initial lung burden, and time t is in days after exposure. For all dose calculations, the
organ masses used were those specified in ICRP 30 (5), i.e. lung = 1000 g, liver =
1800 g, and bone surfaces = 120 g.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: Model curves describing the retention of 238Pu and
239Pu in dogs exposed to Pu0 aerosols are shown in Figure 1 for lung and skeleton.
2
The retention of Pu in liver (not shown) was similar to that in skeleton. The
biokinetics of the two Pu isotopes were significantly different. Whereas 239Pu was
retained in lung and LALN for very long times, 238Pu translocated from the lung
mainly to liver and bone at an accelerated rate beginning at about 100 days after
exposure. The accumulation of 238Pu in liver and bone was about 200 times larger
than that seen with 239Pu.
The observed difference in biokinetics of inhaled 238Pu and 239 Pu aerosols has
been explained based on the 260-fold difference in specific activity of equivalently
sized aerosol particles. The much higher specific-activity 238Pu0 2 particles incur a
proportionately higher amount of energy deposition within the particle itself,
particularly from the recoil nuclei. This energy deposition results in damage to the
crystalline structure of the Pu0 2, presumably lattice defects that accumulate with time,
and that ultimately are expressed in an aqueous environment as fragmentation and
accelerated dissolution (8). This theory is supported by autoradiographic observation
of particle breakup (8). The dissolved 238Pu was then available for translocation to
blood and redistribution to the major deposition sites for systemic Pu, i.e., liver and
bone. In contrast, the much lower decay rate of 239Pu has yet to provide concrete
evidence that fragmentation of these particles occurs to any significant extent, at least
through 3 y after exposure.
The consequences of the different radiation dose patterns found for the two
Pu isotopes are shown in Table 1 with respect to the 50-y dose commitments
predicted for man, as calculated using the ITRI models and using ICRP 30 methods
(5). It can be seen for 238Pu that the highest dose commitments were to the bone
surfaces for both methods of calculation, the difference being in the threefold higher dose
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Figure 1: Model curves for the uptake and retention of 238Pu and 239Pu in lung and
skeleton of dogs that inhaled Pu dioxide aerosols (data points for individual dogs not
shown). Retention of Pu in liver was similar to those shown for skeleton.

Dose Commitments for Inhaled
238

Organ
Lung
Thoracic'
Liver
Bone Surface

This Report
0.079
0.085
0.50
2.4

Table 1
Pu and 239Pu in Man (mSv/Bq inhaled)

238

Pu
ICRP 30
0.32
0.18
0.83

239Pu
This Report
0.65
1.75
0.024
0.019

ICRP 30
0.32
0.21
0.95

' Includes Pu contained in lung and LALN, since ICRP 30 does not differentiate
between activity in these two organs
derived from the ITRI model. This is due to the uptake of a larger fraction of
inhaled 238Pu that translocates to bone. For 239Pu, there are several significant
differences in the calculated dose commitments: 1) The dose to lung calculated with
the ITRI model is either twofold or fivefold higher than that calculated using ICRP
30, depending on whether the activities translocated to the LALN are included in the
dose calculation for the former. Although the rationale for including LALN activity
with that of the lung as seen in the dog studies is speculative, there is evidence in
human exposure cases that there is very long-term retention of insoluble Pu in the
thoracic region (-6000 days based on thoracic photon measurement (9)), and the
ratio of concentration of Pu in lung to that in lymph nodes is significantly larger in
man than in dogs (10).
From Table 2, it is evident that the higher dose to bone surfaces for 238Pu
based on the ITRI model has resulted in a limiting ALI that is one third that of ICRP
30, i.e. 200 Bq vs. 600 Bq. For 239Pu, the ITRI-derived ALI is either one half or
equivalent to that of ICRP 30, depending on the manner in which the dose to lung is
calculated. In either case, however, the limiting ALI for the ITRI model is
determined by the stochastic ALI, of which most of the dose contribution comes from
the dose to lung. This is more consistent with current data on the biokinetics and
dosimetry of inhaled 239Pu0 2 than is the ALI based on the nonstochastic dose to bone
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Table 2
Annual Limits on Intake (Bq)
Stochastic
Lung
238pu
This Study
ICRP 30

450
600

6300
1600

239Pu
This Study
ICRP 30

240(630)'
600

290(770)'
1600

Nonstochastic
Liver
Bone Surfaces
1000
2800

14000
2500

200
600

22000
500

ALis in boldtype use dose commitments for lung and LANL; those in
parentheses use lung only
surfaces. Whether reductions in the ALis for Pu isotopes are warranted based on the
available experimental data is a matter for discussion.
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GAMMA

IRRADIATION

EFFECTS ON MESENCEPHALIC
NERVE CELLS IN CULTURE

AND

STRIATAL

ABSTRACT
Isolated rat mesencephalic and striatal nerve cells were
gamma irradiated and cultured during 3 days. Significant
increase mortality and neurite lenght reduction were observed
with as little as 0.5
and 0.25 Gy respectively. The dopamine
up-take in mesencephalic cells and the GABA up-take in cells of
both structures were significantly decreased with 0.25 Gy and
more deeply with higher doses. This study gave a threshold value
with functions of living cells as target and established doseeffect relationships.
INTRODUCTION
Des embryons et des fretus humains ages de 8 a 15 semaines
exposes aux radiations emises lors des explosions d'Hiroshima et
de Nagasaki presentaient une microcephalie et des retards
mentaux dans l'enfance et leur nombre augmentait avec les doses
croissantes rec;:ues (Otake and schull, 1984) .Pour les faibles
doses ( inferieures a 0, 5 Gy), le probleme de 1' existance d' un
seuil est pose.
Pour aborder ce point, nous avons utilise un modele de
cellules nerveuses de rat en culture. plus particulierement,
nous avons etudier les effets de l'irradiation sur les cellules
mesencephaliques, principalement les cellules de la substance
noire, ainsi que sur les cellules du striatum (Coffigny and al.,
1990) . Ces deux stuctures sont en relation etroite sur le plan
fonctionnel.
Trois parametres sont etudies sur ces cellules en culture:
- la mort des cellules nerveuses
- la croissance des neurites
- la capture de dopamine (DA) et d' acide gamma-amino-butyrique
(GABA) .
MATERIEL ET METHODES
La substance noire et le striatum sont preleves sur des
fret us de rat a 14 jours de gestation. Les cellules nerveuses
sont isolees mecaniquement par passages repetes dans une pipette
Pasteur a bout rode a la flamme. Dans une etude preparatoire,
nous avons determine la concentration cellulaire a ensemencer.
Elle est de 4 10 4 cellules/cm2 pour mesurer la letalite
cellulaire et la croissance des neurites et de 2 10s cellules/cm2
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pour mesurer la capture de neurotransmetteurs.
Juste apres la separation, les cellules sont soit pseudoirradiees soit irradiees avec une source de 6 °Co aux doses de
0,25; 0,50; 0,75; 1,5 et 3 Gy. Elles sont alors mise en culture
dans un milieu sans serum pendant trois jours. A ce stade, la
survie des cellules nerveuses est estimee par 1' exclusion du
bleu trypan; le plus long prolongement "axonal" est mesure sur
des microphotographies des cultures cellulaires de striatum; la
capture de DA est determinee sur des cellules mesencephaliques
et celle du GABA sur lcs deux types cellulaires.
Tous les resultats sont exprimes en pourcentage
de la
valeur temoin.
RESULTATS
Le
pourcentage
de
cellules
vivantes
decroit
significativement apres une exposition de 0, 5 Gy et au- dela
(figure 1) .
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Le plus long prolongement des cellules nerveuses est reduit
des la dose de 0, 25 Gy (figure 2) .
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Pour taus les parametres, l'effet est dependant de la dose.
DISCUSSION
Chez les fretus de souris, des 0,1 Gy des perturbations de
la migration neuronale (Kamayema,1986) et des modifications de
l'alignement des dendrites dans le cortex (Konermann,l986) sont
observes chez l'animal devenu adulte. Cependant, ces effets ne
sont bien etablis qu'avec 0,2 Gy. Nos resultats semblent done
confirmer qu' il y a un seuil aux environs de 0, 2 Gy pour
provoquer un effet mesurable apres irradiation.
Dans 1' etude de la survie cellulaire, les cellules stria tales
sont
un
peu
plus
radioresistantes
que
les
cellules
mesencephaliques. Par contre, lorsque la capture de GABA est le
parametre etudie, les cellules des deux structures ont la meme
radiosensibilite.
Cette etude associant le test classique de la survie
cellulaire a des phenomenes de croissance et de fonction des
cellules nerveuses permet d'apprecier la radiosensibilite
cellulaire sur differents aspects. Ce type de travail est
egalement developpe par l'equipe suedoise de Walinder ( Int. J.
Radiat. Biol. sous presse) avec des cellules nerveuses cultivees
sous forme de sphero'ides. Cependant, aucun travail sur les
effets de 1' irradiation sur des cellules nerveuses en culture
n'a encore ete publie.
Conclusion
La mise au point de ce modele d'etude in vitro des cellules
nerveuses a permis de determiner un seuil d'effet de
!'irradiation gamma a mains de 0,25 Gy. Ce seuil est determine
a l'aide de parametres morphologiques et fonctionnels completant
ainsi
les
etudes
histologiques
classiques
des
autres
auteurs.Pour des doses d'irradiation plus fortes l'effet sur ces
parametres est dependant de la dose re~ue.
Cette etude se prolongera par la mesure de la survie
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cellulaire et de la croissance des neurites des cellules
dopaminergiques
et
gabaergiques
identifiees
par
immunohistochimie. Ceci permettra de definir si ces deux
populations cellulaires sont plus ou moins sensibles a
l'irradiation que l'ensemble des cellules nerveuses et done de
savoir si la reduction de la capture est liee a une reduction du
nombre des cellules specifiques ou a une modification de
l'affinite des recepteurs et/ou de leur nombre.
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TOXICOKINETIC OF 95M TECHNETIUM FOR NEWBORN AND PREGNANT RATS
ABSTRACT
In the future, technetium, a part of nuclear wastes, may
increase dose equivalent delivered to members of the public.
Technetium toxicokinetic was studied on newborn and pregnant
rats. Results indicated concentration of technetium in the skin
(95%), the kidney (3,5%) and the thyroid (1%).
INTRODUCTION
Le techn~tium 99 (99Tc), ~metteur b@ta,est un produit de fission
de l'uranium 235, de l'uranium 238 et du plutonium 239 pr~sent
dans
les
d~chets
nucl~aires.
En
cas
de
dispersion
dans
l'environnement, le pertechn~tate de Tc
(forme probable de
retour a l'homme), pourrait contribuer a l'augmentation des
~quivalents
de dose potentiellement d~livr~s aux g~n~rations
futures (2) (7),
en raison de sa longue p~riode radioactive
(213000 ans) . Rappelons que la CIPR fixe une limite annuelle
d'incorporation par ingestion a 10 8 Bq pour le Tc, en retenant
un coefficient d'absorption intestinal (f1) de 0.8, les organes
de r~tention ~tant la thyroide, le foie et le tractus gastrointestinal (5). Les r~f~rences utilis~es pour 1' ~laboration des
recommandations de la CIPR (1) (9) laissent apparaitre un manque
de donn~es exp~rimentales sur le comportement du Tc dans les
divers ~tats physiologiques. Le but de ces exp~rimentations
9 5mTc,
r~alis~es
a
1' aide
de
~metteur
gamma
de
p~riode
radioactive
~gale
a
61
jours
a
~t~
de
pr~ciser
la
toxicocin~tique
de
l'~lement
apres
ingestion chez le rat
nouveau-n~,
adulte et chez la ratte pendant la gestation et la
lactation.
MATERIELS

ET METHODES

L' ~tude toxicocin~tique a ~t~ r~alis~e sur des
rats Sprague
Dawley (OFA, IFFA - CREDO) . Une solution saline de pertechn~tate
de techn~tium , obtenue au cyclotron de Louvain La Neuve par
irradiation de molybdene naturel par des protons de 50 Mev, a
~t~ administr~e par sonde intragastrique a 8 rats nouveaux-n~s
(ag~s
de 6 heures lot1), a 12 males (ag~s de 3 mois lot2) eta
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8 femelles au 2eme jour de gestation (lot3) . L' activite des
animaux a ete determinee periodiquement par spectrometrie gamma
pendant toute la duree des experimentations (2 mois lotl; 14
jours lot2; 2 mois lot3). Les rats ont ete sacrifies 1, 2 mois
(lot1),1,3,7,14
jours(lot2)et a la fin de la periode de
lactation (2mois-lot3) .Les animaux du lot 2 ont ete places dans
des cages a metabolisme. Les reins, le foie, la thyroide, le
tractus gastro-intestinal (debarrasse de son contenu par lavage
avec une solution de NaCl a 9%), le pancreas, le coeur, les
poumons, le thymus, la rate, la parotide les testicules et les
ovaires ont ete preleves et peses. Des echantillons de peau, de
muscle,d'os et de sang ont ete effectues. L'activite des
echantillons a ete determinee par une sonde a scintillation
constituee d' un cristal a iodure de sodium 3"x3",
placee au
fond d' un puit. Les resultats sont exprimes en pourcentage de
l'activite initiale.
RESULTATS
La valeur du coefficient d'absorption gastrointestinal du Tc95m
sous
forme
de
pertechnetate
chez
le
rat
adulte
apres
administration intragastrique, a ete calculee d'apres la formule
suivante : (activite retention + activite urinaire) I (activite
totale). Le coefficient d'absorption apparent (le cycle enterohepatique non pris en compte)
est egal a 0,77
le
ler
jour. (Tableau II)
La distribution et la retention du Tc en fonction du temps chez
les rats nouveaux-nes et les femelles gestantes sont presentees
dans le tableau I. Les activites du sang, de la rate, du coeur,
des poumons, des surrenales et de la parotide sont inferieures
au seuil de detection. Les organes de retention au 60eme jour
sont selon un ordre decroissant
la peau, les reins, la
thyroide.
La retention globale du Tc suit une
loi biexponentielle (figure 1). Les activites dans l'urine et dans les
feces chez les adultes sont inferieures a 1% de l'activite
initiale 3 jours apres administration du Tc. Le rapport entre
l'excretion
urinaire
et
fecale
est
egale
0.85
apres
administration intragastrique. (tableau II)
DISCUSSION
La valeur du coefficient d'absorption apparent observes chez les
rats adultes valide le choix de 0,8 par la CIPR pour le fl. La
retention globale du Tc chez les nouveaux-nes est inferieure
d'un facteur 4 a celle des rattes au 60eme jour : la demi-vie du
compartiment long terme est plus courte chez les nouveaux-nes
que chez les femelles gestantes. La distribution du 95 mTc
est
identique chez les nouveaux-nes et les femelles gestantes.
L'organe de retention predominant est la peau (95% de l'activite
totale)
dont
1' activite
elevee peut
s' expliquer par une
contamination externe par lechage; cependant cette activite
persiste dans le temps
et s'avere elevee dans la region
lombaire,
dans une zone ou la contamination externe est
improbable. Rappelons que Sullivan et al. (9) observent une
affinite du Tc pour des proteines du tissu cutane.
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TABLEAU I
Distribution du 95m Tc en % de 1' activit&
initiale chez le rat nouveau-ne et la £emelle gestante
suite a une instillation intragastrique.
NOUVEAU-NE
30

Jour

NOUVEAU-NE
60

FEMELLE GESTANTE
60

Rein
0,416±0,054
0,038±0,008
0,169±0,035
Foie
NO
0,040±0,009
NO
TGI
0,054±0,021
NO
NO
Thyroide
0,016±0,005
0,003±0,001
0,059±0,016
Peau
8,470±0,650
1,050±0,240
4, 553±1, 139
Animal
8,995±0,739
1,091±0,249
4,781±1,190
(moyenne ± ecart-type de 4 animaux) NO = Non detectable

TABLEAU I I Excretions urinaire et fecale et retention du
95m
Tc
chez
le
rat
suite
a
une
instillation
intragastrique.
% Tc 95m injecte

Peri ode
de recueil
(jours)
0-1
1-2
2-3
3-7
7-14
Total 0-14

URINE

31,3
4,9
1, 6
0,9
0,4
39,2

±
±
±
±
±
±

7,4
0,3
0,2
0,2
0,1
7,7

moyenne ± ecart- type
FECES
JOUR

23,0
17,1
4,0
0,9
0,4
45,4

±
±
±
±
±
±

7,5
1,3
0,3
0,2
0,1
5,9

RETENTION

1

45,70 ± 6,12

3
7
14

18,05 ± 3,58
16,28 ± 3,44
15,52 ± 3,01
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Les autres organes de retention sont les reins
et la thyroide.
Les resultats pour les organes de retention concordent avec les
donnees de la litterature(3) (4) (6) (8)
Rappelons cependant que
l'ICRP ne mentionne pas la peau (5).
CONCLUSION
L' etude de toxicocinetique du 95mTc sous forme de pertechnetate
chez le rat a differents stades physiologiques met en evidence
une retention du Tc variable suivant 1' age, toujours elevee au
niveau de la peau, du rein
et
de la thyroide ainsi qu' une
excretion
rapide
et
intense.
Ces
donnees
permettent
de
recalculer
la
dose
efficace
delivree
aux
nouveaux-nes.
L' evaluation de la dose engagee dans
la peau
devrait etre
prise en compte sur le plan sanitaire. Dans cette perspective,
des etudes complementaires sont a envisager pour localiser les
sites de retention cellulaire et intracellulaire du Tc dans le
tissu cutane.
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INFLUENCE DU DEBIT DE DOSE ET DE L'AGE A L'IRRADIATION SURLES EFFETS
CANCEROGENES DU RAYONNEMENT GAMMA CHEZ LE RAT SPRAGUE-DAWLEY.
M. Morin
CEA-CENFAR, DSV-DPTE-STCE
BP n°6, 92265, Fontenay aux Roses Cedex.
EFFECT OF DOSE-RATE AND AGE AT IRRADIATION ON CANCER DEVELOPMENT
IN SPRAGUE-DAWLEY RATS EXPOSED TO GAMMA RAYS.
The probability that rats develop tumors following a 3 Gy exposure to
gamma rays from cobalt 60 was observed to depend on age at exposure and on
dose rate. Dose rate reduction by a factor of 60 decreased the carcinogenic
incidence (mainly carcinomas) by a factor of about 5. Lifetime excess of
malignant neoplasia decreased by a factor of about 10 in 9 month-old rats
as compared to animals irradiated in utero. The 3 month age group developed
slightly fewer cancers than the group irradiated in utero, and tumor
location was different. The higher incidence of tumors following in utero
exposure was dependent to the high sensitivity of brain and gonads during
organogenesis.
INTRODUCTION
L'etude de groupes humains exposes a diverses sources de rayonnement
ionisant, accidentelles ou therapeutiques, a permis d'evaluer un risque
d'exces de cancers en relation avec le niveau d'exposition. Les enquetes
epidemiologiques n' ont pas mis en evidence une augmentation du taux de
cancers dans les groupes exposes a de faibles doses d'irradiation delivrees
de facon chronique a faible debit de dose. L'evaluation du risque pour les
faibles debits de dose, resultant d'extrapolations provenant d'observations
faites a fortes doses et forts debits, reste incertaine. L'experimentation
animale apparait indispensable pour verifier si la diminution du debit de
dose entraine une diminution du risque cancerogene. Les expositions pouvant
porter sur des periodes tres longues representant une fraction importante
de la duree de vie, il est necessaire de prendre en compte dans
!'estimation du risque l'influence du vieillissement, et done de l'age au
moment de !'irradiation.
METHODE
Les animaux utilises sont des rats de souche Sprague-Dawley SPF qui
ont ete irradies globalement par le rayonnement gamma d' une source de
cobalt 60 a une dose cumulee tot ale de 2. 5 a 3 Gy. Cette dose a ete
delivree sur une duree variant de 38 heures a 14 semaines. Les animaux ont
ete irradies a des ages differents, depuis le Stade fretal jusqu'a l'age de
9 mois.
- Une premiere serie, de males et femelles, a ete irradiee du huitieme
jour apres l' accouplement jusqu' au jour de la naissance (2. 66 Gy - 53
mGy/h).
- Une deuxieme serie, de males, a ete irradiee a l'age de 3 mois (3 Gy
- 78 cGy/h delivres en 38 heures).
- Une troisieme serie, de males et femelles, a ete irradiee a l'age de
9 mois (3 Gy - 39 cGy/h pendant 5 jours).
- Enfin, pour etudier le rble du debit, une quatrieme serie, de males,
a ete irradiee a l'age de 3 mois a faible debit de dose (2.83 Gy - 1.34
mGy/h pendant 14 semaines).
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Ces animaux ont ete compares a des animaux temoins males et femelles.
Les rats ont ete surveilles quotidiennement jusqu'a leur mort, et les
prelevements effectues ont ete fixes dans du Bouin-Hollande. A l'autopsie,
toutes les lesions et tumeurs ont ete prelevees ainsi qu'un certain nombre
d'organes (pomons, cerveau, rein, foie, rate, thyroide, hypophyse).
L'examen anatomopathologique a ete effectue sur des coupes de 5 microns
apres coloration a l'hemalun-eosine-safran.
RESULTATS
- Effets sur la duree de vie (tableau 1):
sexe

temoins

nombre

duree de vie
age (jours)
( jours)
debut irradiation
833
750

±
±

126
130

2.66
2.66

53
53

- 15
- 15

737
765

±
±

151
131

120

3

78

90

738

±

160

F

120
60

3
3

39
39

280
280

755
698

±
±

138
126

M

304

2.83

90

726

±

160

F

66
65

serie 2

M

serie 3

M

serie 4

debit
(mGy/h)

785
120

M

F
serie 1

dose
(Gy)

M

1. 34

La duree de vie des rats a ete diminuee par 1' irradiation, mais ni
l'age au debut de l'exposition nile debit de dose n'ont eu d'influence sur
la longevite des animaux.
- Effets sur l'incidence tumorale (Fig. 1 et 2) et tableau 2:
Cancers en exces par rapport aux temoins !%!
Fretus
3 mois
3 mois faible debit
9 mois
M

F

M

M

M

F

Total

46.6

82.2

43.7

20.6

5.2

- 1.4

Carcinomes
sans THS*

18.8

60.3

18.9

3.3

3.9

- 1.6

Sarcomes
sans cerveau

7.4

0.5

14.9

15.4

8. 9

6.0

THS*

8.4

9.1

9.9

12.0

12.3

Cerveau

-

3.3
5.2

-

7.7
0.1

-

5.8
0

*THS : Thyroide, Hypophyse, Surrenales

1) Les carcinomes
Les tumeurs de la thyroide, de l'hypophyse et des surrenales, organes
endocrines dont l'evolution depend plus du mode de vie que de l'exposition
aux rayonnements et pour lesquels aucune relation dose-effet n' est
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evidente, ont ete considerees separement. On a observe de la meme fa<;:on
dans la population humaine que le taux de cancers de la thyroide etait une
variable non contr6lable.
La diminution du debit de dose a reduit l'incidence des carcinomes, et
en particulier des poumons (d'un facteur 3), de la peau et des reins (d'un
facteur 8).
C' est chez les rats irradies a 1' age le plus a vance que 1' exces de
carcinomes par rapport aux temoins s'est avere le plus faible.
Un exces significatif de cancers des organes reproducteurs a ete
observe chez les rats irradies a 1, etat f<etal, en particulier chez les
femelles dont les ovaires ont ete particulierement radiosensibles pendant
1' organogenese. L' exces de cancers des organes reproducteurs eta it de:
51.2% pour les femelles et de 5.6% pour les males dans la serie des f<etus
irradies; aucun exces de cancers des gonades n'a ete vu chez les animaux
irradies a 3 mois ou a 9 mois.
2) Les sarcomes
Le cerveau s'est revele etre tres radiosensible pendant la periode
f<etale, alors qu'aucun exces de tumeurs cerebrales n'etait observe chez les
animaux irradies a 9 mois. Le cerveau ayant ete analyse de fa<;:on non
systematique dans une des series (3 Gy- 78 mGy/h), nous avons exclu la
donnee pour cette serie.
Les sarcomes, autres que cerebraux, ont ete peu sensibles a
l'influence de l'age et du debit de dose.

DISCUSSION
-Role relatif de l'age et du debit de dose.
L'action de ces deux facteurs est differente selon que l'on considere
les carcinomes ou les sarcomes. L'augmentation de l'age et la diminution du
debit de dose ont agi, dans le meme sens, en diminuant 1' incidence des
carcinomes, l'influence du debit semblant preponderante.
En ce qui concerne les sarcomes, les variations de debit ont peu
modifie l'incidence des tumeurs alors que l'augmentation de l'age diminuait
l'induction tumorale.
Une diminution du debit de dose d' un facteur 60 a reduit 1' exces de
carcinomes d'un facteur superieur a 5.
Pour une meme dose absorbee et un debit de dose equivalent, l'exces de
cancers chez les males a ete diminue d'un facteur 9 chez les rats irradies
a 9 mois par rapport aux rats irradies en periode f<etale; chez les
femelles, le facteur de diminution entre ces deux series apparaissait plus
important en raison de 1' incidence de cancers ovariens, elevee chez les
f<etus et nulle chez les rates de 9 mois.
Dans la serie irradiee a l'etat f<etal, l'exces de cancers est dO.
essentiellement a la grande radiosensibilite du systeme nerveux central et
des organes reproducteurs au moment de leur organogenese.
CONCLUSION
Ces experiences ont montre que 1' age et le debit de dose avaient,
selon les tissus et les types histologiques concernes, une influence
complexe sur la cancerogenese apres irradiation. Le choix d' utiliser un
seul facteur d'attenuation, pour passer des resultats des expositions a
fort debit de dose a l'estimation du risque des expositions chroniques a
faible dose et faible debit, ne peut conduire qu'a des approximations dont
la justification est discutable.
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Fig.l-Cancers en exces chez le rat apres irradiation gamma.
Action du debit de dose et de l'age a l'irradiation .
•
•

Fretus males (2.66 Gy-53 mGy/h)
Fretus femelles (2.66 Gy-53 mGy/h)
B 9 mois males (3 Gy-39 mGy/h)
~
mois femelles (3 Gy-39 mGy/h)
C
mois males (3 Gy-78 mGy/h)
•
mois males faible debit (2.83 Gy-1.34 mGy/h)
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Fig. 2 - Tumeurs benignes en exces apres irradiation gamma.
Action du debit de dose et de l'age a l'irradiation .
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COMPARISON OF THE EFFECTS OF INHALED 239 Pu02 AND {j-EMITTING
RADIONUCLIDES ON THE INCIDENCE OF LUNG CARCINOMAS IN
LABORATORY ANIMALS
F.F. Hahn, W.C. Griffith, B.B. Boecker,
B.A. Muggenburg and D.L. Lundgren
Inhalation Toxicology Research Institute
P.O. Box 5890
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185, U.S.A.
ABSTRACT: The health effects of inhaling radioactive particles when the lung is the
primary organ irradiated were studied in rats and dogs. The animals were exposed to
aerosols of 239 Pu02 or fission-product radionuclides in insoluble forms and observed for
their life span. Lung carcinomas were the primary late-occuring effect. The incidence rate
for lung carcinomas was modeled using a proportional hazard rate model. Linear functions
predominated below 5 Gy to the lung. The life-time risk for lung carcinomas per Hf Gy
for beta emitters was 60 for rats and 65 for dogs, and for 239 Pu02 it was 1500 for rats and
2300 for dogs.
INTRODUCTION: Irradiation of the lung in sufficiently high doses is known to result in
lung carcinomas. This result has been demonstrated in populations of patients with
ankylosing spondylosis treated with thoracic irradiation, in survivors of atomic bomb
explosions in Japan, and underground miners exposed to radon and radon daughter products.
None of these situations, however, directly applies to chronic alpha or beta irradiation of the
deep, or alveolar, portions of the lung. Such can occur if individuals inhale radioactive
particles such as might be released in reactor accidents or waste transportion accidents. No
human populations are available for study that have inhaled particles of alpha- or betaemitting radionuclides which deposit deep in the lung. To address this situation, studies were
initiated at the Inhalation Toxicology Research Institute to establish the dose-response
relationships resulting from the inhalation of plutonium dioxide or beta-emitting radionuclides
with different radioactive halflives. This paper briefly summarizes the dose-response for
lung carcinomas induced by these types of lung irradiation.
METHODS: Details of the experimental design, animal exposure, dosimetry, and husbandry
techniques have been reported. 1-3 Beagle dogs were ex8osed briefly, per nasum, to aerosols
of 239 Pu02 of different monodisperse particle size or 9 Y, 91 Y, 144ce or 90 Sr in relatively
insoluble forms. F344 rats were similarly exposed but only to 239 Pu02 or 144Ce02 . The
animals were observed for their life spans for resulting biologic effects. At present, all
animals have died, except for some of the dogs exposed to 239 Pu02 . The incidence rate for
lung carcinomas was modeled as the observed time course for the appearance of carcinomas
using a proportional hazard rate model. The proportional hazards calculation of relative and
·absolute risks was made using the following relationships:

Proportional hazards: A(t)=A0 (t)(l +{3D(t)).
In this relationship, >-.(t) is the age-specific lung tumor incidence rate at dose D(t), ~(t) is
the background lung tumor incidence rate, {3 is the relative risk coefficient, and D(t) is the
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time-dependent, cumulative absorbed dose to the lung. The relative and lifetime absolute
risks are:
Relative risk per Gy

= (3

Lifetime risk per Gy

= - 1-

D(t)

Jot s

(f) (A (f) -A 0 ( T) dT ,

where S ( T) is the fractional survival at time T. This method is similar to the techniques
used in the BEIR IV and BEIR V models of risk analysis.
RESULTS: The biological effects of these expsoures have been documented elsewhere. 3-6
Briefly, at the highest doses, animals died within months to 3 years with pulmonary injury.
Those living longer (rats > 1 yr, dogs > 2 yr) developed a high incidence of lung tumors.
Table 1 gives the total number of lung tumors seen, the relative distribution of tumor types
for each species and the types of radiation.
TABLE 1
Distribution(%) of Lung Tumor Types in Animals that
Inhaled Radionuclides and Were Observed for Life Span
RATS

LUNG TUMOR TYPE

DOGS

a-emitters

(3-emitters

a-emitters

(3-emitters

(172)

(24)

(108)

(110)

Adenoma

9

13

1

2

Adenocarcinoma

70

62

96

59

Squamous Cell Carcinoma

19

21

1

9

Hemangiosarcoma

1

4

0

25

Other Sarcomas

1

0

2

5

(# of Tumors)

The predominant tumor types were adenocarcinomas and squamous cell carcinomas for rats
and for dogs, adenocarcinomas and hemangiosarcomas. The hemangiosarcomas and other
sarcomas are unusual tumors and occured at higher doses. The dose-response analyses are
based on the carcinoma incidences.
For dogs, the relative risk was estimated by summing a linear function of dose and
a power function of dose. The power function applies to the higher doses and the linear
function of dose predominates over the power function at doses below 5 Gy for beta
irradiation and 0.5 Gy for alpha irradiation (Eig._!).
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FIGURE 1-

Risk factors for lung carcinomas in dogs and rats that inhaled 239 Pu02 or
beta-emitting radionuclides.

These analysis show a reasonable agreement between the life-time risks for lung carcinomas
for rats and dogs for both alpha- and beta-emitting radionuclides.
Lifetime risks of lung carcinomas were calculated by integrating, over the life-time,
the sum of the estimated lung carcinoma incidence rate at 1 Gy from the proportional hazard
rate model and the mortality rate for competing causes of death in the control animals. The
dose of 1 Gy was used because it did not cause an increase in competing causes of death.
The lifetime risks of lung carcinomas per 104 Gy for beta-emitting radionuclides were 60 for
rats and 65 for dogs. For 239 Pu02 the lifetime risk was 1520 for rats and 2300 for dogs.
The ratio of 239 Pu0 2 risk to beta-emitter risk is 25 for rats and 36 for dogs. Although those
ratios are higher than the presently accepted quality factor of 20 for alpha and x-irradiation,
the uncertainties in this analysis would not exclude a value of 20. On the other hand, the
results may indicate that the quality factor of 20 is too low for comparing radiation-induced
lung carcinoma incidence of alpha irradiation with that of beta irradiation.
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IMPROVEMENTS IN LUNG LAVAGE TO INCREASE ITS EFFECTIVENESS IN
REMOVING INHALED RADIONUCLIDES
B.A. Muggenburg, R.A. Guilmette, L.M. Romero,
and J.A. Mewhinney
Inhalation Toxicology Research Institute
Albuquerque, New Mexico, USA
ABSTRACT: Lung lavage has been shown to be an effective method to remove insoluble
radionuclides deposited and retained in the lung, but the treatment has been limited to the
effective removal of only about 50% of the retained material. Reported here is a change in
lavage technique that slightly increases the effectiveness and the addition of high-frequency
chest wall oscillation. The latter increased the effectiveness of the lavage procedure but also
caused significant physiological complications.
INTRODUCTION: Radioactive particles in relatively insoluble forms inhaled and deposited
in the lung will be retained for long periods of time1. For radionuclides with long physical
half-lives, such as plutonium, this will result in the chronic irradiation of the lung (and lung
associated lymph nodes) and the potential development of health effects. Decorporation of
insoluble particles from the lung is limited at this time to lung lavagel. Lung lavage has
been shown to be effective in removing a variety of radioactive particles, but its efficiency,
even with multiple procedures is approximately 50% 2. Improvements in the lung lavage
procedure are needed to increase its efficacy. This study evaluated two changes in the
procedure, the use of a single lumen endotracheal tube3 in place of the double lumen tube
previously reported4 , and the use of high-frequency chest wall oscillation (HFCWO). Both
of these techniques improved the efficacy of the lavage treatment, but the use of the HFCWO
induced some serious physiological complications.
METHODS: These studies were conducted in adult male and female beagles. The aerosol
in the first study was 239 Pu02 heat-treated at 850° C, obtained as a powder from a
commercial V-blending process. The dogs briefly inhaled the aerosol per nasi. The tissue
content at death and the amount of 239 Pu excreted and in the recovered lung lavage fluid was
determined by radiochemical methods5 . These values were used to reconstruct the initial
pulmonary burden of 239 Pu and the amount of 239 Pu removed by lavage. In the second
studS, with the HFCWO, the aerosol was 85 sr fused in aluminosilicate particles. The IPB
of 8 Sr was determined by whole-body counting. The excreta and recovered lung lavage
fluids were also assayed for 85 sr activity.

In both studies, the lung lava~e procedure employed the use of a single-lumen endotracheal
tube as previously described . Briefly, the dogs were anesthetized with halothane, an
endotracheal tube placed in the trachea, and a T-tube connected to the end of the
endotracheal tube. One end of the T-tube was connected to the anesthetic circuit to maintain
anesthesia and for manual ventilation of the dog. The other end of the T-tube was connected
by latex tubing to the lavage apparatus, which was simply a container of normal saline at
room temperature suspended approximately 60 to 80 em above the dog. A second T-tube
was used in the lavage tubing to extend a latex tube to the floor to drain the recovered lavage
fluid into a vessel. Clamps on the tubing were used to direct the flow of fluid or to permit
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only the anesthetic/oxygen gas to reach the dog. Once the lavage apparatus was connected,
the dog was manually ventilated for approximately 3 minutes to induce apnea, then placed
on the table with the side to be lavaged in the down position, and a volume of saline equal
to 40% of the estimated residual functional capacity was instilled in the lung. This fluid was
then drained out of the lung into the vessel on the floor. Apnea, induced by several minutes
of manual ventilation was repeated and then another wash was done. This procedure was
repeated until 4 to 5 L of saline was used.
In the first experiment with 239 Pu0 2 , the dogs were lavage.d, alternating the right and left
lung in each procedure on days 2 (both lungs were done), 7, 10, 14, 21, 28,35, 42, and 49
after inhalation exposure. There were two groups of dogs, a control group (2 dogs) and a
lung lavage treated group (3 dogs). The dogs were euthanized 64 days after exposure by the
intravenous injection of sodium pentobarbital to deep surgical anesthesia followed by
exsanguination.
In the second experiment, a single lavage procedure was done on day 7 in which both lungs
were lavaged. There were 4 groups of 2 dogs each in this study; 1) controls, 2) lung lavage
only, 3) HFCWO simultaneous with lavage, and 4) HFCWO before lavage. The device used
to perform HFCWO has been described 6 . It was operated at 13 Hz with a symmetric
sine-wave input. The transducer was coupled to the dependant chest wall such that the
middle of the device was at the midpoint of the rib cage. Two regimens of HFCWO therapy
were followed. For group 3, HFCWO was administered during the time the lavage fluid was
present in the lung but not during drainage or instillation of the fluid. Treatment time was
approximately 30 minutes. Group 4 was treated for a 30 minute period just before the lung
lavage was done. The dogs were euthanized 10 days after inhalation exposure.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: The distribution of 239 Pu02 in the excreta, lavage fluid,
and tissues of the dogs that inhaled plutonium in the first experiment are shown in Table 1.
The untreated controls had 70% of the initial lung burden in the lung at 64 days after
exposure compared to 13% in the treated dogs. In the control dogs, most of the other
plutonium was excreted in the feces with only about 5% being in other tissues. In the treated
dogs, 66% of the IPB was removed in the lavage fluid, and, like the controls, the remainder
was in the feces with about 5% in other tissues.
Table 1
Plutonium Activity in Excreta, Lavage Fluid, and Tissues of Dogs 64 Days
after Inhalation of 239 Pu02 with or without Lung Lavage
Percent Initial Pulmonary Burden
Group

No. of
Dogs

Feces

Urine

Control

2

24

0.1

Treated

3

15

0.3

Lavage
Fluid

66

Lung

Liver

Skeleton

70

0.01

ND

13

0.04

0.4

ND =not detected
In a previous study in dogs (n = 12) that inhaled 239 Pu02 in which a double lumen
endotracheal tube method of lavage was used , the amount of plutonium removed by lung
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lavage was approximately 44% of the IPB, with about 30% of the IPB remaining in the lung,
22% in the feces, and about 4% in other tissues at 64 days after inhalation of the plutonium
aerosols1 . A comparison of these similar studies suggests that the single lumen endotracheal
tube method for lung lavage may be more effective than the double lumen tube method in
removing radioactive particles from the lung. A possible increase in efficacy of nearly 20%
is a significant improvement in the method; however, we must interpret this information
cautiously because of the few numbers of animals involved and because the studies were not
designed for direct comparison.
In the second study in which HFCWO was used, 85% of the IPB was in the lung of the
control dogs at 10 days after inhalation of 85 sr in fused aluminosilicate particles (fable 2).
For the dogs that were treated only by lung lavage, the lung burden was 51% of the IPB and
44% was removed in the lavage fluid. The amount removed by lavage from these 2 dogs
was higher than would be expected with only a single lavage procedure. Based on the study
cited above, in which dogs inhaled 239 Pu02 and were treated with lava~e, about 32% of the
IPB would be expected to be removed in the first lavage of both lungs . The third group,
which also received HFCWO during the lavage procedure, had 34 % of the IPB in the lung
and 61% of the 85 sr was removed by lavage. The last group, in which HFCWO was given
before the lavage procedure, had 62% of the IPB in the lung and 32% removed in the lavage
fluid. These results suggest that HFCWO during lavage, that is while the fluid is in the
lung, does improve the effectiveness of the procedure. HFCWO performed before fluid was
in the lung did not change the amount of radioactivity removed and appeared to be
ineffective.
Table 2
85 Sr Activity in Excreta, Lavage Fluid, and Tissues for Dogs 10 Days after
Inhalation of 85 sr in Fused Aluminosilicate Particles and Treated with Lung

Lavage and High Frequency Chest Wall Oscillation (HFCWO)
Percent Initial Pulmonary Burden
Group

No. of
Dogs

Feces Urine

Control

2

9.8

2.2

Lavage only

2

2.6

0.5

Lavage with HFCWO

2

2.4

HFCWO before lavage

2

2.2

Lavage
Fluid Lung Liver Skeleton
84

ND

1

44

51

ND

0.5

0.8

61

34

ND

0.7

1.2

32

62

ND

0.5

ND=not detected
The results from the lavage with HFCWO would have been very encouraging except for the
accompanying pathophysiological sequelae. One dog from the group treated with lavage and
HFCWO and one dog from the group that was treated with HFCWO before lavage died
within 48 hours of the procedure from acute traumatic pneumonitis and pulmonary edema.
The other 4 dogs from the groups treated with HFCWO and lavage had lung lesions at
sacrifice, 72 hours after treatment, of inflammatory cell infiltrate and thickened alveolar
septae with fibrin strands. Few indications of pulmonary edema remained.
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These pathological effects were not expected because previous studies in dogs that employed
either of the techniques did not result in significant damage to the lung. It appears, however,
that the combination of treatments occurring close together in time produces very significant
lung injury and therefore cannot be recommended at this time.
In summary, the lung lavage procedure using a single lumen endotracheal tube appears to
remove radioactive particles from the lung more effectively than does the technique using a
double-lumen tube. The increase in effectiveness may be as much as 50%. The HFCWO
during lavage did improve the removal of radioactive materials from the lung, but serious
lung injury occurred. Lung injury was not expected because previous studies with both of
these techniques separately in dogs did not result in significant lung injury. The results from
the studies with lavage and HFCWO were encouraging, but it is obvious that considerable
work is needed to determine if a useful method can be developed.
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EFFECTS OF A WHOLE BODY GAMMA IRRADIATION ON GABA
REPARTITION IN INFANT RATS CEREBELLUM AND ffiPPOCAMPAL
FORMATION.

Thirteen-day-old rats were exposed to a single dose of 4 or 0,5 Gy of gamma at a dose
rate of 0,25 Gy/min and were killed about 5h after. Fixation was achieved in situ using
glutaraldehyde. For GABA immunocytochemistry transversal sections were incubated
with antiserum against GABA, then with PAP and revealed with diaminobenzidine.
Proliferative layers are still observed in the infant rat cerebellum (external granular
layer) and hippocampal formation ( subgranular layer of the dentate gyrus).When
irradiation occurs a high percent of these two layers cells are pycnotic.
In the normal cerebellum, no immunostaining is observed in external granular layer cell
bodies. The only labelled structures are few cytoplasmic expansions coming from
subjacent layers. When irradiated, a strong GABA staining appears around pycnotic cells
as a network with labelled meshes. GABA staining and pycnotic cells were more
especially important when the irradiation increases. Further studies are needed to specify
the nature of labelled meshes.
In the normal hippocampal formation, subgranular cells are not GABA stained.
Staining occurs in cells which are not granule cells. They are scattered throughout cell
layers of the dentate gyrus with predominance in the hilus. After irradiation, GABA
repartition is not modified.
After a 4 Gy whole body gamma irradiation, the inhibitory GABA system is not
injured. Other amino-acid neurotransmitters such as Glutamate could be modified.
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Introduction
The International Non-Ionizing Radiation Committee
(INIRC) of IRPA and the American Conference of Governmental
Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH) have recommended guidelines for
exposure limits (ELs) for sub-radiofrequency (sub-RF, defined
as 30 kHz and less) electric and magnetic fields.
The ACGIH
refers to ELs as "Threshold Limit Values," or TLVs, and limits
its guidance to the workplace.
Separate ELs are established for the electric and
magnetic components of sub-RF electromagnetic fields because
exposures of practical interest occur in the "near zone,"
where the two components behave independently.
Background
The SI unit for the electric field strength, E, is the
volt per meter, V/m, while the magnetic flux density, B, is
desribed by the tesla (T). The background static electric
field is about 130 V/m, while oscillating fields range up to
about 1000 V/m (20 kV/m during thunderstorms) with frequencies
up to about 1000 Hz. Amplitudes generally decrease with
increasing frequency.
The typical atmospheric field at 50-60
Hz is only about 10-4 V/m. <ll Man produces sub-RF fields
primarily from electric power generation, transmission, and
use.
Fields are typically about 10 kV/m directly under the
conducting wires of transmission lines and 1 or 2 kV/m at the
edge of the line right-of-way. By contrast, electric fields
from building wiring and electrical appliances typically range
only up to 100 V/m. Visual display terminals (VDTs) can
produce fields of about 10 V/m or less at 10-15 kHz, due to
the high-voltage circuit flyback transformer. <Sl
The earth's static magnetic field is about 50 ~T.
Powerfrequency flux densities of about 10 ~T can occur very near
electrical appliances. The home has levels of about 0.1 ~T.
Some occupational environments, such as those where induction
heaters are in use, may have flux densities of 10-100 mT.
Dosimetry and Measurement
Guidance on measuring power-frequency fields has been
developed. <7l Portable monitors, from simple spot measuring
devices to dosimetric devices with on-board computers, are
finding increasing use in epidemiologic studies.
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Field Effects in Man
Sub-RF electric fields can induce fields and currents
within the body. Hair vibration or other sensory stimuli may
occur in fields greater than 10 kV/m. Currents induced in
metal structures may produce shocks when humans contact the
structure and permit a path to ground.
A grounded person in an electric field experiences a
short-circuit current of approximately I = 15 x 10-8 f W213 E0 ,
where I is in ~' f is the frequency in Hz, W is the weight in
grams, and E0 is the electric field strength in V /m. <6 > Thus, a
70 kg person would have a total short-circuit current of about
153 ~ in a 10 kV/m, 60-Hz field.
Studies of models indicate
that current densities induced in a grounded, erect person
exposed to a 10 kV/m, 60-Hz vertical electric field are 0.55
~/cm2 through the neck and 2 ~/cm2 through the ankles.
Time-varying magnetic fields induce electric currents
directly as the magnetic flux density and the frequency of
oscillation, and inversely as the radius of the current loop.
The current density at the perimeter of an adult torso can be
approximated by J = 0.24 f B0 , where J is in A/m2 , f is in Hz,
and B0 is in T. The maximum current density induced by normal
residential field levels is thus of the order of 1 ~/m2 •
Biological Effects
Biological effects from sub-RF electric and magnetic
fields have been demonstrated by in vitro and in vivo
laboratory studies. However, no convincing studies have
demonstrated adverse health effects. Moreover, a great many
studies have led to findings of no effects. The many
excellent reviews< 1 - 4 > offer a comprehensive discussion.
Human Studies
Occupational health effects of electric fields have been
studied mainly in electric utility workers. Again, the
references 0 - 4 > contain excellent summaries of these.
A number of epidemiologic studies have identified an
increased risk of cancer among those employed in "electrical
occupations," such as electricians, engineers, or radio
repairmen.
The associations were not consistent amon~ the
studies, which often involved small numbers of cases. l> Other
deficiencies of these studies are stated in the report.
A more recent review< 9 > considered eleven separate studies
of electrical workers. The most consistent finding was a
small increase in the risk of leukemia. The authors warned
that the results are equivocal with respect to cause, because
electrical workers are also exposed to agents besides fields,
some of which may be leukemogenic.
In contrast, a casecontrol study of deaths due to primary brain cancer or
leukemia found an increased risk of brain cancer but no
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increased risk of
Occupational
Canada, and other
over the next few

leukemia among electrical workers . oo>
studies are underway now (1992) in the U.S.,
countries. Results will become available
years.

The Basis for Exposure Guidelines
Although there is little hard evidence for adverse
effects from sub-RF fields, the growing concerns of workers
and the public have prompted both INIRC and ACGIH to set
guidelines.
Both groups developed guidance by limiting induced
current densities in the body to levels that occur normally,
i.e., up to about 10 mAim2 (higher levels can also occur
naturally in the heart). Certain biological effects have been
demonstrated in laboratory studies at field strengths below
those permitted by the exposure guidelines; however, there is
no convincing evidence now that occupational exposure to these
field levels leads to adverse health effects. cz>
The INIRC Guideline ELs
The INIRC recommended electric field exposure limits of 10
kVIm for a whole working day with a short-term limit of 30
kVIm. cs> Interim times and field strengths are related by the
formula, t = SOlE, where t is in hours and E is in kVIm. The
limits for magnetic flux density for occupational exposure
were set at 0.5 mT for the entire workday, 5 mT for exposures
of two hours or less, and 25 mT for exposure to limbs.
The ACGIH TLVs
The ACGIH TLV' 11 > for occupational exposure to sub-RF
electric fields limits exposure to 25 kVIm for frequencies
from 0 Hz to 100 Hz.
For frequencies of 100 Hz to 4 Khz, the
TLV is given by
ETLv =

2. 5 x 10 6 I f

(V/m, r.m.s.)

where f is in Hz. A limit of 625 VIm applies to frequencies
from 4 kHz to 30 kHz. Because electromagnetic interference
may occur in some models of heart pacemaker in power-frequency
electric fields as low as 2 kVIm, exposures of workers with
pacemakers are limited to 1 kVIm.
The TLV for sub-RF magnetic fields was revised in 1992 to
be in consonance with the American National Standards
Institute at frequencies above 300 Hz. For fields from 1 to
300 Hz, routine occupational exposure is limited to
BTLV

60 I f

(mT, r.m.s.)

where f is the frequency in Hz. The TLV at 60 Hz is thus 1
mT. For frequencies from 300 Hz to 30 kHz, the TLV is 0.2 mT,
which corresponds to a magnetic field strength of 163 Aim.
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Below 1 Hz, the TLV is 60 mT.
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The typical atmospheric field at 50-60
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primarily from electric power generation, transmission, and
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edge of the line right-of-way. By contrast, electric fields
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only up to 100 V/m. Visual display terminals (VDTs) can
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developed. <7l Portable monitors, from simple spot measuring
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Field Effects in Man
Sub-RF electric fields can induce fields and currents
within the body. Hair vibration or other sensory stimuli may
occur in fields greater than 10 kV/m. Currents induced in
metal structures may produce shocks when humans contact the
structure and permit a path to ground.
A grounded person in an electric field experiences a
short-circuit current of approximately I = 15 x 10-8 f W213 E0 ,
where I is in ~' f is the frequency in Hz, W is the weight in
grams, and E0 is the electric field strength in V /m. <6 > Thus, a
70 kg person would have a total short-circuit current of about
153 ~ in a 10 kV/m, 60-Hz field.
Studies of models indicate
that current densities induced in a grounded, erect person
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~/cm2 through the neck and 2 ~/cm2 through the ankles.
Time-varying magnetic fields induce electric currents
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approximated by J = 0.24 f B0 , where J is in A/m2 , f is in Hz,
and B0 is in T. The maximum current density induced by normal
residential field levels is thus of the order of 1 ~/m2 •
Biological Effects
Biological effects from sub-RF electric and magnetic
fields have been demonstrated by in vitro and in vivo
laboratory studies. However, no convincing studies have
demonstrated adverse health effects. Moreover, a great many
studies have led to findings of no effects. The many
excellent reviews< 1 - 4 > offer a comprehensive discussion.
Human Studies
Occupational health effects of electric fields have been
studied mainly in electric utility workers. Again, the
references 0 - 4 > contain excellent summaries of these.
A number of epidemiologic studies have identified an
increased risk of cancer among those employed in "electrical
occupations," such as electricians, engineers, or radio
repairmen.
The associations were not consistent amon~ the
studies, which often involved small numbers of cases. l> Other
deficiencies of these studies are stated in the report.
A more recent review< 9 > considered eleven separate studies
of electrical workers. The most consistent finding was a
small increase in the risk of leukemia. The authors warned
that the results are equivocal with respect to cause, because
electrical workers are also exposed to agents besides fields,
some of which may be leukemogenic.
In contrast, a casecontrol study of deaths due to primary brain cancer or
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Although there is little hard evidence for adverse
effects from sub-RF fields, the growing concerns of workers
and the public have prompted both INIRC and ACGIH to set
guidelines.
Both groups developed guidance by limiting induced
current densities in the body to levels that occur normally,
i.e., up to about 10 mAim2 (higher levels can also occur
naturally in the heart). Certain biological effects have been
demonstrated in laboratory studies at field strengths below
those permitted by the exposure guidelines; however, there is
no convincing evidence now that occupational exposure to these
field levels leads to adverse health effects. cz>
The INIRC Guideline ELs
The INIRC recommended electric field exposure limits of 10
kVIm for a whole working day with a short-term limit of 30
kVIm. cs> Interim times and field strengths are related by the
formula, t = SOlE, where t is in hours and E is in kVIm. The
limits for magnetic flux density for occupational exposure
were set at 0.5 mT for the entire workday, 5 mT for exposures
of two hours or less, and 25 mT for exposure to limbs.
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The ACGIH TLV' 11 > for occupational exposure to sub-RF
electric fields limits exposure to 25 kVIm for frequencies
from 0 Hz to 100 Hz.
For frequencies of 100 Hz to 4 Khz, the
TLV is given by
ETLv =

2. 5 x 10 6 I f

(V/m, r.m.s.)

where f is in Hz. A limit of 625 VIm applies to frequencies
from 4 kHz to 30 kHz. Because electromagnetic interference
may occur in some models of heart pacemaker in power-frequency
electric fields as low as 2 kVIm, exposures of workers with
pacemakers are limited to 1 kVIm.
The TLV for sub-RF magnetic fields was revised in 1992 to
be in consonance with the American National Standards
Institute at frequencies above 300 Hz. For fields from 1 to
300 Hz, routine occupational exposure is limited to
BTLV

60 I f

(mT, r.m.s.)

where f is the frequency in Hz. The TLV at 60 Hz is thus 1
mT. For frequencies from 300 Hz to 30 kHz, the TLV is 0.2 mT,
which corresponds to a magnetic field strength of 163 Aim.
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Below 1 Hz, the TLV is 60 mT.
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ON THE BOUNDARY BETWEEN IONIZING AND NON-IONIZING RADIATION
Lars Persson
Swedish Radiation Protection Institute
Box 60204, S-10401 Stockholm, Sweden
ABSTRACT
The recent Radiation Protection Act of Sweden applies
for the protection of people, animals and environment against
the harmful effects of both non-ionizing and ionizing
radiation. There are, however, a few differences in the
obligations etc. in the Act for the two types of radiation.
some detailed physical and biological arguments are given here
for use of the wavelength 100 nm as the practical boundary
between the two types of radiation in the legislation.
INTRODUCTION
The recent Radiation Protection Act of sweden (1)
applies for the protection of people, animals and environment
against the harmful effects of both non-ionizing and ionizing
radiation. There are, however, a few differences in the
obligations etc. in the Act for the two types of radiation.
Thus in the preparatory work for the legislation it was
necessary to define the boundary between the non-ionizing and
the ionizing radiation. The Swedish Government's consultative
commission for the preparation of the Act argued for a 100 nm
photon wavelength corresponding to 12.4 eV as the boundary
between the two types of radiation. The Swedish Government and
the consulted authorities had no objections to this proposal
and since the Act has now been passed by the swedish Parliament
the 100 nm boundary has been established in sweden. Below some
physical, chemical and biological arguments will be given for
the use of 100 nm as the boundary between the two types of
radiation in radiation protection legislation.
DEFINITION OF IONIZING RADIATION
The International Commission on Radiation Units and
Measurement (ICRU) has given the following definition of the
term ionizing radiation (2): "Ionizing radiation consists of
charged particles or uncharged particles (e.g. photons) capable
of causing ionization by primary or secondary processes". It is
also noted by ICRU that a radiation, such as low energy
photons, may be ionizing in one medium but not in another.
Hence, the choice of a suitable energy cutoff, below which a
radiation is considered as non-ionizing, will depend on
the circumstances. In this work the author will discuss the
cutoff energy for the human body.
PREVIOUS WORKS
Irradiation of living human cells with photons e.g.
from a synchrotron light source in the relevant region of 100
nm has, according to the present author's knowledge, not yet
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been performed. However, Hutchinson (3) found in an experiment
for the inactivation of bovine serum albumin using a slowelectron beam of the appropriate energies that at some electron
energy in the range 10-13 eV, with increasing energy, a process
occurs which is much more likely to cause inactivation than
that caused by ultraviolet ionization of lower energies. From
the amount of energy involved he argues that it seems natural
to identify this second process with ionization.
Setlow (4) has studied the e f f e c t s of
different wavelengths of ultraviolet light on nucleic acids and
proteins. He observes at 121.5 nm with decreasing wavelength
that the inactivation cross section of chymotrypsin increases
much more rapidly than the absorption cross section. He noted
in his paper that it is tempting to ascribe this large increase
in quantum yield to the onset of ionization.
CALCULATIONS
The reference man with a weight of 70 kg consists of 15
elements with a quatity of 1.0 g or more (5). The ionization
energies of these 15 elements vary from 4.3 ev forK to 17.4 eV
for F (6). A mean value of the ionization energy, weighted
according to the amount of these 15 elements in the reference
man, is 12.9 eV corresponding to a photon wavelength of 96 nm.
DISCUSSION
As already mentioned there exist atoms in the human
body with ionization energies much lower than 12.4 eV. For
example the ionization energy 4.3 eV of K corresponds to ~
photon wavelength of 288 nm. However, the ionizing energy of K
that you expect to find in biological systems is 31.8 eV
corresponding to 45 nm.
The ionization potential of the isolated water molecule
is 12.6 eV corresponding to a photon wavelength of 98 nm (7).
However, there is also experimental evidence that at a quantum
energy of only 6.8 eV corresponding to 185 nm some solvated
electrons are formed (7). The reactive species of the
irradiated water molecule may attack molecules in the cell
leading to the production of biological damage yielding a
highly reactive site on DNA in the form of a DNA radical (8).
This is known as the indirect effect.
The DNA consists of atoms of H, c, N, 0 and P. The P
atoms (approximately 10 weight percent of DNA) have an
ionization energy of only 11.0 eV corresponding to a photon
wavelength of 113 nm. Thus there exist some arguments for a
wavelength longer than 100 nm as the boundary between ionizing
and non-ionizing radiation.
The swedish legal boundary between ionizing and nonionizing radiation was established as 100 nm (or 12.4 eV) with
the argument that it corresponds approximately to the upper
wavelength limit for the production by photons of ionization in
biologically important elements in the human body. This is by
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the so-called direct effect (8). The World Health Organization
has in its survey of protection against non-ionizing radiation
(9) chosen a similar boundary between ionizing and non-ionizing
radiation.
CONCLUSIONS
The 100 nm electromagnetic wavelength boundary
established in connection with the adoption of the swedish
radiation protection Act may well in the field of radiation
protection serve as a practical boundary between ionizing and
non-ionizing radiation. However, there also exist some
scientific arguments for a somewhat higher value. The data also
indicate that there may be no sharp transition between ionizing
and non-ionizing radiation.
An experimental investigation of the effects of photons
on living, preferably human, cells in the boundary region
approximately 10-400 nm, for example using synchrotron light
should be valuable in the investigation of the problem.
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BASIC CRITERIA FOR ELF-STANDARDS
J.H. Bernhardt
Institute for Radiation Hygiene,
Federal Office for Radiation Protection
D 8042 Munich - Neuherberg
ABSTRACT
Since possible late effects resulting from ELF-field exposure have not definitely been proven standards are based on
acute effects. The established basic limits (i.e. induced current densities) and derived limits (i.e. electric and magnetic
field strengths) are summarized. Additionally, contact currents,
interferences with medical implants and field perception must be
considered for establishing intervention levels, especially,
with regard to the aspects of preventive public health care.
INTRODUCTION
Though several epidemiological studies suggest, that a weak
association exists between the exposure to ELF-fields and an
increase of various kinds of cancer, a final risk assessment of
long-term continuous exposure to ELF-fields is so far not possible. It has not definitely been proven, that the electric and
magnetic ELF-fields occuring at working places or in every-day
life are mutagenic or cancerogenic. The main critical points are
concerning statistical evaluation, the insufficient determination of the field strength during the exposure and dose-effect
relationships, furthermore, the inadequacy in the demarcation of
concomitant factors and the absence of known interaction mechanisms. The final clarification of the question of possible late
effects requires further elucidation. Therefore, for deriving
standards, the non-stochastic ELF-field effects are well in the
foreground 1' 2 •
ACUTE FIELD EFFECTS
Electric and magnetic ELF-fields can generate - due to
different interaction mechanisms - electric field strengths (in
V/m) and electric current densities (in mA/m 2 ) within the body.
These tissue field strengths and current densities can produce dependent on their intensity - biological effects. Although the
electric tissue field strength is the basic quantity responsible
for the biological effects, in most cases dose-effects-relationships are given in terms of the current density. Both of
these quantities are connected via the electric conductivity.
No biological effects are scientifically confirmed so far
below about 1 mA/m 2 . Current densities between 1 and 10 mA/m2
are corresponding to the endogenous background level of current
densities in most organs and tissues of the body 2•3 • On the
surface of electrically active nerve or muscle cells current
densities of up to 1000 mA/m 2 can occur for short times.
From in-vitro laboratory studies using current densities
between about 1 and 10 mA/m 2 some minor biological effects have
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been reported. Some of these effects were observed only at distinct frequencies and field strengths ("windows") . Examples
include changes in the calcium-efflux from preparations of
brain-tissue following exposure of 16 Hz-electric or magnetic
fields, modified calcium - uptake of lymphocytes following magnetic field exposure, and inhibition of melatonin synthesis by
the pineal gland following exposure to weak static magnetic
fields. The significance of these findings with human beings is
not clear.
ELF-fields of relatively high intensity, producing internal
body current densities exceeding about 10 mA/m2, can cause some
biological effects which cannot be ignored. Examples are enhancement of DNA synthesis, alteration of the molecular weight
distribution during protein synthesis, delay of the mitotic cell
cycle, blocking of the action of parathyroid hormone at the site
of its plasma membrane receptor, and inhibition of the cytotoxicity of T-lymphocytes.
A systematic evaluation of the actually induced currents
and field strengths at the tissue and cellular level of these
findings is complicated by the following facts:
• large variations of the exposure conditions and,
• lack of details on the geometry of the biological samples.
Furthermore, the lack of reproducible results between different
laboratories limit the interpretaton. Since dose-response relationships have not yet been identified, systematic determinations of threshold values for tissue field strengths are urgently needed.
Controlled laboratory studies on volunteers exposed for
short periods to electric field strengths up to 20 kV/m or magnetic flux densities up to 5 mT revealed no adverse clinical or
significant physiological changes. These data do not exclude
that health effects may occur by long term exposure. The thresholds for stimulation of excitable cells are above 100 mA/m 2 ;
for frequencies above about 300 Hz these thresholds increase
proportion a 11 y with the frequency ' .
In addition to effects caused by induced tissue field
strengths, there exist surface effects due to electric field
exposure resulting in sensory perception and, furthermore, perception of transient or steady electric currents occurring from
touching charged objects in electric fields. At 50/60 Hz a field
strength of 20 kV/m is the perception threshold of 50% of people
for sensations from their head hair or of tingling between body
and clothes. A small percentage of people can perceive a field
strength of 2 to 3 kV/m. The efffects of steady or transient
("spark discharges") contact currents are depending on many
factors, e.g., the size and geometry of the object, the electric
field strength, the body impedance, the size of the contact area
and the strength and duration of the contact current '. Typical
electric field strength levels leading to spark discharges which
are felt as an annoyance in our daily environment are between 2
and 7 kVfm. A small percentage of people can perceive a field
strength of .5 kV/m via spark discharges.
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A further group of indirect effects result from possible
effects of ELF-fields on electric or electronic implanted medical devices. Typical example is the implanted pacemaker.
BASIC AND DERIVED EXPOSURE LIMITS
For establishing exposure limits and safety factors, duration of exposure, presence of controlled or uncontrolled environments, existence of risk groups (e.g. with medical implants)
should be considered. The evaluation of the acute effects have
lead to recommendations of exposure limits which are different
for occupationally exposed persons and the general public.
The International Non-Ionizing Radiation Committee (INIRC)
of IRPA recommends that the ELF field induced current density
should not exceed 10 mA/m 2 in the body 2 • since most evidence is
based on short term observations and, since there is a limited
knowledge of the possible effects of long term exposure, the
INIR Committee recommends to limit of induced current density to
4 mA/m 2 for the continuous occupational exposure and 2 mA/m 2 for
the general public (a factor of 5 below 10 mA/m 2 ). The current
densities should be averaged over a period of 1 s and a crosssection of 1 cm 2 perpendicular to the current direction. This
averaging seems to be sufficient for picking up spatial and
temporal peak values, in view of the fact that the effects of
current densities are occurring at the cellular levels, that a
plurality of cellular effects are resulting in an action on the
whole organisation and, furtermore, the safety zone from stimulating effects are sufficiently large.
From these basic restrictions for the current density the
dosimetric quantities, which are necessary for practical purposes, must be derived. The derived secondary exposure limits,
i.e., the external electric and magnetic field strengths must be
deducted in such a way, that the protective aim is guaranteed
also under worst case conditions. For the derivation of field
strength exposure limits from the basic restriction there exist
numerical and measuring methods. For both methods considerable
simplifications were used up to now not taking into account,
i.e., the inhomogeneous distribution and anisotropy of the electric conductivity. Due to such simplifications possible spatial
increased values of the basic restriction remain disregarded.
CONCLUSIONS
The table summarizes the results of measurements and calculations. The table reflects partially the heterogeneous distribution of the current density within the human body produced by
external electric or magnetic fields. For example, an electric
field strength of 5 kV/m (the IRPA/IRNIC recommendation for the
limit of continuous exposure of the general public to 50/60 Hz
electric fields) produces in trunk, head, neck and ankles current density of up to 1.7, 0.5, 2.5 and 10 mA/m 2 , respectively.
A magnetic flux density of 0.1 mT induces in trunk, head and
wrists/ankles current densities of up to 1.7, 0.4 and 0.15 mA/m2, respectively. A refinement of such model estimations, however, is urgently needed.
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Table:
Derived values for the electric field strength and magnetic flux density approximately producing a current density of
1 mA/m 2 in different body parts at 50 or 60 Hz.
Left: Values of the electric field strength;
Right: Values of the magnetic flux density (peripheral regions;
R: Radius of current loop; a homogeneous conductivity of 0.2 S/m
is assumed) .
Electric field strength
in kVfm
Trunk
(average)

Head

Neck

3

10

2

Magnetic flux density
in mT

Ankles
(both
feet
grounded)
0.5

Trunk
(R=
0.3m)

Head
(R=
0.075m)

Wrist/
Ankles
(R=
0.03m)

0.06

0.25

0.6

Generally, for the establishment of standards, the simultaneous occurrence of other physical agents, noxious chemicals
or biologicals factors is not being considered. The exposure
limit of 5 kV/m provides substantial protection for the public
from annoyance caused by contact currents or transient discharges, which is considered acceptable for occupational exposed
persons. For occupationally exposure, hazardous body currents
and contact voltages must be avoided by special measures. An
electric field strength of 5 kVfm, however, cannot completely
eliminate perception of electric field effects. Additionally,
there is a small probability that a malfuction of some sensitive
unipolar cardiac pacemakers will occur under worst-case conditions at electric field strength values between 2.5 and 5 kV/m
and magnetic flux densities between 0.02 and 0.1 mT. Furthermore, in view of this and some other unknowns and uncertainties
concerning the complete understanding of the interacting mechanisms and the final clarification of possible long term effects
it may be prudent not to exhaust the exposure limits. Such aspects of preventive public health care should be taken into
consideration especially on developing new technologies by using
electric energy or building transmission lines near public dwellings.
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PROPOSAL FOR CHANGING THE LASER EXPOSURE LIMITS
FOR EXTENDED SOURCE VIEWING
D. Courant1, D.H. Sliney 2 , W. Marshall 2 and L. Court 1,3
Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique, DSV-DPTE, Bp6, 92265 Fontenay aux
Roses France. 2 Laser Microwave Division, US Army Environmental Hygiene
Agency, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD 21010-5422 USA. 3 Centre de
Recherches du Service de Sante des An.ees, Bp 87,
F-38702 La Tranche, France
ABSTRACT
The current laser safety standards have two sets of ocular exposure
limits. One set concerns the intrabeam or point source viewing condition,
the other a diffuse reflection or an extended laser source. Recent
studies of retinal injury thresholds for large retinal image sizes at
microsecond exposure times have shown that no safety factor exists in
current laser standards for this exposure regime. From a complete review
of known biological data, it was possible to develop a set of new
exposure criteria that much more closely follow actual injury thresholds.
The new proposal makes use of the fact that retinal injury thresholds
vary inversely as image size, and limits can be expressed as an angular
correction factor to the intrabeam "point-source" exposure limits.
INTRODUCTION
The IRPA and IEC laser safety recommendations have two sets of
ocular exposure limits. One set relates to the intrabeam or point source
viewing condition, the other to a diffuse reflection or an extended laser
source. The latter although seldom used is nevertheless important. The
increasing power of lasers can induce hazardous reflections. New laser
products, especially in recent investigative techniques of the retina and
in retinal imagery, are ever more using extended sources or optics
producing large retinal images.
Many biological data exist on damage thresholds for minimal retinal
image sizes. No controversy concerning the threshold values has been
reported. The experimental results are in good agreement with present
exposure limits. At the opposite, for non-minimal images few experiments
were performed to know the influence of the retinal image size and
specify the corresponding laser injury thresholds. Problems appear when
comparing the limit values and the biological data base for large image
sizes.
PROBLEMS RAISED BY THE EXPOSURE LIMITS FOR EXTENDED SOURCE VIEWING.
The present exposure limits for viewing extended sources or diffuse
reflections of laser radiation are a function of the exposure duration.
For extended sources, the exposure limits are usually expressed in W.cm- 2
. sr- 1 (radiance) and in J. cm- 2 • sr- 1 (integrated radiance) . For a given
exposure duration, the integrated radiance limit specified at the cornea
determines a corresponding retinal radiant exposure limit expressed in
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J .cm- 2 • This limit value does not vary with the size of the retinal
image. Thus, the corneal exposure limit determines the same invariable
radiant exposure limit for every retinal spot size. By example, the
retinal radiant exposure corresponding to the exposure limit (EL), is 10
mJ.cm- 2 for viewing angles as different as 0.004 and 0.033 radian.
However, the biological data have shown a dependence of the retinal
lesion threshold on image size. What is the maximal image size taken into
account by the standard? This is not specified for the present EL.
The use, in the most recent studies, of an investigative technique
such as fluorescein angiography, has shown that the retinal damage
thresholds are lower than those reported in the early experiments using a
direct ophthalmoscopic method [1,2]. The results demonstrated that at the
relevant limit value, there is a risk of lesion which can be detected by
angiography for retinal spot sizes greater than 250 ~- The risk or
probability of detecting a damage is increasing with the retinal image
diameter.

THE NEW PROPOSAL
From a complete review of known biological data, it was possible to
develop a set of new exposure criteria that much more closely follow
actual injury thresholds. The good agreement of the experimental data
with the exposure limits for point source or intrabeam viewing can be
used to specify in a better way the limits for extended source viewing.
The regression lines, fitting the biological data obtained with different
image sizes, are divided in two groups which depend on the exposure
duration in the same way as the intrabeam viewing exposure limits. The
relationship established between the retinal lesion threshold level
(ED 50 ) and the retinal image diameter can be described by the relevant
equation:
Hr = b.rm
where Hr is the retinal radiant exposure expressed in J. cm- 2 , r the
retinal image diameter expressed in ~, m the slope of the line and b is
a constant. The similarity of the slopes of the curves allows one to
consider very roughly the spot size dependence as a function that is
inversely proportional to the image diameter. The best fit to the data is
obtained with slopes m of -0.8 to -1.2. This is corroborated for exposure
durations ranging from 10- 9 s to 10 s [2].
The new proposal makes use of the fact that retinal injury thresholds
vary inversely as image size, and limits can be expressed as an angular
correction factor to the intrabeam "point-source" ELs. Using this
relationship, the retinal radiant exposure corresponding to the limit EL
for extended source viewing (H ELes) could be expressed as the
corresponding radiant exposure for the point source limit value (H ELps)
multiplied by a correction factor CF that includes an image size
dependent term:
New H ELes (for extended source)

H ELps (for point source) x CF
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Figure 1.

The

relationship between the retinal damage threshold

(ED 50 )

and the retinal spot-size.

The multiplicative correction factor CF can be expressed as follows:
CF

(

a

I

am in )

m

where a is the angular subtense or visual angle of the extended source
and amin the limiting angle which determines extended source versus point
source viewing condition. The value of the slope m is choosen 1.0. In the
standard,
amin
varies with the exposure duration, whereas in our
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proposal

amin

is a fixed value in the thermal injury domain. It may be

convenient to consider a value of amin equal to the lowest effective
retinal image size formed on the retina but it may be
too possible to
choose a larger value of amin• at which the experimental data still
warrant the exposure limits.
For exposure durations larger than 10 s, the effects of eye movements
become dominant on the retinal spot-size. A good value for amin' based
upon eye movements recordings for fixating a point seems 11 milliradians.
A transition value of amin should be defined for exposure ranging from 13 s, when the eye movements begin to influence the retinal image
diameter, to 10 s.
The recent thermal model calculations show that the 1/r spot-size
dependance ends at about 1-2 mm retinal image diameter. Hence, a single
radiance limit is possible for visual angle subtending the source
corresponding to retinal image diameters larger than 1-2 mm. The visual
angle specifying the use of a radiance limit could be defined by the new
term amax.
This formulation allows one to specify safety margins for large image
diameters equivalent to those existing for intrabeam viewing conditions.
This revision effort also has implications for exposure limits applied to
non-coherent light sources.
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CURRENT AND PLANNED ACTIVITIES OF THE
IRPA - INTERNATIONAL NON-IONIZING RADIATION COMMITTEE

A.S. Duchene, INIRC Scientific Secretary,
32 rue Gambetta, 92260 Fontenay-aux-Roses, France

ABSTRACT

In its fifteen years existence, IRPA
INIRC has worked hard to
achieve the objective that IRPA assigned to the Committee when creaLlng lL
in 1977. The IRPA-INIRC Guidelines on limits of exposure now cover a large
part of the electromagnetic spectrum as well as ultrasound and some of them
have been updated in recent years. INIRC's activities since the last IRPA
Congress in 1988, its work in progress and future programme are detailed
below.
INTRODUCTION

As compared to ionizing radiation, non-ionizing radiation protection
is a rather young matter of concern and IRPA-INIRC, the first international
body specifically set up to this purpose, was created 50 years later than
ICRP. For a long time health protection interests were mainly focussed on
the nuclear industry. In recent years, however, the public has become
increasingly aware of other factors of nuisance in its living and working
environment, and NIR which is omnipresent in our everyday life is one of
these. Public contests against planned or even existing NIR-emitting
installations are developing and workers' concern about possible hazards
from NIR has manifested itself in various industries. There is an
increasing request for regulatory protection measures and guidance in this
respect and the IRPA guidelines are being recommended or adopted in an
increasing number of countries.
Non-ionizing radiation (NIR) refers to a wide range of radiations and
fields with different physical characteristics and different processes of
interaction with living matter. This requires that the composition of INIRC
reflects appropriate expertise with respect to the different NIR and
recognized competence within various disciplines. When considering the work
achieved by INIRC since its creation, it must be borne in mind that its
membership was limited to 12 members plus a Chairman and a Scientific
Secretary, and for a long time was even less than that. For the last 4-year
period, INIRC's membership included the following :
M.H. Repacholi, Chairman (Australia),
H.P. Jammet,
Chairman Emeritus
(France),
J.H.
Bernhardt
(F.R.Germany),
B.F.M. Bosnjakovic (The Netherlands), L.A. Court (France), P.A. Czerski
(U.S.A.), M. Grandolfo (Italy), B.G. Knave (Sweden), A.F. McKinlay (U.K.),
M.G. Shandala (U.S.S.R.), D.H. Sliney (U.S.A.), J.A.J. Stolwijk (U.S.A.),
M.A. Stuchly (Canada), L.D. Szabo (Hungary), A.S. Duchene, Scientific
Secretary (France) .
Professor P. Czerski, charter member of INIRC, died in April 1990. He
was a pioneer investigator in the effects of non-ionizing radiation on
biosystems and a fervent promoter of international cooperation. With him,
INIRC lost one of its most active members.
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ACTIVITIES OF IRPA-INIRC.

INIRC' s work up to 1988 has been reported in detail at the 7th
International Congress of IRPA
Since then,
INIRC carried on its
activities in three directions, namely: the preparation of new guidelines
for other parts of the NIR spectrum and of statements on questions of the
moment
the analysis of background data relating to NIR in cooperation
with the World Health Organization (WHO) ; and the development of practical
guidance for protection against NIR at the workplace in cooperation with
the International Labour Office (ILO).
In addition, INIRC contributed to the promotion of NIR protection
through
the
organization
or
cosponsoring
of
Workshops
(Melbourne,
Australia, 1988 ; Vancouver, Canada, 1992) or International Courses on NIR
(Erice, Italy, 1989).
IRPA-INIRC guidelines

New data on the biological effects and the relative spectral
effectiveness in the UV-A region lead INIRC to revise its 1985 Guidelines
on limits of exposure to ultraviolet radiation. The table of relative
effectiveness values has been completed for the different wavelengths
between 315 and 400 nm. Furthermore, it was felt that the former irradiance
limit of 10 W m- 2 for periods greater than 1000 s included an insufficient
safety factor for longer periods. The revised exposure limits for the near
UV spectral region, expressed in terms of radiant exposure (J m- 2 ), were
published in Health Physics, vol. 56, June 1989.
Many specialists in the field of ultraviolet radiation have called
attention to the long term health risks of excessive UV exposure. Following
some concern about the potential hazard associated with fluorescent
lighting, INIRC' s conclusions that UVR exposure from indoor fluorescent
lighting should not be considered a malignant melanoma risk were published
in a statement on "Fluorescent lighting and malignant melanoma", Health
Physics, vol. 58, January 1990. Despite many warnings, the populations
living in temperate climates are still keen about suntanning. While
voluntary exposure to the natural sun cannot be controlled, there is a real
need to minimize the risks due to the use of artificial sunbeds and a
statement to this purpose "Health issues of ultraviolet 'A' sunbeds used
for
cosmetic purposes" was
published in Health Physics,
vol.
61,
August 1991.
INIRC's
"Interim guidelines on limits of exposure to
electric and magnetic fields" were published in Health Physics,

50/60Hz
vol. 58,
January 1990. These guidelines deal with one of the presently most
controversial issues in the field of NIR. The question in debate is whether
extremely
low
levels
of
50/60 Hz
electric
or
magnetic
fields
(about 0. 25}AT) could induce an increased risk of occurrence of cancer or
leukemia, although there is no proof of such a risk at high levels. INIRC's
position in this respect, as stated in the guidelines, is
"The exposure
limits are based on established or predicted effects of exposure to
50 I 60 Hz
fields.
Although
some
epidemiological
studies
suggest
an
association between exposure to 50/60 Hz fields and cancer, others do not.
Not only is this association not proven, but present data do not provide
any basis for health risk assessment useful for the development of exposure
limits".
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Magnetic resonance imaging and spectroscopy have become useful tools
in clinical diagnostic. These techniques involve exposure of the patient to
radiofrequency electromagnetic fields and to static and time-varying
magnetic
fields.
A report
dealing with
"Protection of the patient
undergoing a magnetic resonance examination" has been published in the
December 1991 issue of Health Physics, vol. 61.
A few months ago, draft guidelines on limits of exposure to static
magnetic fields have been distributed to IRPA Associate Societies for
review. Depending on the comments received, these will be either finalized
and approved or discussed again during the INIRC meeting in May 1992.
Finally, it is important to note that, for easier consultation, the
INIRC guidelines and statements published in Health Physics up to end 1990
have been collected together in a single book issued by Pergamon Press in
May 1991. The book is available to IRPA members at a special rate.
Environmental health criteria

Important advances in biological radiofrequency radiation research
made it necessary to revise E.H.C.l6 for Radiofrequency and Microwaves
(1981). Therefore, a new E.H.C. document for Electromagnetic fields in the
frequency range from 300 Hz to 300 GHz was prepared in cooperation with WHO
and with funding from UNEP. The Environmental Health Directorate of the
Health and Welfare of Canada kindly hosted and provided financial support
for the international task group that met in Ottawa to review and complete
the draft. The new UNEP/WHO/IRPA document is expected to be issued in 1992
in the WHO Environmental Health Criteria series.
Guidance for safe occupational practice

IRPA-INIRC collaborates with the ILO to provide guidance on working
conditions and procedures that will lead to higher standards of safety in
the workplace. After a report on protection against radio frequency and
microwave radiation published in 1986, ILO has asked INIRC to deal with
further topics about which workers were concerned. At ILO' s request the
three following practical guides have been prepared :
Practical guide on the protection of workers from power frequency
electric and magnetic fields ;
- Visual Display Units - radiation protection guidance ;
- Practical guide on the use of lasers in the workplace.
These joint ILO/IRPA-INIRC publications will be published in the ILO
Occupational Safety and Health Series.
Future

progr~e

of work

Environmental Health criteria documents.
INIRC has submitted to WHO
proposals for the revision of EHC 14 for Ultraviolet Radiation (1979) in
priority, to be followed by the updating of EHC 22 for ultrasound (1982)
and EHC 23 for lasers (1982).
- Guidelines on limits of exposure.
As a general rule, INIRC's guidelines
are periodically revised to be kept in line with significant progress in
scientific knowledge.
In the field of optical radiation,
INIRC intends
to develop
guidelines on limits of exposure for visible and infrared radiation, and to
amend the guidelines for lasers with respect to the exposure limits for
extended sources.
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Concerning electromagnetic fields, the guidelines should be completed
over the frequency range between 0 and 10 5 Hz.
- Guidance for safe operational practice.
INIRC feels that several topics
should be dealt with, such as UV and infrared radiation for indoor workers,
UV radiation for outdoor workers, and radiofrequency heating devices.
Joint project.
Considering the expanding use of NIR in medical
technologies, it was found desirable that a Manual for the protection of
health care workers against NIR be developed under the joint sponsorship of
ILO, INIRC and WHO.
CONCLUSION

IRPA-INIRC has now gained international recognition in the field of
protection against NIR and the IRPA-INIRC guidelines are known in all parts
of the world. This would not have been achieved without the continuous and
active support of the IRPA Executive Council and the IRPA members. INIRC is
also grateful for the encouragement and support of national institutes and
of international organizations and, in particular, of the World Health
Organization, the United Nations Environment Programme, the International
Labour Office and the Commission of the European Communities. INIRC has
grown up and, to consolidate its international status, IRPA intends to give
it a charter as a more independent body. If set up during the present
Congress, the future International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation
Protection (ICNIRP) will continue INIRC's work and still retain a special
relationship with IRPA.
PUBLICATIONS

Non-Ionizing Radiations: Physical characteristics, biological effects and
health hazard assessment. M.H. Repacholi, ed. IRPA-INIRC, 1988. Available:
Australian Radiation Laboratory, Lower Plenty Road, Yallambie, Victoria,
Australia 3085.
IRPA Guidelines on Protection against non-ionizing radiation. A.S. Duchene,
J.R.A. Lakey, M.H. Repacholi, eds. New York : Pergamon Press, 1991
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DEVELOPPEMENT D'UN APPAREIL PORTATIF A LECTURE DIRECTE POUR
L'EVALUATION TRIAXIALE DES CHAMPS ELECTRIQUES ET MAGNETIQUES
AUX FREQUENCES EXTREMEMENT BASSES
L. Laliberte, B. Caron, R. Sylvestre
Groupe de metrologie des champs electromagnetiques
Secteur soutien analytique
Institut de Recherche en Sante et en Securite du travail du Quebec (IRSSTQ)
Montreal (Quebec)
Canada
DEVELOPMENT OF A PORTABLE DIRECT READING INSTRUMENT FOR
THE TRIAXIAL EVALUATION OF ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC FIELDS
AT EXTREMELY LOW FREQUENCIES

Concerned by the growing studies linking low frequency exposure and
certain types of cancer and by the lack of a suitable direct reading
instrument capable of analyzing specific frequencies, IRSSTQ has developed
a portable direct reading microprocessor based instrument capable of
measuring triaxially both electric and magnetic fields at any frequency in
the 50 to 720 Hz range with a dynamic range of at least 70 db. The
sensitivity of the instrument is 0.5 V/m and 10 nT. Accuracy is within ± 5%
and the bandwidth at 60 Hz is ± 2 Hz at - 60 db. At 720 Hz it is ± 41 Hz at
- 60 db. In addition, the instrument has the capability of producing a
printout of selected parameters via an RS-232 fibre optics port.
L'exposition a des champs electriques et magnetiques de basses
frequences preoccupe de plus en plus les specialistes de la sante.
Les
ressources
energetiques
du
Quebec
sont
abondantes
et
ont
permis
!'installation des industries qui consomment de grandee quantites d'energie
electrique.
Les travailleurs qui oeuvrent dans ces industries et ceux qui
voient a l'entretien des lignes de transport et de distribution d'electricite
sont possiblement exposes a de forts champs electriques et magnetiques. Des
etudes ( 1] laissent entrevoir la possibilite que ces champs soient des
initiateurs ou des promoteurs de certains types de cancer au du moins, qu'ils
puissent interferer avec les mecanismes internes du corps [2], d'ou l'interet
grandissant pour !'evaluation de l'intensite de ces champs.
Il existe presentement des instruments de mesure sur le marche, mais
la majorite de ces instruments n'evalue les champs que selon un seul axe, ce
qui exige de la part de l'utilisateur une recherche de la lecture maximale
par la rotation de la sonde. Ceci a pour consequence de rendre ardues les
mesures repetitives telles que la cartographie des champs en plus d' augmenter
les risques d'erreur. De plus, les mesures a distance ne sent pas possibles
avec de tels instruments. D'autres encore ne peuvent qu'evaluer une seule
frequence, generalement a 50 ou 60 Hz, ignorant tout des harmoniques
superieures qui sont souvent tres elevees. Certains evaluent les intensites
des champs sur une large bande ce qui nous empeche d'evaluer correctement
!'exposition.
En effet, !'American Conference of Governmental Industrial
Hygienist (ACGIH) a recemment emis des recommandations [3] sur les champs
electriques et magnetiques couvrant la plage de 0 a 30 kHz. Ces recommandations sent proportionnelles a la frequence.
Auparavant, seul un analyseur
de spectre ou un voltmetre selectif permettaient de telles mesures.
L'IRSSTQ a developpe un appareil de mesure portatif a microprocesseur
qui effectue la mesure triaxiale et selective de l'intensite rms des champs
electriques et magnetiques pour n'importe quelle frequence situee entre 50
et 720 Hz avec une gamme dynamique d'au mains 70 db. La sensibilite de cet
instrument est de 0,5 V/m et 10 nT. La largeur de bande a 60Hz est de± 0,1
Hz a un niveau de - 6 db et ± 2 Hz a un niveau de - 60 db et a 720 Hz elle
est de ± 7 Hz a un niveau de - 6 db et ± 41 Hz a un niveau de - 60 db.
L'exactitude est de ± 5% de la lecture. De plus, l'appareil est muni d'une
sortie RS-232 a fibre optique.
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La figure 1 illustre un exemple de rapport que 1 'usager peut obtenir de
1' appareil.

POINT DE MESURE # 054
FREQ
(Hz)
60
120
180
240
300
360
420
480
540
600
660
720

MAGX
(

te~.l

MAGY
a)

+3.493E-03
+1. 647E-04
+1.134E-04
+7.906E-05
+6.406E-05
+5.364E-05
+4.510E-05
+7.825E-04
+3.45BE-05
+3.255E-04
+2.859E-05
+2.630E-05

( te".la)

+8.893E-04
+1.416E-04
+3.9B2E-03
+6.799E-05
+5.509E-05
+4.613E-05
+5.065E-04
+7.985E-04
+2.974E-05
+2.799E-05
+2.459E-05
+3.566E-04

MAGZ

TOTAL

( te,;.]a)

(te:sla)

+6.523E-03
+1.190E-04
+2.396E-04
+5.714E-05
+4.630E-05
+6.933E-04
+4.129E-04
+Z.793E-05
+Z.499E-05
+6.877E-05
+3.695E-04
+1.901E-05

+7.453E-03
+2.477E-04
+3.991E-03
+1.189E-04
+9.635E-05
+6.969E-04
+6.550E-04
+1 .118E-03
•5.201E-05
+3.33BE-04
+3.715E-04
+3.5BOE-04

RECOMM
(

te~.l

a)

+9.999E-04

+4.999E-04
+5.333E-04
+2.499E-04
+2.000E-04
+1.666E-04
+1.428E-04
•1.249E-04
+ 1 . 111 E- 04
+1. OOOE-04
•9.090E-05
+8.333E-05

J

(A/m2)
+1. 073E-01
+7.135E-03
+1.724E-01
+6.849E-03
+6.937E-03
+6.022E-02
+6.603E-02
+1.288E-01
+6.740E-03
+4.807E-02
+5.884E-02
+6.187E-02

FIGURE 1

CONCLUSION
Les essais sur le terrain ont ete tres encourageants, 1' appareil
rencontre nos objectifs initiaux. Vu la nature extremement fluctuante de
certains champs, il est apparu necessaire d'ajouter une fonction de moyenne
et d'ecart type afin d'obtenir des valeurs plus representatives du milieu.
L' ajout de parametres de direction et de phase des champs permettront de
mieux identifier l'origine des champs.
REFERENCES
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DOMESTIC MAGNETIC FIELDS
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ABSTRACT
The quantification of magnetic field exposure has been the subject of
considerable debate.
A number of surrogates have been used including, spot
measurements, wire coding and 24 hour averages.
The quantification of
domestic magnetic fields including the identification of sources is
important if any mitigation is required. The State Electricity Commission
of Victoria has developed recording instrumentation and measurement
protocols for the survey of domestic magnetic field strengths in the
Melbourne area.
A range of domestic locations in the Melbourne metropolitan area is chosen
to test the influence of external installations and the effect of appliance
usage and energy consumption on the domestic magnetic field environment.

INTRODUCTION
The importance of residential magnetic fields has been the subject of
considerable debate throughout the last decade.
Several residential
epidemiological studies of childhood cancer and magnetic fields suggested
there may be an association, but the measures of exposure used were not
entirely rigorous and criticised in several reviews.
The SECV has previously carried out a spot measurement survey of
residential magnetic fields in the Melbourne metropolitan area and gained a
good knowledge of the range of values involved. The magnetic fields debate
has widened in its consideration of what it is that constitutes exposure.
The equipment described below was designed to provide additional
information regarding the variation, likely sources and level of
residential fields.
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SPOT MEASUREMENT SURVEY
This survey selected homes in the metropolitan area of Melbourne using a
randomisation technique. The measurement protdcol provided for
measurements in each room and at common occupier locations.
The
measurements were taken under "high" load and "low" load conditions. These
can be most simply described as the the condition of the house during low
activity of the occupants for low load and a typical evening meal time
where lights are on and appliances operating for high load.
Measurements
were taken under the nearby street line and near the water meter.
The results of this survey showed that the energy consumption in the house
had a significant effect on the magnetic field levels in the house.
Histograms in Figures 1 and 2 show the distribution of magnetic field
levels for each condition together with the average values for low and high
load conditions.

MAGNETIC FIELD LEVELS

MAGNETIC FIELD LEVELS

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION
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~
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Figure 1
Effect of house energy
usage on magnetic fields at the
front door

::.~f"""'- -ii=L=~.J
{!.OW)

-

KITCHEN (Ill)

Figure 2 Effect of house energy usage
on the magnetic fields in the kitchen

Australia uses the Multiple earthed neutral system (MEN) for residential
distribution of electricity. With this system the possibility exists for a
fraction of the neutral return current to flow via earth.
The influence of
this current on the magnetic fields in the house is determined by the path
of the current.
To a great extent this is determined by the location and
the type of the domestic water supply system used in that location and
whether the MEN earth is bonded to the water pipe or not.
From a study of earth return currents it has been found that the majority
of earth return current flows through the water and gas pipes. The
magnitude of this current has been investigated in another project and
estimated to be an average value of 5% of the household current.
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INSTRUMENTATION DEVELOPMENT
The spot measurement survey using different house load conditions
highlighted the need for knowledge of the range of variation of fields
during normal activity in the house.
Instrumentation was developed for
this purpose. The requirements for the instrumentation included the need
to record magnetic fields in up to three locations simultaneously and also
record up to four currents. At each measuring point there are three coils
mounted orthogonally and data is collected from each coil prior to
combining to find the resultant value.
Individual directional data can be
analysed if required.
With the datalogger selected it is possible to vary the sampling rate
between 1.0 seconds and several hours. The memory capacity allows for a
recording time of 1 day at a sampling rate of 60 seconds.
Provision was included for the instrument to be pole mounted in streets.
For this application a single measuring point (three orthogonal coils) is
attached to the pole 1 metre above the ground. Results are shown in
Figures 3 and 4 where the instrument has been used in street locations for
up to 5 days. The cyclic variation of the results is indicative of supply
to a domestic area.
Resident iol

Re~identlol

S lreet

1 min,

.,.,.,,nno

Street
p.,lod

.

·"

-

Kidnotjll

Nool'l

Midt>ioj•\

Time ol Oor

Figure 3 variation of magnetic
over several days

Figure 4
variation of magnetic fields
fields over one day

The rapid variation of the field level combined with the daily cyclic
variation could have ramifications for studies relying o"n spot measurements
to quantify exposure. The time of measurement may introduce significant
misclassification errors both from the point of view of short term
variation and daily cyclic loading.

MEASUREMENT PROTOCOLS
For the measurement of residential data the measuring units will be located
in the main living area, the main bedroom and the near the front door.
Simultaneously measurements are also taken of the active, neutral and earth
return currents.
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A calibrating load will be operated for short periods at a range of
locations throughout the house to measure the sensitivity of the household
measuring locations to household power consumption.
This load draws 10 amp
and will cycle on and off each 10 seconds. Th~ cyclic pattern will be
visible in the recorded results and will give a measure of the contribution
of the power consumption to the the overall magnetic fields.
Data is collected using sampling rates of 2 seconds during use of the
calibrating load, 1 minute and 10 minutes. The short sampling time will
collect details of the peaks and allow evaluation of the contribution
provided by the house wiring. The 1 minute time will show the variation
over a day and the longer sampling rate will show the cyclic pattern over
several days including a weekend.
Household data regarding the electrical energy usage is recorded and use
and type of electrical appliances for the measurement period is logged by
the resident for factoring into the analysis of the data.
Details of street lines are noted for each location to test surrogates of
magnetic field levels. This data includes the electrical proximity to the
supply transformer as measured by the number of houses served by the
transformer beyond the house selected for measurement.
Other factors
included with this data are the distance of the house to the lines and the
function of the distribution feeder at that point, if present.

CONCLUSION
From the spot measurement survey it was determined that the sources that
contribute to the residential magnetic field levels include the local
distribution circuits, both low voltage and distribution voltage, the use
of electrical energy in the home and contributions from the earth return
currents. The relative importance of these sources depends on their
relative strengths at the measuring point. To investigate the importance
of components datalogging instrumentation has been developed and used with
measurement protocols to try to evaluate the relative strength of each
source.
The magnetic fields being measured in this survey and the assessment of the
residents exposure relate to the long term pattern of the fields.
The
assessment of peak exposures must relate to appliances, their usage pattern
and the strength of the associated magnetic field.

REFERENCES
"Magnetic Field effects in the Victorian Transmission System - Design and
Measurement" A T Wilson,
P J Wallace, D C Smith CIGRE 1990
"Measurements of ELF Magnetic Field Levels in Occupational and Domestic
Situations" R·J Owen
ARPS Adelaide 1990
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MAGNETIC FIELD EXPOSURE ASSESSMENT BY WIRE CODING
Vincent Delpizzo
Australian Radiation Laboratory
Yallambie, Victoria, Australia
Joanna L Borghesi
Department of Community Medicine
University of Melbourne, Melbourne, Australia

ABSTRACT
We describe the development of a wire coding protocol based on
a study of electrical installations in Melbourne. Because of
very significant differences between our power distribution
system and that used in Denver, a different approach from that
used by Wertheimer and Leeper was required.
INTRODUCTION
The hypothesis that exposure to extremely low frequency (ELF)
magnetic fields may be responsible for an increase in the
incidence of cancer rema1ns the subject of several
epidemiological studies. Wire coding, that is the grouping of
residences based on the type, number and distance of nearby
visible electrical installations, has been repeatedly used for
assessment of exposurel-5. In some studies3-5 actual
measurements of the magnetic fields were also carried out,
but, where an association with cancer was found3' 5, it was
stronger for classification based on wire coding than for that
based on measured fields. This can be interpreted in two ways:
i) wire coding is a better index of magnetic field exposure
than measured magnetic fields, either because it is less
affected by time variability or because it is correlated to a
parameter of the magnetic field different from the one
measured (usually the time weighted average) or ii) wire
coding is also correlated to some unidentified confounder
which is responsible for the association with cancer.
In either case, it is important that analysis of data
classified by wire coding remain a part of current residential
exposure studies, so that either the relevant magnetic field
parameter or the confounding agent can be identified.
Wire coding was devised specifically for the Wertheimer and
Leeper studies in Denver and Boulder, Colorado.
Electric
power distribution practices vary significantly from place to
place and it can not be assumed that the Denver code may be
used in a different locale.
We describe here a wire coding protocol that we have developed
for Melbourne, Australia, as part of the preliminary work for
an epidemiological study of residential exposure to ELF
magnetic fields and childhood cancer.
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METHOD
The main difficulty we encountered was due to the fact that,
in Australia, pole mounted transformers have a typical power
rating much larger than that common in the US. A single
transformer may supply a secondary distribution line
consisting of dozens of spans.
The current drop along the
secondary line is thus very gradual and the resulting
variation in the strength of the magnetic field from point to
point of the same line is less than random time variability.
Moreover, the lines often branch into side streets and it is
very difficult for a field worker to classify a house in
relation to its distance from the transformer. The use of
standard gauge wire contributes to make classification
difficult.
Our objective is that of identifying two reasonably large
groups of subjects that can be reliably regarded as 'high' and
'low' exposure and an intermediate category which will contain
most of the subjects whose exposure is less easily determined.
We anticipate that this approach will not allow a reliable
estimate of a risk-exposure trend (because of the large
misclassification of the intermediate group). However, it
offers the advantage over simple dichotomous classification of
comparing two smaller but reliably classified groups, rather
than two groups both grossly affected by misclassification.
Using a random number generator, we identified 415 points in
the Melbourne metropolitan area. At each of these points,
measurements were taken directly under the power lines, if any
existed or at an equivalent position on the sidewalk, if no
electrical installations were visible.
RESULTS
The data obtained from the random measurements are summarized
in Table 1. According to these data, in a sizable fraction of
the metropolitan area there are no significant external
sources of ELF magnetic fields. Thus, it should be possible to
identify with a certain degree of confidence a sufficiently
large reference group.
The approximate magnetic field profiles were calculated from
the median values of the measured magnetic field. These are
plotted in Figure 1 for the most important wire types, as a
function of the horizontal distance in the direction
perpendicular to the line.
Note that in several cases this profile is asymmetrical, due
to the presence of an unbalanced current. This introduces an
additional uncertainty, since in general we cannot determine
the predominant direction of the unbalanced current. Thus at a
distance of 10 m from a secondary line the field may be less
than 20% or more than 40% of the field measured under the
line.
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Table 1
summary of magnetic field measurements
Wire
type

Number of
occurrences
71
18
48
20
73
74
9

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

(17.1%)
( 4.3%)
(11. 6%)
( 4.8%)
{17.6%)
(17.8%)
( 2.2%)

Magnetic field {J.tT)
median
mean
0.067
0.077
0.078
0.350
0.359
0.439
0.530

0.017
0.029
0.017
0.276
0.279
0.312
0.461

Stand.
dev.

Quartile
lower upper

0.146
0.105
0.149
0.330
0.306
0.371
0.356

0.017
0.017
0.017
0.074
0.121
0.152
0.288

0.042
0.095
0.032
0.517
0.489
0.669
0.695

no visible wires; 2
end pole;
(Wire t~pe code:
1
3
pr1mary;
4
2 phase secondary;
5
secondary;
6 = primary + secondary; 7 = high voltage distribution line +
primary+ secondary).
The 1 strength 1 of a power line as a source of residential
magnetic fields was defined as a function of the wire type and
distance from the house. We arbitrarily defined a strong
source as a power line capable of generating a typical field
of 0.16 J.tT or more at the point of a house closest to the line.
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Table 2
Exposure scores assigned to several wire types on the basis of
their distance from a residence.
Wire type
4
5
6 or 7

Strong source
(score = 4)
0
0
0

--

7.0 m
6.5 m
10.0 m

Moderate source
(score = 2)
7.5
7.0
10.5

-

18 m
14 m
20 m

Weak source
(score =1)
18.5
15.5
21.5

--

28 m
35 m
40 m

A line generating at that point a typical field of 0. 08 to
0.16 ~T is regarded as moderate and one generating a typical
field of 0.04 to 0.08 ~T is considered weak. From Table 1 and
Figure 1 we determined, for each line type, the distances from
the lines at which a median field of approximately 0.16, 0.08
and 0.04 ~T could be expected. Exposure scores were assigned
to reflect the relative strength of the various sources (Table
2). Less common wire types were also similarly classified.
Houses with nearby sources totalling a score of 4 or more are
classified as high exposure, while houses affected by no more
than one weak source are regarded as low exposure. Houses with
a total score of 2 or 3 are classified as medium exposure.
Validation of this exposure assessment protocol is, strictly
speaking, not possible, since we do not know what the 'true•
exposure metric is. We are investigating the long term
correlation between this and other possible exposure indices.
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L 1 0RGANISATION DES POUVOIRS PUBLICS ET DES SECOURS EN FRANCE
EN CAS D 1 ACCIDENT NUCLEAIRE
M. le Prefet C. GUIZARD,
Secretaire General du Comite Interministeriel de la Securite Nucleaire
THE FRENCH GOVERNMENTAL ORGANISATION AND RELIEF IN FRANCE
PLANNING IN CASE OF A NUCLEAR ACCIDENT
Despite of the unlikeliness of a nuclear accident, emergency
planning is a must. It has several aspects : Internal Emergency
PLan, Specific Intervention Plan, Post Accident and Relief
specialized Plan. As a whole, the organisation is similar to the
one used for others industrial risks. In a "Department", the
supervisor for overall emergency action is the "Prefet", a high
civil servant appointed by the Cabinet and responsible for
nuclear security ; all the other civil servants are under the
Prefet•s command and assist him. A national post-accident plan
is being worked out
it will cover all the fields of
intervention:
control,
administration
of
stable
iodine,
sheltering or evacuation.

Les
55
reacteurs
nucleaires
Fran9ais
et
toutes
les
installations nucleaires associees, en particulier celles du
cycle du combustible, obligent les pouvoirs publics a etre en
mesure de proteger les personnes qui pourraient etre affectees
par un accident sur ces installations. En effet, meme si
l'exploitant fait la preuve qu'il est toujours capable de ramener
son installation dans un etat sur, quoi qu'il arrive, l'autorite
politique ne peut pas faire aujourd'hui l'economie de la
preparation des mesures qui permettraient de faire face a un
accident dans le but d'en reduire le plus possible les
consequences. Tant que la technique ne permet pas d'affirmer que
la probabilite d'un accident grave est reellement nulle, les
responsables gouvernementaux mettent done en place des plans
d'urgence ;
d 'urge nee
interne
( PUI)
pour
le
personnel
des
- plan
installations,
-plan particulier d'intervention
(PPI)
pour
le public
applicable dans les premieres heures qui suivent !'accident,
- plan post-accidentel (PPA) qui intervient apres le PPI lorsque
!'accident a des consequences de longue duree,
- plans de secours specialises tel par exemple ceux associes
aux transports de dechets radioactifs.
Il est clair que la perennite du choix nucleaire, alternative
energetique la plus economique lorsque les autres ressources
energetiques nationales sent reduites, est liee a cette capacite
d'annihiler toute velleite d'accident ou dans le pire des cas a
en supprimer toute consequence. Le monde ne pourrait pas
supporter un second Tchernobyl ; ceci etant, 5 ans apres, les
reflexions de nos collegues sovietiques sent pour nous tres
precieuses et nous les remercions de nous en faire part.
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L'organisation en cas d'urgence nucleaire ne differe qu'assez
peu de celle adoptee pour d'autres risques industriels ou
naturels. La decentralisation de 1982 ne concerne ni la police,
ni l'arrnee dent fait partie la gendarmerie et l'un des points
forts du systeme fran9ais vient encore de cette centralisation
napoleonienne.
Les Prefets nommes par le gouvernement sent les premiers
responsables sur leur departement des mesures a prendre pour le
public : protection des personnes, information, police, controle
sanitaire, soins, evacuation, etc ... Le plan ORSEC (organisation
des secours) departemental recense les moyens a mettre en oeuvre
et leurs conditions d'emploi pour toutes les catastrophes. Le
passage du PUI au PPI a pour consequence que le Prefet gere
!'ensemble des moyens disponibles, y compris ceux qui avaient
fait l'objet de conventions particulieres au titre du PUI. Il use
en tant que de besoin de son droit de requisition.
Le Prefet prend 1 'avis des autorites centrales de 1 'etat
(Service de Protection centre les Rayonnements Ionisants - SCPRI,
Direction de la Surete des Installations Nucleaires), qui
deleguent sur place leurs representants comme conseillers directs
du Prefet, qui examinent la situation depuis les centres de Crise
de Paris, qui renforcent en personnels et en moyens les equipes
prefectorales (pompiers, equipes medicales, helicopteres, .•• ),
qui donnent eventuellement des directives au Prefet.
Le
Secretariat General du CISN m que je dirige, place aupres du
Premier Ministre, suit la situation depuis le centre de Crise de
1 'Hotel Matignon, informe le Premier Ministre et decide si
necessaire d' informer les autorites etrangeres et internationales
vis a vis desquelles nous semmes le point de contact. Dans le cas
oil 1 'accident prend une amp leur geographique qui depasse le
departement, un prefet coordonnateur est designe pour assurer la
coherence des actions prises dans les autres departements.
Au niveau local les pastes de commandement sent operationnels
dans l'heure qui suit l'alerte. Ce sent environ 40 ingenieurs et
techniciens qui sent mobilises. L' organisation nationale est
operationnelle en 1 a 2 heures avec mobilisation d'une vingtaine
de specialistes.
Ces temps sent tout a fait compatibles avec les scenarios
d'accidents envisages dans nos reacteurs a Eau pressurisee : la
presence de !'enceinte de confinement, la duree de sa mantee en
pression pour atteindre celle a laquelle il serait necessaire de
l'ouvrir sur l'exterieur par les filtres a sable font qu'un rejet
a l'exterieur n'est pas envisageable avant un delai de plusieurs
heures apres le debut de !'accident.

(1)

CISN

comite interministeriel de la securite nucleaire
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Le controle de 1' efficaci te de ce systeme est assure par
chacun des niveaux d'action et de nombreux exercices sent
effectues regulierement dans les installations,
dans les
Prefectures au niveau local, au niveau national par la Direction
de la surete Nucleaire ou par le secretariat General qui decide
une fois taus les 2 ou 3 ans d'un exercice national avec taus les
acteurs du temps de crise. Le dernier exercice a mis en evidence
les difficultes de !'information du public et des elus locaux en
temps de crise ; aussi, des formations adequates vent etre mises
en place pour taus ceux qui seraient requis. Le fonctionnement
des Etats-Majors nationaux est apparu satisfaisant tandis que les
Etats-Majors locaux doivent encore s'entrainer a faire face aces
situations.
Une ebauche de plan post-accidentel type a ete realisee. Elle
doit etre revue et amelioree, notamment au niveau des moyens pour
recevoir des cartes en couleur, pour mesurer l'activite presente
dans
l'environnement
et
pour
rendre
performantes
les
transmissions.
Ce
sent
d'abord
les
Cellules
Mobiles
d'Intervention
Radiologiques
(CMIR)
des
pompiers
qui
interviennent pour effectuer ces mesures sur le terrain.
Si besoin est, les moyens du CEA sent ensuite mis en oeuvre;
cela peut aller jusqu'a la requisition de tout le personnel et
de taus les moyens de laboratoire disponibles ; des mesures par
helicoptere aident a dresser rapidement une carte de la
contamination existante et les moyens de calculs de l'Institut
de Protection et de Surete Nucleaire, appui technique des
decideurs, permettent d'effectuer des previsions sur !'evolution
de la situation. Les moyens du SCPRI sent aussi d •un grand
secours dans ce cas, tant pour les mesures sur le terrain que
pour le controle des populations. Ce sent une voiture rail
spectrometrique, 2 semi-remorques, 18 Master-Geminis ; des engins
telecommandes permettent d'intervenir en milieu contamine : un
telemanipulateur, un eng in teleopere (VERI), un robot pour
l'interieur des batiments (CENTAURE), des mini-engins OSCAR, des
engins de genie civil.
La philosophie Fran9aise est celle des recommandations de la
CIPR, et des regles de la CEE. Cependant compte tenu des risques
lies a des evacuations trap vite decidees, ainsi que du caractere
d' irreversibilite des consequences de ces evacuations, la France,
comme la Grande-Bretagne recherche plutot le confinement que
1' evacuation. Rappel ens que le choix des sites est touj ours
effectue pour que le nombre de personnes a evacuer ne soit pas
trap important ; par exemple, certaines communes qui passent de
2000 habitants a 20 000 ou 30 000 en periode estivale ont ete
eliminees pour cause d'evacuation trap difficile.
La distribution d I iode stable peut etre demandee par le SCPRI;
cette administration destinee a suture la thyroide est justifiee
lorsque l'activite de l'air respire atteint 800 Bqjm3 avec une
duree previsible d'exposition ne depassant pas 10 jours; dans le
cas d'une duree plus courte, le niveau a prendre en compte
pourrait etre plus eleve (8000 Bqjm3 pour moins de 24 h par
exemple) .
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Des stocks de comprimes d'iode (50 mg sous forme d'iodure de
potassium) ont ete constitues au niveau national (SCPRI, Service
Central de sante des Armees, Hopitaux centraux) et au niveau
local (Centrales nucleaires, Hopitaux Regionaux notamment). Leur
distribution preventive continue de faire !'objet de reflexions
sur le meilleur moyen de la realiser : pompiers, gendarmerie,
associations,
enseignants.
Une
notice
explicative
serait
distribuee simul tanement. Les enfants et les femmes enceintes qui
presentent une plus grande sensibilite, seront servis en
priorite ; ils constituent d'ailleurs aussi le premier groupe de
population auquel on interdirait la consommation de lait frais
(activite superieure a 500 Bq/Kg et a 150 Bq/Kg pour les
nourissons). Les normes imposees par la CEE, sent des normes de
commercialisation pour 1' exportation et pourraient etre depassees
des lors qu'il s•agirait de la survie des populations.
Une surveillance permanente du territoire est assuree par :
le reseau Teleray du SCPRI
les 67 stations transmettent
automatiquement leurs mesures dans les prefectures, au SCPRI et
a tous ceux qui en font la demande ; ces mesures, disponibles
en permanence sur le minitel, sent consultables par toute la
population ; une interrogation s'effectue automatiquement toutes
les heures. Une station vient d • etre instal lee au sommet de
l'aiguille du Midi (3840 m) dans les Alpes et d'autres seront
encore installees. De plus, un important reseau de prelevement
sur les avions longs courriers permet de prevoir l'arrivee de
nuages radioactifs ; cela avait permis au SCPRI de communiquer
a 1 1 AFP, 60 heures apres 1 1 accident de Tchernobyl, la composition
exacte du nuage en provenance d'URSS.
Le SCPRI peut accueillir jusqu • a 25 personnes exposees au
rayonnement ou contaminees et est en mesure, selon l'urgence, de
repartir les accidentes dans les hopitaux specialises. Au niveau
regional, le SCPRI dispose de 4 divisions (Bordeaux, Avignon,
Angers, Nancy) qui assureraient 1' intervention immediate sur
place. Localement, une attention toute particuliere est apportee
a la gestion previsionnelle des soins aux irradies, afin d'etre
certain qu'il n•y aura aucune difficulte.
La dizaine d'exercices qui sent deja realises chaque annee
oblige tous les acteurs a reflechir sur le role qu'ils auraient
a jouer en cas d'accident et conduit a perfectionner constamment
ce systeme, de telle sorte que les aleas certains d'une situation
de crise scient aussi limites que possible. Des details sur
toutes ces mesures vent vous etre presentes et vous pourrez
convenir que la France apparait aujourd'hui tout a fait a meme
de gerer une situation d • accident nucleaire au mieux des interets
du public.
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EMERGENCY PLANNING AND EXERCISING
WITHIN BRITISH NUCLEAR FUELS plc
N J W McPhail, N J Oakes,
BNFL, Health and Safety Directorate,
Risley, Warrington, Cheshire, England

Abstract
Emergency planning within BNFL covers arrangements to deal with
the on and off-site effects of an incident.
The on-site
arrangements cover measures to recover the situation at the scene
of the incident and protection of the workforce.
The off-site
arrangements include co-ordination of the off-site emergency
response, implementation of counter-measures to protect the public
and information flow to the public, media and government. Regular
emergency exercises held to test the arrangements may involve some
12 agencies and many hundreds of persons over a 2-day period.
Introduction
The general principles of emergency arrangements are common to all
British Nuclear Fuels Plc (BNFL)
sites.
Detailed local
arrangements at each site reflect their specific hazard, their
local management arrangements, and the arrangements for emergency
response within their county. As an illustration the arrangements
described within this paper are those specific to BNFL' s Sellafield
site, the UK's centre for the reprocessing of irradiated fuel and
also the site of the world's first large-scale nuclear power
station, Calder Hall.
Background
The possibility of an accident leading to the release of sufficient
radioactive material to cause interference with the normal
activities of the public or requiring special arrangements to be
made to protect the workforce is remote. During design of plant,
safety aspects are considered to be of great importance and all
credible combinations of events which could lead to an accident
are taken into account. The Site Licence, issued by the Health
and Safety Executive (HSE), also requires BNFL to make arrangements
for dealing with any accident or other emergency on the licensed
site which affects, or might affect, the safety of any person or
property whether on or off the site. The emergency arrangements
for Sellafield are essentially split into two broad interrelated
sections,
the arrangements for within the site,
and the
arrangements for off the site.
on Site Emergency organisation
The principal aims of BNFL's site emergency management organisation are as follows:
i
ii

recover the situation at the scene of the incident
establish lines of communication to the incident plant, the
remainder of the site and off-site
iii alert people in the affected areas of the site, and handle any
resultant local site evacuation and radiological monitoring
iv keep people on site out of the affected areas by closing roads
where necessary and providing adequate diversions
v
inform the site generally of the problem, including repre-
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vi

sentatives of Staff Side and Trade Unions, and
notify external organisations where appropriate.

The emergency management functions outlined above would be
discharged from a number of emergency centres established on
declaration of a Site Emergency Standby. The principal centre,
the Site Emergency Control Room (SECR) would act as the focus for
the co-ordination of all post-accident management control
functions. It would be manned on a continuous basis by designated
senior staff until cessation of the emergency.
To provide a focus for the co-ordination and organisation of rescue
and recovery operations on the incident plant, an Incident Control
Centre (ICC) would be established. It would be located within or
as near the affected plant as conditions permit. To control access
to and from the incident area an Access Control Point (ACP) would
be established.
At this single point of entry to the incident
location all necessary radiological advice and protection would
be provided to personnel involved in rescue and recovery
operations. A Health Physics· (HP) Monitoring Station would be set
up adjacent to the scene of the incident as a centre for the
measurement of all HP samples obtained from the vicinity of the
incident plant.
The focus for collection, collation and interpretation of HP data
and for the management of HP resources would be the Health Physics
Information Room (HPIR). Radiological data received from the scene
of the incident, other areas on site, and from the district
monitoring teams would be processed as appropriate. Additionally
a continuous direct read out from a system of remote monitoring
stations located at the site perimeter is also available in this
room. This information would be passed to other centres such as
the SECR and District Control Centre, (See below), for action as
appropriate.
Other centres designated to receive and treat personnel affected
by the emergency eg emergency reception centres, medical centres
and decontamination centres would be activated depending on the
severity of the incident. Control and communication with personnel
on the remainder of the site would be achieved from the SECR via
a communication network of manned Area and Building Control Points.

Off-Site Emergency Arrangements
Responsibilities for actions offsite to protect the general public
rests with local and national organisations eg emergency services,
health and environmental protection agencies according to their
statutory responsibilities as for other types of emergencies. Each
organisation has its own detailed arrangements and an overall
composite plan is prepared. To ensure a coordinated response can
be provided and the general public are appropriately advised, BNFL
would establish a District Control Centre (DCC) and Media Briefing
Centre (MBC) in a Company hostel some 13 Km from the site. The
function of the DCC is to:
i
ii

ensure the activities of the participating organisations in
the District Emergency Scheme are effectively coordinated.
provide a centre where definitive advice on the course of the
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incident and the effect on the public and the environment can
be given.
iii provide a focus for information on the course of the incident
for the media (via the MBC), and the general public (via the
Public Information Centres).
The DCC would be staffed by representatives of all agencies with
a responsibility in the emergency. The organisation of the centres
although a matter for local and national agreement, is generally
organised around a conference facility permitting close liaison
between representatives of all organisations, together with
adjacent facilities for each organisation.
In order to operate successfully, the key function of the DCC is
to offer definitive advice on the course of the incident and the
offsite consequences of the incident in terms of potential or
actual radiation exposure.
Emergency environmental monitoring
resources are deployed and controlled from the site. The results
of the surveys would be interpreted and fed to the DCC, where,
initially, a BNFL team of Health Physicists would be available to
advise the agencies on the actions which should be taken to protect
the general public, ie sheltering, evacuation or the issue of
iodate tablets.
For any incident involving offsite action to
protect the public, a government representative would be appointed
by the Secretary of State for Energy to report to the scene as
quickly as possible and to take over responsibility from BNFL for
advising the police and local authorities on actions necessary to
protect the public.
A Media Briefing Centre is provided with appropriate facilities
for representatives of the media.
This centre would be manned
continuously by BNFL and Constabulary staff, supplemented, as
necessary, by representatives of other organisations manning the
DCC. Media briefings would be held at regular intervals.
In the event of evacuation of the general public being required,
reception centres would be established at an appropriate location
dependent on the prevailing weather conditions and following
consultation with representatives of the voluntary services and
appropriate county and district council officers.
Public
Information Centres would be established in County libraries to
provide information and advice to residents within the district,
whose fears may have been unnecessarily aroused. All 24 hour manned
Police Stations would be activated to deal with enquiries from the
public about the incident.
In addition to the above local centres, national emergency centres
would be established as well as the control centres of the
individual organisations.
Exercising the Plans
In order to test the effectiveness of the emergency procedures and
to develop the necessary skills of staff involved in post-accident
management, regular emergency exercises are held. The scale of
these exercises ranges from building emergency exercises related
to specific plants to full scale Site and District Emergency
exercises. The frequency of these exercises are determined by Site
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Licence Provisions and exercises are independently assessed by
HMNII inspectors. In addition to exercises, regular training is
given to all levels of staff involved in emergency duties.
Procedure for planning District Emergency exercises within BNFL
The planning of District Emergency exercises which can involve
some 12 agencies and several hundreds of persons over a 2 day
period, follows a now well established procedure at BNFL
Sellafield.

i

Planning usually commences some six or more months in advance
of the proposed date of the exercise.
ii The representatives of all organisations involved in planning
and taking part in the exercise are invited by the Company to
form an exercise steering group of some 20 individuals chaired
by a senior representative of BNFL. The group approves the
overall objectives of the exercise, including the outline
technical scenario and selects a working group of representatives to undertake detailed planning.
iii The working group and it's sub-groups progress the detailed
planning of the exercise, including technical scenario
derivation, driving inputs, media simulation.
iv Documentation describing the full exercise arrangements is
ultimately referred back to the steering group for endorsement
at a meeting usually held -1 month before the exercise. Key
documentation is used as briefing material for exercise
participants.
v
The exercise is conducted according to the agreed arrangements
determined during planning.
The exercise is independently
assessed by a team lead by the Nuclear Installations
Inspectorate (NII).
vi Within 24 hours of the end of the exercise a ·hot' debriefing
meeting is held for the principal participants and assessors,
chaired by the Chief Assessor.
A note of this meeting is
prepared and circulated to agencies promptly to enable them
to submit their detailed comments in writing, within 4 weeks
of the exercise.
vii A draft follow up report is produced by BNFL and circulated
to the steering group for approval within 2 months of the
exercise.
viii The detailed follow-up of exercises is vested in a small
working group of representatives of key agencies who report
back to the steering group at appropriate intervals, nominally
6 months.
conclusion
The safety precautions taken in the design and construction of a
nuclear installation and the safety standards used in operating
them, reduce the chance of accidents to an extremely low level.
Emergency planning provides an additional assurance that even if
an accidental release of radioactive material were to occur,
arrangements exist for prompt action to protect both the workforce
and the general public. Major exercises are held regularly to test
these arrangements and train staff involved in implementing them.
Experience gained leads to constant evolution and improvement in
the plans.
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A TABLE TOP EXERCISE AND WORKSHOP
J. R. A. Lakey
John Lakey Associates, Meopham, Gravesend, UK
ABSTRACT
Table top exercises are widely applied in training for
emergency preparedness and have long been a feature of
Courses on Planning for Nuclear Emergencies. Experience of
a large number of table top exercises is used to provide a
classification of the types of exercise indicating the
application and the disadvantages. The use of workshops is
considered to be complementary rather than an alternative
to teaching methods available from table top exercises.
INTRODUCTION
The types of table top exercise
which may be used to
achieve emergency preparedness are reviewed on the basis of
experience in running training and facility exercises (1).
The method of conducting the exercise is also evaluated and
where appropriate the disadvantages of the approach are
given. In some case a workshop may be more effective since
the emergency planning problem can be approached by
synthesis from existing components or an existing plan may
be analyzed.
TYPES OF EXERCISE.
Linear. The scenario does not deviate from a predetermined
sequence of events and the participants follow a route·for
which correct solutions have been specified. Unexperienced
staff or students can perform directing staff duties. The
exercises which have been applied in the Planning for
Nuclear Emergencies courses at Harvard (2) since 1981 and
at the Surrey University courses since 1987 are linear and
are designed to stress the approach recommended by NRC (3).
The exercise is developed based on a real incident and is
run in real time (4). The method can be transferred
internationally with few language difficulties.
Disadvantage: Lack of opportunity for initiative by the
participants and not acceptable to those who have some
experience in the field.
Open Play.The exercise is free running from the point of
the initial scenario and the out-come is not known. It is
preferred by students but demands considerable directing
staff time. This method has been used in table top
exercises at the RNC (5, 6) since 1976 and is useful for
developing communication procedures between on-site and
off-site facilities. A bank of messages, media questions
and the injection of additional scenario items is required
to keep up the momentum.
Disadvantage: The evaluation of success is difficult and
the play may fail to cover some key areas.
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Experimental.
The
exercise
may
be
performed as
an
experiment to study a dubious feature of the plan and this
may be approached from several different points of view by
repetition of the exercise. An exercise of this type has
been conducted by FEMA
(7)
to study post accident
relocation decisions by using ten "mini-scenarios" each
focused on one problem. The play was conducted in a "no
fault" mode so that the participants concentrated on the
identification of issues, problems and procedures arising
during this post accident phase.
Disadvantage: Expensive in staff time and the number of
scenarios which can be examined is limited.
CONDUCT OF THE EXERCISE
Role Playing. All of the above exercises may use role
playing and it is an advantage if some individuals perform
their normal task in the scheme. This is stimulating and
can be used to enable
a new member of a team to play
themselves into their team position.
Disadvantage:
The course of
the
exercise
cannot
be
predicted and so it is difficult
to ensure that a
particular topic has been covered.
Functional Play. Functional play involving the players as
groups or teams with a specific task. Typical tasks are,
assessment of the event, media contact, rumour control and
in this way exercise may
focus on the desired topics. It
is an advantage when functions are played by the group
responsible for that aspect of the plan.
Disadvantage: Individuals may opt out of the play.
Committee Exercise. When broad issues are on the agenda.
and a large numbers of players must participate th·
exercise can be conducted like a committee meeting at which
regulatory authorities, service organisations etc. are
represented. The NRC conducted such an exercise (8) which
ran for
two days with 90 players. The first day was used
to define roles and review the accident through the plume
phase. On the
second day the play turned to re-entry,
relocation and then to decontamination and recovery. The
NRC found it to be difficult to adequately discuss all the
issues attempted in the exercise but 12 important lessons
were identified. A committee
exercise encourages an
exchange of views and a good chairman can ensure useful
conclusions. The method can be entertaining and has been
used in the UK as the format for a television documentary.
Disadvantage: Limited scenario with the temptation to seek
too many aims especially with a large number of players.
Communication Exercise. In many exercises communications is
the only part of the emergency scheme to be tested and the
table top is ideal for this purpose. In some case a field
exercise may be enhanced by
using a table top team to
provide communication responders. This avoids the use of
dedicated networks and reduces the chance that exercise
messages may be received outside the area of play.
Communications are the weakest link in any scheme and
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frequent table top testing is strongly recommended.
Disadvantage: It is unrealistic to run communications
exercises in the absence of the uncertainty and errors
associated with a real event.
WORKSHOPS.
The exercises described above are run under pressure which
can be avoided by using a workshop format to analyze or
synthesize the plan.
Analysis. Participants analyze selected parts of the scheme
critically reporting to a
plenary session on their
findings.
Synthesis. The teams are free to create a plan from
elements provided by the directing staff but they have to
defend their choice of plan in plenary session.
SURREY UNIVERSITY TABLE TOP EXERCISE AND WORKSHOP
Table Top

Exer~ise.

The aim is to give participants an overview of planning and
preparedness concentrating on the communications and
management problems which arise in the first few hours of
an incident. The technical aspects of the initiating
conditions are considered and an assessment of dose due to
the release of fission products is made. The players are
assigned to one of four functions:Technical

plant conditions, assessment, recovery,

Radiation Protection - dose assessment, access,
protective action,
Communications - local authority, media and
for a press conference,

re-entry,

preparations

Management - actions, assistance, security and records.
This is a linear exercise but some mistakes similar to
those made in the real incident are inserted in the
scenario. A press conference is held and video taped for
critical review at the plenary session. The scale of the
event is than raised to produce a significant relea~e of
fission products which are evaluated.
Workshop.
The aim of the workshop (9) is to prepare a plan for the
exercise site based on a list of tasks and a model plan.
The actions required by the plan are analyzed to identify
the responsible team, the authority under which they are
acting and the support required. The plan is reviewed to
find out if it is sufficiently robust to cope with an
overload of the communication systems, with excessive doses
to off-site workers and with an extended emergency.
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CONCLUSIONS.
The table top exercise is recommended as a powerful
training
tool
which
is
most
successful
when
all
participants are actively engaged throughout the exercise.
The least effective being the committee type of exercise.
Table
top exercises also provide support
for
field
exercises and may be used for research and for evaluation
of
plans
and
preparedness
for
nuclear
emergencies.
Workshops provide a complementary training technique in
which the plan may be examined in depth.
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COORDINATED PROTECTION OF THE POPULATION IN EMERGENCIES IN SWITZERLAND:
THE NATIONAL EMERGENCY OPERATIONS CENTRE (NAZ) AND THE EMERGENCY ORGANISATION
RADIOACTIVITY (EOR)
Hans H. BRUNNER
Secretary Fachverband fiir Strahlenschutz (FS)
cjo GSEDI/Nationale Alarmzentrale (NAZ), Postfach, CH-8044 Zurich, Switzerland
ABSTRACT
As a consequence of the nuclear weapons tests Switzerland has since 30 years expert comm1ss1ons.
concepts, monitoring networks, monitoring and emergency teams for the protection of the population
following radiological accidents of all types inside or outside the country. Thus Chernobyl hit a prepared
country - except information. The Radiological Emergency Organisation (EOR) and its National Emergency
Operations Centre (NAZ) have up-to-date legal bases, concepts and operational means. Besides radiological
events, NAZ deals also with chemical accidents, satellite crashes and dam breaks. Unique is the coordinated
use of the combined means of civil authorities, civil defense and army in all strategic cases.
GENERAL ORGANIZATION, TASKS AND CONCEPTS
Nuclear tests caused Switzerland in 1964 to establish an emergency organisation for protection against any
radiological incident inside or outside the country. Since 1979 the permanently operating contact point
(Aiarmstelle ARMA) and the National Emergency Operations Centre (NAZ, Nationale Alarmzentrale) are
located in Zurich close to the Swiss Institute of Meteorology (SMA). In 1984 a fully protected underground
installation was taken into use, the permanent team of the NAZ was enlarged (now 15 persons) and
supplemented by a militarized staff.
The main purpose is to protect the population by early warning of authorities, timely alert and instruction of
the population and initiation of protective and preventive actions.
The Radiological Emergency Organization (EOR) operated very successfully after the Chernobyl accident but
was restructured to improve the cooperation at the government and political levels and the information of the
public.
The head of the EOR is the Secretary General of the Federal Department of the Interior (GSEDI) who is supported by a Managing Committee (Leitender Ausschuss RadioaktiviUit LAR) consisting of the directors of the
relevant federal authorities. This links the Emergency Organisation directly to the Government. The
Information Centre of the Federal Chancellory is responsible for communications with the cantonal authorities
and for information of the public. (Fig. 1)
The official concepts of Total Defense and of Coordinated Radiological and Chemical (AC) Protection provide
for full cooperation of the resources of federal, cantonal and communal authorities and of emergency services,
army and civil defense for preparations and actions. Cantons and communities dispose of most of the means
for countermeasures and actions such as health services, food control, police, fire-brigades, civil defense or
public transports and must assist EOR at the order of the Federal Government.
Legal bases for the organisation are the new radiation protection law, the revised radiation protection regulations (both fully adapted to ICRP-60) and regulations on the EOR and on the NAZ. EOR has the legal competence to request the cooperation of any public or private specialists or services needed in an emergency. The
pre-Chernobyl action concept based on emergency reference levels has been replaced by a thoroughly revised dose-action concept (Table 1) which contains the general action criteria and upper and lower dose levels
as action 1 non-action criteria both for immediate preventive actions and later countermeasures. This concept
corresponding to international recommendations will be specified in detail for various types of events. Thanks
to good shielding provided by massive houses and to the large number of shelters in Switzerland, the main
preventive action is not horizontal but vertical evacuation, i.e. stay in the house-> basement-> shelter. Horizontal evacuation would only be a later, well planned action, if necessary.
A fundamental concept is to use normal means and structures as far as possible, and extraordinary ones only
where necessary. Regrouping in the early phase of an event could only result in chaos. Governments, authorities, public services on all levels must have an emergency organisation allowing them at any time to cope with
unusual events besides their normal operations. Special means needed for emergency purposes, such as
computers and monitoring networks, are regularly used for normal purposes, too.
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The Federal Commission for Radiological and Chemical Protection (KOMAC) with 25 members and an additional 70 scientists in its Working Groups supports the NAZ in the development of concepts, in the preparations and in the conduct of exercises.
NATIONAL EMERGENCY OPERATIONS CENTRE (NAZ)
The NAZ forms EOR's permanent nucleus and first-stage action team. A contact point operating 24 hrsjday
(ARMA) at the meteorological computer center, a duty officer and automatic monitoring networks assure instant readiness, rapid warning and alarming of authorities, emergency teams and population, evaluation of
monitoring data and quick initiation of protective and preventive actions. The main tasks of NAZ relate to radiological events, from transport or operational incidents over nuclear installation accidents to nuclear weapons events in peacetime and war, but also include satellite crashes, chemical incidents and dam breaks.
Within a few hours the permanent team of the NAZ can be enlarged by a military staff (Armeestabsteil) of over
a hundred scientists (mostly members of KOMAC working groups), specialists, and support personnel.
Thanks to the militia system of the Swiss Army, they have been recruited among the best specialists and
scientists in radiation protection, nuclear safety, chemistry, data processing, communications and other related fields. Their main tasks are the management of the monitoring and laboratory organisations, the collection
and evaluation of all informations and data on the event and its consequences, the presentation of up-to-date
informations on the situation , especially the radiological one, the evaluation and proposal of protective actions to be taken, the judgement of their effectiveness, and whatever consultative support may be required by
the federal authorities and the Information Centre.
In action, the NAZ operates from an autonomous protected installation with modern data processing and
communications systems and safe communications to national partners, neighbouring countries and IAEA.
The organisation in action is centred around the three overlapping sectors intelligence + information 1 monitoring 1 evaluation and consequences, which are supported by technical, computer and communications services.
MONITORING, DATA PROCESSING, COMMUNICATIONS
The monitoring organisation shall permit to detect, identify and verify radiological events and hazards, to forecast, follow and evaluate their development and extent, to estimate the doses to the population and to check
the efficiency of countermeasures. It consists of automatic networks and of quickly activated monitoring
posts, a laboratory organisation, and mobile monitoring and sampling teams with cars and helicopters.
The main monitoring networks is NADAM, an automatic radiation monitoring network coupled to the automatic meteorological monitoring network. It collects dose rate and weather data every ten minutes from 56 stations all over the country. Daily dose-rate averages from 16 stations are shown on text-TV together with basic
informations on radiation and nuclear safety. Other automatic networks collect and measure aerosols(FWP jRADAIR) or monitor the environment of nuclear power plants (MADUK). 107 monitoring posts
(AWP) at police stations, equipped with highly sensitive dose rate monitors, can be activated within 1-2 hours
and transmit data at short intervals. Mobile monitoring teams comprise special teams of health physicists with
all sorts of instruments and sampling devices, and teams of police, fire-brigade, army and civil defense radiation protection specialists, monitoring helicopters and an aeroradiometry helicopter. The core of the
laboratory organisation for sampling and analysing all kinds of samples and especially food are 5 permanent
special laboratories which also do routine radiological environmental monitoring. 20 cantonal chemistry
laboratories have been equipped with radioanalytical instrumentation and can on short notice be
supplemented by 30 total-defence radioanalytical laboratories with militarized staff in shielded underground
locations. This suffices to collect and analyse the large number of daily samples required to control food
quality all over the country, making use of established food control routines.
All the monitoring data (from routine monitoring and in emergencies) are transmitted to, stored and analysed
in a large data processing system at NAZ (project PHOENIX) which is also the base for several applications
and expert systems, for visual presentation of results and for the exchange of data and informations within the
EOR and its partners.
Communications must be reliable and redundant in all situations and make use of all available technical
means and public as well as special systems, including those of the army. Both for data processing and communications simple robust stand-by methods are available in case of failures of the main systems.
Monitoring is only part of the entire intelligence activities needed for verifying and evaluating an event, especially if it happens abroad. An extensive information network, with links to news agencies, military intelligence,
private information networks such as NucNet, and close contacts to partner organisations in neighbouring
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countries, institutions and scientists in other countries and to international organisations such as IAEA and
ESA are indispensable for NAZ. IRPA and its associate societies, especially the Fachverband fiir Strahlenschutz, are of invaluable help in this task.
INFORMATION, PUBLIC RELATIONS
Information was the weak spot after Chernobyl, not on the scientific and specialist level but on the political and
government one. As a consequence the Information Center (lnfozen) of the Federal Chancellory was made
fully responsible for this task and was accordingly reorganized and equipped. The facts will come from NAZ
and EOR which will provide consultants to the lnfozen.
But information of the public in an emergency is only credible and accepted, if NAZ and EOR are already familiar to the public and to local and regional authorities. This requires a well planned continuous public relations
program which makes use of all publicity means and of all situations where the media and the public may be
willing or interested to learn about emergency preparations. The Gulf war was such an occasion. The widespread radiophobia among media, politicians and public and their tendency to rather believe horror stories
than facts do not simplify this difficult task.
In a multilingual country with three official languages, with 15% alien population and many tourists using several dozen languages the information is further complicated.
EXPERIENCES AND PROBLEMS
Chernobyl was not the first but the largest real operation of the EOR. Although no genuine emergency as far
as exposure levels were concerned, it allowed a full scale run of the monitoring and laboratory organisation
and data evaluation far beyond anything feasible in exercises. Political decision making and information were
put to a severe test. Exercises of parts or the whole organisation are done every year. Their preparation, execution and evaluation puts a large additional load on the NAZ.
As everywhere in the nuclear and radiation protection field we also have an abnormal age-structure in our
staffs and will have to replace more than half within the next 5-10 years. How to find sufficient new and well
trained staff when radiophobia makes any nuclear or radiation job unattractive, is a yet unsolved problem as is
the transfer of all the knowledge and experience accumulated by the first generation to the newcomers. How
far artificial intelligence will be able to ease that problem remains to be seen; we are working on prototypes for
decision support systems.
Although Chernobyl set free an unexpected amount of funds for emergency preparations, this effect may soon
decay, so all new investments will need a thorough justification and optimisation.
European integration and cooperation will increase in the near future and our concepts as well as monitoring,
data processing and communications systems must be or become internationally compatible.
REFERENCES
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Table 1: Dose-Action Concept
Protective action

Dose

1

LDL

UDL

2

Stay indoors
Sheltering basement/shelter
Evacuation, if sheltering insufficient
or no longer possible 1 acceptable

Heff ,ext+Jnh
Heff, ext+lnh

Other protective actions

Heff ,ext+lnh

1 mSV

500 mSV

HSch, Jnh, Jod

30 mSv

300 mSv

1 mSv

20 mSV

Intake of stable iodine
Restrictions in food

cons~tion

Heff ,ext+lnh

Heff, Jng

1 mSv
10 mSv
100 mSv

2

10 mSv
100 mSv
500 mSv

1) Effective dose rsp. thyroid dose from external exposure+ inhalation rsp. from ingestion during the first
year after the event, without the protective action considered.
2) LDL = lower dose level, UDL = upper dose level ( -> JCRP publ. 40)
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Figure 1: Structure of the Emergency Organisation Radioactivity (EOR)
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ABSTRACT
Initially, the emergency organization within french nuclear power
plants was based on the practices used in conventional plants, extended to
allow for the aggressions specific to nuclear activities. This approach
tended to emphasize individual treatement needed, r.ather than taking due
account of potential number of victims, which imposes a collective
organization. After the Chernobyl accident a complete reorganization was
undertaken with the exhaustive and rational approach used in nuclear
safety, and based on the medical aid in catastrophes.

RESPONSABILITIES
French
position to
terms, the
outside the

OF

THE

OPERATOR

AND

PUBLIC

AUTHORITIES

legislation aims to place responsability on authority in best
take action in a given area and at a given time. In general
deciding factors are whether the activities are inside or
site and whether contamination has occured or not.

As far as the preparation of emergency organization is concerned, the
nuclear operator, who knows the risks involved, is consequently responsible
of the resources committed ; these may be outside resources, in which case
he is responsible for ensuring their availability and their suitability.
This may do through agreements, or coordinated plans of action.
As soon as an accident occurs, the operator is responsible for
starting emergency action, inside the site. Subsequently he tranfers his
responsability to the public authorities, in particular by transferring
victims to the hospitals capable of dealing with contamination.
A rational approach to these responsabilities implies :
determining the characteristics of all potential accidents
defining the required resources ,
organizing the resources, which must be known by all participants

CHARACTERISTICS

OF

ACCIDENTS

An approach comparable to that used for nuclear accidents was applied.
The internationally-reported accidents were supplemented following
extensive enquiries held in all french power plants and amongst nuclear
engineering companies. All incidents which led, or which in other
circumstances, could have caused an accident which led to victims, were
analysed and extrapoleted into seven typical scenarios which, in terms of
the emergency resources they require, encompass all real scenarios.
The table below indicates
following conclusions were drawn:

the

typical

scenarios

from

which

the

accidents to equipment or during maintenance represent a greater
threat for nuclear plant staff than major nuclear accidents, which
primarily represent a threat to the population.
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some scenarios may induice a risk of contamination to a great
number of people working on the site. Even though possibly
unaffected, some of them could consider they had been exposed and
demand immediate checks and treatement, hampering the organization
of real emergency work. In any case it is necessary to check a
great number of personnel,this needing a special organization.
finally the risk of multi-traumata and the complexity of the plant
mean that not all victims will be discovered immediately,
preventig accurate classification of the urgency.

scenarios
Failure
1 of a steam
Ipipe
2 Turbine burst
on reactor
shut- down
Primary
3 pump oil
fire
Primary pump
4 motor dropped
on the pool
Gaz tank
5 explosion
Steam generate

6 tube burst,
valve open
Entry into
7 red zone

Injuries and Asphyxi< contam.i nated
Burns
or
to be
seriou slight
checked real

Exposed
0,3 to more
0 to
0,3 Sv 1 Sv than
1 Sv

15
5
25
1~--~------~---10

5------------------s--------5------------5

8------------------8--------8------8
I

I

I

I I

I

I

4o

5------------------5--------5

10--~----10

5------------------5--------5
100-----1 00
2400
1--

---- ---- .. --- ... - ---- .. ----- ---

5
- -- 1

I

As an example, scenario ~4 illustrates one of the series of worstcase assumptions used. A sling breaks when a primary coolant pump is being
handled ; the motor drops onto the cofferdam between the two half-pools in
the reactor building.The cofferdam distorts, allowing water to flood the
reactor-side pool and contaminate workers in the compartments.The internal
structures placed in the other compartment become uncovered, exposing other
workers on the pool floor, to a high dose rate while two teams of
specialists are preparing other operations.
All the victims are irradiated, including 5 exposed to a total dose
between 0,3 and 1 Sv, 13 of them are seriously injured and contaminated.
RESOURCES
~ ORE The human resources available in the plant differ betwween
working hours and non-working hours but the number of victims varies in the
same way. The shift staff is the first to be informed of an accident by a
special telephone reserved for this purpose, always available in each
control-room. This staff provides the first team of 5, most of them trained
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in emergency work : an assistant shift foreman and 4 members. This shift
uses the fire-fighting installations and portable equipment.
LEVEL TWO The VICTIM RELIEF PLAN is part of
PLAN (IEP), prepared by all nuclear plants to cover
particularly major nuclear accidents. A rotating
personel at horne, ensures the setting up of an
providing the following resources :

the INTERNAL EMERGENCY
all types of accidents,
on call system of the
emergency organization

a "Management Command Post" headed by one of the plant's managers,
to coordinate emergency actions,
a "Local Command Post", headed by an operation engineer to control
the damaged unit and minize the effects of the accident,
a "Resources Command Post", headed by a maintenance engineer,
responsible for providing any exceptional equipment required,
at least one nurse on-call in permanent connection by phone with
an industrial doctor specialized in nuclear accidents, who can reach the
site, if necessary, within less than 3 hours.
LEVEL TB~ The IEP of a nuclear plant is closely coordinated with the
SPECIAL EMERGENCY PLAN
(SEP)
organized by authorities of
the
"DEPARTEMENT",who have two emergency organizations under their control :
FIRE EMERGENCY UNITS, mainly specialized in "technical"work (firefighting, explosions, etc ... )whose tasks include finding, rescuing and
evacuating the injured and axphyxiated. These units are part of a national
structure and can, therefore, increase their capacity by calling in
regional or, if necessary, national resources.
EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICE (known by its acronym,SAMU) which is
part of hospital services in the Departement. The SAMU possesses a main
control center and mobile medical units (doctors, reanimation specialists,
fully-equipped ambulances) and, through mutual-aid agreements, can call in
SAMU units from other Departernent.
A member of the plant's staff, specialized in first-aid and
decontamination, accompanies to the civil hospital any injured people who
cannot be completly decontaminated on the site. He takes the responsability
for
all
decontamination
problems
during
treatment,
incluiding
responsability for preventing the spread of contamination into the
hospital. Each plant has an agreement with at least one hospital,
specifying the responsabilities and procedures involved.
LEVEL FOOR To overcome any real or psychological difficulties involved
in moving contaminated victims into a civil hospital, agreements are also
made with regional military hospitals who are particularly well equipped
for this type of work. In addition, three agreements have been reached, on
a national scale, with :
the "INSTITUT CURIE", to treat a limited number of highly
irradiated victims,
the "SERVICE CENTRAL DE SANTE DES ARMEES" (PERCY hospital) 1 to
treat a large number of burn or irradiation victims,
the "INSTITUT DE PROTECTION ET DE SURETE NUCLEAIRE", to analyse
hematological, cytogenetic neurophysiological balances and evaluate doses
Finally the SERVICE CENTRAL DE PROTECTION CONTRE LES RAYONNEMENTS
IONISANTS possesses rnobile(trucks, coaches, etc ... ) anthropogarnrnametric
equipment to carry out very large-scale checks.
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EMEGENCY

ORGANIZATION

The principles applied to the organization of internal and outside
resources are those proposed by the "medical aid in catastrophes", a field
which was highly developped in France. These principles aim at constantly
coordinating and optimizing the use of all emergency resources by quickly
setting up
a strong hierarchical structure including an "general emergency
directorate", over an "emergency
technical
management
and an
"emergency medical management",
a SORTING AND TREATMENT CENTER (STC) close to the accident to
group and quickly classify all the victims,
an EVACUATION NORIA ie a "small noria" between the accident site
and the "Sorting and Treatment Center", and several "major noria",between
the STC and hospitals, the STC and the infirmary decontamination rooms, etc
a CENTRAL EMERGENCY STATION where men and vehicles waiting to
intervene are grouped,
an INFORMATION ROOM to provide information to families and media.
The chronological sequence following a serious accident outside normal
working hours could be as follows, (times are given in minutes) :
0

ALERT- Call from the control room to the first-aidshift staff

5

RECONNAISSANCE-First emercency operations
the assistant foreman automatically becomes "emergency manager"
and has the control of the team of the 4 first-aid shift personnel
a member of the team fight against the fire, supported and
protected by a second member,
the third member of the team becomes the first "medical manager".
he lists the victims and gives first aid
the fourth member is available either for technical or medical aid

20

INTERNAL EMERGENCY PLAN IMPLEMENTED
the Management Command Post manager (i e the plant manager) takes
over from the system shift foreman to manage emergency activities,
the team members are replaced by on-call first-aid workers,
a Sorting and Treatment Center is organized close to the accident,
the on-call nurse or on-call industrial doctor may take over as
"medical manager" if their higher skill are not necessary to deal
with extremely urgent victims,
the infirmary is open, particularly for decontamination,
the RCP manager sends staff to the plant entrance to guide outside
emergency resources called in and then, set up one or several
check stations at exits from controlled zones or outside the site.

30

SPECIAL EMERGENCY PLAN IMPLEMENTED
a medical team (SAMU) arrives. The doctor of this team may take
over as medical manager. The first fire emergency unit arrives to
help fire-fighting under the organization of the plant staff.

60

two SAMU teams and several other emergency units arrive.

120 the last two SAMU teams arrive at the site.

CONCLUSIONS
This new organization makes the best of the resources available and
allows all victims to be dealt with in less than 3 1/2 hours. However, both
internal and outside resources must regularly take part in full-scale
exercises to ensure coherent,and efficient cooperation.
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BASES TECHNIQUES DES PLANS PARTICULIERS D'INTERVENTION DES SITES NUCLEAIRES

J.P. MAIGNE - J. COLLINET
CEA/INSTITUT DE PROTECTION ET DE SURETE NUCLEAIRE
Departement de Protection de I'Environnement et des Installations
B.P. no 6- 92265 FONTENAY-AUX-ROSES CEDEX- FRANCE

ABSTRACT
Off- site emergency planning for french nuclear sites

A method is suggested to elaborate, on realistic technical basis, an off-site
emergency plan for a nuclear site. This method gives an homogeneous and
exhaustive structure to guide :
- the identification of the representative accidents that have to be taken into
account in the design of an off-site plan. according to the different
installations, nuclear or not. likely to be set up on the site,
- the assessment of this representative accident consequences on the
environment and the population,
-the forecast and tl1e planning. in the off-site emergency plan, of adequate
counter-measures implementation with regard to this environment and the
population.

I - INTRODUCTION

Malgre les dispositions preventives prises au cours de Ia conception et de I' exploitation des
installations nucleaires. il n'est pas impossible que les exploitants et les pouvoirs publics aient
un jour 6 faire face 6 une situation accidentelle grave.
Afin de gerer au mieux une telle situation. de remettre !'installation dans un etat sur, de
limiter les consequences eventuelles pour I' environnement et les populations. divers plans
d'urgence precisement specifies en terme de responsabilites, d'organisation et de moyens
ont ete etablis. Le Plan Particulier d'lntervention (PPI) d'un site nucleaire est l'un deux. Son
objectif est de prevoir et de planifier Ia mise en oeuvre. sous I' autorite du prefet. de moyens
appropries de secours dans Ia phase accidentelle 6 court terme.
Les differents niveaux d' organisation et des moyens prevus en fonction de Ia gravite de Ia
situation 6 gerer ainsi que les modalites de leur mise en oeuvre sent definis de Ia fa9on
suivante:
- le niveau 1 du PPI correspondent aux situations accidentelles 6 caractere non radiologique
et/ou non toxique qui peuvent resulter des risques classiques. inherents 6 toute installation
industrielle (incendie. explosion. emission de matieres toxiques, ... ). Ces situations ne
devraient pas conduire 6 des consequences importantes dans I' environnement. A ce
niveau, le PPI a essentiellement pour objet !'information des populations et des autorites
administratives d'une part, I' organisation de !'intervention eventuelle de moyens de secours
exterieurs au site, 6 I' appel de I' exploitant, d' autre part ;
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- le niveau 2 du PPI doit permettre de gerer des situations accidentelles a caractere
radiologique et/ou toxique dont les consequences restent d'ampleur limitee a l'exteneur
du site. compte tenu des dispositions prises a Ia conception et dans I' exploitation des
installations pour limiter les consequences de ces accidents (ordre de grandeur des
accidents de dimensionnement). A ce niveau. le PPI a le meme objectif qu' au niveau 1
mais s'inscrit dans une organisation plus importante. a I' echelle regionale et nationale. et
prevoit Ia possibilite de Ia mise en oeuvre de moyens plus importants. notamment de
moyens specialises :
- le niveau 3 du PPI conceme les accidents les plus graves envisageables qui pourraient
conduire a des consequences radiologiques et/ou toxiques importantes dans l'environnement. en I' absence de Ia mise en oeuvre des contre-mesures prevues ace niveau.
La decision effective d'application des contre-mesures prevues dans le niveau 3 du PPI
(confinement. evacuation des populations.... ). n'interviendrait, sur Ia base des niveaux
d' intervention recommandes par Ia CIPR 40 en particulier, qu' en fonction de I' evaluation
des consequences et des delais previsibles. effectuee par les equipes de crise au cours de
I' accident meme. a partir des donnees disponibles comprenant eventuellement des
mesures dans I' environnement.
Sur le plan pratique. I' appreciation des dispositions et des moyens associes a prevoir dans le
PPI necessite Ia definition d'un ou plusieurs "termes sources''. representatifs des rejets
maximaux auxquels peuvent conduire les differentes installations du site en cas d' accident.
Cette definition repose sur I' evaluation realiste de scenarios d' accidents et de Ia dispersion
de produits dangereux qui en resulterait.
Les dispositions a prevoir sont determinees a partir des effets eventuels sur Ia sante. qualifies
et quantifies sur Ia base des donnees radiologiques et/ou toxicologiques.
II - IDENTIFICATION DES SITUATIONS ACCIDENTELLES A RETENIR DANS UN PPI (SCENARIOS)

II. 1 - lnitiateurs
On retient les initiateurs suivants :
- criticite.
- incendie d'origine interne ou exteme a !'installation.
-explosion d'origine interne ou externe a !'installation.
- fuite de matieres radioactives et/ou toxiques.
11.2 - Classement des installations du site
Les scenarios d' accidents envisageables etant de nature differente selon
d'installation, on a retenu Ia classification suivante :

le type

- reacteurs nucleaires electrogenes (REP. UNGG. rapides).
- reacteurs nucleaires experimentaux.
- usines. ateliers. laboratoires. installations de stockage mettant en oeuvre des matieres
nucleaires (cycle du combustible. Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires).
- installations industrielles non nucleaires qui peuvent presenter en situation accidentelle un
risque pour les populations et l'environnement, soit par elles-memes. soit par l'impact de
cette situation accidentelle sur les autres installations du site, nucleaires en particulier
(installations mettant en oeuvre de l'hydrogene. du propane. du fioul. du sodium.... ).
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11.3 - Terrnes-sources
De maniere g€merale, pour chacune des installations du site, selon son 1ype (Cf. 11.2) et en
fonction des initiateurs possibles (Cf. 11.1 ), on recherche les scenarios realistes des accidents
les plus graves envisageables qui pourraient conduire 6 des consequences radiologiques
et /ou toxiques 6 I' exterieur du site. Cette recherche conduit, pour !'installation consideree, 6
Ia definition de termes-sources caracterises par les activites des differents produits radioactifs
et/ou les quantites de produits dangereux rejetees et une cinetiques associee au rejet.

11.3.1 - Reacteurs nucleoires
Pour les reacteurs nucleaires electrogenes, les scenarios accidentels consistent 6 etudier le
comportement du confinement apres une fusion du coeur de ces reacteurs, situation
relevant du domaine "hers dimensionnement'' consideree actuellement comme enveloppe
par ses consequences 6 I' exterieur du site des situations accidentelles justiciables de Ia mise
en oeuvre du PPI.
Pour les reacteurs nucleaires experimentaux, les scenarios accidentels 6 retenir pour
l'etablissement du PPI du site concerne et les termes-sources en resultant, sent recherches
au cas par cas, compte tenu des caracteristiques de conception et de fonctionnement
propres 6 chaque reacteur.

11.3.2 - Usines, ateliers, /oborotoires et stockoges nucleaires
Dans le cas des usines, ateliers, laboratoires et stockages nucleaires, Ia demarche de I' etude
des accidents graves differe selon Ia nature du confinement primaire des matieres nucleaires
pouvant etre mises en jeu lors de I' accident considere :
- si les matieres radioactives contenues dans !'installation beneficient d'un confinement
primaire par conception, 6 l'interieur d'un gainage, les scenarios accidentels 6 retenir
eventuellement dans le PPI, sent ceux qui peuvent conduire 6 une perte importante de
l'integrite de ce gainage et 6 Ia dispersion des matieres dans l'environnement.
- si les matieres nucleaires contenues dans !'installation consideree ne beneficient pas d'un
tel confinement primaire, on evalue les quantites de matieres radioactives disponibles 6
l'interieur du confinement pour un rejet eventuel qui sent considerees comme enveloppes
de ce qui est envisageable de maniere realiste.
Les termes-sources sent alors definis par un niveau d'activite et une cinetique associee.

11.3.3 - lnstollotions non nucleoires
Dans le cadre du PPI, il convient d' examiner les situations accidentelles qui pourraient
affecter des installations industrielles non nuciE§aires implantees sur le site ou au voisinage de
celui-ci, en particulier les installations classees pour Ia protection de l'environnement (ICPE).
et presenter un risque pour les populations, soit par leur impact sur les installations du site
voisines, nucleaires notamment. soit par elles-memes lorsqu'elles affectent des installations
situees sur le site.
La premiere etape de cet examen consiste 6 etablir un recensement aussi precis et
exhaustif que possible des installations concernees du site : on s' appuie essentiellement 6 ce
stade sur Ia nomenclature des installations classees. A partir de ce recensement, deux
categories d'installations sent distinguees.
- les installations du site susceptibles de rejeter en situation accidentelle les produits toxiques
qu'elles utilisent (par exemple, stockage d'acide fluorhydrique, de sodium.... ),
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- les installations du site ou exterieures au site mettant en oeuvre des produits inflammables
qui pourraient par explosion sur place de ces produits ou de Ia nappe derivante
eventuellement formee a Ia suite d'une fuite. conduire a une situation accidentelle grave
sur des installations voisines du site, nucleaires notamment.
Des scenarios accidentels realistes pour cheque installation sont alors definis et les rejets
dans l'environnement qui peuvent en resulter sont evalues : on s'appuie. d'une part sur des
evaluations theoriques a priori (calcul du debit de fuite d'un stockage, masse pouvant
exploser et surpression engendree par I' explosion de cette masse sur une installation. ...).
d'autre part sur des donnees experimentales ou tirees du retour d'experience (fuite d'UF6.
feux de sodium.... ).

Ill - EVALUATION DES CONSEQUENCES SUR L'ENVIRONNEMENT ET LES POPULATIONS DES REJETS
RESULTANT DES SITUATIONS ACCIDENTELLES RETENUES POUR LE PPI

L'evaluation des transferts dans l'environnement des rejets resultant des situations accidentelles retenues (Cf. II). est effectuee
partir de modeles de dispersion de ces rejets dans
I' air. I' eau et le sol.

a

Pour Ia determination des contre-mesures de confinement ou d'evacuation des populations

a prendre a court terme (objet du PPI), Ia voie de transfert par I' air est Ia plus critique : c'est
a partir de I' evaluation des transferts des produits dangereux par cette voie que seront
determinees les zones pouvant necessiter l'appplication de contre-mesures. L'evaluation des
transferts en fonction de Ia distance au point de rejet est effectuee au moyen de codes de
dispersion atmospherique adaptes a cheque cas : rejet gazeux ou assimilable a un rejet
gazeux, rejet de gaz lourd. rejet liquide, compte tenu de Ia geometrie de Ia source
(ponctuelle, surfacique, volumique) et de Ia cinetique du rejet.
On retient pour cette evaluation des donnees meteorologiques relatives au site realistes.
mais toutefois pessimistes au plan des coefficients de transfert atmospherique.
Toujours par souci de realisme. il est egalement tenu compte eventuellement de l'effet de
battement de Ia direction du vent au cours du temps.
Les consequences radiologiques et/ou toxiques des transferts sont ensuite calculees selon les
methodes classiques. les resultats etant generalement exprimes. pour les premieres en equivalents de dose engages durant !'accident par irradiation exteme et/ou interne, pour les
secondes. en concentrations des produits dans I' air associees aux durees d' exposition a ces
concentrations.

IV - DEFINITION DES CONTRE- MESURES A PREVOIR DANS UN PPI
La definition des zones de confinement ou d'evacuation des populations repose sur
I' examen des consequences radiologiques et /ou toxiques. telles qu' elles sont evaluees en
Ill, des situations accidentelles retenues selon les principes proposes en II. en regard. au plan
radiologique, des niveaux d'inteNention proposes par Ia publication n° 40 de Ia CIPR. et. au
plan de Ia toxicite, des donnees franc;:aises ou etrangeres les plus recentes concernant les
produits mis en cause.
Les donnees classiques en matiere de toxicite sont constituees d' abaques qui representent
les seuils d'apparition sur l'homme d'effets toxiques croissants du produit considere (en
general : irritation. malaise. danger, deces) en fonction de sa concentration dans I' air et de
Ia duree d' exposition a cette concentration.
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Lorsque de telles donnees n'existent pas, on utilise les reperes que constituent pour un
produit donne les valeurs limites d' exposition a court terme (VLE) ou les valeurs limites de
moyenne d' exposition (VME) pour les travailleurs, publiees en particulier par l'lnstitut National
de Recherche en securite (INRS).
Sur ces bases, on retient pour I' ensemble des situations accidentelles exam1nees (Cf. II)
celles qui necessitent, selon les criteres ci-dessus, Ia mise en oeuvre de contre-mesures.
Ces situations et leurs consequences doivent etre repertoriees dans le PPI ainsi que les zones
concernees par les contre-mesures.
Les modalites et moyens pratiques de Ia mise en oeuvre des contre-mesures sont a definir
par les autorites publiques competentes. Compte tenu en particulier des courts delais
d'intervention que requierent certaines situations accidentelles a cinetique rapide, des
contre-mesures particulieres ponctuelles, specifiques au site, peuvent etre mises a Ia charge
de l'exploitant au nom des pouvoirs publics avant !'intervention effective de ceux-ci.
V - CONCLUSION

La methodologie proposee ci-dessus constitue un canevas structure, homogene et exhaustif
pour elaborer, sur des bases techniques fondees, le PPI d'un site nucleaire.
Elle a d'ores et deja ete appliquee a differents sites nucleaires fran9ais.
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MAKING UP DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM IN NUCLEAR EMERGENCY
------FRAMEWORK OF DECISIONS----Y. Nakashima*- , T. Suzuki'R' and A. Nagai"'*"

* Department
of Nuclear Engineering,School of Engineering,
Nagoya University,Furo-Cho, Chikusa-Ku, Nagoya(T464-0l)
# Nuclear Safety Section, Nuclear Safety Research Association, Hibiya-dai building, No.l202, Uchisaiwai-Cho,
Chiyoda-Ku, Tokyo(flOO), Japan
ABSTRACT
In the case of nuclear emergency, decision will be
made at various situations. Decisions are made to minimize
detrimental effects to the population and environment of
interest. Many materials and data are necessary. In the
present study, the authors focus on making up the decision
support system (DSS) in a nuclear emergency to help a
decision-maker (a prefectural governor or a co-prefectural
governor) in the headquarters of countermeasure against
the emergency. As a first step to make up the system, the
framework of the system is given in the following.
INTRODUCTION
There have been many natural disasters in our country
and some experiences learnt from the disasters would be
available to the situations in nulear emergencies. One
have experienced to some extent natural disasters everywhere in our country, accompanying recommendation of relocation due to landslide by heavy rain, for example. Since
the naturally occurring phenomena could be felt by one's
senses, one could apply his experiences activatinig his
own script in natural disasters.
The decision-maker for the case recommending intervention measures in the headquarters of countermeasure
against the emergency will be a prefectural governor or a
co-prefectural one. It is important to prepare for nuclear
emergency paying attention to the similarities and differences between natural disasters and the situations being
supposed in the emergency. The authors discuss a framework
of the decision in the emergency to support the decisionmaker.
DECISION S IN NUCLEAR EMERGENCY OUTSIDE FACILITY
In the case of nuclear emergency, local authority set
up the heaquarters of countermeasure by the instruction of
the central conference on countermeasure for disasters
based on information from the nuclear facility, or by the
judgement based on the indication of fixed environmental
monitors above 10 AGy/h or dose predicted over 5 mSv.
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A prefectural governor or a co-prefectural governor will
be a head, and make decisions in various situations with
assistance of the comments of senior advisers such as radiation protection and safety.
Stages of Decisions
With the declaration of nuclear emergency, environmental emergency monitoring will be made according to the
procedure in advance. The decision-making in emergency
have to be made based on information from the monitoring,
economic and social factors. The decision-making will be
done for (a)sheltering in the house, (b)sheltering in a PS
concrete buillding, (c)evacuation, (d)restriction of area,
food and water, (e)restriction of shipment for agricultural products, (f)cleanup of the environment ((d)-(f) are in
the case of environmental contamination) and so on according to the situations. Based on justification and optimization procedure, decisions will be made after discussion
on the alternatives and their feasibility. It is necessary
to evaluate the cost of unit collective dose in the case
of the emergency. As tentative value, the authors adopt
the cost of ten times of ~ 0 -value for workers in normal
practicesO.
Factors Specific to Local Site to Support Decisions
In the case of nuclear emergency,the local factors
specific to the site have to be taken into account. The
main factors include the followings; (a)populations (according to kinds of occupations and earnings), (b)distribution of populations, (c)agricultural products in each
season, shipment and consumption of the products, (d)the
data on the fishery products, shipment and consumption of
the products, (e)network of roads, land and maritime
transportation, (f)types of houses and building (including
the characteristics of surfaces), (g)geological and geographical data (types of soil, agricultural field, plants,
forest, and so on), (h) data on water resources, (i)equipments applicable to environmental cleanup, {j)data on
societies, local culture and custom, and so on. On the
introduction of intervention, economic and social data are
important specially in comparison of predicted detriments.
It is preferable for these basic factors to be incorporated into database. Some data in the database will be
also applicable to decision-making in natural disasters.
One could feel risk from natural disaster with his senses.
Since the detriment could not clearly be felt in nuclear
emergencies, it is important to make decisions referring
the objective data.
CONSTITUTION OF DSS
In the case of the emergency, strategic and tactical
decisions will be important. The former ones would be made
to minimize (or to optimize) detriment from the view point
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of the whole emergency,and the latter ones would be made
to reduce hazard in the scene (to select routes of minimum
exposure for refuge in the case of relocation or sheltering in a PS concrete building, for example).
DSS includes database management software, model-base
management software and dialogue generation software~.
Major parts of DSS are classified into kowledge information system and modeling support system. These give information on the model necessary to the decisions after systematic referring knowledge on disasters in the database.
The authors intend to introduce Fuzzy theory for judgement
in the scene accompanying uncertain factors. Figure 1 give
a conceptual framwork of the present DSS.
CONCLUDING REMARK
In the present study, a decision support system in
nuclear emergency was discussed. However, the system is
just begun to start. The content of database and modelbase necessary in nuclear emergency will be gradually
revealing. Since the~-value in the emergency is the most
important factor in comparison of the detriments, further
discussion on the value will be needed.
REFERENCES
1. Nakashima,Y. and Doi,M.,1986, Study of the System of
Dose Limitation: Long Term Variation of the ~ 0 Value in
Japan, IAEA SM-285/06,519-528.
2. Sprague Jr.,R.D.and Carlson,E.D.,1982, Building Effective Decision Support Systems, Prentice-Hall, Inc.
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Atomic Energy Regulatory Board
Bombay - 400 094, India
D. Krishnan and K.K. Narayanan
Health, Safety and Environment Group
BARC, Bombay - 400 085, India
and
A.R. Sundararajan
Health Physics & Safety Research Programme
IGCAR, Kalpakkam - 603102, India
ABSTRACT

Intervention Levels (ILs) and Derived Intervention Levels (OILs) for
initiating countermeasures in public domain following a nuclear accident or
radiation emergency are established in advance. Public regime is divided in
Domain 1,2 and 3 incorporating space-time concept to meet
ICRP-40
recommendations. ILs in dose ranges from 1 mSv to 500 mSv to whole-body and
50 mSv to 2500 mSv to thyroid are proposed. A correlation between gamma
dose rate from ground contamination and whole-body dose and inhalation
thyroid dose is established to workout OILs. Relationship to obtain period
of persistence and corrpletion of countenneasure is also proposed. OILs for
important radionuclide concentration in major food items are suggested.
BASES FOR

INTERVENTION LEVELS

Accident in a nuclear installation, giving rise to radiological
consequences
in
public domain, may
call for
implementation of
countermeasures (intervention l for protection of public. Thus, there is a
need
to establish ILs and
OILs in advance so that
appropriate
countermeasures could be undert~ken in a planned manner. System of
radiological protection for intervention is based on : i)
the proposed
intervention should do rrore good than hanni ii)
the fonn, scale and
duration of intervention should be optimised. Dose limits used for normal
operations do not apply in the case of intervention (1).
The Sets of lower and U[l)er levels of ILs are based on
a) serious
nonstochastic (deterministic) effects should be avoided by introduction of
countenneasures to limit individual dose to levels below the thresholds for
these effects,b)the risk from stochastic effects should be limited by
introducing countenneasures which achieve a positive net benefit to the
individuals involved and c) the overall incidence of stochastic effects
should be limited, as far as reasonably practicable, by reducing the
collective dose equivalent (2).
!Ls should be so selected that the dose criteria prescribed for Design
Basis Accidents (DBA) in nuclear power plants, which dictate the design of
engineered safety features, if exceeded only, should pose radiological
consequences requiring implementation of disruptive countenneasures such as
evacuation. Averting exposure by sheltering, administration of stable
iodine or control of food stuffs for a limited period may be acceptable for
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accidents enveloping DBA.
Three Space-Time domains are identified on the basis of these
principles for establishing ILs. These are; Domain 1: Near Field
Early
Phase (A1- 81); Domain 2 :Near Field- Intermediate Phase (A1-82)
Intermediate Field
Early Phase (A2-81) ; and Intermediate Field
Intermediate Phase (A2-B2) and Domain 3: Near Field -Late Phase (A1-83);
Intetnediate Field- Late Phase <A2-83l; Far Field- Early Phase (A3-81); Far Field- Intermediate Phase (A3-82); and Far Field- Late Phase(A3-83l.
These are illustrated in figure 1.
Physical boundaries of domains in space and time are dependent on a
large number of variable parameters such as, source term; duration of
release, atmospheric
conditions, etc. Thus, identification of these
boundaries in case of an accident leading to atmospheric release of
radioactive material would require multiple measurements and evaluations.
INTERVENTION LEVELS
Administration of stable iodine, sheltering, evacuation and control of
food stuffs are considered important countermeasures for averting dose in
the short term. ILs, suggested for these countermeasures for the three
domains are sunrnarised in Table 1 and are given in a range
lower and
upper.
If assessed release and measurements confirm that lower levels of
ILs are not likely to be exceeded, countermeasures need not be initiated.
If lower levels are likely to be exceeded, co1mtermeasures should be
initiated and completed such that upper levels of ILs are not exceeded.
Persons in Domain 1, whose estimated exposures are in excess of upper
levels of ILs of dose, may need special attention including medical care.
Bases for adopt.ing ILs are : Domain 1: Domain 1 is a low population zone.
It is physically nearest to plant. ILs are based on prevention of serious
nonstochastic effects. Objective of countermeasures viz.,
administration
of stable iodine, sheltering and/or evacuation is to limit individual doses
so as to avoid serious nonstochastic effects. Inhalation route for thyroid
exposure would be a major consideration. Domain 2: ILs are chosen to limit
stochastic risk to individual member of public. Ingestion route is likely
to be the important mode of exposure. Exposure from plume, inhalation and
ground contamination are expected.
Countermeasures
envisaged are
administration of stable iodine, sheltering and I or control of food
stuffs. Domain 3: ILs are aimed to reduce collective dose. Ingestion route
is the predominant mode of exposure. Countermeasure recoomended is control
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D
0

Conntermeasure

Intervention Level

mSv

Whole Body

M

A
I

Thyroid

l.Dwer

l.Dwer

N

500

Administration
of stable I
1

Sheltering

20

100

Evacuation

100

500
50

Administration
of stable I
2

3

2500

Sheltering

5

20

Control on
food stuffs

5

20

Control on
food stuffs

1

5

500

50

500

not anticipated

Table 1 :INTERVENTION LEVElS FOR I:X:MI\INS 1 , 2

&

3.

of food stuffs.
DERIVED INTERVENTION LEVElS
ILs are translated into OILs in quantities which are easily, reliably
and accurately measurable. The time required for these measurements is
i.rrp:Jrtant for initiation of conntermeasures in Doolain 1 & 2. Measurement of
radiation field at 1 m above ground is a simple, fast and accurate
parameter. A relationship is, therefore, derived to correlate gamma dose
rate at 1 m from ground contamination to projected dose received by
individual member of public following an accident resulting in atmospheric
release. Dose rate from gronnd contamination DRg is given by :
(1)

is t~ integrated airborne concentration, Vd is deposition
l9·01ms l for iodines and DCFi is dose conversion factor (2.9E-12
Svh /Bqm ). Intake of 6.76E05 Bq of i~!~es gives thyroid_1ose of 0.5 SV,
hence for a breathing rate of 1. 7E-4 m_f , 'X is 2E09 Bqsm • Using these
values, DRg -ralculates to 5.8E-05 Svh
for inhalation dose of 0.5 sv.
Thus 0.1 mSVh dose rate from ground contamination would be equivalent to
> 0.5 Sv thyroid dose from inhalation.

Where, 'X
vel~ity

DRg should be reliably available before initiating sheltering and/or
evacuat1on. Thus, there is need to confirm these measurements over a period
of time, and, if, radiation field persists, awropriate conntermeasures can
be initiated and COI'!pleted. Total dose Dt to the whole body consists of
plume dose np. inhalation dose Di and ground contamination dose Dg• Dg is a
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Countenneasure
DRg(mSv/h)

Sheltering
fb(h)

Evacuation

Pc<h)

DRg(mSv/h)

~(h)

26
16

2.5 - 3.0
3.0 - 3.5
3.5 - 4.0

10
10
10

Pc<hl

-------------------------------------------------------------------------0.1 - 0.5
56
2.0 - 2.5
10
4
50
0.5 - 1.0
1.0 - 1.5
1.5 - 2.0

4
4
4

11

Table: DILs IN J:Xl11\IN 1 FOR SHELTERING

40
32
27

EVACUATIOO

&

fraction f
.3 (4). Hours of persistence Ph, hours of completion of
counternlE'...asures Pc, ILs and OILs are related as follows:
(fb+Pcl = ILxf/DIL

(2)

Thus, for given OILs in terms of DRg• IL and

Ib·

Pc can be calculated.

Relationships (1) and (2) are used for arriving at OILs for Domains 1
and 2. Accordingly, administration of stable iodine should be completed as
soon as ~ is more than 0.1 mSv/h and 0.01 mSv/h in Domain 1 and 2
respectively. OILs for evacuation and sheltering are given in Table 2. OILs
for c..."'ntrol of food stuffs in concentration of radionuclides, are
calculated based on reference (3)
~USIOOS

The ICRP-40 concept of r~nding ILs for phases has been extended
to incorporate space dimension. OILs are established in terms of radiation
field at 1 m above contaminated ground, which is easily, reliably and
accurately measurable. Proposed relationship between IL, OIL, Ib and Pc
helps to adjust Ib and Pc to suit typical site conditions. Also, selective
i.nplementation of sheltering and evacuation can be undertaken depending on
radiological conditions.
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ABSTRACT:
A critical review of 34 severe radiological accidents in
industrial gamma radiography, that happened in 15 countries,
from 1960 to 1988, was performed. It was noted that there is a
need for improvement of the analysis and dose estimations
methods, in order to obtain real information and good dose
estimations.
The present paper shows the Brazilian radiological accidents
analysis methodology in industrial gamma radiography, based in
the analytical tree techniques, recommended by International
Atomic Energy Agency to perform radiation protection and
nuclear safety programs.
INTRODUCTION:
Industrial gamma radiography is a non-destructive technique
used as nuclear application in industry. In spite of the
simplicity of the technical procedure, the industrial gamma
radiography
is
responsible
for
the
highest
number
of
radiological accidents in most countries. In this type of
accident people are injured due to high radiation exposure
given by the high activity of the small size sealed radioactive
source.
The worst situation as far as exposure to radiation is
concerned occurs when the radioactive source is at the
unshielded position and it disconnects from the control cable.
The more dramatic situation is when the radioactive source is
found by individuals of the public who take it home and show it
to their friends or members of the family. Depending on the
source handling, absorbed dose can reach high values which
cause severe injuries and even deaths.
In order to analyze a radiological accident, circumstances need
to be carefully reconstructed to obtain accurate information on
the number of exposed people, time of radiation exposure,
probable values of absorbed dose and most affected organs. Such
information help the medical treatment to be used, since they
allow an estimation of the extension and type of injury,
prognosis of damages, corresponding risks for the victims, etc.
As it has had some difficulties to analyze and to attend the
Brazilian cases due to the absence of important data, it was
elaborated a methodology,
based in the analytical tree
techniques, recommended by IAEA.
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The Brazilian radiological accidents analysis methodology has
five
major
constituents:
investigation,
reconstitution,
dosimetry, conclusion and recommendation.
CONCLUSION :
The analysis of the 34 selected radiological accidents (Table
1) showed that 118 persons were highly exposed to radiation
where 28 (23.7%) were workers and 90 (76.3%) were individuals
of the public. Fifty five injured persons had acute exposures
in localized parts of the body, mainly extremities (hands,
fingers and arms) since they held the source in their hands and
put it in their pockets.
The causes analyzed of radiological
gamma radiography showed that workers
wide-range
training
including
an
protection procedures to avoid faults
inadequate routine procedure.

accidents in industrial
need a more detailed and
updating
in
radiation
in source monitoring and

Dose assessment methods for whole body, organs or parts of the
body need to be improved to obtain good estimation of dose to
help the medical treatment of victims.
The suggested methodology, that was elaborated to analyze and
to attend the Brazilian cases of radiological accidents and is
showed in the Figures 1 to 6, is very adequate and promising
because it gives a
systematic analysis procedure.
This
methodology enables to determine the true causes of the event,
to estimate the dose with less uncertainty and to obtain
recommendations to avoid future accidents.
REFERENCES :
DA SILVA, F.C.A. A Radiological Accidents Analysis Methodology
in Industrial Gamma Radiography. M.Sc.
Thesis.
INSTITUTO
MILITAR DE ENGENHARIA, Rio de Janeiro, Brasil, 1990.
INTERNATIONAL
ATOMIC
ENERGY
AGENCY.
Operation
Radiation
Protection: A Guide to Optimization. Safety Series No. 101,
IAEA, Vienna, Austria, 1990.
INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY. Recommendations for the
Safe Used and Regulation of Radiation Sources in Industry,
Medicine, Research and Teaching. Safety Series No. 102, IAEA,
Vienna, Austria, 1990.
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TABLE 1:

Local1zat ion of

the

v 1ctims of

J4

radioloq.tcal

accidents

and main health damaqea.

COUNTRIES

NUMBER OF
ACCIDENTS

VICTIMS
PUBLIC

United States

26

Brazil

19

DEATHS AMPUTATION

13

20

12

Marrocco

DAMAGES

WORKER

•
INJURY
22

6

11

Argelia

1

Japan
England
Mex.1co
South Africa
Canada
RUSS.la

West Germany
India

Iraq
Medium Orient
Argentina
15 COUNTRIES

*

1

90

34

28

12

46

9

In this Table only the maJor damage is reported for each person,
such as death> amputat1on > lnJury, atrophy and sterility
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Decontamination Exercise at a General Hospital
B. Heaton
Department of Bio-medical Physics,
University of Aberdeen, Foresterhill,
Aberdeen AB9 2ZD, SCOTLAND.

Abstract
By using a luminescent material as a substitute for radioactive contamination a realistic
assessment of the emergency plans for dealing with contaminated radiation casualties at a
Regional General Hospital was made. The areas where problems arose in these plans are
described and the changes now made to them given.

Introduction
Many hospitals have contingency plans to receive contaminated radiation casualties as part
of the national arrangements for dealing with such events. Fortunately very few have to
ever implement these plans and a real experience of how they would work is not available.
Aberdeen Royal Infirmary is a receiving hospital for the North East of Scotland. Although we
have no nuclear reactor or naval bases in our area we do have several research institutions and
the University, all of which use quite large quantities of unsealed sources. A large air force
base with strike aircraft based at it is also present. In addition to these long standing users
we have had, in recent years, spent radioactive fuel occassionally passing through the area on
its way to Dounreay for processing. The biggest recent influx of radioactive sources however
is those introduced by various service companies to the ml industry. These are mainly large
sealed sources but also include some unsealed sources.Our plans to deal with such casualties
were written and prepared on very similar lines to those prepared for use in other hospitals
and we had every confidence they would deal with the situation if it ever arose. As part of
an on going evaluation of all emergency plans it was decided to test the plans in what would
be perhaps the worst scenario.

Scenario
An accident was assumed to have taken place at one of the oil related companies resulting in
the rupture of a sealed source. Casualties were restricted to two so that a realistic assessment
of the plans could be made within a reasonable period of time. The clinical injuries were
kept to a minimum as our decontamination procedures were being tested not the medical
treatment. Sufficient clinical work had to be provided however to provide a realistic situation.
One casualty was made up so as to indicate a broken tibia and facial lacerations from flying
debris, the other broken ribs with a pneumothorax. Radiation contamination was simulated
using a fluorescent powder. This had the very real advantage that in small quantities it was
invisible to the eye but could be seen when viewed under a U.V. light. By using hand held
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U.V. lights it was possible to simulate the contamination monitoring equipment that would
be available. [Anthracene was used for this exercise, as this was commonly used in other
areas for similar work. Tests were made to ensure that the two casualty volunteers were not
sensitive to it by contaminating a small area of forearm skin a few days before the exercise.
Recent recommendations on the use of anthracene for this purpose would suggest that an
alternative powder should be considered]. The contamination of the casualties was restricted
to quite a small area and was not visible to the naked eye. Likewise the floor around the
casualties was contaminated but this again was not visible to the naked eye.
Senior management staff in all areas were aware of the exercise, mainly to stop events
escalating rather than to ensure the exercise did not come to a complete stop. Most of the
participants from telephone operators through to the emergency staff either did not know or
were only vaguely aware that some sort of exercise was planned.

Description of Exercise
The hospital switch board was notified of the incident at 1.30p.m. and had successfully
alerted all the emergency staff who had gathered with their equipment in the Accident and
Emergency (A & E)departmentbefore the ambulance arrived with its casualties. If the incident
had been out of normal working hours the physicists called in would have inevitably taken
some time longer to appear. The first part of our plan involved covering the floor of part
of our A & E department with polythene together with a "corridor" to this area from the
designated entrance. It was very quickly realized this would not be possible to do in the time
available before the casualties could arrive and the attempt was abandoned. Even with sheets
of polythene cut to size it takes a surprising amount of time to lay and stick them down so
that it is safe to walk on. Barriers were erected round the area to demarcate it. The personnel
going into this controlled area put on protective clothing and other staff were positioned to
service them as required.

Response of the Ambulance Crew
The crew were warned that the casualties were contaminated and they were entering (for the
exercise) a radiation controlled area. They put on rubber gloves which subsequently split. If
expert staff were present they would of course normally have advised them on what prcautions
to take.. In this exercise no detailed advice was volunteered but would have been given if
asked for. Likewise additional equipment held in the area would also have been provided if
requested. No attempt was made by the crew to request contamination monitoring and none
was undertaken. The clothes of both members of the crew became contaminated as well as
the skin on their hands and knees. At the time of the exercise they were also expected to wear
peaked hats at all times (this requirement has since been totally rescinded). As their hats fell
over their faces and they pushed them back up, their faces and hair also became contaminated.
Special 'impervious' coveralls were not normally carried un the ambulance although they were
available at the ambulance depot. The ambulance became badly contaminated after they had
put the casualties into it as, although they wrapped the casualties, their shoes and hands
carried quite a large quantity of powder with them. During the crew's initial examination

of the casualties and their treatment the contamination was spread over a much wider area.
Without involving someone on site with a contamination monitor this spread of contamination
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is impossible to control. Even if a monitor was available it is suspected that control would
still be difficult.

Response of Accident and Emergency Department
The opportunity was taken to try out different types of protective clothing to see which was
the most efficient and which the most convenient. This clothing varied from a simple white
waxed paper suit with a theatre mask to a full PVC protective suit with a battery powered
breathing hood. All staff wore normal disposable rubber gloves. Our plan stipulated that
the ambulance men should hand over the patients at the entrance to the A & E department.
Despite being aware of this they followed their normal practice and entered the area thus
immediately contaminating the floor. One physicist had to be diverted from dealing with the
casualties to monitor them and advise them what to do.
In the course of treating the injuries the doctor and nurses, even with "monitors" and advice
available, spread the contamination to areas of the patient not previously contaminated. Our
plans had laid down that staff in the controlled area should be kept to a minimum. This
policy was felt to contribute to this spread as people moved from patient to patient and
perhaps forgot the location of contamination on each patient. The other marked tendency was
to use as little localised decontamination using swabs as possible and rely on the shower in
the area to clean the rest. [The fact that the casualties were postgraduate male students and
the nurses of similar age was not felt to have contributed to this].
At the end of the exercise anthracene powder was found all over the floor of the area and
on the walls. The shower was generally contaminated. All individuals had some anthracene
on their wrists and all but the person wearing the hood had some on their face. If it had
been a real event a large part of the A & E department could have been taken out of use for
several days while it was decontaminated. The consultant staff felt that even with the very
small chance that a real incident would occur such a situation should not be contemplated.

Conclusions
For very little effort our procedures were tested under realistic conditions which highlighted
many unsuspected inadequacies. The major one was that an alternative area required to be
identified to receive contaminated patients if a large part of the A & E department was not
to be under threat of being contaminated. This has now been found. A small room has been
created at the very periphery of the A & E department which can, if necessary, be completely
isolated without affecting the work of the A & E allowing decontamination to take place in
a controlled manner. Medical equipment will have to be taken there if required but this is a
minor problem. The room is completely tiled with a shower in one corner and can cope with
two casualties. If more than two appeared they would have to stay outside in an Ambulance
unless a life threatening situation existed. By being very prudent with the brief for this room
the cost was kept to an acceptable level, l!ven within the UK Health Service, for a room it is
hoped never to use.
It was also apparent that although the hood provided complete protection it made communication with other staff and the casualties very difficult It is now considered that the white
wax suits used in conjunction with a high quality nasal mouth mask (i.e. rated for asbestos
work) would suffice. It is accepted that some facial contamination may occur if loose powders
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are present. Goggles should also be available. Long sterile gloves are absolutely essential,
normal sterile gloves are inadequate. The stock of wellingtons also required changing - most
of them were too big for the nurses.
Measuring pulse rates was difficult and a large clock with a sweep second hand would
have been useful. Gauze swabs were found far more useful than disposable wipes and it was
found that the stock of polythene bags for putting waste items into was soon finished. The
idea of keeping the number of people involved to a minimum contributed to the spread of
contamination and in future each casualty will have a "team" of people who will solely work
on him/her. This will also allow much more of the contamination to be removed by local
swabbing rather than using the shower.

Recommendation
All emergency plans for dealing with contaminated casualties should be tested using a real
contaminant which can be spread in much the same way as a radioactive contaminant. Only
by monitoring the spread of this material can a real assessment be made of the efficiency of
the plans. Plans which are apparently quite adequate under routine trials can prove to have
deficiencies when tested in this way.
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AGRICULTURE, ENVIRONNEMENT ET NUCLEAIRE

COMMENT REAGIR EN CAS D'ACCIDENT

G. Griperay* et R. COULON**
*

Federation Nationale des syndicats d'Exploitants
Agricoles, Paris, France
** Institut de Protection et de surete Nucleaire,
Fontenay-aux-Roses, France
AGRICULTURE, ENVIRONMENT AND NUCLEAR USES

HOW TO REACT IN CASE OF ACCIDENT

Presentation of
a
reference
handbook analyzing
the
consequences of a nuclear accident on agriculture and how
to react in order to mitigate them.
Based on the right of citizens to be informed on civil
security organization, on the protection of population,
goods and environment
this book is a preliminary
reflexion to post-accidental planification.

INTRODUCTION
Dans le monde actuel, la communication a pris une
importance considerable. Le public demande a etre informe
car il veut comprendre et apprecier le bien-fonde des
choix faits par les instances politiques.
C'est
dans
ce
contexte
qu'a
ete
elabore,
conjointement
par
un
organisme
professionnel,
la
Federation
Nationale
des
syndicats
d'Exploitants
Agricoles, et un organisme scientifique, l'Institut de
Protection et de Surete Nucleaire, un document inti tule
"Agriculture, Environnement et Nucleaire
en cas d'accident".

: comment reagir

MOTIVATION ET OBJECTIFS
La FNSEA, au nom de ses adherents, les agriculteurs,
se preoccupe depuis longtemps deja des consequences que le
developpement de la filiere nucleaire peut avoir sur
l'agriculture
il ne faut pas oublier, en effet, que ce
developpement ne se fait pas dans les villes, mais a la
campagne.
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Jusqu 1 a 1 1 accident de Tchernobyl, cette cohabitation
s est bien pas see
par
la suite,
il
en a
ete
differemment. En effet, les agriculteurs ont ete frappes
de plein fouet par cet accident, a travers un flat
d 1 informations desordonnees, contradictoires et auxquelles
ils ne comprenaient pas grand chose, si ce n 1 est qu 1 il en
resultait des difficultes pour ecouler certaines de leurs
productions.
1

Tres rapidement,
les responsables de la FNSEA,
persuades que l 1 information doit permettre, en ce domaine
comme en d 1 autres, d 1 evi ter une attitude moyennageuse et
d 1 aborder ouvertement les problemes eventuels, ont decide
de se rapprocher des specialistes du nucleaire, parmi
lesquels se trouvent des agronomes et des veterinaires.
Ensemble, ils ont produit le document cite, qui a
re<;:u un accueil etonnamment favorable, prouvant qu 1 il y
avait la un veritable besoin.
LES DESTINATAIRES
La preoccupation principale de la FNSEA etant tournee
vers ses adherents, c 1 est d 1 abord a leur intention que le
document a ete prepare. Les agriculteurs connaissent bien
l 1 environnement, ses forces et ses faiblesses
de plus,
ils sent realistes et savent bien qu 1 il faut parfois
composer avec les evenements notamment les agressions
naturelles auxquelles ils sent sans cesse confrontes. Et,
il faut le rappeler, ils ont ete les principales victimes
de l 1 accident de Tchernobyl.
Mais 1 I audience peut etre beaucoup plus large, dans
le monde agricole (administration, organismes publics ou
professionnels, industrie agro-alimentaire, ... ), vis-avis
des
associations
preoccupees
par
les
problemes
d 1 environnement, les media (notamment scientifiques), les
enseignants,
et puis tout citoyen soucieux de
s 1 informer et conscient du fait que 1 1 environnement est
son cadre de vie et l 1 agriculture le support de sa
subsistance.
LES OBJECTIFS
L 1 object if essentiel du document apparai.t dans son
intitule "Comment reagir en cas d' accident". Il s 1 agit de
donner des informations qui permettraient, en cas de
crise, de prendre tres vite toute initiative susceptible
d 1 en
attenuer
les
consequences,
puis,
lorsque
des
consignes seraient donnees par les autorites competentes,
de les appliquer intelligemment. Ces informations doivent
egalement aider le milieu agricole a sauvegarder ses
interets et a ne pas etre depasse par une situation que
certains sent tentes d 1 exploiter a des fins qui ne sent
pas altruistes.
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Pour
cela,
il
faut
non
seulement
integrer
!'information, mais aussi bien la comprendre. Le document
s'est done voulu explicatif, en traitant notamment des
processus de transfert des elements radioactifs
de
1' atteinte des productions agricoles et des consequences
des
utilisations
ou
des
transformations
de
ces
productions.
Il fallait
aussi faire preceder ceci par une
information plus generale sur la radioactivite,
ses
effets, les moyens de s'en proteger. Il fallait enfin
aborder le domaine des accidents nucleaires "Risques
accidentels
assoc~es
aux diverses utilisations de la
radioactivite, elements radioactifs concernes,
typologie
des accidents, organisation de l'intervention, mesures
protectives,

.... ".

CONCEPTION DU CONTENU

De ce qui precede, decoule le plan adopte qui porte
sur
les connaissances generales ;
les aspects lies aux accidents nucleaires, y
compris
les
bases
et
!'organisation
de
!'intervention ;
la contamination des milieux (atmosphere, sol,
eaux, milieu naturel) ;
la
contamination
des
productions
(legumes,
fruits, lait, viande, ... )
des exemples concrets.
Pour
faciliter
la
lecture
volumineux, on a cherche :

d'un

document

assez

->

a faciliter la comprehension, en evitant les
termes peu communs, en definissant les termes
specifiques, en reperant dans un index les
termes importants et en utilisant un systeme de
renvois
entre
parties
similaires
ou
complementaires ;

->

a

rendre
chaque
"fiche"
auto-porteuse
( le
lecteur peut ne lire que ce qui l'interesse) et
en
adoptant
une
presentation
standardisee
pour les fiches "milieux" et "productions",
a savoir :

* comment se produit la contamination

*

?

quels sont les risques resultants ?
* comment s'en proteger ?
->

a

equilibrer les explications theoriques et les
applications pratiques ;
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->

a utiliser un style direct, concis et clair et
une presentation aeree et abondamment illustree.

Cette approche, pour autant qu 1 elle soit reussie, ne
va pas sans certains pieges. Le principal est sans doute
de
faire
cohabiter
1 1 exactitude
scientifique
et
la
simplicite de presentation. Difficile aussi de presenter
des aspects qui sent encore en evolution ou sur lesquels
il n 1 y a pas consensus.
CONCLUSION
Il serait illusoire de croire que l 1 on peut atteindre
parfaitement un objectif aussi delicat, dans un domaine
encore bien neuf, ou tout n 1 est pas toujours net et precis
et ou la passion 1 1 emporte bien souvent sur la raison.
Rester objectif, eviter tout catastrophisme mais aussi
toute tendance lenifiante, essayer d 1 etre bien compris
tel a ete le souci des redacteurs. Il sera fort utile de
savoir s 1 ils y sent parvenus.
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DACFOOD
Un systeme d'aide ala decision en cas de contamination de la
alimentaire

cha~ne

Alain DESPRES, Antoine DIAZ & Dominique SOULATGES
CEA/Institut de Protection et de Surete Nucleaire
Departement de Protection de la sante de l'Homme et de Dosimetrie
BP n 6 - 92265 Fontenay-aux-Roses Cedex (France)

DACFOOD
A Decision aiding-system in case of contamination of the foodchain
DACFOOD is an interactive decision-aiding software allowing:
- to calculate the doses due to the consumption of contaminated
foodstuffs;
- to propose countermeasures, taking into account the type of
foodstuff and the concerned radionuclides;
- to estimate the dosimetric impact, the cost and feasibility of
the available countermeasures;
-to suggest a classification for sets of combined countermeasures,
ie. actions, on a cost/effectiveness basis.

Introduction.
L' objectif du programme DACFOOD (Decision Aiding for Contaminated
FOODstuffs) est de fournir aux decideurs les elements d'une gestion
optimisee des produits alimentaires contamines ala suite d'un accident
nucleaire. Cette gestion repose sur l'evaluation cout/efficacite des
contre-mesures susceptibles d' etre mises en oeuvre et sur des jugements
d'experts.

Les fonctionnalites du systeme
L'analyse cout-efficacite repose sur deux types de donnees :
- des donnees propres a l'accident : la nature et la quantite de
produits contamines, 1' activite mesuree de chaque isotope et 1' activite
deposee au sol;
- des donnees archivees de fa~on permanente.
Ces dernieres figurent dans les bases de donnees suivantes
une base de donnees relative aux radionucleides (periodes
radioactives, facteurs de dose);
- la base de donnees EUROGRID /1/, qui donne les populations,
1' utilisation des sols, les productions agricoles annuelles, 1' effect if
du cheptel et le nombre d'emplois par type d'activite sur un reseau
maille. Cette base peut etre appelee a defaut de donnees plus
specifiques du moment de l'accident;
une base de donnees relative aux contre-mesures
(cout,
efficacite, faisabilite);
- une base de donnees relative aux differents facteurs de transfert
sol-plantes;
- une base de donnees relative aux facteurs techniques traduisant
l'impact des transformations agro-alimentaires.
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Ces differentes donnees sont utilisees pour evaluer les doses
individuelles et collectives consecutives a l'ingestion des denrees
alimentaires. A ce stade, le systeme compare les doses individuelles
aux seuils d' intervention proposes par la CIPR et aux seuils de
commercialisation des denrees adoptes par la Commission des Communautes
Europeennes. Il en deduit s'il convient ou non de mettre en oeuvre une
contre-mesure. Dans 1' affirmative, le systeme evalue et classe les
contre-mesures envisageables par le cofit de l'homme-Sievert evite.
Les doses dues a l'inhalation et a l'irradiation externe sont
introduites en tant que donnees pour le calcul des doses individuelles.
L' analyse precedemment decrite ne suffit pas, a elle seule, pour
decider de la mise en oeuvre d'une contre-mesure. Plusieurs elements,
plus difficilement quantifiables et rassembles sous le terme generique
de jugements d' experts, doivent etre pris en compte. Ces experts,
sociologues, politiciens, economistes ou agronomes, ont naturellement
des preoccupations differentes. Par exemple, un economiste pourrait
prendre en compte la surproduction europeenne actuelle de produits
laitiers pour rejeter a priori la transformation du lait sous forme de
beurre ou de poudre.
Pour introduire ces differents aspects, un systeme de maintien de la
coherence a ete developpe, qui met en evidence les contradictions entre
les points de vue et recherche un compromis.
La phase actuelle de developpement concerne le recueil de cette
expertise. C'est une tache difficile, qui necessite l'identification
des experts, leur sensibilisation au probleme, ainsi que le recueil et
l'organisation de leurs jugements sous forme de regles. Deux voies sont
suivies pour parvenir a ces objectifs
la participation a des
exercices de crise et l'enquete par questionnaire.
La maquette, entierement conversationnelle, a ete developpee sur le
logiciel GOLDWORKS. Son utilisation sur micro-calculateur necessite une
memoire RAM de 6 Mbytes.
Exemple d'application
L'application, brievement decrite ci-apres, est issue de l'exercice de
crise qui s'est deroule sur le site de Cadarache (Bouches du Rhone,
France) du 15 au 17 Octobre 1991.
Six produits alimentaires ont ete retenus (salade de plein champ,
pomme, raisin de table, viande d'agneau, laits de chevre et de vache).
Les services regionaux du Ministere de l'Agriculture ont pu rapidement
estimer les quantites contaminees dans trois regions definies a partir
des courbes d' iso-dep6t (seuls 131 I et 137 Cs ont ete pris en compte).
La connaissance des rations aliment aires et la formulation d' hypotheses
relatives a 1, origine des produits consommes permettent de calculer les
doses re9ues par deux groupes de population (proche et lointain) : les
habitants de la zone proche sont consideres comme un groupe critique
(on admet que tous les produits qu'ils consomment proviennent de la
zone proche), tandis que les habitants de la zone lointaine ont une
alimentation qui provient a part egale des trois zones respectivement
proche, intermediaire et lointaine.
La dose efficace re9ue par les habitants de la zone proche ainsi que
les limites de commercialisation conduisent a entreprendre des actions
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sur toutes les
d'agneau, le
intermediaire.
contre-mesures
salade
viande
lait
fruits

productions de la zone proche, ainsi que sur la viande
lait de chevre et le lait de vache de la zone
Pour chacun des produits alimentaires consideres, les
envisageables sont les suivantes

destruction
destruction
destruction
destruction

(D);

(D), abattage differe (Ad) ou stockage;
(D), decontamination (d) ou transformation;
(D) ou eventuellement stockage (pommes)

L' impact de chaque contre-mesure sur chaque lot de produit et pour
chaque classe de consommateurs (zone et classe d'age), ainsi que le
cofit de ces contre-mesures (incluant la destruction, le stockage des
dechets, le transport, ... ) est illustre a l'aide des figures 1 et 2.

Figure 1

Figure 2

Image d'ecran montrant l'efficacite d'une contre-mesure

Image d'ecran montrant le cofit d'une contre-mesure
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Appliquees aux differents lots de produits, ces contre-mesures
elementaires permettent de definir des actions. Le choix d'une
contre-mesure sur un lot peut etre effectue, par l'operateur ou par le
systeme, en fonction d'un critere choisi (efficacite maximale pour une
classe de consommateurs donnee, cout minimal, efficacite maximale sur
la dose collective). Les actions evaluees dans le cadre de l'exercice
etaient les suivantes :
Zone

CMl

proche

D

D

D

D

intermediaire

-

D

D

D

proche

D

D

d

D

intermediaire

-

D

D

Ad

proche

D

d

d

Ad

intermediaire

-

D

D

Ad

CM2

CM3

Sa lades
fruits

Lait
chevre

La i t
vache

Actions

Viande

Le cout et l'efficacite sur les doses individuelles sont donnes pour
chaque action :

Figure 3 : Ecran de la synthese des differentes actions envisagees.

Une telle analyse
differe, pour une
decontamination du
faib1e quantite (5

met en evidence le gain apporte par 1' abattage
perte d'efficacite re1ativement faible. Enfin, 1a
lait de la zone proche, parce qu'elle porte sur une
tonnes en 10 jours), est tout a fait envisageable.

Concl.usions

Au-dela de 1'aide operationnel1e ala decision, l'objectif poursuivi
dans la realisation du systeme DACFOOD est de disposer d' un outil
facilitant la reflexion des personnes impliquees dans la decision. Au
stade actuel de maquettage, la participation a des exercices n'a pour
but que de permettre de juger de l'interet de DACFOOD et de mettre en
evidence ses insuffisances.
Reference.
/1/ S. BONNEFOUS, A. DESPRES
La
base
de
donnees
EUROGRID.
Problemes
methodologiques
et
developpements recents. IRPA8, Montreal, 17-22 Mai 1992
Remerciements
Le systeme DACFOOD a beneficie d'un financement des Communautes
Europeennes : Contrat d'association EURATOM/CEA. DGXII B16-122F(D).
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of ;todine ji!ills in the
Station
Gentilly U

This study seeks to understand how volunteers, whose task it is to
distribute iodine pills in the event of a nuclear mishap, are likely to
react in such a situation. Our postulate is that the uniform application
of preventive measures in an emergency situation requires that volunteers
adhere to the principles of the ideological apparatus (civil authority) .
Our findings are that current measures are inadequate for an effective
emergency strategy.
Cet te recherche vise la comprehension du comportement eventuel d 1 un
groupe de benevoles appeles a distribuer des pilules d 1 iode a la population en cas d 1 accident nucleaire.
Nous tenterons de mieux saisir, comme
Lucien Goldmann (1971; 9) le postulait, non pas la conscience reelle des
individus, mais bel et bien leur conscience possible.
Les travaux furent
menes grace a une etroite collaboration avec le Departement de sante
communautaire Ste-Marie, dans le cadre de 1' elaboration d 1 un plan de
sante en cas d 1 accident a la centrale nucleaire Gentilly I I.
Rappelons
qu'un aspect particulier de ce plan de sante traite du processus de
distribution des pilules d'iode.
Cette procedure recommandee par l 1 0MS
(1988; 30) pose de serieux problemes de previsibilite comportementale: en
situation de danger apprehend€, les benevoles voudront-ils executer la
tache qui leur a ete confiee?
C'est a partir de questions de cet ordre
que nous avons oriente notre protocole de recherche.
Objectif general de la recherche
Developper une vision plus raffinee du comportement des benevoles appeles
a distribuer les pilules d'iode en situation d'urgence.
En corollaire
-fournir aux responsables un cadre de reference afin de mieux apprehender
les divers comportements possibles;
-soutenir 1' effort des autorites competentes
visant l'etablissement de mesures d 1 urgence;

dans

leur

concertation

Objectifs specifiques de la recherche
-identifier le comportement previsible des individus afin d 1 ameliorer
l'efficacite des plans d 1 intervention en situation d'urgence;
-rendre plus apparentes les faiblesses possibles dans les mecaniques
d 1 urgence qui pourraient relever de ces comportements eventuels;
-aider les
d'urgence.

citoyens

a

mieux

proteger

leur

sante

lors

de

situations

Moyens utilises
-etablir une expertise dans 1 1 application de la Methodologie-Q-;
-realiser une enquete
mesures d'urgence;

aupres

des

benevoles

cibles dans

le cadre

des

-produire des recommandations qui viseront a ameliorer le travail des
benevoles appeles a distribuer les pilules d 1 iode lors d 1 une situation
d'urgence.
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Une
reflexion soutenue sur
la problematique
extraordinaires nous invite done a postuler que:

des

conjonctures

pour que des mesures de prevention et de coordination scient efficaces en
situation d'urgence,
le benevole doit effectuer un rattachement
siqnificatif vers l'appareil ideologique.
En concordance avec notre cadre theorique, le comportement de l'individu
sera vu a partir de ses rattachements ideologiques possibles.
Ces
rattachements constituent les variables de notre enquete.

*Etablissement
~

"-' ~njj.J,u::t~gn

======>

Rattachement
l'appareil
ideologique

a

DSC/CLSC/Mairie/
Police/Exploitant
de centrale/Securite publique,
etc.

des

yariables

Rattachement
au reseau
ideologique
prima ire
Pamille/Parente/
voisins/Connaissances/Relations
affectives

Rattachement a
soi
(comportement
narcissique)
L'individu et ses
preoccupations

J:!~miln~~QIUI

t

Theorique
(expression
directe)
Comportement
individuel
Comportement
face aux
aut res

se rat tache ou
identifie une
ideologie specialisee
respecte les lois
se con forme a la
hierarchie
institutionnelle

signale son
appartenance
a la famille

demontre un comportement
narcissique

identifie la format ion d'habitus
coutumes manieres
privilegie la
convivance
(reseau affectif)

priorise
!'interet
personnel
utilise les
aut res a ses
prop res fins

La realisation de notre projet a necessite !'utilisation de trois types
de collectes de !'information: la methodologie -Q-, le profil contextuel
et !'animation des benevoles.
A la lumiere des resultats obtenus dans
1 'ensemble de la demarche scientifique, nous etablissons les constats
suivants:

*

a ce stade-ci, la structure de distribution nous semble inoperante
(selon contexte global de l'enquete);

* toutefois l'etablissement d'une telle structure nous semble difficile
mais realisable (selon les resultats specifiques de 1' enquete statistique);
* les difficultes de mise en oeuvre relevent de conditions liees a
l'agissement des benevoles ;
*

les difficultes rencontrees sont d'ordre organisationnel
contexte global de l'enquete);

(selon le

* pour rencontrer les conditions de faisabilites souhaitees, les recommandations suivantes doivent etre mises en application.
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Recommandations
-1 Revoir et mettre a
les pilules d'iode.

jour la liste des benevoles appeles a distribuer

-2 Structurer ou restructurer l'organisme specifique qui encadre !'action
des benevoles.
Pour etre plus efficace, il faudrait revoir le role
meme que joue la Securite civile.
-3 Etablir un organigramme et un plan de tache fonctionnel qui devraient
tenir compte de la dispersion geographique des ressources en fonction
des services a offrir.
-4 Identifier un nombre restreint de domiciles a couvrir pour chaque
benevole.
Le nombre devrait se mesurer selon le rapport
temps/distance en prenant en consideration une periode de temps
allouee a !'explication aupres des populations appelees a prendre des
mesures preventives.
Comme certains repondants nous l'ont mentionne,
la barriere du 60 minutes est difficile a allonger.
Dans une
situation qui evolue rapidement, il peut etre risque de mandater des
gens pour plusieurs heures, sans avoir aucun moyen de les rappeler ou
de leur transmettre une information nouvelle.
Ces arguments
introduisent la recommandation suivante.
-5 Assurer une formation continue et un suivi (principe de continuite)
aux benevoles en greffant leur organisme aux activites d'un corps deja
constitue.
A ce stade-ci, les pompiers benevoles nous semblent un des
rares organismes a fournir des affinites suffisantes pour que le
regroupement puisse etre de caractere organique.
Ce rapprochement
permettrait egalement de fournir une alternative a !'utilisation du
service des pompiers volontaires pour distribuer des pilules d'iode,
car ces derniers pourraient devoir repondre en meme temps a une
urgence simultanee reliee ou non a 1' accident nucleaire.
Un tel
rapprochement possederait aussi le merite de fournir une certaine
reconnaissance et une certaine gratification a ceux qui manifestent un
interet communautaire.
-6 Prevoir une formation scientifique minimale pour les benevoles,
formation qui devrait comprendre un volet relie aux effets anxiogenes
de la nouvelle dent ils seront porteurs.
Cette formation s' avere
import ante d' aut ant plus qu' il s 'agi t d' une des rares modali tes qui
pourrait amoindrir !'«Evacuation Shadow» (Zeigler & Johnson, 84; 208).
-7 Mettre sur pied des exercices periodiques afin de roder les mecanismes
de gestion (notamment au plan de la circulation de !'information) et
de coordination relies a la distribution de pilules d'iode.
Assurer
les modalites de retroaction de ces exercices aupres des intervenants
de premiere ligne, soit les benevoles.
-8 Soutenir 1 'activite des benevoles par une campagne d' information
adressee au grand public afin de preparer leur intervention eventuelle
aupres de la population.
Encore une fois, nous devrions mettre a
contribution les structures deja etablies avant de penser a en
soutenir de nouvelles.
Les municipalites et les institutions
d'enseignement seraient des partenaires logiques dans cette activite
d'education de masse.
Cette campagne devrait prevoir une attention
toute speciale envers les medias a fin d' assurer, en cas d' accident
nucleaire, un minimum de correspondance entre la version mediatique et
celle vehiculee par les benevoles.
-9 En cas de circonstances exceptionnelles caracterisees par une
situation de haute instabilite, le contact avec les benevoles devrait
etre constant.
A defaut de pouvoir fournir un equipement de
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communication personnel a chaque individu, une station de radio
devrait ~tre requisitionnee afin d'assurer un canal de communication
officiel, non seulement pour les gens impliques dans la distribution
des pilules d'iode mais aussi pour assurer la coordination generale
des operations.
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OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE TO URANIUM OXIDES (U0 2
METHODS AND RESULTS

-

U3 0 8

)

ABSTRACT
Chronic exposure to uranium compounds such as U0 2 and U3 0a led
to
the
development
of a
methodology,
based
on the
recommandation of ICRP, involving four main steps
the
measurement of the uranium concentration and the particle size
distribution
at
the
workstation,
the
assessment
of
physico-chemical properties of the compound, the study of invitro solubility using a chemical test and the monitoring of
workers.
Results and comments on U0 2 and u3 o 8 are given.
IN.TRODUCTION
Le but de cette etude est de
decrire une methodologie
permettant d'evaluer les risques au poste de travail, de
definir le
comportement
biologique
des
composes afin
d'orienter
la
surveillance
radiotoxicologique.
Cette
me thodologie appliquee aux composes U0 2 et u3 o 8 comports
quatre etapes
- L'etude du poste de travail sur plusieurs jours, a l'aide de
prelevements individuals, en ambiance et de mesures de la
distribution granulometrique afin d'evaluer
le diametre
aerodynamique median en activite ou DAMA et la deviation
geometrique standard crg.
- La determination des caracteristiques physico-chimiques des
composes uo 2 et u3 o 8 ,
comprenant la surface specifique,
!'identification
par
diffraction
X
et
spectrometrie
infra-rouge,
la composition isotopique par spectrometrie de
masse.
- L'etude de la solubilite chimique in-vitro a l'aide d'un test
chimique decrit par Ansoborlo et Henge-Napoli (1), permettant
de determiner la cinetique de dissolution, de calculer la
periods de chaque compose suivant la classification ICRP (2)
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et de comprendre les mecanismes chimiques de dissolution. Le
solvant
est un liquide de culture cellulaire ou Gibco,
tamponne a pH= 7,3. utilise a 37•c
sous 5 %de C02. Pour
ces essais la poussiere est preselectionnee par sedimentation
a un DA¥A de 3 ~m.
- La surveillance du personnel avec suivi des selles, des
urines, le
centrale
de
la
charge
pulmonaire
par
anthropogammametrie et eventuellement des prelevements et
analyses sur mouchoir.
RESULTATS ET DISCUSSION
Les deux composes industrials etudies U0 2 et U3 0 8
ont ete
preleves sur un peste correspondant a un basculement de fut
dans un container, impliquant done une exposition du personnel,
equipe en tenue speciale avec port de masque.
Deux
campagnes
de prelevement de
trois jours chacune,
correspondant aux deux composes U0 2 et u 3o 8 ont ete realisees,
la
et les resultats sent presentes dans la figure 1
concentration en U0 2 varie entre 2,1 et 88,5 Bqm 3et celle d'U3 o 8
entre 0,05 et 1,6 Bqm- 3 .
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Figure 1 = Mesures de concentrations en Uranium et de diametre
aerodynamique sur un paste de travail - Composes manipules UOz
et U3 0 8 •
Les concentrations en uo 2
sent superieures a celles obtenues
avec U30u d'un facteur 40. La mesure des DAMA varie de 5,3 pm
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a

7,6 ~m avec crg compris entre 2,1 et 2,5 pour U02 et de 3 ~m a
8,2 ~m avec crg compris entre 2,76 et >4 pour U3 0a . Les
crg superieures a 2 traduisent des distributions heterogenes et
le calcul du DAMA moyen sur les 6 prelevements soit 6,1 ±
1,6 ~m, permet d'estimer, suivant le modele ICRP (2), que 78
% des particules inhalees seront deposees au niveau du
naso-pharynx.
L'etude des caracteristiques physico-chimiques a l'aide de
spectres
de Rayon
X et d'infra-rouge solide
a permis
d'identifier les 2 composes U0 2 et u 3 oa sans trace d'impuretes.
Leur composition isotopique correspond a celle de l'uranium
naturel. La mesure des surfaces specifiques a donne 4,3 m2g 1
pour U0 2 et 5,9 m2 g 1 pour u 3 o 8 , surfaces relativement faibles.
La figure 2 represente les resultats obtenus lors des essais de
solubilite chimique en milieu Gibco. Notons une solubilisation
toujours
importante
le
premier
jour correspondant a
une phase rapide de dissolution,
suivie d'une deuxieme phase
beaucoup plus lente ; l'U3 0 8 se dissout a raison de 7,5% en 1
jour et 92,5 en 51,8 jours, et l'U0 2 a raison de 7,4 %en 1
jour et 92,6 % en 212 jours. Si la phase rapide est identique,
la deuxieme phase est
tres differente et
implique une
classification de type W pour u 3 o 8 et de type Y pour U02.
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Figure n· 2
cinetique de dissolution des composes uo 2 et
u 3 o 8 en milieu de culture cellulaire Gibco.
La classification ainsi determinee in-vitro et la valeur
moyenne de 6 ~m pour le DAMA, permettent de calculer a partir
du modele ICRP des limites de concentrations admissibles dans
l'air au LDCA ,propres a chacun des composes etudies
: ainsi
pour U3 0a (92,5 % classe W) la LDCA calculee en uranium
naturel est de 36 Bqm 3 et pour uo 2 (92,6 % Classe Y) la LDCA
est de 2 Bqm- 3 .
Dans ces conditions nous pouvons considerer sur la figure I que
!'exposition a U30a donne des valeurs inferieures a la LDCA de
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36 Bqm- 3 , alors que pour uo 2 la LDCA de 2 Bqm 3 est depassee.
Les resultats d'analyses urinaires,
sur mouchoirs et en
anthropogammametrie sur une periode de 2 mois et qui ne
correspondent pas uniquement a !'exposition des deux composes
etudies, sont inferieurs aux valeurs limites de detection ,
soit : (5 a 6 mBq.g 1 de creatinine) pour les urines, 40 mBq pour
les
mouchoirs et 150
Bq
pour
l'anthropogammametrie.
Toutefois, il est interessant de noter que la valeur moyenne
obtenue par analyse des sellas (12 personnes), durant la meme
periods est de 357 mBq par 24 h pour des valeurs tres
dispersees allant de 20 a 850 mBq par 24 h (la valeur moyenne
d'une population non exposee est de 20 a 70 mBq par 24h). Ce
resultat
est tres
difficile a correler avec !'exposition
observee, dans la mesure ou il ne correspond pas a une
exposition unique,
mais a une exposition sur 2 mois a
differents pastes
et sur differents
composes allant de
l'uranium natural a l'uranium de retraitement.
CONCLUSION
La methodologie d'etude d'un paste de travail decrite pour deux
composes UOz et U30a met en evidence !'importance de la
connaissance de deux parametres essentials, a savoir le DAMA et
la classe de transferabilite, d'une part pour calculer une LDCA
propre a chaque compose et d'autre part pour orienter la
surveillance radiotoxicologique.
Les variations importantes de concentrations mesurees au paste
de travail semblent lies au mode de travail des personnes :
!'experience montre que des equipes postees ,travaillant sur un
meme produit, entrainent des valeurs tres differentes de
concentration dans l'air.La correlation difficile entre les
valeurs de concentration mesurees et les resultats de mesure
dans les excretas ou par anthropogammametrie, vient du fait que
les travailleurs sent equipes de protections efficaces et
qu'ils changent souvent de paste et de compose.
Ces observations mettent done en evidence
connaissance de tous les pastes et composes
meme
atelier
afin
de
bien
orienter
radiotoxicologique.

!'interet de la
utilises dans un
la surveillance

Cette etude a permis, a partir de resultats au
travail, de calcu1er des LDCA de 36 Bqm3pour U30a et
pour UOz.

peste de
de 2 Bqni3
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INTERNAL EXPOSURE IN FRENCH NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
10 YEARS ON
C. CHEVALIER - M. GONIN
Laboratoire d'Analyses de Biologie Medicale et de RadiotoxicologieService General de Medecine du Travail - EDF, Saint-Denis, FRANCE

ABSTRACT
Collectively speaking, internal exposure in French nuclear power
plants is negligible. However, some quite high individual doses have been
recorded.
The details of cases of significant contamination are presented
here
in
table
form.
A brief discussion
of a
few
particular
cases
underscores the problems involved.

INTRODUCTION
At Electricite de France (EDF), individual monitoring of internal
exposure is carried out by the occupational health services in the power
plants. These services are
equipped with counters for thoraco-abdominal
activity. The radiotoxicological laboratory analyses all the biological
samples (urine, faeces, nose-blows) and centralises the results.
Data from ICRP publications n°s 30 and 54 are used for the dose
calculations.
The monitoring
primarily concerns
EDF
workers. However, the
analyses necessary for estimating internal exposure are also carried out
for persons from
other
companies required
to work on-site. Currently,
the medical services monitor a total of about 30,000 people per year.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
1

-

COLLECTIVE DOSES

Column 1 of the table shows that the collective effective dose
equivalents are extremely low : 0.16 man-Sv over 10 years. Compared with
those resulting from external exposure (which will be the subject of other
papers), they are negligible.
French power plants are therefore,
protection methods used are efficient.

2

-

in general,

"clean"

and the

INDIVIDUAL DOSES

The second part of the table (columns 2) shows the distribution of
the effective dose equivalents among the different persons, and the major
radionuclides
measured. The table takes into account only those persons
from whom, in addition to body counting,
biological samples were taken.
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TABLE

INTERNAL EXPOSURE (EDF + OTHER ON-SITE WORKERS)

2

1

NUMBER OF WORKERS
YEAR

man-mSv

a

( EDF AND OTHER ON-SITE WORKERS )

COLLECTIVE
DOSE

HE = 0

0.5

~HE<

5 mSv

5

~

HE < 50 mSv

1981

0

130

1982

0

142

1983

11

115

1 (I-131)

1

1984

72

80

1 (I-131)

1 (Ce-144 +
1 (Co-60)

1985

3

135

2 (Co-60 +

1986

3

201

1 (Co-60)

1987

6

121

2 (H-3)
1 (<X)

1988

28

108

2 (Ag-llOm)
1 (CX)

1989

1

187

2

1990

39

197

5 (Co-60 +
5 (Co-60)
1 (CX)

TOTAL

163

1416

(CX)
CX)

a>

2

(a)

(CX)

a>

24

2 (Co-60 +
1 (a)

CX)

8

transuranium isotopes

- Collective committed effective dose equivalent.
lents higher than 0.5 mSv are recorded).

1

(Only dose equiva-

2- Number of workers (for whom doses have been estimated), per level of
effective dose equivalent
(HE). Dominant radionuclide(s)
shown in
brackets.
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2 -1

NUMBER OF SIGNIFICANT EXPOSORF.S

The total number of significant exposures (ie higher than the 0.5
mSv recording level adopted at EDF) is very low : 32 cases in all. Of these
only 8 had an effective dose higher than 5 mSv. For these few persons, the
doses are not always negligible. Furthermore, adding
effective doses to
external exposures doses can lead to regulatory limits being exceeded.
2-2

PRINCIPAL RADIONUCLIDES

The most frequently detected r.adionuclides in retention measurement are Co-58 and Co-60. However, other y emitters can be dominant in the
dose calculations : I-131, Ce-144 and, more recently, Ag-110m.
As far as other types of emitter are concerned, tritium is not a
problem (the two cases recorded in 1987 are unrepresentative because the
contamination occurred at Brennilis, a heavy-water power plant) . However,
the same cannot be said for the a emitters. In about half the cases, the
transuranium isotopes were very dominant in the dose calculation. But the
only test which allows them to
be quantified with sufficient sensitivity
is faecal analysis. Samples of the faeces must
be
taken, and specific
tests - designed to detect a emitters at very low activity levels - carried
out on them.
We

were

unable

to

find

y

emitters

which

could

consistently

indicate the presence of these a emitters. Ce-144 and Cs-137 gave the best
results, but Ce-144 is difficult to detect in retention measurements, and
Cs-137's presence in the organism can be totally masked by that of Ag-110m.
Two cases of contamination illustrate this :
- the first case occurred in 1984. The mixture inhaled contained
a number of radionuclides
including Ag-110m.
The presence of Cs-137 was
detected in the urine, the presence of Ce-144 in the faeces. The contribution of the a emitters to the effective dose was greater than 95 %, the
Ce-144 accounting for virtually all the rest. The estimated dose was close
to 50 mSv.
in
The
- an
even more
striking case occurred
1988.
only
radioelement detected by retention measurement was Cs-137 (activity
3
kBq) . According to data from ICRP n° 54, the presence of a emitters in the
faeces corresponded to an effective dose of about 20 mSv.

2-3

DIAMETER OF THE INHALED PARTICLES

A
third case
of contamination, which
also occurred in 1984,
suggests that the question of the diameter of inhaled particles needs to be
looked into as well. In power plants, particles may have a diameter such
that they are deposited in the naso-pharynx region and later swallowed.
When this happens, and it is not uncommon, it represents the equivalent of
an oral intake. The activity measured must be compared to the oral ALI.
This was the

case in

1984 when a particle containing 22 MBq of

1016

Co-60 was inhaled. The activity was such
that retention measurement was
impossible. Once the particle had been eliminated in the faeces, a comparison was made with the oral ALI (for a factor fl = 5 %) • This comparison
showed that the regulatory limit had in theory been exceeded. In reality,
comparing urinary and faecal activity allowed the fl factor to be estimated at a value in the region of 10- 4 . More importantly, a gentle laxative
was
used to accelerate passage
through the intestine, thus diminishing
exposure time. The particle was eliminated in 23 hours instead of the 42
hours forecast by the gastro-intestinal tract model. Taking these factors
into account, the estimated effective dose was not higher than 25 mSv.
This case of contamination raises a double problem : first of all,
the limits of the ALI concept for estimating doses and, more importantly,
the problem of •hot" particles. It shows in effect that the inhalation of
very active particles can lead to rather high effective doses even when
they are later swallowed. From the medical point of view, given the size of
these particles, it is to be hoped that they cannot penetrate the trachea,
because that would then raise the delicate problem of their extraction.

CONCLUSION

Internal exposure does not represent a problem on the collective
level in power plants. However, it can correspond to non-negligible individual doses.
The few examples cited show that :
-

transuranium isotopes must be tested for,

- in
making dose estimations - calculated
from
measurement
results - the subject's
metabolic
variations, and the physico-chemical
characteristics of the inhaled particles, must be taken into account. In
other words, it is necessary to go beyond the ALI concept,
of •hot" particles
- finally, the existence
points
up the
eventual need
for a
therapeutic intervention, were
such
particles to
penetrate the respiratory system. This requires further study.
The first two points implicitly raise questions, not dealt with
here, of the reliability of measurement results and the validity of their
interpretation in dose terms.
Intercomparison exercises between laboratories are needed to check
measurement reliability, particularly in the case of very low transuranium
isotope activity. This type of exercise is organised in some countries. In
France, for example, the
CEA (Commissariat
a l'Energie Atomique)
organises
voluntary
intercomparison exercises
among
a number of European laboratories.
International intercomparison exercises, less confidential than
those which currently exist, are needed to check the reliability of dose
estimations. Such
exercises will allow specialists from the different
countries involved to standardise the procedures used.
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ASSESSMENT OF INTAKES AND RADIATION DOSES FOLLOWING
EXPOSURE TO TRITIATED WATER
Kamala Rudran, J.V. Sawant, S. Thampan and V.S. Bangera
Health Physics Division
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre
Trombay, Bombay - 400 085

I NDI A
ABSTRACT
Biological
half-lives,
(Tb) of tritium
following
exposure to tritiated water (HTO) are reported. Tb1 varied
from 2.5 to 16 days with an average of 6.8 days. Equilibrium
conditions existing between HTO concentrations in blood and
urine at the time of voiding is demonstrated.
Tb1,
is
observed to be affected only marginally by age or body
weight
and significantly by ambient
conditions
like
temperature and moisture content of the air.
INTRODUCTION
Biological half-life is an important parameter in
assessment of intakes.
ICRP has adopted Tb1 of 10 days for
HTO component for the purpose of internal dosimetry. Second
component arising from the intake of HTO in human has been
reported by a few authors, as quoted by Rudran [1988], who
concludes that CEDE from the second component is about 1.5
to 2.5 times CEDE due to HTO alone. This has not been given
due weightage assuming this to be less than 10% of the total
(ICRP, 1979). Observations by the authors in the dose
evaluation studies following intake of HTO under occupational conditions in 86 cases are ren0rted here. Study of 40
~ases of reported earlier (Tham~a~ ~~- 3]. 1874).
METHODOLOGY
Intake of HTO in heavy water moderated cooled research
reactor CIRUS (40 Mw) is negligible under normal working
conditions. Following spillage of heavy water and clean up
operations urine analysis of concerned persons is carried
out. Follow up studies are conducted whenever the fir~r
urine samples collected exceeds concentration of 370 KBq 1 .
The results are evaluated for Tb1, intake and radiation
dose. Blood samples are collected from exposed individuals
in the morning after overnight urine collection. Tritium as
HTO in the blood sample is corrected for HTO at the mispoint of urine collection with Tb of 7 days. At times,
H
excretion in urine is followed for longer periods. These
studies lead to the observation and evaluation of a second
compon~nt (Rudran 1988).
Tb1 observed in late winter during
the month of Feb.-March were separated out and variations of
Tb1 with age and body weight were studied by least square
analy"" i .. s.
!<rom
the known tempera turc
and
humidity
conditions existing in Bombay at diffe3ent periods of the
year, moisture content of air (g/m ) was
calculated.
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Variation of Tb1 with temperature and water content in
air at the mid-point of study period was worked out.

the

RESULTS

Concentration of 3 H as HTO in blood and urine are given
in table 1 and show that HTO is at equilibrium concentration in urine and blood at the time of voiding.
A study of 86 cases, showed Tb1 varying from 2.5 days to 16
days. The results are presented in fig. 1. The average is
6.8 days. Thus under climatic conditions around Bombay, 7
days Tb1 is appropriate for dosimetry.
Variation of Tb1 w.r.t. atmospheric temperature are shown
in table 2 and w.r.t. humidity conditions fig.2. The figures
show an inverse relationship for Tb1 with atmospheric water
content. Tb1 doesn't show any relationship directly attributable to ambient temperature.
26 case studies were made in late winter during Feb.-March
under similar climatic conditions. These were analysed for
variations due to individual parameters namely age and body
weight. Results are shown in figures 3 & 4. The regression
lines show that variations attributable to age or body
weight are minimal.
Intake and CEDE to exposed individuals were evaluated using
standard techniques (Thampan et. al. 1974, Rudran and Kirthi
1984) highest value of CEDE was 9.6 mSv when HTO component
alone was taken care of.
When contribution from second
component is accounted for, CEDE is 25 mSv, 2.5 times that
due to HTO (Rudran,
1988) and is within the
annual
permissible limit.
CONCLUSION
A Tb1 of 7 days is appropriate for dose calculation
from HTO intakes
under tropical conditions prevalent in
India. Changes in Tb1 by a factor of 2 to 3 from the average
are likely, due to
ambient conditions. There is
no
significant change in Tb1 due to age or body weight for the
occupational group, normally 20 to 60 years and body weight
group of 40 to 80 Kg.
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Table - 1
Urinary HTO and HTO in blood at the time of voiding,
Case No.

Concentration KBq/1 of Tritium
Urine
Blood
960 ± 26

1.

930 ± 10

84 ± 2.6

2.

84 ± 2.5

340 ± 10

3.

330 ± 10

Table - 2
Variation of Tb1 of tritiated water with ambient temperature
No. of
experiments

Ambient Temperature •c
During the StudY period
Maximum
Minimum
Average

Average
Tb
days

9

29

20

24.5

7.5

20

30

21

25.5

7.3

9

33

26.4

29.7

5.9

10

30

25

27.5

5.1

6

32

23

27.5

6.4

6

33

27

30

6.9
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EXPOSURE TO RADIOACTIVE AEROSOLS IN MINING AND MILLING
227
231
OPERATIONS: THE IMPORTANCE OF
Ac AND
Pa
R.

Vicente~

J.C.

De1lamano~

S.A. Bellintani

INSTITUTO DE PESQUISAS ENERG~TICAS E NUCLEARES
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227

Ac (half-life of 21.8 y) is the daughter or

231

Pa~ a

beta-emitter and parent of a subseries with five shortlived alpha-emitters. 231 Pa (half-life of 3.27x10 4 y) is
an alpha-emitter of the actinium series, the decay chain
235
of
U. As daughters of this uranium isotope they
are
thought to be unimportant as a radiological hazard,

de-

spite the fact that their ALI values for ingestion

and

inhalation are the lowest of any other radionuclide.Both
nuclides can be considered as being in secular equilibrium
with uranium in most geological media and so the
mass
231
226
concentration of
Pa is the same of the
Ra and that
227
.
210
of
Ac 1s the same of the
Po, to mention only
two
radionuclides of radiological concern. It is
shown in
231
227
this paper that if
Pa and
Ac are considered in the
evaluations of dose commitments incurred by inhalationd
aerosols in mining and milling operations, the

results

can be 70% higher than those calculated by the

method-

ology of ICRP Publication 47.
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ANNUAL DOSE DISTRIBUTIONS FOR THE
OLYMPIC DAM OPERATIONS
Jim Hondros
Olympic Dam Operations
Box 150, Roxby Downs
South Australia 5725

ABSTRACT
Production of uranium and copper from the Olympic Dam Operations'
underground mine and metallurgical processing plant commenced in 1988,
with underground exploration and development commencing in 1983.
Since commencement of operations, employee radiation doses have been
monitored and assessed to ensure that they remain well controlled.
Total radiation doses to employees are calculated using the standard
dose assessment methodology of the ICRP.
Dose assessments to date
indicate that all employee doses are well controlled.
INTRODUCTION
Olympic Dam Operations is a copper, uranium, gold and silver producer
located approximately 600 kilometres north of Adelaide in South
Australia.
Ore is extracted from the underground mine workings at a
depth of approximately 500 metres and is processed in a multifunction
metallurgical plant.
The ore body was discovered in 1975 and
underground exploratory and development work commenced in 1983 when a
shaft access was sunk. Following construction of a service decline in
1988, full scale production commenced using the open stoping mining
method.
The underground operation is highly mechanised and produces
1.6 million tonnes of ore per year.
This is set to increase to 2.2
million tonnes at the beginning of 1992.
The ore is treated in the metallurgical plant situated 2 kilometres
west of the main shaft and service decline.
The plant commenced
production in the second half of 1988. The ore is crushed, ground and
treated with a flotation agent which results in initial separation of
the uranium bearing minerals and the copper sulphide bearing minerals.
The uranium minerals are processed to produce uranium oxide using
standard solvent extraction techniques.
The copper sulphides are
dried and treated in a flash smelter to produce blister copper.
Electrorefining further purifies the copper.
Gold and silver is
present in the residue of the electrorefining process.
Approximately
48, 000 tonnes of refined copper and 1600 tonnes of uranium oxide is
produced annually.
At present there are approximately 800 people employed to operate,
maintain and manage the operations.
Since commencement of underground operations in 1983,
employee
radiation doses have been monitored and assessed to ensure that they
remain well controlled.
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DOSE ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY
In the mining and processing of radioactive ores, there are three
major pathways by which employees can be exposed to radiation.
These
are;
- irradiation by gamma radiation,
- inhalation of radon daughters,
- inhalation of radioactive dust.
Assessing employee dose relies upon monitoring each exposure pathway
to determine worker exposure, then applying an ICRP-based exposure-todose conversion factor.
Employee exposures are assessed using the results of a government
approved radiation monitoring programme.
At the mine, radon daughter
levels are measured in all workplaces at least twice per week.
Personal dust levels are measured twice weekly for all occupation
groups.
Gamma radiation levels at all locations are measured
routinely, however, employee exposures are assessed using personal
thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLD badges).
In the metallurgical
plant, personal dust samples measure the exposure to dust and TLD
badges measure exposure to gamma radiation.
The nature of the
metallurgical plant means that employees will be exposed to dusts
containing different quantities and ratios of radionuclides.
This
requires routine radionuclide analysis of dust samples.
For the mine
and metallurgical plant, workplace and occupation based concentration
levels are then combined with occupancy time information to derive
employee exposures.
The dose assessment methodology is based on the additivity principle
of the ICRP.
That is, the effective dose from each of the radiation
exposure pathways are added together and compared to the annual dose
limit.
Experience at Olympic Dam indicates that on average, of the
total dose received by the underground workers, one third is due to
each of the major radiation exposure pathways.
For the metallurgical
plant, on average, approximately 85 percent of the total dose is
derived from the inhalation of radioactive dust and 15 percent from
gamma radiation.
ICRP32l. provides a dose conversion factor of 10 milliSieverts per
working level month (mSvjWLM) which is used for the conversion of
radon daughter exposure to radon daughter dose.
Conversion of
employee dust exposure in Becquerel hours per cubic metre (Bq.h/m3) to
an effective dose equivalent is more complex and requires the use of
ICRP30 2 ·
Dose conversion factors for radioactive dust are a function
of a
number
of different parameters
including dust
activity
distribution and relative radionuclide content of the dust.
TLD
badges report a whole body dose and do not require a dose conversion
factor.
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DOSE STATISTICS
The most recent distribution of doses for the mine and the
metallurgical plant employees can be seen in figures 1 and 2 for the
period 1/7/90 to 30/6/91.
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Figure 1: Mine employees dose distribution
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Figure 2: Plant employees dose distribution
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The current dose limit recommjnded by ICRP is 20 mSv per year,
averaged over five years ICRP60 ·, with a maximum annual limit of 50
mSv.
Dose statistics for the years since commencement of full scale
production can be seen in Table 1.

MINE
FINANCIAL
YEAR

AVERAGE

90th

AVERAGE

PERCENTILE

1988/89
1989/90
1990/91
Table 1:

PLANT

5.7
4.0
3.9

15.0
11.0
8.6

90th

PERCENTILE
5.0
3.6
3.1

10.4
6.8
7.7

Olympic Dam Operations Dose Statistics Since
Commencement Of Production (all units are mSv)

CONCLUSION
The dose assessments presented in this paper demonstrate that the
existing radiation protection mechanisms are adequate for the control
of employee exposure, even considering the new ICRP dose limit.
Olympic Dam Operations recognises that it is most important to
continue to be vigilant and pursue the lowering of employee doses.
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USSR WHOLE BODY COUNTER INTERCOMPARISON
R.V. Griffith and R. ouvrard
International Atomic Energy Agency
P.O. Box 100, A-1400 Vienna, Austria
V. Bad'in
Institute of Biophysics
USSR Ministry of Health, Moscow

S. Ulanovsky
Byelorussian Ministry of Public Health, Minsk
A. Kovtun
Research Institute of Sea Transport Hygiene, Leningrad
I.A. Likhtarev, L.A. Litvinets, V.S. Repin, O.N. Perevoznikov
and V.A. Parrhomenko
Ukranian Research Centre for Radiation Medicine, Kiev
F. Steger
Austrian Research Centre, Seibersdorf
ABSTRACT
As part of the IAEA programme to· corroborate measurements of
internal contamination levels 137 cs in the effected population
made by Soviet specialists following the 1986 accident at
Chernobyl,
the Agency has coordinated an intercomparison
programme involving measurements at 8 Soviet whole body counting
facilities. Additional measurements were made in the mobile van
loaned to the Agency for use in the Soviet Union whole body
counting programme by SCPRI, France; and whole body counters in
Seibersdorf, Austria operated by the IAEA and the Austrian
Research Centre.
INTRODUCTION
During a mission to the Soviet Union in August 1990 it was
concluded
that an intercomparison of USSR, IAEA and of the
Austrian whole body counters used for in vivo measurement of 137 cs
would be valuable in corroborating large scale measurements of
the USSR population.
The IAEA obtained use of a standard, adult phantom from the
Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories in the United States .
. The phantom is a "Bush" or "Bottle" type, filled with solid,
polyurethane tissue substitute and labelled uniformly with 137cs.
The total quantity at the time of the intercomparison was
11,170 Bq (0.3 MCi). A solid matrix was necessary to avoid the
practical problems of handling radioactive liquids during
transport.
Although accurate measurement of the caesium level
in children is a major concern, it was not possible to locate a
standard child phantom with a solid matrix.
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INTERCOMPARISON SEQUENCE
Counting was performed in the SCPRI counting van, with the
IAEA chair counter and with a whole body counter of the Austrian
Research Centre during the week starting 17 September 1990. The
phantom was then taken to the USSR and used there in various
institutes.
The intercomparison programme was completed in
December 1990 with a final counting of two USSR phantom systems
at Seibersdorf.
The USSR institutes that participated in the
intercompnri son programme and the counter characteristics are
listed in Table 1.

Table 1

-

Counter characteristics of the participants in the
IAEA whole body counting intercomparison programme
131Cs

Institute

Counter type

Location

Detector

background
rate

(counts/s)
Institute of Biophysics

Ministry of Public Health

Ge, 100cm3
Nal, 350 em 3

Moscow

Stool. ClB-~
Chair, CIB-1

Minsk

St~ol, QBM-1

Cherikov
Krasnopolje

Chair, CIB-1
Chair, CIB-1
Stool

NE 110,5100 cm
Nal, 1770 em 3
Nal, 200 cm 3
Nal, 1310 cm 3

Chair

Nai, ~00 em 3

1.8

Chair. CIB-1

Nal, ~00 em 3

1.7
8.6

Research Institute of Sea Transport
Hygiene

Leningrad

Institute of Radiation Hygiene

Novozybkov

1.2

All Union Centre of Radiation Medicine

Kiev

Stool

Nal. ~060 cm

Ministry of Public Health

Kiev

Chair

Nai, ~00 cm 3

3

3

~4.8

4.9
3.2

5.1

USSR PHANTOM COUNTING, SEIBERSDORF
At the invitation of the IAEA, two USSR phantoms were brought
for counting to Seibersdorf in December 1990; 1) a polyethylene
block phantom with inertable 137 cs loaded rods from the Leningrad
Research Institute of Sea Transport Hygiene and 2) a flexible
plastic manikin filled with dried cesium rich green peas grown
in the Chernobyl region, provided by the All-Union Scientific
Centre of Radiation Medicine.
Equivalent configurations from
both phantom systems were counted, representing (a) a small
child, (b) a child of about age 10, and (c) a small adult.
In
addition, samples of the dried peas used in the Kiev phantom were
assayed.
Counting was done both in the IAEA chair counter and
the counter of the Austrian Research Centre.
It must be noted
that the IAEA counter is intended only for adults, and it is not
specifically calibrated for children.
The Austrian Research
Centre also normally only counts adults. Therefore, the results
of the measurements made using the child phantoms should be
viewed accordingly.
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RESULTS
The results of the phantom intercomparison measurements are
presented
in
Table 2.
Under
the
conditions
of
the
intercomparison, it was agreed that the results from the USSR
counters would not be specifically identified.
Therefore, the
participating institutes in the USSR are indicated only by
numbers in Table 2.
However, each USSR facility has been
provided a tabulation of the intercomparison results together
with specific identification of its own data.
CONCLUSIONS
The IAEA does not have specific criteria for the acceptability
of the performance of whole body counters. However, the quality
of the intercomparison results can be compared with guidance
provided in IAEA Safety Series No. 84, Basic Principles for
Occupational Radiation Monitoring, paragraph 4.1.5 [1], where it
is stated that:
"In the case of routine individual monitoring for external
radiation relative uncertainties of -50% and +100% at the 95%
confidence level are acceptable for annual dose equivalents in
the range of one-fifth of the derived limit.
If, however,
values are of the order of the annual limits, the relative
uncertainties should not exceed -33% and +50% at the 95%
confidence level." ...
"Similar requirements should, in principle, also apply in the
case
of
routine
individual
monitoring
for
internal
contamination, but in practice uncertainties as small as 50%
are rarely possible."
In 5 of 36 measurements reported from institutes in the USSR
(Table 2), the results were outside of a range of ± 30% compared
with the reference values. One result was slightly more than 50%
above the reference value. In the latter case, the measurement
was made with an unshielded probe used with the phantom doubled
over in the "Marinelli" position.
Based on the distribution of the intercomparison results, it
can reasonably be concluded that the participating institutes are
capable of performing internal caesium measurements within an
accuracy that is acceptable and adequate for radiation-protection
purposes.
It should also be noted that 4 out of the 5 instances of
results outside the range of ± 30% from the reference value
occurred with phantoms representing children.
Although the
differences are not excessive, they do suggest the need for
additional attention to the calibration of counters for
measurements of children.
REFERENCES
1.
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Table 2

Whole body counter intercomparison results
Measured activity (Bq/kg)

Reporting institute
and/or
type of counter

Bottle
phantom
Adult
74 kg

USSR
USSR
USSR
USSR
USSR
USSR
USSR
USSR
USSR
USSR
USSR
USSR
USSR

I a
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

148
138
190
132
165
120
160
165
90

172
109

Block
phantnm

Dried pea
phantom

Infant
10.8 kg

Child
24.3 kg

Adult
63 kg

3420
3390
3900
4210

3500
3390
3910
4350

3120
3330
2840
3900

4110
4800
4450
3090
3220

3340

3060
3340

3380

Infant
15.5 kg

Child
27.7 kg

Adult
58.4 kg

3520

2640
2520
2960

I •
2
3
4

160
148
152
136

IAEA'

120

2150

2360

2190

477

507

485

ARCJ
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ABSTRACT
There is some evidence from epidemiological studies that
exposure of children and adults to 50/60 Hz magnetic fields
may be associated with an increased incidence of leukaemia,
brain tumours and other cancers.
Laboratory studies have
demonstrated that 50/60 Hz field exposure of biological
systems is not an initiator (damages the DNA of cells) of
cancer. This finding is in agreement with the fact that the
photon energy of 50/60 Hz fields is much too low to break
even the weakest macromolecular bonds.
Thus, if 50/60 Hz
fields are truly associated with an increased incidence of
cancer, then these fields must act as a promoter or copromoter of cancer in cells that have already been initiated.
This paper reviews the evidence produced by the laboratory
studies
INTRODUCTION
A cancer or malignant neoplasm is an apparently autonomous
new growth of tissue having the ·ability to invade surrounding
tissue and, in most cases, metastasize from the original site
to distant sites where metastatic neoplasms may become
established. As shown in figure 1, normal cells can undergo
a process of initiation, promotion and progression that leads
to the formation of a malignant neoplasm.
Initiation
describes changes in cells that have been exposed to a
carcinogen that causes damage to the DNA.
The initiating
agent must be at sufficient levels to be carcinogenic.
An
initiated cell is not a cancer cell since the mutation in the
DNA is not expressed. No detectable change in DNA synthesis
or cell division or any change in enzyme activity occurs.
The initiated cell remains dormant awaiting a promoting
stimulus before a tumour results.
Cancer promoters cause a response where many changes in
enzyme activity occur and cells can take on many of the
morphological characteristics of transformed cells (Boutwell,
1990).
For a neoplasm to develop, cells must be exposed to
an initiator then promoting agent. Progression describes the
changes in a neoplasm to a more malignant character, and is a
result of mutations in addition to the original initiating
event.
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There have been experiments in each of these stages of
carcinogenesis to determine whether 50/60 Hz fields have a
role and these will be summarised. Since the epidemiological
evidence for 50/60 Hz field exposure being associated with an
increased incidence of cancer is weak, scientists look to the
laboratory evidence to provide support for this evidence.
This paper reviews the evidence from the laboratory studies.
Initiation
Studies to determine if any damage occurs to the DNA have
been conducted on a number of biological systems exposed to
50/60 Hz fields (Cohen, 1986; Cohen et al, 1986a, b; Reese et
al, 1988; Livingston et al, 1986; El Nakas and Oraby, 1989;
Krueger et al, 1975; Bender, 1976; Frazier et al, 1990; Benz
et al, 1987).
All concluded that 50/60Hz magnetic fields
are not mutagenic. Thus, it is generally accepted that 50/60
Hz magnetic fields are not initiators in carcinogenesis.
Much of the research effort is now conducted to determine if
these fields can either promote or progress cancer in
initiated cells.
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FIGURE 1
Schematic diagram (from Boutwell 1990) of changes
that occur in normal cells by:
initiation - unexpressed nuclear changes (DNA damage)
promotion
- expression of the phenotype of a benign tumour
progression - further nuclear/mutation-like changes leading
to the expression of a malignant phenotype.
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Promotion
An increasing number of researchers are investigating the
different areas where 50/60 Hz fields could promote or copromote cancer development in initiated cells or tissues:
disruption of cell communication, modulation of cell growth,
activation of specific gene sequences, depression of pineal
melanotin production, modulation of ornithine decarboxylase
activity and possible disruption of hormonal and immune
system anti-tumour control mechanisms by triggering a stress
response.
I will deal with the evidence from the better
conducted studies providing evidence for these mechanisms.
(a)

In-vitro Studies

Studies with cultured human HL60 cells have reported that an
increased level of specific RNA transcripts occurs in
response to ELF field exposure as low as 1mV/m (Goodman et al
1990, Wei et al 1990) .
Using the technique of dot blot
hybridization, it was observed that exposure to ELF fields
increased the levels of RNA loa .a-actin, histone H2B and cmyc DNA.
The changes in RNA transcripts exhibited a strong
dependence on the amplitude and frequency of the applied ELF
field, as well as the duration of exposure.
A possible
explanation of these observations is that the field alters
the rate constant for one (or more) of the intermediate
sequential reactions involved in RNA synthesis and
degradation (Litovitz et al 1990).
Increases in the
synthesis of specific proteins have also been observed in
other studies on cells exposed to ELF fields.
Byus et al (1987) reported that exposure of cultures of
malignant cells to 60 Hz fields causes a measurable increase
in ornithine decarboxylase (ODC) activity.
The induction of
the enzyme ODC is the largest known metabolic response to a
cancer promoter and is essential but not sufficient to
accomplish promotion.
The maximum increase in activity
reported by Byus et al was 5-fold in a mouse myeloma cell
line.
The increase in activity was much smaller in a human
lymphoma line and the Reuber H35 rat hepatoma line.
This
maximal activity was observed at the end of a 1 hour exposure
or within 1 or 2 hours post exposure. These observations on
the extent and timing of the response differ sharply from the
effect of tumour promoters on the activity of ooc, namely
increases of 200-fold or more at 4 to 5 hours after a single
exposure to the promoter (Boutwell, 1990).
Further, the
relevance of these experiments to the causation of cancer is
limited because they were performed on cells that were
already cancerous.
Similar experiments on the effects of a 60 Hz field on bone
cells and fibroblasts by Cain et al (1986, 1990) resulted in
increased ODC activity of 1.5- to 2-fold within 15 minutes to
1 hour after exposure.
At 2 and 3 hours post exposure, ODC
activity had returned to sham exposed levels. Although these
experiments were not done with malignant cells, it is
possible that the small, early increases in ODC activity were
the result of gene activation.
Cain et al argue that this
increase in ODC activity attributable to field exposure
reflects results consistent with promoting activity for 60 Hz
fields.
When c 3 H10T1/2 fibroblasts, a cell line susceptible
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to transformation, were exposed to 60 Hz magnetic fields,
Cain et al (1990) evaluated the effects on the number and
size of TPA-induced foci.
They report that the results are
consistent with tumour promotion protocols.
It is important
to realize, however, that while increased ODC production is
an essential element of cancer promotion, the measurement of
increased ODC is not per se an indicator of a cancer
promotion effect (Boutwell, 1990). There are specific levels
of ODC and patterns of ODC increase that must be observed
before a research result can be interpreted in this way and
the results of these studies do not fit the pattern expected
of cancer promoters.
Further, Frazier et al (1989, 1990b)
using a standard, widely accepted cancer promotion protocol,
found that 60 Hz magnetic fields were not able to promote the
transformation of the same fibroblast cell line, (C 3H10T1/2)
used by Cain et al (1990). Frazier et al do not find that 60
Hz fields cause cancer promotion when they actually test for
cancer promotion~ the studies by Cain et al do not test for
cancer promotion.
Neither increased activation of ODC nor enhanced
transcription of genes is sufficient to indicate that 50/60
Hz fields are acting as cancer promoters (Saunders et al
1991).
Current in vitro studies do not support the
epidemilogical findings.
(b)

In Vivo Studies

The question is being examined as to whether the hormone
melatonin, produced by the pineal gland, can influence the
growth of malignant cells.
Evidence is accummulating that
suggests breast cancer, melanoma and possibly other cancers
may be inhibited by melatonin (Blask 1989).
Since exposure
to 60 Hz electric and magentic fields may reduce the normal
nocturnal rise in melatonin (Wilson and Anderson, 1989),
Stevens (1989) suggests exposure to power frequency fields
may account in part for an increased human breast cancer
risk.
However, there are no obvious biological consequences
of changes in melatonin levels and the alteration in the
melatonin circadian rhythm have no apparent deleterious
effect on the health of test animals. Much more evidence is
necessary before any suggestion that changes to melatonin
levels is associated with cancer promotion.
McLean et al (1991) used an accepted in vivo cancer promotion
protocol with Sencar mice (Sencar, for 11 sensitive to
carcinogenesis 11 ) and report no difference between mice
initiated with a subthreshold dose of DMBA and exposed to a
2mT 60 Hz magnetic field or sham exposed. However, McLean et
al presented preliminary findings that a co-promotion effect
may be occurring when an increase was observed in both the
mean number of skin papillomas per mouse and the percentage
of mice with papillomas in DMBA-initiated on mice treated
weekly with TPA and also exposed to 60 Hz magnetic fields
(2mT, 6h/d, 5djweek for 17 weeks).
Using a classical skin tumour promotion model with large
numbers of animals, Holmberg et al (1991) exposed NMRI/HAN
mice that had been initiated with DMBA, to 50J.LT and 0. 5 mT
magnetic fields for 19-21 h/d commencing 8 weeks after
initiation and lasting for 103 weeks.
There was no
difference between exposed and non-exposed groups for
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mortality, in the number of tumour bearing animals, latency
for the appearance of a first skin tumour or in the total
number of tumours per group.
While some differences in the
number of tumours per animal appeared at given weeks, no
differences occurred overall when the exposed and non-exposed
groups were compared.
In another large tumour promotion study, Rannug et al (1991)
exposed Sprague-Dawley rats that were subjected to 70%
partial hepatect.omy followed 24 h later by initiation with
DENA and then to 50 Hz magnetic fields of 0.5~T, 5~T, 0.05mT,
or 0.5mT for 19-22 hfday. The fields were either continuous
or switched (15 min on/off - 5~JT and 0.5mT fields only).
When the number of foci per unit area of liver and the number
of foci per unit liver volume were calculated, continuous
magnetic field exposures did not result in any consistent
differences compared to control groups. Exposures to 5~T and
0.5mT pulsed 15 min onjoff for 22 h/d resulted in a slight,
non-significant increase in the number of foci per cc of
liver.
overall the results did not suggest any cancer
promotion effect was occurring with liver tumours.
There are a number of large animal studies being undertaken
in canada, sweden, United sta~es and Australia to determine
if 50/60 Hz fields can promote cancer. Some of these studies
will take a few years before results become available.
However, the current evidence from in vitro and in vivo
studies does not suggest that 50/60 Hz fields can promote
cancer.
There is some evidence that these fields may be
cancer co-promoters in tissues that are in the process of
carcinogenesis, but the health impact of such a finding
remains unclear.
Progression
The effects of 50/60 Hz fields and currents on proliferation
and growth of cancer cells have been studied by several
investigators.
Exposure to 60 Hz magnetic fields (strength
1.2 mT) were reported to decrease growth of neuroblastoma in
mice (Batkin and Tabrah, 1977).
However, no differences in
growth characteristics were observed (Chandra and Stefano
1978) when either cultured human bronchiogenic carcinoma
cells or Burkitts lymphoma cells were exposed for up to three
days to 60 Hz magnetic fields.
Kronenberg and Tenforde
( 1979) reported a similarly negative finding for mouse
mammary tumour cells.
Phillips et al (1986 a,b) studied the binding of transferrin
to two human colon tumour cell lines and the ability of
cancer cells to form colonies after exposure to 60 Hz
electric and magnetic fields (300mA/m2, 0.2 mT for 24 hours).
Altered expression of transferrin receptors and increases in
cell colony growth were reported by Phillips and colleagues,
but when their results were subjected to a laboratory visit
and peer review (Cohen, 1987), it was concluded that their
results were invalidated because of choice of model,
experimental design and quality of data.
Further Cohen
(1987) was unable to replicate Phillips results.
Winters
(1986) reported that 60 Hz fields (up to 300 mA/m 2 or 0.1 mT
for 24 hours) did not significantly effect responses to
mitogens.
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Female mice at 8 weeks of age were implanted with P388
leukaemia cells and exposed to 1. 4JJT, 200JJT or 500JJT, 60Hz
magnetic fields for 3 hours after the implant, for 6 hours
daily, 5 days per week until all of the exposed and non
treated mice died (Thompson et al 1988).
This life-time
study found no statistically significant differences in
survival, spleen weight or body weight resulting from the
P388 cell implant of mice and subsequent exposure or nonexposure to magnetic fields.
They also found no effect on
the incidence or progression of the P388 leukaemia.
Conclusion
While more studies are necessary to determine if 50/60 Hz
magnetic fields are cancer promoters or can progress cancers,
the evidence so far suggests this is not the case. However,
we await the results of some very large animal studies before
we can be conclusive.
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DOSE LIMITS REDUCTION CONSEQUENCES ON THE OPERATION
OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
E.Palacios, A.Curti, J.M.Espeche, G.M.Massera, F.Spano
Comisi6n Nacional de Energia At6mica
Buenos Aires - Argentina
ABSTRACT
Occupational doses are evaluated in each stage of the fuel
cycle
including nuclear power plants operation. Trends in the individual
dose distributions and collective doses are
analyzed.
The
maintenance operations with higher contribution to collective dose
are identified and the implications of dose limit reduction as
recommended by ICRP in 1990, are assessed. It is concluded that no
relevant difficulties should appear in accomplishing with the new
reccommendations for installations designed after 1977.
Only in
Atucha I nuclear power plant which has been designed in the 50's,
different alternatives should be analyzed to reduce individual and
collective doses. Among them, the change of the fuel
channels by
new ones free of cobalt,
is an essential decision to get an
effective reduction of occupational doses.
INTRODUCTION
The ICRP recommendations, adopted in 1990, keep the basic criteria
of dose limitation system.
However the ICRP
recommends
a
substantial reduction of the dose limits, the application of dose
constraints, potential exposure analysis and the application of
intervention levels, all of which have direct implications on the
design and operation of nuclear installations. Nevertheless,
only
the dose limits reduction appears as an
innovation for the
argentine regulations since all the other
recommendations have
already been incorporated to the standards
and
regulatory
requirements for over a decade (1).
The fuel cycle is based on natural uranium - heavy water reactors
and all the stages are being undertaken in the country. Even more,
it is foreseen that in the next
future,
the power plants in
operation will be fueled with slightly enriched uranium.
Since
1983 a gas diffusion enrichment plant is in operation.
Occupational exposures are analyzed from 1981 up to 1990 for the
main fuel cycle stages, in particular electric power generation.
Also the practical difficulties for the implementation of the new
dose limits are assessed.
OCCUPATIONAL DOSES
The collective effective dose, since now named collective dose,
was estimated for the above mentioned period in 12 man Sv/year,
the 85Y. of which corresponds to electric power generation and 14Y.
to uranium mining and milling,
and less than 1Y. to the fuel
fabrication.
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Annual individual doses for the different cycle stages have kept
well below 20 mSv with the exception of the nuclear power plants
operation. It is necessary to remark that since 1980 the remaining
mining activities are only done in open pits.
ATUCHA I NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
The design of Atucha I <CNA I> dates back to the 60's, and as was
common for other nuclear installations at that time,
reactor
internal parts were lined with "Stellite", an alloy with 60% of
cobalt, to avoid excessive wearing-out.
Co-60 is produced by
neutron exposure of the "Stellite", and which in turn
is carried
by water along the primary circuit producing a high working
ambient dose level <2) <3). As a result the collective dose is
high and a considerable fraction of the personnel receives annual
doses close to the limit.
The annual collective dose for CNA I,
averaged over the period
1981 - 1986, is 20 man Sv/GWa aproximately (4).
The individual
dose distributions show that around 30% received annual doses
above 20 mSv (figure 1) and that a 15% of the personnel exceeded
a five years cumulative dose of 100 mSv (figure 2).
Figure 3 shows the colletive doses; total
and due to operation
excluding the major repair and maintenance works during reactor
shut down. For the latter a 50% of the collective dose corresponds
to interventions on the primary main pumps and steam generator
while a 25% was received during moderator circuit works (5).
Internal contamination due to tritium intake, contributes in CNA I
with 10% to the total dose.
EMBALSE NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
This power plant was designed in the 70's and has no cobalt alloy
in the internals of the primary circuit.
The averaged annual
collective dose from 1983 to 1990 is 1.5 man Sv; that corresponds
to 3 man Sv per GWa of energy generated.
The contribution from
tritium to the collective dose is about 50%.
The individual dose distributions show that less than 10% of the
personnel received annual doses above 20 mSv (figure 1) and that
2% to 3% of workers exceeded an accumulated dose of 100 mSv
in five consecutive years.
ICRP 60 IMPLICATIONS
For Embalse the new situation does not seem to have much relevant
consequences. Although the number of workers could be increased
for some specific maintenance activities, this would not be too
much significant from the radiological point of view and for the
economical implications.
For CNA I, Regulatory Authority has tolerated that a considerable
number of workers received doses close to the dose limit because
this plant had been designed before the ICRP 26 were introduced.
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It should be mentioned that for the building of CNA II,
the
Regulatory Authority required in 1981 that the use of "Stellite"
should be omited, keeping the cobalt content low in all
reactor
components. Nevertheless, with the new ICRP-60 recommendations
reducing the dose limit to 20 mSv per year,
averaged over five
years, the situation in CNA I will
be more difficult
in the
future. Increasing man power and thus fractioning the high doses
for solving the problem is an option not acceptable for the
Regulatory Authority. Indeed,
an even greater number of workers
would receive annual doses, year by year, close to the limits, and
at the same time the collective dose would remain unchanged or
increased. Therefore, other options such as to eliminate the
source of Co-60, to decontaminate parts of the primary circuit or
to introduce robots in some maintenance operations should be
considered.
The argentine Regulatory Authority has foreseen the implementation
of the new recommendations by early 1992, with the necessary
provision for accommodating the previous situation as soon as
possible.
CONCLUSIONS
No relevant difficulties should appear in accomplishing with the
new recommendations for those installations designed after 1977.
The impact would be even less for those installations to be
designed in the future, with the exception of underground mining,
where the present 50 mSv dose limit is the main constrain in the
optimization process.
In CNA I the change of the fuel
channels by new ones free of
cobalt
is essential
to get an effective occupational
dose
reduction and consequently to implement the new recommendations.
An additional effort to lower even more the occupational doses
should be done in both nuclear power plants to optimaze the
radiological safety.
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ASQRAD: A COMPUTER CODE FOR THE QUANTIFICATION OF
RADIATION DETRIMENT

JD Robb and PJ Stokell
National Radiological Protection Board
Chilton, Didcot, Oxon. OXll ORQ, UK
and
T Schneider and J-P Degrange
Centre d'etude sur !'Evaluation de la Protection
dans le domaine Nucleaire
BP 48, 92263 Fontenay-aux-Roses, France
Recent years have seen several new analyses of the risk associated with radiation
exposure based on updated epidemiological data. This paper presents information on
a personal computer code under development that will provide decision-makers and
researchers with a tool to aid evaluation of these data. The key elements of the code
are described in terms of its objectives, and in terms of its content. As one of the
principal aims of the code is its friendliness, there is an emphasis on library and
graphics facilities, as well as simplicity of use.
INTRODUCTION
During the last few years, two international organisations, UNSCEAR(lJ and
ICRPC 2J have undertaken extensive re-evaluations of information on the risks associated
with radiation exposure. As a consequence, national bodies have sought to determine
how this reflects on their own situationCeg JAJ. These national studies tend to employ
different sets of assumptions, and it follows that the quantitative data on risks often do
not readily lend themselves to simple comparative exercises. Given that the flow of new
data is unlikely to cease, and given also the range of measures of radiation detriment
now being proposed to interpret risk, there is now a distinct need for a system that is
capable of rationalising and encompassing all the relevant models, population
distributions, and other data sets that are important in the quantification of radiationinduced stochastic effects.
This paper describes PC-based software, ASQRAD (Assessment System for the
Quantification of RAdiological Detriment), that is being developed with this aim in
mind. It is the centrepoint of a joint research project between CEPN and NRPB, and
largely funded under the CEC scientific programme, with the support of the Radiation
Protection Committee of EdF (France).
OBJECTIVES
It is envisaged that ASQRAD (see Figure 1) will be applied in the development
of policies where the radiation risk incurred or averted is an important factor in
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decision-making. Obviously, it will also be of use for ongoing research on radiation
detriment; it should find application in risk communication and training; and perhaps
also in compensation issues. To this end, there are several features, not always
associated with scientific software, that are deemed essential.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

completeness: ASQRAD will accommodate all the principal health effects
models, in particular those that interpret A-bomb survivor and medical
exposure data, and a comprehensive range of national population parameters;
a capacity for simple up-dating and adaptation: the user will be able to input
other demographic statistics, and moreover the code is being constructed in
such a way as to ensure that revised models can be readily installed;
simplicity of use: the system will be menu driven and contain default
pathways for common applications; and will be supported by help and library
facilities;
sensitivity analysis will be fully integrated; and
display and graphic facilities: a range of these will be available
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HEALTH EFFECTS MODELLING
Risk and detriment estimates are obtained by combining 'fitted coefficients' with
demographic details for a given exposure scenario. These health effects models have
been developed either for specific organ sites or for groupings of sites, for example
'digestive'. There are two broad types of risk projection model applied. The additive
(absolute) is where the results are independent of the baseline cancer rate in the
population under consideration, and the multiplicative (relative) is where the results are
a function of these baseline rates. Typically, these are becoming more complex as
analysts seek to model the data more accurately, and thus often they are neither strictly
additive nor multiplicative<5l. The code will, however, provide the user with a choice of
all the relevant risk coefficients for each cancer type.
The demographic details required are a breakdown of the populations by age
and sex cohorts in terms of numbers, death rates, and the cancer death rates for each
site. In addition, two other sets of population statistics are used: the lethality fractions
for each cancer type are needed for calculating the probability of non-fatal cancers; and
the fertility rates by age and sex (the probability of an individual of given age and sex
having a child during the forthcoming year) are used to calculate the probability of
hereditary effects in progeny.
With all these data available, it will be possible to perform extensive sensitivity
analyses. The library functions will provide background information on the data, and
guidance on the legitimacy and consistency of these combinations.
OUTPUT
Measures of detriment will be calculated according to the following scenarios:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

individual whole-body exposure: acute or extended (at variable annual dose),
to an individual of given age or sex, or assuming an average for both sexes;
population whole-body exposure: a single low dose and dose-rate exposure to
a population (either default or user input) of mixed age and sex;
non-uniform exposure: assuming doses to a single organ or a combination of
organs; and
committed exposure: as (iii) but assuming an intake of activity

For each of these situations, probability of cancer and hereditary effects, and
associated loss of life expectancy (years of life lost, or YOLL) can be calculated directly
using a chosen or default DDREF. Moreover, additional measures of detriment are
proposed to take into account the severity of these effects in terms of morbidity and
lost quality of life. Thus, two other expressions are introduced: years of life impaired
(YOU), and the quality-adjusted life year (QALY).
In addition, it will be possible to sum risk over different periods, for example
probability of fatal cancer prior to age 75, and to make direct comparisons of radiationattributable death rates against background death and cancer rates. The excess risk will
also be assessed in terms of the excess lifetime risk (this subtracts the number of cancer
deaths that would have been expected in due course in the population from the total
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of radiation-induced cancer deaths) as used by BEIR v<4>, or the lifetime risk of
exposure-induced death, as used by UNSCEAR< 1>, and in most other analyses.
It is worth adding more detail here on the QALY measure. This was originally
developed in the field of health economics for the assessment of health care options
that take into account the quality of life during and after treatment as well as survival
rate and life expectancy. There is therefore a close parallel with the aspects of
detriment that are now being incorporated into radiological protection quantities. As
such, if the quality of life associated with different non-fatal, radiation-induced effects
can be assessed using health indices<6), then the QALY may provide for a more
accurate measure of detriment than has hitherto been available. However, in keeping
with the ICRP formulation of effective dose< 2l, there will also be the option in
ASQRAD to weight fatal effects according to YOLL, and to add a weighted non-fatal
fraction based on 'curability'.

Extensive graphical presentations of the results will be provided as output in
addition to the raw data. The library facility will provide information on any other
measures of detriment that may be of interest in addition to those calculated, and also
information on the variability and uncertainty of the data.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper has briefly presented a computer code, ASQRAD, for the calculation
of the risk associated with exposure to low doses of radiation. The key features of the
code are its comprehensiveness, and its simplicity of use. The aim is to produce a tool
that is relevant to those decision-makers charged with decisions that require quantified
assessments of radiation detriment.
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UP TO WHEN ALARA IS RELIABLE?
GIAN MARIA A.A.SORDI
COMISSAO NACIONAL DE ENERGIA NUCLEAR
INSTITUTO DE PESQUISAS ENERGtTICAS E NUCLEARES
SAO PAULO
ABSTRACT

The paper shows the principle problems introduced by ICRP
publication 55 and provides suggestions to maximize the
net
benefit. The subject attacks six
questions. 1- All
options
needed to maintain the net benefit positive. 2- The decision rna
ker can define the optimum options by the premisses assumed. 3=
The detriment of cost increases excessive when linear functions
are not used. It is necessary to deal with the individual value
of the protection and detriment costs. 5- Theavalue is excessively high. 6- For the same colletive dose, the preference to
irradiate a large number of individuals at low doses
rather
than the contrary.
PROBLEM DEFINITIONS

The ICRP publication nQ 37( 1 )which presents the
calculation for the optimum analytical solution introduces the techni
ques of cost-effectiveness analysis, cost-benefit analysis, and
extended cost-benefit analysis~ this last technique makes the a
value variable, that is the unit detriment cost of the collecti
ve dose.
The publication nQ 55( 2 ) introduces two more techniques,tho
se of multi-attribute utility analysis and multi-criteria
out
ranking analysis, giving leeway for decision taking techniques~
relegating to the background the optimization as was up
till
then intended, that is, maximize the net benefit. This is very
well demonstrated in the example of the ventilation system for
a small uranium mine where it is shown that any of the first 4
techniques could be the optimum analytical solution based
on
the premisses adopted. It followed from the cost benefit
analysis that the optimum option was nQ 1. But when the qualitive
manner of individual doses is introduced the optimum option becomes number 2 or 4. When the desconfort factor provoked by the
ventilation is included the optimum option becomes number 3. In
the extended cost-benefit analysis, considering the individual
dose distribution factor, the optimum option returns to be num
ber 3. In the multi-attribute utility analysis the
optimum
option could be number 3 or 4 depending on the importance given
to the descomfort factor produced by the ventilation system. In
the multi-criteria outranking analysis it is proven that
and
exclusion criterion of 0,5 presents two solutions, these being
option 3 and 5 and that to eliminate option 5 it must be taken
as exclusion criterion the value of 0,6.
This publication disesnagages a series of problems, six of
which are made salient herein:
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PROBLEM 1- The ICRP does not take the trouble to
not one of the 5 options does the benefit become
tion to the sum of protection costs, X, plus the
triment cost, Y. This sum deviates from a factor
same options to 2 between different options.

show that for
B <0 in proper
increase in de
of 3 for
the

PROBLEM 2- Because as optimum analytical solution
depends on
the imposed conditions by the decision-maker, the graph of traditional optimization, figure nQ 1, passes to that of figure nQ
2.
PROBLEM 3- The linearity relationship between collective
dose
an1 ~etriment cost, so
much,
proclaimed
in
pubtiration
22 3 , items 2,3,29 and 30 as w1lr as in publication 26 4 ,items
28 and 30 and in publication 55 2 item 145, ceases
to
exist
even through it is already considered to conservative. For this
case the optimization graph becomes that shown in figure 3.
5
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Fig. 1 - Traditional Optimization.
Fig. 2 - ICRP-Publication 55 - Proposed Optimization.
Fig. 3 - ICRP-Publication 55 - Proposed Optimization with Y Exponencial.
PROBLEM 4- We know that B is maximun when (X+Y) is at
minimum
but nothing is said in respect to each of these two last terms.
In many countries these costs come from different sources
and
each has an interested to minimize expenses. On one side X
is
a real guaranteed imediate cost spent by executor of the servi
ce and Y is a probabilistic cost, not definite, with a long pe
riod of time f~r)despenses. In agrrement with item 98 of ICRP
publication 26 4 the average life lost by a worker with radia
tion is uniquely 10 years and when it is necessary to lay
out
the money now foreseen probably the techniqu~s for cures
will
have advanced and the cost declined. For example, some
years
ago carcenogenic breasts were removed which is not done any more; people died of thyroid cancer but now the thyroid is
remo
ved and the patient in saved, etc.
PROBLEM 5- The very high value ofa is still more than that ado£
ted by ICRP, with an average value for the world of 3 to 5 times higher than the real value as some specialists assert.
In
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this case the source who pays for the detriment
estimates a
cost from 6 to 10 times the real cost in detriment to
the
other source which evaluates real costs. This is contrary
to
that presented in many ICRP publications that dictate we be is
realistic as possible is the evaluation of doses and consequen
tely unfavorable to the detriment cost during the optimization
calculation for the purpose to evade discarding. The use of ra
diation in favor of another technique which
offers
higher
risks but were move realistic in the calculations. Some publications and respective iters that assert the realisti1 )condition are: Publicattor 22 3 , annex II, Publication 26 4 , ttrm
30, Publication 35 5 , items 36 and 84, and Publication 55 2 ,
items 38 and 55.
PROBLEM 6- The ICRP gives emphasis to the preference to irradiate a maximun number of individuals in low
dosage
rather
than a small number with high doses for identical colletive do
ses. Since in both cases the doses for the optimization calcu=
lation are below the annual limits and therefore inside the li
near zone between dose, detriment, and biological effect, the
emphasis should be the contrary.
For example: If 20.000 people were irradiated with a dose
of
1 cSv having a probability of death of 4 x 10- 4 cSv- 1 , we can
say 8 people die by dose effect. On the other
side
having
10.000 people irradiated with a dose of 2 cSv with
the same
probability of death we would have only 4 deaths by radiation.
Conrlusion, the probability of death increased by a factor of
2 bu the number of deaths decreased by a factor of 2.
RECOMMENDATIONS AND POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS

- For the first problem instigate the recognition of the calcu
lation of B for the justification of the activity. With
this
calculation realized you can evaluated the maximun
value
of
(X+Y)
which makes B=O and this will constitute a second cons
train~atn addition to dose limits. Item 32 of Publication ICRP=
55 discusses the dividing line of B=O. We suggest therefore an
ICRP publication with a practical guide for the calculation of
the justification showing how other factors could
be inserted
in addition to those of economic and social.
- For the second problem it should be remenbered that the deci
sian taken depends on the justification and not on optmization~
and this subject is very well explained in items 32 and 33
of
ICRP Publication 55. We urge therefore that the technical
fac
tors which enter into the calculation make themselves
with
their relative importance as partial parameters of the X and Y
factors and that the sensibility study with
its
variation
should be within tecnically justifiable intervals. We suggest a
re-edition of ICRP Publication 55 with this eminent
technical
character and leave the decision which has no technical connota
tion to those which have the authority.
- For the 3rd problem the ICRP should decide what is the
most
realistic relation in light of actual knowlege between dose, de
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triment, and cost when the doses are below the limits and make
this relation or relations valid of all cases. The
detriment
cost should be established by the competent authority of
the
country based on the ICRP recommendations. The relation or relations between those three parameters, having various bands of
dosage, should be published by the ICRP with urgency.
- For the 4th problem we should take into account
the
pair
X and Y and because of reasons put forward we suggest and
eva
luation of X;;y or X< Y in addition to (X+Y) . • The new edition
of ICRP Publication 55 should attack thismp¥oblem and
manage
to clarify it.
- For the 5th problem, since the distribution of
doses varies
in the different options: different values ofachange the panorama of the optimum solution and therefore this value should be
extremely realistic, even more so than of the proper dose, since that the interest is to encounter the differences
between
the options. Thus we suggest that the ICRP realizes an evaluation of the calculation fora and publish this as soon as possible. Excessively high values ofa permit the choice of high risk
techniques only due to the fact that we have excessively conser
vative numbers.
- For the 6th problem we suggest that the ICRP technically show
if our example constitutes a sophism or not. In the negative ca
se we eliminate from ICRP publication 55, since that all consi=
dered doses are below annual limits, the discussion with
respect to a large number of individuals radiated with small doses or a small number radiated with doses higher for the
same
collective dose value.
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A STUDY OF THE HUMAN URINARY EXCRETION OF CHRONICALLY INGESTED
INSIGHTS ON THE GASTROINTESTINAL ABSORPTION FACTOR

URANIUM -

M. LIMSON ZAMORA, J. ZIELINSKI, AND R. FALCOMER

BUREAU OF RADIATION AND MEDICAL DEVICES
DEPARTMENT OF NATIONAL HEALTH AND WELFARE
OTTAWA, CANADA
ABSTRACT
A study was conducted in two Canadian towns to determine the
feasibility of using urinalysis data to estimate uranium uptake
where exposure is through the chronic ingestion of soluble
natural uranium in drinking water.
Forty-three subjects
participated in the study.
Uranium levels in drinking water
varied from 5 to 376 JJ.g/L, and intakes ranged from 3 to 628
JJ.gfday. Urinary excretion varied from 1 to 10 JJ.gfday. Variation
of the gut absorption factor (fd correlated poorly with gender,
years of residence, and age, while significant negative
correlation was obtained with intakes greater than 9.5 JJ.gfday.
INTRODUCTION
Despite numerous studies on the metabolism of uranium, there is
still considerable uncertainty regarding the most appropriate
value of the f 1 factor to use in the calculation of doses from
uranium exposures. Values reported in the literature [1,2] have
varied from less than 1% to as much as 32%. A number of human
studies have been undertaken to estimate its value, but most
have been conducted under conditions of acute exposure. Except
when accidents occur, most exposures are chronic in nature. This
is particularly true of environmental exposures.
This investigation was undertaken to determine how closely
urinary uranium reflects uptake in the gut following chronic
uranium ingestion, and to arrive at a "best estimate" of the f 1
factor to use in dose assessments.
METHODS
The subjects for the study were selected according to age,
gender, health status, and years of residence in the towns that
were studied. Twenty-two male and twenty-one female residents of
the two towns with as good a spread in age between 20 and 70
years, and who had lived in the area from a minimum of 17 months
to a maximum of 43 years, participated in the study. All were
in good health, and were not
subject to kidney problems or
other complicating pathology.
Two couples in one community
requested that their three children - ranging in age from 5 to
14 years - be included in the study. Participants were asked to
submit 24-hour urine specimens and samples of tap water
collected at home and at work.
Questionnaires were used to
estimate total water intake, including water-based beverages,
over a 7-day period. Laser-induced phosphorimetry was used to
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measure the uranium content of samples.
Two assumptions were made in the design of the study and the
interpretation of the results obtained.
Subjects were assumed
to be in a state of equilibrium
insofar as
their uranium
excretion vis a vis their intake was concerned. Food was assumed
to make a minor or even negligible contribution to uranium
intake, compared to water. This was considered reasonable, based
on the reported [ 3) factor of 10-3 for the bio-concentration of
uranium by staples and garden vegetables grown in contaminated
soil.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The wide variability reported in the literature [1,2] for the
value of the f 1 factor was also observed in this study, with
values ranging from 0.2% to 61% of intake.
Uptake data,
separately or pooled between locations, were found to be genderinsensitive (p < .60).
There appeared to be poor correlation
between f 1 values and years of residence.
This
observation
supports the assumption that the subjects were in a state of
equilibrium with respect to uranium intake and excretion.
The variation of the f 1 values with intake expressed as ~gjday
was examined. For intakes ranging from 3.0 to 9.5 ~gjday, the
correlation with the f 1 factor was poor (p < .40). For intakes
greater than 9.5 ~gjday and up to 628 ~gfday the best fit was
obtained with a power function, with negative correlation being
significant at the 99% confidence level (Fig.1). One possible
explanation for these observations may be that for f 1 values
that correspond to lower daily intakes, food uranium may
represent more than a minor fraction of the total amount
ingested, contrary to what was originally assumed in this study.
A second and more intriguing explanation may be that above a
certain level of daily intake (9.5 ~gin this study), uptake in
the GI tract decreases to a minimum, because some "mechanism"
for gut uranium absorption becomes saturated when challenged
with increasing uranium intakes.
statistical tests for correlation also demonstrated that the f 1
values were age-independent. However, an examination of Figure
2 suggests that the f 1 factor may not be altogether ageinsensitive.
The higher concentration of elevated values at
ages greater than 54 years might suggest some release of uranium
from bone deposits in these individuals; that is, that these
individuals may be in negative uranium metabolism, a phenomenon
that has been reported, in older humans, for calcium which is
also a bone-seeking element. In contrast, the low values (.004
to .025) for the minors (ages 5 to 14 years), might suggest
deposition. The assumption that following prolonged exposure,
all individuals are in equilibrium and that therefore, their
daily urinary uranium output should be approximately equal to
their daily uranium uptake, may have to be reexamined. Excretion
in urine may indeed be less than the uptake, if in growing
children, uranium deposition is actively taking place during
bone development.
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FURTHER STUDY
The above insights suggest certain areas that require further
investigation. A mass balance study of total intake (water plus
food) versus total excretion (urinary and faecal elimination) is
proposed.
This should provide answers regarding the role of
food in uranium ingestion, as well as the possible existence of
a saturable GI absorption mechanism.
It is also proposed that
a greater number of minors and subjects fifty years of age or
older be included in the study in order to reevaluate whether or
not the f 1 factor is age-dependent.
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EVALUATION OF INTERNAL CONTAMINATION DOSE TO EMBRYO AND FETUS
F. Breuer, L. Frittelli
Italian National Agency for New Technology, Energy and the
Environment, Via V. Brancati 48 00144 ROMA
ABSTRACT
In its Publication n. 60 the ICRP recommends that the
methods of protection at work of women which may be pregnant
should provide a standard of protection for any conceptus
broadly comparable
with that provided by the System of
Protection for members of the general public. The Commission's
policy could not be satisfied following maternal internal
contamination before the declaration of pregnancy by some
radionuclides homogeneously diffused into the body as 1 3 7 Cs and

3H.

Antenatal exposure to ionising radiation seems to be
likely to cause (1) an undetectable death of the conceptus
before the beginning of organogenesis, deterministic effects
(malformations), with an estimated threshed to be about 0.1 Gy,
during the period of major organogenesis and an increased
probability of cancer in the live-born. To limit to a tolerable
level the health effects affecting the conceptus following the
mother's occupational exposure the Commission recommends that
the methods of protection at work of women which may be
pregnant should provide a standard of protection for any
conceptus broadly comparable with that provided by the System
of Protection for members of the general public. The Commission
states that its policy seems to be adequately applied if the
mother is exposed, prior to a declaration of pregnancy,
according to the recommended protection system, including the
respect of the occupational dose limits and of the sourcerelated dose constraints, if any. The exposure of women which
may be pregnant is thus not believed by the Commission to
require specific arrangements and no special occupational dose
limits for women are in general recommended, owing to the
substantial reduction (by a factor 2/5) in the dose limits for
workers. Once the pregnancy has been declared the conceptus
should be protected by applying a supplementary equivalent dose
limit to the surface of the woman's abdomen of 2 msv for the
rema1n1ng
of the pregnancy and
by limiting intakes of
radionuclides to about 1/20 of the ALI. Exclusion should be
considered from jobs carrying a significant probability of high
accidental doses and intakes.
The application of these recommendations seems to be
straightforward in the case of external exposure, but a deeper
analysis could be required in the case of internal exposure.
Some computations (2) of the fetus equivalent dose received
following the continuous internal exposure of the mother under
the annual limit recommended for the members of the public
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(roughly 1/20 of the Annual Limit on Intake for workers)
confirm that
the resulting dose can be very small and
satisfying the
general Commission's policy regarding the
occupational exposure ofwomen. Some doubts could however arise
in the case of occupational exposure of women which could be
pregnant, owing to the flexibility in averaging the intakes
over five years allowed by the Commission's Recommendations.
This is because keeping the exposure of women which may be
pregnant at an approximately regular rate, is no longer
recommended. Some exposure scenarios should be investigated to
verify that a significative dose to the conceptus can be
excluded following the occupational exposure of the mother
before the beginning of the pregnancy, even if the recommended
exposure conditions are satisfied.
The equivalent dose to the different organs or tissues
following the intake of a radionuclide into the body depends on
the type and energy of emitted radiations, on the distribution
of the radionuclide in the source organs, and on the mean
residence time in the different organs and tissue, determined
by the physical half-life and by the biological retention
period.
There are
not general methods
for calculating
equivalent dose to the developing embryo and fetus following
intake of radionuclides by the mother before the declaration of
pregnancy (2). Two different aspects should be considered for
the irradiation of the conceptus: a) by penetrating radiation
emitted from radioactive materials deposited in the mother's
organs; b) by non penetrating radiation emitted from material
deposited in the fetal organs and tissues. In the first case,
owing to the lack of of more complete information, it can be
generally assumed that the dose to the embryo up to the end of
the second month of gestation is equal to the dose to the
uterus. For the second case the selectivity of the placenta
will be very often the most important factor. Following the
entry into fetal and mother's body fluids,
information is
ideally required on the initial uptake of radioctivity by the
fetal tissue during the very early stages of gestation, on the
activity distribution and retention in developing fetal organs
and tissues and also on the extent in which activity is
translocated to the fetus from the the maternal tissue, which
could behave as a reservoir after the end of the direct intake
by the mother. In the different exposure scenarios discussed in
the following reference is made to the radioactive materials
which are mostly present in the work-place, by selecting from
the different groups characterized by a particular metabolic
behaviour the radionuclide which can produce a not negligible
exposure of the embryo and fetus.
A continuous exposure to 1 ALI per year of 2 3 9 Pu (i.e an
intake of 300 Bq for class W (3)) has been assumed as critical
with reference to bone seekers radionuclides. The largest
fraction of bone seekers taken-up into the body-fluids is
deposited in the mother's bone and only a minor fraction is
available for the fetus, even without taking into account the
placental discrimination factor. Literature data (4) relative
to 90 Sr, for wich the placental discrimination factor seems to
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be very small, show that the concentration in fetal bone at
time of birth is equal or lower than in mother's bone.
According to other results (5) we can thus expect for actinides
a low concentration in fetal bone, causing to it a dose lower
than
that received by the
mother's bone. The actinide
concentration in soft tissue can also be assumed to be equal
to
the concentration in maternal
uterus. Considering a
biological half-life of 500 days and a dose-factor of 1 ~Sv/Bq
(6) we obtain for a continuous constant intake at the level of
1 ALI/year, stopped after the first month of gestation, a total
fetal dose of about 0.34 msv. According to the flexibility
allowed by the System of protection in averaging the intakes
over 5 years we can also consider a further acute intake of 1
ALI just before the beginning of the pregnancy, because the
requirement of an aproximately regular exposure no longer
holds. The fetus could so receive an additional dose of 0.24
mSv during the following gestation time, with a total dose
amounting up to 0.58 msv. For bone-seeker radionuclides, in
particular actinides, the occupational exposure of the mother
under
the exposure conditions recommended
in 1990 ICRP
Recommendations seems to bear no problems for the exposure of
the conceptus.
OWing to its importance in industry, in research places
and in nuclear medicine 131 I has been selected among the
radionuclides characterized by a selective affinity for an
organ or tissue. Human data on which a dosimetric model cab be
based are also available for this radionuclide (7). OWing to
short physical half-life the acute exposure to 1 ALI (800 kBq)
can be assumed as critical. Fetal and maternal tissues other
than the thyroid will receive an equal dose around 0.032 msv,
assuming a committed dose of 40 pSv/Bq (6). No significative
thyroid irradiation could reasonably be assumed before the
declaration of the pregnancy, owing to the short half-life of
131
I. A larger, but always small thyroid dose could be
evaluated for 125 I. Exposure during the pregnancy at the
recommended value of 1/20 of the ALI could cause, between the
third and the sixth fetal months, the dose to the thyroid of
the fetus to exceed the maternal thyroid dose by a factor no
larger than two. Maternal exposure to radioiodine under the
conditions
suggested by
the Commission would
cause no
deleterious deterministic effects to the fetus, but only a
small overcome of the risk of stochastic effects allowed for
the members of the public.
For radionuclides which diffuse homogeneously within the
human body (i.e. 137 Cs and 3 H) an homogeneous diffusion into
the fetal tissues is assumed, with a dose rate equal to that
delivered to maternal soft tissues. Assuming a continuous
constant inhalation of 1 ALI/year (2 MBq/y) of 137 Cs an
equivalent dose of about 1.7 msv will be received by the embryo
during the first month after the beginning of the pregnancy
(i.e. up to the time of the diagnosis). Moreover, considering
for cesium in the pregnant woman a biological half-life of 50
days, an additional dose of 3.8 msv will be received over the
next months, up to the exhaustion of the maternal cesium
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burden, leading to a total fetal dose of 5.5 msv. In the case
of a single intake of 1 ALI just before the beginning of the
pregnancy, taking into account the different biological halflife during the pregnancy, the embryo will receive a dose of 12
msv during the first two months, and a dose of 8 msv during the
following seven months. For internal contamination by tritium
the total dose will be received in short time after a single
acute intake, namely 99% in the first 60 days. The whole
committed dose to the soft tissues of the embryo (about 20
mSv) can therefore be received soon after the intake. As a
conclusion, when the exposure conditions recommended in ICRP
Publication
60
are
satisfied,
maternal exposure
from
radionuclides homogeneously diffused within the body could
cause the fetus to receive a dose significatively larger than
that allowed for the members of the public, even if the value
of the dose seems not to be large to cause deterministic
effects. The Commission's policy aimed to protect the conceptus
by protecting the mother seems to be not completely satisfied.
For trace
radionuclides like zinc, nickel, cobalt,
technetium, etc. literature data (4) show in some fetal organs
values of concentration larger than in maternal organs. Since
the kinetics of these radioelements in fetal organs is not
known, it is not possible to calculate the fetal dose due to
the maternal contamination. It seems proper therefore to
recommend a particular caution in the exposure of women of
reproductive capacity to this group of radioelements.
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APPLICATION OF THE PROPOSED NEW ICRP LUNG MODEL TO BIOASSAY
J. R. Johnson, A. C. James, and R. L. Hill
Pacific Northwest Laboratory
Richland, Washington 99352
ABSTRACT
The new lung model being proposed by the ICRP for use in
radiation protection dosimetry requires calculating doses to
separate regions of the respiratory tract, multiplying these
doses by factors proportional to the risk per unit dose to
each region, and summing over all regions of the lung to give
a "weighted" lung dose.
This paper compares the doses that
would be calculated from bioassay measurements using the new
model with those calculated using the current model, which
basically uses total lung burden to estimate lung dose.
INTRODUCTION
The c~ffent ICRP lung model was developed over twenty
years ago.{
In its Publication 30, the ICRP modified the
model only slightly in developing the Limits for Intakes of
Radionuclides by Workers.
Research during the past twenty
years and experience with the model have indicated a number of
areas where the current model can be improved for radiation
protection purposes.
Although the current model
is
sufficiently accurate for developing liiqits for intake of
radionuclides for occupational exposures,{ 2 ) it has a number
of inadequacies.
It does not allow for calculation of doses
to airways in the head region; the clearance categories based
on solubilities of radionuclide compounds are not valid in
many cases; and the model is not readily useful for interpretation of bioassay data. These and other inadequacies, as
well as the desire to incorporate the results of studies
undertaken in the last 20 years, led the ICRP to initiate the
development of a new lung model.
MODEL DEVELOPMENT AND CALCULATIONAL RESULTS
The process of developing the new lung model has been one
of developing models of deposition, clearance, risk, and
dosimetry. DeveloP,m~nt of these models has been described in
detail previously.( 3 J
The underlying concepts for the model development are
shown in Fig. 1. Material deposited in the extrathoracic (ET)
region of the respiratory tract is known to clear quickly,
both externally as well as to the gastrointestinal (GI) tract
[GET(t)). Material deposited in the thorax is either cleared
within a few days (Tf), or more slowly (Ts)
by mechanical
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Fig. 1. The underlying concepts used as a basis for developing the new lung model.
processes [GL(t)]. Clearance by translocation to blood takes
place from all regions at the same fractional rate [B(t)).
The current
implementation of these concepts
into a
compartment model is shown in Fig. 2.
Mechanical clearance
half times to the GI tract from these compartments are as
follows: nasa-oropharynx larynx = 10 min; bronchi = 100 min
(fast) and 23 d (slow); bronchioles= 8 h (fast) and 23 d
(slow); alveolar interstitium = 35 d, 700 d, and 7000 d.
Clearance rates to the blood from all compartments are assumed
to be equal.
Default half lives, which are given for fast
(F), medium (M), and slow (S) clearance (F, M, and S are
similar to D, W, andY in the old model), are: 10 min for F;
50% at 3 d and 50% at 100 d for M; and 0.1% at 15 min and
99.9% at 6930 d for s.
Recommended weighting factors for the different parts of
the thoracic region are bronchi = 0.8, bronchioles = 0.15,
alveolar-interstitium = 0. 05, and thoracic lymph nodes =
o. 001.
These choices cause the ratios of dose-rate to
thoracic-burden to vary with the time after an intake. Fig. 3
gives the relationship for Class S material (a). The current
model assumes that the dose rate is always proportional to
thoracic burden; however, if the activity in the lymph nodes
is assumed to have very little risk, as in the new model, the
current model (Fig. 3[b]) would also show a decrease in the
ratio of dose-rate to thoracic-burden with time.
Fig. 4 gives comparisons of the current and new model
results for uranium excretion in urine. The urinary excretion
calculated for classes s and Y is much smaller using the new
model because of the much lower predicted clearance to blood.
Similarly, the peak in the ratio at about 100 days in the M/W
ratio results because the current lung model has essentially
emptied the lung by this time; hence, very little material is
available for mechanical clearance.
Ratios for fecal
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Fig. 2. The compartment model developed by the Task Group to
implement the conceptual model shown in Fig. 1.
The first
order kinetics with constant fractional clearances used with
the model results in easy computer implementation.
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Fig 3.
Ratio of lung dose rate to lung content for Type S
(Class Y) alpha-emitting material.
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Fig. 4. Ratio of uranium excretion rates for the current and
new lung models.
excretion of Y/S material show a broad peak at 5 to 50 days
because the new model predicts much higher mechanical
clearance of insoluble materials during this time period.
CONCLUSION
The new lung model is nearing completion. Its structure
will allow easier matching of bioassay results to model
predictions, and dose estimates will be better related to
risk.
However, the estimates of dose will be somewhat more
difficult, and a conservative approximation of the actual dose
may be necessary.
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A ROLE OF THE HYBRID SCALE IN RADIATION PROTECTION
Shigeru Kumazawa
Department of Health Physics
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
Tokai-Mura, Ibaraki-Ken, 319-11, JAPAN
ABSTRACT
The hybrid scale, first introduced for the purpose of
reasonable control of occupational exposure, has been expanded
to generally apply i t to various subjects in radiation
protection. The merit of using the hybrid scale is discusssed
so as to control radiation risks as best as possible.
New
graph papers derived from the hybrid scale are systematically
presented and their potential apllication is suggested.
INTRODUCTION
Both linear and logarithmic scales are widely used in
radiation protection.
The former is apt to describe
variations of the same order of magnitude, e.g. levels of
natural gamma radiation by time, while the latter is apt to
describe variations of the different order of magnitude, e.g.
levels of workplace radiation varied by operation of a nuclear
facility.
In radiation protection, however, there is another
type of variations which consists of both the different order of
magnitude in the lower range of variations and the same order
of magnitude in the higher range.
This type of variations
needs a new type of scale of hybridizing a logarithmic and a
linear scale in various ratios.
The first example of the scale for the hybridization was
the variate coordinate axis on hybrid lognormal probability
paper 1 • The scale, termed a hybrid scale, was developed to be
given the meaning of variations of individual doses controlled
by radiation protection practices2 · 3 • The hybrid scale seems to
be useful for assessing not only the control of dose to
workers, but also the control of other quantities in radiation
protection. Especially it is important to discuss how degree
the system of radiological protection recommended by the ICRP
needs the hybrid scale.
The 1990 ICRP Recommendations provide detail background
information on biological effects of ionizing radiations. some
of the biological effects can be displayed more properly on
hybrid graph paper than on linear or log graph paper 4 • 5 •
Therefore the new graph papers using the hybrid scale are
systematically presented to explore the potential application
in radiation protection.
METHOD
The standard hybrid scale is defined y=hyb(t)=ln(t)+t,
where the scale has marks of t at distances of y apart. This is
the same as the log scale y=ln(t) or the linear scale y=t. The
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hybrid scale approaches the log scale for t~1 and the linear
scale for t):-1 because the function is hyb(t)~ln(t) for t~1
and hyb(t)~t for t):-1.
If the log term is equal to the linear
term, that is, y=O, the value of t is about 0.567143.
suppose a quantity x is of the different order of magnitude
in the lower range of x and of the same order of magnitude in
the higher range of x, a procedure to use the hybrid scale for
x is as follows:
1) find a proper positive value of p having the reciprocal
unit of x so that the value of y=hyb(p x) should be of the
same order of magnitude over the substantial range ot x,
2) calculate the value of t=p x and plot it on a hybrid scale
of t, or plot x directly on a hybrid scale of x which has
marks of x calculated by t/ p for a fixed proper value of
pat distances of y apart.
Thus the locations of quantities x plotted on a hybrid scale
represent the distances coresponding to the values of y=hyb(p
x). The value of Xc =0.567143/ p is coresponding to y=O and is
termed a "critical point" between log and linear regions.
APPLICATION OF THE HYBRID SCALE TO DATA
The variations of annual dose to workers must reflect the
effectiveness of a system of radiation protection. Analyzing
the 1988 data of occupational exposure in Japan, we have the
mean 1.7 msv, p =0.3249 msv- 1 , and Xc =1.7 mSv for nuclear
industry the mean 0.4 mSv,
p =0.0293 msv- 1 and x, =9.4 mSv
for medicine.
Figure 1 shows quite different hybrid scales
between nuclear industry and medicine.
However a similar
hybrid scale is applicable for each occupation over years.
The variations of annual collective dose per reactor must
also reflect the ALARA efforts through regulatory activities.
The 1983 data of annual collective dose to workers per reactor
of PWRs licensed by the USNRC, was analyzed; p =0.0790 (personSv/reactor)-1
and x, =7.2 person-Sv/reactor, where the
minimum, mean and maximum are, respectively, 0.7, 6.2 and 18.8
person-Sv/reactor.
The variations of radioactive concentration must reflect
some controlled or planned procedures.
Those of foods
contaminated by the Chernobyl accident but inspected in Japan,
and those of contaminated metals due to the decommissioning of
JPDR are examples of applicability of the hybrid scale.
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Another application of the hybrid scale is for the
shouldered survival curves and low-LET radiation dose-response
curves. The former is to plot surviving fractions on a hybrid
scale with a positive parameter p estimated against doses on a
linear scale 4 and the latter is to plot effects on a log scale
against doses on a hybrid scale with a positive parameterp 5 •
These facts suggest to need new types of graph papers.
Figure 2 shows a hybrid hybrid paper which consists of
both hybrid scales on a horizontal and on a vertical axis.
A
hybrid hybrid paper approaches a log log paper near the left
lower corner of it, a section paper near the right upper corner,
a semilogpapernear the left upper corner or the right lower
corner.
In general a system of hybrid graphs is defined as
follows:
(log linear)
(hybrid linear)
(linear linear)
(log hybrid)
(hybrid hybrid)
(linear hybrid)
(log log
(hybrid log
)
(linear log
)
)
The key point of using the hybrid scale is to find an area, on a
hybrid hybrid paper,
with variations of the same order of
magnitude in terms of y-value by selecting p parameters. Thus
a way to implement a system of radiological protection must be
to select a proper control space or area on a hybrid hybrid
paper.
CONCLUSION
The hybrid scale has been developed to systematically
formulate a quantitative feature of risks controlled by a
system of radiological protection.
However, as the hybrid
scale is applicable for some biological effects of ionizing
radiation but repaired by biological protection mechanisms, the
hybrid scale is explicitly in future studies.
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AN INTERIM UK RESPONSE TO REVISED RISK ESTIMATES AND ICRP 60
W P Bines and P F Beaver
Health and Safety Executive, London, UK
ABSTRACT

Risk estimates were revised in 1987. Since then, regulators
have been under pressure to reduce dose limits. The UK
government would prefer to await incorporation of ICRP's
revised recommendations in a revision of the European Basic
Safety Standards Directive. Interim action has therefore
been taken, in the form of issuing additional guidance with a
quasi statutory status. The new guidance includes the
introduction of an investigation if an individual worker's
cumulative dose within five years reaches or exceeds 75 msv,
to focus attention on workers being exposed at higher levels
of dose.
BACKGROUND
The United Kingdom has had radiation protection legislation
since the early 1960s, long before it joined the European
Community. This legislation (Ref 1) only applied to the use
of ionising radiation in factories however, licensed nuclear
installations having radiological protection requirements
written into their nuclear site licences; the remainder of
users were covered by non-statutory guidance. Since joining
the EC, the UK has fulfilled its obligation to implement the
Euratom Basic Safety Standards Directive (Ref 2) by making
the Ionising Radiations Regulations 1985 (Ref 3). These
regulations extend radiation protection legislation to cover
all uses and users of ionising radiation.
CURRENT LEGISLATION
The Ionising Radiations Regulations 1985, reflecting the
Basic Safety Standards Directive, incorporate not only dose
limits but, perhaps more importantly, the requirement for
exposure to be kept as low as reasonably practicable (the UK
equivalent of as low as reasonably achievable). The
regulations contain certain action levels, which are levels
of cumulative dose within a calendar year at which
investigations must be made as a check on whether exposure is
being kept as low as reasonably practicable. The first of
these is when an individual's dose reaches 15 msv. The
ensuing investigation focusses on the work practices
associated with this dose and whether it would be reasonably
practicable to improve them to reduce exposure. The second
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practicable to improve them to reduce exposure. The second
action level is when a worker receives a dose of 30 msv
within a calendar quarter, in which case the enforcing
authority, the Health and Safety Executive, must be informed.
DEVELOPMENTS SINCE 1987
The statement issued by ICRP following its meeting in Como in
1987 (Ref 4) recognised that further information about the
Japanese atomic bomb survivors indicated that estimates of
risk had been under-stated and should be considered to be two
or three times as high as had previously been thought. As a
result they would completely review their earlier
recommendations, issued in 1977 (Ref 5). The UK National
Radiological Protection Board, whose remit includes the duty
to advise Government about the acceptability of international
recommendations and standards, issued interim guidance in
November 1987 (Ref 6). This guidance said that this latest
information meant, in their opinion, that it would be prudent
for employers to seek to restrict the exposure of their
workers to no more than an average of 15 msv a year over a
number of years.
The Health and Safety Commission reacted to this advice from
the National Radiological Protection Board by asking their
recently appointed Working Group on Ionising Radiation to
consider what action might be taken in view of the changing
situation. The Working Group's subsequent advice (Ref 7) was
that there was no need to reduce dose limits in advance of
renegotiation of the Basic Safety Standards Directive,
principally because the effect of the requirement to keep
exposure as low as reasonably practicable had generally been
to keep actual doses well below dose limits. However, they
recommended that further statutory guidance on restriction of
dose should be issued. This should draw employers' attention
to the need to take account of the revised risk estimates
when deciding whether existing and future exposures were as
low as reasonably practicable, additionally it should focus
attention on workers who were being exposed at an average of
15 msv or more a year.
Following formal consultation with bodies and people likely
to be affected by, and therefore interested in, the proposals
(a statutory requirement in the UK's framework legislation
for health and safety (Ref 8), further guidance was approved
and published.
APPROVED CODE OF PRACTICE, PART 4
An Approved Code of Practice has a semi-legal status which is
formally explained as follows "Although a failure to observe
any provision of the Code is not in itself an offence, that
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failure may be taken by a Court in criminal proceedings as
proof that a person has contravenend a regulation to which
the provision relates.
In such a case however it will be
open to that person to satisfy the Court that the regulation
has been complied with in some other way." Three Parts of an
Approved Code of Practice supporting the Ionising Radiations
Regulations 1985 had already been published, Parts 1 and 2 in
1985 (Ref 9) and Part 3, specifically about occupational
exposure to radon, in 1988 (Ref 10).
Part 4, published in 1990 (Ref 11), advises employers to take
account of the revised estimates of risk from exposure to
ionising radiation when making new decisions about whether
exposure is as low as reasonably practicable: it also
requires them to review earlier decisions that are still
operative to see if they remain valid in the light of the new
information. Additionally the Code introduces an
investigation if an individual worker's cumulative dose
reaches or exceeds 75 msv within any consecutive five
calendar years. Unlike that when 15 msv is reached within
one year, this new investigation should focus on the
individual's past dose history and likely future exposure.
The final decision as to whether any further action needs to
be taken to reduce the worker's future exposure should only
be taken after the worker has been consulted and counselled
and the views of other relevant people, such as the Appointed
Doctor (an approved medical practitioner) and trade union and
safety representatives, have been taken into account.
CONCLUSION
The issue of Approved Code of Practice Part 4 updates UK
radiation protection to take account of revised risk
estimates without changing dose limits.
It also focusses
attention on workers who have been receiving what is now seen
as a relatively high level of dose in recent years, so that
appropriate decisions to reduce their future incremental risk
may be taken.
This interim action will allow the UK to await
revision of the Basic Safety Standards Directive before
revising the dose limits and other provisions in our domestic
legislation. The introduction of an investigation when 75
msv or more is accumulated within five years is seen as
compatible with ICRP '60 recommendations, in that it might
quite properly be regarded as a generic constraint applicable
to all users of ionising radiation.
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TOWARDS UNIFORM STANDARDS OF RADIATION PROTECTION
IN HEALTH CARE IN EUROPE

P P Dendy
Dept of Medical Physics, Addenbrookes Hospital, Cambridge UK
(Chairman of the Professional,Education and Training Committee
of the European Federation of Organisations of Medical Physics)
ABSTRACT

In 1984 the Commission of the European Communities (CEC) issued a
Directive for Protection of the Patient (84/466 Euratom).
Article 5 of this Directive states that "A qualified expert in
Radiophysics must be available to Sophisticated Departments of
Radiotherapy and Nuclear Medicine".
This paper describes work carried out by the European Federation
of Organisations of Medical Physics (EFOMP) on the interpretation
and implementation of this Article.
INTRODUCTION

When Directives are issued by the Commission of the European
Communities (CEC), Member States are required to introduce
legislation, within a reasonable timescale, embodying the
articles of the Directive. A Directive for Protection of the
Patient (84/466 Euratom) issued in 1984 is specifically related
to health care. Article 5 of this Directive states that "A
qualified expert in radiophysics must be available to
sophisticated departments of Radiotherapy and Nuclear Medicine"
and to assist with the implementation of this Article, CEC
Officers initiated a study to answer the following questions:
1.
2.
3.

4.

Do suitably qualified medical physicists, experts in
radiophysics, exist in the Member States?
Are such experts available in radiotherapy, nuclear medicine
and diagnostic radiology?
Is the basic education and training of the medical physicist
in European Countries, a) consistent with the requirements
of the proposed Directive of the Community on a general
system for the recognition of higher education diplomas
(89/48/EEC), b) equivalent in ail countries, c) recognised
by the appropriate government body?
What further education and hospital in-service training is
required for the medical physicist to be designated as a
qualified expert?

This paper reports on progress and developments resulting from
the enquiry.
DESCRIPTION OF A QUALIFIED EXPERT IN RADIOPHYSICS (QE(R))

The first major problem was to define a QE(R).
proposed the following description:

EFOMP has now

"The Qualified Expert should normally be a suitably experienced
physical scientist who would be responsible for the safe
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application of radiological techniques in respect of the
protection of the patient. This person would normally work in a
hospital, or in a recognised analogous institution and would have
knowledge and training in radiation physics appropriate to
services where the quality of the diagnostic image or the
precision of treatment is important and the doses delivered to
patients undergoing these medical examinations or treatments
must be strictly controlled"
This description has been accepted by the representatives of the
National Authorities of Member States.
THE COMPETENCIES EXPECTED OF THE QE(R)

EFOMP is working towards a framework where 5 levels of competency
will cover the whole of the career structure of the medical
radiation physicist. A good honours degree or equivalent diploma
in physics (competency level 1) will be followed by a period of
training (competency level 2), then a period of experience. This
will result in a qualified medical physicist (competency level 3)
who will have an adequate span of practical knowledge, be able to
perform given or routine professional tasks without supervision,
and communicate with colleagues in related disciplines.
Because of the very advisory nature of the work of the QE(R),
often requiring judgment in new or non-standard situations, EFOMP
is now considering the view expressed by some Member
Organisations that a further period of experience is required, to
competency level 4, before becoming a QE(R). Competency level 5
would be appropriate for a Head of Department who was managing a
range of routine services.
The duties and responsibilities of the medical radiation
physicist in radiotherapy or nuclear medicine can now be assigned
competency levels. The example in Table 1 is taken from draft
proposals for a radiotherapy physicist.
Table 1
Radiation protection - Source control

a)
b)

c)
d)
e)

f)

g)
h)

Responsibility

Competency

Maintain source calibration certificates
Maintain records of contamination monitoring
Maintain source register with records of source
purchase, movement and disposal
Assess adequacy of source storage facilities
Pack sources appropriately for transport with
radiation hazard category and transport index
correctly labelled
Arrange authorisation for waste disposal,
by discharge to drains, incineration etc.
as appropriate
Action to be taken in the event of source loss
Assessment of hazards and preparation of
contingency plan for failure of teletherapy
source return mechanism or fire

2-3
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3
3

2-3
3

2-3
2
3-4

TRAINING FOR THE QE(R) IN THE VARIOUS EFOMP COUNTRIES
In 1984, EFOMP issued a policy statement on medical physics
education and training1 and more recently (1990) has conducted a
survey of training programmes, with particular reference to
training in radiation physics.
Replies have been received from 17 countries, 9 within the
European Community and 8 outside it. All had introduced a
training scheme in accordance with the EFOMP policy statement but
6 were not entirely happy with existing arrangements for the
provision of lecturesjseminarsjtutorials and 4 felt that current
arrangements for on-the-job practical training were
unsatisfactory.
Current estimates of the number of physicists completing basic
training with the approximate percentages in the ionising
radiation related subject areas are shown in Table 2.
Table 2
Estimate of medical physicists completing training by country
country

Total

Belgium
Denmark
France
Germany
Ireland
Netherlands
Portugal
Spain
UK

0.5
3-4
30

Austria
Czechoslovakia
Finland
Norway
Poland
Sweden
switzerland
Turkey

4
8-10
4
1-2
10-12
10-20
1
8

Radthy

Percentage
NUC
Radlgy
Med

80%
60%
40%

20%
20%
20%

Prot

10%
20%

15%

20%

20%
20%

Non
Ion

5%

?

3-4
17

60%

?

8-10
5-10

50%
25%

10%
25%

20%
10%

60%
25%

20%
25%

20%
25%

40%

30%

80%

15%

40%

25%
20%

5%

EFOMP has also published, a policy statement on the training of a
medical physicist as a QE(R) 2 •
In addition to the basic training
covered in the previous policy statement, it recommends
additional specialist training and a period of practical
experience.
ADVANCED TRAINING BY EUROPEAN SUMMER SCHOOLS
With financial support from the European Community, the first
Summer School for the QE(R) was held in Dublin in July 1991 to
cover the advanced material required by the QE(R) in nuclear
medicine. The school was very successful with 42 participants (6
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lecturers, 2 observers, 5 associate lecturers/demonstrators and
29 students) from 17 different countries. Responses from the
participants after the School showed that, in their opinion the
objectives of the course were achieved.
Following written and
oral examination 16 persons were awarded EFOMP certificates of
competence in the advanced course for training the QE(R).
INTERPRETATION OF THE TERM "SOPHISTICATED DEPARTMENT" IN
ARTICLE 5

EFOMP has suggested that "Sophisticated Departments" should be
those departments using ionising radiation routinely on patients,
where complex equipment andjor complex procedures andjor frequent
radiological examinations/treatments are involved. A meeting
with Officers of the Commission in December 1991 acknowledged
that this definition still contained subjective terms such as
"complex procedures", but agreed that in any revision of the
Directive the emphasis should be on the types of work undertaken.
EXTENSION TO DEPARTMENTS OF DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGY

Finally, representatives of National Medical Physics
Organisations have argued strongly that diagnostic radiology
should be included in Article 5. This is based on a number of
factors - (i) the source of the highest radiation dose to the
population is the use of X-rays in diagnosis, (ii) a number of
complex high dose procedures are now in use, iii) surveys have
shown a wide range of doses for the same examination, (iv) the
need for proper training of radiologists. Representatives of
National Authorities are currently less supportive, some on the
basis that the case of need has not been adequately demonstrated,
some on grounds of cost and some because a significant proportion
of the work is already covered by radiation protection services.
CONCLUSION

EFOMP has already been able to make a significant input to the
thinking of Officers of the CEC on the right way to provide
medical radiation physics support for the proper protection of
the patient. More work remains to be done but an important route
of communication from medical physics staff in hospitals through
National Organisations of Medical Physics and EFOMP to the
Commission has been established.
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AN IN VITRO INVESTIGATION ON THE SUBCELLULAR
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ABSTRACT
The effects of 50 Hz ELF electromagnetic fields were
investigated
in
cultured
cells
using
morphological,
ultrastructural and cytological techniques. Experiments
conducted at different values of exposure intensity (2.5,
5 and 10 mT)
and duration (from 24 to 96 hours)
demonstrated that these fields seem to modify slightly
surface morphology and intercellular relationships without
affecting cell reproductive integrity.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, much interest and debate have developed
concerning the possible health risks to humans from
exposure to extremely low frequency (ELF) electromagnetic
fields (50-60 Hz) originating from a wide variety of
sources
(power transmission lines,
household electric
wiring and appliances, etc.). Results from numerous studies
conducted in vitro have elucidated possible effects of
these ELF fields on cells. However, although it has been
hypothesized that specific organelles could be targets for
electromagnetic radiation and consequently impair cell
function (1-6), the mechanisms of action of these fields as
well as the health risks to humans still remain unclear.
The above considerations together with the controversial
nature of the results themselves ( 2-4), prompted us to
study the effects of ELF fields on cultured epithelial
cells. Particular attention was paid to the proliferative
capability and morphological features of these cells.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell cultures: A431 cells (a human carcinoma cell line)
were grown in DMEM supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum,
non-essential aminoacids,
5mM L-glutamine, 100 I.U./ml
penicillin and 100 ug/ml streptomycin.
Exposure system: The experimental set up was described
previously (7). Briefly, homogeneous sinusoidal 50 Hz
magnetic fields were generated inside cylindrical coils 50
em in height and 15 em in diameter. Electric current
densities of up to 24 A circulating in about 300 loops
generated
different
magnetic
flux
densities.
Flasks
containing A431 cells were inserted in the center of the
coils with the monolayer oriented parallel with respect to
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the magnetic field. The magnetic flux density was measured
directly at the sample position through the narrow Hall
probe of a Namicon MP-U 10/84 gaussmeter. Accuracy of the
measurements was =2%. Temperature inside the coils was
monitored continuously and kept at 37 =0.1 °C. Flasks
inside the coils with no current were considered as
controls (sham-exposed).
Cell treatments: ELF field intensities used in these
experiments were 2.5, 5, 10 mT. Treatments lasted 24, 48,
72 or 96 hours.
Cell growth curves: 2xl05
cells were seeded with 5ml of
fresh medium in culture flasks. The flasks were filled with
a 5% co2-air gas mixture and kept in the exposure system.
Control cells were sham-exposed in the same temperaturecontrolled coil as experimental A431 cells. Cell counts
were made at the end of each of the exposure times in
triplicate using a Caul ter Counter (Caul ter Electronics,
Ltd., Luton, England).
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM): For scanning electron
microscopy cells were grown on glass coverslips. Shamexposed
and
exposed
cells
were
fixed
with
2.5%
glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M cacodylate buffer (pH 7.4) at room
temperature for 20 min. Following post-fixation in 1%
osmium tetroxide for 30 min, cells were dehydrated through
graded ethanols, critical point dried in co 2 and gold
coated by sputtering. The samples were examined with a
Cambridge 360 scanning electron microscope.
Fluorescence microscopy: Control and treated cells grown on
coverslips were fixed with 3.7% formaldehyde in phosphate
buffered saline (PBS) for 10 min. at room temperature.
After washing
in the same buffer,
the cells were
permeabilized with 0.5% Triton X-100 (Sigma) in PBS for 5
min. Cells were stained with fluorescein-phalloidin (Sigma)
at 37 C for 30 min. After thorough washing, the samples
were mounted together with glycerol-PBS (1:1) and observed
with a Nikon optiphot fluorescence microscope.
RESULTS
CELLS (X 1000)
10000 ---------------------------------

100 ~------~------~------~------~

0

24

-

Control

H~RS

-+- 2.5 ,.,

-+- 5.0

72

01T

88

Growth curves. The effect of ELF fields on
A431 cell growth is represented on the left
(Fig. 1). No statistically significant differences were detectable
in
the growth
rates of sham-exposed
cells and cells exposed
up to 96
hours
to
2.5, 5 and 10 mT.

-e- 10.0 roT

SEM analysis. In Fig.2a the surface morphological features
of control A431 cells are shown. Exposure to a 5 mT ELF
field for 24 hours seems to induce flattening of the cell
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cytoplasm accompanied by a rearrangement and redistribution
of microvillar structures (Fig. 2b) . After 48 hours of
treatment,
the above-mentioned modifications were also
accompanied by an alteration of intercellular contacts.
However, despite these changes monolayer confluence was
nonetheless observed (Fig. 2c).
Fluorescence microscopy. The actin microfilament network
appeared to be modified slightly by 5mT ELF fields. In
particular, with respect to control cells (Fig. 3a), a
marginalization of F-actin filaments toward the cell
periphery occurred after 24 hours of exposure (Fig. 3b) .
Furthermore, after 48 hours, a microfilament rearrangement
characteristic of cell retraction as well as intercellular
contact modifications were observed (Fig. 3c)

DISCUSSION

Our data suggest that sinusoidal magnetic fields can
alter epithelia! cell plasma membrane structure without
modifying cell proliferative ability. These data can be
paralleled with those of Adey ( 5, 8) which showed that
magnetic fields can reduce the integrity of cell-to-cell
contacts
without
interfering
with
other
subcellular
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processes. Furthermore, recent data from our group on chick
embryo myoblasts revealed that cell membrane conductivity
and permittivity can be affected by exposure to ELF fields
(7). In contrast to the previously hypothesized role of ELF
fields
in
promoting
rather
then
initiating
tumor
development (9,10), our results seem to indicate that
proliferative features of A431 cells are not affected by
ELF field
exposure.
This fact could be related to
differences in exposure conditions or to the type of cells
used. Moreover, "window" effects render any speculation on
this matter even more difficult (1).
This
study
was
supported
by
the
CNR-ENEL
Project
Interaction
of
energy
environment - Rome, Italy.
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health
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THE WORK OF COMMITTEE 4 OF ICRP

Roger H Clarke
National Radiological Protection Board,
Chilton, Oxon, UK

ABSTRAcr

This paper explains the role of Committee 4 of ICRP and outlines its current programme of
work with the associated timescales. The topic areas are: probabilistic exposures; radiological
emergencies; and radon at home and in the workplace.
INTRODUCTION
Committee 4 of the International Commission on Radiological Protection is established to
consider the practical application of the Commission's Recommendations. The current programme of
work of Committee 4 ICRP has now been running for three years and was established as the new
Recommendations of the Commission were nearing completion. The programme therefore focused on
three major issues that were emerging and would not be resolved by the time the new Recommendations
were published. The Commission endorsed the Committees proposals for work in these three areas and
has appointed a Task Group for each.
The first topic relates to the introduction of potential exposures in Publication 60. The
Commission gives suggests that risk limits are not to be set and proposes risk constraints be developed
but no guidance is given on how this is to be done.
The second topic is intervention for protection of the public in a radiological emergency. The
Commission last gave advice in Publication 40 which was prior to the Chemobyl accident. There is a
need to update the principles in the light of experiences gained in the intervening years.
The third topic being considered by Committee 4 is Measures for protection against radon.
This was the last of the topics to be identified and the relevant Task Group has been in existence for a
shorter period than the other two. The main thrust of the work relates to the establishment of
intervention levels for radon in homes and in the workplace. The terms of reference specifically exclude
radon in mines. However, the Commission accepted a recommendation of Committee 4 that it should
clarify its position with regard to occupational exposure in mines. It has set up a Task Group of the
Main Commission with the intention that the situation should be resolved in a relatively short time.
The work of each of the three Task Groups is considered in turn. The status of the work is as of
mid-1991 in this paper. All of the Task Groups will be meeting and producing amended drafts for the
next Committee 4 meeting in April 1992. An update of the progress will be given in the presentation at
the IRPA meeting.
TASK GROUP ON THE ASSESSMENT AND CONTROL OF RISK FROM POTENTIAL
EXPOSURES
This Task Group is chaired by Richard Cunningham of the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
and has as members, Adolf Birkhofer (Germany), Abel Gonzalez (IAEA), Lars Hoeberg (Sweden), and
Bert Winkler (South Africa).
Potential exposures may arise from the introduction of any practice and may involve a wide
range of consequences. Some practices utilise simple sources and the consequences of accidents may be
fairly limited in terms of the numbers of people and areas affected. This may apply to the failure of
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interlocks on an irradiation facility, or an accident involving an industrial radiography source. Other
practices lead to a complex series of "source terms", such as nuclear installations, where the
consequences of an accident may range from the almost negligible to significant social and economic
disruption as well as severe health effects. Other effects may arise in the far future such as those from
the deep disposal of solid radioactive waste.
The Commission has recommended that a risk limit should not be set on the grounds that it is
impossible to regulate such a limit. On the other hand it feasible to set constraints which may be
sequence specific depending on the type of practice. The Task Group is considering generalised
constraints on probabilistic events along the following lines:
(a) events which result in doses below the dose limits and are treated as part of normal
exposure: Ur1 to 1(1"'! y"1
(b) events which result in doses above the dose limits but are stochastic in nature:
10-2 to 10-lly-1
(c) events where some radiation effects are deterministic, but not fatal: 10-6 to 10-6 y"1
(d) events when early death is likely: < 10·7 y"1
These figures are intended to illustrate the types of constraint that may be imposed based on judgements
of what can be accomplished and could be revised in the light of operational experience gained.
One of the more difficult issues for the Task Group is to try to recommend levels of probability
that are sufficiently low as to make the event acceptable, regardless of the consequences. The acceptable
level depends on whether the consideration is of justification, optimisation or individual risk.
In justifying a practice involving potential exposure there are many considerations other than
radiological consequences and some events will be accepted, even if they are severe, because of the
benefits expected from the practice. This will lead to a natural acceptance of some low probability
events. In deciding on the optimisation of the safety of a particular plant, there will be an aggregation of
various attributes for the purpose of comparing alternatives. In this case some sequences will not
contribute significantly to the aggregated "risk" from the plant and may be ignored. These sequences may
be of relatively high probability, but of little consequence, or may be of high consequence, but with
negligible contribution to the "risk". In either case there is reason to accept events without further
attempt to reduce their probabilities. Finally there will be grounds for accepting an event when the
individual health risk is low enough. There are reasons for thinking that a risk of death to an individual
of less than 10"7 y· 1 is so low as not to be of concern to the individual.
The work of this Task Group will be of importance to the nuclear safety community as well as
to the radiological protection world. However the report must not be written so as to appear dominated
by nuclear power, since more accidents occur in the industrial and medical fields.
TASK GROUP ON PRINCIPLES FOR INTERVENTION FOR PROTECTION OF THE PUBLIC IN
A RADIOLOGICAL EMERGENCY
This Task Group is chaired by Roger Berry of British Nuclear Fuels and has as members: Larry
Chamney (Canada), Frances Fry (UK), Yuri Konstantinov (USSR), Guy Lamaire (France), and Anneli
Salo (Finland).
This Task Group is applying the principles of ICRP 60 for INTERVENTION. These are:
(a) The proposed intervention should do more good than harm, i.e. the reduction in detriment
resulting from the reduction in dose should be sufficient to justify the harm and costs,
including social costs, of the intervention (JUSTIFICATION)
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(b) The form, scale, and duration of the intervention should be optimised so that the net
benefit of the reduction in dose, i.e. the benefit of the reduction in radiation detriment, less
the detriment associated with the intervention, should be maximised (OPTIMISATION)
Dose limits do not apply in the case of intervention, but Publication 60 states that the
application of principles (a) and (b) will lead to dose levels where intervention is appropriate. The major
objectives of the work of the Task Group are to develop the techniques of optimisation to be applied to
each specific countermeasure. This should help clarify the difference in using individual or collective
dose as the variable in the optimisation depending on the countermeasure. It is clear that an
optimisation may lead to there still being no net benefit. The optimisation process is most likely to lead
to a dose within a range of doses between which the intervention is justified. The Task Group is
planning to use the justification principle to derive levels of dose, well below those at which deterministic
effects would be observed, at which intervention is almost always likely to be justified. The resulting
intervention levels are shown in Table 1.
There will thus be no lower levels of doses below which the Task Group recommends that
intervention is not warranted because of the difficulties in finding common values which apply across a
wide range of individual and societal benefits and. disadvantages. It still remains clear that the dose limits
for normal operation of the practice are not necessarily the correct figures at which to start intervention,
although intervention below dose limits must be unjustified.

Levels of individual dose at which intervention is almost certain to be warranted

Protective Action

Quantity

Sheltering

Effective Dose

50

Evacuation

Effective Dose
Skin Dose

500
5000

Stable Iodine

Thyroid

500

Food Control

Effective Dose

10

Relocation

Effective Dose

Dependent on circumstances

Intervention Level (mSv)

The report will not address the exposure of emergency workers, either those who are involved in
the immediate action to control the event, or those who become exposed as a result of the deliberate
programme of decontamination. The Task Group will give guidance for the restriction of exposures for
those people whose work takes place in a contaminated environment as a result of an accident, but
whose work would not otherwise involve radiation exposure.
TASK GROUP ON MEASURES FOR PROTECTION AGAINST RADON
This Task Group is chaired by Richard Osborne (Canada) with members: John Harley (USA),
Tony James (USA), Mike O'Riordan (UK), Gun-Astrid Swedjemark (Sweden), and Pierre Zettwoog
(France).
The report addresses the situation of radon in dwellings first as that is the area where
intervention as described by ICRP is most easily understood. The principles are identical to those
referred to above and in this case everyone appears to be quite clear that dose limits for practices do
not apply. The Commission has previously given advice in this area, but since then two things have
happened. First the risk estimates have increased and second, more importantly, there is a new model of
the human respiratory tract under development by a Task Group of Committee 2 of ICRP. This new
model gives doses per unit intake that are at present 2 or 3 times greater than those given by the present
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lung model. The reasons are that the new model identifies the secretory cells on the bronchi as being the
cells at risk rather than the deeper basal cells previously thought to be those at risk. This increases the
dose per Bq inhaled. In addition the model apportions the Wr of 0.12 for the lung in the ratio of the
natural incidence of lung cancers. These are smoking related, and occur in the major bronchi which
leads to a greater weighting being placed on the dose to those bronchi. The Commission has asked its
Committee 1 (Biological Effects) to advise on the two features of the new model. The outcome will be of
major significance to the work on radon.
The report will deal with the physical and biological fundamentals as well as movement and
measurement, followed by remedial and preventive measures.
The more difficult area is the workplace. There will be situations where there is a high radon
level in a workplace and intervention may be indicated, but are the workers to be regarded as
occupationally exposed with all the associated considerations of monitoring, record keeping and medical
examinations. The Commission has rather left this to National Authorities in Publication 60. If that
Authority declares that a workplace is affected by radon, then the workers are radiation workers. The
Task Group is trying to develop guidance which would help the decision making. Two possible
approaches are being considered:
(a) only that exposure to radon that is increased above the general level in the area is
regarded as occupational exposure and this additional exposure is subject to control;
(b) where the worker is not involved with handling radioactive materials and the
additional exposure to radon is not considered occupational exposure.
The first proposal would treat radon as artificial radiation sources are treated in that natural
background radiation is excluded from that for which management has responsibility. The second
proposal means that radon at work would be dealt with in exactly the same way as radon at home and
intervention alone would apply.
CONCLUSIONS
The three Task Groups of Committee 4 are meeting during the autumn of 1991 and will
produce new texts for the Committee 4 meeting in April 1992. The intention is that Committee 4 will
submit those three reports after any corrections and amendments, to the Main Commission at its
meeting in November 1992. If the Commission adopts any or all of the reports, they should appear in the
Annals early in 1993.
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CHAMPS ELECTRIQUES ET MAGNETIQUES ET CANCERS
EXISTE-T-IL UNE RELATION ?
L'enquete epidemiologique d'E1ectricite de France
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ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS AND CANCERS : IS THERE A RELATIONSHIP ?
THE EPIDEMIOLOGICAL STUDY OF ELECTRICITE DE FRANCE
Electrici te de France, Hydro-Quebec and Ontario-Hydro are put
together to grant a nested case-control study regarding
possible effects of occupational exposure to EMF. Ouctcomes of
interest
are
various
cancers
(leukaemia,
brain
tumor,
melanoma). The cohort consists of 20 000 thousand electricity
utilities male workers. Cases (4 controls for each case) were
collected from an occupational cancer register.
A subset of 1 000 subjects underwent EMF dosimetry (POSITRON
dosimeters).
A job-exposure matrix was also set up in order to assess
concurrent exposures to potentially carcinogenic chemical as
classified by IARC.
Results are expected to be published by the end of 1992. The
study is coordinated by the Pr G. THERIAULT
(Mac Gill
University) .

L'eventualite d'une relation entre !'exposition aux champs
electriques et .magnetiques de tres basse frequence ( 50-60 Hz)
et la survenue de certains types de cancers demeure une
question tres controversee, malgre 1 ' importance des travaux
epidemiologiques et biologiques qui y sent consacres.
Electricite de France s'est associee a ONTARIO-HYDRO et a
HYDRO-QUEBEC pour entreprendre une etude epidemiologique en
milieu professionnel visant a apporter des elements de
reponse.

1. Service des Etudes Medicales EDF-GDF - 22-30, avenue
de Wagram - 75382 PARIS CEDEX 08
2. INSERM U 88- 91, Boulevard de l'Hopital- 75634 PARIS
CEDEX 13
3. Service General de Medecine de Controle EDF-GDF
4. service General de Medecine du Travail EDF-GDF
5. Direction des Etudes et Recherches EDF - Les Renardieres,
route de Sens, Ecuel1es - 77250 MORET-SUR-LOING
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Nous presentons ici les principales modalites de !'etude pour
sa
partie
franc;:aise.
Elle
ne
differe
pas
d' ailleurs
fondamentalement dans sa composante canadienne.
LA POPULATION

Il s' agi t d' une enquete cas-temoins au sein d' une population
de 120 000 travailleurs.
- Les cas :
Le cri tare d' inclusion est la survenue d' un cancer chez les
travailleurs statutaires en activite, de sexe masculin, entre
janvier 19 7 8 et decembre 19 8 9 • Les donnees sent recuei 11 ies
dans un registre professionnel des cancers.
Pendant cette periode 2075 cas de cancer ont ete denombres.
Les leucemies sent au nombre de 74. Les melanomes cutanes sent
au nombre de 39 cas. Enfin 90 tumeurs cerebrales ont ete
denombrees.
L'incidence des tumeurs malignes taus types confondus dans la
population consideree et pendant la periode de recueil
(12 ans) est en moyenne de 138 cas pour 100 000.
- Les temoins :
Les temoins sent tires au sort. Il s'agit de travailleurs de
sexe masculin, nes la marne annee que les cas auxquels ils sent
apparies, presents depuis au mains un an dans 1 'entreprise a
la date du diagnostic. Il a ete selectionne 4 temoins par cas.
- L'historique de carriere :
Le fichier du personnel permet, pour chaque cas et chaque
temoin,
de
decrire 1 'ensemble des
pastes occupes
dans
l'entreprise depuis l'embauche jusqu'a la date du diagnostic.
L'EXPOSITION PROFESSIONNELLE

Elle
comprend
deux
valets,
!'exposition
aux
champs
electromagnetiques mesuree par dosimetrie et celle aux autres
facteurs potentiellement cancerigenes.
L'evaluation individuelle des expositions est assuree par une
matrice emploijexposition.
- La dosimetrie :
La dosimetrie est assuree par des dosimetres POSITRON mesurant
le champ electrique et le champ magnetique dans la frequence
consideree (50 Hz). Les mesures sent stockees dans 16 cases
d'amplitude
dent
la
prem1ere
enregistre
les
valeurs
< 0,0031 pT pour les champs magnetiques et pour le champ
electrique, entre 2,4 V/m et 40 kV/m.
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Le dosimetre est porte par !'agent pendant une semaine,
accroche a sa t:einture, pendant toute la journee de travail,
mais aussi en dehors de 1 'activi te professionnelle, lors des
loisirs ou a son domicile. Pendant le sommeil, il est pose en
lieu "neutre",
a distance d'appareils et d'installations
electriques, mais toujours a la meme place pendant la semaine
de dosimetrie.
Il est demande aux agents, de remplir en parallele une fiche
d'activite, ou est mentionnee l'heure du lever, les heures de
travail et les taches effectuees pendant cette periode (lieu
de travail, voltage, travail sous tension ou hors tension •.• ).
La fiche d'activite prend en compte egalement les activites de
loisir et l'heure du coucher.
Pour chaque agent, le dosimetre enregistre toutes les minutes,
une mesure de champ electrique et une mesure de champ
magnetique. Les donnees sent ensui te trai tees par logiciel,
qui permet d'etablir des histogrammes. Il est egalement etabli
un bilan hebdomadaire d'exposition, ou figurent en particulier
la dose totale,
la valeur moyenne et 1 'historique de
!'exposition. Il est possible de separer !'exposition purement
professionnelle de !'exposition totale.
La
campagne
de
dosimetrie
a
concerne
environ
1 000 travailleurs, qui se repartissent dans les differentes
branches d'activites de l'entreprise. Les travailleurs ont ete
selectionnes pour representer les principaux metiers pouvant
en trainer une exposition aux champs. Des suj ets non exposes
ont egalement ete inclus dans l'echantillon.
Actuellement
nous
ne
disposons
encore
que
de
donnees
partielles. Il ressort cependant une difference nette entre
les sujets professionnellement exposes et ceux n'ayant qu'une
exposition
de
base.
A
titre
d'exemple,
les
ouvriers
d'entretien
des
pastes
ont
une
exposition
moyennee
hebdomad a ire de 2, 6 J.lT, les monteurs sou terrains 0, 7 J.lT, le
niveau moyen des "non-exposes" etant de 0,14 J.lT. Il s'agit de
donnees qui ne portent que sur 600 dosimetries et qui sent
susceptibles de modifications, lorsque 1 'ensemble des donnees
viendra a etre disponible. Il faut egalement remarquer que
certaines activites, dans le groupe des exposes, ne different
pas quant a leur dosimetrie, du groupe des non exposes, il
s'agit des agents de petites interventions.
- La matrice emploi-exposition pour les facteurs de confusion
Outre 1 'exposition aux champs electriques et magnetiques, la
matrice emploi-exposi tion permet d 'evaluer, pour les emplois
existants ou ayant existe a EDF, !'exposition a d'autres
produits potentiellement cancerigenes des liste 1, 2A et 28 du
Centre International de Recherche sur le Cancer, et bien sur,
utilises dans l'entreprise.
Il s'agit done d'une evaluation des
attachees aux metiers exerces a EDF.
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expositions

moyennes

Les colonnes correspondent aux expositions professionnelles et
les lignes correspondent aux emplois. A 1' intersection des
lignes et des colonnes,
sont notes
le niveaux moyens
d'exposition definis selon l'intensite,
la frequence,
la
duree, et la probabilite de !'exposition.
Il en resulte une definition individuelle pour chaque sujet
inclus dans l'etude de son niveau d'exposition, dans les
differents emplois exposes.
L'etablissement
d'une
matrice
emploi-exposition
est
une
approche pragmatique pour apprecier quantitativement des
expositions dans les differents pastes de travail. Elle n'est
cependant pas exempte de limites. Il a ete necessaire de
regrouper les fonctions occupees car la definition initiale a
EDF etait de 1 321 fonctions auxquelles s'ajoutaient 650 codes
de specialites.
Le regroupement a permis de definir une ser~e de "metiers",
mais ces metiers etant eux-memes evolutifs, avec souvent une
modification du mode operatoire ou limitation de 1 'exposition
ou !'utilisation de precedes de protection efficace, il a ete
necessaire de definir des "metiers periodes". L' example du
plomb est a ce type demonstratif : 1 'exposition au plomb a
notablement decrue depuis 1975 ou les conduites neuves sont en
polyethylene, les niveaux d'exposition ont ete definis en
4 echelons :
exposition egale

a

la population generale

exposition superieure
a la VME

a

la population mais inferieure

exposition elevee variant entre le niveau de la VME
et 3 VME
exposition tres elevee superieur

a

3 VME.

LE CALENDRIER DE L'ETUDE

Le recueil de 1' ensemble des donnees a ete complete fin
mars 1991
Leur analyse pendant plusieurs mois et les premiers
resultats seront disponibles vers la fin de l'annee 1992.
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HEALTH EFFECTS OF ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC FIELDS:
PROGRESS AND NEW DIRECTIONS
Maria A. Stuchly
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
University of Victoria
Victoria, British Columbia, V8W 3P6
ABSTRACT
For decades there has been a scientific interest in interactions of electric, magnetic and electromagnetic fields with
biological systems. Most of research and interest in the last few
years have been in the area of extremely low frequency fields.
Research of biological effects of electromagnetic fields is
complex, comprising many areas, and it usually requires an interdisciplinary approach. Two distinctive, if sometimes overlapping,
streams of studies have been conducted; one concerned with effects
that may detrimentally affect human health, and the other exploring
properties of electromagnetic fields for medical purposes, in
either diagnostic or therapeutic applications. A brief overview is
given here of the main directions in this field, progress and
unresolved problems, and current directions of the research.
INTRODUCTION
Areas of research can be broadly divided into four categories,
as illustrated in Figure 1.
Measurements and dosimetry, and
interaction mechanisms, provide an integral support in both the
assessment of health effects and medical applications.
The
appreciation of the role of measurements and dosimetry in
biological experimentation during the last two decades has brought
a remarkable progress in quantification of biological effects and
in development of exposure standards at radiofrequencies (RF)
[ 1, 2) •
Dosimetry and interaction mechanisms provide important
links between studies performed on various levels of organization
of biological systems and the ultimate goal of determination of
risks to the human health or therapeutic medical treatment, as
illustrated in Figure 2.
The importance of such an integrated
approach has become particularly apparent in the research of
biological effects of fields at extremely low frequencies, ELF, (1300 Hz).
In contrast to early studies in bioelectromagnetics, which
were mostly of exploratory nature, frequently only qualitative in
assessment and often subject to artifacts, current studies are in
many cases conducted by interdisciplinary teams.
These studies
include a
careful characterization of exposure conditions,
dosimetric evaluation where possible, and a meticulous control of
artifacts. Many of the studies are aimed at testing and extending
specific hypotheses [ 3) .
Starting in the eighties the main
research effort has been at ELF. Research activities and knowledge
in bioelectromagnetics are too vast and diverse for a comprehensive
overview, therefore, the remarks that follow are only a selected
glimpse at some of the areas.
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EXPOSURE ASSESSMENT
Measurements of electromagnetic exposure fields are of fundamental importance in many aspects of bioelectromagnetics.
In
experiments with cell preparations, animals and human volunteers,
it is very important that exposure fields are comprehensively and
accurately determined. Similarly, in medical applications, where
it is important that either the exposure field or the electric
field induced in the treated tissue have well defined specific
characteristics, accurate measurements of fields are essential.
Epidemiological studies have only a limited value, unless they
include exposure assessment through actual measurements or other
well-based quantitative methods.
Finally, only through reliable
measurements or estimation of exposure fields can compliance with
exposure standards be ensured and protection against over-exposures
implemented.
Exposure assessment at ELF and in particular at power line
frequencies (50 or 60 Hz) is an area of a currently active pursuit.
This is particularly important in support of epidemiological
studies. A number of sophisticated personal dosimeters have been
developed for this purpose [4]. One of the problems in this area
is that the existing biological data do not clearly indicate what
dosimetric parameters are of importance in eliciting interactions.
Some studies suggest that the waveform, or perhaps transients or
changes are important, which would indicate that measurements
extending beyond the amplitudes of the electric and magnetic fields
might be required.
Measurements of transient fields and pulsed electric and
magnetic fields have recently become of growing interest, as there
is a need to assess exposures associated with the electromagnetic
pulse (EMP), as well as many other exposure situations such as
large switching current at switchyards and transformer stations,
arc-welding, induction heating, and RF heating.
Several novel
active and electro-optical sensors and measurement techniques have
been recently developed [5,6].
DOSIMETRY
For ELF electric and magnetic fields dosimetric measures have
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not yet been established. Although induced current densities from
exposure to these fields have been calculated and can be measured
[7,8], at present there is no compelling evidence that the current
density in tissue is the critical dosimetric measure.
Perhaps,
calculations of current densities and induced potentials on the
microscopic (subcellular) level will prove useful when used in
conjunction with biophysical models of interactions.
HEALTH EFFECTS
Most of the studies conducted with ELF fields, are at the
power line frequencies (50 and 60 Hz) [9). A number of studies are
motivated by beneficial effects of exposure rather than a potential
hazard. These studies often utilize complex waveforms with energy
contained below 1000 Hz.
Magnetic fields are more often used
rather than electric fields.
The on-going investigations can be
divided into three groups:
(1) human studies, (2) animal studies,
and (3) in vitro studies.
On-going human studies are mostly epidemiological and
concerned with cancer [10). Environmental exposures of children to
electric and magnetic fields at 50 or 60 Hz are being scrutinized
for a possible association with childhood cancers, particularly
leukaemia and brain cancer.
Epidemiological assessment is also
underway for various occupational groups that are more exposed to
electromagnetic fields than workers in other occupational groups.
What distinguishes these studies from a number of already published
studies is that actual measurements of exposure are performed, if
only on the sample basis.
In these studies, personal dosimeters
are used for a certain period of time (e.g. 48 h) to determine an
average exposure of the studied cohorts to electric and magnetic
fields. Usually, current studies also have more statistical power
than the previous studies, and some are prospective rather than
retrospective.
A very interesting human study with volunteers
looks at effects on cardiovascular and nervous system responses
[11]. This study is characterized by careful dosimetry, as well as
elimination of artifacts.
To elucidate the question of a possible association between
exposure to ELF fields and cancer, a number of animal studies have
been undertaken.
Long-term chronic studies which encompass an
animal lifespan are presently underway and include lymphoma
development in mice, brain cancer in rats, liver cancer in mice and
skin cancer in mice.
In some of these studies, a specific cancer
is initiated (with a chemical agent or ionizing radiation) and the
investigations are aimed at determining whether the field acts as
a promoter.
Also short-term studies looking at specific interaction mechanisms (e.g. melatonin suppression, or copromotion) have
been undertaken.
The number of cellular in-vitro studies in progress is
relatively large, many of them focused on a biological interaction
mechanism.
There appears to be a better convergence among the
studies undertaken by researchers concerned mostly with potential
hazards from environmental, occupational or medical exposures and
those who are primarily interested in beneficial uses of ELF
fields.
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Conclusions
Interactions of electromagnetic fields with biological systems
have been a subject of scientific inquiry for quite a long time.
There are many common features of studies of potentially hazardous
health effects and of studies of medical applications. At present
there appears to be better appreciation of this fact and
considerable cross-fertilization. Another positive characteristic
of many investigations today is that they are aimed not only at the
identification of an effect, but that they explore testable
hypotheses in search of interaction mechanisms.
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"HYPERSENSITIVITY TO ELECTRICITY" - A WORKPLACE PHENOMENON RELATED TO LOWFREQUENCY ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC FIELDS
B. Knave, U. Bergqvist and R. Wibom
National Institute of Occupational Health
S-171 84 Solna (Stockholm), Sweden
ABSTRACT
The present study describes the symptoms in "hypersensitivity to electricity" on basis of the medical histories of 32 afflicted people. Thirty-one
of the 32 subjects (97%) reported vague skin complaints, such as
blotchiness, pinkness, reddening, itching etc. Twenty subjects (63%) reported symptoms from the nervous system, such as dizziness, fatigue, headache,
sweating, depression, heart palpitations, memory lapses etc. There were no
symptoms indicative of organic lesions of the nervous system. The symptoms,
however, were often pronounced and resulted in sickness registration in 25%
of the cases. Twenty-nine of the 32 subjects (91%) cited the VDU as the
triggering factor, but other triggering factors were also mentioned: fluorescent lighting, sunlight, electrical devices and wiring, ventilation units
etc. Discontinuing VDU work was the most frequent adopted measure and the
method achieving the greatest symptom alleviation.
INTRODUCTION
In the 1980's a number of studies have attempted to determine whether work
at video display units (VDU's) was capable of producing certain slight and
otherwise commonplace skin symptoms and disorders (see the tabulation in
WHO Offset Publication No. 99, 1987; Knave et al., 1985; Liden and Wahlberg, 1985; Svensson and Svensson, 1987; Berg and Liden, 1990.) These studies consistently found that certain subjective skin complaints did increase in VDU work, but clinical diagnoses failed to find any equivalent
increase in objective findings.
Over the past 4-5 years, attention has also turned to a small group of
people (primarily VDU users) reporting more pronounced problems, usually in
combination with other symptoms from e.g. the nervous system, sensory organs, upper respiratory tract, gastrointestinal tract etc. The complaints
were not solely related to VDU's. The proximity of electrical wiring indoors and outdoors, electrical machines and devices, fluorescent lighting
etc, have been reported to be triggering factors. Many people in this group
are heavily affected and have been officially registered as i l l for long
periods of time. The patients have coined the term "hypersensitivity to
electricity," since they feel that the proximity of electrical equipment,
devices and wiring is a least common denominator. They recently founded the
"Association for People Injured by VDU Work and Electricity," an organization in Sweden which now has about 1300 members.
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The objectives of the present study were to report on and tabulate subjective symptoms in "hypersensitivity to electricity." The medical histories of 32 people reporting this hypersensitivity served as the basis of
the tabulation.
METHOD AND MATERIAL
Each subject's medical history was taken by one of us (BK) and the information obtained was systematically tabulated and analysed. Thirty-two (32)
people participated in the study. They were recruited in three different
ways:
- Ten were selected at random from members of the "Association for
People Injured by VDU Work and Electricity" resident in the Stockholm
area (group A) .
Employees of
referred to us
Environment Unit.
of Sweden) in this

the National Telecommunications Administration,
by the Administration's central Occupational
The first 10 employees (living in different parts
category were selected (group B) .

- Twelve people were referred to us in some other way,
from local occupational health & safety services (group C) .

primarily

Eleven of the 32 subjects (34%) were men, and 21 (66%) were women. The mean
age of the men was 37 (range 20-61) years, and the mean age of the women
was 41 (range 21-60) years. At the time they were afflicted, 20 of the 32
subjects (62%) worked as secretaries, telephonists, VDU operators with routine duties etc., whereas 12 (38%) worked as economists, engineers, managers etc.
SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Symptoms and symptom prevalence. Thirty-one of the 32 subjects ( 97%)
reported diffuse skin complaints, such as a rosy and reddened skin, hot,
warm and burning sensations, pain, itching etc. Twenty persons (63%) reported functional symptoms from the nervous system, such as dizziness,
tingling, fatigue, weakness, headache, difficulty in breathing, sweating,
depression, heart palpitations, memory lapses etc. There were no symptoms
indicative of any organic lesions of the nervous system. Seventeen of the
32 subjects (53%) also reported symptoms from eyes and vision, which did
not, however, distinguish this group from other groups of VDU-users.
Initial and predominant symptoms. For 19 of the 32 subjects

(59%),

skin

complaints were the first symptoms of "hypersensitivity to electricity".
For 10 subjects (31%) and 7 subjects (22%), symptoms from the nervous system and the eyes respectively were the first symptoms detected. There was a
similar distribution of the predominant groups of initial symptoms:

skin

symptoms were most common (63%), followed by symptoms from the nervous system (41%). Other groups of symptoms displayed a much lower prevalence.
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Course of illness. The disorder proved to be of strikingly recent date; 25%
fell ill in 1988, 60% in 1986 or later and 85% in 1983 or later. More than
60% of the subjects had symptoms which remained unchanged or became progressive after onset. Illness symptoms were often pronounced and resulted
in official illness registration in 25% of the cases.
Triggering factors. Twenty-nine of the 32 subjects (91%) cited the VDU as
the triggering factor in current symptoms. Other triggering factors
ultimately developed (fluorescent lighting, electrical devices and wiring,
ventilation units, cars, trains, sunlight etc.). The high proportion of VDU
users in the material may have been due to various selective mechanisms. As
a result of the current public debate on VDU's, symptomatic VDU workers may
have been selected to the study more readily than symptomatic people with
no VDU work duties. The temporal link between symptoms and VDU work (e.g.
in the development of skin symptoms after an employee switched to a
different VDU) may be more informative in this context.
Effects of certain countermeasures. The effect of adopted countermeasures
appeared to depend on the type of symptoms displayed. When a person only
had skin symptoms, she/he had a good chance of improving. But when symptoms
were from the nervous system, the adopted counter-measures failed to
produce any improvements. The present study was unable to ascertain the
reason for this discrepancy. "Hypersensitivity to electricity" may consist
of different sub-components, some of which possibly more resistant to
therapy than others.
Discontinuing VDU work was the most common and even the most effective
symptom-alleviating measure. However, switching to a low-emission VDU usually did not result in any improvement. On the contrary, several cases of
deterioration were noted.
Comparisons between recruitment groups
The different recruiting methods probably enabled different selection
mechanisms to affect the composition of the sub-groups. In group B (with
the smallest percentage of symptoms from the nervous system, the smallest
percentage of symptoms in general and with a more favourable recovery),
subjects were all working full-time. This was in contrast to group A in
which most of the subjects were registered as ill. People with moderate
symptoms were often able to continue working, despite their symptoms.
It may be that the Telecom Administration employees in group B represented
an "early" stage of "hypersensitivity to electricity," whereas people
"injured by electricity and VDU work" in group A may have represented a later stage in development of that disorder. Or the people in groups A and B
may have actually represented two different symptomatologies.
Skin symptoms and symptoms from the nervous systems. Despite the limited
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scope of our study, some differences in the material were discernible in
respect to skin symptoms and nervous system symptoms. People with these two
symptom categories differed in e.g. age and sex distribution, possible
triggering factors, the efficacy of remedial measures and prognosis (see
Table 1.)

Table 1. Differences between subject groups with skin symptoms and nervous
system symptoms in the studied group"

Condition

Skin

Age variation

None

Increased with age

Symptoms from
a VDU

Rapid symptom onset more common

Onset usually insidious

Symptom when switching
to a different VDU

Occurred in
some cases

Did not occur

Symptoms from
electrical equipment

Uncommon

More common

Treatability

Most improved

Few improved

Prognosis

Relatively good

Relatively poor

symptoms

Nervous

system

symptoms
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An Approach To Tackle Visual Display Unit User Health
Problems
H.M. McCallum and B. Heaton,
Department of Bio-medical Physics, Aberdeen Royal Infirmary, Foresterhill,
Aberdeen AB9 2ZD, SCOTLAND.

Abstract
Reported health hazards from video display units (VDUs) vary from headaches to miscarriage
and there is some concern that health problems experienced by VDU users could be associated with extra-low-frequency (ELF) electromagnetic field emissions. While investigating
an individual case of 'VDU Syndrome' a procedure was developed which could be used
to investigate and evaluate other complaints of a similar type. A relationship between the
number of hours monitor work and severity of symptoms was observed along with a cyclic
nature to the operator's sensitivity to VDU work.

Introduction
There is much public concern over the possible health hazards of ELF magnetic fields, especially amongst those who may be occupationally exposed. Working with video display units
has been linked with health problems from eyestrain to miscarriage. Two studies published
in 1988 found a significant risk of spontaneous abortion in women who worked more than
15 hours a week at a VDU (McDonald et al, 1988) and more than 20 hours VDU work per
week (Goldhaber et al, 1988). However these studies did not measure the electromagnetic
fields which were suggested to be harmful. A recent study by Schnorr et al (1991) measured
both extra-low-frequency (45-60Hz) and very-low-frequency (15kHz) electromagnetic fields
around a sample of VDUs. This study concluded that the use of VDUs and exposure to
accompanying electromagnetic fields were not associated with an increased risk of spontaneous abortion. However, VDU operator anxiety continues along with reports of eyestrain
and headaches, as shown in a well controlled study (Rossignol et al, 1987) which found an
increased prevalence of adverse conditions related to vision, musculoskeletal discomfort and
headaches amongst clerical workers who used VDUs.
The data presented in this paper were gathered during a six month survey on the health
of an individual VDU operator who suffered from severe headaches, nausea and eyestrain.

Methods
The VDU operator who was suffering from health problems was given a health questionnaire
to quantify the range, severity and frequency of her health complaints. The questionnaire
listed a short range of symptoms e.g. sore eyes, headache, nausea, which she was asked
to grade daily on a scale of 0 to 4 where 0 corresponded to an absence of symptom and
4 extremely severe discomfort. The number of hours worked at a VDU were also noted.
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Figure 1: Weekly Health Index against Weekly Hours VDU Work:
x - initial 3 month survey period, + - final three month survey period

The health of the VDU operator was monitored initially for three months whilst in a VDU
intensive post and then for a further three months whilst in a post requiring significantly fewer
hours VDU work, although the work was carried out on the same monitor.

Results
From the health survey data, the total hours worked at a VDU and the total of symptom
gradings, defined as the weekly health index, were calculated for each week. Figure 1 shows
a plot of weekly health index against weekly hours VDU work. A clear dose-response
relationship was found, which is probably a personal characteristic. The survey showed that
the effects of VDU work seemed to accumulate during a week's work; symptoms worsening
towards the end of a week with complete recovery during weekends. If the total weekly VDU
hours worked was more than 13, then the weekly health index was directly proportional to the
number of VDU hours worked in that week. When the total was less than 13, the relationship
was less clear, but the data suggests a threshold at approximately 7 hours, below which little
or no adverse health effects were experienced.
As can be seen from Figure I. points A, B and C lie significantly above the doseresponse curve, indicating a particularly sensitive week where the stated number of hours
VDU work caused much greater discomfort than might be expected. To investigate this
further, a sensitivity index was defined as:
.. .
Weekly Health Index
SensJtlVlty = Weekly Hours VDU Work
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Figure 2: Sensitivity against Time

Figure 2 shows how Sensitivity varies with time. The graph shows a distinct cyclic quality
which has an average period of 26 days.

Discussion
Whilst investigating an individual VDU operator suffering from severe headaches, nausea
and eyestrain, a clear personal dose-response relationship was found which was a straight
line fit when there were more than 13 VDU hours worked in one week. Excluding the three
high sensitivity points, the data have a surprisingly small spread, indicating that the health
problems seemed to be associated with VDU work and not some other work task. During the
initial 3 month survey period, the following ergonomic changes were made in an attempt to
reduce discomfort:
• half of the overhead fluorescent lighting was removed to reduce brightness and dazzle,
• screens were positioned behind the operator to eliminate glare, and
• fluorescent lighting was replaced with tungsten lamps to alter the quality of the light.
The workstation was already of a high standard, with a grounded anti-static mesh fitted
over the monitor screen, and no significant improvements could be introduced. Although
the operator felt more comfortable after these changes, this was not reflected in her health
gradings which continued to be high enough to reduce her productivity and at times require
sick-leave. When the operator's tasks were altered to require fewer hours VDU work, a
significant improvement in health was observed, and the data obtained during this period
suggests a shoulder to the dose-response curve with a threshold at approximately 7 hours.
The variation of sensitivity with time was investigated during the initial survey period only,
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and revealed a cyclic nature with a mean period of 26 days.This relationship may suggest
a possible hormonal link and although stress is a possible explanation, this seems unlikely
since the high sensitivity points are distributed throughout the range of weekly VDU hours
and high stress might be indicated if these points were all due to a high number of weekly
hours VDU work.
Any case of VDU user health problems could be tackled in a similar way. By filling in
a daily health questionnaire, both the sufferer and employer are able to gauge the severity
of the symptoms, and grading symptoms numerically discourages an emotional response. If
ergonomic improvements can be made, or alterations in working practice, then a lessening of
severity of symptoms would be reflected in the health gradings over a period of time.
This case study of VDU health problems has yielded interesting results, which were
consistent throughout an extended survey period. However this is only one case and the
symptoms of some other cases have been successfully relieved by altering the workstation
design or using the ergonomic changes described earlier. Further research is required to
determine whether a high sensitivity group of VDU workers exists, and if so, what factors
influence their health symptoms. One such study is being carried out in Aberdeen.
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ETUDE DE L'EXPRESSION DES ONCOGENES DANS DES FIBROBLASTES HUMAINS
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STUDY OF THE ONCOGENIC EXPRESSION IN HUMAN FIBROBLAST CELLS
AFTER EXPOSURE TO VERY SHORT PULSED LASER RADIATIONS.
The aim of this study is to evaluate the capacity of a laser,
delivering very short pulses in the near infrared spectrum with a high
pulse ratio frequency, to induce genetic modification on biological
tissues. The absence of dicentric among chromosomal aberrations on human
lymphocytes suggests that a repetitive very short pulses irradiation has
a relatively low capacity to induce genetic abnormalies. The studies of
the radiation effects on the cellular growth and the oncogenic expression
show that the modifications, induced at the cellular level, do not seem
the origin of a cellular transformation and a possible mechanism of
carcinogenesis.

INTRODUCTION
Les etudes anterieures, conduites dans le but de proteger le
personnel expose, ont montre que l'irradiation par un laser, delivrant des
impulsions tres breves (<10- 7 s), peut induire des effets cytogenetiques
sur des lymphocytes du sang circulant. Ces effets sont essentiellement
caracterises par une augmentation des fragments chromosomiques [1].
L'absence de dicentriques suggere que ce mode d'irradiation par impulsions
breves presente, par rapport aux autres modes d'irradiation [2, 3, 4, 5],
une capacite a induire des anomalies genetiques relativement faible. Pour
confirmer cette hypothese, nous sommes convenus d'etudier d'une part, les
effets biologiques du faisceau sur la croissance cellulaire et d'autre
part, l'expression oncogene apres exposition au meme faisceau. Ceci permet
d' apprecier, a un niveau moleculaire, si les alterations susceptibles
d'etre induites par un tel rayonnement peuvent etre a l'origine d'une
transformation et d'un mecanisme de cancerogenese.
MOYENS ET METHODES
Le laser utilise dans l'etude emet a 1064 nm et la duree de
l'impulsion est de 50 ns. La variation d'energie est obtenue en faisant
varier la duree du train d' impulsions. Deux niveaux extremes d'energie
sont etudies, 25 mJ et 250 mJ. L'irradiation s'effectue sur des cellules
trypsinisees,
recueillies dans un tube conique de 10 ml apres
centrifugation et aspiration du milieu de culture. Parallelement des
fibroblastes humains non irradies ont ete manipules dans les memes
conditions.
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Les cellules etudiees sent des fibroblastes de poumon embryonnaire
humain (IGI G7). Les cellules ne clonent pas en agar mou et ne sent pas
tumorigenes chez la aouris athymique.
Les cultures cellulaires
s 'effectuent a 37°C en atmosphere humide contenant 7 % de C0 2 dans du
milieu d'Eagle modifie additionne de penicilline
(25 U/ml)
de
streptomycine (25 mg/ml) et supplemente avec 10 % de serum de veau freta1.
Vingt-quatre et soixante-douze heures apres 1'irradiation les
ce11u1es ont ete lavees au PBS et les ARN cellulaires ont ete prepares
selon la methode de Chirgwin et Cell. Les cellules ont ete Iysees par
addition de thiocyanate de guanidium 5.5 Met les ARN ont ete purifies par
centrifugation. Les culots ont ete dissous puis les ARN ont ete precipites
a l'ethanol en presence de 200 mM d'acetate de sodium. Apres
centrifugation les precipites ont ete laves a l'ethanol 70%, seches et
redissous dans de l'eau sterile. Les ARN ont ete quantifies par mesure de
la densite optique a 260 nm
et leur qualite a ete verifiee par une
electrophorese.
RESULTATS
1. Etude de l'effet d'un faisceau laser sur la croissance cellulaire
Des boites de culture ont ete ensemencees avec 7 10 4 fibroblastes
irradies a 25 mJ ou 250 mJ ou non irradies.
-

Les fibroblastes non irradies ont, en phase exponentielle de
croissance, un temps de doublement de l'ordre de 35 heures.
L'inhibition de contact est atteinte au 6eme jour avec une densite
moyenne de 4,7 10 5 cellules par boite correspondant a une densite
de saturation d'environ 4,9 10 4 cellules par cm2 .

- Apres irradiation, on note d'une part un allongement du temps de
doublement (delai respectivement egal a 55 et 48 heures) et une
reduction de la densite de saturation celle-ci atteignant au 6eme
jour respectivement 3,5 10 4 et 3,4 10 4 cellules par cm2. Les deux
courbes de croissance de cellules irradiees a 25 et 250 mJ sent
globalement superposables suggerant ainsi qu' il n 'existe pas
d'effet-dose a l'interieur de cette gamme de doses (Fig 1).
2. Etude de !'expression oncogene apres irradiation laser
a. Analyse qualitative de !'expression des oncogenes:
La premiere etape de cette etude a ete de determiner quels etaient
les oncogenes qui s'exprimaient normalement dans nos conditions
experimentales et ceux qui s'expriment apres irradiation laser. Dans ce
but 1 ~g des oncogenes suivants: v-~, c-~B1, c-~B2, c-~, v-~, c~.

c-~,

c-~,

c-~,

c-~2,

L-~,

c-~,

N-~.

c-~.

c-Ha-~.

c-Ki-~.

N-~,

c-~,

c-~,

et p53 ont ete deposes sur des filtres de
nitrocellulose. Apres rinGage des filtres a l'acetate d'ammonium 2 M les
acides nucleiques ont ete fixes.
Les filtres ont ete hybrides avec des sondes cADN preparees
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a

partir

de ARN de cellules irradiees ou non irradiees. Cette technique a permis de
montrer que les fibroblastes non irradies exprimaient dans nos conditions
experimentales a un niveau notable les oncogenes C-~, c-~, c-~Bl et
c-Ha-~. Vingt-quatre et soixante-douze heures apres l'irradiation les
memes oncogenes sont exprimes par les cellules irradiees. L'irradiation
n'induit done pas l'expression d'autres oncogenes.
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Figure

1:

3 4 5 6 7 8
Jours apres irradiation

Effets du faisceau laser ( 10 64 nm) sur la croissance des
fibroblastes humains embryonnaires. Les doses de 25 et 250 mJ
correspondent a des expositions respectives de 16 et 128
impulsions de 50 ns delivrees avec une frequence d'emission de
1kHz.

b. Analyse quantitative de l'expression des oncogenes:
Afin de comparer le niveau d'expression des oncogenes detectables en
dotblot entre les cellules irradiees et non irradiees, les ARN ont ete
analyses selon la technique Northern. Le marquage des sondes a ete
effectue par translation de coupure. Leur activite specifique etait
comprise entre 1 et 2.10 8 cpm/~g.
L'hybridation des filtres avec une sonde derivant d'un fragment de
l'oncogene c-~ humain (correspondant au 3eme exon) a revele une forte
expression de c-~ dans les cellules irradiees a 16 et 170 mJ, 24h apres
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leur irradiation mais identique a celle des cellules humaines non
irradiees.
Soixante-douze heures apres !'irradiation le niveau
d' expression de c-~ diminue significativement dans les cellules
irradiees et non irradiees, cette diminution traduisant tres probablement
l'arrivee au stade de confluence cellulaire.
L'hybridation des filtres avec une sonde derivant de !'oncogene raf
clone dans pSP65 n'a pas revele de difference significative entre les
cellules irradiees et non irradiees.
L'hybridation des filtres avec une sonde derivanti du recepteur
humain a l'EGF clone dans pUC12 n'a objective aucune difference de niveau
d'expression entre les cellules irradiees et non irradiees.
L'hybridation des filtres avec une sonde derivant du gene EJ-ras
s'est heurtee a des problemes de cross hybridation entre !'oncogene et
l'ARN ribosomique 28S ce qui interdit d'interpreter les resultats. Il
semble done indispensable de refaire des Northern en utilisant non plus de
l'ARN cellulaire total mais de l'ARN polyA+, ce qui necessite
1' irradiation d' un nombre eleve de cellules. Ces manipulations sont
actuellement en cours.
CONCLUSION
Il apparai t que Les fibroblastes de poumon humain embryonnaire
presentent apres irradiation un allongement du temps de doublement et une
reduction de la densite de saturation. Il n'existe pas d'effet-dose a
1' interieur de la gamme de doses etudiees. Dans les limites de nos
conditions experimentales, !'irradiation des fibroblastes humains par un
faisceau laser ne modifie pas la gamme des oncogenes normalement exprimes,
leur niveau d' expression et leur regulation en fonction de leur
croissance. L'etude de !'oncogene Ha-~ necessite en raison de problemes
techniques une analyse plus fine des ARN messagers des cellules irradiees.
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Commissariat

a

EVALUATION OF CYTOGENETIC EFFECTS OF VERY SHORT
LASER PULSED RADIATIONS
The aim of this study is to evaluate the capacity of a laser,
delivering very short pulses in the near infrared spectrum with a high
pulse ratio frequency, to induce genetic modification on biological
tissues. Chromatid exchanges and chromosomal aberrations studies are used
to test this potential effect on human lymphocytes. The laser irradiation
induces a significant increase of acentric fragments but the absence of
dicentric suggests that a repetitive very short pulses irradiation has a
relatively low capacity to induce genetic abnormalies.
INTRODUCTION
Cette etude s'inscrit dans un cadre plus general qui a pour but
d'evaluer !'influence eventuelle d'un rayonnement laser a impulsions tres
breves sur les tissus biologiques.
Des etudes anterieures ont mis en evidence differentes lesions du
materiel genetique produites par !'exposition au faisceau laser. Les
anomalies les plus frequemment rapportees sont d'origine cytogenetique ou
affectent le cycle de division cellulaire [1, 2, 3, 4]. Elles sont les
consequences d'une action photochimique ou thermique provoquee par des
lasers continus ou impulsionnels (10- 6 a 10-z s). Aucune etude n'a ete
menee pour etudier au niveau cellulaire les effets des lasers a
impulsions tres breves
(< 10- 7
s)
qui entrainent des effets
multiphotoniques et non lineaires. Cette etude a pour but d'evaluer la
capacite d'un laser, delivrant des impulsions tres courtes a cadence
elevee dans le proche infrarouge, a produire d'eventuelles modifications
genetiques. Nous avons teste cet effet potentiel sur des lymphocytes
humains en observant les echanges de chromatides et les aberrations
chromosomiques eventuellement induites.
MOYENS ET METHODES
Les lymphocytes obtenus par prelevement sont centrifuges et
irradies sous forme de culot dans un tube plastique sterile.
L'irradiation est effectuee avec un laser Nd:YAG a la longueur d'onde de
1064 nm. Les impulsions, d'une duree de 50 ns, sont delivrees a la
frequence de 1 kHz. La variation d'energie est obtenue en faisant varier
la duree du train d'impulsions. Des !'irradiation terminee, les cellules
sont mises en culture pendant 48 h et 72 h avant que soient effectuees
les recherche des aberrations chromosomiques et des echanges de
chromatides sreurs (ECS) . A chaque irradiation une culture temoin etait
effectuee dans les memes conditions.
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RESULTATS
Le nombre des anomalies observees sur les chromatides apres une
irradiation laser est eleve, tant sur les cellules irradiees que chez les
temoins. Le taux d'ECS par cellule observe chez les temoins (7 ± 0,4) ne
differe que tres peu des taux 6,63 ± 0,4 et 7,86 ± 0,5 releves parmi les
cellules irradiees avec des energies respectives de 1220 mJ (270
impulsions) et 1612 mJ (410 impulsions). Par centre, le taux d'anomalie
portant sur les seuls chromosomes est significativement different. Les
resultats presentes a la figure 1 ont ete obtenus pour des energies de
323, 744, 1154, 1596 et 1865 mJ. Ces valeurs sont les energies moyennes
des experimentations repetees et realisees avec des expositions
comportant respectivement 100, 200, 270, 410 et 490 impulsions. La
plupart des anomalies observees parmi les cellules irradiees sont des
fragments acentriques. Aucun chromosome dicentrique n'a ete observe .
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Figure 1: Taux d'anomalie chromosomiques (fragments) observe en fonction
de l'energie totale, exprimee en Joule, delivree par le train
d'impulsions laser.
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DISCUSSION ET CONCLUSION
L' irradiation par un faisceau laser, fonctionnant de maniere
impulsionnel, peut induire des effets cytogenetiques sur des lymphocytes
du sang circulant. Ces effets sont essentiellement caracterises par une
augmentation des fragments chromosomiques.
Il est probable que la
presence de dicentriques, parmi les anomalies chromosomiques observees
par d'autres auteurs, soit la consequence du mode d'irradiation utilise.
En effet, apres une irradiation continue de plusieurs dizaines de
minutes, les dicentriques apparaissent des la premiere generation de
culture cellulaire mais, apres une exposition de 1 ms, il est necessaire
pour les observer d'augmenter l'exposition energetique et d'observer les
cultures cellulaires jusqu 1 a la 3eme generation [1,4].
L 1 absence de dicentriques dans nos cultures cellulaires suggere que
le mode d 1 irradiation par impulsions breves presente, par rapport aux
autres modes d 1 irradiation, une capacite a induire des anomalies
genetiques relativement faible [5, 6]. Pour confirmer cette hypothese, il
conviendrait d 1 etudier 1 1 expression oncogene a pres exposition au meme
faisceau. Ceci permettrait d 1 apprecier, a un niveau moleculaire, si les
alterations susceptibles d 1 etre induites par un tel rayonnement peuvent
etre a 1 1 origine d 1 une transformation cellulaire et d 1 un mecanisme de
cancerogenese.
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A STUDY ON THE INFLUENCE OF 50-Hz MAGNETIC FIELDS
ON THE CYTOTOXIC ACTIVITY OF HUMAN NATURAL KILLER CELLS
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ABSTRACT
The effect of exposure to 50-Hz sinusoidal magnetic fields on the
cytotoxic activity of fresh human natural killer cells has been
investigated. Either effector or target cells were exposed to a
homogeneous magnetic flux density ranging from 0 .l to 10 mT. The
experimental results do not show evidence of an effect for any of the
exposure conditions, suggesting that magnetic fields do not inhibit
significantly the cytotoxic activity of peripheral blood lymphocytes.
INTRODUCTION
In the last years, a continuously increasing attention has been
devoted, inside both the scientific community and the public opinion,
to the biological effects of extremely low frequency (ELF) magnetic
fields. The results of some epidemiological studies (ll have in fact
indicated a possible association between long-term exposure to the
magnetic fields generated by large electrical plants, in particular
power lines, and the development of some kind of tumors.
In order to hypothesize a causal link between magnetic fields and
cancer, a plausible biological mechanism of interaction
is to be
identified, which should account for the promoting action of the
magnetic field.
Taking into account the present hypotheses on the potential
carcinogenicity of power frequency magnetic fields, the study of
possible effects on the in vitro immune response is deemed of
uppermost interest.
In the light of the important role of the immunosurveillance
system, we investigated the effect of power-frequency magnetic fields
on the cytotoxic activity exerted by a small population of peripheral
blood mononuclear cells, named natural killer (NK) cells. These cells
have
recently
become
the
subject
of
extensive
laboratory
investigation.
NK cells are operationally defined as cells capable of mediating
sponaneous in vitro cytotoxicity against a variety of target cell
populations without apparent prior sensitization. They are involved in
a large number of different immunological functions including
cytotoxicity against tumor cells and virally tranformed cells,
resistance to some microbial, fungal, and parasitic agents, regulation
of some lymphokine secretion, regulation of hemopoiesis, and natural
resistance to allogenic grafts.
In this study, the effect of 50-Hz sinusoidal magnetic field is
investigated on the allogeneic cytotoxicity reaction conducted in
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vitro by peripheral blood lymphocytes (PBL) effector cells acting on
K562 target cells (specially sensitive to NK lysis).

EXPERIMENTAL
A sinusoidal 50-Hz magnetic field was generated inside coils of 18
em diameter and 50 em height, with a winding of 6 turns/em. That
allowed a quite homogeneous field in all the central region of the
coil, where the samples were located. The current intensity was
controlled by a Variac potentiometer, so that the magnetic flux
density could be varied up to about 10 mT. The actual value of the
magnetic field density was continuously monitored by the narrow Hallprobe of a gaussmeter, which was inserted in the coil at the sample
location.
Although the magnetic flux density could be set within a precision
of 2%, variations of the order of 5% generally occurred throughout the
exposure period, due to instability in the electric network.
Through a Variac potentiometer, the magnetic flux density was
varied between 0.1 and 10 mT, i.e. of the same order of magnitude of
exposure limits for workers and population recommended by the recent
IRPA/INIRC guidelines(2).
PBL from fresh human blood, freed of adherent cells, were divided
into two samples at 10 6 /ml concentration and suspended in culture
medium. One sample was exposed to the magnetic field, while the other
was sham-exposed.
All the exposure system was included in an incubator at 37 °C and
5% co 2 . Exposure lasted the whole incubation time (70 h).
Cytotoxicity was then assayed by mixing effector cells to 51 Crlabelled cells with effector-to-target (E/T) ratios ranging between
50:1 and 6.25:1. The reaction mixture was incubated for 3 hat 37 °C.
All groups were tested in triplicate.
The percent 51 cr release R% was calculated as:

where Rt, R5 ,
respectively.

and

~

are the test,

spontaneous,

and maximum release,

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Results of 3-hour 51cr-release cytotoxicity tests are reported,
for three different magnetic flux densities, in Figs. 1-3. Data
relative to other exposure levels exhibit the same behaviour.
It has been suggested( 3 , 4l that the cellular plasma membrane may be
a major target for ELF magnetic fields. Possible effects on cellmediated lysis might therefore be related to action on either the
effector or target cell membrane.
The experimental data do not show any significant change of the
cytotoxic activity by NK cells after exposure of either effector cells
(Fig. 1), or target cells (Fig. 2), or both (Fig. 3).
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Repeated experiments on blood from different donors show the same
behaviour, independently on the individual variability.
Our findings therefore suggest that the exposure to 50-Hz
sinusoidal magnetic fields do not have relevant effect on the
behaviour of NK cells. In contrast, Lyle et al. (Sl reported a
significant inhibition of allogeneic cytotoxicity by murine Tlymphocyte line CTLL-1 exposed to 60-Hz electric field, suggesting a
possible effect on activated cells.
To test this hypothesis, research is in progress on activated
lymphocytes. Preliminary results seem to indicate a significant
inhibition of the cytotoxic activity when activated effector cells are
exposed to 50-Hz sinusoidal magnetic fields.
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ABSTRACT
The effects of modulated microwave irradiation on the
electrophysiological changes in rats were studied. The response
of the central nervous system (CNS) was observed simultaneously
to the cardiovascular system by using quantitative polygraphic
measuring system.
In acute experiments on rat the electroencephalogram
(EEG), rheoencephalogram (REG) as an index of cerebral blood
flow (CBF), brain tissue DC impedance and temperature, ECG were
recorded in parallel before, during and after exposure of the
brain localized amplitude (AM) modulated (16 Hz) and continuous
wave (CW) microwave exposure. The average specific absorption
rates (SAR) in the brain were 8.4 mW/g, 16.8 mW/g and 42 mW/g
(CW) respectively.
At thermal level CW exposure the delta band of EEG
increased. In case of low intensities modulated exposure the
beta band of EEG spectrum increased. No changes were observed
during athermal CW irradiation on the EEG. Moderate modulation
depended changes were measured in cerebral metabolism, cerebral
blood flow and cardiorespiratoric system during microwave
irradiation.
INTRODUCTION
The psychophysiological background
of
complains
of
workers occupationaly dealing with microwave and radiofrequency
(RF) equipments which are related to the effects of weak
electromagnetic field on the central nervous system (CNS) have
not been clearified nor the question: which physiological
modalities are in correlations with the intensity, carrier
frequency or modulation of microwave and RF radiation. The
compensation factors of regulation which are involved in
response to the radiation may have an important role in the
mechanisms.
We suppose that effects on the brain tissue and cell
membrane which are exposed of microwave and RF radiation mostly
depend on the frequency and type of modulation, specially the
amplitude modulation (AM) below 100Hz [1,3~21· Adey et al.
showed a special "window" effect by using Ca -efflux measuring
methods in the brain cortex of cat [1,21. Th~¥ have found
frequency and intensity bands in which the Ca -efflux were
changed in the presence of weak electromagnetic fields below
100 Hz (ELF) and ELF modulated RF fields.
The increase in the cerebral blood flow after microwave
exposure is known to occure and these changes depend on the
duration of exposure [4,51. Otherwise it was found that the
slow waves of EEG raised after RF or microwave exposure [91.
Our experiments are based on the following questions:(i)
An athermal
weak
modulated
or
continuous
wave
(CW)
electromagnetic microwave and RF field cause measurable effects
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on the systemic and/or localized regulation mechanisms of the
central nervous system ?
(ii) Does the signal processing
evaluation
of
measured
biopotentials
(ie.quantitative
polygraphyl
give more information on the basis
of
the
electromagnetic fields interaction with living systems ?
METHODS
MICROWAVE EXPOSURE AND DOSIMETRY
The irradiation were performed in a waveguide system setup
TE-cell. A standard WR 40 waveguide was extended up to 100X60
mm and connected a horn to the waveguide. The incident,
reflected and transmitted power were measured by directional
couplers and power meters in the 3.4-4.4 GHz frequency [10).
The spatial pattern of SAR distribution in the brain cortex was
measured with a thermocouple (0.18 mm, 40 mV/°C,). The animal
head was placed toward the generator.
The average SAR in the cortex was 8.4 mW/g, 16.8 mW/g and
42 mW/g using 300 mW,
600 mW and 1500 mW incident power
respectively. The microwave frequency was 4 GHz and the
modulation frequency was 16Hz sinus
(mod.depth 70 %). The
duration of exposure was 30 min.
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL PROCEDURE AND RECORDING
On F1-hybrid male anesthezied rats (180-200 g, Nembutal 60
mg/kg ip.)
standard
electrophysiological
procedure
were
performed. The NICROTHAL stainless steel metal electrodes were
placed symetrically to the saggital suture. The irradiation and
registration were performed 2 weeks after the surgery (n=40).
In acute experiments (5 in each group, Nembuthal 40 mg/kg
ip.)
the following
electrophysiological
modalities
were
registered simultaneously: EEG (70 Hz/0.3 s), DC brain tissue
impedance <2.5 kohm/V),
rheoencephalogram-REG (Time const.:
3s), brain tissue and rectal temperature, ECG (150 Hz/0.3 s).
SIGNAL AND DATA PROCESSING
The signal and data processing were based
on
the
microcomputer IBM-AT with the following hardware and software:
analogue memory, memory scope, recorders, A/D card (12 bit) and
microcomputer aided data acquisition and processing system (A/D
conversion,
average, SO computation,
FFT
with
0.4
Hz
accuracy,auto- and cross correlation, cursor operations). The
obtained outputs of the data processing are the follows:
- Heart Rate (HR) beat/min.
-Pulse Delay (PD):REG ampl. max- ECG R-peak interval time.
-Amplitude of rheoencephalogram (REG amp!.)
- EEG frequency bands derived from the power spectrum by FFT
analysis with 0.4 Hz accuracy. The processed interval of EEG
signal were 10x2.5 sec and the power spectrum of epochs were
averaged parallely. The separated frequency bands: delta (0.4
Hz-4 Hz), theta (4.4-8 Hz), alpha (8.4-14 Hz), beta
(14.4-30
Hz).
Respiration frequency: beat/min
Before (baseline), during (3., 20., 30. min) and after (1., 20.
min) 25 sec. of registration were processed. The results are
expressed and illustrated in the figures in percent of the
baseline values.
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RESULTS
The signal processing and statistical evaluation of the
electrophysiological modalities gave the following results:
- The CW irradiation at 42 mW/g SAR in the brain causes a
significant increase in the delta band (0.4-4 Hz) and slight
increase in the theta band <4.4-8 Hz) of EEG (Fig 1.). The
rheoencephalogram increased simultaneously but there was no
significant changes in-the heart rate.
- The 4 GHz CW athermal level irradiation with 8.4 mW/g and
16.8 mW/g SAR in the brain did not cause changes in any
frequency bands of the EEG, but 16 Hz modulated irradiation
causes a significant alteration in the beta band of EEG
(Fig.2.).
- The REG amplitude increased during CW non-thermal irradiation
but the REG amplitude change during non-thermal modulated
irradiation was not significant.
- The DC brain tissue impedance decreased depending on the type
of modulation.
In the slight decreased tendency of the pulse delay (PO)
there were no sign.differencesbetween the CW and modulated
groups.
- The ECG profile showed slight transient bradycardia during
exposure to both of CW and 16 Hz modulated waves as well.
During the alterations of 8.4 mW/g and 16.8 mW/g no
temperature increase was measured in the brain tissue and the
rectum (DT<0.1 °C).
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Fig.1. EEG slow waves (delta
band:0.4-4 Hz) increase during
(3, 20, 30 min) and after (1,
20 min)
the
4
GHz,
CW
irradiation.
Values
(N=5)
presented are in percent of
baseline (before irradiation).
The 42 mW/g SAR in the cortex
of rat represents the averaged
value.

Fig.2. EEG beta band (14.4-30
Hz) during (3, 20, 30 min) and
after (1, 20 min) the 4 GHz 16
Hz modulated (b)
irradiation.
Values (N=5) presented are in
percent of baseline (before
the irradiation).
The
SAR
represents the averaged value
in the brain cortex of rat.
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DISCUSSION
Slight changes in cerebral metabolism and blood flow were
observed during
microwave
irradiation.
These
transient
alterations did not exceed the range of normal physiological
regulation, but had a various involvement of compensating
factors with different speed.
In the changes of EEG spectra during modulated irradiation
were significant, but did not show dependence on the values of
SAR in the brain. These results can not be explained by the EEG
only [6,81. The effect on cerebral circulation was quite
definite which is well in agreement with results in the
literature [51. The microwave field interactions has an effect
not only on the electrical activity of the brain tissue and the
cerebral blood flow but also on the blood vessels. Changes in
the measured tissue impedance of the vascular pulsation of the
brain tissue (REG) can be explained not only as an effect on
the cerebral blood flow and the wall of vessels but also is an
effect on the electrical conductivity of the tissue and the
rheological quality of the blood [71.
Because of the close correlation in the circulationmetabolism-function system of the brain, the low level of
irradiation (ie. 8.4 mW/g, 16.8
mW/g)
did
not
cause
considerable changes in the measured polygraphic modalities,
namely below the physiological regulation in the brain system
the compensation mechanisms can be detectable. However, beyond
the athermal level irradiation (42 mW/g) the changes remained
in the range of the physiological regulation, but the effects
on metabolisms and circulation were more detectable.
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ABSTRACT
A

cytogenetic

analysis was performed on human peripheral blood

lymphocytes exposed to 2450 MHz microwaves during 30 and 120
minutes
respectively. The exposure system developed allows a
temperature control by means of a temperature probe put
in the
blood

sample

which

gives

feedback to a microcomputer.

In the

present study irradiation was
performed
at
a
constant
temperature of 37°C for the whole exposure period. We found a
marked increase in the frequency of chromosomal aberrations as
well as micronuclei. On the other hand microwave irradiation did
the sister chromatid
not
influence the cell kinetics nor
exchange frequency.
INTRODUCTION
Microwaves have, like other non ionizing radiations (NIR), a Jot
of industrial, medical and other applications. They are for
(satellite
example
widely used for communication purposes
communication, radar, radio/TV, ..• ), therapy, cooking and a Jot
domestic or
industrial heating procedures. As a consequence
everybody is exposed to
microwaves.
Harmful
(and
also
beneficial)
effects on the
Jiving organism are
reported but are often questionabJe 1 • 2 • 3 • 4 . Although

sometimes
there is

much evidence in favor of the non-genotoxicity of microwaves, it
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was

reported
in
some
papers
that
microwaves may be
5 6 7 In order to verify this assumption we performed
mutagenic ' '
an in vitro cytogenetic analysis
in human peripheral blood
lymphocytes exposed to 2450 MHz microwaves. This paper describes
some of our preliminar results.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
A freshly obtained blood sample from a 38 year
was divided into three test tubes and resp.

old

male

donor

irradiated with 2450

MHz microwaves for 30 or 120 minutes, or kept at 37°C in a warm
water bath. The exposure system used was developed to provide
two

modes of operations: temperature control and electric field
control 8 ' 9 • In this study we used the temperature controlled
in order
mode
to work at
the constant temperature of 37°C.
Therefore a temperature microprobe was put into the blood
sample. Connected with a microcomputer it results in automatic
adjustment of the microwave output allowing to rapidly obtain
and closely maintain the prescribed temperature (37°C) within
0.05°C for

the time of irradiation.
After irradiation cells were cultivated during 48 or
72 hrs
according to standard methodologies for analysis of chromosome
aberrations 10 , micronuclei 11 , cell kinetics and sister chromatid
exchanges (SCE) 10 •
RESULTS
Results of this preliminar cytogenetic study are
tables

1-3.

aberrations
irradiation

A
is

summarized

in

marked· increase in the frequency of chromosomal
observed,

period.

especially

These

after

aberrations

a

120

comprise

minutes
dicentric

chromosomes and acentric fragments that are usually found
ionizing
radiation
exposure
micronuclei
increased equally

(table
for

1).

both

The

after

frequency

irradiation

of

periods

(table 2). Differential staining of BrdU incorporated chromatids
allows analysis of the cell kinetics and SCE. Table 3 shows that
the cell kinetics nor
the SCE frequency were significantly
influenced by the microwave irradiation.
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CHROMOSOME ABERRATIONS (per 200 metaphases)
gaps breaks acentric
dicentrics
other number of cells
fragments +/- ac. fragm. aberr.
wizh
3
1
aberrations
CONTROLS
2

2

1

0

0

3

1

0

30 min.
4
irrad.

1

3(2)

1+

0

9

0

0

120 min.
7(1)
irrad.

9

13(3)

1+

3(4)

19

6

2

Table 1: Chromosome aberrations in 2450 MHz microwave irradiated human
lymphocytes at a constant temperature of 37°C. (1): including two
isogaps, (2): here all acentric fragments are single chromatid
fragments (but apparently no chromatid break present), (3): including
one acentric ring, (4) includes two translocations and one centromere
splicing (no particular staining was used to detect translocations;
those mentioned are only the very obvious ones due to a striking
chromosome morphology) .
MICRONUCLEI (per 1000 binucleated cells)
Total number of
Number of cells
micronuclei
with 1 micronucleus with >1 micronucleus
CONTROL
30

1(1)

3

5

minutes irrad.

23

0

23

120 minutes irrad.

11

2(2)

17

Table 2: Number of micronuclei in cytochalasine B blocked human
lymphocytes irradiated with 2450 MHz microwaves at a
constant
temperature of 37°C. (1) and (2)
resp. cells with 2 and 3
micronuclei.

% of

CELL KINETICS (200 metaphases)
48 hr cultures 72 hr cultures
Ml
M2
M3
Ml
M2
M3

CONTROL
91
30 min. irrad. 93
120 min. irrad. 88

9
7
12

0
0
0

14
19
20

41
47
40

45
34
40

SCE FREQUENCY
in 50 M2 figures
(mean per cell)
5.88
5.56
7.16

Table 3: Frequency of 1st, 2nd or 3rd metaphases and SCE frequency in
human lymphocytes irradiated at a constant temperature of 37°C with
2450 MHz microwaves and cultivated during 48 and 72 hours.
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DISCUSSION
In

this

study

irradiation

was

performed

at

a

constant

temperature of 37°C which could be obtained by adaptation of the
microwave
but

low

power

output.

enough

conditions.

In

as

to

The power
maintain

this respect

chromosomal aberrations.

it

intensity was thus variable
irradiation

at

non-thermal

is rather surprising to observe

Indeed,

2450

MHz

microwaves

have

a

wavelength of 12.2 em in free space and a photon energy which is
much

less than 12 eV. This means that even the weakest chemical

bond in DNA is not
However,

our

1 ike 1 y

results

d ata f or ot h er

to

are

be

broken

the

microwaves.

in agreement with others presenting

.
. .
5,6,7
f requenc1es
an d power d ens1t1es

The present study is only a preliminar
experiments

by

stage

in

a

series

of

aimed at better understanding the microwave effects

on biological systems, especially on

the

genetic

material

mammalian cells.
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RADIATION PROTECTION QUALIFICATIONS
J. R. A. Lakey 1 and M. M. Wasson•
'John Lakey Associates, Meopham, Gravesend, UK
"Society for Radiological Protection
6 Church Road, Burnham-on-Crouch, Essex, UK
ABSTRACT
ln 1979 the
UK Society for Radiological Protection
adopted a scheme of Certification of Competence in Applied
Radiation Protection. The scheme was linked to the concept
of "Qualified Expert" defined in the 1976 Euratom Directive
and
the translation of the Directive into UK Legislation
created the Radiation Protection Adviser (RPA), a statutory
appointment for an Health Physicist. In 1983 the Hospital
Physicists Association introduced a similar scheme and in
1991
the two schemes adopted a
joint Certificate of
Competence to Practice and Advise in Radiation Protection.
and there are now 300 persons on these registers.
INTRODUCTION
The United Kingdom has never specified statutory
qualifications for the professionals who plan, direct or
conduct programmes for the evaluation and control of
radiation hazards. The lessons learned from the 1957
Windscale Accident indicated a need for suitable categories
of radiation protection staff with specified training. The
European Directive of June 1976 was translated into UK
legislation through the Ionising Radiations Regulations
1985
and three categories of Qualified Expert were
recognised, the Radiation Protection Adviser, the Radiation
Protection Supervisor and the Qualified Person. Only the
first of these can be linked to the international concept
of a Health Physicist and the response of the profession to
the specification of qualifications for appointment to this
category was
the
inspiration for
the Certificate of
Competence awarded by the professional societies.
POST WINDSCALE CATEGORIES
In
1960
following
the Windscale
Accident
the
Veale
Committee (1) made recommendations for suitable training
for three categories of staff engaged in radiological
protection duties:Category A.

Graduates
with
the
capacity
to
assume higher management duties or to
play a leading part in research and
development.

Category B.

Graduates or non-graduates with day-today management responsibility.

Category C.

Technical and other supporting staff.
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This scheme dominated the UK education and training
programme (2) and a number of masters courses, postgraduate diploma courses and specialist short courses were
evolved to satisfy the needs of Category A and B. However
there was no formal
recognition of these persons as
qualified for any specific appointment. The professional
societies demanded a first degree as entry qualification
and
accepted
an MSc
as
equivalent
to one
year
of
experience.
In June 1976 the Euratom Directive introduced the
european concept of the Qualified Expert covering a very
wide range of duties and standards. At that time it seemed
unlikely that a scheme could be produced which would
encompass both medical and industrial uses of ionising
radiation and in any case no one person could be expected
to carry the full range of responsibilities attached to the
duties of the Qualified Expert.
The Directive was ratified in the UK when the Ionising
Radiations Regulations 1985 were introduced. These gave
recognition to three categories of Qualified Expert:Radiation Protection Adviser.
A person suitable qualified and experienced to advise
"as to the observance of these regulations and as to other
h<~alth
a.nd safety matters in connection with ionising
radiation".
Radiation Protection Supervisor.
An employee responsible for supervising the work with
ionising radiation " to the extent necessary to enable the
work
to
be
carried
on
in
accordance
with
these
Regulations".
Qualified Person.
A person
suitable
qualified
and
experienced
to
supervise the testing of monitoring equipment prior to, and
in, service as required by the Regulations.
The RPA
is
equivalent
to
the Health Physicists
employed by large organisations who would have been
identified by the Veale Committee as Category B. They have
a
strong similarities to the Certified Health Physicist
(CHP) of the American Board of Health Physics.
In 1976 the Society for Radiological Protection set up
a working party to examine the situation and to make
recommendations about setting up a register of people who
would be "suitably qualified and experienced" from which
employers could appoint RPAs with confidence.
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The proposals were adopted and the Certification Scheme was
inaugurated in 1976 when a small number of senior members
were selected by the executive council for the first
awards. In 1983 the Hospital Physicists Association, later
to become the Institute of Physical Sciences in Medicine,
set up a similar scheme for those radiological protection
specialists working in Medicine and Dentistry. From the
start both Societies recognised the need for comparable
standards and maintained close 1 inks; each society was
represented on the others assessment panel. In 1991 both
schemes adopted a single procedure and awarded a joint
"Certificate of Competence to Practice and Advise in
Radiation Protection".
CERTIFICATION STANDARDS
The standard required for
certification is
training,
experience and proven ability in one or more fields of
radiation protection. An Assessment Panel of senior members
with
wide
experience
is
appointed
by
each Society.
Successful candidates have to adhere to a Code of Conduct
and the validity of both Certificate is 5 years
after
which the
Certificated person must demonstrate continued
active involvement in radiation protection. There is no
specified need for Continuing Education but evidence of
this is taken as an indication of active participation in
the field.
The formal requirements are:1 . A degree in Physical Science or exceptionally other
qualifications with extensive relevant experience.
2. Three years full time experience in a post directly
concerned with operational radiation protection, preferable
supervised by a Certificated person or by a person of
equivalent status. An approved course may be accepted in
lieu of experience up to one year.
3.
Professional
knowledge
of
the
fundamental
principles and operational methods of radiation protection.
The candidate must be capable of interpreting and applying
radiation protection data and of supervising or carrying
out practical measurements and control procedures for work
involving significant exposure to ionising radiation.
4.
The
candidate
must
be
capable
of
advising
management on the implementation of relevant legislation.
The candidate must be able to carry overall responsibility
for radiation protection of operations in which there is a
possibility in the normal course of events that at least
one person may receive a dose in excess of 3/10 of the
relevant limit.
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REGISTRATIONS IN 1991.
The two registers have a total
distribution of
field of work of
following:

of 300 members.
SRP members is

The
the

r

I

I!

Fuel fabrication and reprocessing

j Defence including

I

Nuclear power

Central Government and NRPB

I

Medical

~

il

TOTAL

Most of these Certificated Persons work in large
organisation where the role of RPA is conducted as a
corporate body. In the medical field it is estimated that
about half of the Certificated persons are appointed as
RPAs. Only half of the RPAs appointed in this field are
Certificated.
CONCLUSION.
These schemes have been successful but the numbers of
people involved is too small to sustain dedicated courses.
The UK still has four courses at the MSc level which could
lead to this Certification. The Society for Radiological
Protection has now introduced the grade of Fellow and the
profession seems to be advancing in status towards that of
UK engineering professionals but lacks the international
equivalence
of
qualifications.
Engineers
can
attain
Chartered Engineer status which is linked to the European
profession through the Eur Ing scheme. A cautious move in
this direction would be encouraged if an
international
evaluation of the safety related role of the radiation
protection
profession
could
be
initiated
to
permit
comparison with safety engineers in nuclear technology.
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THE NEY ICRP RECOMMENDATIONS: HOY YILL THEY BE
TRANSLATED INTO PRACTICE?
0. Ilari, OECD/NEA; A. Gonzalez, IAEA; G. Hanson, YHO;
C. Borras, PAHO; E. Boutrif FAO
The novel conceptual developments put forward by the new ICRP
recommendations need to be converted into terms that can facilitate their
transfer into regulatory texts and operational practices at the national
level.
The main problems that we may face in this conversion, through the
rev1s1on of the Basic Safety Standards for Radiation Protection, are
briefly discussed in this paper.
INTRODUCTION
During the last few years, radiation protection went through a
period of significant developments and achievements. The major event in
this period was the revision of the basic ICRP recommendations. Although
the new recommendations represent an evolution more than a revolution with
respect to the 1977 recommendations, they have introduced some important
developments
and significant
elements
of novelty.
The
new ICRP
recommendations have been deliberately drafted in general and scientific
terms so that sufficient scope for interpretation and application is left
to their users, particularly the national authorities. There is, now, a
need
for a conversion of the ICRP guidance into terms which are
sufficiently practical and straightforward to facilitate their transfer
into regulatory and operational practices at the national level.
Traditionally,
this
is
the
task
of
the
international
intergovernmental organisations, in particular through the Basic Safety
Standards
for Radiation
Protection
(BSS), jointly issued
by the
IAEA/NEA/YHO and ILO, and the Euratom Radiation Protection Directives,
issued by the CEC. In the past, this international applicative guidance
was largely traced on the texts issued by the ICRP. This time, however,
the higher degree of generality and flexibility of the ICRP recommendations
is suggesting a different strategy in preparing the revision of the BSS.
There will be, in fact, the need to make a serious effort of interpretation
of the ICRP concepts and intentions, which will require expansions and
clarifications from the ICRP text.
TRANSLATION OF THE ICRP RECOMMENDATIONS INTO PRACTICAL GUIDANCE
The first concerted effort to provide unified radiation protection
standards to contribute to an harmonised worldwide application of the basic
ICRP recommendations was made at the beginning of the eighties by the IAEA,
the NEA, the YHO and the ILO. The result was the publication of the BSS
issued in 1982 as IAEA Safety Series No. 9.
The work for the revision of the BSS was started at the beginning of
1991 with the constitution of a Joint International Secretariat among the
four above-mentioned organisations, which were later joined by the Food and
Agriculture Organization (FAO) and the Pan American Health Organization
(PAHO), and the setting up of a Drafting Group in charge of the preparation
of a draft text of the revised BSS to be submitted, in 1992, to
international review and approval.
It is interesting to note that this
review
will have a very
transparent character in that
not only
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governmental, regulatory and professional groups, but also worker and
employer organisations as well as other interest groups will be involved in
the debate and give their contribution of ideas to the preparation of the
new BSS.
Although a conclusive idea of the specific features of the new BSS
can only be achieved when the international review process is completed,
the Joint Secretariat has been able to establish a general strategy and
agree on the main lines concerning this work. First of all, it was agreed
that the BSS should be given the character of "Standards" that national
authorities could use as a regulatory basis for the protection of workers
and members of the public. This implies that the BSS should be written in
a fully regulatory language;
however, the Joint Secretariat quickly
recognised that this may be difficult to achieve in practice, in view of
the large variety of regulatory systems and associated legal languages used
in Member countries. Therefore, it was agreed that, although the document
should have a regulatory flavour and be, as far as possible, directly
applicable in the preparation of national regulations, it should be kept at
the technical level without attempting to be a "legal" text. Another
important decision was that the document should be fully consistent with
the new ICRP recommendations, unless there are in some points strong
reasons which suggest variations in policy or interpretation.
SOME IMPORTANT ISSUES TO BE ADDRESSED IN THE NEY BSS
The guidance given by the previous ICRP recommendations and,
subsequently, by the previous BSS was essentially focused on the control of
"normal" exposures from what are now defined as "practices" involving
artificial "sources". The merit of the new ICRP recommendations is to
generalise its guidance to cover the whole network of possible exposure and
control situations as it is summarised in the following scheme:
Basic Principles

Implementation
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This scheme, in itself highly rational, creates problems of
application due to the different degrees of controllability of the exposure
which characterise the various situations. Some of the main issues to be
addressed in the new BSS are highlighted in the following.
Individual Dose Limitation
Although optimisation of protection is confirmed as the main
principle of a correct management of radiation exposures, the limitation of
individual doses to workers continues to be the principal issue of concern
to those who have the responsibility to implement radiation protection
requirements in practice and it may be expected that a heated debate is
raised on this issue during the preparation of the new BSS. In fact,
several industrial and radiation protection operators have begun to express
serious concerns on the feasibility of coping, at reasonable costs, with
the new, reduced dose limits recommended by the ICRP. According to these
critics, parts of the nuclear industry, and, perhaps, also other activities
involving radiation might face major facility redesign and reorganisation
of work practices, involving significant labour and cost increases, if this
increase in the rigour of the international recommendations is followed by
a similar stiffening of national regulatory requirements.
Cases where
these difficulties may arise include the maintenance of nuclear facilities,
the operation of some underground uranium and other mines, some operations
involving uranium and plutonium oxides, as well as some industrial
applications and medical practices. These cases will have to be carefully
examined to make sure that the requirements of the new BSS can be actually
implemented.
Another issue which will have to be faced is the concept of
flexibility proposed by the ICRP for the application of the dose limits.
This concept, allowing a peak dose limit up to 50 mSv in one year against
an average of 20 mSv per year over five years, is conceptually correct, but
several regulators and operators have serious doubts on the concrete
possibility to introduce it into laws and regulations, where only clear-cut
rules and limits can fit with the required regulatory and legal language.
One potential problem that could emerge with the introduction of a lower
dose limit concerns those workers who have received so far doses in excess
of 20 mSv per year. These workers and the trade unions might argue that
they should now be guaranteed an annual dose limit lower than 20 mSv to
compensate for what they could consider an unjustified past detriment.
This is not a conceptual issue, nor is it of direct relevance to the text
of the BSS, but its implications for the ensuing national regulations could
not be overlooked.
All these considerations will have to be accommodated in the new BSS
and the situation will be further complicated by the need to assign a place
and a specific regulatory meaning to the new concept of source-related dose
constraint introduced by the ICRP to limit the range of options considered
in the procedure of optimisation of protection.
Exposure Situations not Fully Covered in Previous ICRP
Recommendations
Historically, the ICRP recommendations mainly focused on the control
of exposures that can be anticipated in advance and assumed to be delivered
with
virtual certainty
and
predictable magnitude.
The
new ICRP
recommendations address two types of radiation-related activities not fully
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covered
by previous recommendations, namely the practices that may
give
rise to "potential
exposures" and the
"interventions".
Not
surprisingly, the available international guidance on radiation protection
mainly concentrate on normal exposures. Apart from international standards
for nuclear reactor safety, virtually no guidance exists for potential
exposure situations and only general guidance is given internationally for
intervention situations.
Clarification is, therefore, required of the role of the current
principles of justification, optimisation and individual risk limitation in
such situations. Any policy development should be tested against practical
problems, such as specific requirements for the reliability of safety
systems,
the control of exposures due to radon in dwellings, and
intervention
levels for unanticipated situations.
A particular and
difficult problem to be dealt with in treating the question of potential
exposures is that of solving the significant issues of interface with the
philosophy and techniques used by the nuclear safety community in the
safety analysis and prevention of nuclear accidents, which have been raised
by these developments within the ICRP.
There are also problems in the area of interventions. For example,
the new emphasis which is given nowadays to radon is not limited to the
area of public exposure. The new ICRP recommendations suggest, in fact, to
include exposure from natural sources as part of occupational exposure, but
they do not provide unequivocal guidance on the choice of situations which
should fall into this category.
This will require interpretation and
choice of options by those in charge of the preparation of the new BSS.
General Solutions:

Standardization

A major shortcoming of the current radiation protection and safety
policies is the lack of generic standardized objectives similar to those
used in other safety disciplines. At a first sight, the rationale of ICRP
requirements such as optimisation appears to be incompatible with generic
solutions, because the requirements of optimisation seem to lead to
case-by-case assessments. However, although there are specific problems
for which only a case-by-case approach is feasible, it is worth questioning
whether a more standardized approach could be possible for common, routine
problems of protection and safety. Success in this endeavour would be very
well received by designers and operators.
CONCLUSION
The issues highlighted in this paper are only some of the most
important questions to be addressed in the implementation of the new ICRP
recommendations.
Several other problems of a more detailed nature can be
raised by a reading of ICRP Publication 60, and a significant effort of
interpretation and choice of options will have to be made in the
transformation of the ICRP guidance into international recommendations
liable to a concrete application.
The new BSS will have to solve these
questions in order to give an effective contribution to practical radiation
protection in Member countries.
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LE CEFRI ET LA CERTIFICATION EN RADIOPROTECTION
DES ENTREPRISES FRANCAISES
J.C Marillier- Cefri - Paris la Defense - France

THE CEFRI AND RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION CERTIFICATION
OF FRENCH COMPANIES
In 1990, French nuclear operators and the nuclear industry
set up
a system for certifying the companies involved in
industrial work with exposure to ionizing radiation and the
concerned training organizations. Inspectors
have been
recruited and trained. The first certficates were issued
during
the past
few months.
The extension of this
certifications to cover all work on nuclear sites is being
envisaged.
INTRODUCTION
Le developpement rapide
du programme electro-nucleaire
francais a amene un grand nombre de travailleurs
de
l'industrie a travailler dans des zones ou peuvent exister
des rayonnements ionisants.
Il importe de veiller a ce que la radioprotection de ces
travailleurs soit assuree compte tenu des normes les plus
recentes et de la libre circulation des travailleurs a
l'interieur des Communautes Europeennes prevue des 1993.
C'est pourquoi les exploitants et les industriels ont juge
necessaire la mise en place d'une organisation certifiant la
formation et le suivi du personnel expose aux rayonnements
ionisants.
CONTEXTE
Si l'on ne tient pas compte du milieu medical,
50 000
travailleurs de l'industrie
francaise
sont
amenes a
travailler
sous
rayonnements
ionisants
dont
30 000
exploitants et 20 000 autres travailleurs appartenant a pres
de 1 000 entreprises exterieures et qui interviennent pour
des operations de maintenance concernant en particulier pres
de 60 reacteurs electro-nucleaires en exploitation.
Les interventions lors des arrets pour rechargement de ces
reacteurs peuvent demander l'intervention
de plusieurs
centaines de personnes durant des periodes courtes mais avec
des debits de dose ambiante pouvant dans certains cas
atteindre, voire depasser, 100 mGray/heure.
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Plus de 80% des doses d'irradiation sont recues lors de ces
interventions
par le personnel des entreprises exterieures
et en 1990, 1 500 personnes ont recu une dose annuelle
superieure a 20 mSievert.
Afin de minimiser la radio-exposition, il est fait appel a
des equipements de plus en plus sophistiques mis en oeuvre
par des technicians specialises, se deplacant frequemment
sur les differents sites francais ou etrangers et en
particulier dans la Communaute Europeenne.
Pour s'assurer du bon respect de la reglementation en
vigueur dans le domaine de la radioprotection, a ete cree en
France en 1990, a l'initiative des industrials reunis au
sein du Groupement Intersyndical de l'Industrie Nucleaire
(GIIN)
le Comite francais de ~ertification des ~ntreprises
Pour la ~ormation et le suivi du personnel travaillant sous
Rayonnements Ionisants (CEFRI) .
Ont ete associes au sein du CEFRI, outre les employeurs de
travailleurs de categorie A ou B et les organismes de
formations specialises en radioprotection :
- les exploitants, a savoir CEA, COGEMA et EDF,
- la Caisse nationale d'assurance maladie des travailleurs
salaries
(CNAMTS),
- Le Service central de protection centre les rayonnements
ionisants (SCPRI),
- la Societe francaise de radioprotection (SFRP).
Le Ministere du Travail et le Ministere de l'Industrie ont
temoigne de leur accord et leur soutien a la creation du
CEFRI.
ROLE ET FONCTIONNEMENT
Les objectifs fondamentaux de
nombre de trois :

la creation du

CEFRI sont au

- contribuer pour le personnel a l'amelioration de la
prevention des
risques
lies aux
travaux dans les
installations nucleaires,
- permettre aux entreprises francaises intervenant sur les
marches du nucleaire de faire la demonstration objective
des actions de prevention qu'elles menent,
- ameliorer pour les entreprises francaises intervenant sur
les marches du nucleaire leur acces aux marches europeans
et internationaux.
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Les entreprises (employeurs) et organismes de formation
ainsi certifiees s'engagent a respecter une specification
dont les bases sont les suivantes
-pour l'employeur, designation d'un responsable qui suit
les operations de recrutement, de contr8le medical, de
formation et de surveillance dosimetrique du personnel de
categorie A ou B,
-pour l'organisme de formation,
mise en place d'une
organisation, de methodes et de moyens de formation, d'un
contr8le de connaissances des stagiaires a l'issue du
stage, conformement a la specification pour la formation
du personnel de categorie A ou B etablie par le CEFRI.
Le CEFRI delivre un certificat valable 3 ans au vu d'audits
realises dans les entreprises exterieures (employeurs) et
organismes
de formation.
Ces
audits
s'assurent que
l'organisation et les
moyens mis en
oeuvre sont en
conformite par rapport a la reglementation fran9aise et aux
specifications du CEFRI.
Le CEFRI se compose d'un Comite de certification qui
et
d'une Commission
constitue l'instance de decision
technique qui qualifie les auditeurs et
donne son avis au
Comite sur les questions relatives a la prevention a la
radioprotection et a la formation.
Le Comite a egalement qualite pour faire connaitre la
demarche fran9aise au plan
european et international et
pour negocier tout accord international de reciprocite ou
d'equivalence.
La structure et le fonctionnement du CEFRI ont ete etudies
pour
@tre
conformes
a
la
normalisation europeenne
aux
organismes
de
certification
des
s'appliquant
entreprises.

Lorsqu'une entreprise ou organisme demande a @tre certifie,
le CEFRI lui adresse les specifications a respecter et un
questionnaire a remplir. A reception de la reponse a ce
questionnaire et des pieces jointes, le CEFRI decide ou non,
ala vue de ces documents, du lancement de l'audit. L'audit
est effectue par
deux personnes
dont une
au moins
specialisee en radioprotection.
Au vu du rapport d'audit, signe par les auditeurs et le
responsable designe de l'entreprise
ou de l'organisme
audite, le CEFRI delivre ou non son certificat ou le
renouvelle pour une periode de trois ans.
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SITUATION
En 1990, ant ete mis en place le Comite de Certification et
la Commission Technique.
Cette derniere
questionnaires
formation.

a mis au point les specifications et les
pour les entreprises et
organismes de

En 1991, ant ete recrutes et formes apres une selection
severe des candidats, plus de 40 auditeurs, la plupart
experimentes en radioprotection au en technique d'audits.
Un grand nombre de demandes de certification ant ete re9ues,
les
premiers
audits
effectues
et
les
premieres
certifications delivrees.
L'objectif actuel du CEFRI est d'avoir, d'ici fin 1992,
certifie la plupart des grandes societes et organismes de
formation intervenant en France dans ce domaine.
Il est envisage par les exploitants de rendre obligatoire
cette certification pour toute entreprise intervenante.
CONCLUSION
Avec le CEFRI, l'industrie nucleaire fran9aise, soucieuse de
sa reputation, dispose du moyen de garantir la formation et
le suivi des travailleurs exposes aux rayonnements ionisants
tant sur le territoire national que lors d'interventions a
l'etranger en particulier dans les differents pays de la
Communaute Europeenne.
Il lui semble souhaitable que ce type de certification soit
generalise et harmonise entre les pays interesses.
REFERENCES
1 - BNS/SFEN Congress Brussels, May 30-31, 1991
M. BOUSSARD Consequences for French reactors of the new
ICRP recommandations
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Surveillance
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U.S. Department of F.nergy
Office of the Assistant Secretary for Environment Safety and Health
Office of Epidemiology and Health Surveillance
Washington, DC 20585

The Role of CEDR in Worker Health Protection
The development of the Comprehensive Epidemiologic Data Resource (CEDR) is
one of the major elements in the Secretary of Energy's initiatives to establish a
credible state-of-the-art epidemiologic and health surveillance program in the
Department of Energy (OOE). The aim of thi!! program b to identify human health
effects that may be associated with energy production and technology. The CEDR
program being undertaken by the Department of Energy (DOE) will be the focus for
organizing, integrating, and disseminating data from the DOE'11 epidemiologic
activities. The CEDR information system will facilitate the acquisition, storage,
access, and analysis of data collected from past and ongoing research, as well as from
future activities. It is anticipated that substantial use of CEDR will be made by DOE
staff, scientists at national labs, persons with university affiliatior\s at<d public
interest groups. The paper will describe the structure of the CEDR information

system, the types of data being incorporated, the accessabilily of the data and the uses
being made of the data.

Prepared by: Barbara G. Brooks, CEDR Program Manager (301-353-4674)
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DOSIMETRIE DU PERSONNEL : SES POSSIBILITES ET SES LIMITES

. *
G. Wolber * , G. Coudert ** , R. Dolle ** , M. Bert1n
*

EDF

**

, OPT, Comite de Radioprotection, Paris, France
EDF, SPT, Departement Securite Radioprotection
Environnement, St Denis, France

PERSONNEL DOSIMETRY : CAPACITIES AND LIMITATIONS
Two dosimetric systems are implemented for EDF
nuclear plant personnel
legal, with photographic films,
and operational, with electronic dosemeters. They have
similar
detection
thresholds
and
are
designed
for
radioprotection purposes. Occupational exposure levels are
comparable to natural irradiation. So, these data must be
used cautiously for epidemiology.
INTRODUCTION
Les textes reglementaires sur la radioprotection en
France prennent en compte les principes fondamentaux emis
par la CIPR tels qu'ils figurent dans les directives
europeennes, a savoir l' optimisation et la limitation des
expositions individuelles.
La dosimetrie du personnel
constitue un moyen essentiel d'assurer pour le travailleur
le respect de ces deux principes.
Par
centre
ses
caracteristiques ne lui permettent pas d'utiliser ses
resultats a des fins epidemiologiques sans prendre un
certain nombre de precautions.
LES DEUX FORMES DE LA DOSIMETRIE DU PERSONNEL A EDF
Cette dosimetrie du personnel se presente sous deux
formes
la dosimetrie reglementaire et la dosimetrie
operationnelle. Elle concerne uniquement !'irradiation par
les rayons gamma, consideree a priori homogene du corps
entier.
- La dosimetrie reglementaire
Elle est du type photographique a releve mensuel.
Elle contrOle a posteriori les expositions individuelles,
verifie le respect des limites individuelles autorisees et
permet la detection du depassement de ces limites. Elle a
seule valeur medico-legale et releve de la competence du
SCPRI, organisme du Ministere de la Sante.
- La dosimetrie operationnelle
Les
resultats
de
la
dosimetrie
mensuelle
reglementaire ne sent conn us qu' a la fin du mois sui vant
(1]
ils ne permettent pas un suivi en temps reel des
conditions d' exposition. La dosimetrie operationnelle qui
emploie des dosimetres electroniques a lecture directe
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permet ce suivi en temps reel. Avec son dispositif
d' alarme, elle assure une fonction de securi te, mais son
but principal est la dosimetrie analytique
gestion des
doses individuelles , des doses collectives par chantier et
par poste de travail et mettre en application le principe
d'optimisation (Demarche ALARA).
SIGNIFICATION DES DOSES
Les doses re9ues par le personnel
sont tres
dispersees parce que les personnes sont affectees A des
taches specifiques [2]. Mais ces doses sont en majorite
faibles : 50% des doses annuelles sont inferieures a
0,5 mSv (50 mrem) [3]. Avec les seuils de detection propres
a chacun des systemes dosimetriques toutes ces doses ne
sont pas toutes significatives, loin de la.
- Cas de la dosimetrie reglementaire
- Influence des seuils de detection :
La
dosimetrie
par
film
est
obtenue
par
interpolation a partir de films etalons avec prise en
compte d'un film temoin qui est cense enregistrer les doses
hors zone controlee et pendant le transport des dosimetres.
L' incertitude sur la lecture des doses a partir
d'un film est variable en fonction de la dose [4]. A 2u,
elle est de l'ordre de 0,12 msv (12 mrem) a la dose zero et
de 0,9 msv (90 mrem) a la dose de 5 msv (500 mrem), soit
une incertitude relative de 18%. Avec la composition des
ecarts-types, cela conduit a un seuil de detection So
mensuel de 0,17 msv (17 mrem) et une limite de detection Lo
de 0,34 msv (34 mrem). Cela veut dire que toute dose
relevee a partir des films et inferieure a 0,17 msv n•a pas
de signification statistique et que ce releve doit etre
superieur a o, 37 msv pour avoir 95% de chances de
representer une mesure.
Il s•en suit que les modalites de !'exposition et
sa repartition dans le temps, liees au poste de travail,
ont une influence sur la signification statistique des
doses enregistrees. si l'on part de !'hypothese d'une
exposition a debit de dose constant :
-0,5 msv

(50 mrem)
cumule
sur
2 mois
est
significatif (Incertitude: 0,24 mSv).
-0,5 msv cumule sur 12 mois n'est pas significatif
(Incertitude: 0,59 msv).
-0,5 msv par an cumules sur 30 ans, soit 15 msv
(1,5 rem),
sont
largement
significatifs
(Incertitude: 3,22 msv).

pas

de

Les donnees annuelles sur les faibles doses n' ont
signification statistique : il faut des durees
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d'observation de
l'ordre de
5 ans
resultats utilisables en epidemiologie.

pour

disposer

de

- Influence des modalites de prise en compte des doses.
Le seuil de prise en compte des doses est
actuellement de 0,1 msv (10 mrem). Avec une limite de
detection de 0, 34 msv, on peut declarer nulles les doses
inferieures a cette valeur
cela a
une
influence
relativement faible sur les doses collectives mais on perd
toute information sur les cumuls individuels des doses sur
la vie professionnelle.
- Cas de la dosimetrie operationnelle
Les dosimetres electroniques ont un mouvement
propre de 20 J.I.SV (2 mrem) par jour et ils n'enregistrent
que des doses superieures a 10 JJ.Sv {1 mrem). Le temps moyen
de sejour d'un travailleur en zone controlee est d'environ
3h par entree ou
il y
a,
au maximum,
2 entrees
journalieres. Dans !'hypothese d'une exposition a debit de
dose constant et pour une quarantaine d' entrees par mois,
la dose cumulee minimale detectee dans le mois est de
l I ordre de 0, 15 msv, equi valente a celle des films. La
dosimetrie operationnelle ne permet pas de lever les doutes
sur les faibles doses.
- Possibilites des systemes dosimetrigues
Les faibles doses annuelles ne peuvent etre que des
reperes : quel que soit le systeme utilise, seul leur cumul
sur plusieurs annees constitue des donnees statistiquement
f iables. L' emploi de dosimetres indi viduels nominatifs a
memoire, en abaissant le seuil de detection d'un facteur au
mains egal a 4, est un des moyens de rendre les
faibles
doses annuelles significatives.
FACTEURS DE RISQUE A PRENDRE EN COMPTE DANS L'EVALUATION DE
L'IRRADIATION DU PERSONNEL
L'irradiation du personnel des centrales nucleaires
pendant le travail, avec une moyenne de 2 msv par an, est
de
l'ordre
de
grandeur
des
irradiations
non
profeSSiOnnelleS ; l I irradiation medicale et 1 I irradiation
naturelle.
- L' irradiation medicale
en dose efficace, elle est en
moyenne de 1 msv, avec des variations d'un facteur 3 d'un
pays a l'autre et d'un facteur 2,5 d'une region a l'autre
en France.
- L'irradiation naturelle : avec une dose efficace moyenne
annuelle de 2,4 msv, elle varie en France d •un facteur 3
d'une region a l'autre.
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Ces facteurs introduisent un biais dent il faut
tenir compte dans
les enqu~tes epidemiologiques.
Si
!'irradiation naturelle est relativement facile a estimer,
1 1 irradiation medicale est d I aCCeS plUS difficile
elle
est individuelle, couverte par le secret medical, avec une
dosimetrie approximative du fait des incertitudes de toute
enqu~te retrospective sur ce sujet.
CONCLUSION
La dosimetrie du personnel a EDF est con9ue dans un
but de radioprotection : elle permet de gerer les doses par
des procedures relevant du principe d' optimisation et de
s'assurer que les limites individuelles ne sent pas
depassees.
Elle apporte des
informations utiles aux
enqu~tes epidemiologiques mais elle a
ses limites et il
faut ~tre prudent quant a leur usage.
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REFLEXIONS SUR UNE METHODE PRATIQUE D'UNIFORMISATION DE LA
COMPTABILISATION DES DOSES

P.BOUSSARD,R.DOLLO

ELECTRICITE DE FRANCE - DSRE

M. DE KERVILLER, M. PENNEROUX

COMMISSARIAT A L'ENERGIE
ATOMIQUE - FRANCE

IDEAS ON A PRACTICAL METHOD TO MAKE MORE
UNIFORM THE MEASURE AND THE ACCOUNT OF DOSES

ABSTRACT : The CIPR 60 publication and its consequences on the revision of CEC
regulations and basic norms, discussions on dosimetry of outside workers and more
generally on the development of exchanges of information between users have led EDF
to question its practices for measuring counting doses. Faced with this wide range of
french practices and in a desire for harmonisation, an EDF and CEA work team has
established a summary of present methods, an evaluation of the consequences of
these different strategies and have then suggested a harmonisation of dosimetric
measures based on systematic methodology.

1 -INTRODUCTION

Si Ia mesure et Ia comptabilisation des doses corps entier dues au rayonnement y est en general bien comprise par les exploitants, Ia dosimetrie due aux autres
types de rayonnement (neutron, ex, ~) ou a des voies d'exposition differentes (dose
peau, doses aux extremites, exposition interne) a toujours fait l'objet de nombreuses
interrogations. Cependant, meme Ia dosimetrie corps entier suscite encore des
questions suite, par exemple, aux ecarts constates entre Ia dosimetrie reglementaire
(film) et Ia dosimetrie operationnelle (electronique).
Le developpement du pare de reacteurs nucleaires franc;:ais, !'apparition de
nouvelles sources d'exposition (combustible MOX) ou le vieillissement des tranches ont
renforce ces interrogations. Parallelement, les etudes comparatives avec les centrales
etrangeres, le suivi dosimetrique des travailleurs exterieurs et en particulier des
travailleurs transfrontaliers ont conduit EDF a reflechir sur Ia pertinence des
informations ou Ia validite des choix effectues au debut du lancement du programme
nucleaire franc;:ais, voire anterieurement.
C'est pourquoi un groupe de travail mixte EDF-CEA s'est attache, courant
1991, a comparer ses pratiques, les evaluer et proposer une harmonisation des
methodes de mesures.
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2- BILAN DES PRATIQUES A EDF ET DANS LE GROUPE CEA
Au sein du pare des centrales REP d'EDF, une tres forte coherence est
observee par suite de sa standardisation. En revanche, une grande variate existe si l'on
compare EDF et les differentes filiales du groupe CEA. Les moyens de surveillance
individuals et collectifs sont differents suivant les categories de travailleur (A, B ou non
exposes), les types de detecteurs sont egalement differents (film, thermoluminescence,
etc.) et enfin les frequences de traitement et Ia nature des enregistrements varient
egalement.
Cette diversite est due a Ia fois a Ia nature des risques propres aux
activites des sites concernes, mais egalement des choix de strategie dosimetrique.

a

3- MISE EN PLACE D'UNE METHODOLOGIE STRATEGIQUE GLOBALE DE LA DOSIMETRIE
ET EVALUATION DES DIFFERENTS CHOIX POSSIBLES
Une conception globale de Ia dosimetrie repose sur une evaluation des
doses qui doit prendre en compte les aspects suivants :
-

A quel usage est destine Ia mesure (respect des limites individuelles,
analyse dosimetrique de chantier ou etudes epidemiologiques) ?

-

Quels sont les types de rayonnement reels ou potentials auxquels sont
soumis les travailleurs ?
Parmi ces rayonnements, quels sont ceux qui meritent un suivi
individual actif (en temps reel) ou passif (en temps differe), un suivi
collectif actif ou passif ?

-

Parmi ces rayonnements, quels sont ceux qui ne meritent pas de suivi,
mais simplement une evaluation calculee, associee ou non avec une
detection d'alarme ?

-

Avec quel type de detecteur le suivi est-il realise ? Comment est-il
etalonne ? Quel est le pas de Ia mesure ?

-

Quel est le seuil d'enregistrement, c'est-a-dire !'equivalent de dose
au-dessus duquel le resultat de Ia mesure presente un interet suffisant
pour valoir d'etre enregistre et conserve ?

-

Quel est le pas d'enregistrement ? Comment est fait l'arrondissage ?

-

Comment sont enregistrees les expositions internes (a Ia date de
!'exposition ou etalees dans le temps) ?

-

Quelles donnees elementaires sont conservees ?

-

Quels traitements de donnees sont effectues (cumuls dans le temps,
cumuls de doses efficaces, controle de depassement des limites) ?

-

Quels types de conservation et d'archivage utilise-t-on ?
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-

Quelle utilisation des resultats est effectuee, vis-a-vis des doses des
travailleurs de l'exploitant comme de ceux des entreprises exterieures ?
Quelles etudes statistiques sont effectuees et quelle diffusion leur
est-elle accordee ?

La reponse a !'ensemble de ces questions constitue Ia strategie dosimetrique retenue et EDF a essaye, pour quelques domaines, d'evaluer les consequences
d'autres options que celles actuellement utilisees en centrales nucleaires.
Le tableau ci-dessous montre par exemple (pour Ia dosimetrie
reglementaire film), les variations de Ia dose collective des agents EDF en 1990 en
fonction du seuil d'enregistrement, par rapport a Ia valeur de 27,9 Sv obtenue avec le
seuil de 0,10 mSv actuellement utilise a EDF.

Seuil
d'enregistrement
en msv

R~partition de Ia dose annuelle
individuelle (~2 mois cons~cutifs)
avec le seult d'enregistrement A 0,1 mSv

Dose annuelle
non enregistr~e
en Sv

en%
dose totale

dose en mSv
entre

Nombre d'agents

%
Nb total d'agents

0 et 0,04

3112

19,6%

0,2

2,42

8,7

0,05 et 0,14

2475

15,5%

0,3

4,10

14,7

0,15 et 0,24

1458

9,2%

0,4

5,57

19,9

0,25 et 0,34

905

5,7%

0,5

6,91

24,7

0,35 et 0,44

624

4,0%

0,45 et 0,54

423

2,7%

7000

43,3%

>a o,55

Le simple choix d'un seuil d'enregistrement a 0,1 ou 0,5 mSv fait done
varier Ia dosimetrie globale des agents EDF de 25 %.

4- PROPOSITION D'HARMONISATION DES STRATEGIES DOSIMETRIQUES

Les raisons qui ont guide les choix de strategie dosimetrique, lors du
developpement de l'industrie nucleaire franvaise ont privilegie les aspects specifiques
et locaux, ce qui explique les ecarts constates dans les pratiques des exploitants. Par
ailleurs, !'utilisation de Ia dosimetrie residait essentiellement dans Ia verification du
respect des limites individuelles.
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Aujourd'hui, les echanges d'information, Ia circulation de nombreux
travailleurs de site en site, le suivi des personnels changeant d'entreprise, necessite
une plus grande harmonisation de !'enregistrement et de Ia comptabilisation des
doses.
C'est pourquoi, le groupe de travail EDF/CEA a propose dans un premier
temps les mesures suivantes :
-

etalonnage des dosimetres film selon Ia norme ICRU,

-

valeur du pas de Ia dosimetrie operationnelle de 0,01 msv pour les
detecteurs electroniques et de 0,05 mSv pour les TLD (Detecteur par
thermoluminescence),

-

valeur du pas de Ia dosimetrie film reglementaire et mensuelle de
0,1 mSv,

-

seuil d'enregistrement par lecture pour une entree en zone controlee de
0,01 mSv (ce seuil fait partie du cahier des charges pour les
constructeurs de detecteurs),

-

seuil d'enregistrement mensuel pour Ia dosimetrie film reglementaire de
0,2 mSv.

Par ailleurs, une revue des strategies dosimetriques sera effectuee en
particulier dans certains domaines (dose neutronique, dose peau, dose aux extremites,
radon). L'objectif est de definir !'ensemble des elements a mesurer ou controler, puis a
enregistrer et conserver.
Ces elements constitueront une base de gestion analytique fine des
donnees dosimetriques. Enfin, une sommation globale des doses efficaces permettra
d'obtenir un indicateur unique d'evaluation globale de Ia dosimetrie individuelle et
collective, meme si cet indicateur presente peu d'interet sur le plan strictement
medical.

5 - CONCLUSION

Les differentes pratiques observees dans Ia gestion des doses laissent a
penser que des ecarts dans les doses comptabilisees peuvent varier dans des proportions allant jusqu'a 50 %.
Cependant, Ia reduction des normes de base, le suivi au plus pres des
doses dans Ia mise en oeuvre de politiques ALARA, Ia prise en compte de nouvelles
expositions, les echanges d'information conduisent les exploitants a mieux definir ce
qui est pris en compte dans les valeurs annoncees et done d'harmoniser leurs
pratiques. La mise en place d'un indicateur global utilisant Ia somme des doses
efficaces apparait a ce titre indispensable.
Le travail realise entre EDF et le CEA a permis a cette occasion de mieux
apprehender, dans leur globalite, les options qui avaient ete prises (au moins
implicitement) dans leurs strategies dosimetriques, et Ia methodologie mise en place
donne une grille d'application utilisable pour toute revision de ces strategies.
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32p PERSONNEL MONITORING IN U.S. RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS
Victor N. Evdokimoff
Boston University Medical Center
Radiation Protection Office
88 East Newton St.
Boston, Ma. 02118
ABSTRACT
Phosphorus-32 is used extensively in medical research.
Because our 32p personnel monitoring costs are significantly
increasing especially for low exposure potential < 37 MBq, we
surveyed 13 similar U.s. institutions to aid a review of our
present badge policy.
our 3 year exposure data show that the
extremities have a greater potential for exposure than the skin
of the whole body. Despite significant costs, fifty-four percent
of institution surveyed issued only a whole body badge for use
< 37 MBq.
Liability and registration are reasons other than
exposure potential to monitor at < 37 MBq.
Almost all issued a
whole body badge and ring badge at 37 MBq.
INTRODUCTION
BUMC MONITORING AND COSTS FOR 32p
Individuals using less than 37 MBq (1 mCi) of 32p are issued
a commercial TLD finger ring badge worn name side at the palm to
assess extremity dose.
Individuals using 37 MBq or more of 32p
are also issued a whole body film badge to assess the dose to the
skin of the whole body.
In reviewing 3 years of exposure data for 32p users through
December 1989, the highest annual whole body badge dose was 5.1
msv (510 mRem).
For our ring badges, 25% had positive readings
above the minimum detectible exposure at < 37 MBq 32p use and 32%
positive at 37 MBq and above.
Our whole body badges had 12%
positive exposures at 37 MBq and greater.
From 1987 to 1989, our 32p badge costs have doubled
accounting for 55% of all badges issued for radioisotopes.
In
1990, our annual badge cost was over $12,000 with approximately
35% of these costs due to issuing badges for 32p use less than 37
MBq.
SURVEY
Our office contacted by telephone the
of 13 selected institutions throughout the
have large broad scope or broad medical
These institutions were asked their
monitoring of persons using only 32p.
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health physics offices
United States known to
radioisotope licenses.
policy for personnel

SURVEY RESULTS
Of the 13 institutions surveyed, 69% issued whole body
badges for 32 P use < 37 MBq.
At the 37 MBq level, 100% of the
institutions surveyed issued a whole body badge and 77% issued a
ring badge.
At the 37 MBq level, four institutions that did not
issue a badge at less than 37 MBq did issue a whole body badge
and ring badge at the 37 MBq level, suggesting this as an action
level for personnel monitoring.
Reasons given for issuing badges at < 37 MBq include:
assess exposure potential, registration and protection from
liability.
Reasons for not issuing badges at < 37 MBq include:
cost, low exposure potential, and because their health physics
department surveys 32p use.
Some institutions were unclear whether the whole body badges
were assessing whole body 3 2p exposure or skin of the whole body
exposure.
CONCLUSION
1) Phosphorus-32 exposures at less than 37 MBq (1 mCi)
appear to have a low exposure potential to researchers and are
not likely to approach the current USNRC criteria of monitoring
at 25% maximal permissible dose.
However, determining what that
dose is, i.e., skin vs. whole body, is not entirely clear from
this preliminary survey of 13 institutions.
In our opinion, the
skin is at risk and the skin dose limit should apply.
2) The majority of the institutions surveyed issued a whole
body film badge for less than 37 MBq 32p use and a whole body
film badge with a TLD ring badge at 37 MBq or greater 32p use.
There was a greater degree of uniformity in personnel monitoring
for 32p at levels of 37 MBq and greater.
3)
Liability and registration are reasons other than
exposure potential that some institutions issue a whole body
badge to investigators using less than 37 MBq.
4) Should an institution decide to issue a badge for 32p use
under 37 MBq, it would be more appropriate to issue a ring badge
worn with the name side at the palm to monitor extremity dose
than to issue a whole body badge (32% versus 12% positive).
5) Should an institution decide to issue a badge for 32p use
under 37 MBq, the costs may be significant.
REFERENCES
1.
USNRC, 1990, Code of Federal Regulations, Washington, D.C.:
U.S. Government Printing Office; 10 CFR Part 20.
2.

Evdokimoff, Victor, 1991, Phosphorus-32 Personnel Monitoring
in Research Institutions, Health Physics 61, pp. 275-278.
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CENTRAL INDEX OF DOSE INFORMATION (CIDI)
W.J.Iles, K.A.Fillary, E.Greenslade, G.M.Kendall, T.O.Marshall
National Radiological Protection Board (NRPB)
Chilton, Didcot, Oxon, U.K.
W.P. Bines, M.Williams
Health and Safety Executive (HSE)
London, U.K.
ABSTRACT
This paper describes the functions, operation, types and method
of data transfer, and summarised data to be published relating
to the Central Index of Dose Information.
INTRODUCTION
The Central Index of Dose Information (CIDI) is a national
database of occupational exposure to radiation operated by the
National Radiological Protection Board (NRPB) as agent for the
Health and Safety Executive (HSE) . It receives annual summaries
from Approved Dosimetry Services (ADSs) of the radiation doses
to classified persons in the United Kingdom. At present, there
are approximately 40 dosimetry services approved in Great
Britain for keeping records and approximately 60,000 classified
workers.
All the data provided to CIDI are treated as
confidential with respect to individual persons and employers.
FUNCTIONS OF CIDI
CIDI has a number of functions as listed below:(a)
To enable data to be transmitted from the previous ADS to
the next, when a classified worker changes employer.
(b)
To provide an index to show which ADS is responsible for
the monitoring of a classified person, allow revised dose data
to be passed from one ADS to the next, and to act as a back-up
source of dosimetric information about the person.
(c)
To conduct an annual audit of the persons monitored by an
ADS to ensure that the number of persons monitored agrees with
the total for the previous year,allowing for additions and
deletions during the year.
(d)
To provide statistics to guide policy making on a national
basis.
TYPES OF RECORD EXCHANGED BETWEEN CIDI AND ADSs
Registration report: This is sent from an ADS to CIDI to notify
CIDI that a dose record is being started by the ADS for a
classified person.
Entry report:
This is sent from CIDI to the ADS to notify the
ADS that CIDI has started a record for the classified person.
Termination report: This is sent from the ADS to CIDI to inform
CIDI that a classified person has left employment, and should be
sent to CIDI as soon as possible after all outstanding
dosemeters have been processed.
Annual return:
This is sent from the ADS to CIDI and includes
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summaries of the annual doses received by all classified workers
for which the ADS kept records, irrespective of whether they
ceased to be classified
during the year. Note: a person can
only be declared as having ceased classified work at the end of
the year.
Amended records: These are records that are sent from the ADS to
CIDI to correct previously submitted information.
It is
recognised that records may need to be provided occasionally,
but amendments should be exceedingly rare in order to minimise
the operating costs of CIDI.
In addition to the above, the ADS has to inform CIDI of the
name and address of any employer for whom the ADS is keeping
records. CIDI then allocates to the ADS a CIDI code number for
that employer.
DOSE DATA FOR CIDI
The following is a summary of the dose data contained within
the annual return, termination report and entry report. Precise
details of the dose data and personal data are contained in The
Reference Manual for Data Transfer to CIDI 1 • Not all the data
are obligatory.
Current year dose data:
(a)
Sum of effective dose equivalent from external radiation
and committed effective dose equivalent from internal emitters.
(b) Neutron component of (a) .
(c)
Notional component of (a) (where this exceeds 10% of the
total).
(d)
Sum of
dose equivalent from external radiation and
committed dose equivalent from internal emitters to organs and
tissues (where doses exceed 10% of the proportion of the annual
dose limit for the period in question) .
(e)
A flag if (a) above includes a component from long-lived
or other internal emitters.
Lifetime dose data:
(a)
Effective dose equivalent from external radiation
(including (b) below) .
(b)
Notional component of (a) (where this exceeds 10% of the
total) .
Note: Termination and entry reports will now be required to
include separate dose summaries for each of the previous four
years (excluding any year before 1/1/88) .
PERSONAL DATA FOR CIDI
The personal data sent to CIDI includes the following:(a) Surname and forenames.
(b) Sex and date of birth.
(c) National insurance number (the unique identifier) .
(d)
Identifier of the ADS supplying information.
(e) Occupational classification of the employee.
(f) CIDI code number of the individual's employer.
(g)
Date of commencement/termination of classified work in
this employment.
(h)
Employers work activity coded as Standard Industrial
Classification (1980) .
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METHOD OF DATA TRANSFER
It is intended that the majority of data will be transmitted to
and from CIDI in the form of magnetic media i.e. magnetic tape
or floppy discs depending on the amount of data, in accordance
with precisely defined data formats 1 • In addition to the
previously defined data, each computer compatible record has a
field for:
record type,
record counter,
record key,
and
amendment flag. The computer dose record ( s) have a field to
distinguish whether the record is for doses for the current year
or lifetime doses, and fields that describe the dose type and
organ/tissue type as per CIDI classification.
PUBLICATION OF CIDI DATA
Although the individual data on the database are treated as
confidential, an annual summary of statistics for each year,
commencing for the year 1986 will be published. In order to
facilitate comparison between years, it is the intention that
wherever possible, the format of succeeding summaries will
remain unchanged. Also, in addition to these annual summaries,
it is expected that further analyses will be published at likely
intervals of five years that will assist in the identification
of any trends.
The tabulated data is divided into three parts; Part A - Whole
body doses, Part B - Dose variation with age and sex, and Part C
- Doses to specific organs and tissues. A common feature of the
tabular presentation is that all doses are
related to
Occupational Category. The majority of the tables present the
data distributed within dose intervals, together with total
workers, collective doses, and mean doses for each Occupational
Category. There is also a table that gives the distribution of
workers, by age and sex, that exceeded 15 mSv for the year.
As a matter of policy, the statistical summary includes a
minimum of analysis. This is in order to ensure that any
subsequent analysis of data will be based on the "raw" data as
received by CIDI. However, there is an additional table that
gives the distribution of effective dose equivalent plus
committed effective dose equivalent where pro-rata doses have
been substituted for notional doses. The reason for this is that
it is believed that such a table is
likely to give a more
realistic impression of actual doses.
Figures 1 to 3 are taken as examples from the 1986 Summary of
Statistics 2 , they show respectively, mean doses, the number of
workers exceeding 15 mSv, and collective doses per Occupational
Category.
REFERENCES
1.
Greenslade, E., Kendall, G.M., Iles, W.J., Gardner, P.H.,
Young, T. 0. Reference Manual for Data Transfer to the Central
Index of Dose Information, 1989, NRPB-M176.
2.
Summary of Statistics 1986, The
Information, HMSO (to be published).
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IMPACT OF ICRP60 ON DOSES RECEIVED BY OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSED WORKERS IN
EDUCATIONAL ESTABLISHMENTS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM
A. G. RICHARDS
RADIATION PROTECTION SERVICE
UNIVERSITY OF LEEDS
UNITED KINGDOM.
ABSTRACT
The doses received by University workers lie generally in the range 1-3 mSv. This paper discusses how the doses received by workers can be kept down by considering the changing working
practices in laboratories with the revised dose limits and annual limits on intake.

INTRODUCTION
The International Commission on Radiological Protection ( ICRP)in 1 977 published its
recommendations known as ICRP26. 1 Following the publication of ICRP 26 the Commission of the
European Communities issued the Euratom Directive in 1980. 2 This directive is binding on all the
countries in the European Economic Community (EEC) but has no legal status for countries outside
the EEC.
The Euratom Directive required the members countries to produce requirements governing
persons exposed to sources of ionising radiations. In the United Kingdom these requirements were
implemented by means of the Ionising Radiations Regulations 1985 (IRR 85). 3 under the Health and
Safety at Work Act4.These regulations are only legally binding in the United Kingdom. They set out
rules relating to the employment of workers who use ionising radiations. In addition certain duties
are imposed on manufacturers of equipment or articles to ensure that any article is constructed to
restrict so far as is reasonably practicable exposure to ionising radiations.
There are certain exemptions to these regulations for members of the armed forces and to work for
the Secretary of State for Defence.
Persons who are exposed to ionising radiations in the course of medical treatment are covered
by different regulations. 5
Under the Ionising Radiations Regulations a worker who is likely to receive three tenths of any
relevant dose limit shall be designated a classified worker.A requirement of the IRR85 is that a
dosimetry service used for the measurement of doses received by classified workers be approved.
These services known as Approved Dosimetry Services (ADS) are approved by the body in the UK
called the Health and Safety Executive. ICRP 60 6 recommendations differ from ICRP26.
DOSE LIMITS
DOSE LIMITS IN ICRP60

OCCUPATIONAL

PUBLIC

Effective dose

20 mSv per year (i)
averaged over 5 years

1 mSv per year.

Annual equivalent dose
in the lens of the eye
the skin
the hands and feet

150 mSv
500 mSv
500 mSv

15 mSv
50 mSv

Figure 1: ICRP 60 DOSE LIMITS

(i)

The further provisions that the effective dose should not exceed 50 mSv in any single year.

The whole body doses received by workers in educational establishments are on average less
than 2-3 mSvy- 1 and since the introduction of the IRR 85 the mean dose is now much lower as the
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data provided by an ADS shown in figure 2 and figure 3 indicates.

0-5 msV
University staff

5- 15 mSv

1394

15-50 mSv

Man mSv

16

10

568

Figure 2: 1986 Dose Statistics
0-5 mSv
University staff

5- 15 mSv

1537

15-50 mSv

Man mSv
134

4

3
Figure 3: 1989 Dose Statistics

Clearly ICRP60 can not have too much effect on doses received by University workers 7 and
different criteria other than dose received would be needed to decide which groups to monitor.

Occupational Exposure of Women
The basis of control of occupational exposure of women who are not pregnant is the same as
for men. If a woman is pregnant then additional control has to be taken. The effects on the unborn
child from the 3rd week after conception are deterministic in effect and are estimated from animal
experiments to have a threshold of 100 mGy 6 but there is no definite evidence for the susceptibility
of the human foetus.ICRP have decided that once the pregnancy has been declared the dose limit to
the surface of the abdomen should be 2 mSv for the remainder of the pregnancy. Essentially pregnant women should not carry out high risk tasks.
Equivalent dose to the surface of the womens abdomen

s 2 mSv

Intake of radionuclides

s _!...All
20

In Universities in the UK a small number of workers carry out work on cyclotrons and accelerators. The largest number undertake work with open sources or sealed sources and x-ray crystallographic work. A requirement of the UK Ionising Radiations Regulations is that for certain categories of work the employer appoints a Radiation Protection Adviser(RPAI

1
Should the adviser restrict the pregnant workers to 20 All when handling open sources? or
what criteria should an adviser use in relation to pregnant workers. Lets look at the implications of
restricting the work...l All.
20

COMPARISON OF THE ACTIVITIES OF THE FIVE MOST COMMON RADIONUCLIDES USED
IN UK UNIVERSITIES WITH ..1 All

20
3H
14C
32p
3&s
125J

Activity in
common use Bq
1 X 10 11
1 X 107
106 - 109
106 - 108
106 - 108

_tAll Bq

20
5 X 107
2 X 10 6
4 X 105
5 X 106
5 X 104

Figure 4: Activities of common radionuclides
With the exception of Carbon 14 and some experimental work with Phosphorous 32 and Tritium most other work would be precluded if the level of ...1 All marked the upper limit for a pregnant
worker to handle.
20
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Work of Pregnant Employees in relation to external radiation.
A very small number of workers in the UK Universities are cyclotron workers.Pregnant workers
may be exposed to an external radiation hazard when handling open/closed sources or when carrying out x-ray crystallography with the interlocks overidden.The risk of exposure needs to considered
in each case.
Large sealed sources which are housed in irradiation units or similar enclosures usually produce
a very small risk and thereby would not present a problem in relation to pregnant workers.
Most problems are likely to occur in relation to the handling of open sources of radionuclides by
pregnant workers.

Classification of Working Areas/Workers
ICRP 26 defined Working Conditions A, Working Conditions B
and then went on to introduce the classification of the work place as Controlled Areas and Supervised Areas for these conditions. In line with ICRP 26 and the Euratom Directive the UK legislation
defined Classified Workers.
The criteria for designating a controlled area as set down in UK legislation ""is essentially an
area is designated controlled if the dose rate is likely to exceed 7 .5pSvh· 1 " The occasions when
dose rates above this level are encountered have been considered in relation to pregnant workers.
Generally whole body doses are negligible and extremity doses small.
Work with some machine sources and irradiation units may present a problem. The handling of
some sources will generate dose rates above pSvh· 1 but generally these sources can be dealt with
by the use of remote handling tools and shielding as at present. Clearly this is working in the case
of UK Universities as the whole body doses demonstrate. The ALARA principle is practised quite
well.

Designation of Areas in Relation to Internal Radiation
The UK legislation requires that an area is designated as controlled in respect of internal radiation if there is a risk of airborne contamination or surface contamination above specified levels and
the quantities in use are greater than 10 Annual Limits on lntake(All). 8
Contamination above the levels specified are not found on a regular basis in UK Universities and
other criteria have to be used to designate an area as controlled. Once an area is however designated as controlled it then becomes subject to the legal requirements relating to access.
One way forward which is being considered in relation to designating controlled areas in UK
Universities is to consider the total activity handled.
There have been attempts in the past to relate the activity taken into the body to the activity
being handled. A factor of 1 0· 3 of the activity handled as an average could be used. Clearly this
factor will be governed by the circumstances under which the activity is handled. Using this principle and restricting the intake to 1 /1 0 All.
Laboratories would be designated a controlled area is the activity handled exceeded 100 All.
Using the criteria of 1 00 All very few laboratories in UK universities would need to be designated controlled areas. These would be the few laboratories that work with tritiated water in large
quantities or where 32 P is used in hybridisation experiments or where perhaps iodinations are carried
out.

ICRP 60 AND THE CLASSIFICATION OF WORKING AREAS
The Commission in the 1 990 recommendations now regards the distinction between controlled
and supervised as being too arbitrary. Not all workers in controlled areas received doses above
3/1 Oths of the occupational dose limit. Certainly workers in educational establishments do not
receive doses above this figure whether in controlled or supervised area. ICRP now regard the
decision in relation to area classification is better taken at a local level.
One aspect is quite clear that outside an area designated for occupationally exposed persons the
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doses received should be below the dose limit for public exposure of 1mSvy· 1 • This dose is not
measured easily and so it is difficult to implement.

ASSESSMENT OF DOSES
In UK Universities the practice of which workers to classify does vary. Whole body external
doses are monitored in the usual way, urine monitoring being undertaken for a small number of high
activity Tritium workers. Non-classified workers are generally also monitored although not required it
provides reassurance to the worker.
ICRP 60 recommends that monitoring for external radiation is used for all who are occupationally unless it is clear that their doses will be consistently low.
Now we know that the doses occupationally exposed workers in UK universities receive are low
because we monitor them already. The data accrued helps establish the designation of the working
areas. So perhaps we should consider monitoring all radiation workers routinely!!

TRAINING
ICRP 60 suggests that the most important factor in implementing the recommendations is training. A substantial commitment should be undertaken by all educational establishments to training.
This should include radiation protection advisers, radiation protection supervisors, and workers.

CONCLUSIONS
The implementation in the UK of the ICRP recommendations will not lead to a general reduction
in doses. Careful consideration by the Regulatory authority of some of the problems posed will be
needed, such as occupational exposure of pregnant workers and classification of areas. Better
management of occupational exposure should result.
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CUMULATIVE RADIATION EXPOSURE AT BNFL SELLAFIELD:
A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
K BINKS, R WAKEFORD, R STRONG, D J COULSTON
British Nuclear Fuels plc, Risley,
Warrington, Cheshire, WA3 6AS, U.K.
ABSTRACT
The temporal distribution of the average cumulative whole body
annual recorded external radiation doses of 15,182 monitored male
Sellafield employees is presented. Results are given for
successive pairs of years of first monitoring, from 1949-50 to
1985-86, and for successive single years of follow up for each of
these cohorts. The results show: there is a reduction in average
cumulative dose with later years of first monitoring at any
length of follow up; a marginal reduction in the increase in the
average cumulative dose for any given cohort with longer length
of follow up; and the pattern of average dose in the first year
of follow up is similar to that previously reported, in (1].
INTRODUCTION
Historical annual recorded whole body dose data for Sellafield
employees were computerised as a special exercise by a dedicated
team of British Nuclear Fuels plc (BNFL) Sellafield staff in the
late 1970's. This computerised annual dose database has had the
annual dose data for all Sellafield employees added to it up to
1986. These dose data together with personnel and tracing return
data form part of the BNFL Company Epidemiology database and are
held on computer in the Company Medical Office at the Sellafield
site. Extracts from the Epidemiology database have been supplied
to researchers for use in a range of studies, published and
forthcoming eg. (1,2,3,4]. The Sellafield employee data have
been combined with equivalent data for the Atomic Energy
Authority (AEA) and the Atomic Weapons Establishment (AWE) by
Harwell staff to form the Nuclear Industry Combined
Epidemiological Analysis (NICEA) database. These data, which
will be analysed by epidemiologists at the London School of
Hygiene and Tropical Medicine (LSHTM), have been transferred to
the International Agency for Research on Cancer (!ARC) for
combining with American and Canadian data, for analysis by !ARC
staff.
THE DISTRIBUTION OF ANNUAL EXTERNAL DOSE DATA
The Sellafield whole body annual dose data are, as with other
such data (5], in their own right of considerable epidemiological
interest. There are 15,182 male radiation workers on this
database who have been occupationally exposed to 1307 Sv during
112,582 person years of employment. Only the first episode of
continuous employment as a monitored worker and those annual
external doses recorded during that employment period are used
for the results of this paper.
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AVERAGE CUMULATIVE ANNUAL EXTERNAL WHOLE BODY DOSES IN mSv (UPPER
SUCCESSIVE PAIRS OF YEARS OF FIRST MONITORING, STARTING IN 1949-50,
OF ALL AGES WHILE CONTINUOUSLY MONITORED DURING THEIR FIRST EMPLOYMENT
Year of first
monitoring

1

2

49-50
51-52
53-54
55-56
57-58
59-60
61-62
63-64
65-66
67-68
69-70
71-72
73-74
75-76
77-78
79-80
81-82
83-84
85-86

2.3
6.9
10.1
8.9
8.8
8.8
5.6
3.4
5.1
7.0
5.0
7.6
7.6
8.1
5.3
4.9
3.0
1.9
2.3

7.3
26.7
24.8
28.4
24.4
23.0
14.8
10.1
15.0
20.5
16.6
22.1
23.3
22.3
15.0
12.6
7.2
7.3
5.8

49-50

0

Years of
follow-up
Year of first
monitoring
49-50
51-52
53-54
55-56
57-58
59-60
61-62
63-64
65-66
67-68

Years of follow-up
3
4
5
6
30.8
45.7
42.9
44.9
43.8
35.9
22.4
18.1
26.5
35.0
31.5
37.1
41.3
36.9
25.4
20.6
12.6
10.4

59.5
62.9
64.0
60.6
61.7
47.6
32.3
26.7
40.1
52.2
46.1
52.5
56.8
51.0
35.4
28.9
19.3
12.2

20

36
24

88
32

38

37

36

35

20

21

22

428.6
344.3
317.3
306.2
323.2
263.4
242.5
194.2
228.4
225.3

450.8
353.5
335.1
316.2
332.3
278.0
250.7
198.6
234.3

467.7
367.6
347.3
326.6
346.4
288.0
259.2
212.4
276.5
94
90
59
50
152
249
258
213
176
482
117

93
98
92
61
50
154
264
262
225
185
508
120

17

16

67-68
65-66
63-64
61-62
59-60
57-58
55-56
53-54
51-52
49-50

83
55
46
132
229
248
207
163
431
110

26
88
56
49
139
241
252
207
172
459
114

Years of
follow-up

19

18

1177

8

9

83.8 109.7 143.9 178.8 200.7
82.8 106.4 127.2 141.1 158.2
81.2 96.1 114.4 134.5 150.3
78.3 96.1 112.1 125.1 137.9
78.9 94.6 108.8 125.2 144.1
56.8 68.2 84.6 102.4 118.9
46.5 63.6 82.5 100.1 115.7
39.1 49.2 61.0 73.5 83.0
53.8 70.1 85.7 100.9 116.7
71.9 86.5 103.8 119.2 131.6
58.2 73.2 87.0 97.2 109.1
69.8 83.8 95.9 109.0 121.9
71.0 84.4 97.9 112.2 124.8
65.7 81.4 94.3 105.5 116.1
44.4 52.9 61.5 69.5 73.4
37.0 44.2 48.7 59.7
23.4 29.8
30
100
69
78
39
62
143
165
177
110
48
38
43
45
34

33

32

31

30

26

27

28

524.3
417.5
375.9
357.3
387.1
296.2
287.6

553.0
422.3
395.1
370.3
399.2
300.6
329.2

568.8
431.9
414.4
375.6
408.4
296.0

586.9
432.8
422.1
387.9
430.4
309.2

166
100
96
64
53
161
277
269
240
200
529
123

86
172
101
98
67
55
171
288
283
247
216
560
129

222
174
103
99
74
57
178
296
303
260
227
578
133

255
231
179
106
103
76
62
187
313
315
281
246
612
142

548
238
183
111
106
79
67
195
326
333
303
262
654
145

15

14

13

12

11

Years of follow-up
23
24
25
484.8
382.9
362.7
336.1
364.7
293.8
265.8
215.2

7

501.5
400.0
362.8
346.1
380.7
292.9
279.7
199.8

TRIANGULAR PART) AND NUMBERS OF EMPLOYEES (LOWER TRIANGULAR PART) BY
BY YEARS OF FOLLOW-UP TO 1986 FOR MALE SELLAFIELD RADIATION WORKERS
EPISODE
Year of first
monitoring
10

11

12

245.4
194.9
173.9
170.2
180.7
150.0
146.5
94.9
142.2
154.9
136.3
144.9
147.5
131.3

266.3
211.1
187.4
188.5
201.0
165.0
160.4
105.3
156.1
165.5
146.9
153.5
157.0
160.1

49-50
51-52
53-54
55-56
57-58
59-60
61-62
63-64
65-66
67-68
69-70
71-72
73-74
75-76
77-78

219.6
177.7
163.8
152.9
161.3
137.3
132.7
93.9
132.4
143.3
119.6
135.0
135.6
126.7
76.1

57-58
55-56
53-54
51-52
49-50

127
127
92
217
60

69
144
136
98
232
66

29

Year of first
monitoring
29

Years of
follow-up

19

358.8
294.0
270.7
271.0
290.7
235.5
215.0
171.3
203.1
204.5
179.2

379.0
311.6
285.2
282.8
302.1
247.1
228.6
180.5
217.3
213.2
149.1

403.9
330.4
304.0
295.7
313.5
254.3
237.8
189.6
227.4
208.1

52
45
118
201
225
187
156
383
99

26
54
45
123
221
236
194
159
409
106

143
154
146
102
249
72

55
154
163
149
110
271
75

97
166
171
153
122
297
79

6
102
176
183
165
126
321
81

40
108
184
191
172
142
350
89

22
42
114
188
206
178
148
364
94

28

27

26

25

24

23

22

21

20

30

31

35

36

37

38

665.3
444.5
446.9
395.5

631.5
443.1
440.5
393.8
460.0

77-78
75-76
73-74
71-72
69-70
67-68
65-66
63-64
61-62
59-60
57-58
55-56
53-54
51-52
49-50

322
562
246
186
126
108
83
73
210
337
365
329
280
687
151

757
581
254
197
135
110
88
76
223
361
414
353
290
719
159

389
785
599
265
207
154
119
96
81
238
403
467
380
301
756
167

10

9

8

Years of follow-up
32
33
34

334.5
275.8
251.1
257.3
275.4
221.2
206.9
163.5
191.1
199.1
175.6
182.4

18

300.2
236.9
218.4
229.4
239.2
191.6
184.7
139.3
176.0
186.2
164.4
165.9
146.8

622.0
437.3
425.8
394.5
443.0

319.3
256.4
236.0
244.6
257.8
206.0
196.3
148.3
184.4
192.0
171.1
171.7

17

288.1
223.7
201.5
208.2
219.0
177.8
172.6
124.3
165.9
178.3
156.2
158.8
162.4

49-50
51-52
53-54
55-56
57-58

Years of
follow-up

Years of follow-up
13
14
15
16

666.5 673.0 685.7 704.0 721.3 750.7 750.0
443.1 427.8 463.2 483.9 463.1
462.1 466.9 472.3
495 1210
213
539
609
668
365.0
208
408
449
537
690
798
815
868
900
944 1011 1090 1191
814
850
891
937 1032 1185 1387
607
643
720
817
935 1083 1248
340
371
466
282
311
549
399
234
247
277
220
318
368
438
158
174
195
214
232
282
343
139
151
157
176
213
242
294
143
105
112
125
180
223
299
89
98
105
134
173
208
259
256
303
379
443
537
660
842
534
618
717
465
851 1052 1189
505
559
627
737
804
893
995
404
441
478
514
586
700
768
314
337
375
416
496
635
731
799
876 1014 1164 1319 1478 1610
279
307
336
363
185
223
254
7
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The distribution of average cumulative whole body annual recorded
doses for these male Sellafield employees (all ages) is given in
the table. The upper triangular part of the table gives the
average cumulative dose by successive pairs of calendar years of
first year of monitoring and for successive years of follow-up
through to 1986. The lower triangular part of the table gives
the respective numbers of workers.
Comparison of the average doses in the first year of follow up
for these cohorts with those of figure 3 of [1], shows that the
average dose patterns are similar when it is noted that a worker
will not normally contribute a full year of dose during his first
year of employment.
Examination of the pattern of average cumulative dose for each
successive pairs of years of first monitoring suggests an
initially constant annual rate of accumulation of dose, with this
rate reducing in later years of follow up. This dose
accumulation rate is higher in earlier cohorts. An examination
of the data for those workers continuously employed through to
1985 (eg. 20 for the 1949-50 cohort, 94 for the 1969-70 cohort,
etc) supports this notion of a genuine reduction in individual
average annual dose with increasing length of follow up.
CONCLUSIONS
This preliminary analysis draws out some features of these data,
but further work is needed to better understand these data,
particularly with respect to age at exposure and occupation.
These results are consistent with a reduction in annual external
whole body doses received by Sellafield workers over the follow
up period.
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DEVELOPEMENT OF TLD BADGE READERS FOR PERSONNEL MONITORING
IN INDIA
S.Kannan, P.Ratna, M.S.Kulkarni, T.V.Venkateswaran & U.Madhvanath
Division of Radiological Protection
Bhabha atomic Research Centre
Bombay (INDIA)

ABSTRACT
More than 20,000 radiation workers are monitored in India
using TLD badges<ll containing three teflon CaS04:Dy discs fixed
on an aluminium card. A microprocessor based semiautomatic
version of the TLD reader has been developed to handle about 2000
cards per month.
It is having features like automatic dark
current cancellation,
autoranging, user selectable calibration
factor,
printer interface, digital glow curve storage, RS-232
serial interface and a built-in LED light source for system
stability check. The Reader covers a range of 0-10 Sv with a
minimum measurable dose of 50 J..LSv for X and gamma radiation. The
hardware and software details of the TLD Reader are discussed.

INTRODUCTION
Personnel monitoring of radiation workers in India is
carried out using both film dosimeters and TLD.
However, TLD is
preferred to film dosimeters owing to the advantages such as
amenability to automation and stability under extreme climatic
conditions of high temperature and humidity existing in most
parts of India.
Personnel monitoring in India is carried out by
regional centres and an elaborate quality assurance programme by
the Division of Radiological Protection (DRP), Bhaba Atomic
Research Centre (BARC) ensures compatibility between centres. A
manual type TLD reader indigenously developed was found to be
satisfactory for dose evaluation in small centres which handles
upto about 1000 cards per month. A microprocessor controlled data
logger is used to interface these readers, to an IBM PC/XT for
data transfer,
glow curve display and storage. This paper
discusses the design considerations of a semiautomatic personnel
monitoring system having features like built-in interface for a
PC/XT,
motorised mechanical arrangement to read the three
dosimeters of the TLD badge<ll
sequentially,
a self test
diagnostic software, storage of digital glow curve data with high
or low resolution etc.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The BARC TLD Badge(l) consists of three 0.8mm thick (13mm
diameter teflon CaS04 :Dy) discs fixed to an aluminium card. The
card is positioned inside a plastic holder provided
with
appropriate
energy
compensation
filters,
for
the three
dosimeters.
The semiautomatic TLD reader shown in fig.1 is based
on a compact 8085 microprocessor system.
It consists of a rack
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and pinion arrangement coupled to a D.C motor for transporting
the dosimeter card to the heating position, a reproducible
temperature control circuit for heating TL dosimeter upto 2so•c,
a multiplier phototube (PMT) having a suitable spectral response
(EMI 9924), a regulated EHT(500-1000V variable) for the PMT and a
current to frequency (!-F) converter with an automatic dark
current suppression circuit. The operation of the TLD Reader is
controlled by a ROM based 8K byte assembly language program. Two
6V de motors are used, the first one for moving the card to the
reading position inside the reader and the second for
raising
and lowering the kanthal heater to make contact with the TL
dosimeter. Microswitches are used for sensing proper positioning
of the dosimeter over the heater. The TLD reader is provided with
a key-board consisting of the numeriq and function keys and an
eight-digit,
seven-segment LED display for diplaying various
display parameters and the readings. A separate digital panel
meter is used for displaying temperature and the EHT.
The TLD
reader is provided with a centronic parallel printer interface
for an on-line/off-line printout of data, and a serial RS-232
interface for connection to an IBM PC/XT. The detailed hardware
and software of the reader can be obtained from the authors.

OPERATION CYCLE
The dosimeter card is manually removed from the plastic
holder and fed into the reader. A "Start·· key is pressed to start
the reading cycle.
A buzzer prompts the operator to enter the
badge number(B.No. )i.e. the dosimeter identification number which
is entered using the numeric and "Enter" keys on the front panel.
Prior to this, the instituion number (!.No.) assigned for a batch
of badges from an instituion and the location code (LC) to
indicate the location on the body where the TLD badge is worn can
be entered. A location code of 00 is used for chest,Ol for right
wrist and 02 for left wrist.
If these numbers are not entered,a
code of "00" is taken as default value for the the location code
and the instituion number remains unchanged. On entering the
badge number, the dark current of the PMT is sampled and stored
on a low leakage capacitor for automatic subtraction from the
output during the reading cycle. The TLD card is then transported
by a geared de motor till the dosimeter one is positioned over
the heater.
A pulse width modulated drive is used for precise
control of the de motor.
The reading cycle is started with
energising the heater.
A heater control circuit heats the
dosimeter to zso·c in less than 10 seconds and maintains it till
the end of the reading cycle. A typical temperature profile
during the reading cycle is shown in fig 2. The anode current
from the PMT is fed to an I-F converter. The output pulses from
the I-F converter are fed to a microprocessor compatible 8 digit
counter. (8253).
A 10 pps clock interrupt is used to update the
display and to read and store the counter readings every second
in a non-volatile
RAM (random access memory) for obtaining
integral glow curve data. At the end of the read-out cycle, the
integral glow curve data is transmitted to the PC/XT.
A BASIC
program finds the difference between the sucessive readings to
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obtain the differential data and displays the glow curve on the
PC monitor.
The data is also stored on a floppy/hard disk.
In
addition, at the end of every readout cycle, the dose and the
other dosimeter details are stored in a non-volatile RAM which
has a capacity for dose data storage of 100 badges and printed on
a 24 column dot matrix printer. The dosimeters 2 & 3 are read
similarly and the card is ejected out. When the memory is
exhausted after readout of 100 badges, the system goes into a
lockout mode with a message "FULL" on the display.
This ensures
that there is no loss of data due to non-availability of memory
for storage. The TLD reader cannot be operated unless the memory
is cleared by the operator using a code number and pressing the
"Enter" key on the panel. The reading stored in the memory can be
recalled by using a "RECALL" key and entering the badge number of
interest.

RESULT
The TLD reader has a readout time of three minutes per
badge< 1 l . A typical glow curve recorded from a 0. 8mm TL dosimeter
exposed
to 6.2 mSv as stored in PC/XT is shown in fig.2.
A low
res·_:,lution glow curve storage with 60 points per curve as shown
in fig.2 would provide enough evidence of a correct read-out and
genuineness of the dose and to reject an occasional spurious
reading<2l. A software has been written in BASIC to retrieve and
display any of the stored glow curves from the database. The
dosimeter data stored in the non-volatile memory of the TLD
reader is transmitted off-line to a PC/XT for dose evaluation,
preparation of the dose reports and record keeping.
The system
covers a range of 50 ~Sv to 10 Sv for X & r radiations.

CONCLUSIONS
The system costs about $12,000 with 500 badges and the
commercial production is already underway.
The system will be a
low-cost option for any medium scale personnel monitoring centre.
The built-in interface in the TLD reader makes it possible to
connect two or more such readers to a single IBM PC/XT on
time-sharing basis. To achieve a faster read-out time, a modified
TLD badge with 0.4 mm CaS04:Dy teflon dosimeter and a non-contact
hot nitrogen gas heating system are under development.
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FIG. 1. SEMIAUTOMATIC T LD READER
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NOUVELLE GESTION INFORHATIQUE
DU SUIVI DOSIHETRIQUE DE
L'EXPOSITION En'ERNE DES TRAVAILLEURS
APPLICATION DOSDAM
Y. MAGRI , H. CHERFI

CEA/DAM/B. III
NEW DATE PROCESSING MANAGEMENT
OF THE DOSIMETRY FOLLOW-UP OF THE
WORKERS EXTERNAL EXPOSURE
DOSDAM APPLICATION

ABSTRACT

The data processing application DOSDAM of the dosimetry follow-up of
workers, is characterized by high variables of the treatment, in order
to adapt to any evolution of the legislation, a centralised management,
common to all the users scattered on the national territory, and above
all by a data-processing transfert enobling each local responsible
worker to perform specific treatment such as the management of
workstations.
INTRODUCTION

Le Centre d' Etudes de Bruyeres-le-Chatel a mis en exploitation
depuis Janvier 1991 une application informatique appelee DOSDAM "Dosimetrie de la Direction des Applications Militaires", destinee ala gestion du suivi dosimetrique du personnel de la Direction des Applications Militaires du COMMISSARIAT A L'ENERGIE ATOMIQUE (CEA/DAM),
Une gestion commune de la dosimetrie pour tous les centres DAM,
une adaptibilite complete a toute evolution de la legislation et des
techniques dosimetriques et surtout, un traitement specifique local,
comme le suivi des postes de travail, sont les principaux objectifs de
cette application dont nous decrivons les principales caracteristiques.
PRINCIPES

L'application repose sur trois principes
- la decentralisation de la saisie des donnees et !'edition des resultats dans chaque centre de travail reparti sur tout le territoire francrais,
- le parametrage complet des donnees qui permet une flexibilite totale
de 1' application, c' est-a-dire son adaptabilite a toute evolution des
techniques de dosimetrie ou de la legislation, mais egalement aux
caracteristiques particulieres de chaque centre administratif,
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le transfert des donnees (identite agents, doses individuelles,
etc ... ) extraites d'une base commune et transmises sous forme de
fichiers informatiques directement exploitables sur micro-ordinateur
par les logiciels habituels (dBase III+, Pascal, etc ... ).
Ainsi, la particularite essentielle de cette application est-elle
d. offrir a chaque responsable local de radioprotection a la fois une
gestion commune sur une base de donnees centralisee et a partir des
fichiers transferes, une gestion specifique locale comme le suivi des
visiteurs, la detection des doses anormales et le suivi des postes de
travail ...

DESCRIPTION
L' application DOSDAM est implantee sur un ordinateur DPS7 du
Centre d'Etudes de Bruyeres-le-Chatel qui gere un reseau informatique
entre tous les centres metropolitains de la DAM. Chaque utilisateur
dispose comme terminal, d'un micro-ordinateur type IBM PC AT emule en
terminal DKU sur le reseau. Il assure ainsi le suivi administratif, la
demande et l' attribution des dosimetres de tous les agents CEA et
entreprises exer~ant sur le (ou les) centre de travail dont il assume
la radioprotection.
Les operations comme la commande des dosimetres pour tous les
centres aupres d' un meme fournisseur et l' exploitation des resul tats
dosimetriques issus du meme laboratoire de mesure sont a la charge du
Service de Protection contre les Rayonnements du Centre d' Etudes de
Bruyeres-le-Chatel.
Ces operations produisent des "etats" sous forme de "fichierspool" d'edition mis a la disposition de chaque responsable local qui
decide d' une maniere independante du moment et des conditions (type
imprimante, nombre d'exemplaires ... ) de l'edition proprement dite.
Le sui vi dosimetrique s 'exerce sur tous les agents travaillant
sur un (ou plusieurs) centre de travail qu'ils soient personnel CEA ou
d'entreprises ou visiteur. Il repose, en premier lieu, sur un suivi
administratif de chaque individu qui consiste a prendre en compte
l 'evolution de quelques donnees' regroupees sous le terme "position
administrative" comprenant entre autres, le centre, le service, la
classification radiologique associes a des dates de debut et de fin de
position. La dose individuelle d'une personne est ainsi affectee a sa
veritable position administrative a la periode de port du (ou des)
dosimetre.
En particulier, lors des etudes de statistiques dosimetriques,
la determination des doses collectives par unite administrative prend
en compte les differents mouvements de personnel entre service ou la
variation des classifications radiologiques.
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DOSDAM permet 1' attribution, la commande de tous les types de
dosimetres actuellement en service et, grace a son parametrage, de tous
les futurs dosimetres susceptibles d'etre employes. Ces dosimetres
peuvent etre attribues a toute personne quelle que soit sa classification radiologique suivant toute periodicite de port.
Chaque dosimetre est associe au centre de travail et a !'installation ou i l est porte par un individu. Ainsi, la dose mesuree peut
etre affectee a !'installation, voire au poste de travail de l'agent.
Il est possible, par la meme, de dissocier par lieu de travail,
les differentes doses prises par une meme personne sur plusieurs postes
de travail.
La diffusion des resultats dosimetriques s'effectue
- pour chaque personne sous forme d'un "releve individuel de dose" place sous pli confidentiel,
- pour chaque unite administrative, sous forme de "situations dosimetriques" qui expriment pour tous les agents de 1 'unite concernee, la
(ou les) dose individuelle mesuree lors de la derniere periode de port
les doses cumulees sur les trois derniers et les douze derniers mois
glissants,
- pour chaque installation, sous forme de "resultats dosimetriques" qui
indiquent les doses mesurees sur tous les dosimetres portes dans !'installation concernee au cours de la derniere periode de port.
Les services medicaux du travail re<;oivent pour leur part, les
situations dosimetriques de tous les agents dont ils assurent le suivi
medical et les resultats de tous les dosimetres portes sur le centre de
travail concerne.
Des statistiques dosimetriques presentees aux organismes de surete sont calculees, soit par unite administrative ou par installation en
prenant en compte !'evolution de la position administrative de chaque
agent et en dissociant les doses calculees par poste de travail.
ORIGINALITE DE L' APPLICATION

Chaque responsable local peut extraire de la base commune centralisee des donnees relatives aux individus, aux doses et les transferer
sur son micro-ordinateur sous forme de fichiers. Il lui est alors possible de mettre en oeuvre des traitements informatiques qui lui sent
specifiques, ou qui mettent en jeu d'autres parametres particuliers du
centre de travail non geres dans !'application, ou enfin, d'autres
traitements non realisables sur reseau comme les traitements graphiques, le publipostage etc ...
En particulier, cette methode permet de realiser un trai tement
immediat des resultats dosimetriques pour mettre en evidence, dans les
plus brefs delais, toute dose anormalement elevee, d'editer des statistiques particulieres (sur des criteres tres detailles).
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L'utilisation principale de ce mode d'exploitation est le suivi du
peste de travail de chaque agent, suivi qui ne pourrait etre realise
sur une application centralisee en raison de la grande mobilite des
personnes et l'extreme diversite des postes geres, mais que permet le
transfert des donnees par voie informatique jusqu'au responsable
direct de la radioprotection de l'installation.
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APPLICATIONS DES RECOMMANDATIONS DE LA CIPR. UTILISATION DES
CONTRAINTES ET DES NIVEAUX DANS DES CAS CONCRETS
Pr. H. JAMMET
Vice-President de la Commission Internationale
de Protection Radiologique
Mme A. SUGIER, Directeur Delegue a la Protection
Institut de Protection et de Surete Nucleaire

INTRODUCTION
La Commission Internationale de Protection Radiologique dans
sa Publication 26 presentait sous le terme de normes (standards)
d'une part des limites, d'autre part des niveaux. Dans la pratique
la notion de borne superieure (upper bound) est apparue
progressivement dans les processus d'optimisation. Dans la CIPR 60
les normes comprennent des limites, des contraintes et des
niveaux.
Les limites recommandees par la CIPR 60 concernent des doses
individuelles liees aux personnes (travailleurs ou membres du
public) et sont d' application generale. Les contraintes
introduites par la CIPR 60 sont liees aux sources, s'expriment en
doses ou en risques et sont d'application particuliere. Les
niveaux continuent d'etre con~us comme des guides de reference
permettant avec la flexibilite appropriee de traiter des problemes
relatifs aux sources, aux environnements professionnel ou public
et aux personnes concernees.
L'experience en protection radiologique montre que les
Limites ne sont que d'une utilite tres reduite du fait qu'elles
constituent la barriere au-dessus de laquelle on entre dans la
zone des expositions interdites. Par contre l'avenir est pour une
bonne pratique de la protection de recourir a un usage rationnel
des contraintes pour l 'application du principe essentiel
d'optimisation et des niveaux pour guider les actions entreprises
dans les cas ou une souplesse s'avere necessaire.
CONTRAINTES GENEBALITES

Dans le domaine relatif aux pratiques qui sont maitrisables
le principe d'optimisation de la protection constitue le fondement
essentiel. La possibilite d'encadrer les solutions optimales par
un systeme de contraintes judicieusement etablies est souhaitable.
Ceci peut concerner des situations normales avec des expositions
habituelles ou des situations accidentelles eventuelles avec des
expositions potentielles. Aux premieres correspondent des
contraintes de dose, aux secondes des contraintes de risque.
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L'etablissement de valeurs appropr1ees pour les contraintes
releve d'une methodologie multidimensionnelle. Celle-ci doit tenir
compte de considerations sanitaires, techniques, economiques et
sociales. Deux approches sont possibles
l 'une par voie
d'optimisation , l'autre par voie statistique. Lorsque l'on
precede a l'inventaire des solutions de protection on aboutit a
une gamme de valeurs dont l'enveloppe superieure tend vers la
contrainte correspondante. De meme lorsque l'on analyse les
resultats statistiques des expositions liees a une operation,
l'ensemb1e obtenu peut etre cerne par une enveloppe superieure qui
peut correspondre a la contrainte correspondante.
La fixation des contraintes de dose ou de risque releve de
responsabilites differentes selon qu'elles s'appliquent de facon
plus generale ou plus particuliere. Schematiquement on peut
admettre que c 'est aux autorites competentes de fixer les
contraintes relatives a des categories de sources. Par contre les
contraintes concernant une seule source ou des installations meme
complexes sont specifiques et peuvent dans beaucoup de cas relever
du management. Cette repartition des roles respectifs des
managements et des autorites devrait responsabiliser les premiers
en leur permettant de proposer les contraintes relatives a leurs
installations et confirmer le controle exerce par les autorites.
Les modes d'expression des contraintes varient selon leur
application, bien qu'elles soient toujours liees aux sources. Dans
certains cas d'exposition il s'agit de contraintes de dose et
s'expriment en Sv. Dans d'autres cas de pollution radioactive il
s'agit de contrainte d'activite et elles sont donnees en Bq. Enfin
pour les expositions potentielles liees a d'eventuels accidents,
elles ne peuvent concerner que des risques et s 'ex:primer
generalement en termes de detriment.
Dans la pratique de la radioprotection, les limites pour les
travailleurs et le public sont tres generales et peu nombreuses.
Par contre les contraintes sont necessairement nombreuses et
variees adaptees aux cas particuliers lies aux differentes
sources. Certaines peuvent etre plus rigides portant sur une
exposition annuelle, d'autres plus souples portant sur des
periodes plus longues (5 ans par exemple), d'autres enfin plus
adaptees a des circonstances, liees par exemple aux conditions
meteorologiques ou hydrographiques.
EXEMPLES
Pour mieux comprendre l'interet et l'application du concept
de contrainte il convient de donner un certain nombre d'exemples a
titre purement indicatif. Trois domaines meritent d'etre abordes :
l'exposition professionnelle, l'e:xposition du public, l'e:xposition
potentielle.
EXPOSITION PROFESSIQNNELLE
Un exemple caracteristique d'exposition professionnelle peut
etre fourni par l'utilisation des rayonnements en radiologie
medicale : radiodiagnostic, radiotherapie et medecine nucleaire.
Rappelons que les limites de dose individuelles d'apres la CIPR 60
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sont de 100 mSv/5 ans et 50 mSv/1 an. Pour le radiodiagnostic on
peut choisir deux cas. Le premier concerne les examens
radiologiques banaux tels que les radiographies pulmonaires,
osseuses, renales, etc ... ; les installations sont telles qu'une
contrainte de dose individuelle de 10 mSv an-1 parait convenable.
Le deuxieme est relatif a la radiologie d'intervention peroperatoire ; les conditions de travail sont particulierement
delicates et une contrainte de 20 a 50 mSv an-1 parait adaptee sur
une periode de 5 ans. Pour la radiotherapie on peut egalement
envisager deux excmples. En radiotherapie externe par source de
Co60 ou par accelerateur, les installations permettent d'eviter
pratiquement toute exposition du personnel ; une contrainte de
5 mSv an-1 parait convenable. En radiotherapie par source scellee
introduite dans l'organisme, les conditions sont nettement moins
favorables et une contrainte de 10 a 20 mSv an-1 semble adaptee.
Pour la medecine nucleaire il convient de distinguer entre
les applications diagnostiques et les utilisations therapeutiques.
Dans le premier cas, compte tenu de la nature et de l'activite des
substances radioactives utilisees une contrainte de 5 mSv an-1 ne
devrait pas poser probleme. Dans le deuxieme cas, du fait des
activites importantes necessaires au traitement, des contraintes
comprises entre 10 et 20 mSv an-1 paraissent raisonnables.
EXPOSITION GENERALE DU PUBLIC
Il semble qu'un bon exemple d'exposition generale du public
soit celui des rejets radioactifs a partir d'installations
diverses. Rappelons que les limites de dose individuelle pour les
membres du public recornrnandees dans la CIPR 60 sont de 1 mSv an-1,
avec dans des circonstances particulieres 5 mSv/5ans.
Les rejets atmospheriques des reacteurs nucleaires
fournissent un exemple interessant de contraintes relativement
strictes : dans le cas d'une centrale comportant 2 reacteurs (PWR)
de 13~0 MWe, le rejet autorise annuellement est de 1650 TBq pour
les gaz rares et 55 GBq pour les halogenes et aerosols,
correspondant a une exposition du groupe critique de l'ordre de
20 J.!Sv an-1.
Les rejets radioactifs en milieu aquatique sont tres divers
selon qu'il s'agit de grosses installations de retraitement de
combustible, de reacteurs nucleaires et d'utilisations de sources
non scelH~es en medecine nucleaire. Les installations de
retraitement impliquent des rejets importants et de ce fait sont
implantees sur de tres grands fleuves ou en bard de mer dans des
sites favorables. Dans le cas de l'usine de retraitement de la
Hague une contrainte de 1700 TBq a ete fixee pour le rejet annuel
du melange de radionucleides emetteurs ~y (hors tritium), qui
contribue de fa~on majoritaire a l'exposition : celle-ci est de
l'ordre de 15 J.!Sv an-1. Les reacteurs nucleaires ont des rejets
radioactifs liquides beaucoup plus faibles, mais sont implantes
sur des fleuves plus petits et a debit souvent irregulier ; il en
resulte que la contrainte annuelle de 1,1 TBq an-1 (dans le cas
de la m~me centrale ayant 2 reacteurs PWR de 1300 MWe pour le
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melange des radionucleides emetteurs ~y. hors tritium parait
satisfaisante, avec toutefois une preference pour l'expression de
cette contrainte sur une periode de 5 ans. L'utilisation des
sources non scellees en medecine nucleaire devrait pouvoir se
faire sans pratiquement de rejets radioactifs et par suite des
contraintes tres severes devraient pouvoir etre imposees.
EXPOSITION POTENTIELLE LIEE A UN

ACCIDENT EYENTUEL

On entre ici dans un domaine difficile car les conditions
varient considerablement entre les domaines nucleaire et
radiologique. La surete nucleaire a fait l 'objet d' etudes
approfondies et est geree de fa<;on rigoureuse. On ne peut
malheureusement pas en dire autant de la surete radiologique
concernant les utilisations des rayonnements dans l'industrie, la
recherche ou la medecine. Par ailleurs, l'experience et les
statistiques montrent que la frequence des accidents dans le
domaine radiologique est grande alors que les consequences sont
relativement reduites a quelques victimes, bien que dans certains
cas un grand nombre de personnes aient pu etre atteintes (Goiana) .
Dans le domaine nucleaire par contre une gamme tres etendue de
scenarios est possible allant de dysfonctionnements mineurs a des
accidents majeurs (Tchernobyl) mais dont la frequence est
extremement faible. Il resulte de toute cette complexite que la
fixation de contraintes de risque pour les expositions
potentielles est particulierement delicate. Elle apparait comme
raisonnablement valable pour les installations radiologiques et
pourrait etre envisagee dans une fourchette de lo-4 a lo-5.
Par contre pour les accidents nucleaires majeurs a tres faible
probabilite d'occurrence et a consequences considerables, il
apparait encore actuellement difficile de rationaliser le choix de
valeurs appropriees pour des contraintes de risque.
NIVEAUX GENERALITES

D'une fa<;on tres generale la CIPR 60 propose des
recommandations plus strictes concernant les limites de dose
individuelle et introduit la notion de contrainte comme borne
superieure des processus d'optimisation. Mais elle insiste aussi
sur la necessite d'une souplesse efficace dans la pratique
courante de la protection radiologique. Cette souplesse ne doit
pas etre comprise dans le sens d'un certain laxisme mais au
contraire comme traduisant une plus grande rigueur dans la prise
en compte des parametres en jeu. Il faut reconnaitre en outre que
la CIPR apporte une clarification essentielle entre les situations
ou le controle des pratiques est possible et les situations de
facto ou seule l'intervention peut apporter une reduction des
expositions. Dans le premier cas on peut appliquer le principe de
limitation au moyen de limites, de contraintes ou de niveaux. Dans
le dernier cas ni les limites, ni les contraintes ne peuvent et ne
doivent etre utilisees, seuls les niveaux doivent etre appliques.
Mais les principes de justification et d'optimisation restent
valables pour mener a bien la protection radiologique.
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Les niveaux sont des guides qui ne presentent pas la rigidite
des limites, ni le respect des contraintes, mais au contraire
permettent dans un grand nombre de cas une souplesse indispensable
a une protection rationnelle. Souvent les niveaux envisages
apparaissent comme des gammes bornees par des valeurs inferieures
et superieures, afin de faciliter leur prise en consideration pour
l'aide a la decision.
La methodologie qui preside a
l'etablissement des niveaux est, comme pour les contraintes,
multidimensionnelle. Les parametres sanitaires, techniques,
economiques et sociaux doivent etre impliques dans une fixation
rationnelle. Par ailleurs, il peut etre utile de tester la
validite des choix ainsi faits, par des comparaisons avec les
donnees statistiques de l'irradiation naturelle notamment. En
pratique une tres grande variete de niveaux peut etre utilisee,
dont nous retiendrons ici trois types essentiels relatifs a
l'application de la reglementation, aux investigations et aux
interventions en protection radiologique.
EXEMPLES
Pour illustrer les generalites precedentes nous choisirons
des exemples dans les domaines de l'application,
de
l'investigation et de l'intervention. Le premier est relatif a
l'application ou non du systeme de protection. Le second concerne
les etudes a mener ou les surveillances a exercer pour deceler les
spheres d'interet pour la protection. Le troisieme se rapporte aux
actions a entreprendre pour faire face a des situations ou l'on
souhaite reduire les expositions existantes ou engagees.
APPLICATION
Il s'agit de l'application du systeme de protection. Ainsi un
excellent exemple de niveau d'application general est fourni par
les valeurs recommandees du Codex Alimentarius (Organisation
Mondiale de la Sante et Organisation pour l'Alimentation et
l'Agriculture) concernant la libre commercialisation des denrees
alimentaires contaminees apres un accident. Des niveaux
d'application particuliers portent sur les activites au-dessous
desquelles on n'est pas tenu de faire une declaration ainsi que
celles au-dessous desquelles on n'est pas tenu de demander une
autorisation prealable.

INVESTIGATION
L'investigation consiste a fixer les niveaux au-dessus
desquels les resultats sont tels qu'une attention doit etre portee
aux problemes poses a la protection radiologique. Un exemple
interessant est fourni par l'irradiation naturelle. La CIPR 60
demande que l'on prenne en compte dans certains cas l'irradiation
naturelle des membres du public ou des travailleurs au cours de
leur travail. Des niveaux d'investigation sont a etablir au-dessus
desquels on considere si l'on doit ou non envisager des mesures de
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protect ion. Ainsi pour les maisons existantes un ni veau
d'investigation de 200 Bq/m3 en Rn est le point de depart des
etudes statistiques a effectuer. Pour les locaux de travail,
notamment dans les mines en general, des niveaux d'investigation
devront etre fixes afin de selectionner les conditions de travail
qui peuvent poser probleme.
INTERVENTION
Le domaine par excellence des niveaux d'intervention concerne
les accidents radiologiques ou nucleaires. En general, vu la
variete des scenarios possibles, des niveaux sont fixes, dans une
gamme assez large de valeurs comprises entre un niveau inferieur
au-dessous duquel l'intervention est improbable et un niveau
superieur au-dessus duquel elle est presque certaine. De tels
couples de niveaux doivent etre etablis pour les differentes
interventions envisagees : confinement, evacuation, interdiction
de consommation alimentaire. De meme des niveaux peuvent etre
fixes pour limiter l'exposition des membres des equipes de secours
intervenant en cas d'accident radiologique ou nucleaire.
CONCWSION
Les generalites et les exemples precedents sont relatifs aux
contraintes de dose, d'activite et de risque, ainsi qu'aux niveaux
d'application, d'investigation et d'intervention. Ils montrent la
voie a la fois souple et efficace offerte par les nouvelles
recommandations de la CIPR 60.
Les limites de dose individuelle ne sont que d'un interet
reduit pour une bonne protection radiologique, vu leur tres grande
generalite. Par contre, les contraintes apparaissent comme des
moyens parfaitement adaptes a la grande variete des sources de
rayonnements. De meme les niveaux peuvent en tant que guides
souples canaliser les decisions vers les solutions les meilleures.
Ce sont certainement deux modalites de normes de protection
radiologique qui presentent pour l'avenir le plus grand interet.
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LES TRAVAILLEURS DU GROUPE C.E.A. : SUIVI
RADIOLOGIQUE ET ANALYSES STATISTIQUES.
D.

ROBEAU, M. TIRMARCHE, A. RAPHALEN

C.E.A./INSTITUT DE PROTECTION ET DE SURETE NUCLEAIRE
CENTRE D'ETUDES DE FONTENAY AUX ROSES
F92265 FONTENAY AUX ROSES CEDEX
C.E.A. WORKERS: RADIOLOGICAL AND STATISTICAL

STUDIES

The radiological survey of the CEA workers is briefly
explained. A preliminary study on the characteristics, the
dosimetry and the mortality is presented on a subgroup of
17 3 3 7 workers. The results of this study indicate the poor
impact of the neutronic irradiation, the distribution of doses
in function of the worker's attendance. The mortality is
compared between three groups. A first group of workers having
cumulated a dose less than 10 mSv, a second group having
cumulated a dose between 10 and 50 mSv, and a third group
having cumulated a dose greater than 50 msv.
l.INTRODUCTION

L'exposition aux rayonnements ionisants des travailleurs du
CEA est mesuree grace au port d'un dosimetre individuel
comptabilisant les differentes composantes de 1' irradiation
externe (3, X , o, neutrons thermiques et rap ides. Jusqu' en
1984, 1' attribution de ce film fut mensuelle pour tous les
agents du CEA, depuis cette date le port du dosimetre mensuel
est limite aux travailleurs susceptibles d'etre exposes aux
rayonnements ionisants, les autres agents (ceux exer9ant
essentiellement
des
fonctions
administratives)
ont
une
surveillance dosimetrique trimestrielle.
Pour les agents
exposees aux neutrons,
la dose liee due aux neutrons
epi thermiques
est
mesuree
depuis
plusieurs
annees.
L' irradiation liee aux emetteurs a est determinee chez les
mineurs d'uranium grace a des dosimetres individuels, mesurant
depuis 1982 l'energie a potentielle des descendants du radon.
Durant la periode anterieure, cette exposition a ete calculee
a partir de nombreuses mesures d' ambiance radon effectuees
dans les mines, en tenant compte du facteur d'equilibre entre
le radon et ses descendants.
Certains travail leurs du CEA ont pu etre soumis, selon les
postes
occupes,
a une surveillance sytematique d'une
eventuelle
contamination
interne.
Des
mesures
par
anthropogamametrie et a partir de l'analyse des urines de 24
heures
permettent
de
determiner
l'existence
d'une
contamination par les radionucleides qu' ils manipulent. Ces
mesures sont effectuees a des intervalles reguliers. La
surveillance de la contamination interne est organisee par le
medecin du travail qui en gere les resultats
.Apres chaque
incident, le meme processus de centrale de la contamination
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interne est declenche. C'est done le dossier medical de chaque
agent qui contient les resultats des contaminations internes.
L' irradiation externe annuelle de chaque agent du CEA est
stockee
sur
des
supports magnetiques
depuis
1953.
La
connaissance de !'exposition totale d'un travailleur est un
facteur important du suivi sanitaire et constitue un element
indispensable des etudes epidemiologiques. D' autre part I un
acces a ces informations est necessaire, si !'administration
ou !'interesse en font la demande.
2.PREMIERE ETUDE STATISTIQUE
2.1. But de l'etude.
Le but de l'etude est la description de !'ensemble du
personnel CEA vis a vis de criteres generaux, tels le cumul
des doses re9ues, l'age, la mortalite.
2.2. L'etat de la base de donnees exploitee.
Les
sources
d'information
pour
cette
premiere
etude
statistique
ant concerne 17337 agents CEA,soit 20% du
personnel ayant travaille au CEA depuis sa creation. Ce sont
les agents ayant re9u une dose cumulee non nulle au cours de
leur carriere professionnelle.Pour ces agents, on a dispose de
!'ensemble des donnees dosimetriques
et administratives
disponibles entre 1967 et 1985.
2.3 Resultats de l'etude.
cette premiere etude a permis de definir les caracteristiques
dosimetriques de la population CEA, et de definir les etudes
qu' il
est
necessaire d'entreprendre ulterieurement.
Les
caracteristiques suivantes ont ete relevees.

2.3.1 Une population essentiellement masculine.
La population CEA ayant subi une irradiation non nulle est
essentiellement masculine ;
les etudes ulterieures ne
pourront porter que sur une population masculine.
2. 3. 2
Pas
de
difference
radiologique
entre
actifs
et
retraites.
Les etudes de dependance n'ont pas montre d'heterogeneite
dosimetr ique entre leS differentS groupeS etudieS I C fest a
dire les agents actifs , les agents retrai tes et les agents
decedes avant leur depart du CEA. La seule dependance notee
l'a ete par rapport au site d'affectation de l'agent.

2.3.3 Absence de mobilite des agents au cours de leur
carriere.
85%
des
agents
pris
en
compte
n'ont
pas
change
d'etablissement, c'est a dire de lieu de travail, au cours de
leur carriere professionnelle.
2.3.4 Repartition des doses cumulees.
La dispersion des doses a ete etudiee selon deux criteres :le
temps de presence au C.E.A., la nature des irradiations. Les
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resultats de cette analyse sont schematises par le diagramme
en barres tridimensionnel ci-dessous.Ce diagramme indique le
pourcentage des doses cumulees par les travailleurs:
-en utilisant quatre classes de valeurs de dose (0 a 20 msv,
20 a 40 msv, 40 a 60 msv, plus de 60 msv).
-en fonction du temps de presence des agents au C.E.A.
-en fonction du type de rayonnement ionisant.
2.3.4.1. Le temps de presence.
Dans cette premiere etude, on a simplement pris deux classes :
les agents ayant moins de 10 ans de presence au C.E.A. et ceux
ayant plus de 10 ans de presence au C.E.A. L'observation du
diagramme en barres montre que la distribution des doses est
independante de cette differentiation.
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2.3.4.2. La nature des rayonnements.
Dans cette etude ou on a pris en compte les irradiations X, r
et neutronique, on a choisi d'etudier l'impact des neutrons,
en etudiant la dispersion des doses X+r+ neutron comparee a
celle des doses X+r. L'impact des doses neutron est tres
faible car associe a un effectif limite.
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2.3.5. Etude de la mortalite.
Cette etude n'est en aucun cas une etude epidemiologique, mais
une observation statistique. L'etude de la mortalite des
travailleurs du C.E.A. n'a ete effectuee que sur la tranche
d'age 25 a 60 ans. En effet lors de la realisation de l'etude,
il n'a pas ete possible de faire le bilan des deces dans la
population des retraites et en consequence il n' a pas ete
possible de comparer les resultats de la mortalite des agents
du C.E.A. avec la mortalite nationale. Par contre la mortalite
a ete etUdiee en fOnCtion deS trancheS d I age et deS dOSeS
re<;ues. on a done compare trois groupe d' agents, ceux ayant
re<;u une dose cumulee inferieure a 10 msv, ceux ayant re<;u une
dose cumulee comprise entre 10 et 50 msv et ceux ayant re<;u
une dose cumulee superieure a 50 msv. on ne note pas de
difference significative entre les trois groupes de 25 a 40
ans. Le pour<;entage de deces est plus eleve dans le groupe des
doses superieures a 50 msv pour les agents ages de 40 a 55
ans. Le pour<;entage de deces augmente ensuite de fa<;on
significative apres 55 ans pour les trois groupes etudies. On
note cependant une plus forte mortalite du groupe des doses
10-50 msv. Cependant, la difference de mortalite ne peut pas
etre associee aux doses re<;ues car bien d' autres cr i teres
devraient etre alors pris en compte (notamment les causes de
deces) .
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Radiological protection in medicine current and prospective
work of the ICRP

J.Liniecki
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Abstract
Current and planned activity of ICRP in the field of radiological
protection in medicine includes work on recomendations aimed at: optimized
reduction of diagnostic X ray doses to patients, reduction of probability of
potential exposure in medicine, protection of humans in biomedical research,
and updating dosimetric information related to radiopharmaceuticals.
The paper provides backgroung information for selection of these subjects
and approximate time scheme for complection of the respective recommendations.
Introduction
The ICRP had been called to life in 1928 in Stockholm, by the Second
International Congress of Radiology. This organisation has had always a
medical character, even if prominent physicists and engineers played a
determining role in the progress of radiological technology, health physics
and radiation protection.
After World war II, the scope of ICRP activity has enlarged by including
problems related to the protection in the nuclear field. However, special
relationships with the International Society of Radiology still exists. This
relationships is based not only on tradition. It reflects basic observations
that population of medical workers exposed to ionizing radiations is very
large and that exposure of the public to man-made radiation is dominated by
the component resulting from radiological diagnostic activity. In the
developed countries all other components, taken together, are lower at least
by an order of magnitude compared with ab. "' 1 msv E per annum from the
medical sources [U2].
It would, perhaps, be reasonable at this stage to analyse briefly what
exposure of the public to the effective dose of this order could mean in terms
of biological effects. For brevity let's consider possible magnitude of the
expected extra cancer mortality. If one takes the ICRP nominal cancer
mortality coefficient as reflection of reality, then at face value, the number
of possible cancer deaths resulting from repeated - year after year - mean
population exposure (Poland) to "' 0.8 mSv per annum (Table 1) may approach 2
% of the actual cancer mortality rate. In absolute numbers this could be ab.
1500 cases per year in a country of "' 38 mln people.
Table I.
Possible cancer mortality rate resulting from exposure
of the public to diagnostic X-rays
(Poland, Staniszewska, 1986 [Sl]).
Annual mean per caput effective dose:
0.8 mSv
Nominal cancer mortality coefficient (ICRP):
5 • 10- 2 Sv- 1
Possible induced cancer mortality rate per year:
"' 40 • 10- 6a- 1
Actual over-all cancer mortality rate [Zl]:
1800 - 1900 10- 6a-1
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The view is sometimes expressed that such an estimate could be biased by
neglecting following factors:
1.
Difference between age distribution of patients and that of general
population for which the risk coefficients have been specified. When
comparisons were made, however (Staniszewska) [Sl], of the above estimate with
that, calculated using: 1/ real age and sex distribution of patients
undergoing radiologic examinations in Poland; 2/ size of respective age and
sex groups; 3/ age- and sex-specific cancer mortality coefficients for
radiation-induced tumours proposed by BEIR V [Nl], the difference between the
latter estimate and the simple over-all assessment did not exceed + 20 % •
This factor does not appear, therefore, to essentially modify the order of
risk estimate.
2.
The fact that a fraction of radiological examinations is performed in
terminally ill patients in whom the risk cannot be expressed [Rl]. There are
very few credible estimates of the size of this fraction. In some parts of the
U.K. the value did not exceed 5 % [Rl] and there is no real indication that
X-ray doses in the terminally ill are substantially higher than those in the
rest of the population.
Therefore, total correction of the primary overall risk estimate appears
negligible.
Of course, an avoidable fraction of the collective dose (and
therefore of the risk) is substantially lower. For instance, detailed
considerations and estimates in the U.K. [N2] led the authors to conclude that
the fraction amounts to ab. ~ 45 % of the total collective dose from medical
sources (7500 out of 17000 mansv per year). In those countries in which the
contribution from medical sources to the collective man made dose is higher
than in the U.K. (~ 0.4 mSva- 1 ) the avoidable fraction could also be greater.
In any case, the estimated order of extra risk due to diagnostic medical
irradiation, even if on all accounts the health benefits by far exceed the
concomitant risks justifies, in opinion of the Commission, radical efforts to
reduce unnecessary exposure. This is especially true because this can be done
without any sacrifice of the diagnostic benefit (image quality).
With respect to this basic opinion there is no essential difference between
Publication 60 [I2] and Publ. 26 [Il] (Recommendations of 1977). However,
Publ.26 directed the postulate primarily to medical practitioners (mostly
radiologists and nuclear medicine physicians). Accordingly, the series of
following recommendations (ICRP, Publ.34, 44, 52, 53, 57) [I3- I7]) had been
addressed mainly - if not exclusively - to physicians of these professions,
to hospital managements and health physicists.
The Commission took a somewhat different view in Publ. 60 [I2] (para 180).
The text reads: •••••••• "As a result, there is considerable scope for dose
reductions in diagnostic radiology. Simple, low cost, measures are available
for reducing doses without loss of diagnostic information, but the extent to
which these measures are used varies widely. Doses from similar investigations
cover ranges of as much as two orders of magnitude. Consideration should be
given to the use of dose constraints, or investigation levels, selected by the
appropriate professional or regulatory agency, for application in some common
diagnostic procedures. They should be applied with flexibility to allow higher
doses where indicated by sound clinical judgement."
This change in approach results from the conviction that appeals addressed
to individual radiologists had not been sufficiently effective (at least on
a large scale). This has been borne out by a fundamental, regular observation
that frequency distribution of doses (entrance skin kerma or exposure) for a
given diagnostic procedure, within a country or region, displayed a typical
shape, exemplified in fig. 1 [Ul]. When such distributions had been corrected
[Ll] for variation in patients body size, a variation in dose was less
pronounced but that which persisted spanned still an order of magnitude.
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Fig.l. Frequency distribution of exposure at skin entrance for
selected examinations in the USA (mR); arrow refers to
mean exposure value (from [Ul]).
This has been a regular finding in numerous surveys and, of course, such
wide distributions cannot be accepted as justified, and much more so, as being
consistent with requirement of the optimisation of protection. If optimal
value of the dose lies somewhere in the shaded brackets (fig.2), the values
above may be taken as excessive, and below as most likely insufficient for
obtaining a good image. In other words, current situation results from a
common lack of a functioning protection system, securing the feedback:
magnitude of the dose ~ correcting action.
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E
Fig.2. Idealised distribution of effective dose per examination
Upper constraint
75 percentile (?)
Lower constraint - a dose too low for a satisfactory
image.
Arrow - mean dose.
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Therefore, the Commission believes that constraints, or investigation
levels, applied to diagnostic procedures have become necessary.
A. Task Group on optimisation of Protection in Diagnostic

Radiology

To look carefully into the subject and the experience gained so far in some
countries and communities (USA, countries of the EEC) the Commission has made
a decision to call into life in a short time, perhaps in 1992, a Main
Commission
Task Group on "Image, Dose and Optimisation in Medical
Radiology".
This group will collaborate closely with Committee 3.
The principle objectives of this action would be:
1.
To collect and analyse the experience obtained so far in those
countries where such action has been already started on a wide scale,
assessing and assuring image quality, combined with dose assessment in
selected radiological procedures.
2.
To work out and recommend measurement - and analytical procedures for
dose-frequency distribution studies and to postulate criteria upon which
ranges for exposure could be defined that may be accepted as justified at the
current state of practice. (Below and above these some intervention would be
warranted) •
3.
To compare the current state of practice with the available state of
radiological art and technique. The latter should reflect nominal (reference)
levels of dose that could be taken as representing at present the optimum
range. Reaching an optimised level (consistent with the attainable current
radiological technology), should be final objective of the exercise.
4.
To reach this goal expenditures, sometimes quite high, are of course
necessary. On the other hand, several simple modifications of the technique
(both material and procedural) are possible which require basically very
little or no capital input (stricter referral criteria, minimisation of a
number of radiograms per examination, selection of appropriate projection,
minimisation of fluoroscopy time, due collimation of the beam, shielding of
organs, selection of optimal film/screen combination, optimal processing of
the film etc, etc) (N2, I3]. With limited resources for health care in most
countries it appears essential to optimise protection of the patient, to
specify priorities for action and to obtain the best financial input-dosereduction ratio. The Task Group shall carefully study both available
methodology (generic and formalized optimisation) and will, hopefully,
recommend adequate procedures for respective long-term action by professional
societies, authorities (policy makers), hospital administrators and chiefs of
radiology departments.
At this stage some remarks are warranted regarding selection of a nominal
cost of a unit of collective dose for purposes of the optimisation of
protection in the medical field. First, the cost of saving human life in
various fields of medicine [N2] is lower than the up to now assumed cost of
one manSv in other fields of radiation protection ("' 2 x 104 dollars).
Therefore, selecting the latter, or even a higher value would, perhaps unduly,
shift in most countries the resources in health protection into the less
effective direction. Moreover, from the total cost of detriment per unit dose
in medicine one should perhaps subtract the value of benefits accrued by the
patients themselves(improved diagnosis, therefore more adequate and sometimes
cheaper treatment, etc, etc). These questions, and some others, e.g. is it
realistic to recommend an a value independent of expenditures for health
protection per year per caput in a country, should be addressed by the Task
Group.
5.
The Task Group, Committee 3 and the Main Commission shall analyse and
decide to what extent the question of referral criteria and the connected
efficacy of individual radiological procedures shall be dealt with. In my
opinion it is a difficult subject. There is, however, an obvious room for
reduction of the frequency of practices and procedures of very low efficacy,
provided the recommendations will avoid schematic treatment of the subject.
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Elimination of a large fraction of retakes is also feasible.
6.
There are specific aspects of patients protection in paediatrics,
cardiology, interventional radiology, mass screening and dental radiology. In
the prospective Task Groups• recommendations they should be treated in form
of annexes and addressed to professionals directly concerned and active in
these fields.
I believe that the task, just presented, is strategically the most basic
and important among those related to the protection in medicine, being
undertaken currently by Committee 3 and the Main Commission.
If
implementation of prospective recommendations would result
in
substantial reduction of the total collective dose and within this of the
avoidable fraction from medical sources by a factor ~ 3 or 4 (this seems quite
feasible), the merit shall justify the efforts.
B.

The project "Potential Exposures in Medicine".

Potential exposure has been defined in Publ. 60 as (para 12 7) : "Not all
exposures occur as forecast. There may be accidental departures from the
planned operating procedures, or equipment may fail ......••• such events can
be foreseen and their probability of occurrence estimated, but they cannot be
predicted in detail."
There is obviously a room for such exposures (patients, personnel) in
medicine. There are well known, dramatic examples of this kind (related mostly
to therapy): therapeutical accelerator accidents in Tex~s, U.S. (1986) and
Zaragoza, Spain ( 1990), a series of accidents with
Co therapy units;
misadministrations of therapeutic instead of diagnostic activities in nuclear
medicine, etc.
Exhaustive statistics of such incidents or accidents, involving patients
and sometimes also medical personnel, are not widely available. The respective
working group of Committee 3 (to become most likely a task group), will
collect available data on overexposures and mis-administrations (doses in
therapy, radiopharmaceuticals), on dominant sources of the failures, and will
try to develop recommendations aiming at reduction of the probability of their
occurrence to the lowest reasonably attainable (i.e. optimised) level. The
recommendations should have both technical and systemic character. The work
has just started and will continue for few years.
c.

Protection of humans in biomedical research.

The subject has been treated in the past both by the Commission and by
other organisations (e.g. World Health Organisation)[Wl]. General principles
of the Helsinki accord on the subject- as amended in Tokyo in 1975 - [W2],
form still an acceptable backbone of the system. Situation is relatively
straight-forward in those fields where exposure to various noxae, is reflected
by a threshold type dose-response relationship. Ionizing radiation is
exceptional in this context as the probability of detrimental stochastic
effects decreases with reduction of the dose but is not expected to reach zero
level unless the dose does the same.
Assessment of the detriment vs. dose has increased in Publ. 60 by a factor
3-4 relative to that which served as basis for previous WHO documents,
pronounced age effects have been documented, and new effects on human
conceptus discovered. Ethical committees and other interested bodies are in
obvious need for guidance in this field. Committee 3 will prepare a new
document providing respective recommendations related to the diagnostic
application of X rays and radiopharmaceuticals, to experimental procedures in
radiotherapy and biological research, with and without actual or potential
medical benefit to the participants. The committee hopes to be able to issue
the document not later than 1993, possibly still in 1992.
D.

Updating dosimetric information related to radiopharmaceuticals.

A common Task Group of committee 3 and Committee 2 works on updating
information on doses incurred from radiopharmaceuticals. The subject has
received extensive treatment in Publ. 53 - "Doses from Radiopharmaceuticals",
published in 1987 [I6]. There are, however, one or two new substances of this
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kind being introduced into medical practice every year, and substantial
proportion of them is going to stay with us for long tj.nt_e. For instance, since
adoption of Publ.S3 three new substances, utilizing ~c as the radioactive
label, have been introduced into a wide use:

lJ

~c-MAG 3 (mercaptoacetyltriglycine) for renal functional diagnostics, and

~c-HmPAO

(CERETEC, heksamethylopropylenoamineoxine) mainly for studies of
the regional cerebral blood flow; 2/ ~c-hexakis MIBI (2-metoxyisobuthyl
isonitrile) for heart perfusion studies. The latter two are administered at
particularly high activities of ~c (500-1000 MBq) and the resulting doses
need to be known. There are also other substances, like labelled fatty acids,
68Ga-EDTA, labelled antibodies etc, of sufficient clinical interest to be
treated similarly.
For several of these substances respective kinetic (and/or metabolic)
models have been developed and organ doses calculated by the Task Group (they
will be published in late 1992 or early 1993). In addition, values of E for
those radiopharmaceuticals that had been included in Publ.S3 will be included
in the updating document, recalculated according to the currently recommended
procedure, and with organ weighting factors, specified in Publ. 60. Some
kinetic models will also be reviewed ace. to the fresh data (e.g. 2° 1Tl). It
is perhaps interesting to note that new E values are generally lower than the
old He., except for those radiopharmaceuticals that irradiate predominantly the
thyroLd gland [JlO] (fig. 3); the latter E values have increased mostly due
to the respective change of WT. For radiopharmaceuticals included in Publ.S3
the average value of E per unit administered activity is numerically lower by
"'12 % than the mean H • We hope this information will be useful for the
professional communityeof nuclear medicine in their daily practice, and for
optimisation of patients protection (selection of substances, selection of
optimal administered activity).
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Fig.3. Distribution of the quotient effective dose (E): effective
dose equivalent (He) using the new (ICRP 60) and old
(ICRP 26) weighting factors, respectively. All substances
found in ICRP 53 are included [Jl].
I believe I have given you a rather detailed picture of Main Commissions'
and Committee 3 activity aimed at radiological protection in medicine.
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FUTURE WORK OF ICRP COMMITTEE 2
by
Charles B. Meinhold
Abstract: ICRP Committee 2 has an exciting program in virtually all
areas of importance to the development of secondary limits. currently
active task groups are working on 1) a new human respiratory tract
model, 2) new data on Reference Man, 3) additional elements for age
dependent dose to members of the public, and 4) and calculations for
internally deposited radionuclides.
A new activity is underway in
collaboration with ICRU on sorting out protection quantities and
metrological quantities for external exposures. All these activities
have an important bearing on the next major effort, the revision of
ICRP Publication 30.
The program
chairmen) speak
committees.
He
issues, meaning,
and 61.

chairman requested that
to you about the future
specifically ask that we
I believe, the development

we (the ICRP committee
work of our respective
not address historical
of ICRP Publications 60

One might expect that the committee members might feel that the
work at this time is somewhat anti-climactic.
You may rest assured
that this is not the case.
Committee 2 has an exciting program of
work before it. Before describing this effort, I would like to list
the other members of Committee 2:
Dr. William J. Bair, Dr. A.
Bouville, Prof. Dr. Chen Xing-an, Dr. Gunter Drexler, Dr. Keith F.
Eckerman, Prof. Dr. Alexander Kaul, Professor Dr. Ilya A. Likhtarev,
Dr. Osamu Matsuoka, Dr. H. Metivier, Dr. N. Parmentier, Dr. Chester
R. Richmond, Dr. J.W. Stather, Prof. Dr. David M. Taylor, and Prof.
Ralph H. Thomas.
As many of you know, Committee 2 is charged with developing the
basic documents which permit the derivation of secondary limits.
The most organized approach to outlining the present and future
work of this Committee is to discuss the work of each task group in
some detail.
The Task Group on the Human Respiratory Tract
The objective of this task group, under the chairmanship of Bill
Bair, is to develop a comprehensive, scientifically justifiable model
of the human respiratory tract for use in radiation protection.
It
would, therefore, provide the basis for the calculation of ALI's for
inhaled materials as well as enable individual and population dose
assessments. The task group has written a document presenting a clear
and eloquent description of the anatomy, physiology, and morphometry
of the human respiratory tract. The latest data on deposition in the
respiratory tract highlights the work as does the review of the latest
information on clearance from the lung by both particle transport and
absorption to the blood.
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The material is presented in a manner that allows straightforward
computer calculations of dose per unit intake as a function of the age
and
sex
of
the
individual
and
the
chemical
and
physical
characteristics of the pollutant.
The task group will, however,
provide recommended parameter values of the model for occupational and
environmental exposure situations.
In the important case of radon daughter exposure, a problem has
surfaced in trying to reconcile lung cancer risks implied by the
calculated effective dose with lung cancers actually observed, i.e.,
it would appear from calculations on radon daughter exposure that the
incidence of lung cancer seen in the population should be far greater
than predicted from the epidemiological studies to date. Perhaps, the
lung risk estimate is the culprit, or maybe an unreasonably high w8
value for alpha emitters is responsible for this somewhat awkward
result.
Whatever the reason, Bill Bair and his task group can be
expected to resolve these issues and a new report on the Respiratory
Tract Model should be available in early 1993.
The Task Group on Reference Man Data for use in the revision of
Publication 30
The task group on Reference Man had intended to produce a
scholarly work- a worthy descendant of ICRP Publication 23.
The
extraordinary amount of new material and the Commission's desire for
completion of the work, coupled with less outside financial support
than anticipated, however, resulted in the chairman of the original
Reference Man Task Group, Chet Richmond, withdrawing.
At that point, the Commission asked Committee 2 to focus on the
data required for the revision of Publication 30. As a result, the
terms of reference of the task group have been modified under the
chairmanship of Keith Eckerman with a specific mandate to prepare a
report on those aspects of Reference Man required for the revision of
Publication 30.
It is now anticipated that six sections of the
Reference Man draft will comprise the body of the new task group work.
In fact, the members of the task group are authors of these texts.
The topics to be included are:
1.

Anatomical and Physiological Characterization of Reference
Man - with an Appendix on non-western man.

2.

The Skeleton.

3.

The Respiratory Tract (to be produced by the Task Group on
the Human Respiratory Tract).

4.

Gastrointestinal Tract.

5.

Values for Gastrointestinal Absorption.

6.

Hematopoietic System.
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With a little luck, the document or documents on the case may be
published in early 1993 as well.
There are those who would like to
see a complete revision of Publication 23, but specific financial
support for the work is required.
Task Group on Dose Calculations
A reorganization of this major activity is taking place. Until
very recently, the Commission's calculations on internally deposited
radionuclides were centered at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory with
assistance from other calculational groups, particularly those at the
NRPB in England and the BfS in Germany. This task group, again under
Keith Eckerman 1 s chairmanship, has now been enlarged to involve
representatives of these laboratories as well as others.
This
expanded task group will be looking at the question of how the
Commission reconciles slightly different methods of computation or if,
in fact, such reconciliation is needed. The overall objective is to
increase the cadre of individuals willing and able to assist the
Commission in this work. For example, Committee 2 expects this task
group to assist in the work of the Task Group on Age-Dependent
Dosimetry, the revision of Publication 30, and advice on similar
calculations by other Committees and task groups.
The Task Group on Age-Dependent Dose (Committed Effective Dose per
Unit Intake)
This task group, chaired by Alex Kaul, enthusiastically took on
this important and difficult task.
As most of you realize, ICRP
Publication 56, Age-Dependent Doses to Members of the Public from
Intake of Radionuclides Part 1, presents the initial work of this task
group.
Dose per unit intake values for tritium, carbon, strontium,
zirconium, niobium, ruthenium, iodine, cesium, cerium, plutonium,
americium, and neptunium have been provided for the 3-month, 1-year,
5-year, 10-year, 15-year, and adult individual.
Part 2, which
addresses sulfur,
cobalt,
nickel,
zinc, molybdenum,
polonium,
technetium, silver, tellurium, lead, barium, and radium will be in
your hands during 1992. It was held up somewhat due to the decision
that the new w s should be incorporated and that Part 2 should also
contain revised values for the elements given in Part 1, incorporating
the new tissue weighting factors.
In addition, since the Committee
has adopted the task group's new generic bone model for the alkaline
earths and lead, the biokinetic model and dose data given for
strontium in Part 1 will have to be revised.
Still, the work goes on. The task group members will now take
a deep breath and begin again, this time the elements will be
antimony, uranium, bismuth, thorium, and iron. In addition, once the
new respiratory tract report is approved by the Commission, the task
group will prepare a complete set of age-dependent calculations for
the inhalation case.
A major activity underway within the task group is an attempt to
provide guidance on the dose to the embryo or fetus due to chronic
intake by the mother prior to conception, chronic intake post
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conception, and acute intakes before or during and specifically at the
midpoint of the pregnancy.
The task group will also likely
incorporate in Part 3 a discussion of uncertainties in the dose
calculations.
Revision of ICRP Publication 30
This has been a major topic of discussion within Committee 2 for
some time.
Fortunately, the Task Group on Age-Dependent Dose to
Members of the Public from Intakes of Radionuclides has been
evaluating the most recent biokinetic information for a number of
elements. A working party of the Committee chaired by David Taylor
has been examining the data for those elements not included in the
work of the Age-Dependent Task Group.
In fact, the work of all the
task groups listed above is essential to this revision. New reference
man data, a new respiratory tract model, the generic bone model, and
the work on dose calculations are all oriented to this task. Although
a formal proposal for the conduct of the work on this revision has not
been prepared, a number of preliminary decisions have been taken. For
example, the following elements will not be included in the revision
to Publication 30: lithium, boron, palladium, neodymium, terbium,
dysprosium, holmium, erbium, thulium ytterbium, lutetium, rhenium,
francium, berkelium, einsteinium, fermium, and mendelevium (this will
reduce the pressure to revise ICRP Publication 38, "Radionuclide
Transformation.")
With regard to chemical form, normally only those compounds
encountered in occupational situations will be considered. Chemical
toxicity will be included with the radionuclide data when it is
important.
The bone model used by the Age-Dependent Task Group for
the alkaline earth metals, with the possible extension to all bone
seeking radionuclides, has been adopted.
The inclusion of urinary
bladder among the tissues explicitly assigned weighting factors has
encouraged Committee 2 to formulate biokinetic models which will meet
the needs of both dosimetry and bioassay.
An interesting concept
developing within the Committee is that committed effective dose per
unit intake is a much more useful quantity than the ALI. The revision
of ICRP Publication 30 will very likely focus the presentation on dose
per unit intake and still provide ALis based on 20 mSv per year as was
done in ICRP Publication 61.
ICRP/ICRU Task Group on Providing Data for Use in Radiation Protection
This joint task group under the chairmanship of Ralph Thomas will
provide the information to replace ICRP Publication 51. Its secondary
mission is to ensure that there is close cooperation and consistency
between the ICRP and the ICRU. From the prospective of the Committee
2 chairperson, the issue is quite clear: the ICRP deals with the
radiation protection quantities and ICRU deals with the metrological
quantities. For example, the Q-L relationship, wR, wT, and effective
dose are ICRP concepts, whereas absorbed dose,
ambient dose
equivalent, and individual dose equivalent are ICRU concepts.
Completion of the work specified in the terms of reference of the task
group should allow the two commissions and the practitioners, as well,
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to determine if the ICRU metrological quantities meet th3 needs of
assessing exposure against the requirements of the ICRP dose-limiting
recommendations.
It would appear that the work denominated in the
first two terms of reference will supply the information needed, i.e.,
provide conversion factors for fluence to effective dose calculations
for a variety of radiations and energies for reference man, woman, 15year, 5-year, three-month old children, and provide fluence to ambient
dose equivalent, directional dose equivalent,
individual dose
equivalent penetrating, and individual dose superficial.
In summary, I would like to reiterate that the Committee has an
exciting and important program before us and the Commission is
fortunate in having such excellent and dedicated scientists on its
committees and task groups.
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The Department of Energy Tiger Teams; Analysis
of Findings and Plans for the Future
Paul L. Ziemer, Ph.D.
Assistant Secretary for
Environment, Safety and Health
U.S. Department of Energy
Washington, D.C.
Since mid-1989, the Department of Energy (DOE) has used "Tiger Teams" to
provide independent oversight and assessments of the compliance and management
of environment, safety, and health programs in DOE facilities.

These

assessments have provided the Secretary of Energy with not only the current
compliance status of each facility together with the associated
vulnerabilities, but also have identified root causes for noncompliance.

By

mid-1992, Tiger Team assessments will be completed for an major DOE
facilities (production, research, and testing facilities) as well as a number
of smaller or less complex sites.

An analysis of the findings from all assessments including root causes and
trends, will be presented.

Particular emphasis will be placed on the

technical safety appraisals of the radiation protection programs and on
related industrial hygiene, occupational safety, and environment compliance
issues.

The emerging role of "self-assessment" offices within DOE program

offices, and the subsequent changing role of independent oversight through
Tiger Team assessments will be discussed.
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The Department of Energy Tiger Team Analysis:
Analysis of Findings and Plans for the Future
Paul L. Ziemer, Ph.D.
Assistant Secretary
Environment, Safety and Health
Lawrence A. Weiner
Director, Office of Special Projects

u.s.

Department of Energy
Washington, D.C.

ABSTRACT
Since mid-1989, the Department of Energy (DOE) has used "Tiger
Teams" to provide independent oversight and assessments of the
compliance and management of environment, safety, and health
programs in DOE facilities.
These assessments have provided the
Secretary of Energy with not only the current compliance status of
each facility together with the associated vulnerabilities, but
also have identified root causes for noncompliance. By mid-1992,
Tiger Team assessments will be completed for all major DOE
facilities (production, research, and testing facilities) as well
as a number of smaller or less complex sites.
INTRODUCTION
Through Tiger Team assessments implemented by the Office of
Environment, Safety and Health, the Department of Energy (DOE) has
provided oversight of DOE's facilities and assurance of facility
compliance with environment, safety, and health (ES&H) requirements
throughout the DOE complex. Tiger Teams are typically composed of
at least 30 well-trained, highly qualified professionals who spend
approximately three to four weeks in preparation and followup
activities, and approximately four to six weeks on site during an
assessment.
Tiger Team assessments have worked to determine the
causes as well as the symptoms of compliance issues in order to
help facilities initiate appropriate changes and interact sooner
with regulators.
A trend analysis of the finding]' from the first sixteen
assessments was published in May 1991 .
This paper provides a
synopsis of the key findings found during those first sixteen
assessments, including root causes and trends common to the
facilities.
The role of on-site self assessment is addressed in
this paper, and the future role of the Tiger Team assessment
program is also discussed.
By June 1992, thirty-five DOE facilities will have been
assessed. A final synopsis covering these thirty-five Tiger Team
assessments will be completed in late 1992.
ROOT CAUSES
The common underlying causes identified by the Tiger Teams
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vary in degree, ranging from probable causal factors to root causes
(i.e., the cause that, when removed or corrected, will eliminate
the potential for recurrence of a similar problem or incident). An
analysis of all root causes revealed the following three general
root causes common to a majority of the assessments:
o

ES&H compliance is not emphasized as
Complacency or lack of attention to safety
exist because workers do not perceive this
Other workers feel that ES&H compliance is
research or line position duties.

a primary goal.
and health issues
to be important.
incompatible with

o

Monitoring programs, assessment controls, and corrective
action implementation programs are insufficient. A number of
the reports show that the facilities have not been able to
develop
and
implement
self-assessment
plans/programs.
Furthermore, facilities fail to identify existing ES&H
problems.

o

Management is ineffective in assessing or enforcing compliance
at the facilities. Management systems and controls should be
reviewed and revised to include accountability, monitoring,
feedback/reporting, and oversight performance to ensure
implementation of required ES&H objectives. Lack of effective
management at the facilities impedes ES&H programs.

Other common root causes identified by the Tiger Teams
included failure to implement Federal, state, local and DOE policy;
insufficient training (especially within the Safety and Health
discipline);
inadequate budgetary controls; and a need for
technical staff.
TREND ANALYSIS
The trend analysis revealed weaknesses
clustered in the following six key areas:

and

deficiencies

Management and Oversight of ES&H Activities. ES&H authority
and responsibilities are not clearly defined or understood.
Facilities tend to operate in a reactive mode.
Comprehensive
management systems have not been implemented (or have been
implemented slowly).
Adequate self-assessment programs are
lacking. Operations and Area Offices provide insufficient direct
oversight of day-to-day contractor activities.
Conclusion:
Review/revise
management
systems
and
controls
to
include
accountability, monitoring, feedback/reporting, and performance
oversight.
Conduct of Operations/Formality and Discipline.
Lack of
sufficient formality and discipline exists in ES&H management
systems. Conditions and practices that clearly do not satisfy ES&H
requirements are accepted at DOE facilities.
Conclusion:
The
discipline and formality of DOE's management systems must be
improved.
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Communication and Implementation of ES&H Policy.
Although
improvement is evident, ES&H policy is not being communicated to
all levels of DOE and contractor staff.
Policies, goals, and
objectives have not reflected a strong commitment to ES&H
excellence.
Conclusion:
A consistent set of performance
expectations and technical requirements must be communicated
throughout the entire system.
The DOE compliance policy must be
effectively implemented through orders, guidance, and employee and
contractor performance objectives.
Resources/Training. Difficulties exist in securing staff with
appropriate qualifications and in obtaining security clearances in
a timely manner.
Conclusion:
Identify/document staff resource
requirements.
Find ways to speed up recruitment process.
Additionally, expand and improve Departmental training programs.
Occupational Safety and Health. The most important areas of
noncompliance found during the Department of Labor's Occupational
Safety and Health (OSHA) review of nine sites included construction
activities, machine guarding, and electrical safety. DOE does not
have programs in place that routinely identify (let alone prevent)
noncompliance with OSHA requirements.
Conclusion:
Immediate
attention needs to be focused on workplace safety and health. The
lack of importance and attention assigned by management to OSHA
compliance must change.
Technical Issues.
Deficiencies in the following technical
areas/programs were identified: Radiological Protection, Emergency
Preparedness, Waste Management, Management of Inactive Waste Sites,
and Environmental Monitoring.
SELF-ASSESSMENT PROGRAMS
As noted above, many of the DOE facilities lacked adequate
programs to ensure that ES&H deficiencies were identified,
reported, and corrected. In particular, facilities lacked adequate
self-assessment programs, and had deficient systems for reporting
and tracking ES&H programs and corrective actions.
All line
organizations were directed to implement comprehensive selfassessment programs to identify and characterize ES&H concerns
relating to their operations.
Ultimate responsibility was thus
placed on program senior officials.
A comprehensive ES&H self-assessment program should cover all
facilities, buildings, sites, and activities under the control of
the line management organization.
Such a program includes all
applicable disciplines under environmental protection, safety and
health, and management and organization.
The self-assessment
program is built upon existing programs and activities including
those
specifically
required
by
DOE
Orders.
These
programs/activities include functional and management appraisals of
contractors by DOE line management as well as internal appraisals
conducted by contractor or, in some cases, DOE operating-level
staff.
In addition, management performance within the DOE line
organizations is assessed.
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On-site activities are assessed for compliance with Federal,
state, and local laws, regulations, and permit requirements;
compliance with agreements, orders, and consent decrees; compliance
with
executive
orders
and
DOE
orders;
compliance
with
implementation plans developed pursuant to DOE orders; compliance
with internal guidance and procedures; and conformance with other
bast management practices. Compliance and conformance are judged
on the basis of both a review of applicable documentation and
physical inspection of facilities.
In addition to identifying
actual compliance problems, an effective self-assessment program
also includes a diagnosis of the causes of compliance problems as
an aid to preventing recurrence. Full compliance with applicable
regulatory requirements is the minimum acceptable level of
performance.
The self-assessment program is intended to be an
ongoing activity, not just a one-time pre-Tiger Team visit
activity.
FUTURE ROLE OF TIGER TEAMS
Beginning in October 1991, the Office of Environment, Safety
and Health initiated a series of followup assessments. Team sizes
were reduced, length of on-sight assessments was shortened, and the
assessments became more focused, concentrating on ES&H management,
ES&H corrective actions, self-assessment programs, and root-cause
related issues.
Small/focused assessments will continue to be
phased in as larger/comprehensive assessments are phased out in
the first half of CY 1992.
Beginning in August 1992, larger
assessments will be performed on an as- needed basis only (i.e., at
potential problem facilities).
The smaller, focused assessments will include a review of
self-assessment programs (from Headquarters down to the field
level) and the current status of ES&H corrective actions, with the
major focus on ES&H program management and root cause analysis. A
Departmental Oversight Coordination Committee will establish a
process/procedures to coordinate scheduling and to define the scope
of future individual assessments.
Tiger Teams have been successful in providing independent
oversight and assessment of the compliance and management of ES&H
programs throughout the DOE complex.
Future assessments will
continue to help ensure that DOE operations are conducted in a
manner that is safe and environmentally sound, and that protects
the health and safety of the Department's employees as well as that
of the public.
REFERENCE
1. DOE, 1991. Analysis of Findings from the First Sixteen Tiger
Team Assessments,
DOE/EH-0191,
u.s. Department of Energy,
Washington, D.C.
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MODELES UTILISES POUR L'ESTIMATION DES RISQUES DE
RADIOCANCER: LES DIFFICULTES ACI'UELLES.

P. Galle
Laboratoire de Biopbysique - Faculte de Medecine
8, rue du General Sarrail 94010 Creteil France

STOCHASTIC MODELS AND RADIOCANCER RISKS ESTIMATES:
PRESENT DIFFICULTIES
In radiation protection, models are traditionally used for the assessment of
radiological risks. Proposed several decades ago for the assessment of low dose risks,
stochastic models have been periodically improved. However, during the same period a
number of new biological data have been obtained, many of them beeing not consistent
with the more sophisticated mathematical stochastic models. As a result of these
important biological data, there is now an excessive state of uncertainty in the risk
estimates of low doses and low doses rates as obtained using traditional conservative
hypothesis; these uncertainties make difficult the interpretation of both effective doses
and moreover collective doses.

INTRODUCTION
Longtemps considere comme le seul recours a l'estimation des risques de
radiocancers dans les domaines de doses interessant Ia radioprotection, l'utilisation des
modeles pose aujourd'hui plus de ditlicultes qu'elle n'en resout. Loin de s'attenuer, ces
difficultes se sont accrues avec le temps et il semble que l'on aboutisse maintenant a nne
impasse devant l'impossibilite d'integrer dans des modeles matbematiques les acquis
complexes mais cependant tres solides de Ia biologie moderne.
Deux varietes de modeles meritent aujourd'hui nne attention particuliere: les
modeles dits, a tort, d'extrapolation vers les faibles doses (il s'agit en fait d'interpolation)
et les modeles de projection des risques sur Ia vie entiere: par l'utilisation conjointe de
ces deux varietes de modeles, on obtient en effet des resultats, et c'est sur ces resultats,
consideres alors comme des acquis, que l'on se fonde aujourd'hui pour apprecier les
risques et definir les normes de radioprotection.
Souvent utilises pour apprecier ce qu'il est convenu d'appeler le niveau superieur
do risque, ces modeles fournissent des predictions dont les incertitudes atteignent
aujourd'hui des valeurs excessives, difficilement compatibles avec l'interet pratique
recherche.
Parmi ces modeles, ceux qui apparaissent aujourd'hui les plus critiquables, et qui
entrainent les plus importantes confusions sont les modeles probabilistes utilises pour
tenter d'apprecier quantitativement les risques associes a des doses faibles d'irradiation
delivrees a des debits forts, moyens ou faibles. On se limitera ici a discuter les difficultes
liees a ces modeles particuliers.
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LES MODELES DITS D"'EXTRAPPLATION" VERS LES FAIBLES DOSES
Rappelons tout d'abord brievement queUes sont les donnees de base dont on
dispose pour appliquer ces modeles, soient les seuils d'action decelable et les relations
dose-effet observees aux doses moyennes ou fortes.
1) Les donnees de base
a) Les seuils d'action decelable
II n'existe pas un seuil, mais toute one serie de seuils correspondant chacon a one
variete de cancer, one variete donnee de rayonnement et one modalite donnee
d'irradiation (globale ou localisee, fractionnee ou non, fort ou faible debit). Chez
l'homme les seuils les plus bas (0,3 a 0,5 Gy) ont ete observes pour les rayonnements de
faible TLE delivres a debit extremement eleve (superieur a 1 Gy par sec.) en irradiation
totale (survivants d'Hiroshima et Nagasaki) pour certains cancers comme les leucemies
(7).
Pour d'autres cancers comme ceux du rectum, du caecum, de l'os ou de l'uterus,
le seuil est de 10 Gy pour les rayonnements de faible TLE delivres a debit fort ou moyen,
a doses fractionnees ou non (1).
S'agissant des faibles debits de dose, le seuil est de 0,8 Gy (dose a l'os) pour les
rayonnements de TLE eleves, pour les cancers des os provoques par les rayonnements
alpha du radium (5).
On ne connait pas, par contre, ni chez l'homme ni chez I'animal, Ia possible action
cancerogene des rayonnements de faible TLE d'un element aussi important que le cesium
irradiant a faible debit le corps entier apres contamination.
b) Les appreciations quantitatives des effets observes aux doses moyennes ou fortes et
leurs difficultes.
On sait que ces estimations sont imprecises et limitees a one gamme de dose trop
etroite (de 0,5 a quelques Gy chez les survivants des bombes A) pour qu'on puisse les
extrapoler sans I'aide de modeles. On se contente alors de faire des interpolations depuis
un point de cette courbe jusqu'au point zero. Cette interpolation est elle-meme difficile
car, le point d'origine est mal defini. II ne se situe pas au niveau du seuil d'action
decelable. A ce niveau, le risque ne peut pas etre apprecie quantitativement compte tenu
des exigences statistiques. L'appreciation quantitative ne peut done etre faite qu'a des
niveaux plus eleves (de l'ordre de 1 Gy par exemple chez les survivants japonais).
Rappelons ici que pour mettre en evidence, avec un intervalle de confiance de 95% un
exces de 5% de leucemie, dans one population d'adultes irradies a 0,2 Gy, l'echantillon
necessaire devrait etre de 100.000 personnes auxquelles il faudrait associer un nombre
identique de sujets temoins (3). Ce nombre est loin d'etre atteint chez les survivants
japonais: 6.375 personnes irradiees entre 0,2 et 0,49 Gy (7).
2) Les modeles utilises et les difficult& actuelles
a) Les modetes d'extrapolation vers les faibles doses delivrees a fort debit
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L'aspect quantique et le caractere essentiellement aleatoire du dep()t d'energie
radiative dans les tissus, ainsi que Ia tres faible probabilite que l'une des 1014 cellules
d'un organisme irradie se transforme en un cancer ont longtemps paru justifier une
approche probabiliste de Ia radiocancerogenese. Le choix souvent fait d'un modele
lineaire-quadratique semblait conforte par certaines donnees radiobiologiques rendant
compte de phenomenes comme ceux observes sur cellules isolees ou chez les plantes
(trandescantia).
Ces modeles sont-ils encore aujourd'hui transposables a un phenomene aussi
complexe que le developpement d'un radiocancer se developpant au sein d'un organisme
superieur?
Les difficultes soot les suivantes : on sait aujourd'hui que le developpement d'un
radiocancer est un pbenomene bien plus complexe qu'on ne le supposait autrefois. Le
mecanisme ne se limite pas a une lesion initiale du genome induite par un depOt localise
d'energie. Le pbenomene est multifactoriel et de multiples etapes doivent etre franchies
avant que Ia tumeur ne se manifeste : initiation, immortalisation, promotion, formation
d'un clone, proliferation de ce clone, developpement de Ia tumeur (2, 4, 6). A chacune de
ces etapes, des phenomenes stochastiques ou non, de nature enzymatique (reparation de
l'ADN), hormonal ou immunologique entrent en jeux aux etapes ulterieures, favorisant
ou inhibant cette progression.
Au terme de ces differentes etapes, l'aspect stochastique du pbenomene initial a
quasiment disparu et les modeles traditionnels apparaissent aujourd'hui inadaptes.
C'est sans doute dans les domaines de l'immunologie et de l'hormonologie que les
connaissances ont le plus progresse ces demieres annees. Parmi les 1013 lymphocytes dont
nous disposons certains ont pu etre individualises: lymphocytes T cytotoxiques, cellules
LAK (Lymphokine Activated Killer Cells), cellules TIL (Tumor Infiltrating
Lymphocytes). Leur role est de supprimer les cellules anormales ou etrangeres a
l'organisme dont les cellules cancereuses. ·lis agissent sous l'influence d'hormones
d'action locale. Ce systeme de defense peut etre stimule et il est capable alors de faire
regresser les cancers parmi les plus redoutables. Bref l'organisme dispose d'un systeme
d'immunosurveillance et de defense tres elabore et puissant, indispensable a sa survie.
A titre d'exemple, il rend illusoire toute tentative d'extrapolation vers les doses
inferieures a 1 Gy des donnees observees chez les survivants japonais au-dessus de cette
dose a partir de laquelle ces sujets ont ete dans un etat d'immunodeficience par
destruction des lymphocytes.
b) Les irradiations a faible debit de dose et le probleme des facteurs de reduction du
risque.
On connait assez bien les effets redoutables des contaminations par les emetteurs
alpha (radium, thorium) delivres a tres faible debit durant de tres tongues periodes, mais
les donnees soot quasi inexistantes sur les possibles effets des rayonnements de faible
TLE delivres a ces memes debits, soit Ia situation Ia plus frequente en radioprotection
des travailleurs ou du public. Tenter d'estimer ces effets a partir des donnees observees
aux forts debits est assez peu realiste car il existe 7 ordres de grandeurs entre 1 Gy par
sec. (survivants japonais) et 1 Gy par an. Dans le premier cas (20.000 ionisations par sec.
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dans chaque noyau des lot• cellules de l'organisme soit 2 x lOt• ionisations), les
mecanismes de defense enzymatiques (reparation de l'ADN) ou immunologiques sont
depasses alors qu'ils fonctionnent normalement dans le deuxieme cas, dans lequel le
debit de dose ( lOu ionisations par sec.) se rapproche de celui de l'irradiation naturelle
( 10' a 10' ionisations par sec. chez un homme de 70 kg).
Le facteur de reduction qu'il conviendrait d'appliquer ici est completement
inconnu car les donnees dont on dispose aujourd'hui sont tres insutlisantes pour en
donner one estimation meme tres approximative.
CONCLUSION
L'utilisation des modeles pour I'estimation des risques de radiocancers se heurtent

a des ditlicultes plus importantes qu'autrefois. Conscients de ces ditlicultes, les comites
internationaux ont adopte des attitudes conservatives, definissant ce qu'il est convenu
d'appeler le niveau superieur du risque. Cette attitude certes legitime ne doit pas
cependant masquer les difficultes actuelles. Certes les risques lies aux doses plus fortes
que 1 Gy sont connus avec one precision meilleure qu'autrefois mais, dans le meme
temps les incertitudes concernant les plus faibles doses se sont considerablement accrues
pour atteindre des valeurs excessives. II resulte de ces incertitudes que Ia notion de dose
etlicace, ne tenant pas compte des debits de dose, devient d'interpretation ditlicile, de
meme et surtout que Ia notion de dose collective entierement fondee sur l'hypothese d'une
interpolation lineaire.
L'estimation scientifique du risque de radiocancers a longtemps reposee sur le
recours a des modeles mais l'aspect scientifique s'est progressivement estompe en meme
temps que son aspect pratique et Ia question pent etre posee aujourd'hui de l'opportunite
d'utiliser des methodes plus simples mais plus realistes pour l'estimation du risque
radiologique et Ia definition des doses biologiquement etlicaces.
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A PROPOSED FRAMEWORK FOR CONSISTENT REGULATION OF
*
PUBLIC EXPOSURES TO RADIONUCLIDES AND OTHER CARCINOGENS
D. C. Kocher and F. 0. Hoffman
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831, U.S.A.
ABSTRACT
This paper discusses a proposed framework for consistent regulation
of carcinogenic risks to the public based on establishing de manifestis
(i.e., unacceptable) and de minimis (i.e., trivial) lifetime risks from
exposure to any carcinogens at levels of about lo-1-lo-3 and lo-4-lo-6
respectively, and reduction of risks above de minimis levels as low as
reasonably achievable (ALARA). We then discuss certain differences in the
way risks from exposure to radionuclides and other carcinogens currently
are regulated or assessed which would need to be considered in
implementing the proposed regulatory framework for all carcinogens.
INTRODUCTION
We believe there is a fundamental problem with current regulatory
policies in the United States for limiting routine exposures of the public
to radionuclides and other carcinogens -namely, a clear inconsistency in
the levels of acceptable health risk associated with (a) standards for
radionuclides only, as developed under authority of the Atomic Energy Act,
and (b) standards for any carcinogens, including radionuclides, or for
chemical carcinogens only, as developed under authority of other laws. We
first describe the apparent inconsistency in the levels of acceptable risk
associated with these two categories of standards and propose a set of
principles, based on distinguishing unambiguously between unacceptable and
trivial risks, which could provide more consistent regulation of
carcinogenic risks to the public. The present inconsistency in acceptable
risks and our proposed regulatory framework are discussed in more detail
elsewhere [1). We then discuss other differences in the way risks from
exposure to radionuclides and other carcinogens currently are regulated or
assessed which would need to be considered in implementing the proposed
regulatory framework for all carcinogens.
INCONSISTENCY IN CURRENT REGULATORY APPROACHES
The current framework for regulating radiation exposures of the
public under authority of the Atomic Energy Act may be referred to as a
"top-down" approach. In this approach, a limit on radiation dose to
individuals from all sources of exposure except natural background,
corresponding to an upper bound on acceptable risk, is established in
radiation protection standards. Then, doses are reduced below the limit
by requiring that exposures be kept as low as reasonably achievable
(ALARA), taking into account such factors as cost vs. benefit, technical
feasibility, and societal concerns (e.g., perceptions of risk).
*Research sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy under contract
DE-AC05-840R21400 with Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
"The submitted manuscript has been
authored by a contractor of the U.S.
Government
under contract No. OEAC05·840R21400. Accordingly, the U.S.
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retains
a
nonexclusrve,
royalty-free 1tcense to pubUh or reproduce
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allow others to do so, for U.S. Government
purpoS&~."
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The current dose limit in radiation protection standards for the
public corresponds to a limit on acceptable lifetime risk of 5 x lo-3 [2].
However, the development in the United States of many standards for
specific practices or sources, which represent an application of the ALARA
principle, virtually assures that lifetime risks from routine exposures to
all man-made radionuclides will not exceed lo-3. The "top-down" approach
also is applied to (a) regulation of exposures to naturally occurring
radionuclides in mill tailings, (b) remedial action levels for exposure to
natural background, principally radon decay products and external
radiation, and (c) responses to radiation accidents. In these cases, the
limit on acceptable lifetime risk is in the range 1 X 10-J to 5 X lQ-2,
and the ALARA principle is applied to reduction of public exposures.
The current framework for regulating exposures of the public to
chemical carcinogens, and for regulating radiation exposures under
authority of laws other than the Atomic Energy Act, is quite the opposite
of that described above and may be referred to as a "bottom-up" approach.
In this approach, there is no standard defining an upper bound on
acceptable risk from all carcinogens and sources of exposure. Rather, for
specific exposure situations only, a lower bound on acceptable risk is
established as a goal, and this goal then may be increased to reflect risk
levels that reasonably can be justified.
The "bottom-up" approach is exemplified by current laws and
regulations for carcinogenic food additives (e.g., pesticides) and for
radionuclides and chemical carcinogens in drinking water. In both cases,
a carcinogenic risk of zero has been established as a goal, but this goal
has been relaxed to permit lifetime risks up to 10-6 for pesticides and
1o-4-lo-6 for carcinogens in drinking water. Acceptable risks in the
range 1o-4-1o-6 from exposure to radionuclides and other carcinogens also
are embodied in standards for airborne emissions of hazardous substances
and standards for cleanup of hazardous substances in the environment,
e.g., at old waste disposal sites.
The "top-down" approach to regulating radiation exposures under
authority of the Atomic Energy Act clearly is fundamentally different from
the "bottom-up" approach to regulating exposures to radionuclides and
other carcinogens under authority of other laws. Consequently, upper
bounds on lifetime risks to the public regarded as "acceptable" clearly
are inconsistent in the two cases- i.e., risks of 1Q-1-1o-3 in the former
but 1o-4-lo-6 in the latter.
PROPOSED FRAMEWORK FOR CONSISTENT REGULATION OF ALL CARCINOGENS
In order to reconcile the fundamental inconsistency in regulatory
approaches described above and to provide more consistent regulation of
carcinogenic risks to the public, we propose an explicit regulatory
framework for all carcinogens which contains three basic elements:
[1]

a de manifestis lifetime risk in the range 1o-l-1o-3, which would
define an upper bound on acceptable risk from all carcinogens and
sources of exposure and above which regulatory action would be taken
to reduce risks regardless of cost;
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[2]

a de minimis lifetime risk in the range lo-4-lo-6, which would
define risks from any carcinogen and source of exposure so trivial
that regulatory action to reduce risks would be unwarranted; and

[3]

reduction of lifetime risks above de minimis levels based on
application of the ALARA principle.

The key to our proposal is to recognize that the lifetime risks of
lo-4-lo-6 embodied in some standards, as described previously, are de
minimis rather than de manifestis levels. This interpretation is clearly
supported by an analysis which showed that regulatory authorities in the
United States usually have not acted to reduce risks from chemical
carcinogens when the lifetime risk to a few individuals is below lo-4 and
the average lifetime risk in large populations is below 10-6 [3].
The proposed use of ranges for the de manifestis and de mlnlmis risks
would permit taking into account the size of an exposed population in
establishing these levels for particular situations [3] and would allow
considerable flexibility in applying the ALARA principle. Therefore,
complete uniformity of regulatory decisions in limiting carcinogenic risks
to the public would not be required.
As indicated previously and discussed in more detail elsewhere [l],
our proposed regulatory framework is consistent with virtually all current
regulatory policies for limiting routine and accidental exposures of the
public to radionuclides and other carcinogens, including proposed
exemption levels for radiation exposure. Again, however, this consistency
is achieved only if the lifetime risks of lo-4-lo-6 embodied in some
standards are interpreted as de minimis.
We believe that our proposed regulatory framework would encourage
consideration of risks from any carcinogen and source of exposure in the
context of risks from all sources, as opposed to the rather piecemeal
approach embodied in past regulatory decisions, particularly for chemical
carcinogens [3]. Furthermore, the proposed de minimis levels would ensure
that risks much less than largely unavoidable background risks, which
average about lo-2 for radionuclides [2,4] and greater than 5 x lo-3 for
chemical carcinogens [5], do not receive unwarranted attention.
ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS IN IMPLEMENTING PROPOSAL
Implementation of our proposed regulatory framework for limiting
risks to the public from all carcinogens would require additional
considerations as a result of certain other differences in the way risks
from radionuclides and chemical carcinogens are regulated or assessed.
First, the de manifestis and de minimis levels are expressed as
lifetime rather than annual risks. This approach assumes that stochastic
health effects are the primary concern in regulating exposures of the
public to any carcinogens. Thus, the common practice of apportioning an
assumed limit on lifetime risk into equal annualized increments in setting
dose limits in radiation protection standards is rather arbitrary for
purposes of limiting stochastic risk. Subsidiary limits on acute
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exposures to any carcinogens would be needed only if prevention of
nonstochastic (i.e., deterministic) effects is of concern.
Second, there are inconsistencies in the factors for converting
exposure to risk. In particular, radiation risk factors usually are best
estimates [2], but upper 95th percentile confidence limits are used for
other carcinogens [6]. In addition, radiation risk factors take into
account risks from irradiation of all organs and tissues [2], but current
risk factors for chemical carcinogens usually take into account only one
organ or tissue at risk [6].
Third, the primary measure of risk from radiation exposure usually
has been cancer fatalities [2], whereas the primary measure of risk for
other carcinogens has been cancer incidence [6]. Risk factors for
radiation exposure that include weighted nonfatal cancers as well as fatal
cancers have been introduced [2], and a similar approach could be used in
developing risk factors for chemical carcinogens.
Finally, in assessing radiation doses to maximally exposed
individuals, the intent usually is to estimate average doses to members of
critical population groups using reasonable assumptions for likely
exposure scenarios and pathways. However, risk assessments for chemical
carcinogens often emphasize unreasonably pessimistic assumptions [6], and
the resulting estimates of risk may exceed values that could be
experienced by any members of the public.
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Systems to Measure Airborne Radioactive Substances in
the Reactor Containment in Event of a Severe Accident
R. Hock, Siemens; H. Eisgruber, RWE; G. Kelber, VGB
Abstract
In the event of a major release of radioactive substances into the containment atmosphere, the presence of aerosols and iodine may pose a larger
threat than the noble gases. They tend to deposit in sampling lines to a
varying degree. This makes precise measurement difficult, parLlcularly if
small volumes have to be handled, because of high activity . Most systems
on the market do not solve these problems. Four different systems have been
evaluated and optimized with respect to this task. They allow sufficiently
accurate measurement of these substances in the containment atmosphere over
a wide range of conditions and temperatures (dry atmosphere up to 100%
steam
In the event of a major release of radioactive substances into the atmosphere of a reactor containment, countermeasures inside and outside the
plant can only be optimized if the actual potential radiological hazard can
be determined.
Substances which accumulate in the human body and are deposited in the
biosphere represent a higher potential hazard than gases with low or no reaction with other substances. It is therefore important to know the actual
concentration particularly of these substances. Even if they are absent or
at low levels it is important to be aware of that fact. Countermeasures
usually pose other hazards and therefore they have to be optimized, which
is only possible if the actual threat is known.
In contrast to noble gases, the concentrations of aerosols and airborne
iodine not only depend upon the degree of core degradation but also on a
number of other parameters which are unlikely to be known in the actual
case. "Conservative assumptions" which are meaningful for the design of
protective devices may lead to wrong decisions in an actual case as has
been demonstrated in the assumed radiolysis during the accident at TMI.
It is therefore important that a wide range of concentrations of these
substances can be measured even in the presence of a high background of radioactive noble gases. This background of noble gases can easily be estimated at an early stage from a dose rate measurement inside or close to the
containment. Only within the first hours of an extreme event may aerosols
contribute significantly to that dose rate. Fig.l shows the dose rate which
would result from the various substances at a distance of 50 ern from just 1
rnl containment atmosphere. Their relative contribution to the radiation
from the entire containment is approximately the same. In addition this figure shows how large a volume could be handled safely in such an extreme
situation.
The measurement of aerosols and airborne iodine may be distorted by
their tendency to deposit on surfaces in sampling lines. The degree of such
deposition is highly dependent on the velocity, particle size distribution,
temperature and material. Because some of these parameters are not known in
the actual case correction factors may be highly inaccurate. Fig.2 gives an
example of these effects. The losses of aerosols (diameter 5 ~) and elemental iodine have been calculated as a function of the velocity for a specific configuration of a slightly heated sampling line to avoid condensation.
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The losses in the sampling line are tolerable at a specific velocity only.
Losses in unheated sampling lines could become extremely high if steam
is present in the containment atmosphere: If the sampling line passes
through cooler areas the inner surfaces may become wet. This would effectively filter out these substances. Depending upon the actual conditions varying with time and location, this liquid may reach the sampling station
hours later. It could then show a concentration in the containment which
may not exist any more at that time due to deposition and washout effects.
It has been decided by those German utilities operating nuclear power
stations that they want to obtain more accurate measurement results for
these most important substances and that it should be made possible to perform the analyses in the radiochemical laboratory using routine methods. In
a high-stress situation such routine methods are less prone to operator error.
Existing systems were first analyzed and found not to meet these requirements. Then four different systems were selected for more detailed investigation and development according to the given specification. All of
them now meet the requirements.
In system 1 the sampling lines are heated to prevent condensation. The
flow is regulated independently of the pressure within the containment. Directly outside the containment noble gases are separated from the other
substances by a washer (Fig.3). A small sample of the gas and the water
phase will be taken remotely without further losses by deposition in sampling lines. This fraction will then be further diluted for analysis in the
laboratory.
In system 2 a small sample is taken by means of a container which is
transported by a shuttle system to a location inside the containment
(Fig.4).
The essential part of system 3 is a remotely operated snapper inside the
containment which also takes only a small sample (Fig.S). In contrast to
system 2, it operates with a liquid transport medium. Substances which are
airborne in the containment are transported as a gas bubble or dissolved or
suspended in the liquid. Temporarily deposited substances would immediately
be resuspended or dissolved by the circulating fluid. This fluid simultaneously dilutes the high concentrations.
In system 4 the gases and other substances are separated by a gas washer
within the containment (Fig. G). This washer operates without condensation
because it is at the same temperature as its environment. Gases which pass
the washer together with steam and/or air are analyzed first. The other
substances will remain in the washing liquid. At the end of a short sampling period part of the liquid will be taken to the outside and the concentrations will be determined. Because the volume of the liquid and the
containment volume which has passed the washer are known, the concentrations in the containment atmosphere can be evaluated.
Each of these systems tolerates extreme concentrations of radioactivity
as well as a large variety of conditions with respect to temperature, pressure and composition (from 100% air to 100% steam) . Which system is the optimum depends on the specific circumstances of the plant, e.g. the number
of required measuring points in the containment, the distance to the nearest location accessible after a major release of radioactive substances
within the containment and the availability and cost of isolation/transfer
valves through the containment.
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RADIATION PROTECTION LEGISLATION IN THE NORDIC COUNTRIES
Lars Persson
Swedish Radiation Protection Institute, Box 60204, S-10401
Stockholm, Sweden
ABSTRACT
A close collaboration exists in the Nordic countries in
the field of radiation protection. The radiation protection
authorities attach major importance to a uniform interpretation
of the international recommendations. The legal situation of
the Nordic countries in the radiation protection field will be
reviewed with the main emphasis on the new swedish and Finnish
laws.
INTRODUCTION
The Nordic radiation protection authorities attach major
importance to a uniform interpretation of the international
recommendations. However, no attempt has been made to formulate
identical laws and regulations for all the five countries,
since the legal and administrative framework of the five Nordic
countries differs. A survey of the Nordic co-operation in
radiation protection is available in ref (1).
DENMARK
The X-ray law was enacted already 1930 and the Radiactive
Substances law in 1953. The laws are supplemented with orders
issued by the National Board of Health. In refs (1), (2), and
(3) the orders until end of 1990 are reviewed. In 1991 the
following order is published:
No 319. On electron accelerators for the treatment of patients
with energies from 1-50 MeV.
FINLAND
The new law published as no 1991:592 will come into force on
1st January 1992. The scope of the new Finnish law is rather
extensive. Except for the utilization of radiation, it shall
apply to activities involving exposure to natural radiation and
non-ionizing radiation. Its basic objective is to protect human
health.
The generally approved basic principles of radiation protection
are contained in the law as the guiding principles of
regulatory control:
- justification,
- optimization of radiation protection (ALARA) , and
- individual dose limitation.
Any licenced employer using radiation or whose activities
involve exposure to radiation shall be responsible for the
safety of the activity. Any carrying out such an activity shall
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with radiation. The employees are, in turn,
collaborate in maintaining radiation protection.

obliged to

The new law contains provisions concerning radioactive waste.
The starting point has been that the same requirements should
apply to all radioactive waste, regardless of whether it comes
from nuclear or other operations. According to the model in the
Swedish law on nuclear activities, the new law therefore lays
down that persons conducting activities involving radiation
must be responsible for the handling of radioactive waste and
its storage in a satisfactory manner. Another similar rule is
the scrapping of equipment that may produce radiation. A source
of X-ray radiation may, for example, constitute a hazard by
being connected to the electricity grid. In view of this, it is
prescribed that equipment capable of generating hazardous
radiation must, before being scrapped, be rendered harmless.
According to the radiation protection law, a licence is in
principle required for activities involving sources of ionizing
radiation. Where non-ionizing radiation is concerned, the
principle is that a licence for such activities involving the
source of radiation is required only after a specific decision
by the swedish Institute of Radiation Protection.
According to the new law, penalties may be imposed both for
intentional offences and for offences committed as a result of
negligence. Depending on the seriousness of the offence, the
penalty may vary from a fine to imprisonment for a maximum of
two years.
According to the statement issued by the Parliament, it is
essential for the main responsibility for radiation protection
to be concentrated in a single radiation protection authority
(the Swedish Institute of Radiation Protection). The intention
is that the law should, in many respects, obtain its specific
content from regulations imposed by the Institute.
REFERENCES
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Legislation in the Nordic Countries, SSI-report 87-34, Swedish
Radiation Protection Institute, Stockholm.
2. Persson, L., 1990, Radiation Protection Legislation in the
Nordic Countries,
SSI-report 90-13, Swedish Radiation
Protection Institute, stockholm.
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The purpose of the new law is to protect people, animals and
the environment against the harmful effects of ionizing and
non-ionizing radiation. Ionizing radiation is defined in the
law as the radiation of gamma rays, X-rays and particles or
other radiation with similar biological effects, i e with such
a high energy content that, in passing through materials, it is
capable of releasing ions. Non-ionizing radiation is defined as
optical radiation, radio-frequency radiation, low-frequency
electric and magnetic fields and ultrasound or other radiation
with similar biological effect. The law covers radiation that
is both natural and produced or caused by human action.
The new law contains regulations concerning general obligations
to be observed with respect to radiation protection. These
regulations cover both ionizing and non-ionizing radiation. The
central provisions concerning general obligations apply to
persons conducting activities involving radiation. It is
incumbent on such persons not only to follow the directives and
conditions laid down but also, on their own initiative, to take
all the measures required to maintain radiation protection. The
duties of the person responsible therefore include planning and
arranging activities in a manner that is acceptable from the
viewpoint of radiation protection. Radiation protection must
conform to a reasonable extent with technical development and
be improved as new opportunities are afforded by development.
The person responsible for activities must organize all the
work in such a way that exposure to radiation is as low as may
be reasonably demanded. This responsibility covers both
employees engaged in the activity concerned and outsiders.
One obvious prerequisite of all activities involving radiation
is that the person conducting the activities concerned is
skilled in handling the equipment and the source of radiation.
The training requirements must simultaneously be defined
according to the potential hazardousness of the source of
radiation, the nature of radiation protection and the other
circumstances that may affect radiation hazards in a factory,
or in the handling of radioactive substances. The provision may
also entail, for example, a duty on the part of persons
conducting activities involving radiation to ensure that the
doses of radiation to which employees are exposed are
registered. This may be done by general monitoring of the
radiation level in the work premises or by measurements of
doses received by individuals.
One important element in radiation protection is that
facilities, premises, machinery and other technical devices, as
well as protective equipment, are continuously checked and
well maintained. This responsibility is included in the duties
to be observed by the person conducting activities involving
radiation.
According to the law, persons conducting activities involving
radiation should, by means of clear and comprehensible
instructions, signs or in some other way obtain a good
knowledge of the conditions under which the activities are
conducted and be informed of the risks that may be associated
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thus be responsible for the safe performance of the activity
and for having available the appropriate expertise.
The sc-called safety license sets the basis for the regulatory
control of the utilization of radiation. The licensing
procedure is intended for ensuring that
- radiation is used sensibly and acceptably,
- radiation equipment and shields are technically acceptable,
- the operating personnel and organization are competent, and
- radioactive waste is appropriately taken care of.
Type testing is a form of regulatory control which applies to i
a radiation sources used as consumer goods and many devices
producing non-ionizing radiation.
The law also contains provisions concerning i a
patient
safety, monitoring of natural radiation, radiation work as well
as radioactive waste.
Finland has a modern nuclear energy law which entered into
force in 1988 on which the enforcement of the regulatory
control of the use of nuclear energy mainly rests. Therefore,
the provisions of the radiation protection law which apply to
the use of nuclear energy are restricted to:
- The requirements concerning justification, optimization and
individual dose limitation apply to nuclear energy, too. By
virtue of the radiation protection law, maximum radiation
doses are confirmed by which individual dose limitation is
implemented, and
- The monitoring and registration of doses of nuclear power
plant workers shall comply with the radiation protection law.
The Finnish Centre for Radiation and Nuclear Safety is
entrusted with the enforcement of the regulatory control.
ICELAND
The Radiation Protection Act and its complementary ordinance
were issued in 1985 and 1986, ref (1). In ref (2) the
regulations published since then are reviewed.
NORWAY
The radiation protection law relating to the use of x-rays and
radium, etc. published in 1938 has remained unchanged since
then, ref (1). The complimentary Royal decrees and regulations
are reviewed in refs (1) and (2). Recently the process has
started to propose a new law to the Norwegian parliament.
SWEDEN
With effect from 1st July 1988 a new radiation protection law
came into force in Sweden. In ref (2) the legal text of the act
and its complementary ordinance is given. Regulations issued by
the Swedish Radiation Protection Institute are reviewed in refs
( 1) , ( 2 ) , and ( 3 ) .
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QUANTIFICATION OF RADIATION DETRIMENT

GAM Webb and JD Robb
National Radiological Protection Board
Chilton, Didcot, Oxon. OXll ORQ, UK

The quantification of the various components of radiation induced detriment has been
developed by ICRP in particular over a number of years. In Publication 60 the process
reached a level of development such that weighted detriment judgements are a fundamental
component of the definition of one of the primary dosimtric quantities, Effective Dose, and
were used explicitly in reaching a recommendation on dose limits. There is still some way
to go in the further development and application on the concept of quantified detriment and
this paper explores both the problems and some possible avenues to solve them.

HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION
The recently revised ICRP recommendations (l) have seen the Commission apply
quantitative measures of detriment to several areas in order to support their
recommendations. This is clearly a more extensive use of the detriment concept than has
hitherto been seen in radiological protection. It has however, taken a number of years to get
to this stage as, after all, detriment was initially introduced in ICRP Publication 26 (2 ).
Here it was defined as the mathematical 'expectation' of the harm incurred from an
exposure to radiation, taking into account not only the probability of each type of
deleterious effect, but also the severity of the effect. These deleterious effects included both
effects on health and other effects.
In practice though, attempts to quantify detriment thereafter were limited. The one
area where some progress was made was the monetary costing of detriment for cost-benefit
analysis (CBA) and optimisation purposes. (3 ) We at NRPB used a pragmatic variation of
the ICRP recommendations on detriment to derive monetary values of unit collective dose
for general use in CBA. The objective health detriment was calculated by estimating the
gross economic loss associated with the latent fatal and non-fatal stochastic effects. To this
a multiplying factor was added to reflect individual aversion to increasing levels of
individual dose. Although the application of CBA is limited to its use in optimisation
studies, (4 ) we have not for some years gone further in accounting for the severity of
radiation-induced effects in other formal advice, until recently that is.

ICRP PUBLICATION 60
ICRP have clarified that for radiological protection purposes detriment should be
taken to include primarily the risk to health, and that a separate allowance within a decisionmaking process should be made for other forms of detriment. The two principal purposes
for which aspects of detriment are now quantified are for the definition of effective dose,
and to assess the consequences of continued or cumulative exposure in order to recommend
dose limits.
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In the definition of Effective Dose, the radiation weighting factors are primarily
determined by scientific judgements based on physical or biological observations. For tissue
weighting factors, however, the probability of fatal cancer in each organ is weighted for
relative loss of life should a cancer occur in that organ. This is adjusted further using the
probability of non-fatal effects in each organ weighted by the severity of each cancer type,
using a quantified form of the judgement that the relative importance of a non-fatal cancer
is inversely proportional to the curability. In addition provision has been made for a more
structured weighting of the hereditary consequences although for the present definition a
reasonably straightforward judgement has been included. Thus the familiar quantity,
Effective Dose, that some might even have considered a 'physical' quantity, is loaded with
judgements as to the quantification of detriment.
To assess the consequences of continued exposure at a number of given dose
regimes, the Commission quantified these elements together with some others such as years
of life lost and the age at which the fatality would occur to construct a multiattribute
assessment of the detriment. Based on these measures and further judgements as to their
relative importance, a recommendation was made as to suitable dose limits.
CURRENT WORK
The amount of detail on detriment that can be calculated requires commensurately
detailed research tools to carry out the analysis, and to examine the implications for
standards in different exposure situations. NRPB has developed a PC-based computer code
that allows rapid assessments of detriment assuming radiation exposure over a chosen time
period to individuals or to a population (S). This is based on health effects models for the
UK <6 ), currently under revision. The beauty of such tools is that the consequence of
varying the weights on the different aspects of health detriment is immediately apparent.
The combination of calculational speed and sensitivity analysis, allied to simplicity of use
is transforming risk analysis in radiological protection.
However, the danger is that this power becomes addictive. The more detailed the
analyses, the more numbers that can be produced without stopping for breath to assess the
information. In the context of radiation detriment, there are three clear aspects to be
addressed.

1.
2.

3.

For what quantities and/or judgements is the quantification of detriment
important?
What attributes of detriment are of interest for each of these? The same
attributes, or the same aggregation will not be important in all areas. Indeed, it
may be that some quantities are relatively insensitive to the inclusion or the
weighting of, certain detriment factors, which therefore are an added
complication where simplicity would be preferable.
What criteria should components of detriment be assessed against?

Answering any one of these questions is a formidable task in itself. Here we make
no attempt to do so for naturally this represents a long-term work programme. Instead, we
focus on two related aspects. Firstly, the final point above, risk criteria, has to be a matter
of concern, and is discussed below. Secondly, ICRP 60 introduced the term 'constraint' as
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an aid to the optimisation process. We discuss here what attributes of detriment may be
important in deriving these.
Risk criteria
The two key reference points for risk criteria in the UK are the study group report
of the Royal Society(? l and the Health and Safety Executive's document developing a
philosophy of risk control (S). These bodies have suggested 'acceptable' and 'tolerable'
annual levels of death probability for occupational and public circumstances. These criteria
are been useful, but for a full consideration based on detriment, additional questions arise.
For example, because the risk rate varies with time, it is necessary to consider
whether it is the average or maximum annual risk that is important, or whether it is the age
of reaching a particular risk rate that is more relevant to the judgement on acceptability.
Another consideration would be whether there is a maximum acceptable lifetime risk
irrespective of the time distribution of that risk. Following exposure, most of the risk of
additional cancer death arises at older ages. Is there then an argument that risk at different
ages should be treated differently ? It could be said that the risk of premature death should
be weighted more heavily because, beyond normal life expectancy, the cause of death
becomes less relevant. Also in this context, we have tended to concentrate on incremental
increases in death rates rather than looking at the relative increase in death and cancer death
rates. This aspect may become a more important focus.
So far we have only dealt with fatal effects. We have not started to develop criteria
against which one can assess the significance of non-fatal cancer, hereditary effects, years
of life lost and impaired, and aggregated detriment. Weighted detriment assumes that
acceptability of other effects can be assessed on the same scale as fatal effects, but this is
for the moment only a working assumption.
Detriment and Dose Constraints
As noted above a number of aspects of detriment were taken into account by ICRP
in making a judgement on appropriate dose limits. The general nature of the dose limits
means that fairly broad assumptions are made concerning individuals, and the population
groups for whom the limits are intended to apply. Dose constraints are intended to be more
sector specific, derived using levels of reasonably achievable individual dose. However,
although partitioning of work categories is not straightforward, and inevitably there will be
overlaps, this narrowed specification means that considerations other than recorded levels
of dose become important. For instance, there is a clear difference in the induced detriment
per unit dose between a population of industrial radiographers, and a population of
radiotherapy nurses. Moreover, for medical exposure, there are specific procedures, or
situations, where solely paediatric, obstetric or geriatric exposure is practiced. For these also
the detriment incurred per unit dose will clearly differ. The question is whether, and by how
much should this influence the numerical choice of constraint.
What is needed therefore is a thorough review of exposure groups to determine both
current levels of recorded dose and the detriment that this implies to average members of
each population. This would then be fed into the decision-making process for the setting of
a dose constraint. It may be, for example, that some groups of workers may be consistently
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older than the average workforce. In this case, because the probability of passing on
hereditary effects will be reduced, and because the bulk of the excess risk would occur at
very old ages, the annual risk of effects over the remaining life expectancy would be low.
Thus if individual doses are already within a nationally set constraint, there would be no
need to set an additional more restrictive sector-specific constraint. The employer may,
however, choose to set an internal restriction for workers of certain ages.
On the other hand, in paediatric medical exposure, the risk incurred in terms of the
additional cancer probability relative to the background rate, in the years following that
exposure, is considerably greater than the average in a population and could be deemed
excessive, leading to very restrictive constraints.
CONCLUSIONS
There is much work to be done before our ideas on the quantification of radiation
detriment can be fully refined. The number of attributes of detriment can proliferate almost
indefinitely, and it is necessary to develop clear procedures to decide which are sufficiently
useful for their inclusion in radiological protection quantities or as other inputs to decisions.
Furthermore, yardsticks against which single or aggregated attributes can be assessed are
of prime import.
Not long ago some of these ideas would have seemed too complex as would the
number of weighted aspects of detriment included in the ICRP formulation of Effective
Dose. However, we must recognise that the real world is complex and ICRP have shown
that detriment is not only a more satisfactory measure of the health impact of radiation
exposure, but it can be useful and practical. The challenge is to build on this during the next
few years.
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THE REVISED INTERNATIONAL COMMISSION ON RADIOLOGICAL
PROTECTION (ICRP) DOSIMETRIC MODEL FOR THE HUMAN RESPIRATORY
TRACT

William J Bair
Pacific Northwest Laboratory
Richland, Washington USA
ABSTRACT

A task group has revised the model of the respiratory tract
recommended by the ICRP for use in radiation protection
dosimetry 1 . The revised model can be used to project respiratory
tract doses for workers and members of the public from airborne
radionuclides and to assess past exposures. Doses calculated for
specific extrathoracic and thoracic tissues can be adjusted to
account for differences in radiosensitivity and summed to yield
two values of dose for the respiratory tract that are applicable
to the ICRP tissue weighted dosimetry system.
INTRODUCTION

The dosimetric model currently used by the ICRP 1 to estimate
doses from inhaled radioactive particles was published in 1966 2 .
During the past 25 years, research has yielded new knowledge
relevant to modeling the intake, deposition, and clearance of
inhaled particles and gases. Also, the needs of the ICRP have
expanded well beyond those that can be addressed by the current
model.
This led to an ICRP Task Group* being asked to develop
a revised model.
FEATURES OF MODEL

The model is based on the premise that large differences in
radiation sensitivity of respiratory tract tissues and the doses
they receive from inhaled radioactive particles and gases argue
for calculating doses to specific tissues. The current model 1 • 2
leads to calculation of doses averaged over the mass of bloodfilled lungs.
Parameters needed to calculate doses are assigned values for the
reference worker and members of the public.
However, values
relevant to individuals and to specific exposure situations can
be used in the model.
Guidance is provided for adjusting the
model to account for the possible influence of smoking,
respiratory tract diseases, and exposure to airborne toxic
substances.
The model is useful for assessment of doses from inhaled
radioactive particles and gases as well as for calculating limits
on intakes. Tissue average doses calculated for defined regions
of the respiratory tract can be adjusted to account for radiation
sensitivity differences to yield a single value for the
extrathoracic and another value for the thoracic region.
*Members are: M Bailey, FT Cross, RG Cuddihy, P Gehr, AC James,
JR Johnson, R Masse, M Roy, W Stahlhofen and WJ Bair, Chairman
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These two values of dose are applicable to the ICR? tissue
weighted dosimetry system for calculating effective dose.
MORPHOMETRIC MODEL

For purposes of modeling, the respiratory tract is represented
by five regions identified on the basis of their respiratory
function, cytology, and what is known or can be measured with
reasonable confidence about the deposition and clearance of
inhaled particles and gases. The two extrathoracic regions are
the anterior nasal passages (ET 1 ) and the posterior nasal and
oral passages including the mouth, larnyx, and pharynx (ET 2 ) with
associated lymphatics (LNET). In the thorax are the bronchial
(BB), bronchiolar (bb), and alveolar-interstitial (AI) regions
with associated lymphatics (LNTH).
For calculating radiation doses, the cytology and histology, as
well as morphometric structures, are modeled for each region.
Reference values for dimensions important for dose calculations
are specified.
DEPOSITION

In modeling the deposition of airborne particles, inhalability
and each region of the respiratory tract are represented by a
series of equivalent particle filters. The extrathoracic tissues
are represented by two filters, one for inhalation and the other
for exhalation. The deposition efficiency of each region of the
respiratory tract is evaluated by considering particle deposition
by aerodynamic and thermodynamic processes, acting competitively.
It is assumed that the reference worker is a nose breather,
shifting to 50% mouth breathing at respiratory rates greater than
about 2.1 m3h-1.
To model deposition in the extrathoracic airways, an empirical
approach based directly on experimental data was used.
To
evaluate regional deposition, a theoretical model of particle
deposition and gas transport was weighted empirically to fit the
mean of experimental data.
CLEARANCE OF INHALED MATERIALS

The model describes three clearance pathways (Figure 1).
Material deposited in the ET 1 region is removed by extrinsic
processes, such as nose blowing.
For the other regions,
clearance is competitive between particle transport processes
(such as macrophage uptake and ciliary action to the G.I. tract
and to lymph nodes) and absorption into blood.
The rate of
clearance by each process is a time-varying factor of the
residual amount.
It is assumed that the rates of clearance by
particle transport are the same for all materials.
Rates were
derived from studies with human subjects.
Absorption into blood is a two-stage process: dissociation of the
particles into material that can be absorbed into the blood
(dissolution) and absorption into blood of inhaled soluble
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material and of material dissolved from particles.
Absorption
is material-specific and is assumed to act in all regions except
region ET 1 •
The model can use observed absorption rates of
compounds for which reliable human or experimental animal data
exist.
In the absence of such data, absorption rates are
specified as 11 fast 11 F, 11 moderate 11 M, or 11 slow 11 S, based on the
current D, W, and Y classification system of the ICRP 2 .
The
default values, expressed as half-times, are: 10 min for F
materials, which are rapidly absorbed into blood; 3 d for 50% and
100 d for the remaining 50% of M materials with intermediate
rates of absorption; and 7000 d for s materials, which are very
insoluble.
DOSIMETRIC MODEL FOR GASES AND VAPORS

The model addresses three classes of gases and vapors.
The
first, SR-0, insoluble and nonreactive, results in exposure of
all airways.
The second, SR-1, either soluble or reactive,
results in exposure of all airways.
However, these gases and
vapors can also be absorbed into tissues and blood throughout all
airways. The third class, SR-2, consists of highly soluble and
reactive gases and vapors that are completely absorbed by tissues
and blood in the extrathoracic tissues.
CALCULATION OF TISSUE AVERAGE DOSES

Doses are calculated by the ICRP system in which energy absorbed
is averaged over the mass of the target tissues in each region.
These doses can be adjusted to account for differences in
radiation sensitivity and summed separately for the extrathoracic
and thoracic regions. These two adjusted doses can be used with
the JCRP tissue weighting factors in calculations of effective
dose ·
It is proposed that the doses calculated for each region be
adjusted on the basis of the best estimates of their relative
sensitivity to radiation-induced cancer. These estimates and the
factors used to adjust regional doses cannot be very precise
because of the scarcity of information and of unknowns such as
the influence of smoking and exposure to air pollutants.
However, the impact on the summed doses is not large.
SUMMARY

The new respiratory tract model provides for calculating average
doses to specific tissues rather than to the total lung mass.
The model is more complex than the current model because it
describes deposition of inhaled radioactive material in and
clearance from several tissues and regions of the respiratory
tract and is applicable to the worldwide population of both
workers and the public.
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IMPROVEMENTS IN RADIATION PROTECTION USING A
PROPRIETARY AUDIT SYSTEM
K W Bowker &

J

M Stevenson

University of Oxford Safety Office,
Oxford, United Kingdom
ABSTRACT
The paper describes the International Safety Rating System
(ISRS) and its application and suitability to auditing an
organisation's rad1ation protection arrangements. Particularly
pertinent elements in the audit system are identified and
briefly described.
The benefits derived from the practical
application of the audit are identified.
INTRODUCTION
All health and safety management systems need to be tested
in order to evaluate whether they are suitable, complete and
working satsifactorily.
Auditing is a tried and tested way of
carrying out this process.
Following a study of the
proprietary audit systems available and of current audit
methodology, the authors introduced ISRS at Oxford University
during 1990.
Departments or units within the University are
audited individually.
The system has been applied to all
aspects of safety, including radiation protection. ISRS is the
most comprehensive safety management audit system in the world.
The audit provides for a methodical, detailed analysis and
evaluation of each aspect of an employer's policy, organisation
and arrangements for safety. The systems 1n place at the unit
being audited are compared for completeness against the model
safety system of ISRS.
Auditors using ISRS are required to
undergo a course of training which has been organised by or
under the auspices of the system's authors, the International
Loss Control Institute.
They are also required to pass an
examination at the end of the course.
ISRS identifies the
before they become either
accident involving people
for activities with both a
perception of high risk.

likelihood of accidents occurring
property damagin<;f incidents or an
and this is part1cularly important
potential for high cost and a public

THE AUDIT SYSTEM
The audit measures up to twenty elements of a model safety
management system (see table).
It is a scheme of precise
questionin9 with built-in verification techniques.
A full
audit cons1sts of asking all questions in all elements. With a
total of six hundred and fifteen questions being involved.
However, the system is normally applied in a progressive manner
through ten stages.
At the lowest level (known as Standard
One), only a total of eighty-six questions in a total of
thirteen elements are asked.
Points are awarded according to
the verified answers given. In order to move to the next level
in the system, a minimum points total must be achieved.
In
addition, a physical inspection of a representative sample of
the unit being audited is carried out and scored again with a
minimum score being necessary to progress.
It is at Standard
one that ISRS was introduced at Oxford University.
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TABLE
THE TWENTY ELEMENTS OF ISRS

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Leadership and Administration.
Management Training.*
Planned Ins~ections.
Task Analys1s and Procedures.*
Accident Investigation.
Task Observation.*
Emergency Preparedness.
Organisational Rules.
Analysis of Accidents and Incidents.*
Training for Employees.
Personal Protective Equipment.
Health Control.
Pro~ramme Evaluation Systems.*
Eng1neering Controls.
Personal Communications.
Group Meetings.
General Promotion.*
Hiring and Placement.
Purchasing Controls.
Off-the-job Safety.

*

Not used at the lowest level of auditing.

1.

2.
3.
4
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Following
the
questioning,
verification,
physical
inspection and scoring phases of the audit, the auditors write
their report on each of the elements.
When the head of the
unit and his team have had the time to digest the report, a
full review meeting, involving the auditors, the head of the
unit and various members of the safety management team, is held
to discuss the audit's findings.
In addition to applying ISRS in the conventional manner,
managers of high-risk activities often wish to ensure that
certain elements of their management system are at a more
advanced level than standard One.
Radiation protection
arrangements are a prime example where the activity warrants
the audit to be carried out at an advanced level.
In these
cases, they may ask for all questions in selective elements to
be addressed.
This enables auditors to determine the level a
unit has achieved in a particular key element and to identify
matters for development. The authors regard six of the twenty
elements to be particularly relevant to radiation protection
arrangements.
These are task analysis, task observation,
emergency preparedness, personal protection equipment (PPE),
engineering control policy and planned inspections.
KEY ELEMENTS FOR RADIATION PROTECTION
Task analysis means that the components of the task or
work are systematically examined in order to establish safe and
effective procedures.
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Task observation is a structured process by which there
are checks on employees performing critical tasks ( ie: those
which have produced and/or possess the potential to produce a
major loss to people, property or process, when not performed
properly).
Performance is expected to be in accordance with
approved procedures.
Organisations need comprehensive emergency plans and this
element measures
the validity and
comprehensiveness
of
emergency planning and questions the arrangements in place
against the system standard.
Sound engineering and the proper maintenance of plant and
equipment help to minimise exposure to harmful agents, such as
ionising radiation.
If engineering controls alone cannot
provide sufficient protection, then the use of PPE is often
necessary.
The requirements for PPE need to be identified and
thereafter, its proper selection, use and maintenance is
essential.
The questions in this element of the audit test
that these arrangements are suitable and satisfactory.
Engineering
control
policy
requires
proper
design
installation and modification of both process, plant and
equipment.
In
addition,
before
commissioning
or
recommissioning takes place, pro~er review procedures are
required.
Engineering policy 1s also meant to define
responsibilities and questions in the element determine whether
these matters have been addressed satisfactorily.
The purpose of planned inspections is to identify
hazardous situations and organise remedial work before any
losses can occur.
There should be equipment inspections and
general inspections to detect deviations from the required
standards.
Also necessary are inspections of critical parts
and
items and pre-use
inspections of equipment.
All
inspections, regardless of title, should be planned at regular
intervals and the inspections themselves should be monitored
and accompanied by an effective written follow-up procedure.
This elements' questions, therefore, are concerned with the
effectiveness of inspections in the department, including those
concerning preventative maintenance.
CONCLUSIONS
Auditing
of
University
departments
using
ISRS
is
continuing at Oxford and is bringing about major improvements
in safety.
The work has demonstrated that it is possible to
successfully audit particular management systems, ie: radiation
protection arrangements within the overall system and the
authors believe believe it is practical to make the necessary
changes to ISRS scoring.
In practice, auditing is proving to
be an excellent aid to determining the areas requiring
additional resources and in the prioritisation of remedial
actions.
Auditing emphasises the concept that safety must be
managed.
It has also become clear that auditing should always
be set against a background of regular, thorough, physical
inspections and other monitoring exercises.
The authors recommend that the use of a formalised audit
system should be promoted as a method of significantly
improving radiation safety arrangements.
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OPTIMIZATION (ALARA) OF RADIATION PROTECTION
AT DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY FACILITIES
A. A. Weadock and

c.

Rick Jones

Office of Health Physics and Industrial Hygiene
U.S. Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20585
ABSTRACT
Maintaining worker and public exposures As Low As Reasonably
Achievable (ALARA) is a key objective of the Department of
Energy (DOE). Responsibility for occupational ALARA program
policy and guidance resides within the DOE Office of Health.
Current Office of Health initiatives related to ALARA include
the development of additional regulatory guidance related to
ALARA program implementation at DOE contractor facilities, the
review of ALARA program status at various facilities and the
production of technical reports summarizing this status, and
the support of various mechanisms to improve communication
among the DOE ALARA community. The Office of Health also
monitors revisions to radiogenic risk estimates and radiation
protection recommendations to evaluate adequacy of current DOE
limits and impacts of potentially revised limits.
REGULATORY INITIATIVES
Current occupational ALARA program requirements applicable to
DOE contractor facilities are identified in DOE Order 5480.11,
"Radiation Protection for Occupational Workers." Specific
requirements include the need for formal ALARA plans and
programs, the use of optimization methodology in radiological
design, the provision for worker training on ALARA techniques,
routine audits of ALARA program implementation, and
maintenance of ALARA records.
DOE Order 5480.11 and its
inclusive ALARA program requirements are currently being
codified into a draft rule (10 CFR 835) for publication in the
U.S. Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) in November 1991.
To supplement basic regulatory requirements contained in Order
5480.11 and the draft rule 10 CFR 835, the Office of Health is
developing an ALARA Implementation Guide (IG), scheduled for
initial distribution in November 1991. The ALARA IG will
identify those basic program elements and functions necessary
for an acceptable ALARA program.
In recognition of the broad
diversity of DOE contractor facilities and missions, the
approach taken in the IG is to identify the specific
programmatic functions that should be in place, and include a
stipulation that the formality and extent of their
implementation should be commensurate with the hazard and the
potential exposure savings.
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The Department has also published a broad scope manual
(PNL-6577) which provides extensive guidance on ALARA
program implementation, including program enhancements and
good practices. Once finalized, the ALARA IG will serve as a
intermediary or bridge between the basic requirements in
Order 5480.11 and the good practice guidance of PNL-6577.
As a corollary to its responsibilities for policy and guidance
development, the Office of Health also monitors and evaluates
revisions to radiogenic risk estimates and basic radiation
protection recommendations to assess the adequacy of existing
DOE occupational worker radiation exposure limits in
controlling exposure and the impact of potential revisions to
the occupational exposure limits. During 1990, DOE conducted
a formal review of the potential impacts of the National
Academy of Science Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation
(BEIR V) Report.
As part of this review, the Office of Health evaluated current
exposure trends and also identified projected increases in
facility costs, staffing, and collective exposure that would
result from implementation of a reduced occupational exposure
limit. The review of DOE exposure statistics identified that
both collective and individual exposures within DOE have
showed significant decreasing trends over the 1979-1989
period, as shown in figure 1. These decreases can be
attributed to increasing emphasis on ALARA and, particularly
in the last few years, to curtailments on facility operations
or shift in facility mission. The DOE study report, published
in 1990, concluded there was no immediate need for revision of
current DOE occupational exposure limits, but emphasized the
importance of ALARA program and dose reduction efforts in
optimizing individual and collective exposures.
REVIEW OF PROGRAM STATUS
Utilizing contractor support from the Brookhaven National
Laboratory ALARA Center, the Office of Health has initiated
various reviews to identify the current status of ALARA
program implementation at DOE contractor facilities.
During
1989-1990, a survey of ALARA program implementation at 12
major contractor facilities was conducted. The report, to be
published in 1991, identifies overall status of ALARA program
implementation within DOE; identifies the generic strengths,
weaknesses, and areas for improvement; and lists specific dose
reduction methods that have been found effective for specific
radiological jobs and activities. A supplemental volume to
the report includes "good-practice" examples of generic ALARA
program documents (i.e., policy statements, Radiation Work
Permit (RWP) forms, pre-job planning checklists, ALARA lesson
plans) that can be easily modified and utilized by specific
facilities in their ALARA programs.
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A second such study, focusing on high-dose workers and work
activities and radiological design criteria, was initiated in
1991.
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Figure 1- DOE Collective and Average Individual
Exposures for 1979-1989 (average exposures
shown for personnel with measurable
exposure).
IMPROVING COMMUNICATIONS
The Office of Health also supports several activities designed
to improve overall communication among the members of DOE and
DOE contractor ALARA community. Towards this end, the Office
of Health has contracted with the BNL ALARA Center to provide
their ALARA technical expertise and information sharing
capabilities to the DOE community. Specific task or
initiatives undertaken in this area include:
•

Publication of a continuing series of ALARA
bibliographies containing references particularly
applicable to DOE and its contractors.

•

Development of a DOE ALARA Radiological Contacts
List, which is frequently updated and distributed
within the DOE community to promote communications.
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•

Conduct of conference sessions and workshops
specific to ALARA programs. Several sessions during
the August, 1991 DOE Radiation Protection Conference
were devoted to DOE ALARA programs. A two-day DOE
ALARA Workshop is planned for Spring, 1992.

CONCLUSIONS
Efforts in ALARA program implementation and dose reduction
have resulted in significantly decreasing trends in collective
and individual exposure at DOE contractor facilities over the
past several years. Current Office of Health initiatives
related to the development of ALARA policy and guidance,
review of ALARA program implementation, and the promotion of
communication and exchange of ideas within the DOE community
reflect a continued emphasis on dose reduction and should
prove effective in reducing DOE exposures to ALARA levels.
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ANGULAR DEPENDENCE OF ORGAN DOSES AND EFFECTIVE DOSE
FOR EXTERNAL PHOTON IRRADIATION
Y. Yamaguchi and M. Yoshizawa
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute,
Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki-ken, 319-11 Japan
ABSTRACT
Based on the new ICRP recommendations, the equiva~~nt doses
in organs and tissues and the effective dose were ca~cu~ated
using the Monte Car~o method for monoenergetic photons incident
at each of 86 different ang~es. The resu~ts which were obtained
for incident photon energies of 45, 90 and 1250 keV are demonstrated and the angu~ar dependence of these dosimetr.ic quant.it.ies
.is also d.iscussed.
INTRODUCTION
1

The ICRP has, in its new basic recommendations l, defined a
new dos~etr.ic quant.ity, the equ.iva~ent dose ~' for radiat.ion
protect.ion purposes w.ith the new~y introduced radiat.ion weighting
factor wa. The ICRP has a~so amended the tissue weighting factor
wT and the defin.it.ion of the remainder organs or tissues, which
shou~d affect direct~y the assessment of the effective dose E,
2
previously ca~~ed the effective dose equivalent ~ ). Since these
new dos~etric quantities are expected to be different from the
former ones, .it is quite important to estimate them based on the
method newly recommended. In addition, it .is a~so worthwhi~e t~
make clear their character.istics to ensure the reasonable dose
estimation in actual radiation protection pract.ices. Since the
quantity E cannot be measured, computer simulation is considered
to be the best solution to estimate E at this moment. In the
present work, the values of ~ in organs and tissues and E were
calculated using the Monte Carlo method for externa~ photon
irradiations, and the results were ana~yzed to c~arify their
dependence on the radiation incident angle.
METHOD
The equivalent doses ~ for 61 different organs and tissues
were calculated for external photons using a revised version of
the DEEP code 3 l in which the MORSE-CG code 4l is incorporated to
calculate the radiation transport. Used was a MIRD-5 type
phantom3 ),s), defined by mathematica~ formu~ae and with limited
number of human media with different elemental compositions and
densities: soft, lung and skeletal tissues. 6 The photon cross
sections were taken from the DLC-15 library ) and the photon
energy from 5 to 12000 keV was collapsed into 24 groups. The
kerma approximation was emp~oyed for dose calculation, which is
considered to give a good approximation for photons of energies
less than several MeV. While three kinds of human media were used
in the photon transport calculation, the red and yellow bone
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marrow tissues were added to them in the dose ca1cu1ation. One
of the bi.ggest prob1ems in ca1cu1ating E with the MIRD-type
phantoms is that they do not have the oesophagus. Hence the
phantom was modified to have the oesophagus which was represented
by an e11iptica1 norma1 tube descending along the spine from the
neck to around the diaphragm and an inclined tube attaining to
the upper part of the stomach. The effective dose E was eva1uated
as a sum of weighted doses, l:rw~J4, with a set of the va1ues of
w~ specified in the new recommendations. The va1ue of the w~ of
0.05 was a11ocated to the dose averaged over organs and tissues
specified as the remainder by the ICRP.
The dose ca1cu1ations were performed for monoenergetic
photons incident in parallel beams at each of 86 different
angles, defined at the spherica1 1attice points including both
po1es. Three photon energies were se1ected: 45, 90 and 1250 keV.
A11 the calculated resu1ts were given as the values per unit
absorbed dose to air in free air.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
From a number of calculated resu1ts, some typica1 examp1es
are shown i.n this paper. The statistica1 error (one re1ative
standard deviation) of the resu1ts is 1ess than 5% for H.r and
1ess than 3% for E.
The angu1ar dependence of weighted equiva1ent doses (w~H~)
re1ati.ve to the hori.zonta1 axi.s of the human body i.s shown i.n
Figure 1 for the gonads, red bone marrow and breasts for the
incidence of 90 keV photons. The equiva1ent doses for these
organs have a symmetric response with respect to the anteroposterior axis, ref1ecting their symmetric configuration in the human
body.
Weighted Dose

w,- B

2

(Sv/Gy)

90keV
Left

Figure 1. Angu1ar dependence of weighted equiva1ent doses(w~H~)
per unit absorbed dose to ai.r in free air, re1ative to
the horizontal axis of the human body for the gonads,
red bone marrow and breasts. Incident photon energy is
90 keV.
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An enhanced response for the photons from the front-half-around
angle can be observed for the gonads and breasts. It is quite
reasonable considering their location in the body. On the
contrary, the red bone marrow has a slightly higher response for
the back-half-around angle and it can be explained by its high
content in the spine and pelvis. From observation of angular
dependence of wTHT in organs for all the 86 incident angles, it
can be concluded that the gonads provide a dominant component of
E, especially for the photons incident from the forward 2n solid
angle.
Right
1. 0

Effective Dose
E
(Sv/Gy)

Front

1.5

1.0
Left

Figure 2. Angular dependence of the effective dose per unit
absorbed dose to air in free air, relative to the
horizontal axis of the human body for the photons of.
45, 90 and 1250 keV.
Top
1. 0

Effective Dose
E
(Sv/Gy)

Front

1.5

Figure 3. Angular dependence of the effective dose per unit
absorbed dose to air in free air, relative to
the
vertical axis of the human body for the photons of 45,
90 and 1250 keV.
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Figures 2 and 3 shows the angular dependence of E relative
to the horizontal axis and vertical axis of the body, respectively, for the photons of 45, 90 and 1250 keV. In Figure 2, a
symmetric response of E can be observed with respect to the
anteroposterior axis ·in spite of asymmetric configuration of some
organs such as stomach and liver. In Figure 3, an extremely
depressed response of E can be seen for the photons incident from
the top and bottom. This is because the principal organs are
located at around the center of the body and they are shielded
by the human tissue against the photons incident from such
angles. Observing these two figures, it can be said that while
the angular response of E for low energy photons, at 45 keV,
appears enhanced in the forward 2n solid angle, the response
becomes more and more isotropic with increasing the photon
energy. It can be pointed out as an important characteristics of
E that the response of E appears most enhanced for the photons
incident at the just front angle for external photon exposure.
It suggests that dosimeters worn at the surface of the front
trunk gives the best indication in the general situation of
personal monitoring. Finally, Figures 2 and 3 suggest also a need
of special measures to monitor the dose for the photons incident
from the top and bottom.
CONCLUSIONS
The equivalent doses H.r in organs and tissues and the
effective dose E were calculated using the Monte Carlo method for
external photon irradiations. The angular dependence of these
dosimetric quantities was analyzed with the calculated results.
A significant angular dependence is observed in both H.r and E.
An interesting characteristics is that E appears most enhanced.
for the photons incident at the just front angle.
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ANALYSE COMPARATIVE DES DIFFERENTS SYSTEMES
JURIDIQUES EN MATIERE DE RADIOPROTECTION

MM. Delpirou - Fiquet
Electricite de France - Service Juridique - Paris - France

L'objet de cetle etude est de presenter sous forme comparative les systemes juridiques
de radioprotection mis en oeuvre par Ia communaute europeenne et ceux de trois
principaux Etats membres ayant recours

a Ia production d'electricite d'origine nucleaire

: Allemagne, Royaume-Uni et France.

L'analyse portera sur les principes generaux de radioprotection et plus precisement sur
les trois domaines qui constituent le fondement des normes de base visees par le traite
EURATOM:

- les doses maxima admissibles;
- les expositions et contaminations maxima admissibles;
- les principes fondamentaux de surveillance medicale des travailleurs.

Pour chacun de ces domaines, seront comparees sur Ia base de Ia reglementation
communautaire, les normes nationales des trois Etats consideres, tant du point de vue
"quantitatif' (montant des doses ...) que "qualitatif" (expose des motifs ayant preside

a

l'instauration de legislation nationale, champ d'application couvert par les textes, risques
particuliers pris en consideration compte-tenu de Ia nature des installations, mise

a jour

de Ia reglementation en fonction des progres techniques realises ... ).

La communication permetlra de souligner les eventuelles differences quant

a !'approche

de cet imperatif de securite, l'etat de comptabilite des droits nationaux avec les regles
europeennes et mesurera en quoi !'institution du traite de Ia Communaute europeenne de
l'energie atomique a contribue ou non

a unifier les reglementations nationales dans ce

secteur particulier.
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THE REVIEW OF SAFETY CASES WITHIN BNFL
P Shepherd
A H Fishwick

J

British Nuclear Fuels plc
United Kingdom
ABSTRACT
The British regulatory process requires BNFL to make
safety
submissions
for
all
major
activities,
ie
design/construction, commissioning, operation, modification
and decommissioning. As part of the regulatory requirement,
an independent review of the safety is necessary. This paper
describes how the review takes place within BNFL.
INTRODUCTION
BNFL operate processes which cover the whole of the
nuclear fuel cycle. Fuel manufacture takes place at
Springfields near Preston, enrichment at Capenhurst near
Chester, whilst the reprocessing operation is conducted at
Sellafield in West Cumbria. Additionally, BNFL operate the
original Magnox power reactors at Sellafield, and a similar
installation at Chapelcross, Scotland.
The British regulatory process requires the licensee (BNFL)
to make detailed
safety
submissions
for all
major
activities,
ie
design/construction,
commissioning,
operation, modification, and decommissioning. The regulatory
body issues consents as appropriate when it is satisfied
with the safety submissions.
The preparation of safety submissions is the responsibility
of the various operating divisions within BNFL. These
generally
include
submissions
are
extensive,
and
probabilistic
analyses
as
well
as
deterministic
demonstrations.
As part of the regulatory requirement a second opinion, or
Peer Review is required by the Regulator - for all Safety
Cases. The review process is the responsibility of an
independent group which is part of the Central Health and
Safety Directorate, and which has no line management ties to
Operating Divisions. It is the purpose of this paper to
describe how this activity functions within BNFL.
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METHODOLOGY
Safety cases are categorised according to their safety
significance and the depth of their review depends on this
categorisation. The categorisation is done in advance of the
main safety case preparation. The first task of the reviewer
is to agree or disagree with the categorisation which has
been made. The first few steps in the flowchart in Figure 1
shows this process.
In a safety categorisation system which has categories
3
and 4
(with 1 having the highest safety
significance),
the review exercise
is
structured as
indicated in the following table.

1,

2,

Category

Summary of Review Exercise

1 2 3 4

Categorisation of safety case check

1 2 3

Audit

1 2

Completeness - plant/modification itself
- other interacting plant

1 2

Inventory library check

1 2

Logic and methodology

- procedures
- methods

calculations - risk estimates
- check (sample)
1

Logic and Methodology
calculations - risk estimates
- check (representative selection)
- first principles (sample)

1

HAZOP

sample

* Only if the reviewer judges it to be warranted.
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The degree of attention given to separate parts of the
safety case should be commensurate with the reviewer's
opinion of the risks involved.
The review could range from
simply a check of the safety case categorisation to a
fundamental evaluation of the safety case depending on the
safety significance and the reviewer's initial assessment of
the safety case.
As can be seen from the table, the methodology involves
an "inventory library". This makes use of a library of
historical data compiled from safety analyses of a range of
plant such that a given safety analysis may often be
compared against a similar previous one to see whether or
not the result is of the right order. The other steps in the
table are self explanatory.
The reviewers only review completed safety cases, ie
cases which are ready for submission to a safety committee.
The result of the review will be one of three conclusions.
case satisfactory
case generally
required

satisfactory

but

further

work

case unsatisfactory
This result and its associated report are routed to the
project sponsor who is usually a senior manager in the
operating division. The interaction between the review, the
safety committee and the regulator, is shown in Figure 1.
STAFFING
The review team consists of a small nucleus of BNFL
staff with each principal reviewer being responsible for a
BNFL division or divisions. The principal reviewer then
calls on the assistance of experienced specialists to
examine particular aspects of the safety case in more detail
as appropriate. These specialists may or may not be BNFL
employees, but they must be independent of the authors of
the safety case under consideration.
CONCLUSION
The independent review of safety cases is established
within BNFL and is seen as an important step in the process
of self regulation.
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Project
Start

Safety Case
Start

I

Categorisationt--_---t Review
1
Check

Safety Case
Complete

Regulators

1--------1

Safety
Committee

t----i

Review of
Case
Further
Work
Required

r-- --,

I Interim L_ ___ _
I Result I
L.-- --.J

r--

Request
for Consent

Satisfactory

Safety
Committee

Review
Result

1-----

Unsatisfactorv
Consent r - - - - - - t

Build etc
commences

Figure 1 - Project Flowchart Showing Review Function
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The U.S. Department of Energy Laboratory Accreditation Program
for Testing the Performance of Extremity Dosimetry Systems:
A Summary of the Program Status
F.M. Cummings, R.D. Carlson, T.F. Gesell, DOE/Idaho Falls
and
R.M. Loesch, DOE/Office of Health
Introduction
In 1986, The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) implemented a program to test
the performance of its personnel whole-body dosimetry systems. This
program was the DOE Laboratory Accreditation Program (DOELAP). The program
parallels the performance testing program specified in the American
National Standard for Dosimetry - Personnel Dosimetry Performance Criteria for Testing (ANSI Nl3.11-1983), but also addresses the additional
dosimetry needs of DOE facilities. As an extension of the whole-body
performance testing program, the DOE is now developing a program to test
the performance of personnel extremity dosimetry systems. The draft DOE
standard for testing extremity dosimetry systems is much less complex than
the whole-body dosimetry standard and reflects the limitations imposed on
extremity dosimetry by dosimeter design and irradiation geometry. A pilot
performance test session has been conducted to evaluate the proposed
performance testing standard.
DOE Laboratory Accreditation
The process for gaining accreditation of a dosimetry system follows. The
laboratory seeking accreditation completes an application form that
identifies the irradiation categories in which testing is required and that
describes the dosimetry system being tested. This application is submitted
through the local DOE Field Office to the Performance Evaluation Program
Administrator. At the direction of the performance testing laboratory, the
applicant sends an appropriate number of dosimeters for testing. The
testing laboratory irradiates the dosimeters and returns them to the
applicant. This process of sending, irradiating and returning the
dosimeters is repeated two more times. The duration of the dosimeter
testing phase is approximately five months. The applicant reports the
dosimeter results to the testing laboratory where the results are evaluated
using the performance criteria defined in the testing standard. If a
dosimetry system does not meet the specified performance criteria, the
applicant must repeat all or a portion of the performance test.
When the performance test criteria have been successfully met, the
administrator assigns two assessors from other laboratories to evaluate the
applicant's ability to conduct a credible personnel dosimetry program. The
onsite assessment includes evaluation of quality assurance, documentation
of the system, personnel training, personnel competency, facilities and
equipment, equipment maintenance and calibration and recordkeeping. Using
the results of the performance test and the onsite assessment, the
administrator collects a file of supporting information which is used by
the DOELAP Oversight Board for recommending accreditation actions to the
DOELAP Program Administrator at DOE Headquarters. If the applicant feels
an action is incorrect, the applicant and DOE Field Office may petition a
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Board of Appeals.
To maintain accreditation, DOE laboratories must pass performance testing
and onsite assessment every two years. A laboratory which does not pass
all of the performance testing may be granted conditional accreditation for
a subset of the testing requirements specified in the application. If a
laboratory is not fully accredited it must submit and implement a remedial
action plan to correct the deficiencies prior to achieving full
accreditation.
Testing Categories
The draft extremity dosimetry standard applies to dosimetry performed for
health protection under controlled (protection level) and uncontrolled
(accident level) conditions. Tests for accident dosimetry are
approximately represented by a high dose category. Performance studies for
angular dependence and lower limit of detectability are required one time
only for each dosimeter type submitted for evaluation.
The testing categories are summarized in Table 1. With the exception of
the uranium slab source, all of the irradiation sources in the standard are
consistent with specifications in ISO documents. With the exception of
neutron irradiations, the reference depth for the specification of dose or
dose equivalent to the extremities is 7 mg/cm 2 • The testing criteria are:

IBI
where

+

s - lEI

~

L

B is the average bias of dosimeters in a particular
category or subcategory,
S is the standard deviation of the measurements for a
particular category or subcategory,
E is the estimation of the fractional uncertainty in the
delivered dose or dose equivalent rate and
L is the tolerance level (L = 0.3 for category I and 0.5
for categories II through IV)

Performance tests for neutron dosimetry are included in the draft standard
because neutron exposures are currently measured and reported by DOE and
DOE contractor facilities where the extremities of workers are exposed to
significant dose equivalents from neutron fields. It is recognized that
numerous complexities exist in assigning a dose to the extremities from
neutron radiation. For purposes of dosimeter performance evaluation, the
testing standard uses the existing neutron fluence to dose equivalent
conversion factors specified in International Standard IS0-8529 for the
whole body. While there are significant technical inadequacies with this
approach, including the depth for dose evaluation and the use of quality
factors, the approach is consistent with practices used at this time to
record dose equivalent. A study by DOE to determine more meaningful and
technically based quantities for extremities is planned. As that
information becomes available, the standard will be revised.
Categories comprised of mixtures of sources {e.g., low and high energy
photons or beta particles and high energy photons) have not been included
at this time. In general, the extremity dosimeters that are currently in
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use cannot discriminate between radiation types and energies unless they
are multi-element dosimeters. In addition, extremity dosimeters are
typically used to monitor specific exposure situations where the source of
exposure is known or the response of the dosimeter has been previously
characterized.
Table 1. Irradiation Categories
Test Category
IA. Photons, Accident, General
NIST M150 X ray
137Cs
IB. Photons, Accident, Special
NIST M150 X ray
IC. Photons, Accident, Special
137cs
IIA. Low Energy Photons
NIST M30 X ray
NIST M150 X ray
liB. Hi~h
1 Cs Energy Photons
IliA. Beta Particles, General
&uoint
geometry)
4
Tl
9osr/ov
II IB. Beta Particles, Special
~oint geometry)
Sr/0 Y
I I IC. Beta Particles, Special
&uoint geometry)
4Tl

I liD. Beta Particles, Special
(slab geometry)
Uranium
IVA. Neutron,
General
~ 2 Cf (D 20-moderated)
~ 2 Cf (unmoderated)
Special
IVB. Neutron,
252
Cf (D 20-moderated)
IVC. Neutron,
Special
252
Cf (unmoderated)

Test Range
70 kev (Average)
662 keV

0.1 to 5 Gy

70 keV (Average)
662 keV
20 keV (Average)
70 keV (Average)
662 keV
0.76 MeV (Maximum)
2.3 MeV (Maximum)
2.3 MeV (Maximum)
0.76 MeV (Maximum)
2.3 MeV (Maximum)

2.5 to 100 mSv
2.5 to 100 mSv
2.5 to 100 mSv

2.5 to 100 mSv
2.5 to 100 mSv
2.5 to 100 mSv
2.5 to 100 mSv
2.5 to 100 mSv
2.5 to 100 mSv

Dosimeter Phantoms
Five phantom designs shall be used for extremity dosimeter irradiations:
one to represent a lower arm or leg to test wrist or ankle dosimeters for
photon and point geometry beta exposures; a second similar phantom for
neutron irradiations; a third to represent a finger to test ring or hand
dosimeters; a fourth to represent a lower arm or leg to test wrist or ankle
dosimeters for uranium slab exposures and a fifth to represent a finger to
test ring or hand dosimeters for uranium slab exposures. Originally, the
standard specified only three phantoms, but two additional phantoms were
required to perform uranium slab irradiations. The arm/leg phantoms used
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for photon and beta exposures are right circular cylinders of aluminum with
a diameter of 60 mm nested inside a tube of polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA)
with an inner diameter of 60 mm and an outer diameter of 73 mm. The length
of the aluminum insert and the PMMA tube are both 300 mm. The arm/leg
phantom used for neutron irradiations is a right circular cylinder of PMMA
with a diameter of 73 mm and a length of 300 mm. The finger phantoms are
right circular cylinders of PMMA with a diameter of 19 mm and a length of
300 mm.
The phantoms used for uranium slab exposures incorporate sections of
phantoms as specified above, but allow all the dosimeters to be placed on
the slab at once and float in such a manner to allow dosimeters of
different thickness to be in contact with the slab source simultaneously
without being tilted.
The factors for the photon fields which convert exposure to dose equivalent
(Sv/R) at 7 mg/cm 2 have been measured by Roberson, et. al. and incorporate
a quality factor of unity. The factors are:
M30 X-Ray Technique
M150
X-Ray Technique
137
Cs Gamma-Ray Source

Arm/Leg Phantom
9.9
11.4
10.2

Finger Phantom
9.5
10.1
9.8

The neutron fluence to dose equivalent conversion factors are for the torso
phantom and have been11 specified
in International Standard
IS0-8529. Those
252
2
factors
are
9.1
X
10"
Sv·cm
for
the
D
0-moderated
Cf
source
and 3.33 X
2
10- 10 Sv·cm2 for the unmoderated 252 Cf source. The factor for the moderated
Cf source is further modified to account for the loss of thermal neutrons
in the cadmium shield surrounding the D20.
Performance Testing Pilot Study
A pilot test session has been conducted to evaluate the proposed
performance testing standard. Six DOE laboratories submitted a total of
six ring dosimeters and two wrist dosimeters for testing. While not all
test sub-categories were included in testing, all sources were included
(e.g., testing occurred in category lA, Photons, Accident, General using
M150 and 137Cs, but not in the special categories IB and IC for which a
single source is specified.)
Extremity DOELAP Status
The draft Standard and Handbook for the DOELAP for extremity dosimetry have
been submitted to all DOE Field Offices for review and comment. The
comments will be evaluated and included as appropriate into the final
Standard and Handbook. The DOE Order 5480.15 which regulates the
performance of personnel dosimeters will be modified during 1992 and
submitted for comment. The DOE will begin a phase of voluntary testing
starting January, 1993. When the DOE Order has been modified to include
extremity dosimetry performance testing and published, performance testing
for extremity dosimetry systems will be mandatory for all DOE laboratories.
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CRITICAL REMARKS ON THE EURATOM BASIC STANDARDS
M. Heinzelmann, R. Hille
Forschungszentrum Jlilich GmbH
D-5170 Jlilich, Bundesrepublik Deutschland
ABSTRACT
The data in the Annex to the EURATOM Basic Standards give
rise to criticism in the following points:
The classification of radionuclides does not correspond to
that of the relative radiotoxicity for some nuclides.
The derived limit of tritium concentration in air does not
make allowance for elemental tritium autooxidation.
The limits of annual intake are in some cases higher than
permissible due to the chemical toxicity.
INTRODUCTION
The "Basic Safety Standards for the Health Protection of
the General Public and Workers Against the Dangers of Ionizing
Radiation" [1,2] of the Commission of the European
Communities, which are presently being revised, are the
essential basis for the health physics regulations in the
countries of the European Community. A few data in the
extensive Annexes to the Basic Standards give rise to these
critical remarks which primarily concern the figures given in
the Annexes. The points in question will be discussed in the
following.
RADIONUCLIDES WITH AN ACTIVITY CONCENTRATION BELOW 100 Bq·g- 1
The activity concentration of the long-lived radionuclides
Cd-113, Te-123, Gd-152 and Ta-180 is lower than 100 Bq · g- 1
even for pure isotopes. These radionuclides are grouped in a
radiotoxicity class, so that an activity limit is stipulated
for these nuclides. For activities above this limit an
authorization is required for handling these nuclides. This is
not consistent with Article 4 of the Directive [1] according
to which the requirements for reporting and obtaining prior
authorization are not applicable if radioactive substances
with a concentration of less than 100 Bq · g- 1 are involved.
CLASSIFICATION OF RADIONUCLIDES ACCORDING TO THEIR RELATIVE
RADIOTOXICITY
The most important radionuclides are grouped in Annex I to
the Directive according to their relative radiotoxicity [2]. A
comparison of the nuclides in the different radiotoxicity
groups with the limits of annual intake in Annex 3 to the
Directive shows that the limits of annual intake do not
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correspond in each case with the radiotoxicity. Radiotoxicity
is the toxicity of an incorporated nuclide and its daugther
products due to ionizing radiation. The limits of annual
intake should thus be a measure of radiotoxicity. Table la
shows the isotopes of an element which have been incorrectly
classified insofar as the isotope with the same or even higher
limit of annual intake was allocated to a higher radiotoxicity
group. Table lb shows corresponding values for different
elements.
DERIVED CONCENTRATION LIMITS FOR TRITIUM
Derived limits of concentration in the air inhaled are
specified for elemental tritium and for tritiated water. The
limit for elemental tritium (2 · 10w Bq · m- 3 ) is higher than
that for tritiated water (8 · 10 5 Bq · m- 3 ) by a factor of
2.5 · 10 4 • In determining the derived concentration limit for
elemental tritium, the autooxidation of tritium in air has
obviously not been taken into account. According to Casaletto
[3] the oxidation rate of elemental tritium in air is 1.5 %
per day. Tritiated water is formed relatively quickly from
elemental tritium due to autooxidation. A concentration of
tritiated water amounting to 1 · 10- 4 of the concentration of
elemental tritium is already formed after 10 minutes. The
concentration ratio of tritiated water to elemental tritium is
practically always higher than the ratio of the derived
concentration limits. Moreover, in radiation protection
monitoring it is hardly possible to detect concentrations of
tritiated water amounting to less than 1 % of the
concentration of elemental tritium using normal air monitoring
devices. The high concentration limit for elemental tritium is
thus not conservative and should be changed so that it covers
at least the 1 % concentration of tritiated water which is
difficult to measure.
ALLOWANCE FOR THE CHEMICAL TOXICITY
The limits of annual intake due to inhalation do not make
allowance for the chemical toxicity with one exception
(uranium). For various long-lived nuclides the limits of
annual intake due to inhalation are higher than the values
which can be derived from the maximum permissible workplace
concentrations (MAK values) of conventional safety regulations
[4]. For the nuclides Cd-113, In-115, Te-123, Ta-180 and
Re-187 the limit of annual intake is higher by more than a
factor of 10 3 than the corresponding value of conventional
safety regulations. In such cases, the Euratom directives
should make allowance
similar to uranium - to the
chemical toxicity or at least refer to the values of
conventional safety regulations.
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LIMIT OF ANNUAL INTAKE THROUGH THE GASTRO-INTESTINAL TRACT FOR
LONG-LIVED NUCLIDES
For certain long-lived isotopes (Cd-113; In-115; Te-123;
Ta-180; Re-187) the limit of annual intake through the gastrointestinal tract for individuals is so high that the amount
corresponds to an average intake of 1 kg per day or more. A
specification of these limits should be omitted since hardly
1 °/oo of these values is incorporated inadvertedly.
REFERENCES
1.

Richtlinie des Rates vom 15. Juli 1980 zur Anderung der
Richtlinien, mit denen die Grundnormen fur den
Gesundheitsschutz der Bevolkerung und der Arbeitskrafte
gegen Gefahren ionisierender Strahlungen festgelegt
wurden.
Amtsblatt der Europaischen Gemeinschaften L246 vom
17. September 1980

2.

Richtlinie des Rates vom 3. September 1984 zur Anderung
der Richtlinie 80/836/Euratom hinsichtlich der Grundnormen
fur den Gesundheitsschutz der Bevolkerung und der
Arbeitskrafte gegen die Gefahren ionisierender
Strahlungen.
Amtsblatt der Europaischen Gemeinschaften L265 vom
5. Oktober 1984

3.

Casaletto, G.J.; Gevantman, L.H. and Nash, J.B.
The Self-Radiation Oxidation of Tritium in Oxygen and Air
Report USNRDL-TR-565(1962)

4.

MAK-Werte-Liste 1989
in: Betriebswacht 1990, Datenjahrbuch der gewerblichen
Berufsgenossenschaften, Sankt Augustin, 149-187 (1989)
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Table 1
Limits of annual intake for some nuclides
from different radiotoxicity groups
a) Isotopes of one element
nuclide radiotoxicity
group

b) Isotopes of different elements
I

A *l

j,L

*l
B *)

nuclide

III
average

10 7
10 6

2 . 10 7

Ra-226

4

Tc-99

IV
low

2
2

10 7
10 6

1 ·10 7

Ac-225

I-126

II
high

1

10 5

8 . 10 4

Th-232

I-129

IV
low

3 . 10 4

2 . 10 4

Be-10

U-233

I
very high

4

10 3
10 3
10 2

4

3
1

7

10 4
10 5

IV
low

5
3
2

10 3
10 3
10 2

5
7

10 4
10 5

Tc-97m

2

radiotoxicity
group

A *l

I.L
J,

.
)

B*l

2

10 3

7

10 3

1
2

10 3
10 3

2

10 5

II
high

1
4

101

3

10 3

II
high

6
5

10 5
10 4

4 . 10 6

Al-26

2
3

10 5
10 5

1 . 10 6

Sm-151

4

10 5

5

10 7

Am-242

3

10 5

2

10 7

3

10 4

2

10 4

4
2

101
10 2

6 . 10 4

I
very high

-

N

Ul
.j::..

U-235

I-129

L _ _ _ ...

*)

Ij,L

A
B

limit of annual intake
due to inhalation
lj:L through the gastrO-intestinal
tract
Ij L

Gd-152

IV
low

If several limits are specified, these apply to chemically different compounds.

LES PROBLEMES DE L'IMPLANTATION D'UN
PROGRAME UNIVERSITAIRE DE RADIOPROTECTION
J.C. Borges, K.C. Caballero
EE/COPPE/UFRJ - Caixa Postal 68 509
Rio de Janeiro - RJ - Bresil

IMPLANTATION OF A RADIOPROTECTION
PLAN FOR BRAZILIAN UNIVERSI1IES
In 1984, the Federal University of Rio de Janeiro started
a wide radioprotection program, installing a Radiological Control
Service. The experience acquired, dealing with its own problems,
plus data concerning similar problems obtained from other brazilian
universities, as well as the national legislation for this
kind
of activities, permited the stablishment of a standard
radiopr'otection program for these universities.

INTRODUCTION
L' Universite Federale de Rio de Janeiro a demarre
1984, un vaste programme de radioprotection, pour attaquer

en
des

problemes comme:
l - une bonne connaissance:

a

a) des activi tes liees
l' utilisation des radiations
ionisantes sur le campus . ;
b) des niveaux dosimetriques et des risques concernes
c e s ac t i vi t s ;

a

e

2 - le controle medical des employes;
3 - la fiscalisation des activites plus dangereuses;
4 - la concession des benefices prevus par la legisla tion bresilienne, surtout ceux concernants
des
aspects financiers;

a

5 - l'entrainement des employes, selon leur tache
niveau technique;

et

6 - la centralisation du contr~le dosimetrique des travaj_lleurs;
D' un autre cote, on a aussi bien analyse la legislation nationale concernante les activites avec des radiations, separee en deux blocs:
- les normes e procedures de travail;
2 - les droits travaillistes.
Les problemes les plus cruciaux rencontres dans l'implan
tation du programme ont ete d'ordre juridique, c'est
dire,
comment etablir des procedures de radioprotection et conceder des
benefits travaillistes face
1 1 ambigui te et meme les contradictions

a

a
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de la l~gislation mention~e.
RECOMMENDATIONS

Un programme si g~n~ral, pionnier dans le contexte des
a permis d' ~tablir:

universit~s br~siliennes,

l - le modele d'un plan gen~ral de radioprotection pour
les universit~s br~siliennes.dont les
principrues
recommendations resident sur:
a) l'~tablissement d'un S~cretariat Sp~cial de Con
trole des Activi t~s Nucl~aires, dans le contexte
d' un S~cretatiat G~n~ral de M~dicine e Securit~ du Travail, deja prevu par
loi;
b) l' ~tablissement d' un Laboratoire de Dosim~trie
et Radioprotection, li~, si possible,
un department dont les activit~s scient essentiellement nucl~aires;
c) le Laboratoire doit fournir au Secretariat
Nu
cl~aire, le suport t~chnique pour les controle
et d~cisions administratifs .

a

2 - des r~commandations aux pouvoirs publiques de chan
gement de la l~gislation actuelle, surtout son pr~
tectionisme exag~r~ et anachronique:
a) la conc~ssion de b~nefices financiers selon les
niveaux de dose des activit~s;
b)

le droit a

des

b~n~fices comme:

- la r~duction de la dur~e de travail semanal;
- les vacances semestrales.
REFERENCES

l - CNEN, Diretrizes Basicas de Radioprotegao, Rio de Janeiro ,
1988.

2- Borges, J.C. Analise das Atividades com Radiagoes na UFRJ,
Anais do 3Q Congresso Geral de Energia Nuclear, Associagao
Brasileira de Energia Nuclear- ABEN, Rio de Janeiro,l990.
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INTRODUCING UNIKORNES - (United Kingdom Occupational
Radionuclide Exposure Study)
WOODHOUSE J A, SLOVAK A J M, WOOD R
Post-mortem studies on occupationally exposed workers represent a
major potential source of information for the development of
improved metabolic models for use in radiological protection
dosimetry.
They are particularly valuable in the context of
exposure to materials such as plutonium and uranium, which are
widely encountered in the nuclear industry, and for which invivo
monitoring possibilities are limited given the lack of sufficiently
energetic photon emissions.
Within the UK an initiative has now been taken to set up a joint
industry programme of post-mortem studies to investigate the
deposition patterns of radionuclides in occupationally exposed
persons. Partners in the joint programme are currently BNFL, NRPB,
AEA Technology and MoD.
It is intended to maintain close links
with the USTR and USUR programmes and with any future developments
that may arise in Europe.
The timing of this initiative is important.
As radiological
protection practices have developed over the years the frequency of
occurrence and severity of events leading to internal contamination
has decreased.
There is, therefore, a dwindling population of
cases believed to have sustained levels of internal contamination
which would constitute the most "useful" cases for post-mortem
investigation. The window of opportunity is ever closing.
This paper outlines the objectives of the studies proposed and
describes progress to date in setting up the project.
The
philosophy of approach is discussed along with the particular
problem areas which must be addressed in setting up and managing a
study of this nature.

J A Woodhouse

British Nuclear Fuels plc
Risley
Warrington WA3 6AS
Cheshire
UK
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THE ROLE OF RADIOACTIVITY MONITORING PROGRAMMES
IN THE STUDY OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROCESSES
G. J. Hunt
Fisheries Radiological Inspectorate
Fisheries Laboratory
Lowestoft, Suffolk, NR33 OHT, England

ABSTRACT
The objectives of environmental monitoring are briefly reviewed. The suggestion is
made that the potential for data to provide information on environmental processes should be
borne in mind when setting up monitoring programmes. Two examples of the type of
information that can be gained are given relevant to the marine environment near Sellafield.
First, studies of dispersion timescales for actinides show that there has been an apparent
increase in these timescales in recent years. Secondly, studies of remobilisation of caesium137 show that about 700 TBq have been remobilised from the sea bed near Sellafield in the
period 1983-1990.
OBJECTIVES OF ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROGRAMMES
In designing monitoring programmes for radioactivity in the environment full
consideration is needed of the objectives which the programmes are required to fulfil.
Relevant objectives have been reviewed in many fora: the International Commission on
Radiological Protection (ICRP) and International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) have
provided guidance in an international context (ICRP, 1985; IAEA, 1975). These authorities
are in general agreement that there are primary objectives related to:
a) assessment of actual or potential doses to critical groups and populations;
b) demonstration of compliance with regulations;
c) assessment of the adequacy of controls on sources including surveillance for any
unplanned releases to the environment.
There are also subsidiary objectives which may be considered when a need for
monitoring has been established, and may be summarised as:
d) improvement of knowledge of the relationship between sources and exposures (including
sub-critical exposures) under different conditions so as to keep under review the transfer
models and dose predictions, including those in the event of emergency;
e) recording oflong-term changes or trends due to sources;
f) provision of information for the public;
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g) provision of information relevant to elucidating environmental processes.
In practice, different degrees of importance may be attached to these objectives by
different organisations and under different circumstances. For example, an operator of a
nuclear installation would probably see (b) as quite important while a regulator might place
more emphasis on (a) and (c). ICRP (1985) make the distinction between source-related and
person-related environmental monitoring; the latter applies to multiple or widely distributed
(including natural) sources, and here objectives (c) and (d) might be adjudged important by a
national authority, In an emergency, the main objective would be likely to be (a), with the
emphasis on rapid compilation of data to enable judgements on the need for
countermeasures, their extent, and to review their effectiveness.
PROVISION OF INFORMATION ON ENVIRONMENTAL PROCESSES
It is necessary to draw a clear distinction between research as the direct investigation
of environmental mechanisms, and environmental monitoring, the results of which can
contribute to understanding of such mechanisms. Research and monitoring properly have
different objectives, and the main objectives of environmental monitoring are given above.
However, when designing monitoring programmes, it is reasonable to bear in mind the
potential for providing data on environmental processes and to seek to maximise the
information that can be gained. Because of the objectives of environmental monitoring, there
can be some advantages over research programmes in the type of data available. One
particular advantage is that monitoring programmes can cover a long time series, such that
when data are comparable, useful information can be derived on processes of long
characteristic timescales. This is in contrast with many research programmes which, often
through funding requirements, can tend to be more short-term.
This paper now presents two recent examples of the information which has been
gained from monitoring programmes in relation to the dispersion of radionuclides in the Irish
Sea from the British Nuclear Fuels plc (BNFL) Sellafield plant.
TIMESCALES FOR DISPERSION OF ACTINIDES IN THE IRISH SEA
Discharges of plutonium and americium to the Irish Sea from Sellafield, which are
authorised by the UK Government, have decreased significantly over the past -15 years. The
reductions are due to the operation of treatment facilities, and further treatment plant is due
to be commissioned in 1992. Marine discharges of alpha emitters in 1990 were some 2.5%
of levels in 1975. Resulting concentrations of actinides in environmental materials are also
decreasing, and for 241Am this is happening despite ingrowth from past discharges of 241Pu.
Reliable monitoring data from this laboratory for actinides, in time series which allow
analysis, date from the early 1970s and this data has been used to investigate the timescale
over which the effects of discharges remain reflected in marine materials. A simple model
was used, based on a sum of exponential terms to represent the availability of plutonium or
americium in a given year due to discharges in previous years (Hunt, 1985). Fits to
monitoring data were reasonable and gave values of characteristic "availability times" for
different materials. More data are now available than when this technique was first used, and
investigations are being made of the adequacy of this simple approach. Table 1 compares
availability times estimated with data up to 1983 with those using the same simple
methodology and data up to 1989.
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Table 1 Availability times for Pu and Am in marine materials near Sellafield
Material

Sampling area/
landing point

Availability times (years)

Plutonium

Winkles
Mussels
Crabs
Plaice
Porphyra
Surface
sediment

St Bees
St Bees
Sellafield
shore area
Whitehaven
Braystones
Newbiggin

Americium

Data to 1983

to 1989

Data to 1983

to 1989

4
3
1.5

5
4
3.5

7
6
4

8.5
8

2
2
4

4.5
2
5

4
6
6

5.5
5

5

6.5

It can be seen that there are increases in availability times using the longer time
series, and these increases are significant (on the basis of paired "t" tests, p<0.01 for
plutonium data, p<0.05 for americium data). This suggests that the environmental processes
governing the dilution and dispersion of these nuclides (mainly by uptake on sediments) are
more complex than may be described by a simple exponential, with the possibility of a
contribution from terms with longer time constants than were first identifiable. This apparent
increase in timescale for dispersion could be due to slower release than in the past of
actinides from sediments; the remainder could be more strongly bound, or more deeply
buried.

REMOBILISATION OF RADIONUCLIDES FROM THE SEDIMENT OF THE
IRISH SEA
It is known that a large proportion of the undecayed radioactivity discharged to the
eastern Irish Sea from Sellafield resides in the muddy, seabed sediments; this applies
particularly for plutonium and americium, but also to radiocaesium (Woodhead, 1988).
Under conditions of decreased sea water concentrations, as has resulted from the reduced
discharges, it might be expected that sediment-bound radionuclides might be remobilised into
the water column. This phenomenon has been examined by modelling methods, but has also
been studied using data from the regular monitoring of seawater near Sellafield (Hunt and
Kershaw, 1990).
Table 2 shows the results of regular monitoring of caesium-137 in sea water near
Sellafield from 1983 to 1990, and the concentration expected on the basis of the discharge
alone using a normalised concentration of 8.5 ± 1.9 (1a) Bq 1-1 per TBq year-1 discharged.
This factor was derived for the period 1977 to 1982, when discharges were decreasing less
rapidly than from 1983. The excess concentration measured was converted using this same
factor to estimate the annual activities of caesium-137 remobilised in the Sellafield vicinity.
This vicinity is taken to be that of the relatively well-mixed tidal plug over which the
measured concentrations were averaged. It is estimated that a total of about 700 TBq have
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Table 2 Remobilisation of 137cs in the Sellafield offshore vicinity

Year

Sellafield
Discharge,
TBq

1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990

1200
434
325
17.9
11.8
13.3
28.6
23.5

Mean
concentration
in sea water,
Bq 1-l
11.06
4.63
4.25
0.97
0.65
0.55
0.62
0.53

Concentration
without
remobilisationa,
BqJ-1
10.2
3.7
2.8
0.15
0.10
0.11
0.24
0.20

Concentration
differenceb,
Bq tl

Remobilised
137csb,
TBq

0.9 ± 2.5
1.0 ± 1.1
1.5 ± 1.0
0.8 ± 0.2
0.55 ± 0.15
0.44 ± 0.15
0.38 ± 0.14
0.33 ± 0.12

100 ± 300
100 ± 120
180 ± 110
80S2o
65 ± 18
51± 14
44 ± 16
39 ± 14

TOTAL

700 ± 300

a On basis of concentration normalised to discharge rate for 1977-82 (see text).
b Errors represent ± 1 standard deviation based on propagated sampling uncertainties.
c After subtraction of about 10 TBq due to input from Chernobyl.
been remobilised in this area from 1983 to 1990. In 1987, the rate of remobilisation of
caesium was over five times as much as the amount discharged, but the difference has now
decreased as equilibrium with the lower rates of discharge is being achieved.

CONCLUSIONS
Data collected for monitoring purposes near Sellafield have been used to provide information
relevant to environmental processes. The potential for monitoring programmes to provide
information of this nature should be recognised when setting them up.
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IMPLICATIONS OF 1990 ICRP RECOMMENDATIONS ON RADIATION
PROTECTION PRACTICES IN THE MINERAL SANDS INDUSTRY
J.

("GEORGE") KOPERSKI

Westralian Sands Ltd, P.O.Box 96, Capel W.A. 6271, Australia
ABSTRACT

Implementation of the 1990 ICRP recommendations would
require engineering, metallurgical and human aspects of the
mineral sands dry separation processes to be addressed. The
primary objective is to minimise radioactive dust levels within
the dry plant environment. Refinements of radiation monitoring
and dose assessment protocols are also warranted.
To date, the engineering aspects have had the major impact on
minimisation of radioactive dust levels in the dry plants.
Effective doses from internal exposure to airborne dust of the
most exposed workers should be at approx. 10 mSv/y level.
INTRODUCTION

Australia is the world's largest producer and exporter of
heavy minerals
(HM;
specific gravity over 2.9)
namely:
ilmenite, leucoxene, rutile, zircon, monazite and xenotime. The
last two are classified as radioactive HM, with monazite being
of primary radiological safety concern. Monazite, a rare earth
phosphate, typically contains 6% of thorium and 0.3% uranium.
There are two stages of HM production. Firstly, a heavy
mineral concentrate (HMC), which is a mixture of HM, is
extracted
from
the ore by applying wet,
gravitational
separation process.
Subsequently,
individual minerals are
separated from the HMC. This process applies dry electrostatic
and magnetic mineral separation techniques and takes place in
dry separation plants. No chemical extraction of minerals takes
place.
Mineral sands industry workers are exposed to external
gamma radiation and internal, principally alpha, radiation from
inhaled radioactive dust. Here, the impact comes from inhaled
long-lived radionuclides of Th-232 and, to a lesser extent, u238 series associated with airborne dust generated during the
process. To date, internal irradiation has been the major
source of the radiological impact on the industry workers (1).
The radioactive content of the dust is mostly due to the
monazite content in the HMC and, subsequently, due to imperfect
monazite separation from other minerals.
In order to comfortably comply with the annual dose limit
of 20 mSv implied by the 1990 ICRP recommendations, the
engineering, metallurgical and human aspects of contemporary HM
dry separation processes should be addressed. Each aspect may
influence the amount of dust, hence airborne radioactivity,
generated within
the
plant.
A refinement
of
radiation
monitoring techniques and the associated, conservative dose
assessment protocols is also warranted.
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ENGINEERING ASPECTS

The engineering aspects refer to improvements in dry plant
design. Predominantly, this incorporates enclosing all open
design dry separators, including mineral feed and collection
systems, and installation of a ducted system of dust extraction
from within the enclosures (Photo). Implementation of such
major dust control measures may result in a decrease of ambient
radioactivity levels by as much as an order of magnitude (FigPart A). Further decrease may be achieved by removal of
monazite separation circuit from the main separation plant to
an isolated, dedicated plant. Other measures applied to the
handling of dry minerals include: enclosing of discharge points
onto and from conveyor belts, enclosing of discharge points
from gravity transfer chutes and sealing of the housing of
bucket elevators used for vertical transport of minerals.
Transfer of airborne dust between various parts of the plant by
natural and thermal air currents may be prevented by wall
partitioning and solid flooring between various plant levels.
Contemporary plants are usually compact,
multilevel
constructions employing significant gravitational transfer of
minerals between multiple separation stages. This promotes
mineral abrasion which, in turn, produces fine dust. New plant
design should be of a low profile, at the expense of the
compactness of the plant size. Downward gravitational movement
and upward transfer of minerals by means of bucket elevators
should be replaced by less dust generation prone means like eg.
conveyor belts.
All those dust control measures could result in a major
reduction
by up to an order of magnitude
of alpha
activities recorded by personal monitoring devices (Fig-Part
B). Hence, the effective doses from exposure to airborne dust
of the most exposed workers would be at approx 10 mSv/y level.
METALLURGICAL ASPECTS

The metallurgical aspects refer to improvements in the
efficiency of mineral separation and development of alternative
processing methods.
Improved attritioning
(ie removal of mineral grain
coating) of the HMC would increase efficiency of electrostatic
separation, thus reducing the number of dust generation-prone
mineral separation stages. Depleted grain coating would result
in reduced potential for fine dust generation from this source.
Alternative, wet separation processes of the HMC would
markedly reduce dust generation in the plant. None of the
processes trialled have exhibited both the mineral selectivity
and operating costs to consider them as replacement for
existing dry processes. However, some wet magnetic and mineral
froth
flotation
techniques
hold
promise
for
future
developments.
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HUMAN ASPECTS
The human aspects refer to minimisation of radiological
impact on workers resulting from the adopted work practices.
The level of exposure of different workers performing identical
tasks in the same dry plant may widely differ. Provision of inhouse,
uniform,
practical
work
training
programs
would
alleviate the problem. Minimising worker' s residence time in
the plant would further reduce exposure. This could be achieved
by remote plant monitoring and process control and substitution
of manual mineral sampling for product quality control analyses
by automatic on stream analyses. Whenever feasible, manual
removal of mineral spillage should be replaced by vacuuming.
RADIATION MONITORING AND DOSE ASSESSMENT
Contemporary dose assessment and default values used for
internal dose estimation in Australia may have been overly
conservative (2). More accurate monitoring followed by better
estimates of internal doses have been warranted. The former has
already resulted in reassessment of the mean personal AMAD of
dry plant workers from 5 to over 10 p,m ( 3) and effective
respiratory protection factors
for
half-face particulate
respirators of over 20, instead of 3.5 (4). Increased accuracy
of personal moni taring could be achieved by replacement of a
grab by time integrated dust sampling and by application of
sampling heads emulating inspirable dust sampler criteria.
In order to improve present dose assessment protocol a
series of radiation research priorities has been suggested (5)
for dosimetry of monazite dust. Research on some of the topics
has been in progress.
CONCLUSION
To date, the engineering aspects have had the major impact
on minimisation of radioactive dust levels in Australian
mineral sands dry plants. This should result in effective doses
from internal exposure to airborne dust of the most exposed
workers being approximately at the 10 mSv/y level.
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DETECTION AND DIFFERENTIATION OF CONTAMINATION THROUGH A
COMPARISON OF OBSERVED LEVELS IN HISTORICAL
ENVIRONMENTAL SAMPLING DATA
D. H. Denham and K. R. Price
Pacific Northwest Laboratory
Richland, Washington
ABSTRACT
In summarizing more than a decade of environmental monitoring data
from the Hanford Site, we noted that grouping data by analysis, rather
than by medium, enhanced visual as well as statistical interpretations.
By plotting running-averages of individual radionuclides on the same
graph, for different media, we evaluated environmental trends to determine
whether or not a local impact had been observed.
This approach may
enhance ones ability to interpret environmental monitoring data collected
following an unplanned release of radionuclides.
This technique provides
a more holistic approach to the evaluation of environmental monitoring
data than has traditionally been practiced.
INTRODUCTION
Nuclear operations at the Hanford Site have been conducted since the
mid 1940s.
The Hanford Site, comprising an area of just under 1500 km 2 ,
is located in a semi-arid region of southcentral Washington State and is
effectively bounded on the north and east by the Columbia River.
Air,
water, and native vegetation samples have been collected for analysis of
radionuclide levels since Site operations began.
Other media, such as
selected foodstuffs and wildlife, were added to the routine program in the
1960s, and during the 1980s fruit, wine, wheat, and alfalfa samples were
added.
Establishing appropriate and logical interpretations of environmental
monitoring data is difficult in the absence of similar data obtained
either concurrently from another location or from an historical trend.
Thus, grouping techniques have been used to provide better interpretation
of historical Hanford environmental data (over time or space or both) for
visual as well as statistical interpretation.
The traditional method has
been to compare the data representing potentially affected locations
(i.e., indicator locations) with data for background or control locations.
Plotting individual radionuclide data together, for each of several
media, rather than by medium (the traditional method of grouping environmental data), permits the comparison of trends in one medium with similar
or dissimilar trends in another.
For long-lived radionuclides, such as
strontium-90 or cesium-137, similar long-term trends might be expected for
air, native vegetation, soil, and farm products.
If similar trends are
not observed, then either a sampling and/or analytical bias may have
occurred in one or more of the media evaluated, or more importantly a
local impact may have been detected.
In the former case, these dissimilarities could suggest the need to reevaluate the monitoring program for
representativeness of samples and accuracy of data. On the other hand, if
a local impact appears to have been observed, additional confirmatory sampling and analysis may be required.
It is important to note that shortterm changes in some media may not be reflected in other media because of
differences in environmental pathways or sampling frequencies.
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Determining how to best use environmental monitoring data in the
event of an emergency is especially challenging, because the data are
often not available until well after protective action recommendations
have been made.
Because only a limited number of environmental samples
are available in the early stages of an emergency, it is essential that
the available data be appropriately evaluated and interpreted. 1 During an
emergency, having available plots of long-term data trends and preestablished protocols for grouping the data are critical for evaluating environmental monitoring data.
EVALUATION TECHNIQUE
The method used to display data for this paper was sequential plotting of 5-year running averages as a function of time, which has the
potential advantage of revealing trends or periodicity in the data.
In
this technique, 5-year groups of data are averaged to provide the result
to be plotted for the last year of that group (e.g., the 1977 through 1981
results were averaged to provide the result to be plotted for 1981). Similarly, the 1978 through 1982 values were averaged to provide the 1982
running-average result. Then, the next 5-year period of values were averaged and similarly plotted and the process was continued until the latest
year value was obtained.
These running-average graphs were then plotted,
by individual radionuclide, for several media collected from a given location or region.
Running-average summaries of the observed radiological conditions in
both upwind and downwind locations from the Site are included for strontium-90, cesium-137, and plutonium-239 in several media.
The environmental media include airborne particulates (A), milk (M), produce (P, leafy
vegetables), soil (S), and native vegetation (V). Although other sampling
media (e.g., wildlife, fruit and wine, wheat and alfalfa) are included in
the routine Hanford surveillance program, the relatively small number of
data available precluded this type of comparative analyses.
OBSERVATIONS
Examples of
plutonium-239,240
data from reports
Figure 1 for soil
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years
FIGURE 2. Five-Year Running Average Concentrations of
Cesium-137 at Two Different Downwind Locations
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Plutonium-239, 240 at an Upwind, Background Location
sampling or analytical biases.
Figure 2 clearly shows the influence of
fallout from Chernobyl in 1986 on native vegetation samples collected soon
after the accident.
The samples from location l were collected shortly
after Chernobyl fallout in the Tri Cities, whereas the samples from location 2 were collected prior to that time.
Figure 3 provides a comparison
of long-term plutonium concentrations in air, soil, and vegetation samples
from the local environs.
The apparent precipitous decrease in airborne
levels of plutonium was caused by a change in analytical procedures.
However, the overall trend has been downward since the world-wide cessation
of atmospheric testing of nuclear weapons occurred in the early 1980s.
CONCLUSIONS
The use of this technique provides a better understanding of historical contamination levels and enhances the ability to detect and differentiate the presence of local contaminants from those contaminants that
might have originated elsewhere.
This technique may also be useful following the release of contaminants during an emergency situation.
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LE CESIUM 137 DANS LA NOIX DE COCO EN POLYNESIE FRANCAISE
CONTRIBUTION A L'EXPOSITION DE LA POPULATION
C.POLETIK0 1 , C.ARNOULD 1 , J.SARBACH 1 , J.P. BABLET 2 ,R. DUCOUSS0 2
1. Laboratoire d'etude et de surveillance de l'environnement
BP 519 Papeete, Polynesie fran9aise
2 Service mixte de contr61e biologique
BP 16
91311 Monthlery cedex
137 CS CONTENT IN COCONUT WATER AND COPRA IN FRENCH POLYNESIA
CONTRIBUTION TO THE DOSE FOR POPULATION
Coconut tree has the peculiarity to be a good integrator for
alkaline metals. The isotope 137 of cesium, which was generated during
previous atmospheric nuclear tests, has a high fission yield and a half-life
of about 30 years; this nuclide is supposed to be still present in food
chain in French Polynesia. In this food chain coconut water and coconut
copra are ingested depending upon diet customs and areas of French
Polynesia .For some islands, among local foodstuffs,
cesium 137 content in
coconut highly contributes to the dose.
Spectrometry gamma results and annual doses calculation since 1966
are displaid.
INTRODUCTION
La France a procede en Polynesie Fran9aise a des experimentations
nucleaires atmospheriques de 1966 a 1974, depuis 1975 ces essais sont
souterrains. Depuis 1965, un programme de surveillance de la Polynesie a ete
mis en place pour controler la faune et la flare dans les zones interessees
par les essais nucleaires. Il a porte, notamment, sur les denrees
aliment aires; parmi celles-ci la noix de coco revet une importance
particuliere, d'autant que le cocotier s'avere etre un bon integrateur des
metaux alcalins.
L' eau de coco est beaucoup consommee en Polynesie principalement sur les
atolls ou la ration quotidienne moyenne est estimee, selon les enquetes
alimentaires, a 1 litre par personne. Le coprah entre mains dans
l'alimentation humaine, mais participe tres largement a l'alimentation du
betail. L' evolution de la teneur en cesium 137 des noix de coco pre levees
depuis 1967 est presentee ainsi que la methodologie mise en oeuvre par le
LESE, la repartition geographique des radionucleides presents dans l'eau de
coco et le coprah.La dosimetrie pour la population est calculee a partir des
donnees d'enquetes alimentaires.
PARTIE EXPERIMENTALE
Le reseau de prelevement comprend 43 iles ou atolls, repartis dans la
totalite des archipels de la Polynesie Fran9aise. On estime que
1' alimentation de 90% de la population est constamment et directement
surveil lee. Pour simplifier la presentation des resultats, on a divise
1' ensemble de la Polynesie en 4 zones en fonction de 1' eloignement de la
source (Mururoa et Fangataufa) .
la zone
zone
zone
zone

de 0 a 20 km
I
II de 20 a 250 km
III de 250 a 500 km
IV > 500 km
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Le nombre des echantillons necessaires aux mesures a ete d'environ
70 000 noix de coco entre 1967 et 1988 inc1us. Pour une sensibilite
convenable il faut mesurer 50 g de cendres soit environ 10 litres d'eau de
coco ce qui correspond au contenu de 30 a 40 noix.
Pour 1e coprah il faut 4 kg pour obtenir 50 g de cendre: ceci provient
d'environ 20 noix.
Les echanti11ons sont peses puis seches a 1'etuve a 120°C pendant 48
heures. Puis les echantillons sont incineres a 500°C pendant 24 heures, les
cendres obtenues sont pesees et homogeneisees et comptees dans des boites de
60 mm de diametre et 30 mm de hauteur. La mesure du cesium 137 par
spectrometrie gamma a ete realisee au moyen d' un detecteur a cristal
d'iodure de sodium active au thallium (Nai Tl), afin d'eviter d'introduire
une variation au cours du temps. Ce detecteur etait place dans une enceinte
blindee au plomb (CBMJ de Lerner); les temps de comptage etaient de 200
minutes. A partir de 1981, les resultats obtenus par le LESE font l' objet
d' intercomparaisons avec le service central de protection contre les
rayonnements ionisants (SCPRI) qui est le laboratoire de reference de
l'organisation mondiale de la sante (OMS).
Les resultats sont rassembles dans le tableau ci-apres.
-1

Moyennes annuelles de la teneur en cesium 137(en Bq.kg

Zone I

An nee

Eau de
coco
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988

6,18
4,99
2, 49
2,24
3,61
2,26
1,29
0, 94
0,85
0,76
0,65
1,20
0,82
0,65
0,18
0,61
0,36
0,20
o, 32
0,44
0,92

Coprah
5, 4 9
11,22
8,07
7,84
6,66
7,68
7,84
5,27
4' 37
6,10
4,70
4, 74
3,44
1,87
3,48
1,42
2,61
1,04
0,99
1,48
0,96
3,24

Zone II
Eau de
coco
6, 46
3,81
3,59
9,79
6, 99
8, 62
9,93
11,44
3,14
3,87
6,28
7,62
2, 61
3, 11
4,13
4,88
2, 66
2,39
1,07
2,05
1,24

Coprah
20,44
14,21
15,98
31,36
51,74
25,36
22,81
41,06
12,48
28,58
29,83
17,62
20,83
20,28
19,29
8,57
10,91
11,93
6,85
5,49
10, 19
4,99
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Frais)

Zone III
Eau de
coco
6,75
1,05
2, 16
1,88
2,21
2,08
2,77
2,69
2,58
2,20
2,88
1,78
0,54
0,77
1,03
0,56
0,44
0,47
0,56
0,23
0, 66
0, 62

Zone IV

Coprah

Eau de
coco

18,81
7, 19
9,95
10,08
9, 15
8,95
10,66
12,85
7,54
10,12
11,27
4,55
2, 13
2,67
4,15
4,35
4,85
6,88
2, 4 9
0,61
1, 31
3,71

5,12
3,53
2,13
1,58
1,39
1,22
0,81
1,49
0,74
0,51
0,60
0,81
0,80
0,35
0,68
1,07
1,46
0,58
0,85
0,68
0, 48
0,55

Coprah
7, 32
9,35
7,79
5,41
4, 32
4' 58
5,16
4, 63
2, 62
2,89
3,11
5,68
2,72
3,19
3,07
2,60
2,56
2,70
1,48
2,30
5,89
2, 34

CONCLUSIONS
Pour les deux series d'echantillons, la decroissance de la teneur en
cesium 137 est constatee depuis le debut de la periode d'observation et sans
discontinuite a partir de 1974, derniere annee des essais atmospheriques.Il
est, par consequent, manifeste, qu'aucune injection de radionucleides ne
s'est produite dans l'environnement polynesien apres la fin des
experimentations aeriennes. De plus l'absence de grandes variations pendant
la periode allant de 1967 a 1974 signifie que les retombees consecutives aux
essais aeriens de Mururoa et Fangataufa n'ont represente qu'une partie
relativement faible des retombees mondiales (16%).
En tenant compte des rations alimentaires definies apres enquetes aupres
des populations, l'equivalent de dose efficace annuel du au cesium 137 chez
l'adulte entre 1971 et 1988, en differents lieux est resume ci-apres :
Part
de l'eau de coco
et du coprah dans
le total en %

Equivalent de dose efficace annuel du
-1
137
)
au
().1 Sv.an
Cs
Total par ingestion

Par l'eau de coco
et le coprah

1971

1988

1971

1988

1971

55,10

21,96

35,00

15,52

64

71

Hao ..

4,44

0,83

3,55

0,58

80

70

Papeete

2,21*

1, 74

0,19*

0,13

9

7

Tureia,.

1988

Les resultats presentes (cf. supra) pour la noix de coco sont en
coherence avec 1' ensemble des mesures operees sur les echantillons de la
ration alimentaire totale. La noix de coco constitue pour certains atolls le
principal vecteur de la dose annuelle pour la population.
L'exposition annuelle actuelle, pour l'ensemble de la ration
alimentaire
par exemple a Tureia, correspond a 0, 44 % de la limite
admissible et elle a ete au maximum de 1,10 %en 1971.

* donnees de 1973.
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RADIATION PROTECTION RELATED TO THE
ENVIRONMENT OF THE FINNISH NUCLEAR
POWER PLANTS
A. Vuorinen, 0. Vilkamo and E. Ilus
Finnish Centre for Radiation
and Nuclear Safety
ABSTRACT
The aim of radiation protection is to keep doses as low as
reasonably achievable. In Finland there has been, since 1976, a
regulatory limit of 0.1 mSv/a for the maximum individual
effective dose commitment in the environment of nuclear power
plants. The control of operation at and releases from the Finnish
nuclear power plants as well as the monitoring of the environment
of the plants have indicated that this goal is clearly achieved.
New regulations for the safety of nuclear power plants were
issued in 1991 as the decision of the Council of State aiming at
further decreasing the risks of postulated and severe accidents.
INTRODUCTION
There are at present four nuclear power reactors operating
in Finland. Two of them are 440 MWe PWR-units (in Loviisa, on the
south coast of Finland) and the other two are 710 MWe BWR-units
(in Olkiluoto, on the west coast of Finland). There are interim
spent fuel storages at both power plant sites and a final
repository for operational radioactive wastes on-site of the
Olkiluoto plant.
The Finnish Centre for Radiation and Nuclear Safety (STUK)
is the regulatory body responsible for both radiation protection
and nuclear safety. Its regulation of the operation of the
nuclear power plants covers all aspects that affect plant safety
and the releases of radioactive materials into the environment.
Limitation of radiation exposure in the environment of a
nuclear power plant has since the commissioning of the nuclear
power plants been based on three main goals:
ALARA
a limit for the maximum individual effective dose commitment
of 0.1 mSv/a
prevention of incidents and accidents as well as limitation
of their potential consequences.
STUK has also given guidelines for the environmental
monitoring programmes of the Finnish nuclear power plants. The
aim of environmental monitoring is to extensively cover the
ecosystem in order to give a picture of the spreading of
radioactive materials released into the environment of a nuclear
power plant.
The present Finnish Nuclear Energy Act and Decree came into
force in 1988 /1/. A decision of the Council of State on the
safety of nuclear power plants was issued in 1991 /2/. This
includes regulations concerning the monitoring of releases of
radioactive material and the limitation of radiation exposure in
the environment of nuclear power plants.
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ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEILLANCE
The monitoring of radioactivity in the environment of the
nuclear power plants in Finland has been carried out since 1976.
The environmental monitoring programme at every Finnish nuclear
power plant site is extensive and includes about 500 samples
taken
annually
from
both
the
terrestrial
and
aquatic
environments. Most of the sampling and laboratory analyses are
performed by the environmental laboratory of STUK /3/.
The important food stuffs, such as milk, drinking water,
grain, meat and garden products are collected. In addition, the
monitoring programme includes samples of air, deposition, soil
and hair moss in the terrestrial environment, as well as sea
water, sinking matter, bottom sediments and indicator organisms
in the aquatic environment. The samples are collected either
continuously or 1 - 4 times a year depending on the sampling
object. The bulk of samples is taken within a radius of 10 km
from the power plant. In general the samples are analyzed
gammaspectrometrically, but partly also for tritium, radioactive
strontium and transuranic elements.
The results of environmental control so far have indicated
that very small amounts of radioactivity originating in the
Finnish nuclear power plants is regularly detected in certain
samples. Most detections have been in the aquatic environment. In
sea water samples 3 H is typically detected, sometimes also
activated nuclides ( 54 Mn, 6 °Co, 110mAg) and fission products ( 134 Cs,
137
Cs). These are frequently found in samples of sinking matter
134
and aquatic indicator organisms.
However,
Cs and 137 Cs
dominantly originate from the Chernobyl nuclear power plant
disaster.
The results of the environmental measurements are consistent
with the releases measured from the nuclear power plants. Because
the actual detections in the environment are very low amounts of
radioactivity, the effective dose equivalent commitment cannot be
calculated based on them.
Calculated maximum individual effective dose commitments
for the annual releases have been so far in the order of a few
~Sv (Figure 1) . The main contribution has been due to 6 °Co in
aquatic discharges,
respectively 14 C and 6 °Co in airborne
discharges.
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Figure 1.
Average doses of
critical groups
in the environs
of Loviisa and
Olkiluoto NPPs.
(STUK/Blomqvist,
Pusa 1991)

EVOLUTION IN REGULATION
During the 1980's STUK issued new guides dealing thoroughly
with the safety of nuclear power plants /4 - 6/. These guides
were aimed especially at the possible design of new nuclear power
plants, but constituted at the same time the basis for the
regulatory work dealing with operating plants. These were taken
into account when the utilities planned and made further
construction changes in their plants.
Based on the new Nuclear Energy Act and Decree this guidance
was then followed by the decision of the Council of State on the
general regulations for the safety of nuclear power plants /2/.
It is worth to refer to the present limit for a postulated
accident: "The limit for the dose of an individual of the
population, arising, as the result of a postulated accident, from
external radiation in the period of one year and the simultaneous
radioactive materials intake, is 5 mSv."
and for a severe accident: "The limit for the release of
radioactive materials arising from a severe accident is a release
which causes neither acute harmful health effects to the
population in the vicinity of the nuclear power plant nor any
long-term restrictions on the use of extensive areas of land and
water. For satisfying the requirement applied to long-term
effects, the limit for an atmospheric release of 137 Cs is 100 TBq.
The combined fall-out consisting of nuclides other than cesiumisotopes shall not cause, in the long term, starting three months
from the accident, a hazard greater than would arise from a
cesium release corresponding to the above-mentioned limit".
The possibility that, as the result of a severe accident,
the above mentioned requirement is not met, shall be extremely
small. This means that the probability of a severe accident shall
be less than 10- 6 /a.
IMPROVEMENTS AT THE OPERATING NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
Since the commissioning of the operating Finnish nuclear
power plants, the utilities have made several technical changes
at the plant units in order to improve their safety. Some of
these improvements are more directly connected to decreasing the
radiation risk of the population. Such are e.g. changes aiming at
the limitation of the release of radioactive materials caused by
a severe accident. Here the emphasis has been on ensuring the
engineering safety functions and, especially, on keeping the
reactor containment intact during severe accident conditions. In
Olkiluoto (BWR) there is a filtered containment venting system
and in Loviisa (PWR) an external containment spray system at each
plant unit.
The utili ties have made changes at the operating plants
which would allow reasonable accident management. These include
e.g. the sampling and measurement of radioactive material from
the containment water and air during severe accident conditions.
The utilities are installing additional automatic radiation
monitoring networks in the vicinity of the nuclear power plants.
These comprise of four to six measuring stations located at a
distance of 1 - 2 kilometers and about ten measuring stations at
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a distance of 5 kilometers from the plant. All measuring stations
send their results to a central unit on-site and are further
connected to a national real time measuring network operated by
authorities.
CONCLUSIONS
The safety targets shall be set so that they are clear and
can be communicated to and understood by the public. Furthermore,
operational experience shall prove that the set targets are
clearly achieved.
We feel that the environmental limit of 0.1 mSv/a set in
1976 in Finland for nuclear power plant operation fulfils the
requirements above. Besides this the goal has been to prevent
accidents and to limit their potential consequences. This has
led to more stringent requirements in recent regulation. The
adaption of the requirements as well as the advancement of
science and technology have produced further improvement at the
operating nuclear power plants.
The experience of a single regulatory body responsible for
both
radiation
protection
and
nuclear
safety
has
been
encouraging. A very important thing is the commitment of the
operating organisation of a nuclear power plant to safety
thinking and doing.
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ABSTRACT

After the Chernobyl accident a great effort was made in
Italy under the aegis of the Ministry of Health and the
supervision of scientific institutions, mainly ENEA/DISP and
Istituto Superiore di Sanita (National Institute of Health), to
insure a wide coverage of the territory. This was accomplished
to set up adequate environmental radioactivity monitoring
networks covering the Italian territory as completely as
possible.
This paper outlines the main features of the organization
of the surveillance programmes.
The role played by
the
scientific
institutions
and
the
Ministry
of
Health
is
underlined.

INTRODUCTION

The control of environmental radioactivity is one of the
main problems faced by the responsible bodies in Italy since
the mid fifties. The approach used consisted to monitor both
the sites around nuclear plants and the fall-out from nuclear
weapon tests.
The methodology adopted for the surveillance consisted
both in source (nuclear plants) and person related moni taring
(fall-out). In the first case a preliminary study of the site,
of the
source
characteristics and
of
the
radionuclides
discharged
into
the
environment,
identified
the
main
environmental components, the food samples to be analyzed and
the important radionuclides to be mapped. The doses received by
critical groups were also evaluated by dedicated calculation
programmes.

were

In case of fall-out, person related monitoring networks
set up where the main environmental samples
air
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particulates, deposition, surface and marine waters
were
analyzed as well as the typical components of the human diet
(cereals, meat, milk, etc.). Hystorical series of these data
are available for some samples beginning from the middle
fifties ( 1).

CHERNOBYL ACCIDENT: A LESSON LEARNED
In Italy as elsewhere the Chernobyl accident, because of
its peculiarity, was instrumental for testing the adequacy of
the
overall
system
set
up
to
control
environmental
radioactivity. It appears from the beginning that for such type
of accident it is necessary to have a real time system to
measure air particulates in air. The already existing one,
although the sampling points were distributed all over the
country in places representative of the air mass circulation,
was not adequate. The filters collected in each station were
sent
to
a
central
institute
to
be
processed
causing
considerable delay.
Standardized
sampling
procedures
were
not
available
causing some inconsistencies in the collected data: mainly
deposition and soil contamination. Moreover, the distribution
of sampling points was uneven and difficulties were encountered
in
obtaining
samples
from
some
parts
of
the
country.
Consequently, steps were taken to reorganize the environmental
radioactivity control system. (2)

PRESENT STATUS OF ENVIRONMENTAL RADIOACTIVITY CONTROL POLICY IN
ITALY
The
policy
adopted
in
Italy
for
the
control
of
environmental radioactivity, has produced the new organization
of the surveillance (3). According to Italian law the Ministry
of Health, under whose responsibility falls the environmental
radioactivity control, delegated this activity to the local
Authorities. An environmental measurement laboratory is going
to be set up in each Administrative District in order to assure
a more complete coverage of the territory as new laboratories
are added to the existing ones.
The tasks of these laboratories are the following:
1) control of the artificial radiation sources distributed over
their territory;
2) detection of large scale radioactive contamination from
inside or outside the territory ;
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3) characterization of natural radiation sources.
Each
laboratory
shall
be
equipped
with
basic
instrumentation for gamma-ray measurements; specific systems
both passive and active are also envisioned to detect radon and
radon daughter products. Laboratories were also selected where
radiochemical analyses can be carried out to detect beta and
alpha emitters.
The apparatuses were provided directly by the Ministry of
Health after a national bid. A Commission appointed by the
Ministry of Health has the task to coordinate and promote the
environmental monitoring activities.
For the early warning system of radioactivity in air, to
be set up in case of emergency, several actions have been
undertaken during last few years by the ad hoc appointed body
of Department of Civil Protection in conjunction with the
Ministr-y of Health. First of all a high sensitivity automatic
network to detect radioactivity in air in real time ,will
belocated in representative sampling stations. At present
stage, 5 sites have been chosen where the detection systems
will be installed. The collected data will be transmitted to a
central institute (ENEA/DISP in Rome), meeting point of a
Committee in charge to evaluate radioactivity data in case of
emergency (CEVAD). This first step will test the performance of
the entire system in order to reach the optimal configuration.
A
second
automatic
network
detect
radioactive
to
particulates in air in real time
will also be located in
places selected by the environmental radioactivity control
laboratories. This network will integrate the early warning one
so that, in case of emergency, a narrower grid will be
established all over the territory.

Both the systems will be equipped with high resolutio§ Ge
detectors and will have a high sensitivity, 10 - 100 mBq/m on
Cs-137 peak, according to sampling duration.
RESULTS AND PERSPECTIVES

The
organization of
the
environmental
radioactivity
measurement system existing in our country, requires a strict
system of quality assurance and quality control.
In this
context, intercomparison exercises are organized on a two year
basis among the various laboratories (typically in the number·
20 to 30) to guarantee consistency and reproducibility of
measurements. The intercomparison results will be presented
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during this Conference. The importance of these programmes and
the great efforts both technical and economical required to run
such networks should be noted.
The funds allocated by the Ministry of Health during the
period 1988-91 are of the order 16 Billion Italian lire (1.4
Million dollars)
including apparatuses,
general
expenses,
training, etc.
Special attention was paid to the training of personnel.
In this context a good example was offered by the national
survey on natural radiation indoors
(4),
where a close
cooperation, including training, was established among the
Central Institutes (ENEA/DISP and Istituto Superiore di Sanita)
and the various laboratories at District level. Other specific
environmental surveys are being planned for the future which
will create the opportunity to exchange experiences and views.
The laboratories entrusted with the environmental control
progr·amme are sending the data of the measurements to the
Ministry of Health. A real time network for the transmission of
data is being planned. The network will connect each laboratory
with the Ministry of Health, ENEA/DISP,
the Istituto Superiore
di Sani ta and the National Instl tute for the prevention and
safety in working places.
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ENVIRONMENTAL RADIOLOGICAL MONITORING AROUND URANIUM MINING AND
MILLING SITES IN ARGENTINA
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Comisi6n Nacional de Energia At6mica
Republica Argentina

ABSTRACT
Uranium mining and milling development in Argentina started
early in the 50's. Initial exploitation was carried out in underground mines, but, since 1978, open pit mining is the main production process. Environmental monitoring in the vicinity of
uranium mills is performed on a routine basis. Natural uranium
and radium-226 concentrations in surface waters are measured in
grab samples taken at selected points up stream and down stream,
in the area of influence of the mining and milling facilities. In
addition, radon-222 emanation rates from ore tailings are measured. Up to date, no significant exposure results for the population living in the surrounding areas.

INTRODUCTION
Uranium industry began its development in Argentina in 1950.
Since then, several installations have operated in uranium underground mining until the late 70's, when mines were closed and
open pit exploitation was initiated. Milling plants were installed in the mining areas or nearby.
The waste sources at the mills include: a) barren acid
liquors which have been stripped of uranium. These liquors were
initially discharged to river waters. Nowadays, they are neutralized and piped to large evaporation and seepage ponds. When the
evaporation process is not effective enough, the neutralized
liquors are discharged to river waters after passing through
small holding ponds; b) Ore tailings from the acid-leach process
which are deposited at large tailing ponds located some distance
from the milling plants and from the water bodies.
In order to assess the possibility of significant environmental contamination by uranium-mill wastes, routine studies of
the dissolved radium-226 and natural uranium concentrations in
surface waters up stream and down stream from the plants are
being conducted. In addition, radon-222 emanation rates from ore
tailings are measured at times.

ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROGRAM
The uranium mining and milling areas included in the environmental monitoring program are the following: Don Otto, in the
province of Salta; Los Adobes, in the province of Chubut; San
Rafael and MalargOe, in the province of Mendoza; Los Gigantes, in
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the province of Cordoba; and La Estela, in the province
Luis. Figure 1 shows their geographical location.

of

San

Water samples are taken from river locations up stream and
down stream from uranium mills, according to a special monitoring
plan set up for each one of them. The period of exploitation, the
annual production of "yellow-cake", the number of sampling points
and the number of water samples for each installation are shown
in Table 1.
As an example, Figure 2 presents the monitoring area corresponding to the vicinity of the San Rafael mining and milling
plant. Water monitoring points are situated at about 10 km, 50 km
and 80 km up stream and down stream from the plant. Samples are
taken from rivers flowing through the surroundings of the mining
and milling area, as well as from streams which they join afterwards. Samples from plant areas are also taken. The location of
the sampling points allows the comparison of radium-226 and
natural uranium concentrations above and below the
plant,
providing estimations of the extent and magnitude of water contamination, if there is any.
Dissolved radium-226 in water samples is analysed by the
radon emanation technique, while natural uranium concentration is
measured by fluorometric procedures [1]. Radon-222 emanation rate
from ore tailings is determined by the technique described by
Countess [2]. Since 1988, gross alpha counting, using ZnS(Ag) as
a detector,
is performed on water samples. Only those samples
exceeding 70 mBq/l of gross alpha activity are selected for
radium-226 analysis.

PRESENTATION OF DATA AND CONCLUSIONS
Figures 3 and 4 show the range of values of radium-226 and
the maximum natural uranium concentrations measured in water
samples from sampling points located at the San Rafael plant,
since 1980. The corresponding ranges of values obtained for all
uranium sites, compared with derived limits for drinking water
applied in Argentina [3], are presented in Figures 5 and 6.
Results before 1980 present a similar pattern [4].
Table 2 shows the radon-222 emanation rates measured at each
location. A preliminary evaluation of these results has been
presented previously [5].
The application of the statistical test of Wilcoxon [6]
demonstrated that no significant difference in the radium-226 and
natural uranium concentrations was found between the surface
water samples from river locations above and below the milling
plants. Besides, the results obtained are well below the derived
limits for drinking water. Therefore, it may be concluded that no
remarkable exposure occurs for the population living in the
vicinity of these areas.
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TABLE 1

TABLE 2

Mininig and/or Exploitation Aver age anua I Sample Number of
Milling sites
period
production of points samples
(year)
ye !low-cake
!Ra226+U)
{tons)

of Rn-222 emanation rate fro• uraniu•
ore tailings
Mining and/or
Period
E1anation rate
Mi II ing sites
{year)
{Bq/m2.s)

Don Otto
Los Adobes
San Rafael
Ma Iargue
Los Gigantes
La Estela

Don Otto
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San Rafael
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La Estela
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1985-1986
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Ra-226 concentration in surface waters
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Figure 6: MaxiMUM values Measured downstreaM<<SI1 KM.
froM the discharge point)for the last year assessed

Measuring Network for Environmental Monitoring in Europe:
State of the Measuring Technique
Dr. E. Frenzel
EG&G Berthold, Wildbad, Gennany

Environmental monitoring of the radioactivity has gained a high priority in Europe in recent years.
Today, the local doserate and air-borne particulate and iodine activity concentrations are monitored
fully automatically by measuring networks covering entire regions.

Introduction
In recent years, the large-area immission monitoring of radioactivity in the air has gained a high
priority. One reason is certainly the increased awareness concerning environmental issues;
moreover, laws exist in several European countries, passed as a consequence of the nuclear
accident at Chernobyl, which stipulate the requirements for such a monitoring system.
Since radioactivity is transported very rapidly through the air, special emphasis will be paid to
monitoring this medium in large-area contamination situations. The necessary fully automatic
monitoring of the environmental radioactivity requires measuring networks covering large areas
with stations which record all essential radiological parameters on-line and automatically. The
instruments employed in these networks should correspond to the state of the art in science and
technology in order to detect very low artificial air-borne activity concentrations within a very short
time, with absolute reliability and without requiring any maintenance, to analyze them and to
transmit them to the central data station via remote data facilities.
Of special importance is the automatic nuclide identification by high-resolution y-spectroscopy.
The type of accident and its development can be deduced from the nuclide composition; moreover,
any infonnation on the nuclide composition is absolutely essential for an accurate and detailed
estimation of the dose, because different nuclides yield different doses.
To detect any air contamination as early as possible to be able to respond accordingly and to assess
the actual situation and the resulting dose, the following radiological quantities have to be
detennined in the air:
- local gamma doserate
- airborne particulate activity concentrations
- iodine activity concentrations

Local Doserate Measurement
The local doserate measruement is a non-nuclide-specific method. Together with nuclide-specific
measuring methods, it provides complete infonnation on the contamination situation. Local
doserate measurements are an excellent method of providing infonnation covering large areas.
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The detectors employed in this measuring networks are energy-filtered and measure gamma
energies down to below 50 keV. With regard to sensitivity, these detectors are capable of detecting
variations of a few nSv/h in a 2-hour measuring cycle with a high statistical safety. Modem
detectors are moreover equipped with an "at-site electronics" which often includes the appropriate
interfaces for data transfer.
The detectors are essentially energy-filtered Geiger-Muller counter tubes or proportional counter
tubes. In order to cover the required measuring ranges- up to 5 Sv/h- one has to use two detector
systems (low and high dose range).
Due to its physical properties, proportional counter tubes offer the best conditions for the use in
local doserate measurements (low inherent background, sensitive at low energies, short deadtime).
In praxis, the slightly less sensitive Geiger-MUller counter tubes are often preferred, due to their
less sophisticated electronics and their lower price, so that proportional counter tubes are hardly
used these days in large-area measuring networks.

Particulate Measurement
The measurement of air-borne particulate actiVIty concentrations is quite difficult for several
reasons. On the one hand, the artificial activity concentrations to be detected are significantly lower
than the fluctuating natural activity concentrations; on the other hand, the levels of this air-borne
particulate activity concentration are so low that only accumulation methods can be used.
Using powerful pumps (up to 70 m3/h), the air is aspirated through glass fiber filter to accumulate
the radioactive aerosols. Depending on the measuring task, a detector is installed above the dusting
location, either a zinc-sulphide coated plastic scintillation counter, or a highest grade germanium
detector.
Moving filter facilities allowing automatic operation of the moving filter up to half a year are
particularly suited for the use in measuring networks.
Although measuring methods according to the alpha-beta ratio method detect only total artificial
beta, or when using the pseudocoincidence difference method, total artificial alpha, this method is
still being used because it is the only method which permits the detection of nuclide groups which
have no gamma transitions, and the fastest for the detection of contamination in the air.
Nuclide-specific identifications with highest grade germanium detectors, fully automatic evaluation
software and, if necessary, remote data transfer facilities, are today's state of the art of science and
technology. The measuring instrument of the first generation used rather complicated and problemoriented programming languages; today's trend is clearly to use commercial languages available on
the market running on standard PC's.
Nuclide-specific measuring systems, moreover, include an interface for remote data transfer and
even allow the data transfer of spectra. To ensure an optimum early warning, these instruments are
designed such as to allow the simultaneous alpha-beta measurement and the nuclide-specific
measurement.
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Iodine Measurement
Since iodine and thus radio-iodine as well is accumulated especially in the thyroid gland, this
potential health hazard requires special efforts. Due to the fact that iodine and most of its
combinations are very transient, special filters have to be used. Iodine occurs bound to aerosols as
well as in a gaseous form. For gaseous iodine one uses special filters, such as silver-impregnated
activated carbon. These filters which are particularly suited for gaseous iodine possess,
unfortunately, a low retaining capability for aerosol-bound iodine.
If both iodine species are bound to one absorber, one uses special absorbers, such as AC 6120; the
consequence will be, however, that filter and detector have to be heated up to avoid that the
temperature drops below the condensation level. By combining a particulate monitor and an iodine
monitor for gaseous iodine one will be able to detect both species.
In the iodine monitor, the iodine is concentrated in a cartridge which includes the respective
absorber. The iodine cartridge surrounds the detector either as a Marinelli container, or it is located
directly next to the detector. Usually, the 364-KeV line of the master nuclide 131Iodine is detected
by means of aNal-detector. Today, one can measure 131Iodine activity concentrations up to several
100 mBq!m 3 per hour with high statistical safety.

Specifications for Automatic Network Operation
The instruments must feature a high level of operational safety. This means that they have to be
immune to mechanical trouble; on the other hand, power supply fluctuations and peaks should be
filtered such that the usual network operation will not be affected. Also, the instruments must
include self-monitoring devices to ensure their proper and safe operation.
Air flow rates have to be measured; detectors have to be monitored with regard to their thresholds
and high-voltage, moving filters must be equipped with tom filter facilities. In addition, the
instruments used must be secured as far as possible against unauthorized operation and incorrect
operation. Since many of these measuring systems are combined in measuring networks, the
question if remote control is provided is also important, particularly the repeat tests performed by
the central station.
In addition to the communication with the central station, the instruments at site must be capable of
operating autonomously in the event the data transfer breaks down, so that all essential and relevant
data will be saved on a suitable data carrier for at least a short time.

Conclusions
Today, low level results of some mBq/m 3 are available within several hours. In addition, the
measuring technique of 1991 even permits to identify nuclides or to classify nuclide groups
according to the type of radiation (alpha or beta).
For several years now, automatic measuring systems are available for the immission measurement
of radio-iodine in the environmental air. Certainly, in future the germanium detector will replace
the Nai-detector, as this is the only way to selectively detect different iodine nuclides.
Automatic measuring networks for environmental monitoring exist in many European countries,
for example, Germany, Spain, the Netherlands, Switzerland and others. The measuring network
differ in details; however, nearly all networks measure the local gamma doserate, the concentration
of radioactive aerosols and radio-iodine in the air.
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Fig. 1 shows a typical instrument for measuring alP and remitting nuclides, including an iodine measuring system.
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THE DETERMINATION OF RADIUM, URANIUM AND THORIUM IN LOW
SPECIFIC ACTIVITY SCALES AND IN WATERS OF SOME OIL AND
GAS PRODUCTION PLANTS
C. Testa, D. Desideri, M.A. Meli, C. Roselli
(General Chemistry Institute, Urbina University, Italy)
A. Bassignani, P.B. Finazzi
(Radiation Protection Institute, AGIP, Milan)
Abstract
Low specifit activity scales consisting of alkaline earth metal
carbonates and sulphates are often present in some gaseous and
liquid hydrocarbon plants; these scales contain a certain
concentration of radium, uranium and thorium which can cause a
risk of gamma irradiation and internal radiocontamination when
they must be mechanically removed.23Bu, 232Th and 226Ra were
determined in scales, sludges and waters coming from different
plants. 23Bu and 232Th concentrations were found very low; the
isotopes 23Bu and 234u resulted in secular radioactive
equilibrium, 232Th and 228Th were not always in equilibrium. 226Ra
concentration resulted to be higher in the scales and sludges
than in waters.

Introduction
Naturally occurring radioactive materials are known to be present
in different concentrations in oil and gas production plants
giving rise to the so called Low Specific Activity (L.S.A.)
scales ( 1- 3) .
The chemical composition of L.S.A. scales varies, consisting
mainly of alkaline earth metal sulphates and calcium carbonates
incorporating small amounts of radium (1); uranium and thorium
can also be present in some extent; the scales production is due
to different causes: injection of incompatible waters (75%),
evaporation in gaseous wells (10%), pressure changes (10%),
temperature drops (5%) (4-6).
L.S.A. scales invariably emit alpha and beta particles and gamma
rays (7); their presence in production plants can give rise to a
gamma irradiation risk to the staff remaining for a long time in
some particular plant areas and to a possible risk of internal
radiocontamination to the staff involved in the scales or sludges
mechanical removal and disposal.
_
That being stated a programme was started to determine uranium,
thorium and radium in the scales, s+udges and waters coming from
Italy, Northern Sea and Africa.
~

Radioanalytical methods
The used radiochemical analysis was as follows. After the sample
dissolution, 232u and 228Th were added as yield standards; the
residue was dissolved in 2 M HN03 and the solution passed through
a small column of Microthene (microporous polyethylene) 50- 100
mesh supporting tri -octylphosphine oxide (TOPO); thorium was
eluted with 1 M HCl and uranium with 1 M (NH4) 2C03. After
electroplating from (NH4)2S04, uranium.and thorium alpha emitters
were detected by alpha spectrometry. 226Ra was determined by
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counting Ba(Ra)S04 with a ZnS(Ag) detector after its separation
from uranium and thorium and the decay of 224Ra (8).
This technique was preferred to gamma spectrometry because of the
presence of radioactive disequilibria in the 238u and 232Th
families and taking into account the low activity to be measured.

Results and discussion
Taking into account the results shown in the tables I-III, the
following conclusions can be drown:
1) 238u and 232Th concentrations are either not detectable or
very low ;
2) 226Ra concentration seems to be higher in oil extraction
plants (800-3000 Bq/kg) than in other plants (30-400 Bq/kg),
226Ra concentration in the waters is very low because of its
chemical behaviour;
3) for any specific plant, 226Ra concentration seems to be
directly correlated to the extraction depth;
4) when uranium is detectable, the isotopes 238u and 234u are in
secular radioactive equilibrium (Fig.l);
5) 232Th and 228Th are not always in equilibrium, especially in
Tunisian scales, where the ratio 228Th;232Th can reach very
high values, up to 700 (Fig.2). This fact can be due to the
presence of initially high concentrations of the father 232Th
from which 228Ra separated because of the different chemical
behaviour of the ·two elements. Consequently the internal
contamination risks could be caused not only by 226Ra, but
also by 228Th and its daughters (224Ra, 212si, 220Rn, 216po,
212p 0 ) .
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Tab.I: 238u, 232Th and 226Ra concentration in different kinds
of scale.

PLANT

FEATURES

EXTRACfED

DEPTii

HYDROCARBON

(km)

238u

CONCE!\'TRATION (Bq/kg)
232Th

6

<0.9

<0.8

2890±578

<0.9

<0.8

1126±225

<0.9

<0.8

120± 24

18.9±3.8

30± 6

53.8j;10.8

<0.8

<2.7

11.3± 2.3

<0.8

110± 22

<0.9

<0.8

780±156

<0.9

<0.8

1323±265

<0.9

<0.8

35± 7

8.1±1.6

72± 15

226Ra

(PO VAllEY)

llX!RACTION PU..'<T
(PO VAllEY)

23.8± 4.3

OOll.ECl!ON PU!<T
(PO VAllEY)

OOll.ECl!CN P'-"'T
(SOlJIHl'RN ITALY)

EA"lRACTION PU..'lf .

~'D

(fUMSIA)

~'D

TREATME.'lf PLANT
(JUl-olSIA)

PHASE SEPARAnct-1 PLANT

7.3±1.4

L1QUID

(fUMSIA)

Tab.II: 238u, 232Th and 226Ra concentration in sludges.
PUNT
FEATURES

TREATh1E1-oT PV.Nf

EXTRACfED

DEPTii

HYDROCARBON

(km)

CONCE!\'TRATION (Bq/kg)
238u

232Th

226Ra

UQl,lD

4.6±0.9

13.0±2.6

69j; 14

UQl-10

10.3±2.1

33.0±6.6

175± 35

UQl,lD

6.7±1.3

2.6±0.5

393± 79

(11.,':-<!SIA)

TREATh!Do'T PIA,,.
rn..?o.'lSL\)
TI<.EATh!D..l Pl.A.""'T
{1\.'NISIA)
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Tab.III: 238u, 232Th and 226Ra concentration in waters.
PLANT

EXTRACTED
HYDROCARBON

FEAlVRES

EX1RACT!(1.-.; PlA'\o'T

CONCENTRATION (Bq/kg)

DEP1H

23Su

(km)

232Th

226Ra

<4.5&3

<4.0&3

1.5 E-2±3.0 E-3

<4.0 E-3

2.3 E-1±4.6 E-2

7.3 E-3±1.5 E-3

<4.0 E-3

6.0 E-2±1.2 E-2

MIXID

:1j)E+l±4.0

(IQVAL!EY)

E-0?"\cn<::t..r PLA.'.T

2

UQCID

(IQVAL!EY)

OFF SHORE PIA1FOR.\.1

GASECCS

nco SEA)

(ADRJA

232u
(5.32 MeV)

238u
(4.19 MeV)

234u
(4.77

~feV)

Energy (MeV)

Fi3.l:Uranium alpha spectrum
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Fig.2:Thorium alpha spectrum
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OBSERVATION OF TRITIUM BY CONTINUOUS SAMPLING
OF RAIN AND WATER VAPER IN OSAKA
T.Matsunami*,T.Ishiyama*,K.Megumi* and S.Kimura**
Research Institute for Advanced Science and Technology,
University of Osaka Prefecture,Sakai-shi,Osaka,Japan
** Osaka University of Pharmaceutical Science,Matsubarashi,Osaka,Japan

*

ABSTRACT
As the results of environmental activity observation for
three years made in the vicinity of a facility handling tritium
and in an uraban station llkm distant from the facility, it was
assumed that the tritium concentration ratio of atmospheric
water vapor to rain water could be an index to find out very
slight release of tritium from a facility handling tritium. In
the observation period the influence of Chernobyl accident was
detected and rise of tritium concentration in rain water was
observed when high concentration of loess aerosol visited Japan.
INTRODUCTION
The main chemical form of tritium in the environment is
HTO,so the discharged 3H enters the water cycle in the environment!). Monthly tritium activity in rain water was measured for
three years in the vicinity of a facility handling tritium
(Sakai) and in an urban station llkm distant from the facility
(Tondabayashi), together with l37cs,l34cs and 7Be activities.
Monthly tritium activity in atmospheric water vapor was also
measured for two years and half in Sakai, together with atmospheric activity concentrations of l37cs, l34cs and 7Be. The
results of observation are discussed in connection with
Chernobyl accident, the visit of loess aerosol from the continent and the possibility of detection of very slight tritium
release from a facility handling tritium.
METHODS OF SAMPLING AND MEASUREMENT
Monthly rain water sample was collected with funnel sampler
of 490cm2 in collecting area. 0.5 l was used for tritium measurement, and the rest was evaporated to dryness and used for
gamma-ray spectrometry with a Ge(Li)detector.
Atmospheric water vapor sample was collected by passing
air through molecular sieves 4A packed in a glass column(50x320
mm) continuously for about one week at a rate of 3 1/min and
absorbing water vapor in the column. Four samples were collected
in a month.
Airborne dust sample was collected by passing air through
a Millipore AA filter with a low volume air sampler continuously for a month ~nd subjected to gamma-ray spectrometry with a
Ge(Li)detector2 1 •
Dry nitrogen gas was passed through the molecular sieves
heated to 450°C and a cold trap, and usually 50-70ml of water
was collected in the trap. Monthly water samples(rain water
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samples and water samples released from the molecular sieves)
were purified through distillation and 200-250ml was subjected
to tritium concentration by multi-electrode electrolysis3).
Tritium activity measurement was made with a low background liquid scintillation counter(Aloka LB-l,TRI-CARB 2250CA),
the measuring time being 1000 min.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
1. Variation with time in tritium concentration in rain water
In Fig.l are shown variations with time of monthly concentrations in rain water of 3H,l37cs,l34cs and 7Be (Bq/1) and
monthly rainfall(mm) which were observed at two stations,
namely, in the vicinity of a facility handling tritium(Sakai)
and in the yard of a house in an urban station about 11 km
distant from the facility(Tondabayashi) for three years from
January 1986 to December 1988. Correlation coefficients between
these monthly observed values obtained at Sakai and Tondabayashi
were calculated and are shown in Table 1.
The ranges of variation in the tritium concentrations were
0.3-6.6Bq/l for Sakai(average:l.6Bq/l) and O.l-4.3Bq/l for
Tondabayashi(average:0.7Bq/l). The average tritium concentration was about twice larger in Sakai than in Tondabayashi. The
correlation coefficient obtained for the tritium concentration
was somewhat smaller than those obtained for the 137cs,l34cs
and 7Be concentrations and the rainfalls. Thus, it appears that
the difference betwee the tritium concentrations in rain water
observed at Sakai and at Tondabayashi is ascribed to very
slight release of tritium from the facility handling tritium in
Sakai.
As shown in Fig.l relatively high concentrations of 137cs,
134cs and 3H were observed in April and May 1986, resulting
from the Chernobyl accident of 26 April 1986. (Fresh nuclear
debris were detected in rain water 6 May for the first time.)
As apparently seen in Fig.l, conspicuously high tritium
concentrations were observed in April(and May) 1988, namely,
6.6+0.4Bq/l a~ Sakai and 4.3+0.4Bq/l at Tondabayashi. It is
noticed that 137cs concentration was also high in April 1988,
coinciding with the appearance of high tritium concentration.
It is generally accepted that tritium concentration in rain
water is lower for ocean-originating rainfall while it is higher for continent-originating rainfall. It is well known in
Japan that in 19-23 April 1988 the sky over west Japan was
covered with very high concentration of loess aerosol. At that
time continental high atmosphere was quite dominant over west
Japan. It is also generally recognized that in the time of the
year when high concentrations of loess aerosol are observed in
Japan, agitation occurs in high atmosphere over Asiatic continent. It is assumed that the air agitation causes descending of
old nuclear debris such as 137cs and 3H from the high atmosphere, and these old nuclear debris travels with loess aerosol
to Japan and then comes into rain water. A small peak of tritium
concentration appearing in April 1987 might be also ascribed to
visit of loess aerosol.
2. Variation with time of tritium concentration in atmospheric
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water vapor
In Fig.2 are shown variations wit time of monthly atmospheric concentration of tritium contained in water vapor(mBqjm3)
and humidity(gjm3) together with monthly tritium concentration
in water released from molecular sieves(Bq/1 ) , namely, monthly
tritium concentration in water vapor, which were observed at
Sakai in the period from August 1986 to December 1988. The
monthly humidity was higher in summer and lower in winter, and
correlates relatively well with the monthly atmospheric tritium
concentration.
In fig.3 are shown variation with time of atmospheric concentrations of 137cs,l34cs,7Be and airborne dust.
3. Tritium concentration ratio of atmospheric water vapor to
rain water
In Fig.4 are shown variation with time of the ratio of
monthly tritium concentration in atmospheric water vapor(unit:
Bq/1 )to that in rain water (unit:Bq/1 ) , which was observed at
Sakai in the period from August 1986 to December 1988. The ratio
is higher in the period from August 1986 to February 1987 and
from August 1988 to December 1988 compared to other periods.
Tritium handling was carried out more frequently in the facility in the periods showing high ratio values, and thus it is
assumed that the ratio could be used as an index to detect very
slight release of tritium from a facility handling tritium,
descriminating from global tritium(natural and artificial). For
instance, when the ratio is higher than 2, it may be suspected
that slight local release of tritium exists. However, it should
be remarked that the index value may become much smeller than 2
when loess aerosol visits Japan resulting in increase in
tritium concentration in rain water. The tritium concentration
in atmospheric water vapor is considered to depend more strongly on local origins than that in rain water.
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Correlation coefrictent

0. 71

0.82

Table 1

Correlation coefficients
calculated between the
concentrations at Sakai
and at Tondabayashi of
radionuclides,rainfall.
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SURVEILLANCE DE L 1 ENVIRONNEMENT DE LA HAGUE
S. LE BAR, Chef de la Section Prevention-Evaluation
du Service de Prevention et Radioprotection
de 1 1 Etablissement COGEMA LA HAGUE
ENVIRONMENT CONTROL AT FUEL REPROCESSING PLANT COGEMA LA HAGUE
The control of the environment at LA HAGUE is very important because a
good survey permits to know the impact of the plant activity on the
environment. With many mesurements, with various methods, this target is
reached. The results over the last ten years show this impact has been
divided by three while the amount of reprocessed spent fuel was
multiplied by four.
1

PRESENTATION

Etudiee et construite pour le retraitement des combustibles irradies,
1 1 usine de La Hague a actuellement une capacite d 1 exploitation de 1 200
T/an. Cette capacite sera portee a 1 600 T/an en 1994.
Un des principaux soucis des exploitants nucleaires est de veiller a
1 1 application des regles de radioprotection et particulierement de
maitriser les problemes lies a l 1 environnement.
2

CADRE REGLEMENTAIRE

Avant la mise en actif d 1 une installation nucleaire industrielle, il
est necessaire d 1 etudier attentivement l 1 impact de son fonctionnement sur
le milieu environnant et plus particulierement sur la population.
Cette etude porte sur les consequences sanitaires d 1 un fonctionnement
normal de 1 1 usine ainsi qu 1 en cas d 1 accident. Elle permet de definir une
reglementation publiee au Journal Officiel de la Republique FranQaise qui
indique les limites de rejet a respecter en tout etat de cause.
Ces autorisations portent sur les deux types de rejets effectues
liquides et gazeux. Pour chacune de ces autorisations, quatres limites
d 1 activite sont a respecter :
rejets liquides : tritium, emetteurs beta
90 et cesium 137, emetteurs alpha.
rejets
aerosols.

gazeux

gaz

autres

que

le

(hors tritium), strontium

tritium,

tritium,

halogenes,

Le respect de ces autorisations est contr<lle par un organisme
ministeriel, le Service Central de Protection centre les Rayonnements
Ionisants (SCPRI) dependant du Ministere de la Sante.
Enfin, 1 1 application de ces prescriptions est verifiee par une
surveillance radiologique du site et de son environnement. Tous les
resultats des mesures radiologiques retraQant 1 1 evolution du milieu
environnant sent transmis pour centrale au SCPRI.
3 ORGANISATION DE LA SURVEILLANCE
Les moyens de surveillance et de controle pouvent se diviser en deux
categories differentes du point de vue de leur exploitation :
- la surveillance en continu qui permet en cas d 1 evolution d 1 un
parametre, d 1 engager rapidement les actions correctives. Le grand nornbre
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de ces mesures a necessite une centralisation
centralise (PC environnement) .

a

un paste de controle

la surveillance en differe qui permet au moyen de prises
d' echantilllons dans 1 'environnement et d' analyses en laboratoire, de
completer notre surveillance et nos bilans.
3.1 SURVEILLANCE EN CONTINU
Ce controle s'exerce sur les rejets gazeux,les reseaux gravitaires et
les parametres meteorologiques.
Rejets gazeux :
La surveillance en continu des rejets gazeux de l'Etablissement est
con<;:ue comme une serie de trois cercles concentriques centres sur
l'Etablissement.
Au centre, les cheminees principales : UP 2 - UP 2 800 et UP 3. Les
mesures effectuees sont de type alpha, beta, gaz et mesure de debit.
Le deuxieme cercle est constitue de huit stations de surveillance
disposees en peripherie de l'Etablissement, elles permettent de decider
si une anomalie peut avoir des repercussions a l'exterieur de l'usine.
Les mesures effectuees portent sur la radioactivite des aerosols ainsi
que sur !'irradiation ambiante.
Enfin, le troisieme cercle est realise par cinq stations installees
dans les villages avoisinants a des distances de 1 a 5 kilometres, les
mesures en temps reel portent sur l'activite des gaz et !'irradiation.
Gravitaires
Toutes les eaux transitant sur 1 'Etablissement font 1' objet d' un
contr6le avant leur deversement dans le milieu avoisinant. Ce contr6le
est effectue a l'aide de 5 contr6leurs beta sur nappe d'eau (COBENADE).
Le debit d' ecoulement est me sure en continu et enfin des analyses
chimiques complementaires sont effectuees.
Parametres meteorologiques
Les mesures meteorologiques doivent permettre d'evaluer les
transferts atmospheriques de rejet d' effluents radioactifs gazeux en
fonctionnement normal ou en situation accidentelle. L'Etablissement de La
Hague s'est dote d'une station meteorologique sur le site.
Paste de contr6le centralise :
Une centralisation du resultat de ces contr6les a ete realisee pour
permettre une vision plus generale et instantanee de la situation
radiologique de l'Etablissement et de son environnement.
Chaque station de contr6le est equipee d' un automate qui permet
d'elaborer et de restituer la mesure en local et de la transmettre au
poste de contr6le centralise de l'environnement (PCE). Le PCE est equipe
d' un calculateur central multi taches qui re<;:oit ses informations des
differentes stations de mesure en continu et permet
la restitution
instantanee sur un ecran video couleur, !'impression des resultats et
l'archivage.
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3.2 SURVEILLANCE EN DIFFERE
Le contr6le differe consiste a prelever de facon systematique dans
l'environnement des echantillons significatifs qui sont ensuite analyses
par le laboratoire de 1 'environnement du service de Radioprotection.
Cette surveillance preventive nous permet d'elaborer des bilans precis.
Cette surveillance represente le prelevement de 17 000 echantillons par
an pour environ 50 000 analyses. Elle repose sur le contr6le des trois
familles de transfert de la radioactivite vers la chaine alimentaire ou
biologique : transferts atmospheriques, hydrogeologiques ou marins.
Transfert atmospherique :
L'ensemble des mesures constituant le contr6le continu en temps reel
est complete par celles effectuees au moyen de filtres ou de pieges au
charbon act if installes sur chacun des emissaires de 1 'Etablissement
ainsi que sur les stations de cloture et peripheriques.
De plus, cette surveillance est exercee sur les eventuelles retombees
au sol :
eaux de pluie, herbages, plantations, lait, viande.
Transfert hydrologique :
Les 32 sources ou ruisseaux prenant leur source a proximite de
l'Etablissement sont surveillees et analysees. La nappe phreatique fait
1 'objet d'une surveillance particuliere grace a un reseau de 220
piezometres. De plus, 1 'ensemble des eaux potables du district est
analyse regulierement.
Transfert marin :
Les rejets liquides de 1 'Etablissement se font en mer au travers
d'une canalisation immergee de 6 km de long. Cette conduite de rejet fait
l'objet d'une inspection reguliere.
La surveillance cotiere (200 km) s'exerce sur l'eau, le sable, les
sediments, les crustaces, les coquillages et les vegetaux qui ont la
particularite de fixer les radioelements rejetes en mer. La surveillance
de haute mer s'exerce sur l'eau, le sable, les sediments et les poissons.
Les prelevements sont effectues de Granville jusqu'au Havre par la marine
nationale francaise. Enfin, cette surveillance est completee par l'etude
de la diffusion marine des radioelements en Manche et Mer du Nord
effectuee par le Laboratoire de Radioecologie Marine du Commissariat a
l'Energie Atomique (CEA).
4 RESULTATS
Ce programme de surveillance a l'agrement du Ministere de la Sante
et fait l'objet de bilans. L'annexe 1 montre le bilan de la surveillance
du milieu environnant pour les dix dernieres annees completees par les
mesures effectuees en 65 et 66 qui sont les annees de reference precedant
la mise en service de l'usine.
Les activites les plus elevees sont les plus anciennes et au fond du
tableau et concernent la surveillance marine. On y observe une
decroissance des activites pour les dix dernieres annees tandis que la
quantite de combustible retraite n'a cesse de croitre. Cette decroissance
est le reflet de la diminution des activites rejetees en mer. De plus, on
peut remarquer que depuis quelques annees, l'activite artificielle est de
meme niveau que la radioactivite naturelle (potassium 40 et beryllium 7)
pour les patelles et tres inferieure pour les autres types d'echantillon.
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Ill

Bilan des mesures dans l'environnement de la HAGUE
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RADIOECOLOGICAL MONITORING OF THE ENVIRONMENT OF A FP~NCH
NUCLEAR POWER PLANT AFTER 12 YEARS IN OPERATION

DAUMAS J.*, FOULQUIER L.**, DESCAMPS B.**, ROUSSEL S.**
* Electricite de France - Centrale Nucleaire de Fessenheim
**Commissariat a 1 1 Energie Atomique-IPSN/DPEI. Service d I etudes
et recherches sur les transferts dans l 1 environnement.
SUMMARY

Taking Fessenhcim Nuclear Power Plant as an example,
description of various types of environmental test carried out
under the responsibility of the Operator of Nuclear Power
Plants in France : permanent monitoring of radioactivity, periodic radioecological assessments. Main results of measurements
taken, showing the effect of the Plant to be negligible. Policy
of openness by publication of these results.
INTRODUCTION

France has a large Nuclear Generating Capacity.
The
environment must be a constant concern, renewed according to
scientific
and
technological
progress.
Observing
strict
regulations,
Nuclear Power Plants release effluent,
the
radioactivity of which is added to radioactive fallout from old
nuclear explosions and from Chernobyl. It is indispensable to
monitor the surrounding radioecological state in order to
ensure that
operating these Plants
is compatible with
conservation. The Site of Fessenheim is given as an example of
the various types of test carried out under the Operator 1 s
responsibility.
1. FESSENHEIM NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

It is the oldest French
900 MW PWR Plant. I t
consists of two Units,
connected to the grid
in 1977.
In France,
there are currently 54
Units distributed over
19sites.

SPAIN
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The general process for radioecological studies consists of 4
phases :
- Initial radioecological assessment establishing a reference
state.
-Permanent monitoring of radioactivity in the area surrounding
the Plant.
-Complete radioecological assessment made after approximately
10 years in operation.
-Annual monitoring of main radio-indicators in the earth and
aquatic ecosystems.
It is then possible to compare the results obtained with the
effluent composition (table 1)
Table 1 : Overall composition of liquid and gaseous effluent
released from Fessenheim Nuclear Power Plant.
total~

(GBq)
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990

..

37
42
27
28
23
14

totai'y
(GBq)
157
156
69
96
81
56
900

sum of RE*
(GBq)

tritium
(TBq)

82
79
42
47
46
34

30
38
36
33
24
20

I

75

volume
(10 3 m3)
57
52
48
68
59
57

I

Gas
(TBq)

aerosols+ halogens
(GBq)

93.5
100
44
<12
< 11
<8.3

0.12
0.20
0.11
<0.03
< 0.03
<0.03

1500

110

* Sum of radioelements apart from H3, Ra, K40. These are
basically
Co60+58 (about 80% of release), Ag 110m, Sb124,
Il31, Csl37+134. **Annual authorized limit for site.
2.

INITIAL RADIOECOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT
It is obligatory for the study of environmental impact as
one of the conditions of the Request to Provide a Utility,
before the first Unit is started up. It consists of two facets:
- Evaluation of dose, based on a series of measurements of dose
equivalents in the region [1] and analyses of y spectrometry
inside living quarters [2]. Variations due to geology or manmade modifications are observed. In the Plain of Alsace, the
results are from 0.66 to 0.96 mSv p.a with a supplementary
contribution of between 0.26 and 0.61 mSv p.a, related to
buildings. Occasional values are noted: 4.8 mSv p.a. on a farm
near a heap of manure and 33 mSv p.a. near uranium-bearing
lode.
-Measurements of radioactivity in the environment [3] mainly
based, at this time, on soil, vines, corn, joney and tritium
of water. The Plant has at its disposal L9
data concerning
Rhine fish : the Cs137 content, attibutable to radioactive
fallout from nuclear tests, varied from 1 to 6 Bq.kg-1 (wet
weight).
3.

PERMANENT MONITORING OF RADIOACTIVITY
The measurements are carried out by the Operator (table 2)
according to a statutory programme controlled by the Central
Service for Protection against Ionizing Radiation (SCPRI),
which is responsible to the Ministry of Health.
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Table 2 : Measurements for monitoring radioactivity carried out
by the Operator around Fessenheim Nuclear Power Plant
Type of measurement

Average results
1990

(Permanent) ambient radiation

0.01 to 0.04 J.l.Gy.h-1

aerosols in air on filter, measured 6 days
after sampling

total

(Rhine) riverwater during effluent release

total ~<1.1 Bq.l-1
H3<35 Ba.l-1

(Weekly) rainwater

total

~

0.15 J.l.Gy.h-1

: 0.34 to 0.67 mBq.m-3

~<0.61

total ~<0.63Bq.l-1
H3 < 34Bq.l-1

(Monthly) land vegetation

total

~

(Monthly) milk

total

~(excluding

total ~:12 Bq.m-3
1131:3.5 Bq.m-3
1131 :46Bq.l-1
Cs137:7 Bq.l-1
1131 :1030Bq.l-1

Bq.l-1

(Monthly) groundwater

When the cloud from
Charnobyl was passing over
(maximum values)

Cs137:138Bq.~1

(excluding K40) = 190Bq.kg-1 sec
K40) <0.43 Bq.l-1

total ~:290 Bq.l-1
1131:140 Bq.l-1
Cs137:42 Bq.l-1

Every month, the Plant distributes these results to Local
Public Authorities, elected representatives and media. The
results are also displayed on Minitel
(national public
information service) . SCPRI carries out complementary tests
concerning the whole of France, the results of which are also
displayed on Minitel.
4.

TEN-YEARLY RADIOECOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT

This study [s] was carried out after 12 years in operation
at the time of the ten-yearly outage programme for both units.
It consists of y spectrometry on all samples and measurements of
H3, Sr, Pu on some of them. For the earth ecosystem, at
stations representative of the compass, samples of soil, milk,
irrigation water, produce (corn, wine, wheat, lucerne, etc) are
taken and analyzed (table 3)
Table 3 :Artificial y radioactivity (in Bq.kg-l(dry weight)) in
some samples from the land around the Plant :
Vine soil
Cs134
Cs137
Ag 110m
CoSO

1.6±0.5
14 ±2

---

---

Moss
81 ±4
413 ± 13
0.5±0.3
0.3±0.2

Lucerne

Corn

---

---

0.1 ± 0.1

0.19±0.1

---

-----

---

The arboreal mosses,
excellent radio- indicators,
contain
radioelements
attributable
to
radioactive
fallout
from
Chernobyl. The traces of Co 60 are probably related to Plant
aerosols. A thorough analysis [6] of the concentration and
deposit of Cs 137 in the soil, taking into account the effect
of
radioactive
fallout
from
Chernobyl,
has
completely
exonerated gaseous release from the Plant. Concerning the
aquatic ecosystem (water, sediment, vegetation, fish) the
results show that the Chernobyl accident has greatly influenced
radioactivity levels (table 4).
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Table 4:Ex~les of artificial y radioactivity in the Rhine (in
Bq. kq-1 (d. w.) for sediment and veqetation, in Bq. kq-1 (w. w.) for fish) .
Upstream
Cs 134
Cs137
Co 58
Co 60
Mn 54

Sediment
18±2
97 ± 10
1 ±0.5
4± 1
1 ±0.5

Ve~etation

5.2± 1.9
25.4±2.8
8.5±2.8
10 ±3
2.8 ± 1.4

Fish
0.4 ± 0.2
2.2±0.3

-------

Sediment
11 ±3
57±3
3±1
3± 1

---

Downstream
Veoetation
2 ±0.9
7.5±1.5
69 ±6
16 ±2
3.3±1.1

Fish
0.4 ± 0.1
2.1 ±0.2

-------

The presence of radiocobalt upstream from Fessenheim is
attributable to effluent from a Nuclear Power Plant on the Upper
Rhine. The isotopic ratio of Caesium corresponds to that of
Chernobyl. Downstream, the concentration of Co 58+60 in aquatic
vegetation can be attributed to liquid effluent from Fessenheim
Nuclear Power Plant.
5.

ANNUAL RADIOECOLOGICAL MONITORING

EDF has decided on a simplified annual monitoring programme
for all Sites. It is currently being perfected technically for
implementation in 1992. Thus, approximately thirty radioindicators on land and in water (continental and marine) can be
monitored with y spectrometry and, if necessary, radiochemical
analyses.There will therefore be a data bank permanently
updated, according to time and space.
CONCLUSION

The impact of 12 years of operating Fessenheim Nuclear Power
Plant is represented by a slight presence of artificial
radioelements in the environment. These results underline the
importance of radioecological testing before Plant start-up and
during its operation, thus enabling any anomaly to be discovered
at any time. In accordance with a national desire for openness,
the public is informed of the results of these tests by the
authorities, elected representatives and media [~ . The results
can thus be compared to those of other existing networks of
measurement. Moreover, the radioecological studies are the
subject of published scientific papers [~ . The link between
industry and research is thus correctly developed.
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LES NOUVELLES GRANDEURS OPERATIOHNELLES DE L'ICRU ET LEUR
IMPACT SUR LES TECHNIQUES DE DOSIMETRIE ER RADIOPROTECTION.
G.PORTAL. CEA/Institut de Protection et de Sfirete Nucleaire:
DPHD/S.DOS.fBP N.6,92265 FONTENAY AUX ROSES France.

ICRU HEW OPERATIONAL QUANTITIES AND THEIR IMPLICATION OR
RADIATION PROTECTION IHSTRUMERTATIOR
In defining the new operational quantities (NOQ) the ICRU
sought concepts applicable with the use of existing
instrumentation or which do not introduce too drastic
modifications for the design of future instrumentation.
A short presentation of the last ICRU recommendations on the
definitions and conditions of use of these new quantities is
given.
The implications of these quantities on the design of
radiation protection instrumentation is analysed.

l.IRTRODUCTIOR
L'equivalent de dose et l'equivalent de dose efficace ont ete
pendant longtemps les principales grandeurs utilisees en
radioprotection mais les conditions dans lesquelles elles
doivent etre determinees en pratique n'ont ete abordees que
recemment, par l'ICRU et l'ICRP, dans une serie de publications oil les "nouvelles grandeurs operationnelles" (NGO) ont
ete definies et leur mise en oeuvre precisee (ICRU 39,ICRP 51,
ICRU 43, ICRU XX).
Le comite de travail de l'ICRU qui a propose ces NGO s'etait
fixe comme regle de rechercher des concepts qui soient mesurables, en pratique, sans bouleverser les methodes et l'instrumentation existante.
Dans ce document on analyse l'impact des NGO sur les methodes
et les moyens mis en oeuvre en radioprotection.

2.LES NOUVELLES GRANDEURS OPERATIOHNELLES.
Les definitions de "l'Equivalent de 9ose ambiant" "H*" et de
l'Equivalent de dose directionnel" "H II n'ont pas evolue
depuis leur origine bien que les criteres d'utilisation aient
ete precises differemment dans le dernier document (ICRU XX) a
paraitre. Les equivalents de dose individuels, profond Hp et
superficiel Hs, sont remplaces dans la derniere publicat1on
par "l'equivalent de dose personnel" "Hp(d)" oil d represente
la profondeur de reference: 0.07 mm, 3 mm, 10 mm.
Les points essentiels suivants sont precises dans ce document.
a{ L~s etalonnages doivent etre effectues en terme de:
-H pour les dosimetres de champ destines a la mesure des
rayonnements penetrants.
-H pour les dosimetres de champ destines a la mesure des
rayonnements faiblement penetrants.
-Hp(d) pour les dosimetres individuels.
Ces derniers doivent etre places sur un fantome; pour des
raisons pratiques, il est conseille d'utiliser pour l'etalonnage en photons une plaque de polymethylmetacrylate (lucite,
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plexiglas, etc;) de 15cm * 30cm * 30cm.La grandeur utilisee
pour l'etalonnage est Hp(d) dans un fantOme de meme composition que le tissu ICRU et de meme dimension et forme que le
fantOme utilise pour l'etalonnage.
bl- Les dosimetres de champ de rayonnement penetrant doivent
presenter une reponse angulaire "isotrope"; leur indication ne
doit done pas varier avec l'angle d'incidence du rayonnement.
- Les dosimetres de champ de rayonnement peu penetrant et
les dosimetres individuels doivent presenter une reponse
angulaire "isodirectionnelle"; ceci implique que leur
indication I varie avec l'angle d'inci9ence en accord avec la
grandeur consideree. On a alors: I 1 H ou I 1 Hp(d) = Cste •
3.ADEQUATION DE L'INSTRUMENTATION EXISTANTE

Les caracteristiques essentielles mises en jeu par !'introduction des NGO concernent la reponse energetique et la
reponse angulaire.
3.1.Dosimetres de champ
3.1.1. Rayonnement penetrant.

Un instrument destine a mesurer !'equivalent de dose ambiant
doit presenter une reponse angulaire isotrope et une reponse
energetique qui tient compte du rayonnement diffuse par le
fantOme.
al Pour la dosimetrie des photons et des neutrons,l'instrumentation existante presente deja une reponse isotrope (Tab.1)
bl L'instrumentation destinee a la dosimetrie des photons,
a !'exception de celle qui est con9ue pour la mesure de !'exposition, presente une reponse energetique tres Voisine de
celle impliquee par la mesure de H* ou peut etre facilement
adaptee par !'interposition de filtres permettant d'ajuster
l'epaisseur des parois a la profondeur de reference.Il y a
lieu de remarquer que certains instruments, comme les GM, sent
mieux adaptes a la mesure de H* qu'a celle de !'exposition
(PORTAL 88).
c1 L'instrumentation utilisee jusqu'alors pour la
dosimetrie des neutrons etait adaptee a la mesure de
!'equivalent de dose maximal dans un fantOme cylindrique
(MADE); la profondeur de mesure variait d~nc avec l'energie
des neutrons. En fait !'introduction de H n'entraine une
difference significative que dans la gamme d'energie de 100 eV
a 1 KeV; les incertitudes qui en decoulent pour les mesures
effectuees "sur le terrain" sent minimes.
3.1.2.Rayonnement faiblement penetrant.

L9 reponse energetique de !'instrumentation destinee a mesurer
H est similaire a celle de !'instrumentation existante dans la
mesure ou la profondeur de reference est identique; dans le
cas contraire il suffit de petits ajustements pour !'adapter.
La reponse angulaire doit etre isodirectionnelle et non
isotrope comme c'est souvent le cas avec !'instrumentation
destinee a la mesure de la dose absorbee. De ce fait les
appareils dent !'element detecteur presente une 9eometrie
cylindrique ne sent pas adaptes a la mesure de H • Seuls ceux
qui sent dotes d'un capteur plan sent utilisables sans modification (Chambre a extrapolation, diodes, etc.) (Table.1).
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3.2. Dosimetres individuals
La plupart des dosimetres individuals sont deja con9us pour
determiner !'equivalent de dose a une profondeur de 0.07, 3 ou
10mm. Leur reponse energetique est alignee sur la dose absorbee dans le cas des photons et sur !'equivalent de dose
maximal (MADE) pour les neutrons. Elle n'est done pas fondamentalement differente de celle impliquee par !'utilisation
des NGO. Si les profondeurs de reference ne sont pas respectees, il suffit le plus souvent d'effectuer des ajustements
mineurs pour l'ameliorer (Table 1).
Leur reponse angulaire doit ~tre isodirectionnelle. Comme
precedemment, ce n'est pas le cas pour ceux qui mettent en
oeuvre un element detecteur de geometrie cylindrique {Compteur
proportionnel, Chambre a ionisation, Dosimetre a bulles); leur
conception doit ~tre revisee. Ceux qui sont dotes d'un
detecteur plan peuvent presenter une reponse isodirectionnelle
(Emulsions photographiques et nucleaires, Detecteurs thermoluminescents, Diodes, etc.). Cependant ceci n'est pas toujours
exact pour les dosimetres a neutrons qui sont dotes d'un
convertisseur (n,p) generalement mince; la profondeur de
reference n'est pas respectee (Emulsion nucleaire NTA, Detecteur solide de traces, etc.); leur reponse n'est pas isodirectionnelle {Voir figure 1).

4. CONCLUSION
La plupart des appareils utilises jusqu'alors peuvent ~tre
conserves pour la mesure des nouvelles grandeurs operationnelles; il suffit le plus souvent d'effectuer un changement
d'echelle pour tenir compte du changement d'unite. Le seul
probleme qui se pose concerne le defaut de reponse isodirectionnelle des dosimetres individuals et des dosimetres de
champ pour les rayonnements faiblement penetrants. Cependant
ce probleme n'est pas nouveau; c'est par souci de simplification que l'on concevait dans le passe des detecteurs isotropes
mais ceci n'etait nullement justifie.
En fait !'evolution des dosimetres a neutrons sera surtout
imposee par !'application des recommandations de l'ICRP 60
qui exigent des modifications importantes de leur reponse
energetique (du fait des changements apportes aux facteurs de
qualite) et de leur seuil de detection qui devrait ~tre reduit
d'un facteur 5 a 10 (PORTAL 1991).

4. REFERENCES.
HANKINS D., HOMMANN S., WESTERMARK J., The LLNL CR39 Personnel Neutron Dosemeter, Radiat. Prot. Dosim., 23, 195-198 {88).
JAHR R, HOLLNAGEL R, SIEBERT B.R.L., Calculations of specified Depth dose equiv.,Radiat. Prot. Dosim., 10, 75-87 {85).
PORTAL G, 1988, Implication of ICRU 39 for radioprotection
instrumentation, Radiat.Prot.Dosim., 23, 99-103 (88).
PORTAL G, 1991, Implication of new ICRP-ICRU recommendations on neutron dosimetry.To be published in Rad.Prot.Dosim •.
SCHWARTZ,R.B. and HUNT,J.B., Measurement of the energy response of superheated drop neutron detectors, Rad. Pro. Dosim.,
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MONITORING OF RADIOACTIVE LIQUID EFFLUENTS GENERATED AT
INSTITUTO DE PESQUISAS ENERGETICAS E NUCLEARES AND
ENVIRONMENTAL BEHAVIOUR OF RADIONUCLIDES IN THE
ECOSYSTEM OF PINHEIROS RIVER

V.M.F.Jacomino; M.F.Maduar; G.Hiromoto; A.M.P.L. Gordon;
L.Venturini and A.J.G.dos Santos.
Instituto de Pesquisas Energeticas e Nucleares
Comissao Nacional de Energia Nuclear
Cx. Postall1049- 05499 Sao Paulo-SP, Brazil
ABSTRACT

In order to allow an assessment of the environmental impact due to the operation
of the IPEN's facilities and an evaluation of the adequacy of the effluent emission control
system, a continuous effluent monitoring program has been carried out. During the rear
of 1990, the total activity discharged was 7.7 x 108 Bq, diluted on 1.4 x 10 3 m of
water. The effective dose equivalent in the critical group was 6.8 x 10- 5 mSv, mainly
due to the exposure to Co-60, Cs-137 and Cs-134. It should be emphasized, however, that
none of these radionuclides has been detected in the environmental samples.
INTRODUCTION

All the radioactive liquid effluents generated at Instituto de Pesquisas Energeticas
e Nucleares (IPEN) are discharged, after an adequate treatment, into the aquatic system
of Pinheiros river. In order to control such releases into the environment, an effluent
monitoring program has been established on a routine basis. In this paper, results of the
source-term are presented concerning the period from January/88 to Decembef/90
together with the estimate of the effective dose equivalent to the general public. Data
relative to the levels of radioactivity in environmental samples collected in the ecosystem
of Pinheiros river during the year of 1989, are also presented.
LIQUID EFFLUENT RELEASE SOURCE-TERM FOR THE PERIOD FROM
JANUARY/88 TO DECEMBER/90

The liquid effluents from most of the IPEN's facilities or laboratories are stored
and controlled in their respective retention tanks. Each batch of the effluents generated is
sampled and measured by gamma spectrometry using a HPGe detector. If the samples
contain uranium and/or thorium, the activity of these radionuclides is measured by
neutron activation or spectrophotometric analysis. The total activity together with the
total volume of water released during the period from January/88 to December;90 is
summarized in Table I.
After proper operational controls at the source, a decision is made about discharge
of ea1h fatch into the sewage system of the Institute, according to the national regulatory
rules 1 .
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EVALUATION OF THE RADIATION DOSE TO THE INDIVIDUALS OF THE
PUBLIC
All the low-level liquid effluents authorized for release are discharged into the
Pinheiros river. These releases are made through the sewage system of the Institute. The
effluents enter into the river at two separated points, two quilometers apart, through two
sewage lines; one of them outflows direct into Pinheiros river and the other one outflows
into Jaguar~ stream before reaching Pinheiros river.
At the moment there is complete lack of aquatic life in this river due to the high
quantity of sewage discharged continuously and due to severe industrial pollution. There
is no use of the water neither for human consumption nor for irrigation purposes. Only
some factories localized at the river borderlines pump the water for industrial machine
refrigeration.
In this case, the main exposure pathway to be considered is the gamma external
irradiation of the individuals of the public who work at the river bank near the discharge
point. (:hf dose received by this critical g(OlJP was evaluated according to the IAEA
model 2 and using adequate dose factors \ 3 . It was assumed a continuous release of
liquid effluents into the river. The final results of the annual effective dose equivalent are
presented in Table I. The main radionuclides which contributed to exposure during the
period from J anuary/88 to December/90 were Co-60, Cs-137 and Cs-134.

MEASUREMENT OF ACTIVITIES IN WATER AND SEDIMENTS OF
PINHEIROS RIVER
Samples of water and sediments were collected at five points of Pinheiros river
and analyzed by gamma spectrometry; uranium contents were determined by fluorimetry.
The points of monitoration are described below:
Point 1: Control point, localized about 3 km upstream from the first effluent discharge
point.
Point 2: First effluent discharge point, localized at the mixing point where
joins the river flow.

Jaguar~

stream

Point 3: Second effluent discharge point about 2 km downstream from Point 2.
Point 4: Morumbi bridge, about 4 km downstream from Point 3.
Point 5: Discharge point of Pinheiros river into Billings reservoir, about 10 km
downstream from Point 4.
Only natural radionuclides were detected in these environmental samples, as
follows: Ra-228, Ra-226, Be-7 and K -40, with activities corresponding to the background
levels.
These measurements are made only periodically since sufficient data has been
accumulated during the last years, so that the control of radiation doses to members of
the public might be reduced solely to the monitoring at the points of discharge of the
Institute.
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TABLE I - Results of the total activity in the liquid effluents released during the period
from January/88 to December/90 and total effective dose equivalent (HE) in
the critical group.

year

total activity
released
(Bq/y)

total
volume
(m3 /y)

HE
(mSv/y)

1988

2.0

X

109

2.4

X

10 3

2.7

X

10·5

1989

4.0

X

109

1.2

X

10 3

5.6

X

10- 5

1990

7.7

X

108

1.4

X

10 3

6.8

X

10-5

CONCLUSIONS

Results of dose calculations in the critical group showed that radiological
consequences to the environment due to radionuclides releases into the Pinheiros river
through IPEN's sewage system are negligible at the moment. The levels of radioactivity
found in water and sediments river samples are in agreement with the expected values,
considering that the effluents released are diluted in a high volume of water by the time
they reach the receptor river.
REFERENCES
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DEVELOPMENT OF GAMMA PROBE FOR RADIATION SURVEYS
OF THE BOTTOMS OF SURFACE VATERS
D.R. Lee, S.J. Yelch, M.J. St. Aubin and R. Dal Bianco
Environmental Research Branch
Chalk River Laboratories
AECL Research
Chalk River, Ontario, KOJ 1JO, Canada
(613) 584-3311
ABSTRACT
Ye have developed a practical method for mapping variations in gamma
activity and electrical conductivity of submerged sediments. Prototype
probes are being constructed and tested. The first prototype was
essentially a background survey meter (Jones, 1979) packaged in a 53-emlong by 5.4-cm-diameter waterproof vehicle. This tubular vehicle was towed
by boat in contact with the bottom sediments of lakes and rivers.
Originally, this vehicle was designed (and is still frequently used) for
locating groundwater and contaminant entry areas in surface waters. By
logging geographic position and sediment variables, it has been possible to
produce contour maps in areas of interest. Thus it is possible to optimize
environmental analysis and avoid the "hit or miss" approach of traditional
bottom-sediment surveys.
INTRODUCTION
Contaminants present in surface-water discharges as a result of
industrial effluents can accumulate in bottom sediments. Because of the
overlying water, it has been difficult to determine the areal distribution
of contaminants in these sediments. Consequently, environmental questions
often cannot be addressed without great cost. Mobile methods for rapid
detection and mapping of sediment contamination would greatly enhance the
value of laboratory analyses required for monitoring. If areas of
potential contamination were surveyed and the results shown on a map, it
would be possible to verify the effectiveness of monitoring, reduce its
cost or focus on corrective action.
Most instruments, presently used for underwater surveys, are designed
to operate some distance above the bottom, not in contact with it, to avoid
snagging, abrasion or damage. Although many contaminants are
preferentially associated with sediments, they cannot be readily detected
without direct sediment contact. Several devices have been designed to be
lowered to the bottom to make point measurements, but they do not provide
information between the points of measurement. A continuous line of data
along the bottom can be decisive because contaminants are rarely
distributed uniformly. Some large devices have been designed for towing
behind oceanographic vessels. These devices are unsuited for surveys on
the bottoms of lakes, estuaries or rivers, particularly near shore-based
industrial areas.
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Many radionuclides that may be present in industrial discharges become
associated with bottom sediments. Shielding by water prevents detection
unless the detector is within a few centimeters of the radioactivity.
Consequently, most radiometric surveys of bottom sediments are done by
sediment coring and subsequent laboratory analyses. However, coring is a
point sampling approach. Yithout a measure of spatial heterogeneity,
coring can not provide satisfactory coverage without enormous effort.
Therefore, the detailed, quantitative information from sediment cores can
rarely be used fully.
The project outlined here was designed to provide continuous line data
that could be used to generate contour maps of gamma activity
distributions. Such a map could be used to select coring locations and to
reduce the numbers of cores required. Quantitative information from these
cores can be used to calibrate the mapped distributions. A map of sediment
radioactivity could also help form conceptual models for aquatic transport,
dispersion and deposition. Information on the lateral distributions of
gamma activity of bottom sediments could also help to verify the results of
effluent monitoring programs, improve the information quality of bottom
samples that are taken to answer allegations regarding release of
contaminants, and to establish representative monitoring points. Vhere
there are valid concerns that sediments may be contaminating invertebrates
or fish, a contour map of gamma activity can help target areas for
definitive study.
BOTTOM-CONTACT SEDIMENT SURVEY PROBE
The probe serves as an underwater gamma radiation survey vehicle that
can be towed along the bottom of a body of water with minimal snagging.
Another requirement was that the vehicle remain oriented so that detectors
in the probe would "look" toward the bottom, or upward toward the overlying
water.
The initial prototype was a 53-em-long x 5.4-cm-diameter tube, closed
at both ends and containing a Geiger-Muller tube. Lead was added inside of
the 5.4-cm-diameter tube to keep the probe on the bottom during normal
towing speeds of 1 meter per second. Mass within the tube was distributed
to maintain the orientation of the probe. Orientation also ensured that
contact with the bottom could be ascertained while the probe was underway,
by monitoring electrical conductance with electrodes located along the
lower side of the probe. During towing, the probe did not roll or twist
along its longitudinal axis by more than 10 degrees, so that the sensors,
which had been fixed within the vehicle, were oriented to "look" up, down,
or sideways (Jones, 1979; Lee and Beattie, 1991).
A stretched version of the probe was built to allow adjustment of the
probe mass by the addition or removal of lead weights, while at the same
time preserving the self-orienting feature of the probe. Yhere sediments
were very soft, it was advantageous to increase or decrease the overall
mass for selected runs. Also, in the stretched version, the lead shielding
over the upper and lateral sides of the detector was removed so that
radiation could be detected from all around.
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Because of their robustness, the two detectors used to date have been
Geiger-Muller tubes. The two Geiger-Muller tubes used have outer
dimensions of 26.7-cm long x 2.25-cm diameter and 99.3-cm long x 5.075-cm
diameter. In laboratory tests, the larger tube has been shown to be 16
times more sensitive than the smaller tube. Currently, the larger tube is
being incorporated into a second probe and a third device, which will have
a Nai detector, is being designed.
FIELD-PORTABLE DATA ACQUISITION
A geographic positioning system has been interfaced to a computer for
logging the position of the probe while it is underway. The positioning
system is portable, semi-automatic and laser-based. Tests have shown that
records of sediment variables and geographic location (to plus or minus one
meter) can be logged under field conditions.
A portable computer has been modified and software has been written to
convert analog signals to digital data, to store these data and display
concurrent, real-time records of gamma activity and sediment conductivity.
Having a real-time graphical display, the operators are able to identify
key sampling locations, and to form a mental image of the underlying
spatial variations of the sediment. Therefore, the density of coverage and
the sampling for ground truth was adjusted at early stages of the current
investigation of the Chalk River waterfront on the Ottawa River.
Yith geographic positioning, the system has allowed us to collect data
for creating coloured contour maps of the distributions of sediment
radioactivity and conductivity. Results of work along the Chalk River
waterfront have shown good agreement between laboratory analyses of river
sediment and contour maps made with this data acquisition system. Good
agreement has also been seen between point data and probe results in a
study of a small pond near one of the waste management areas at Chalk
River.
CONCLUSION
A new approach to underwater monitoring near industrial sites has been
introduced for surveying areas of interest in aquatic environments. The
approach has the potential to reduce the costs of monitoring and
remediation by identifying specific areas for detailed study. Sediment
monitoring or cleanup can be targeted on locations where maximum benefit
can be obtained.
REFERENCES
Jones, A.R., 1979. Two survey meters for measuring low gamma-ray dose
rates. AECL Research, AECL-6407.
Lee, D.R. and Beattie, Y.J., 1991.
lake, estuary and river sediments.
Other patents pending.

Gamma survey probe for use on ocean,
United States Patent Number 5,050,525.
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BILAN DE LA SURVEILLANCE DE LA RADIOACTIVITE DANS
L'ENVIRONNEMENT DES SITES DU COMMISSARIAT A L' ENERGIE
ATOMIQUE
D. ROBEAU, M. MONTJOIE, A.M. SAUVE, J. LAPORTE, A. RAHAPLEN,
L. ALPHONSE, C. HUC, C. BENSIMON * , G CISSOKO * .
C.E.A./INSTITUT DE PROTECTION ET DE SURETE NUCLEAIRE
CENTRE D'ETUDES DE FONTENAY AUX ROSES
F92265 FONTENAY AUX ROSES CEDEX

* COMPAGNIE

INTERNATIONALE DE SERVICES INFORMATIQUES

RADIOACTIVE SURVEY OF THE ENVIRONMENT OF THE NUCLEAR SITES
OF FRENCH NUCLEAR BOARD : AN OVERVIEW
C.E.A. has set up a network of radioactive survey around its
nuclear
sites.
This
network
involves
terrestrial,
atmospheric and marine results of radioactive measurements.
This survey is structured in four levels. The level 0
homogeneizes stations of measurements, level 1 centralizes
real-time measurements of gross a and (3 measurements of
atmospheric radioactivity,
level
2
and 3 centralizes
postponed a-(3 spectrometric measurements of radioactivity on
water, deposition, grass, vegetables. People can
have a
squint at these results of measurements using popular
MINITEL telephonic network.
1. INTRODUCTION.
La
surveillance
du
niveau
de
radioactivitA
de
l'environnement des sites du Commissariat a l'Energie
Atomique
a
accompagnA,
depuis leur crAation,
leurs
activitAs.
Cette
surveillance
est
particuliArement
rigoureuse auteur des sites civils de Fontenay-aux-roses, de
Saclay, de Grenoble, de Cadarache; des sites militaires de
Valduc, Bruyeres-le-Chatel;
des sites industriels de La
Hague, Marcoule, Pierrelatte. Elle est dirigAe par la
direction de chaque Atablissement.
Par dAcision de l'Administrateur GAneral du C.E.A. un
rAseau
surveillance de l' environnement a AtA crAe a la
suite des besoins d' information prAcis et rapides qui ont
AtA mis en Avidence, notamment, lors de !'accident survenu a
la centrale de Tchernobyl.
Par la suite, une directive du Premier Ministre, puis
du Ministre de l'Industrie ont insistA sur la nAcessitA pour
les exploitants de l'industrie nuclAaire d' informer le
public des niveaux de radioactivitA enregistrAs auteur des
installations nucleaires. Les resultats de mesures de la
radioactivite du reseau de surveillance cree par le C.E.A.
ant done ete mis a la disposition du public par divers
moyens d'information.
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2. LA STRUCTURE DU RESEAU DE SURVEILLANCE.

2.1. Les elements du reseau.
Ce reseau de surveillance appelle SYTAR
(SYsteme
de
Transmission et d' Alarme Radiologique) relie les sites de
BRUYERES-LE-CHATEL, CADARACHE, FONTENAY-AUX-ROSES, GRENOBLE,
LA HAGUE, MARCOULE, PIERRELATTE, SACLAY, VALDUC, MONTHLERY.
Il integre egalement un reseau de surveillance atmospherique
comprenant six stations de mesures de forte sensibilite et
un
reseau
de
surveillance
marine
comprenant
quinze
stations de prelevement sur les cotes de la Manche et
de la Mediterannee. Ces deux reseaux, ainsi que le reseau
SYT AR
sont exploi tes par 1' IPSN ( Insti tut de Protection
et de surete Nucleaire).
2.2 Les niveaux du reseau
Le reseau est structure en quatre niveaux fonctionnant
parrallelement, avec des frequences differentes.
2.2.1. Le niveau o.
Ce niveau 0 a pour objectif de donner toutes informations
sur la nature
(type d'appareillage,
seuil de mesure,
radionucleide de reference, ... ) et l'etat de fonctionnement
des materiels de mesure. Un second objectif de ce niveau est
l'harmonisation des appareillages et des seuils de mesures.
Les elements de ce niveaux sent modifies lors d'un
changement, d'un arret au d'une remise en fonctionnement
d'un appareil.
2.2.2. Le niveau 1.
Ce niveau 1 a pour objectif d'homogeneiser et de centraliser
les resultats de mesure des radioactivites atmospheriques a
et ~ (radioactivites naturelle, artificielle et totale), les
resultats de mesure de l 1 irradiation ~ des gaz. Les mesures
de ce niveau sent faites en temps reel, par des balises
BFSAB (Balise a Filtre Sequentiel Alpha et Beta). La balise
1
fournit une mesure de l'irradiation ~ exprimee en nGyh- et
3
une mesure de la radioactivite des gaz en BqmLes
traitements sont effectues a partir de la frequence des
impulsions
fournies
par
le~
capteurs;
pour
obtenir
1 1 acti vi te des gaz, le ni veau · d 1 irradiation naturelle est
soustrait apres lissage des resultats. cette balise permet
egalement des mesures directes et retardees a 24 heures de
l 1 activite a et ~ des aerosols.
2.2.3. Le niveau 2.
Ce niveau 2 a pour objectif d 1 homogeneiser et de centraliser
les
resul tats
de
mesure
de
la
radioacti vi te
par
spectrometrie a, ~ et ~ , des prelevements d' aerosols, des
depots
et
des
eaux.
Ces
mesures
sont
effectuees
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hebdomadairement en situation normale.
2.2.4. Le niveau 3.
ce niveau 3 a pour objectif d'homogeneiser et de centraliser
les
resultats
de
mesure
de
la
radioactivite
par
spectrometrie
a, (3 et 1 , des preH~vements d'herbe et de
vegetaux (fruits,
legumes, feuilles).
Ces mesures sont
effectuees mensuellement en situation normale.
3.LES MOYENS D'INFORMATION DU RESEAU.
3.1. Les aspects mediatiques du reseau.
Ce reseau est un systeme d'information des autorites du CEA
mais aussi du public. Pour le public les resultats de
mesures de la radioactivite sont pour chacun des sites et
pour chacun des niveaux moyennes sur un mois. Les valeurs
moyennes des 12 mois precedents sont egalement indiquees, a
titre de reference.
Ces resultats
sont alors
edites
trimestriellement
et
consultables
par
le
public
par
l'intermediaire du reseau telematique MINITEL.
3.2. Tableau de bord de la radioactivite d'un site.
Un
exemple
de
tableau
de
bord
des
mesures
de
la
radioactivite fourni a la fois aux autorite et au public est
illustre par les graphiques ci-apres. Ce tableau de bord est
celui
relatif
au
niveau
de
la
radioactivite
de
l'environnement du site de Grenoble pour l'annee 1990 (
departement de l'Isere dans le Sud-Est de la France) .ce
tableau
de
bord
regroupe
les
resul tats
mensuels
de
1' irradiation ext erne, des acti vi tes a et (3 tot ales des
aerosols de l'atmosphere, des activites (3 totales des eaux
de surface et de l'herbe, ainsi que l'activite en 137 Cs de
l'herbe et du lait.
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CONTINUOUS MONITORING SYSTEM OF 3 H, 14 C, AND 129 / 131 I
IN OFF-GAS FROM NUCLEAR FUEL REPROCESSING PLANT

S. Kojima, M. Shibuya, T. Higashijima, M. Fujiso, T. Kato
and K. Suzuki
JGC Corporation
14-1, Bessho 1-chome, Minami-ku, Yokohama, 232 Japan
S. Takimoto

and

A. Takita

Japan Nuclear Fuel Service Company, Ltd.
2-2, 2-chome, Uchisaiwai-cho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, 100 Japan
ABSTRACT
Off-gas released from nuclear fuel reprocessing plants
contains 3 H, 14 C, and 129 / 131 I, and 85 Kr. In order to design a
system which continuously monitors the concentrations of the
former
four nuclides with the coexistence of 85 Kr,
the
performance of elementary technologies was tested such as
catalytic oxidation, gas separation by permeable membranes,
adsorption of iodine, and radiation measurement. A combination
of these technologies could be applied for detection of 3 H,
14
C, and 1 2 9 / 131 I with 85 Kr down to 1.0x10- 3 , 3.7x10- 4 , and
3.7x1o-s Bq/cm 3 , respectively.
1. Introduction
From the standpoint of radiation control for the public,
it is desirable to monitor gaseous radioactivity in off-gas
from nuclear facilities. In the off-gas from a nuclear fuel
reprocessing plant, however, 86 Kr coexists at 10 2 -10 9 times the
concentrations of 3 H, 14 C, and 129 / 131 I, and, in addition,
these radionuclides have several chemical forms.
This leads to
the difficulty of continuous measurement of radioactivity. In
this research, assuming the following basic flow for continuous
monitoring, fundamental studies of elementary technologies were
carried out.
off-gas

unification of
chemical form

separation

radiation
measurement

2. Targeted discrimination factor(DF~ ) of separation for
continuous monitoring
The targeted DFs of separation for continuous monitoring
14
3
129
131
of
H,
C,
and
/
I
were calculated,
based on a
performance of radiation detectors and the estimated annual
discharge of gaseous radioactivity released from a nuclear fuel
1

*1: DF means a ratio of gas concentration of feed to permeate.
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reprocessing plant< 1 ) .
In
this
study,
the
radioactivity
detectors were selected as shown in the Table 1. More than 10 5
and 10 2 were obtained for the targeted DFs of 85 Kr to 3H, 14 C,
or 129 / 131 1 and that of for 14 C to 3H, respectively.
Table 1.
nuclide

Detectors for 3H, 14 C 129 / 131 1 monitoring.

detectable limit
Bq/cm 3

4xl0- 4
3xlo-a*
lxlo-a:o:

detector

proportional counter with
pulse-shape discriminator
plastic scintillator
N-type Ge semiconductor detector
N-type Ge semiconductor detector

*:The values can be attained by adsorption of iodine in 14m 3
off-gas
3. Unification of chemical forms
CH4 is assumed to be the most difficult compound to
oxidize among the chemical components containing radionuclides
of 3H and/or 14 C in off-gas. More than 95% of CH 4 could be
converted into C02 by oxidation at 400 ·c
and at a space
velocity of 10 4 h- 1 , using a Pd-alumina catalyst.
In the case
of iodine, it was revealed that the adsorption of iodine on Pd
catalyst and piping makes it difficult to measure the correct
concentration of iodine.
Thus, it was determined that iodine
should be separated from Kr by TEDA-impregnated charcoal which
can capture both 12 and CHai.
4. Gas separation by permeable membranes
An HTO monitoring system using vapor separation membranes
was developed and the DF value for 85 Kr was reported to be
10 4 ' 2 ). Further, the 85 Kr separation from 14C02 or Ar by
silicone membranes was also studied' 2 " s).
These methods have
low DFs and require an appropriate system for applying to 85 Kr
removal and HTO separation for off-gas from reprocessing
plants.
4.1 Gas separation for 3H monitoring
The permeability of H20, Kr, and C02 was investigated to
determine a membrane suited to the selective permeation of H20.
Commercially available hollow-fiber
type modules such as
perfluorocarboxylic acid membrane (FLEMION), perfluorosulfonic
acid membrane (NAFION), and polyimide membrane (UPIREX) were
used for the purpose.
The gas permeation rates at 40 ·c are
shown in the Table 2.
NAFION and FLEMION have a higher ratio
of permeation rate for H20 to for Kr.
Of the two membranes,
FLEMION indicated a more rapid response to H20 permeation.
FLEMION was selected as the HTO permeation membrane in view of
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its high permeability and rapid response. The permeation rate
of FLEMION depends on humidity and falls to less than 1/10 in
dry air.
However, the rate decrease could be prevented by
controlling humidity to be 20 ~ as dew point in the purge gas.
A
separation
system
whose
DF(Kr/H20)
5.0x10 6 ,
DF(C02/H20)
3.0x10 4 , and C/Ca(H20)'" 2 = 0.77 to 1 could be
established by using two-stage of FLEMION hollow fiber modules
and humidifying the permeate side.
Combining this system with
the proportional counter enables a continuous monitoring system
to be established for 3H, which ensures a detectable 3H
concentration limit of 1.0x10- 3 Bq/cm 3 when 85 Kr and 14 C exist
with 1.0x10 4 and 60 8q/cm 3 , respectively.
Table 2.

Permeation rates of gases to be separated at 40 'C.

Membrane
NAFION
FLEMION
UP I REX
SILICONE

Permeation rates at 40 'C
H20
C02
4x10- 3
1x10- 2
2x10- 3
5x10_.,.

2x10- 6
8x10- 7
5x10- 5
5x1o-s

(cm 3 /cm 2 ·cmHg·s)
Kr
8x1o-s
1x10- 7
1x1o-s
3x10- 5

4.2 Gas separation for 14 C monitoring
UPIREX was selected for the separation of C02 from Kr
because the DF of Kr is as high as 50, which is the highest
among other membranes. To attain a DF for Kr higher than 10 6 , a
multi-stage separation system and the high value of C/Ca for
C02 are required. This requirement could be satisfied by
increasing the pressure difference between the feed side and
the permeate side. Pressurization of feed gas is advantageous
for making the system compact.
A separation system whose DF(Kr) = 10 5 and C/Ca = 1 was
established by adopting the four-stage separation of UPIREX in
which the supply side is pressurized to 4 atm. By combining
this system with the plastic scintillation detector, it is
possible to design a continuous monitoring system whose 14 C
detectable concentration limit can be 3. 7X10- 4 8q/cm 3 in the
presence of 85 Kr of 3.7X10 2 8q/cm 3 .
5.Design of monitoring system
A monitoring system based on the test results is shown in
the Figure.
In this system, 129 ..... 131 1 in the off-gas is at
first captured by the TEDA-impregnated charcoal cartridge.
At
129 ..... 131 1
the
same
time,
is measured
by an N-type Ge
semiconductor detector, which enables monitoring at a level of
10- 6 8q/cm 3 . The charcoal cartridge is automatically replaced
•2:C/Ca means a ratio of gas concentration of feed to permeate.
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at intervals of four hours, and then additional measurements
for other four hours are performed to detect down to a level of
3.7Xlo-a Bq/cm 3 by holding the charcoal cartridge between two
N-type Ge semiconductor detectors. After iodine is captured,
14
C and 3H are oxidized in order to unify their chemical forms
into C02 and H20 respectively by Pd-alumina catalyst.
Then,
14
C02 and HTO are separated from interfering nuclides by the
above-mentioned membrane separation systems and measured by the
plastic scintillation detector and the proportional counter,
respectively, which are shown in table 1.
3

H

Monitoring System

Catalyst
Column

Ge Detector

t•)i

129/1311 M omtormg
.
.
System

Fig.

Process Flow of

1291131

1,

14

C and

3

H Monitoring System

6. Conclusion
A system was established for continuously monitoring the
3H, 14C, and 129 ....- 131 1 concentrations in off-gas released from
reprocessing plants in the presence of 85 Kr.
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OF AVERAGE MONTHLY EXPOSURE RATES
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I. Urabe** and T. Tsujimoto***
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Department of Nuclear Engineering, Kinki University,
Osaka, Japan
** Fukuyama University, Hiroshima, Japan
*** Research Reactor Institute, Kyoto University, Osaka,
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ABSTRACT
In order to elucidate the fluctuations of the exposure
rate, claasification of monitoring sites based on various
variational patterns of monthly exposure rate was attempted.
To obtain various variational patterns, seasonal adjustment
method and period analysis method were used.
By comparing
various variational patterns and correlation coefficients,
classification of monitoring sites could be carried out.
The classification of monitoring sites is an usuful tool to
get some information for estimating the reasons and the
intensity of variation on exposure rates.
INTRODUCTION
The exposure rates due to environmental gamma-rays show
roughly constant levels at respective monitoring sites.
However, if examined in detai 1, the exposure rate varies
periodically or occasionally from several to ten-several
percent.
It is important to make clear the reasons of the
variation from the view points of monitoring of nuclear
facilities and research of environmental radiation and
radioactivity.
In order to elucidate the fluctuations of
the exposure rate due to environmental gamma-rays near
nuclear power station, classification of monitoring sites
was attempted. This paper briefly describes monitoring site
classification method based on various variational patterns
of monthly exposure rate. As an application of this method,
classification of monitoring sites around TSURUGA Nuclear
Power Station is also described.
MONITORING

SITE

CLASSIFICATION

METHOD

To obtain various variational patterns of monthly
exposure rate, time series analysis methods, that is, seasonal adjustment method and period analysis method, were
used.
Seasonal adjustment method calculates trend-cicular
exposure rate, seasonal factor and irregular factor by the
moving average method.
Trend-circular exposure rate represents the moving average of original data and the deviation
of original data from trend-cicular exposure rate represents
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seasonal and irregular factors.
The periodic component of
this deviation is seasonal factor and the rest is irregular
factor.
Period analysis method, on the other hand, calculates periodgram by the finite fourier transformation.
Periodgram represents the order of periods involved
in
original data. From the calculational results obtained, the
interpretation of variational patterns is discussed.
Using time series analysis methods mentioned above,
monitoring site classification based on various variational
paterns of monthly exposure rate could be carried out as
follows.
Step 1. Calculate correlation coefficients among monthly exposure rates at monitoring site,
Step 2. Calculate monthly trend-cicular exposure rate,
seasonal factor and irregular factor of monthly exposure
rate at each monitoring site by seasonal adjustment method,
Step 3. Calculate correlation coefficients among monthly trend-circular exposure rates at monitoring site,
Step 4. Calculate periodgram of monthly exposure rates
at each monitoring site by period analysis method,
Step 5. Calculate periodgram of trend-circular exposure
rate at each monitoring site,
Step 6. Compare the various variational patterns and
the correlation coefficients,
Step 7. Classify monitoring sites.
Flow chart of monitoring site classification method is shown
in Fig.l.
Irregular factor

ISeasonal

adjustment method!
Seasonal factor

Correlation coefficient
Monthly exposure rates

Monthly trend·circular exposure rates
among various monitoring posts

']

Period analysis method

]

Correlation coefficient
among various monitoring posts

Fig.l Monitoring site classification method based on various
variational patterns of monthly exposure rates
Using this monitoring site classification method, the
classification of monitoring sites around TSURUGA Nuclear
Power Station was carried out.
The area around TURUGA
Nuclear Power Station is the area of higher exposure rates
due to
the terrestrial natural gamma-rays than the other
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area in FUKUI Prefecture.
Monthly exposure rates measured
and evaluated at nine monitoring sites from April 1984 to
March 1990 were used.
CLASSIFICATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Several typical characteristics obtained from the
calculational results and the classification of moni taring
sites are listed below.
Considering seasonal factor obtained from seasonal
adjustment method, there are three types of monitoring
sites.
Type 1
Moni taring site where low monthly exposure
rate in winter has been measured because of shielding
terrestrial gamma-rays by the snow.
Type 2
Moni taring site where low monthly exposure
rate in winter and rainy season has been measured because of
shielding terrestrial gamma-rays by the snow and by the
increase of water content in soil.
Type 3 : Monitoring site where no significant seasonal
variation in monthly exposure rate has been measured.
Considering periodgram obtained from period analysis
method, there are three types of monitoring sites.
Type 4 : Monitoring site where seasonal variation in
monthly exposure rate has been measured because of the
influence of the four seasons.
Type 5
Moni taring site where trend variation in
monthly exposure rate has been measured because of the
gradual change of the topography.
Type 6
Moni taring site where zigzag variation in
monthly exposure rate has been measured.
Considering correlation coefficients, there are two
types of monitoring sites.
Type 7 : Monitoring site where similar variation in
monthly exposure rate to that at the other monitoring site
has been measured because of the similar influence of environmental conditions.
Type 8 : Moni taring site where similar variation in
trend-cicular exposure rate to that at the other monitoring
site has been measured because of the similar influence of
environmental conditions without the effect of the four
seasons.
From the classification results obtained, the reason of
spatial and time dependent variation on exposure rate could
be estimated by investigating in detail at the other monitoring site which has the similar classified
characteristics, if low or high exposure rate were temporarily measured
at some monitoring sites.
Accordingly, the classification
of monitoring sites is an usuful tool to get some information for estimating the reasons and the intensity of varia-
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tion on exposure rate.
CONCLUSION
In order to elucidate the fluctuations of the exposure
rate due to environmental gamma-rays near nuclear power
stations, claasification of monitoring sites based on various variational patterns of monthly exposure rate was
attempted.
To obtain various variational patterns, time
series analysis methods, that is, seasonal adjustment method
and period analysis method, were used.
By
comparing various variational patterns and correlation coefficients among
monthly exposure rates at monitoring site, classification of
monitoring sites could be carried out.
Using this monitoring site classification method, the
classification of monitoring sites around TSURUGA Nuclear
Power Station, where is the area of higher exposure rate due
to the terrestrial natural gamma-rays than the other are in
FUKUI Prefecture, was carried out.
As a results, it is
found that there are eight types of monitoring sites which
have typical similar characteristics around TSURUGA Nuclear
Power Station.
From the classification of monitoring sites, the reason
of spatial and time dependent variation on exposure rates
could be estimated by investigating in detail at the other
monitoring site which has the classified similar characteristics. Accordingly, the classification of monitoring sites
is an usuful tool to get some information for estimating the
reasons and the intensity of variation on exposure rates.
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RADIOWGICAL DOSE ASSESSMENTS IN THE
NORTHERN MARSHALL ISLANDS (1989-1991)8
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J.H. Clinton, and E. Kaplan
Radiological Science Division,
Department of Nuclear Energy,
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973

Introduction
The Republic of the Marshall Islands (RMI) is located in the central Pacific
Ocean about 3,500 km southwest of Hawaii and 4,500 km east of Manila, Philippines. It
consists of 34 atolls and 2 coral islands, having a total land area of about 180 km2,
distributed over more then 2.5 x 106 km2 of ocean. Between 1946 and 1958 the United
States conducted nuclear tests there: 43 at Enewetak and 23 at Bikini. Thirty-three years
after the cessation of nuclear testing in the RMI, the impact of these operations on the
health and radiological safety of the people living in or planing to return to their
contaminated homelands is still an important concern<t)(z>.
The present Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) Marshall Islands Radiological Safety Program (MIRSP) began in 1987 with funding from the U.S. Department
of Energy (DOE). The objectives of the MIRSP are to determine the radionuclides
present in the bodies of those people potentially exposed to residual radionuclide from
weapon tests and fallout, and to assess their present and lifetime dose from external and
internal sources. Field bioassay missions involving whole-body counting (WBC) and
urine sample collection have, therefore, been important components of the program.
WBC is used to measure y-emitters, such as 40K, 60Co and mcs, present in individuals.
Urine samples are used to measure a and {3-emitting nuclides, such as 239Pu and 90Sr,
that are undetectable by WBC routine methods.
Whole-Body Counting Program
Whole-body counting measurements are conducted on a voluntary basis. Two
complete counting systems are operated simultaneously and independently during daily
WBC operations. The counting time is 15 minutes per measurement. About 50 to 60
measurements could be completed in a working day. A total of 916 persons were
counted in 1989. This group included 216 the people of (dri-) Enewetak, 258 driRongelap, and 414 dri-Utirik. Also included were 28 visitors, workers, and DOE
personnel, listed as "Others". A total of 1,051 persons participated in the WBC in 1991;
311 dri-Enewetak, 272 dri-Utirik, 427 dri-Rongelap, and 41 Others. Since 1985, when

a
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dri-Rongelap self-exiled to Mejatto Island, all Rongelap measurements were obtained at
Mejatto.
137

Cs is the only fallout nuclide detected in the WBC measurements. The highest
value from any of the three missions was 14 kBq. Except at Enewetak, all measurements
showed a decrease from 1989 to 1991. Dose calculations from the 137Cs body counts
were based on an ICRP-56 tabulation of conversion factors< 3>used to compute the
committed effective dose equivalents (CEDE) following acute exposures to cesium at
different ages. The conversion factor of 1.4 x 10..s Sv/Bq for 15 ~ear old individuals was
used for conservative reasons. The ICRP-30 retention function<4 indicates that 90% of
the CEDE is received within the first year of exposure, and that a 2.8 ratio exists if a
constant level of 137Cs is maintained as opposed to its being eliminated from the body in
one year. Therefore, the annual effective dose equivalents (AEDE) were calculated by
multiplying the CEDE by factors of 0.9 and 2.8. Table 1 shows the AEDE that an
individual would receive due to uniform chronic exposure throughout an entire year.
Table 1, Average AEDE [JJSv] from WBC Measurements
Population

1989

1991

Enewetak

11 ± 3

22 ± 4

Rongelap

3 ± 2

2 ± 2

Utirik

39 ± 2

35 ± 3

Plutonium Measurements and Urinalysis Program
In 1983, a Photon Electron Rejection Alpha Liquid Scintillation (PERALS)
system was used for 239Pu urinalysis for the Marshallese. Unexpectedly high apparent
239
Pu activities (130 J,illq) in samples collected from a location that should not have been
affected by the Bravo fallout were obtained. It was subsequently shown that most of the
measured 239Pu was actually 210Po which could not be differentiated by the PERALS
system. These findings prompted development of a fission track analytical (FfA) technique<5> that would be capable of detecting very low-levels of 239Pu without interference
from 21 0po. By 1987, FfA could be used to detect values as low as 4 J,illq per sample of
239
Pu. With further improvements, a sensitivity of about 2 J,illq was achieved in 1989.
As of December 1988, a total of 195 Rongelap and 300 Utirik urine samples were
analyzed at BNL. These 495 samples were collected from volunteers during field
missions conducted between 1981 to 1984. The frequency distribution for the 23%
values from the Marshallese urine were log-normal with the 50 percentile (geometric
mean) at about 9 J,illq per sample for Rongelap and 4 J,illq for Utirik. The 95% of the
results were below 37 Jillq for both populations. The highest value measured was 174
J,illq.
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Among the 195 Rongelap FfA results, 22 cases were found with inconsistent
results from individuals who participated in the urine program more than once during
the 1981-1984 missions. Three potential causes for these disparities were investigated:
(1) was it possible that small amounts of contaminated soil were getting into the urine
samples and thereby resulting in false estimates of plutonium excreted by the individual?
(2) were the 24-h urine volumes used in the calculations appropriate and did each
sample contain the entire 24 hour urine output as required for a proper systemic burden
estimate? (3) were the other metabolic parameters used in this calculation appropriate
for the Marshall Islanders?
In September 1988, urine samples were collected from individuals residing on
Mejatto, Utirik, and Majuro. FfA values from the 146 urine measurements (67
Rongelap and 79 Utirik) and urine-blanks (26 synthetic and 76 composite human urine
from a BNL employee) are shown in Table 2. For dri-Utirik, the values of mean (JJ.)
and standard deviation ( o) were higher than those of Rongelap because of one sample
containing 742 tracks (about 50 J.illq of 239Pu). Since samples collected from this same
person in 1981 and 1989 were both less than the minimum detection limit (MDL), we
concluded that the 1988 reading was due to contamination.
Table 2, Statistical Summary of the 1988 Data (Tracks)
n

Jl.

a

median

Dri-Rongelap

67

59

34

56

Dri-Utirik

79

64

82

54

BNL-Employee

76

54

29

49

Synthetic-Urine

44

37

15

43

The MDL (JJ.+3o) derived from the synthetic urine data was 82 tracks. All
samples greater than 82 tracks are considered to have statistically significant levels of
239
Pu activity. Otherwise, less than MDL was reported.
In 1989, a new urine collection protocol was devebped which approximates the
precision and accuracy obtainable in a hospital. Collection bottles were no longer
distributed to participants for use at their homes. Instead, all samples were taken on the
mission vessel over a controlled 24-h period, and were acidified (16N HN0 3, 10% by
volume) within 24 hours of the collection period. A group of 32 individuals who
previously had 239Pu readings greater than 11 J.illq were resampled in 1989. Only two of
these samples were above the MDL of 2 J,illq (i.e., 2.8 and 2.4 J,illq). These data lead to
the conclusion that soil contamination was the cause of earlier abnormally high readings,
and provided confidence in the new urine collection protocol. The 2.8 J,illq is equivalent
to a CEDE of 0.4 mSv.
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Interlaboratory Comparison of 137Cs and 239pu Data
For 137Cs, BNL whole-body counts yielded an average of 3.7 kBq in 1984;
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) estimated 5.9 kBq could be expected
using their environmental sample measurements and availability of imported foods. For
239
Pu, BNL estimated an CEDE of 0.40 mSv from the interpretation of Rongelap urine
data; and LLNL estimated 0.46 mSv from dietary assumptions, intake pathway analysis,
and Pu activities measured in foods, dust and soil<6>.
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DETERMINATION OF DISPERSION CONDITIONS
BY USE OF WIND TUNNEL EXPERIMENTS
UNDER THE PRESENCE OF DISTURBING INFLUENCES IN THE COURSE OF
CALCULATIONS OF THE LOAD OF SURROUNDING AREAS.

P. Guglhor, K.H. Lehmann, A.M. Rall
Technical Inspection Agency of Bavaria (TUv Bayern)
Radiation Protection and
Waste Engineering Department
Atmospheric Dispersion and Radioecology
Munich, Germany
ABSTRACT
Dispersion conditions are often inhomogenous and instationary
because
of
the
local
presence
of
disturbing
influences. Experimental investigations in a wind tunnel allow
the analysis of these disturbed dispersion conditions. Thus a
realistic calculation of the atmospheric diffusion of emitted
radioactive substances is possible.
INTRODUCTION
The method of calculation of the atmospheric dispersion of
emitted radioactive materials is according to German regulations based on the so called Gaussian plume model. The parameters used for this model are valid for homogeneous stationary
dispersion conditions especially for emissions from elevated
point sources respectively. Basic assumptions of this model
are not met if the dispersion of the exhaust is disturbed by
emissions of cooling towers of a power plant or by building
structures or marked orographic situations.
A Gaussian plume model cannot reasonably be used without modified model parameters under such conditions. Often dramatic
differences are seen between the undisturbed dispersion conditions over plane areas and the aerodynamic conditions under
actual site specific orographic and geometric situations. Important aerodynamic effects are changes of the mean wind profile, the structure of turbulence (zones of displacement, recirculations and channelling effects). These effects occur inhomogeneously in space and instationary with time.
EVALUATION OF DISPERSION CONDITIONS
The transport and the dilution of emitted radioactive substances in the atmosphere occurs by turbulent diffusion. Under
the assumption of a quasi-continuous emission of these substances during normal operation of the power plant according
to generally accepted models plumes are formed. Its spatial
and temporal behaviour is heavily influenced by the dispersion
situations at the site. These dispersion situations depend on
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the meteorological conditions at the site,
the emission
heights and the influence of the surrounding area, the nearby
buildings and cooling towers. The calculations of the atmospheric dispersion are based besides on the technical emission
data mainly on the temporal average of dispersion conditions
as well as on the meteorological conditions.
In accordance with the German regulations it is necessary
to determine the most important parameters which influence the
dispersion of the plume by experimental investigations at a
properly scaled model in a wind tunnel.
INHOMOGENEOUS AND INSTATIONARY DISPERSION CONDITIONS
Often significant differences are seen between the flow
patterns of undisturbed dispersion conditions over a plane
area and those of an actual site with a specific orographic
and/or geometric situation.
If a homogeneous atmospheric flow hits an obstacle complex
aerodynamical effects occur like:
- changes of the mean wind profile,
- changes of the flow pattern,
. bent flow lines,
. abrupt changes of velocity,
-change of turbulence structure e.g.,
. zones of displacement,
. zones of recirculation,
- aerodynamical effects of buildings or cooling towers,
- channeling effects,
- thermally caused circulation effects.
Wind tunnel experiments were conducted by
Inspection Agency of
Bavaria
for
sites with
conditions like

Technical
different

- complex industrial areas with complicated building
structures and sources with low emission heights,
- power plants in special orographic situations (sites in
a valley, steep slopes in the nearby vicinity,
channelling effects by a curved valley),
- influence of cooling towers of different design,
- influence of different surface structures in the vicinity.
WIND TUNNEL EXPERIMENTS FOR DETERMINATION OF DISPERSION CONDITION AT A SITE
It is the purpose of the wind tunnel experiments to simulate and quantitatively evaluate the dispersion conditions
controlled by site specific aerodynamical effects using a model true to nature and properly scaled in a way that modified
model parameters also of non-straight trajectories as well as
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spatial dispersion factors result for the calculation of radiation exposure.
Very important is the concept of the experiments concerning the validity of the results of the experiments in the nature /1/. The wind tunnel experiments must be planned and conducted in a way that based on the valid relations of simularity statements can be made for the total relevant range of
wind velocities.
A:

In a first step smoke gas visualisation experiments are
carried out. They are recorded by a video tape recorder.
Laser sheet images are a good tool for collecting
informations of the mean relative concentrations and their
standard deviation using digital image processing.

B:

For obtaining quantitative results tracer gas experiments
are conducted.

C:

The measurement of the tracer gas close to ground reveals
directly the spatial dispersion factors ex-value in sjm3) .

D:

From A: to c: a trajectory is chosen for each drift sector
and wind velocity.

E:

Vertical concentration profiles are measured at selected
points on each trajectory.

F:

Horizontal
concentration
profiles
are
measured
perpendicular to each trajectory at the height of the
maximum of the respective vertical concentration profile.

G:

From E: and F: the model parameters Hetf• ~y and ~z are
calculated
for
each
pair
of
prof1les
along
the
trajectories using a curve fitting methode.

CONCLUSION
The wind tunnel experiments allow the visualisation of influences of different parameters and the results of its tracer
gas measurements enable the evaluation of the dispersion conditions of emitted radioactive substances quantitatively. They
also allow to introduce suitable corrections for Gaussian type
calculations in the course of licensing and surveillance procedures of nuclear sites as well as for their online remote
monitoring systems.
LITERATURE
/1/ E.J.Plate: Wind tunnel modelling of wind effects in Engineering Meteorology, Chapter 13, Elsevier
Scientific Publishing Company, Amsterdam, 1982
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AUTOMATIC SYSTEM FOR CONTINUOUS MONITORING OF GAMMA ACTIVITIES IN
ATMOSFERIC PARTICULATE
M. MONTALTO, R. GIACOMELLI, M. NOCENTE, S. BORTOLUZZI,
P. SPEZZANO
ENEA, AREA AMBIENTE, DIPARTIMENTO ANALISI E MONITORAGGIO
MASAL CRE SALUGGIA - ITALY
SUMMARY
This paper describes the design criteria, which were used for the
realization of an automatic system for the real time monitoring of the
artificial radioactivity in the air.
Special attention was paid to minimize particulate losses along device
ducts.
Particulate losses showed to be lower than 10%. The minimum detectable
activities and the particulate-collection showed, in every respect, to be
equivalent to the traditional system.
DESCRIPTION OF THE AIR MONITORING SYSTEM
The automatic monitoring system allow perform gamma spectrometry at the
same time of the filtering operation. Therefore, if the verification of
the acquired counts is performed immediately, the air radioactivity
values can be obtained almost instantaneously.
The air monitoring system includes:
air sampler;
- spectra acquisition system;
- computer and various peripheral units.
The air sampler is formed by a filter holder and a suction unit.
The (patented) filter holder is directly mounted on the gamma radiation
detector, and was designed so as to optimize both the flow rates of
filtered water and the detection geometry of the radiations emitted by
the radionuclides eventually present.
The air suction unit includes a centrifugal electric pump with graphite
blades, a volumetric counter, and the regulation and protection devices
for such components.
The suction unit is interfaced with a computer, by which it is possible
to perform the setting and the remote control of every sampling
parameter.
The system used for the acquisition of the gamma radiation spectra is
formed by a high-purity germanium detector, located in a lead well, and
connected to the multichannel.
The fully automatic operation of the monitoring system is managed by a
computer, which is interfaced with the analyzing system, the flow meter ,
the alarm unit, and, finally, the eventual modem for data transmission to
the national monitoring center.
Concerning the recognition of the alarm conditions, two different types
of warning systems were arranged to distinguish between the malfunction
of the devices and the detected air contamination.
DESCRIPTION OF FILTER HOLDER AND SUCTION DUCT
The filter holder (fig. 1) is formed by a cylindrical receptacle with a
round opening at the bottom, so that it can be inserted on the detector.
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A seal ring prevents air from passing between the detector and the filter
holder.
The detector, by penetrating within the filter holder, forms a wall of
the toroidal distribution manifold.
The toroidal manifold surrounds the cylindrical surface of the detector,
and is connected with the filtering portion by a continuous ring slot.
The distance between detector and filter surface is approx. 1 mm.
The filter support is formed by a metal net, able to withstand 1- atm
pressure without creating resistances to air flow.
The collection manifold is formed by a cylindrical- geometry chamber,
located downstream of the filter and designed so as to convey the flow of
filtered air towards the outlet duct.
Tlle filter holder is kept in the correct position by the pressure
generated by the depression of the suction pump.
The filter, with related support, can be reached from the upper side of
the filter holder directly.
Every component of the filter holder is realized by electroconductive
materials, in order to reduce the deposit of air particulate on the walls
of the device itself due to the accumulation of electrostatic charges.
The operating principle of the filter holder is the following (with
reference to figure 1) :
the air, coming from the sampling point located out of the laboratory
through a properly sized duct, enters the toroidal distribution
manifold A;
due to the vacuum created by the suction pump in the collection
manifold B, the air crosses the filter;
the radioactivity, present in the particulate which is collected on the
filter, is continuously measured by the high-purity germanium detector;
from the collection manifold, the air passes the outlet duct and is
sent out by the suction pump again.
Substantially, the device allows to perform the filtration operation on
the flat filter directly facing the detection surface.
In addition, the use of the toroidal manifold allows to minimize the
distances between filter and detector, and the loss of pressure,
necessary to maintain the air flow.
Therefore, such a manifold allows to make the detection efficiency and
the quantity of filtered air as high as possible.
The suction duct was designed by the use of some technical solutions so
as to minimize the losses of air particulate (1] .
The conduit was realized as short as possible. In detail, to reduce the
settling, which is not depending upon the whole path of the aerosol in
the conduit, but only upon the length of the projection on the horizontal
plane of the conduit itself, we try to minimize the horizontal
development (2].
Furthermore, the fluid mechanics in the conduit was chosen so as to
reduce to a minimum the losses due to settling, diffusion, and impact for
the particles having granulometry range of 0.2 to 2 ~ (3].
EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS
To estimate the losses of particulate along the suction duct
experimentally, some measurements of gross-alpha, gross-beta, and gamma
spectrometry were carried out on the particulate, which collected on
pairs of filters (type of filter: SCHLEICHER & SCHUELL-498/1) [4]; the
measurements were obtained by contemporary filtering of the air both by
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to pump

from pipe of
sample

II

Filter
Extrable

Figure 1 - Conventional representation of the filter holder
traditional system (without conduit upstream of the filter) and by
automatic system.
At first, the measurements of gamma spectrometry were carried out; they
allowed to estimate the content of Pb-212 for each filter. The losses
showed to be lower than 6%.
Then, the measurements of gross-alpha and gross-beta radioactive emission
were carried out.
The losses showed to be lower than 4%, if estimated as gross alpha, and
lower than 6% as gross beta.
The analysis of the percentage differences obtained for the three types
of measurements showed that, in the worst hypothesis, the loss of
particulate can be estimated to be lower than 10%.
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Furthermore, the minimum detectable activities and the detection
efficiency were estimated; they showed, in every respect, to be
equivalent to the traditional system.
CONCLUSIONS
The designed automatic monitoring system allows to carry out the
monitoring of air radioactivity complying with the same operating
parameters, which are used in the traditional manual procedure.
In aclclition, it allows to reduce, even to few minutes, the time intervals
between different measurements and, therefore, a continuous alarm system
is available.
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M C O'Riordan
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Chilton, Didcot, Oxon OX11 ORQ, UK
ABSTRACT
Public and occupational health protection against radon is
provided in the UK. Protection is advised where geological conditions
cause high concentrations in domestic and commercial buildings. These
circumstances are described and the resulting exposures reviewed. An
account is given of the limitation scheme for radon in the home and the
regulatory scheme for radon at work, the manner in which they are
implemented, and the degree to which they are successful.
INTRODUCTION
Radon is the dominant source of human exposure to ionising
radiation in every country of the world.
It is dominant in most
circumstances - at home and at work, for individual persons and for
whole populations. The worst characteristic of radon, apart from its
carcinogenicity, is its ubiquity: one of its few redeeming properties
is lack of smell. We might also say in its favour that it is unlikely
to reach such high concentrations as to cause acute clinical effects,
although the doses to lung tissue in perfectly ordinary circumstances
can indeed be considerable.
BACKGROUND
Virtually all of the 21 million dwellings in the UK are made of
masonry and do not have basements.
About one half are detached or
semi-detached houses, about one third are terraced or row houses, and
the remainder are flats or apartment buildings with multiple occupancy.
Half of the housing stock has been renewed since the second World War.
Commercial buildings vary from small converted houses to tall office
blocks and large warehouses.
It is also necessary to describe the geological setting. There
is a clear division between the igneous and metamorphic areas of the
north and west and the sedimentary areas of the south and east that is
most of England.
Intrusive rocks often imply high radon levels,
metamorphic and sedimentary rocks range from high to low, and extrusive
rocks usually mean low levels.
CONTROLS
As in other countries, we in the UK have different approaches to
the control of radon exposure in homes and places of work; our modus
operandi is shown in Table 1.
For householders, the co~tment to
measure and take action against radon is completely voluntary.
Employers, on the contrary, are obliged to comply with statutory
controls on occupational exposure in all places of work - schools,
offices, factories and so on. Government employs encouragement in the
first circumstance and enforcement in the second.
The Action Level for existing dwellings is 200 Bq m- 3 of radon in
air averaged throughout the year. New dwellings are to be designed so
that levels are as low as reasonably practicable and not, of course,
above the Action Level. The dose limit for workers is still 50 mSv a
year, but employers are required by occupational legislation to prevent
doses continually approaching it, and we have adopted a constraint of
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15 mSv a year, on the average, in anticipation of the new ICRP
recommendations. When the annual effective dose equivalent from radon
is less than 5 mSv (which corresponds to an average 400 Bq m- 3 when
tenporal occupancy is considered) the enforcement agency does not
require action by the employer.
DWELLINGS
By early 1992, around 110, 000 dwellings in the UK had been
surveyed for radon. As can be seen from Table 2, these measurements
are mostly made at the request of householders. Virtually all are at
public expense, the major source of funds being central Government.
At an early stage in the radon programme, a positive decision was made
to provide free measurements for householders who might have cause for
concern about radon.
An initial survey by NRPB had two purposes, one to determine the
distribution of indoor radon concentrations in a systematic manner and
the other to discover the most radon-prone regions of the UK guided by
limited radiological and geological information.
The exercise was
successful in that subsequent surveys have not confounded the initial
findings.

Once the overall picture was clear, it was possible to adopt an
intervention policy with known - and acceptable - implications.
The
key element was the delineation of so-called Affected Areas, where the
probability of finding a dwelling above the chosen Action Level was one
per cent.
Within such areas, two significant steps would be taken:
first, a campaign would be mounted to persuade householders to apply
for free measurements; second, the building authorities would delimit
localities within which new dwellings would require preventive
measures. The latter requirement was not to apply to non-residential
buildings.
So far, two administrative counties in the southwest of the
country have been formally designated.
Over three-quarters of the
demand for measurements have arisen there, mostly as a result of the
direct mailing of a radon leaflet to all householders. Nevertheless,
the response was only one in eight, so more persuasive tactics will
need to be tried. Government has indicated that similar plans will be
carried through in other affected areas when these are defined.
Table 3 has a summary of the most significant results.
In the
first Affected Area, the average indoor concentration of radon is about
five times the population-weighted value for the UK as a whole.
In
round terms, about 100,000 dwellings in the UK, or 0.5% of the housing
stock, are estimated to be above the Action Level. So far, some 12,000
of these have been discovered, mostly in the first Affected Area. The
radon-prone parts of the country are rural and much less densely
populated than average: an appreciable fraction of the land area may
eventually be designated.
WORKPLACESThere are, of course, far fewer workplaces than dwellings:
Table 4 has the important statistics.
Surveys of radon in places of
work, initially funded by the Health and Safety Executive, now arise
mainly from direct requests by enployers. Not surprisingly, much of
the demand comes from those regions of the country where raised radon
levels occur in dwellings.
We estimate, again in round terms, that there may be about 50,000
places of work in the likely Affected Areas throughout the UK of which
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one tenth may have radon levels above 400 Bq m- 3 ; perhaps as many as
75,000 workers may therefore receive annual doses greater than 5 mSv.
These estimates are based on surveys in 3000 premises, some 10% being
found subject to the regulations. The maximum dose discovered to date
is 45 mSv in a year, and only a few per cent of workers receive more
than 15 mSv in a year. Radon levels in house-like places of work are
similar to houses: levels in large industrial buildings are generally
much lower.
INTERVENTION
Employers have a considerable incentive to reduce radon levels
because by doing so they can avoid the necessity of mounting
radiological surveillance in their premises and of complying with other
regulatory requirements. About half of the workplaces initially found
subject to the regulations, 150 or so, have subsequently had
satisfactory remedial measures, mostly by sub-floor suction. Very few
new commercial buildings have had preventive measures built in,
however, because developers are not required to do so by law.
Householders, on the other hand, have some disincentive: if they
decide to take remedial action, it is likely that they will have to pay
since Government grants are restricted to those who do not have the
means. This may explain why only 250 or so dwellings above the Action
Level have been remedied so far.
Various techniques such as floor
sealing and positive pressure have been tried, but the most effective
method is sub-floor suction especially for appreciable reductions.
Since anti-radon measures become mandatory for new dwellings in certain
localities, some 4000 have been built in line with developing technical
guidance issued by Government which has proved to be quite effective.
DISCUSSION
This brief paper scarcely does justice to the radon programme in
the UK which also embraces mining, geology, dosimetry, epidemiology,
and metrology. Attention has rather been focussed on the determination
and limitation of indoor exposure: some degree of success can be
claimed for the few years in which the programme has been running. We
have a coherent and judicious system of controls.
We know what the
general exposure levels are at home and at work and where raised values
are most likely to be found. Our Government provides free measurements
on a generous scale to householders in radon-prone areas so as to push
the programme forward.
As a result, we have discovered about one tenth of the dwellings
and workplaces throughout the UK that we believe to be adversely
affected by radon.
National policy is directed towards the goal of
identifying most radon-affected homes by the end of the decade; to
eliminate excessive exposures, it will therefore be necessary to
redouble our efforts in the coming years. Many more householders and
employers must be persuaded to make radon measurements, and having made
them, to take whatever action is required to minimise the risk from
radon. We are sanguine about the prospects.
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TABLE 1
Nature and structure of UK controls
Circumstance

Commitment

Control

Domestic

Householder, voluntary;

Action Level 200 Bq m- 3

Government, encouragement

Design target ALARP

Employer, obligatory;

Dose limit 50 mSv y- 1

Government, enforcement

Non-action dose 5 mSv y- 1

Occupational

TABLE 2
Surveys of UK dwellings to early 1992
Type

Dwellings

Purpose

Initial

Discovery of national & regional levels

3,000

Directed

Delineation of some affected areas

7,000

Requested

Satisfaction of public demand

100,000

TABLE 3
Results for UK dwellings to early 1992
Parameter

Value

Arithmetic mean for the United Kingdom, Bq m- 3
Arithmetic mean in first Affected Area, Bq m-

20

3

100

Highest value observed in dwellings, Bq m- 3

10,000

Dwellings discovered above Action Level

12,000

Estimated above Action Level in United Kingdom

100,000

TABLE 4
Statistics for workplaces to early 1992
Parameter

Value

Total number in the United Kingdom

1,700,000

Estimated number in all Affected Areas

50,000

Estimated number subject to regulations

5,000

Number surveyed for radon in the UK

3,000

Number found subject to regulations

300
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LE RADON DANS L'ENVIRONNEMENT DE L'HOMME - UNE REVUE DES MESURES
EFFECTUEES EN FRANCE PAR L'IPSN
M.C. Robe, A. Rannou et J. Le Bronec
CEA/Institut de Protection et de S~rete Nuc1eaire
Departement de Protection de 1'Environnement et des
Insta11ations
92265 FONTENAY-AUX-ROSES CEDEX (France)
RADON IN THE ENVIRONMENT AND THE DWELLINGS - A REVIEW OF
MEASUREMENTS CARRIED OUT IN FRANCE BY IPSN
ABSTRACT
Over the 1ast decade, the monitoring of radon gas in various
natura1 environments and regions of France has a11owed the IPSN
to construct a radon data base. In ho1es dri11ed in soi1s and in
underground cavities, radon concentrations between a few hundred
Bq.m-3 and many thousands Bq.m-3 were measured. Exha1ation rates
between
10-3 and 50 mBq.m-2. s-1
were measured
in
different
regions and for different types of soi1. In the open air, mean
1eve1s were observed in the range of a few Bq.m-3 to severa1
hundred Bq.m-3 and concentrations as high as one thousand Bq.m-3
were measured over short periods.
INTRODUCTION
Le radon est aujourd'hui reconnu comme 1a source principa1e
d'exposition aux rayonnements pour 1'homme.Les travaux effectues
en France par 1'Institut de Protection et de S~rete Nuc1eaire
(IPSN)
au
cours
des
dix
dernieres
annees
nous
permettent
d'apprecier 1a variabi1ite des niveaux de radon dans differents
mi1ieux,
se1on 1es 1ieux geographiques et 1es
circonstances.
Differentes techniques de mesure sont uti1isees: ponctue11es, en
continu et
integrees.
Nous
presentons
une revue
des
donnees
concernant 1a mesure de 222Rn dans 1es so1s, a 1' interface entre
1e
so1
et
1 'air,
dans
1' atmosphere
exterieure
et
dans
1'atmosphere
des
mi1ieux
souterrains.Les
resu1tats
sont
presentes par departements regroupes en regions geo1ogiques,
en
distinguant 1es terrains sedimentaires et granitiques.
ACTIVITE

VOLUMIQUE

DU

222Rn DANS

LES

SOLS

Des mesures ponctue11es ont ete effectuees
a 1'aide de
ba11ons
scinti11ants dans
1'air du so1,
de 0,50
a 1 m de
profondeur environ (1). E11es indiquent des activites vo1umiques
comprises entre 2 et 420 kBq.m-3, 1es va1eurs etant en moyenne 5
a 10 fois p1us importantes en terrain granitique qu'en terrain
sedimentaire
(figure 1) .Les enregistrements en continu a 1'aide
de sondes Baraso1
reve1ent en outre des variations tempore11es
d' un facteur 2 a 3 en un m~me point, que11e que so it 1a nature
du terrain ( 1) .
FLUX

D 'EMISSION

DU

222Rn

a LA SURFACE DU SOL

Les
mesures
instantanees
du
f1ux
d'emission
de
222Rn
(quantite arrivant a 1'air 1ibre par unite de surface et par
unite de temps) sont faites se1on 1a technique d' accumu1ation.
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En France, 1es f1ux observes
dans 1es regions granitiques
varient sur 4 ordres de grandeurs
de 1 a 8316 mBq.m-2. s-1) et
peuvent atteindre 1oca1ement des va1eurs tres e1evees
(jusqu'a
50000
mBq.m-2. s-1 en zone minera1isee)
(figure 2). Dans 1es
regions sedimentaires, 1es f1ux sont comparab1es a 1a va1eur de
16 mBq.m-2.s-1 consideree par 1e Comite Scientifique des Nations
Unies
comme representative du f1ux moyen a 1a surface de 1a
terre (2)
ACTIVITE

VOLUMIQUE

DU

222Rn DANS

L 'AIR EXTERIEUR

Une fois dans 1 'air exterieur, 1e radon se di1ue en fonction
des
conditions
de
diffusion
atmospherique
1iees
a
1a
meteoro1ogie et au re1ief. On observe genera1ement un gradient
de concentration vertica1, et des variations tempore11es se1on
un cyc1e journa1ier.
Le
jour,
1a diffusion atmospherique est
bonne: 1es concentrations en radon sont re1ativement faib1es. La
nuit,
se produisent frequemment des inversions de temperature:
1e radon stagne au niveau du so1 et sa concentration dans 1 'air
augmente ainsi jusqu' a un facteur 10 a 100 (figure 3a)
Des mesures effectuees en continu pendant 3 annees a 1 'aide
d'une chambre d'ionisation ont
reve1e des moyennes
horaires
variant sur plusieurs ordres de
grandeur en un m~me 1ieu
(figure 3b) . Des ecarts significatifs apparaissent entre 1e jour
et la nuit et d'un mois a un autre. Les moyennes annue11es
s'averent par contre relativement
stab1es
sur
1es
3
annees
etudiees.
Dans 1es regions granitiques,
1es moyennes
jours
(toutes
conditions
meteoro1ogiques
s'eche1onnent entre 25 et 210 Bq.m-3. E1les sont
60 Bq.m-3 dans 1es regions sedimentaires.
ACTIVITE

VOLUMIQUE

DU

222Rn

DANS

LES

CAVITES

sur que1ques
confondues)
inferieures a

SOUTERRAINES

Les activites vo1umiques rencontrees en terrain sedimentaire
varient sur p1usieurs ordres de grandeur, aussi bien dans 1es
cavites nature1les (de 101 Bq.m-3 dans un gouffre du departement
de
la Dordogne
a
10876 Bq.m-3 dans une grotte de ce m~me
departement) que dans les cavites artificie11es
( moins de 37
Bq.m-3 dans 1e Metro Parisien a 5070 Bq.m-3 dans 1es Catacombes a
Paris)
Les niveaux mesures en terrain granitique sont p1us e1eves
en moyenne: de 942 a 1592 Bq.m-3 dans un gouffre en Correze et
de 400 a 1600 Bq.m-3 dans un musee souterrain insta11e dans une
ancienne mine d'argent du departement des Deux-Sevres.
DISCCUSSION

ET

CONCLUSION

Les mesures de 222Rn
effectuees
en
France
montrent
1a
presence
de
ce
gaz
dans
taus
1es
mi1ieux
de
notre
environnement. Les 4 parametres etudies, c'est-a-dire radon dans
1e so1,
a
1'interface entre
1e sol
et 1'air,
dans
1'air
exterieur
et
dans
1es
mi1ieux
souterrains,
varient
tres
fortement se1on 1es 1ieux geographiques et 1e moment.
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d'apres une mesu:r:e en continu en 1983, 1984 et 1985.
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Les differents
resultats obtenus dans une
region donnee
forment
cependant
un
ensemble
de
donnees
coherentes
et
representatives de la region (tableau 1)
0

I

!

Granitique
Morbihan

Finistare

Debit de dose 'Y dans
1'air (nGy.h-1) (a)

75

Haute-Vienna

120

49

35

52-137

83-214

134-292

222Rn

36-300

33-420

18-290

8,4-88,2

1,4-37,8

21-8316

8-300

10-370

20-1000

dans les
(Bq.m-3)

flux d'E!:mission
par le sol
(mBq.m-2. s-1)
222Rn dans l'air
ext&rieur (Bq.m-3)
222Rn dans les
maisons (Bq.m-3)
(a)

moyenne

99

Region
Parisienne

90

226Ra dans les
sols (Bq.m-3)

sols

Sedimentaire

87

123

2-46

7,7-31,5

8-120

25

(b)

arithmetique

(b)

moyenne

geometrique

(mesures

integrees)

Tableau 1. Activite massique du 226Ra dans 1es sols, debit de
dose y dans 1 'air et differents parametres lies au 222Rn dans 3
fran~ais
granitiques
et
la
region
Parisienne
departements
sedimentaire.
En toute
logique,
les activites volumiques moyennes en
222Rn dans les habitations
sont conformes a cet ensemble de
donnees
Elles sont plus elevees dans les regions granitiques
que celles sedimentaires, d'un facteur 4 a 5 environ, comme pour
chacun des parametres mesures dans les aut res milieux. C' est sur
ces multiples
donnees
que peuvent
s'appuyer les
diagnostics
radon!3) et les etudes sur la potentialite des sols en radon.
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Mesure des nouvelles grandeurs operationnelles a l'aide des appareils
de radioprotection destines a la surveillance des zones de travail
et a la surveillance individuelle
R. PRIGENT* - J. CHARY* - M. CHEMTOB* - Y. HERBAUT** - Ph. LEBOULEUX*
CEA I Institut de Protection et de SQrete Nucleaire
Departement de Protection de l'Environement et des Installations
B.P. n° 6 - 92265 Fontenay-aux-Roses - Fax : 42 53 91 25

Measurement of new operational quantities with radiation protection
instruments designed for working area monitoring and for
individual monitoring

The ICRP recommended a dose limitation system based on numerical evaluation of the dose equivalent to organs or tissues, HT, which are used to
calculate the effective dose, HE, by weighting. The ICRU proposed new operationnal quantities accessible to measurement which are conservative with
respect to these recommendations. The objective of this paper is to recall
briefly the basic recommendations and to find out if radiation protection
instruments presently used calibrated in terms of the previous quantities
are capable to measure these new quantities. A dozen of practical cases are
presented.
RESUME

L'ICRP a recommande un systeme de limitation des doses base sur !'evaluation numerique de 1 'equivalent de dose dans certains organes ou tissus,
HT, pour acceder, apres ponderation a !'equivalent de dose efficace, HE. Le
but de cette communication est d'une part de rappeler brievement les recommandations de base et d'autre part d'examiner si les appareils de radioprotection actuellement utilises en France et etalonnes dans d'anciennes grandeurs sont aptes a mesurer ces nouvelles grandeurs. Une douzaine de cas pratiques sont traites.
I. INTRODUCTION

L'International Commission on Radiation Units and measurements dans son
rapport ICRU de 1985 n° 39 intitule "Determination des equivalents de dose
dus aux sources externes de rayonnements" donne les definitions des grandeurs a employer pour le controle des rayonnements ionisants, grandeurs qui
servent de base a la radioprotection operationnelle pour mettre en place
dans la pratique les recommandations de l'ICRU (rapports 25 et 33). Ce meme
rapport expose ensuite dans son introduction son but qu'il est bon de rappeler :
-

(*)

lorsque des personnes sont exposees aux rayonnements ionisants, il est
generalement necessaire de specifier le niveau d'exposition externe en
termes numeriques. Ceci est exige pour assurer une radioprotection reelle et pour montrer que les limites reglementaires sont respectees.
La Commission Internationale de Protection Radiologique (CIPR) a recommande un systeme de specifications numeriques fonde sur la somme
ponderee des equivalents de dose re9us dans divers organes : !'equivalent de dose efficace, HE. Ces equivalents de dose ne peuvent, dans la
plupart des cas, etre directement mesures et, par consequent, doivent
etre evalues a partir de ce que l'on sait mesurer.

IPSN I DPEI I Fontenay-aux-Roses
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SPR I Grenoble

S 'agissant du contrOle pratique de 1' irradiation externe par des appareils de surveillance des zones de travail et par des appareils de surveillance individuelle, des grandeurs directement mesurables appelees "grandeurs operationnelles" ( (H* (10), H' (0, 07) pour la surveillance des zones
de travail et H (10), Hs (0,07) pour la surveillance individuelle ) seront
utilisees pour ~valuer de fa9on la plus correcte possible (sans sous evaluation ou surestimation excessive) !'equivalent de dose efficace.

II. CARACTERISTIQUES SOUHAITABLES DES INSTRUMENTS
VEILLANCE DES ZONES DE TRAVAIL (AMBIANCE)

UTILISES

POUR

LA

SUR-

II.1 Equivalent de dose ambiant H* (10)
Les instruments destines a la mesure de H* doivent presenter une
reponse isotrope. Ces appareils qui ont une reponse isotrope et qui sont
etalonnes en terme de H* mesureront H* dans n'importe quel champ de rayonnement uniforme dans un volume au moins egal a celui qui est occupe par
l'appareil. La definition de H* implique que l'appareil soit con9u de telle
faQon qu'il tienne compte du rayonnement retrodiffuse dans la sphere de reference.
II.2 Equivalent de dose directionnel H'

(0,07)

Les instruments destines a la mesure de H' sont conQus pour des
rayonnements faiblement penetrants provenant d' un angle sol ide 20 steradians. Ils doivent done repondre correctement, non seulement aux rayonnements d'incidence normale a la face d'entree de !'instrument, mais aussi aux
rayonnements d'incidence oblique (les normes CEI specifiques definissent les
limites de variations tolerees pour leurs caracteristiques principales).

III. CARACTERISTIQUES SOUHAITABLES
VEILLANCE INDIVIDUELLE

DES

INSTRUMENTS

UTILISES

POUR

LA SUR-

III.1 Equivalent de dose individuel en profondeur ~ (10)
Les instruments destines a la mesure de Hp sont conQus pour des
rayonnements fortement penetrants provenant d' un angle sol ide 20 steradians.
III.2 Equivalent de dose individuel en surface H8 (0,07)
Les instruments destines a la mesure de Hs sont conQus pour des
rayonnements faiblement penetrants provenant d' un angle sol ide 20 steradians.
Les instruments destines a la mesure de HP et Hs sont conQus pour
etre portes a la surface du corps. Celui-ci assure done la production du
rayonnement retrodiffuse. Ils doivent repondre correctement aux rayonnements
d' incidence normale a la face d' entree de 1' instrument, mais aussi aux
rayonnements d'incidence oblique (les normes CEI specifiques definissent les
limites de variations tolerees pour leurs caracteristiques principales).

IV. ETALONNAGE DES INSTRUMENTS

- les instruments destines a la mesure de H* (10) et H' (0, 07) sont
etalonnes dans l'air. Les coefficients de conversion du kerma dans l'air aux
grandeurs H* (10) et H' (0,07) sont donnes dans (1).
- les instruments destines a la me sure de Hp ( 10) et Hs ( 0, 07)
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sont etalonnes sur un fantome approprie :
• soit une sphere de 30 em de diametre constituee d'un materiau equivalent tissu (2) .
• soit une plaque de dimensions 30 em x 30 em x 15 em d'epaisseur d'un
materiau equivalent tissu (3)
Suivant le fantome utilise,
sion specifiques (3) .
V.

on appliquera les coefficients de conver-

RESULTATS D'ESSAIS SUR PLUSIEURS APPAREILS DE RADIOPROTECTION DESTINES
A LA MESURE DES RAYONNEMENTS "'( (ETALONNAGE, REPONSE EN FONCTION DE L 'ENERGIE, REPONSE ANGULAIRE)

La presentation "poster" porte sur une douzaine d' appareils equipes de
detecteurs differents (chambre d'ionisation de differentes epaisseurs, tube
Geiger-Muller, detecteur en silicium) a partir de graphes dont les resultats seront compares aux normes existantes de la CEI.
Les etalonnages de ces appareils ont ete effectues de facon systematique dans les anciennes et nouvelles grandeurs afin de connaitre leur comportement et principalement leur reponse en fonction de 1 'energie et leur
reponse angulaire. Ces essais ont permis de connaitre !'aptitude des appareils actuels a effectuer des mesures dans les nouvelles grandeurs et d'envisager les actions correctives a apporter pour les mettre en conformite ou
a la limite ne pas les recommander s'il s'avere qu'ils ne peuvent pas etre
adaptes.
Par ancienne grandeur nous entendons pour la France la dose absorbee
Dt (3) dans les tis sus mous sous 300mg. cm- 2 . Dans un domaine d' energie de
10 keV a 3 MeV elle peut etre deduite du kerma dans 1 'air a 1 'air libre,
Ka, si 1' on neglige le rayonnement de freinage. Cette grandeur avait ete
retenue en prenant le cristallin comme organe critique pour le risque.
Jusqu' a present les appareils francais destines a la surveillance des
zones de travail ou a la surveillance individuelle etaient etalonnes dans
l'air et leur reponse devait etre isotrope dans les 4TI steradians.
Ce document ne presente que deux exemples
- un appareil de surveillance des zones de travail dont le detecteur
est une chambre d'ionisation
(figure 1),
- un appareil de surveillance individuelle equipe d'un detecteur au silicium (figure 2) .
VI -CONCLUSION

La conclusion generale est que la plupart des appareils actuellement en
service peuvent etre utilises pour mesurer les grandeurs operationnelles au
prix le plus sou vent d' un simple changement d' echelle et plus rarement
d'une adaptation des ecrans de correction entourant le detecteur en se satisfaisant de leur reponse angulaire actuelle.
BIBLIOGRAPHIE
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REPONSE EN FONCTION DE L'ENERGIE
Apparel! de surveillance de l'amblance
• BABYLINE 91 (Chambre d'lonlsatlon de 500 em')
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POTENTIAL RISK OF THO RON AND ITS PROGENIES IN THE AIR OF
TRADITIONAL JAPANESE WOODEN HOUSES
Masahiro Doi, Sadayoshi Kobayashi and Kenzo Fujimoto
Safety Analysis Unit, National Institute of Radiological Sciences

9-1, Anagawa-4, Chiba 260, JAPAN
Abstract
A new type of passive dosemeter has been developed, which can measure radon and thoron
concentrations separately. Detailed measurement using the radon-thoron differential detectors
thus developed revealed that thoron concentration indoors in some selected houses has a distribution to decrease significantly as the distance from the interior soil wall increases. Interim
measurements on Hiroshima houses ascertained that some Japanese wooden houses with traditional Japanese interior soil walls may have enhanced thoron concentration indoors.
Introduction
A national survey of indoor radon concentration in Japan was commenced in 1985, and covered 6,300 houses throughout Japan 1l. Karlsruhe passive radon detectors 2l were used in the survey, in view of the fact that it had already been used in many countries at the time when the
project was initiated and hence international comparison was possible. The indoor radon concentration showed a median value of23 Bq/m 3 whose distribution was log-normal with a geometric standard deviation of 1.6 1l. Statistical analysis on the type of buildings and indoor radon
concentration revealed that the extreme values of high concentration were found mostly in
wooden houses especially of traditional Japanese style. It should be noted that the dosimeter
employed in the survey registers a-tracks from thoron

e Rn) as well as radon (
20

222

Rn), if they

exist in the same ambient air. Since traditional Japanese houses have interior soil walls, one of
the causes of apparently higher concentration was suspected to be due to thoron concentration
from the building materials. In order to carry out an analysis on indoor thoron concentration as
well as radon's, a new type of passive dosemeter was developed which can estimate radon and
thoron concentrations differentially3l. The results of interim measurement on some houses with
elevated radon and thoron concentration are presented.
Method of the measurement
An illustration of the passive radon-thoron differential detector2l is shown in Figure 1. The
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:".;'::~;;

detector housing is made of stainless steel,
which has two hemispherical chambers, whose
diameters are 120 mm and 75 mm respectively.
Two hemispheric chambers cover the detector
holder from the up and down sides, being com-

,-,;r

\

>'oof"

,,J,.

bined into a shape of a flying saucer. One sheet

"":'::z

of disk-shaped polycarbonate film (lupilon S-

Figure I
Schemat~--;r;: of th~~~:~ive radonthoron differential detector
'

I

"

2000, Mitsubishi Gas Chemical Co., Ltd., Japan,
50 mm in diameter, 300 J!m in thickness) is

placed in each of the two hemispheric chambers. One polycarbonate film faces the inside of the
large chamber, and another the inside of small chamber. Eight air inlets are provided on the
stainless disk, which are covered by glass fiber filters in order to prevent decay products from
entering the detector housing. Since the air exchange rate of these air inlets is 15. 89 times per
hour, 99% of gaseous radon and 26% of gaseous thoron are able to intrude into the large chamber. Gaseous radon and thoron in the large chamber diffuse into the small chamber through a
pinhole inlet (lmm<j>) on a inner stainless disk at the air exchange rate of 0.38 times per hour.
Because of its short half life (55 sec), only 0.2% of thoron gas diffuse into the small chamber.
After the exposure to the atmosphere for 2 months, the polycarbonate film placed in the
large chamber is subjected to preliminary chemical etching for 3 hrs which is performed at 30
T with a blend of 8.0N KOH solution (80% by volume) and C2 HpH (20%) and following elec-

trochemical etching for 3 hrs under AC800V, 2kHz. The radius of the hemisphere is large
(60mm), and the duration of preliminary chemical etching is long (3hrs) enough to discriminate
low energy a-particles whose ranges in polycarbonate film are so short that they can not reach
the depth of electrochemical etching layer. In this condition, a-particles emitted by thoron and
thoron daughters are registered as electrochemical etch pits dominantly. In contrast, the polycarbonate film in the small chamber is subjected to preliminary chemical etching for only 0.5
hrs and following electrochemical etching for 3 hrs.

The radius of the hemisphere is small

(37.5mm), ru:td the duration of preliminary chemical etching is short (0.5 hrs) enough to discriminate high energy a-particles whose ranges in polycarbonate film are so long that they
overstep the depth of the electrochemical etching layer. In this condition, a-particles emitted
by radon and radon daughters are registered as electrochemical etch pits mainly.
Conversion factors from
Conversion factor

~

Tracks cm 2 /(Bqm· 3 day)

Radon

PC film in 120mm chamber 0.0299±0.0017
PC film in 75 mm chamber 0.0395±0.0053

etch pit density into radon

Tho ron

and tho ron concentration are

0.0127±0.0022
0.0000±0.0000

tion exercises were per-

Table 1
Summary of conversion factors (Tracks cm 2/(Bqm· 3day)) for
radon and thoron exposures determined by calibration exercises.
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shown in Table 1. Calibraformed using a standard ra-

don chamber of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and a standard thoron chamber

·I
lj

of Waseda University, Japan. Detailed specification of the detector was presented elsewhere3l .
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Results and discussions
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Detailed measurements were performed

• KfK radon detector

using radon-thoron differential detectors at

300

some traditional Japanese wooden houses with

0

interior soil wall in Kyoto Prefecture. Detec-
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tors were placed at five different distances,
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"

three at each distance in total of 15, from the
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~

surface of soil wall.

Each detector was
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o

500
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Distance from the soil wall (mm)
Figure 2
Distributions of indoor radon and thoron
concentration in a traditional wooden house in Kyoto
Prefecture by radon-thoron differential detector (upper
figure) and that of "radon" concentration by Karlsruhe
radon detector (lower), for the period from June to
August, 1991.

coupled with a Karlsruhe passive radon detector2l. Distributions of radon and thoron concentrations are shown in Figure 2 (upper figure). Radon concentration was 8.8±1.6Bq/m\
whose distribution is almost uniform. In con-

trast, thoron concentration distributes in a wide range: it decreased significantly as the distance
from the soil wall increased. Since thoron concentration varies so significantly according to the
place in the room, the point of the measurement must be taken into account to estimate the
thoron concentration indoors.

Distri-

Hiroshima Prefecture (21 houses, 42 rooms)

bution of radon concentration esti-

M'
mated by Karlsruhe radon detector2l is ~ 600

also shown in Figure 2 (lower figure). 6
It is ascertained that the Karlsruhe ra-

§

don detector2 l responded to thoron

-~

contribution.

§

An interim survey using passive
radon-thoron differential detectors
was performed on 42 rooms of 21
houses in Hiroshima Prefecture.
These houses were regarded as high
radon risk houses by previous national
surveyll.

Each detector was posi-

500
400

u

300

u

200

§

~
~

~

~~

I

>---t---<

~ lO~i_~~~::~'~l~~~~l!~~:::'~~~~~--J
0

10

20

30

40

Radon concentration (Bq/m3)
Fugure 3 Radon and thoron concentration in 42 rooms in 21
houses in Hiroshima Prefecture, estimated by passive radonthoron differential detectors. Measurement period was JuneAugust, 1991.
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tioned at the same place where Karlsruhe radon detector 2) was placed in the previous survey

l) •

Therefore, the distance from the soil wall to the detector differed by each house from 40mm to
800mm. Results of the measurement are shown in Figure 3. Radon concentration ranges from
7.80 Bq/m 3 to 33.3 Bq/m3 , and thoron concentration from N.D. to 587 Bq/m 3•

There is no

correlation between radon and thoron concentration. The median value of indoor radon concentrations in the Hiroshima houses was estimated as 56.7 Bq/m 3 (median) by Karlsruhe radon
detector2) from April to September, 1991. Whereas it was shown by use of the radon-thoron differential detector3) that they have radon concentration of 18.3 Bq/m 3 (median), plus thoron concentration of 57.4 Bq/m 3 (median). Since about 70 % of Japanese houses are wooden house
according to the national statistics4 ), indoor thoron concentration needs to be investigated in detail especially on wooden houses with traditional interior soil walls in order to identify potential
risk of thoron and its progenies indoors as well as radon's.
Conclusion
A new type of passive dosemeter has been developed, by which radon and thoron concentrations can be measured separately at a same time. Thoron indoors in some selected Japanese
houses with interior soil walls showed a gradient distribution of concentration in such a way as
it decreases significantly as the distance from the interior soil wall increases. Interim measurements on Hiroshima houses ascertained that some Japanese wooden houses with traditional
interior soil walls may have extremely enhanced thoron concentration indoors.
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THE LEGAL SITUATION OF RADON IN SWEDEN
Lars Persson
Swedish Radiation Protection Institute
Box 60204, S-10401 Stockholm, Sweden
ABSTRACT
The Swedish Local Authorities are responsible for
decreasing the radon concentration in homes. The National Board
of Health and Welfare regulates and supervises this programme.
The National Board of Occupational Safety and Health regulates
the radon levels in mines. The National Board of Housing,
Building, and Planning regulates the upper level of radon
indoor in newly built houses. The Swedish Radiation Protection
Institute is responsible for measuring techniques and risk
assessments of radon.
INTRODUCTION
Due to the natural conditions (U-rich ground, Ra-rich
building materials, and the cold climate), there often exists
high levels of radon and its decay products in the air of
houses, mines and other working places in sweden. The work to
reduce the levels of radon started with the improvement of the
ventilation of the mines in the late 1960-s. During the 1970's
the interest was focussed on houses and indoor air.
PUBLIC INVESTIGATIONS
In 1979 the Swedish Government authorized the Minister
of Agriculture to appoint an investigator to study the question
of countermeasures against radiation risks in buildings. The
investigation was carried out by The Radon Commission. The
Commission submitted its final report to the Swedish Government
in January 1983 (1).
Most of the Commission's work was devoted to practical
issues connected with radon in housing. The radon problem in
Sweden was originally considered to derive from building
materials containing radium. The measuring activities performed
by the Local Authorities and a nationwide investigation of the
occurrence of radon in housing by the swedish Radiation
Protection Institute indicated the ground as the principle
source of radon. The number of building~ in which the radon
daughter concentration exceeded 400 Bqjm , was estimated to be
about 40 000. In Sweden the limits are given as annual averages
of the Equilibrium Equivalent Concentration of Radon (EER),
also called the radon daughter level.
The c9mmission proposed a radon daughter action level
of 400 Bqjm , and that houseowners be provided with
possibilities of obtaining special loans for financing
countermeasures if the radon levels exceeded this figure. The
Commission also proposed that the National Board of Health and
Welfare and the National Board of Housing, Building and
Planning, in collaboration with the Swedish Institute of
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Radiation Protection, should undertake the responsibility that
the Local Authorities receive information and directives
concerning radiation in buildings. The Commission proposed that
research in the radon protection field should be carried out or
supported by the swedish Institute of Radiation Protection and
the National Council for Building Research.
The Swedish Government decided in 1985 to follow the
main recommendations of the Radon Commission. The Government's
decision was now also based on the proposals and risk estimates
of the Swedish Cancer Committee, which in 1984 submitted its
report (2) to the Government.
The Swedish Committee for Revision of the Radiation
Protection Legislation submitted in 1985 its report (3) to the
Government. The Committee proposed that the new law should
cover also natural radiation sources such as radon. The tasks
of the Swedish Radiation Protection Institute with respect to
natural radiation should be the development and standardization
of measuring techniques and methods and the risk assessment of
radon. It was also proposed that the law should grant
authorization to the Radiation Protection Institute to impose
directives with respect to measuring and protective equipment
as well as testing, supervision or inspection of natural
radiation. The Swedish Parliament accepted these proposals in
1988 ( 4) .
NORDIC CO-OPERATION IN THE RADON FIELD
There exists a close cooperation in the radiation protection
field between the five Nordic countries and its radiation
protection authorities (5). A working group with the aim of
developing radiation protection recommendations for natural
radiation in the Nordic countries was set up by the radiation
protection institutes in Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway, and
Sweden. The working group reported in 1986 its recommendations
(6). The main recommendation of the working group was that the
acti~n level for existing houses should not be higher than 400
Bq/m radon daughters. If the radon daughter concentration
exceeded this value in a house, remedial action to bring the
concentration down to a level as low as reasonably achievable
should generally be an obligation. The possibilities for
remedial action with financial support from the authorities
should also be c~nsidered, if the radon daughter concentration
exceeded 100 Bqjm .
PRESENT RISK ASSESSMENT AND LEGAL SITUATION
The risk assessment for radon made by the Swedish Radiation
Protection Institute (7)is based upon ICRP's principles for
limiting exposure to natural radiation sources (8). The recent
Swedish experience in radon control has been reviewed by
Swedjemark and Maekitalo (9) and the Swedish view on radon
control by Mjoenes (10).
Several authorities and different laws are involved in the
field of radon protection in Sweden as follows:
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* The Swedish Local Authorities are responsible for decreasing
the radon daughter concentration in the homes and working
places other than mines in each municipality. These authorities
act according to the Health Protection Legislation. In 1990 the
action level for remedial measures of existin~ buildings and
working places has been decreased to 200 Bqjm radon daughters
by the National Board of Health and Welfare according to an
authorization by the Government (11). Fo3 houses with radon
daughter levels between 70 and 200 Bqjm
simple remedial
actions should be carried out. The Board of Health and Welfare
supervises the indoor radon gas remedial programme.

*

The National Board of Occupational Safety and Health in 1986
issued a regulation on rock work (und~rground work) with an
upper exposure limit of 2 MBqh per m and year for the radon
daughter exposition (12).

* The National Board of Housing, Building and Planning has

issued a regulation on the permitted upper level of radon
indoor in newly built houses based on the Act on Planning and
Builqing (13). The radon daughter level must be lower than 70
Bqjm . The health risk from radon must be taken into account in
the building planning process. The Board has thus recommended
that the Local Authorities and builders ensure that that they
take into account the risk of radon from the ground, when
planning for building and the use of land (14). For planning
purposes the ground should be classified into high, normal and
low risk areas. This classification should be based on
geological criteria but it must also be related to building
structure. For details see ref. (9).

* The Radiation Protection Law (4) also covers natural
radiation including radon. According to this act the Swedish
Radiation Protection Institute is responsible for targetoriented research and monitoring of international developments,
risk assessment and principles of risk management,
recommendations concerning limits on activities and doses for
the implementation of certain measures, development and
standardization of measuring techniques and methods,
requirements concerning testing and inspection of measuring
techniques and equipment, and consultation and provision of
information on injuries that may be caused by radon.
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IIDOOR RADON CONCENTRATIONS IN
SOUTH AFRICAN HOKES
A H Leuschner, A Steyn, R Strydom, G P de Beer
Atomic Energy Corporation of South Africa Limited
P 0 Box 582, Pretoria 0001, South Africa
ABSTRACT

Radon concentrations have been measured in about 2 000 South African
houses during a phased study. The winter-month average was 63 Bq/m3 and
the geoemetric mean 45 Bq/m3.
Parameters correlating with high indoor
radon concentrations were floor type and uranium content of geological
formation.
INTRODUCTION
The radiation dose from inhaled decay products of radon seems to be
the dominant component of radiation exposure of the world population.
Although much can be learnt from overseas experience, local differences
warrant an investigation of the South African sitution. On the one hand
the South African climate may favour better ventilation conditions which
may result in lower indoor radon concentrations. On the other hand the
cold Highveld winters and lack of central heating may promote stagnant
indoor conditions for certain months of the year.
Furthermore, the
densely populated areas on the Witwatersrand are surrounded by waste
dumps from gold/uranium mines.
These contain enhanced 226Rn
concentrations.
The Department of National Health and Population
Development and various town and city councils provided financial and
logistic support for this study.
OBJECTIVES AND PHASES OF THE STUDY
The main objective was to assess the magnitude of the public exposure
to indoor radon concentrations through nationwide surveys as extensive
as possible, in accordance with requirements and resources available.
The study was conducted in three phases. The first phase was
conducted in 1988 in a few areas to obtain initial logistic and sampling
experience and to evaluate the techniques. The second phase during the
winter of 1989 evaluated randomly selected houses of AEC employees and
areas selected from an airborne radiometric survey, granitic areas, and
an area that showed a geological fault and high indoor radon
concentrations.
In the third phase the study was expanded to other
areas, including an area where indoor burning of coal might contribute
to high indoor radon levels.
METHOD AID PROCEDURES
In order to obtain representative concentrations for average
conditions, it is necessary to perform integrated measurements over days
or preferably even months.
No consideration is given to diurnal
patterns or the equilibrium factor of the radon. These factors should
be the subject matter of later studies.
SAMPLING TECHNIQUES
All the studies were performed primarily during the winter months.
Time--integrating passive samplers were used. Charcoal canisters (Cohen
et al, 1986) were used in some early investigations but this method of
sampling was discontinued.
Nuclear--track (or track-etch) detectors
(Urban et al, 1981) were used for sampling. These monitors were normally
exposed for three months.
After electrochemical etching of the films
the tracks were counted using a computer--automated technique.
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DATA COLLECTION
Together with each measurement a one-page questionnaire was
administered to obtain information about the house.
This information
was finally combined with that of the area characteristics and the radon
concentrations in a computer data base.
DATA ANALYSIS
Data analysis was aimed at determining the relationship between
indoor radon concentrations and house characteristics and the area
characteristics. Analyses of variance (ANOVA) were determined for four
effects, namely ventilation, sub-floor type, floor type and geographical
type.
Poor ventilation is represented by a level 0 and high ventilation by
level 5.
Sub--floor level of 0 indicated normal soil, level 1 filling
with rubble with large pores, level 2 a basement or crawl space and level
3 filling with mine tailings. Floor type level 0 indicated wooden floor
or no floor covering and 1 concrete slab.
Geographical types were
assigned level 0, 1 or 2, where 0 indicated geological type with
relatively low uranium concentrations, 1 indicated uncertain or variable
uranium concentrations and 2 relatively high uranium concentrations.
This evaluation indicated that the areas selected were not significantly
biased towards high-uranium geological types.
RESULTS
The sample size was 1 801 houses, the total averaging was 63 Bq/m3,
the median 52 Bq/m3, the mode 39 Bq/m3 and the geometric mean 45 Bq/m3.
The measured indoor radon concentrations are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1:

Log-normal distribution of Indoor Radon Concentrations
in South Africa

It should, however, be noted that the measured values do not represent
seasonally--, construction-· and locality-averaged values.
Outdoor
measurements indicated a winter-· to annually--averaged ratio of 1,5.
(This approximates ratios reported for the USA [Borak, et al, 1989] .) Dividing the winter--measured values by 1,5 gives the lower curve in Fig. 1.
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Table 1 gives the indoor radon concentrations for the various areas.
Table 1:

Median and Range (Bq/m3) for each Tovn in Compounded Data Set

Tovn
Cape Town
Bedfordview
Malmesbury
Richards Bay
Rustenburg
Parys
Brits
Paarl
Johannesburg
Stilfontein
Sandt on
Roodepoort
Akasia
Soweto
Hartbeespoort
Boksburg
Verwoerdburg
George
Pretoria
Phalaborwa
Krugersdorp
Springbok
Beaufort--West
Nababeep
Randfontein
Randburg
Germiston

Sample
Size
134
16
59
76
10
44
30
60
284
72
16
6
7

150
28
116
29
91
148
8

53
67
62
88
45
13
143

Median
10
23
25
33
34
37
38
39
45
45
46
50
52
54
56
56
57
60
61
62
65
70
74
78
80
87
93

Geometric Average
Mean
9
13
4
20
24
42
26
38
31
33
41
66
35
42
45
85
37
49
50
62
46
50
49
61
51
57
53
56
49
59
59
66
55
61
55
64
54
66
60
61
67
77
60
78
61
79
79
87
84
92
92
122
89
116

Maximum

52
72
150
120
48
595
119
842
197
131
106
130
97
131
145
212
136
143
197
79
273
340
184
393
185
440
297

The results of the multifactor analysis of variance are given in Table 2.
Table 2:

Results of multifactor ANOVA

Source of variation

Sum of
Squares

Main characteristics
Uranium deposits
Floor type
Sub--floor
Ventilation

1 758
603
378
330
446

425
667
796
050
524

11

2--factor interactions
Floor--type/uranium
Floor--type/ subfloor
Floor--type/ventilation
Ventilation/uranium
Sub-floor/ventilation
Sub-·floor /uranium

1 508
435
99
239
420
234
5

942
650
916
179
480
736
472

30

d.f.

2
1
3
5

935 missing values have been excluded.
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2
2
5

10
9

3

Mean Square

F-ratio Sig.
Level

159
301
378
110
89

846
833
796
017
305

4,405
8,318
10,439
3,032
2,461

,0000
,0003
,0013
,0284
,0314

50
217
49
47
42
26
1

298
825
958
836
048
082
824

1,386
6,003
1,377
1,318
1,159
,719
,050

,0809
,0025
,2528
,2536
,3147
,6921
,9851

DISCUSSION
Measurements in about 2 000 residential homes in South Africa
indicate an approximate log--normal distribution of indoor radon
concentrations. An average concentration of about 63 Bq/m3 was measured
during the winter months of three consecutive years.
If corrected for
seasonal variations an average closer to 42 Bq/m3 is expected.
Table 2 shows that geological type (containing uranium) and floor
type played significant roles as well as the combination of these
factors.
The results from Table 1 show that coal burning (Soweto) did not
result in higher radon concentrations in the typical residences where
coal is burnt.
Detailed discussions are given in a separate report (AEK--0036/90).

COICLUSIOIS
The average
indoor radon concentration found in about 2 000 South
African residences averaged about 63 Bq/m3.
The seasonally--averaged
value is estimated to be closer to 42 Bq/m3. Although the former value
ranges high among international values, the percentage of houses with
concentrations above 200 Bq/m3 coincide closer with the international
average. In less than 1 % of the houses monitored, concentrations about
400 Bq/m3 were recorded while between 3 and 4 % recorded values above 200
Bq/m3.
With the seaonal correction these percentages decrease to 0,5 %
and between 1 and 2 %respectively.

REFEREICES
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of winter, summer and annual average 222Rn concentrations in family
dwellings. Health Physics V. 57, p. 465.
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Cohen, B L;
Mason, R.
A diffusion barrier
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air. Health Physics V. 50, p. 457.
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Urban, M;
Piesch, E.
Low Level environmental
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Rad. Prot.
Dosim. V. 87, p. 109.
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RADIATION EXPOSURE BY MAN-MODIFIED MATERIALS CONTAINING
NATURAL RADIONUCLIDS

*

*
**

D. E. Becker,

**

E. Eder,

*

A. Reichelt

Technical Inspection Agency of Bavaria, Munich, Germany
Government of Bavaria, Ministry for state Development and
Enviromental Affairs Development, Munich, Germany

ABSTRACT

More than one hundred materials, containing natural radioactive nuclides, are being investigated due to radiation exposure to people. This paper deals with thoriated gas mantles
and shows that the radiation exposure by inhalation of radionuclides released while burning and exchange is not negligible.

INTRODUCTION

As a consequence of the restrictive limitation of radiation exposure in the Federal Republic of Germany, caused by artifical
radionuclides, the radiation exposure by natural nuclides has
become more importance. By human work some natural materials
are changed in such a way, that natural radionuclides are
enriched. Therefore remarkable exposures are possible in some
cases. These exposures are especially relevant, when radioactive aerosols are generated, which result in radiation exposure by inhalation.
Within a research programme of the Bavarian government, more
than 100 man-modified materials (raw materials, residual materials and consumer products) were found with a relevant amount
of natural radionuclides.
Objective of our research was to examine the radiation exposure of workmen and other people handling with such materials.
By means of a literature study and own calculations we found
relevant subjects for further investigations. The most interesting sources we have identified are:
- thoriated gas mantles
- thoriated tungsten welding rods
dental products containing uranium
- phosphate fertilizers
- zircon sand
- radon therapy
- mines and caves for visitors
- water purification plants
In the following we will present a special part of our
tigation, dealing with the "thoriated gas mantles".
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inves-

NUCLIDES AND ACTIVITIES OF GAS MANTLES
The gas mantles used for gastechnical illumination are impregnated with natural thorium to produce incandescence. Thorium
is extracted from ores by separation. In practise only Th-232
with daughters and Th-230 is relevant for radiation exposure.
We determined the activity of 39 gas mantles bought in normal
storehouses.
The time since thorium was separated from the ore
was mathematically evaluated from activity values. Here some
results in extracts.
Keaaureaent results of specific activity in several saaplea of gas aantle
Num- specific activity a of a mantle [Bq/g] and relative error &a [%],
ber
of
a(Th-232)
&a a(Ra-228)
&a a(Th-228)
&a a(Tl-208)
oa a(Po-212)
sama(Ac-228)
a(Ra-224)
ple
a(Rn-220)
a(Po-216)
a(Pb-212)
a(Bi-212)
1
2
4
9
10
15
16
18
23
37
38
39

387
746
682
582
809
642
829
1041
10
0,4
2866
2701

9,0
6,3
26,0
6,2
10,6
11,2
11,4
6,4
36,1
59,7
9,1
10,0

97
125
407
135
101
133
153
312
6
0,1
806
1417

8,3
5,9
2,3
5,9
10,4
10,9
10,7
5,3
7,0
140
9,1
10,0

196
460
336
307
560
358
490
484
5
0,2
1373
1210

8,9
6,2
3,1
5,9
10,5
11,0
11,4
6,2
4,6
21,2
9,0
10,0

71
166
122
111
203
130
177
175
2
0,1
497
438

8,9
6,2
3,1
5,9
10,5
11,0
11,4
6,2
4,6
21,2
9,0
10,0

125
'293
215
196
357
229
312
309
3
0,1
876
772

&a

8,9
6,2
3,1
5,9
10,5
11,0
11,4
6,2
4,6
21,2
9,0
10,0

- Considered is the activity of Th-232 and Th-232 daughters

Results of the deteraination and caculation of quantities of several aaaplea of gsa aantlea
Number
1
2
4
9
10
15
16
18
23
37
38
39

Total activity A
[Bq]
7810
8004
6157
5999
5919
3416
4561
17177
61
2
5634
7003

&a

mass m

[%]

specific total activity
a [Bq/g]

[%]

[g]

4,0
2,5
2,3
2,4
2,6
3,5
4,3
3,9
4,0
20,9
0,5
0,4

1953
4212
3848
2999
4932
3416
4561
5052
55
2
14086
14005

4,7
5,8
6,7
5,5
8,7
10,6
10,9
4,9
9,9
22,5
25,0
20,0

&A

4,0
1,9
1,6
2,0
1,2
1,0
1,0
3,4
1,1
1,2
0,4
0,5

&m

[%]
2,5
5,3
6,3
5,0
8,3
10,0
10,0
2,9
9,1
8,3
25,0
20,0

Th-separation time t
[a]
2,4
1,5
7,5
2,2
1,1
1,9
1,7
3,0
7,3
1,8
2,7
6,2

&t

[%]
8,4
4,8
12,7
5,5
5,0
7,7
7,4
8,6
24,8
169,8
2,4
2,7

In a number of samples also the Th-230 activity was determinated. The average specific activity was 207 Bq/g and the average Th-232/Th-230 ratio was found to 0,3.
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RADIOACTIVITY EMITTED FROM BURNING GAS MANTLES

During the initial burn and during burning, a part of radioactivity is released from the gas mantle. The results of a study
are shown in the following figures. They represent the relation of the specific activity of the burning mantle to the unused mantle as a function of burning time.

1,2

Remained activity - relative

Remained activity - relative

Radionuclide: Ra-224, Ac-228, Bi-212

Radionuclide: Th-228, Ra-228, Pb-212

Specific activity proportion a/a(O)

Specific activity proportion a/a(O)

1,2 r=---------'~=~------'-~

ITh-2281

0,8

0,6

0,6

Bi-2121

*

0,4

0,4

*

0,2

0

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45

0,2

so 55 60

0

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45

so 55 60

t(B) [min)

t(B) [min)

a(O) - specific activity at t(B) • 0

a(O) - specific activity at t(B) • 0

From these results, it is possible to assess the radiation exposures by inhalation of nuclides released from burning mantles. For example we will give a conservative assessment.
Assumptions for the calculation: room closed, no ventilation
rate, breath rate: 1,2 m3 /h, dose conversion factor (ICRP 30)
for AMAD = 0,1 ~m, highest retention class, time of exposure:
1 h,
number of burning mantles: 1, activity of unused mantle:
values of sample number 18, no attachment of radionuclides on
objects, volume of space:
a)
b)
c)

2 m3

10 m3

50 m3

Effective committed dose equivalent H50

a,

H50 = 0,43 mSv

b>

H 50

=

0,13 msv
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:

o,o3 msv

INHALATION OF RADIONUCLIDES BY THE EXCHANGE OF GAS MANTLES

After the initial burn, gas mantles are very unstable against
mechanical influence. For that reason, mantles have to be exchanged from time to time. Because the material is very
brittle radioactive aerosols are generated and inhaled by the
handling people.
We investigated the above mentioned problem with a cascade impactor. All conditions of the experiments were in that manner,
that the human respiration was simulated by the measuring
equipment. The following figures are showing results for
Th-232.
Activity distribution Th-232

Cumulative percentage of activity

::~ ~-------;::::====::::;---1

0.16
0.1~

0.16

o.u

.. r

o.u

0.10
0.09
0.07

....
O.OJ

Aerodynamic diameter (~m]

Aerodynamic diameter (~m]

The effective committed
with three methods:

dose

equivalent

H50

was

calculated

a> first assessment: no consideration of the activity size distribution, Dose Conversion Factor (ICRP 30) for AMAD
1 ~m, the same activity for each nuclide (on an average)
b> second assessment: like a) , but with consideration of the
different activities of the nuclides
c> third assessment: consideration of the activity size distribution.
Effective committed dose
lasting four minutes:
a> H50 = 0,33 msv

equivalent

H50

0,48 msv

for

one

exchange,

o, 27 msv

FINAL REMARKS

Although the use of gas mantles in the public illumination for
streets and squares is decreasing, there is a high increase
for camping lanterns, so that radiation exposure by inhalation
of radioactive nuclides is not negligable.
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INDOOR RADON CONCENTRATION IN A TEST CHAMBER:
EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND THEORETICAL EVALUATIONS
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Silibell~,

G. Queirazza+

* Cise SpA - Via Reggio Emilia, 39 - 20090 Segrate (MI)
+ ENEL/CRTN - Via Rubattino, 54 - 20134 Milano

ABSTRACT

This paper reviews the preliminary work performed to
evaluate the influence of building materials on Radon concentration. Experiments were carried out under various conditions in
order to examine data variability in a test chamber built in
Milan. A mathematical model, based on the Jacobi-Porstendorfer
theory, was developed to predict Radon and daughters concentrations in the chamber. The model yields Radon concentration
estimates that agree with experimental data and permits Radon
progeny concentrations and doses in the chamber to be evaluated.
INTRODUCTION

The Italian National Electricity Board (ENEL) has set up,
in cooperation with CISE, an investigation program for the
purpose of assessing the hazards connected with coal ashes being
used as partial substitutes for cement and other building
materials in civil applications. This program refers specifically
to Radon emanation characteristics, since Radon is the major
natural radiological hazard for the community. Preliminary
laboratory tests on the exhalation rate of powdered samples had
shown a slight contribution of fly ashes to indoor Radon
concentrations(ll. In order to confirm these evaluations, two
identical rooms (3.4 x 3.8 x 2.15 m) were built using conventional and fly ash-containing building materials. The two rooms were
separated from the ground by a 40 em high crawl-space. A sandy
underlying soil with a high porosity level and sidewise diffusion
and a shallow foundation were used to obtain the lowest possible
Radon concentration in the crawl-space in order to enhance the
Radon emanation of the rooms' building materials.
The principal objectives of this work were to develop a
mathematical model for estimating Radon levels in a test chamber,
and to verify the accuracy of the model output by a comparison
with experimental data.
METHODS

The study site was a test chamber, located near Milan, made
of conventional building materials. Facilities were provided to
produce any desired temperature,
humidity and air-change
conditions within the room. The following parameters were
continuously monitored: Radon concentration inside the room, in
the open air and in the crawl space; meteorological parameters
(outdoor and indoor temperatures, differential atmospheric
pressure, humidity). The air change rate was controlled by an SF 6
measurement system (see Appendix).
Experimental conditions were continuously changed, during
the period November 1990 -August 1991, to evaluate the influence
of various parameters (air-conditioning system, ventilation,
humidity, differential pressure, differential temperature, Radon
levels in the crawl space) on indoor Radon concentration. Mean
values for all parameters are given in Table 1.
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In order to evaluate the indoor Radon concentration
which is not related to that outside by ventilation, hourly Radon
entry rates were determined by using a general mass balance
equation:
dcrNDOOR

dt

=E

s

.§.. +A r<>UTDOOR- <A +A

v

v

v'-

) crNDOOR <1 )
Rn

where C1NoooR = indoor Radon concentration [Bq m-3 ] , coumooR = outdoor
Radon concentration [Bq m-3 ] , E, = Radon exhalation rate from
walls [Bq m-2 h- 1 ] , s = room surface area [m2 ] , V = room volume
[m3 ] , Av = ventilation rate [h- 1 ] , ARn = Radon decay constant [h- 1 ] .
Assuming B=E,S/V+"-vcoumooR and o:=f..v+'ARn, the general solution of this
equation, over a particular time step ~t=t-t 0 , is:
crNDOOR ( t)

=1. [1-exp (-a. D. t)
a.

] +crNDOOR ( t 0 ) exp (-a. D. t) ( 2)

Using measurement data to supply hourly values of indoor
Radon concentration and air change rates, Effective Radon Entry
Rates (ERER=[Bq m-3 h- 1 ]) were calculated for each hour of the
period using the following relationm:
ERER ( t) =a. [

C~=:ed( t)- ( c~=:ed ( t 0 ) exp (-a.!:. t))
1-exp (-at:. t)

]

-p (3 )

Seasonal averages of the measured and calculated parameters
are shown in Table 2 (the ventilation rate is derived using mass
balance formula in Appendix and ERER is calculated considering
that Radon exhalation rate from walls is quite constant with an
average value of about 2 Bq m-2 h- 1 ) .
In order to predict Radon and daughters concentrations in
the chamber, a general mass balance model was developed. This
model, called RADBOX, represents a dynamic version of JacobiPorstendorfer one and it is stated as a system of differential
equations reflecting the mass balance among Radon (equation 1)
and its progeny in the three forms: free, attached and depositedC3><4><5>.
Using available data for attachment,
deposition and
desorption rate constants, it is possible to estimate Radon and
its progeny concentrations, equilibrium factor and Potential
Alpha Energy Concentration (PAEC) inside the chamber.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As shown in Table 1 and 2, measurements carried out inside
the test chamber indicate the dependence of Radon concentration
with ventilation and stack effect (variation of differential
pressure with height across a vertical wall separating air masses
of different temperatures) . An increase in ventilation causes a
diminution of the differential pressure (Poutdoor-Pindoorl, due to the
inlet of outdoor air. Both the lower Radon concentration in the
outdoor air and the suppression of the upward airflow from the
crawl-space (more contaminated) determine a lowering of indoor
Radon concentrations (see Table 1 experimental conditions 2, 3
and 8). From Table 2, seasonal variations of indoor Radon concentrations and Radon entry rates (ERER) are related to stack effect
action on upward airflow in the chamber. Higher Radon concentrations (40-50 Bq m-3 ) and higher entry rates (5-7 Bq m-3 h- 1 ) in
autumn and winter were consistent with lower differential
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temperature (Toutdoor- Tindoor) and higher differential pressure (about
to 1. 8 Pa) . During spring and summer both the differential
temperature and differential pressure were mostly close to zero.
This means that the stack effect was suppressed and Radon entry
rates were low. The aspiration of air from the crawl space (see
table 1 experimental condition 16) does not show a great
influence on the indoor Radon levels because of the low residual
Radon concentration in the crawl-space.
A comparison of model results with observations shows that
hourly average predictions for indoor Radon concentrations (>10
Bq m·3 ) are within 14 % agreement of the corresponding experimental data. Calculated and observed hourly 222 Rn concentrations for
two different ventilation conditions O'v = 2.1 and 0. 69 h-1 ) are
compared in Figs 1 and 2 respectively. Calculated values for 222Rn
are in close agreement with observations, but a model-observation
discrepancy occurs for low values (3+10 Bqfm3 ) .
APPENDIX: TWO WAYS TO ESTIMATE VENTILATION IN THE TEST CHAMBER
Since ventilation measurements using SF6 techniques are only
possible in some representative situations, two different
approaches are being used for continuous ventilation monitoring.
The first one estimates ventilation using a power law
expression Av=VDdP 0 where D=permeability of building envelope [h-1
Pa-n), ..:1P = pressure drop across the building envelope (Pa) and
n=flow exponent [dimensionless). In this study we used n=0.65<6>
and a value of D=O. 76 h- 1 Pa-· 65 , calculated according to previous
formula, when both ventilation rate and pressure drop were
available.
The second approach is derived from the mass balance
equation (1) assuming steady state conditions and neglecting A~;
so that Av can be evaluated from measurements of Radon emanation
and indoor and outdoor Radon concentrations using this formula:
Av= (EoS/V) I (CINDOoR_coUToooR)
Figure shows the comparison between
measured (SF 6 technique) and calculated ventilation rates (Power law
and mass balance formula)
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Experimental conditions inside the test chamber in the period:
November 1990 - August 1991

Table 1:

I Expe'i~~ntol I
1

I

cond1hon

from
ov~door

Outlet air
toward
outdoor

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II
12
13
14
15'
16', ..
17"
18'

OPEN
OPEN
ClOSED
ClOSED
CLOSED
CLOSED
OPEN
OPEN
CLOSED
OPEN
CLOSED
OPEN
CLOSED
OPEN
OPEN
OPEN
OPEN
CLOSED

OPEN
OPEN
CLOSED
CLOSED
CLOSED
OPEN
CLOSED
CLOSED
CLOSED
OPEN
OPEN
CLOSED
CLOSED
OPEN
OPEN
OPEN
OPEN
CLOSED

I

Inlet air

Radon concentrations
crowl-sp<?ce
indoor

Ventilator

UmiC~ier

Period

OFF

Occ

11/09-11/23
11 /23-12/05
12/05-01/07
01/07-01/10
01/10-01/??
01/22-01/31
0 I /31-02/07
02/07-03/12
03/12-03/14
03/14-03/22
03/22-03/25
03/25-04/09
04/09-05/03
05/03-06/14
06/14-08/05
08/05-08/08
08/08-08/19
08/19-08/22

ON
ON
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
ON
OFF
OFF

o;;
OFC

0"
0~

ON
ON
Of'
OFC
O'i

OFF

OCF

OFF

Oii
O'i
O'i
O'i
OiF
O'i
Oii

OFF
OFF

OFF
OFF

OFF
OFF

[&j m-3]

~~~·~':'~]

47.5
21.1
29.9
44.2
39.3
57.1
32.2
24.5
29.0
30.4
22.3
20.3
24.4
18.0
21.3
29.0
22.8
26.2

30.9
20.8
27.4
29.6
25.8
36.7
21.0
24.9
20.6
24.9
17.3
16.5
15.9
13.6
17.1
24.1
19.2
19.7

[Bq m- 3 ]

I

Tout-Tin

I'CJ

---

-13.5
-15.7
-17.6
-15.7
-15.4
-13.6
-14.2
-12.1
-6.2
-5.8
-7.6
-5.4
-5.9
-3.0
5.0
8.2
6.3
5.3

--191.8
254.2
257.5
120.0
253.9
153.3
231.6
266.8
297.9
181.1
215.2
190.8
181.8
43.9
204.4
273.1

PoV:-Pin
[Po]

Humidity

1.8
-9.6
-9.9
1.9
2.1
2.0

43.6
27.8
24.5
33.6
47.9
54.2
49.5
36.0
62.5
59.7
71.8
58.6
58.4
48.8
51.2
48.2
51.9
57.7

Ventilation

lh-' I

[%]

1.8

-9.2
0.8
0.9
0.1
0.2
-0.1
0.5
0.2
-0.1
0.2
0.3

I

I

0.7
2.1
2.1
0.6
0.6
0.8
0.8
2.1
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.8
0.6
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.6

re reshing air position
* - Conditioning system set
* * = Air aspiration from crawl-space

Table 2:

Seasonal variation of measured and calculated parameters inside
the test chamber with air change rate in the range 0. 6+0. 8 h' 1

Radon concentrations
, I
indoor
crawl-space
OUTOOOr
3
[Bq m- ]
[Bq m- 3 ]
[Bq m- 3 ]

Season

Tout-Tin

[oc]

Pout-Pin
[Po]

Ventilation'
[h-1]

ERER
[Bq m- 3 h- 1 ]
I

Autumn ('901
Winter (90/91)
Spring ('91)
Summer ('91)

47.5
40.5
20.4
23.2

30.9
27.2
15.0
18.6

--226.2
196.8
189.1

-13.5
-13.0
-3.9
5.6

1.8
1.8
0.3
0.1

5.6
7.7
2.0
1.3

I

0.1
0.4
0.8
0.8

' = Ventilation calculated usin g reduced mass balance formula in A pp endix

IN IX)()R RAOON

INIX)()R RADON

PE!l.IOD 5-7 DECEI.IBER 1990

PERIOD 8-10 AUGUST 1991

Figure 1: Application of RADBOX
model to the test chamber (ventilation = 2.1 ACH)

Figure 2: Application of RADBOX
model to the test chamber (ventilation = 0.67 ACH)
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RECONNAISSANCE TECHNIQUE FOR RADON RISK
CLASSIFICATION OF FOUNDATION SOILS
Martin Neznal, Matej Neznal, J. Smarda
RADON corp.
Za koncem 1380, 28922 Lysa nad Labem
CZECHOSLOVAKIA
ABSTRACT
Infiltration of radon from the ground
is usually
the
primary source of indoor radon pollution.A uniform method
for radon risk classification of foundation soils based on
soil-gas radon concentration measurements and on the determination of soil porosity, permeability and structure was
proposed in 1990. Results of assessment of some areas
in
Czechoslovakia, containing more than 5 000 radon concentration measurements, demonstrate the utility of the technique
and confirm the link between geology and radon potential of
the soil.
INTRODUCTION
The Czech Republic /CR/, the western part of Czechoslovakia, is situated mostly on the eastern end of the
Central
European Platform with a higher than normal content
of
uranium in rocks. These geological conditions cause higher
risk of radon penetration into buildings from the
ground.
Since the acceptance of the Decree of the Ministry of Health
of the CR concerning the Requirements for
Limiting
the
Irradiation from Radon
and Other Natural Radionuclides /1/
in 1991, the delailed radon measurements are obligatory for
all areas of urban planning.
RADON corporation, a private radon monitoring firm, was
established in 1990. During one year it has realised a radon
survey at about 70 areas of different size /from 400 to
200 000 sq.m./, especially in Prague and in Northern Bohemia
but also in other regions of the CR. Some results
of
this
work, containing more than 5 000 radon concentration measurements, are presented in this paper.
RADON RISK CLASSIFICATION OF FOUNDATION SOILS
The uniform method for radon risk classification of
foundation soils, proposed by Geological Survey Prague
in
cooperation with the Ministry of Health of the CR and other
authorities /2/, is based on soil-gas radon concentration
measurements at each measured point of the area
investigated
/grid 10 x 10 m/ and on permeability classification of foundation soils, which respect the Czechoslovak National Standard
731001 /three groups of foundation soils - low, medium and
high permeability soil classes- see Table 1/. The other
parameters including vertical and horizontal changes in soil
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and rock profile are also taken into consideration /geological
description and laboratory analysis - the documentation of
4 - 6 drillings for each 10 000 sq. m. of the area/. In practice, the radon classification is usually done in connection
with the engineering geologi~al investigation.
Table 1 - Radon risk classification of foundation soils
classification of
risk /categories/

radon concentration /222-Rn/ in the
soil gas /kBq.m-3/
low

low risk area
medium risk area
high risk area

medium
soil permeability

c::::. 3 0

~20

30 - 100
>100

- 70
::::::=-70

20

high
-=:::::.10
10 - 30
:::=3o

Note : A special category of extremely high risk has
been
established for anomalies more than ten times higher than
those at the high risk a~~as.
SOIL-GAS RADON CONCENTRATION MEASUREMENTS
The soil-gas sample collection method has been described
recently /3/, similar sampling technique was used by Reimer
/4/. The sampling system consists of a small-diameter hollow
probe pounded into the ground to a depth of 0,60 - 0,80 m .
Samples of about 100' cm3 are collected by a syringe and
introduced
into evacuated Lucas cells. The cells are
transported into the laboratory and counting begins usually from
5 to 15 hours after injection. The radon concentration is
determined with analytical sensitivity of about 0,3 kBq.m-3.
Both the method and its calibration have been verified
in the Reference laboratory /Ministry of Health of the CR/.
In September 1991 RADON corporation took part in the international intercomparison and intercalibration excercise
/Badgastein, Austria/.
SURVEY RESULTS
It is known, that soil characteristics do vary over a
small area, both large scale and the small scale parameters
have to be considered. The first effort is to gather general
data appropriate for radon assessment on the
large scale
- lithology, soil and bedrock structure, structural geo mechanical deformation of rocks. The second approach
is
to
investigate factors influencing the production and migration
of radon in soils. In brief, it is necessary to determine
local soil conditions - in particular the permeability and
changes in the soil profile.
Experiences based on the large number of survey data are
shown in the following summary.
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1. It is possible to collect a large number of samples in a
short time period. Sample collection must be made very carefully. Perfect sealing of all parts of the equipment
is
especially important. There are no problems with sample collection even when very high soil-moisture contents or fine
clays are encountered. Some difficulties may appear when the
sampling depth is below the ground water level.
2. Tectonic zones determine
the potential for more
serious
radon problems to exist. Measurements in some regions in the
north-western part of Bohemia confirmed this fact. Values of
soil-gas radon concentration observed in the area situated on
a tectonic zone /Hrob area/,
where longitudinal
and transverse faults form a fault belt /called Krusnohorsky/,
were
about four times higher than those in the near-by areas with
similar geological conditions /Litvinov and Dubi areas/ .
Average soil-gas radon concentration in the Hrob area was
300 kBq . m-3 /standard deviation 261 kBq . m-3;
number of
samples 36/, while in the Litvinov area it was 69,7 kBq . m-3
/27,8 kBq • m-3; 36/
and
in the Dubi area 84,9 kBq . m-3
/34,1 kBq . m-3; 36/. Similar results were obtained in Chaby,
Prague, where RADON corporation had realised a detailed radon
survey for the projected housing estate /3/
about 1 700
soil-gas radon concentration measurements.
3. Radon risk
mapping on large scales
is first of all based
on the evaluation of bedrock. In many measured areas,soil-gas
radon concentrations really correspond to the expected radon
potential of bedrock with different stratigraphical and petrographical character /3/. On the other hand, some results of
detailed in situ measurements I for example at the locality
north of Prague/ illustrate the significant role of various
soil layers. Two reference areas /Veltez, Dablice/ are situated in the Tertiary /Pliocene/ sandy gravel fluvial
and
lacustrine sediments. Owing to the granite pebble content
in
these sediments, higher radon concentrations were assumed. In
the Dablice area, loess eolian deposits /average thickness of
about 5 m/ cover underlying fluvial and lacustrine sediments.
Homogenous and relatively less permeable loess and loess loam
cause homogenous
and relatively not so high soil-gas radon
concentrations ranging from 29,5 to 58,4 kBq . m-3
/average
value 41,8 kBq . m-3; standard deviation 7,2 kBq • m-3;number
of samples 36/. Different situation was found in the
second
area /Veltez/, where the thickness of loess eolian deposits
varies from 0 to lm. Soil-gas samples were thus collected in
the layer of high permeable sandy gravel sediments. Presence
of overlying less permeable layer at majority of the measuring
points resulted in higher radon concentrations /with the
highest value 158 kBq • m-3/and in inhomogenous distribution
/average value 78,4 kBq . m-3; standard deviation 45,A kBq
. m-3; number of samples 36/. These results confirm the
important role of air permeability of soils. The permeabilities have much larger range than the values for other
parameters and local diferences in them may be very
significant in determining radon infiltration risk /5/.
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4. Radon risk classification of foundation soils may be
difficult in areas,where excavations or other human interventions occurred in the past, because of frequently observed
anomalies.
5. Investigations concerning seasonal and meteorological
variations of soil-gas radon concentrations have not been
finished yet. Because it is evident that these variations
differ in different geological conditions, further data are
needed.
CONCLUSIONS
The applications presented in this paper demonstrate how
geology /including lithology, structure and soil permeability/
and soil-gas radon measurements can be combined in a
reconnaissance of the radon infiltration risk from the ground.
Survey results improve understanding of factors
controlling
the radon generation and migration pathways. It is possible
to divide the areas reserved for building activities
into
different groups of potential risk. When the locations of
building areas or separate houses are known, the radon risk
prevention technology for buildings can be chosen and
proposed.
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LE RADON DANS LES HABITATIONS
IDENTIFICATION DES SOURCES ET DES VOlES DE TRANSFERT
M.G. Robe*, A. Rannou*, J. Le Bronec* et G. Tymen**
* CEA/Institut de Protection et de Surete Nucleaire
Departement de Protection de l'Environnement et des Installations
CE/Saclay, 91191 GIF-SUR-YVETTE CEDEX, France
** Laboratoire de Physique des Aerosols et de Radioactivite Atmospherique,
Faculte des Sciences, 6 avenue Victor Le Gorgeu, 29287 BREST CEDEX, France
RADON IN HOUSES - IDENTIFICATION OF SOURCES AND PATHWAYS OF TRANSFER

The Institut de Protection et de Surete Nucleaire (IPSN) is studying
the remedial actions to reduce high concentration of radon in houses. The
first step to know how to modify houses is to identify radon sources and
pathways of transfer to upper floors.
A pilot study in Brittany was designed to develop a simple method of
This investigation was based on indoor and outdoor measurements
of 22 Rn activity concentration in the air and 222 Rn area exhalation rate from
the soils and walls, measurements of the potential alpha energy concentration
of 222 Rn daughters and the ventilation rate.
dia~nosis.

The structural characteristics of houses and the influence of the life
style of the inhabitants were examined. Analysis of the results showed that
a limited number of parameters can be selected for use in a rapid radon
diagnosis.

INTRODUCTION
Dans le cadre du programme national d'evaluation de l'exposition du
public aux rayonnements naturels a l'interieur des locaux d'habitations, un
certain nombre de maisons etudiees s'est avere presenter de fortes
concentrations en radon, susceptibles d' entrainer une exposition significative
pour les occupants.
En vue de proposer des solutions appropriees de reduction des
concentrations en radon, l'objectif recherche dans cette etude consiste a
elaborer une methodologie rapide et simplifiee de diagnostic. Cette
methodologie est etablie a partir d'une serie d'etudes plus completes portant
sur cinq maisons de Bretagne choisies selon les criteres suivants :
- une activite volumique en radon 222 superieure a 400 Bq.m3 (limite
recommandee pour les habitations existantes par la Commission des Communautes
Europeennes),
- une concentration en energie alpha potentielle volumique (EAPv)
superieure a lo- 6 J. m-3 (*) '
(*) a l'equilibre radioactif entre les descendants a vie courte et le radon,
10- 6 J. m- 3 = 180 Bq. m- 3
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- les caracteristiques architecturales du batiment,
- le volontariat des occupants.
Nous presentons l'etude complete, d'une duree de 48 heures, ayant porte
sur l'une de ces cinq maisons.

CARACTERISTIQUE DU BATIMENT
L'analyse des caracteristiques du batiment conduit a l'etablissement
d'un plan schematique d'agencement (figure 1). Il s'agit d'une maison
construite en 1962 en parpaings, revetue exterieurement de granit, possedant
une cave dont le plancher est constitue de terre battue.
On note au rez-de-chaussee la presence de deux pieces, situees audessus de la cave, et dont le plancher est constitue par du travertin. Ce
plancher n'est traverse par aucune canalisation provenant du sous-sol. Par
contre, il existe une porte de communication entre cave et rez-de-chaussee.
Cette maison est assez representative de l'habitat individuel en
Bretagne.

PARAMETRES MESURES ET RESULTATS
On a procede a un ensemble de mesures a l'interieur eta l'exterieur
de la maison (tableau 1).

PARAMETRES mesures
concentration dans l' air
ambiant

Lieu de mesure
simultanement dans La cave (piece Al et le
rez-de-chaussee (pieces B et Cl

concentration dans les sols
(profondeur a 0,30 m)

cave
jardin

taux d'emanation
surfacique

cave : plancher et murs
rez-de-chaussee : plancher, jardin, perron

descendants a vie
courte du radon

concentration en energie
alpha potentielle

cave, rez-de-chaussee, etage

radium 226

activite massique

sol de La cave

i rradi at ion ext erne

debit de flux gamma

materiau de construction
cave et jardin

ventilation

taux de renouvellement de l'airl

rez-de-chaussee

parametre
meteoro log i que

pression, temperature, humidite
vitesse et direction du vent
I
pluviometrie
1

environnement

radon 222

Tableau 1 - Ensemble des parametres mesures a l'interieur de la maison

L'ensemble des resultats est donne sur la figure 1.
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On note dans la cave des flux d' emanation radon tres importants
(environ 100 fois le flux moyen ala surface du globe), rarement observes meme
en terrain granitique. Ceci entraine, dans ce local peu ventile, des
concentrations en radon et en descendants a vie courte egalement tres elevees.
Les mesures de concentration radon apres un confinement de quelques
heures au rez-de-chaussee revelent des niveaux de l'ordre de 10 000 Bq/m- 3 .
A partir de l'ensemble de ces mesures il apparait que la source est
constituee par le plancher en terre battue de la cave et secondairement par
les murs de celle-ci.
Le transfert de radon entre le sous-sol et le rez-de-chaussee
s'effectue principalement par la porte de separation, et secondairement au
travers du plancher et dans les murs.
Ce diagnostic est confirme par des mesures integrees de 1' energie alpha
potentielle volumique des descendants du radon sur une periode de 15 jours.
Elles mettent en evidence des niveaux de 25 ~J.m- 3 (4500 Bq.m- 3 de
concentration equivalente radon a l'equilibre) dans la cave, entre 4 et
5 ~J.m- 3 (720 et 900 Bq.m- 3) au rez-de-chaussee et de l'ordre de 1 a
3 ~J.m- 3 au premier etage (180 a 540 Bq.m- 3 ).
Durant l'etude, les mesures montrent que l'ouverture des portes et des
fenetres conduit en quelques minutes a une chute d'activite de 7 000 Bq.m- 3
a 1 000 Bq.m- 3 tandis que leur fermeture entraine un retour au niveau initial
en l'espace de quelques heures.
CONCLUSION
Au cours de cette etude, comme dans les quatre autres rnaisons, les
moyens mis en oeuvre etaient importants et parfois meme redondants. Il faut
noter une bonne coherence entre les resultats des differents parametres
mesures.
Ceci nous permet de proposer l'etablissement d'un diagnostic rapide,
avec des moyens reduits, en preconisant tout d'abord la localisation de la (ou
les) piece(s) ou est (sont) situee(s) la (ou les) source(s) de radon par :
- un examen visuel du soubassement et des materiaux de construction,
- des mesures instantanees et ponctuelles de la concentration du radon
ou de ses descendants apres une periode de confinement de quelques heures.
Dans le cas d'une maison a plusieurs niveaux ou des voies de transfert
doivent etre recherchees, des mesures instantanees de la concentration du
radon ou de ses descendants doivent etre effectuees aux differents niveaux
apres une periode de confinement de quelques heures.
Si elle s' avere indispensable, 1' identification plus prec1se de la
source passe par des mesures de flux d'emission . Cette etape peut etre
facilitee dans certains cas par l'utilisation d'un scintillometre portatif de
prospection donnant des indications sur le debit de flux gamma.
L' ensemble de ces etapes successives do it conduire, en moins d' une
journee, a un diagnostic radon avec des moyens reduits.
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Rez-d~chaussee

c
~
EAP
ARa
"(

--0

0

Activ~e votumique 222 Rn (Bq.m-3)
Flux d'emlsslon 222Rn (10 4 atome.m·2.s-1)
Energie alpha po1en1ielle (JlJ.m-3)
Activit<! masslque 226 Ra (Bq.kg- 1)

Confine
EAP = 7 a 21 IJ,J.m-3

Confine
EAP

Deb~ de flux gamma (choc.s 1)

C

= 71J..).m·3

= 7000 a 10800 Bq.m-3

C = 4300 a 9000 Bq.m-3

Ventile

Ventile

C = 1000 Bq.m·3

C = 1000 Bq.m-3

Environnement
C <50 Bq.m·3

Parpaings

w

0\
0\

Placage granit
Sol Gardin)

~

= 1,8
Mur
~ = 9,8a21

1 = 180a200c.s
Carrelage

Terrasse
~

~=2a2,3

= 0,3

Cave

0
222

Rn dans le sol
C = 5,7-7,4.10 4 Bq.m·3

Terre battue

EAP = 471J,J.m·3

~ = 74 a 190

C = 35000 Bq. m -3

AR 8 =114a214

1 = 200 a 300 c.s 1

Figure 1 - Exemple de diagnostic radon dans une habitation : plan d'agencement,
parametres mesures et resultats des mesures
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METHODOLOGIE D'EXPERTISE DE L'IMPACT RADIOLOGIQUE
D'UN SITE DE DEPOT DE PRODUITS RADIFERES
M.C. Robe, A. Rannou, v. Labed, J. Le Bronec
CEA/Institut de Protection et de surete Nucleaire
Departement de Protection de l'Environnement
et des Installations
CE/Saclay - 91191 GIF-SUR-YVETTE CEDEX, France
THE RADIOLOGICAL IMPACT OF A RADIUM RICH
BY-PRODUCTS DEPOSIT : METHODOLOGY OF ASSESSMENT

Radiological impact due to the deposit of radium rich byproducts can be assessed by:
-the characterization of the source-term based on the
226 Ra
226 Ra
measurement
of
content
and
activity
concentration in soil, area exhalation rate of 222 Rn from
the deposit and external dose rate in air,
-the measurement of the activity concentration of 222 Rn in
air above the ground,
- the study of the transfer of 222 Rn in the neighbourhood of
the deposit with the same measurements as above.
The assessment can be followed by the radiological
monitoring of the environment over more or less long periods
of time consisting of the potential a energy at several
stations, according to the protocole designed on the former
results.
INTRODUCTION
L'exploitation de certains minerais, pour la production de
matieres premieres comme l'uranium, les terres rares ou encore
les phosphates, aboutit en fin de traitement a l'obtention,
en grandes quantites, de materiaux de faible activite
massique et de longue periode. ces materiaux sent designes
generalement par le terme de residus. Parmi les radioelements
contenus dans ceux-ci se trouve generalement du radium 226.
La radioactivite de ces materiaux est, bien entendu,
d'origine naturelle mais elle necessite de prendre des
dispositions afin de ne pas accroitre de fa9on significative
les risques pour les populations presentes et futures.
Differentes possibilites existent pour les gerer soit sur le
lieu d'extraction ou le lieu de traitement des minerais, soit
sur un centre de stockage.
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Il s'agit dans les deux premiers cas de depots de produits
radiferes de plus ou moins grandes etendues, pouvant etre
situes a des distances plus ou moins grandes de zones
d'habitations.
Nous developpons ci-apres une methodologie d'evaluation de
l'impact radiologique de tels sites vis-a-vis du radon issu
des produits radiferes.
METHODOLOGIE D'EVALUATION
L'evaluation a pour but dans un premier temps de
caracteriser le site et son environnement plus eloigne ("bruit
de fond regional")
puis de definir un protocole de
surveillance radiologique a plus ou moins long terme.
Cette evaluation, basee sur un ensemble de mesures, est
realisee en quelques jours.
La caracterisation du site et de
deroule principalement en 3 phases

son environnement se

- caracterisation du terme source,
- etude du transfert dans l 1 environnement,
- mesure du bruit de fond regional.
La caracterisation du terme source (phase 1) comprend
essentiellement des mesures ponctuelles de flux d 1 emission de
222 Rn a la surface du sol.
Les
mesures
sont
effectuees
selon
une
technique
d 1 accumulation. Celle-ci consiste a determiner, a un instant
donne, 1 1 activite volumique du radon collecte dans un
conteneur, dont une face ouverte est appliquee sur le sol. La
manipulation du dispositif necessite une surface de sol
debroussaillee d 1 au moins un metre carre.
Pour la determination de 1 1 activite volumique du radon,
deux prelevements d 1 air sont effectues dans des fioles
scintillantes mises prealablement sous vide.
Pour chaque point de mesure de flux, une fois les deux
prelevements d 1 air par f ioles scintillantes realises, un
echantillon de materiau superficiel est preleve sous le
conteneur, afin de determiner l 1 humidite ponderale du sol au
moment de 1 1 analyse. En effet, les flux d 1 emission radon
varient en fonction de l 1 humidite du sol. C 1 est pour cette
raison que la mesure du flux ne peut pas avoir lieu par temps
de pluie ou de neige.
De plus, en chaque point de mesure de flux radon, le debit
de flux gamma est releve au moyen d 1 un scintillometre
portatif.
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Le nombre de points de mesure est choisi en fonction de la
superficie du depot,
sachant que
1' investigation est
poursuivie si necessaire au vu des resultats.
Cette caracterisation du terme-source peut ~tre completee
par des mesures instantanees d 1 acti vi te volumique de 222 Rn dans
le sol et des analyses en 226 Ra d'echantillons de materiaux.
L'etude du transfert du 222 Rn dans l'environnement
(phase 2) se fait, parallelement, au moyen d'un laboratoire
mobile. Il est equipe
- d 'un systeme de generation electrique fournissant une
autonomie de mesure de 24 heures,
- d'un systeme de reperage cartographique,
-d'un ensemble d'acquisition et traitement de donnees,
-de chambres d'ionisation permettant la mesure en continu
du debit de dose gamma, a 2 m du sol environ, et de
1 'acti vi te volumique radon 2 2 2. Le prtHevement d' air
necessaire se fait a une hauteur de 1, 50 m du sol
environ.
Afin de mettre en evidence les variations temporelles et
spatiales les mesures ont lieu

-a

peste fixe, en quelques points du site, pendant des
periodes de quelques heures a quelques jours, sous
differentes
conditions
de
diffusion
atmospherique
(variations temporelles liees par exemple aux inversions
de temperature pendant la nuit),
-en deplacement, selon des trajectoires fonction des
caracteristiques du site (infrastructure routiere, groupe
d'habitations,
orographie,
... )
et des
conditions
meteorologiques sous differentes conditions de diffusion
atmospherique.

Cette
methodologie
est
egalement
appliquee
dans
1 1 environnement proche du depot. Quelques mesures de flux
d'emission 222 Rn sent faites,
le cas echeant, afin de
determiner si le 222 Rn observe dans !'atmosphere a une origine
locale ou s'il est dfi a un transfert a partir du depot des
produits radiferes.
Enfin dans un environnement plus eloigne du site de depot
(a quelques kilometres, hers d'influence du depot mais sur un
terrain de caracteristiques geologiques comparables) on
applique cette m~me methodologie, afin de connaitre les gammes
de niveaux naturels de flux d'emission 222 Rn et d'activites
volumiques dans la region (phase 3).
Les limites de la zone d'influence du depot peuvent
ainsi evaluees par rapport a ces niveaux de reference.
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~tre

SURVEILLANCE RADIOLOGIQUE A PLUS OU MOINS LONG TERME
A partir de cette evaluation, une surveillance radiologique
peut etre exercee rationnellement pour evaluer l' eventuel
supplement d'exposition pour des personnes residant au
travaillant dans cette zone d'influence ("groupe critique").
Elle consiste en des mesures mensuelles de l'Energie Alpha
Potentielle volumique (EAP ) des descendants a vie courte du
radon, representatives duv "groupe critique" et du niveau
nature!. Cette surveillance radiologique peut etre effectuee
sur plusieurs mois au annees. De plus, elle permet de verifier
regulierement que cette situation n•evolue pas.
CONCLUSION
La
methodologie
d'evaluation
decrite
apporte
tres
rapidement des informations utiles sur differents plans, tant
pour l'exploitant que pour les autorites competentes et la
population.
D'une part, elle permet de caracteriser, du point de vue
radiologique, le site de depot de produits radiferes et de
determiner sa zone d'influence dans l'environnement, compte
tenu du niveau du bruit de fond regional.
D'autre part, si des groupes critiques de la population
sent identifies, cette etude permet de proposer !'implantation
rationnelle d'un reseau de surveillance a plus au mains long
terme.
Cette methodologie d'evaluation peut etre appliquee sur un
site en cours d'exploitation au en fin d'exploitation ainsi
qu'apres qu'il ait ete reconstitue.
Elle constitue alors une base de donnees pour aider
gestion du site de depot.
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THE NATlJRTU. FADI OACTIVIT'l OF }l O}ll.II<..l\NIFEROUS

MINES FROM ROMANIA
G.N. S«:ndc•:c, G. D.inca, T. Pe.ic .. S.D. st.oic,i
Re.se~.:cd, ~.:c,d

for-

Desig-t< Institute fc•:c R«:cE:· ~.:c,d R~.dio~.ctive t1e.tals, Rese<o.:cch L.:obo:c<o.to~.'
Pr-otection, ~,ror-k.ing cond.ition:s ~.l.i.d EcolOff') - Pet:c11 Gr-oza to1m,
Rommia

R-~.diation

ABSTRACT
J>e.tJ/le.t:J< 1970 - 1990 we.:ce. i.l.wutigate.d 267 rr,inic<g and e~:plorat.ion non-un.ni\.v,,
l.l.l.lit.s <o.t 104 (89. 0%) beic,g eJCce..,d.e.d. the rr•.;xirr<'Jif< pt:-i.lf<issil:·le. :cadm·, conc,E:J,tn.tion
(t1Pc} fo:c :pul:•lic (110 !lg/rr,3 ) <ono. <o.t. 15 (5. 6'4} u,e. MPC for (I('("J.:p<o.tion<o.l E:-X:pOSl.l.:Ce
(11oo Bq/m3
so being necessary u,e rec•)mmend.;..tion of linlitmg ro\e.:o.s,J.res.
Wo;;.n;. clarified the, cause,s of a:ppear<o.:c,ce <o.:c<d acc1.1ff<Ulation of radioactive:. gases ..
the n\.:o.i.l.;. source bei.l.;.g the n-~tur~.l radioactive elen\ents from rocks ~11d. rr.ic,en.ls .md
t.he. c.!\use. of acct1II·,ul.;..tion the .inefficimc'>' of V•mtilation.

l,

DlTI~ODUC:TI ON

In 1374 b~, <o. gove.:ct~ne.ntal :p:cc•gnMfL'i:·, ic.iti<o.t<::.d b~, the. D~;;.:p<o.:ctme.nt of t1icLE:·S
.md Geol•)g;;, on the b;,sis •)f me.;.surerr<E:JLts previously carried. out by our l.won.toDJ;
has l:•een st.uted u,e icLve:stigat.ion of non-urar.iwr• rnic,iflg <o.:c<d ~:plon.tic•n units from
the poi.l.-.t of view of n.~tural radio.;.ctivity.
The air•• of this prograrr~•\e •i!EJ.S tc• clarify the causes of appearmce. r..:c.d
accunmh.tion of r-adioactive g·a.:::e::: i.l.-. the '·'l'tder-g-round a t~\v :::phero:; ~ltd to .:;::: tin\ ate. the.
vrorke.rs' e~::f<osure..
Tho:; ir1\pliecl. .investig·atic•n rne.U-.r.•ds h.;.ve l•e.en those. presE:J,te.d. ic, T-111.;:. 1.

Nature of :S«<nples

MeUL•:Od

SE:J•sitivity

R-~.dioeleme.:.1t

Solid
natural
Th r.at.u:cal
P.a-226
r,r <o.t.e.:c

u

u n.;,tur~.l
Ra-226

F luo:cin\e.h-y
sp e.c t.ropl-.o torr. e. t.r>'
Sci.l.-.t.illation

0.06
0.2

g·it
g/t.

0.1·10s g'/t

Fluor iri'Le tD)
scintillation
Scintillation

o.1·10s g/t
0.004
0.4

Bf!/L

sci.l.;tillat.ion
t1 o dif ie-d J.<-usne. t.z;

200
40

J>q:/n·,3
J>q/rr, 3

Bq/L

Air
Pl'L-222
p,r, dat,gh t.e.:cs

To ch.rif~, u,e. cause.s of a:p:pe~.rance. ii.:C<d accwr,ulatior. wen. de-te:ar,ic,eo. the.
concentrations of nab1ral urmium ~nd t.J\oritln\ ~nd of Ra-226 m rocks, mic,era.ls .;r,d.
rr<.ine 'lf<o.t.ers <o.:c•d those of P.:n-222 .in Y/ater:s. The geological environrr,ent.. the. mining
methods a.J."Ld tho:; ve.:.-.tilat.ing conditio~,:; vrere also .investigated.
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As thorol"l. 11•as found only in two ntines, this paper 11•ill ref ere. only to Rl."J.-222.
The. e.xpost1re. to radiation v1as estimated by me:.asuring Ute. gamma dose. rat.e.s and
the. coMe.ntrations of ra•ion and its daug·hte.rs.
EXPE:Rl:tolENT ;u. l\E SUL TS
Be.twee.l"l. 1970 and 1990 were investigated 267 underground non-unnit\rfi 1mits.
were collected over 6,000 geological samples and were made determinations of garnrfla
dose. rate., radon and its da11gh te.rs at over 7, 00 0 unde.rground sites .
ln table: 2 are. given some. re.sult.s of natural u:cmitm md thorit\rfi content of
g·e.olog·ical santple.s al."!.~lyse.d by our labonto~-y ~
TABLE 2. u:cmiunt md thodt\rfi conte.l<t of rocks (me.m values}
Rock type
No. of samples
u
Th
Th:V
g/t
g/t
416
I 9'•<e.ous rocks
9.2
4.1
He.tantorphic rocks
89
11.1
5.0
Se.dilflentacy rocks
107
1.5
From the: ig.ne.c•us :cc•cks the. ttigtte.st n.dioactive. e:lerrte:nt. cc•nte:;nt. is j:O:ce:.se:;nt.E:.d b),
Ute .o.o:;id. ones, f:c•Jrft the. n·te:t.~it•n·phic :C•)•~ks by poqhi:cog·e.nic Hhist.s .;.rtd. £:corn
se:CI.ilo.e.nt..-.:1:1-, rocks by chys. The ge.ologic;:..l s ..Ir(ple:.s h ...ve. m lJ.r<ortiwrt ..no. thoriwfl
c•mtent ·~omparable. to the ro.e:an content of upper lithosphere. The rr.e.m v.~.lues for
-6
-6
Ra-226 content vary from 1. 4 ·10 g/t in acid igneous rocks to under 0. 1 ·10 g/t in
ultrabasic igneous ones.
The. me.a~.1 t1rmit\rfi md Ra-226 cont.e~1h of mine. •uate.rs are. shovm ir• Table. 3.
TABLE 3. u:cmiwn and radiwr, 226 c,onte:nt of rrtine:. •uate:.:cs
Ra-226
No. of S'it!ilf! le.s
u
-$
10 g/L
rrll\q/L
Infiltration waters
12.94
:32
102
'"J??
Drainage ch~~nel waters
.:..
..•v
13.10
se
The. radon content of mine:. waters is fre.quently be.twe.e.n 15 md 110 Bq/L md in
sonte. ca:::e.s over 550 Bq/L.
The:. g~ll!lta dc•se:. :cate:.s variE:-d l:•E:-tJuee:~• 0. 02 p::.v/h ar1d 7 psv/t•.· 'llith ro.e.art value:.s
of 0. 04 psv/h irt salt n·,ir,e.s «r•d 0. n psv/h ir1 i:cor, rr•ir,e.s.
It. c ..rt be. said t.ha.t. the. e.xt.e:m ... l n.d.iat.iorL by g~Mt~. nJ,S is rLCtt importartt. for
the e:{posu.re of 1vorke.rs from non-urmit\rfi mines.
The most important factor that contribues to the radiation e..xposure of workers
in non-ur.mit\rfi htine.s is radon md its short-live.d daughters. The results of
de.te.rmmat.ions of e.quilib~"UUII eq-1.1ivalent. radon concentrations are given in Table. 44
I t c.:u1 be. seen from Table: 4 that in 104 (39. 0%) front the. ilwe.st.ig·.~te.d units
was e.xce.e:.de:.d tit e. MPC for pt\blic artd ir1 15 (5. 6%) one.s tl'tE:· t1PC fc•r eooot1pat.ic•nal
e.Y.J;tOSlJ.:CE;..
The. limit.irtg ~tE:·~.sun.s oonce.:cm:.cl. first of all t.he. irrtproveme.nt. of ve:nt.ih.t.ion .
p r im~.cy ·llLd/ o:c s e.c ond..:~.I'l}, by incre.asmg of air chmge.s/min, d.istribu.tion of air,
maintenance of t.ubing «r1d continuous operation of fms. The incn.asing of air
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chmge:s:/lnin, Cal\ be obt~ined either by mcre~sil.•g of ~ir flo11• r~tes or by reducil.\9'
the. volume. of unde.rgro1.md workmgs ne.cessa;c:!.• to vent..i.late. l'or an unde.rground
•11orkil.\g· or ~ n\.i.l"\e. are.a it 1'/~S used the followil.\g fol.11\Ula 5 :

0.56

Q=(-c
-) ·
MPC

Q1

(rn 3/milL)

(1)

where
reqv.ire.d ~ir f lo11• r ~ te (n\ 3 /n\il.\}
C! 1
provided air flow rate. (11\3 /n\il.\)
c
e.quilibrum eqv.ivalent conce.ntration of radon .U; that
e;~wirorllfLEt.:r.t (Bq/lfL 3 )
~lPC
- 110 Bq/m3 - IMXiii\Ul.'\ permissiblE:. oonce.ntn.tion for pul:•lio.
l'or tlu; go:::r,er<-.1 vo:::r.tih.tic•n it was •1seo. u.e. f<•:cTfLUla 6 :
Q

Q1• C

D

=-

= --

(m3/milL)

(2)
MPC
MPC
•11here Q.• Q , c: and MPC have the n\e.anmg frolfL (1) and D is the. radon flo•11 rate
i)q/n\3 ). As it can be seen, relation (2) is more. restrictive thal'\ relation(1),
the re.sist.ance. of the. wl',c•le 11\ine. being higr.er than u,at. of a •11orking or a rr.me.
area. BoU. relatio:c.s were. •J.So<.d wiU. suc·~ess.
Q

TABLE 4. Eq:uilibiilm equiv~.lent concentration of r~.d.on vs. useful minen.l
(11\E:.an values)
~lm.i.l"\g .;u\d e.;{plor~tion
}1 o. of
Equil.i.b l."Uil\ eqv.ivalent cone e.n tr a tion
units
Bq/m3
1.m.i.t.s
-i-110
110-1100
>1100
Iron
26
13(50.0%)
10(38.5%)
3(11.5%)
N Vll- f e.:C(•ll$
98
57(58.2%)
34(34.7%}
7( 7.1%)
Gc•ld-s.i.lve.r
22
10(45. §'ij.)
12(54. 5%)
B.:..•1Xite
s
1(12.5%)
7($7.5%)
Pegmatite
9
5(55.6%)
4(44.4%)
5(33.3'.\;)
Talc, cl~y, c~olil.\ or bentonite. 15
10(66. 7%}
1(25.0'!o)
Ba;c:!.•t..U··e
4
1(25. O<lo)
2(50.0%}
Salt
6
6(100.0%)
36(53. 7%)
28(41. 3%)
3( 4. 5%}
coal
67
:3(50. 0%)
3(50.0%)
Bi twr•ir••)lJ.s shalo<.
6
104 (39. O<lo)
15( 5. 6%)
148(55.5%)
Te<t«.l
267
!In epidemiological study7 proved that,

ilL a gold milLe. havmg a mean C1.111'1.Ulative
e.;q)osure. to radon of over SO ~ll.M, the. frequency of do<.ath by :cespiratoDJ cm·~u, il.•
the pe.riod 1960-1985 .. was 1. 9 times gn.ater for mil.\e:cs tha1' for the. public from the
san\e re.g·ion, St\pposmg· the same sn\okink habitudes.
C0}1 CL lJSI Oll S
Responsible. for the appeannce of radon 222 ilL th.e at..mosphere of •md.ergro•md
non-urmiwl\ mme.s is the presence of Ra-226 ilL rocks, mmerals and mir.e. ~·ate.rs.
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There is no liltear relationship betv,re~-. the level of the n.don a.l.td the
natural radioelement c:or.te~-.t of geological enviror11nent, r~sp~ctiv~l~, the gamma de·:::~
rate, but it strong·ly dep~tds upon the v~ttilatil-.g conditions.
Frorfi tiL~ 267 inv~stigat~d \mits il"L 119 (44. 6~~) C•r.es •1ras necessa~, u.e
~.ppli·;~.tior.
•>f lir!Lit.il:.g· rM:.asures, oonoe.:G•.il:•g· first of all the .il'I'Lp rOV&iL~"L t 0 f
ver.tih.tic•r..
Responsible for: the C1JJflUh.tive expos,H:e of non-,~:cani1JJfl II'Orke:cs .-.re radon md.
its daughters.. the contribution of external dose by gamma radiation being
iltsignificmt
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RADIOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS OF NATURALLY OCCURRING
RADIOACTIVITY IN AN ELEMENTAL PHOSPHORUS REFINERY
Leo M. Lowe, D.B. Chambers
SENES Consultants Limited
52 West Beaver Creek Road
Richmond Hill, Ontario
Canada L4B 1L9
ABSTRACT
Phosphate ore mined in central Florida contains small
amounts of naturally occurring uranium. This ore is the feed for
a plant in Quebec that produces elemental phosphorus by the
electrothermal method.
Calcium silicate ("phosphate slag"), a
by-product of the refining process, has excellent properties as
an aggregate material.
This paper reviews the radiation
exposures of the plant workers and some potential uses of the byproduct silicates.
INTRODUCTION
Phosphate ore can be refined to produce phosphoric acid or
elemental phosphorus.
Ore from the State of Florida in the
United States contains up to 100 to 200 ppm of naturally
occurring uranium, or up to 60 times the 3 ppm of uranium found
in typical rocks and soils.
In a Quebec plant, elemental
phosphorus is produced by the electrothermal method whereby the
ore, after first being calcined and formed into nodules, is fed
to an electric furnace with silica and coke.
The high
temperature reaction produces gaseous elemental phosphorus which
is collected and distilled.
The reaction also produces a byproduct calcium silicate (sometimes called "slag"), a hard
ceramic-like material, which retains most of the uranium and
associated decay products.
The silicates have excellent properties as aggregate
material and had been used in Canada, the United States, and
elsewhere for road construction and other purposes for many
years. However, because of concerns related to the radioactivity
of the silicates, many such uses were prohibited by a number of
jurisdictions, including the Province of Quebec which issued a
ban on further selling of the silicates. Because this ban, and
the associated requirements for disposal of the silicates,
potentially affected the viability of the phosphorus producer,
SENES Consultants Limited was asked to make an assessment of the
potential radiation exposures that might result from various
proposed uses of the silicates.
In addition, as part of a
separate comprehensive industrial hygiene survey of the plant,
radiation exposures to the workers at the plant were also
assessed.
This paper reports on both the worker exposure
estimates, and the estimated potential exposures to members of
critical groups associated with various proposed applications of
the silicates.
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POTENTIAL EXPOSURE PATHWAYS
Occupational Exposure
The workers are exposed to direct gamma radiation, to
airborne particulates, and to radon-222.
Because of the high
temperature process, essentially all the radon and more than 95%
of the relatively volatile radionuclides, lead-210 and polonium210, are released to the process air (1). As shown in Table 1
which gives the radiological analysis of five silicate samples,
the remaining radionuclides report to the silicates. Thorium-230
and radium-226 were in approximate equilibrium with the uranium
while lead-210 and polonium-210 were much below equilibrium. The
increase in the concentrations of lead-210 (and its decay product
polonium-210) with age of the silicates is evident. The average
uranium concentration in the silicates was equal to that measured
in the phosphate ore.
The radon release fraction shown in Table 1 is defined as
the ratio of the measured radon release rate of the sample to the
theoretical maximum release rate calculated from the radium-226
concentration. The average release fraction of 0.0028 is about
a factor of 60 below the 0.2 fraction often quoted for typical
soils. The average release fraction from three ore samples was
measured as 0. 026.
These results are consistent with results
reported elsewhere (e.g. 2,3).
Apparently, the dense ceramic
matrix of the silicates greatly inhibits the release of radon.
Additionally, track-etch radon detectors placed in the refinery
did not measure any above-background levels of radon. Radon was
therefore not considered in the exposure assessment. The worker
monitoring program was based on the use of portable personal
respirable air samplers to measure airborne radioactivity in
potentially
elevated
areas
(two
week
program)
and
thermoluminescent dosimeters
(TLDs)
(three month program) .
Standard breathing rates and inhalation dose conversion factors
(4) were used with the exception that the polonium-210 and
lead-210 particles were assumed to have an AMAD of 0.3 ~m rather
than the standard default value of 1 ~m (1) . The new 1990 ICRP
recommendations (5) would produce somewhat lower dose estimates.
Exposure of the Public
Based on the good aggregate properties of the silicates and
on

experience

with

previous

uses,

a

number

of

potential

applications for the silicates were proposed by the phosphorus
producer.
These included uses such as base for railroads and
highways, massive fill for large industrial areas, and massive
fill for highway overpasses.
Because of the very low radon
emanation and the measured low leachability of the silicates, the
only significant exposure pathway was gamma exposure. Exposures
were based on the product of assumed exposure time, and exposure
rate derived from the exposure rate measured on top of massive,
uncovered silicates (up to 150 uR/h) and attenuation of any cover
used in the various applications.
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RESULTS
Worker Exposures
The estimated inhalation exposures for four workers in the
distillation area of the refinery averaged 2.5 mSv/y (range 2.1
to 3.3 mSv/y); exposures in other areas of the plant were lower.
Doses from uranium, thorium-230,
radium-226,
lead-210 and
polonium-210 averaged 0.1, 0.1, <0.1, 0.6 and 1.6 mSv/y,
respectively.
The results show the relative importance of
lead-210 and polonium-210, the more volatile radionuclides. The
"residue" remaining after distillation of the phosphorus
contained concentrated levels of these two radionuclides, greater
than 500 Bq/g.
For this reason, careful handling and disposal
of the residue was recommended. Estimated gamma exposures ranged
from 0.2 to 2.4 mSv/y, with an average of 0.8 mSv/y.
Unlike
inhalation exposures, the highest gamma exposures were recorded
by workers who spent most of their workday near the ore or
silicate storage piles. Total exposures were estimated at less
than 5 mSv/y for all workers.
Exposure from Proposed Uses of Silicates
The maximum exposure rate of 150 uR/h for uncovered, massive
silicates was used as a starting point in all the exposure
estimates. The results shown in Table 2 for some proposed uses,
assuming 1 R = 0.007 Sv, are dependent on the assumed exposure
times e.g. 2 h/day for use of roads.
All estimates were less
than 1 mSv/y for the exposure assumptions used.
CONCLUSIONS
Exposures to phosphorus refinery workers ranged up to about
5 mSv/y, with inhalation of polonium-210 and lead-210 being major
contributors to the exposures.
Public exposures to various
proposed uses of the by-product silicates were estimated as being
less than 1 mSv/y for the assumed exposure times.
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Table 1:

Radiological Analysis of Silicates

Sample
Description

U-nat
(J.I.g/g)

Th-230
(Bq/g)

Ra-226
(Bq/g)

Pb-210
(Bq/g)

Po-210
(Bq/g)

radon
release
fraction

pelletized
silicates,
age unknown

170

2.0

2.0

0.25

0.12

not done

pit-cooled
silicates,
age unknown

206

2.5

2.0

0.30

0.14

not done

silicates,
1 month

200

3.2

2.3

0.02

<0.01

0.0017

silicates,
24 months

217

3.1

2.6

0.18

0.14

0.0032

silicates,
>54 months

199

2.7

2.4

0.61

0.42

0.0034

average

198

2.7

2.3

0.27

0.17

0.0028

Table 2: Estimated Annual Doses from
Proposed Uses of the Silicates
Exposure
Rate
(uR/h)

Exposure
Duration
(h/y)

Annual
Dose
(mSv/y)

150

500

0.53

Railroad Base

50-100

730

0.26-0.51

Base for Underground Pipes

50-100

40

0.26

50

730

0.26

50-100

40

0.01-0.03

150

100

0.11

Application
Equipment storage area

Highways
Ditches and Berms
Overpasses
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THE PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS OF THE NEW ICRP
ANNUAL DOSE LIMIT AT OLYMPIC DAM OPERATIONS
Jim Hondros
Olympic Dam Operations
Box 150, Roxby Downs
S.A. 5725

ABSTRACT
The radiation protection mechanisms in place at Olympic Dam Operations have
been proven to be adequate for the control of employee radiation doses.
The introduction of the new ICRP average annual dose limit of 20 mSv per
year resulted in a review of the existing radiation protection mechanisms
to ensure that their adequacy was sufficient. This paper will overview the
existing radiation protection mechanisms
and present
the practical
implications of the new ICRP limit as they apply to operations at Olympic
Dam.
APPROACH TO RADIATION SAFETY
Olympic Dam Operations is a copper, uranium, gold and silver producer
located approximately 600 km north of Adelaide in South Australia.
The
Operations consist of an underground mine and a multifunction metallurgical
processing plant.
The Operations have been in production since 1988 and
employs approximately 800 people.
The company approach to radiation safety has revolved around designing the
workplace to control employee exposure to radiation.
Initial design
criteria for the underground mine was that average doses to employees would
be less than one quarter of the 50 mSv annual limit. Similarly, the use of
good design and procedures are used for the control of radiation in
metallurgical processing plant.
It must also be recognised that in the m1n1ng and processing of radioactive
ores, radiation is only one of a number of hazards that is required to be
managed and controlled.
Radiation is a chronic exposure hazard and when
compared to the more traditional mining and processing hazards such as;
rock falls,
chemicals and manual handling,
it is relatively minor.
However, an active managerial approach to radiation safety ensures that
radiation is controlled and that employee exposures remain low.
RADIATION PROTECTION MECHANISMS
The major employee exposure pathways in the mining and processing of
radioactive materials are; irradiation by gamma radiation, inhalation of
radon daughters and inhalation of radioactive dust.
The following
radiation protection mechanisms are used in the control of radiation in the
underground mine and metallurgical plant.
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i)

Mine

The control of gamma radiation in practice, is by selecting the m1.n1.ng
method, such that there is no entry into the actual mineralised area. All
access to the ore is from outside the ore body.
This effectively shields
employees from the gamma radiation.
In the event that entry into the ore
body is required, for exploratory reasons for example, then maximum
exposure times are calculated from the measured gamma dose rates.
The underground ventilation system is designed to provide at least a fixed
quantity of fresh air to each workplace, based on theoretical calculations
prior to underground development. Experience at Olympic Dam has shown that
the ventilation capacity required to control the radon daughter hazard is
sufficient to control the other airborne hazards including radioactive
dust.
To ensure that the ventilation system remains in optimum operating
condition, it is necessary that it be maintained.
This includes routine
maintenance of the physical components of the ventilation system and the
quick repair of any damages that occur during operations.
Formalised written procedures exist for work areas that may be inadequately
ventilated as determined by the monitoring.
Access to these areas is
restricted to authorised personnel with appropriate personal protective
equipment.
Access is usually for ventilation maintenance and monitoring
purposes.
Prior to any change in the ventilation system, the ventilation
officers and radiation safety officers are consulted to determine any
possible effects on other workplaces.
Major ventilation installations are expensive and must be planned well
ahead of their intended time of use.
Experience to date has proven the
need to properly schedule mining work in different areas.
Non planned
work may affect the operation of the whole ventilation system resulting in
inadequate capacity in some areas.
Therefore, the aim is to adhere to the
established work schedules thereby ensuring adequate ventilation.
If
changes in schedules are necessary then considerable thought needs to be
given to the specific ventilation requirements.
Active management of the
planning of the ventilation capacity is an integral part of the production
and development of the mine.
Control of radioactive dust in the design stage initially involves the
identification of potential dust sources.
Physical control mechanisms and
good work procedures for the control of dust include;
flow through dilution ventilation in work areas,
water sprays in ore handling areas,
extraction ventilation in ore handling areas where the use of
water is inappropriate,
the watering down of roadways to prevent the resuspension of
road dust,
the use of water for all drilling operations to suppress dust,
the use of water on all newly broken rock to suppress dust.
The use of personal protection, usually respirators, for the control of
airborne radiation exposure is the least preferred control option, however
it is useful in the pursuit of maintaining exposures as low as possible.
Personal protection acts as a fallback control mechanism, but is not relied
upon as a long term option.
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ii)

Metallurgical Processing Plant

Most of the total dose to employees at the metallurgical plant is delivered
via the inhalation of radioactive dust. The control of radiation therefore
primarily revolves around the control of potential dust sources.
Specific
design criteria for the packaging of uranium oxide involved installation of
an isolation booth operating under negative pressure. Other potential dust
sources arise from spillages of process material.
Consequently, the
processing plant was designed for ease of clean-up of any spillages. Areas
beneath potential spillage points, for example; tanks and grinding mills,
are fully concreted with bunding and sumps.
Water outlets are abundant
for hosing up of spillages.
Strict operating clean-up procedures are
enforced, with the aim being, not to let spillages dry and become dust
sources.
Extraction ventilation systems are used to control identified dust sources
The use of personal
and these systems receive routine maintenance.
protective equipment, usually respiratory protection, is mandatory for a
number of tasks including; uranium packaging and clean-up of dried
spillages.
IMPLICATIONS OF NEW ICRP LIMIT
Total radiation doses to mine and metallurgical plant workers show that the
existing radiation protection mechanisms outlined in this paper are
adequate and effective in controlling the doses to employees.
For the
period July 1990 to June 1991, annual doses, on average, were one quarter
of the new ICRP average annual dose limit and the maximum doses were less
than 70 percent of the new limit.
At the beginning of 1991, a series of discussions with the South Australian
state regulatory authorities occurred in an attempt to determine the
implications of the new ICRP annual dose limit on operations at Olympic
Dam.
As a result of these discussions, a number of agreed objectives were
established. These were as follows;
i)

To maintain and improve existing radiation protection mechanisms.
As stated, existing radiation protection mechanisms are adequate for
maintaining employee doses below the new ICRP average annual dose
limit.
However, on-going review of existing mechanisms,
and
formalisation of existing and new procedures will be actively pursued
to ensure that doses remain low.

ii)

To more accurately assess employee doses by reducing random errors
and reducing systematic errors.
The reduction of the margin between assessed doses and the new ICRP
limit, compared to the old ICRP limit, implies that there is a need
to ensure that the magnitude of the error in dose assessment is low
enough to maintain compliance.
The magnitude of the random error in dose assessment is primarily a
function of the statistical significance of the physical measurements
used for dose estimation.
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Systematic errors in dose assessment are biassed due to deliberate
over estimates for conservative dose assessment.
Replacement of
default parameters in the ICRP dose assessment methodology, with
actual
workplace measurements,
reduces
the magnitude
of
the
systematic error and increases accuracy.
Systematic errors will be
reduced with the use of particle size measurements and radionuclide
in dust analyses.
iii)

To pursue personal dosimetry.
Another way to increase the accuracy of dose assessment is to use
personal dosimetry.
A number of systems are commercially available
for radon daughters, however, their adequacy for the conditions and
environment must be assessed.
At Olympic Dam, the use of passive
radon
monitors
and workplace
equilibrium
factors
are
being
investigated.
To complement the passive devices, it is planned to
use active radon daughter dosimeters to monitor critical workgroups.
Prototype monitors are currently being tested at Olympic Dam.

iv)

To develop better reporting of doses.
To complement the monthly report on monitoring results, a quarterly
report is now being generated which presents the assessed doses for
individuals for the three months.
The timely reporting of employee
doses to managers results in closer control of the overall annual
doses.
Also contained in the report are the dose parameter
monitoring results used to reduce the systematic error in dose
assessment.

CONCLUSION
Existing radiation protection mechanisms at Olympic Dam Operations are
adequate to ensure compliance with the new average annual ICRP dose limit.
However, a number of specific requirements have been identified to ensure
that employee radiation dose will continue to remain low and well
controlled.
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PARAMETERS FOR CHARACTERIZATION OF RADON ADSORPTION AND
DIFFUSION IN POROUS MEDIA
G. Curzio, F. d'Errico, A. Mori*, A. Gentili*
Dipartimento di Costruzioni Meccaniche e Nucleari (DCMN)
Universita degli Studi di Pisa, Pisa, ITALY
* ENEA, Dipartimento Ingegneria Ambientale, Pisa, ITALY
* CRESAM, San Piero a Grado, Pisa, ITALY
ABSTRACT
Theoretical models and experimental methods are described
for the determination of parameters used in the analysis of
Radon adsorption and diffusion in porous media.
INTRODUCTION
Adsorption on activated charcoal is a phenomenon widely used
for the measurement of Radon concentration in air. 1 Following
exposure to an unknown atmosphere, the Radon content in a
charcoal canister is derived from the y-emission of its decay
products, at radioactive equilibrium. Radon concentration in the
air is then usually inferred by comparing the above mentioned yactivity to the activity resulting from exposure to a known
Radon concentration.
The Nuclear Instrumentation and Measurements Laboratory of
DCMN is involved in the definition of the Italian standard for
Radon measurement by means of activated charcoal. Among the
goals of this effort is the identification of simple and
accurate procedures for the determination of two fundamental
parameters governing Radon permeation in porous media:
adsorption and diffusion coefficients.
THEORETICAL MODELS AND EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS
Adsorption coefficient. This coefficient is found by injecting a
gas pulse into a charcoal column open at both ends and analyzing
the temporal evolution of the gas concentration at the outlet. 2 ' 3

A mathematical description of the pulse shape through the
porous medium is given by the "theoretical plate model,"
borrowed from the analysis of plate distillation columns, which
treats adsorption as a discrete process. The adsorbing column is
regarded as a series of N chambers of height H where immediate
equilibrium is reached between mobile and stationary phases. The
pulse shape through the filter can be deduced, at any time t,
from a mass balance, setting an initial condition of zero
concentration in all the plates but the first one, where the
input pulse is assumed as uniformly distributed. This yields:
A·

NN. 0 N-1.tN-1
(N-1) !·(k·m)N
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e-(N·Q·t/k·m)

The gas concentration at the outlet,
expression, is:
(

N·Q·t
_
__ )
k·m

calculated from this

(N·Q·t I k·m)

N-1 ·e-

The time tMAx• at which the output concentration is maximum,
and the time interval dt 112 , (FWMH), may be easily derived from
experimental eluition curves (Figure 1) . The number N of the
theoretical plates may be then deduced from the relation between
dt 112 /tMAX and N, reported in Fig~re 2. The r~lation between tMAX
and the average retention time, t, is: tMAx = t · (N-1) /N.
Finally, the adsorption coefficient K, relative to a column
containing a charcoal mass m and crossed by an air flow Q, may
be calculated from the expression: K = (t·Q/m).
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diffusion
coefficient. In order to measure the
coefficient De, a charcoal column with one open end is exposed
to a Radon atmosphere until a uniform concentration Co is
reached throughout its height, a. A continuous flow of air then
sets at zero the upper free surface concentration, while the yemission from Rn daughters is monitored with time. With these
initial and boundary conditions, integration of the set of
differential equations describing the process of combined
eluition and decay

Effective
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ac
dX
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Figure 3. Test-rig

In this case, the distribution of radioactive isotopes
inside the charcoal column does not vary with time, therefore,
the geometric efficiency of a y-detector placed near the column
is constant. This allows for the measurement of the decrease of
activity: 4
A(t)

[o. (2:r

The value of the constant
+ A.],
where the diffusion
coefficient De is the only unknown quantity, may be calculated
through exponential interpolation of the experimental data, as
shown in Figure 4.
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CONCLUSIONS
At DCMN we can measure all the quantities that characterize
the response of an activated charcoal canister exposed to
constant conditions until equilibrium is reached with both
environmental humidity and Radon. Based on these data, we are
developing the analysis of the canister response when conditions
of exposure undergo dynamic transients.
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ABSTRACT

We suggested a method for measuring the emanation of radon gas of
phosphates mineral from different origins using solid state track nuclear
detectors (CR39 and LR115) with the aim to determinate radioactivity
effects on the human.
1-

INTRODUCTION

Les phosphates sedimentaires, de part leur mode de formation
geologique contiennent les isotopes 238 u et 235 u de l'uranium, a l'etat de
traces, ainsi que leurs descendants. Parmi ceux-ci le radon, element
radioactif gazeux,
emane de ces minerais et se retrouve dans 1 'air
avoisinant. On con9oit done qu'en detectant ce gaz et en le mesurant, on
puisse l'employer cornme traceur pour le suivi de la radioactivite dans les
sites d'extraction et d'exploitation des phosphates.
En vue de cela, une methode simple est proposee pour mesurer
l'emanation du gaz radon: il s'agit d'une approche par detecteurs solides
de traces nucleaires (DSTN)
Toutes les mesures sont effectuees en laboratoire,
sur des
echantillons de phosphates preleves sur differents gisements (Maroc,
Tunisie) . Dans le cadre de cette etude preliminaire, nous avons compare les
emanations en
radon issu de ces minerais afin d'evaluer 1 'activite
volumique due a ce gaz.
2-

LE

RADON

Gaz radioactif, le radon existe dans la nature sous forme de trois
isotopes: l'Actinon 219Rn de la famille de 235 u, le Thoron 220Rn de la
famuille de 232 Th et le Radon 222Rn issus de la famille de 738 u. A cause de
leurs periodes respective (3,9 s ; 55 set 3,8 j), seul le 22 2Rn peut etre
utilise cornme traceur pour le suivi de la radioactivite dans les gisements
de phosphate.
Le radon 222, resulte
du radium 226 par desintegration alpha. La
mesure et le suivi de la concentration du radon 222 presente egalement un
interet majeur en radioprotection, ce gaz etant le principal composant de
la radioactivite atmospherique. Ce gaz presente done un risque radioactif
dans et autour des gisements de phosphates qui presentent des teneurs non
negligeables en elements radioactifs (de l'ordre de la centaine de ppm) et
c'est une raison supplementaire pour realiser la mesure du potentiel
d'emanation en radon.
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3-

MESURES

DE

L 1 EMA..'l'ATION

EN

RADON

222

3.1- Detecteurs Solides des Traces Nucleaires

(DSTN)

3.1.1- Caracteristiques
Le

passage d 1 une particu1e (ici particule alpha) chargee dans un
mineral ou organique, entra.i.ne 1 1 apparition d 1 une zone de
d;',;~::o appelee "trace latente". Un traitement chimique approprie permet de
d€-:-;;_~pper ces traces
latentes pour les rendre visibles et mesurable en
m:.:::c:;;copie optique. Dans notre etude nous avons utilise deux types de
o.:::-_-, un polycarbonate d 1 allyl diglycol (CR39) et un nitrate de cellulose
c::::: (LR115)
d~s~sst.rique

DSTN

T~:~-

Nom
commercial

Plage de
detection
en energie(Mev)

Revelation
par
voie
chimique

Nitrate
cellulose

LRllS
(Kodak)

1,5-4,5

(NaOH)
2,5N
60°C - lh30

Carbonate
d 1 allyl

CR39
(Tastrak)

0,1->20

7N
(NaOH)
7 O''C- 3 a 6h

Caracteristiques des detecteurs solides de traces nucleaires utilises
3.1.2- Reponses des DSTN (CR39 et LR115)

i.Jne etude de la reponse des DSTN (CR3 9 et LR115) en f onct ion du
te:-:; a ete realisee, sur une periode de 20 jours (Fig.l). On observe que
1: =~?onse des deux DSTN est proportionnelle au temps. Par ailleurs, dans
ce::s experience, et avec les conditions de developpements employes, on
c:~!:ate une sensibilite 7,5 fois plus grande du CR39 par rapport au LR115.
Ce:: ?eut s 1 expliquer par des plages de detection en energie differentes
(c: :ab.1) et par des types de traces developpees dissemblables.

7~tr.m

-=d.__
Phosphat~
.
)

-----T<ml"(j<>n,)

r:.; -·

Evolution de la densite de traces
avec- le temps

Fig.2:Schema de principe
d 1 un dosimetre

3-2. Determination des conditions experimentales
~ne

etude preliminaire est realisee pour determiner les conditions
pour mesurer 1 1 emanatior. en gaz Radon. Ces mesures sor.t realisees
pe:.~_-::: 30 jours en laboratoire avec des dosimetres (fig.2) cor.tenant 15 g
de ;:::sphates.
o~:~=:es
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Les Achantillons de phosphates sent tamis~s pour s~parer les grains
de phosphates de diff~rentes tailles, la mesure de l'~manation en gaz radon
est rAalisAe sur dix fractions granulom~triques de 80 a 1000 ~- On a mis
ainsi en Avidence que l'~manation est la plus importante pour la fraction
comprise entre 315 et 500 ~ (fig.3). Nous avons done adopt~ cette fraction
granulometrique, pour la suite de notre travail.
3.2.2- DAtermination de la distance DSTN-surface cle phosphate
Nous avons compar~ les densit~s de traces alpha enregistrees par
DSTN en fonction de la distance DSTN-surface de phosphate (fig.4);
observe sur celle ci qu'a partir d'une distance de 7,5 emil existe
palier. On peut en deduire qu'a partir de cette hauteur, seules
desintAgrations alpha du radon 222 sont enregistr~es.
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3.3-

D~termination

du potentiel

3.3.1- Choix des phosphates
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d'~manation

en radon 222

3.3.1- Choix des phosphates
Nous avons effectue des mesures sur des echanti11ons de phosphates
preleves sur 1es gisements de Gafsa en Tunisie et de 1a region de Gantour
au Maroc.
3.3.2- Resu1tats
Au Laboratoire, une source de radon et des apparei1s de mesures en
continu nous ont permis d'eta1onner la reponse en radon des DSTN utilises.
D'apres cet_

etr=~lonnage,

nous avons pu d6tcrminer l'activitE: ef.t Lctclon 222

dans les phosphates.
Phosphates

Gantour
(Maroc)
Gafsa
(Tunisie)

Densite
(traces/cm2)
CR39
LR115
CR39
LR115

Activite
volumique
(Bq/m3)
16348,09
18357,78
8022, 94
12215,032

21500
5460
10654
3756

Activite
vo1umique/heure
(Bq/m3/h)
22,7
25,49
11,142
16, 9 6

Une etude comparative a ete rea1isee en spectrometrie gamma a partir
d'un detecteur Ge(hp) pour eva1uer la concentration en uranium dans ces
phosphates. Les resultats sont coherents avec ceux obtenus par la methode
des DSTN.
4-

CONCLUSION

Cette etude pre1iminaire
mesure du potentiel radon des
effet primordiale pour, d'une
dans ces phosphates et d'autre

a montre qu'i1 est possible d'effectuer 1a
phosphates par DSTN. Cette grandeur est en
part estimer 1es teneurs en radioelements
part evaluer leur risque radiologique.
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ABSTRACT

Outdoor 222Rn
concentrations were measured with electrostatic
integrating
radon
monitors (EIRM)
at
40
points around
Nagoya, in
which
fifteen sets of
2-month-exposure
data over
2. 5
years
were
obtained.

Seasonal

variation

of

222Rn concentration showed a clear

pattern which had a spring-to-surmner minimum
maximum.

and

an

autumn-to-winter

Annual mean 222Rn concentration ranged from 3.5 to 11.7 Bq m-3

depending on locations.

From the obtained regional distribution of 222Rn

concentration,
optimal allocation of measuring instruments was
analysed.
As a result, it was expected that the same concentration distribution
obtained with less instruments.
could be
INTRODUCTION

Measurements of regional distribution of 222Rn (radon)
concentration
have been rare due to lack of proper detectors which enable us to conduct
simultaneous measurements at many points for a long time.
Information on
the regional distribution of
222Rn concentration and its time variation
is
important
to study radon in relation to geological features, 222Rn
exhalation, and
its behaviour in the atmosphere.
Such information
is
also important
to evaluate lung dose precisely.
Based on such a
background, measurements of outdoor 222Rn concentration were implemented in
an area around Nagoya to obtain its regional distribution and time
variation.
INSTRUMENT

To measure the regional distribution in large area, monitors should be
cheap and maintenance-free for a long time.
To meet such demands, the most
appropriate

device will be passive monitors.
In this study, we used
integrating radon
monitor (EIRM) developed by Iida et

electrostatic
al. ( 1) .

It

is

1 Present address

simple and easy

to handle,

and can measure

National Institute for Fusion Science,
Chikusa-ku, Nagoya 464-01, Japan
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low-level

outdoor

222Rn concentration as its sensitivity is 20 times higher than cup

method's.
The EIRM is a passive 222Rn monitor,
nitrate
film
and
has
electrostatic

which accommodates a cellulose
field
in
its interior
to

collect charged 218Po.

Tracks recorded on the CN films are enlarged by
etching for 180 min at 60 ~ in 2.5 N NaOH solution,
counted
and
are
through a microfiche
reader.
The lowest detectable concentration is
1.2 Bq m-3

tor

a

2-month-exposure.

MEASUREMENTS

The measurements were done in an area within 100 km
from Nagoya
University.
Figure 1 shows the map of the area. The total number of
monitoring stations was 40. EIRMs were settled at about 60 em above the
ground.
EIRMs

In Nagoya City,
were

distributed

the
in

!30"

134"

particular densely so that we
could check

the data

consis-

tency among nearby stations.
The period of measurements was
from
August 1985 to
January
1988
at half of the 40 stations, and from December 1985
to March 1987 at the other
Results were obtained
half.
as an average of 2 month
interval.

11.3
0

9.4
0

RESULTS
6.3

The annual mean 222Rn concentrations are shown in Figure 1.

(1Q.7

-3
~9Bq·m
6Bq-m-3

They scatter uniformly

between 3 and 12 Bq m-3.

4J

The

areas of high and low levels
mountainous
correspond
to
regions

and

plains

near

the

sea, respectively. The distribution
patterns were nearly
the same among the 15 periods
while

their

levels differed
The 222Rn cone en-

largely.
tration at each station was
low from spring to summer,

Fig. 1 Map of 222Rn measurement points around

Nagoya and annual mean concentrations
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and

high from autumn to

winter.

between factors 1.2 and
concentration was

high

Amplitude

and

of seasonal

variations

the mountainous regions,

In

2. 8.

fluctuated widely between

were

the mean 222Rn

6 and 11 Bq m-3.

Near the sea, on the contrary, it was low ranging from 3 to 6 Bq m-3.
In

Nagoya City,

mental uncertainty.
uniform

the differences among stations fell within experi-

This indicates that the concentration would be almost

within an about 10 km scale(2)

if it is a plain wilh

uniform

geology.
OPTIMAL

ALLOCATION

OF

MONITORING

STATIONS

When we measure a regional distribution of atmospheric
radon concenmonitoring
tration,
we must solve a problem how
stations allocate.
Methods of optimal allocation of monitoring stations have been developed in
the field of air pollution monitoring.
In the present study
we
looked
for optimal allocation of monitoring stations with the view of measuring a
regional distribution as precise as possible with limited measuring
instruments.
For

simplification

calculation,

total

area

of
was

segmented to "cell" that was
a square of 6 km x 6 km.

1:_:_:

iI

1

A

I

concentration in one cell was
regarded as uniform.

1

estimated with measured value :
222Rn

I

I

I

(i)

I

1

1

A con-

centration of every cell was
of

:l

r

concentration

II

H

H

II

ll

II

11@11
I~_]~ M

by

simple interpolation method.
It was regarded that a
.. xu
representcertain cell
ed cells which were within 25
km from it, and whose concentration differed from that of
cell

"x"

within

1

Bq m-3.

Figure 2 shows reset stations
and
their
representative
areas.
tion

Each
is

circle,
cells

are

11

iJ

II

li

[11

11

11

-!

11

. il·!.

\I_ I

!I

monitoring sta-

indicated
and

frr

1:

its

by

small

represented'

marked

the

alphabet as the station.

same
If

Fig. 2 Allocation of monitoring stat ions

and their representative area

a cell belongs to several
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representative area,

it is put all

Summary process of the
beginning,

alphabets of stations which occupy it.

allocation is

representative area was

described as follows ( 3) .

In the

estimated for every cell respectively.

The cell whose representative area had the most cells was chosen as the
first station. The second station or subsequences was set at a cell which
had the largest

representative area as a

result of

cells

representative

the

with

consequence,

the

areas

of

subtracting overlap

station

set

before.

In

imaginary monitoring stations were set alphabetically as shown
KilJl!Leell seL:s of represencative area cover 92

% area of all

cells.
CONCLUSION

Regional distribution of 2 22Rn concentration around Nagoya was measured
with

EIRMs.

The concentration had a seasonal variation that it was low in

spring-to-summer and high in autumn-to-winter.
to 11.7 Bq m-3 in

spring, and

from

2.3

to

The level ranged from 1.9
18.9

Bq

m-3

in

autumn.

Besides, the concentration was high and fluctuated widely in mountainous
regions while it was low and varied to less extent near the sea.
Optimal allocation of monitoring stations was analysed with measured
222Rn concentrations.

By selecting new stations where have

large repre-

sentative area, it was expected that the same distribution of concentration
could be obtained with the half stations than existing stations.
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HlVESTIGATION ON FOOD JV,DIO.AC'I'IVn:v Al'"D ES'rJT'ATION 01<'
INTERNAl DOSE BY INGESTION IN CBINA

H. Zhu, J. Zhan{!, P. Han, Xo Huanp; end So Wan[';
Institute of Radiation T"edicine, Chinese Acaderny of
Medical Sciences, P.O. Box 71, Tian,jin 300192, China
ABSTRACT

40
87
2?''0
Activity concentratiom: of
Y,
Hb, U, 'l'h,
Ra,
228Ra
210
210..,
227
,c
14c
3H
90sr
13'/C"'
144ce
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)
1
. ,
_! 0 ,
•
'
,,
,
,
._.,
<'
1 o,
106 Ru in 14 categories of Chinese food were determined in
1982- 1986o The food sa':lr;Jes were colJ;;cted. -~'rom norr•<l radiation b<:tck.::crour:d c. rea and two elevc.tcd n< LJ<ral r<d i ;~+;ion
c:,reas o Rased on tynical Chinese diet conmosi tion, o·.~r determined res•1l ts of the food and renortr:>5 avnil2bJe t~rpLcal
contents in wat8r, liWliJc;} 1:-Jtake. <:: r::i Cor- .i tted nose E(]lli vslent of the:. :e rc:·dion::cJide_s by lnr'estion cor Chinese rn~·Je
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catee:orie.s of food and radiom~cJi.des to t':'le tot01 are di::::cussed.
Il'JTRODPC TI Ol~
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·_,'he esti-·c:ted re<'.lll ts showed in Table 2 indicate that
1
1
' <\, Ac, 3p and 87 Rb are the rmclides with More contrib:;t:l ·rc to thl~ total than the others. 1'-"ost of these AI CO"'e
''ro:ce :iood, wh.lle onJy the AI for tritil)m and U come from
d_r.l :;V" in:··· w:·:._ ter.
'PabJ e

2. T'11blic AJ by ingestion for Chinese rryale adult
(

P.

,fa )

!kn io nPclide

Food
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%
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/ --"Ra 2 2 .1

u Series:

34 .3

~2r

') 1 ·''
U- '(

'·

.L' )
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94. ?>
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?.5
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Based on above mentioned AI, public CDE of these nucltde~ w .re cstin'ated and are showed in 1'able 3. Because
1
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.
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, e CDT''
,1 1;
1
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•

here is quo terJ Cro:r: the world averarre ( 6 ) • It can be seen
L'rorn the ~-';.J.ble that the totr:.l C}}E W8.<> estir•,ated to be about
0.55 :1Sv, the r<~r-c contributed by ne.tural ntJclides accounted
0 <:.4 % of' tl1e total, i;l'·w :nm;t inmor-cal"t contributorc were
4CK, ? 1 0 r-b and ? 1 0 Po. The e~~tirrated value is ou:i 'te consit:;tent with the world averi'l.;ce Drlblished jn Tfl..SC:~J\ P. 1 S88 Report
6
(
) • Thcr .food vii th the ~j_~~ec;t contrtbution to t~e total
2.re ve(·etabJe, yar:J, .flour, rice <:tnd water. In addition, It
was J'ound thut the totzr.l em·; .for Tf SeriHS and 'fh Series nlJClide;' .in Yan.-jic;n;~ high bc:ck~rrount area ·,:c:re :rJOnt 2.5 and
h.'! ti 'CS thOE1e .in norr12l ,,yea respecLi\-ely, wh::_:e in the U
YTJi •i rif are<', 011ly the CDi!: of U Series nuclides was 6.4 times
that .i. nornral area aud i.ite vclr.1e of Th Series was alr1ost
t1·re :;~1r"e as that in nor'''al area.
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DETERMINATION OF THE FACTORS THAT CONTROL MIGRATION
AND ENTRY OF RADON INTO BASEMENTS*

T.B. Borak, M.S. Gadd, D.C. Ward, M.S. Barry
Department of Radiological Health Sciences
Colorado State University
Ft. Collins, CO 80523, USA

Elevated concentrations of radon gas indoors are the result of a complicated
combination of factors. This report describes results from a facility designed to test and
verify theories of radon migration into underground structures. The buildings resemble
miniature basements using conventional construction methods, but eliminate other
confounding factors introduced by the activities of occupants. Sensors accumulate data on
soil properties such as temperature, moisture, pressure differentials, and permeability, as
well as outdoor meteorological conditions and indoor environment. Results indicate that
indoor radon concentrations do not correlate with changes in the adjacent soil gas
concentration or the rate that radon enters the structure. When no attempt is made to
control the indoor environment, periods of highest indoor concentration occur when the rate
of entry is low. Methods to identify the driving mechanisms and implication for mitigation
and control will be described.
*This work is funded through DOE Research Grant DE-FG02-87ER60581.
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RADIOLOGICAL OPTIMIZATION IN A REACTOR
DISMANTLING PROGRAMME
Th. Zeevaert, P. Govaerts and P. Crouail*
Studiecentrum voor Kernenergie/
Centre d'Etude de l'Energie Nucleaire (SCK/CEN)
Radiation Protection Research Unit
Boeretang 200
B-2400 Mol, Belgium
and
*centre d'Etude sur !'Evaluation de la Protection
dans le domaine nucleaire (CEPN)
F-92263 Fontenay-aux-Roses, France
ABSTRACT
The dismantling project of the Belgian nuclear testing
reactor BR3, which constitutes the object of a CEC research
contract, requires the implementation of the ALARA principle
on certain important operations. The major operations of the
first phase consist of the decontamination of the primary
circuit and the cutting of the thermal shield which are now
practically terminated. The radiological optimization study
is being carried out in collaboration with CEPN (Centre
d' Etude de 1' Evaluation de la Protection dans le domaine
nucleaire, Fontenay-aux-Roses, France).
A general working sheme was developed, consisting of
the elaboration of an evaluation methodology for the
prediction of doses ;
the identification and comparison of standard and
alternative procedures ;
the follow-up of the doses during the operation(s) and
the feed-back to the predictions.
Aiming at the dose predictions, the operations forementioned were subdivided into unitary or elementary tasks,
each of them being characterized by its localization, dose
rate, work volume or exposure time and an
exposure coefficient.
Concerning the decontamination of the primary circuit,
certain measures for dose reduction were identified and
their influence on the dose predictions evaluated. As a
result of the application of these measures and of the
experience from the feed-back of early dose measurements, a
reduction of 30 % in dose predictions was calculated. The
collective doses observed during the execution of the operations differed from the predicted values by less than 20 %.
As far as the cutting of the thermal shield is concerned a special problem will be formed by the generation of
secondary wastes (aerosol, scrap ... ).
INTRODUCTION
The BR3 reactor is a

Pressurized Water Reactor with a
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capacity of 11 MWe and had been operated from 1962 to 1987.
Actually the SCK/CEN is dismantling or decontaminating
certain parts of the reactor. The Commission of the European
Communities selected BR3 as a pilot dismantling project for
the 1989-93 R&D programme on the decommissioning of nuclear
installations.
The phases of dismantling/decontamination
envisaged or completed until now, include :
the decontamination of the primary circuit
the cutting and elimination of the thermal shield
(phase 1)
the segmentation of the lower and upper core support
assemblies and of the reactor vessel collar (phase 2)
The total contamination distributed on the inner surface of the primary circuit was estimated at 7 to 11 TBq
before decontamination. The main contributors were Co-60
(~ 80 %), Cr-51 (10 %), Mn-54 (5 %) and Co-58 (4 %). Specific ~ y activities were comprised between 200 and 1000
kBq/cm 2 • Concerning the reactor vessel (Fig. 1) the neutroninduced activitity of the lower and upper core support
plates and the thermal shield is very high. For the thermal
shield it amounted to
32-87 MBq Co-60/g and 1. 0-3.6 MBq
Mn-54/g at mid 1989. The activation of the reactor collar is
very low due to its great distance from the reactor core.
ORGANIZING RADIOLOGICAL OPTIMIZATION (ALARA)
In recent years the SCK/CEN has done much effort in the
field of radiological optimization (ALARA). The effective
dose constraint at the SCK installations has been set at 20
mSv.y- 1 following international trends of reducing professional dose limits. Evaluations are being made of the feasibility to lower dose constraints still to 10 mSv.y- 1 •
A project has been set up, including formation of staff
members of SCK in ALARA procedures and radiological optimization studies in specific fields. Objects of such studies
have been selected in the field of nuclear site restoration
and in the field of the dismantling operations at BR3.
However not the dismantling as a whole will be envisaged ;
only specific parts of it will constitute the objects of the
optimization.
Until now radiological optimization has been mainly
involved in some large stereotype projects in the field of
maintenance at nuclear power stations such as the replacement of steam generators.
A dismantling project shows
special features while all operations are only executed
once. The CEPN (Centre d'etude sur !'evaluation de la protection dans le domaine nucleaire) has been contracted to
execute the formation task and to support the radiological
optimization of some specific dismantling operations.
DECONTAMINATION OF THE PRIMARY CIRCUIT
In the framework of the decontamination of the primary
circuit of BR3 the tasks executed in collaboration with CEPN
concerned :
the choice of the decontamination process from a radio-
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logical optimization point of view
the application of an evaluation methodology for the
prediction and analysis of doses
the organization of follow-up of job-related doses
during the operations
the feed-back from observations to predictions and the
drawing of lessons from the experience.
In this stage, the optimization know-how being limited and
the procedure of decontamination being nearly determined,
based upon the experience of the 1975 decontamination, the
identification and comparison of standard and alternative
procedures for optimization purposes has not been worked
out.
Concerning the choice of the decontamination process,
technical requirements already reduced potential processes
to LOMI (Low State Transition Metal-ion reagents) and CORD
(Chemical Oxidizing Reducing Decontamination).
From the
point of view of radiation protection and efficiency the two
processes were very similar. Nevertheless CORD was designed
as the better one since it yielded lower waste volumes.
During this evaluation it was also pointed out that irrespective of the decontamination process the potential for
workers' exposure is more important during the preparatory
phase, when checking the installation and verifying valves,
pumps
(several years after the last outage ! ) , than
during the decontamination itself.
The methodology for the prediction and analysis of
doses was based upon the principle of dividing the operations into elementary tasks, each of which being characterized by the geographical zone, the dose rate and the volume
of work (man.h). The persons required for each elementary
task were to be characterized by their speciality
(expertise), working conditions and exposure coefficient (the
ratio between his individual exposure dose rate and the
representative value for the zone). For the calculation and
analysis of dose values in this way, the computing programme
DOS! ANA of CEPN was applied.
The decontamination of the primary circuit has been divided
into approximately 100 elementary tasks, 90 of them being
preparatory operations. A first prediction of the total
collective dose amounted to 0.199 man Sv, 0.195 man Sv being
due to the preparatory phase. From the analysis of the
predicted dose some important conclusions could be drawn.
Considering an annual individual dose limit of 20 mSv and
the different types of expertise required, a total number of
14 technicians were to be provided for, 9 persons of which
could reach the annual dose limit within a period of 3 to 4
months. The individual reference level of 2 mSv month- 1 was
foreseen to be exceeded or attained for a number of 20
elementary tasks.
During execution of the tasks the following-up of doses
was carried out applying job-related dosimetry. In that time
the dosimeters used were stylo-type ones ; it was recommended that more precise, electronic devices should be applied
manageable with processor and PC. With one third of the
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elementary tasks executed, the comparison between predicted
and measured doses showed an 0/P ratio of 0. 85. However
differences between predictions and observations were considerably higher for some elementary tasks.
At that time it was decided to undertake some dose reduction
measures such as the use of biological shielding (lead,
wool) on the reactor cover, the filling of some components
of the circuits with water and the reduction of the number
of bolts to be applied on the reactor cover, which lowered
dose predictions with 25 %. Especially the last measure was
very effective in this respect.
From the following-up of the job-related doses so far it was
also learnt that for rather immobile positions on the operating deck, dose rates had been underestimated and for rather
mobile tasks on the pool-bottom the influence of near-by
sources overestimated. The correction of these erroneous
assumptions yielded another net decrease in predicted doses
of 5 %.
A new prediction of doses was then made and a collective
dose of 0.142 man Sv was calculated.
The predicted and observed doses are graphically depicted on
Fig. 2. As may be noticed the difference between the second
prediction and the observations is very small (observed
dose: 0.140 man Sv). Decontamination factors between 2 and
16 at various reference points on the primary circuit have
been obtained.
CUTTING OF THE THERMAL SHIELD
The cutting of the thermal shield of the reactor has
been executed with three techniques in order to gain experience for further segmentation operations. These operations
are
electro erosion (in-situ) : mechanical sawing (insitu) :plasma torch (in separate chamber).
Some characteristics of these techniques with respect to the
cutting of the thermal shield are indicated in the following
table.

electro erosion
mechanical sawing
plasma torch

time for
cutting 1 m

width of
the cut

29 h
2.5 h
3.3 min

7 mm
4mm
11 mm

waste produced
for cutting 1 m
4.2 kg
2.4 kg
6.5 kg

Also for these operations a real optimization study could
not be started, because of the requirements for technical
experimentations which reduced the number of options that
could be taken into account considerably, and because of the
late introduction of optimization considerations in the
planning. It was then decided that experiences from phase 1
and phase 2 operations be used to develop and improve equipment and procedures needed for optimization purposes.
One of the i terns which had to be improved concerned the
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follow-up of job-related doses. Therefore an electronic
computerized dosimetric system (GAMMA COM) was put into
service. With this system, indications about residence times
at different ambiant levels of radiation can be obtained.
However in the optimization process for the cutting
operations not only external dose rates are important. Other
radiological factors such as exposure through other pathways
and the generation of waste are very important. During the
cutting operations important quantities of solid and liquid
waste are generated. These include not only the cutted
segments but also secondary waste such as aerosols, ions
dissolved in the water, scrap, dross, etc ... The finer forms
of waste can give rise to internal contamination of the
operators if not adequately filtered.
The whole package of secondary waste (including filters and
resins used for purifying air and water) pose a problem of
collection, transport and disposal. The way of solving this
problem may also be subjected to an optimization study.
Potentials for exposure due to accidental releases have also
to be taken into account.
The follow-up of the cutting operations revealed some
elementary potentials for dose reduction
the unnecessarily high number of personnel present at
the working place during certain operations
the additional number of manipulations which were
necessary because of the unavailability of the transport
container for the waste in due time
the obstruction of the working place with equipment and
waste offering potentials for accidents and increasing
working times
CONCLUSIONS
For all phases of the dismantling operations at BR3
executed so far,
the radiological optimization
considerations have been introduced too late. In order to be able to
conduct the optimization in an efficient way it must be
taken into account from the very beginning.
Although an efficient optimization has not been possible some interesting experience was gained and important
conclusions were derived from the dose prediction and analyses for some operations (e.g. with respect to the number of
operators-technicians being necessary .
The necessity or desirability of the presence of an
ALARA coordinator at the site was experienced.
Radiological factors other than external doses are also
to be allowed for in the optimization process (internal
contamination,
quantities of waste, potentials for exposure).
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LEGEND : ACTIVITIES

11
Preparation of the working place
12
Replacement of seals
13
Closing of the reactor vessel
14
Placing and thightening of the bolts
15
Checking of the circuits
16
Modifications of the circuits
17
Filling and venting of the circuits.
18+19 Measuring dose rates
20
Hot run test
31-34 Execution of the decontamination
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DEMANTELEMENT DE CHINON A2

M. CAMPANI -G. BETSCH- F. MUNOZ

ELECTRICITE DE FRANCE
SERVICE DE LA PRODUCTION THERMIQUE
PARIS - LA DEFENSE

CHINON A2 DISMANTLING
Application of the principles retained by EDF for its global decommissioning strategy
resulted in the achievement of an IAEA-Ievel 2 ont the Chinon A2 installation.
This decision has been taken after the analysis of the safety paremeters, radiological
characteristics of the installation, in function of the techno-economic consequences of
the radioactive waste management and the conditions of radioprotection.
Containment and in-situ intermediate storage of the own wastes of the installation were
the main operations carried out. The global dosimetric cost is estimated at roughly 2.1
man-SV.

INTRODUCTION
La centrale de CHINON A2 fait partie du site nucleaire de CHINON, situe
sur Ia rive gauche de Ia Loire et qui comprend deux types d'installations :
-

a

3 !ranches (A 1, A2 et A3) de Ia filiere
uranium nature I, graphite-gaz
(UNGG) respectivement mises en service en 1963, 1965 et 1966 et
arretees en 1973, 1985 et 1990.

a

a

4 !ranches (B 1
B4) de Ia filiere
eau pressunsee
respectivement mises en service en 1982, 1983, 1986 et 1987.

(REP)

1 - CARACTERISTIQUES DE L'INSTALLATION

La tranche de CHINON A2 dont le circuit de refroidissement (4 boucles
distinctes) est situe a l'exterieur du caisson du reacteur appartient a Ia premiere
generation de centrales de Ia filiere UNGG. D'une puissance electrique de 210 MW, elle
a ete couplee au reseau national en 1965 eta ete arretee en juin 1985 apres 132 000
heures de fonctionnement soil une disponibilite moyenne d'environ 70 % (86 % pour
les cinq dernieres annees) et une production de 23,6 milliards de Kwh correspondant
!'utilisation de plus de 133 000 elements combustibles.

a

Le combustible a ete decharge entre septembre 1985 et mai 1986 et son
evacuation vers le Centre de Retraitement de MARCOULE s'est deroulee de janvier
1986 a avril 1987.

2 - BILANS MATIERE ET RADIOLOGIQUE

a

Le rayonnement gamma l'interieur du caisson est actuellement de l'ordre
de 4 Gy/h et est essentiellement du au Co 60.
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Le tableau ci-dessous mentionne Ia masse et l'activite calculee au 1.1.1988
des principaux composants.

Nature du c~sant

Masse (t)

Activite (GBql

980

2000.10 3

Structures internes

1490

14700.103

Empilement graphite

1730

210.10 3

Echangeurs de chaleur

2760

1500

Circuit primaire et soufflantes

855

115

Circuits annexes

370

155

Caisson
Coeur

Hors
Coeur

On peut relever un facteur 103 a 104 entre l'activite due a !'activation des
composants internes du coeur et celle due Ia contamination exclusivement sur leurs
faces interieures des composants situes a l'exterieur du reacteur.

a

L'activite massique le plus elevee est rencontree sur les circuits de
detection de rupture de gaine (1640 Bq/g). L~ niveau de contamination surfacique des
circuits est situe entre 1500 et 4000 Bq/cm . L'aspect radiologique caracterisant les
elements de circuits exterieurs au coeur, revele un spectre de radio-elements peu
contraignant car les incidents sur le combustible sont restes rares, de faible
importance et rapidement detectes et qui se traduit par !'absence d'emetteur alpha ; le
spectre type determine a Ia date de l'arret de !'installation est le suivant :
Co 60
Mn 54
Cs 137

94,5%
5,5%
quelques traces sur quelques prelevements

3- STRATEGIE DE DECLASSEMENT RETENUE

a

Conformement Ia politique generale d'Eiectricite de France en matiere de
declassement des installations nucleaires, il a ete decide, sur Ia base d'etudes
technico-economiques, prenant en compte en particulier l'etat radiologique et physique
de !'installation, de realiser un declassement de niveau 2 AIEA suivi d'une periode
d'attente avant demantelement total de quelques dizaines d'annees. Pour parvenir a cet
etat intermediaire, il a ete necessaire de realiser les travaux suivants :
-

isolement et confinement du reacteur avec obturation des traversees au
plus pres du caisson,

-

confinement des 4 echangeurs de chaleur non demontes dans leurs
locaux,

-

demantelement des circuits annexes,

-

decoupe du circuit primaire en tron9ons de 1,4 m de longueur,
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-

conditionnement des circuits annexes dans les tron<;:ons du circuit
primaire ainsi obtenus, obtun!!s aux deux extremites et entreposes dans
les quatre locaux des echangeurs,

-

assainissement des locaux ayant comportes des circuits demanteles,

-

maintien en depression du reacteur et des echangeurs permettant ainsi
un controle de l'integrite du confinement.

a

II est
souligner que l'entreposage intermediaire in-situ des dechets
metalliques, volumineux et peu actifs a ete prefere au stockage definitif sur un centre
agree toujours tres couteux.

4 - DISPOSITIONS PARTICULIERES ADOPTEES POUR LES TRAVAUX

Les techniques mises en oeuvre dans les travaux de demantelement etant
tout a fait classiques, et n'ayant recours ni a !'utilisation de robots, ni a Ia teleoperation,
il a ete necessaire, afin de limiter Ia dosimetrie du personnel et d'eviter Ia sortie de
zone controh~e de tout element radiologiquement non sain, de mettre en oeuvre
certaines dispositions particulieres suivantes :
etablissement de cartographies precises des debits d'exposition dans
les locaux d'intervention,
creation d'une entree-sortie de zone controlee unique pour les
personnels et d'une sortie unique avec controle obligatoire pour les
materiels supposes inactifs,
adoption
d'un
systeme
dosimetrique
individuelle
automatique
complementaire au film dosimetrique reglementaire et permettant
d'affecter les doses par nature de travaux,
-

installation dans Ia zone controlee d'un atelier de decontamination
equipe d'un nettoyeur haute pression pour les pieces susceptibles d'etre
decontaminees et d'un atelier de traitement des materiaux pour Ia
fabrication des colis de demantelement,

-

creation dans Ia zone controlee de diverses zones delimitees et
protegees d'entreposage temporaire de produits particuliers en attente
de traitement.

5- BILAN DOSIMETRIOUE

Les travaux de post-exploitation et de confinement menes depuis 1986
jusqu'a fin aout 1991 par un effectif de l'ordre de 50 personnes (20 agents EDF 30 agents d'entreprises) ont abouti a un total en dose integree de 1,94 h.Sv.
Compte-tenu des travaux restant a effectuer, le niveau 2 devrait conduire a une dose
integree globale d'environ 2,1 h.Sv.
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Le diagramme ci-dessous illustre ce bilan et Ia repartition des doses en
fonction des principaux chantiers effectues (exprimees en h.Sv).

Circuits annexes

Divers

Echangeurs

FIN AOUT

Circuit primaire

1991

On note que ces doses ont ete supportees a 14% (0,28 Sv) par le
personnel EDF et 86 % (1 ,66 Sv) par les entreprises exterieures intervenantes. Par
ailleurs, Ia dose prise par le personnel EDF, essentiellement affecte
des taches tres
diversifiees dans !'installation represente pres du tiers de celle de Ia rubrique "divers"
et est tout a fait insignifiante dans les autres chantiers.

a

6 - CONCLUSION
Le declassement au niveau 2 de !'installation CHINON A2 tel que defini par
l'exploitant a conduit a des travaux de demantelement importants lies a !'architecture
de Ia tranche et qui ont pu etre realises un coOt dosimetrique tout fait acceptable
grace a:

a

a

-

des choix de solution simples facilites par Ia parfaite connaissance des
installations par le personnel charge des etudes et des travaux,

-

une organisation rigoureuse et une preparation des travaux dans l'esprit
des travaux de maintenance habituels (assurance de Ia qualite,
procedures de consignation et de travail, radioprotection, etc.),

-

des donnees radiologiques de !'installation relativement peu
contraignantes comparativement au niveau de Ia contamination
rencontree dans les reacteurs REP.
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Radiological Hazards from Deposits of Tin-Smelting Slag
and the Problems of Site Clearance and Disposal
J C Gilmore and R G Jackson
SRD
AEA Technology
Wigshaw Lane, Culcheth,
Warrington, Cheshire, WA3 4NE
ENGLAND
ABSTRACT

High background dose rates from tin smelting slag used as sea
defences led to the identification of our client's site as one
of a number with a potential external and airborne radiological
hazard. Surveys showed that access to the affected area should
be restricted as a precaution. Samples taken for analysis fell
just below the level of activity which would require the
material to be disposed of as radioactive waste. To ensure safe
disposal a scheme is being developed to dilute the slag with
general building rubble before disposal to an appropriate
landfill tip.
INTRODUCTION

From the end of the nineteenth century until the early 1970's
tin smelting was carried out in Bootle and surrounding areas
near Liverpool and the river Mersey in the UK. The tin bearing
ore contains significant quantities of the naturally occurring
radioactive isotopes 238 U and 232 Th and their daughters. The
specific activity is enhanced in the slag during the smelting
process and in large quantities the slag can present a
significant radiation hazard.
The collapse of the industry in a depressed area of the country
means that the problem arises on derelict or semi-derelict
land. In addition the owners of the land are often not familiar
with radiation protection legislation and its implementation.
This paper describes the provision of advice and assistance in
radiation protection to the owners of a trading estate part of
which had once been part of a tin smelting works. Operations
included advice on immediate protection measures, identifying
and contacting the relevant authorities and the arrangements
for clearing the site and disposing of the material.
DISCOVERY OF PROBLEM

The first indication of the existence of a radiological hazard
came during a routine survey being carried out for Sefton
Metropolitan Borough Council. Radiation levels over 10 times
the normal background were traced to rocks in the river estuary
put in place as part of sea defences. The rocks turned out to
be made up of waste slag taken from local smelting works.
An assessment of the hazard to members of the public using the
area concluded that the critical group were likely to be dog
owners out exercising their animals (the area is away from
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beaches which are likely to be frequented during the summer).
It was estimated that an individual would need to be exposed
for 70 hours for doses to exceed 500 pSv which was thought to
be considerably more than would occur annually. The council
therefore decided that no further action was required with
respect to the sea defences.
However, Her Majesty's Inspectorate of Pollution (HMIP), which
is responsible,
inter alia,
for administration of the
Radloacti ve Substances Act (ref 1),
were informed.
HMIP
compiled a list of sites where a hazard may exist and notified
the owners. Following a visit to an industrial estate, part of
which had once been part of a tin smelting works, the owners of
the site asked us for advice on immediate precautions which
were likely to be necessary and long term measures to remove
the problem.
NATURE OF THE HAZARD

The tin bearing ore contains 238 U and 232 Th and their daughters.
The thorium decay series includes ~Tl with a 2.6 MeV gamma
emission. This means that although the specific activity is low
large quantities can exhibit significant external dose rates
because of the build up of radiation from within the bulk
material.
Each decay chain includes an isotope of radon gas
which could result in significant radiation doses if it
diffused into buildings constructed aver the slag without
proper precautions.
2

From the point of view of the site owners the problem is
therefore one of controlling the hazard from external radiation
before any development takes place and taking steps to control
the additional hazard from airborne activity in any buildings
on the site. One such site in the area had been developed for
housing and all the slag had had to be removed before building
could commence to ensure that there would be no abnormal radon
hazard.
In formulating a proposal for the disposal of the smelting slag
a major consideration must be that the problem is not simply
transferred to another site.
SURVEY RESULTS

The survey of the site carried out by HMIP had shown areas with
dose rates up to 6.5 pSv h- 1 • While this is not particularly
high in a nuclear establishment it is high for an area where
there are no restrictions on access. An initial survey at the
start of the contract confirmed the results and further defined
the high dose rate areas as being associated with a particular
type of material and a sample was taken for analysis.
A more detailed survey was carried out during which a number of
samples of various types of material were taken for analysis
from different depths with the aid of a mini-excavator. In
areas previously inaccessible due to brambles dose rates up to
10 pSv h- 1 existed at 1m above the surface. A plan of the site
with associated dose rates is shown in fig 1.
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Table 1 shows some results of the samples taken from the
locations shown in fig 1. Only representative nuclides below
and above the radon isotopes need be measured equilibrium
levels soon become established after the processing. Values in
brackets have been inferred from other measurements; samples
were analysed by different laboratories but there was good
agreement between them. The slag (samples 2, 3, 8(2) and C(2))
is hard vitreous material but around 30% of the 220 Rn is lost
before it decays to 216 Po and around 60% of 222 Rn diffuses out.
It was found that the area was covered with slag and rubble to
a depth of approximately 1. 5m.
About 1000m 2 was found to
consist of the more active 'black slag' with about 2500m 2 of
less active 'grey slag' weighing approximately 1900 and 3200
tonnes respectively. The remainder of the material is building
rubble.
The total activity has been estimated to be 11.3 GBq
26. 9 GBq 232 Th.

238

U and

REMEDIAL MEASURES

Following the initial site visit and discussions with the
Factory Inspector from the Health and Safety Executive (HSE)
the owners were advised to fence off the affected area.
Strictly speaking as no operations were being carried out in
the area it does not come within the category of work with
ionising radiations but it was considered prudent to restrict
access.
Normally before radioactive waste may be accumulated the
operator must register under the Radioactive Substances Act.
However, as the activity is naturally occurring an exemption
order under the act (ref 2) applies and registration is not
required.
Similarly a licence is normally needed for the
disposal of radioactive material with a specific activity
exceeding very low limits (e.g.
Thorium: 2. 6 Bq m- 3 •
The
exemption order allows disposal of waste containing natural
activity up to 15 Bq m- 3 •
As can be seen from Table 1 the levels of activity just fall
below the limit and could therefore be disposed of without
reference to HMIP. However,
this would only transfer the
problem from one location to another and it could resurface at
a later date. The solution which has been proposed is to
'dilute' the active material with general building rubble. This
has been used successfully on waste from other sites in the
locality. In the current recession the site owner has no plans
at present to develop the affected area and currently only
requires a disposal route to be identified and an outline of
arrangements to ensure the protection of workers during removal
operations.
These will be prepared in the near future in
consultation with HMIP and the HSE and put on hold until such
time as they are required.
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TABLE 1: Analysis Results
Nuclide

Sample Activity (Bq/g)
2

1
Th-232
Po-216
Tl-208
U-238
Po-218

( 2. 5)
( 2. 5)
0.9
( 1. 6)
( 1. 8)

3

(12 .1)
( 8. 7)
( 2. 9)
( 5. 3)
( 1. 8)

(14.2)
(10.2)
(3.4)
( 6. 2)
( 2. 1)

F

0.09
(0.07)
(0.02)
0.24
(0.07)

B 2

12.1
( 8. 7)
( 2. 9)
5.0
( 1. 6)

c

14.7
(10.6)
( 3. 5)
5.4
( 1. 7)
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Radiation Control Experience during JPDR Decommissioning
J. ONODERA, C. NAKAMURA, H. YABUTA, Y. YOKOSUKA,
T. NISIZONO and Y. IKEZAWA
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki-ken, 319-11, JAPAN
ABSTRACT

The JPDR decommissioning program was begun in 1986, by the end
of March 1991 most of activated and contaminated equipments
were removed.
The cumulative collective dose equivalent since
initiation of the program is about 0.28 man-Sv. Dose distribution of workers engaged in dismantling of the reactor internals and the RPV showed hybrid log-normal distribution.
Radioactive aerosol generation with mechanical cutting tools
was higher than that with thermal cutting tools.
INTRODUCTION

Japan Power Demonstration Reactor (JPDR) is a BWR-type experimental power plant (12.5MWe) that begun to generate electricity for the first time in Japan in 1963. The plant was shut
down permanently in 1976. The JPDR decommissioning program
was begun in 1986. By the end of March 1991, reactor internals and a reactor pressure vessel(RPV) were dismantled using
an underwater plasma arc cutting system and an underwater arc
saw cutting system, respectively, in order to reduce exposure
to workers and aerosol generation. This report describes
radiation control experience during the decommissioning.
EXTERNAL EXPOSURE CONTROL

During the dismantling work, dose reduction measures for
workers were taken, such as remote dismantling techniques,
installation of shield. The cumulative collective dose equivalent since initiation of the JPDR decommissioning program is
about 0.28 man-Sv.
The collective dose equivalent for the
removal of the reactor internals and the RPV was 0.073 man-Sv
and 0.11 man-Sv, respectively.
Figure 1 shows management data
of JPDR decommissioning. Most of the exposure resulted from
the removal of dross in fuel pool produced by underwater
plasma arc cutting and the installation of a water tank which
allowed the RPV to be submerged in water when it was cut.
Dose distribution models of workers are important in evaluation of collective dose in the planing stage. The distributions of cumulative dose of workers who engaged in the dismantling of the reactor internals and the RPV showed hybrid lognormal distribution 1 • Figure 2 shows hybrid log-normal plots
This work performed by the JAERI under contract from the Science
and Technology Agency Japan.
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Figure 1 Management data of the JPDR decommissioning
of cumulative doses of the two groups. These dismantling work
continued more than one fiscal year during which individual
dose was restricted below the dose limit. The scattering of
cumulative dose of the several workers who received the highest dose in FY 1989 decreased compared with that of total
period of dismantling. This implied the effort of dose reduction and leveling off the dose of the workers to prevent the
dose of small part of the worker becoming much higher compared
with others.
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Various newly developed dismantling methods were adopted in
the decommissioning to demonstrate their technical feasibility.
In the dismantling of the forced recirculation outlet
pipe CQnnected to the RPV and penetrated biological shield,
rotary disk knife cutting technique which could cut the pipe
from outside of the biological shield remotely was adopted 2 •
Surface concentration of radioactivity inside the pipe was
1000 Bqlcm 2 and dose rate around the RPV where the pipes were
connected was a few hundred pSvlh. Table 2 shows the manpower and collective dose equivalent for the dismantling of
the forced recirculation pipes with the rotary disk knife and
an oxy-acetylene torch.
Total man-power of the rotary disk
knife cutting was 3 times higher than that of the oxy-acetylene torch and 75% of the man-power was due to installation of
the cutting equipment. Collective dose equivalent in the
rotary disk knife cutting was very low compared with the oxyacetylene torch, because the workers didn't need to access the
RPV to cut the pipe. 40% of collective dose equivalent of the
oxy-acetylene torch was due to installation of shield around
the RPV.
Table 1 Total manpower and collective dose equivalent for dismantling of
forced circulation pipes
Method

Object

Man-Power
(man-day)

Collective dose
equivalent (man-mSv)

Rotary disk knife

outlet pipe

354

0.2

Oxy-acetylene
torch

inlet & outlet
pipes

110

11.5

INTERNAL EXPOSURE CONTROL
To prevent the spread of air contamination, temporary containment enclosures equipped with ventilation system were built
and it was possible to reduce effectively the radioactivity
concentration in air of working places. During the dismantling work, to select the most suitable measures for reduction
of internal exposure, the radioactive concentration in air of
working areas must be evaluated in advance.
But little data
is available for radioactive aerosols from dismantling work
for quantitative evaluation 3 • 4 • Based on the measured aerosol
radioactive concentration or mass concentration, normalized
aerosol generation ratios, termed as immigration ratios (
defined as : radioactivity in aerosols generated I radioactivity in kerf, and mass of aerosol generated I mass of kerf ),
were evaluated which will be used for evaluation of radioactive concentration or mass concentration in air during
dismantling work.
Table 2 shows the immigration ratio for the radioactively
contaminated stainless steel pipes segmentation with various
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Table 2 Immigration ratios for stainless steel pipe segmentation
Cutting
tool

Pipe
size
(inch)

Radioactivity
immigration ratio (%)

Band saw

2

5.8- 37

13

Band saw

6

10- 58

19

Reciprocating saw

12

7.0- 24

9.9

Plasma torch

12

0.23- 0.78

0.44

Range

Mean

Mass
immigration ratio (%)
Range

Mean

w-2
< w-2
< w-2
<

0.53- 0.82

0.66

cutting tools 5 • Because of the high radioactivity immigration
ratio of the reciprocating saw, the radioactivity in aerosol
generated per cut of the 12-inch pipe was about 30 times
greater than that with the plasma torch.
The size distribution with the plasma torch contained higher ratio of submicron aerosols than that with the reciprocating saw and
showed bimodal distribution. The immigration ratios ranged
from the order of 10- 3 % to 10- 2 % for underwater plasma arc
cutting of the reactor internals and underwater arc saw cutting of the RPV.
During the reactor internals segmentation, besides the temporary containment enclosure, an air curtain was installed over
the water surface of the pool to further enclose radioactive
aerosols. Supply air flow rate was 40 m3 /min and exhaust air
flow rate was 140 m3 /min. The ratio of the radioactive concentration of the lower side of the air stream to the upper side
during the internals cutting ranged from 10 to 1000 and average ratio was 45.
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LA REGLEMENTATION FRANCAISE EN MATIERE DE
LIMITATION DES RISQUES RADIOLOGIQUES DES SITES MINIERS URANIFERES

par J. PRADEL, ingenieur conseil
27, rue Chanez - 75016 PARIS
(document prepare avec P. ZETTWOOG, CERTAC, CEN/FAR
92265 FONTENAY-aux-ROSES CEDEX, France)

RESUME

Marked anomalies in uranium concentration of the geological medium characterize regional
natural radioactivity, which is significantly altered by mining and milling of uranium ore and the
resulting generation of solid wastes. In consequence, additional exposure to ionising radiation may
occur via various potential transfert pathways. A system for limitation of the associated radiological
risks has been applied in France for more than 20 years, and formed the basis of French regulations
adopted in March 1990. These regulations specify the conditions to be applied in monitoring of
mining sites. In addition, they detail the management restrictions required to ensure that the limits
of individual cumulated exposure of the population are not exceeded and that the radiological impact
is minimised.

INTRODUCTION

Les operations d' extraction et de traitement de min era is perturbent toujours de fac;on plus ou
mains importante les sites concernes. Le milieu geologique est modifie par rapport a son etat initial
et des depOts de produits solides provenant de I' extraction ou du traitement des minerais sont crees
en surface. II en resulte, dans le cas des mines d'uranium, une modification des niveaux de
radioactivite naturelle et de !'exposition correspondante.
Les nuisances liees lll'extraction et au traitement des minerais d'uranium :
Les travaux miniers provoquent une destabilisation du milieu geologique initial perturbant le
comportement mecanique des formations geologiques, !'hydrogeologie locale et Ia geochimie des
eaux de percolation.
L'exploitation entraine aussi Ia creation en surface de depOts de dechets solides d'extraction
constitues par les roches encaissantes qu'il taut extraire pour acceder au minerai et par les residus
du traitement destine a obtenir les concentres uraniferes.
Des envols de poussieres et des transferts de matieres solides peuvent se produire a partir de
ces depOts ou des anciens travaux. Des transferts d'elements solubles lixivies et des degagements
de radon 222 provenant du radium 226 peuvent aussi avoir lieu surtout dans le cas des residus de
traitement. II taut aussi prendre en consideration deux nuisances a caractere aleatoire : le risque
d'instabilite des depOts et le risque d'intrusion humaine avec construction d'habitation sur le depOt
ou utilisation des dechets comme materiaux de construction. A !'ensemble de ces nuisances
potentielles, il taut aussi ajouter celle due au fait marne de I' existence de tels depOts avec les
contraintes associees quant a !'utilisation ulterieure des emplacements correspondants.
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La protection contre les nuisances potentielles
II existe heureusement des technologies efficaces pour maitriser ces nuisances potentielles.
Elles reposent sur Ia mise en place de barrillres de confinement comprenant notamment :
-des barrillres d'etancMite vis-~-vis des eaux de percolation, constituees de preference d'une
couche epaisse de materiaux geologiques naturals placee dans le soubassement du stockage,
- une couverture de surface pour limiter ~ Ia fois le debit de dose gamma en surface, les
degagements de radon, les infiltrations d'eau, les entrees d'oxygllne dans le cas de minerais
contenant de Ia pyrite, Ia penetration des animaux et les intrusions humaines.
II est ensuite possible de proceder ~ une rehabilitation du territoire, adaptee ~ chaque cas, qui
peut comprendre un remodelage des formes paysagllres, une modification du trace des cours d'eau
et une remise en vegetation appropriee.
L' etat des connaissances sur les mecanismes fondamentaux regissant les transferts vers
l'homme des radionucleides presents sur les sites miniers ainsi que I' experience acquise in situ dans
de nombreux pays depuis deux ou trois decennies, permettent d' atteindre les objectifs actuels de
limitation de I' exposition des populations avoisinantes tels qu'ils sont precises dans Ia
reglementation nationale fram;aise actuelle.
Les bases de Ia reglementation
La reglementation est necessairement specifique des dechets mm1ers contenant des
radionucleides naturals de Ia duree de !'uranium pour les raisons suivantes :
- Les radionucleides principaux concernes sont !'uranium nature!, le thorium 230 et le
radium 226. lis ont tous des periodes extr~mement longues : 4,51 o• ans pour I' uranium et
7, 7.1 0 4 ans pour le thorium 230. Quant au radium 226, sa periode est de 1600 ans, mais sa
decroissance est regie par le thorium 230 lorsqu'il lui est associe dans les residus de traitement.
Aussi, ~ Ia difference des stockages de surface des dechets de faible activite provenant des
reacteurs nucleaires, Ia banalisation des sites au bout de 3 ou 4 sillcles ne peut pas se justifier
puisqu'il n'y a pas decroissance de l'activite. En effet, en vertu du principe qui veut que l'on
admette pour I' exposition des generations futures, m~me trlls eloignees, les limitations actuelles,
toute banalisation ne peut dans ce cas, ~tre qu'immediate. II doit done ~tre instaure des contraintes
illimitees dans le temps, ce qui amllne ~ utiliser des ouvrages de stabilisation dont l'entretien et Ia
surveillance scient relativement aises et ne constituent pas des charges inacceptables pour les
generations futures.
- II s'agit de radionucleides naturals dont les activites specifiques sont dans le stockage de
l'ordre de cent fois celles rencontrees dans l'environnement non perturbe. Dans le cas des dechets
contenant des radionucleides artificiels, !'absence de bruit de fond nature! ~ un niveau facilement
mesurable rend Ia detection de ces radionucleides possible ~ trlls longue distance des points
d'emission, voire ~ l'echelle planetaire, alors que I' on ne peut observer le marquage radioactif d'un
stockage de dechets miniers qu'~ de faibles distances, de l'ordre du kilomlltre. II en resulte qu'en
raison des fluctuations temporaires et spatiales du bruit de fond nature!, !'impact des installations
minillres ne peut ~tre correctement evalue qu'aprlls plusieurs annees d'observation avec un reseau
de stations de mesure fonctionnant en continu.
- Les populations dans ces regions subissent des expos1t1ons naturelles, non liees ~
!'exploitation, dues au rayonnement alpha, au radon domestique et aux eaux radiferes d'origine
locale souvent trlls superieures aux valeurs exigees pour les centres de stockage de surface des
dechets radioactifs artificiels. II en resulte que pour que Ia mesure de I' impact radioactif soit possible
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au milieu du bruit de fond d' origine naturelle, et pour que les contraintes lil§es au respect des limites
impos~es_pour cet impact soient justifi~es, on ne peut pas raisonnablement exiger que Ia valeur
tol~r~e pour I' exposition ajout~e soit tout-~-fait n~gligeable par rapport aux valeurs de bruit de fond
et de ses fluctuations locales et temporaires.
- Les sc~narios d'intrusion humaine dans les stockages conduisent par contre ~des expositions
qui d~passent celles consid~r~es comme acceptables. Ces expositions ne peuvent ~tre ~vit~es,
comme d'ailleurs des exposition identiques sur de nombreux sites uranifllres non exploit~s, que
grace ~ l'~tablissement de servitudes li~es au site et r~glementant certaines pratiques.
La

r~glementation

francaise :

L' ensemble de ces consid~rations a ~t~ pris en compte pour I' 4§1aboration de Ia
fran9aise de 1 990 pour les sites miniers, dont on peut retenir les points suivants :

r~glementation

- fixation d'une limite inMrieure pour les dechets solides devant faire !'objet d'un plan de
gestion : teneur en U = 0,03%.
- fourniture d'une ~tude d'impact prealable
-limitation de I' exposition individuelle ajoutee ~ 5 mSv/an avec pour l'energie alpha potentielle
pour les descendants du radon 222, Ia correspondance 5 mSv --. 2 mJ,
- fixation de limites en radium 226 pour les rejets liquides :
Concentration interieure ~ 740 Bq/m 3

:

rejet sans condition

Concentration inf~rieure ~ 740 et sup4§rieur a 3 700 Bq/m 3 avec facteur de dilution du
rejet pour les cours d'eau sup4§rieur ~ 5 : rejet sans condition.
Dans les autres cas, mise en place d'une station de traitement qui doit abaisser Ia
concentration en dessous de 370 Bq/m 3 , en application du principe d'optimisation.
- Calcul de !'exposition ajout~e des groupes critiques d~termin~e pour chaque phase
d' exploitation ou d' am~nagement, a partir de mesures de I' activit~ d' ~chantillons d' eau et d' aliments
divers et aussi grace aux r~sultats fournis par un r4§seau de surveillance a base de stations fixes
judicieusement implant~es et comprenant un dosimlltre TL pour Ia mesure de I' exposition alpha, un
dosimlltre de site pour Ia me sure de I' ~nergie potentielle alpha (comprenant un filtre de pr~lllvement,
un collimateur s~lecteur de particules a 4 plages d'~nergie, un film de nitrate de cellulose ou sont
compt4§es les traces de particules alpha de diff~rentes energies), un dispositif de preltlvement de
poussillres permettant Ia mesure en laboratoire de leur activite alpha a vie longue.
Application de Ia CIPR 60
La publication 60 et Ia CIPR ne modifient pas les recommandations ant~rieures pour Ia gestion
du risque radon qui est Ia source principale d'exposition dans le cas des sites miniers. Mais il est
certain qu'un abaissement important des limites concernant le radon et ses descendants poserait
des problllmes difficiles de differentes natures :
- difficultes pour mesurer les niveaux des expositions apportees compte tenu des incertitudes
quanta l'origine du radon et apparition de probltlmes juridiques associes,
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- incoMrence ~vidente entre les exigences pour limiter le radon provenant des travaux miniers
et des d~pOts de residus associ~s. ill des concentrations tr~s inferieures ill celles du radon preexistant
localement. Cette incoh~rence est illustr~e par les donnees suivantes :
. bruit de fond radon sous forme gaz dans l'atmospMre libre : 1 ill 30 8q/m 3 , pouvant
atteindre quelques centaines de Bq/m 3 dans les r~gions uranif~res et situations de
ventilation atmospMriques d~favorables,
. recommandation CIPR pour le radon sous forme gaz dans les habitations : 200 ou
800 Bq/m 3 ,
.

~u

. limitation pour Ia contribution des sites miniers (radon sous forme gaz avec un facteur
d'~quilibre des descendants de 0,5) :
- 30 8q/m 3 si Ia limite d'exposition est fixee ill 1 mSv/an
- 3 Bq/m 3 si Ia limite d'exposition est fix~e ill 0,1 mSv pour tenir
compte des autres pratiques donnant lieu ill I' exposition des groupes critiques.

CONCLUSIONS
L'environnement des installations mini~res et des usines de traitement de minerai est
obligatoirement perturbe, ce qui ne constitue pas une affirmation nouvelle puisqu' ill I' ~poque
d' Agricola dans les annees 1550, les detracteurs des activites mini~res, ancl!tre des Ecologistes
modernes, affirmaient que les exploitations mini~res causent plus de d~triments qu'elles ne
procurent de Mnefices. Mais dans le cas des minerais d'uranium, Ia connaissance des modalit~s
d'exposition des populations et les performances des techniques de confinement permettent de
limiter les expositions des populations concern~es ill des valeurs tout-a-fait acceptables, voire
inf~rieures ill ce qu'elles ~taient avant exploitation. Des reglementations conformes aux
recommandations de Ia CIPR peuvent l!tre etablies et l'ont ~t~ r~cemment en France en 1990. Les
objectifs definis par ces reglementations pour assainir les sites miniers sent accessibles d~s
maintenant et pourraient l!tre maintenus sans limitation dans le temps ill condition que des
servitudes restent attachees aux sites de facon permanente. Ces servitudes sent acceptables et ne
correspondent qu'ill ce qu'il conviendrait en toute logique, d'imposer aux nombreuses regions
pr~sentant des anomalies naturelles de concentration en uranium et probablement ill de nombreuses
mines consid~rees comme non uranif~res. La CIPR qui doit traiter de Ia gestion du risque radon doit
prendre en compte les probl~mes qui risquent de se poser pour maintenir Ia coh~rence entre les
diff~rentes recommandations tout en conservant I' ensemble de son syst~me de gestion de risques.
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TRAITEMENT PAR FUSION
DES DECHETS METALLIQUES FAIBLEMENT CONTAMINES
PAR DES SUBSTANCES RADIOACTIVES
C. ANDRIEUX, C. DOUCET, J.C. LEBRUN,
Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique
Centre d'Etudes de Saclay
91 191 GIF sur YVETTE Cedex
FRANCE.

Fusion of metallic wastes slightly contaminated with
radioactive substances
The increasing of metal waste volume contaminated by
radioactive substances coming from nuclear facilities, led
the Commissariat a 1' Energie Atomique (Research Center of
Saclay)
to study the possibilities brought by melting
processing of such a type of waste.
This report describes both the realized facility and the
remedies brought to the problem arising due to the presence
of radioactive contaminants (filtering, operator protection,
etc) . It deals with the results obtained after processing of
some 30 tons of metallic waste coming from the dismantling of
the primary circuit of a research reactor laid out on
Saclay•s site, as well as the outlooks expected through the
process.
1 - INTRODUCTION
Les mesures de la contamination residuelle des dechets
metalliques issus de demantelement sent fastidieuses et
entachees d'erreurs et ne permettent pas le plus souvent
de repondre aux exigences des autorites de surete en
matiere d'evacuation des dechets.
A defaut de certitude la pratique courante conduit a
surclasser
ces
dechets
en
les
considerant
comme
justifiables d'un stockage en site specialise avec pour
consequence des couts importants entraines par leur
conditionnement, leur transport et leur prise en charge.
Parmi
les
methodes
envisagees
pour
pallier
ces
inconvenients, le traitement par fusion est apparu de
nature a repondre aux objectifs suivants
-

Reduction significative des volumes
Decontamination partielle
Caracterisation precise du lingot obtenu
Repartition homogene et immobilisation
matrice de la contamination residuelle
- Optimisation du conditionnement.
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dans

la

2 - DEFINITION DE L 1 INSTALLATION
2.1. Caracteristiques des dechets

a

fondre

Ce sent des tuyauteries, vannes, capacites en acier et
en moindre quantite en alliages d 1 aluminium et de
cuivre. Ils sent contamines, a des degres divers, par
des radionucleides emetteurs beta, gamma avec en faible
quanti te des emetteurs alpha. Ces dechets, aux formes
multiples, ne sent pas exempts de matieres organiques,
(caoutchouc,
matieres
plastiques,
huile ... )
et de
peinture. Enfin plusieurs metaux et alliages peuvent
etre associes.
2.2. Choix du four
Apres etude comparative, le choix s 1 est porte, compte
tenU deS quantiteS a traiter 1 SUr Un fOUr a induction
(mise en oeuvre facile, brassage vigoureux du bain)
d 1 une capacite de 700 kg d 1 acier, alimente par un
generateur delivrant 400 kW sous 800 volts a 1000 Hertz.
Le creuset est realise en pise alumineux (93,8% Al o3 ,
3% cr 2o 3 , 3,2% autres liants), son diametre utile est de
400 mm, sa hauteur de 1040 mm.
2.3. Implantation
Le four a ete installe dans une cellule ventilee,
maintenue en depression par l 1 intermediaire d 1 un circuit
d 1 extraction et de filtration d 1 air raccorde a la
cheminee de
1 1 installation.
Cette cellule
(volume
200 m3) est desservie par deux sas, (acces personnel,
acces materiel). Le four a ete place dans une fosse de
retention, en cas de vidange accidentelle.
2.4. Le circuit d 1 epuration des effluents gazeux
La figure 1 montre le dispositif mis en place a 1 1 issue
d 1 une etude effectuee en 1985 [1] Il se compose d 1 une
hotte reliee a un prefiltre electrostatique lui-meme
relie a la Cheminee par 1 I intermediaire de filtreS a
tres haute efficacite. L 1 etude entreprise a permis de
determiner le diametre median et leS debits d I aerOSOlS
produits lors des fusions (diametres
inferieurs au
micron et debits compris entre o, 05 et 3 grammes par
kilogramme de metal fondu).
Des essais comparatifs effectues sur des prefiltres
[2], tels que electrocyclone, filtres a manches, filtres
electrostatiques ont montre 1 1 interet de ces derniers
qui presentent un rendement de filtration voisin de 99%
tout en ne produisant qu 1 une tres faible quanti te de
dechets secondaires.
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2.5. Protection des operateurs
Les agents travaillant a proximite du four sent equipes
de vetements ventiles realises en tissu aluminise
a
l 1 interieur desquels est distribue l 1 air respirable qui
est egalement utilise pour le refroidissement du corps
et pour assurer la surpression constituant 1 1 etancheite
dynamique vis a vis de la contamination. Les operateurs
communiquent entre 1 eux et avec 1 1 agent de surveillance
par liaison phonique.
3 - DESCRIPTION SOMMAIRE DU PROCEDE
Les dechets metalliques sent places sur le chantier de
demantelement
dans
des
bacs
metalliques.
Avant
chargement dans le four, ils sent decoupes a 1 1 aide
d 1 une cisaille hydraulique, en fragments de 15 em de
cote.
Le remplissage initial du Creuset est complete au fur et
a mesure de la fusion. Apres ajustage de la temperature
de coulee, on precede a 1 1 ajout d 1 entraineurs favorisant
le decrassage du bain et la formation des lai tiers.
Apres ecremage des scories surnageantes, la coulee est
operee par basculement du four, dans une lingotiere.
3.1. Les prelevements d 1 echantillons, les mesures de
radioactivite
six prelevements sent effectues a chaque coulee : deux
echantillons de metal, deux echantillons de scorl.es,
deux prelevements de poussieres et aerosols en amant et
en aval du prefiltre electrostatique. Apres mise en
solution
des
echantillons,
les
caracteristiques
radioactives sent determinees par spectrometrie gamma et
alpha, par comptage et par scintillation liquide.
4 - RESULTATS OBTENUS
A 1 1 issue du traitement d 1 environ 30 tonnes de dechets
metalliques issus du demantelement du circuit primaire
du reacteur de recherche EL3, on peut resumer comme suit
les resultats obtenus :
- Facteur de reduction du volume au mains egal a 10,
compare au volume d 1 un colis de dechets standard
- Repartition tres homogene de la contamination
residuelle dans le lingot due essentiellement au
phenomene de brassage du bain
- Excellente caracterisation des !ingots permettant
d 1 optimiser leur destination finale
- Qualite exceptionnelle du conditionnement de la
radioactivite residuelle.
-Decontamination quasi totale pour le tritium (98%),
importante (90%) pour le cesium, par entrainement
dans les scories, les fumees et aerosols.
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5 - PERSPECTIVES OFFERTES PAR LE PROCEDE
Cette installation, de taille modeste, est cependant
bien adaptee au trai tement des quelques 100 tonnes de
dechets metalliques produits annuellement dans un centre
de recherche tel que Saclay. Ce precede permet de
valoriser les metaux recuperes en envisageant pour les
lingots
de
tres
faible
activite
residuelle
une
reutilisation de la matiere premiere soit en milieu
nucleaire
(fabrication
d' ecrans,
de
conteneurs
a
dechets ••• ) soit en milieu industriel surveille, voire
leur banalisation lorsque la radioactivite residuelle se
situe au nive.au des traces. Il permet par voie de
consequences
d'eviter
l'engorgement
des
sites
de
stockage par "des pseudo-dechets". Son application est
facilement extrapolable a des installations de tailles
beaucoup plus importantes .

Schema de principe

Figure I

VENTILATION DE !.:INSTALLATION DE FUSION DES M!::TAUX.
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UTILISATION D'UN MELANGE TRIPHASIQUE PRESSURISE
GRAPHITE-EAU-OXYGENE EN INCINERATION
DIRECTE DE GRAPHITE IRRADIE
G. ANTONINI - UNIVERSITE DE COMPIEGNE - CENTRE DE
RECHERCHE DE ROYALLIEU - BP 233
60206 COMPIEGNE CEDEX
JP. PEROTIN . P. CHARLOT - Societe des Techniques
en Milieu Ionisant - 9 rue Fernand Leger 91190-GIF-sur-YVETTE
THE UTILIZATION OF A PRESSURIZED-GRAPHITE/WATER/OXYGEN
MIXTURE FOR IRRADIATED GRAPHITE INCINERATION
The authors demonstrate the interest of the utilization
of
a
pressurized-graphite/water/oxygen
mixture
in
the
incineration of irradiated graphite. The aqueous phase comes
in the
form of
a
three-dimensional
system that
traps
pressurized oxygen, the pulverulent solid being dispersed at
the liquid/gas interfaces. These three-phasic formulations
give the following advantages :
reduction of the apparent viscosity of the mixture
in comparison with a solid/liquid mixture at the
same solid concentration;
reduction of the solid/liquid interactions;
self-pulverizability, thus promoting reduction of
the flame length ;
utilization of conventional burners;
reduction of the flue gas flow rate ;
complete thermal destruction of graphite.
INTRODUCTION
Dans le cadre du demantelement de reacteurs nucleaires
UNGG, les auteurs proposent un nouveau precede visant la
destruction complete du graphite irradie par incineration
directe a haute temperature,
d'un
melange triphasique
graphite/eau/oxygene
(PG-WOM
pressurized/graphite/water/
oxygene mixture).
Le transport en conduit de sol ides
1' alimentation d' enceintes
de
reaction
realise grace a deux vecteurs :

di vises en vue de
est
classiquement

le transport pneumatique, par lequel le solide
divise est convoye en conduite sous forme d'une
dispersion gaz/solide pseudo-homogene, ou bien sous
forme d'un lit mobile aux plus faibles vitesses;
le transport dense en phase
slurry
dans lequel
le solide divise est convoye en conduite sous forme
d'une suspension solide/liquide se comportant comme
un fluide pseudo-homogene visqueux.
11
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11

Les auteurs ont choisi une troisieme voie qui consiste a
utiliser une solution intermediaire, a savoir le transport du
graphite
divise
sous
forme
d'une
dispersion
gaz/solide/liquide.
Le
melange
triphasique
en
question
consiste en une mousse chargee, pressurisee presentant des
caracteristiques rheologiques intermediaires entre un liquide
et un gaz compressible. La phase liquide se presente sous
forme
d' un reseau cellulaire tridimensionnel,
structure,
emprisonnant le gaz sous pression, et dans lequel le solide
divise se repartit aux interfaces liquide/gaz.

LES "MOUSSES CHARGEES" - MISES EN OEUVRE - PROPRIETES

La premiere etape consiste a
concasser
puis
a brayer les
GRAPHITl! BRUT
chemises
ou
empilements
de
graphite.
Afin
d' obtenir
un
I
•
"slurry" ayant une granulometrie
CONc=AG£ BROYAG£
telle que 80% des grains obtenus
scient inferieurs a 200 ~m.
Comme 1' indique
le
schema cicontre le melange est obtenu par
dispersion en continu du slurry
obtenu dans une mousse pressurisee
(foisonnement
gaz/liquide
en
enceinte
sous
pression).
Naturellement
une
etape
de
laboratoire permet de fixer le
choix des agents tensio-actifs et
stabilisants
necessaires
au
foisonnement et a la stabili te de
TEMSIOAC'TII'
OXYGENE
la mousse.
Le melange obtenu (mousse chargee)
est compressible et les variations
de sa masse volumique en fonction
INC:NERAnON
de la pression sont bien decri tes
par une equation d'etat analogue a
celle de Van Der Walls,
dans
scnema de or1ncioe de areaarauan de Ia mousse
laquelle
le
co-volume
est
le
volume de la phase incompressible
dU melange ( SOlide a 1 I empilement
compact plus eau intersticielle).
Ainsi le melange triphasique, pressurise lors de la
phase de preparation est susceptible de transport en conduite
par auto-detente par simple ouverture de vanne, ce qui permet
par example, de S\.lpprimer les pompes de transport ( fui tes,
erosion ... ), mais aussi de beneficier de proprietes d' autopulverisation du melange lors de son introduction en enceinte
de reaction.
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De plus,
cette formulation triphasique,
perrnet de
minimiser les contacts solide/solide, par aeration du produit,
abaissant ainsi sa viscosite apparente par rapport a la
viscosite qu'aurait le produit en melange solide/liquide a
meme concentration massique en solide. Autrement dit, la
teneur massique en solide peut atteindre 80 a 85% dans la
mousse pressurisee, alors qu'elle ne peut guere depasser 60 a
65% dans un "slurry", et ce avec une relative independance
a. :
la nature du solide (physico-chimie de 1 'interface
solide/liquide), ce qui permet de limiter le choix
des agents tensio-actifs a des molecules banales
(agent moussant) et done peu couteuses ;
la repartition granulometrique du solide divise, ce
qui perrnet de s'affranchir de la recherche de
repartition
multimodale
en
fluidification
de
melanges solide/liquide.
La presence de liquide dans le melange, par example ici
l'eau, permet, malgre sa faible teneur, de supprimer les
riSqU9S d I 9Xpl0Si0n danS . 19S etapeS . de preparatiOn et de
manutention. De plus, ceci permet d.' envisager 1 'utilisation de
broyages en phase humide a l'amont de la preparation, et done
de minimiser les risques d'explosion ou d'envol dans les
etapes de broyage.
Le produi t fini peut etre aisement chasse des condui tes
de transport ou d' injection par utilisation de gaz comprimes
en cas d'indisponibilite du precede aval (arret d'incineration
par example). Le melange peut etre ainsi transfere dans un
reservoir de confinement ou la mousse chargee peut etre
"cassee" par dispersion d' agents anti-mousse, autorisant la
minimisation du volume de l'enceinte de repos.
LE FOUR CYCLONE
Le choix d'un foyer cyclone a
constitue une alternative tres
interessante pour la destruction
du graphite, materiau difficile
a incinerer parce que ne
renfermant
aucune
matiere
volatile.
Comme
1' indique
la
figure
ci-contre,
le
foyer
utilise
les
memes
principes
aerodynamiques qu'un separateur
solide/gaz fonctionnant a froid.

Sctuima de prtncll)e de fonctlonnement du foyer cyclone
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L'entree tangentielle du combustible/comburant (melange gaz et
particules
solides)
a tres haute vitesse permet la
centrifugation des particules vers les parois qui a pour effet
de les desolidariser de la veine gazeuse ; de ce fait, elles
sejournent plus longtemps dans le foyer et leur combustion
s'en trouve amelioree ; ceci d'autant plus que l'effet cyclone
provoquant
une
forte
turbulence,
les
contacts
combustible/comburant sent ameliores.
Le role de separateur gaz/solide permet en outre aux cendres
ou imbrOles d'etre evacues par le cendrier situe a la base du
four.

INTERET DE L'OXYGENE

Le choix de l'oxygene comme gaz de
formulation et combustion permet
Duree de combustion (s)

15

10

Atmosphere comburante

-e-

Air

......

02 (stce) + Vap H20

-a-

02 (20"/o exces) + Vap H20

5

0~------.--------r-------.-------.

0

100

200

400
300
Vitesse du gaz (cm/s)

Comparaison de Ia cinetique de combustion
d'un grain de graphite de 200 J.Lm pour differentes
compositions d'atmospheres comburantes

- 1 'amelioration
de
la
cinetique de combustion des
particules
solides
(voir
courbe ci-contre)
- 1' augmentation
de
la
temperature
adiabatique
de
flamme;
- la
suppression
des
oxydes
d' azote dans les produi ts de
combustion;
-la
reduction
du
volume
d' effluents gazeux a trai ter.
Ainsi
pour
un
me me
debit
massique de graphite incinere
soit 150 kg/h et une meme
temperature
d'incineration
(12oo·c), le debit volumique
des fumees produit avec le
precede PG-WOM est de 1080
Nm3 /h (dent 48% d' eau) alors
qu'il serait de 2250 Nm3/h
dans
le
cas
d'un
lit
fluidise.

CONCLUSION
L'interet de ce precede reside dans sa sorete liee a
1 'utilisation des " mousses chargees " en graphite, dans la
qualite de la combustion grace a l'auto-pulverisation des
mousses
et a 1 'utilisation d' un four
cyclone
et dans
l'ecologie du precede limitant le volume des fumees a traiter
et evitant le degagement d'oxydes d'azote.
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TRAITEMENT DES ACIERS CONTAMINES
EN PROVENANCE DES REACTEURS UNGG G2 et G3
EN VUE D'UNE REUTILISATION DANS LE DOMAINE INDUSTRIEL
J.L. Decitre UDIN CEN Valrho
CEA - DCC/DERD/UDIN/RHO/CP
BP. 171
30200 - BAGNOLS SUR CEZE
FRANCE
Treatment of contaminated steel
from dismantling of G2 and G3 reactors,
for industrial reuse.

La limite d'activite pour la remise dans le. domaine
industriel des aciers en provenance du demantelement des
reacteurs G2 et G3 a ete prise a
- lBq/g en fonction du radionucleide principal se
trouvant dans ces aciers ( Co 60 a 95% ),
- 1 Bq/cm2,
- contamination labile nulle.
L'objectif pris par UDIN est de remettre 90% des aciers
exterieurs au caisson reacteur dans le domaine industriel.
La methode adoptee pour atteindre cette objectif consiste en
une caracterisation radiologique des morceaux de tuyauteries
apres decoupe suivie d'un lavage permettant d'enlev~r la plus
grande partie de la contamination labile puis d'une fusion dans
un four a arc de grande dimension.
1 - NATURE DES INSTALLATIONS
- Reacteurs UNGG (Uranium Naturel Graphite Gaz)
et electrogene (250 MW T./40 MW E)

plutonigene

Le gaz calo-porteur etait du dioxyde de carbone a la pression
de 15 bars.
L'ensemble des tuyauteries etait en acier ordinaire.
Le coeur du reacteur etait contenu dans un cylindre a axe
horizontal en beton, d'epaisseur 3 metres.
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2 - DATES REPERES

Mise en service
-Mise

a

1'arret

- Prise en charge UDIN

07/1958

06/1959

02/1980

06/1984

02/1982

- Achevement prevu du demantelement pour les 2 reacteurs
Niveau 2 - fin 1993
Niveau 3 - decision en cours d'etude,
apres construction d'un pilate d'incineration de graphite.
3 -

MAITRISE D'OEUVRE DU DECLASSEMENT

La maitrise d'oeuvre du declassement est assuree par
l'Unite de Declassement
des Installations Nucleaires
du
Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique. CEA/DCC/UDIN.
Cette unite
specia1isee
dans
le
declassement
et
le
demantelement des installations nucleaires ( reacteurs de taus
types,
laboratoires chauds ... ) travaille dans la France
entiere sur taus les sites du CEA et de la COGEMA (3 sites dans
la zone de Paris,
La Hague, Brennilis, Grenoble,
Pierrelatte.
Marcoule, Cadarache).

4 - STRATEGIE
La strategie repose sur deux axes principaux:
A)

Quantifier l.e plus precisement possible taus les
du reacteur et des circuits associes.

elements

B)

Traiter les produits du demantelement pour remise dans
domaine industriel de la plus grande partie aux cofits
economique et radiologique les plus faibles.

le

Dans ce domaine, et apres avoir etudie les resultats de la
quantification des circuits annexes (4000 tonnes de tuyaux
servant a vehiculer le C02 , fluide de refroidissement), UDIN a
decide de fondre !'ensemble des aciers en provenance de ces
circuits apres un lavage sommaire a l'eau sous haute pression.
Les resultats des mesures d'activite entreprises sur les
premieres 1000 tonnes , montraient que 90 % de ces aciers
pouvaient etre remis dans le domaine public (contamination
labile
nulle,
contamination
surfacique
tres
largement
inferieure a 1 Bq(cm 2 et contamination massique de l'ordre de 1
Bqjg).
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Le dimensionnement des installations de fusion construit dans
les batiments de l'un des reacteurs a ete calcule pour
permettre de fondre 5.000 a 10.000 tonnes d'acier contamine par
an, avec une contamination moyenne massique maximum de 250
Bq/g.
~aracterisation

des installations,
La caracterisation a ete
reaiisee par mesures
directes
(frottis, sondes), et par carottage vertical, sur toute la
hauteur du reacteur.
A l'interieur des coeurs des reacteurs, l'activite des aciers
varie de 10E+3 a 10E+6 Bq/g, la contamination est de l'ordre de
200 Bq/cm 2 (95% due au Co60, 5% due au Csl37).
A l'exterieur, les aciers sont uniquement contamines, entre 40
et 200 Bq/cm2.
tement
Les aciers
internes
seront laves
pour
diminuer
leur
contamination, puis decoupes pour etre stockes sur un site de
surface.
Les aciers exterieurs seront laves sous haute pression et
fondus. Les corps creux qui n'ont pas besoin d'etre decoupes en
fonction de la dimension du four choisi seront nettoyes par
mousse (procede developpe par le CEA/UDIN).
Le four choisi est un four a arc de capacite 15 tonnes (8 MVA)
possedant une ouverture de 2,5 m.
; il est installe dans un
batiment confine et ventile, a l'interieur du hall du reacteur
G3. La premiere fusion a ete realisee debut octobre 1991.

T_~ai

_cg_ptrOl_g
Les pieces demantelees sont transportees en containers apres
decoupe (dimensions< 1,7 m.x 1,7 ill. X 1,3 m.), a proximite du
four et introduites a travers un sas dans l'acierie. La gestion
radiologique est basee sur un suivi complet des rnorceaux
decoupes. Apres un contr6le a !'entree de la salle
de
preparation (contr6le a la sonde d'un container entier apres
etalonnage et etablissement d'une fonction de transfert).
les
pieces sont chargees dans des paniers en les triant de facon a
obtenir des charges de coulee < 1 Bq/g.
Les dechets de fusion seront traites pour etre stockes sur un
site de surface.
Les lingots obtenus
seront orientes
dans 3
directions
principales :
si l'activite est< 1 Bq/g, remise dans le dornaine
public,
si l'activite est comprise entre 1 et 100 Bq/g,
recyclage dans le domaine nucleaire,
- si 1 'activite est > 100 Bq/g , stockage sur un site de
surface ou decroissance sur le site des reacteurs.
La coulee sera caracterisee par !'analyse fine d'un echantillon
recueilli dans le four avant coulee ; un contr6le statistique
de 5 lingots par coulee permettra une derniere verification.
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.UDIN G3
FOUR DE FUSION
CAPACITE 15 T.

- PUISSANCE 8 MVA

FUSION DES ACIERS FAIBLEMENT CONTAMINES
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ETUDE D 1 UN SYSTEME DE MICROPRELEVEMENTS SURFACIQUES PAR
IMPACT LASER POUR L 1 ANALYSE ULTERIEURE DE SURFACES
CONTAMINEES
J.J.

Gaumet*,

F. Membrey*, A. Chambaudet*,
D.Boulaud** et P.
Zettwoog**

G.

Madelaine**,

* Laboratoire de Microanalyses Nucleaires, U.F.R. Sciences de
Franche-Comte, La Bouloie, Route de Gray, 25030 BESANCON CEDEX FRANCE
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STUDY

OF A MICROSAMPLING SYSTEM BY LASER IMPACT
ANALYSIS OF CONTAMINATED SURFACES

FOR

ABSTRACT

A method of microsampling by laser YAG is described. The aim is to
take a very small amount in surface of contaminated materials (nuclear or
chemical contamination) . The use of an Electric Aerosol Analyser allowed to
distinguish two different phenomenous of interaction between a power laser
and a target: ablation (hole formation of the target less than 0,5 mm of
diameter) and desorption (invisible surface sampling) . The rate of desorbed
material is estimated by regression. Some perspectives are also discussed.
INTRODUCTION

Nous presentons une methode de prelevement
laser qui se caracterise par:

de matiere

par

impact

- un degat petit a la surface d'une cible (diametre du cratere
forme inferieur a 0,5 mm)
- un produit preleve facilement analysable par differentes
methodes physico-chimiques.
L'interaction entre un faisceau laser et une cible peut se manifester
sous deux formes tres differentes selon l'energie, l'angle d'incidence, la
defocalisation du faisceau laser et les proprietes physico-chimiques du
materiau cible (coefficient de reflexion, parametres thermodynamiques,
La premiere possibilite est une ablation avec formation d' un impact et
production de microgouttelettes de liquide et d' un plasma. Ce dernier,
compose de particules partiellement ionisees, se refroidit tres rapidement.
Les clusters crees condensent et ferment un aerosol compose de microbilles
dont la particularite reside dans une distribution en taille relativement
monodisperse (Voir Fig.1) [1]. La seconde consiste en une desorption [2] a
la surface de la cible. L'unique produit resultant de l'interaction est un
aerosol. Dans ce cas, la surface irradiee ne montre pas de dommages
"visibles". L'aerosol forme est facilement recuperable.
0

0

.)

0

APPAREILLAGE

- Systeme de prelevement

Le prelevement de matiere est effectue dans une cellule en duralumin
(voir Fig.2), comprenant une entree et une sortie du gaz vecteur. Une
fenetre en saphir permet le passage du faisceau laser,
celui-ci
interagissant avec la surface a analyser avec un angle d'incidence nul. Les
parametres du faisceau sont regroupes dans le tableau 1:
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Laser

Longueur d onde
1

Nd-YAG

1,06 J.lm

Energie
faisceau

Duree
d 1 irr.pulsion

0,1-0,3

100-150
llS

J

Puissance
crEte

Den site de puissance Distance [ocale
surfacique
de la lP-nt.i~ le
de focalisation

1000-3000

10 6 - 10 7

kW

W.cm- 2

40 ou 100
mm

Tableau 1: Parametres du faisceau laser utilise

- Recuperation de la matiere expulsee
Lors de 1 1 interaction laser-matiere, il est necessaire d 1 eviter les
projections de gouttelettes difficilement recuperables et contaminant les
parois de la cellule.
A 1 1 oppose, 1 1 aerosol
(voir Fig .1) possede des proprietes bien
differentes du liquide pro jete dans le cas d 1 une ablation laser. Les
microbilles formes lors du refroidissement brutal du plasma sont tres bien
localisees laissant 1 1 enceinte de prelevement propre. En effet, les
particules obtenues sont submicroniques, ce qui rend leur transport tres
aise au moyen d 1 un gaz vecteur.
Grace a cette facilite de deplacement, 1 aerosol peut etre recupere
sur un filtre Millipore. Au moyen d 1 un diaphragme, une tres petite quantite
de matiere est concentree sur une tres petite surface du filtre. L'analyse
du depot par des techniques de microanalyses telles que la spectrometrie
LAMMA (LAser Microprobe Mass Analyser) [ 3] et la microsonde d 1 analyse X
(Fig.3) est rendue possible.
I

COMPARAISON
ENTRE
L 1 AEROSOL FORME

ABLATION

ET

DESORPTION

PAR

ANALYSE

DE

Dans 1 1 etude qui suit, la chambre d 1 echantillonnage est couplee a un
Analyseur Electrique d 1 Aerosol de la firme Thermo System Inc. (Fig.2). Ce
compteur de particules permet de determiner le nombre et les dimensions des
microbilles formees. Les Fig.4 et 5 (respectivement pour une defocalisation
de 0 mm et +10 mm par rapport a la surface de la cible) montrent les
differenteS allures pOUr leS deUX phenomeneS resultant de 1 I interaction
laser-cible metallique (or 14 carats). Pour une focalisation non nulle
(sans formation de cratere), la decroissance du nombre d' aerosols en
fonction du temps d 1 irradiation est continue pour tendre asymptotiquement
vers une valeur limite: nous sommes en presence d 1 une desorption. En
revanche, une focalisation du faisceau laser a la surface de la cible
engendre une densite d 1 energie tres elevee generant un cratere sur le
materiau. La concentration en aerosol varie de maniere importante et le
phenomene de decroissance dans le cas d 1 une desorption est stoppe: il y a
ablation.
Par regression, nous avons exprime le volume de matiere ablate en
fonction du temps d'irradiation.
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La modelisation proposee est schematisee
preleve etant donne par la relation (1):

a

la

Fig. 6,

le

volume V

( 1)
avec D: debit du gaz vecteur
t: temps d'irradiation
a et ~: coefficients provenant de l'expression de la regression
(2)

volume d'aerosol preleve par

entre v,

1

()S=CX.t+~

r

= 0.990

1Jnit~

riP tPmps,

et t.

(2)

v .

(avec a= 9.70.10- 5 et ~= 22.46.10- 3 )
On en deduit la profondeur ablatee z

4V

( 3)

(3)

z=-2

L'l

11:

avec ~: diametre du trou cree (suppose etre un cylindre de
profondeur z) .
~ = 3000 ~. on obtient un volume
3.10 7 ~ 3 avec une profondeur z = 2,4~.

Dans le cas de l'or 14 carats, avec

V de matiere prelevee egal
DEVELOPPEMENTS

ET

a

PERSPECTIVES

Les experiences presentees ci-dessus confirment les options choisies
lors de la conception de la cellule de prelevement:
- l'aerosol produit peut etre transporte au moyen d'un gaz vecteur
- une gamme de defocalisation importante est possible permettant une
ablation ou une desorption.
Nous avons egalement montre la possibilite de vaporiser des materiaux
sans creer des degats apparents, ceci peut s 'averer important pour des
applications de cette technique dans le cadre d'authentification d'oeuvres
d'art (statuettes, bijoux, peintures, ... ) ou de contr6les non destructifs.
La methode presentee est interessante dans le cas de surfaces
contaminees par voie radioactive ou chimique. Ainsi, le prelevement a
l'interieur de sites irradies (reacteur nucleaires, circuits primaires, ... )
peut etre envisage grace a l'utilisation d'une part de fibres optiques en
couplant le laser et la cellule et d'autre part de la robotique.
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GUIDE FOR DECONTAMINATION
IN P.W.R. POWER PLANTS
J. HERISSON
C. GLORENNEC

Electricite de France
Service de la Production Thermique
Paris - La Defense

Nuclear power plant components or equipement often need to be more or
less decontaminated before maintenance. In order to coordinate the
activities of the various maintenance specialists belonging to the
Corporate or Site Organizations, the Management of EDF/Nuclear and
Fossil Division has created a "Decontamination Task Force". The first
objective of this Task Force was to prepare this "Decontamination Guide
for Nuclear Power Plants".
This document is the result of a close collaboration, within a specific
working group, between representatives of Nuclear & Fossil Division
(from Nuclear Power Plants & Corporate Departments) and EDF Project &
Construction Group. It will provide assistance to Nuclear Plants
Operators in the very specific field of decontamination.

INTRODUCTION
Human external exposures and contamination risks increase over the
years, with nuclear plant operation time. This applies essentially to
maintenance personnel. In order to reduce dose rate, conventional
radioprotection measures can be efficiently improved by equipment
decontamination.
However, decontamination should not be considered as a panacea and
should only be used after an in-depth and critical evaluation of the
technical, dosimetrical and economical aspects (ALARA).
The objective of this Guide is to provide the operators with methods and
techniques which will help them to take decisions in the decontamination
field.
This Guide describes essentielly decontamination techniques
for the maintenance of Pressurized Water Reactors. Some
techniques might be applied, after evaluation, to other
reactors.

avalaible
of these
types of

It is not only useful to those in charge of implementing these
techniques, but also to planners having to integrate decontamination
techniques in maintenance and working procedures.
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The Guide is divided into two parts :
- part I contains general information about decontamination techniques,
and gives the basics for obtaining an acceptable level in this
discipline,
- part II describes the decontamination methods and techniques avalaible
to Power Plants. It is to be considered as prescriptive ; in fact, all
decontamination techniques not included in this book have to be
implemented very carefully, after consulting with Company specialists.

It is an evolving Guide, as far as the prescriptive part is concerned.It
depends essentially on experience feedback from all the users.
DECONTAMINATION GUIDE
PART I : PRESENTATION AND GENERAL INFORMATION
The first chapter describes the technical
decontamination and covers the following topics

aspects

of

equipement

Radioactive contamination cases in a PWR NPP
Thresholds - Contamination measurement
Contamination prevention
The equipment to be decontaminated
Decontamination objectives
Description of the main decontamination methods
Decision criteria
Decontamination liquid treatment and waste processing
Safety - Health Physics - Environment
The
second
chapter
decontamination field :

covers

EDF

quality

organization

in

the

Policy :
Decontamination activities
How to attain quality
Who is suppose to do what
Qualification of decontamination personnel
Acceptance and qualification of a decontamination process
Implementation
When planning a decontamination
Responsibility of the initiator
Responsibility of the planner
Responsibility of the decontamination crew leader
Part I
(and essentially chapter II)
are related
regulations applicable to operators and contractors.
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to

the

French

PART II : METHODS AND TECHNIQUES
This part is essentially technical and addresses the personnel actually
involved in equipment decontamination. It provides a list of applicable
methods, depending on the type of contamination and the basic material
of the component.
The optimum method can be sought in two ways
- by nuclear power plant component
the guide proposes
search flowcharts for the following component types

14

logical

Ml Steam Generator
M2 Reactor cavity and spent fuel pit walls
M3 Reactor coolant pump
M4 Charging pump
MS Residual Heat Removal (RHR) pump
M6 eves regenerative heat exchanger
M7 eves non-regenerative heat exchanger and RHR heat exchanger
M8 RCS pipes
M9 CVCS/RHR pipes
MlO RCS valve
Mll RHR/CVCS valves
Ml2 Spent fuel element shipping cask
Ml3 Electrical/electronic/optical equipment
Ml4 RCS Pressurizer
- by basic material : the guide proposes 11 logical search flowcharts
Ll Stainless steel (high temperature contamination)
L2 Stainless steel (low temperature contamination)
L3 Nickel based alloys (Inconel .• ) (high temperature contamination)
L4 Carbon steel
LS Cobalt based alloys (stellites)
L6 Copper based alloys
L7 Aluminium and zinc based alloys
L8 Lead
L9 concrete
LlO Plastic - Rubber
Lll Liners - Paints
These logical flowcharts indicate a certain number of decontamination
methods applicable to the relevant equipment. The methods are described
in technical files indicating :
- Qualification of the process : the EDF specialists in the different
fields
involved
(metallurgy,
chemistry,
etc ••• )
have
collected
sufficient information and test results and can thus authorize the use
of this process on the relevant equipment, as described in the file.
This authorization does not necessarily cover all specific requirements
prescribed by the Regulatory Bodies, since adherence to the rules is the
users's responsibility.
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- Applicability
a list of the materials and equipment that can be
treated by the corresponding process. It also lists the materials and
equipment on which it should not be used.
- Operating instructions and procedures
chemical phases and the necessary equipment.

it

describes

the

various

- Operating instructions and procedures
chemical phases and the necessary equipment.

it

describes

the

various

- Expected results : it indicates the results usually obtained by using
the process, and more specifically the expected dose rate reduction
factor.
- Waste processing methods
it indicates the various methods for
processing the resulting effluents. These methods are in accordance with
the French regulations related to environmental protection.
- Advantages and drawbacks
it indicates the
process and also its shortcomings.
- Historical aspect
use of the process.

strong points of the

it indicates some worldwide results of previous

- Basic diagram : it shows basic set-up and installation drawings of the
process.
- List of accepted and similar commercial products
Nuclear Operator to implement the process himself,
products or the process are not patent protected.

it enables a
providing these

- List of EDF qualified vendors and contractors : it gives the list of
those contractors that have satisfied the EDF Quality Assurance
requirements and are authorized to work on EDF equipment.
The guide contains 40 technical files concerning about decontamination
methods.
Data and information are extracted from technical publications and EDF
guarantees neither the efficiency of the methods nor the expected
results. It is however now being satisfactorily used by the EDF nuclear
sites.
The guide is now available in its French version. An English version
could be published in 1992, depending on the results of an ongoing
market survey.
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DECOMMISSIONING OF NUCLEAR FACILITIES IN GERMANY
RADIATION EXPOSURE CAUSED BY THE UNHARMFUL REUSE OF
RADIOACTIVE RESIDUAL MATERIALS
P. Guglhor, K.-H. Lehmann, B. Jahnert
Technical Inspection Agency of Bavaria (TUV Bayern)
Munich, Germany
ABSTRACT
The decommissioning of nuclear facilities causes the release of radioactive material. The radiation exposure of the
public was calculated and contamination limits for the unharmful reuse of residual material were derived.
INTRODUCTION
As a consequence of the strong requirements of the German Atomic Energy Act radioactive residual material or dismantled radioactive components from nuclear facilities must
be reused in an unharmful way.
As an independent expert organisation TUV Bayern
checked how these requirements had been met in the nuclear
licensing procedure for the NPP
- Kahl (25 MWe, BWR),
- Niederaichbach (100 MWe D2 0-moderated,
- Gundremmingen (250 MWe, BWR).

co 2 -cooled),

LIMITS FOR UNHARMFUL REUSE
After 2 years of reactor-operating time the NPP Niederaichbach was shut down in 1974. It was the first nuclear facility in Germany which was applied for decommissioning.
Therefore TUV Bayern get most experience in the valuation of
the radioactive material of this plant.
Especially for concrete, steel and some other materials
(e. g. insulation material) the radiation exposure of the
public was calculated by using appropriate exposition scenarios. Contamination limits for the unharmful reuse were
derived. These limits depend on the nuclide mixture as well
as the procedure for the clearance measurements.
The nuclide mixture depends on the material. In the activated steel there is mainly Fe 55, Co 60, and Ni 63, in
the activated concrete there is mainly Ba 133, Co 60,
Eu 152, and H 3.
At the time TUV Bayern carried out the assessment on
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the decommissioning of the NPP Niederaichbach no regulations
for the release of radioactive material for unharmful reuse
did exist. TOV Bayern proposed such regulations by calculating the radiation exposure of the public. The radiation exposure caused by the release of radioactive material should
be small compared with the range of the variation of the
natural radiation.
As a result of our assessment of the release of former
contaminated material it was not allowed to exceed the following two limits:
- mass specific activity,
(10" 5 times the allowances per gramm as specified in the
German Radiological Protection Ordinance (GRPO), e. g. for
100% Co 60 it would be 0.37 Bqjg),
- surface contamination,
(0.37 Bqjcm2 , required by the German Radiological Protection Ordinance)
The first limit restricts the amount of activity released
and should be measured in an easy way (e. g. gamma-spectroscopy) using a reference nuclide composition. The second limit is a requirement of the GRPO and is to prove for every
material released from the controlled area. For more than
one radionuclide or a mixture of radionuclides of known composition the allowance shall be determined as the sum of the
nuclide portions. In the licence for the decommissioning of
the NPP Niederaichbach a nuclide mixture for the release of
radioactive material was determined by the licensing authority. These nuclides are H 3, Mn 54, Fe 55, Co 58, Co 60,
Ni 59, Ni 63, Nb 94, Cs 134, Ba 133, Eu 152, and Eu 154. For
the mass specific activity of the NPP Niederaichbach you get
the following condition:
m

A;

:I:
i=1 F;

A;
Bj
F;,j
m
n

<

+

10" 5 /g

measured specific activity of the nuclide i
detection limit of the nuclide j
allowance of the nuclide i,j according to the GRPO
number of nuclides with measureable activity
number of nuclides with detection limit

The amount of radioactivity of some nuclides, e. g.
Fe 55, Ni 59, and Ni 63, was measured separately in laboratory because they are emitting no gamma-rays. Because of the
low amount of these nuclides in the material the radioactivity was not measureable. According to the licence it was
necessary for these nuclides to use the detection limits
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when proving that the clearence levels are met. The sum of
the measured activity and the detection limits for all layed
down nuclides shall not exceed the mass specific clearance
level. Up to now a mass of about 740 Mg was released with a
mean radioactivity of about 0.2 Bqjg. Considering the amount
of the activity due to detection limits, one gets about
0.2 Bqjg. So the real activity of the material is only a
part of it and will be significantly lower than 0.1 Bqjg.
With the materials and activities released up to now
the theoretical exposition scenarios have been checked. It
turned out that the actual radiation exposure of individuals
of the public is significantly lower than the values calculated for the licensing procedure.
In 1987 the National Commission of Radiological Protection (SSK) made a recommendation for the unharmful reuse of
radioactive steel released by a NPP. In this recommendation
a value of 0.1 Bqjg for the mass specific activity should be
adequate for an unrestricted release.
Because of the conservative procedures for the release
of radioactive material one can state that the successing
recommendation of the SSK is met in practice at NPP Niederaichbach.
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VALDEC-F PROJECT FOR THE TREATMENT OF LOW ACTIVITY SCRAP STEEL

By Henri GODARD - SOCODEI - France

*-*-*-*
Abstract

Maintaining -or dismantling- nuclear plants involves the issue of more or
less contaminated scrap steel. Those scraps are today usually either stored
on the plants or disposed of as nuclear wastes.
The VALDEC-F project consists in transforming the scraps at a specific
facility in order to produce moulded items that are used in the nuclear
field.
Basically
activity,
casting.

the facility includes sorting equipments (according to
iron or steel, ••• ), preparatory operations to melting,

the
and

Tonnages exceeding the orders of moulded items will be turned into ingots
and temporary stored.
The VALDEC-F project (1 500 tfyear) contributes in France to mastering the
risks due to low level wastes as well as the economy of their treatment.

L • entretien ou le demantiHement des installations nucleaires genere des
ferrailles plus au mains contaminees qui sent habituellement,
soit
conditionnees en vue de leur stockage definitif, soit accumulees sur les
sites de production.
Le projet VALDEC-F consiste a transformer ces ferrailles dans une usine
specifique pour en faire des produits moules, notamment des blindages
utilises dans le domaine nucleaire.
Les materiels principaux concernent le tri des ferrailles, leur preparation
a la fusion et la realisation de produits moules. Les tonnages de
ferrailles qui excedent les commandes en produits moules seront lingotes
pour en reduire le volume.
Le projet VALDEC-F (1 500 t/an) est, en France, un element necessaire a la
maitrise des dechets de faible activite, tant au plan economique qu'au plan
de la prevention de la dissemination de la contamination.
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Breve histoire du projet VALDEC-F

Les essais de fusion de ferrailles faiblement contaminees, notamrnent ceux
realises par EDF en 1985-1986, ont laisse entrevoir !'interet d'un tel
traitement de ce type de dechets de faible activite :
-

pour les ferrail1es dent 1' activite va de quelques Bq/g a 1 kBqfg,
possibilite de rea1iser des produits moules pour l'industrie nucleaire,
notamment des blindages entrant dans les colis de dechets irradiants des
centrales ;
pour les activites de l'ordre du Bqfg, mise sous une geometrie (!ingots
homogenes) permettant de mesurer par une methode industriel1e simple une
radioactivite qui n'emerge guere du bruit de fond

-

pour les activites superieures a 1 kBq/g, reduction maximale du volume en
vue du stockage definitif en centre de stockage de surface.

Il fallait des la conception d'une installation, l'envisager en tant
qu'usine qui permette de gerer a !'optimum economigue des matieres et des
activites, la fusion n'etant qu'une phase de la transformation.
Les etudes technico-econmiques conduites par EDF de
debouche sur un cahier des charges qui definit notamment
la capacite
traiter ;

de

reception

dimensions,

masse,

-

la capacite de
decoupes, fondus

traitement

tonnages

annuels

-

la capacite de production
recyclable, de dechets.

tonnages

de

1988

activite

pouvant

produits

a 1990 ont
des

etre

moules,

colis

a

tries,

d'acier

Sur la base d'un avant projet suffisamment detaille, etaient enfin definis
les principes de surveillance, les mesures et contr6les qui seront mis en
oeuvre lors de
!'exploitation : SOCODEI a depose en fin d'annee 1991 les
etudes d' impact
et des dangers qui
font
partie de
la procedure
d'autorisation d'exploiter une telle installation en France.
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Principales caracteristiques du projet VALDEC-F

Les ferrailles de faible activite proviennent de la maintenance des
centrales nucleaires en exploitation, du demantiHement des centrales plus
anciennes,
ou encore d'autres installations,
pour autant que leurs
caracteristiques scient compatibles avec les installations.
Le traitement consiste principalement en la gestion des ferrailles
(nuances, masse, radioactivite) et leur fusion, en vue, soit de leur
revalorisation, soit de la reduction de leur volume.
L'usine peut traiter 1 500 tonnes de ferrailles par an en travaillant en un
peste.
Elle peut recevoir des eolia jusqu•a
dimensions jusqu•a 8' X 8'6" X 40 pieds.

une

masse

de

40 tonnes,

et

de

Peuvent etre traitees sans adaptation des installations, des pieces dont la
masse est inferieure a 15 tonnes et dont l'activite sur 2 tonnes est nulle
part superieure a 15 000 Bqfg.
Les ferrailles livrees dans des conteneurs mis a disposition par SOCODEI et
d'activite
ne
depassant
par
1 kBq/g,
beneficient
de
conditions
particulieres.
Des prestations auxiliaires telles que la decontamination d • une piece en
alliage a haute valeur marchande, ou l'usinage de produits moules peuvent
etre realisees.

STO(KAG-1
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FRENCH EXPERIENCE WITH ELECTROPOLISHING
P. SAURIN - C. WEBER - N. ENGLER (FRAMATOME) - B. LANTES
A. BRISSAUD - P. RIDOUX (EDF) - P. BESLU - S. ANTHON! (CEA)
J.P. CIZEL (STMI)
ABSTRACT :
Following the results obtained in CHINON B1 comparing
deposited activity observed on different surface finishes EDF
decided
to electropolish
steam generator
channel heads
(S.G.C.H.)
in order to reduce operator dose during plant
maintenance. The qualification tests were performed on steam
generator materials (Inconel 600 and S.S. 308 L) with the full
on site operational equipment (i.e. a sealed sucker). In 1988
the 4 SGCH of NOGENT 2 were electropolished. In 1990 we
observed a dose rate reduction of 45 % at NOGENT 2 compared to
NOGENT 1.
Other French experience is electropolishing of
since 1988
1.

27 S.G.CH,

INTRODUCTION

French attention
has also been
focused on surface
finishing and tests carried out at CHINON B1 NPP to evaluate
the efficiency of mechanical polishing, electropolishing and
combination of both [1].
The results after exposure of steam generators manway
covers for up to three reactor cycles indicated a reduction
factor of 3 in the radiation field following the use of electropolishing compared to the as received surface finish [2].
Based on these
atractive
results
and
also
cost
considerations it was decided by EDF to electropolish the
S.G.C.H. bowl and partition plate.
Following this decision feasibility and qualification
programmes were developed to exclude unacceptable behavior and
detrimental effects (i.e. material degradation) [2, 3].
2.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICATION

2.1.

FRAMATOME electropolishing experience

The French experience of S.G.C.H. electropolishing for
channel head is summerized in table n° 1.

SG

. . .

Table 1 •. French experience of S G C H electropolishing
Year

Month

1988 February
1988 July
1989 February
1989 July
1989 Oct.-Dec.
1990 May
1991 Jan.-Feb.

Electropolishing % of
total surface area
60 %
60 %
80 %
80 %
80 %
80 %
80 %

1M7

NPP

Number of
S.G.
NOGENT 2
4
CATTENOM 3
4
PENLY 1
4
GOLFECH 1
4
DAMPIERRE 1
3
CATTENOM 4
4
PENLY 2
4

2.2.

Description of an electropolishing operation

A typical electropolishing operation takes approximately
5 Weeks for 8 channel heads,
including all the initial and
final inspections and quality controls
- surface pH,
conductivity of the final rincing water,
- microscopic examination on base surfaces and replicas to
perform microscopic and SEM examinations,
-surface profilometry (roughness curves).
Metalurgical inspections
electropolishing operation.

also

The electrolyte is composed
phosphoric acids.

takes

place

of a mixture of

during

the

sulfuric and

Electropolishing tools support the electropolishing sucker
(STMI patent) which contains the cathode (S.S. disk) [3].
Figure 1 :

Figure 2 : Partial polished
surface on the clad bowl
(using "Mosquito" tool)

ME'iALURGICAL RESULTS

3.

Two types of results are recorded as follows

* roughness results
- regular,
uniform and extremely smooth surfaces are
obtained.
Figure 3 shows examples of initial and final surface
profilometry
measurements. The micro-roughness has been
eliminated after electropolishing.
Figure 3 : Roughness curves on SS 308 L
Profiles in X direction gm - from CATTENOM 3
10

-10

L=4000 J.lm

Before

After electropolishing

electropoli~hing
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The profilometry measurements
S.G.C.H. base surfaces and are
STMI.

*

are made directly on the
statistically analysed by

Metallographical results
- no pitting, no etching, or any other undesirable
effects of corrosion .

side

only a slight intergranular grain boudary attach on
Inconel 600 (i.e. the partition plate) and a very low
selective dissolution of delta ferrite on SS 308 1
(the weld overlay).
All replica are immediately examined optically during the
electropolishing operation by the metallurgical team, and then
characterized at the UNIREC metallurgical laboratory by SEM
examinations, occasionally with supplementary EDAX analyses.
Figure 4 provides examples of the initial and final surface
finishes (obtained for SEM replicas).
Figure 4 : Microcopic examinations of initial and final surface
made on replicas of In. 600) from DA 1 (remplacement S.G.)

Before electropolishing (x195)
4.

After electropolishing (x503)

CONTAMINATION RESULTS : field results at NOGENT 2

In July 1990 during the first refueling outage after one
operating cycle deposited activity and dose rates measurements
were made.
The in situ deposited activity measurements were carried
out by the CEA CADARACHE directly inside the steam generator
with the Emecc equipment (measurements and studies of circuit's
contamination) . Gamma scanning spectra data were obtained on
the hot leg of the S.G.C.H. n° 3. The results obtained after
processing by a micro-computer are given on table 2 for Co~ 8
and Co 60 •
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Table 2

Deposited activity measurements at NOGENT 2 (GBq/m2)

Surface

State

co~ 8

clad bowl

non electropolished
electropolished

10

partition plate

non electropolished
electropolished

6
0.9

2

Co6 o
0.9
0.4
0.5
I

The electropolishing of the steam generator channel head
clearly leds to a considerable reduction of activity specially
that due tO Co~B.
The contributions from the partition plate and the bowl to
the total dose rate have been calculated in case of a
electropolished S.G.C.H. or a non electropolished S.G.C.H. Thus
electropolishing leds to a reduction of 44 % of the total dose
rate compare to a non-electropolished channel head.
This benificial effect was confirmed by the dose rate
measurements obtained during the latest refueling outage :
Total average : 21.8 mSV/hour
Taking into account the total average channel head dose
rates at NOGENT 1 after one cycle (39.0 mSV/hour) at NOGENT 2
the approximate dose rate reduction should be about 45 %.
5.

CONCLUSIONS

very
been
experience
has
French
electropolishing
satisfactory to date.
The improvement
of the S.G.C.H.
surface finish by
electropolishing leds to a significant reduction of the dose
rate level.
After one fuel cycle in one plant, a decrease of 45 % in
the dose rate from the steam generator channel head was
obtained.
These results have encouraged EDF to electropolish all new
S.G.C.H. including steam generator remplacements.
Electropolishing will also be realized on site and in
FRAMATOME manufacturing facilities.
6.
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DEMANTELEMENT DE L'INSTALLATION DE RETRAITEMENT AT.l DE
1A. HAGUE
C. LAFFAILLE UDIN / LA HAGUE
CEA - DCC/DERD/UDIN/LA HAGUE
DISMANTLING OF ATl

REPROCESSI~G

PLANT AT

I..A__lrAGU~

L'installation AT.l etait l'atelier pilate de retraitement
des combustibles des reacteurs surgenerateurs (Rapsodie Phenix). Elle a fonctionne 10 ans de 1969 a 1979 eta produit
1094kg de U/Pu.
L'atelier comportait initialement trois cycles de retraitement. Un quatrieme cycle de separation U.Pu et un stockage
supplementaire de produits de fission furent crees ensuite dans
le b&timent extension mis en actif en 1972.
La mise a l'Arr§t Definitif en 1979 fut suivie :
- d'une periode de rin~age d'un an qui permit de recuperer 600g
de Pu et 1 700 g de U :
- d'une periode de decontamination de dix-huit mois.
L'UDIN prit en charge !'installation le ler janvier 1982.
Les etudes preliminaires avaient commenc~? en avril 1981 et le
dossier de sGrete fut presente aux Autorites le 30 juin 1982.
Les elements combustibles etaient retraites dans l'atelier AT.l
selon le precede PUREX.
Les differentes fonctions etaient reparties dans une succession de cellules (voir figure).
L'objectif des operations dans 1 'atelier AT.l est de realiser un declassement de niveau 3, hors genie civil, c'est-adire consistant a :
- demonter et evacuer taus les circuits et equipements contamines
- assainir les locaux au niveau le plus bas possible pour permettre une reutilisation du b&timent sans contrainte de surveillance permanente.
Le scenario de demantelement a ete etabli en fonction des
difficultes d'intervention dans les differentes cellules et des
moyens a mettre en oeuvre en consequence. Les principales
etapes sont les suivantes (voir tableau)
l
demantelement des cellules et bo1tes a gants alpha et des
cellules non irradiantes.
2
demantelement des cellules irradiantes aisement accessibles
3
demantelement des cellules Haute Activite en beton.
4
demantelement des cellules de stockage.
5
assainissement final de taus les locaux.
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2 - DEMANTELEMENT DES CELLULES ALPHA
Le demantelement des cellules alpha et des boites a gants
qui ne presentaient qu'un tres faible niveau d'activite gamma a
ete effectue en intervention directe. Toutefois, on a recherche
a atteindre les meilleures conditions d'etancheite pour la protection des travailleurs et de l'environnement. Dans ce but un
systeme d'atelier modulaire a ete developpe permettant de
s'adapter aux formes des cellules et des locaux.
Des panneaux en acier inox de dimensions standart sont assemules entn~ eux pour constituer les murs et le toit. Un joint
polymerisant classique assure l'etancheite entre les elements.
La forme des panneaux est con~ue pour presenter une face interne lisse de maniere a ne pas retenir la contamination.
Un ensemble de modules de ventilation complete le dispositif.
Le premier a ete realise pour le demantelement de la cellule
906 (fin de procede) et des boites a gants de laboratoire.
A cette occasion un systeme de scaphandre personnel, ainsi
qu'un dispositif d'evacuation etanche des dechets ont ete experimentes.
3 -

Q~MANTELEMENT

DES CELLULES HAUTE ACTIVITE

La strategie du demantelement de ces cellules repond aux
principes suivants :
* intervention dans les cellules par le haut ;
* machine de demantelemnt mobile et disposant de son
propre confinement et d'un poste de maintenance
* systeme independant d'evacuation de dechets vers un
atelier de conditionnement ;
* toutes les operations effectuees sans rupture du
confinement ni de la protection biologique.
La machine de demantelement ATENA a ete conGue pour le demantelement en teleoperation des cellules d'AT.l. Elle se compose
d'un porteur et d'un telemanipulateur (MA 23M ou RD 500).
Le porteur comprend :
- une hotte de confinement,
- un chariot de transfert,
- un bras contitue d'une partie a deplacement vertical
et d'une partie polyarticulee supportant le
telemanipulateur.
La machine ATENA se deplace sur des rails au-dessus des cellules 904-905. La conduite s'effectue a distance en video.
Une nouvelle protection biologique mise en place au-dessus des
cellules 904-905 comporte des ouvertures par lesquelles le bras
porteur et son telemanipulateur peuvent etre introduits en cellule sans rupture de confinement. L'etancheite est assuree par
un opercule de travail amene au poste de travail choisi. Un
opercule de maintenance assure le confinement d'ATENA au poste
de maintenance a l'extremite sud de la zone de travail.
Sous la protection biologique circule un chariot equipe de deux
palans destines a l'elinguage des pieces lourdes eta !'evacuation des dechets vers un atelier de conditionnement.
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L'outillage de demantelement utilise avec ATENA est integre
dans des boites a gants amovibles qui permettent !'introduction
et le supportage des outils en cellule et egalement leur maintenance hors cellule.
Pour la cellule 903 (dissolution), il a ete necessaire d'effectuer une breche dans le mur de separation permettant le passage
du polyarticule d'ATENA. La decoupe du beton a ete realisee a
!'aide d'une scie a disque diamante mantee sur la machine
ATENA. Le refroidissement etait effectue par azote liquide.
4 - EVACUATION DES DECHETS
Taus les dechets issus du demantelement d'AT.l sont contamines par des radioelements emetteurs alpha provenant des composes du Pu. En outre, les dechets issus de la tete du precede
sont contamines par des emetteurs beta-gamma provenant des produits de fission.
En France les normes interdisent le stockage en surface au
a faible profondeur de dechets ayant une concentration en emetteurs alpha superieure a 3,7 GBq/t (0,1 Ci/t). Toutefois la
presence d'emetteurs beta-gamma dans les dechets d'AT.l ne
risque pas d'etre une contrainte vis-a-vis des normes de stockage. On doit seulement verifier que les colis ne presentent
pas des debits de dose superieurs a 2 mSv au contact.
La plupart des dechets issus d'AT.l font done !'objet
d'une mesure de concentration en emetteurs alpha a !'aide d'une
station de comptage utilisant la methode dite "globale" basee
sur la detection des neutrons dus aux fissions spontanees et
aux reactions alpha, n.
BATIHENT EXTENSION
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BATIMENT

ATl

SCHEMA DE PRINCIPE
DE L: INSTALLATION

TABLEAU RECAPITULATIF DES OPERATIONS DE DEMANTELEMENT

Cellule

Type

Risque
radiologique

dominant
Etape 1

906

Cellule a

Contamination a
importante

Intervention directs en atelier
modulaire venti18

Clsaillage
hydraulique

950/951
Bag. Labo

Bailes~

Contamination a

oemontage local at transfert pour
d8mantelement dans !'atelier de 906
{cl-dassus}

Clsaillage
hydraufique

952

Cellule a

Contamination a
importanle

Intervention directs en atelier
modulaire venli19

Cisaillage
hydrau!ique

920

Cellule
be ton

Contamination

Intervention directs en cellule

Torche
plasma

gants

imporlante

a~y

superficielle

et
Aclivil6 (GBq)
des<lMlets

lntegr~e

mSo/

1
>

J

non

1

significative

>
J 1350

36

30
25 a

non
significative

a

dilcontaminalion des tOies apres
dilcoupe par eleclro-decontamination

Masse (tonne)

Cbs!

Outillage
principal

Technique op~ratoire

non

20
37

significattve

Etape 2

Etape 3

oecoupe des tuyauteries de liaison
extraction de Ia boils inox sous
protection du plomb de Ia cellule

Outil special

Cellule
fillration

Cellule inox
blindage
plomb

Points chauds
tres irradiants

911

Cellule
blindee

Points chauds
irradiants

Confinement en panneaux modulalres •
intervention sous protection d'9crans.

907 BIS

Cellule inox
blindage
plomb

Points chauds
irradiants

Intervention en direct ~ rlnterieur
de !'enceinte apres extraction des
points chauds

Cisaille
Iarche plasma

901 • 902

Cellule b9ton
peau inox

Points chauds
tres irradiants

Intervention directs apres mise en
place d'ecrans en teleo~ration

Torch a
plasma

904 • 905

Cellule
b91on brut
Jeche-frite
in ox

Contamination ~r
ambiance
lrradiante
lmportante

1.

28

42
173

11,5

94
181

19

12
100

115

16
25

26

97
26

dedea:>cpe

Evacutalon des dalles de to it
remplaceas par une protection
all~ee

2.

Otlmantlllement en ttlleoperation :.t
!'aide de Ia machine ATENA et du
t616manipulateur MA23

3. Conditlonnement des dtlchets en
ttlltloperation dans une cellule

Trorn;onneuse
disque

a

Cisaille
hydrauliqua

1
15
>
J (estimation)
(avec 903)

1

50

> 50 0
J (estimation}
(avec 903)

specifique

4.

903

Cellule
b6ton brut
ll~che-frite

inox

Contamlnallon ~r
ambiance
irradiante
importante

Clsaille
hydraulique

1s

a. raida

Scia 3.disque
diamante

7,5

1. oecoupe du mur 904/903
de Ia machine ATENA

2.
3.

Etape 4

AchSvement en direct du demantelament de 905

1

Voir 904

> Voir 904
J

908 • 909

Cellule
Beton brut
teche-lrite
inox

Pomts chauds
irradiants

oecoupe des cuves ~ J'explosif pour
reduction du temps d'intervention

907

Cellule
beton brut
leche·lrile
in ox

pomts chauds
irradiants

Intervention directs ecrans blindes si
necessaire
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cordons
detonnants

22

21
33

Voir 904

9
24

oemanteternent non etfectua

DECONTAMINATION PROCESSES APPLIED DURING DAl S.G.REPLACEMENT
Authors : Y.M. BEISSIERE - B. LANTES - EDF
P. SAURIN - C. BRUN
FRAMATOME
P. BESLU
CEA
ABSTRACT
In support of the ALARA concept,
applied to the DAl SGR
operation, EDF decided to decontaminate at least the primary
pipes and elbows of each primary loop. For the 1st and the 2nd
loops an electrodecontamination process was applied after steam
generator
removal.
For
the Jrd
loop a
soft chemical
decontamination was also performed in the channel head using
the LOMI process.
INTRODUCTION
The steam generators replacement on the DAMPIERRE 1
(DAl)
nuclear power plant in 1990 (900 MWe with 3 loops PWR) was the
first such operation performed in FRANCE.
Decontamination had two purposes for DAl (ALARA concept)
- to lower the radiation level around the RCS elbows, thus
to reduce overall radiation exposure,
- to remove contamination from the RCS elbows surfaces, to
allow easier working conditions in SG cubicles.
In order to achieve these goals the minimum DF demanded
was 8 and no free remaining contamination was allowed.
PREPARATIONS AND QUALIFICATION OF THE PROCESSES
Preparative studies were carried out over three years
before 1990 operation. Several processes were evaluated ;
various
soft chemical decontamination processes,
electrodecontamination and sand blasting. Two processes were retained,
the LOMI
process as
soft chemical
decontamination and
electrodecontamination method using phosphoric acid.
LOMI chemical decontamination
As shown
on fig.
1, chemical
decontamination was
simultaneously applied in channel head and primary pipes. In
order to avoid introducing chemicals into the reactor vessel,
inflatable stoppers were developed to withstand the conditions
required by the process. The LOMI process, for which FRAMATOME
acquired the license in 1987, was finally chosen because,
it
was proved to be efficient, non-corrosive, compatible with the
inflatable stoppers and less risky in terms of temperature and
pressure required.
Electrodecontamination process
The preparation work consisted in the complete design of :
- The electrodecontamination process, mainly the selection
of the
electrolyte, and operation parameters such as
time, temperature, current density, suckers velocity ...
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- and,
simultaneously,
the tools required to apply the
decontamination process on primary pipes ends (cast
elbows and stainless steel primary pipes).
Electrodecontamination basic principle was derived from
well mastered electropolishing of SG channel head, with suction
cups as shown in fig. 2.
figure 1

Implementation of
chemica_!!L and_ stopper

f~ure~:

Tooling for elec(Barras/
l'_roveiH.:e I STMI pa tended)

!I~decontamination

!UU, large scata mild obem!caJ declon
II.C.P. sea!Jug

'!'_Qpling
Electrodecontamination of the pipe ends is applied after
the steam generator has been removed. A specially designed
carrier is mounted on the free end of primary pipes. It runs
along a central rail fixed on the pipe end and is centered by a
plug equipped with an inflatable rjng located inside the
primary pipe.
This carrier suports a set of two leaktight
suction cups applied on the RCS pipe walls and arranged
symetrically to decrease the force on the carrier.
The carrier drives both the continous forward motion and
rotation for the suction cups.
Nominal displacement of the
suckers comprised 2 passes
(go and return) and rotation was
achieved by a pitch equal to the diameter of cups.
15 stripes
were planned to be performed by each cup.
Q!\-MPIERRE 1 DECONTAMINATION OPERATIONS
The soft chemical decontamination was the first main steam
generator replacement step.
It started on march 8, 1990 on
steam generator n° 3. Electrodecontamination started on march
26 for primary loop n° 1 since steam generators had to be first
removed from their cubicles.
LOMI decontamination on_ SG ~!!_"__l
The main characteristics of the process used in
were
- 4 main steps O.R.O.R.
- Temperature 90° C
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DAMPIERRE

- Main steps duration 0 = 10 h - R = 8 h
- The oxidizing solution was stored temporarily in a
buffer tank ready for reuse.
- 1 s t reducing
step "decontaminated" by passing through
cationic resins.
- Liquid effluents transported by trucks out of the plant
for solidification.
Circulation and heating of solutions, resin treatment,
chemical injection ... were performed by modular skid installed
in the adjacent fuel building
the reagents were routed
through flexible hoses between the reactor building and fuel
building. The tooling package consisted in two compact modules,
two temporary storage tanks, and a laboratory skid.
The decontamination team was composed of 18 operators and
4 chemists for process control. The operation lasted the 8 days
(3 shifts a day)
scheduled. Total man-sievert dose to the
deconteam was 0.055 man-sievert. Approximately 110 G.Bq were
removed. Initial dose rates observed on DAl RCS were very low
(table 1) due to careful plant shut down and to purification of
primary coolant.
Table 1 : Dose rates (arithmetic mean) m sievert/h
External contact of pipes
INITIAL
DOSE RATES (8 pts)
Cold leg
Hot leg

FINAL DOSE
RATES (8 pts)
0.027
0.022

0.413
0.253

DRRF
15
11.2

The main results obtained were :
- Average
dose rate
reduction factor : 13.3
for 8
guaranteed.
- Decontamination factor
(as
ratio
between
initial
surfacic contamination and final surfacic contamination
measured by external 1 probe collimated)
Hot leg
DF
30
Cold leg : DF = 70
- The average dose
rate
inside
the
cubicle
0.05 m.sievert/h after steam generator removal.

was

Electrodecontamination on loops n° 1 and n° 2
The electrodecontamination tooling i.e,
the carrier and
its suction cups, the I and C cabinet and the electrolyte vats
formed a self-contained unit installed in the reactor building
at 4.6 m level for the vats, at 8 m level for the control
cabinet in the containment annulus and at ground level for
effluents storage. The electrodecontamination team was composed
of 5 FRAMATOME supervisors and 27 operators and inspectors for
STMI who operated the decontamination.
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The decontamination operation lasted 100 h for loop
compared to 50 h scheduled and 70 h in the loop n° 2 for
scheduled.

n° 1
50 h

The
decontamination team integrated
dose after
decontamination of the two loops was 90 mSV (9 man-rem).
The average (arithmetic) dose reduction factors are
in table 2 and 3 (m sievert/h)

the
shown

.

Table 2 · DRRF before chamfer machininq
Loop n° 1
Cold leg
Hot leg

Initial dose rate
0.457
0.265

Arithmetic
mean

0.361

Table 3
Loop n° 1
Cold leg
Hot leg
Arithmetic
mean
Loop no 2
Cold leg
Hot leg
Arithmetic
mean
4.

Final dose rate
0.030

DRRF

0.025
0.0275

13.1

DRRF after mach1n1ng
Final dose
rate
0.027
0.017

Initial dose
rate
0.457
0.265

0.022

0.361

0.432

Final dose
rate
0.052

0.252

0.020

0.342

0.036

Initial dose
rate

DRRF

16.1

DRRF

9.5

CONCLUSION

Both decontamination processes were used in DAMPIERRE 1,
because the first SGR operation was considered as a "bench
test" for future similar operations.
- the goal was completely reached with soft chemical
decontamination (dose rate reduction, working conditions
in SG cubicles, experience)
- the
goal
was
partially
reached
with
electrodecontamination
(dose rate reduction, experience) and
improvement are already engaged to obtain clean working
conditions.
The DRRF were similar (approx 13 in both cases) and this
result was considered as successful, especially taking into
account the low initial doses rates. The total man-SV saved by
decontamination was estimated to be 0.5 man-sievert (50 manrem) (i.e., 25 % of total integrated dose).
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La NORMALISATION INTERNATIONALE
un OUTIL pour la RADIOPROTECTION
The international cooperation for standardization in the field
of electrical industries was founded in 1904 to promote world
wide compatibility and interchangeability of goods. Standardization is considered today as a suitable tool for radiation protection both nationally and internationally. To date
more than 50 IEC and ISO standards are in use throughout the
world and approximatively 50 drafts standards are in the
various phase of elaboration and publication. For the future,
IEC and ISO have decided to have a close cooperation in order
to harmonize and accelerate their work, for the benefit of the
energy production and the environmental protection.
L.FITOUSSI
President du CEI/TC45/SC45B "Instrumentation de
Radioprotection" et de l'ISO/TC85/SC2 "Radioprotection"
origine et assise de la normalisation internationale
C'est au congres international d'electricite qui se tenait en
septembre 1904 a Saint Louis (USA) que naquit !'idee de la normalisation internationale. Les savants et les industriels de
l'epoque souhaitaient une large cooperation des societes techniques du monde en vue de creer une commission permanente pour
servir de forum a une concertation et a une collaboration
continue. Ils prevoyaient qu'ils pourraient, par l'entremise de
cet organisme, elaborer des solutions communes, appelees depuis
"normes internationales", a des problemes qui, s'ils n'etaient
pas resolus rapidement, pouvaient dans le futur conduire certainement a la confusion et creer des entraves et des barrieres
techniques!
Pres de quatre vingt dix ans ont passe et !'esprit visionnaire
de ces fondateurs se perpetue aujourd'hui au travers de deux
grands organismes mondiaux de normalisation que sont d'une part
la CEI (Commission Electrotechnique Internationale), et d'autre
part l'ISO
(Organisation Internationale de Normalisation)
creees respectivement en 1906 et .••.• D'autres organismes ont
une mission similaire sur le plan regional comme le CEN (Comite
Europeen de Normalisation) cree dans le cadre de la Commission
des communautes Europeennes.
Les normes, outils d'intercomparaison et de decision
S'il n'est plus necessaire de rappeler !'importance des normes
techniques pour les marches nationaux et internationaux, il est
indispensable neanmoins de souligner le role primordial des
normes internationales de radioprotection relatives a la surveillance de l'environnement. C'est le cas notamment de celles
qui concernent les techniques de prelevement et de mesure applicables, aux operations de surveillance radiologique des rejets des effluents , aux verifications des conteneurs de trans-
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port de matieres radioactives, et aux controles des produits de
la chaine alimentaire.
Cependant la normalisation
internationale en radioprotection
trouve plus particulierement sa resonnance dans le cas de la
gestion des situations de crises provoquees par les accidents
nucleaires. En effet, seules des normes, largement adoptees par
la communaute scientifique et technique mondiale, peuvent etre
un outil efficace d'intercomparaison, de dialogue et d'aide a
la decision a la disposition des autorites reglementaires. De
telles normes peuvent etre, en outre,
considerees comme un
moyen efficace et incontournable de rassurer le public sur la
qualite et la credibilite des mesures et l'authenticite des
informations diffusees.
Les domaines couverts par la normalisation en radioprotection
Les partenaires de la normalisation en radioprotection,
chercheurs, concepteurs, fabricants, utilisateurs, ont depuis pres
de trente annees oeuvre, tant a l'ISO qu'a la CEI, pour publier
plus d'une cinquantaine de normes techniques de radioprotection. A celles-ci il faut ajouter, a ce jour, plus d'une dizaine de normes en cours d'edition et une quarantaine de projets en cours d'elaboration.
Toutes ces normes representent un ensemble coherent de documents techniques portant sur:
- la terminologie (grandeurs, unites, symboles etc .. )
- les rayonnements de reference pour les tests de qualification et l'etalonnage des appareils de mesure,
- la conception des materiels et des sources ainsi que
les moyens de protection technique tels que les blindages, les
revetements, les filtres, les appareils respiratoires, etc ...
- les methodes et les appareils de surveillance:
. des expositions et des contaminations
individuelles,
• des niveaux d' irradiation et de contamination
aux pastes de travail dans les installations,
. des niveaux d' exposition et de contamination
dans l'environnement en situation normale et en situation accidentelle et post-accidentelle.
Les approches et les choix de la normalisation
Le choix des sujets a normaliser ne s'est pas fait au hasard.
Il a souvent repondu en priorite aux besoins des utilisateurs.
c 'est ainsi que 1' abandon en radioprotection de la grandeur
"exposition" c'est a dire de l'unite •roentgen" et !'adoption
du concept de "dose absorbee" preconise par la CIUR (Commission
Internationale des Unites Radiologiques) et la CIPR (Commission
Internationale
de
Protection
Radiologique)
a
necessite
!'elaboration de nouvelles normes.
De meme des evenements marquants comrne les accidents de TMI et
de Tchernobyl ont conduit a concentrer les efforts sur la normalisation des techniques de surveillance du milieu et de la
chaine alimentaire. Aujourd'hui, alors que les problemes lies a
la radioactivite naturelle ont pris place sur le devant de la
scene internationale, plusieurs normes relatives a la mesure du
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radon et ses descendants sont en chantier pour repondre aux
preoccupations des services sanitaires.
Aux premiers temps de la normalisation en radioprotection les
partenaires concernes se sont entendus pour conforter et rendre
coherentes les options techniques relatives aux appareillages
et aux methodes existantes et deja largement diffuses. De nos
jours ces memes partenaires, confrontes a une technologie plus
recente, souvent en evolution ou meme en cours de developpement, s'efforcent d'orienter les choix des specifications techniques des appareillages vers des solutions communes et
realistes.
cette nouvelle approche de la normalisation est aujourd'hui necessaire pour evi ter 1' ecuei 1 de la dispersion des options
techniques. Elle permet d' exiger un degre optimal de performance, de qualite et de fiabilite, tout a fait satis-faisant
pour la grande majorite des utilisateurs, et par la, repond aux
criteres de base pour les appareillages devant etre mis sur le
marche
international.
Cette
nouvelle
attitude
des
"normalisateurs" n'est surtout pas contradictoire avec une certaine flexibilite ou liberte quand aux choix des precedes techniques de realisation. C'est tout particulierement le cas aujourd'hui des normes, en cours de preparation, sur les dosimetres electroniques de poche pour la mesure des doses individuelles dues aux rayonnements photoniques et neutroniques.
Le contenu des normes de radioprotection

Chacune des normes, etablie a partir de specifications prec1ses
et acceptees par taus les partenaires concernes, represente le
meilleur compromis entre la qualite de la mesure, la conception
et le cout de la methode ou de l'appareil. Les textes rediges
en franc;:ais et en anglais sont soigneusement examines par un
comite de redaction afin d'obtenir des documents clairs, directement comprehensifs par taus et presentes suivant un format
type de fac;:on a couvrir taus les aspects relatifs a la conception, au fonctionnement, et a la securite.
En elles-memes les normes internationales contiennent done tout
ce qui parait necessaire pour assurer un niveau suffisant de
performances et de qualite des methodes et des appareillages.
Par exemple, les normes techniques de radioprotection etablies
par la CEI traitent generalement des points suivants:
- domaines d' application et d 'utilisation specifiques
de l'appareillage decrit dans la norme,
- terminologie adoptee pour la norme,
- caracteristiques conceptuelles et fonctionnelles,
- caracteristiques electriques et mecaniques,
- caracteristiques de securite et d'environnement,
- conditions normales d'utilisation et performances des
mesures pour les rayonnements de reference,
- reponse de l'appareil aux grandeurs d'influence physiques ( effet des variations de temperature, pression, humidite, champs electriques et magnetiques, chocs etc ..• ) et radiologiques (effets dus a la nature et a
l'energie des rayonDements parasites ..• ),
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- description des methodes d'essai pour verifier les
performances de mesure, et prescriptions minimales pour le respect de la norme.
- documentation technique liee a chaque appareil.
La normalisation aujourd'hui et demain

Aujourd'hui plus de 80 pays sont membres des organisations internationales de normalisation et plus de 20 pays participent
plus ou moins activement a !'elaboration des normes de radioprotection. La plupart des pays engages dans le developpement
de l'energie nucleaire, la recherche et !'utilisation industrielle et medicale des rayonnements, ou de la radioactivite,
s'appuient dans de nombreuses occasions sur les normes de l'ISO
et de la CEI. Ainsi plusieurs pays se servent des specifications techniques des normes comme prescriptions de base pour
leurs documents commerciaux tels que les appels d'offres.
En France les normes de la CEI sont utilisees comme documents
de reference pour les essais de qualification et d'homologation
des appareillages de radioprotection mis en oeuvre dans les
installations du Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique.
Meme si la plupart des pays ne tirent, qu'a posteriori, largement profit des documents techniques, que sont les normes une
fois publiees, il faut par surcroit faire ressortir le role des
reunions internationales des comites, sous comites et des
groupes de travail. Celles-ci sont aussi !'occasion d'echanges
directs d' informations scienti f iques et techniques. En eff et
les discussions qui se deroulent au cours de !'elaboration des
normes contribuent certainement et activement aux transferts de
technologie, ce que l'on peut considerer, a juste titre, comme
un moyen international d'accroitre la securite mondiale.
Pour l 'avenir les organisations internationales de normalisation ISO et CEI ont fait part de leurs preoccupations majeures
qui sont:
- d'une part !'estimation et la planification des
besoins pour les travaux futurs de la normalisation internationale. Ceci en vue d'apporter une aide efficace au developpement
industriel dans des secteurs cles comme la production energetique et la protection de l'environnement. A cet effet l'ISO et
la CEI preconisent une acceleration des travaux et insistent
sur la production en temps voulu de documents normatifs courts
mais precis, susceptibles le cas echeant d'etre mis en revision
peu apres leur publication.
- d'autre part le developpement d'une strategie a
long terme permettant d'associer plus etroitement les capacites
et les competences de ceux qui oeuvrent pour la normalisation
internationale, et ce, en vue de repondre aux defis techniques
et economiques de demain. C'est ainsi que les deux grands organismes ISO et CEI ont deja definis leurs objectifs en creant
des moyens permanents de concertation et en adoptant des procedures de travail communes et harmonisees. En outre des accords
de cooperation technique ont ete conclus avec les organismes
europeens de normalisation. Tout ceci pour la mise en oeuvre de
la devise:
" Faites-le une fois, faites-le bien, faites-le sur le plan
international !"
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THE ROLE OF THE IAEA ON THE CONTROL AND SAFE USE OF RADIATION
SOURCES

J.U. Ahmed
Division of Nuclear Safety
International Atomic Energy Agency
Vienna
Abstract: Radiation sources are widely used all over the world
with an increasing trend. Although safety records are claimed to
be high, bad accidents with radiation sources have happened,
resulting in injury or death to persons. Organized systems of
safety and radiation protection for radiation sources are
strikingly deficient both at national and international levels.
The IAEA, in response to the demand from many Member States, has
initiated a programme since 1988 on the control and safe use of
radiation sources with the aim to develop and disseminate
internationally harmonized regulatory and technical guidance for
the control and safe use of radiation sources.
1.

Introduction

Public concern about the safety and regulatory control of
radiation sources has grown over the past few years particularly
following some bad accidents that happened with both industrial
and medical radiation sources. The most notable one is that of
Goiania in Brazil in 1986 where an accident with medical
irradiation source caused death of a number of innocent public
including children (1). In Mexico, in 1983, a medical cobalt
teletherapy source was declared as a scrap and was sold to a
steel manufacturing company which melted this source together
with tons of steel and manufactured furniture parts which were
exported to the United States of America. There were no
casualties in that accident but the logistical consequence was
enormous (2).
Over the past 15 years there has been a number of accidents
with industrial irradiation sources, for example, in Italy in
1975 (3). Norway 1982 (4), El Salvador in 1989 (5), and Israel
in 1990 (6). High radiation exposures resulting from these
industrial accidents caused severe radiation injuries which led
to death of four operators and amputation of limbs of the fifth
one. The question arises as to who were at fault, the designers,
manufacturers,
regulators or operators?
Another question
naturally arises as to what measures were missing which could
have prevented such accidents?
2.

Estimation about radiation sources

Some estimation made by the IAEA about radiation sources
reveals large number in use throughout the world (Table). Also,
estimates have been made of the magnitude of annual number of
shipments of radioactive sources in 20 countries. These shipments
cover all kinds of sources. The data are considered incomplete
and inaccurate but it is believed that the actual number of
shipments could be well over 10 million per year.
TABLE. SOME DATA ON RADIATION SOURCES
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TABLE. SOME DATA ON RADIATION SOURCES

SOURCE
Teletherapy
sources

NUMBER

WHEREABOUTS

SOURCE-STRENGTHS
AVERAGE

2600

worldwide

Co-60
cs-137

30000
100000

USA
worldwide

20 MBq - 4 GBq

Radiography
units

3500
25000

USA
worldwide

Ir-192
Co-60

Commercial
product
irradiators

150

worldwide

40000 TBq
Co-60
Cs-137 400000 TBq

90000
500000

USA
worldwide

Brachytherapy
sources

Industrial
gauges
3.

--

220 TBq
40 TBq

4-11 TBq
1.5 TBq

--

Nature of the Problem

The IAEA operates through the national atomic energy
organization in its Member States. However, radiation sources
used in a country are not all procured through this organization.
In most cases radiation sources used in industry, medicine,
agriculture,
and
education
are
procured
through
the
administrative channels of the relevant authorities. In other
cases the user imports them directly from the supplier or the
manufacturer (2). There are also cases where foreign companies
opereate industrial irradiation sources which are brought
directly without channeling through the concerned national
authorities (7). In many developing countries the national atomic
energy organization, may not have any knowledge of all radiation
sources or their locations of use. This is mainly because there
are no established radiation protection infrastructures. The IAEA
Radiation Protection Advisory Team missions revealed that 38
developing Member States have no radiation protection law in
force and 50 Member States have inadequate radiation protection
standards and/or infrastructures.
4.
4.1.

IAEA programme
Activities prior to 1988

By recognizing the radiation safety problems, the Agency
in 1988 initiated a new rogramme on the control and safe use of
radiation sources. This should not, however, imply that before
1988 the IAEA did not have any programme on the standards of
safety and protection. The Agency since 1957 initiated a
programme on radiation protection with the objective to ensure
safe operation of radiation sources, nuclear installations and
the protection of man and his environment from the harmful
effects of radiation and radioactive releases. The major
functions are the development of safety standards, safety guides,
recommendations on practical procedures and also some operational
service.
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The IAEA Basic Safety Standards for Radiation Protection,
issued in 1967 was revised jointly with WHO, ILO, and OECD/NEA
in 1982 (Safety Series No.9). Following 1990 recommendations of
the ICRP the IAEA initiated the revision of the Basic Safety
Standards for Radiation Protection jointly with WHO, ILO, FAO,
OECD/NEA and Pan American Health Organization, with a plan to
publish it in 1993. Prior to 1988 the IAEA initated two safety
series documents related to the control of radiation sources:
Safety Series No.lOl on Operational Radiation Protection and
Safety Series No.102 on the Recommendations for the Safe Use and
Regulation of Radiation Sources in Industry, Medicine, Research
and Agriculture, both published in 1990.
4.2.

The programme initiated in 1988

There are three projects under this subprogramme namely,
control and safe use of radiation sources, information on
irradiation sources and application of the probabilistic safety
criteria. The first task was the revision of the already existing
Safety Series No.1 on Safe Handling of Radionuclides, by
combining Safety Series No.20 on Safe Handling of Radioisotopes
in Hydrology, Safety Series No.23 on Radiation Protection
Standards for Radioluminized Time Pieces, and Safety Series No.40
on Safe Use of Radioactive Tracers in Industrial Processes. This
combined document, now ready for publication, will serve as a
parent document in the whole series of guides issued in the area
of the control of radiation sources. One task initiated in 1989
is on regulatory guidance to assist and advise Member States on
how to prepare the regulatory infrastructure and regulatory
provisions for the control of radiation sources and a document
will be published in the near future.
Radiation protection in hospitals is one important subject
which was dealt with jointly by IAEA, WHO and ILO since many
years. Five documents on this subject area were published jointly
in 1970s. This time the Agency has taken the initiative to revise
these documents jointly with ILO, WHO, FAO, OECD/NEA, and PAHO
with a plan to publich the revised documents in 1993. Radiation
safety aspects of specific uses of industrial and medical
radiation sources is an important component of the activity under
this programme. Six documents have been already prepared which
are under publication and these are: Practical Radiation Safety
Manuals on (1) Shielded Enclosures, (2) Gamma Radiography, (3)
Nuclear Gauges, (4) High Energy Teletherapy, (5) Brachytherapy
and (6) Therapeutic Uses of I-131.
Development of complementary resource materials for various
technical documents, radiation protection principles for the
handling and disposal of radiation sources no longer in use,
development of guidance material for information of the public
and standardization of international marketing system for sealed
sources are the other on-going activities. Other activities are
publication of a bulletin or news letter on the safe use of
radiation sources, development of database on radiation sources
and devices specifications, database on radiation accidents and
publication of reports,
exchange of practical regulatory
information applicable to the control of radiation sources, coordinated research programme on the safety problems associated
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with the design and CRP on radiation doses in diagnostic
radiology and methods of reduction are two important activities.
Regional training courses have been organized in order to
provide the Member States with the up to date knowledge on
various regulatory and technical measures for the control of
radiation sources. The organization of such training courses will
remain as a continuing activity.
The project on the probabilistic safety assessment techniques
to improve the safety of radiation sources has two components,
one os identification of data requirements for PSA and means for
data collection, and the other on the preparation of a manual on
use of PSA in radiation source safety.
During 1993-1994 an activity will be initiated to develop an
international register for radiation sources with significantly
high activities, other than unsealed sources; simultaneously,
competent authorities will be urged to develop national register
for radiation sources, including data base on radiation source
specification. Emphasis will be given to strengthen means of
providing information to Member States on radiation accidents and
lessons learned from such accidents. To assist Member States in
providing high standards of trading to workers, and regulatory
and management staff, the Agency will develop appropriate
training manuals and complementary resource material for such
national and international training courses. Also, the Agency is
going to place emphasis on the implementation of Radiation
Protection Advisory Team recommendations to ensure establishment
of regulatory infrastructure in those Member States where such
infrastructures are non-existent at present.
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UIR

ORGANISATION ET PROGRAMME

MYTTENAERE C.
PRESIDENT
U.I.R. Secretariat: Rue Cardinal Cardijn, 5 B-4680 Oupeye (Belgium)

IUR : ORGANIZATION AND PROGRAMME
I.U.R. is an International Association which aims to promote radioecology
by exchange of scientific information, cooperation and the support of young
scientists. The organizational chart involves a Board of Council which
coordinates the various regional branchs headed by a Bureau. Besides this
vertical structure, it exists an horizontal one constituted by a series of
Working Groups headed by a leader. The I.U.R. also cooperates to international
programmes such as, i.e., VAMP (IAEA) and SCOPE-RADPATH.

L'Union Internationale de Radioecologie est une organisation nongouvernementale qui a pour but majeur de promouvoir la radioecologie par le
truchement d' une meilleure connaissance du transfert et des effets des
radionucleides disperses dans l'environnement.

Europe 58%
---~

Other Countries 4%

L'UIR, association internationale
de droit belge, a ete fondee en 1978.
Elle ne comptait a cette epoque qu•une
petite dizaine de membres; a 1 'heure
actuelle 1 'UIR en compte 375 appartenant
a 37 nationalites.

Noith America 7%

Asia 8%

USSR 23%

President
Vice-Presidents
Secretary-General
Treasurer
Officers

c. Myttenaere
A.A. Cigna
G.G. Polikarpov
R. Kirchmann
J. Van den Hoek
Cl.Bunnenberg
A. Grauby
B. Howard
N. Pattenden
Yu-Zao Qi
D. Reichle
W. Schell
U. Tveten

(Belgium)
(Italy)
(USSR)
(Belgium)
(Netherlands)
(Germany)
(France)
(UK)
(UK)
(China)
(USA)
(USA)
(Norway)

Past Presidents:
1978-1982
1982-1986
1986-1990

P. Bovard, Honorary
S.I. Auerbach
A. Aarkrog

(France)
(USA)
(Denmark)
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L'UIR est geree par un
Conseil
d'Administration
comprenant 8 membres en plus
du President, des deux VicePresidents, du Secretaire
General et du Tresorier. Ces
membres sont elus pour 4 ans
en Assemblee Generale.

La croissance rap ide de l' UIR a necessite
une decentralisation des responsabilites.
Celle-ci s'est effectuee grace ala creation
de Branches Nationales et Multinationales.

400

Les activites scientifiques de l'UIR sont
soit gerees par des "Comites de Gestion", soit
confiees aux divers groupes de travail. Les
Comites de Gestion sont responsables des
activites d'interet general (Ecole d'Ete,
Publications, ... ).
Les six "groupes de travail" ont, par
contre, la charge de faire le point en matiere
de radioecologie dans les differentes matieres qui sont reprises a la figure cidessous.
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IUR
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'Working
Groups
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Committees

Europe

Soil-Ph.mt

Summer School

USSR

Phmt-Animal

Publications

North
America

Continental
'Waters

Cooperation
with Soviets

China

MARE CO

SCOPE-RADPATH

Japan

Environmenta I
Modelling

FundingSponsoring

Other
Countries

Radiological
Assessment
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En plus de ces differentes preoccupations l'UIR aide financierement les
jeunes chercheurs, leur permettant ainsi de travailler dans d'autres
laboratoires et de participer aux discussions et reunions internationales.
Cette aide aux jeunes chercheurs devrait assurer une releve qui s 'avere urgente
et necessaire.
En conclusion, il faut esperer que, malgre un certain desinteret pour le
nucleaire, l'etude des consequences des diverses applications du nucleaire sur
l'environnement ne tombera pas dans l'oubli. L'UIR s'y emploie et souhaite que
ces activites puissent se developper grace a un "sponsoring" plus important.
En fin d'expose je voudrais, au nom de l'UIR, remercier les Communautes Europeennes qui ont compris 1' importance de ces problemes et qui nous ont assures
de leur soutien scientifique et financier.
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OPTIMISATION OF RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION IN COMPLEX SITUATIONS
F Phillips, R W Allott and H L Wilkinson
SRD, AEA Technology,
Wigshaw Lane, Culcheth, Warrington, WA3 4NE, UK
ABSTRACT

Optimisation in radiological protection is a complex process involving trading-off conflicting
objectives.
A seven-stage decision-process is outlined which helps the practical
implementation of optimisation.
INTRODUCTION

In radiological protection, where doses are below Regulatory Limits, decisions about the
level of protection are driven by the requirement to keep doses as low as reasonably
achievable (ALARA). Judgements about whether this requirement is met have been largely
concerned with comparing only the cost of increased protection and the averted health
detriment, traditionally using cost-benefit analysis (CBA). However, in practice, decisions
to implement further protection to reduce exposure are often made for other reasons not
included in the formal analysis, but which nevertheless dominate the decision. More
recently, for example in ICRP 55 (Ref. 1), attention has been focused on other decisionaiding techniques, such as multi-attribute utility analysis (MAUA) and multi-outranking
criteria analysis (MCOA), which can take account of more facets of the decision directly
in the analytical process. This paper outlines a general decision process (similar to that in
ICRP 55 (Ref. 1 )) to aid the practical implementation of ALARA. Neither the decisionprocess nor the analytical techniques are algorithms or machines for making decisions. No
process or technique can capture all the facets of a decision and the ultimate responsibility
for making the decision is always with the decision-maker. The decision-process does,
however, help the decision-maker understand the problem more fully, discover which
facets of the problem determine the preferred option, and helps communicate to others
why, and under what circumstances, a particular course of action is preferred.
THE DECISION-PROCESS

A seven-stage decision-process is outlined below.
Reference 2.

It is described in further detail in

Define the Problem
Having recognised that a problem exists, the first step is to precisely define the problem.
This step is important and should not be underestimated since it defines what the decision
is, and conversely is not, meant to address. A simple example of a problem definition is:
Annual individual doses to some workers on 'plant X' are higher than 15 mSv.
Define the Aim of the Decision
This step is closely linked to the definition of the problem and focuses the decision by
defining the boundary of the problem and which aspects of it are (and are not) relevant to
the decision process. This is important to avoid wasting resources on generating irrelevant
options and performing unnecessary analysis, and provides a formal record for future use
or further study. At this point it may be necessary or helpful to incorporate any constraints
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which the chosen option must satisfy. For the problem defined above the aim may be: By
the use of engineered means, reduce the maximum annual individual dose to workers on
'plant X' below 10 mSv. The requirement to use engineered means represents a constraint
that, for example, operational measures such as dose sharing are not acceptable.
Objective hierarchies (Refs 3 & 4) may be used to help define the aim of the decision.
Using these, the decision-maker provides an overall global objective under which a
hierarchy of sub-objectives is defined. Iteration of this hierarchy provides an elegant
means of closely defining the aim of the decision through tr9 use of decision objectives.
Identify Options
At this stage options must be identified which, if implemented, would achieve the desired
result. The identification of options is best undertaken in a two stage process that allows
less obvious solutions to emerge. First, as many options as possible should be postulated;
then in the second stage, those options that are clearly unacceptable or impractical are
eliminated. To avoid wasting resources it is important to reduce the number of options to
a minimum whilst at the same time making sure that options are not eliminated
unnecessarily. Some initial formal analysis, such as cost-effectiveness analysis (Refs 1 &
2). may help. The effort associated with any analysis must be commensurate with its
likely effectiveness and with the scale of the problem.
If a decision involves choosing between options which have a range of possible outcomes
(e.g. probabilistic or potential events). then it is often helpful to illustrate the problem in
terms of an event type decision tree (Refs 2, 4 & 5). These set out the options facing a
decision-maker and map the consequences of choosing a particular option. The act of
constructing the tree can in itself clarify the nature of the problem and may lead directly
to a decision. However, in complex situations this is unlikely.
Identify Relevant Attributes
Attributes (or factors) are important characteristics of the problem. The process of
identifying attributes could mimic the two stage procedure for identifying options described
above: firstly, all attributes of conceivable importance to the decision are identified; then,
secondly, only those attributes which discriminate between options are carried forward.
For example, cost is always likely to be an important attribute but if the range of costs is
such that it does not discriminate between options then it has no bearing on the decision
and should not be included in the decision process. Techniques of particular use in this
identification process include brainstorming and the construction of objective hierarchies
(Refs 2- 6).
The refinement and structuring of relevant attributes may be achieved by the use of multiattribute decision trees. This type of tree, developed at SRD, explicitly reflects an
attribute's relative importance to the decision-maker (Ref. 4). Whereas the problem
structuring techniques described above present all the relevant information, multi-attribute
decision trees also encapsulate the way in which the information is brought together to
model the problem by representing the relative values of the attributes and the trade-offs
which must be made to reach a decision, directly in the structure of the tree.
Characterise Options in Terms of Identified Attributes
Once options and attributes have been identified, each option must be characterised in
terms of the relevant attributes. The particular manner in which this is done depends on
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the specific analytical technique employed, but in general involves quantifying the value
of attributes for each option and the relative importance of each attribute to the overall
decision. For example, in CBA the attribute 'collective dose' will be quantified in terms of
manSv and converted to an equivalent monetary value (Refs 1 & 2). While in other
analytical decision aiding techniques, such as MAUA, a weighting factor would be defined
to express the relative value of collective dose compared to cost (Ref. 1, 2 & 7). If
potential events are integral to the decision problem then quantification of probabilities will
also be required (Ref. 2).
It is not always possible or desirable to include all relevant attributes in the formal analysis.
Two lists of attributes should be drawn-up: the first consisting of those to be included in
the formal decision analysis technique; and the second listing those not included but which
must nevertheless be taken into account once the analytical solution is known. This will
ensure that all the relevant attributes contribute to the final decision. At this stage it may
be necessary to re-formulate the multi-attribute decision tree to reflect the attributes which
are to be considered in the formal analysis.
Analytical Decision
There are many analytical techniques available to aid decision-making, ranging from simple
inspection of the available options to mathematically complex methods which combine all
the facets of a problem into a single measure of its overall worth. Historically, CBA has
been used almost exclusively for decisions in radiation protection. More recently, other
techniques such as MAUA and MCOA, which can take more explicit account of the diverse
nature of problems have been suggested (Ref. 1 ). Descriptions of these techniques can
be found in standard texts (e.g. Ref. 1 ). While their application to potential exposures is
under development (Ref. 2).
The application of a decision-aiding technique often brings new insights into the problem
and its essential characteristics. Iteration of the whole decision process may then be
desirable to refine work done at previous stages. The process of iteration recognises that
it is naive to expect that all possible options will be identified and characterised in terms
of all attributes at the outset. Even if this were possible, the data needed and the analysis
undertaken would make it an enormous task. In general, decisions are made incrementally.
Iteration should continue until the decision-maker is happy that he understands the problem
and has characterised it well enough to make a decision.
The application of the analytical techniques generally requires a number of value
judgements to be made. The results depend on both these judgements and the quality of
the data which go into the analysis. For these reasons, a sensitivity study should be
performed to determine how robust the analytical solution is to changes in the values
assigned to attributes, uncertainty associated with their value, and changes in their relative
importance. This often reveals that only a few of the attributes have a significant effect
on the decision and that it is the relative importance attached to these that determines
which option is preferred.
The Decision
Once the analytical solution is known, the final decision can then be made. This process
cannot be completely separated from the previous stages since the way in which options
are characterised in terms of the identified attributes, and the analytical solution, depends
on the details of the particular analytical technique employed. The criteria defining the
'best' option are implicit in the mechanisms of the technique and the underlying philosophy
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on which it is based. For example, in the case of CBA the 'best' alternative is that which
maximises the net present monetary value since this is regarded as the measure of an
options worth. If all relevant attributes were included in the formal analysis and the
chosen technique models the decision-makers preferences fully, then the final decision will
correspond to the analytical solution. However, this is unlikely, and at this stage those
attributes not included in the formal analysis must be taken into account and the decision
modified accordingly.
CONCLUSION

Optimisation in radiological protection is a complex process involving trading-off conflicting
objectives. This paper has outlined a general decision-process and a number of decisionaiding techniques which can help the practical implementation of ALARA. The key to the
whole process is to start with a simple model and iteratively refine it, simplifying where
possible, and only if necessary developing a more detailed characterisation of the problem.
Neither the decision-process nor the analytical techniques are algorithms or machines for
making decisions. No process or technique can capture all the facets of a decision and the
ultimate responsibility for making the decision is always with the decision-maker. The
decision-process does, however, help the decision-maker understand his problem more
fully, discover which facets of the problem determine the preferred option, and helps
communicate to others why, and under what circumstances, a particular course of action
is preferred.
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cons.i1ts
in
selectinq
thP
p~otect1on
lE?vPl t ao:.socJated w.tt.h 8ctton a,, 1r1 such a way that:
n

E ( l.Jt)

( 1)

= }: Uq P 1 = rna x
Ft

unde~

P

the

[

constraints:

Yr = fr(Xt,Xz, ••• ,Xk) :5 br
yr = fr(Xt,Xz, ••• ,Xk) S 8 r ]

r

>Dr

=

1.
r

;z, .•. ,q
= q+l, •••• R

u,J

whe.>~e

(2J
(:_q

Y=f(x) denotes functional dependence, whJ le
repn?sP.nts
the u t i l i t y of option i , if state
occurs r1,21, and
.1t.
depends
upon design va~iables
(X)
th~ouqh
U=f(X).
Amonq
these
destqn
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variables, collective doseS and costs C should
be
i.nclLtded,
well as individual dose (HI limitations should be
established.

as

When probabilistic constraints occur, as in expressions
3),
only a probability
value
of
attainlnq
a
qoal,
(Uri,
may
be
adopted. I f such a goal cons1sts in complyinq with the
Jndividual
dose
limitation,
these
Limits
should
be
expressed
Jn
a
probabilistic form fll.

PRINCTPI E OF MAXIMUM ENTROPY

0~

THE INFOHMATION

The probab.i.lity distr·ibtttton ut e~ny variable may be> est 1 md t<•c1
trom informdtion q1ven by experts [3], by applytnq
the
1-'rJnctple
of Max1mum Entr-c1py (PM!-'). t=itvf->n the <;:.tates of nature, s., belonqtnq
tunrt1on
to an interv<'ll R, anti betnq ftsl a
pr·otJ"lbili.ty
density
associated t_o R, a med'·.ttre of t.h(o' uncertatnty IS prov1ded
by
thP
entropy of the 1nformation, HlfJ. The PME tndicates that,
1 r•
on·~
case
of
deci sion-·-mak 1nq
undt?lc1enf.a. 1 tv
ris~.
the
probability
tunction
which maximizes entropy [4], should bo applied.

subiect

to

Jf(

<:1<:=,

s)

t (

"'

s)

::.

•)

R

and

.:~ny

~IVPn

constraint

Js

f(s)

d~

=

bv

ttw available tnformation,

J

merl:

(s-medl

2

ds

~

R
R
2
whe?re. med and o
r-epre~.. ent values asseo::;,sed bY 8>-~pprt~; .. ~ .. s a 1 i_11C\l
n?mark, tllP PME detinE.'S ""'unique pr-l>bability d1strtbut1nn,
wt11Cil
ts
the
most
dtspPrSP
onr,•,
compatible
wtth
thP
avatliJhlt>
1nformat1on.
fhe
abo-..•e
ment1oned
conc£~pt
)ustJ f lPS
th·~
conservatism of the rP.~'.ults. <•tltaJnpd frnm 1ts <>DJlJicidton.

f"ll1N.T E CARLO

1"1~.

THOD

This is a numertcal tPchnlque, whtch allow~ the assessment ot
the probability distr1but1on for a q1ven non-linear
f Ll r l C t 1 ll r1 ~
s1•nule1tinq r·a11dom var.iablps. For e.~ch nne oi them, ro c,pt c•f valuE'";
1s qenerated,
w1th the same dtstrtbutJon correspondtnq to
surh
~
vari<'lhle. lhese vi'll\IPS are repl<:;r:erl 1n the matJ·,ematJc.al mndP.I lh011·
char-i:\cter-tzes the sy~~tf?rn, ciet1n1MQ lt~:) r--pspnnsP. The
d1~,tr thut 1,-Jil
of thp cJept'>ndant varidbJp r:11.
Wh.tch
l:OnCE>PtUiJlJy
rE'•prPser·d.'.o
._,
hypothetical samplinq ot thP '"y<;tem pet·furmance, rnav hE' •:otlliUflF'<L

NUMERICAL

EXAMPLE

As a demonstration, a s1mpl1fied version of the
npttrnt:-2t.t<JJ•
technique applu;od to t.he shteldi.nq thickness (t)
at
,_.
cnnL,-,1,-,.,r
used for· the transfer ot burnt fuel elements
at
E.tnbalse
Jlllf_·}p"r
pnwer plant
presentPd. Thts contau1er IS a cy!Indr tea!
vcc;<;~·l.
lead shiE>lded and steel iacketed. Both, lead and steel ttuckrH"•;c·,e·c.
must bE> the same ·for the le~ter-al surface,
the
basement
,Hod
the<
top. The cor-responding values 'for the calcttlation parameters are:
-Cost of unit of collective ciose
10 000 US$/man Sv
-Cost of unit mass of lead
10 US$/kq
-Annual individual dose limit = 20 mSv/a

1""

=

=
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The container will be used throughout 2570 operations during
28 years. On performing the operations, workers identified as A,
B, C, D and E will be exposed to radiation,
as described
below:
Workers A and B will carry out tasks 25A and 25B, in an alternate
chronogram. Workers C, D and E will deal with tasks 27, 28 y 30 in
the same way. As a consequence of this working scheme,
workers A
and B will receive equal doses, as workers C, D and E will do [6].
Each task is characterized by
the time required
for
its
fulfillment (T), and by the distance between the workers and
the
container (WCD). Both values were obtained from the designers. The
values were asked as a mean (MED), as a minimum
(MIN)
and as a
maximum value (MAX). These values are presented at Table 1.
TASK
25A
25B
27
28
30

T (min.)
MIN. MED. MAX.
c

WCD (m)
MIN. MED. MAX.
c

/.J

6.0 10.0 30.0 1.079 -0.246
6.0 10.0 30.0 1.079 -0.246
2.0 3.0 6.0 5.569 -0.898
2.0 5.0 7.0 0.062 0.246
0.7 1.0 3.0 33.97 -3.321

0.2
2.5
0.2
0.5
0.2

1.0
3.0
1.0
1.0
0.5

5.0
3.5
1.5
1.3
0.6

/.J

1. 577 -1.230
1.0
1.0
0.278 1.001
0.196 1.950
0.042 8.984

Table 1. Estimated time and distance for each
determined by the Principle of Maximun Entropy.

task,

and

Equivalent doses (DC) for different distances and shielding
thicknesses were calculated by using MERCURE-4 software [7,8].
Based upon experts opinion, it was estimated that the actual doses
should be normally distributed with a mean value of 0.8 DC and a
variance of 0.2 DC
The mean values in Table 1 and the estimated doses (DC)
were
used in order to obtain the solution by applying the cost-benefit
technique. The corresponding results are presented in Table 2.
t
(em Pb)
7
8
9
10
11

c
(US$)
38230
44590
51190
58040
65130

s

U=C+aS
(US$)

(Sv)

77537
65296
62693*
64233
68536

3.9307
2.0706
1.1503
0.6193
0.3406

H(AB)
(mSv/year)
37.24
19.57
10.81
5.86
3.23

HCCDE)
(mSv/year)
21.54
11.33
6.33
3.38
1.85

Table 2. Results obtained by applying cost-benefit technique.
In order to obtain the solution by the proposed methodology,
the principle of Maximum Entropy was applied to the available
data.
The corresponding distribution
for each variable
was
assessed by using expressions (4) and (5), and constraint (6) as:

ywAx.

s f(s) ds = MED

(7)

MIN.

Proper solutions were determined
[4]
by applying calculus of
variations, resulting in f(s)=cei.Js, while constants c and /.J were
calculated by using constraints (5) and (7), and are presented in
Table 1. The analytical solution was obtained by applying
the
Monte Carlo technique, which allowed
the determination of
the
distribution of individual and collective doses (Table 3).
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t
(em Pb)
7
8
9
10
11

c
(US$)
38230
44590
51190
58040
65130

E(U)
(US$)
81525
67456
63929
64712
68853

E[H(AB)]
(mSv/y)
46.27
24.42
13.58
7.11
3.99

E[H(CDE)]
(mSv/y)

P(l)

30.49
16.11
9.02
4.75
2.62

0.2552
0.5082
0.7918
0.9695
0.9968

P(2)
0.1439
0.7892
0.9943
1.0
1.0

Table 3. Results obtained by applying decision-making under risk.
P(1) denotes P[H(A8)~20mSv/y]; while P(2)~P[H(CDEl~20mSv/y].
According
to the cost-benefit technique,
the
optimized
thickness should be 9 em lead, with a maximum individual dose of
11 mSv/a. The corresponding results for the proposed methodology
should be an equal thickness, but a probability P(1) of only 79 'l.
for individual limitation compliance should be accepted.
Cost-benefit techniques require a sensitivity analysis in
order to evaluate the stability of its solutions.
This analysis
presents some problems, such as the lack of a
proper methodology
of input data selection or that,
under certain circumstances,
different results are obtained when changing the input data.
On the contrary,
the proposed methodology emphasizes the
probabilistic features found in most cases in optimization of
protection, dealing with the available information accordingly
with decision analysis axioms.
CONCLUSIONS
The proposed methodology has demonstrated to be a useful tool
for decision-making applied
to the optimization of radiation
protection under uncertainties. These techniques are adequate in
dealing
with
any
kind
of
random
variable,
delivering
non-contradictory results, with a high degree of coherency with
the analyzed situation.
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PRATIQUE DE L'OPTIMISATION DE LA RADIOPROTECTION
SUR LE CENTRE DE RETRAITEMENT DES COMBUSTIBLES IRRADIES
DE LA HAGUE DEPUIS 1976

J. BETIS, Chef du Service Prevention et Radioprotection de
l'Etablissement COGEMA LA HAGUE
OPTIMIZATION OF RADIATION PROTECTION
AT FUEL REPROCESSING PLANT
COGEMA LA HAGUE SINCE 1976
This paper presents the organisation of radiation protection
service.The means and methods in connection with the technical measures
applied into the facilities have permitted, since 1976, to divide the
average annual dose per worker by ten and the activity of liquid
radioactive waste by three. In the same time the amount of reprocessed
spent fuel was multiplied by six. These figures result from the
application of a global optimization approach.

INTRODUCTION
Une usine de retraitement est une usine chimique complexe
comprenant de nombreux ateliers a risques potentiels tres divers en
relation avec 1 'activite, la nature et la forme physico-chimique des
substances radioactives manipulees dans ces ateliers.
Une autre caracteristique est, depuis sa mise en service en 1966,
1 'evolution qualitative (nature) et quantitative (taux de combustion,
tonnage annuel) des combustibles retraites. L'augmentation des risques,
associee a cette evolution, a necessite une adaptation des installations
et une mise en oeuvre de moyens importants pour aboutir a une
amelioration constante de la radioprotection des personnes.
Le but de cet expose est de montrer comment COGEMA conc;:oit
exerce la radioprotection a La Hague, pour limiter 1 'exposition
personnel, conformement au principe ALARA.

et
du

ORGANISATION DE LA RADIOPROTECTION
Pour assumer sa responsabilite en matiere de radioprotection, le
Directeur de 1 'Etablissement est assiste d' un service de protection
centre les rayonnements (sigle SPR) place sous sa responsabilite, qui
represente 10 % des effectifs (304 personnes), et dont les principales
missions sont :.
- assistance-conseil en matiere de prevention aupres du Directeur
et des chefs d'installations, responsables entierement des installations
dont ils ont la charge, y compris de la securite radiologique et non
radiologique.
- controle et surveillance des nuisances radiologiques au niveau
des installations (locaux et personnel) et de l'environnement dans
toutes les configurations de ces installations (exploitation,
maintenance, interventions d'urgence).
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PREVENTION DES RISQUES RADIOLOGIQUES
Cette mission du
l'usine :

SPR s 'exerce

a

tous

les

stades

de

la

vie

de

avant la mise en service par:
1 'aide au concepteur
analyse du risque radiologique, des
methodes d'intervention en maintenance, depannage, des flux d'effluents
et dechets, de !'organisation des poJtes de travail
- les essais et verification des mesures de
installations avant demarrage en actif

radioprotection des

- la traduction operationnelle de la reglementation en matiere de
radioprotection
- la formation du personnel au travail en milieu ionisant
au cours du fonctionnement
- le role preventif consiste a deceler et a signaler le plus tot
possible toute derive ou anomalie de "!'ambiance radiologique" des
installations mise en evidence lors des nombreux controles continus ou
periodiques portant sur les travailleurs, les locaux, les materiels, les
dechets, les effluents, etc ...
- tout travail presentant un risque radiologique doit etre prepare
et autorise par un document appele dossier d' intervention en milieu
radioactif (DIMR) .
Ce dossier comporte la description de 1' intervention par
1 'exploit ant, 1 'analyse du risque radiologique, une estimation du bilan
dosimetrique et les conditions optimisees dans lesquelles doivent
s'effectuer cette intervention, definies par le SPR.
Ensuite pendant 1' intervention, s 'exerce un sui vi permettant de
s'assurer que les conditions radiologiques du chantier restent dans les
limites prevues par le DIMR et que le bilan dosimetrique est conforme
aux previsions (utilisation d' une dosimetrie operationnelle automatisee
par stylo-dosimetres).
SURVEILLANCE DES RISQUES RADIOLOGIQUES
La politique menee en matiere de prevention ne peut etre jugee et
amelioree que par un suivi adapte des nuisances radiologiques :
- surveillance collective de l'etat radiologique des locaux
- surveillance, controle et bilans de tous les rejets d'effluents
completee par une mesure de !'impact de ces nuisances sur le personnel
et la population
- suivi de la dosimetrie du personnel
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- surveillance de l'environnement.
Pour assurer tous ces suivis et surveillance, deux types de moyens
sent toujours utilises :
- des moyens de surveillance en temps reel qui assurent une
fonction d' alarme permettant de detecter des evolutions rapides et
import antes des parametres surveilles et d' enclencher rapidement les
mesures correctives qui s'imposent.
- des moyens de controles avec mesures en temps differ€: qui
assurent une fonction de suivi fin, de detection d'evolution lente et de
bilans precis des parametres surveilles.
RESULTATS ET CONCLUSIONS
L' application des principes et la mise en oeuvre des moyens qui
viennent d'etre exposes a permis a COGEMA de maitriser et de reduire au
fil des annees :
- !'exposition du personnel (cf figures 1 et 2)
- les rejets d'effluents (cf figure 3)
tout en augmentant sa production.
Figure 1

RESULT ATS DOSIMETRIE
Dose moyenne annuelle par agent
(Personnel categories A et B)

7
6

5

~

~
>
en

Ei

4

3
2

1990
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Figure 2

RESULT ATS DOSIMETRIE

Doses annuelles ramenees a Ia production
9
8
7

19761977
19781979
19801981
1982 1983
1984 1985

1990

Figure 3

REJETS LIQUIDES : BET A GAMMA
AUTORISATION ANNUELLE DE REJET: 1700TBq soit= 45000 Ci
GBq

1,20E+6
1,00E+6

70%

60%
50%
40%

30%

20%
10%
0% .........1,-..J.....~......

% Autorisation

totale
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OPTIKISATIOB DB LA RADIOPROTBCTIOB DABS
L 1 0PBRATIOB DB CBABGBXBRT DB BROCBBS
DB TUBBS GUIDB DB GRAPPBS D1 UBB
CBJ!1TRALB A BAU PRBSSUJUSBB

-:-:-:-:-:-:A1ain BLAIR (D8parteaent Radioprotection)
Bernard BRBGBOB (D8parteaent Radioprotection)
Patrice SAUKOB (D8parteaent Btudes et D8ve1oppeaents)
FBAKATOKB, 10 Rue Ju1iette Recaaier, 69006 - LYOB
RADIOPROTBCTIOB OPTIKISATIOB DUJUBG RCCa GUIDB TUBBS PIBS
RBPLACBIIBIJT IB A PRBSSUJUZBD WATER REACTOR
Initialy due to incidental occurences (Japan in 1978, France in
1982), pins replacement became a systematic and repetitive
operation. Between 1983 and 1991, more than 4000 pins has been
replaced in France and abroad. The average dose per replaced pin
has been decreased with a ratio of approximately 8 ( from
1,25 mSv/pin in 1982 to 0,14 mSv/pin in 1991). It is due, in a
first step, to equipment modification and improvement and, in a
second step, to highly skilled personnel, experience feed back
and environmental conditions.
I - IBTRODUCTIOB
Les problemas rencontres fin 1978 au Japon (fissures et ruptures)
sur les broches de MIHAMA 3 ont incite FRAMATOME a prendre des
mesures preventives de plusieurs types :
- Developpement d 1 un dispositif de controle non destructif par
ultra-sons.
- Etude d•une machine de changement de broches
- Recherches metallurgiques et mecaniques sur les broches ellesmemes.
Lorsqu•en 1982 sont survenus des incidents sur Gravelines 1,
Fessenheim 1 et Bugey 2, (incidents similaires a ceux rencontres
au Japon) il est apparu qu•ils avaient un caractere generique et
qu 1 ils necessitaient une action globale.
Dans un premier temps, il y a eu r 1placement pur et simple des
tubes guide par des tubes guide neufs et parallelement a cette
action a ete menee l•etude d•un dispositif de remplacement des
broches.
L•objet du present expose est de montrer comment a evolue
!•intervention depuis 1982 et quelles ont ete les consequences
dosimetriques de cette evolution.
Nous precisons que ceci ne concerne que le changement de broches
proprement dit et exclut les operations amont at aval, a savoir
les demontage, transfert et remontage des tubes guide sur site ou
en atelier.
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2

:t:r -

BVOLU'I':IOJI DES XOYBJIS JUS

BJI

OBUVRB

2.1. Reaplaceaent d•une broche : procedure qenerale
Le remplacement 4 1 une broche est realise
en respectant la chronologie suivante :
Phase 1 - Desolidarisation de la goupille et de
la rondelle d 1 arret par destruction de
la soudure.
Phase 2 - Desolidarisation de l 1 ecrou
et de la broche.
Phase 3 - Retrait de la broche
Phase 4 - Retrait de l•ecrou
Phase

5

Phase

6

- Nettoyage des lamages
- Mise en place ecrou

Phase 7

-

Phase

- soudage goupillejrondelle d

JIOTA :

8

. . . . . d'tllC lnd!c
lllll!!cV1119-kd!!JW

Mise en place et vissage de la broche
1

arret.

Les phases 1 et 2 sont maintenant realisees en meme
temps (etincelage de la soudure et du filetage de la
broche simultanement).

2.2. JI'Uisances radioloqiques
Les nuisances radiologiques sont dues

- a
-

l•activite massique des elements constituant la partie
basse du tube guide. Ella varia de 40 a 80 MBqfg (1 a
2 mCi/g) et induit un debit de dose a 5 em de 2 a 4 Gyfh.
a 1 1 activite surfacique de 2l 1 ensemble du tube guide qui
est de l•ordre de 1 MBq.cm- •

2.3. Evolution des aoyens ais en oeuvre
FESSENHEIM (02/83)
Le delai tres court pour la conception et la realisation des
stands chauds a fait que le stand est arrive a Fessenheim
alors qu 1 il n•en etait qu•au stade d 1 un prototype en cours de
mise au point. Apres des essais infructueux de remplacement
de broches ; il a ete decide de mettre en oeuvre le stand de
secours EDF appele communement 11 TOTEM11 •
Le TOTEM est constitue d•une cellule rotative en plomb sur
laquelle vient s•appuyer la hotte de manutention des tubes
guide.
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3

Toutes les operations de demontage et remontage des broches
s 1 effectuent en manuel au travers de portes situees en regard
des broches.
Tous ces travaux s • effectuent a 1 1 interieur d • une enceinte de
confinement ou les operateurs travaillent en tenue confinee
type MURUROA. L'operation de soudage de la barette d•arret
est neanmoins realisee sur le stand chaud.
STAND CHAUD
Le stand chaud est un confinement dans lequel sont installes
six postea de travail. Le tube guide y est introdui t et
tourne pour etre presente successi vement sur chacun des
postea. Les operateurs situes a l 1 exterieur du stand, sont
proteges de !•irradiation et de la contamination dues au tube
guide et peuvent visualiser chacune des operations.
BUGEY (04/83)
Afin de remplacer les broches de Bugay, un stand chaud est
installe dans un local sur le site. Le stand de secours
(TOTEM)
de Fessenheim est installe dans le Bitiment
combustible de BG 2. 21 tubes guide sont traites sur le TOTEM
et stand chaud pour la soudure.
En parallele a ces operations, le stand chaud est rendu
operationnel et 1 1 ensemble du reate des tubes guide sont
traites sur le stand et !•utilisation du TOTEM est abandonne.
TRICASTIN (04 a 11/83)
compte tenu des conditions difficiles d•environnement pour
1 1 exploitation du stand a Bugay, EDF installe dans un local
11 chaud 11 de la Centrale de Tricastin, un atelier broche equipe
de deux stands chauds simplifies pour le remplacement total
des broches et d 1 un stand de secours equipe d 1 un dispositif
de meulage et de clef a sangle, de principe identique au
TOTEM.
PIERRELATTE (12/83 a 12/87)
Afin de satisfaire les besoins industrials de remplacement
des broches du pare electronucleaire franQais que ne peut
satisfaire !•atelier de Tricastin, EDF confie a FRAMATOME
1• ingenierie de definition et de conception de 1 1 usine a
broches de Pierrelatte sur le site de la COGEMA.
cet atelier beneficia du retour d' experience de Bugay et
Tricastin, tant sur le plan technique que sur le plan
radioprotection.
Il est equipe de 4 stands chauds disposes en deux lignes de
production pour le remplacement des broches, d 1 un stand de
mesure d•entraxe des broches et d•un stand de remplacement
des coupelles d 1 arret de la liaison des parties inferieure et
superieure des tubes guide.
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BASE CHAUDE OPERATIONNELLE DE TRICASTIN
Afin d 1 effectuer la maintenance des outillages servant en
centrale nucleaire, EDF met en exploitation en 1988 la BCOT.
L' atelier de remplacement des broches de Pierrelatte est
transfer& a la BCOT.
STAND CHAUD EXPORT
Afin de satisfaire aux besoins specifiques d•exploitant
etrangers, FRAMATOME a mis au point une unite mobile (stand
chaud et son environnement) permettant de remplacer les
broches in situ sur n•importe quel site PWR.

:r:r:r -

BILMI

Plus de 4000 broches ont ate remplacees a ce jour dont 10 %
environ sur des sites etrangers (USA, Afrique du Sud, suede)
a 1 1 aide du stand chaud mobile.
Les resultats dosimetriques sont resumes dans le tableau
suivant :
S:ITBS

I'll

BG

Til

Pierre
-latta

BCOT

BXPOR'l'

Equivalent
dose aoyen
par broche

1,27

0,60

0,69

0,20

0,14

0,20

(a8V)

L'equivalent de dose moyen integra pour la totalite des
operations de changement de broches est de o, 33 msv par
broche.
L 1 evolution constatee s•explique par :
-

le retour d•experience
le changement de precede apres Fessenheim
!•amelioration des stands apres Tricastin
les conditions d•environnement optimisees
!•experience du personnel intervenant.

a

la BCOT.

En ce qui concerne les operations a !•export, l•unite mobile
a beneficia des dernieres ameliorations dues au retour
d 1 experience mais est tributaire des conditions radiologiques
particulieres de chaque site.
:IV - COJICLUS:IOJI
11 remplacement
Le produi t
de broche"
a
demontre ses
performances techniques, et parait, a ce jour, difficilement
ameliorable sur le plan de la radioprotection dans le cadre
du concept cout-efficacite.
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LA POLITIQUE D'OPTIMISATION DE LA RADIOPROTECTION
A ELECTRICITE DE FRANCE
Lucien BERTRON - Laurent STRICKER
EDF - Direction Production Transport - Paris
ELECTRICITE DE FRANCE POLICY FOR OPTIMISATION
OF OCCUPATIONAL RADIATION PROTECTION
ABSTRACT
The
ALARA
concept
is
now
applied
widely
throughout the nuclear industry and has helped significantly
reduce doses. The new dose 1 imi ts imposed by the CIPR
considerably below those used at present - should encourage
nuclear plant managers to organize actions involving all
their staff to ensure this concept is applied even more
stringently. The increased expenditure required to apply
these new standards will also incite managers to carry out
research programs to assess the true effects of small doses.
INTRODUCTION
La radioprotection est, au meme titre que la
surete, une des composantes de 1' acceptation des centrales
nucleaires.
Le
concept
ALARA,
qui
figure
dans
les
recommandations de la CIPR, s' est largement developpe dans
!'ensemble du monde nucleaire. Aller volontairement au-deli
du simple respect des limites de la reglementation constitue
un changement de comportement qui s'apparente, pour le monde
industriel, i une petite revolution. Les raisons explicites
qui ont pousse les responsables du nucleaire i agir de la
sorte sont sans doute assez confuses et peuvent meme cacher
une crainte inavouee du nucleaire. Quai qu'il en soit, les
resultats sont positifs et nous devons taus nous en
feliciter.
Reconnaissons cependant que
!'application du
concept ALARA s'est faite de fa9on assez inorganisee faute de
reference. I l suff it pour s' en persuader de con stater les
ecarts considerables qui existent dans les investissements
que nous avons consentis pour economiser une fraction
d'homme.sievert.
La CIPR, dans sa publication no 60, a recommande
de nouvelles valeurs de limite de doses beaucoup plus
severes. Ceci pourrait laisser penser que notre personnel
etait jusqu'i maintenant mal protege, ce que contredisent la
plupart des enquetes epidemiologiques faites dans differents
pays sur les travailleurs des centrales nucleaires. Quai que
nous puissions penser de la legitimite scientifique des
nouvelles limites, il est evident qu' elles seront reprises,
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pour ce qui nous concerne, dans la reglementation europeenne
et prendront force de loi dans les reglementations nationales
vers 1995/96.
Face
a
cette
nouvelle
l'exploitant peut adopter deux attitudes :

reglementation,

- se contenter de veiller au respect des limites de doses,
-donner le maximum d'importance a l'application du concept
ALARA.
La seule attitude possible et responsable est
bien evidemment la deuxieme pour, au mains, trois raisons
- La
premiere
est
que
l' application
stricte de
la
reglementation pourrait conduire a une augmentation
significative des doses collectives par partage des
doses, ce qui n'est pas le but recherche et ce qu1, pour
les medecins, aboutirait a tort ou a raison a augmenter
le nombre de cancers attendus.
- La seconde est que par un souci extreme de prudence on
considere qu 1 il n 1 y a pas de seuil pour les risques de
cancers
et
d 1 anomalies
genetiques
;
il
est done
raisonnable de vouloir diminuer les doses re9ues par le
personnel.
- La troisieme est que les hommes de l' energie nucleaire
doivent etre sans cesse a la recherche de la perfection
dans tous les domaines : surete, disponibilite, maitrise
des couts,
communication,
etc ...
Cela implique une
culture, une fa9on de penser et d'agir qu'il sera
necessaire, si ce n 1 est deja fait, d 1 inculquer a chaque
travailleur.
L 1 application
du
principe
fondamentalement de cette culture.

ALARA

releve

QUELLE DEMARCHE POUR DE VERITABLES PROGRES
La demarche ALARA est la seule demarche de
progres possible. Mais elle doit etre decidee (les dirigeants
doivent afficher clairement la volonte de s'engager dans
cette demarche) et organisee selon un processus rationnel qui
implique 1 1 ensemble des corps de metiers. Quelques axes de
cette demarche peuvent etre identifies :
- L'exploitation : il convient d 1 identifier et de mettre en
OeUVre leS methOdeS d I exploitation Visant a reduire la
contamination des circuits. Ceci est particulierement
vrai dans la phase qui precede l 1 ouverture des circuits
lors des arrets de tranche.
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- La decontamination des materiels
elle doit etre
effectuee dans un souci d 1 optimisation. Il convient de
trouver
le
juste
milieu
entre
la
contamination
generatrice de doses pour
les travailleurs et la
decontamination trap poussee qui expose inutilement les
agents charges de ce travail et genere des dechets.
- L 1 identification des pastes de travail qui induisent les
doses
les
plus
importantes.
Ceci
doit
permettre
d 1 optimiser judicieusement les investissements a faire en
matiere de protection,
d 1 outillage,
de robot,
pour
reduire les doses individuelles au collectives. Cette
demarche passe necessairement par un bilan coutfdose
evitee qui suppose,
pour la coherence des actions
engagees, une reference, au mains implicite, au cout de
1 1 homme. sievert. c 1 est ce que nous essayons de fa ire a
Electricite de France.
- L 1 organisation des chantiers, concretisee par des "plans
qualite, surete" etablis a partir de l 1 analyse des
risques, precisant notamment les protections, les moyens
de confinement, le materiel de controle a utiliser,
etc ... et donnant une indication de la dose jugee
raisonnable compte tenu des travaux a realiser, qui
servira de reference.
- Le retour d 1 experience
l 1 organisation methodique du
travail doit s 1 appuyer sur le retour d'experience. De ce
point de vue, la nature standardisee du pare nucleaire
fran<;:ais est un facteur tres favorable. Un systeme de
gestion deS dOSeS 1 COUple a Une baSe de donneeS 1 a ete
mis en place. Il permet au niveau de chaque site
d 1 etablir les previsions de doses pour une intervention
determinee, d 1 en effectuer le suivi en cours d 1 operation
et,
enfin,
de
les
analyser
pour
apporter
les
ameliorations qui seront susceptibles de reduire encore
les doses pour les prochaines interventions.
- La sensibilisation et la formation du personnel.
Independamment de la culture qualite qui doit
animer chaque agent travaillant dans une centrale nucleaire,
la reduction des doses passe par une prise de conscience des
exigences liees a la radioprotection par les personnes
chargees d 1 organiser et d 1 executer le travail. Il ne sert a
rien de mettre en oeuvre des techniques d 1 intervention
sophistiquees si le personnel n 1 a pas lui-meme le souci de se
soustraire du champ d 1 exposition chaque fois qu 1 il en a
l 1 occasion.
Un des facteurs important de la reduction des
doses est la reduction du temps d 1 intervention obtenue par
l 1 entrainement du personnel. A cet effet, Electricite de
France a construi t en association avec FRAMATOME un centre
technique
QU
le
personnel
peUt
S I entrainer
danS
leS
conditions reelles d 1 intervention qu 1 il rencontrera in situ.
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CONCLUSION
Tot ou tard 1 1 energie nucleaire connaitra un
developpement important. C 1 est en effet la meilleure fa9on de
proteger 1 1 environnement de notre planete tout en assurant
aux hommes qui la peuplent l 1 energie dont ils ont besoin et
dent certains souffrent cruellement d 1 un tres grand manque.
L'opinion publique et nos dirigeants prendront un jour (et le
plus tot sera le mieux) conscience de cette realite. Nous
devons
nous
preparer
a
un
revirement
d'opinion
en
investissant des aujourd 1 hui dans deux domaines :
- La surete : une large reflexion qui porte sur le co~cept
des reacteurs du futur est deja engagee au n1veau
international et devrait conduire a des reacteurs encore
plus sGrs que ceux d 1 aujourd 1 hui, dans un large consensus
international.
Il serait bon d 1 integrer dans cette
reflexion l 1 aspect radioprotection qui doit etre pris en
compte des le stade de la conception.
- La radioprotection.
Nous constatons depuis deja de nombreuses annees
un desinteret de la communaute nucleaire pour ce qui concerne
la recherche fondamentale touchant la radioprotection. Des
efforts importants devraient etre consentis dans differents
domaines, notamment sur les effets carcinogenes des faibles
doses, sur la modelisation des risques, sur la dosimetrie
biologique et les scins aux irradies.
Nous acceptons aujourd 1 hui par facilite la loi
lineaire dosejeffet, assoc1ee a la non-existence de seuil
pour les risques de cancers et d 1 anomalies genetiques, qui va
certes dans le sens de la securite mais qui induit des
investissements considerables dont on peut se demander s'ils
ne seraient pas plus utiles ailleurs.
Les exploi tants doi vent etre moteurs dans cette
recherche
en
participant
dans
une
large
mesure
aux
orientations et au financement des programmes.
Une collaboration internationale dans ce domaine
serait bien entendu extremement precieuse.
De meme, nous devrons poursuivre et intensifier
nos
efforts en matiere d 1 etudes epidemiologiques pour
confirmer que les personnels exposes professionnellement aux
rayonnements ionisants ne sont pas soumis a des risques
superieurs. Ces etudes epidemiologiques n 1 auront de sens que
si elles sont realisees sur une grande echelle, c'est-a-dire
au niveau international, ce qui suppose une harmonisation des
methodes de mesures et de comptabilisation des doses. Dans le
domaine de la radioprotection, comme pour beau coup d 1 autres
domaines, les progres que nous ferons dependront largement de
notre capacite a travailler ensemble. L 1 energie nucleaire a
besoin,
pour
se
developper,
d 1 un
large
consensus
international.
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A Practical Method for the Application of the As Low As
Reasonably Practicable (ALARP) Principle in Facility
Design
R G Jackson

SRD
AEA Technology
Wigshaw Lane, Culcheth,
warrington, Cheshire, WA3 4NE
ENGLAND
ABSTRACT

A structured methodology has been prepared for the application
of the ALARP principle throughout the design of a large nuclear
facility based on design targets and design limits laid down in
the company's radiological protection policy. ALARP reviews at
each stage of the design process ensure that the final design
will comply with the statutory requirement to restrict all
exposures to ionising radiations as far as is reasonably
practicable.
INTRODUCTION

In the UK the main radiological protection legislation requires
that all exposures shal be restricted as far as is reasonably
practicable. This is generally known as 'As Low As Reasonably
Practicable (ALARP)' rather than the ICRP terminology 'As Low
As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA)'.
The term 'resonably
practicable' has been defined by English case law to require
the reduction of risks so that the sacrifice required to reduce
them further is grossly disproportionate in terms of time,
effort or cost compared to the reduction in risk which would be
achieved.
ALARP is generally considered to embrace ALARA and to be more
restrictive rather than less.
In order to demonstrate
quantitatively that exposures will be ALARP it is not
necessarily sufficient to balance costs and detriments but to
err in favour of reducing detriments further.
This paper describes a scheme for the demonstrable application
of the ALARP principle throughout the design process. The
scheme uses Design Targets and Design Limits as a starting
point in the application of ALARP. At each stage in the design
process the design is reviewed to see whether exposures are
likely to be ALARP. Where average doses are above or close to
the Design Targets quantitative justification methods are
required to be used. A simple method based on Cost Benefit
Analysis which emphasises the importance of achieving the
Design Targets is described.
INTERPRETATION OF ALARP

The Ionising Radiations Regulations 1985 (IRRs) (ref 1) require
all reasonably practicable steps to be taken to restrict
exposures to radiation. In UK case law this is taken to mean
that there should be a gross disproportion between the amount
that an employer would have to spend on reducing exposures and
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the corresponding reduction in risk when expressed in monetary
terms. The same process should also be applied to the risks
from potential exposures from accidents where both the
exposures as a consequence of the accident and the frequency
with which the accident occurs will be made ALARP.
The Approved Code of Practice to the IRRs (ref 2) gives advice
on the application of the ALARP principle.
In choosing between restricting dose to individuals and doses
to groups priority should be given to keeping individual doses
as far below dose limits as reasonably practicable.
Dose
sharing between individuals should not be used as the primary
method of complying with dose limits.
It is unlikely that all reasonably practicable steps have been
taken to restrict exposures of employees who do not normally
work with radioactivity if they exceed one tenth of the annual
dose limit to workers.
Engineering controls should almost invariably be provided to
reduce exposures to persons from external radiation. Priority
should be given to the containment of radioactive substances as
a means of preventing dispersal or contamination rather than by
applying ventilation.
THE ALARP PROCESS

The ALARP process in radiological protection is concerned with
making decisions on the risks from routine and accidental
exposures to radiation. Above a certaine level risks become
unacceptable; below a certain level risks may be accpeted as
being negligible. Between these two levels is the area in which
the ALARP principle is important in determining the balance.
The application of the ALARP principle during the design stage
of a large facility requires a structured approach. A sound
radiological protection policy is required to provide a
starting point for the design process. As the design progresses
each design decision must then be considered with regard to the
whether predicted exposures or risks from accidental exposures
will be ALARP. In some cases it will be necessary to utilise
quantitative methods to aid in decision making although the
final decision must take into account any relevant
non-quantifiable factors.
The final outcome must be a detailed demonstration that either
doses and risks are negligible or that they have been justified
as being ALARP based on an acceptable methodology.
RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION POLICY

In developing the basis for the facility a policy statement on
radiological protection has been prepared. In addition to the
requirement to comply with all current legislation the policy
provides a starting point for the application of the ALARP in
the form of:
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a) Design limits on individual dose and segregation
distances for transport which the design must meet.
b) Design targets for average doses and risks from
accidental exposures of different groups of workers and
members of the public to radiation and the frequency of
occurrence of accidents resulting in more than a defined
radiation dose to the public which should be met unless it
is impracticable or excessively expensive to do so.
c) The requirement that design limits and design targets
for radiation and non-radiation workers shall not be
achieved by artificial dose sharing.
Engineered safeguards in the facility will include shielding,
containment (including that provided by the package
construction) and ventilation.
Radiological protection
guidelines have been prepared for designers to assist in the
implementation of the radiological protection policy.
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ALARP PROCESS

The design process can be broken down into a number of
individual stages.
At each stage safety documentation is
required and this will include demonstration that exposures
will be ALARP. To determine that this is the case an ALARP
review will be carried out to the level of detail appropriate
to the particular stage of the design. Emphasis is placed on
the use of engineered safeguards.
During the initial feasibility studies assumptions,
calculations, experiments, measurements etc. will be made to
determine the basic parameters affecting routine exposures and
risks from accidental exposures of workers and members of the
public as a basis for a conceptual design.
In preparing the conceptual design the specific requirements of
radiological protection legislation and the radiological
protection guidelines for designers will need to be taken into
account.
As required by the IRRs (ref 1) and the ACoP (ref 2) the design
should use good engineering practices to reduce radiation
exposures. Unnecessary occupancy of any area with significant
expected radiation or potential contamination levels should be
avoided. Wherever reasonably practicable, radiological and
accident protection should be provided by engineered means
(such as shielding, remote handling, physical barriers to
access,
fail-safe systems,
containment,
ventilation and
filtration) rather than by limiting working times in each area
or by procedural means. In the more hazardous areas the dose
rates will determine the allowable access (i.e.
regular,
occasional or exceptional) which will identify the
reliability/recoverability which must be built in to any
handling equipment.
The radiological information available at the conceptual design
stage will enable initial estimates of doses and risks which
may be incurred to be compared with the design targets and
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design limits showing how they will be met or, in the case of
the design targets,
why they cannot be achieved.
Initial
estimates should be made of the differential costs of further
reductions below the targets or savings from not meeting the
targets.
The details of doses and risks to workers and members of the
public and the associated differential costs will become more
refined through the preliminary design to the detailed design.
At each stage an ALARP review will be undertaken by suitably
experienced personnel who will determine whether further
increases in protection or any relaxations above the targets
are justified.
A simple form of cost benefit analysis is recommended where
doses/risks exceed some fraction of the design target to be
determined by consideration of, inter alia, the uncertainties
in the relevant calculations. The method is based on a band
scheme where if the cost of any modification per man seivert
saved is less than or equal to the value placed on the
detriment the modification should be implemented; if the cost
of the modification is more than 10 times the value of the
detriment then it is probaly not justified and in the
intermediate band there is no clear decision and further
factors must be considered. To emphasise the desirability of
achieving the targets the collective dose cost bands for doses
above the targets are a factor of 10 higher than for individual
doses below the targets.
The review process continues through design changes during
procurement and contract arrangements to the final design. The
final ALARP review at the design stage must identify any areas
of uncertainty which need to be assessed further during
construction and commissioning.
CONCLUSION

The procedure developed will provide a structured methodology
for the application of the ALARP principle throughout thye
design of the facility. Documentation prepared as part of the
process will demonstrate that the radiological protection
provided by the design, by engineered means wherever possible,
is capable of meeting the statutory requirement to restrict all
exposures to ionising radiation as far as reasonably
practicable.
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BILAN DOSIMETRIQUE DES REVISIONS DECENNALES DES
UNITES 2 - 4 et 5 REALISEES EN 1990-1991
AU CENTRE DE PRODUCTION NUCLEAIRE DU BUGEY
Jean FLUCHERE
EDF - Centre de Production Nucleaire du BUGEY
TOTAL DOSIMETRY FOR THE TEN YEAR OUTAGES OF
UNITS 2 - 4 AND 5 CARRIED OUT IN 1990-1991
AT THE BUGEY NUCLEAR GENERATING CENTRE

ABSTRACT :

The
for
out
on

French regulation imposes a very important revision
pressurized water reactors which must be carried
every 10 years. Altogether, all the interventions
the primary and secondary circuits represented
800,000 hours of work for each unit. Total dosimetry
varied from 3.45 sv for Bugey 5 to 6.38 sv for
Bugey 2 these results were very close to the
previsions made according to the activity index of the
primary circuit

1. PRESENTATION

La reglementation Fran9aise impose pour les reacteurs PWR
une importante revision taus les 10 ans. Sur les unites du
c. p. N. BUGEY I cette revision a ete mise a profit pour
realiser les modifications permettant la mise a niveau avec
les unites de 900 MW demarrees 10 ans plus tard. L'ensemble
des
interventions
realisees
sur
le primaire
et
le
secondaire a represente environ 800 000 heures de travail.
2. PREVISIONS DOSIMETRIQUES

Depuis le demarrage du palier 900 MW, EDF a correle la
dosimetrie
collective
des
revisions
avec
l'indice
d' activite de l' installation. Cet indice est la moyenne
arithmetique des mesures de debit de dose en mSv/h
effectuees le premier jour de l'arret, 12 a 16 heures apres
la chute des grappes, sur les trois boucles du circuit
primaire.
En avril 1982,
EDF estimait que la dose
collective d'une revision decennale serait de 6,95 sv pour
un indice d'activite de 190
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3. MESURES PRISES POUR REDUIRE LA DOSIMETRIE

3.1 REDUCTION DE L'ACTIVITE DUE AUX PRODUITS DE CORROSION
Les produits de corrosion actives sent responsables
d' environ 90 % des doses rec;:ues par le personnel. On
estime qu 1 a l 1 equilibre, Vers le 1Qe cycle, les isotopes
58 et 60 du Cobalt representent respectivement 30 % et
50 % des doses.
Pour reduire l'activite induite par ces produits, il
convient de surveiller tres etroitement la chimie de l'eau
du circuit primaire. EDF a mis en application depuis 1980
une
procedure
chimique
a concentration en lithine
decroissante, coordonnee a la concentration en bore,
permettant de conserver un pH constant a chaud egal a 6,9.
Si une
tres large unanimite s•est faite,
au plan
international, parmi les exploitants PWR pour reconnaitre
l'interet d'un pH constant a chaud, il existe encore des
divergences sur sa valeur optimale (entre 7,0 et 7,5). EDF
realise actuellement un essai a pH = 7, 1 sur quelques
unites.
3.2. EPURATION CHIMIQUE LORS DU PASSAGE EN ARRET A FROID
La baisse de la temperature et du pH entraine une
augmentation de la solubilite des differentes especes
metalliques que 1 'on rencontre dans un PWR. ceci permet
de transferer 1 'activite deposee sur les structures du
circuit primaire vers l'eau.
Ensuite 1 I epuration de 1 I eau primaire permet d I eliminer
l 'activite remise en solution. Depuis 1984, EDF utilise
une procedure chimique tres stricte lors du passage a
1 'etat d' arret a froid pour intervention et ne commence
!'oxygenation qu'a partir de 120° c.
3.3. PROTECTION DES CHANTIERS
Dans les centrales PWR le risque majeur est plus celui de
!'irradiation que celui de la contamination volumique. Il
convient done dans la mesure du possible de limiter les
durees d'exposition.
Par exemple
les rajouts des
protections de sols (buvards, vinyls) ont disparu compte
tenu
de
la
presence
de
peintures
decontaminables.
L'experience a montre que, dans de nombreux cas, la
construction de sas de confinement pouvait etre remplacee
par des dispositifs prefabriques de confinement dynamique
par aspiration d'air. Les feuilles de plomb, difficiles a
mettre en place et en forme, ont ete remplacees par des
matelas de mousse de plomb souples et disposant de
systemes de fixation integres.
Par ailleurs, chaque fois que cela est possible, les
interventions sent realisees avec les circuits pleins
d'eau.
Enfin des la preparation des interventions, on cherche a
reduire au maximum les durees d'exposition.
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3.4. ORGANISATION DE LA SECURITE RADIOPROTECTION PENDANT
LES REVISIONS DECENNALES
Les revisions se succedant sans "temps mort", il a ete
necessaire de construire une organisation particuliere
pour tirer rapidement le maximum de profit du retour
d 1 experience.
Cette organisation comprend une vingtaine de personnes
conduite par un responsable directement rattache a
l I ingenieur chef de la Structure d I arret. Ce personnel
travaille en 2 x 8 (ou en 3 x 8), conseille les
intervenants et assure toutes les cartographies.
4. RESULTATS OBTENUS SUR BUGEY 2 - 4 - 5

UNITE

PREVISION Sv RESULT AT INDICE
INDICE
sv
82
90/91
90/91

BUGEY2

152

6,76

6,38

BUGEY4

91

4,14

5,72

BUGEY5

52

3,68

3,45

PREVISION
82

190

6,95

I

I

COMMENTAIRES
BUGEY2 a un indice eleve suite a des ruptures de gaines
consecutives a des problemes de jets de baffles.
BUGEY4 a connu des chantiers imprevus tres lourds en
dosimetrie.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Les decennales ont ete plus "lourdes" en heures de travail
que ce qui etait prevu en 1982 notamment en raison de la
realisation des modifications et d 1 un volume tres important
de contr6les non destructifs.
Mais les dispositions
preventives prises montrent que la dosimetrie totale est
tout de meme inferieure : 6,38 Sv pour BUGEY2 contre 6,95.
Les resultats sont conformes aux previsions (BUGEY2 et
BUGEY5) quand les chantiers realises sont ceux qui etaient
programmes.
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UN CAS D'OPTIMISATION DE LA RADIOPROTECTION
LE PREMIER RGV FRANCAIS: DAMPIERRE 1990
R.Hochart, O.Jurion
Electricite de France
AN EXAMPLE OF OPTIMISATION IN RADIATION PROTECTION
THE FIRST FRENCH STEAM GENERATOR REPLACEMENT : DAMPIERRE
1990
2, 13 man. sievert for replacing
3 steam generators
with less than 10 RP technicians in the field; this
outstanding result stems from a three-faced approach:
extensively utilizing the complete set of actions on
exposure constituents
(sources,
shielding,
duration,
distance),
implementing a real radiation protection
management thanks to the development of adequate tools
and
finally,
reinforcing
the
individual
radiation
protection philosophy in practised in France.
INTRODUCTION
Le
resultat
dosimetrique
remarquable
de
2,13 homme.Sievert pour le remplacement de 3 generateurs
de vapeur sous controle operationnel de mains de 10
techniciens de
radioprotection est
le fruit
d'une
approche associant a la panoplie classique des actions
pour reduire les doses, une gestion de la radioprotection
collective et une philosophie de la radioprotection
individuelle.
VERS UNE VERITABLE GESTION DE LA RADIOPROTECTION
La mise en oeuvre d'une veritable gestion de la
radioprotection
a
ete
rendue
possible
par
le
developpement d' outils adequats, qui font par ail leurs
l'objet d'autres presentations. Il s'agit 1 d'un systeme
de suivi des doses en temps reel (FLEXIDOSE) 1 d'une
modelisation des taches ( nombre d' intervenants, duree 1
debit de dose) et de la base de donnees associee
(DOSIANA) et enfin d'un outil de prevision des debits de
doses (PANTHERE). Ces outils ont permis:
- une prevision analytique de la dosimetrie globale de
l'operation 1 la definition d'objectifs et la mesure des
ecarts en temps reel pour actions correctives,
- des
simulations
pour
evaluation
des
actions
de
protection donnant tout son sens au principe ALARA.
Cependant ces simulations sont restees limitees a
l'optimisation des mouvements d'eau, a la definition
des protections biologiques a installer et a la
validation du choix de decontamination des tuyauteries
primaires.
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Les options techniques de base de l'operation n'ont pas
ete prises en utilisant ces outils mais en evaluant les
bilans dosimetriques de fagon approchee.
L'ACTION SUR LES ELEMENTS CONSTITUTIFS DES DOSES
La panoplie classique mais
complete des moyens
d'actions
sur
les
elements
constitutifs des
doses
(sources, ecrans, duree et distance) a ete utilisee :
La reduction des sources
L'analyse du niveau de contamination relativement
faible des circuits de Dampierre 1 au moment de son arret
fait l'objet du papier "Aspects contamination pour le
RGV". En ce qui concerne la phase de mise a l' arret a
froid, on peut noter que l'utilisation d'une filtration
specifique (ADF) et les vidanges du circuit primaire ant
plus que compense la recontamination importante apparue
lors de la phase d'oxygenation.
Deux procedes
differents
de decontamination des
tuyauteries prima ires ant ete mis en oeuvre au titre
d'experience pilate: la decontamination par chimie douce
du fond de GV et des extremites des tuyauteries primaires
sur une boucle et l'electrodecontamination des extremites
de tuyauteries primaires sur les 2 autres boucles. Le
gain dosimetrique net a ete de 700 homme.mSievert soit
25% de gain relatif et un cout de l'homme.rem evite qui,
en supposant qu'un seul procede ait ete developpe, aurait
ete d'environ 20000$ c'est a dire superieur a la valeur
permettant de justifier l'operation.
Les protections biologiques
Il s'est avere que le materiel existant n'etait pas
suffisamment adapte a l'operation de RGV. L'ensemble de
56 tonnes de materiels perfectionnes et de qualite qui
ant ete approvisionnes et installes (matelas, paravents,
murs, plaques de sol) a eu un impact non seulement sur la
motivation des intervenants mais surtout sur le bilan
dosimetrique. Le gain net a ete de 484 homme .mSievert
(gain
brut
de
534
homme.mSievert
mains
cout
d'installation de 50 homme.mSievert) soit un gain relatif
de 20% et un cout de l'homme rem evite d'environ 8000$,
qui diminuera avec la reutilisation du materiel. Ce gain
aurait ete superieur en l'absence de decontamination des
tuyauteries primaires.
La contribution des obturateurs hydrauliques mis en
place dans les tuyauteries primaires pour les besoins de
la decontamination est prise en compte dans le bilan
dosimetrique correspondant.
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La vidange de l'eau du secondaire des generateurs de
vapeur au dernier moment avant leur evacuation a
constitue un gain "gratuit" pouvant representer jusqu'a
900 homme .mSievert soit 30% de gain relatif s' il est
calcule par rapport a une vidange en debut d'arret.
Les outillages
Pour les 2 operations les plus longues au contact des
tuyauteries primaires, des outillages pilotes a distance
ont ete specialement developpes
machine a usiner le
chanfrein de soudure et ensemble de soudage TIG orbital
video.
La preparation et l'organisation
Une optimisation du chantier sur le plan dosimetrique
a
ete
possible
grace
aux actions
de preparation
suivantes:
-!'elaboration d'un ensemble de "Fiches Radioprotection"
decrivant 1' environnement participant a la dosimetrie
de chaque tache et le nombre d'intervenants prevu,
- une revue de pro jet de l' ensemble des
avec les entreprises concernees,

taches du RGV

- un entrainement sur maquette des operateurs specialises
les plus exposes, en presence d'un specialiste de
radioprotection.
D'autre part l'absence d'alea de chantier, elle-meme
largement
imputable
au
haut
degre
de
preparation
technique, a fortement contribue a la limitation des
doses recues.
UNE PHILOSOPHIE DE RADIOPROTECTION INDIVIDUELLE
Le
type
de
formation
donnee
en
France
aux
intervenants permet de limiter fortement le nombre de
techniciens
de
radioprotection
necessaire
sur
les
chantiers. Cette formation a ete completee par une
information
specifique
aupres
des
participants
a
l'operation de RGV (video d'accueil, fascicule "ALARA",
information specifique de l'encadrement d'EDF et des
entreprises,
affichage
des
courbes
dosimetriques
previsionnelles et realisees).
On a d'ailleurs
pu
observer une relation inverse entre dose individuelle et
degre de formation/sensibilisation a partir d'interviews.
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CONCLUSION
Meme
si
on
peut
attribuer
le
bon
resultat
dosimetrique de l'operation de RGV de Dampierre 1 en
partie a un etat radiologique de la tranche meilleur que
prevu, et qui explique par ailleurs 60% de l'ecart entre
le bilan previsionnel avant arret (4,5 Homme.Sievert) et
le resultat final (2,2 homme.Sievert), il n'en reste pas
mains vrai que la contribution de l'ensemble des actions
meneeS
pour
reduire
la
rlnRP.
r.nllP.Ctive
a
ete
determinante;
les outils d'optimisation specialement
developpes ant meme permis de verifier que les actions de
protection ant eu l'impact prevu.
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COMTAMINATION ASPECT FOR THE STEAM GENERATOR REPLACEMENT

S. ANTHON! (*), P. RIDOUX (**), J.L. TROMBINI (***)
(*)
CEA/SECA CADARACHE, 13108 ST PAUL LEZ DURANCE CEDEX - FRANCE
(**) EDF/SEPTEN, 12-14 avenue Dutrievoz, 69628 VILLEURBANNE CEDEX - FRANCE
(***) EDF/DSRE, 6 rue Ampere, 93203 SAINT DENIS CEDEX 1 - FRANCE

The good dosimetry result of 2,13 men
generators remplacement at DAMPIERRE is
dispositions choised for this occasion.

Sievert for the three steams
the result of an ensemble of

Among them are the comtamination aspects of the system.

We can cite, particullary :
- design generally dispositions to permit a reduction politic of the
activity of the systems (decreasing of the cobalt content from the
steam generator tubes, using of zyrcaloy guid fuel assembly, •.. )
-the power operation parameters,
- an rigorous procedure for the refueling shut down;

ASPECTS CONTAMINATION
POUR LES REMPLACEMENTS DE GENERATEUR DE VAPEUR

Le resultat dosimetrique remarquable de 2,13 homme sievert pour le
remplacement des 3 generateurs de vapeur de DAMPIERRE est le resultat d'un
ensemble de dispositions adoptees a cette occasion.

Parmi elles figurent les aspects contamination des circuits. On peut citer
plus particulierement :
-

des dispositions generales de conception permettant une politique de
reduction de l'activite des circuits (diminution de la teneur en cobalt
des tubes des generateurs de vapeur, utilisation de grille de maintien du
combustible en zyrcaloy •.• ),

-

les parametres de fonctionnement,

-

une procedure de mise en arret

a

froid rigoureuse.
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CAS DE DAMPIERRE 1
DAMPIERRE 1 est une tranche presentant des niveaux de contamination
interessante,
parce que relativement faibles par rapport aux autres
tranches du pare, comme le montre la figure 1.

CONTAMINATION
Elle a fait 1' objet de mesures specifique par le CEA/SECA a 1' aide de
l'appareil de spectrometrie EMECC (Ensemble de Mesures et d'Etudes pour la
contamination des Circuits).

De leur analyse, il ressort que :

* La conception des generateurs de vapeur

(2 fabricants differents)
favorise la deposition de produits de corrosion sur les faisceaux
tubulaires, ce qui se traduit par une activite deposee sur les
tuyauteries du circuit primaire plus faible.

* L' introduction de grilles de maintien des elements combustibles en
zircaloy a ete egalement un facteur favorable.

a chaud
de 12 jours, 40 jours avant l'arret fin de cycle, a fait l'objet d'un
allongement de campagne d'environ 2 mois, avec 1 fonctionnement a 50 %
de PN pendant 10 jours.

* Le fonctionnement qui comportait, en cours de cycle, un arret

on peut retenir que la fin de cycle a ete globalement benefique pour
la contamination : on a estime des gains de 5 a 35 % en activites, par
rapport au debut de l'allongement de campagne.

* En ce qui concerne la chimie, un facteur interessant supplementaire a
retenir : le fonctionnement un peu plus acide en fin de cycle, et 1
choc acide fin de cycle (ph= 6,6), qui favorise les deplacements
d'activite hors flux vers les zones sous flux.

* La mise en arret

a

froid a suivi la procedure habituelle avec quelques

gestes particuliers

a

-

utilisation d'une filtration adaptee combinant
des matieres solubles et des particules,

-

globalement, le volume du circuit primaire a ete renouvelle 2 fois.
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la fois le piegeage

Ces actions ont contribue a une bonne epuration du circuit primaire,
bien que leur effet sur la contamination generale ne soit pas
pleinement demontree a ce jour. L'experience acquise montre en effet
que lea mises en arret a froid sent plut6t des sources de
contamination que de decontamination. Par exemple, l'oxygenation qui
peut entrainer une redeposition (essentiellement du Co 58) si elle est
realisee a une temperature trop elevee.

RESULTATS

Par rapport au cycle precedent, on constate :
-

une tendance a la baisse sur lea activites Co 58 de 25 % sur lea GV et
30 % sur lea branches chaudes,

-

une baisse de l'ordre de 20% sur lea branches chaudes pour le Co 60, au
lieu de !'augmentation a laquelle on pouvait s'attendre.

Des mesures en continu on ete effectuees sur lea GV 1 et 3 durant lea
phases de refroidissement, oxygenation et purification. On y constate une
recontamination moderee (15 % en Co 58) et une solubilisation presque
totale de l'Ag 110m depose (1350 GBq pour lea 3 GV).

une analyse est en cours pour determiner si lea parts relatives de la mise
en arret a froid, de la borication en fin de cycle, ou de la chimie de
l'eau sent responsables de cette baisse.

CONCLUSION

Il apparait comme le demontre DAMPIERRE 1, qu'il faut compter sur un fort
impact de la conception sur le niveau de debit de dose.

Neanmoins pour lea prochaines operations de remplacement de generateurs de
vapeur, certaines actions peuvent etre proposees afin de se placer dans la
mei1leure position possible :
-

introduction de combustible avec des grilles de maintien en zircaloy,

-

fonctionnement avec un pH primaire de 7.1, sous reserve des resultats des
essais en cours,
rea1iser une bonne epuration de l'eau du circuit primaire pendant lea
phases d'arret,

-

etre vigilant pendant les phases d'oxygenation,

-

uti1iser des elements d'epuration adaptes,

-

etre vigilante sur le probleme des points chauds pouvant affecter des
circuits auxilliaires proches du RGV ou eventuellement des boites a eau
des GV.
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FIGURE l
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Occupational exposure trend and the radiological protection
optimization criteria in spanish nuclear power plants
in operation:present and future.
O'Donnell, P.
NUCLEAR SAFETY COUNCIL STAFF
ABSTRACT

Ocupational collective dose per reactor evolution in the operating
nuclear power plants in Spain has shown in the last years a tendency to
stability, within a range of values similar to the average of the OECD
countries.
In this presentation the main indicators to assess the present developement level of this criteria are reviewed and the basis to improve the
effectiveness of the practical application of it is proposed.
INTRODUCTION

In this presentation the lecturer rewiews the present situation in the
application of the radiological protection optimization criteria in
Spanish nuclear power plants and proposes the basis to improve the
effectiveness of the practical implementation, within the framework of
the role played by the regulatory body.
The terms in which this review is done are the following: first, the
collective doses and the average individual doses as indicators of the
occupational dose trends and, second, the basic components of an ALARA
programme, i.e., commitment, organisation, tools and procedures.
OCCUPATIONAL DOSE CONTROL

Concerning dose control two main areas of interest are described within
the international context: first, the control of sources of exposures,
and second, the control of exposure duration.
A third approach to control doses is to introduce efficient work
management programmes including work planning, training, optimization of
work forces,etc.
COLLECTIVE DOSE

Ocupational collective dose per reactor evolution in the operating
nuclear power plants in Spain has shown in the last years a tendency to
stability, within a range of values similar to the average of the OECD
countries.
surely, this tendency of the collective occupational dose for Spanish
LWR's is far from reaching an ALARA plateau, which is not cost effective
to reduce exposure with the current nuclear reactor design and technology.
Comparing the situation for PWR's within the international context, size
and age taken into account, we can see according with the data of the
table I that while collective occupational exposure in the last
generation of spanish PWR's is in a very advantageous level, the
behaviour of the second and first generation is different. In this sense,
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the third generation incorporates in its designs more ALARA considerations than the others.
TABLE I.- AVERAGE ANNUAL COLLECTIVE DOSES OVER PLANT LIFETIMES AS A
FUNCTION OF REACTOR SIZE AND AGE FOR PWR'S (man.mSv).
OLD & SMALL
PLANTS

COUNTRY
SPAIN (82-90)
INTERN.AVER.

*

INTERMEDIATE
& MEDIUM

MODERN &
MEDIUM

5,190

(01)

2,790

(04)

750

(02)

2,990

(18)

2,100

(34)

1,660

(22)

*

Belgium, France, Finland, w. Germany, Holland, Japan, S. Africa, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland and USA PWR's > 400 Mwe gross output. During the period 1969-88 (Ref. 1).
NOTE: The values in parenthesis are the numbers of reactors in each class. The small
plant of Spain is only 160 Mwe gross output.

Similar terms of comparison can be established for BWR's, but, in this
case, with the supplier's country of origen. Again, the relative
situation on occupational exposure is more advantageous for the new plant
than for the old one (Table II).
TABLE II.- AVERAGE ANNUAL COLLECTIVE DOSES OVER PLANT LIFETIMES AS A
FUNCTION OF REACTOR SIZE AND AGE FOR BWR'S (man.mSv).
COUNTRY I
PERIOD
SPAIN I 87-89
USA

*

I 87-89

OLD & SMALL
PLANTS
6,290
5,430

INTERMEDIATE
MEDIUM

( 1)

2,600

(1)

(6)

4,710

(6)

&

* The lecturer has considered most similar plants in size and age to the Spanish ones
(Source: Ref. 2).
NOTE: The values in parenthesis are the numbers of reactors in each class.

TASK RELATED COLLECTIVE DOSE

In order to homogenize dosimetric data, the CSN recommends in its safety
guide nQ 1.5 " Documentation on refuelling outage in LWR's", Appendix
III, a codification system which is the one recognised by the CEC (Doc.
nQ 3650/90/ES MC/ae), and at the same time the one also included in the
data base of the ISOE, coordinated by the NEA/OECD.
Following the recolected data up to date, although with various
codifications, some of the jobs involving higher average collective doses
for PWRs are steam generators (45%), insulation/scaffold (15%), waste and
decontamination (8%), openjclose vessel(8%), RC pumps (4%), reactor
components (2%), refuelling (1%) and others (17%).
INDIVIDUAL DOSES

In Spain this parameter is stabilized on the same order during last five
years as the international medium (3 mSv). According to a study
developped by the Radiation Protection Working Group of AMYS-UNESA, and
the dosimetric data reported to the CSN, only about 5% of the workers
were, at least once, over 20 msv;year during the period of time 1985-89.
The average being in the last five years about 2% of the workers
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exceeding 20 mSvjyear, i.e., between 100 and 170 workers each year.
During the mentioned period only 0.25% of the workers were overpassed 100
msv of cumulative dose, i.e., 42 workers.
IMPACT OF REDUCED EXPOSURE LIMITS AND ALARA IMPLEMENTATION

New ICRP's recommendations emphasize the need to focuse the efforts in
reducing the sources of exposure and the duration of exposure, by
incorporating more means as crew for high dose work, restriction in use
contractor's key worker, etc. not implying necessarily an increase in
total colective occupational exposure, taking into account that both,
individual doses and number of persons exposed, must be optimized.
The optimization criteria is implemented in Spain through "Dose Reduction
" programs. The terms under which these programs are going to be reviewed
are commitment, organization, tools and procedure.
A key factor then to a succesful ALARA programe is the commitment at all
levels, but mainly at management level.
Although a strong commitment from management and the workforce can be
enough, a specific management structure are very usefull to strengthen
operating efficiency of ALARA program.
In my opinion, must be required the presence in the plants of a specific
and permanent structure to cover the following roles and profiles:

*
*
*

Multidisciplinar structure at the management level
Expert group
The radiation protection manager in all plants has direct access to
the plant manager and is independent of the operating organization.

On the other hand, the "Dose Reduction Programs" includes the guidelines
of an ALARA job review, involving pre-job review, follow-up, post-job
review and process review, in similar terms as the INPO considers as a
good practice.
Nowadays, the CSN has started a process in order to homogenize the
procedures that implement the ALARA program, in accordance with the last
requirements related.
Examination of the evolution of exposures associated with routine or
special maintenance operations in nuclear power plants normally shows a
decreasing trend for collective doses throughout successive operations.
This evolution is generally accompanied by a simultaneous reduction of
the average individual doses for the various categories of workers
involved.
One of the aspects that has an influence in this evolution is the
"learning" effect which allows operator to integrate the lessons from
previous operations. studies have also shown that the dosimetric burden
of the first operations can be substantially reduced if radiation
protection considerations are present at the preparatory stages, as well
as during work performance.
When carrying out ALARA assesments during plant operation it is essential
to make the maximum use of operating experience. This can only be
achieved if plant operator has all available information to estimate the
consequences of their choices.
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Computerised data base of collective doses and job related doses has been
established by the CEC and the NEA/OECD is taking the last steps to set
up an International Information System on Occupational Exposure (ISOE),
which will process data from America, Europe and Japan utilities.
In Spain, utilities and the CSN will participate in the ISOE project. In
addition, the CSN is supervising a historic study of recopilation of data
in occupational exposures,
job related doses and dose reduction
techniques applied in order to provide the initial input to a similar
data base on a national context, compatible with the CEC and ISOE data
bases.
DOSE CONSTRAINTS

According to the ICRP-60 it may be necessary to establish dose constraints at the national level for operation, inspection and maintenance
of nuclear power plants. From my personal point of view, the colaboration among the regulatory organization and utilities is essential to
achieve the proper values.
CONCLUSIONS

ALARA must be regarded primarily as a "state of thinking" that should
pervade the various levels of management and workforce.
The possibility of specifing valuation of detriment by the national
authority is under consideration, but at the moment other actions, as
mentioned above, to improve the framework in which the ALARA criteria is
developing have been considered more urgent.
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LE PROGRAMME RESSAC: BILAN ET PERSPECTIVES
H. Haubert; Ph. Fache; A. Jouve; P. Rongier

CEA, Institut de Protection et de Sfirete Nucleaire
Departement de Protection de l'Homme et des Installations
CE CADARACHE, 13108 St-Paul-lez-Durance, FRANCE
E. Schulte

Commission des Communautes Europeennes
Direction Generale XII
Rue de la loi, 200, Bruxelles, BELGIQUE
THE RESSAC PROGRAM: PROGRESS AND FUTURE WORK

The RESSAC program (Rehabilitation of Soils and Surfaces
after a nuclear ACcident) was started in 1985. It has given since
some improved answers to the problem of rehabilitation of
radioactively contaminated land. With the involvement of the
Commission of European Communities after 1987 and the implementation of collaboration programs with USSR it has an international dimension. In 1992 the scientific teams will be able to
use new and important experimental facilities.

1 INTRODUCTION

Depuis les debuts de 1' industrie nucleaire quelques accidents
ont conduit a des rejets significatifs de radionucleides dans
1 'environnement. On peut citer les accidents nucleaires de Kyshtym
et Windscale (1957), de Tchernobyl (1986) et !'accident radiologique de Goiania (1987). En France, malgre les precautions
prises lors de la conception, la construction et !'exploitation
des installations nucleaires, 1 'analyse de sarete montre que 1 'on
ne peut pas exclure totalement la possibilite d'un accident grave.
Pour gerer au mieux une telle eventualite des plans d'action on
ete prepares; il s'agit du Plan d'Urgence Interne (PUI), specifique a chaque installation nucleaire et sous la responsabilite
du chef de !'installation, et du Plan Particulier d'Intervention
(PPI), relatif ala phase reflexe de !'accident, et dirige par
le prefet du departement concerne. Une fois 1' insatallation remise
en etat sar, les pouvoirs publics doivent mettre en application
le Plan d'Action Post-Accidentel (PPA), dent les objectifs sent
de permettre le retour a une vie normale dans les zones touchees
par !'accident.
Au plan national, en cas de crise nucleaire l'Institut de
Protection et de sarete Nucleaire intervient comme appui technique
des autorites de sarete et des pouvoirs publics, notamment par
l'intermediaire du Centre Technique de Crise (CTC) implante a
Fontenay-aux-Roses.
Le but du programme RESSAC est d' etablir un ensemble de
donnees sur les transferts de la radioactivite dans l'environnement et les methodes a mettre en oeuvre pour atteindre les
objectifs definis ci-dessus. En 1987 la Commission des Communautes
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Europeennes a ete associee au programme. Aujourd' hui 1' Allemagne,
la Belgique, l'Espagne, la Grande-Bretagne, et l'Italie ont une
participation active. Des collaborations sont en cours avec l' URSS
pour effectuer des etudes sur les zones contaminees de Tchernobyl
et de l'Oural.

2 BILAN ACTUEL DU PROGRAMME RESSAC
2.1 Les etudes du terme source et le champ d'action du programme
Le terme source qui a servi a etablir l' enveloppe du
programme RESSAC (et par ailleurs le PPI et le PPA) a ete
defini a partir d'un scenario accidentel intervenant sur un
reacteur a eau sous pression. Ce terme source, denomme S3,
correspond a une fusion du coeur avec defaillance des systemes
de sauvegarde et utilisation de la procedure ultime de
decompression de l' enceinte de confinement a travers un filtre
a sable. Les produits de fission les plus volatiles (non compris
les gaz rares) seraient emis dans !'atmosphere a raison de
quelques milliemes de 1' inventaire du coeur et les quatre
elements dominants a moyen terme sont, par ordre d'importance
decroissante, les cesium, strontium, ruthenium et tellures,
pour des raisons sanitaires. Des actions de rehabilitation des
sols seraient necessaires sur quelques km2 et des restrictions
temporaires de consommation de produits vegetaux et animaux
s'imposeraient sur quelques dizaines de km2.
Compte-tenu des incertitudes sur les formes des radionucleides le premier obj ectif du programme devai t etre la
simulation des conditions de formation du terme source. Le
simulateur, appele POLYR, est un four a induction capable de
porter a 3000 °C un melange de 16 corps representant le combustible, les materiaux de structure de coeur et les produits
de fission. Les aerosols degages sont recueillis dans une
enceinte chauffee a 60 oc remplie de vapeur d'eau pour simuler
les reactions possibles dans le batiment du reacteur accidente.
Les aerosols ainsi generes ont ete caracterises: granulometrie,
aspect, composition chimique globale, especes cristallisees
et solubilite. On considere que l'objectif de similitude par
rapport a un accident reel a ete atteint de fac;:on satisfaisante.

2.2 Les documents thematiques
Les distances d'intervention etant definies precedemment
il fallait posseder des documents sur l'environnement proche
(10 km) des sites electro-nucleaires. Des bases de donnees ont
ete constituees. Elles s'appuient sur trois elements:
des
cartes d' occupation des sols elaborees a partir de fonds
cartographiques existants (Institut Geographique National) des
cartes pedologigues, et des cartes de vulnerabilite des nappes
d'eau souterraine elaborees en cooperation avec le Bureau des
Recherches Geologiques et Minieres (BRGM).
2.3 Le programme experimental
Selon les niveaux de radioactivite des terrains contamines
trois types d'actions sont applicables, classees ici des plus
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severes aux plus deuces: decontamination par enlevement physique, contre-mesures chimiques agissant sur le comportement
des radionucleides,
mesures agronomiques
(changement de
pratiques) ou agro-alimentaires.

La decontamination par enlevement physique concerne
l'enlevement de la vegetation, le decapage des sols, le nettoyage des surfaces urbaines.
Des experimentations non radioactives ont ete conduites
sur des terrains a CADARACHE pour determiner quelle fraction
d 'un depot d' aerosols microniques serai t f ixee sur les cultures.
Il s' avere que dans de nombreux cas cette fraction est superieure
a 70, voire a 80 %. L'enlevement de la vegetation revient alors
a emporter un pourcentage equivalent du depot. Un logiciel
{CAPTATIO) a ete ecrit permettant de calculer ce pourcentage
en fonction du type de culture et de sa maturite. Des experiences
ont egalement ete faites pour evaluer l'efficacite des techniques d'enlevement et le taux de remise en suspension des
poussieres lors des operations de rehabilitation.
Un logiciel (CATHY2) permettant de calculer la migration
des radionucleides dans les sols a ete ecrit. Cela permet
d'estimer l'epaisseur de la couche de sol qu'il conviendrait
d'enlever apres un depot. Les engins de travaux publics tels
que profileurs, scrapers, bulldozers, ne sent pas adaptes a
l'enlevement d'epaisseurs inferieures a 5 em alors que souvent
le decapage de 1 ou 2 em de sol suffirait. Pour cela !'utilisation de mousses polyurethanes ou de peintures pelables a
ete testee. Ces produits liquides polymerisent une fois etendus
sur le sol ou ils ferment une couche qui retient en general
plus de 8 0 % du depot lors de 1' arrachement. D' autres techniques
faisant appel a un tapis vegetal sent en cours d' etude.
L'ensemensement peut se faire par hydrosemis a partir d'un
vehicule ou d'un helicoptere. L'enlevement se fait a l'aide
d'une deplaqueuse a gazon.

Les contre-mesures de nature chimique consistent a modifier
le comportement des radionucleides pour diminuer leur transfert
dans la chaine alimentaire. Des experimentations ont ete faites
pour etablir des expressions analytiques des facteurs de
transfert du cesium et du strontium aux plantes en fonction
de la plante, et de certaines caracteristiques du sol (capacite
d'echange, pH, [K] pour le cesium et [Ca) pour le strontium).
Ce modele permet de calculer les reductions de facteur de
transfert pour Cs et Sr que l'on peut attendre d'un ajout de
potassium ou de calcium.
Dans le cadre du programme et sous l'egide de la CCE les
equipes de MOL en Belgique et de PIACENZA en Italie travaillent
sur les facteurs de transfert fourrage-animaux. L'ajout de
sels tels que le Bleu de Prusse a la ration alimentaire permet
d'adsorber le cesium dans le tractus gastro-intestinal et par
lade reduire !'incorporation de ce radionucleide a la viande
ou au lait d'un ordre de grandeur dans les meilleurs cas.

Les contre-mesures de nature agronomique et agroalimentaires sent relativement peu etudiees a !'exception de
la mise au point d' une charrue speciale qui enfoui t profondement
{0.8 a 1 m) la couche superficielle de sol. Ce travail est
fait par le centre de RISO.
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3 PERSPECTIVES
3.1 Les documents thematiques
La mise a jour des documents existants par des methodes
traditionnelles est une tache tres lourde. Pour pallier cette
difficulte l'equipe RESSAC travaille actuellement sur le
traitement et !'interpretation des images obtenues par
satellites (notamment par le satellite SPOT) au aeriennes.
Cela permettra de planifier des operations de rehabilitation
dans des zones quelconques du territoire 1 d'evaluer au moment
de l'accident l'etat de developpement du couvert vegetal et
enfin de reactualiser periodiquement les documents thematiques
existants.
3.2 Le programme experimental
Dans le futur 1 le programme experimental se developpera
dans trois directions:
Sur le terrain on conduira essentiellement des etudes
concernant le depot des aerosols par temps humide 1 comme cela
a deja ete fait pour leur depot par temps sec.
Dans un batiment specialement construit a cet effet on
conduira les essais globaux, qui vent constituer une part
preponderante du programme. Le batiment comprendra 4 serres
pouvant chacune abriter trois blocs de sols de dimensions
1.8 x 1.8 x 1.5 m3 preleves sans remaniement et appeles
lysimetres. un climat different pourra etre simule dans chacune
des serres. Les parametres d'ambiance qui seront controles
sent: la temperature de l' air et des sols 1 l 'humidi te 1 la
luminosite 1 les apports d'eau 1 le potentiel hydrique dans les
sols. Il y aura 4 sites de prelevements en FRANCE. De plus des
lysimetres seront preleves en Grande-Bretagne 1 Allemagne 1
Belgique et Espagne. La source de contamination sera obtenue
a partir du four POLYR. Le but de ces experimentations tres
realistes sera de verifier les modeles de transfert etablis
precedemment et de tester l 'eff icaci te des contre-mesures
envisagees.
En URSS des etudes sur les zones contaminees 1 entreprises
en collaboration avec des organismes locaux 1 devraient permettre de tester les methodes mises au point et de mieux definir
les questions de strategie de decontamination lorsque de vastes
etendues sent touchees.
4 CONCLUSION
A 1' aide des resultats du programme RESSAC il est deja possible
de proposer toute une variete d'actions de rehabilitation et de
contre-mesures. La dimension internationale du programme et les
moyens experimentaux importants qui vent etre mis a la disposition
des equipes scientifiques devraient permettre une recherche d'un
haut niveau de qualite pour optimiser les reponses aux situations
de crise.
Enfin 1 une application de ce programme peut etre trouvee dans
la rehabilitation de sites industriels deja contamines 1 que ce
soit par des radionucleides ou par d'autres polluants tels que
des metaux lourds ou des produits organiques.
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ON THE STATISTICAL MEANING OF ENVIRONMENTAL MODELS
USED IN DERIVING INTERVENTION REFERENCE LEVELS
F. Breuer (*).L. Frittelli (*),A. Rogani (+)
(*) Italian National Agency for New Technology, Energy
and the Environment, Via V. Brancati 48 00144 ROMA
(+) Istituto Superiore di Sanita, Viale Regina Elena 299
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ABSTRACT
A stochastic simulation of the (forage, cow milk, thyroid)
exposure pathway shows, for a given peak concentration of ~ ~I
in cow milk following an acute contamination, a lognormal
distribution of the 60 days committed thyroid equivalent dose,
with a geometric standard deviation of 2. The statistical
variability of the values predicted by environmental models
should thus be taken into account for a sound optimization of
radiological protection in an emergency situation.
3

INTRODUCTION
Some important
steps are required for environmental
modelling (1) in the decisional process of banning milk
consumption following an environmental contamination by a
radionuclide (e.g. ~ ~I). Usually the adopted model is based on
a set of coupled, distinguishable compartments, e.g. anatomical
regions, metabolic
phases, environmental
segments,
etc.
Analytical solutions for the first order differential equations
describing such a system are available but, as the model
becomes more complex (but perhaps no more realistic for a given
circumstance), numerical methods must be used. If information
on the system is incomplete or inaccurate a detailed model is
not warranted. The model structure and the form of the
equations should be carefully tested and perhaps revised.
3

MODELLING THE (FORAGE, COW MILK, THYROID) EXPOSURE PATHWAY
Some complex models have been developed for this pathway,
with up to twelve or more compartments inferred from the
detailed iodine metabolism in cow and in man. The application
in a given circumstance of a such very elaborate model,
attractive by
itself, seems
to be justified only when
accompanied by accurate and carefully verified values of the
input parameters, owing to uncertainty in model predictions
associated with uncertainty in the values of each new parameter
included. The simplest model which can be acceptably validated
is deemed thus more suitable than a more complex model. As an
example (Figure 1) the simplified model simulating the (forage,
cow milk,
thyroid) exposure
pathway
can be used for
estimating, in an emergency situation, the committed equivalent
dose in thyroid starting from the measured peak concentration
of ~ ~I in cow milk. The transfer constants in the model are
simply related (proportional) to the "exposure parameters"
3
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listed in Table 1, which are easy to be measured or estimated
in a given exposure circumstance. In the cow model the transfer
parameters between the compartments A and B, which should not
be given a metabolic or anatomical meaning, have been adjusted
131
to simulate
the
experimental
time
behavior
of
I
concentration in milk after a single intake, with a peak value
between the second and the third day.
If the model adequately represents the situation being
assessed, uncertainty analysis by stochastic simulation can be
very useful
to estimate
the uncertainty
in the model
predictions and to rank the input parameters which more
influence them. As a first approximation their values can be
inferred from published data, usually in the form of a range
into which the actual values distribute themselves as a random
sample from an unknown population. An estimated frequency
distribution of the values of the relevant parameters should be
used to produce a frequency distribution of the model results,
to be used together with the "deterministic" results computed
from the values assumed for the parameters. Therefore numerical
values predicted
by the
model should
be processed as
statistical values from an unknown distribution.
PRELIMINARY RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
For an effective reduction of the exposure consequences a
decision about cow milk banning should be adopted early (within
the first
two or
three days)
after the beginning of
environmental contamination by 131 I. The thyroid equivalent
dose H(60) committed over 60 days by the exposed adult member
of the public consuming the milk can be computed as
H(60)

=k

0

*IA(60)

=k

0

*C(peak)*G(peak,60)

where IA(60) is integrated activity of 131 I in thyroid over 60
days, C(peak) is the measured peak concentration, G(peak,60) is
a factor to be evaluated by means of the model of Figure 1 and
ko is a suitable factor related to the "exposure parameters" of
the model and to specific dosimetric aspects of thyroid
irradiation by 131 I, as the value of the thyroid mass (Table
1). owing to the propagation rules of statistics through
multiplicative chain models the resulting values of H(60), for
a given value of C(peak), could be assumed to follow a
probability distribution function related to the statistical
distributions of the input parameters, i.e.
var(H(60))

= var(ko)

+ var(G(peak,60)).

The variance of ko and G(peak,60) has been estimated by a
Monte Carlo simulation of the model in Figure 1, solving the
associated differential
equation system
by means
of a
microcomputer program (2). In each simulation run (up to 200)
the values of the input parameters are sorted from their
statistical distribution around published values (Table 1)(3),
assuming a correlation between some parameters (e.g. feeding
habits and milk production) for avoiding a full random,
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unrealistic sorting, which could produce an unacceptably wide
range of predictions. For the transfer constants describing the
iodine metabolism in the cow a uniform distribution in the
range from 85% to 115% of the input values has been inferred on
metabolic grounds to reproduce the observed geometric variance
in the forage-milk transfer factor (SGD = 1.2).
Table 1
Standard geometric deviation (SGD) (3) for the model parameters
Weathering half-time for forage
Forage intake by the cow
Milk production rate by the cow
Cow milk intake
Biological half-time in thyroid
Iodine uptake by thyroid

1.4
2.0
1.6
1.2
1.8
1.4

Thyroid mass

1.6

Preliminary results for the probability distribution of
the ratio of H(60) to the deterministic value (Figure 2)
suggest a SGD value of about 2, with a value aroud 8 for the
ratio of the 95th percentile to the 50th percentile (mediane).
A comparison with previous simulations (2) for 1 3 7 Cs in cow
milk and beef shows the effect of the short radioactive
halftime of 131 I in reducing the variability of predicted
committed equivalent doses. A lognormal distribution (SGD
around 1.5) has also been found for the ratio between the 1 3 1 I
peak concentration and the first day value, when sound results
of environmental monitoring begin to be available.
The significative rank correlation found between H(60) and
"exposure parameters" requires moreover circumstance specific
values to be used for the feeding habits and milk consumption
rate to avoid biased and misleading results. No such a strong
correlation exists with the parameters in the cow model:
widespread use of a generic model seems to be justified.
REFERENCES
1. International Atomic Energy Agency, 1989 "Evaluating
the reliability of predictions made using environmental
transfer models". IAEA Safety Series n.lOO.
2. Frittelli L., Sane T., 1989 "Limitations in the models
used in deriving Reference Levels for radiological
protection"
FAO/IAEA/WHO
Symposium
"Environmental
contamination following
a large nuclear accident"
Vienna 16 - 20 October 1989
3. Frittelli L., Rogani A., 1990 "Analisi statistica dei
modelli
ambientali"
Convegno
Nazionale
dell'Associazione italiana di Protezione contro le
Radiazioni su "Modellistica dei sistemi complessi e
Radioprotezione" Sorrento 11 - 13 Settembre 1990
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U.S. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CONTROL OF
ACCIDENTAL RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION OF
HUMAN FOOD AND ANIMAL FEEDS
B. Burnett and M. Rosenstein
Center for Devices and Radiological Health
Food and Drug Administration
Rockville, Maryland (USA)
ABSTRACT
Recommendations for control of accidental radioactive contamination of human
food and animal feeds issued in 1982 by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA)( 1)
are being revised to incorporate current scientific information and radiation protection
philosophy, to include experience gained since 1982, and to take into account
international guidance.
The revised guidance will update the 1982 FDA
recommendations regarding protective actions and will provide additional
recommendations for limits on radioactive contamination permitted in foods distributed
in commerce.
INTRODUCTION
The 1982 FDA recommendations for the control of accidental radioactive
contamination of human food and animal feeds are under revision. The revised
guidance will be designed to avert risk to the public, in the event of an accidental
release of radioactive materials, through: (1) limits on the radioactive contamination
permitted in foods distributed in commerce, and (2) preventive actions to mitigate the
amount of radioactive contamination reaching the diet. The objective of the revision
is to produce a consistent set of guides, applicable to accidental contamination of
human food and animal feeds, for use by Federal, state and local agencies in the
exercise of their respective authorities.
GENERAL PROVISIONS
The guidance will be for use in radiological emergency response planning and
in the conduct of radiation protection activities associated with the production,
processing, distribution, and use of human food and animal feeds accidentally
contaminated with radioactivity.
An intervention level for radiation dose is included in the guidance and is called
the Protective Action Guide (PAG). The recommended PAG in the current draft is 5
mSv (0.5 rem) committed effective dose equivalent with an overriding PAG of 50 mSv
(5 rem) committed dose equivalent to an individual organ.
The recommended PAGs are consistent with the approach to the establishment
of intervention levels recommended by the International Commission on Radiological
Protection (ICRP) in ICRP Publication 40<2>. ICRP Publication 40 provides general
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guidance on the selection of dose levels for the implementation of countermeasures,
and indicates that the introduction of countermeasures for the control of foodstuffs
would be appropriate within a range of 5 mSv to 50 mSv committed effective dose
equivalent and an associated range for committed dose equivalent to individual organs
of 50 mSv to 500 mSv . The recommended PAGs are also consistent with the
intervention levels of dose selected as the basis for derived intervention levels for
foodstuffs established independently by both the Commission of the European
Communities and the Joint Food Standards Program of the Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations and the World Health Organization. The ICRP
included updated concepts concerning intervention in Publication 60(3 ).
The
application of the concepts in ICRP Publication 60 are currently under development
by ICRP.
The revised FDA guidance will provide recommendations on limiting the
radiation dose through: (1) limits on the concentration (in Bq/kg) of radionuclides
permitted in foods distributed in commerce, called levels of concern, and (2)
implementation of various types of protective actions.
The guidance will provide clear advice in advance of an accident, which can be
immediately implemented at the onset of an accident. The guidance also will permit
the flexibility necessary to respond to unanticipated or unique situations.
LEVELS OF CONCERN
The key feature of the guidance will be the establishment of levels of concern,
the limits on the concentrations of radionuclides permitted in food after accidental
contamination. The purpose of the levels of concern is to limit consumption of food
confirmed as containing undesirable levels of radioactive contamination. Levels of
concern are derived concentrations of radionuclides in food, which, if not exceeded,
should assure that the PAGs would not be exceeded. In practice, when the levels of
concern are not exceeded, the radiation doses to members of the public would be
expected to be a small fraction of the PAGs. The levels of concern are being
developed for application immediately following an accident; their application would
not require early identification of all radionuclides present.
Food with concentrations of radionuclides below the levels of concern would
be permitted to move in commerce without restriction. Food with concentrations of
radionuclides at or above the levels of concern would normally not be permitted into
commerce; however, flexibility would be permitted for special circumstances.
Levels of concern are based on typical quantities of food intake, the fraction of
food intake that is assumed likely to be contaminated, and the relationship between
radioactivity concentrations in food and radiation dose delivered to the individual per
unit of radioactivity intake (i.e. the dose conversion factor).

The relationship between the levels of concern and the PAGs is given by:
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Level of Concern (Bqjkg)

= ______._PA..._,_G""--'("-'"m""S,_...,v)l-----~
f x Food Intake (kg) x DCF(mSv/Bq)

Where:

DCF

= the dose conversion factor; the radiation dose per unit of

radioactivity ingested (mSvjBq).

f

the fraction of the food intake that is assumed to be
contaminated.

Food Intake

the total quantity of food intake in the time period of
concern (kg).

Levels of concern were calculated for twenty three radionuclides and for six age
groups using PAGs, DCFs and dietary intakes appropriate to each radionuclide and
age group. Calculations were performed for the following age groups: 3 months, 1
year, 5 years, 10 years, 15 years and adult (>17 years). The DCFs used were from
ICRP Publication 56<4 >. The levels of concern were calculated based on the total
annual dietary intake for each age group, not for individual foods or food groups. The
calculation also included the assumption that contamination would occur in thirty
percent of the total annual dietary intake or sixty day intake for 1-131. The value of
thirty percent is based on the expectation that less than ten percent of the total dietary
intake would consist of contaminated food, and then applying an arbitrary additional
safety factor of three. An exception was made for the case of 1-131 in the infant diet
where the entire sixty day intake was assumed to be contaminated.
The resulting levels of concern were evaluated to identify the radionuclides most
likely to be the predominant contributors to dose through ingestion during the first
year following an accident. Four radionuclide groups were identified as most likely to
be the major contributors: Sr-90, 1-131, Cs-134 + Cs-137, and Pu-238 + Pu-239 +
Pu-240 + Am-241.
The final structure of the levels of concern to be recommended is still under
review. The ease of implementation is a major consideration in the selection of the
structure for the levels of concern. For example, one practical approach would be to
group the six age groups to represent two population groups: infants (age groups
3 months and 1 year) and all others (age groups 5 years, 10 years, 15 years and
adult). Recommended levels of concern for each radionuclide group would consist
of two values, one to be applied to foods consumed by infants and the other to be
applied to foods consumed by all other members of the population. Another practical
approach would present a single level of concern for each radionuclide group which
would be applicable to all foods and all members of the population. In either of these
approaches, the most limiting level of concern for any of the age groups included in
a population group would be selected (i.e. for each radionuclide group).
The guidance will recommend that the levels of concern be evaluated as soon
as possible after an accident to insure that they are appropriate for the actual
situation. In unique accidents, radionuclides for which levels of concern are not
specified may contribute significant radiation doses. There may be other exceptions
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or special conditions which could require additional or revised levels of concern. In
these situations an evaluation would need to be performed to determine if the PAGs
would be exceeded. The guidance will recommend that, when needed, the FDA be
consulted for the development of additional or special purpose levels of concern.
The recommended levels of concern apply to the distribution and use in the
U.S. of food grown, produced or manufactured in the U.S. Imported foods are
currently controlled by existing guidance set out in FDA Compliance Policy. Foods
exported from the U.S. are controlled by standards, regulations and guidance adopted
by the importing country.
PROTECTIVE ACTIONS
The guidance will present recommendations for mitigating radionuclide
contamination through protective actions taken to prevent or reduce the contamination
of food and animal feeds or to delay the use of food and animal feeds suspected of
being contaminated until the level of contamination can be determined. Many of the
protective actions will be similar to those recommended in the 1982 FDA guidance,
such as: sheltering livestock and placing them on stored feed, holding food to allow
for decay of short half-life radionuclides, and removal of surface contamination. The
draft will recommend that protective actions be selected as appropriate to the situation
and once initiated, the action or actions continue until such time that, in the absence
of the action, the affected food can be expected to meet the levels of concern.
STATUS OF REVISION
A draft of the revised guidance, including proposed values for the levels of
concern and specific proposals on the application of protective actions has been
circulated to the principal Federal agencies and the Conference of Radiation Control
Program Directors for preliminary review and comment.
REFERENCES
1. Food and Drug Administration (1982). Accidental Radioactive Contamination of
Human Food and Animal Feeds; Recommendations for State and Local Agencies.
Federal Register (47FR47073), October 2, 1982
2. International Commission on Radiological Protection (1984). Protection of the
Public in the Event of Major Radiation Accidents: Principles for Planning. ICRP
Publication 40, Pergamon Press, Oxford
3. International Commission on Radiological Protection (1991). 1990
Recommendations of the International Commission on Radiological Protection.
ICRP Publication 60, Pergamon Press, Oxford
4. International Commission on Radiological Protection (1989). Age-dependent Doses
to Members of the Public from Intake of Radionuclides: Part 1. ICRP Publication
56, Pergamon Press, Oxford
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MEASUREMENT, ASSESSMENT, AND EVALUATION
WITHIN THE INTEGRATED MEASUREMENT AND INFORMATION SYSTEM FOR
SURVEILLANCE OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL RADIOACTIVITY (IMIS)
A. Bayer, D. NoBke, J. Burkhardt, A. Lobke-Reinl, M. Werner
H. Leeb, K. Jung, C. Wittler, J. Lieser, W. Weiss
Bundesamt fur Strahlenschutz, Institut fur Strahlenhygiene
8042 Neuherberg, Germany
ABSTRACT
The Integrated Measurement and Information System for the
Surveillance of the Environmental Radioactivty (IMIS) is currently being established. The field measurements involve existing Federal and State institutions and organisations. The
measured radioactivity data as well as general data from the
environment will constitute the foundation on which a series of
assessment programs are built like contamination prognoses,
models for assessment of radiation exposure, and models for
precautionary measures. The data determined by measurement and
calculation are so processed that in the case of an event a good
evaluation is possible within a reasonable time.
INTRODUCTION
The Integrated Measurement and Information System for the
Surveillance of the Environmental Radioactivity (IMIS) is currently being established. In the case of an event with radiological effects this system is determined to quickly supply comprehensive data which enable a rapid assessment of the situation. For this purpose all necessary steps, i.e. sampling, assessment, and representation of data, are coordinated and integrated in an optimal way.
MEASUREMENT
Basically, the Federal measurement networks and the State
measurement institutions (Fig. 1) are included in the measurement programs. Those environmental areas showing the far-reaching distribution of radioactive substances (air, precipitation, gamma local dose rate, soil deposit, inland surface waters, North Sea and Baltic Sea) are controlled by the Federal
measurement networks. The surveillance of the specific activity
in other environmental areas, such as foodstuffs, drinking water, feedstuffs, etc., is carried out by State measurement institutions.
The measurement data determined by the Federal measurement
networks are checked for their plausibility by the central laboratories of the Federal measurement networks. After that, the
data are transferred to the Central Federal Agency for the Surveillance of the Environmental Radioactivity.
After having passed a first plausibility control, measurement data determined by the State measurement institutions are
collected and transferred via the State data centers to the
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Central Federal Agency. There they are selected according to
environmental areas and forwarded to the guiding agencies carrying out synoptic plausibilitys checks. Then the data are sent
back by the guiding agencies to the Central Federal Agency.
In the case of an event, the data - as far as they concern
the air-ground-path - will arrive at the Central Federal Agency
in the following chronological order, depending on the measuring
method:
Approximately two hours after measurement has been finished, the on-line-data of the Federal measurement networks
will arrive, these include: gamma spectrometry, total-alpha-measurement, total beta-measurement, and gamma local
dose rate
The results of collective measurement (gaseous iodine,
precipitation) are transferred daily after sampling and
assessment have taken place.
Within one day the results of the following measurements
are also available: in-situ gamma spectrometry, alpha spectrometry, and H-3 measurements.
It takes several days until the results from Sr-90 measurements are available.
The results of measurement carried out by the State measurement institutions will be available approximately one day
later with exception of the Sr-90 measurements for which also
several days will be necessary.
ASSESSMENT
On the basis of contamination measurements in different
environmental areas prognoses are carried out for the contamination of those environmental areas where the surveillance cannot
be effected at the time of the event (example: later ripening
fruits) .
For the estimation of current as well as future irradiation
relevant exposure models are used. These models consider the
specific environment of man (e.g. city, rural area, usual living
habits (e.g. indoors, outdoors) breathing rates and consuming
habits (food basket) .
In the case of a radiological event appropriate precautionary measure ensure that the resulting exposure to main is kept
below the established limits. These precautionary measures include:
Prohibition or limitation of food and feedstuff etc.
Recommendation of special rules of conduct for the population
In order to assess in advance the effectiveness of precautionary measure, models are being developed describing their
effect on radioactive contamination or irradiation exposure,
respectively
The model described above are integrated in the PARK model
which is being developed by the Research Center for Environment
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and Health (GSF) . This model considers the chronologically registered report of data on the predicted diffusion and of measurement data. The PARK prograrnrn consists of the sub-programs AUTOPARK, DIAPARK, and DOSISPARK.
AUTOPARK automatically calculates for a certain time scale
the predicted irradiation exposure for all German administrative districts every two hours in intensive operation.
DIAPARK is more flexible. all available parameters can be
exchanged by the user, e.g. the composition of the food
basket can be altered, which leads to correspondingly longer computing time.
DOSISPARK calculates dose values from measured or predicted
contaminations.
EVALUTATION
The results from measuring programs and accordingly developped assessment programs as well as possible additional information are the basis for the situational assessment.
The assessment is done by considering the following aspects:
classifying the situation
* observation of the time - and site related process of
contamination
* comparison with courses of contamination of proceding
events
evaluating the situation
* comparison with environmental radiation exposure and its
range of variation
* estamination of possible radiation damage and comparison
with existing manmade exposure risks.
SUMMARY
The establishment of an Integrated Measurement and Information System for the Surveillance of the Environmental Radioactivity provides a system which guarantees the early detection of
a radiological event with its consequences for Germany and which
by its optimal use produces a rapid, early, and complete assessment of the situation.
REFERENCES
1.

2.

A. Bayer, R. Dehos, A. Kaul, G. Wehner, A. v. Gadow, A.
Buhling;
Integrated Measurement and Information System for the Surveillance of the Environmental Radioactivity in the Federal
Republic of Germany
Nuclear Engineering International 35 (No 427) 47-48 (1990)
P. Jacob, W. Jacobi, H. Muller, H.G. Paretzke, G. Pr6hl, J.
Eklund, J. Gregor, R. Stapel;
Real Time System for the Assessment of the Radiological
Impact of Radionuclides Released to the Atmosphere
Nuclear Technology 94, 149-160 (1991)
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LA MISSION ET LES MOYENS DU SCPRI, SERVICE OFFICIEL FRANCAIS
DE RADIOPROTECTION, EN CAS D'ACCIDENT NUCLEAIRE
par Pierre PELLERIN, jean CHANTEUR et Jean-Pierre MORONI
La reglementatlon f1·an<;aise donne au Ministre charge de Ia Sante et au Ministre charge du
Travail, ministeres de prevention, la responsabilite determinante de garantir, vis-fl-vis des
travailleurs et de Ia population , que le developpement et !'exploitation de l'energle nucll'!aire ne
puissent menacer !'hygiene publique ou professionnelle. Cette mission essentielle est, notamment
pour le Ministre de Ia Sante, concrctisce par !'avis conforme qu'il est seul a donner pour
autoris~r Ie fonrt ionnement rle toute installation nuc!eaire, ce qui lui confere un veritable droit
de veto en Ia matiere. Le Service Central de Protection contre les Rayonnements lonisants
(SCPRI) est le "bras seculicr' des ministeres de prevention. Ce point fort du systeme fran<;ais
confirme que le dernier mot appartient fl une autorite exclusivement chargee de !a protection de
l'homme, qui n'est pas juge et partie dans Ia promotion du nuclcaire, ce qui distingue sans
equivoque Ia responsabilite de !a radioprotection d'une part, de celle de Ia sOrete nuc!C8ire
d'autre part :
LA SURETE NUCLEAIRE garantit !a fiabilite technique de Ia machine (reacteurs, usines de
retraitement, accelerateurs, etc.). C'est une responsabilite d'ingcnieurs hautement specialises, sur
Iaquelle s'appuie le Ministre de I'Industrie pour promouvoir l'energie nucleaire.
LA RADIOPROTECTION garantit Ia sante des individus (travailleurs et population). Elle est de Ia
responsabilite de mCdecins qualifies en radiobiologic, radiotoxicologie et radiopathologie,
totalement independants des imperatifs de production nucleaire, qui conseillent les Ministres du
Travail et de Ia Sante. La sante passe avant Ia production d'cnergie.
I o) ROLE DU SCPRI EN CONDITIONS NOR MALES : Outre ses missions d'hygiene publique et
professionnelle (recherche en radioprotection, etablissement des normes, centralisation des
donnees, formation et information, agrement et surveillance de 50 000 installations
radiologiques medicales et dentaires, surveillance de !'exposition de 120 000 travailleurs,
etc.), le SCPRI assure en permanence le controle reglementaire des rejets des installations
nucleaires et de leur environnement. Plus de 40 000 echantillons sont analyses annuellement
dans ses laboratoires du Vesinet. Ces analyses systematiques, lndependamment des autres
dispositions, assurent Ia detection d'incidents qui auraient pu echapper fl l'exploitant.
2°) ROLE DU SCPRI EN CAS D'ACCIDENT NUCLEAIRE : La mission d~volue au SCPRI est
primordiale en cas d'accident :
.
- il assure immediatement avec ses moyens d'intervention avances l'essentiel des mesures
effectives de Ia radioactivite sur le terrain, et des analyses fines en laboratoire ;
- il coordonne les autres organismes effectuant des mesures complementaires sur place ;
- il regroupe !'ensemble des resultats, en assure Ia synthese et determine pour le PrHet,
qu'il est charge de conseiller, les contre-mesures ad~quates.
a) Son reseau de telesurveillance du territoire : En situation anormale, les puissants moyens
mobiles du SCPRI doivent intervenir le plus tot possible et au bon endroit. II faut done les
eclairer par un systeme de veille permanente aussi performant qu'eux-memes. C'est J'objectif
des reseaux de telesUIVeiJJance en temps reel du SCPRI. Ces reseaux du SCPRI totalisent plus
de 100 stations, en particulier sur les principaux a~roports fran<;ais, autour des installations
nucleaires, aux frontieres, au niveau des prefectures concernees par le nucleaire, etc ..
b) Les moyens mobiles du SCPRI : Le SCPRI a developpe de puissants moyens mobiles de
mesure precise de Ia radioactivite, entierement standardises, pour le controle, en cas
d'accident nucleaire, des populations, de J'environnement, et des produits agricoles.
Le moyen lourd : c'est une voiture-rail spectromctrique, apte A 200 km/h, capable de
mesurer simultan~ment 32 individus ou echantillons (5 000 controles par jour).
Les moyens semi-lourds : ce sont deux semi-remorques de 20 tonnes dont l'une comporte A Ia
fois 12 JlOstes de mesure (I 500 controles par jour, le tiers de Ia voiture-rail), un laboratoire
complet de radiochimie, et un laboratoire de dosimetric.
Les moyens Jegers mobiles consistent en 16 "Master Geminr (SCPRI et Services associes)
avec chacun quatre postes de mesure (identiques aux precedents). Leur avantage, comme celui
des seml-remorques, est d'aller lA ou Je rail ne peut aller, avec une grande souplesse et Ia
meme autonomic. Chacun peut effectuer 500 contrOies par jour.
Au total, le SCPRI est capable de controler sur le terrain, en cas d'acci.dent, jusqu'A
15 000 personnes ou echantillons par jour en spectrometric gamma.
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CARTOGRAPHIE PAR HELICOPTERE DES DEPOTS RADIOACTIFS AU SOL
EN SITUATION ACCIDENTELLE

J. CORTELLA - C. BOURGEOIS - R. CHASTEL -A. ROSENBERG
CEA/SERVICE DE PROTECTION CONTRE LES RADIATIONS

Helicopter mapping of ground
post-accidental situations.

radioactive

deposition

in

In post accident situations where a release has resulted
in the deposition of radioactive materials on the soil, it
is
essential
to
take
contamination
measurements
immediately after the accident and throughout the recovery
operations.
A description
is
given
of measurement
equipment
which has
been developed
in France
for
performing efficient measurements over large areas
it
includes a gamma mapping device and an in situ gamma
spectrometry system. These are compared and their use is
described.
INTRODUCTION

Apres un rejet accidentel ou une dispersion de matieres
radioacti ves, la mise en place de contre-mesures et la
conduite
des
operations
supposent
la
connaissance
prealable de la contamination deposee sur le sol et done
des mesures pour
- faire le diagnostic initial
- suivre !'evolution de la situation
Un des moyens pour repondre a cet objectif est la
detection gamma heliportee.
Le systeme de cartographie gamma qui a ete developpe est
constitue :
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- d'un equipement embarque a bord d'un helicoptere leger
pour !'acquisition des donnees,
d'un equipement a terre qui, a partir des donnees
acquises en vol, restitue la carte de la contamination.
Principe de !'acquisition des donnees en vol.
L'helicoptere effectue au dessus de la zone a mesurer un
balayage selon des trajectoires predeterminees. Chaque
seconde, on enregistre :
- le spectre gamma provenant du scintillateur Nai sur 256
canaux
- la position de l'helicoptere : altitude par rapport au
sol, coordonnees dans un systeme rectangulaire
Les donnees de positionnement peuvent etre calculees par
rapport a la position de balises prealablement disposees
au sol.
La bonne precision de
localisation permet
d'effectuer
un
balayage
tres
serre
et
la
surface
cartographiee en une seule operation est de quelques km 2 a
quelques dizaines de km2.
On utilise aussi un autre systeme de localisation pour des
grandes surfaces. Il utilise un ensemble de navigation par
radar Doppler et permet l'examen de surfaces de plusieurs
centaines de km 2 , avec bien entendu une resolution
spatiale inferieure.
TRAITEMENT DES DONNEES

Le traitement des donnees enregistrees en vol s'effectue
apres le retour de l'helicoptere au sol. Il utilise un
materiel informatique transportable qui restitue une carte
en couleurs de la contamination au sol.
Selon le
traitement choisi on peut obtenir
la contamination
caracteristique d'un radioelement donne ou encore la carte
des debits de dose.
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CARACTERISTIQUES OPERATIONNELLES.

La sensibilite
parametres :

du

systeme

est

fonction

de

plusieurs

- le rendement d 1 emission et 1 1 energie des rayonnements
emis par le radioelement recherche (seuil en energie : 50
keV)
- le bruit de fond du a la radioactivite naturelle liee a
la nature geologique des terrains
Pratiquement, pour un helicoptere volant a 40 m et a 70
km.h- 1 on detecte des "taches" de 137 Cs ayant une
activite egale ou superieure a 2 kBq.m- 2 et une surface
minimale de 2000 m2 ou encore des sources ponctuelles de
1 1 ordre 4 MBq.
Le materiel est mis en oeuvre par une equipe de 4
personnes. L I equipement de 1 I helicoptere necessi te 1 a 3
h, 1,5 h de vol pour examiner une surface de quelques
dizaines de kilometres carres, et 2 h environ pour obtenir
les premieres cartes de la contamination.
SPECTROMETRIE GAMMA IN-SITU

Ce moyen est
helicoptere.

complementaire

de

la

detection

gamma

par

Il est constitue d 1 une diode Germanium HP installee sur un
mat telescopique (3 a 9m), lui-meme monte sur un vehicule
tout terrain.
Il est possible de mesurer des activites tres faibles de
1 1 ordre de 0.5 kBq.m- 2 .
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CONCLUSION

Les materiels decrits cartographie gamma par helicoptere
et spectrometrie gamma in-situ, presentent, grace a leur
souplesse et leur efficacite un progres tres important
pour les mesures a realiser apres un accident radiologique
surtout quand on les compare aux methodes utilisant des
appareils portatifs.
D'autres utilisations de ces moyens sent envisageables :
etablissement de la situation radiologique sur les sites
avant la mise en service des installations nucleaires,
surveillance de l'environnement pendant le fonctionnement
de ces installations, recherche de sources ponctuelles,
etc ...

Reference :
A.ROSENBERG

aerial gamma mapping - septembre 85
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CONCENTRATION OF STABLE CESIUM
IN CALF SERUM
N.

School

Ito

Radiology,
Department
of
Veterinary
Science,
of
Veterinary
Medicine and
Animal
Kitasato
University,
Towada,
Japan

ABSTRACT
To
analyse
the
relation ship
between
cesium
concentration
of serum
and age, stable potassium, cesium, and
rubidium
in
cattle serum
were measured. The calves and
the adult cattle
used
in
this
work
had
been
fed
under
almost
the
same
condition.
The
cesium
concentration
of
calf
serum
gradually
decreased
with
the
number
of
days
after
birth..
then
tJ as
maintained
stationary
level
(0.4
0.6
ng/mL
one
third
of
initial
value)
after
200
days.
The
rubidium
concentration
changed
like
cesium;
hotJ ever,
the
vivid
cnange
tJ as
not
observed
in
potassium.
INTRODUCTION
Cesium-137
and
Cesium-134
a1·e
the
most
important.
radionuclides
after
the
short
life
nuclides
have
decayed.
and
livestod:
products
are
the
largest
contributor
of
the
radiocesium
t.o
the
diet,
therefore
many
in·,restigators
made
efforts
to
obtain
the
transfer
coefficients
lfeecl
to
milk
Fm,
feed
to
muscle
FfJ.
Since
it is difficult to feed
the
forage
containing
radionuclides
to
adult
cattle.
young
cattle
has
been
used
widely
for
the
experiments.
Although
the Ff of radiocesium
of young cattle is higher than adult,
the
young -to-adult
correlation
factor
has
not
been
published.
In
this
T.Jork,
stable
potassium,
cesium,
and
rubidium
in
cattle serum
T.J ere measured.. and the relation ship
between
cesium
concentration
of
serum
and
age
was
considered.
EXPERIMEtlTAL
Twenty
female
calves
aged
from
100
days to
360
days
(Japanese Shorthorn 10, Angus 10), and 45 female cattle aged
from
1 year to 10 years (Japanese Shorthorn 25, Angus 20)
vere
used.
They
were fed
on the
same forages, and
their
blood samples were drawn on the same date from jugular vein.
The
serum
vas
separated
from
the
whole
blood
by
centrifugation,
and
was
powdered
by
freeze-drier.
Approximately
O.lg of the
powder
was veighed into a
highpure quartz ampoule and sealed. NBS Bovine Liver r SRM
1577)
and
Oyster
tissue
(SRt-1
1566J
standards
vere
prepared
similarly.
Samples
and
Standards
vere
irradiated
in
the
JRF-4
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n·cm- 2 ·S- 1 J
of
the
reactor
(Thermal
neutron
flux;
5.5x1on
Japan
Atomic
Energy
Research
Institute
for
6
hours.
The
irradiated
samples
and
standards
were
counted
for
4
hours
using
a
Canberra
30%
HPGe
detector
coupled
to a
Canberra
4
weeks (rubidium), and
Series 35plus MCA
after cooling for
after
cooling
for
2
months
(cesium).
spectrometry
Potassium
was
measured
by
flame
emission
without
freeze-drying.
RESULTS

and

DISCUSSION

Averages
of
potassium
concentrations
of
serum
of
adult
cattle
(>1year)
were
lower
fp<O.OS,
Japanese
Shorthorn:
p<0.01,
Angus;
T-test)
than
calves.
It
is
known
that
there
is
significant
negative
correlation
between
human
and
;.Jas
potassium
concentration
of
serum.
How ever,
there
no
significant
difference
between
adult
cattle
and
calves
on
rubidium
and
cesium.
Figure 1 shows the change of the cesium concentrations in
calf serum. It was the youngest calf ( 100 daysl in this work
that
had
the
highest
serum
concentration
of
cesium
(about
1.6
ng/ml).
And
the
cesium
concentration
of
serum
gradually
decreased
with
the
number
of
days
after
birth,
then
was
maintained
stationary
level
(0.4
0.6
ng/ml,
one
third
of
initial
value)
after
approximately
200
days.
The
average
serum
cesium
concentrations
of
adult
cattle
were
0.62± 0.20ng/ml
(Japanese
Shorthorn)
and
0.59± 0.19ng/ml
(Angus)
respectively,
and
there
is
no
difference
between
both
breeds.
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The changes of cesium concentration of calf serum.
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The changes of rubidium concentration of calf serum.

In Figure 2, the change of the rubidium concentrations of
calf
serum
is
shown.
The
rubidium
concentrations
of
serum
were
three
orders
of
magnitude
larger
than
the
cesium.
How ever
the
rubidium
concentration
changed
almost
the
same
manner
as
cesium.
The
average
rubidium
concentrations
of
adult
cattle
serum
were
0.31± 0.0811g/ml
(Japanese
Shorthorn)
and
0.32± 0.0611g/ml
(AngusL
and
the
rubidium
concentrations
of adult cattle were approximately a
half value of the 100day-old
calf.
In
potassium
concentration
of
calf
serum,
the
vivid
change like cesium and rubidium was not observed.
The calves and
adult cattle used in this work
had
been
bred
under
similar
condition
in
the
same
stock
farm,
and
were drawn
blood
simultaneously.
So the cesium
and
rubidium
concentrations of
serum
were
kept
stationary levels in
adult
cattle.
In
the
calves,
Both
cesium
and
rubidium
concentrations
of
serum
gradually
decreased
with
the
n urn ber
of days after the birth. It is known that the orally taken
radiocesium
is
mostly
absorbed
in
the
alimentary
tract.
Therefore
it
is
supposed
that
cesium
and
rubidium
are
absorbed
easily
at
the
intestine
and/or
are
scarcely
excreted
before
200
days.
It
is
speculate that
Ff
of
calf
(<200
days)
is two
or
three
times
higher
than
adult
cattle on
radiocesium.
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MEASUREMENT IN THE FIELD OF THE CONCENTRATION
OF GAMMA EMITTERS NUCLIDES IN SOIL
Bortoluzzi S., Giacomelli R., Montalto M., Nocente M.,
Spezzano P.
ENEA - AREA AMBIENTE
DIPARTIMENTO ANALISI E MONITORAGGIO
MASAL - C.R.E. SALUGGIA - ITALY
SUMMARY
The measurement of the gamma emitter radionuclides is quicker if direct
field gamma spectrometry is used. The operations of setting and
determination of the parameters necessary for the calculation of the
results are described below. Furthermore, the good agreement between the
results obtained by the direct measurement and those obtained by the
sampling and the subsequent measurement in the laboratory, is show.
INTRODUCTION
The methodology for the determination of the radionuclides, present in
the soil, by direct gamma spectrometry or in situ gamma-ray spectrometry
was developed by the Health and Safety Laboratory (HASL) by Beck (1]. The
advantages of this analysis technique awakened the interest of our
laboratory. we decided to carry out a personal estimation of the method,
so as to identify its real good qualities and disadvantages and the
operating capabilities within the activities of our laboratory in best
way.
STRUMENTATIONS AND METHODS
In our case, we used a portable, type-n, high-purity Ge detector. The
detector was located on an ajustable tripod, so modified as to allow the
adjustment of the height of the detector from the soil, and the correct
positioning in respect of the horizontal plane. The instrumentation is
completed by a portable multichannel analyzer and a portable computer for
spectrum storage and processing.
The detector has to be located on an enough free and plane soil. The
areas troubled by houses or other buildings and the tree- full or not
really plane areas are to be avoided. Furthermore, if studies about the
depositions of fall-out radionuclides should be carried out, the
investigated soil must not be subjected to any human activity, which
might have modified washing off of radionuclides or soil depletion by
erosional processes.
During our tests, the detector-to-soil distance was set at approx. 1
meter; so, the useful area can be considered to be approx. 10 meters with
a depth of 15 to 30 em, depending upon the energy of the incident gamma
rays(2).
DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD
The area of a peak in an obtained spectrum represents a fraction of the
integral of the incident gamma radiation flux, during the acquisition
time, on the detector.
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We can express the ratio between the gamma radiation, measured by the
detector. and the specific activity of the radionuclide in the soil
(Nf/A) by the equation by Beck (1]:
Nf _ No . Nf . t
A - ~
No
A
The determination of No/~, intensity of gamma rays measured by the
detector per incident flux unit parallelly to the symmetry axis of the
detector, in respect of the energy of the incident gamma rays, is carried
out experimentally. We used punctiform gamma rays sources having known
activity, located 1 meter far from the detector, so that the radioactive
flux, which acts on the detector is approximately parallel to its main
axis. The trend of No/~ is obtained by the following function:
3

L

an ln(E)

n

n=O

The second quantity corrects the detector response to the energy-range of
gamma rays for the flux, which do not acts orthogonally to the surface of
the detector. Low-energy gamma (<150 keV) excluded, Nf/No remains around
the unit. In Helfer's work (2], those values are plotted in respect of
the ratio between length and diameter of the german crystal of the
detector and the energy of considered gamma rays.
To calculate the values of the incident gamma radiation flux on the
detector (~/A) , we assumed the geometry of the 2n or semi-infinite
source, by eliminating the absorption and local relief problems. The flux
depends upon the peculiar distribution of the gamma emitter radionuclide
in the soil. The concentration of the gamma emitter per surface unit is
considered to be constant on the x-y plane, and having an exponential
profile along the z-axis or depth.
The parameter a gives a values of the variation of the concentration by
the depth, extreme situations are for a-w a surface distribution, and for
a=O a homogeneous distribution of the radionuclide in the soil.
For any value of a, the total gamma radiation flux, having energy E, at a
distance h from the soil, we calculated by approximation by numerical
calculation the solution of the integral mentioned by Beck [1] .
DISCUSSION
In the method proposed, one has to estimate the dependance of the
performed estimation upon parameter choice, and the degree of accuracy
which is demanded for the value. The final result will be affected by the
highest possible compliance of the characteristics of the measurement
point with the conditions which support the model formulation, and by the
errors, which are connected to the determination of every parameter.
In general, the careful planning and estimation of the characteristics of
the measurement point in respect of the good quality of the results,
which one would obtain, allows the optimization of the method.
However, it is necessary to take into account, that, if the assumption of
a homogeneous distribution for the natural radionuclides, or surface
distribution for a recent fall-out settling gives, in general,
satisfactory results, for the estimation of settling due to past events
(Chernobyl), the results are affected by the determination of the
vertical distribution profile of the radionuclides in the soil.
Unfortunately it is not possible to estimate a undependently upon one of
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the parameters used. This is the true limit of the method; in fact, if a
good accuracy is required, we are obliged to carry out an independent
measurement campaign, by collecting core soil samples, which need to be
analyzsd in the laboratory for the determination of parameter a.
To confirm if performed calibrations are good, we performed a set of
comparisons. We chose unworked soils, complying with mentioned
requirements, performed one or more direct measurements, and, then, the
drawing of four or five soil surface samples (depth 30 em) all around a
10 meters radius from the measurement point. Collected samples were
analyzed by the traditional method, i.e.: drying and homogenizing of the
soil, measurement by Ge detectors in unsealed Marinelli's container, to
prevent balancing between radionuclides of the natural series, and
determination of the radionuclides concentrations (figure 1) . (3]

Activity
10000~-----.-----.------.-----.-----.---.--------------.

samples
"in field"

10

Pb-212

Pb-214

Tl-208

Bi-214

Cs-137

Cs-134

Ac-228

K-40

t Bq/kg for natural radionuclides

Bq/mq for fall-out radionuclides
figure 1
Comparison between calculated activity of Viverone (VC-Italy)
soil for the two method
CONCLUSIONS
To sum up, the field spectrometry technique allows a monitoring or
research laboratory to have a valid and enough accurated methodology for
the immediate estimation of the activity present in the soil. It is
specially useful in those emergency situations, where a quick response
about soil deposition is required. In that particular situation, the
instrumentation supplies, during the same time, more complete and
detailed information than usual procedures.
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Results of the ENEA intercomparison campaigns for
the radioactivity surveillance network in Italy
De Felice P.*, Laitano R. F.*, Piermattei S.** and Pona C.*
* Laboratorio di Metrologia delle Radiazioni Ionizzanti (LMRI)
ENEA, C.R.E. Casaccia, cp 2400, I-00100 Roma, Italy

** ENEA-DISP, via V. Brancati 48, I-00144 Roma, Italy
Abstract

A quality assurance programme for activity measurements in
environmental samples was established by ENEA since 1982.
The programme was based on intercomparison campaigns in
which the participants were the laboratories of the
radioactivity surveillance network in Italy. The results so
far obtained show the effectiveness of these intercomparison
campaigns in improving the measurement reliability of the
participating laboratories.
1 . Outline

of

the

intercomparison

campaigns

To assure uniformity and reproducibility of measurements
carried out by the laboratories of the radioactivity
surveillance network in Italy, the ENEA established since
1982 a standardization programme that is based on periodical
intercomparisons on radioactivity measurement. Since the
beginnings four intercomparisons have been so far carried
out with a number of participant laboratories ranging from
12 to 40 about, according to the evolution of the network in
the years. From 1983 to 1985 two intercomparisons were made
with the objective to determine the activity concentration
of 137cs and 90sr in spiked samples of milk by gamma
spectrometry and beta counting, respectively. The aim of the
first comparison (1983) was to obtain a preliminary
information on the accuracy of radioactivity measurements
currently made by the laboratories of the network. A second
comparison (1985) was repeated in similar conditions to
check the long term reproducibility of these measurements.
Both the intercomparisons showed a not satisfactory degree
of uniformity among the laboratories. The inadequacy of
calibration procedures and of data handling was identified
as one of the major error sources and this indicated the
need to undertake further intercomparisons only after a
calibration campaign for the laboratories involved. The
validity of this indication was confirmed by the better
uniformity obtained in the third comparison (1988), made
after a calibration campaign. On the basis of these results
a new standardization programme was defined.
It is
characterized by periodical calibrations and comparisons
with a variety of radionuclides in different experimental
conditions. According to the revised programme, a fourth
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comparison was carried out in 1990 and the last one, started
in 1991, is still in course.
Gamma spectrometry was performed by participants manly by
equipment based on HPGe and Ge(Li) detectors. However at the
early stage of the intercomparison campaigns some of the
laboratories were using traditional Nai-spectrometers. One
of the positive effect of this standardization programme was
to achieve a
fairly homogeneous condition in the
experimental equipment.
As for the beta counting, all the participants utilized lowbackground anticoincidence systems with different types of
detectors.
2.

Intercomparison

procedures

The procedure of each intercomparison was agreed in
preliminary meetings between the organizers and the
participants. This was considered important to assure that
the technical procedures proposed by the organizers could
have been easily accepted and applied by each participant.
The sources for the intercomparisons were prepared and
distributed to the participants by the ENEA-LMRI, the
national standards laboratory.
The radionuclides considered in the 1983-1985 comparisons
were 137Cs and 90Sr for gamma spectrometry and beta counting,
respectively, with an activity level of about 10 Bq/kg.
The experimental conditions regarding the 1988-1990
intercomparisons were rather different with respect to the
previous
intercomparisons. After the Chernobyl event, it
was decided to increase the activity concentrations of the
intercomparison sources by more than one order of magnitude
with respect to the pre-Chernobyl conditions.
The
radionuclides considered for the gamma spectrometry
intercomparisons were: 241Am, 57 Co, 134Cs, 137Cs 54Mn, BBy,
65zn. For beta measurements, sources containing only 90S r
and 90y at equilibrium were considered. In order to analyze
the error sources due mainly to measurement procedures and
data handling, it was decided to exclude sample treatment in
the comparisons. Therefore the sources distributed to
participants were aqueous radioactive solutions. In each
intercomparison the participants were given a questionnaire,
previously agreed, to be filled in with the measurement
results and with a detailed description of the experimental
means and of the method they used. The most relevant data to
be reported in the questionnaire were: nuclear parameters
used for data production, gross and net counting rates,
counting time, detector efficiency, minimum detectable
activity
and
the
activity
concentration
of
the
intercomparison source with related uncertainties.
3.

Calibration

procedures

The objective of the periodical calibration was to assure
traceability of radioactivity measurements to the national
(and international) standards.
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The not adequate instrument calibration was one of the major
error sources in the 1983-85 intercomparisons. Therefore a
periodical calibration campaign was agreed among the
laboratories before starting any new intercomparison.
The radioactive sources used for calibration were prepared
and standardized by the ENEA-LMRI. The standard sources were
aqueous solutions prepared according to the same procedures
as
for
the
intercomparison
sources.
The
following
radionuclides were used to prepare the standard sources for
calibration of gamma spectrometers: 241Am, 109cd, 57 co,
139Ce, 113sn, 85Sr, 137cs, BBy and 60Co. These radionuclides
are such to cover the photon energy range more frequently
considered for gamma-ray spectrometry in environmental
samples. The activity concentration of each radionuclide was
about 400 Bq/kg.
The calibration sources used for beta measurements contained
90sr and 90y at equilibrium similarly to the intercomparison
sources. The activity concentration of 90sr was about 15
Bq/g.
A peculiar aspect of the calibration procedures was the
adoption of the same experimental condition (e.g. the same
Marinelli beaker for a given laboratory, and the same source
density for calibration and intercomparison measurements).
This had a clear effect in error reduction.
- Gamma spectrometry intercomparisons from 1983 to 1990.
Deviations
(%),
from the reference value, of the activity
concentrations determined by participants. The 137 cs was not included
in the 1990 comparison.

Table 1

lab
code
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

4.

1983
l37cs
+2.8
+5.6
+5.6
+11
-2.8
+33
-4.7
-2.8
-1.9
-1.9
-93
+49

1985
137cs
+17
-3.3
+23
+3.3
-19
+1. 6
+0.0
+3.3
-0.0
+12
-7.4

-

-

-

+4.9

-3.0

Results

and

1988
137cs

-

1990
54Mn
+3.6
+2.8
-4.4
+4.3

-

-

-0.6

-

+1. 7
+2.4
+4.2
-2.6

-9.0

-

-

-

lab
code

1983
137cs

14

-

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

-

+2.3

-

-

-

1985
137cs

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1988
137cs
-5.9
-6.7
-12
+5.0
+0.9
-0.9
+1. 3
-5.8
-0.5
-2.2
+8.8
+5.7
-0.5

1990
54Mn
+2.4
-2.1
+5.1
+3.0
+2.2
-3.2
+5.4
+2.8
-3.9
+0.0
-2.1
+0.9
+2.1

Discussion

The results of the first intercomparison, carried out in
1983, confirmed that the degree of standardization in
radioactivity measurements was on average rather poor for
the laboratories of the network. The second comparison has
shown a slight improvement, but a still not satisfactory
situation with regard to the reproducibility of measurements
performed by each laboratory.
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In both comparisons the major source of error was a not
adequate
and
uniform calibration
practice
of
the
experimental means. In addition, the procedures for the
assessment of the uncertainties were found dissimilar among
laboratories and not exhaustive. The calibration campaign
performed in the 1988-1990 intercomparisons resulted fairly
effective. After these campaigns the deviation of the
results from the reference values were confined in the ±10%
limits in more than 90% of cases,
for both gamma
spectrometry and beta counting intercomparisons.
Table 2 - Beta counting ( 90 Sr) intercomparisons from 1983 to 1990.
of the activity
Deviations
(%),
from the reference value,
concentrations determined by participants.
lab
code

1983

1985

1988

1990

90sr

90sr

90sr

90sr

1
2
3
4
5
6

-2.5
-9.6
-17

+1.0
+36
-29
+9.2
-16
+7.8

-

+0.7
-7.3
+4.7
+1. 0
-15

-11

-26
-25

-

-

-

-

lab
code

1983

1985

1988

90sr

90sr

90sr

90sr

7
8
9
10

+23

11

-

-

-3.0
+1.2
-5.4
-1.3
-1.2

-6.3

-

+39
-2.0
+3.9

-

-

-

12

-

1990

-2.7
+6.4
-1.4
+3.7

Table 3 - Improvement in the deviations from the reference value, in
the course of the intercomparison campaigns from 1983 to 1990. The
data in percent represent the percentage of results with deviation
larger than 10% from the reference value.

~

1983

1985

1988

1990

Gamma spectrometry

33%

33%

10%

8%

Beta countinq

63%

55%

16%

4%

tvP•

Some typical results are summarized in Tables 1,2 and 3. The
details on source preparation and characteristics, on the
questionnaire content and on the results concerning all
other radionuclides not referred to in Tables 1 and 2, are
reported elsewhere (1,2). The intercomparisons planned for
the future will be based on radioactive sources in natural
matrix other than water.

References
1) De Felice P., Laitano R.F., Piermattei S.,"Activity
measurements of 90sr and 137cs in spiked solutions of milk.
Results of a national intercomparison in Italy", The Science
of the Total Environment, 69 (1988) 29-41.
2) De Felice P., Laitano R.F., Piermattei S.,"Recent results
(1986-1989) on the ENEA quality assurance programme for the
radioactivity surveillance network in Italy", The Science of
the Total Environment, in course of publication.
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POST-CHERNOBYL FALLOUT IN ROMANIA
I. Osvath and C. Dovlete
Environmental Radioactivity Laboratory
Institute of Environmental Research and Engineering
Of. Postal 11, C.P. 11-2, Bucharest, Romania
As part of the Romanian environmental
radioactivity
monitoring programme, fallout samples have been systematically
collected and analyzed for gamma emitters.
Chernobyl fallout
space-time patterns,
radionuclide concentration ratios and
deposition velocities have been determined.
The resuspension
137
process has been studied, environmental half-lives for
cs
and resuspension factors have been evaluated.
Hot particles
have been identified in some of the deposition samples.
INTRODUCTION
RADIOACTIVITY

ROMANIAN

OUTLINE OF
THE
MONITORING PROGRAMME

ENVIRONMENTAL

In 1962, in response to the need for monitoring global
fallout resulting from nuclear weapons tests,
the National
Environmental Radioactivity Surveillance Network
<NERSN>
was
created in the frame of the existing Meteorological Network.
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The NERSN has developed gradually,
reaching
a
number of
23
stations in 1986. Following an increased interest of the public
and of the counties' authorities for more detailed
information
regarding environmental radioactivity and radiological
hazards
associated with it,
the
number
of stations
has
more
than
doubled in the years following the Chernobyl accident <Fig.
1)
and activities at the
Environmental
Radioactivity
Laboratory
<ERL), which co-ordinates
the
Network,
have been developed
accordingly. Presently, the stations are
affiliated to
thP
counties'
Agencies
for
Environmental
Surveillance
and
Protection and report to ERL and the Ministry of Environment.
All stations follow a unitary methodology and programme in
and preparj.ng samples, performing
measurements
and
reporting data
[1].
They
sample atmospheric
aerosol
and
depositior1, soil, vegetation and
surface,
well
and drinking
water, perform gross beta measurements and forward the samples
to the ERL for radionuclide analyses.

~ollecting

Among studies at ERL, those on fallout, hot particles
and
resuspension present a special interest due
to
the
long-term
radiological exposure pathways associated to them.
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137
Annual
cs deposition vs.
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30.04~30.06.1986,
Romania

8
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137Cs in
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collected
for
several
locations
in

METHODS OF SAMPLING AND MEASUREMENT
2
Fallout has been sampled employing 0.3 m collectors.
most sites wet and dry deposition have
been cumulated.
gamma spectrometrical analyses, monthly and annual samples
been prepared using samples collected daily.
Exceptions
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For
For
have
were

made in 1986, when fallout
has
been cumulated
over shorter
periods in the first month after
the Chernobyl
accident,
as
well as with some individual daily samples
showing relatively
high activities, occurring in the following years.
The latter
have been successively divided and
the resulting
sub-samples
analysed, some of them being thus demonstrated to
contain
hot
particles.
using
Gamma spectrometrical analyses have been performed
high resolution, low-background systems. All spectra have
been
analysed automatically.
Complex
spectra
have
also
been
evaluated using a semi-automated procedure which allows
visual
check and separate ~reatment for each peak or multiplet.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The

following

radionuclides

have

been

identified

fallout samples collected after the Chernobyl accident:
95Zr, 95Nb, 99Mo, 103Ru, !B6Ru, 110mAg,
125Sb,
129mTe,
132Te, 1321,

134Cs,

136Cs, 140Ba, 140La, 141Ce,

144Ce,

in
S4

Mn,
131 1 ,

144Ce,

147Nd, 154E u, lSSE u, 239N p.
. .
d epos~tion
.
Act~v~ty
ratios an d
velocities have been evaluated using specific activity data.
The levels of Chernobyl-derived fallout radioactivity,
as
resulting from samples collected at NERSN stations, were lowest
in the North-Western
part of the country,
highest
in
the
central, Eastern and Southern plains
and
at
high
altitudes
<Fig. 11. Analyses of soil samples (in progress) show a
more
complicated pattern of contamination.
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<30.04-30.06.1986) for several sites in Romania.
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137

cs

137
Measured monthly values of
cs in atmospheric deposition
show
an
exponential
decrease
with
a
site-dependent
environmental half-life between 55-237 days during June 1986
June 1987, and between 236-549 days during June 1986 - December
137
1991.
Data on
cs in yearly cumulated samples show that
the
magnitude of the initial deposit determines
the magnitude of
the subsequent deposition rate (i.e. sites with
lower
initial
deposit associate lower deposition rates), but for
values of
137
the initial
deposit above
2
kBq/sqm,
the
annual
cs
deposition does not vary with the initial deposit <Fig. 2l. The
resuspension coefficient K,
defined
in
[21,
decreases
with
increasing
values
of the
initial
deposit,
as
illustrated
<Fig.3) by values computed for
1991,
using
yearly
mean
air
concentration values [3). K also decreases in time CFig.4l.
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During 1988-1990 several hot

particles,

with

relatively
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·
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· ·
. h 144 c e an ct 106 Ru act1v1
h Lg
samples, moetly originating from the Eastern part of Romania.
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RADON IN THE HUMAN ENVIRONMENT:
A GLOBAL APPROACH

F. Steinhausler
International Atomic Energy Agency,
P.O. Box 100, A-1400 Vienna, Austria
ABSTRACT
The largest IAEA/CEC Co-ordinated Research Programme "Radon in the
Human Environment" is described in terms of programme objectives, quality
assurar::;;e, standardization of surveys and preliminary results.
1.

GLOBAL RECOGNITION OF THE RADON PROBLEM

Already in 1956 the importance of the non-occupational radon (Rn) exposure
was pointed out (1). However, the international scientific and regulatory community
had only just started to acknowledge the significance of the occupational exposure to
radon decay products (Rn-d) in the case of the uranium underground miners (2). In
the following 20 years mainly European and US-scientists provided a growing number
of data (e.g. in the Proc. of the US-DOE Symposium Series "The Natural Radiation
Environment"), which indicated the widespread occurrence of elevated Rn-d exposure
in a variety of natural and technologically-enhanced natural radiation environments.
Nevertheless it took until 1977 when the International Commission on Radiological
Protection addressed radiation protection issues in uranium mines (3) and until 1981
for it to recommend an occupational Rn-d limit of 4.8 Working Level Months (4). In
the 1980's the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development, Nuclear
Energy Agency (OECD-NEA), Paris (France) and the Commission of the European
Communities (CEC), Brussels (Belgium) reviewed the state-of the-art of Rn- and Rn-d
metrology and dosimetric methods (5). In the United States of America the USDepartment of Energy and the US-Environmental Protection Agency undertook the
so far largest national Rn-programme (6). Within the framework of the United Nations
the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) responded to the request from 56
Member States and initiated, jointly with the CEC, a co-ordinated research programme
on "Radon in the Human Environment". This international programme will co-ordinate
the research efforts to quantify the impact of Rn on man.
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2.

THE IAEA RESPONSE

For the IAEA - Co-ordinated Research Programme (CRP) "Radon in the
Human Environment" altogether 108 research project proposals have been approved,
making it the largest CRP within the Agency; 25 CEC-approved projects are part of
the CRP. This CRP encompasses scientists of largely differing experience in Rnresearch, using a wide variety of equipment and analytical methods. Therefore it is
imperative to ensure comparability of results obtained from the various studies. The
IAEA organized the International Intercalibration and Intercomparison Programme
(IIIP) for Rn- and Rn-d measurement techniques as part of a comprehensive Quality
Assurance Programme (QAP). Another major objective is the standardization of the
Rn survey techniques for the different applications, ranging from establishing a Rnpotential map or conducting an epidemiological survey concerning Rn-d induced lung
cancer. Furthermore the CRP emphasizes an institutionalized exchange of information
on the available methodology concerning inhalation dosimetry, risk assess;nent and
mitigation techniques. Finally it is planned to establish an international Rn-databank
for both members of the international scientific community and national regulatory
agencies. The CRP is implemented in two phases. Phase I started in 1990 and
consisted of the award of 37 Research Agreements, 12 Research Contracts and 4
Consultant Contracts to the following countries: Algeria, Argentina, Australia, Austria,
Belgium, Brazil, Bulgaria, China, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Egypt, Germany, Ghana,
Hungary, Iran, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, Korea, Luxembourg, Malaysia, Netherlands,
Norway, Pakistan, Poland, Singapore, Spain, Sudan, Sweden, Switzerland, Syria,
Thailand, Tunesia, Turkey, United Kingdom, USA, Vietnam, Yugoslavia. The overall
technical guidance of the QAP is provided by the members of the IAEA-IIIP:
Environmental Measurements Laboratory (New York, USA); Bureau of Mines
(Denver, USA); National Radiological Protection Board (Didcot, UK); Australian
Radiation Laboratory (Melbourne, AUS1. At the secondary level Regional
Coordinators act as technical/logistical interface between the CRP-participants and the
primary laboratories; for the American region: Instituto de Engenharia Nuclear (Rio
de Janeiro, Brazil); for the European region: Centre of Radiation Hygiene (Prague,
CSFR); for the Eastern European and Middle East region: Laboratory of Dosimetry
and Radiation Protection (Sofia, Bulgaria); for the Asian- Pacific region: Ministry of
Public Health, Laboratory of Industrial Hygiene (Beijing, China). In addition, the USEnvironmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the IAEA are conducting jointly
international intercomparison exercises and Rn-detector test programmes under
defined laboratory exposure conditions. Standardized protocols were developed to
assist in the co-ordinated conduct of Rn-surveys. In the pilot-phase of such a survey
the technical and logistical components are tested, survey personnel are trained and
the necessary regional/national programme infrastructure is established. The
subsequently conducted large scale Rn-survey is conducted mostly with the objective
of determining yearly averaged indoor Rn-values, using a standardized questionnaire
for randomly selected individuals.
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In 1991 the following QAP-related activities have been organized within the
CRP:
a) an international field-intercomparison exercise (Rn in air and water; Rn-d
in air) for active and passive devices in the high background area of the Rn-spa
Badgastein (Austria); b) an internationallaboratory-intercomparison exercise (Rn in
air) for integrating passive devices used by CRP-participants at the US-EPA Rnchamber in Montgomery (Alabama); c) a climatic Rn-detector performance test (Rn
in air) for commercially available integrating Rn-devices, simulating dry /humid hot/cold environments in the US-EPA Rn-chamber in Las Vegas (Nevada).
Results from pilot-surveys have indicated new data for population groups with
elevated indoor radiation exposure levels in different regions of the world, for
instance:
In China several hundred thousand inhabitants reside in carbon-brick dwellings,
which contain elevated levels of 238U (~ 20.8 kBq/kg) and 226Ra (~ 30 kBq/kg). This
causes an increased gamma dose rate up to 940 nGy /h (7). Also millions of Chinese
live in underground earth-dug cave-dwellings, in some cases exposed to Rn-levels in
excess of 650 Bqfm 3•
In Europe the environmental impact of Bulgarian uranium mining and milling
activities has been studied. Areas were identified with 226 Ra-levels in soil up to 10
kBq/kg and elevated Rn-levels indoors (~ 400 Bq/m3) due to 226 Ra-surface
contamination on the walls (8).
In Africa elevated Rn-levels have been found in Ghana and Sudan. In the
former case Rn-concentration in traditional Ohana-houses (clay bricks, small windows)
was found to be significantly in excess of US-EPA action levels due to poor ventilation
(9); in the latter case increased 238 U / 26Ra-levels in the high background area of Lake
Miri can cause elevated exposure of the local residents up to 38.6 mSv /year effective
dose (10).
3.

THE NEED FOR INTERNATIONAL CO-ORDINATION

With regard to research increased co-ordinating efforts are warranted in the
areas: source term characterization (contribution from tho ron daughters, transport
phenomena); aerosol sciences (interactions of Rn-d with other pollutants and
aerosols); micro- and biological dosimetry (dose reconstruction for different species);
molecular radiobiology (in vitro cellular approach). Details are discussed in ref. 11.
Co-ordination is also required in the implementation of the large number of Rnprogrammes planned worldwide, concerning: data collection and -storage methods;
QAP; Rn-mitigation techniques. Harmonization of the international regulatory
approach to risk limitation from Rn-d inhalation is of particular interest. Several
exposure situations have to be addressed, such as non-occupational exposure
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(residential use of owner occupied buildings vs. rented accommodation), occupational
non-mining exposure (Rn-spas, public buildings vs. schools, offices and general
workplaces) and occupational mining exposure (uranium-, non-uranium-mining and
milling).
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RADON-INDUCED LUNG CANCER RISK A!r ENVIRONMEN!rAL DOSE LEVELS

W. Hofmann
Division of Biophysics, University of Salzburg, Austria, and
D.J. Crawford-Brown
Department of Environmental Sciences and Engineering,
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7400, USA
ABSTRACT
A non-linear lung cancer risk model has been developed, in
which both the functional form of the dose-response relationship
and its parameter values arise from radio- biological observations
at the cellular and organ level. Depending on the effectiveness of
ionizing radiation as either promoter and/or initiator, different
dose-effect curves will be obtained in the low dose region, which
are generally lower than the linear risk estimate.
INTRODUCTION
Because of the inevitable interaction of confounding factors,
any estimate of lung cancer risk at low, environmental exposures
to radon progeny must be based on some form of extrapolation from
high radon levels. Current radiation protection regulations are
based on the philosophy that the excess risk is linearly related
to the cumulative exposure. Here, we contrast the linear hypothesis
with theoretical predictions based on a non-linear cancer risk
model. This model is based on radiobiological mechanisms at the
cellular level. The intent is to provide a coherent understanding
of
in-vitro
cellular transformation
and
in-vivo
organ
carcinogenesis. Such an approach requires a set of assumptions
concerning cellular radiation effects of alpha particles relevant
to radiation carcinogenesis. Predictions of the relative lung cancer
risk are compared with epidemiological findings in U.S. uranium
miners ( 1).
CELLULAR RADIATION EFFECTS
In line with radiobiological observations, our predictive
model of lung cancer induction is based on three properties of
radiation: (i) transformation of cells, (ii) inactivation of cells,
and (iii) stimulated cellular division in a stem cell population.
This model has been used to estimate the carcinogenic risk of
beta-emitting hot particles in lung tissue (2). Here, an additional
assumption has been incorporated, namely (iv) the need of a cell
to be released from contact inhibition in order to express its full
potential as a transformed cell (3).
In the present lung cancer induction model we assume five
states in the development of a cell from the initial unirradiated
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level (state 1) to a fully transformed one (state 5) ( 3) • The
intermediate steps are: production of a specific DNA damage (state
1 to 2), production of a less specific DNA damage (state 2 to 3),
cellular division (state 3 to 4) and release from contact inhibition
(state 4 to 5). Competing with these mechanisms at each transition
is radiation-induced cell death. Lung cancer risk is then assumed
to be proportional to the number of transformed cells.
According to the common terminology of "initiation" and
"promotion" in carcinogenesis, movement from state 1 to 3 may be
identified as the initiating event and the two subsequent
transitions as promotion events. Radiation, like all carcinogens,
has properties of both initiation and promotion.
LUNG CANCER RISK PREDICTIONS
Cumulative doses for a given exposure category are calculated
assuming a median length of exposure of 4 years in all exposure
categories ( 1) and a dose-exposure conversion factor of 3. 9 mGy WLM- 1
Multiplication of the risk for a sensitive cell in bronchial
epithelium, receiving a given cumulative dose, by the number of cells
in a given generation ( 4) and summation over all bronchial generations
(5) yields the carcinogenic risk for a defined exposure category.
First we assume that radiation acts both as initiator and
promoter ( IP-model) . The in-vitro tranformation frequency per viable
cell for alpha particle irradiation (6,7) already represents the
total probability of reaching the final stage of uninhibited growth,
comprising all initiation and promotion steps. Two modifications
have been made to obtain the transformation probability per exposed
cell and to simulate in-vivo tranformation under conditions of
cellular replacement.
The relative lung cancer risk for the IP-model as a function
of cumulative exposure is plotted in Fig. 1 together with the
epidemiological data of Hornung and Meinhardt (1). Given the large
statistical uncertainty of the epidemiological information, there
is excellent agreement between predicted and observed lung cancer
risks over the entire range of cumulative exposures. At low doses,
our non-linear model predicts a slightly lower risk as has been
observed in the epidemiological study. It should be noted, however,
that such a sublinear shape with a rising slope is consistent with
the lung cancer data reported by Samet et al. (8).
If we assume that cells have already been initiated by
co-carcinogenic factors, such as cigarette smoke, then radiation
can promote these initiated cells by stimulating cellular division
and stopping contact inhibition (P-model). At the same time,
however, it can also kill the cells. Lung cancer risk in the P-model
is very similar to the predictions with the IP-model displayed in
Fig. 1.
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Based on the histopathological observations of smoke- induced
hyperplasia of bronchial cells, we assume that the primary
promotional role of cigarette smoke is through stimulation of
cellular division (CSP-model). An increase in the efficiency of
cigarette smoke promotion relative to that of radiological promotion
produces a higher risk at low doses and a smaller risk at high doses
when compared to pure radiological promotion. Thus the additional
promotional effect of cigarette smoke yields an approximately linear
dose-effect curve at low doses.
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Predictions of the relative lung cancer risk (radiation
acts both as initiator and promoter) as a function of
cumulative radon progeny exposure and comparison with
epidemiological data.

CONCLUSIONS
If radiation is assumed to act as initiator and promoter
(IP-model) or only as promotor (P-model), then the predicted lung
cancer risk in the low dose regime is smaller than that based on
the linear hypothesis. If radiation is effective primarily as an
initiator (with cigarette smoke being the main promoter), then the
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predicted incidence at low doses approaches the linear estimate.
While these models use mean doses, explicit incorporation of
variability in cellular doses modifies the above risk predictions.
Assuming lognormal cellular dose distributions, a larger variability
increases the risk at high doses, but reduces the incidence at low
doses (9). On the other hand, if enhanced deposition and reduced
mucociliary clearance at bronchial bifurcations is factored into
our risk analysis, then lung cancer risk is increased at low
exposures relative to the current assumption of a uniform airway
dose distribution used in the above models (10).
Considering the uncertainties of each modeling approach, a
realistic combination of all factors discussed above suggests that
the linear hypothesis represents a realistic upper boundary in the
low doses region, thus being a viable compromise for radiation
protection purposes.
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EXPOSURE TO COSMIC RADIATION:
A DEVELOPING MAJOR PROBLEM IN RADIATION PROTECTION

Wayne M. Lowder and Ferenc Hajnal,
USDOE Environmental Measurement Laboratory, New York, NY, USA
(possibly coauthors from NASA, FAA, and other agencies)

Cosmic radiation at ground altitudes is usually a relatively minor contributor to human
radiation exposure, producing a global collective dose equivalent that is about 10 percent
of the total from all natural sources. However, more than a million people living at high
altitudes receive annual dose equivalents in excess of 5 mSv. In recent years, there has
been increasing concern about the exposure of aircraft flight crews and passengers, for
whom annual dose equivalents of up to several mSv have been estimated. Recent EML
results indicate the presence of an important high-energy neutron component at jet aircraft
altitudes, perhaps producing dose equivalents of the order of 0.1. mSv/h at high latitudes.
Finally, space agencies have been long concerned whit the potential exposures of
astronauts, especially from the rare massive solar flare events. As more people venture into
space, this source of human radiation exposure will become increasingly important.

Available date on these aspects of cosmic radiation exposure will be reviewed, along with
current and anticipated future research activities that may yield and improved assessment
of the problem. The question of how such exposures might be controlled will be
addressed, but not answered.
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EXPOSURE TO RADON IN ABOVE GROUND WORKPLACES
THE EXPERIENCE IN GREAT BRITAIN (GB)
B C ROSS* AND D WDIXON+

* Technology Division, Health and Safety Executive (HSE)
Magdalen House, Stanley Precinct, Bootle, Merseyside L20 3QZ
+ National Radiological Protection Board (NRBP) Chilton, Didcot,

Oxfordshire

ABSTRACT
Regulations regarding exposure of employees and others to ionising
radiation including exposure to radon were introduced in GB in 1985.
Research by HSE over a number of years has identified the type and
location of workplaces most affected by radon. Exposures in excess
of the action levels in the regulations have been identified and
appropriate action taken. Further research is underway to identify
other affected areas and compare methods of measurement. Liaison
has taken place between government departments to produce advisory
material for employers and employees.

REGULATORY BACKGROUND
In Great Britain (GB) safety regulations for employees and others
affected by their work are made under the Health and Safety at Work
Act 1974. In 1986 the Ionising Radiations Regulations 1985 (IRR85)1
were introduced. These regulations include requirements which are
binding on GB by virtue of its Membership of the European Community.
The requirements are contained in the Euratom Directives of 1980 and
1984 and are traceable to International Commission on Radiological
Protection (ICRP) publications 26(1977) and 30(1979).
The requirements in IRR85 for radon are introduced under "work with
ionising radiation". This is any work in which there is any
exposure of a person to an atmosphere containing the short lived
daughters of radon 222 at a concentration averaged over any 8 hour
working period of greater than 6.24 x 10·7 J m·3 ie 0.03 Working
Levels (WL). This corresponds to a dose of 5 mSv over a 2000 hour
working year which is the supervised area level. Strictly exposure
to 0.03 WL for 2000 hours corresponds to a dose of about 3.5 mSv,
with a conversion factor of 10 mSv per WLM, and after allowance for
exposure to natural sources other than radon 222. An important
requirement of the regulations is the appointment of a radiation
protection adviser at a concentration of 0.1 WL. Guidance on
application of the regulations is given in an approved code of
practice2 which contains advice on for example restriction of
exposure, personal dosimetry and area monitoring. Guidance has also
been produced for HSE inspectors and environmental health officers.
The latter inspect premises such as offices and shops. Inspectors
have also been given training and are backed up by radiation
specialists who have appropriate experience and radon monitoring
equipment.
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WORKPLACE STUDIES

In 1983 HSE commissioned a series of research programmes designed to
obtain information on the type and 1ocat ion of premises where the
IRR85 were likely to apply3. The first studies concentrated on
Devon and Cornwa 11 where it was known that high 1eve 1s existed in
some homes. NRPB undertook radon monitoring work for HSE using
their track etch plastic detector, which is mounted in a housing
which acts as a diffusion chamber and also acts as mechanical
protection. Earliest measurements also included active sampling.
Monitors were sent by post individually to each employer with
instructions for placement and return. Employers were asked to put
the monitors in p1aces that were routinely occupied. Account was
also taken of the time of year in which the monitoring took place to
allow for the annual variation that occurs in radon levels whereby
levels are generally lower in summer than in winter. Since
measurements of radon daughter concentrations can be laborious and
time consuming, measurements with passive monitors over one month
have been adopted in the UK as the routine method of screening to
decide whether workplaces are likely to be affected by Regulations.
Some care is needed in translating the results of radon gas
measurements over one month to a radon daughter concentration during
working hours, but for a typical diurnal variation, a screening
va 1ue of 400 Bq m- 3 measured with passive monitors over a month
during winter provides an effective means of identifying workplaces
where concentrations during the day might exceed 0.03 WL. Since
these monitors are cheap, simple to use and can be sent through the
post, they provide an effective means of screening large numbers of
workplaces.
These initial studies showed that in premises such as workshops and
production areas with good natura 1 or forced vent i 1at ion it was
unlikely that the action level of 0.03 WL would be exceeded.
However places such as offices schools and hospitals may well exceed
this level. Of the 50 workplaces studied 10 exceeded the supervised
area level and 3 exceeded the controlled area level. The highest
estimated annual dose was 24 mSv. The information was communicated
to employers. Further research4 on the feasibility of simple
methods of reducing radon daughter concentrations concluded that
underfloor suction systems were likely to be very effective in many
properties and that other methods were un 1ike ly to achieve
consistent and substantial reductions.
The latest studies undertaken by HSE surveyed a total of 670
premises in Cornwall, Devon, Derbyshire, Northamptonshire, Somerset
and Scotland. The complete analysis is not available at the time of
writing, but of the 145 results processed, 23 premises had levels in
excess of the supervised area level. The highest radon gas
concentration reported was 3000 Bq m-3 which gives an estimated
40 mSv dose for a 2000 hour exposure time. Although the premises
with the highest concentrations were in Cornwall 20 premises in the
other areas were identified as having concentrations likely to
exceed the supervised area levels. Other studies have identified
levels of several thousand Bqm-3 in a workplace in Derbyshire.
Further research has been commissioned with NRPB to obtain estimates
of the distribution of radon gas concentration in workplaces
throughout the country. This will be based primarily on correlation
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with existing
comparison of
is designed
app 1i cabi 1ity
IRR85.

data for homes. Another area of current research is
methods for monitoring exposure to radon. This work
to give further information on the accuracy and
of the methods for the purpose of comp 1yi ng with

PROVISION OF INFORMATION

A recent development in GB in the approach to the radon problem is
the consideration by government of exposures both at work and at
home. This approach was advocated in the recent recommendations of
the House of Commons Environment Committee 5 • It emphasised the need
for a person to be given adequate information about the overall risk
from exposure to radon. A 1eafl et is being prepared by the HSE
which gives simple background facts about radon, gives guidance on
action to be taken by employers and explains how to obtain
assistance from the Department of the Environment for monitoring at
home. In workplaces where it has been found necessary to take
action to reduce radon levels employees are strongly recommended to
have their homes tested as well. This is available free through the
Department of Environment.
CONCLUSIONS

Research over the last 8 years has shown that workplaces with low
natural ventilation in Cornwall and Devon are most likely to have
the highest radon concentrations in GB. However other areas can
have significant concentrations which require remedial action.
It is the experience in GB that a package of measures is necessary
to achieve adequate protection from the risks posed by exposure to
radon. This package should include research, regulations,
production of guidance materia 1 , inspection and enforcement by the
regulatory body.
It is likely that existing arrangements in GB will provide a good
framework to cope with future developments in International Guidance
and European legislation for radon.
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NATURAL RADIATION INDOOR EXPOSURE OF ITALIAN POPULATION
F.Bochicchio (*), G.Campos Venuti(*), S.Mancioppi (+), S.Piermattei (+l,
S.Risica (*l, L.Tommasino (+), G.Torri (+).
(*) Istituto Superiore di Sanita, Roma, Italy.
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ABSTBACT

A natural radiation survey based on the choice of a statistically
representative sample of 5000 dwellings began in Italy in 1989. The paper
analyses the radon results obtained in 45% of the national sample. The
arithmetic mean of the concentration is equal to 80 Bq/m 3 and the number of
dwellings exceeding 200 and 400 Bq/m3 is around 5% and 1% of the total,
respectively. The concentration distribution could be described by a lognormal curve, but with a significant underestimation of the high
concentration tail.

INTRODUCTION
The aim of the national survey was: i) to obtain the distribution of
radon concentration and of absorbed dose rate in air; ii) to evaluate the
average exposure of the population to natural radiation. These data might
allow an assessment of the percentage of dwellings, which exceeds some
reference levels of radon concentration, and the average risk - according
to present knowledge
for the population due to radon indoors. The
opportunity and the social and economical cost of regulatory choices could
thus be evaluated.
The strategy chosen - a two stage stratified sampling according to
administrative districts and population - is described in ref .1. The
peculiarity of the survey is the involvement of several public laboratories
in carrying out the measurements and local health authorities in
approaching the families. The survey was designed to give representative
data of radon concentration both at district and at national level,
allowing also to proceed in different time steps.
The organization and the state of art of the survey, the experimental set
up, the protocols and the questionnaires adopted, the acceptance of the
public, have been presented elsewhere (ref. 2, 3). In this paper the quality
control methodology and the experimental results in 45% of the sample are
presented.

QUALITY ASSURANCE AND QUALITY CONTROL PROCEDURES
As the survey involves around twenty laboratories with different
operational experience, a sound quality assurance/quality control programme
has been set up. It foresees: the intercomparison among laboratories at the
beginning of the measurement phase, the use of duplicate dosemeters (each
containing two detectors), a strict protocol to assemble the detectors, to
perform the measurements and to analyse the data. The QA/QC programme is
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carried out by the two National Institutes
comparability of the various data sets.

in order to

guarantee the

Regarding the quality assurance of the measurement apparatus, the
dosemeters used in the survey were previously calibrated both at the NRPB
radon chamber (twice) and at the USDOE-EML (once) . The three calibration
factors have a coefficient of variation of 5%.
In the first two
intercomparison runs organized in Italy at central level the coefficients
of variation among the different laboratories were 8% and 11%.
The

complete

set

of data

from

detector pairs

(one detector

for each

dosemeter) were compared by means of parametric and non parametric tests
(ref.4) to verify their consistency and to identify possible outliers. In
these cases, the third detector is processed and, sometimes, even the
fourth (used as back up detector by the National Institutes) .
An evaluation of the errors affecting the measurements of the
laboratories involved - connected with differences in batch, in etching
procedure, in track counting, etc. - was performed. A first analysis
allowed to assign a global uncertainty around 30% for radon concentrations
up to 50 Bq/m3 and 20% for concentrations above the same value. A more
detailed study is at present being carried out.

RESULTS
The survey is still in progress. Data from 45% of the national sample
(northern and central districts) have been analysed. The distribution of
annual radon concentration in dwellings (see fig.l) has approximately a
log-normal shape. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was performed to assess the
goodness-of-fit of the actual distribution with a log-normal curve. A
negative result (p < 10- 6 ) was obtained.
The arithmetic mean of radon distribution in the different districts
ranges from 43 to 117 Bq/m3 and the overall mean is 80 Bq/m3 , with an
estimated statistical uncertainty of 3 Bq/m3 (95% of confidence level). The
median is equal to 61 Bq/m3 , close to the geometric mean, which is equal to
62 Bq/m3 , with a statistical uncertainty of 2 Bq/m3 (95% c.l.).
The fraction of dwellings with mean radon concentration exceeding
200 Bq/m3 and 400 Bq/m3 - the reference levels adopted by the European
Community for new and existing dwellings
ranges in the different
districts from 0.6% to 9.9% and from 0% to 4.9%, respectively. In the total
measured sample this quantity is 5.1% and 1. 3% respectively, with a
statistical uncertainty of 1.0% and 0.6% (95% c.l.). The values obtained by
the log-normal fit are 3.9% and 0.2%.
In conclusion, whereas the log-normal approximation gives a fairly good
estimation of the distribution central value,
it significantly
underestimates the high radon concentration tail, as reported also by other
authors (ref.5).
The mean ratio of the winter/summer concentrations ranges from 1.1 to 2.7
for different districts, with a mean value of 1.5. The correlation of radon
concentration with floor level is shown in fig.2. The mean concentration
decreases from basement to the ground and the first floor, becoming almost
constant after the second floor.
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CONCLUSIONS
Taking into account the occupation factors indoors at home and elsewhere,
obtained in the survey through questionnaires, the mean effective dose has
been calculated (ref.6). The value ranges from 2.2 to 6.1 mSv/y in the
different districts, with a mean of 4.1 mSv/y.
This evaluation confirms even in Italy the relevance of radon as a source
of exposure to ionizing radiation.
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RADON IN THE OFFICE ENVIRONMENT
Dariush Azimi-Garakani
Radiation Hygiene Division, Paul Scherrer Institute,
CH-5232 Villigen PSI, Switzerland.
ABSTRACT
The results of weekly radon concentration measurements in an
office environment using a novel envelope-type radon monitor for short~
term exposure periods are presented.
The commercially available LR-115
damage track detectors are used and the chemically etched sheets are
spark counted.
The measurements were made over a period of one year.
The indoor radon concentration varies from - 20 Bq.m-3 to - 300 Bq.m-3
with the average of 130, 81 and 73 Bq.m-3 for three different rooms
resulting in the annual dose of 4.5, 2.8 and 2.5 mSv, respectively.
INTRODUCTION
Measurements of indoor radon concentrations have attracted
much attention since early 1980.
The correlation between lung cancer
and exposure to radon has been well established [1], though the risk
under normal indoor environmental conditions is somewhat uncertain [2] .
There are a variety of radon detectors and dosemeters for indoor and
outdoor radon measurements.
The systems based on damage track
detectors proved to be very attractive for their ability to integrate
over long periods of time (months to years) [3] .
Short-term exposure
period as low as one week is needed when a screening survey is required
[4].
This paper describes the results of weekly radon concentration
measurements in an office environment using a gas radon sampling device
for short-term exposure periods.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
A novel envelope-type radon monitor has been designed and
successfully used for short-term radon measurements [5, 6] .
The
commercially available LR-115 damage track detectors (9 em x 12 em) are
used in this monitor.
When the envelope is closed, the strippable LR115 detector dose not register alpha particles and the monitor is in
the off state.
When the envelope is opened, only half of the LR-115
sheet is exposed to the ambient.
The second half of the foil, being
protected by a plastic cover thick enough to stop all alpha particles,
is used as "blank" detector.
At the end of the exposure period, the
LR-115 sheets are chemically etched in the 10% NaOH solution at 60 °C
for 110 min and then spark counted [7, 8].
The radon concentrations
were
calculated using the
calibration
factor
of e = 2. 03 ± 0. 07
em- 2 . kBq- 1 .m3. h determined separately by the calibration exposure in
the radon chamber.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The weekly radon concentrations in an office situated in the
lower ground level of a multi-storey building were measured using the
envelope-type radon monitor.
The office consists of three adjacent
rooms with forced ventilation systems throughout the year.
The
measurements were made over a period of one year with no interruption.
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The variations of weekly radon concentrations for three different rooms
are shown in Fig. 1. The results show that, in these rooms, the indoor
radon concentration varies from - 20 Bq.m-3 to - 300 Bq.m-3.
The
average radon concentrations are 130, 81 and 73 Bq.m-3 for the Rooms A,
B and C, respectively.
The standard error of any single measurement
did not exceed
±10% with the mean of
±4%.
The annual dose
resulting of radon concentration in the Rooms A, B and C are 4.5, 2.8
and 2.5 mSv, respectively, taking the concentration-to-dose conversion
factor of 1 Bq.m-3 = 0.035 mSv per year.
CONCLUSION
The envelope-type radon sampler in conjunction with spark
counter proves to be the most convenient and s~le method for shortterm radon measurements as low as one week.
These measurements are
~ortant for occupational health services.
The weekly indoor radon
measurements in an office over a period of one year showed that the
concentration varies from - 20 Bq.m-3 to - 300 Bq.m-3 with the average
of 130, 81 and 73 Bq.m-3 for three different rooms.
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ETUDE EXPERIMENTALE DES EFFETS GENETIQUES DE LA
RADIOACTIVITE NATURELLE
M. Delpoux (1), H. Dulieu (2), A. Leonard (3)
Universites Paul Sabatier de Toulouse France (1), de Bourgogne
a Dijon, France (2), et de Louvain (Woluwe), Belgique (3)
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE GENETIC EFFECTS OF THE
NATURAL RADIOACTIVITY
The dose rates of natural telluric radioactivity usually range
between 0. 3 and 3. 0 mGy /year
however, they sometimes reach
considerably higher values (more than 1 Gy/year). Apart from rare
exceptions, the living organisms present on or in such soils are
apparently normal. Yet, laboratory studies on their progenies
suggest that natural telluric radiations have genetic effects. This
have been verified by means of plant and animal genetic markers. The
former have also shown that other environmental factors may in the
long run play some role in the evolutionary process.
INTRODUCTION
Peu de travaux ont ete cons acres a 1' etude des effets
biologiques de la radioactivite naturelle. La synthese presentee
ici, concerne les principes de quelques experimentations et les
resultats les plus importants obtenus ces vingt cinq dernieres
annees par un groupe de recherche pluridisciplinaire.
MATERIELS ET METHODES
Trois types de travaux ont ete realises :
I - observation de vegetaux infeodes a plusieurs sites
uraniferes presents dans le sud de la France et comparaison avec les
memes especes presentes sur des substrats voisins ne contenant pas
d'uranium et ses descendants radioactifs.
II
recolte de graines sur des especes vegetales
presentes a la fois sur des substrats uraniferes et non uraniferes,
les deux types de semences etant semees, pour comparaison, dans les
memes conditions de microclimat, de substrat et d'environnement
faiblement radioactif (bruit de fond nature!).
III - utilisation de marqueurs genetiques cultives ou
eleves au-dessus de certains de ces sites uraniferes et sur des
sites temoins voisins afin de detecter et d'evaluer les eventuels
effets genetiques soupconnes grace aux travaux precedemment realises
in situ. Les principaux marqueurs utilises sont :
le systeme al+/al a2+/a2 du Tabac
il est
constitue par deux genes independants al et a2
conditionnant la
differenciation des chloroplastes dans la variete xanthi
n. c. de
Nicotiana tabacum L. A l'etat heterozygote (al+/al a2+/a2 ), cette
combinaison genetique qui donne une couleur vert jaune aux feuilles
par suite d • une deficience chlorophyllienne partielle, permet de
deceler facilement
les variations somatiques liees
a ses
modifications. Les plus frequentes correspondent a des reversions de
al vers al + ou de a2 vers a2+ qui s' expriment sous la forme de
taches vert fonce sur le fond vert jaune des limbes. Le taux de
reversion moyen (p) par generation cellulaire, s • obtient par un
calcul simple a partir de donnees faciles a mesurer : surface des
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feuilles (S), surface totale des secteurs mutes sur les feuilles
etudiees (Sg), densite cellulaire (d)

p

1 -

[

s-~g

11/t

ou

t

=

log Sd
log 2

-7

et

N

=

Sxd,

t etant le nombre de generations cellulaires necessaires pour
former le tissu foliaire etudie.
deG petits marnmif€res
lapins venant d'nn
elevage regional et souris de la race BALB/c. Ils ont ete eleves
dans des dispositifs construits au-dessus du site radioactif de
Riviera! dans le Bassin permien de LodAve (France), des animaux
temoins etant maintenus au voisinage, dans des dispositifs
similaires places au-dessus de sites caracterises par le seul bruit
de fond nature!. Chez les lapins, l'etude a concerne les chromosomes
des lymphocytes. Chez les souris, c'est la fertilite des individus
males et femelles qui a ete prise en compte.
Dans taus les cas, les marqueurs genetiques sent cultives ou
eleVeS de maniere a n I etre SOUmis quI a 1 I action deS rayonnementS
ionisants emis par les sites uraniferes.

RESULTATS
I - Observation des vegetaux infeodes aux sites uraniferes :
sauf exception, les formations vegetales et les
vegetaux presents sur ces terrains ont des caracteristiques
determinees par le climat de la region, le sol, !'action humaine et
la concurrence biologique entre especes en melange ou en competition
sur les sites radioactifs. Ces ensembles biologiques ne sent pas
"marques" par les irradiations chroniques subies.
- une seule fois au printemps 1977 et sur le seul site
uranifere duMas d'Alary dans le Bassin de Lodeve un cas d'albinisme
a ete observe sur Galactites tomentosa L. composee produisant
normalement des capitules a fleurs violettes. Parmi les individus
porteurs de telles inflorescences, il en a ete distingue qui ne
portaient que des capitules a fleurs blanches et d'autres portant a
la fois des capitules a fleurs violettes et des capitules a fleurs
blanches.
Cette derniAre categorie montre que les potentialites en ce
qui concerne la couleur des fleurs a change au cours de
developpement des plants. Le fondement genetique de ce changement a
ete demontre en etudiant la descendance, hors site uranifere, des
trois categories d'individus.
- on peut affirmer que en dehors de cette exception,
certes spectaculaire, la presence de radionucleides en quantites
anormalement elevees dans les substrats des sites uraniferes et
!'augmentation concomitttante de !'irradiation tellurique ne
modifient pas en apparence, les caracteristiques des populations
vivantes fixees sur ces sites.
II - Etude de la descendance des vegetaux infeodes aux sites
uraniferes
Des graines appartenant a differentes especes (Aegilops ovata
L., Leucanthemum vulgare L., Nigella damascena L., etc.) recoltees
sur differents sites uraniferes et sur des sites voisins non
uraniferes ont parfois permis de detecter dans les descendances
observees des differences significatives (taux de germination,
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taille des plantules et des plants adultes, etc.), transmissibles a
travers les generations.
Ce fait s'ajoutant au cas d'albinismle observe in situ, a
suggere l' idee de la possibilite de modifications genetiques dans
les especes vivantes presentes sur les sites uraniferes. Peuventelles etre attribuees a l'action des rayonnements ionisants emis par
l'uranium et ses descendants radioactifs ? Seule une experimentation
impliquant des marqueurs genetiques bien connus, soumis aux seuls
rayonnements emis par les sites uraniferes a permis d'apporter une
reponse.
III - Modifications de marqueurs genetiques importes
- systeme al+/al a2+/a2 du Tabac :
Plusieurs essais ont ete realises sur des sites uraniferes du
Bassin de Lodeve et du Lauragais
la frequence des variations
somatiques observees sur les feuilles formees au-dessus des terrains
uraniferes a, parfois tres nettement, augrnente. Le calcul des taux
de reversion par generation cellulaire a montre que :
- il existe un seuil de debit de dose entre 3 a 4
cGy/an au-dessous duquel la radioactivite naturelle ne modifie pas
le systeme marqueur ;
- au-dessus ce cette valeur, et jusqu'aux valeurs
les plus elevees mesurees sur les sites uraniferes choisis pour
l'experimentation (environ 0.5 Gy/an), la relation dose-effet
genetique est lineaire.
- aberrations chromosomiques chez le lapin :
Alors que les lymphocytes temoins n'en n'ont jamais montre,
ceux etudies chez les lapins maintenus au-dessus du site radioactif
de Rivieral dans le Bassin de Lodeve etaient caracterises, apres un
an de sejour (doses re9ues suivant les animaux de 0.2 a 0.7 Gy), par
la presence de chromosomes dicentriques. L'experience s'est
poursuivie pendant trois ans. Apres deux ans d'irradiation
chronique, la frequence des chromosomes dicentriques a peu a peu
diminue pour devenir nulle au cours de la troisieme annee.
- fertilite chez la souris :
En sept mois, les animaux temoins et irradies ont recu
respectivement 1.275 mGy, 0.45 et 0.63 Gy. Alors qu'une dose de 0.45
Gy a accru la fecondite des males et diminue celle des femelles,
cornme ceci avait ete deja observe dans une experience preliminaire
d'une duree de quatre mois sur des animaux ayant recu des doses de
0 .13 et 0.15 Gy. La fertilite des animaux ayant recu une dose de
0.63 Gy a diminue dans les deux sexes.
L'ensemble des resultats obtenus demontre la realite des
effets de l'irradiation tellurique et en meme temps, la complexite
des faits observes.
CONCLUSION
Ponctuellement, l' irradiation naturelle tellurique provoque
des changements dans les marqueurs experimentes dont l'utilisation
permet de detecter et d' evaluer des effets discrets et meme la
plupart du temps caches ou inexprimes dans les populations
naturelles pour differentes raisons, notarnment
masquage par ceux lies a d' autres facteurs ecologiques
agissant simultanement ;
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- faibles valeurs dans la nature des taux de germination et de
reproduction ;
- genealogies impossibles a reconstituer sur le terrain ;
- masquage dans les especes spontanees d' eventuels effets
genetiques par les structures au mains diploides des especes
superieures constituant l'essentiel de la biomasse actuelle;
- disparition des individus porteurs d'eventuelles anomalies
severes, en particulier de ceux porteurs de mutations letales.
Des etudes complementaires, ont montre que d'autres facteurs
de l'environnement
pollution atmospherique, composition chimique
des substrats, e~c., de~erminent des changements comparables a ceux
observes au-dessus des terrains fortement
radioactifs.
La
radioactivite naturelle, la ou elle est anormalement elevee, et
d' aut res compos antes de 1' environnement peuvent de ce fait etre
considerees comme des facteurs de novation genetique susceptibles de
jouer un role dans les processus de la differenciation biologique et
au dela de la speciation.
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1'81''\PORA.L VARIATIONS OF'

INDOOR RADON CONCENTRA'riONS

B. Majborn
Ris0 National Laboratory
DK-4000 Roskilde, Denmark
A.:-3S'rRACT

The results of a nwnber of studies of temporal variations
of indo:)r radon concentrations are presented and discussed.
~he stuiies include short-term temporal variations, seasonal
V-'iciations and variations from year to year. The most noticeable results are that 1) for groups of Danish single-family
hf)USes th<:! seasonal variation patterns were found to depend
on the type of house substr,Jctuce, and 2) the ratios of the
seasonal to annual average radon concentrations were found to
be less variable for the spring and autumn than for the
swnmer and winter perioc1s.
INTRODUCTION

Indoor radon concentcations 1aa.y vary substantially with
on vaciocJ:3 te•nporal scales. The v<l.riations may depend on
a number of factors, including meteorological and geological
factors, house char:acteristics, and habits of the house occuyants. t<nowled'::}e of temporal variations of indoor radon
concentratiot1s is i•npoctant for a yroper appraisal of the
sig<1iEicance oE 'aonitoriny results, and the identification of
causes of such vaciations can co;1tribute to improve our
IFh]er.stand in9 of the mechanis!ns of r:adon entry into houses.
Dur in<J the period 1983-91 we have per: formed a number of investi']ations of r:adon in Danish dwellings, including studies
of shoct-t-=cn te•nporal variations, seasonal var-iations, and
variations fro.n year to ye~ar. In this paper tlle main results
of the v::~cious investi']ations are presented and discussecl.
tiHH~

STUDI88 OF Tl:.fiJi?OKAL VARIATIONS

Tem11oral variations of indoor raJon concentrations have
been studied in different groups of houses:
1) In a pilot investi']ation of radon in Danish dwellings,
integratin•J caJon measure1nents were carried out in 70 singleta:aily houses and 12 -:tpartments Eor 3 months in wintec and 3
months in SUJn;ner { 1983-84) ( l).
2) Short-term and seasonal variations of indoor radon concentrations wece studied in an investijation of influencing
f01cton; car:ried out in 1986-87 (2). 'l'he seasonal variation
patterns were followed on a 2-month basis throughout the 2
years in 16 houses. Continuous radon measurements were carried
oJt in an unoccupied house on an hourly basis for 2.5 months
(spring 1986) and in five occupied houses on a 3-hourly basis
for 2.5 months (SfJring 1987).
3) In 10 oE the 16 houses mentioned above, the seasonal
variation patterns were followed for an additional year, i.e.
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integrating radon measurements were made in the 10 houses on
a 2-month basis throughout 3 years (1986-88) (3).
4) Integrating radon measurements were made in 70 singlefamily houses on a quarterly basis throughout 1 year ( 199091) ( 4). The houses were selected according to type of substructure and type of soil underneath the house.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The studies of short-term temporal variations of indoor
radon concentrations reported in reference ( 2) were carried
out in slab-on-grade houses. They predominantly showed a diurnal variation pattern with a maximum in the morning and a minimum in the late afternoon or early evening, indicating that
pressure-difference driven flow of soil gas into the houses
was the dominant mechanism of radon entry ( 5). This was in
accordance with the seasonal variation patterns observed in
the same houses which showed maxima in winter and minima in
summer.
Figure 1 shows the seasonal variations of the geometric
mean radon concentration for a group of 7 slab-on-grade houses
during 3 years ( 3). In each house radon was measured in a
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Figure 1. Seasonal variations during 1986, 1987 and 1988 of 1)
the geometric mean value of the radon concentrations
in 7 houses, and 2) the average outdoor temperature.
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living-room and a bedroom on a 2-month basis. The figure also
shows the average outdoor temperature (2-month averages) at a
nearby meteorological station. As the variations of the average
indoor temperature are small compared with those of the outdoor temperature, the results indicate a strong correlation
on a 2-month basis between the average indoor-outdoor temperatuJ::"e diff,~rence and the geometric mean radon concentration
for this group of houses. A major difference between the 3
years was an unusually cold January-February in 1986 and 1987
and an unusually mild January-February in 1988. This differe!1ce is clearly ceflected in the observed cadon concentrations. For the 7 living-cooms the geometric mean values of the
annual avera·,Je radon concentcations were 164, 160 and 125
Bq m-3 for 1986, 1987 and 1988, respectively. For the 7 bedcooms the corresponding geometric mean values were 132, 130 and
104 Bq m-3. Hence, the higher average outdoor temperature in
1988 is reElected in lower annual average radon concentrations,
the geo.netric mean values for 19&8 being 76-80 % of the corresponding values for 1986 and 1987. For the individual houses
the laryest year-to-year variation amounted to a factoc oE
about 2, the annual average radon concentration in 1988 being
48 % of that in 1986.
In our studies of seasonal variations carried out ducing
the perio<'l 1983-88, we found that mean winter/summer ratios of
indo0r- t:"adon concentt:"ations in Danish single-family houses
tend to show a dependence on the house substructut:"e (3). Houses
with slab-on-grade foundations had the highest mean winter/sum•ner. J::"atios, houses with a basement had intermediate catios,
and houses wi t:1 a crawl space had the lowest ratios. A possible
dependence of the seasonal variation pattern on the type of
house substcucture was further investigated ir1 a new study
carried out in 1990-91 (4). 70 houses wet:"e included. They were
selected according to the type of subst.cucture and the type
of soil undet:"'1eath the house. Five categocies of substructuce
were included: Slab-on-graJe, crawl space, basement, and combir1ations of basement with slab-on-grade or crawl space. In
each house raJon was measured in a living-room and a bedcoom,
in the basement if pr:esent, and in the crawl-space if present
anri accessible. The measurements were 1nade with track detectors on a quarterly basis throughout a year. The study showed
that the seasonal variation patterns of the geometric wean
radon concentt:"ations did depend on the type of house substructure. For l iv ing-roon1s and bedroo;ns the seasonal variations
ranged from being highly significant for the slab-on-grade
houses to being insignificant for the ccawl-space houses. For
basements and crawl spaces the geometric mean radon concentrations did not show significant seasonal variations. A noticeable observation was that the ratios of the seasonal to
annllill average radon concentcations were less variable for
the spring and autumn than foe the summer and winter periods.
This indicates that spring and autumn are the best seasons for
carrying out screening measurements (say, of a few months
dut:"ation) of radon in dwellings.
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CONCLUSIONS
The main conclusions of our studies of temporal variations
of indoor radon concentrations can be summarized as follows:
1) For a group of single-family houses with slab-on-grade
foundations a strong correlation was indicated between the
geometric mean radon concentration and the average indooroutdoor temperature difference on a 2-month basis.
2) Year-to-year variations of indoor radon concentrations were
observed, owing to a significant difference in average winter
temperatures.
3) The seasonal variation patterns of the geometric mean radon
concentrations for groups of Danish single-family houses were
found to depend on the type of house substructure. For livingrooms and bedrooms the seasonal variations ranged from being
highly significant for slab-on-grade houses to being insignificant for crawl-space houses. For basements and crawl spaces
the geometric mean radon concentrations did not show significant seasonal variations.
4) The ratios of the seasonal to annual average radon concentrations were found to be less variable for the spring and
autumn than for the summer and winter periods, implying that
spring and autumn appear to be the best periods for carrying
out screening measurements.
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RADON EXHALATION RATES FROM BliTLDING MATERIALS
AND FLY ASH-CONTAINING CONCRETES
A. Battaglia*, D. Capra·, G. Queirazza+, A. Sampaolo#

* Cise SpA - 39, Via Reggio Emilia - 20090 Segrate (MI) - ITALY
+ ENEL/CRTN - 54, Via Rubattino - 20134 Milano - ITALY
# ENEL/CRC - 21 B/C, Via Dalmazia - 72100 Brindisi - ITALY
ABSTRACT
Natural radioactivity and radon exhalation rates on a large
number of Italian building materials are presented and compared
with identical measurements on coal ashes. The influence of fly
ashes on concrete exhalation rates was investigated by performing
accurate radon emanation measurements on slabs with different ashto-cement ratios.

INTRODUCTION
High indoor radon concentrations are usually considered
important sources of radiological hazard for the general public.
For this reason an experimental program has been implemented to
investigate the following parameters:
a)

b)
c)

the naturally occurring radionuclide content in different
building materials selected according to the manufacturer's
location and capacity, and in a large number of ash samples
taken from Italian power plants;
the radon emanation characteristics of above materials;
the effect, on radon emanation, of ashes used as a partial
substitute for cement in concrete.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Naturally occurring radionuclide analysis
Germanium-detector gamma-ray spectrometry was used
determine 226 Ra, 228Ra and """< concentrations (see Table 1) .

to

Exhalation rate and emanating power
Exhalation rate and emanating power were measured in:
a)
b)
c)

powder samples (cements, hydrated limes, sands) analyzed
without grinding;
bricks and concretes analyzed both in their original form and
ground (particle size between 4 and 10 mm);
20x20x10 em concrete slabs made by mixing products individually characterized as described above.

Powder and ground samples were placed in containers which are
small (11 em dia. and 8 em high) compared with radon diffusion
length for this kind of material; it may therefore be assumed that
radon will not decay significantly in the sample<n.
The radioactive gas emanation was assayed by evaluating the
initial radon growth slope<2l through the continuous monitoring of
the gas concentration in a box sized to ensure easily measurable
radon activity levels by keeping gas back-diffusion within
acceptable limits. CISE-designed flask monitors<3l ensuring an efficiency of 0.27 cpm/(Bqjm3 ) and a background of 1.2 cpm were used.
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Analytical results (mean and standard deviation), are summarized
in Table 2 for different kind of material.
Radon emanation from concrete and moisture content
The influence of free water content on radon emanation from
20x20x10 em concrete samples was studied by measuring radon
exhalation rates from concrete slabs saturated with water and then
sequentially dried in oven.
Radon emanation from concrete with fly ashes
The effect of cement hydration on emanation properties was
investigated measuring radon exhalation rates from 20x20x10 em
concrete slabs made with low-radium inert materials (white
limestone) and different types of cement. In Table 3 are listed
the radiological characteristics of the used materials.
The effect of fly ashes on concrete radon emanation was
investigated on 20x20x10 em slabs in which cement was replaced
with South African and American fly ash in a proportion ranging
from 5% to 40%. Results are reported in Table 4 (columns 2 and 3).
In columns 8 and 9 are presented fly ash emanating power values
computed on the assumption that a) cement has an average emanating
power of 56.8%, calculated from the results of previous tests (see
Table 3), and b) the inert material exhalation rate remains
unchanged.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Naturally occurring radionuclides and exhalation rates
Tables 1 and 2 show a marked variability in natural radionuclides concentrations and in exhalation rates for all groups of
materials. Insofar as average values are concerned, coal ashes
have 226 Ra levels comparable with those found in volcanic materials,
while exhalation rates are half-way between those of portlandpozzolanic cements and the other tested materials. Coal ashes have
very low emanating power values, comparable with those of bricks.
Radon emanation from concrete and moisture content
Results show that the radon exhalation rate varies, with a
good linear correlation, from 0. 2 to 4 /.LBq kg- 1 s-1 when moisture
content rises from O% to 5%. This phenomenon may be due to the
radon atoms adsorption on the pore surface within the concrete<4H5l.
The presence of water favours radon atoms migration outside the
concrete. When there is no water inside the pores, radon atoms can
adsorb on the pore surface; when water fills the pores, an
increasing amount of radon can move out.
Radon emanation from concrete with fly ashes
Results summarized in Table 4 (columns 2 and 3) show that the
addition of fly ashes causes a slight increase in radon emanation.
Increase is smaller for American fly ashes than for South African
ones.
Table 3 (column 4) and Table 4 (columns 6 and 7) show that
concrete emanating power values are in the range 15+30%. These
values are higher than those of cements, inert materials and fly
ashes (see Table 3). Assuming that inert materials do not change
their exhalation rate when imbedded in concrete, cement emanating
powers after hydration can be calculated. Cements after combination show emanating power values in a narrow range from 55 to 59%
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(average value 56.8%) for concrete slabs made with different kind
of cement and inert materials. Now, assuming that a) inert
materials do not change their emanation properties when they are
in concrete and b) cements have an emanation power of 56.8%, fly
ashes radon emanation power values inside the concrete (see Table
4 columns 8 and 9) range from 11.2 to 21.9% (average value 17%).
Fly ashes show an increase from 1 to 17% which is similar to that
showed by cements (from about 4 to 57%).
CONCLUSIONS

The investigation carried out on Italian building materials
has shown a substantial homogeneity in natural radioactive levels,
except for volcanic materials (tuff, pozzolana, etc.). As far as
exhalation rate values are concerned coal ashes are at an
intermediate level between portland cements and pozzolanic
cements.
Tests on concrete with fly ashes show that there is a slight
increase in radon emanation but the radiological hazard connected
with the use of fly ashes in the building industry seems to be
negligible taking into account that the incidence of radon
exhalated by building materials on indoor radon levels can be
estimated in the 10-20% range<6l(7) of the total indoor concentration.
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Table 1 - Natural radionuclides concentrations in building materials and coal
ashes (average + st dev )
226
mRa
Ra
""K
Material
(Bq/kg]
(Bq/kg)
(Bq/kg]

Portland cements (31 samples)
Pozzolanic cements (21 samples)
Sands and gravels (61 samples)
Bricks (124 samples)
Hydrated limes (13 samples)
Peperinos (6 samples)
Pozzolanas (15 samples)
Tuffs (26 samples)
Ashes (151 samples)
Fly-ashes USA (71 samples)
Fly-ashes South Afr. (70 samples)
Bottom ashes 110 samolesl
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26
49
15
40
10
160
210
160
170
170
170
130

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

15
26
6
17
5

18
45
17
40
2.2
so 190
130 250
120 200
40 140
40 130
40 150
+ 30 1100

± 12
± 38
± 11
± 16
± 2. 7
± 70
± 150
± 140
± 40
± 30
± 40
± 20

210
390
390
710
77
1420
1660
1640
410
470
330
470

±
±
±
±
±

±
±
±
±

±
±
±

40
200
230
210
130
130
430
510
190
100
210
290

Table 2 - Exhalation rates and emanating powers of building materials and coal
as h es (average ± st. d ev.).
Emanating
Exhalation
power
Material
rate
[IJBq kg" 1 s· 1 )
(%)

Portland cements (21 samples)
Pozzolanic cements (15 samples)
Sands and gravels (31 samples)
Bricks (30 samples)
Hydrated limes (6 samples)
Coal ashes (34 samples)
Fly-ashes South Afr. (19 samples)
Fly-ashes USA (10 samples)
Rnt-t-.nm "'"h"'"

"i

2.1
9.3
2.1
1.3
1.2

5.4
4.5
6.4
fi.R

""'mnlPR

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
+

5.2
8.8
8.4
1.7
8.6
1.6
1.3
1.6
I? g

1.2
6.7
1.4
1.0
0.4
3.6
2.2
4.0
"i

4

±
±
±
±

±
±
±
±

4.0
4.2
3.7
1.5
5.3
1.4
0.7
0.8

+ 3.0

Table 3 - Radiological characteristics of materials used to make 20x20x10 em
concrete slabs. Emanating power values in column 4 marked with * are referred
to calculated values for cement embedded in concrete assuming that inert
" ls d0 not c h ange t heJ.r
' ex ha l atJ.on ra t e.
materJ.a

I

Emanating
power
[%)

13.9+19.9

0.8+2.7

2.1+6.9

3.1
17.4

0.51
2.5

7.8
6.8

[Bq kg"

Portland cement
(4 samples)
Inert

Exhalation rate
(IJBq kg· 1 s·ll

2~a

Material

White limestone
Sand and gravel

Concrete with both kinds of
above inert material
USA
Fly ash
South Africa

1

)

4.1+5.5

2.6+5.5

16+33
(55+59)*

175
150

3.7
3.5

1.0
1.1

I

Table 4 - Radiological characteristics of 20x20x10 em concrete slabs made using
sand and gravel as inert materials and different percentage of fly ash with
respect to cement. Emanating power values in the last column are calculated
assuming that inert materials exhalation rate does not change and cement
exhalation rate is 56 8%

. .

Measured
Fly ash
percentage exhalation rate
(IJBq kg· 1 s·ll
(%)
5.49
0

5
15
26
40

South
Africa
5.63
6.01
6.63
7.20

226
Ra
[Bq kg- 1 )

16.16

Concrete
emanating power
(%)
16.2

Fly ash
emanating power
[%)

---

---

USA

South
Africa

USA

20.9
20.7
23.9
24.3

14.5
17.3
20.6
21.9

17.3
11.2
17.8
16.3

USA

South
Africa

USA

South
Africa

5.77
5.74
6.65
6.81

16.97
18.10
18.87
19.35

13.14
13.22
13.27
13.33

15.8
15.8
16.7
17.7
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RADON SURVEY IN
METROPOLITAN TORONTO SCHOOLS

Ernest Becker* and Reza Moridi+
Canadian Institute for Radiation Safety (CAIRS)
*CAIRS National Laboratories, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada
+CAIRS National Office and Centre for Public Education, Toronto,
Ontario, Canada
ABSTRACT

The radon testing survey in Metropolitan Toronto public
schools was the most intensive project of its kind ever
undertaken in Canadian schools.
It also included an extensive
public education program on radiation and radon-in-schools.
The radon levels at 632 schools were measured using the CAIRS
Radon Monitors . Ninety per cent of the locations measured were
found to have a radon level equal to or less than 2 mWL.
Two
locations in two different schools were found to have a radon
level at or above the Action Level (20 mWL).
The remaining
results were between the two extremes.
Follow-up testing in
those schools where more than 10 mWL of radon was found is in
progress.
INTRODUCTION

Radon is produced by the radioactive disintegration of uranium
which occurs naturally in soil and rocks.
Radon gas moves
through the earth and can seep into the air in buildings (1). It
is well established (primarily through studies of uranium
miners) that exposure to radon progeny may cause lung cancer
( 2) •

CAIRS has screened all public schools in Metropolitan Toronto
for radon. The project was carried out in two phases:
1.

The initial phase was a pilot project conducted in 37
schools in early 1990. The purpose of this test was to
check the screening procedures.

2.

The purpose of the second phase, conducted in 1990-91,
was to screen the remaining 595 schools and buildings.

In total, 2774 locations were tested for radon (3).
PROCEDURES

The intent of the initial screening was to determine if there
were any high radon levels in a school. For this reason, rooms
and areas that were likely to have elevated radon levels were
selected. These included:
1.

Basement classrooms
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2.
3.
4.
5.

Occupied rooms which are isolated from the central
ventilation system and in which only the room air is
recirculated
Rooms on or near structural joints such as adjacent slabs
Rooms with a large floorjwall joint perimeter and
appreciable gaps in this joint
Rooms that have floor slabs with significant cracks

After inspecting each school building and applying the above
protocol, suitable locations for radon testing were identified
and marked on the school floor plan.
CAIRS Radon Monitors, which are active alpha detectors, were
delivered to each school in separate boxes. All monitors were
numbered and labeled according to the Area Board of Education,
school and monitoring location. The data tags were attached to
the monitors.
About 700 school Chief Caretakers and other officials had
education on radon-in- schools and were trained in procedures
under the CAIRS public education program. The Chief Caretakers,
following detailed instructions, placed the monitors at the
designated locations on tables or shelves at a height of about
50-70 em above floor level. As well, the monitors were placed
away from radiators, hot air registers and draughty windows.
Testing was carried out during the winter when interior radon
levels are generally higher.
Because radon levels fluctuate,
the monitors ran for seven days continuously to ensure a
reliable average reading. At the end of the testing period, the
monitors were returned to CAIRS for analysis.
QUALITY CONTROL

In order to maintain the quality of the testing program,
various quality control measures were employed.
1. Inspection of Monitors
All monitors were inspected during the first or second day of
the testing period in order to ensure that all the placement
procedures were followed properly.
2. Duplicate Monitors
Duplicate monitors were placed side by side in one per cent
of all locations monitored.
These locations were selected
randomly.
The duplicate monitors were shipped, installed,
stored, processed and analyzed under the same conditions as the
primary monitors.
In 46% of these locations, both the primary and duplicate
monitors produced exactly the same results.
In the remaining
cases the variation between the readings of the primary and
duplicate monitors was very small.
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3. Control Detectors
In order to determine the radon exposure that accumulated
during the shipment and storage of monitors, twenty fresh
detectors were selected as "field blanks".
None of these
detectors showed any reading above the lower limit of detection
of the monitors.
4. Calibration
Monitors
Calibration
were taken
meter used
bubble tube

were calibrated regularly at the CAIRS Radon
Facilities. Air flow measurements of the monitors
before and after the testing period. The air flow
in these measurements was also calibrated using a
and a stop watch.

THE CAIRS RADON MONITORS AND LABORATORY ANALYSIS

The CAIRS Radon
Sampling Unit.

Monitor

is

a

Radon

Progeny

Integrating

The monitor head originally developed by the French Atomic
Energy Commission (CEA) is, in essence, an alpha particle
spectrometer capable of detecting separately the alpha particles
from radon and thoron daughters (4).
The alpha particles are
detected by damage tracks they create on a film.
The films were etched chemically in 2.5 N NaOH solution at 60.0
C for 90 minutes inside a constant temperature bath. The tracks
were counted using an image analysis system comprised of a Nikon
camera, microscope and an Arteck counter. The data was fed into
a computer and the radon levels were calculated.
The lower and upper limits of detection of the monitors are
about 0.5 and 1,000 mWL respectively. The CAIRS Radon Monitor
has passed Round 6 in the National Radon Proficiency Test of the
u.s. Environmental Protection Agency.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Table 1.

Number of schools and

locations monitored for radon

School
Boards

Number of
schools

Number of
monitored
locations

East York
Etobicoke

28
87

102
405

4

French

North York
Scarborough
Toronto
York

Language

158
167
142
37

22
28
663
786
598
170

Total

632

2,774

MTSB

9

Table 1 shows the number of schools
and the number of monitored locations
in each of the eight school boards
within Metropolitan Toronto.
Figure 1 illustrates the distribution
of the number of locations monitored.
On average about five locations were
monitored in each school.

Figure 2 illustrates the distribution
of radon levels at all locations
monitored.
90%
of
locations
monitored had a radon level equal to or less than 2 mWL.
Two schools were found with readings at or above the CAIRS
recommended Action Level of 20 mWL. Three schools had readings
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at the intermediate level (10-20 mWL).
(Follow-up testing in
these schools is underway.)
Apart from these elevated levels,
the remaining locations demonstrated a radon level below the
action level.
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RECONSTRUCTION OF
THE RADON DAUGHTER EXPOSURE OF BEAVERLODGE URANIUM WORKERS
D.B.Chambers, R.H. Stager, F.D. Bernard, L.M. Lowe
SENES Consultants Limited
52 West Beaver Creek Road
Richmond Hill, Ontario
L4B 1L9
ABSTRACT
The lung cancer mortality of uranium mine employees at
the Eldorado Beaverlodge mine in Northern Saskatchewan is an
important source of data on the risks from exposure to radon
daughters.
This study presents a year by year re-evaluation
of mine area and mine wide radiation levels. The analysis of
a case control study group suggests that exposures have been
underestimated in previous studies. Potential sources of bias
and of uncertainty in the estimation of exposure are also
discussed.
INTRODUCTION
This study was performed for the Atomic Energy Control
Board of Canada (AECB) with the objective of investigating
available data and developing independent estimates of
workplace radiation levels and of worker exposures to radon
daughters ( l) . Cameco (Eldorado's successor) provided records
covering the period from early exploration to mine closing.
Many types of data were provided,
including operating
statements, ventilation reports, radon and radon daughter
measurement
data,
bonus
contracts,
previous
exposure
calculations and personnel records for employees in a previous
case control study.
As could be expected, the extent of
information was more substantial in the later years than for
the earlier periods.
Dr. G.R. Howe of the NCIC identified employees for a new
case control study group of 195 men consisting of 65 lung
cancer cases and 130 controls, with controls matched only by
year of birth. The identification of employees with respect
to cases or controls was not known to the study team during
the exposure estimation.
APPROACH
Preliminary investigations suggested that regression
models performed well for some data sets.
However,
explanatory variables for the regression models were not
consistently available over the period of investigation. The
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approach eventually adopted involved weighted averaging of the
data. Since radon daughter concentrations vary widely between
different time periods and locations within a mine, the
analyses were performed at as detailed a level as possible,
namely, the specific month and location of exposure.
The
radiation measurements
were
merged with
the
production
statistics
by
specific month
and
specific
workplace. For each month, the radiation measurements in the
workplace were averaged and the man shifts worked was
estimated.
Man shatts were determined by dividing the
production (tons ore broken or lineal feet advance) in a
workplace by the mine wide index of production per man shift.
Annual radon daughter concentrations for each workplace were
estimated
as
the
weighted
average
radon
daughter
concentrations where the weights are the number of man shifts
worked in the month. Workplace radon daughter concentrations
were aggregated to mine area and mine wide concentrations by
weighting the annual radon daughter concentrations by the
total man shift durations in each workplace.
Radon daughter exposures were estimated for the 195
employees
(selected by
Dr. Howe)
using
9
work
type
classifications (including 6 underground work categories).
For a sample from the case control group, the bonus contracts
were inspected to try to find their exact workplace location
by month.
Exposures developed on this basis differed
substantially from the mine-wide estimate for the workplace
type for some of the sample. The analysis suggests that the
use
of
mine
wide
radon
daughter
concentrations
may
substantially over or under estimate individual exposures.
RESULTS
The mine wide radon daughter levels, averaged over all
types of underground employees, calculated in this study are
shown in relation to previous estimates in Figure 1. Overall,
the new estimates are somewhat higher than the previous
estimates (i.e. those presented by Frost, (2) and used as the
basis of the studies reported by Howe et al. (3)) which were
essentially medians of the data.
Annual estimates based on
simple averaging of the data, generally form an upperbound on
the new estimates.
A large number of the employees within the case control
study group had very low exposures.
This partly arose from
short employment durations, in the order of less than a year
for many of the employees.
Additionally, many of the
employees did not work underground at any time. Overall, only
62 of the employees were found to have some underground
exposure and worked more than 1 year.
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The effect of the aggregation of work place radon
daughter
concentration
estimates
in
the
presence
of
variability between workplaces is illustrated in Figure 2 for
1963 stope data. Moving from the mine wide weighted average
for stopes (left side of figure) to individual work areas
(right side of figure), results in a dramatic increase in the
differences between the minimum and maximum workplace values.
As workers were known to work in individual mine areas for
extended periods of time, the agglomeration of data results in
the loss of important information, and introduces significant
uncertainty to the exposure estimates.
Other sources of uncertainty (and potential bias) in
worker exposure estimates include:
uncertainty about the
radon to radon daughter ratio in the early years of
mining,uncertainty about time spent in individual workplaces,
changes to ventilation and mining practices that occurred over
time, and other mining experience. Several of the underground
miners were found to have records of working at other uranium
mines in the Beaverlodge area.
CONCLUSIONS
Based on the experience of case control group, previous
estimates of exposures to radon daughters arising from
Eldorado Beaverlodge work experience alone were too low by
about 50%.
There
is
considerable
residual
uncertainty
about
workplace exposure conditions and the exposure of individual
employees due to the substantial difference of radon daughter
concentration between workplaces. The analysis suggests that
the individual employees may have exposures that differ by a
factor of 2 or 3 from the assigned exposures.
It is highly likely that many of the miners incurred
significant
radon
daughter
exposure
from
non-Eldorado
Beaverlodge mining work.
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COMPARISON OF STUDY RADON DAUGHTER
CONCENTRATION ESTIMATES TO PREVIOUS
ESTIMATES
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MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR CALCULATION OF THE LUNG DOSE FROM INHALED
RADON-222 AND ITS DAUGHTERS

Dragoslav Nikezic and Petar Markovic
Faculty of Natural Sciences, 34000 Kragujevac, Yugoslavia
ABSTRACT. A mathematical model of a human lung is described
in this paper. Result obtained using by this model were compared
with data taken from references.
INTRODUCTION
Inhalation of radon and its short lived daughters leads to
the population absorbed dose which is under "normal situations"
larger than any other component due to the natural radiation. In
order to estimate corresponding risk one needs to relate
measurable quantities, such as are concentrations of radon and its
daughters in air, etc., with the absorbed dose in the human
respiratory tract. There are few parameters upon which the dose in
respiratory tract depends.
In this paper we describe a
mathematical
human lung model we have developed and used and
which enabled us to examine lung dose dependence on different
relevant parameters.
MODEL
The developed mathematical
human lung model is used for
calculations of absorbed dose in the layer of basal cells per unit
exposure to radon daughters in the whole T-B tree. This quantity
is named "alpha dose factor" (l~ A computer program, called
LUNGDOS was made to carry out calculations by using this model.
The basic characteristics of the used approach are as follows:
-Yeh-Schum's geometrical model of the human lung was used( 2 )
-In order to calculate distance from the mucus layer to the
3
basal cells the Gastineau's distribution( ) of the bronchial epithel
thickness was used.
-It
was
assumed
that
a-emitters
were
distributed
homogeneously in the mucus layer.
-Expression for the a-particles stopping poy.er calculation in
4
the tissue and air was taken over from reference >.
-Radioactive aerosol deposition was calculated by using
Landahl formula (SJ in the first six
generations,
and
Gormley-Kenedy equation (Bl for the rest of T-B tree.
-Clearance of the deposited radioactive aerosols is carried
out by mucus movement upwards toward the nose and mouth. Th<~J
data for the mucus speed was adopted from reference
Radioactive aerosol transport is the second important process which
influences radioactivity decrease in the T-B tree. The transfer
of the
radioactive aerosols depends on
their chemical form.
According to reference (?) there is a "fast phase" which is
transferred from T-B tree to the blood with transfer half time of
50 min (10%), and three slower phases with an average of transfer
half times of 3h (35%), 9h (35%) and 45h (10 %), and about 10 %
is unknown.
In accordance with this it was estimated that the average
half-transfer time into the blood was 3h for the whole of the
T-B tree, regardless of the bronchial generation.
According to the so far said four processes are responsible
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for the radon progeny activity in the T-B tree. They are:
deposition, decay, clearance by the mucus movement and transfer
to the blood. All these processes together lead to establishment of
activity equilibrium in each bronchi of the T-B tree.
One needs to calculate the equilibrium activity
in each
bronchi of T-B tree. In order to do this it is necessary to set up
and solve a set of differential equations of the 1st order, such
as
dN

lj

/dt=H

lj

/A +A
i

i-l,j

In equation ( 1) N -

in the bronchi of the

rate of the

progeny in

t-th

c,j+l

N

l,j+l

-(A +A +A
l

k

c,j

jN

( 1)

lj

is the number of atoms of i th radon

ij

daughter

+A

is decay constant of the

t-th

J-th
j-th

generation; B J is deposition
1

generation, given in Bq/s; \

radon progeny;

A

lj

is equi 1 i bri urn

activity of the t-th
radon progeny in the j-th bronchi
generation; i\
is the clearance constant by the mucus and i\k is
cj

transfer constant to the blood. The
differential equations are as follows:
A =(i\ A
lj

l

i =1. 2. 3;

l-l,j

+i\

c,j+l

A

l,j+l

+ B

lj

)/ (i\ +i\
l

cj

+i\ )
k

solutions

of

the

above

(2)

j=1. 16

System of equations (2) is solved by starting with the first
progeny (l=1l, from sixteenth (brochi) generation. The procedure is
then repeated for t=2,
and i=3. After that one repeats the whole
procedure for 15th generation. In order to solve
the set of
e~ation (2)
it is necessary to know the deposition rate of the
it
progeny in the Jth
generation.
The entire described
procedure is programmed and is a part of the program LUNGDOSE.
Equilibrium activities calculated in the just de~cribed way
were calculated with corresponding conversion factor (B , in order
to obtain the absorbed dose in the layer of the basal cells, for
given bronchi.
RESULTS

Among many obtained results by using the described model, we
presented here two- dose dependence on the aerosol diameter and on
breathing rate.
-aerosol diameterThe value of the median diameter of aerosols was varied and
a- dose factor was calculated for whole T-B tree. Deposition of
aerosols in T-B tree decreases with its diameter increase, and
that is the reason that the dose factor decreases with increaseof
the diameter. Results are shownEffraphiRaly on Figure 1, parallelly
00
with result from references < and
.For aerosols diameter of
0. 1 IJ.ffi the value obtained in this work is among the referent
values, while for larger diameters thi value is for about 10 %
higher. That comes from the difference in assumed breathing rate.
3
In this work that velocity was 0.3 m /ks, while referent values
3
were 0. 2 m /ks.
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Breathing rate
Dependance of the average dose factor for T-B tree as a whole
on breathing rate was examined in this work too. Obtained results
are shown in Fig. 2. One can see a linear increase of the dose
factor with increase of the breathing rate. For a change of the
3
3
breathing rate from 0.11 to 0.38 m /ks (0.4 to 1.4 m /h) the dose
3
factor increases from 0. 27 up to 0. 4 mGy/(J·s·m- ). On the same
figure are shown several data calculated based on (or simply taken
from)
different
references(l),(S),ClOl,Clll.
All models are
showing similar behaviour of the dose factor as a function of the
breating rate. However, there is a rather large difference in
absolute values for different models. This difference comes from
the difference in assumed value of the epithelial depth.
Results
of our work presented by the f~ll line on Figure 2, agree rather
10
well with results of reference
>, beside that the line obtained
in this work is with somewhat smaler slope.
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ABSTRACT

Experimentally
and
calculationally obtained
data
for
calibration coefficient for radon measurements using LR 115 II
detector in the diffusion chamber were given in this paper. Monte
Carlo Method was used for calibration coefficient calculation.
INTRODUCTION

Radon measurements with bare (open) track detector are rough
and with rather high uncertainties. This is due to the fact that
calibration coefficient, k, which relates track density, p, per
unit exposure time with average radon concentration, C, during
exposure period, given by equation (1),
C=kp
(1)
depends on equi 1 i bri urn factor among radon and its short 1 i ving
daughters. One usually needs to determine radon concentration
independently on the equilibrium factor. Diffusion chambers are
usually used for that. Diffusion chamber in this case is a vessel
covered with a piece of fi 1ter paper, or some other permeable
foil.
Usually, detector is fixed on the bottom of the diffusion
chamber. Radon diffuses through the filter paper into the chamber.
Its half life (3,825 d) is sufficiently large, so that filter
paper is not some important obstacle for radon, while radon
daughters can not enter into the diffusion chamber. Radon which
enters the chamber, decays in it. Daughters formed inside the
chamber can not leave it, so that an equilibrium between radon and
its daughters establishes in the chamber. Their activities are
equal; A
= A
=
A
= A
. However, this does not
222

Rn

218

Po

214

Pb

214

Po

1214

Bi

mean that their activities in the air in the chamber are equal.
Process which disturb
the equilibrium in the air is plate out
effect, namely
the deposition of the radon daughters onto the
inner wall surfaces of the chamber. One can take that inside the
222
chamber all
Rn atoms are in the air, while the atoms of the
daughters elements are partially in the air, and partially are
deposited onto the inner surfaces of chamber's walls.
Activities of the ith
radon daughter (i=l,2,3) in
chamber, which is the sum of the activities in the air and on
wall surface, is equal to the radon activity.

the
the

The radon daughters deposition changes the
detector
exposition geometry, so that the track density and calibration
coefficient would be changed.
Calibration coefficient

(and track density vs.) depends on
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the yield of deposed radon daughters. That dependence is actually
subject of this paper. Track densities were calculated under
different assumption and compared with experimental data. Monte
Carlo method has been used for these calculations.

CALCULATIONAL RESULTS
Detector
TRACK01

track

density

( 1)' ( 2) ' ( 3)

programs

was

calculated

using

TRACKO

and

.

A conical diffusion chamber with base diameters of R =2.6 em
1
and R =3.4 em and high h=8.4 em was used.
2

Calculations
were
performed
for
rectangular
detector
2
LR-115-II, whose dimensions were
2x1 cm . Detector was placed
on the bottom of the diffusion chamber and center of the detector
was hatched with the center of the chamber bottom. Calculations
were performed for the 4. 7J1.m of removed detector layer for two
extreme cases;
a) no radon daughters depositing on the walls of the chamber,
and
b) all radon daughters were deposited before decay.
Track densities for both cases were calculated and the
following results were obtained:
Case a)
pRn =3. 5810

-3

pal

=3.2410-

3

p

=2.3110-

3

a3

track·rni(Bq·s),
track·m/(Bq·s)
track·m/(Bq·s);

(2)

in which index "a" denote that alpha particles due to the emitters
placed in the air; pRn is the track density due to rx particles
emitted by radon and,

pal

and

218

pa

214

3

are track densities due to the rx

particles from
Po, and
Po respectively. The
density pta is the sum of partial track densities
p

ta

=p

Rn

+p

al

+p

a3

=9. 31·10-

3

track·m/(Bq·s)

total

track
(3)

Corresponding calibration coefficient is just the reciprocal value
of total track density:
k=1/p

ta

=109. 5 Bq·s/(track·m).

(4)

In the case b), when all radon daughters decay after deposition,
we obtained values for track densities as follows:
1·10- 4 track·m/(Bq·s),
1.43·10- 3 track·m/(Bq·s),

(5)

where by the index "w" denotes that alpha emitters were situated on
the walls surface. Total track density ptw in this case is:
p

tw

= p

Rn

+ p

wl

+ p

w3

=5.11·10-

3

track·m/(Bq·s),

and the corresponding calibration coefficient:
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(6)

k=1/ptw=195.7 Bq·s/(track·m)

(7)

Deposit ion of radon daughters, causes decreasing of the track
density for a factor of 2 (see equation 3 and 6). Track density
decreasing is especially conspicuous for the alpha particles
218
energy of 6 MeV of
Po. The reason for so high decrease was the
smaller ranges of this alpha particles, which were not able to
expose the whole detector.
It
could be taken that calibration coefficient
for
2
r-ectangular delec.:Lor, dimensions 2x1 cm , takes a value between
110 and 195 Bq·s/(track·m).
For more precise determination of the calibration coefficient
it was necessary to determine that part of radon daughters which
was deposited on the chamber walls. This was done by comparing
experimentally and calculationally obtained data for track density
distributton on the track detector which covered the bottom of the
3
218
chamber( . It was concluded that part of deposited
Po yielded
218
3/5; so the part of
Po which decay before depositing, amounts
2/5.
214
214
214
Radon daughters
Pb and
Bi/
Po have a much longer
half life, and we adopted that they deposited completely before
decay. This means that f
could be close to zero, eg. f ~o.
3
3
Finally, the detector track density could be obtained from the
following expression:
p

Where are:
f
1

= p +f p +f p
+ ( 1-f )p + ( 1-f )p
Rn 1 a1 3 a3
1 w1
3 w3

(8)

part of i-th radon daughter in the chamber air volume,

1

1-f

t

part of i-th Rn daughter deposited on the wall surface,

-

For rectangular detector in the diffusion chamber, which was
used in our environmental study, the following values were obtained:
2

p=pRn+ 5
3

+ 5

1·10

3
2 3.24·10- 3 +
pw1 +pw3 =3 · 58 • 10- + 5
3
+1.43·10- =6.37·10- 3 track·m/(Bqs)

p a1
-4

3
+ 5

(9)

So, the calibration coefficient will be:
k=1/p=157 Bq·s/(track·m)

(10)

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A direct calibration experiments were performed in order to
obtained the values of
k and p
A set of five diffusion
2
chambers, were prepared with rectangular (2x1) cm detectors.
Diffusion chambers were exposed to the high radon concentration,
during one to seven weeks. Radon level concentration were measured
using the
scintillation cells. An average radon concentration
3
during exposure period was (6900±450) Bq/m . Detectors were etched
under the following condition, (10% solution of NaOH on 60°C,
during 2h). Track density measurements were done with optical
microscope. The results of this experiment are given in Table 1.
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Table 1.
222

The results of calibration coefficient measurements, for
Rn
2
determination with rectangular (2x1) cm LR-115-11 detector, placed
on the bottom of the diffusion chamber
duration of the exposit ion
[days J

track density

2

trar.k/m /s

46
47
43
44
39

7
14
14
28
49

calibration
coefficient
k
Bq·s/(track·ml
150
146
159
155
172

The average value for the calibration coefficient obtained
from this measurements, is 156.4 Bq·s/(track·m), with uncertainty
about 20 Bq·s/(track·m).
In this way the final experimental results for the
calibration coefficient using the LR-115-11 track etch detector in
diffusion chamber is:
k=(156±20) Bq·s/(track·m)

(11)

CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion it could be said that calculational results for
the calibration coefficient taking into account the deposition on
the chamber walls,
agrees very well with value obtained
experimentally. Further, this calculational model can be used to
estimate the amount of deposition of radon daughters on the walls
by knowing the detector track density distribution, what enable
us to determine more realistic calibration coefficient.
REFERENCES
1. Nikezic, D., 1990. Experimental and theoretical study of the
indoor exposure,
University S. Markovic, Kragujevac, Yugoslavia,
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ABSTRACT

British Columbia, Canada's most westerly province, has
diverse geologic and climatic characteristics, making it a
region where predicting radon gas levels is quite complex. Data
recently obtained for eleven (11) communities confirm an
association between background terrestrial gamma radiation
measurements and indoor radon levels in homes.
Direct links
between
radon
levels
and
other
factors
such
as
home
design/construction features and heating/ventilation systems
were observed in data for some communities, but not necessarily
from the overall data.
INTRODUCTION

In the mid 1970's, public health concerns about radon in
homes began to emerge in Canada.
At that time, radonfradon
daughter surveys were carried out in homes in two areas of the
province, using grab sample techniques (1, 2). The two studies
identified widely differing levels, between those for the
Vancouver area (which were low) and those in the Castlegar area,
which were higher.
With the emergence of improved radon detection devices in
the mid 1980's, the B.C. Ministry of Health commenced a program
of long-term measurements in homes in a selection of eighteen
communities with differing radon potential, to assess the extent
of radon as an environmental health risk to the public. Results
of radon measurements for eleven communities are presented in
this paper, along with an assessment of the association with
factors thought to impact the radon levels.
DATA COLLECTION

Communities were selected as a representative sample for
the province, based principally upon a variety of geological,
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climatic and geographical factors.
Volunteers were solicited
from each community to permit their homes to be tested for
radon.
Trained staff from the Ministry placed the radon
detectors in appropriate locations in the home
and they
undertook the completion of survey questionnaire with the
occupants, regarding the physical characteristics of the home
and some lifestyle information.
A minimum of seventy (70)
single family dwellings were required for each community to
provide a statistically representative sample.
Radon levels were assessed using commercially available
alpha track detectors (available from the Barringer, REM and
Terradex companies). Two detectors were normally placed in each
home for a period of one year. One detector was placed in the
lowest living area of the home (e.g. basement) and one in the
main living area. Duplicate detectors were placed side by side
in a selective number of homes to provide information on the
reproducibility of the measurements.
Terrestrial gamma radiation levels were determined using a
portable high pressure ionization chamber instrument (Reuter
Stokes model RSS-111).
At least five (and usually more)
separate readings were made in representative locations in each
community.
Readings were corrected for local cosmic ray
contribution, to provide the net terrestrial gamma component.
For each home selected, a questionnaire survey was
completed, in which the following information was obtained:
1)

Building factors
age of home, type of foundation,
basement/lower level structure, heating system type and
location, and air conditioning use.

2)

Personal factors - number of persons in the home, occupancy
factors, smoking habits, and incidence of cancer.

RESULTS

Table 1 presents a summary of the radon levels measured,
for lowest/basement levels and for main floor areas of the home.
The mean values for main floor areas ranged from a low of 18
Bqjm3 (0.5 pCi/1) for the Greater Vancouver area to a high of 240
Bqjm3 (6.5 pCi/1) for the city of Castlegar.
In the Castlegar
sample, approximately 41% of the main floor lev~ls exceeded 150
Bqjm3 (4 pCi/1) while 6% exceeded 750 Bqjm3 <20pCJ/ll.
Figure 1 illustrates the correlation between main floor
radon levels and the local terrestrial gamma radiation level for
each of the eleven communities given in Table 1.
A positive
correlation was observed, with a coefficient value of 0. 66
(p=.04).
From figure 1, it appears that more than one trend
exists, suggesting that the radon levels may be significantly
affected by more than one variable.
For Castlegar and Prince
George, which have clearly outlying radon values above the
general trend (in figure 1), both communities are situated on
peTmeable soil structures.
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Table 1 - Radon Measurement Results In Homes
In B.C. Communities

BASEMENT
I of
Homes

Location
Castlegar
cranbrook Area
Kamloops
Kelowna
Nelson
Penticton
Prince George
Quesnel
Valemount
Greater Vancouver
Vernon

Min.
(Bqjm3 )

Max.
(Bqjm3 )

Mean
(Bqjm3 )

Mean
Ranking

69
67
39
76
73
72
74
70
51

33
15
4
15
33
22
33
22
22

1750
330
280
1080
1490
1730
2070
570
550

390
74
56
140
200
260
240
85
140

1
9
10
5

74

30

430

130

7

4

2
3
8
6

MAIN FLOOR
Location

# of
Homes

Min.
(Bqjm3 )

Max.
(Bqjm3 )

Mean
(Bqjm3 )

68
90
84
77
74
73
75
69
51
135
75

26
7
4
19
22
15
26

1470
830
160
900
1270
810
680
250
260
60
250

240
63

Castlegar
cranbrook Area
Kamloops
Kelowna
Nelson
Penticton
Prince George
Quesnel
Valemount
Greater Vancouver
Vernon

4

22
7
26

Mean
Ranking
1
8
10
6
3

41

85
122
107
126
56
90
18
78

4

2
9
5
11
7
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1

Results from the questionnaire surveys, relating to the
building and personal actors, were analyzed for association with
radon levels.
The general findings are reviewed in the
following discussion.
DISCUSSION

Good correlation existsbetween mean radon levels in a
sample of homes and the general terrestrial gamma radiation
levels for a community. This is to be expected since elevated
terrestrial
gamma
levels
are
associated with
increased
concentrations of uranium and its decay products in surface
soils.
Radium-226 is the uranium decay product that produces
radon.
Although terrestrial gamma measurement has been found to be
useful technique for determining which communities may have
elevated radon levels, other factors such as soil permeability,
moisture content ( 3) etc. play an important role in radon
transportation to affect the concentration in air. Work to date
has indicated no correlation between the indoor radon levels in
any individual home and the terrestrial gamma level measured at
the site.
Building factors were evaluated in relation to radon
levels, on a community-by-community basis as well as from the
overall (pooled) data.
The pooled data indicates that homes
with air conditioning were more likely to have lower radon
levels, both on the main floor (probability coefficient p=0.078)
and in the basement/lower level (p=0.025).
For homes with
heating furnaces located in the basement, the main floor radon
level was likely to be elevated {p=0.065).
If uncovered soil
areas exist in the lower level, then radon concentrations were
likely to be higher (p=0.059).
Other building factors were statistically significant
within an individual community's data, but were not consistent
from community to community.
Such factors include ( 1) age of the home;
( 2) type of
foundation;
( 3) type of heating system;
( 4) separation of
lower level(basement) from main floor; and {5) the presence of
opening windows in the lower level.
Personal factors did not appear to have any significant
association with radon levels,
either within individual
community data or with the overall data.
NOTE

Data is expected for a further seven (7) communities which
were still under test at the time of writing this paper. This
additional information will provide valuable guidance on radon
levels in British Columbia's more northerly and coastal
communities, as well as adding to the overall data base for
further analysis.
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HEASUREHENT OF RADON ACTIVITY AT SOHE RADIOACTIVE
SITES IN INDIA
Jaspal Sin~h. Lakh~ant Sin~h. Surinder Sin~h and H.S.Virk,
Department of Physics, Guru Nanak Dev University,
Amritsar-143005, India.
ABSTRACTThe present study
deals ~ith the
evaluation of
radon
levels
in some houses at the radioactive sites of Himachal
Pradesh,
India.
In one of the areas under study
,the radon
acti~ity is found to be 983.60 Bq;m 3 in summer and 1115.04
Bq/m in winter giving an annual exposure dose of 45.94 mSv to
the
inhabitant~.
In the second ~rea these levels are found to
be 611.92 Bq/m and 685.14 Bq/m , respectively,
exposing the
people to an annual dose of 28.39 mSv. The
life time ri~~
coefficents
of
lung cancer in these areas are 8.25 X 10
and 5.1 X 10- 2 respectively.
INTRODUCTION
Almost one half of the natural radiation exposur~ received
by human is from radon and its solid progeny in air 1 ),
which
can result in a significant risk to the general public.
Until
fe~ year·n ha.ck it was considered to be a health hazardous
only
to the workers ent;al.i;ed in the minine;: awl millt~~ of uranium,
4 ) shows high
but now surveys carried out all over the world
concentrations of
radon in some d~ellings that
could entail
significant health risks.
214 si,
The daugther products of 222 Rn viz; 218 Po, 214 Pb,
Po,
~hlch are solid under ordinary conditions, attach
themselves
to atmospheric dust.
During inhalation
these
particles may deposit in the lung and damage the tissue.
It is
therefore, necessary to monitor levels of radon in places ~here
people are exposed to radon, particularly at sites where the
geological
formations are enriched with uranium. So we have
chosen t~o sites in radioactive areas-Rameda and Samurkalan
in
Himachal Pradesh, India.
214

EXPERIHENTAL TECHNIQUE
Track etch technique (LR-115 Type II) has been used for. the
measur.1ment of
radon activity in the dwellings. Small pieces
(1
ern ) of LR-115 were used to measure the radon activity
in
winte~ as ~ell as in summer season. I9e detailed methdolo~y
of
the exper.im?nt
is given_else~here(
j The track
density was
convertefs) 1nto the un1ts of Bq/m
using a
calibration
constant
assuming an equilibrium f<•"tor. of 0.5 bet~een I:'adon
and its progeny.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Radon measu~ements have been carried out in 18 houses of
Rameda and 19 houses of Samurkalan villages.
The choice of
dwellings was random and one living room of each dwelling was
selected for radon measurement. Tables 1 & 2 give the radon
activity recorded in the houses of Rameda for the summer and
the winter seasons, respectively. The right, front
and
left
sides to the entrance are designated as wall A, wall B, wall
C
respectively and the entrance side as wall D. In both of
these
areas walls and floors have been constructed from locdl
~and
stones covered with a paste of mud. The roofs are made of wood.
The surveyed houses are not properly ventilated.
UALL TO UALL VARIATION
From the Tables 1 and 2 it is clear that there is a
large
variation of
radon activity
from wall to wall
in the same
room.
This variation shows that the members of a family while
living
in the same room may be exposed to differnt
levels of
radon activity depending upon their sitting side or bedside.
This variation may be attributed to the
fact
that
certain
positions in a room may have more quantity of uranium enriched
rock species
than to the others and also on the ventilation
system of the rooms.
HOUSE TO HOUSE VARIATION
The radon activity in the Rameda area varies
from
one
house to the other as much as 489.14 - 2305.19 Bq;m 3 (Table 1)
and 542.05 - 1975.98 Bq/m 3
(Table 2)
during th" summer and
winter seasons, respectively. It is evinent from this fact that
the people while living in the adjacent houses at
radioactive
areas can have different exposures of radon activity.
SEASONAL VARIATIONS
average radon activity recorded during t~e summer and
seasons in the Rameda area is 983.60 Bq/m and 1115.04
Bqjm ,
respectively.
This variation is due
to
changed
ventilation system for the summer and winter seasons.
During
winter season the houses are made air tight, as a
result the
ventilation
is reduced and hence less mixing with the outdoor
air which causes more accumulation of radon and
its
daughter
product activity indoors.
The

wint~r

Similar variations are noted
in Samurkalan area.
Th~
average radon act~vity recorded in this area is
611.92
Bq/mJ
and
685.14
Bq/m
in
the
summer and winter
seasons,
respectively.
LUNG CANCER RISK

Bq/m

The
3

average annual radon activity comes out to be 1049.32
and 648.53 Bq/m 3 in the Rameda and Samurkalan areas
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repectively.
This much radon acL.ivJty gives an average annual
exposure dose of 45.94 mSv and 28.39 mSv, respectively to the
inhabitants of
these areas. The life time
lu?~-cancer
riskcoefficents f~~ the Rameda a~q Samurkalan areas
) are found to
be 8.25 X 10
and 5.1 X 10
, respectively.
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Table 1. Radon activity (Bq/m 3 ) recorded in the village Rameda
( H.P., India) during the aummer aeason and the annual
dose delivered to the inhabitants (mSv).
House
code T.Jall A
R-1
R-2
R-3
R-4
R-5

R-6
R-7
R-8
R 9
R-10
R-11
R-12
R-13
R-14
R-15

R-16
R-17
R-18

096?..74
0854.70 0535.39
0579.79
0617.16
0646.39
1167.35 1524.40 1136.27
0699.67
1121.47
0819.92
2402.78
2033.52
2023.90
0849.15 1137.38 0635.66
1660.56 0995.30
1148.85
0784.03
0936.10
0947.94
0804.01
1055.98 0655.64.
1489.99
1356.42
0868.02
0807.71
0763.68
0363.34 0422.17
0913.16
0475.45
0416.62
04.92.84.
1068.19 0907.98
1109.24
1292.41
1282.4.2
1041.55 0888.00
0934..62
1673.51
14.76.67
1216.93
0659.71
0790.32
0875.79
Overall mean value

Table 2

R-3
R-4
R-5
R-6

R-7
R-8
R-9
R-10

R-11
R-12
R-13
R-14
R-15
R-16

R-17
R-18

0507.64
0560.92
0943.13
0731.86
2760.57
0738.15
1089.65
0827.69
0624.93
1545.4.9
0512.82
0571.65
0595.70
0806.60
0630.48
0641.95
0563.51

Average

0715.11
0601.06
1197..78
0843.23
2305.19
0840.08
1223.94
0873.94
0785.14
1463.96
0813.13
0552.87
0489.14
0920.28
1127.14
0873.66
17.52.26
0722.33
0983.60

Annual Dose
(mSv)

31.31
26.31
52.22
36.91
100.93
36.78
53.58
38.26
34.37
64..09
35.60
24.20
21.41
40.29
49.35
38.25
54.82
31.62
4.3.06

Radon activity (Bq/m 3 ) reocrded in the village Rameda
( H.P., India) during the winter season and the annual
dose delivered to the inhabitants (mSv).

House
code T.Jall A
R-1
R-2

Radon Activity (Bq/m )
Wall B
Wall C
Wall D

Radon Activity (Bq/m )
T.Jall B
T.Jall C
T.Jall D

1031.56
0835.83 1341.62
0593.33 0657.86
0937.58
1329.41
0879.86
1134.79
0762.57
1700.15 1893.29
2079.4.0
1217.67
1138.12
2182.63 1086.69 1498.50
1334.59
1058.94 1176.23
1014.17
1445.22
1065.97
1542.53
1417.47
1234..32
1283.16
1210.64
0535.76
0676.37
0612.72
0543.90 0563.88 0510.97
0833.61
0544.27
1366.78
1100.38
1438.19
0828.06
0950.53
1189.92
1531.06 1325.71
14.82.96
1064.86 1134.79
1201.02
Overall mean value

0741.85
0449.55
0719.65
0860.25
2231.10
0907.24
1389.35
1045.25
1355.31
1495.54
1307.21
0618.27
0549.45
0445.48
1576.20
0847.67
0975.69
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Average

Annual Dose
(mSv)

0987.71
0660.08
0976.30
0919.20
1975.98
1087.67
1539.29
1153.75
1220.16
1485.18
1258.83
0610.78
0542.05
0797.53
1371.59
0954.04
1446.57
1094.09
1115.04

43.24
28.90
42.74
40.24
86.51
47.62
67.39
50.51
53.42
65.02
55.11
26.74
23.73
34.91
60.05
41.77
63.33
47.90
48.82

DETECTION OF RADON AND RADON DAUGHTERS BY MEANS OF AN ELECTRET
IONIZATION CHAMBER COMBINED WITH SOLID STATE
NUCLEAR TRACK DETECTORS
B. Dorsche11l, B. Burgkhardt2l, S. Kunzmann1l, J. Lewitzll,
E.Piesch2l, H. Seifert1l, G. Streubelll
Dresden University of Technology, Institute of Radiation ProtectionPhysics,
Dresden, FRG
2) Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Centre, Health Physics Division, Karlsruhe, FRG
1)

ABSTRACT
For measuring radon concentrations in air an electret ionization chamber of
the diffusion type was developed. The change of the charge density on the electret surface is a measure of the radon concentration from which the concentration of radon daughters can be estimated assuming an equilibrium factor. This
factor, however, varies strongly dependent on environmental and other conditions. In order to determine the equilibrium factor more precisely, a combination
of three solid state nuclear track detectors was studied which allows the selective
detection of alpha particles in defined energy intervals.
INTRODUCTION
The radiation exposure of the human respiratory tract is mainly determined
by the concentration of short-lived radon decay products in the inhaled air. Using
passive detectors inside diffusion chambers the radon concentration in air can be
measured from which the concentration of radon daughters is calculated presuming an appropriate equilibrium factoru. Because the equilibrium factor is not
known with the required precision, the uncertainty ofthe estimated radiation exposure is relatively high3. The use of a multi-detector system is, therefore, proposed which allows to measure the radon concentration using an electret ionization chamber and separately the equilibrium factor using three solid state nuclear
track detectors.
RADON DETECTION BY MEANS OF AN ELECTRET IONIZATION CHAMBER
The principle of an electret ionization chamber (EIC) of the diffusion type is
shown in Figure 1. On the top of the diffusion chamber aerosols and radon
daughters are retained on the diffusion filter whereas the radon gas diffuses into
the chamber volume. Radon decay products generated within the EIC are almost
completely plated-out on the inner surface of the chamber walls. The electret
made of PTFE or FEP is characterized by a quasi-permanent electrical charge
which generates a surface potential, the electret voltage UE. Within the chamber
alpha particles emitted by radon and its daughters result in an ionization of the
air and thus in a degradation of the electrical charge of the electret surface.
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chamber wall
positively charged
electret
~~~~~~~l--metallized electret back

electret holder

Figure 1

Scheme ofthe electret ionization chamberfor radon measurements4

The response of the EIC is given by
t:;.UE

m

Rn

=--C
Rn

/::;.t

{1)

where 11UE is the radiation induced change of the electret voltage, whereas CRn
and 11t are the concentration of 222Rn and the exposure period, respectively. The
response mRn was calculated by means of a Monte Carlo programs resulting in
mRn,calc = 0.065 V/Bq·m-3-d. By exposing the EIC in different well-defined radon atmospheres, the experimental estimation resulted in a value of
(0.060 ± 0.004) V/Bq·m-3-d. The lower detection limit was found to be
40 Bq·m-3 (with 111 = 7d) and the upper limit 5 kBq·m-3 (with 111 = 1d).
DETECTION OF RADON AND RADON DAUGHTERS USING A SYSTEM OF NUCLEAR
TRACK DETECTORS
It is the common technique to measure the radon concentration using, for
instance, EIC or other types of diffusion chambers. For the estimation of the lung
exposure by radon decay products, however, the equilibrium factor is needed. Because this factor varies strongly with a number of environmental and other conditions, a consistent system of three nuclear track detectors has been studied with
the aim of a separate detection of radon and its daughters under free air conditions. Thus, the equilibrium factor can be determined as average value also for
longer exposure periods.
The physical basis of such a detector system is formed by the creation of different energy response functions for the three detectors as the result of a suitable
combination of the detector and absorber material and/or an optimization of the
etching procedure. For this purpose the electrochemical etching technique of
polycarbonate detectors (MAKROFOL DE, Bayer Leverkusen, FRG) and CR-39 detectors (PATRAS, Optische Werke Rathenow, FRG) have been studied.
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Figure 2

Qualitative presentation of the track detection efficiency e0 of the
nuclear track detector system as a function of alpha energy Ea
(1) MAKROFOL (electrochemically etched: 80 vol% 6N KOH + 20 vol%
ethanol, 35°(, 5h lOOHz and 1h 2kHz, 26.7kV/cm)
(2) CR-39/PATRAS (chemically pre-etched: 6N KOH, 60°(, 10h; electrochemically etched: 6N KOH, 60°(, 2h 2kHz, 1 5kV/cm)
(3) CR-39/PATRAS (electrochemically etched: 6N KOH, 60°(, Sh 2kHz,
1 5kV/cm)

From Figure 2 follows that the MAKROFOL DE detector (1) has an upper energy threshold of about 4 MeVG. Using this etching condition, the detector registers only alpha particles from 222Rn and its decay products incident from an air
layer in a certain distance of the detector. On the other hand, decay products
plated-out on the detector surface do not contribute to the track density because
the corresponding alpha particle energies of about 6 MeV exceed the upper energy threshold. The resulting track density of the detector (1) is thus given by
(2)

where m 1 Rn and m 1 DA are the detector responses to 222Rn and radon daughters in
air, respectively, and CRn and coA the corresponding activity concentrations in air.
The second detector of the system should have a lower energy threshold at
about 5.5 MeV, in order to detect only decay products from a certain air layer in
front of the detector as well as decay products plated-out on the detector surface, whereas alpha particles from 222Rn are not registered. The track density of
the detector (2) follows from
(3)
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Here, m 2 DD is the detector response to daughters deposited on the detector
surface and coo the corresponding activity concentration. The lower energy
threshold of 5.5 MeV could be created by means of a suitable dimensioned absorber in front of the detector. Using CR-39/PATRAS, however, this threshold has
been obtained by chemical pre-etching of the detectors for 10 hours (see Figure 2).
Finally, a third detector (3) without an energy threshold is needed. Then its
track density follows from

(4)
Studies with CR-39/PATRAS detectors showed that without applying a chemical
pre-etching this non-threshold behaviour exists (see Figure 2).
Thus, from equations (2), (3) and (4) the concentration of 222Rn and its
daughters in air can be determined separately whereas the plate-out effect on
the detector surface is eliminated.
CONCLUSIONS
Using the track etched detector system described here, an energy-selective
detection of alpha particles emitted by radon and its daughters is possible. From
these results a mean equilibrium factor follows which can be used for the interpretation of the results of radon measurements using EIC or other types of passive radon diffusion chambers.
REFERENCES
(1) Urban,M. and Piesch,E., 1981, Low Level Environmental Radon Dosimetry
with a Passive Track Etch Device, Rad. Prot. Dosim., 1, pp. 97-110
(2) Frank, A.L.,et al., 1973, A Diffusion Chamber Radon Dosimeter for Use in
Mine Environment, Nucl.lnstr. Meth., 109, pp. 537-539
(3) Urban, M.,et al., 1985, Bestimmung der Strahlenbelastung der Bevolkerung
durch Radon und dessen kurzlebige Zerfallsprodukte in Wohnhausern und
im Freien, KfK 3805
(4) Seifert,H., Kunzmann,S. and Dorschei,B., 1991, Development of on Electret
Ionization Chamber (EIC) for Measurement of Radon-222 in Air, Paper held at
23rd Int. Symp. Radiation Protection Physics, Gaussig, FRG
(5) Kunzmann, S., 1991, Entwicklung einer Elektret-lonisationskammer zur Messung der Radon-Aktivitatskonzentration in Luft, Diplomarbeit, TU Dresden,
FRG
(6) Jozefowicz,K. and Piesch,E., 1990, Electrochemically etched Makrofol DE as a
Detector for Neutron Induced Recoils and Alpha Particles, Rad. Prot. Dosim.,
34, pp.25-28
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MEASUREMENTS OF RADON CONCENTRATIONS IN BUILDINGS
- RESULTS OF
INVESTIGATIONS IN MINING REGIONS OF SAXONY AND THURINGIA

R.Czarwinski, R.Lehmann, W.Rohnsch
Federal Office for Radiation Protection, F.R.G.

ABSTRACT
In the East German Federal States Saxony and Thuringia territories exist where rock formations with silver and cobalt ores and
above-average uranium content are located and intensive mining
has taken place. In these
regions a series of measurements of
radon concentrations in buildings is carried out to determine
local mean values, local ranges and buildings with very high
concentrations of radon.
INTRODUCTION
The radiological situation in certain regions of Saxony and
Thuringia is characterized by above-average uranium concentrations in layers close to the surface and, in addition, by the
mining influence. The local higher uranium concentrations determined by airborne gamma-ray spectrometry are shown in Figure 1.
By order of the Federal Minister for Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety the "Project for the Registration, Investigation and Radiological Evaluation of the Mining Residues" has
to be implemented by the Federal Office for Radiation Protection.
The investigation of radon concentrations in buildings with the
aim to estimate regional and local distribution patterns of radon
concentrations as well as the identification of houses with very
high concentrations and their reasons are essential parts of this
project. Since November 1990, investigations have been carried
out in houses located in mining regions with a high density of
measuring points.
For the assessment of the results additional measurements are
carried out in regions not influenced by mining, e.g. in the
Fichtel Gebirge, in regions of Lusatian granite, in the Norddeutsche Tiefebene etc ..
METHODOLOGY OF MEASUREMENTS
To get a rapid survey of the radiological situation, short-term
measurements (screening measurements) with activated charcoal
detectors analyzed by liquid scintillation counting are carried
out. The exposure of the charcoal takes 24 hours under unfavourable ventilation conditions, i.e. closed doors and windows.
Dwellings, factories, schools, kindergarten and other buildings
are investigated. Participation in measurements is optional and
free of charge.
Results are compared with the recommendation of the German Radiation Protection Commission (Strahlenschutzkommission - SSK) who
defined a "normal range" of t9e radon concentration in living
rooms of Germany up to 250 Bq/m .
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If the radon concentration measured by the screening metho~ ~n
lounges and living rooms is evidently higher than 250 Bq/m 1t
is probable that the annual mean value exceeds this limit, too;
the higher the level is exceeded the greater this probability.
Therefore, in addition to the verification of short-term results
long-term investigations are necessary to establish remedial
measures. For these long-term measurements already started diffusion chambers with track etch detectors are used.
Each citizen/institution involved in the measurements is informed
about the results of the measurements and an assessment as demonstrated in Table 1 is given.
The investigations will be extended to measurements in up to
100,000 buildings in about 200 communities.
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The results of the investigations hitherto achieved show that
there is a strong correlation between radon concentration in
houses and geological subsoil. A relatively great number of
houses with above-average radon concentration has been found in
granite and certain Zechstein subdivision regions whereas buildings above glacial sediments have much lower concentrations.
Figure 2 presents the results of measurements in different regions without any mining influence.
Figure 3 shows
the results of screening measurements in about
15,000 buildings in regions where uranium mining and milling as
well as former ore mining has taken place. In general, there is
no striking difference in the frequency distribution compared
with regions of similar geology. Only in cases where geological
and mining influences are overlapping extreme values of the radon
concentration in houses have been observed. An outstanding example is the old mining town Schneeberg where radon concentrations
up to more than 100,000 Bq/m3 have been measured by the screening
procedure (see Table 2).
An influence of mining and milling residues on the radon concentration in buildings can be attributed to
- building on waste rocks
- use of waste rocks for building purposes
- shallow drivings partly immediately under, or nearby, or connected with houses
- building over of outcroppings of geological disturbances and
ore-bearing lodes.
Moreover, the investigations have indicated that the underground
ventilation has a great influence on the radon concentration in
houses constructed on shallow drivings.
At Schlema, a centre of recent uranium mining, the mining facilities like ventilation installations are still in operation.
First experiments show that the radiological situation changes
dramatically if the mining exhausters are switched off. An increase of the radon concentration two orders of magnitude higher
can be observed in certain buildings after the ventilation has
been stopped (see Figure 4).In this special case, it cannot be
excluded that
the results of screening measurements do not
necessarily represent pessimistic information about the radiological situation.
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Tab 1: Follow-up of the radon screening measurements in dwellings

valuation

CAn· possible
handling
faults

CAn within the
ordir.ary natural
range

CAn within the
ordinary natural
range

CAn possibly
above the
ordinary natural
range

CAn possibly
considerable above
the ordinary natural
range

recommended
measures

control
measurements

no measures of
control or
radon-mitigation

as a precaution
long-termmeasurements
of CAn in a
room direcUy
situated above
the cellar

ver~ication

methodical

Wl~
LDL: lower detection limit

CAn:

radon concentration

by
long-termmeasurements;
radon-mitigation
with simple
methods during
the next years

ver~ication

of
measured CAn•
reconnaissance of
radon·sources,
mitigatk>n measures

Tab.2: Frequency of radon concentrations <250 Bq/m3 in selected
communities measured by screening method

Characterization of
measured location

EXAMPLE

Geological remarks
community

relative

maximum

frequency In %

concentr.Uon
(Bqfm")

(<250Bqfm")

mainly old mining

contact area to granite

Schnee berg

48

115 000

uranium mining

carbon schist, diabases,
phyllites, quartzitic rocks

Schlema

76

21000

uranium mining

ochrons lime, diabases, clay
schist

Ronne burg

85

3100

uranium milling

lower permian

76

2300

without mining and milling

Fichtel Gebirge granite

Bad Brambach

25

8700

without mining and milling

Erz Gebirge granite

Stangengriin

13

18000

without mining and milling

Lusatian granite (glacially
covered over)

Amsdorf-

79

1600

94

470

Without mining and milling

\Crossen

I

Hilbersdorf

i glacial sediments (North I Korchow JZiihr
German Lowland)
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CLEANERS IN REDUCING THE HAZARDS OF INDOOR RADON DECAY
PRODUCTS
N. Montassier, P.K. Hopke, Y. Shi and P. Wasiolek
Department of Chemistry, Clarkson University, Potsdam,
N.Y., 13699-5810, USA
and B. McCallum
Atomic Energy of Canada, Ltd, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
ABSTRACT
The objective of this study was to evaluate the influence
of three types of air cleaner on the concentration and size
distribution of radon pro9eny in a normally occupied house.
Using an automated, sem1-continuous, qraded-screen array
system and a radon monitor, the activity s1ze distribution and
radon concentration was measured ana the exposure of the
occupants of the home to radon could be assessed.
The dose
model developed as part of the recently released u.s. National
Academy of Sciences report was used to relate the exposure to
deposited dose in the tissue of the bronchial ep1thelium.
Thus, the effectiveness of the air cleaners in reducing both
exposure and dose were evaluated.
INTRODUCTION
A critical factor for the effectiveness of radon decay
products in providing dose to the human respiratory tract is
the size of the particle to which the decay product is
attached. Air cleaners can effectively remove most particles
and radon decay products from indoor air. The rmoval of the
particles results in the increase of the "unattached"
fraction, that can de,Posit more effectively its dose of
radiation to the lung t1ssue. In fact, the increased dose per
unit exposure means that the dose reduction will be lower than
the reduction of the radioactive concentration.
Thus, the
exact dose impacts of air cleaners are uncertain, and studies
are needed to measure the concentration and size distributions
of the radon progeny activities in real living conditions
where air cleaners are being employed.
HOUSE CHARACTERISTICS AND INSTRUMENTATIONS
Experimental data used in this study were collected in
a one-story, ranch home in Arnprior, Ontario.2 This house has
a basement with an approximate ~rea of 200m while the first
floor has an area of about 210m . The house was occupied by
three people none of whom smoke. Measurements were made from
May to July 1991.
No heating or air conditioning was used
during this period. The sampler and air cleaner were ~laced
at the dining room end of the kitchen/dining area (23m).
Three t¥pes of air cleaner were investigated,
a
ionization, f1ltration and air circulation system (NO-RAD),
an Electronic Air Cleaner (EAC) with fan, and a multi-stage
filter with fan (Pureflow).

Measurements of radon progen¥ size distributions were
made using the Automatic Sem1-Cont1nuous Graded Screen Array
(ASC-GSA) described in detail by Ramamurthi and Hopke (1991).
The ASC-GSA system is a fully automatic device capable of
measuring the activity-weighted size distribution of each
individual short-lived radon decay product.
It uses wire
screens for particle segregation and alpha spectrometry for
alpha particle detection. The measurements were made over a
week long period with alternatively no air cleaner and air
cleaner runnin
Table 1 .
Number
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Conditions

Background
1
May 13-21
77
2
May 21-28
50
NO-RAD on
3
May 28-June 3
54
Background
77
4
June 3-10
EAC on
5
June 10-17
69
Background
6
June 30-July 5
52
Pureflow on
7
July 5-6
11
Background
Table 1: Ex
. p er1.ments con dl.tl.ons
.
Cont1.nuous measurements of radon gas were done us1.ng a
passsive radon detector.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Mean
values
plus
standard
deviation
of
radon
concentration, PAEC and equilibrium factor are presented in
Table 2.
As expected, radon concentration was not affected
by the air cleaners and the values were almost 3the same for
every experiment with a mean of 1.1pCi/l (41 Bqm- ) . However,
we observed a reduction of PAEC and a significant decrease of
th e e_g l1l.'l'b
.
. cleaners were runn1.nc
.
factor when t he a1.r
l. r1.um
Exp.

Mean
pCi/1

Radon
std

Mean
mWL

PAEC
std

Equilibrium
mean

factor
std

1
0.50
1.2
0.5
5.8
2.0
0.13
2
0.8
0.5
2.2
1.1
0.31
0.14
3
0.7
0.4
2.6
2.0
0.41
0.22
4
1.1
0.6
2.1
1.6
0.18
0.12
5
1.7
7.5
0.43
1.2
0.19
6.2
6
1.1
0.7
1.6
0.15
1.1
0.08
7
1.1
0.4
5.0
2.1
0.45
0.13
Ta.o.le 2: Measurements summar
From the equilibrium factor; one can observe that at fixed
radon concentration, the NO-RAD reduced the mean PAEC by 38%
while the EAC ~rovided 56% and the Pureflow 65% of reduction.
Changes 1.n size distributions (Fig.1) of the radon
progeny as well as PAEC was also observed when the air
cleaners were working. A peak in the size range of 1. 5 to 5nm
was induced when the NO-RAD was running.
The EAC caused an
increase in the activity fraction of the small particles with
a distinct peak in the smallest particle size. Meanwhile, the
activity fraction of particles greater than 15nm decreased.
The Pureflow system dl.d not seem to change the shape of the
size distribut1.on significantly. Those differences can be due
to the way air cleaners remove particles.
With its HEPA
filteri the Pureflow system eliminate particles of all sizes
with a most the same efficiency. This l.S not the case for the
other devices whose removal mechanism can have a greater
effect on the largest particles.
Knowing the PAEC concentration and its activity fractioni
the annual average exposure E and the dose to the bronchia
epithelium can be calculated YTable 3). An occupancy factor
of 0.68 (ICRP, 1987) was used to est1.mate EP.
The dose per
unit elp~sure, for a male adult at a mean breathing rate of
0. 74 m h- , was calculated using the most recent dosimetric
model (NRC, 1991 model modified by James et al., 1991).
In the current model the dose to basal and secretory cells is
evaluated taking account of the calculated deposition of
activity as a function of particle size and breathing rate.
As expected, the dose per unit exposure (D/~p) was similar for
the "backgrounds" (between 31 and 36 mGyjWLM).
For the
Pureflow the dose per unit exposure stayed at the same level;
however this value increased to 44mGyjWLM for the NO-RAD and
up to 48mGyjWLM for the EAC. This implies that the reduction
of exposure by both the NO-RAD and the EAC was much higher
than the dose reduction. In fact, comparing the experiments
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Figure 1: Size distributions
2, 3 and 4 when air cleaners were running with the experiments
1, 3 and 7 respectively, one finds that the exposure reduction
per unit radon was 47% for the NO-RAD while the reduction of
the doses per unit radon were 27%.
The EAC diminished the
exposure by 50% and the dose by 33%. A decrease of 67% was
o b serve d on b 0 th e:lg:>_osure an d d ose f or th e p ure f l ow ~s t em.
Exp.

E
WLM/y

Er,:Rn
WLM jypCi

1
0.20
0.17
2
0.08
0.09
3
0.09
0.14
4
0.07
0.07
5
0.26
0.15
6
0.06
0.05
7
0.17
0.16
Table 3: Dose exposure

Secretory
D/E
mGv/W'LM

Cells
D/Rn

Basal
D/E
m~W'LM

Cells
D/Rn

33
44
34
48
36
35
31

5.6
4.1
4.6
3.1
5.6
1.8
4.9

16
20
16
22
17
16
15

2.6
1.9
2.2
1.5
2.6
0.9
2.3

SUMMARY
The effect of three types of air cleaner installed in a
single family house in Arnprior, Ottawa, was investigated in
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a series of measurements.
Each device decreased the
concentration of the decay products and reduced the
equilibrium factor as well as the exposure.
On the other
hand, air cleaners producing a shift of the size distribution
towards smaller particles, where the dose rate per unit
exposure are substantially larger, induce a much lower
reduction on the dose.
Thus, dose impact of air cleaners
depends strongly on the way particles are removed.
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HIGH-ALTITUDE COSMIC RAY NEUTRONS:
PROBABLE SOURCE FOR THE HIGH-ENERGY PROTONS OF
THE EARTH'S RADIATION BELTS

Ferenc Hajnal* and John Wilson**
*US DOE, Environmental Measurements Laboratory, New York, NY, USA
** NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA, USA

Several High-altitude cosmic-ray neutron measurements were performed by the NASA
Ames Laboratory in the mid-to late-1970's using airplanes flying at about 13km altitude
along constant geomagnetic latitudes of 20, 44 and 51 degrees north. Bonner spheres and
manganese, gold and aluminium foils were used in the measurements. In addition, large
moderated BF-3 counters served as normalizing instruments.

Data analyses performed at that time did not provide complete and unambiguous spectral
information and field intensities. Recently, using our new unfolding methods and codes,
and Bonner-sphere response function extensions for higher energies, "new" neutron
spectral intensities were obtained, which show progressive hardening of neutron spectra
as a function of increasing geomagnetic latitude, with substantial increases in the energy
region from 10 MeV to 10 GeV.

For example, we found that the total neutron fluences at 20 and 51 degrees magnetic north
are in the ratio of 1 to 5.2 and the 10 MeV to 10 GeV fluence ratio is 1 to 18.

The magnitude of these ratios is quite remarkable. From the new results, the derived
absolute neutron energy distribution is of the correct strength and shape for the albedo
neutrons to be the main source of the high-energy protrons trapped in the Earth's inner
radiation belt. In addition, the results, depending on the extrapolation scheme used,
indicate that the neutron dose equivalent rate may be as high as 0.1 mSv/h near the
geomagnetic north pole and thus a significant contributor to the radiation exposures of
pilots, flight attendants and the general public.
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RADON IN SHOW CAVES, VISITOR MINES, AND SPAS OF
NORTHRHINE-WESTPHALIA

A. Rox and W. Herzog
Staatliches Materialprufungsamt
Nordrhein-Westfalen
MarsbruchstraSe 186
D-4600 Dortmund 41, FRG
ABSTRACT

Radon levels were measured in all show caves, visitor mines
and
thermal
spas
of
Northrhine-Westphalia.
Long-term
measurements were performed by a passive time-integrating
method using
diffusion type dosemeter with nuclear track
detector. Radon-222 concentrations up to 12000 Bq m- 3 were
found. Instantaneous measurements of Rn-222 were taken with
Lucascells and a portable radon monitor. Decay products were
determined via dust filter sampling followed by alpha spectrometry. Equilibrium factors ranged between 0.34 and 0.80.
INTRODUCTION

It is well recognized that the major contribution to the
annual average dose received by man has its origin in natural
radiation. About half of the effective dose equivalent is due
to inhalation of radon and its decay products. Whereas radon
concentrations have been measured continuously in almost all
West-German coal mines for over
10 years now 1 , there has
been a lack of such data concerning the visitor mines, show
caves and thermal spas where the annual effective dose
equivalent
may
exceed
the
governmental
limits
for
occupational radiation exposure.
METHODS AND INSTRUMENTS

For long-term Rn-222 determination diffusion cells of the
so-called Karlsruhe-type have been used,
equipped with
cellulose nitrate nuclear track detectors (KODAK, type LR 115
II). The cells were protected against dust and humidity by
silicone coated glass fiber filters. 5 to 10 dosemeters were
installed along the visitors pathway in each cave or mine.
Exposure time ranged from 60 to 90 days depending on
radon
concentrations. After etching the detectors were analyzed by
automatic microscopic image analysis.
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Instantaneous radon concentrations were measured using a
radon monitor (Atmos-12 by ALNOR) with ionization chamber
and/or with Lucas cells of 100 ml volume.
Radon daughter products have been accumulated on membrane
filters and determined by alpha spectrometry using a portable
surface barrier detector spectrometer.
RESULTS

Table 1 contains the maxima, minimd and mean values of all
measurements, the equilibrium factors F, and the resulting
annual effective equivalent doses. In cases where the radon
progeny had not been measured an equilibrium factor of 50 %
has been assumed. The effective equivalent doses have been
calculated
according
to
the
following
equation
and
assumptions:
D = A ·

V

t · F · Co

msv a- 1

I

A: activity concentration I Bq m- 3

V: breething rate I 1,2 m3 h-1
t: annual working time I 1600 h
F: equilibrium factor
Co: dose conversion factor I

1, 25 · 10- ~ mSv Bq- 1

*

>

Some of the annual effective equivalent doses are close to or
above the annual limit of 50 msv for occupational radiation
exposure. In these cases it was necessary to reduce the
individual working time.
In Fig. 1 the frequency distribution of the radon concentrations in the show caves and visitor mines is shown.
Five percent of all values are above 5000 Bq m-3.
Fig. 2 shows the radon concentration over time for one cave,
exhibiting
a distinct minimum during the winter season.
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Table 1:

No.

Lucas Cell (Bq/m 3 )
Minimum Maximum Mean

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

239
1698
38
1788
80
322
3791
475
941
630
65
99
80
192
147
73
20
1405
1
7
6
118
3

5

2030
3341
74
8677
508
531
5861
1431
5066
4929
12398
100
635
504
152
95
35
1555
7
9
146
859
2120
31

687
2431
56
4342
213
452
4815
957
2330
2730
3953
100
162
384
148
76
27
1472
3
8
53
291
437
14

Dosemeter (Bq/m 3 )
Minimum Maximum Mean
114
144
46
382
180
327
1698
59
907
2337
2820
81
155
2757
732
164
320
2544
1
19
344
19
47
31

*) assumed value
No.
1
No. 10
No. 19

-

9
18
24

Show Caves
Visitor Mines
Spas
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2916
2616
46
4106
359
2086
4779
489
3916
5359
8822
81
1583
3162
732
241
493
6027
128
19
344
1026
838
103

1153
1197
46
1748
254
1133
3145
203
2307
3521
6697
81
907
3018
732
195
407
4238
37
19
344
265
334
167

F
(%)

51.0
39.4
47.5
44.1
53.5
50.0
53.1
65.9
58.5
40.9
60.6
33.6
69.9
50.0
50.0
50.0
50.0
79.8
50.0
50.0
50.0
50.0
50.0
50.0

mSv/a

"

"
"

*
*
"
"

*
"

*
*

14.1
11.3
0.5
18.5
3.3
13.6
40.1
3.2
32.4
34.6
97.5
0.7
15.2
36.2
8.8
2.3
4.9
81.2
0.4
0.2
4.1
3.2
4.0
2.0

INDOOR GAMMA CONTRIBUTION TO NATURAL RADIATION EXPOSURE IN ITALY
G.Campos Venuti(*), L.Lembo(+), S.Piermattei( 0 ) , G.Scarpa(+)
(*) Istituto Superiore di Sanita and INFN-Sezione Sanita, Roma, Italy
(+) ENEA/Environmental Department, Roma, Italy
0
( )
ENEA/DISP, Roma, Italy
ABSTRACT
In the context of the National Survey on natural radiation indoors, based
on a representative sample of 5000 dwellings, absorbed dose rates to air
have been measured. Thermoluminescent dosemeters have been used and a well
detailed measurement protocol has been elaborated. The paper analyzes the
results obtained in 30% of the national sample. The arithmetic mean value
obtained is 86 nGy/h. The distribution of absorbed dose rates in most of
the Districts is well fitted by a Gaussian curve. The effective dose for
the population has also been assessed, taking into account the occupation
factors of dwellings.

INTRODUCTION
The influence of gamma and cosmic radiation on the effective dose received
indoors by members of the public is generally far less important than that
of radon concentration. However, measurements of the radioactive content of
some natural and man-made building materials and surveys in certain areas,
undertaken in Italy(l,2), indicated that a better evaluation of this
irradiation source would be important. For this reason, in organizing the
National representative survey on natural radiation indoors(3), it was
decided to carry out measurements both of radon concentration and of
absorbed dose rate to air. Moreover, the gamma measurements could also give
information about the building materials as a source of indoor radon.
The survey is performed in each Italian District, in cooperation with
local Health Services and Laboratories and involves a sample of 5000
dwellings selected through a two-stage stratified sampling technique.
METHODOLOGY
Due to the considerable number of District Laboratories involved, each one
using different equipment and operators and having a wide spectra of
thermoluminescent experience, it was decided to standardize - as far as
possible - the whole measuring procedure by means of a detailed protocol.
The use of the protocol should allow both to assure comparability of the
data obtained in the different laboratories and to minimize dose
uncertainties, so as to achieve an overall expected uncertainty in the
range of (30+40)% at 95% confidence level.
According to results in ref.4, LiF synthered chips, either doped with Mg
and Ti or with Mg, Cu and P, belonging to the same batch, have been used.
The dosemeter is made of two pairs of TL chips, enclosed in light-tight
plastic containers, 100 mg·cm- 2 thick. It is located, like the radon
detectors, on a cupboard in one bedroom of each sampled dwelling.
The thermal cycles for re-use anneal, pre-heat and readout were defined,
according with refs.4-7. In addition, two initialization cycles have been
suggested for new detectors.
A check of sensitivity and zero signal of the reader at the beginning and
the end of each daily reading cycle is required.
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In order to further improve the homogeneity of the results obtained in the
different laboratories, a number of preliminary tests are recommended in
the protocol. Some of them regard just the detectors (individual
sensitivity, batch homogeneity and fading), some others the whole TL system
(reproducibilit~ and linearity) (8) .
QUALITY ASSURANCE
A first intercalibration was carried out by exposing a sample of
dosemeters prepared by each participating laboratories, to the beam of a
Cs-137 source. Secondly, another set of dosemeters was exposed to the
environmenta.l radiation characterizing a selected high-background room,
where dose rate had been previously evaluated. Both sets of detectors were
read by the laboratories involved in the experiment, which ignored the
actual value of the administered doses.
The results of the intercalibrations (see Fig.l) show good agreement among
the different laboratories and confirm the reliability of the respective
dosemeter systems.
1,5

I

1.,~

1,3

!I

1,2

i.l
0

-....
(1)

0

1,1
1,0

•

Oa/Od Cs-137
DaiDd room

I

I
T

_T

I

0,9

D

I

0,8
0,7
0,6
0,5
0

2

3

4

5

6

Participants code
Fig.l Results of the intercalibration tests (ratio between evaluated and delivered doses)

At the end of the 6-month period of indoor exposure, an analysis of
readout values was made. The aim was to identify the possible outliers, by
statistical comparison of readout values of the four detectors placed in
each dwelling.
RESULTS
The survey is still in progress. At present the absorbed dose measurements
have been completed in 7 Districts, corresponding to about 30% of the whole
representative sample.
Figure 2 shows the best fits of absorbed dose rates to air evaluated in
different Italian Districts. The goodness of the Gaussian fit is generally
acceptable.
Figure 3 illustrates the absorbed dose rate distribution in all the
dwellings considered. The values higher than 250 nGy/h all belong to one
District and are also connected with the use of high-radioactivity building
materials (e.g.tuffs).
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CONCLUSIONS
The mean value of the absorbed dose rate to air, weighted over the
dwellings under consideration, is equal to 86 nGy/h. Mean values in the
different Districts range from 75 to 165 nGy/h. The occupation factors
indoors at home and elsewhere, in each District, obtained through
questionnaires (3) filled by the families in the sample, have been taken
into account. For the same purpose a rough evaluation of cosmic radiation
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contribution has been made and this value has been subtracted for all
dwellings. The mean effective dose for the population associated to y
indoors was thus assessed as 0.33 mSv per year.
The values obtained confirm that
in the radiation exposure of the
population - the y absorbed dose contribution is far less relevant than
radon concentration.
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Lung Dose Modelling From Realistic Measurements Of
Occupancy Exposure To Radon Progeny
Dr. A. Singmin
Thomson & Nielsen Electronics
Ottawa, Canada
Abstract
The risk of lung cancer resulting from exposure to radon,
is directly related to the progeny concentration and the
actual period of occupancy. Current exposure studies and
dose models to date use the widely accepted protocol that
the occupancy factor is 80%(1,2). our experimental studies
on real time simultaneous monitoring of both radon progeny
and occupancy periods have shown that much greater accuracy
in risk assessment can be achieved when occupancy periods
are measured rather than assumed to be a constant 80%.
Introduction
The risk of lung cancer arising from exposure to radon
progeny is directly related to the total cumulative
exposure, expressed as the product of Working Level x
Occupancy Factor. In order to improve the accuracy of
estimation of the health risk associated with exposure to
radon progeny, accurate measurements of personal occupancy
are necessary. Customarily, an occupancy factor of 80% is
assumed, in the absence of more appropriate data. A recent
study undertaken by N.H Harley and B.R. Litt(3,4) utilized a
passive radon gas monitor(CR39 alpha track) worn by the
participants. Additionally, subjects were required to keep
an activity log of where they had been and what they had
done. An alternative approach undertaken by Thomson &
Nielsen, is based on the simultaneous measurement of both
the real time continuous radon progeny variations and the
actual occupancy periods within that environment. All
measurements were recorded automatically, without the need
for any personal activity diaries. The data gathered from
this study is later used for calculating WLM exposure levels
based on direct measurements.
Experimental Measurements
The chosen study environment was the basement area of a
typical family residence of four occupants. For this
experiment, no attempt was made to distinguish individual
family members. A continuous working level radon monitoring
system(TN-WL-02) manufactured by Thomson & Nielsen, was
configured to record hourly radon progeny concentration
levels automatically. This system is based on the principle
of active sampling of the ambient air onto a filter with
subsequent determination of the gross alpha counts by a
solid-state detector. Data from this system, collected over
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a period of several months, was later analyzed on a standard
PC computer to produce continuous hourly plots of the radon
progeny.
In addition, monitoring and recording of the
occupancy periods were made using a customized surveillance
system. Each time a family member entered the basement
area, the system was activated to subsequently record the
occupancy duration. The data from this system was also
later analyzed on a PC and the two plots combined to form
the composite exposure profiles, as seen in Figure 1.
Resul.ts
A summary of the results covering four consecutive days
are shown below in Table 1. Random variations in both WL
and occupancy patterns can result in a wide range of WLM
values. Over a four day period, as seen in Figure 1, the
working level concentration varies by a factor of 5:1.
Occupancy patterns reflect typically the habits of two
working adults and two school age children. Activity is
greatest at times in the afternoon when the children return
from school and also on Saturdays. During the hours of
sleep there is obviously no activity in the basement and
radon progeny levels then are less of an exposure risk.

Rd Average
Rd std dev
Occupancy
WUiiiyr

Thursday
0.038WL
0.012WL
13%
0.25

Table 1
Friday
0.032WL
0.010WL
17%
0.28

Saturday
0.017WL
0.005WL
30%
0.26

Sunday
0.027WL
0.005WL
8%
0.11

Based on these values a comparison can be made between
calculations of exposure from actual and assumed occupancy
factors.
It is seen that under realistic conditions, the
occupancy factor is not necessarily 80%.
Previous studies in this basement area have determined the
average annual value to be 0.04WL. Using the usual
occupancy factor of 80%, the estimated exposure is given as:
WLMiyr

= 0.04

X 0.8 X 730 X 12

I 173

= 1.62

Using the measured values from table 1, the calculated
exposure is given as:
WLMiyr

= 0.028

X 0.17 X 730 X 12

I 173

= 0.24

In terms of the effective dose equivalent, the conversion
factor between dose absorbed in the bronchial region and
exposure to radon progeny is: 10mSviWLM, as adopted by the
ICRP(8).
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Conclusions
Commonly employed lung dose models i.e. Jacobi-Eisfeld(5),
Harley-Pasternak(6) and James-Birchall(7), include a simple
proportionality constant for the occupancy factor. We have
seen however that the actual value can vary significantly
and is not a constant. When estimating radon health risks
therefore, it is preferable that both progeny and occupancy
be measured continuously. This is entirely feasible using
monitoring equipment from Thomson & Nielsen, additionally
removing the encumbrance of having participants keep
activity diaries. By going to a higher level of system
sophistication, individuals within a monitored zone can also
be analyzed separately.
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WLM EXPOSURE
CALCULATIONS
Using Measured Radon Daughter Values
and Measured Occupancy Values
Equipment: TN Proprietary Systems
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PRESENTATION DES PRINCIPALES LECONS TIREES PAR LES PAYS
MEMBRES DE LA COMMUNAUTE EUROPEENNE A LA SUITE D'ACCIDENTS OU
D'INCIDENTS DE TRANSPORT DE MATIERES RADIOACTIVES
J. LOMBARD, C. RINGOT
Commissariat a 1 'Energie Atomique, Institut de Protection et
de Surete Nucleaire, 92265 Fontenay-aux-Roses, France.
K.B SHAW, J.S. HUGHES
National Radiological Protection Board, Chilton, Didcot, U.K.
REVIEW OF MEASURES TAKEN TO IMPROVE THE SAFETY OF THE
TRANSPORT OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL WITHIN THE MEMBER STATES OF
THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, AS A RESULT OF THE EXPERIENCE GAINED
IN DEALING WITH ACCIDENTS AND INCIDENTS
Accidents and incidents involving the transport of
radioactive materials have sometimes occured in member states
of the E.C. Most have not given rise to a significant
radiological hazard but in some cases considerable remedial
actions have had to be taken to deal with the radioactive
material safely. In this paper the experience gained from
dealing with these events has been examined. The lessons
learnt from events that have occurred at various stages of
transport operations are described, so as to be more widely
available to those involved in the transport of radioactive
materials. It is found that there are some general measures
which can be taken that will reduce the frequency of these
events,
and
facilitate
the
implementation of
emergency
procedures should such an accident occur.
Uncertain nombre d'incidents ou d'accidents impliquant le
transport des matieres radioactives ont ete recenses depuis
1975
dans les differents etats membres des Communautes
Europeennes. La grande majorite d'entre eux n'a pas conduit a
des consequences radiologiques significatives,
mais dans
quelques
cas
d'importantes
mesures
d'intervention
postaccidentelles ont du etre mises en oeuvre. L'examen de
!'experience tiree de ces incidents ou accidents a ete fait.
Les le9ons tirees de ces evenements, qui ont eu lieu a
differentes etapes de !'operation de transport, sont decrites.
Quelques mesures generiques pouvant etre prises afin de
reduire la probabilite d'occurence de ces evenements ou de
faciliter les mesures d'intervention eventuelles ont ete
egalement identifiees.
INTRODUCTION
A la demande des Communautes Europeennes, une banque de
donnees regroupant la description des differents accidents ou
incidents de transport de matieres radioactives survenus au
sein des Etats Membres de 1975 a 1986 a ete realisee par le
CEA et le NRPB (1). Suite a cette premiere etude, !'analyse
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des principales lec;ons tirees de ces evenements a

ete faite

( 2) •

Les principaux evenements retenus ant ete regroupes selon
differentes rubriques, en fonction de leur cause principale,
afin de pouvoir tirer des lec;ons generiques pour chacune des
10 rubriques suivantes
1) PREPARATION ET FABRICATION DU COLIS :
La premiere etude (1) avait montre que les expositions les
plus severes avaient result€ d'accidents de transport de
sources pour la radiographie industrielle. A titre d'exemple,
on peut citer le cas d 'un gammagraphe qui a ete transport€
pendant 18 heures avec sa source non protegee (hors de son
tube guide). Il en est result€ une exposition de l'ordre de
200 msv pour l'un des operateurs. Cet accident n'aurait pas eu
lieu si l'operateur avait verifie la position de la source
avant le transport. Suite a de tels accidents, un code de
bonne pratique a ete redige au Royaume-Uni en 1975 insistant
sur la necessite d'une bonne preparation du colis. Depuis la
diffusion de ce code, la frequence de ce type d'evenements a
decru.
Apres le naufrage du Mont Louis, quelques uns des colis
d'UF6 avaient des protege-vannes deteriores.
De nouveaux
protege-vannes ant depuis ete mis au point.
2) ETIQUETAGE ET DOCUMENTATION :
Certains colis radioactifs, trouves sans etiquette, ant
ete ouverts sans precautions particulieres. Ceci demontre
!'interet
du
bien-fonde
du
suivi
des
procedures
administratives en la matiere.
Apres un incident mettant en cause une grande source,
nom et le numero de telephone de l'expediteur ant
clairement indiques sur ces col is a fin que 1 'on puisse
joindre immediatement,
sans alerter systematiquement
equipes d'intervention d'urgence.

le
ete
le
les

3) OPERATION DE TRANSPORT PROPREMENT DITE :
La fixation des colis a l'interieur du moyen de transport
est un element essentiel de surete. Differents accidents
routiers, ferroviaires au maritimes ant eu des consequences
significatives parce que le colis a ete expulse lors d'un
accident ou a ete endommage lors du transport. Des codes de
bonne pratique pour l'arrimage ant ete developpes depuis pour
le transport routier et maritime.
Du minerai d'uranium concentre est transport€ par mer dans
des futs. Lars de leur transport ou de leur manutention
plusieurs futs ant ete perces, dispersant le minerai dans le
navire ou sur le quai. Depuis, ces futs ant ete places dans
des conteneurs repondant aux normes ISO, ce qui a perm is de
diminuer la frequence de ces accidents et de limiter la
contamination a l'interieur du conteneur.
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4) MANUTENTION :
Bon nombre de petits colis ont ete ecrases lors de leur
chargementjdechargement dans un aeroport. Ces Colis etaient
poses sur un chariot de manu tent ion qui devai t franchir des
ralentisseurs. Lorsque la vitesse du vehicule etait trap
importante, des colis tombaient et etaient ecrases. Depuis la
pose d'une cage auteur du chariot, la frequence de ces
evenements a considerablement decru.
5) CONTROLE DE LA RADIOACTIVITE :
De nombreuses fausses alertes ont ete declenchees suite a
une mauvaise mesure du niveau de radioactivite. L'utilisation
d'appareils appropries, par des gens qualifies devrait pouvoir
y remedier.
Par exemple, les colis en transit dans un aeroport etaient
entreposes dans un local equipe d'un detecteur mural. Cet
instrument, qui avait un seuil de detection trap bas, a ete
mis
hors
d'usage
suite
a
de
nombreux
declenchement
intempestifs. Il a ete finalement decide de ne plus l'utiliser
et de controler chaque colis par un appareil manuel apres
avoir pris soin de bien eloigner le colis de ceux deja
contenus dans le local de transit.
6) ASSURANCE DE LA QUALITE :
Le dispositif de fermeture d'un type d'emballage a ete
modifie sur taus a !'exception d'un seul qui n'etait plus
recense,
et
lors
de
!'utilisation de
cet
exemplaire,
!'exposition severe du personnel a pu etre evitee de justesse.
Les procedures d'assurance de la qualite du fabricant de
ces emballages ont ete mises en defaut.
7) FORMATION
Lars de certains accidents ou vols, le chauffeur d'une
importante societe sous-traitante ne savait pas qui contacter.
Dans ce but, des cours de formation et des plaquettes
d'information ont ete realises.
8) ORGANISATION ADMINISTRATIVE :
Lars du retour d'un colis, un receptionniste, ignorant que
le flacon etait brise, a ete irradie. L'organisation du
service "retour client" de cette societe commercialisant des
sources a ete revue afin de considerer tout colis comme a
priori suspect.
9) PROCEDURES D'INTERVENTION POST ACCIDENTELLES :
Suite au renversement d' un carnian transportant des
combustibles irradies, il a fallu attendre une journee avant
qu' une grue capable de sou lever le colis n'arrive sur les
lieux. Le recensement des grues de fort tonnage a ete, depuis,
realise.
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10) RISQUES NON RADIOACTIFS
Le risque principal de l'UF6 est le degagement d'HF en cas
d' incendie ou de contact avec 1' humidi te de 1' air ou avec
l'eau. La prise en compte de ce risque chimique, depuis
!'accident du Mont Louis, a fait !'objet de reflexions a
l'AIEA en vue de developper une reglementation pour le
transport de cette matiere. Un guide a ete publie dans ce sens
recemment par l'AIEA.
CONCLUSION
Plusieurs millions de colis radioactifs sont transportes
chaque annee dans les 12 pays membres de la Communaute
Europeenne, la plupart etant des colis de sources a usage
industriel (gammagraphes) ou medical. On estime a env1ron
quelques dizaines, voire a une centaine le nombre d'incidents
ou d' accidents significatifs mettant en jeu chaque annee des
matieres radioactives lors des transports realises au sein de
ces pays.
Au vu de la diversite de ces transports, il est difficile
de tirer des lec;:ons generiques de ces evenements. L'enquete
realisee a toutefois permis d' identifier des cas types selon
leur origine
et de
recenser quelques
mesures
aisement
generalisables a un type de transport.
Il conviendrait
maintenant de diffuser au mieux cette experience et de
continuer
une
telle
analyse
afin
de
pouvoir
recenser
d'eventuels autres cas types.
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Abstract
A database of UK transport accidents and incidents involving radioactive materials assists those
responsible for regulations and those who undertake transport operations. Data have been analysed
from 1964 to 1990: accidents and incidents involving radioactive materials are infrequent and
significant radiation exposures are rare. Inadequate preparation of packages has, however, resulted in
unnecessary radiation exposures. The main areas for improvements are in quality assurance
procedures, and in the training of staff.

Introduction
In the UK, a transport accident and incident database has been established through the
cooperation of the Health and Safety Executive (HSE), Department of Transport (DTp) and the
National Radiological Protection Board (NRPB). Information on events involving the transport of
radioactive materials since 1964 has been obtained: data came from the files of HSE, DTp, NRPB and
consignors and carriers of such materials. The main purpose of the databank was to assist in the
assessment of the radiological impact of transport accidents and incidents on both workers and
members of the public. Additionally, it would provide information pertinent to future transport
legislation, codes of practice, and regulatory activities.

Database
For each event, information was obtained on the technical details of the source and package,
the mode of transport, and any radiological consequences. Any other relevant information available
on the event was also recorded. The data were transferred to a computer database to facilitate
analysis: a coding system was developed in order to categorise each event. Up to the end of 1990 the
database contained 406 events, the majority of which were reported under informal notification
arrangements. The database is updated annually and reviews are published<J.2l.
The level of detail of significant infonnation found in reports is variable: there are differences
between modes of transport and information is sparse in some of the early reports. Steps have been
taken to improve the uniformity of reporting.
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Results
Classification and analysis of events by category of material are given in Table 1. Transport
operations are divided into two parts, the movement or transport phase and the handling phase. There
is a further distinction in each phase between accidents and incidents. A number of the transport
incidents were non-events or false alarms but they did involve an emergency response. Of the 147
handling accidents involving radioisotopes, most occurred at airports during the 1970s and were caused
by packages being damaged during handling and unloading operations using fork-lift trucks. Improved
handling techniques have virtually eliminated this type of accident. All the incidents, involving the
transport of irradiated nuclear fuel and residues by rail, were minor events such as derailments during
shunting operations: none of these had any radiological consequences.

Table 1: Classification and analysis of events by category of material

Transport
Category of material

Accidents

Handling

Incidents

Accidents

Incidents

Totals

Uranium ore concentrate

2

8

12

1

23

Pre-fuel material

5

3

0

2

10

New fuel

1

3

0

0

4

Irradiated fuel

4

33

0

7

44

Residues

4

30

2

6

42

Radioactive wastes

3

5

0

2

10

20

25

147

33

225

8

18

2

20

48

47

125

163

71

406

Radioisotopes
Radiography sources
Totals

An important analysis is that of the effects on packages, this is detailed in Table 2. In 117
events there were no consequences but the potential existed. For 43 events there were administrative
errors or false alarms. The remaining 246 events resulted in damaged packages or were due to faulty
packages. Loss of containment occurred in 24 cases and many of these involved drums of uranium
ore concentrate damaged in transport. These drums are now containerised and such events are now

rare.
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Table 2: Analysis of effects on packages

Number of events for each package type
Type of event

Type B

Total

7

0

24

0

5

1

6

6

5

161

4

176

No damage or increase in dose rate
but with potential to cause damage to
the package

11

8

37

61

117

Increase in dose rate or loss of
containment owing to faulty packages

2

2

19

17

40

No damage to package. Minor events,
e.g. labelling errors and false alarms

11

5

15

12

43

Total

32

35

244

95

406

Excepted

Industrial

Damage with loss of containment

2

15

Damage with an increase in dose rate,
without loss of containment

0

Damage without increase in dose rate
or loss of containment

Type A

The radiological consequences of accidents resulting in the release of unsealed radioactive
material from packages have been very low: intakes have been insignificant. However, some events
have involved the transport of inadequately shielded gamma ray sources and have led to appreciable
exposure of workers. The exposure of members of the public from such events has been negligible.
The highest occupational exposures were recorded by personal dosemeters and assessment. Only ten
workers were reported as receiving doses above 100 mSv: the distribution of doses over 1 mSv is
given in Table 3.

Table 3: Distribution of doses to workers

Dose range (mSv)

Number of workers

Number of workers with
site radiography sources

1-10

22

16

11-100

15

15

101-1000

9

9

> 1000

1

1
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The single largest dose involved a site radiography source which fell out of its container owing
to the failure of a retaining bolt. A 190 GBq 192Ir source was exposed outside the container for
approximately 17 h before being discovered; three workers received whole-body doses of about 2400,
500 and 50 mSv. All of the remaining events with doses above 100 mSv were similar: all involved
site radiography sources which fell from, or were not replaced in, their containers. On one occasion
the exposure was found to be deliberate, and on another film badges were incorrectly used and led to
a reported dose greater than the assessed dose. On several occasions it was noted that no monitoring
had been carried out before transport of the sources. Most such events occurred in the 1970s:
improvements have been made in the training, supervision and quality assurance, and no such events
have occurred since 1985.
Discussion
The compilation and analysis of information on accidents and incidents involving radioactive
materials during transport both assists those responsible for its regulation and those who consign and
carry those materials. The lessons learnt from one event can often help to avoid similar occurrences.
The correct assembly of the package has been shown to be most important and adequate
quality assurance measures are required. Regular reviews of operating procedures(3> are necessary to
ensure that all exposures are as low as reasonably achievable.
Adequate training of staff and the availability of information are important considerations. The
level of training will depend upon the nature of the work<4 >.
Conclusions
A database of accidents and incidents during the transport of radioactive materials in the UK
has been compiled, covering the period 1964-1990: the data are reviewed annually. Some 400 events
are recorded in the database, of which 70 involved either a release of radioactive material or
inadequate shielding or loss of shielding. As a result, about 40 woikers have received doses in excess
of 1 mSv and 10 have exceeded 100 mSv. Accidents and incidents involving radioactive materials
during transport are comparatively rare but their frequency can be further reduced by improvements
in quality assurance procedures and in the training of staff.
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ABSTRACT

'lb.e recent ICRP recommendations (ICRP Publications n"60 & 61, 1991)
contain some new prov1s1ons, that can have an effect upon the AIEA
radioactive
materials
transportation
recommendations. The
most
important are :
those provisions relating to the occupational
& public
dose lilnits and to the annual lilnits on intake based on the new
dose lilnits,
and the provisions for potential exposures and for occupational
exposure in emergencies.
'Ibis paper assesses the effects of all those provisions upon the
classification of workplaces, upon the dose rate levels close to the
transportation packages, upon the activity lilnits for type A packages,
and finally upon the spent fuel and radioactive waste packages design.
000
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1/

LIHITES DE DOSE ANNUELI.ES POUR LES TRA'VAILIElJRS ET POUR IE PUBLIC

L'abaissement de la limite de dose annuelle moyenne de 50 mSv a 20 mSv
recommande par le CIPR (1) ne devrait pas poser de probleme important
pour la surveillance des travailleurs impliques dans les transports.
Bien que les valeurs publiees scient rares et incompletes, les doses
annuelles les plus elevees reyues en France et dans divers pays pour
les travailleurs des transports sent de l'ordre de 15 mSv par an et ne
concernent qu'un nombre tres limite de personnes.
Les nouvelles recammandations de la CIPR fixent a 1 mSv en moyenne sur
5 ans la limite de dose annuelle pour les individus du groupe critique
du public, cette limite pouvant etre depassee au cours d'une annee
isolee si la moyenne sur 5 ans ne depasse pas 1 mSv. L'application de
cette limite de dose pourra conduire a considerer comme travailleurs
exposes professionnellement un certain nombre de travailleurs qui
etaient jusqu'a present consideres comme des individus du public et
exercer une surveillance adequate des expositions reyues. Le nombre de
travailleurs concernes n'a pas encore ete evalue mais ne serait sans
doute pas tres eleve. Cette mesure a le merite de clarifier la
situation d'un certain nombre de travailleurs et de marquer nettement
la difference entre !'exposition professionnelle et !'exposition du
public dans les transports.
2/

DETERMINATION DES DEBITS DE DOSE AD CONTACT ET A DISTANCE
LIHITES DE CONTAKINATION DE SURFACE DES COLIS

ET

DES

Ces limites ant ete definies pour atteindre les objectifs suivants :
limiter !'exposition des professionnels amenes a manipuler
sejourner a proximite des colis de matieres radioactives,

au

a

- limiter !'exposition des equipages des avions au des autres moyens de
transport ainsi que des personnes du public utilisant ces moyens de
transport au sejournant pres des lieux d'entreposage en transit,
limiter a 0,10
photographiques.

mSv

par

voyage

la

dose

reyue

par

les

films

Il faut reconnaitre que les donnees relatives aux objectifs de dose et
aux scenarios et modalites d'exposition figurant dans les differents
documents relatifs au transport (2.3) sont confuses et manquent de
coherence. Il sera necessaire de reviser ces donnees en clarifiant les
objectifs et en redefinissant de fa9on precise ces scenarios et
modalites d'exposition supportant ces differentes limites. Ceci ne
devrait cependant pas conduire a des modifications importantes de ces
dernieres.
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3/

CONTRAINTES DE DOSE

Internationale de
et des
debits de dose dans les locaux occupes de fa9on reguliere, se fixe pour
objectif en application du principe d'optimisation le respect d'une
limite de dose annuelle de 5 mSv pour les travailleurs. Il est
necessaire de rappeler a ce propos que la fixation de ce type de
"contrainte de dose" ne releve pas d'une decision internationale, sauf
si un consensus suffisant existe sur ces valeurs. La fixation de
contraintes de dose releve en effet des autorites nationales au meme de
decisions
prises
par les
directions
des compagnies
ou
des
installations.
Ce point devra
etre discute lors
des reunions
internationales pour la revision de la reglementation des transports.
La

reglementation des transports

de 1' AIEA (Agence

1' Energie Atomique) pour le calcul des distances de separation

4/

CONDITIONS ACCIDEN'l'ELLFS - CAiaJL DES VALEORS A1

et A2

Dans la reglementation actuelle pour le calcul des valeurs Al et A2
admissibles dans un emballage de type A on definit des niveaux de dose
consideres comme admissibles en cas d'accident par reference aux
valeurs des LAI au des limites de dose a l'organisme entier au a la
peau pour les travailleurs. La CIPR a publie recemment (4) de nouvelles
valeurs des LAI mais il ne parait pas judicieux de recalculer les
valeur Al et A2 en tenant compte de ces valeurs qui ne prennent pas en
compte le nouveau modele respiratoire de la CIPR.
En conditions accidentelles, il n•y a pas de limites de dose mais la
CIPR reconnnande d'utiliser des "niveaux d'action au d'intervention"
tels que ceux proposes dans la publication CIPR 40 (5) au dessus
desquels il peut etre necessaire d'effectuer certaines actions au
interventions definies par l'autorite competente.
Dans ces conditions les valeurs de Al et A2 pourraient etre recalculees
en tenant compte du "niveau d' intervention" dont les valeurs pourraient
etre identiques aux niveaux de dose consideres actuellement comme
acceptables en cas d'accident ce qui eviterait de modifier profondement
les valeurs actuelles et de desorienter les utilisateurs.
5/

CONCEPI'ION
DE WR

DES EMBALI.AGES - PRISE EN COMPl'E DES NOUVE:I.IES VALEURS

Dans le cas des transports de combustibles neufs et de combustibles
irradies, les debits de dose a distance et au contact des colis etaient
parfois mesures sans tenir compte des neutrons, et lorsqu'ils etaient
mesures, on attribuait a ceux-ci un facteur de qualite de 10. Il va
falloir a present tenir compte des neutrons en leur affectant un
facteur de ponderation WR fonction de l'energie (qui remplace le
facteur de qualite Q) de 20.
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Or, i l se trouve que la composante neutronique peut representer une
fraction importante du debit d'equivalent de dose total. Dans tous les
cas ou, en tenant compte du rayonnement }{ seul, les limites de debit
de dose au contact et a distance etaient approchees, la prise en compte
du rayonnement neutronique va majorer ces debits de dose dans une
proportion qui n•est pas encore exactement connue mais qui pourrait
depasser ces limites. Dans ces conditions, certains transports ne
seront plus conformes et une solution devra etre trouvee : transitoire
d'abord (derogations) puis definitive (coques de protection, reduction
des activites transportees, modification des emballages existants ou
creation de nouveaux emballages) .
L'impact economique de cette modification peut done etre important.
6/

VERIFICATION

vue de s•assurer du respect des limites de dose pour
les
travailleurs et le public la CIPR recommande que les doses re9Ues par
les travailleurs scient relevees et verifiees periodiquement, et l'AIEA
recommande
d'effectuer
ce releve
tous
les cinq
ans.
Cette
recommandation revet une importance certaine dans les transports oil la
surveillance des travailleurs exposes est rendue difficile par leur
dispersion et leur mobilite et ou la surveillance du public est
egalement difficile. Elle est realisee en France et dans divers autres
pays et peut etre effectuee directement ou au moyen de modeles
developpes par l'AIEA (6).

En

cet inventaire des problemes n•est pas exhaustif et nous l'avons limite
qu •a ses aspects les plus importants.

1/

CONCIDSION

qualite d'une reglementation s•evalue dans la duree et
une
reglementation, pour etre respectee, doit evoluer dans la continuite.
On peut egalement juger de la qualite d'une reglementation en fonction
des resultats obtenus. Ceux-ci sent evalues regulierement dans quelques
pays et en France depuis 1978. En France, entre 1978 et 1990, alors que
le nombre de transports de matieres radioactives augmentait dans des
proportions considerables (de 40 ooo a 173 ooo colis
pour
les
produits radio-pharmaceutiques), les doses moyennes pour les personnels
les plus exposes sent demeurees stables et relativement faibles ainsi
que la dose collective (de l'ordre de 1 homme.Sievert), situation qui
peut apparaitre relativement satisfaisante.
La

Neanmoins, l'evolution de la doctrine de la CIPR, reprise dans les
normes de base de l'AIEA, et la necessite de corriger certaines
imperfections devront etre prises en compte lors de la prochaine
revision de 1995. Il faut souhaiter que, compte tenu de certains
correctifs et de certaines mises a jour rendus necessaires par
l'evolution de la reglementation internationale, l'originalite de la
reglementation des transports soit conservee et qu•une
certaine
continuite des regles de sfrrete et de radioprotection soit preservee.
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RADIATION DOSES FROM THE TRANSPORT OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL
IN THE UNITED KINGDOM
C K Wilson
UK Department of Transport
and
K B Shaw
UK National Radiological Protection Board

ABSTRACT
The assessment of the doses arising from the incident-free
transport of radioactive material in the United Kingdom is
performed periodically by means of a programme of work looking
at the land, sea and air modes in turn, separately.
A
database containing details of UK accidents and incidents
involving radioactive material over a period of more than
twenty five years has been established.
The doses from routine operations are generally low, apart
from those of a small number of drivers regularly delivering
technetium generators for medical use. The highest accidental
exposures have been from the transport of inadequately
shielded industrial radiography sources.
INTRODUCTION
The transport of radioactive material in the United Kingdom is
controlled by regulations based upon the International Atomic
Energy Agency's model regulations . These regulations require
that the exposures from the handling, storage and transport of
radioactive material shall be kept as low as reasonably
achievable, economic and social factors being taken into
account. However, the dose rates around packages containing
radioactive material can be as high as 10mSv/h.
The
justification for the continued use of these levels is that
radiation exposures arising from transport are in fact low and
that the regulations provide for their periodic assessment by
the Competent Authority. In the United Kingdom the Department
of Transport, as Competent Authority, has instigated a
programme of assessment of the exposures arising from the
transport of radioactive materials.
This is done on a
cyclical basis looking at each transport mode in turn under
incident free conditions 2 • 3 . A database of reported transport
accidents and incidents in the UK and their radiological
consequences is also maintained 4 .
This work is performed
under contract to the Department by the National Radiological
Protection Board a statutory body one of whose functions is to
provide
advice
on radiological
protection matters
to
government departments.
SEGREGATION
It is a basic requirement of the IAEA Regulations that
radioactive material is properly segregated both from people
and photographic film.
For the former, the Regulations
prescribe limiting values of annual dose of SmSv for workers
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and lmSv for members of the public and from these values
segregation distances can be calculated using hypothetical but
realistic models. If these criteria are met in practice
neither special work patterns nor detailed monitoring of
radiation doses are required.
NORMAL TRANSPORT
(i) Transport Characteristics
It is convenient to consider the transport of radioactive
material under three broad headings: unirradiated nuclear fuel
cycle materials; irradiated nuclear fuel cycle materials
including wastes; and radionuclides for medical and industrial
use.
The greatest weight of radioactive material transported is in
unirradiated nuclear fuel cycle materials such as uranium ore
concentrate, or uranium hexafluoride.
These are bulky
materials of low specific activity.
Uranium ore concentrate
travels by road or sea in 17 tonne loads of industrial grade
steel drums overpacked into 6 or 12 metre long freight
containers; uranium hexafluoride whether natural, depleted or
enriched travels in purpose-built cylinders holding between 2
and 12 tonnes, usually by road or sea.
Irradiated nuclear fuel cycle materials such as imported spent
nuclear fuel from European and Japanese power and research
reactors travel by sea with associated secondary rail
journeys; domestic irradiated nuclear fuel travels mainly by
rail.
The
highest
activity
of
radioactive
material
transported is found in this category; a typical flask of
seven PWR elements contains of the order of several hundred
petabequerels.
Low level waste arises from both the nuclear fuel cycle and
from isotope production and is transported by road and rail to
an authorised repository.
Its transport is, as yet, not
radiologically significant.
The transport of radionuclides for medical use, both within
the UK and abroad is extensive by road, sea and air: this
category of material accounts for the greatest number of
movements and the largest number of packages moved with around
half a million packages transported each year 5 .
Roughly 90%
of these contain insignificant quantities of radionuclides
which are exempt from many of the design and use requirements
of
the
transport
regulations.
The
remainder
are
radiologically significant and are the major source of worker
exposure in routine transport.
ii) Exposures
Individual and collective doses for workers and members of the
public have been estimated and are summarised in Tables 1 and
2.
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Table 1: Worker Exposure
Mode

Max. Individ.
(mSv)

Collective
(manSv)

Road/Rail

16.0

0.4

Air

0.4

0.1

Sea

0.4

-

Table 2: Exposure of Members of the public
Mode

Max. Individ.
(mSv)

Collective.
(manSv)

Road/Rail

0.006

0.04

Air

0.1

0.5

Sea

0.05

-

The highest occupational doses arise in road transport from
the movement of technetium generators for hospital use. Doses
to members of the public are low: the highest doses are from
the air transport of medical radionuclides 6 .
ACCIDENTS/INCIDENTS
Accidents and incidents occur in all modes of transport to all
types of goods, radioactive materials are no exception.
Although the lower types of packaging for radioactive
materials are not required to retain their contents in the
event of a severe accident, experience over 25 years in the UK
has shown that such packages do retain their contents and
shielding in most accident conditions.
The higher grade of
packaging, Type B, is required to meet severe accident
conditions without significant loss of contents or shielding
and no such package has lost its contents in the UK.
The UK has a transport event database on accidents and
incidents involving radioactive material; since 1964 some 400
events
most
of
which
have
had
trivial
radiological
consequences have been recorded.
Analyses of the UK events shows that in 43% of the cases the
package was damaged but that there was no increase in
radiation level or loss of containment; in 39% of the cases no
damage occurred to the package.
Radiological consequences
were possible in the remaining 18% of the cases but
significant exposures occurred in only a few, all involving
site radiography sources.
The highest radiation doses
resulted from faulty packages where the radiography sources
were not properly shielded.
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LOOKING AHEAD
The new ICRP recommendations will have an impact on transport.
There will be greater pressures to constrain doses and this
could involve substantial increases in some transport costs.
The application of ALARA will need to be carefully examined.
The permitted surface dose rates on packages will need to be
reviewed and certain handling procedures may need to be
revised.
CONCLUSIONS
Although the exposures from incident free transport are
currently generally low they are dependent upon particular
work and traffic patterns and the need for continuous review
is, therefore, justified.
The analysis of accidents and
incidents confirms the adequacy of the IAEA packaging
standards but emphasises the need for the application of
quality assurance in transport.
The highest individual occupational doses arise from the
transport of technetium generators. For a few workers these
can be as high as 16mSv. Other transport occupational
exposures are almost an order of magnitude lower.
The collective dose to members of the public due to the
transport of radioactive materials by road and rail has been
estimated at 0.04 manSv. For the transport of radioactive
materials from the UK by air, the collective dose has been
estimated as 0.5 manSv.
No estimate of collective dose has
been made for sea transport.
The new ICRP recommendations will have an effect on transport:
in particular the application of dose constraints needs to be
carefully considered.
Transport is an international matter
and requires international consensus.
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STATUS OF SHIELDING ANALYSIS METHODS FOR TRANSPORT PACKAGES

c. v. Parks, B. L. Broadhead, and M. c. Brady
Oak Ridge National Laboratory·
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831
ABSTRACT
Shielding analysis methods for transport packages are
becoming more important to the cask designer because optimized
cask designs with higher payloads can yield doses near the
limits set by regulatory authorities. Uncertainty arising from
generation of radiation sources, selection of cross-section
data,
and the radiation transport methodology must be
considered. Recent comparison studies using popular u.s. codes
illustrate calculational discrepancies arising from each of
these areas.
INTRODUCTION
Accurate results from shielding analyses of spent fuel
transport packages (or casks) have become more important as the
desire for optimized designs increases.
In order to obtain
accurate, defensible results, it is necessary to identify and
evaluate uncertainties arising from three major analysis areas:
radiation source generation, utilization of cross-section data,
and radiation transport and dose evaluation. This paper reviews
recent efforts carried out at Oak Ridge National Laboratory
(ORNL) to evaluate the impact of various codes, data, and
analysis assumptions on the calculation of radiation doses from
spent fuel casks.
RADIATION SOURCES
In the United States, radiation sources for spent fuel and
high-level waste are typically obtained with the ORIGEN2 or
ORIGEN-S codes.
ORIGEN-S and ORIGEN2 employ the same point
depletion/decay methods and use virtually identical decay data
and photon data.
The different methods used to develop and
supply burnup-dependent cross-section libraries to ORIGEN2 and
ORIGEN-S represent the major difference between the codes.
Radiation source strengths calculated by ORIGEN2 and
SCALE/ORIGEN-S have been compared for burnup values of typical
light-water-reactor {LWR) fuel. 1 The photon source strengths and
spectra showed good agreement.
The primary discrepancy in the
spectra was observed above 2 MeV where there can be a reversal
in the magnitude of adjacent energy groups caused by the

·Managed by Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc, under
contract DE-AC05-840R21400 with the U.S. Department of Energy.
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different strategy used to bin photons to assure energy
conservation (important for accurate shielding analysis).
Photon dose rates on the surface of a cast-iron cask were also
calculated using the ORIGEN2 and SCALE/ORIGEN-S sources.
For
the pressurized-water-reactor (PWR) sources, the doses agree to
within 1.8% at a 5-year cooling time and 5% at 50-year cooling.
Results for the boiling-water-reactor (BWR)
cases showed
agreement within 2.9% and 6%, respectively, for the 5-year and
50-year cooling times.
One current limitation of ORIGEN2 is
that the photon spectrum is provided in a fixed group structure
whereas ORIGEN-S can provide a spectrum in any user-specified
format.
Conversion of the ORIGEN2 spectrum to fit a crosssection group structure is an approximation and should be
performed with care.
The neutron production rates obtained for the comparison
study 1 indicate discrepancies between ORIGEN2 and SCALE/ORIGEN-S
as large as 30% for spent BWR fuel.
For PWR fuel, the sources
agree to within 2%. ORIGEN2 does not provide a neutron energy
spectrum, whereas ORIGEN-S uses measured isotopic spectral data
to provide a spectrum in any user-specified group structure.
The comparison study demonstrated that radiation sources
from ORIGEN2 and SCALE/ORIGEN-S agreed very well for decay-only
cases (codes started with same isotopics).
The largest
discrepancies
occur
in
situations
where
the
actinide
concentrations offer an important contribution to the radiation
source. This fact implies that the discrepant results discussed
above arise from differences in the burnup-dependent crosssection data and the methods used to generate the data.
Validation against measured data is needed to determine the
accuracy of the calculated radiation sources.
Unfortunately,
the availability of measured isotopic data is severely limited
for many of the fission products and actinides (e.g., curium)
that are important contributors to the radiation source.
The radiation source emitted by activated light elements in
the hardware of LWR fuel must often be considered in a cask
shielding analysis. Activation of 59 Co to 6°Co is of particular
concern.
Typically, analysts use activation ratios based on
neutronic calculations or measurements to adjust the ORIGEN (2
or -S) input to enable reasonable source terms to be obtained
for fuel hardware zones. Conservative assumptions to cover the
large uncertainties associated with the initial concentration
values and activation analyses are typically not a problem for
transport cask design unless the designer significantly reduces
the radial shield thickness (due to weight constraints) in the
hardware regions.
CROSS-SECTION DATA
The
thick
shielding
and,
hence,
deep-penetration
characteristics found in spent fuel casks make calculated dose
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rates particularly sensitive to the cross-section data. Several
standard multigroup libraries were selected and/or altered by
ORNL to analyze dose sensitivity due to resonance selfshielding, energy-collapsing spectrum, and parent fine-group
data.
A 1-D cylindrical cask model with a homogenized spent
fuel source region and 38-cm-thick cast-iron body was used in
the evaluation study. 2
Comparison of dose results using the
different libraries showed (a) absence of resonance selfshielding for iron decreased the neutron dose 33%, (b) the
neutron dose decreases 8 to 10% in going from ENDF jB-IV to
ENDF/B-V data, (c) an inappropriate weighting spectrum for the
neutron data can easily alter the neutron dose by a factor of 2,
and (d) a fine-group (45 to 60} photon library needs to be
utilized andjor careful attention paid to the collapsing
spectrum for more accurate results.
Improper weighting (e.g.,
concrete flux rather than iron flux) and use of broad groups in
the important energies (1 to 3 MeV} yielded 30 to 50% changes in
the photon dose.
Although limited to spent fuel shielded by
cast iron, this study does point out the common error of using
"off-the-shelf" cross-section libraries without regard to
particular aspects of the radiation source, geometry, and
material compositions.
Work has begun at ORNL to generate
multigroup cross-section libraries specifically applicable to
spent fuel cask analysis.
Cross-section interpolation techniques used in point kernel
and point Monte Carlo codes can also lead to small cross-section
changes that have a larger impact on the dose.
For the iron
cask above,
varying
the interpolation
method from linear
(QAD-CG} to log-log (QAD-CGGP) yielded a 2% change in the cross
section, which was sufficient to cause an 8 to 10% variation in
the dose results.
RADIATION TRANSPORT CODES
Time and available funds often dictate the selection of
radiation transport techniques.
Point kernel and 1-D discrete
ordinates codes are often used by cask designers because they
are fast, inexpensive, and relatively easy to use. In the past,
Monte Carlo and two-dimensional (2-D} discrete ordinates codes
were typically reserved for specific problems and/or to validate
the simpler methods.
However, cask vendors for the new cask
designs being developed for the U.S. Department of Energy
repository program are utilizing Monte Carlo (MCNP) and 2-D
discrete ordinates codes (DORT} in their shielding analysis.
An evaluation of several codes used in the United States
for cask shielding analysis has been performed using the castiron cask model (with homogenized fuel and basket region)
described above. 2
All of the codes utilized ENDF/B-V data
libraries. The results obtained from the SAS1/XSDRNPM sequence
of SCALE indicate that 1-D discrete ordinates codes can be used
to obtain acceptable sidewall doses for casks with height-to-
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diameter (H/D) ratios greater than two.
For dose locations at
the cask axial midplane but away from the surface, slightly
conservative (with respect to multidimensional calculations)
results were observed.
The 1-D results showed a 20%
overprediction at 10 m from the cask surface.
The QAD point
kernel (gamma only) results similarly agreed quite well with
multidimensional calculations on the cask sidewall surface, but
were up to a factor of 2 conservative at dose locations 10 m
from the cask surface.
The point kernel methods also perform
quite well for doses at the cask top and bottom.
Multidimensional calculations were performed using a 2-D
discrete ordinates method (DORT) and two three-dimensional (3-D)
Monte Carlo codes (SAS4/MORSE and MCNP).
In general, the SAS4
and DORT agreement is quite good, generally within the SAS4
standard deviations. Comparing SAS4 and DORT versus MCNP also
indicates very good agreement for the gamma doses, but the
groupwise neutron doses from SAS4 and DORT are about 20% lower
than those based on point cross-section values (MCNP).
The results of the comparison study discussed above are for
a model with a homogenized (fuel assemblies and basket) source
region.
Modeling the assemblies (five) as an array of
homogenized source zones within a 1-cm-thick steel basket
increases the neutron dose by 6% and decreases the photon dose
by 26%.
The small increase in neutron dose (6%) is of only
slight concern; however, the significant decrease (26%) in the
photon dose indicates the improved accuracy that can be obtained
with more detailed modeling of the source region.
Work with
explicit pin-by-pin models of the assemblies showed no
significant difference from results obtained with a model using
homogenized individual assemblies placed heterogeneously within
the source region.
SUMMARY
The user must ensure that the codes and data interact
effectively to produce an accurate shielding analysis of a cask.
The available radiation transport codes are reliable tools when
handled by the knowledgeable user. However, more work is needed
to reduce andjor quantify the uncertainty in the dose arising
from specific source characterization methods and cross-section
libraries.
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DEVELOPMENT OF EXPERT SYSTEM FOR TRANSPORT OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS
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ABSTRACI'
In the first step for the AI application to radiation safety
control, we have developed a prototype of the expert system for the
transport of radioactive materials. The system is composed of three
subsystems, which are "Judgment on the packages", "Diagnosis of
conformity of the packages and the packagings", and "Judgment on
transportable activities". With the system, it becomes easy to judge
the type of the packages and the packagings, the labellings and the
number of labels and transportable activities, etc. according to the
regulation.
INTRODUCI'ION
Recently, an expert system(ES) which has functions to aid our
interpretations and judgments is increasingly being used in a
variety of business managements and manufacturing fields with the
progress of the artificial intelligence(AI)-techniques.
In the field of radiation safety control, the technical system
has been rapidly sophisticated with the specialization of radiation
safety control techniques, and the work load has also been
increasing with the increase in the number and the complexity of
nuclear facilities. It is necessary for the experts on radiation
safety control to promote the rationalization of their
interpretations and judgments, the improvement of reliability on
their judgments, the standardization of radiation protection
procedure and the transmission of the accumulated knowledge. An
application of AI to radiation safety control will facilitate to
introduce the knowledges and the experiences of the experts, and
also to utilize new knowledges and experiences with respect to
radiation protection.
In the first step for the AI application to accomplish our aim,
we have developed a prototype of the expert system for the transport
of radioactive materials, which can be often used on our jobs and
which would enable to be built as a standalone system. This paper
presents the prototype of the expert system for the transport of
radioactive materials.
DEVELOPMENT BACKG"'ROUND
Under the Japanese regulations, the concept of "transport"
includes not only the movement of radioactive materials but also the
design, fabrication and maintenance of packagings, and the
preparation, consigning, handling, carriage, storage in transit and
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receipt at final destination of packages. In the case of the
transport of radioactive materials, the staff of radiation safety
control should interpret and judge either radioisotope(RI) or
nuclear fuel material, the type of the packagings, the labellings
and the number of labels on the activity limits from input
information of radionuclide, activity, physical state of radioactive
material to be transported. Hence, even the well-experienced staff
might not interpret and judge the type of the packages and the
packagings quickly because the activity limits are given for the
special form and other form of radioactive material. Moreover, in
the case of two or more nuclides, it will be much more difficult to
interpret and judge on the possible combination of radioactivities
to be allowed for the transportation with the limited packaging.
Accordingly, the objectives of the development of the expert system
are to achieve the improvement of rationalization, uniformity and
reliability in the interpretations and judgments for the transport
of radioactive materials, and to build one of the data bases so that
it will be able to be used in the advanced radiation monitoring system.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The system consists of the following computer hardware and
software.
Hardware : Sun 3/260
Operating system : UNIX
Programming language : Lucid Common Lisp
Knowledge engineering tool : KEE 3.1
Size of the system : around 1,000 units
KNOWLEIX:E BASE ( KB)
The system consists of the RADIONUCLIDE-KB which holds common
information of radioactive materials for the system and the
TRANSPORT-KB which holds information of procedures for the
transport of radioactive materials. These KBs are managed by the
KEE knowledge base management system.
1.RADIONUCLIDE-KB
The RADIONUCLIDE-KB has the physical knowledge which includes
the activity limits of A1 for special form and A2 for other form of
radioactive materials permitted in a type A package, half lives,
types of emitters, and atomic numbers of RI and nuclear fuel
material described in the regulations. These knowledges are
represented in a frame called an unit in the KEE system. The frame
is made from about 400 units. The RADIONUCLIDE-KB is built so that
it is possible to add various standard values refferred in the
regulations such as the derived air concentrations (DAC), the
surface density limits, etc ••
2.TRANSPORT-KB
The TRANSPORT-KB consists of the rules for the transport of
radioactive materials, the interface frames and the record of
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transported radioactive materials. The frame is made from about 300
units. These rules provide the following functions for
interpretation and judgment.
(a) Judgment on either RI or Nuclear Fuel Material.
(b) Judgment on either Low Specific Activity Material(LSA),Surface
Contaminated Object(SCO) or Others.
(C) Calculation of Activity.
(d) Judgment on the Packages and the Packagings.
(e) Diagnosis of Conformity of the Packagings.
(f) Judgment on Transportable Activities.
USER INTERFACE
User interface is composed of the powerful graphics display, on
which each slot is attached directly to the graphic image, and
various mouse menus so that we can easily operate the system.
SUBSYSTEM IN USE
In the system the "production rules" (rules in an "IF-THEN"
format in KEE's inference functions) and the user-defined Lisp
functions which are called "method" are adopted. The subsystems to
judge mainly the type of the packages by using the reasoning methods
are detailed below and shown in Fig.l.
l.Judgment on the Packages and the Packagings
All information required for the reasoning such as
radionuclides, activities, states and conveyances of the radioactive
material to be transported are given through the dialogue type of
interface by a mouse or a keyboard. After the input of these
information, the system will judge the type of the packages and the
packagings, the labellings and the number of labels by activating
KEE's inference engine, i.e., the forward chaining method.
2.Diagnosis of Conformity of the Packagings
The system will judge whether or not the radioactive material
is transportable with the packagings by given information such as
the above transport factors. The backward chaining methods (see
Fig.l) is applied to this reasoning method in the KEE's inference
engine.
3.Judgment on Transportable Activities
When there are several radionuclides at the transport planning
and when we want to know the transportable activity of each
radionuclide with own packagings, there will be following two
problems to be solved in connection with these situations;l) a lot
of solutions will exist, 2) it will be difficult for a computer to
solve some scheduling problems in reasonable time without an
appropriate methods because of the restriction by the memory
capacity. The system has the functions to explore the hypothetical
situations and to pick up the suitable combination. The rules in
Lisp language in the subsystem include an intelligent back-track
mechanism to generate solutions quickly. The system has the
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inference function made from about 60 functions defined by users,
and derives the appropriate combinations of transportable
radionuclides. The restriction of exploration is placed on the
transportable activity of each radionuclide and the activity ratio
which means the ratio of the quantity of the transported radioactive
material to the activity limit(A,,A2). The solution can be to get
the combination so that the sum of the activity ratios is less than
1/1000 or 1 according to the type L or A, respectively.
CONCLUSION
Subsystems, "Judgment on the Packages and the Packagings" and
"Diagnosis of Conformity of the Packagings", have brought the
improvements on the rationalization, the uniformity, and the
reliability for our interpretations and judgments on the preparation
of the transport of radioactive materials. Too much time had been
spent to interpret and judge transportable activities for each
radionuclide before the system was developed. The new system,
however, has contributed to reduce the time spent for our judgment.
Based on the experiences of the development of the system, we will
build the advanced radiation monitoring system to provide for
support of our interpretations and judgments on radiation safety
control from the design stage to the normal and abnormal operation
stage of nuclear facilities.

Packagings
Activities a

Radionuclide a
Backtrack
Radionuclide b

Input

Activities b
Result

Mechanism
Activities n

Radionuclide n
Original Inference Engine

Fig.1 The process to judge the requirements for the transport
of radioactive materials
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SECURITY AND MANAGEMENT.
Summary : All the studies performed about accident causes have
emphasized the influence of Human Factors in the field of Safety and Radiological Protection.

Human actions cannot be understood but also improved without exploring the enormous field of mental representations
and emotions, therefore, all the sources of comportments.
Among a working group, safety can be the field of all the
comportments relative to this group
relationship with work
and between persons.
This leads to management questions. There is no a specific
management for the safety. It must be include in the general
management policy.
Pedagogy must consider this fact for the training of workers.

INTRODUCTION
Les accidents industriels majeurs ant souligne 1' importance du "facteur humain" dans le domaine de la sQrete et de
la securite.
L'analyse des causes d'erreurs a conduit a la reflexion
sur
les
interfaces materiels
homme-machine,
aux
etudes
d'ergonomie des salles de commande et de presentation des informations.
L'attention est portee egalement aux questions de fatigue,
de surcharge de travail, de surmenage ... aux elements physiologiques.
La dimension humaine n'en est pas pour autant reglee. En
effet, les actions humaines, les comportements, ne peuvent se
comprendre et, eventuellement evoluer, sans que soit explore
le vaste domaine des representations mentales et des emotions.

Le monde de l'emotion est aborde dans l'analyse des phenomenes opposes et complementaires de l'accoutumance aux risques
d'une part, et de rumeur et de panique d'autre part.
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L'ernotion conduit, en fait, tous les actes qui apparaissent incomprehensibles sur le plan de la logique objecraison,
qui
apparaissent
tive,
sur
le
plan
de
la
"irrationnels".
Il reste a trouver les origines de !'attitude ainsi qualifiee si on veut lui apporter un remede efficace.
Nous en venons alors, puisque nous nous trouvons dans un
collectif de travail, a rejoindre les questions de management
et, pour cela, a porter attention aux mecanismes humains fondamentaux.
LE PHENOMENE DE L'EMOTION
L I emotion fondamentale est 1' emotion peur qui est particulierement presente dans le domaine du risque radioloqique.
Il y a d'autres emotions que !'emotion peur. Toutes sont
liees a la satisfaction ou a la non satisfaction des aspiration fondamentales que 1 'on classe en trois grandes categories
ex is-

*

se sentir en securite. C'est !'aspiration premiere
ter, dans notre integrite.

*

avoir une activite qui ait un sens, dont nous connaissons
et acceptons la finalite.

*

etre integre et libre au sein d'une collectivite. Y avoir
notre part de pouvoir.

On les appelle aspirations fondamentales parce qu' il ne
peut pas ne pas y avoir malaise si l'une d'entre elles n'est
pas, pour !'interesse, et selon son point de vue satisfaite.
Un malaise lie
s'exprimer.

a une insatisfaction ne peut pas ne pas

Le domaine de la securite, qui est le domaine
rapportant a la relation au corps et a nous-meme
maine privilegie d'expression sous la forme de la
de 1 'erreur, du comportement inadapte, et, a la
!'accident.

de base se
est le domaladresse,
1 imi te, de

On peut y voir, selon les cas :
un appel, une demande d'attention,
un mecanisme d' auto-puni tion 1 ie au sentiment de ne pas
avoir repondu a ses ex1gences de responsabilite (ou sentiment de culpabilite),
un besoin de recherche des limites personnelles par la
confrontation avec le danger afin de compenser le sentiment d'ennui ou d'enfermement.
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Tchernobyl a ete decrit, sur le plan des erreurs humaines,
comme une consequence de l'"incurie", de l'"irresponsabilite"
et de !'"indiscipline". C'est une illustration A l'extr•me des
relations entre les comportements humains et les dysfonctionnements sur les plans de la relation au travail et des relations dans la collectivite de travail, autrement dit, du Management.
LA FORMATION EST LIEU D'EXPRESSION.
Une formation A la securite ne s'adresse pas uniquement au
savoir comme peut le faire une formation technique au scientifique en physique ou en chimie. C'est-a-dire qu'elle ne
concerne
pas
uniquement
la
memorisation
de
concepts
puisqu' elle se donne pour objectif fondamental d' influer sur
les comportements.
La formation doit utiliser la methode dite active, celle
qui adopte une demarche centree sur les stagiaires, partant de
leur situation, de leur point de vue, en developpant l'aspect
concret de leur existence, permettant leur expression.
C'est cette expression verbale qui doit limiter la necessite du recours inconscient a !'expression comportementale.
D'autre part, c'est lorsque !'expression, l'echange, sent
conduits au sein du groupe de travail· que peuvent apparaitre
des changements dans les systemes de valeur et comportements
designes par la notion de "culture de groupe" directement liee
au domaine du Management.
LE MANAGEMENT ET LA SECURITE VONT DE PAIRE
Expression, mise en relation des personnes entre elles,
elaboration collective, dynamique d'evolution,sont des notions
qui se rapportent A la fois au domaine de la securite et au
domaine du management des ressources humaines, du management
participatif et de la communication dans l'entreprise.
De meme que la securite peut etre le domaine d'expression
comportementale de taus les themes relatifs au milieu de travail, elle peut etre le domaine d'expression verbale dans lequel les personnes se sentent autorisees a decharger leurs
tensions au, A contrario, dans lequel les personnes peuvent
recommencer a entrer en communication.
Bref, la securite est outil de management. Il n'y a pas de
management de la securite sans management tout court. Reciproquement, tout management A demarche participative qui
veut privilegier l'etablissement de communications, c'est-adire d'echanges entre les personnes, en se centrant sur la satisfaction de celles-ci, ne peut pas ne pas s'appuyer sur la
securite en tant que base, assise de la demarche.
Tout est lie
la securite n'est pas seulement un
"indicateur" de la qualite des autres elements de la situation
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de travail : motivation au travail et climat social. La securite est un outil de management et un outil de communication.
Reciproquement, l'ecoute, la formation active, la communication, le management sont fondamentalement des outils de
securite, des outils de securite radiologique en particulier,
domaine si privilegie des expressions emotionnelles comme
l'ont montre les evenements de cette derniere periode.
ORIENTATION BIBLIOGRAPHIQUE
Concernant :
- La fiabilite humaine, l'erreur humaine, le facteur humain
Vademecum Qualite - Securite.
ASSOCIATION QUALITE-SECURITE (AQS)
16, residence du Pare - 91300 MASSY.
- Les actes manques :
S. FREUD - Psychopathologie de la vie quotidienne.
Petite Bibliotheque Payot.
- Les aspirations fondamentales de la personne
KARLFRIED GRAF DURCKHEIM - L'homme et sa double origine.
CERF.
- L'animation de groupe :
CARL R. ROGERS - Le developpement de la personne. DUNOD
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STANDARDIZED RADIOLOGICAL HAZARD ANALYSIS
FOR A BROAD BASED OPERATIONAL SAFETY PROGRAM
W. Wadman III 1 and L. Andrews 2
Health and Safety Division
Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)
Los Alamos, New Mexico
ABSTRACT
The Radiological Hazard Analysis (RHA) Manual provides a
methodology and detailed guidance for systematic analysis of
radiological hazards over a broad spectrum of program functions,
housed in a wide variety of facilities.
Radiological programs
at LANL include: research and experimentation; routine materials
operations; production; non-destructive examination or testing;
isotope and machine produced radiations;
chemistry;
and
metallurgy. The RHA permits uniform evaluation of hazard types
over a range of several orders of magnitude of hazard severity.
The results are used to estimate risk, evaluate types and level
of resource allocations,
identify deficiencies,
and plan
corrective actions for safe working environments.
INTRODUCTION
Laboratories within the u.s. Department of Energy are undergoing
significant changes in the manner by which they conduct
operations.
Operational Health Physics groups are not an
exception.
With budgetary constraints becoming more severe,
staffing and resources strained or severely limited, methods had
to be devised to provide equal or better service in spite of the
hardships.
Standardization of the methodology and consistency
of evaluating the types and levels of radiological hazards
involving several hundred projects in over 150 facilities,
spread over 43 square miles, was essential for the operational
Health Physics personnel. The Standardized Radiological Hazard
Analysis Manual was determined to be one of several practical
working tools for Health Physicists in the field. The 300 page
manual starts with a detailed index from which an analysis plan
is constructed. Once in the field, the use of the manual index
provides ready access to guidance, assessment details, and forms
for other hazards or issues that were either unexpected or not
obvious during the initial assessment.
The guidance contained
in the manual is detailed, but allows for independent input by
each Health physicist that uses it. The training on the use of
the RHA Manual emphasizes that the guidance should be used as a
tool to direct and focus analysis thought processes, but should
not limit the RHA performance to merely a check list task.
Data from the detailed Radiological Hazard Analysis report
sheets is subsequently input to a commercially available
relational database which is both an analysis tool and the
database for each and every facility for which a Radiological
Hazard Analysis has been performed.
Blank pages of forms and reports are obtained from stock to
replace those used from the binder to be ready for the next
facility analysis.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE RHA MANUAL

There are existing methodologies for risk assessments of
specific processes, and a few for multi-function facilities.
The Nevada Operations Office of the DOE produced the 150 page
"Radiological Safety Functional Appraisal and Program Review
Guide," in 1990. (Do90) This has direct application to DOE/NVO
facilities.
It is based upon a radiological environmental
program. A method for determining hazard classifications of DOE
facilities was developed at Battelle PNL (Lu91).
The hazard
classification required a walkthrough by an inspection team of
persons with considerable expertise in the various disciplines.
More than one DOE Operations Office required the technique to be
used by operating contractors of DOE facilities, to determine
gross hazard classification values for their facilities. These
determinations were not sufficiently in-depth to provide the
level of detail LANL felt to be necessary for our operational
hazard evaluations. The technique also did not provide useful
data regarding operational hazards routinely faced by facility
operations personnel, or health and safety support personnel.
The concept of the Standardized Radiological Hazard Analysis
Manual was originated by one of the authors (LA). With access
to a consultant with a broad spectrum of "hands-on" experience
in the field of Health Physics, Industrial Hygiene, and
Radiological Environmental Monitoring Programs, the project was
undertaken.
The manual was conceived as a light-weight, notepad-sized
document with outline formatted "reminders" for review while
doing field facility walk-throughs.
The document is now about
300 single side printed pages, maintained in a three inch thick
binder, and requires training in its use to provide familiarity
and a reasonable level of surety that it will be used uniformly
by the trained staff.
Each type of radiological facility or operation was considered
as an independent unit during the drafting of the RHA Manual.
Details from observations, physical measurements, radiological
measurements, locations of components, and similar pertinent
data, are called out in the text of each hazard analysis
section.
In the initial draft, in both the manual and the
software, each hazardous item was separate, as was each
mitigation process, and was considered only for that room,
building, or process. Subsequently, common items, such as glove
boxes, filtrations, detection and alarm systems, were coded in
the relational database software. This served to provide more
rapid input, reduction in errors, and conservation of RAM and
storage required by the computer program.
Hazard levels, risk assessments and hazard mitigating equipment
or engineered features are analyzed in the software. All values
obtained from the analytical results, relate to hazards present
during normal operational circumstances.
No attempt has been
made to extend the analysis into accident scenarios. With the
availability of information regarding radionuclides, inventory
on hand, physical andjor chemical form, and details of the
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monitoring systems, and ventilation systems, assessing limited
accident scenarios remains a possibility.
Each developmental iteration has only expanded the size of the
overall program, both software and Manual.
Some future
consideration may be to purchase the relational database
"engine", and write the specific RHA database applications
program.
Several advantages would be, easier commercial or
public domain releases of the software component which could
save 50% of the RAM occupied by features that are not used from
the standard database product.
Time savings could be realized
by having direct page access to pertinent input requirements,
rather than have to page through irrelevant subject matter to
arrive at the appropriate page for the next input.
TYPES OF FACILITIES INCLUDED
The RHA Manual is designed to be used to evaluate radiological
hazards associated with the following programmatic elements:
Research and Experimentation: explosion dynamics; armor, antiarmor; criticality; weapons
enhancement;
controlled
thermonuclear reactions; free electron lasers,
Routine Operations:
reactor operations;
radioactive waste
management; weapons production related operations; weapons
testing operations; retirement storage operations,
Production: quality control; materials purity; lathe and milling
shop operations; purification; enrichment; weapons related
activities; medical aspects of LAMPF operations; X-ray
crystallography confirmations,
Non-Destructive Examination or Testing: fixed X-Ray radiographic
facilities; fixed facility Van de Graaf radiography; high
speed x-ray of explosive events; portable radiographic unit
safety; eddy current testing of radioactive materials;
magnaflux testing of radioactive materials; betatron narrow
beam, thick target radiography,
Isotope
Produced Radiations:
calibrations;
sealed
source
radiography; activated accelerator component radiological
protection; heat source radiological protection; incidental
weapons
component
exposure
control;
weapons
debris
analysis; reactor fuel processing hot cell operations,
Machine Produced Radiations: Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility;
IBF tandem Van de Graaf; single stage Van de Graaf; free
electron laser;
plasma
focus devices;
pulsed power
conversion;
health center x-rays;
neutron generator
facility; electron guns; ion implantation,
Chemistry:
analytical;
alloy;
quality
control;
quality
assurance;
medical
isotope
purification
hot
cell
operations,
Metallurgy:
analytical;
developmental; design improvement;
stability
improvement;
yield
improvement;
induction
heating; laser isotope separation,
Transportation: On-site, inter-area, intra-area, for safety and
compliance with state and Federal shipping requirements on
public roads,
Compliance Assessment: Confirm compliance with Health and Safety
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requirements imposed by all applicable
Agency requirements, laws, DOE Orders.

State,

Federal

In the above 10 major areas, each of the 56 categories of
operation, project, or facility has its own set of RHA forms.
Each analysis must be independent in-so-far that it is not a
component of a larger complex.
If the latter is the case, the
RHA forms are grouped into a facility package. The results of
the full analysis of the units as a system will result in a
different hazard rating because of the concurrent and dependent
mode of operation.
CONCLUS:IONS

Present operating facility inspections are performed with a
perspective focused on the problem of immediate concern.
The
use of the RHA Manual will provide consistency for such
evaluations.
Performing full facility radiological hazards
analyses will accomplish several objectives: Advance knowledge
of the facility's or operation's hazards; provide a global
perspective of concurrent but unrelated hazards of adjacent
operations; consistent or uniform approach to evaluations and
solutions; applications of "lessons learned"; greater confidence
to younger professionals in the Health Physics Groups; a crosstraining tool for professionals and technicians not familiar
with areas outside of their duty areas; a computerized database
with rapid access for rapid retrieval for the line organization,
security, fire, and emergency response teams.
Two peripheral
uses of the RHA Manual may be:
1.

The RHA may have use as a formal tool during the drafting
of facility Safety Analysis Reports (SAR) and Updated
Safety Analysis Reports (USAR).

2.

There may be some value in training the facility
supervision to use the system, to provide them with the
capability to perform more frequent reviews of their
facilities than can the limited staff of operational Health
Physicists. This is beneficial for the Laboratory through
the heightened awareness for radiological hazards in the
workplace.

1

Private consultant to LANL.

2

LANL HS-12 Health Physicist
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L'OPTIMISATION DE LA RADIOPROTECTION
SUR LE SITE DE MARCOULE
A. CLECH, A. DEVITA, Service de Protection
centre les Rayonnements - Etablissement COGEMA MARCOULE
OPTIMIZATION OF RADIATION PROTECTION
ON THE MARCOULE SITE
This paper presents the mean and methods used to optimise the
exposure of workers mainly during maintenance and breakdown operations.
The evolution during the ten last past years of the collectiv~ and the
average annual dose per worker show the efficiency of the method.
I -

INTRODUCTION

Le Site de Marcoule
vocations multiples
-

regroupe

des

installations

nucleaires

a

un reacteur a neutrons rapides Phenix,
un atelier pilote de traitement de combustibles irradies avec
ses laboratoires de recherche,
une usine de retraitement de combustibles irradies graphite
gaz.

Ces installations sent exploitees soit par le CEA soit par la
COGEMA. Pour assumer leur responsabilite en matiere de radioprotection,
les deux directeurs de ces entites sent assistes par un Service de
Protection centre les Rayonnements (SPR) dent les missions sent
principalement l'assistance conseil en matiere de prevention, le contr6le
et la surveillance des nuisances radiologiques dans les installations et
l'environnement du Site.
L'experience montre que la plus grande partie des doses reQues par
le personnel est liee aux operations d' intervention (maintenance
preventive ou corrective, intervention d'urgence) qui sent communement
appelees "chantiers".
Dans cet expose nous presentons plus particulierement les actions
que nous avons developpees pour optimiser et limiter l'exposition des
intervenants.
II -

OBJECTIFS VISES

Dans notre demarche d'optimisation
expositions nous visons les objectifs suivants

et

de

limitation

des

-

Mettre tout en oeuvre pour que 1' exposition interne reste
toujours la plus faible possible (si possible nulle) et soit
done negligeable devant l'exposition externe.

-

En matiere d' exposition externe notre objectif est de reduire
au maximum l'exposition collective, de limiter l'exposition des
personnels les plus exposes (notre valeur guide est de limiter
l'exposition individuelle a 15 mSv/an), de limiter le nombre de
personnes ayant des doses superieures a 10 mSv/an et par
consequent d'avoir une dose moyenne individuelle faible.
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III -

ACTIONS DANS LE DOMAINE DES INTERVENTIONS

Pour atteindre notre objectif,
s'exerce principalement sur:

sur les chantiers notre action

la preparation de 1' intervention
travail en milieu radioactif (FTMR),
-

a

1' aide

de

la

fiche

de

le suivi permanent en temps reel des expositions a l'aide d'un
dosimetre operationnel a lecture automatisee associe a une
gestion informatisee des doses,

III.l LA FICHE DE TRAVAIL EN MILIEU RADIOACTIF (FTMR)
Il y a etablissement d' une FTMR (Fiche de Travail en Milieu
Radioactif) chaque fois que le niveau previsible d'exposition des agents
participant a un chantier est superieur a un seuil, elle decrit
le chantier (avec eventuellement son mode operatoire detaille
d'intervention),
l'etat radiologique de la zone,
les protections individuelles necessaires,
!'exposition previsionnelle (collective et individuelle),
la liste nominative des intervenants.
III.2 LA DOSIMETRIE OPERATIONNELLE
Cette dosimetrie ne se substitue pas a la dosimetrie legale. Elle
est effectuee par des stylos dosimetres utilisables :
-

par les operateurs, leur indiquant continuellement leur dose.

-

Par la radioprotection pour piloter les doses individuelles et
les cofits radiologiques.

Au niveau local (dans chaque installation) des lecteurs de stylos
dosimetres permettent d'associer a un agent la dose integree. Au niveau
central, un systeme informatise calcule et gere les doses des differents
lecteurs (Il y a en moyenne 25 000 mesures par mois) .
III.3.LE SUIVI OPERATIONNEL DU CHANTIER
Pendant toute la duree du chantier le suivi de !'exposition est
effectuee de la maniere suivante:
Sur le lieu meme de !'intervention, une feuille permet de
recenser les agents et ils doivent y inscrire leur dose
journaliere.
-

Chaque etape de !'intervention est decrite
(personnel
intervenant, protections individuelles, doses integrees,
renseignements d'ordre radiologique) sur un cahier de zone.

-

Chaque jour les agents de radioprotection s 'assurent que la
dose indiquee sur la feuille du chantier correspond a celle
enregistree informatiquement.
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-

IV -

Periodiquement (suivant l'importance du chantier) un bilan est
effectue afin de s'assurer que l'objectif (bilan dosimetrique)
sera respecte, ce bilan est realise a partir des terminaux
disposes dans chaque installation et relies au systeme central
informatise. On peut consulter les doses d'un individu isole ou
d'un groupe d'individus definis par l'operateur.

LA GESTION PREVISIONNELLE DES DOSES INDIVIDUELLES LES PLUS ELEVEES

Des le depassement d'un seuil d'integration (12 mSv/12 mois
glissants), un snivi particulier des doses est mis en place. Le
responsable de la radioprotection et 1' encadrement de 1' intervenant
etablissent une prevision d'integration stylo mois par mois afin de ne
pas depasser les 15 mSv/an.
Cette prevision se traduit par un examen detaille des operations
auxquelles peut participer l'intervenant,
et,
son affectation
preferentielle a celles qui presentent le minimum d'exposition
potentielle.
V -

CONCLUSION

La mise en application de cette methode de travail a permis de
maltriser et reduire au fil des annees l'exposition des personnels malgre
le vieillissement des installations qui a necessite d' effectuer des
chantiers importants de renovation qui sont sources d'exposition.
Sur les figures 1, 2 et 3 sont representees les evolutions sur
10 ans de !'exposition globale, qui a baissee d'un facteur 2,5, de la
dose moyenne annuelle par agent qui a ete reduite d'un facteur 3 et le
nombre d'agents ayant subi une exposition annuelle superieure a
10 mSv/an qui est passe de 200 a 10.
Il faut aussi signaler que tous les dossiers d'intervention sont
archives et sont utilises en retour d'experience pour la preparation des
interventions futures.
Figure 1 : Evolution de Ia dose totale de l'etablissement de Marcoule ( HmSv)
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REMOTE OPERATIONS AND ROBOTS IN NUCLEAR POWER
PLANTS·OUT LOOK AND REALITIES
JEZEQUEL Patrick - ELECTRICITE DE FRANCE

Resume:

Ce document, tout en rappelant les differents domaines actuels et potentiels
d'utilisation des robots, propose une demarche de developpement dans ce
domain e.

ABSTRACT
This document propose to discover why the robotic discipline has not become an integral
part of current maintenance procedure, and shows some areas to be improved and tested.
It provides the different topics, where safety on workers and population could be improved
by using robots and the means to reach this goal.

INTRODUCTION
Remote operation and robotics techniques were introduced into French nuclear power
plants at the most seven years ago, particularly with the pilot repair of internal core
structures in the CHINON A3 G.G.C.R. system, christened the I.S.I.S. Since then, E.D.F.'s
operational and research sectors have been organized to officially encompass the notion of
"robotics" development. However, these sectors remain somewhat on the fringe with respect
to the overall development of equipment. The concept proposed i.e. that of robots or remote
tools, often provides an altenative to the set, but much more dedicated notion of the "special
machine". In the case of robots or remote tools, their versatility, both with regards to the
tools used and to programming of a given task, offers the definite functional advantage of a
large range of potential applications, but poses an organizational problem if they are to
become directly operational.
The complexity of the system created also increases the level of training required, with
regards to both control and maintenance.
This brings us to the crux of the problem : is the alternative a necessity in the unavoidable
terms of technical means, safety and (or) cost ?

DIFFERENT ASPECTS OF SAFETY
A) Aspects concerning the active population of nuclear power plants
These aspects stem from two basic problems :

- the reduced accessibility of components :
this first restriction, imposed by the question of accessibility, induces man to explore
ways of remote intervention, which does not necessarily mean remote operation or
robotics, since the tools used can be specific to a task and a given component
(example: micro- mechanics).
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- dose rates :
this aspect means that the designer must find a compromise between the
development of remote working methods and duplication of the same tasks by an
increasing number of personnel. The factors to be considered here are collective
dosimetry and individual dosimetry. The solution will be optimized from this point of
view by use of the AIARA method. In certain cases, analysis is rapid and remote
controlled intervention is necessary (fuel).
The following fields come into play during the lifetime of a power plant :

1)

Normal maintenance
This depends on the three complementary notions of productivity, safety and
speciality. A typical example is that of steam generators, where control and
maintenance (of tubes) are often dissociated, but where there is an
increasing harmonization of the means being developed to solve the
problems involved. The current aspects of dosimetry inside steam generators
has led both operators and manufacturers to study the solution of robots and
truly multi-task remote manipulators which have direct access from outside
the water bowl. At the same time, safety will necessarily be reinforced by the
need to use computer-based tools to memorize the work carried out (where,
when, how).

2)

Incidents
Incident-related phases are based on the assumption that a stable state of
the system will be rapidly achieved. The robotics aspect must always be
compared with the human aspects of intervention (rapidity, competence,
physical potential). When it comes to the question of "mobility", robotics is
currently slow to be implemented ; on the other hand, the "remote operation"
aspect can offer a long term solution. Structures which facilitate logistics and
communications (standby and backup facilities, tracks, maintenance
networks, etc... ) in order to solve the problems of rapidity, accessibility and
communication (reduction of wiring times, etc... ) could be discussed.

3)

Dismantling
Remote operation methods are definitely a potential aid for the
implementation of special machines which could work for long hours in a
given place (transport aspect) or for direct work on components when the
latter require particular skill and a degree of adaptability which cannot be
either programmed or modellized beforehand.

B) Workers and the surrounding population -Accidents
The accident related situation covers two aspects :
- the immediate intervention solution which supposes both rapid organization and
special means of intervention (aimed at protecting people and providing maximum
confinement),
- maintaining and then going back to a specific configuration, which supposes
appropriate logistics and on-going word carried out on a long-term basis.
Potential solutions have unfortunately been tested with varying degrees of success at
CHERNOBYL and T.M.I.
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With regards to intervention which is both internal and external to the reactor building,
mobile land and air vehicules of the remote operated type and manipulator arms must
be developed on a transborder level and with an exchange potential in mind.
This means, in particular, that it is possible to envisage the creation or reinforcement of
structures :
- on a technological transborder level (eg. standardization, telecommunications),
- on a trans "orderer'' level (eg. civil safety, armament, nuclear, space),
-on a financial level (industrial consortiums, insurance pools) in order to facilitate the
development of appropriate means to separate budget-related aspects concerning
normal maintenance from those concerning "risk-related" developments.

II POTENTIAL ACTION
A) Techniques
1)

Means of analysis

It is essential that the following computer type analysis tools be developed or
adapted to nuclear power plants :
- value analysis,
- simulation C.A.D.,
- definition of specifications and organization (eg. S.A.D.T. ),
-analysis/dosimetric reports (eg. DOSIANA- DOSIECO, C.E.P.N. software).
Or of the physical type :
- benchmark and performance tests,
- on-line telediagnostics for maintenance and troubleshooting,
- reliability studies.
2)

Improvement oflogistics

3)

Feedback on the design o(new power plants

The integration of robotics can be envisaged :
- with regards to the actual design and construction of power plants, in so far as
productivity is concerned (modularity, manufacturing control). This would
facilitate the design of machinery to be used during the maintenance and
development phases,
-with regards to the integration of standby facilities in proximity to components,
thus facilitating maintenance work.
B) Structures and organizations
I)

Stansdardization/training

2)

Information networks

3)

Consortium (or reflection on future development
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CONCLUSION
We saw above that many points remain to be studied and defined to quantify the real
potential benefit of the robot or remote operation in the nuclear field.
There are two levels to be considered :
1) The Designer : Should be solve the problem in termes of a specially dedicated machine,
a programmed robot with a certain modularity and versality or from a remote operated
approach?
2)

The User : What is the best quality service and what motivation is there, given that
robots turn operators into simple supervisors whereas remote operation necessistates a
specific know-how of normally manual tasks ?

One could also ask, as concerns recent mixed (robot and remote-operated) instrumentation
and control modes, if it is fruit of a purely technical nature or express desire to keep man's
initiative computerized aid rather than a tailor-made pushbutton approach.

BIBLIOGRAPHIE
Working Material I.A.E.A. Safety Implications of plant automation and robotics. Report
Vienna, 11-15 November 1991.
Internationnal workshop on new developments in occupational dose control and ALARA
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september 18,21 1989. ''An ALARA approach for robotics and remote tooling evaluation in
nuclear power plants" C. LEFAURE, J. LOCHARD, J. SEGUY.
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VENTI LEX
Un systems expert en ventilation nucleaire

C. Roussel & D. Soulatqes
CEA/Institut de Protection et de Surete Nucleaire
BP no6 - 92265 Fontenay-aux-Roses Cedex
France

VENTI LEX
An Expert System on Nuclear Ventilation

VENTILEX provides a computer help for safety analysis of nuclear plants
ventilation systems.
It uses knowledge on nuclear ventilation
regulation and on the state of the art. Data relative to rooms, process
and draft of the ventilation system are taken into account. Conformity
of the user's solution with safety and protection principles is
checked.
Particular points
are
recognized and memorized when
justifications are needed. All conclusions of the system are updated
when inputs are modified. Using VENTILEX would facilitate the dialogue
between safety analysts and nuclear plants conceptors.

1. Introduction.

La ventilation d'une installation nucleaire a des fonctions de
confinement,
d'epuration,
de surveillance,
d'assainissement,
de
conditionnement et de confort. Les cinq premieres sont des fonctions
de surete qu'un systeme de ventilation nucleaire doit assurer aussi
bien que possible. Le concepteur de l'installation est tenu de
presenter successivement aux autorites de surete les rapports
preliminaire, provisoire puis definitif de surete.
1.1. Le rapport preliminaire de sfirete.

Le rapport preliminaire de surete rappelle les donnees relatives au
genie civil de l'installation, au procede industriel ainsi que les
objectifs de surete. L'installation est consideree comme un ensemble
de locaux avec leurs liaisons reciproques. Le terme source de chaque
nuisance et les contraintes d'acces en personnel pour l'exploitation,
la maintenance et l'intervention sont pris en compte pour chaque local.
Les moyens qui seront mis en oeuvre pour atteindre ces objectifs de
surete sont exposes. Il ne s'agit pas encore d'un schema precis du
systeme de ventilation, toutefois, l'ordonnancement des flux de
ventilation et le dimensionnement des circuits sont deja determines.
Les points qui devront faire l'objet d'une demonstration par un calcul
complementaire d'aeraulique sont identifies.
1.2. Le rapport provisoire de sfirete.

Apres acceptation du rapport preliminaire, le concepteur determine le
routage precis des conduits et le choix des composants. Cette tache
peut en partie beneficier du recours a des programmes de conception
assistee par ordinateur.
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1.3 Le rapport definitif de sdrete.

Le rapport definitif de surete doit demontrer que le systeme de
ventilation realise permet bien d'atteindre les objectifs fixes dans
les precedents rapports.
1.4. Utilisation de VENTILEX.

VENTILEX est dote de connaissances permanentes sur la reglementation
et l'etat de l'art en ventilation nucleaire. Ces connaissances soot
issues du manuel de reference [Ref. 1] et du jugement d'experts.
L'utilisateur fournit des donnees disponibles sur l'installation,
issues du genie civil et du livre de procede, devant figurer dans le
rapport preliminaire de surete. Les solutions, entrees sous la forme
d'un schema de principe, sont evaluees. L'utilisation de VENTILEX va
ainsi de la conception du rappport preliminaire de surete jusqu' au
seuil de !'utilisation des programmes d'aeraulique et de conception
assistee par ordinateur.
2. Description.

VENTILEX utilise deux ecrans de travail. Le premier permet la saisie
et la verification des donnees relatives au genie civil et au precede.
Le second permet la saisie des composants et de la structure du reseau
de ventilation ainsi que l'acces aux modes d'evaluation du reseau dans
ses diverses configurations.
2.1. Ecran Installation.

Trois ecrans presentent cote-a-cote la fiche complete relative au local
choisi par l'utilisateur, une fiche de liaison entre ce local et un
autre, au choix parmi ceux qui sont en liaison avec lui, ainsi que le
resume de la fiche de ce second local.
La coherence et la conformite des donnees relatives a chaque local sont
verifiees des leur saisie. Cette verification utilise un systeme expert
d'environ 300 regles. Pour chaque donnee, le systeme peut accepter sans
reserve, accepter avec un simple avertissement (exemple d'un local a
acces permanent avec une temperature maximale en ete legerement
superieure a 25°C), accepter sous reserve de la fourniture de
justifications ulterieures (exemple de depressions relatives a priori
trop proches dans deux locaux mitoyens mais qui pourront etre
justifiees par un calcul) ou refuser la saisie (il est impossible de
declarer une piscine de stockage contenue dans une boite a gants ou un
reacteur dans une infirmerie)
0

Les liaisons entre locaux sont des trois types suivants : mitoyens,
dessus/dessous et interieur/exterieur. Elles sont declarees avec la
nature de la paroi, ses ouvertures et leur eventuel mode d'obturation.
2.2. Ecran Ventilation.

Cet ecran presente le fichier des locaux restreint au resume des fiches
de local ainsi que le fichier des materiels composant le systeme de
ventilation. Il laisse la plus grande surface de 1' ecran pour la
presentation de schemas partiels du circuit, calcules en fonction de
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la nature de la verification demandee par l'utilisateur.
Chaque materiel peut prendre plusieurs etats (marche, arret ou panne
pour un ventilateur; normal, dechire ou colmate pour un filtre;
etc ... ). Il est possible de declarer des asservissements entre
materiels (exemple
si le ventilateur V1 est a 1' arret alors le
registre motorise R1, s'il n'est pas lui-meme en panne, sera ferme).
L' utilisateur peut choisir entre trois types de configurations
standard (confinement dynamique assure), panne de tous les ventilateurs
(confinement statique) et configurable par l'utilisateur.
Pour chaque configuration, tous les circuits entrant - ou sortant - du
local affiche depuis - ou vers - l'exterieur ou un autre local sont
recherches et traces. Les niveaux d'epuration pour chaque nuisance
(aerosols, iode et tritium), le sens des transferts, les risques de
retrodiffusion et les caracteristiques des materiels en fonction de la
nature des flux qui les traversent sont verifies. Cette verification
porte, une fois les calculs effectues, sur une quarantaine de regles.
La reconnaissance de retrodiffusions possibles demande que les etats
resultant de pannes des ventilateurs d'extraction soient etudies.
3. Conclusion.

La maquette de VENTILEX a d'abord ete testee sur des exemples d'ecole,
destines a mettre son jugement en defaut dans des cas de complexite
irrealiste (presence d'aerosols, d'iode et de tritium dans des circuits
imbriques). Elle a egalement ete appliquee sur un exemple issu d'un cas
reel d'une taille significative.
Le domaine d'application de ce systeme peut etre etendu par la prise
en compte des risques voisins
incendie, gaz explosifs et toxiques
chimiques.
Il est possible d' effectuer un couplage avec des codes de calcul
existants en aeraulique. Dans ce cas, VENTILEX genererait les jeux de
donnees relatifs aux verifications numeriques qu'il demande. De meme,
un couplage avec les programmes de conception assistee par ordinateur
est possible par la generation d'un fichier de contraintes lisible par
ces programmes.
La version operationnelle de VENTILEX devrait etre disponible au cours
de l'annee 1993.

Reference.

[1]

Manuel de Ventilation des Installations Nucleaires.
Publication PMOS 2•- edition- juillet 1987.
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PANTHERE RP :A TOOL FOR PREVISION OF DOSE RATES
BRISSAUD ALAIN RIDOUX PHILIPPE
EDF SEPTEN 12-14 avenue Dutrievoz Villeurbanne 69200
ABSTRACT:
Different tools can be used for the preparation of maintenance One of them is
P ANTHERE RP : it allows the prediction of dose rates .
RESUME
Differents outils peuvent etre utlises pour la preparation de la maintenance . P ANTHERE
RP est l'un d'eux: il permet de prevoir les debits d'equivalent de dose.
I INTRODUCTION
With the aim to maintain the fair dosimetric results of french nuclear power plants ,
tools allowing a better preparation of normal and exceptional maintenance are currently
developped by EDF .Among these tools , one is "PANTIIERE RP" that allows the detailed
prediction of dose rates for complex geometries with distribued radioactive sources . These
abilities are required to simulate the most frequently encountered situations in NPP .
ll COLLECTIVE DOSE (CD)

CD is defmed ,for a given task, as follow : CD = DR *WORK VOLUME
man.Sv SV/unit time MAN. unit time
The simplicity of the formula should not hide the practical difficulties :
-a whole maintenance task is a sum of elementary subtasks ,
-a unique DR for a given subtask is indeed a crude approximation ,
-feeding sound values of DR and WV is not at all straightforward .
It may be useful to remind that DRs values , job organisation , actions to muumizefoptimize DRs should not be considered as independant parameters .To optimize CD , it
is of course necessary to minimize both factors DR et WV .Because of the scope of EDF
SEPTEN Radiation Protection Group , we have focused on the DR factor •

ill P ANTHERE RP

The name is an acronym for :" Prediction and THeorical ANalysis of Exposition at
REactors for Radiation Protection "
The prediction of DRs when a given job will be performed can be obtained by various
means :from existing experience (prope or foreign) and from direct measurement .In both
cases , one is confronted to the same problem :Dose Rate is a global parameter : you still do
not know where it comes from !Anyway , DR measurements cannot be performed in same
situations .For example , you cannot measure the dose rate ine the axis of a primary pipe
before you have cut it ....
It appears that the best solution is to simulate the dose rate via calculations : this is
precisely the aim of PANTIIERE RP .

3-1 where does P ANTHERE RP come from ?
Softwares to calcultate the DR have been developped and used by EDF during the design
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stage of nuclear units .
The shifting to the utilization for maintenance (preparation of jobs) has actually begun
with the steam replacement at DAMPIERRE 1 .The importance of DR prevision in the
overall process of doses prediction has led to further developpments of existing softwares
.The resulting product is a linkage between numerous softwares , and has been named
P ANTHERE RP VO
PANTIIERE RP VO allows :
- to perform DR mapping for complex lay out ,(figures 1)
~ to give , for any point where DR is calculated , the contribution of the various parts of the
installation ,
-to precise the influence of source composition (isotopes/evolution with time).
3-2 PANTHERE RP AT WORK
PANTHERE RP allows the calculation of DR, starting from a 3 dimensional representation of the geometry and the knowledge of radioactive sources .This representation is more or less easily obtained wether you can extract it of a computerized mockup
or not . In this last case , appropriate softwares of P ANTHERE RP help the user to build up
the geometry from charts : this construction is interactive .
The computering process can then be performed This step does not need an important
participation of the user .The underlying idea has been that the user was not interested in the
details of the calculation process ,but rather by the results!
These can be represented in different ways :tables (figure2),graphs ,graphic display .
The description of figure 2 shows the interest of DR calculation :
The geometry is organized in "lines", each line is composed of elementary "sections": The
lines are here hot leg (BC) , cross over leg (BU) and so on ..the total dose rate is split in
participation from the lines (absolute and relative in per cent of total DR) .For each line we
can see the relative participation of the most important sections (>0%) and the participation
of the main isotopes (here the C0 58 et the sum of C0 58 and C060 ("Co")).
With the diversity of the results representations ,one has ready at hand the right
indications to propose protection actions such as :partial or total decontamination,suppression
of this or that portion of pipe at the beginning of the job rather that at a later date ,additional
shielding.
The effect of any of these proposed dispositions can be verified by calculation :this is
achieved in the simplest manner ,i.e going back to the geometry input and modifying it
consequently.
3-3 validation-qualification
A comparison of measured and calculated DR has been performed by the mean of special
surveys, for example at DAMPIERRE 1 and FESSENHEIM Lit has been shown that a good
agreement was obtained .
In both cases , the sources were monitored directly by gamma spectrometry with the
EMECC system: a good knowledge of sources is very important to perfonn a good prediction.
But in addition of gamma spectrometry ,PANTIIERE RP allows the use of DR
measurements : different hypothesis can be easily tested to simulate the repartition and
strengh of sources .
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IV PERSPECTIVE NEXT FUTURE
PANTIIERE RP is a powerfull tool that allows to cope with a large span of problems.
This software is implemented on the EDF computer network so that the multipe shuffling
informations (data base results .. ) is not a problem.
We work to create a P ANTHERE RP version VI for which the specifications are :
- equal or enhance PANTIIERE RP VO capacities ,
- be more user friendly
-available on work stations (and if possible a micro-computer)
- use near worksites .
V OTHERS TOOLS CONNECTED WITH PANTHERE RP
We can distinguish the tools above et below PANTIIERE RP.
TOOLS UPSTREAM PANTHERE RP
It are used for the knowledge of sources .
We can cite:
- PACTOLE computer code (CEA/SCOS) for the prediction of
contamination (water and deposit) for the PWR's reactors ,

corrosion products

- PROFIP computer code (CEAJSCOS) for the transport of ftssion products from nuclear
fuel,
-TRIPOLI computer code (CEA/SERMA) for the prediction of the transport of gamma
or neutrons ,
- EMECC (CEA/SCOS) a portable spectrogammameter for the measurements of the
volumic or surface contamination for corrosion and fission products : it will be connected
with diagnosis softwares for analysis of hot spots or on line survey of fuel cladding .
-DATA BASE on the EDF network ,as TIGRE RP from EDF,to manage and analyze the
observations on reactors .
TOOLS DOWNSTREAM PANTHERE RP
They are performed to the prediction of individual or collective doses . We can cite
theDOSIANA code from CEPN/EDF/FRAMATOME , which uses measurements or calculated (with PANTIIERE or other code) dose rates.
VI CONCLUSION
PANTIIERE RP allows the calculation of the dose rates We hope that it will be used ,in
the future, near the worksites of maintenance to be included entirely in the largest process of
the prediction of collective doses .
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ON THE SURVEY AND EVALUTION OF RESEARCH SUPPORTED BY THE
SWEDISH RADIATION PROTECTION INSTITUTE
Lars Persson and Leif Moberg
Swedish Radiation Protection Institute
Box 60204, S-10401 Stockholm, Sweden
ABSTRACT
The Swedish Radiation Protection Institute supports
research and development (R&D)in the field of radiation
protection. A review of the research programme is now being
performed. An evaluation of the programme based on this review
is then planned to take place. Different methods exist for the
evaluation of research and development. The method presently
discussed to be used for the evaluation of the Swedish research
programme can be described as primarily a judgement of its
relevance for the users.
INTRODUCTION
The Swedish Government has supported research and
development (R&D) in the field of radiation protection as a
part of its atomic research programme since 1945, channelled
through the Atomic Research Council. Since July 1st, 1976 the
scope of this research has been broadened and the swedish
Radiation Protection Institute (SSI) has become responsible for
coordinating the radiation protection research in Sweden. An
important objective of the research programme is to produce
information that can assist the Institute in making decisions
regulating the radiation protection in the country. At the same
time support is also given to research of a more fundamental
nature. The programme is also complementary and supports the
research performed at the Institute. An Advisory Research Board
appointed by the Government assists the Institute in
establishing the yearly revised research programme and in
allocation of grants to the individual research projects.
The research projects are carried out under contracts
with SSI. The research is performed mainly at Swedish
universities and in disciplines like physics, chemistry,
radiophysics, radiobiology and medicine. It is to some extent
also performed at different national laboratories and by
consultants. Some of the research projects are carried out in
cooperation with the equivalent authorities in the other Nordic
countries. The international contacts are increasing.
The R&D budget has increased year by year and amounts
to 16.6 MSEK (2.7 MUS$) during the fiscal year 1991/92 of which
9.5 MSEK (1.6 MUS$) was for radiation protection research
connected with nuclear energy and 7.1 MSEK (1.1 MUS$) was for
other research (non-nuclear), including a cooperation with the
Radiation Protection Research Programme of the European
Communities.
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THE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME
The research programme is divided into two main areas,
nuclear energy and other radiation protection research. The
first one is divided into projects dealing with radioecology
and environmental transfer, radioactive waste and accidents in
nuclear power stations. The second main area concerns sources
of ionizing radiation in medicine, industry, homes, and
research, and sources of non-ionizing radiation.
Nuclear Energy
Radioecology, which is presently the most important
research field, involves the behaviour of radionuclides in the
biosphere, especially the environmental transfer and
bioaccumulation in aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems. The
research is based on experimental work in the laboratory and in
situ, and on theoretical studies, mainly modelling. A vital
question is - how well do the models describe the real world?
This has been studied in an international exercise called the
Biomovs (BIOspheric MOdel Validation Study). Phase 2 of Biomovs
was initiated in October 1991. As a consequence of the
wide spread of radioactive elements in Sweden from the
Chernobyl accident a large number of radioecological studies
have been performed (ref 1).
In Sweden, as well as internationally, large resources
are allocated to research on the management of radioactive
waste. Problems of special interest from a radiation protection
point of view are questions concerning waste characterization,
waste properties and treatment, decontamination,
declassification of scrap material, transport, decommissioning
and waste storage. Repositories for high level waste and spent
nuclear fuel constitute specific problems due to the large time
periods involved, which raises questions also of ethical and
social nature. Current interests are, for example,
understanding various aspects of the decommissioning of
commercial nuclear power plants and developing criteria for
high level waste repositories.
The research on accidents in nuclear reactors are
concentrated on consequence analysis, countermeasures, dose
calculations and health effects. There exists a constant
development takes place of computer codes and data bases for
the evaluation of possible nuclear emergencies.
Non-nuclear research
The research in this field is divided into two main
areas: ionizing radiation and non-ionizing radiation.
About 15% of the average dose of ionizing radiation to
a person living in Sweden is due to the medical use of
radiation, while the radiation from radon and radon daughters
in homes contributes 65%.
The present research includes, for example, studies of
radiation doses and the quality of diagnostic radiography,
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optimisation of the diagnostic procedure, studies of the doses
to the patients and cost-benefit analysis, studies of the
consequences of new techniques on the radiation protection,
studies of optimisation in therapy, a large scale
epidemiological study on the lung cancer risk due to radon in
houses.
The research on non-ionizing radiation includes mainly
studies of radiation in the radiofrequency region and
ultraviolet radiation. The research area is relatively new and
the possible health effects on living organisms arc only partly
known.
Besides the research fields which have been briefly
described above, research is also performed on risks (analysis,
perception, assessment), epidemiology and dosimetry.
A review of the research programme since 1976 is now
being performed by one of the authors (L P). All the project
reports are looked through and for each project a brief summary
is written. The summaries are included in a report to be
published in the report series of the Institute.
METHODS FOR EVALUATION OF RESEARCH PROGRAMMES
Scientific evaluation has long been a standard
practice. Proposed articles in scientific publications have
been reviewed by scientific editors. A so-called peer review
has taken place as a normal step before publication. The
importance of research for the national productivity and
economic growth has lead the governments and authorities to
implement research programmes and then also to rationalize the
spending for research programmes in an optimal way for the
country. As a result of this trend towards increased
accountability of public spending, evaluation of research
programmes has become an issue of importance. It is not only
seen as a tool for efficient management of research but also as
a help to decision-makers for the future.
There exists several methods today to evaluate research
programmes. The following methods have been used for
evaluations:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Peer reviews,
Judgement of the relevance for the users,
A cost-benefit analysis,
Bibliometric indicators of the scientic value, and
Patents as indicators of the utility.

The Commission's of the European Communities evaluation
of its Radiation Protection Research Programme may be mentioned
(ref 2) as an example of recent work in the field . The impact
of the Research Programme on world-wide radiation protection
and on human society, as well as the impact on the Commission's
own regulatory and economic activities, were also reviewed. The
scientific evaluation was carried out by a panel of independent
scientists. The efficiency of the management and the socioeconomic impact of the programme were evaluated on the basis of
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discussions with managers of contracting institutions, with the
present and past managers of the programme and the Commission
staff. This evalution was supplemented by the results of a
questionnaire sent to all contractors. The method used may be
descibed as a combination of methods one and two.
PREVIOUS EVALUATIONS OF RADIATION PROTECTION RESEARCH
PROGRAMMES
The Swedish Natural Science Research Council decided in
1978 to evaluate the fields of radiobiology and radioecology. A
peer review was carried out using a mixed swedish-international
scientific panel. Material from the research contract holders
was collected and then the members of the evaluation committee
performed project site visits. A final meeting was held to
discuss all the projects.
The main conclusion by the evaluation panel indicated
that some projects might have a considerable importance for
applied studies of the environment although the importance for
basic research was limited. The development of new technology
for survey of environmental hazards should primarily be the
responsibility of the authorities, which are concerned with
surveillance and monitoring of the environment. The panel
proposed negotiations be undertaken to tranfer some of the
projects to these authorities. The conclusions of the
scientific panel have in its main lines been implemented by the
Natural Research Council and the Institute.
SURVEY AND EVALUATION OF THE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME
The decision was recently taken to investigate the
possibilities for an evaluation of the swedish Radiation
Protection Institute's radiation protection research and
development programme with a judgement of its value primarily
for the users. The evaluation procedure planned may, for
example, involve the use of the expertise of the decisionmakers of the Institute, the users of the R&D inside the
Institute, and the Advisory Research Board of the Institute.
The credibility of the process will in this way be guaranteed
and the utilization of the results and decision-making in the
future will benefit from this procedure. The evaluation paper
work is carried out by the staff of Research Secretariat of the
Institute as a part of its normal duties and it thus also means
a building-up of competence in the field. The work to carry
through the survey and evaluation of the research programme is
still in progress.
REFERENCES
1. Swedish Radiation Protection Institute, 1991, The Chernobyl
Fallout in Sweden - Results from a Research Programme on
Environmental Radiology, Ed. Moberg, L., Stockholm.
2. Commission of the European Communities, 1989, Evaluation of
the Radiation Protection Research Programmes (1980-1984 and
1985-1989), EUR 12145 EN, Office for Official Publications of
the European Communities, Luxembourg.
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DOSIANA : SOFTWARE PACKAGE FOR OPERATIONAL DOSE
MANAGEMENT IN NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS
LEFAURE C. (*);TARALL G.(**);BREGEON B(***).
(*) CEPN, BP 48, 92263 Fontenay aux Roses Cedex - France
(**) EDF/DSRE, BP 114, 93203 Saint-Denis Cedex - France
(***) FRAMATOME, BP 3083, 69006 Lyon Cedex 3 - France
DOSIANA has been developed by CEPN for Electricite De France and
FRAMATOME, as an ALARA tool, in order to handle operational doses and to
integrate radiation protection and management objectives. It allows to
calculate potential collective exposure and to assess the impact of
various radiation protection actions. DOSIANA is a standardised tool for
any nuclear installation or operation. DOSIANA, is nowaday in use at EDF,
FRAMATOME and other european nuclear firms. In particular it has been very
helpful for the preparation, follow-up and past experience analysis of the
steam generator replacement that took place at Dampierre 1 in 1990.

DOSIANA
LOGICIEL POUR LA PREVISION ET L'ANALYSE DE LA
DOSIMETRIE OPERATIONNELLE DANS LES INSTALLATIONS NUCLEAIRES

DOSIANA a ete developpe par le CEPN pour le compte d 1 EDF et de FRAMATOME,
en tant qu'outil d'une politique ALARA, pour mieux maitriser la dosimetrie
operationnelle. Il permet d'evaluer "a priori" les doses collectives et
1 1 impact de multiples actions de radioprotection. DOSIANA est un outil
Standard qui peut S I appliquer a n I importe quel type d I installation
nucleaire ou de chantier. DOSIANA est actuellement en cours de diffusion a
EDF, a FRAMATOME et dans diverses installations nucleaires europeennes. Il
a, en particulier, servi de support pour la preparation, le suivi et
1 1 analyse de retour d 1 experience du chantier de remplacement de
generateurs de vapeur de Dampierre 1 en 1990.

INTRODUCTION
L 1 analyse de 1 1 historique d 1 operations de maintenance repetitives sur le
pare REP francais, a mis en evidence
que la dosimetrie des premieres
operations aurait pu etre reduite significativement si la radioprotectrion
avait joue un role plus important dans les differentes phases de ces
operations [1). Au vu de ces constatations EDF et FRAMATOME ont demande,
en 1987, au Centre d'Etudes sur 1 1 Evaluation de la Protection dans le
domaine Nucleaire (CEPN) de developper un logiciel pour assister, dans le
domaine de la radioprotection, les responsables d'intervention au niveau
de la preparation, et de la realisation des chantiers en centrales
nucleaires.
1

Principes

de

Base

Le developpement de cet outil informatique a ete realise afin de
satisfaire aux objectifs suivants
integrer la radioprotection dans la preparation, le suivi, et
l'analyse de retour d'experience des operations.
- realiser une gestion analytique fine de la dosimetrie operationnelle;
- d 1 evaluer les actions de radioprotection au niveau de 1 1 exploitation,
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de la maintenance et du demantelement des installations;
faciliter la mise en commun des expertises et les
entre exploitants, intervenants et ·- la radioprotection

interactions

De tels objectifs sont coherents avec !'application du principe ALARA, qui
implique une gestion
a priori" de la dosimetrie collective, en
complement du controle traditionnel
a posteriori" des doses
individuelles. Concretement il s'agissait de combiner ce qu'il est convenu
d' appeler
" le cycle du controle de gestion " avec les phases d • une
operation en vue de proposer un outil de dosimetrie analytique.
1.1 Le cycle du controle de gestion.
Quel que soit son domaine d'application, un systeme de controle de gestion
doit permettre:
- d'etablir des objectifs
- de mesurer des performances
- de comparer performances et objectifs
- d'analyser les causes d'ecarts
- de proposer et de suivre des actions correctrices
Un tel systeme est recurrent par definition puisque la derniere phase
conduit a fixer de nouveaux objectifs pour 1' etape (chantier, annee ... )
suivante. Le logiciel DOSIANA n'est autre qu'un outil pour appliquer un
tel systeme au domaine de la radioprotection.
PREPARATXOM

Pendant la phase de Preparation (d'un chantier, d'une annee ... ), la
quantification previsionnelle de divers scenarios de realisation du
travail doit aboutir a la fixation d'objectifs dosimetriques.Pendant la
phase de Realisation, les performances reelles doivent etre systematiquement mesurees et comparees aux previsions. En cas d'ecarts significatifs des actions correctrices peuvent etre definies, quantifiees et mise
en ceuvre. Pendant la Phase de Retour d' experience, 1 'analyse fine de
1' information recueillie permet de proposer des ameliorations pour les
operations a venir.
1.2 La Dosimetrie Analytique
Sans une bonne connaissance des debits de dose ambiants, de la duree des
taches, et des conditions de travail, il est tres difficile d'interpreter
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!'evolution des doses, d'une operation a la suivante ou d'une annee sur
!'autre; et il est m~me pratiquement impossible d'identifier les
parametres sur lesquels il est possible d' agir en vue d' ameliorer la
situation. Dans ces conditions le logiciel DOSIANA a ete defini en tenant
compte de ces donnees fondamentales (debits, durees d' exposition ... ) . Pour
differencier un tel systeme de ceux qui se focalisent sur le controle des
doses individuelles, !'appellation de DOSimetrie ANAlytique a ete retenue
par analogie avec le systeme de comptabilite ou l'on distingue
comptabilite generale et comptabilite analytique; la premiere aboutissant
a des bilans et resultats globaux et la seconde permettant d'expliquer la
genese de ces resultats.
2

Le

Logicie1

DOSIANA

DOSIANA est un logiciel qui fonctionne sur micro ordinateur,
eventuellement portable, et utilise un Systeme de Gestion et d'Analyse de
Bases de Donnees Relationnelles (EXADATA). Il s'agit d'un logiciel
interactif et convivial, dont !'utilisation ne requiert pas de
connaissances informatiques prealables.
2.1 Structure et Resultats
DOSIANA permet de creer des bases de donnees integrant tous les
parametres necessaires a la description et a !'analyse d'une operation du
point de vue dosimetrique. Chaque operation y est divisee en phases, sous
phases operatoires, ...... le niveau le plus fin correspond a des taches
elementaires dont le decoupage
apparait pertinent au regard de
!'exposition des operateurs. Chaque tache elementaire est caracterisee par
un debit de dose ambiant moyen, et un nombre d' operateurs. Chaque
operateur participant a une tache est decrit par l'entreprise a laquelle
il appartient, sa specialite, sa tenue, et son temps d'exposition.
Le logiciel ca1cu1e 1a dose co11ective et 1e vo1ume de travai1
expose ainsi que 1e nombre minimum d' operateurs satisfaisant 1es
"contraintes"
dosimetriques
retenues
pour
1 'operation
Ces
resultats sont disponibles pour le chantier dans son ensemble ou eclates
en fonction de criteres divers tels que les phases operatoires, les
specialites des operateurs, les entreprises intervenantes ..... .
Les fonctionalites du Systeme de Gestion et d'Analyse de Bases de Donnees
permettent de generer des scenarios differents de la reference initiale.
L'utilisateur de DOSIANA peut alors aisement eva1uer 1'impact de
mu1tip1es actions de radioprotection sur 1es doses et 1es temps
d'exposition. Les resultats issus de DOSIANA, en termes d'efficacite des
actions envisagees pour reduire !'exposition, sent directement utilisables
pour les etudes ALARA.
2.2 Fonctionalites
Le logiciel est con~u pour permettre :
- a p1usieurs equipes de fusionner leur travail dans une base
commune;
de communiquer l'integralite d'une base a un autre utilisateur, qui
peut ensuite !'adapter a l'environnement propre a son installation; ce
qui est particulierement interessant pour les exploitants disposant de
plusieurs installations similaires ;
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de traiter les donnees et les resultats avec d'autres traitements de
texte, tableurs ou logiciels graphiques.
L'utilisateur peut choisir et creer sa propre structure d'edition de
donnees et de resultats:
- tableaux croises (ex: dose collective pour une operation par phase et
specialite d'operateurs)
tableaux d'ecarts (ex: gains en volume de travail expose par
specialite et condition de travail apres mise en reuvre d'une option de
radioprotection)
- tableaux integrant donnees, resultats, et opeLations algebriques sur
ces donnees et resultats(ex: calcul des debits moyens par phase, ou des
doses individuelles moyennes par tache elementaire ...... )
DOSIANA permet d'effectuer des sorties graphiques, des analyses
statistiques simples sur donnees ou resultats ( moyennes, ecarts types,
regressions simples), de selectionner tout ou partie d'une base de donnee
et de fusionner plusieurs modalites d'une variable lors d'une edition.
2.3 Applications
DOSIANA est tout a fait adapte a la gestion de bases de donnees importantes correspondant a des operations majeures
le logiciel a ete utilise
pour :
la preparation, le suivi et l'analyse du retour d'experience du
remplacement de generateurs de vapeur de Dampierre 1 (France) en 1990 par
EDF et FRAMATOME ; DOSIANA a ete particulierement utile pour eclairer les
decisions en matiere de decontamination, mouvements d' eau dans les
circuits ... ; pour mettre en place des entrainements specifiques et ajuster
le nombre d'operateurs aux doses collectives prevues [2].
la preparation, le sui vi et 1' analyse du retour d' experience du
demantelement du reacteur BR3 a MOL en Belgique ; 1990/1991.
DOSIANA est tout aussi utile pour la preparation d'operation specifiques
de moindre importance: - comparaison de differents precedes de soudures
des
tuyauteries
primaires;
1990
(FRAMATOME);
travaux
sur
l'echangeur-regenerateur du controle chimique et volumetrique
1991
(FRAMATOME)
DOSIANA commence aussi a etre utilise par EDF pour evaluer l'impact de la
robotisation de diverses operations de maintenance.
Ces premieres applications ont demontre que DOSIANA pouvait etre utilise
apres une formation tres courte et qu'il est suffisamment flexible pour
etre applique a des operations de taille et de complexite tres
differentes.
DOSIANA sera prochainement dote d'un module specifique de suivi des
operations et complete par un module d'analyse economique.
Bibliographie:
[1] Lochard J. & al. "Analyse de la radioprotection des premieres operations
de microbillage des tubes de generateur des tranches 900 MWe"
Radioprotection, Vol 22,N°4 ,1987
[2] Jurion 0. & al. "La radioprotection du remplacement des generateurs de
vapeur a Dampierre, 1 R.G.N , N°5, 1990
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BEHAVIOUR

OF

RADIOCESIUM IN FOREST ECOSYSTEM
A NUCLEAR ACCIDENT.

CONTAMINATED

DURING

Vegetation and soils sampling were realized in 2 forest zones near the
accidented power plant of Chernobyl. The 137cs distribution in a red pine
stand is established; many specific measures of wood complete the study.
Results discussion point out the difficulties to manage the contaminated
forest area without a good knowledge of the radioelement biochemical cycle.

INTRODUCTION
En Europe de !'ouest, comme en URSS, l'efficacite du couvert forestier a
pieger la radioactivite a mis en evidence le role important et complexe que
peuvent jouer les forets en cas de retombees radioactives.
Des apres
!'accident de Tchernobyl, les arbres (detruits par irradiations directe et
indirecte) de la foret rouge ont ete enterres sans tenir compte de !'avis
des radioecologistes sovietiques.
Les effets negatifs qui sont
actuellement observes illustrent le manque de concertation entre
responsables
des
contre-mesures
(Tikhomirov
et
al.,
1991(1)).
Particulierement en zones nature1les, les decisions prises par les agents
de la radioprotection responsables des operations d'assainissement dans les
regions contaminees, doivent se baser sur l'etude radioecologique
(multidisciplinaire) du comportement de la radioactivite interceptee.
L'amenagement de surfaces forestieres contaminees requiert done une tres
bonne comprehension du cycle des radioelements entre les divers
compartiments qui constituent l'ecosysteme •foret".
L'objectif de cet expose est de presenter la distribution du radiocesium
entre les compartiments primordiaux d'un peuplement de pin sylvestre pres
de Tchernobyl, celle-ci resultant de !'evolution du cycle du radiocesium
depuis !'accident (4 ans).
Differents enseignements peuvent etre tires du
point de vue de la restauration sanitaire des sites forestiers.

RESULTATS

ET

DISCUSSION

Apres interception par la canopee (80-90 % du depot), certains
radioelements dont le radiocesium sont susceptibles d' etre incorpores
rapidement au cycle biologique nature! suite a son absorption au niveau du
feuillage.
En meme temps, le ruissellement des precipitations sur le
houppier contribue a !'accumulation d'une grande partie de l'activite a la
surface du sol.
Tikhomirov et al. (1991) (1) ont evalue respectivement a 1
et 6-8 mois les demi-vies du phenomene de lessivage de la radioactivite
interceptee par les arbres dans les zones contaminees de Tchernobyl et de
Kyshtym.
L' ··autoepuration·· naturelle du couvert forestier est maintenant
achevee dans le cadre de la contamination accidentelle de Tchernobyl.
La
figure 1 presente l'etat de contamination actuelle d'un peuplement de pin
sylvestre (30 ans) a Bourakovka (zone forestiere a 15 km a !'ouest de
Tchernobyl).
Si on fait abstraction du poste "ecorce" sur laquelle les
depots radioactifs residuels peuvent expliquer la contamination elevee, il
apparait que les organes perennes: branches et bois du tronc, peuvent
stocker a court terme une part non negligeable du radiocesium incorpore
dans la phytocenose
(Thiry et al., 1990).
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Le sol contient de loin la majorite du radiocesium depose; la migration
est peu efficiente puisque plus de 80% de l'activite est toujours localisee
dans les couches organiques de surface (0-2 em).
En plus d'un blocage
physique de la migration des particules radioactives, des processus
physico-chimiques de fixation interagissent a ce niveau.
En effet, des
phenomenes speciaux de retention du Cs ont ete mis en evidence specialement
dans les cou~hes du sol ou matieres organiques et minerales sont intimement
con fondues.
L 'aff inite pour le Cs des complexes argilo-humiques semble
plus elevee que celle deja connue des particules minerales du sol (Thiry et
al., 1991).

Pig.2:

Distribution
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Malgre l'efficience de la retention du Cs, 5% (1844.106 Bq/ha) du Cs
contenu dans 1' ecosysteme sont echangeables dans le substrat.
Cette
observation montre qu'il persiste un risque de contamination croissante de
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la vegetation.
La Fig. 2 met en evidence 1 'augmentation des teneurs en
1 3 7 Cs dans les aiguilles et rameaux (pin sy1vestre) formes apres 1986
(pre1evements effectues a Novo-Shepe1ichi, zone forestiere a 5 km de la
centrale accidentee).
De simples mecanismes de retranslocation acropetale
n'expliquent pas a eux seuls la contamination croissante.
En effet, a la
fig. 3 sont presentees les teneurs en 137cs dans les rameaux d'un jeune
plant de pin sylvestre (preleve a Bourakovka) qui s'est developpe apres
!'accident.
La stabilite,
voire !'augmentation du niveau des
concentrations en Cs montre qu'il existe un phenomene efficient
d'absorption racinaire (micorhizes?).
Celui-ci correspond a un facteur de
transfert maximum vers les rameaux de 8 ln-3 (R'J/<J.M.S./ Bq/g.sol sec) a
partir du substrat 0 (0-2cm).
En outre, l'ecorce semble concentrer le Cs;
malgre sa faible biomasse, plus de 50% de l'activite des rameaux y est
localisee.
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En ce qui concerne la distribution du radiocesium dans les cernes
annuels du tronc (pin sylvestre(35 ans) echantillonne a Bourakovka), 1a
Fig. 4 montre que le bois est contamine globalement de fac;:on homogene,
l'aubier etant legerement plus contamine que 1e duramen (2 fois plus). Les
cernes formes apres 1986 presentent cependant des teneurs superieures en
137cs. La teneur e1evee du cerne a peine elabore de printemps 90 temoigne
de l'intensite des mouvements du radiocesium au niveau des tissus jeunes
(cambium).
Si l'activite du bois forme se maintient a un niveau moyen de
8, 98 Bq/cm3, on peut raisonnablement evaluer que dans les conditions
etudiees (0,39 Ci/ha), la contamination de ce type de peuplement augmentera
au minimum de 45.106 Bq/ha.an de Cs incorpore dans la masse nouvellement
formee du tronc (production de 5m3/ha.an).
Si on se refere aux niveaux
permissibles en 137cs estimes par Thikomirov et al.
(1991 (2))pour
l 'utilisation de bois contamine, le bois qui serait produit par ce
peuplement ne pourrait meme pas etre utilise a des fins industrielles (meme
ecorce), ni servir a la construction et encore moins comme source de
combustible (respectivement 1.1, 1.1 et 5.5 fois trop contamine).
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CONCLUSIONS

Le comportement du radiocesium en foret est complexe.
La mobilite qui
caracterise la redistribution du Cs au niveau de la vegetation contraste
avec les mecanismes de retention qui agissent i la surface du sol.
Le
substrat represente indubitablement le pool primordial de Cs dans
l'ecosysteme forestier.
L'incidence d'une modification de la stabilite
physico-chimique des couches orqanigues (par coupe i blanc, eclaircie,
enlevement de litiere .. ) est prioritaire dans l'etude du risque i long
terme d'une contamination des compartiments annexes (vegetation, nappe
phrf>nr ique, ... ).

La variabilite des facteurs ecologiques (type de sol, d'humus, d'essence)
et economiques (foret de production, de protection, de recreation, ... )
conditionne le choix des contre-mesures i adopter.
Dans ce contexte, les operations d'assainissement necessitent pour chaque
site la connaissance de la distribution des radioelements et des mecanismes
qui influencent leurs mouvements.
A ce propos, des operations d'abattage
massif ou de travail de sol doivent etre envisagees avec prudence.
De
plus, ce type d'operation est justifiee dans certaines conditions
ecologiques tres locales mais est economiquement peu applicable sur de
grandes surfaces (Mishenkov et al., 1991) .
L' exploitation du bois en
territoire contamine doit egalement tenir compte des possibilites
d'accumulation de la radioactivite avec le temps et du role que joue
l'ecorce dans ce phenomene.
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ABSTRACT

The importance of the limnological character of lakes on the transport processes of longlived
radionuclides from the Chernobyl fallout (Cs-134, Cs-137, Ru-1 06, Sb-125) is examplified at
Lake Constance, a large hardwater lake, and Schreckensee and Vorsee from the same prealpine
region, which are small lakes with high organic loads. For Cs radionuclides in Lake Constance
adsorption at clay particles is the dominating process, whereas in the other lakes the interaction
with organic substances plays an important role with respect to their ecological behaviour.
INTRODUCTION

As a consequence of the Chernobyl accident radionuclides become introduced into freshwater
lakes in Europe at a well-defined date, which then participated in the ecological transport
processes according to their respective speciation 11/. Of particular interest are long-lived
radionuclides like Cs-137 or Sr-90, which are speciated in cationic form, and Ru-1 06 and
Sb-125, which are anionically speciated in freshwater /2/, since they participate in seasonal
cycles in lakes. This contribution is mainly focussed on Cs radionuclides and emphasizes the
importance of the ecological structure of lakes for self-cleaning processes in the waterbody and
the transfer into aquatic food chains. Examples are presented for different types of lakes
represented by Lake Constance (Bodensee) as a deep hardwater lake, which is an important
drinking water reservoir, and Schreckensee and Vorsee from the same prealpine region as small
lakes with high organic load. Implications with respect to Kiev reservoir are discussed.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Chernobyl Input
CIRCULATION

AP<I

T

STAGNATION
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om,---~~~~--~------~-

20m
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'. • .·' EPIUMNION

HYPOUMNION

F"!lclte Precipitation

In Lake Constance radionuclides from the Chernobyl fallout
were introduced in the time interval between the
establishment of summer stratification (mid-April) and the
calcite precipitation event induced by the spring algae
bloom (mid-May, see fig. 1 ). The input occurred mainly
across the water surface during rainfalls and the
contribution from tributaries was only minor /3/. Therefore
the dissolved radionuclides were initially restricted to the
epilimnion. There Cs radionuclides became adsorbed at
suspended clay mineral particles, which subsequently,
during the calcite precipitation event, acted as nucleation
sites for the growth of calcite crystals resulting in a
considerable increase in their sinking velocity /4/. This
caused an effective cleaning of the epilimnion and a rapid

SEDIMENT

Fig. 1 : Transport processes of dissolved radionuclides from the Chernobyl fallout in Lake
Constance.
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transport to the sediment and explains (i) the
inventory in Bq/m'
peak in the vertical radiocesium flux in settling
4000
6000
BODO
particles during calcite precipitation /5/, (ii) the
minimum of dissolved radionuclides in the
epilimnion observed at the end of the
~~~~~~~~~::m
Cs-137
J
Cs 134
stratification periods in 1986 and 1987 /1 ,6/
and (iii) the formation of a sharp horizon of Cs
radionuclides from the Chernobyl fallout in the
bottom sediment, which is well separated
from the Cs-1 3 7 input originating from the
nuclear weapons testing fallout (fig. 2). This
removal process could be reconstructed
quantitatively within an epilimnetic scavenging
model /4/. Since Cs radionuclides became
incorporated into clay mineral particles at
internal binding sites, their resolvability from
sediment is very small: Not more than 10% of
the Chernobyl-related Cs-137 inventory of a
representative sediment sample could be
brought back into solution in a five-step
Fig. 2: Depth distribution of Cs-134 and Cs-137
selective extraction procedure leaving only
in
bottom
sediments
from
Lake
clay, quartz and feldspars as solid residues
Constance sampled in 1991.
(fig. 3).
Ru-1 06 and Sb-1 25 were also transported to
the
sediment
mainly
during
calcite
precipitation in May 1 986 and the removal
100%
efficiency for these radionuclides was even
80%
higher than for Cs /5/. From model
00%
40%
calculations, however, particulate organic
20%
matter turned out to be the reactive phase in
the adsorption process prior to precipitation
/4/, which corresponds to the anionic
of
these
radionuclides.
speciation
Accordingly, by treating sediment samples
with respect to the extraction of organically Fig. 3: Residual
fractions
of
Cs-137
bound
anions,
about
30%
of
these
radionuclides in sediments from Lake
radionuclides could be brought back into
Constance (Bodensee) and Schreckensee
solution.
after Cs ion exchange (1). dissolution of
carbonates (2). organic matter (3). FeThese processes have important implications
and Mn-hydroxides (4) and amorphous
with respect to food chain transfer of Cs
silicates (5).
radionuclides from the Chernobyl fallout: (i)
The rapid and efficient removal of dissolved Cs radionuclides restricted drinking water
contaminations to very low levels (below 1 Bq/m 3 Cs-137 in 1991 /7/); (ii) the danger of
redissolution of Cs radionuclides from sediments is very low; (iii) the initial accumulation of
dissolved Cs radionuclides in the euphotic zone and their early removal explains the time
dependence of the observed specific Cs-137 activity of planctivorous fish (whitefish). A rather
steep increase in spring 1986 was followed by a rapid and continuous decrease with an effective
half-time of about 4 months (fig. 5). As a consequence the transfer of Cs-137 radionuclides in
the trophic chain remained limited and the contamination of carnivore fish (pike and eel) never
exceeded the initial contamination of planctivorous fish.
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Schreckensee and Vorsee, whose watershed includes swampy regions, suffered the same input
event at the same time. In Vorsee, the specific activity of dissolved Cs-137 in the water even in
1991 persistet at a level of about 200 Bq/m 3 (as measured after precipitation of dissolved Cs
ions with ammoniummolybdenumphosphate ion exchanger at pH = 4) and exhibited a significant
maximum in winter 1990/91 (fig. 4). This was attributed to the redissolution from sediments due
to a decomposition of organic substances, to which organically speciated Cs radionuclides were
Correspondingly,
in
deeper
bound.
Schreckensee a considerable increase of
30
specific Cs-137 activity towards the
25
500
sediment
was
observed
during
the
stratification period
/7 I. The binding
strength of Cs radionuclides to sediments in
this lake is much weaker than in Lake
h200
Constance; about 50% of the Cs inventory
could be brought back into solution
100
applying the same extraction procedure (fig.
3). This is attributed to a predominantly
Aug
Aug
Okt
Jon
AP<
1990
1991
organic binding of Cs radionuclides in these
sediments.
The
implications
on
fish
contaminations became evident from fig. 5: Fig. 4: Concentration of dissolved Cs-137 and
water temperature in Vorsee 1990/91.
The general contamination levels of fish are

'""

higher than in Lake Constance and the
specific Cs-137 activity of carnivorous fish is higher than that of herbivorous fish due to food
chain accumulation. Additionally, the decrease of contamination is much slower than in Lake
Constance. The importance of organic processes in these lakes is emphasized by a considerable
increase of the Ru-1 06 and Sb-125 to Cs-137 isotopic ratio in sediments from these lakes.
Bodeusee: pike and eel
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Lake Constance (Bodensee) and Schreckensee.
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Results of the radiocesium contamination of
fish from Kiev reservoir suggests a closer
Vorsee
Kiev reservor
similarity to the second type of lakes: Both the
contamination distribution among different fish
species as well as the time constants of the
decrease of contamination of fish from the
.'
central part of Kiev reservoir are similar to
findings from Vorsee (fig. 6). This may be
considered as an indication for continuous
input of Cs radionuclides or due to
Perch
enc
udd
redissolution from sediments as well as for the
absence of effective self-cleaning processes in Fig. 6: Specific activity of Cs-137 in perch,
this reservoir. It is emphasized, however, that
tench and rudd from Kiev reservoir (left)
Sr-90 radionuclides in this aquatic ecosystem
and Vorsee (right) in 1 990.
are of much higher importance than in any
other European lake outside Sowjetunion, mainly due to the release of this radionuclide from
nuclear fuel particles /8/.
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RADIOCESIUM BODY BURDENS IN NORTHERN CANADIANS
B. L. Tracy and G. H. Kramer
Bureau of Radiation and Medical Devices
Department of National Health and Welfare
Ottawa, Canada
ABSTRACT
Whole body measurements were carried out on 1117 Canadians living
in five Arctic communities during 1989 and 1990 in order to assess
the uptake of radiocesium from the lichen-caribou-human food chain.
The Cs-137 body burdens increased with age, and were twice as high
for men as for women. There was a discrepancy between the reported
meat consumption and the measured body burdens. Average radiation
doses from ingested radiocesium varied from 0.01 to 0.10 mSvfa.
INTRODUCTION
It has been known since the early 1960's, when intensive testing of
nuclear weapons was carried out in the atmosphere, that the lichencaribou-human food chain is an important pathway for the uptake of
radiocesium.
This is particularly true in far northern regions
where fallout radionuclides accumulate on slowly growing lichens.
These in turn serve as the major food source of reindeer and
caribou during the long winter months.
Many northern Canadians
depend on caribou hunting for their main supply of meat.
After the Chernobyl accident in 1986, renewed concern was raised
about possible contamination of Canadian caribou herds by fallout
radiocesium.
Measurements carried out on caribou meat by this
laboratory between 1986 and 1988 showed that only about 25% of the
radiocesium in canada resulted from the Chernobyl accident; the
remainder was residual fallout from early weapons testing.
However, exposure to radiocesium depends on the diet and lifestyle
of the people, as well as on the levels in caribou meat. The only
way to obtain a direct measure of exposure to humans is to carry
out whole-body monitoring.
This paper describes such a set of
measurements.
EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS
Measurements were carried out in the following communities:
Baker Lake, NWT
Rae-Edzo, NWT
Old Crow, Yukon
Aklavik, NWT
Ft. McPherson, NWT

Feb.,
March,
March,
March,
April,
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1989
1989
1990
1990
1990

416
378
92
115
116

subjects
subjects
subjects
subjects
subjects

Efforts were made to obtain a good representation from both sexes
and all age groups.
The counting equipment was usually set up at the nursing station in
each community. The subject was seated comfortably in a chair. A
5" x 4" Harshaw Nai(Tl) scintillation detector was placed close to
the abdomen and thighs and a 3" x 3 11 detector was placed close to
the chest.
In the case of a small child the chest detector was
omitted.
Each measurement required only 5 minutes. The signals
were processed by a Canberra S100 data acquisition system and the
resulting gamma ray spectrum was displayed on a video screen which
was visible to the subject.
Cesium-137 was identified by its
photopeak at 661.6 keV. At the end of the measurement the subject
was given a printout of the result and an explanation of its
significance. The counting system had been previously calibrated
at the laboratory by using phantoms resembling an adult male, a 10year old, and a 4-year old and filled with water containing a
solution of Cs-137. The detection limit varied between 0.1 and 0.3
kBq of Cs-137, depending on the background at the nursing station.
Each subject was asked to complete a dietary survey, with the
assistance of a native interpreter.
The subject estimated the
amount of caribou eaten at each meal by pointing to models of
various sized pieces of meat.
Radiocesium analyses were carried
out on samples of caribou meat obtained from recent kills in each
community.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 1 shows how the radiocesium body burdens varied with age
group and sex in one particular community -- Baker Lake. Results
for the other communities were similar. Note that the levels were
very low in children, then rose during the adolescent and early
adult years to reach a peak in middle age (50- 60). After age 60
the levels declined. Results for males were consistently about a
factor of two higher than those for females.
Table 1 summarizes the results for the five communities for all
adults (age >20).
The predicted body burdens were calculated as
follows:
BB(kBq)

Cone. in meat(kBq/kg) x consumption(kgjwk)/7 x GI uptake
x biological half-time(days)/ln(2)

The average weekly consumptions of caribou meat were based on
results provided in the dietary survey. GI uptake was assumed to
be 100% (1).
The biological half-times for radiocesium in the
body were taken to be 96 days for men and 65 days for women (2).
In all cases, the observed body burdens in men were about twice as
high as those in women.
This is only partially explained by the
differences in reported consumption. The remainder of the factor
of two can be explained by the shorter biological half time for
radiocesium in women (65 as opposed to 96 days). The observed body
burdens are well correlated with the measured concentrations in
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meat for each community (r

=

0.973 for men and 0.985 for women).

The most notable feature of Table 1 is that the predicted body
burdens are consistently 2 to 4 times as high as the measured
values. Aklavik would appear to be an exception, but the measured
values for this community are too close to the detection limit (0.2
kBq) to draw any conclusions.
The discrepancy between predicted
and observed values is difficult to explain.
One possibility is
that the GI uptake factor is considerably less than 100 % for
radiocesium in meat. To test this possibility, several volunteers
from this laboratory consumed known amounts of caribou meat
containing Cs-137(3).
Whole body, urine and fecal measurements
were all consistent with a GI uptake factor >98 % The experiment
also showed that the biological half times assumed here are quite
reasonable. The only remaining possibility is that the people were
consistently overestimating their consumption of caribou meat. It
is curious that the degree of overestimation should be consistent
between sexes and from one community to another. Furthermore, the
degree of overestimation was found to be consistent even between
different age groups in the same community.
If people were, in
fact, overestimating their meat consumption, then the radiocesium
body burden measurements provide an independent means of estimating
consumption.
This could be useful for an accurate assessment of
the intake of other toxic substances.
The annual dose to each sex group in each community from the
observed Cs-137 body burden has been calculated from:
Dose(mSvja)

=

0.043 x body burden(kBq)

This assumes a) body burden is maintained for one year
b) energy deposited per disintegration is 0.59 MeV
c) an adult weighs 70 kg.
The values are given at the
represent an insignificant
exposure of 2 to 3 mSvja. The
individual was 9.5 kBq, which

bottom of table 1.
These values
increase over natural background
highest body burden observed for any
gave a dose of 0.41 msv;a.
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cone. in meat
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men
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men
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men
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men
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McPherson
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109
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30
20
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60
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STUDIES ON IN-SITU MEASUREMENT OF FALLOUT NUCLIDES
DERIVED FROM THE CHERNOBYL REACTOR ACCIDENT
USING HIGH-PURITY GERMANIUM DETECTOR
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Shimane Pref. Inst. for Public Health and Env. Sci., Nishihamasada, Matsue 690-0 I
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JAPAN
1. Introduction

Fallout nuclides derived from the Chemobyl reactor accident (from now on CRA) in April 26
of I986, were detected at Matsue in Shimane Prefecture (SW Japan located about 7,800 km East
from Chemobyl reactor site) in rain water and airborne particles collected in May 4 {local time).
The Shimane Prefectural Institute for Public Health and Environmental Science (SPI) started
monitoring of the effect of CRA mainly by non-destructive gamma-ray spectrometry of various
environmental samples collected from entire area in Shimane. Details of this observation will be
given in the Science Report of SPin. Besides the laboratory measurement of the samples collected,
in-situ gamma spectrometry using high purity Ge detector was performed from May 9 to early July.
This paper describes the results of in-situ measurement of the effects of CRA.
2. Measurement and Data Analysis
Two portable Ge detectors were used for in-situ measurement of gamma-ray spectrum. One
is aGe detector with efficiency of 40.5% relative to a 3"x3" Nai(Tl) detector and 1.77 keV of
energy resolution (FWHM) at 1.33 MeV, and the other is aGe detector with relative efficiency of
7.2 %. Techniques of data analysis of in-situ measurement for obtaining dose rate amVor
accumulation of fallout nuclides is almost the same as the method developed by Beck et al2). The
Ge detector was set facing down I m above the ground surface, and gamma-ray spectrum was
measured for I to 2 hours. To compare the result obtained by in-situ measurement with those by
soil sampling method, surface soils of 0- 21 em were collected at 3 em intervals just below the Ge
detector.
About 200 measurements were made from May 9 to early July. Gamma-ray spectra were
analyzed by an automatic peak search program. The dose rates for the fallout nuclides derived from
CRA together with those for natural radionuclides belonging to the U- and Th-series and K-40 were
calculated by multiplying the count rate of gamma-ray peaks with conversion factors obtained for
each Ge detector. Depth profile of Cs-137 accumulated in surface soil before CRA was simulated
by an exponential function given by Ax= A0 exp (-ax), where~ and J\ are the Cs-137 activity at
soil smface and depth x, respectively. The a is a fitting parameter of depth profile. The a value
obtained by the analysis of the soil samples ranged from 0.4 to 0.9 cm-1• Detail of the calibration
method of the Ge detectors will be described elsewhere0. The density of surface soil was measured
to be 1.5 - 1.6 glcm3, therefore, 1.6 glcm3 was adopted in the calculation of conversion factors.
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Fig. 1. In-situ gamma-ray spectrum of 200- 700 keV region measured at 12:00
to 14:00 of May 9, 1986. Measuring time and gain setting were 120 min
and 0.667 keV/ch, respectively.

3. Results and Discussion
In-situ gamma-ray spectrum obtained in May 9, 1986, is shown in Fig. 1. Fallout nuclides
identified are Te-132 (228, 668 keY), I-131 (284, 364, 637 keY), Ru-101 (497 keY), 1-132 (523,
727 keY), Cs-134 (605, 795 keY) and Cs-137 (662 keY). Results of analyses of In-situ
measurements are summarized in Tables 1, and 2, and the time variations of dose (exposure) rates
ofCs-137, 1-131 and Ru-103 are shown in Figs. 2 to 4.
[ Cs-137] Dose rate and/or accumulation ofCs-137 was calculated by assuming the depth proftle
ofCs-137 being exponential and/or exponential+ surface distribution before and after CRA,
respectively. Contnbution of nuclear weapons tests is shown by a dotted line in Fig. 2.
Accumulation of Cs-137 at the measuring point is order of magnitude lower than the value
measured at typical uncultivated area in Shimane, because the construction of the SPI building
begun in 1975. Accumulation ofCs-137 in surface soil begun since that year. As known from Fig.
2, dose rate has increased from 0.15 to 0.32 nGy!h by CRA. Appreciable increase of dose rate was
not found after the initial increase during early May, because most of Cs-137 had fallen in a short
time during this period. If in-situ measurements were made at uncultivated area with high amount
of Cs-137, such a small increase of dose rate could not precisely be evaluated by in-situ
measurement. Accumulation of Cs-137 estimated by in-situ measurement agreed well with soil
sampling method within 15 %. Increase of Cs-137 accumulation by CRA was estimated to be
about 70 MBqfkm2 at Matsue.
Tabler 1. Dose and accumulation of Cs-137 before and after CRA.

Measured
Dose (nGy!h)
Accumulation (MBqlsq.km)
Date
Average
Range
Average
Range
BeforeCRA 0.156
[0.119-0.186]
110
[87- 123]
180
[153- 196]
After CRA
0.324
[0.257- 0.366]
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Depth profile used
in the calculation
Exponential
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Fig. 2. Variation of dose rate due to fallout Cs-137 measured at Matsue.
[ 1-131 ] Dose rate and accumulation ofi-131 at May 9 were calculated to be 0.918 nGy/h and 536
MBqlkm2, respectively, by assuming surface distribution.(a = inftnity) on the ground. As shown
in Fig. 3, apparent half-life ofi-131 in an early stage (May 9 to 20) was evaluated to be 12.8 days,
however, after this period, it became 7.9 days, which corresponds to the physical half-life of 8.06
d. Concentration ofl-131 in the surface air measured by high volume air-sampler showed two
peaks in May 8 (before the beginning of in-situ measurement) and May 13 (114 of that observed in
May 8). Longer apparent half-life of 1-131 in early stage might be explained by the delay of the
deposition of 1-131 (compared with other fallout nuclides), because signiftcant fraction of 1-131
was found to be in gaseous state as evidenced by the sampling with charcoal ftlter, and partly by the
contribution of second plume observed in May 13. Integral dose due to 1-131 during May 8 (when
maximum air concentration was observed) through the beginning of July was estimated to be 338
nGy.
[ Ru-103 ] As shown in Fig. 4, apparent half-life of Ru-103 was calculated to be 36.8 days,
which is a little shorte r than the physical half-life of 39.6 days. This may be explained by the
downward migration ofRu-103 due to the rain fall during this period. Dose rate and accumulation
ofRu-103 estimated for May 9 are 0.305 nGy/h and 140 MBqlkm2, respectively. Integral dose
due to Ru-103 was calculated to be 436 nGy, which is little higher than that ofl-131.
Dose rate due to Cs-137 measured after 8 months of CRA was 0.28 nGy/h, which is 4/5 of that
measured at lbaraki Prefecture (0.35 nGy/h), located 700 km East ofShimane.
Table 2. Dose, accumulation, integral dose and apparent half-life of fallout nuclides.
Nuclide

Integral Dose

May9, 1986
(nGylh)

(MBqlsq.km)

(nGy)

Cs-137
1-131

0.318
0.918

177
536

0.32xhour
338

Ru-103

0.305

140

436
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Apparent Half-life

>lOOOd
12.8 d tuntil May 20)
7.9 r\ taller May 20)
36.7d
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COMPARISON OF MEASURED RADIOECOLOGICAL PARAMETERS IN
AACHEN AFTER THE CHERNOBYL ACCIDENT WITH VALUES USED IN THE
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
H. Bonka
Lehrgebiet Strahlenschutz in der Kerntechnik,
RWTH Aachen.
ABSTRACT
After the nuclear reactor accident at Chernobyl it was possible just like after the
nuclear weapon tests to measure important radioecological parameters. It could be explained why the transport of I 131 from air into milk was overestimated by a factor of
approx. 5 due to the used compartment model. The most important measured parameters
in Aachen are stated.
INTRODUCTION
The calculation method as well as the applied data for the calculation of the radiation
exposure of the population in the vicinity of nuclear plants are fixed in licensing procedures
of the government in the Federal Republic of Germany 1 . At the time, when the nuclear
reactor accident happened in Chernobyl, the regulation had to be modified because of
the amendment of the radiation protection regulation. As an example, Fig. 1 shows
the compartment model to calculate the transport of the radionuclides without H 3 and
C 14 from air into the edible part of plants and of pasture grass into milk and meat. For
licensing procedures the food groups leafy vegetables, non-leafy vegetables, cow's milk
and beef are taken into consideration.
DEPOSITION VELOCITY
From May 1st 1986 until the evening of May 3rd 1986 radionuclides were deposited
in Aachen only due to dry deposition. The deposited aerosolbound activity on grass increased continuously whereas the I 131 activity showed two peaks before the first rainfall 2 •
The first peak most probably results from the change of air activity. The second peak can
be caused by the sorption and desorption due to dewfall during the night. Taking into
account the activity concentration in air a deposition velocity of 0.025 to 0.11 cm/s with
a mean value of 0.07 cm/s results for the aerosolbound Cs 137 on 10 to 15 em high grass.
Without taking into account the two peaks, the deposition velocity for the total I 131 lies
between 0.13 and 0.17 cm/s. For the peaks the deposition velocity amounts to 0.28 cm/s.
Referring to elemental iodine only, a mean value of approx. 0.7 cm/s results. For the
new licensing procedures in the Federal Republic of Germany 1 the deposition velocity for
aerosolbound radionuclides was enhanced from 0.1 to 0.15 cm/s. For elemental iodine a
value of 1 cm/s is still used. For aerosolbound radionuclides however, the size distribution
of the particles must be considered. Since about two years Cs 134 can be used to measure
the higher deposition velocity in forests compared to the deposition velocity on grass.
Values result which are 3 to 8 times higher.
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Fig. 1: Compartment model to calculate the transport of radionuclides in nourishment
at air pathway
WASHOUT COEFFICIENT AND RETENTION FACTOR ON GRASS
During two rain events on May 3rd 1986 of 0.25 mm and 0.95 mm on May 5th 1986,
the washout ratio in dependence of the rain intensity I could be measured. Assuming
the activity concentration to be constant over the height, a value can be derived which is
comparable to the washout coefficient 2 • This value increased during the first rain event
with (I/I0 ) 0 · 74 and at the second with (I/I0 ) 0 ·56 . According to the licensing procedures 1
the washout coefficient A can be calculated for aerosolbound radionuclides and elemental
iodine to 7 · 10-ss- 1 · (I/10 ) 0 ·8 . The measured retention factor lies between 0.2 and 0.6
with a mean value of approx. 0.4. In reference 1 the fw-value was enhanced from 0.2 to
0.3.
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HALF-LIFE FOR THE REMOVAL OF ACTIVITY ON PLANTS
When the activity concentration in the air became neglectable, the half-life for the
removal of the activity on grass due to weathering could be determined by measuring the
deposited activity per unit ground area. A half-life of approx. 10 days results for I 131,
one of approx. 14 days for Cs 134 and Cs 137. A value of 8 days results for Ru 103. In
reference 1 a value of 14 days was defined for all radionuclides.
TRANSFER FACTOR FOOD-MILK
The determination of the transfer factor food-milk for I 131 showed the most important result. In the frame of licensing procedures a value of 0.01 d/1 was used. It
was obvious for all scientists working in the field of radioecology that using this value
and the above mentioned deposition velocity the transfer of I 131 from air into milk was
overestimated by a factor of 5. Measurements in cow's milk of one smaller and four larger
farms showed in May and June 1986 a I 131-transfer factor of approx. 0.002 d/1 and an
effective removal rate constant of approx. 0.6 d- 1 . For Cs 137 a value of approx. 0.003
d/1 results for the transfer factor as well a value of approx. 0.4 d- 1 for the removal rate
constant 3 . The transfer factor increased during the grazing period to approx. 0.007 d/1,
if only taking into account the specific activity in grass that was cut approx. 1 em above
soil. Tests showed that this was caused by the additional activity of cows which partly
tore grass roots and took in soil as well 4 . For licensing procedures 1 the transfer factor
food-milk for I 131 was lowered to 0.003 d/1 and for Cs 137 from 0.012 d/1 to 0.005 d/1.
TRANSFER FACTOR FOOD-BEEF
In order to determine the transfer factor food-beef the specific activity in beef was
measured in detail from 1986 until 1990. When comparing the specific Cs 137-activity
in beef with the activity concentration in cow's milk of 3 farms it can be seen that the
value in beef is approx. 6 times higher. According to this the transfer factor lies between
0.015 and 0.04 d/kg. In licensing procedures 1 the transfer factor was already increased
from 0.004 to 0.03 d/kg in 1982. This step was right according to the measured values.
TRANSFER FACTOR SOIL-GRASS
Soil and grass samples were taken over the whole Federal Republic of Germany in
order to analyze the local and temporary variability of the transfer factor soil-grass after
a single contamination. Table 1 shows the measured values. In licensing procedures 1 a
value of 0.05 is used.
Table 1: Measured transfer factor soil-grass

mean value
Maximum value
number of samples

1987
Cs 134 Cs 137
0.21
0.19
2.8
2.6
79
82

1988
Cs 134 Cs 137
0.055
0.077
0.75
0.57
41
39
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1989
Cs 134 Cs 137
0.043
0.038
1.13
0.85
94
96

1990
Cs 134 Cs 137
0.044
0.037
0.21
0.18
50
57

SPECIFIC CS 134- AND CS 137-ACTIVITY IN HUMAN BODIES
Parallel to the very detailed determination of the specific activity in food in Aachen
the specific Cs-activity in bodies of adults was measured gammaspectrometrically. Assuming realistic alimetation habits a very good agreement can be stated between calculation
and measurement 5 for an effective half-life of 110 days as shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2: Measured mean specific activity of Cs 134, Cs 137 and K 40 in arms of male
adults in Aachen compared with calculated values
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MECHANISMS OF CESIUM TRANSFER IN FOREST ECOSYSTEMS
CONTINUOUS MONITORING OF ROEDEER CONTAMINATION

OBTAINED
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ABSTRACT

At a roedeer population from a prealpine forest area ( 1600 km 2 ) periodic contamination maxima
in autumn, a slow overall decrease with an effective ecological half-time of 2,6 + 1- 0,4 years
and a regional pattern with characteristic small-scale variations representing the transfer of Cs
radionuclides from the soil to the animals are observed. The depth distribution of Cs radionuclides in the layered forest soil is peaked in the uppermost humic layer and it is inferred that
binding to organic substances plays an important role in the fixation of these radionuclides. This
is corroborated by observations in a highmoor, where the shape of the depth distribution and the
transfer to plants turned out to be rather similar to those of forest soils and at fertilized forest
areas, where the transfer factor was significantly reduced.
INTRODUCTION

In the glacially formed prealpine region of Oberschwaben in the south west of Germany the
contamination with Chernobyl fallout is among the highest in central Europe. The specific activity
of Cs radionuclides in roedeer from this area, grazing mainly in forests, is higher than for other
animal species and decayes only slowly in time /1 /. Additionally it exhibits a characteristic
seasonal structure /1 ,2/, which was similarly observed for roedeer from Sweden /3/ and from
Bavaria /4/, and a small-scale regional structure, which was well reproduced over several years.
We propose that these structures are related to the particular type of speciation of Cs radionuclides in layered forest soils, in particular to their association with organic substances in the uppermost humic layer /5-9/.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In collaboration with local forest authorities the
1500
specific activities of Cs-137 and Cs-134 in most
of the roedeer shot in this area - about 800
samples per year - have been measured gammaspectrometrically since 1987.
The time
dependence of the roedeer contamination - in
fig. 1 the arithmetic mean over two weeks is
shown - exhibits periodic contamination maxima
in autumn, which are correlated with the well1987
90
88
defined
season
of
mushrooms.
Several
mushroom species - among them the abundant
edible species chestnut boletus (xerocomus fig. 1: Specific activity of Cs-13 7 in roedeer
badius) - have extraordinarily high cesium
meat versus time. Amount and
transfer factors !1 I and mushrooms are part of
season of mushrooms is indicated on
the diet of roedeer in autumn /3/. Therefore
the time scale.
grazing of mushrooms is considered to be mainly
responsible for the steep increase of roedeer contamination in autumn and its subsequent
decrease is due to the abrupt end of the mushroom season. An additional reason for the in-

.
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creased contamination levels may be the
general increase of roedeer intake in
autumn
/4/.
The
overall
effective
ecological half-time of the specific Cs-137
activity
in
the
roedeer
population,
obtained from an exponential leastsquares fit to all existing data for 4 years
of monitoring, is 2,6 + /- 0,4 years.
Within this rather small and geologically
uniform region (glacially formed muraines)
the radiocesium (Cs-1 34 and Cs-137)
contamination levels of individual animals
varied widely between less than 10 and
more than 3000 Bq/kg. The regional
distribution
of
the
contamination
(individual animals were attributed to the
sites of shooting), on the other hand,
appeared to be stable over several years
exhibiting small areas with groups of ~
animals
showing
substantial
contamination (fig. 2). Taking into account the
restricted grazing areas of individual
animals
it
is
proposed
that
this
10 km
0
5
contamination pattern reflects the pattern
of local transfer factors from soil to
roedeer via grazing plants. This was fig. 2: Regional distribution of specific Cs-13 7
studied in detail in the largest forest of
activity of roedeer in southern Germany
this area with a spatial resolution of 0,5 x
1991. Inset shows the years 90 and 89.
0,5 km 2 , where differences of about a
Each dot represents the average value of
factor 50 in local transfer factors soilsamples from an area of 0,5x0,5 km 2 .
roedeer were obtained
between the northern and
Cs-137 transfer factor [m 2 /Kg]
Cs-137 transfer foetor [m /k.g(dm)]
southern part of this
. < 0,01
<
0,01
forest (fig. 3).
• 0,01 - 0,02
• 0,01 - 0,02
These observations can
• 0,02 - 0,05
• 0,02 - 0,05
• 0,05- 0,10
• 0,05- 0,10
be explained by (i) local
•
0,10- 0,20
• 0,10 - 0,20
vanat1ons of the avai• > 0,20
• > 0,20
lability of Cs radionuclides
in the forest soils for the
uptake by grazing plants
or (ii) local changes of the
abundances of grazing
plants
with
different
plant-specific transfer efficiencies. Since a similar
5 km
5 km
pattern was obtained for
the transfer factors soilfig. 4: Cs-137 transfer factor
(fig. 4), we fig. 3: Cs-137 transfer factor
blackberry
soil-roedeer for the
soil-blackberry
conclude that the type of
forest area Altdorfer
measured 1991.
binding of Cs radionuclides
Wald. Samples taken
in the forest soils, i. e. the
1991. Dot represenbioavailability in soil, is of
tation as in fig. 2.
major importance for the
1
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contamination pattern.
activity (Bqj(m a • c:m}]
0
:&000
4000
horizon
The investigation of the depth distribution
+.J
of Cs radionuclides in the soil of this
Oi+Oe L+Of(-..;.~:::1~~::.::...~-tli.w.W.L=:o-,
+1
forest revealed a high fraction of Cs
o. ohr-----~~~--------~~~~~~ 0
radionuclides from the Chernobyl fallout
still present in the uppermost humic layer
of the soil, i.e. not deeper than 4 em, in
accordance with results for several other
European forests /6-9/. A depth profile
obtained from a sampling side in Altdorfer
Wald is shown in fig. 5 together with the
B B
layering of the soil. Since the uppermost
soil layer mainly consists of organic
substances we presume a rather strong
L-------------------~--------~-·~s
binding of Cs to organic substances,
which prevents Cs radionuclides from fig. 5: Layering of soil horizons and Cs-13 7
transport to larger depths. This is in
depth profile in a forest soil from
accordance with the results of laboratory
Altdorfer Wald (20. 12. 90).
experiments showing a high retention of
Cs in 0 horizons /5/. The transfer factors soilplant in this forest vary with the thickness of both
0 and Ah horizons showing highest values for total
thicknesses as low as 2 em (fig. 6). which
emphasizes the importance of a well-developped 0
horizon
for
Cs
immobilization.
Another
corroboration comes from depth profiles and
transfer factors to plants measured in sphagnum
bogs of this region. Despite of the lack of mineral
10
12
thickness of humus layer (0· and Ah-hodzons (ern])
components and layering of these soils, the shape
of the depth profile in these soils is quite similar to
that in forest soils (apart from an extension fig. 6: Cs-137
transfer
factor
soiltowards greater depths, fig. 7) and transfer
blackberry versus thickness of
factors soil - plants do not differ as much for plant
humus layer (0- and A.-horizons).
species growing both in forest and sphagnum
bogs /2/.
activity Cs-137 (Bq/m 1 )

As
a consequence
organically
bound
Cs
radionuclides will be remobilized by the decomposition of their organic carriers as proposed by
D6rr and MOnnich /10/ and thus become available
for the uptake by plants. Thus this system is very
sensititve to changes of the chemical milieu, which
can e.g. be induced by fertilizer treatment of the
forest soil. Correspondingly, on a forest area
treated with a fertilizer consisting mainly of CaC0 3

5000

10000

15000

0-lcm
4-&m

8-12cm

1:}.16cm
16-20cm
20-24cm

prior to the Chernobyl contamination, the transfer
fig. 7: Depth profile
of Cs-137
in
factor for several plants is significantly reduced as
sphagnum bog of Brunnenholzried.
compared to a neighbouring untreated forest area
(fig. 8). This effect might be explained by (i) the
known faster decomposition of organic matter after liming inducing higher concentrations of ions
in the soil solution; (ii) the definition of the transfer factor itself: the above-ground biomass of the
bottom layer plants regarded on the limed field exceeds the biomass on the control! area
considerably; or (iii) an enhancement of Cs association with organic matter.
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CONCLUSION

The observed seasonal and regional structures
in the radiocesium contamination of the roedeer
population of a prealpine forest (picea abies)
area emphasize the importance of the organic
spec1at1on of Cs radionuclides from the
Chernobyl fallout in forest soils with respect to
transfer processes.

The support of the Ministry of Environment of
the State Baden-Wurttemberg is gratefully acknowledged.

o,s

fern

bilberry

rasberry

blackberry

dover

fig. 8: Relative reduction
of Cs-137
transfer due
to
fertilizer for
different plants from forest soil
treated with a fertilizer containing
83% CaC0 3 • The normalization is
with respect to untreated soil.
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A STUDY
IN

U.F.R. des
Franche Comte,

OF CONTAMINATION IN CESIUM 137 IN MUSHROOMS
FRENCH REGION AFTER CHERNOBYL ACCIDENT

After the accident at Chernobyl on 26 April 1986, we have
the radiocontamination of 36 species of fungus gathered in
1988 and 1989 on 17 sites in eastern France (Franche-Comte). The
species selected based on their biological characteristics, were
analyzed by gamma spectrometry. 25% of species contained amounts
of Cesium 137; for 8% exceeded the level of 600 Bq.Kg- 1 of fresh
matter.
75%
of
the
species mycorhizal,
25
were
saprophytes.
Edible species showed little or no contamination.
study

INTRODUCTION
Apres
1' accident
de
Tchernobyl,
des
mesures
ont
ete
effectuees sur differents champignons dans quelques pays touches
par le nuage radioactif en mai 1986 (1, 3, 4).
En France,
des mesures ponctuelles,
effectuees 9a et
la
(2),
ont montre que dans
certains cas
les accumulations
de
cesium 137 dans les carpophores etient loin d'~tre negligeables.
La region de Franche-Comte (Est de la france) fut touchee par le
nuage radioactif durant le mois de mai 1986.
Il etait
important de conna1tre
comment
les
champignons
avaient fixe les elements radioactifs ambiants et surtout s'ils
presentaient un danger a la consommation.
MATERIEL

ET

Choix

METHODES
des

especes

et

des

sites

de

recolte

Nous avons choisi les especes en fonction de leur position
taxonomique et de leurs caracteristiques biologiques.
Les echantillons ont ete recoltes sur 16 sites en FrancheComte,
determines en fonction de leurs caracteres ecologiques
(altitude,
exposition,
sol,
microtopographie,
vegetation) .
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Methodes

de

mesu;res

dans
une
est
place
b;roye
et
Chaque
echantillon
cellule standard pour le dosage pd~cis de la quantite de cesium
137 contenue.
La mesu;re de ce radioelement est realisee sur une cha!.ne de
mesure etalonnee de spectrometrie gamma (Ge(Li)).
L'ensemble des
resultats
(tab1eau.1)
est
presente en
Becque;rel par kilo de matiere fraiche ou seche (Bq/kg)
L' e;rreu;r
;relative dans la plupa;rt des cas est egale a 10 %.

DATE
DE
RECOLTE

ESPECE

c.s.

Agacicus campester

19111188
21109/89
22/09189
12/10189

Agacicus hortcnsi.~ c.s.
Amanita citrina S!C.M.

13111Y8~

41!UI88
12/11/88
20/11/88
20/11/88
4110/89
9/10/89
14104189
4/1UI88
19/11188
3109/89
17/09/89
19111Y88
15/11Y89
19/11188
3101189
13111188
21YII/88
20111188
7110/89
13111188
121HY89
21Y11/88

Amanita muscaria T.M.
Amamla rub~scens C.M.
Boletus eduli$
C.M.
Calocybe gambosa c.s.
Cantharellus cibarius
C.M.

Cantharellus tubaeformis
C.M.

Col]ybia peronata SIC.S.

Cortinanus cyanopus

.

Cortirtarius hinnuleu.s
Cortinarius versicolor
Craterellus cornucopW«ks C.M.
Crepidot us variabilis

contamination en cesium 137
exprim~e en Beequerels
par kilo de

par kilo de
mntiCre fraiche
0
0
0
0
0
0

115
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
7

129
55
6

matiere

s~che

~16

llJ668

2470
0
0
0
0
0

~14J

Cystoderma amianthinum 20/11/88

18149

Lactarius ckterrimus
SIC.M.
Lactari~a

12111188
12111188
3109/89
12111188

0
0
90
0

0
0

Hypholoma sublatentium

L4ctariUJ vellerew

SIC : sans

in~ret

eulinaire

TABLEAU

sites

0

0

4110188
13110188
!2111188
19/11188
20/11/88
17/09/89
&'11Y89

0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
376
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

2.>103189

0

0

2102'89
2110189
19/11/88

0
0
0

0
0

12.'11188
21Y1118
7/10189

9
409
24

310~/89

c.s.

Morchella conica

SIC.S.
C.S.

PiptoporU3 betulin u.s
SIC.P.

Pleurolu.s oslreotus

&maria abidin.a

1~/11/88

12111188
20/11/88

Lycoperdon perlatum

c.s.
SIC.S.

Russula eyanoxanthl:

ET

0
35
3102

2l9

Sarcoscypha cocci.nea

9103189

0

0

Strobilomycts floccopus

4110188

0

0

75
0

IOJJ
0

0
180
0

2766

c.s.

SlCM.

SuiUU$ luUU3
C.~t 2511!)189
Trichloloma saponaceum 12110189
C.~t

Xerocomua chry:Jenteron
C.M.

0

4110188
19/11188

0

0

0

T : toxique

1

.~

C.M.

3.'36

0

par kilo de

matiere seche

4110188

X;ylaria pol;ymorpha SIC.S 12110/89
13111188

RESULTATS

------------------------

par kilo de

SIC.M

lApista nebularU

T.S.

C : comestible

salmonicolor
C.M.

SICM.
C.M.

C.S.
C.SIM

Laccaria laccata

0
0
0
0
0

1889

contamination en cesium 137
exprim~e en Becquerels

matiere fraiche

Laccaria amesthystina

0
0
0
0
0
0
1J.:l3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
70
1003
767
71

S!C.S.

Hydnum repandum

DATE
DE
RECOLTE

ESPECE

S: saprophyte

Ensemble

M : Mycorhizique

des

resultats

P : parasite

d'analyse

DISCUSSION

En tout, 60 mesures concernant 36 especes reparties sur 16
Ces resultats revelent que 30% des
ont ete rea1isees.
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especes

analysees

sont

plus

ou

moins

contaminees

par

le

cesium

137.

Parmi
celles-ci
8%
depassent
le
taux
de
600
Bq/kg de
matiere fra1che,
limite recommandee par la CEE pour la concentration en cesium 137 dans les aliments non laitage; ce sont par
ordre de valeurs
decroissantes:Collybia
peronata,
Cortinarius
cyanopus,
Cystoderma amianthinum.
Les champignons mycorrhiziques sembleraient plus exposes a
la
contamination puisque
75%
d'entre
eux montrent
des
taux
d'impregnation
significatifs,
alors
que
seuls
25%
des
saprophytes sont touches. Parmi ces derniers les especes,
dont
le mycelium se developpe au depend des litieres superficielles,
absorbent une grande quantite d'elements radioactifs. Par contre
les champignons,
dont le mycelium est au contact des couches
humiferes plus profondes, sont denues de radioactivite (Laccaria
amethystina) .
de

La seule
nos tests.

espece

parasite

envisagee

est

negative

Les
champignons
lignicoles,
qu' ils
soient
saprophytes,
semblent
exempts
de
cesium
137
betulinus,
Hypholoma
sublate-ritium,
Xylaria
Crepidotus mollis) .

vis

a

vis

parasites
ou
(Piptoporus
polymorph a,

Un autre aspect a considerer est celui de l'ouverture des
milieux.
Les
taxa
des
milieux
ouverts
(praticoles)
semblent
exempts de radioactivite.
En ce qui concerne l'evolution du taux de
radioactivite
avons
dans
1e
temps,
no us
constate
pour
Cantharellus
tubaeformis, une valeur plus import ante en 1989 qu'en 1988 pour
des exemplaires recoltes dans la me me station.
Le
probleme
de
la
radiocontamination
des
especes
comestibles est evidemment important pour le public. Dans cette
etude, on constate que les especes les plus contaminees ne sont
pas comestibles ou sont denuees de tout interet culinaire.
Cependant,
Cantharellus
tubaeformis,
Hydnum
repandum,
Russula
cyanoxantha, especes comestibles, ne sont pas totalement
depourvues de surcharge radioactive, bien que leurs teneurs ne
depassent pas le seuil de 600 Bq/kg de matiere fraiche. Il est a
signaler que l'impact radiologique de ces especes reste faible
au regard des consommations necessaire pour atteindre la limite
annuelle d'incorporation
(L.A.I.),
qui pour le cesium,
est de
4 . 1 0 5 Bq/ an .
Enfin,
1es meilleurs comestibles de la region
(Morchella
conica,
Agaricus campestris,
Boletus edulis,
Calocybe gambosa)
n•etaient pas contaminees par des elements radioactifs en 1988
et 1989. Il en est de meme pour le champignon de Paris (Agaricus
hortensis), espece cultivee.
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CONCLUSION
Cette analyse donne un aper9u de la radiocontamination des
champignons dans l'est de la France en 1988 et 1989, suite a
l'accident de Tchernobyl. Les teneurs en radioisotopes varient
en fonction des especes, des sites de recolte et du temps. Nous
envisageons de poursuivre cette etude dans le but d'examiner un
plus grand nombre d'especes et de suivre l'evolution dans le
temps des teneurs en radionucleides.
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THE SHORT LIFE RADIONUCLIDES IN MEAT AFTER THE NUCLEAR
ACCIDENT IN CHERNOBYL
Smelcerovic M., Popovic D.* and Djuric G.*
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Physics and Department of Radiology, Faculty of Veterinary
Medicine, Beograd, Yugoslavia
ABSTRACT
The paper presents the results of identification and short
life radionuclides (I-131, Te(I)-132, Cs-136, Ce-141, 144,
Ru-103, 106, Ba( La)-140, Zr-95, Nb-95, Mo-99, Sb-125) mass
activities evaluation in meat (lamb,rabbit,game) after the
nuclear accident in Chernobyl in 1986.
INTRODUCTION
Immediately after the nuclear accident in Chernobyl
in
1986, at the end of April and during May 1986, the magnitude
of contamination of the biosphere was mainly determined by
short life radionuclides, I-131 above all. Later on, as I131 decayed, the comparatively short life radionuclides (Sr89, Zr-95, Nb-95, Ce-141, Ru-103, Ba-140) made an appreciable contribution to the radioactivity on the whole and finally, the main role in the contamination process overtook
the long life radionuclides: Sr-90, Cs-134,137 and partialy, Ru-106 (5). But the accident differed from those usually considered in radiological assessments of hypothetical
accident releases from nuclear power plants, as the release
was prolonged and varied in rate and the composition of the
radionuclides mixture was complex (3),
During the accident and afterwords, only I-131, Cs-134 and
Cs-137 have been systematically considered, as these are the
most important contributors to the total dose. Other radionuclides were only reported in air or deposition although
several of them are important short term contributors to
external irradiation from deposited material. As for ingestion, some of the short life radionuclides are unjustly neglected considering their amounts found in some foodstuff (2)
In Yugoslavia, the degree of radiocontamination was rather
ununi form, mainly due to the uniformity of the rainfalls.
However, the overall conclusion was that the sheeps and game
were the most endangered again due to the season the accident occured in (4).
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Therefore , the aim of this paper was to identify some of
the short life radionuclides in meat immediately after the
accident and afterwords. We have also tried to evaluate the
contribution of the identified short life radionuclides in
the total dose due to ingestion compared to I-131 and the
long life Cs-134 and Cs-137.
MATERIALS AND METHOD
Samples of meat (lamb, rabbit, game) were collected by
random sampling on highly contaminated area in Serbia and
Macedonia, in May and June 1986.
The contents of the radionuclides in the fresh samples of
meat was determined on a Ge(Li) detector (ORTEC, relative
efficiency 23%) and a 4096 channel analyzer (ND-100). The
geometric efficiency for a 200 g PVC cylinder was determined
by a secondary standard for solid state matrices ( 1). The
counting time interval was 4.000 - 40.000 s depending of the
total activity of the sample. The total error of the method
was less than 20%.
RESULTS AND DISSCCUSSION
Mass activities of the identified short life radionuclides
in meat, together with those refering to isotopes of cesium,
are presented in Tables 1, 2 ,3 and 4. The presented values
are given within the estimated ranges of activity. Mark <
indicates that the radionuclide was identified only in some
of the investigated samples, whereas the activities smaller
than 0.100 Bq/kg were indicated as "traces".
Table 1. Short life radionuclides in lamb
Radionuclide
I-131
Cs-134
Cs-137
Ru-103
Ru-106
Cs-136
I(Te)-132
Sb-125
Ba(La)-140
Rh-102m
Zr-95
Ce-141
Ce-144
Ag-llOm*

(Bq/kg)
A c t i v i t y
May-June 1986
April 1987
43 - 4400
678 - 1519
908 - 3300
4 29
12 24
16 - 155
3 21
75
<
23 - 170

<
<
<

19
25
110

17
53

-

64
187
7
<
< 36

7
76
20
120
2
<
< 16

<

11

-

<
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Table 2. Short life radionuclides in rabbit and game
Radionuclide
I-131
Cs-134
Cs-137
Ru-103
Ru-106
Cs-136
I(Te)-132
Ba(La)-140
Rh-120
Ce-141
Ce-141
Ag-llOm*

R a b b i t
May-June 86
December 86
22 3 6 1
7 0.5-

11
146
330
5
90
15
< 2
traces
< 1.4
traces
traces

Venison
July 86

1987

6 - 86
17 - 226

29
38

-

-

98
284

10 - 23
0.2- 6.8

23

-

151

traces
< 106
< 219
< 1.2
< 21
< 3.6
traces
< 0.4
traces
traces

< 0.13

traces

Table 3. Short life radionuclides in lamb and game
giblets, June 1986
Radionuclides
I-131
Cs-134
Cs-137
Ru-103
Ru-106
Cs-136
I(Te)-132
Sb-125
Ba(La)-140
Rh-102
Zr-95
Mo-99
Ce-141
Ce-144

lamb liver

lamb fat

260 - 1037
473 - 1140
1036 - 2490
10 - 30
traces
32 - 112
< 100
traces
22 - 99
< 23
8 - 23
< 38
traces
traces

game intestines

< 54
< 6
< 12
< 4
< 15
< 3

<
<
<
<
<
<

< 28
<

30
25
47
4
15
4

traces
traces
traces

3

traces
traces

Table 4. Short life radionuclides in beef giblets, June 1986
Radionuclides
I-131
Cs-134
Cs-137
Ru-103
Ru-106
Cs-136
Sb-125
Ba(La)-140
Rh-102
Zr-95
Ce-141
Ce-144

beef liver

beef heart

< 21
< 40
< 90

< 34
< 12
< 100

< 14
< 4
< 7
traces

<

22

<

3

traces
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intestines
3 - 8
3 - 10
7 - 16
< 0.9

< 0.8
traces
traces
traces
< 0.5
< 0.5
traces

All of the short life radionuclides were identified on
more than one energy line. Note that some of them (Ru-106,
Sb-125, Ce-141,144, Rh-102) could be detected only after the
decay of the interfering gamma lines, that is in the samples
collected later on. As for radionuclide Ag-110m it is supposed to originate from the material used to bury the reactor.
The results presented in Tab. 1-4 give a preliminary estimation of the contribution of the short life radionuclides
in the the total activity of meat immediately after the
accident. For more accurate estimation many other parameters
should be considered. Nevertheless, the results indicate
that the short life radionuclides should not be neglected in
the estimation of the total dose due to ingestion immediately after nuclear accidents similar to one in Chernobyl.
CONCLUSIONS
Immediately after the nuclear accident in Chernobyl, in
1986, some of the short life radionuclides, besides I-131
(Te(I)-132, Cs-136, Ba(La)-140, Ce-141,144, Zr-95 ecc) deposited in air and on the ground,
reached the meat and game
in
unneglectable amounts. This was especially significant
for lamb and lamb giblets, as the production of lamb happened to be more that 40% of the total meat production in Serbia and Macedonia. Therefore, in the estimation of the total
dose due to ingestion in the first month after the accident
and immediately afterwords, one should also consider the
contribution of the short life radionuclides.
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Environmental Radionuclide Migration in the Biwa-lake
in the Central Part of Japan
Hiroshige MORISHIMA, Taeko KOGA, Takeo NII~A, fliroshi KAWAI,
Sohei KONDO and Yasushi NISHIWAKI*
Atomic Energy Research Institute of Kinki University, 3-4-l Kowakae,
Higashi-Osaka City, Osaka 577, Japan.
*Prof" Y" Nishiwaki is at present associated with the University
of Vienna, Institute for f·ledical Physics, Vienna, Austria.
I. Introduction
On 26 April 1986 an accident occurred in the No.4 unit ot the
Chernobyl nuclear station in Ukraina, USSR. which led to a global
dispersion of radioactivity. Since then numerous reports on the
radioactive fallout d~j to this accident have been reported in
different countries 1- .
l•!e prepared the environmental samples collected from Biwa-lake
which is the largest lake in Japan and is located in the center of
Japan. Radioactivities of the samples were measured over a threeyear period in order to estimate the radioactive contamination in
Japan.
II. t·lethod
Collection of the Biwa-lake biosphere samples was done every
half year for 3 years after 28 May 1986, one month after the Chernobyl
accident"
2.1
One cubic meter of lake water was collected at a point one
meter deep. The water was evaporated to dryness at 70°C under
reduced pressure using a rotary evaporator" The residue was submitted
for radio-assay.
2.2
Mud was collected up to 50"' 80 em in.:depth from the bottom
surface at a point 2 meters deep. The collected mud was fractionized
to 2 "' 5 em along the depth and sieved with a 16-mesh sieve after
dryness.
2,3
Several kilograms of black basses, bluegills, roaches, carps,
shell-fishes and water-v1eed-.s were collected. The fishes were separated
into flesh, internal organs and bones. The shell-fishes were divided
into shells and flesh, These parts and the stalks and leaves of the
water-weeds were burnt to ashes at 5oooc.
2.4
The radio-analyses of all the samples were done using a lowbackground Ge-y-ray spectrum analyzer made by NAIG.
III. Results and Discussion
The variation in the radioactivity concentrations of the samples
is shown in the figure 1.
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3.1
The radio-nuclides in the water residue collected one month
after the accident were I-131, Ru-103, Ru-106, Cs-134 and Cs-137.
However, after half a year only Cs-137 was detected. The concentration
had been reduced to less than one-tenth of the initial value. Three
years after the accident the level was 0.12 mBq/~. which was the
pre-accident value.
3.2
Radio-nuclides detected in the bottom mud were Cs-137 and
natural radioactive nuclides, i.e. K-40, thorium decay products
(Tl-208, Ac-228) and uranium decay products (Pb-214, Bi-214). Cs-137
depth distribution in the bottom mud showed a maximum at 10 ~ 20 em
under the bottom surface, especially high in the clay-rich mud. This
nuclide, however, is estimated to be mainly due to the fallout before
the Chernobyl accident, because Cs-134 was hardly detected in the mud,
since the cesium isotopic ratio,· Cs-134/Cs-137, originating from
the Chernobyl accident was l/2.
3.3
In the organisms living in the lake Cs-134, Cs-137, Zr-95 and
a trace of Ag-llOm were detected. Among all the samples Cs-137 in
the flesh of black basses showed the highest value, 2.0 Bq/kg.
Existence of Cs-134 shows that a part of the cesium originated from
the Chernobyl accident.
The concentrations of Cs-137 in the flesh of black basses and
3.4
carps were 2.0 Bq/kg a half year after the accident. It decreased to
1.45 Bq/kg after one year, 1.1 Bq/kg after 2 years (June 1988), and
0.53 Bq/kg 2.5 yea~s after the accident.
3.5
Variation of cesium in the biosphere organisms is shown in
figure 2, The concentration of black basses, bluegills and water-weed
was high, on the other hand that of the flesh of shell-fishes was
considerably lowero The latter was detected until one year after the
accident, however, thereafter under detection limit. Cs-134 concentration
of the flesh of the above organisms except water-weed was detected up to
2 years after the accident. That of water-1·1eed was scarcely detected
in the whole period. The apparent effective life of Cs-137 in the flesh
of black basses was estimated to be about one year, although the
radioactivity of Cs-137 was not measured for the identical fisho
IV. Conclusion
Defining the cesium concentration factor as the ratio of the
concentration of the orqanism to the one of the water, the concentration
factor of black basses,~oaches and blugills were 1000 ~ 4300. Those
of carps and shell fishes were 200 ~ 1000 and 100 ~ 170, respectively.
Black basses, etc. are the most appropriate fishes as index organisms
for monitoring the dispersion of fission products released from nuclear
plants, since the cesium concentration factor of black basses is one
order higher than that of other aquatic organisms.
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AIR 'ID MILK 'IRANSFER OF CESIUM-137
C. Papastefanou
Nuclear Physics Department
Aristotle University of Thessaloniki
Thessaloniki 54006 Greece
ABS'IRACT
Cesium-137 data in air,grass and cow's milk are presented over a 4-y
period (July 1987 - September 1991) The Cs-137 transfer rates in cow's milk
and grass, C_/C ranged between 0. 032 and 1 . 82 kg/ l, while the trans~er
rates in cCJ<.tfo1s gmilk and air, C_/C ranged between 4470 and 163350 m /l.
Both the Cs-137 transfer rates Wer~ decreased with tirre passing depending
on the Cs-137 concentration of cCM's milk, C which was decreased with time
m
passing.
IN'IRCDU:TION

Milk is one of t-!23 sources for ingestion of Cs-137 in the air-grasscow-milk-man pathway
5f1d is considered to be a major pathway of exposure
to fallout radioactivity . The Cs-137 content of cow's milk was examined
over a 4-y period after the reactor accident at Chernobyl (26 April 1986)
starting fran July 1987. This paper reports data obtained on the basis of
continuous moni taring, in order to study transfer phenanena of Cs-137 fran
air to cow's milk, via the air-grass-cow-milk pathway and explore the possible relation between the Cs-137 concentrations of milk, grass and air.
The Chernobyl accident provided a unique opportunity for a such study because of large releases of reactor-generated radionuclides, transport over
long distances and dry and particularly wet deposition on pasture or root
uptake.
EXPERIMEN'IAL MSIHCDS
CCM's

milk samples (1 kg each) fran local dairies were collected at

the beginning of each month from two different regional milk plants AGNO
Milk Industry and MEVGAL Macedonian Milk Industry, in the Thessaloniki area,

in Northern Greece (40° 38'N, 22° 58 1 E). In parallel, air sampling was carried out using Staplex high-volume air samplers~el TFIA-2 with Staplex
type TFAGF 810 Glasj Fiber fil~rs 20.3x25.4 an (8 11 x 1011) with an average
flow rate of 1.84 m /min (65ft /min), in order to determine the 1s-137
concentrati2n of air. Grass samples -were cut from an area of ..... 3 m (0.125 kg
grass per m ) for each sample.
The Cs-137 content of milk,grass and air samples was counted using a
high-efficiency (42%), high-resolution (1.9 keV at 1.33 MeV), low-background
Ge spectraneter in a st,andard gecxnetry ( 6 an diameter plastic c,an for air
samples and 1-L Marinelli beaker for milk and grass samples. The ganma spectroscopic system was calibrated using NPL (National Physical Laboratory, UK)
standard reference sources in both cases, the overall efficiency being known
to accuracies of better than 5% for the filter (plastic can) geanetry and
about 12% for the Marinelli beaker.
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RESULTS AID DIS:::USSICN

Cesiun-137 data were obtained for air ,grass and cON's milk for the
AG:'JO and MEVG\L regiunal milk plants over a 4-y period after the Chernobyl
accident ( 26 April 1 986) starting fran July 1 987. A surrrnary of annual data
of Cs-137 for the period 1987-1991 is presented in Table 1 Unusual high
3
Cs-137 level 3in air was measured in July 1987 ( 0.166 mBq/m ) , August 1990
(0.250 mBq/m) and June 1991 (0.154 mBq/m ), in grass (June 1990:77.73 Bq/
kg) and in cow's milk (July 1987133.49 and 39.96 Bq/1 for the AGNO and
~milk plants,respectively). The ratio of Cs-137 to Cs-134 in air,
grass and milk samples was as expected because of decay reasons. Although
the Cs-137 concentration in air and grass had not significantly been changed
on annual basis, whereas the Cs-137 concentration in cON's milk was decreased with time passing,indicating that the Cs-137 concentration in CON's
milk depends not only on the grass but other contaminated food for which
Cs-137 concentration was decreased with time.
Table 1. Surrmary of Cs-137 concentrations in air,grass and cow's milk
Year

A~S
3
xlO Bq/m

!';rass
Bq/kg

AGNO milk
Bq/1

MEVGAL milk
Bq/1

2.67-19.28

av.
6.83

av.
4.2 •33.49 10.76

av.
6.5-39.96 14.19

1987

6.29-16.61

av.
9.13

1988

3.03-7.50

5.09

1.96-20.110

7.17

1.96•10.20

4.90

1.84•16.40

6.09

1989

l. 50-5.35

2.98

2.48-23.30

7.91

0.27-4.91

1.96

0.44-4.72

2.29

1990

1.23-25.00

4. 59

1.12-77.73 10.71

0.15-0.73

0.41

0.27-2.19

0.79

1991

1.07-15.00

3.53

1.14-25.20

6.45

0.13-0.32

0.23

0.14-0.93

0.44

c

m

3
Cosium-137 transfer rates, C /C (kg/1) and C /C (m /1), where
m g
m a
is the average concentration of Cs-137 in cow's milk (Bq/1),

C

is the average concentration of Cs-137 in grass (.Bq/kg) and
3
Cg is the average concentration of Cs-137 in air (Bq/m )
a
were determined based on the data corresponding to the period of AprilSepte:nber each year as the cows were mainly fed on grass that period. A
summary of the data is presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Cesiurn-137 transfer rates in cow's milk
Period

c'[ - )- cg

Ju1-Sep 87

0
11.52

Apr-Sep 88

5.57

Apr-Sep 89

X

C /C
c
AGNO ~VGAL AGNO m MEVGAL

C /C
AGNO m fu:VGAL

10.36 14.57

18.82

1.41

1.82

126504

163339

4.85

5.25

6.21

1.08

1.28

94196

111521

2.45

4. 77

2.01

2.57

0.42

0.54

82053

104906

Apr-Sep 90

6.69

15.20

0.49

0.98

0.032

0.064

7283

14646

Apr-Sep 91

4.85

4.19

0.22

0.44

0.052

0.106

4466

9163

0.60

0.76

62900

80715

Average
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3

The ratio CJC ranged between 0.032 and 1.41 kg/1 for the milk of
Arno milk Indusd'y ~rrl between 0. 064 and 1 . 82 kg/ l for the milk of .MEVCAL
milk IndusvY. The lar.rest values are pretty close to those referred in the
literature , e.g. 0.022 or 0.023 kg/1 for grass.
3
The ratio C_/C ranged be~~ 4470 and 126500 m ;1 for the milk of
11
A<NO and between' 91~0 and 163350 m /1 for the milk of l\1E:VQ\L. '::'he data of
Table 2 shows that the Cs-137 transfer rates, C /C for both milk plants
were decreased with time passing depending on dRe es-137 concentration of
milk,C whic~ was decreased with time. Very lar.r valu~s of C /C as lar.r as
71 J2oo m I l have been reported in the literature .
m a
5
Papastefanou et al. (1991) reported that there is a dependency of
Cs-137 in milk with air concentration of Cs-137 (high correlation coefficients r::O. 74 for the AGN) milk and r:0.84 for the .MEVG\L milk).
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A plot illustrating the Cs-1 37 concentrations in milk and grass is
shCM'l in Fig. 1 . C is the Cs-137 concentration in milk, in Bq/1, C is the
Cs-137 concentrat!fon in grass, in Bq/kg. a. AGNO Milk Industry, b.<::fMEVG\.1
Macedonian Milk Industry.
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Fig. 1 • Cesiurfr-137 concentrations in milk and grass for the pericxl AprilSeptember each year from 1987 to 1991.
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The Spanish Environmental Surveillance Radiological Network
(REVIRA)
J.L. Butraguefio; J.P. Garcia; E. Gil and M.J. Granada
Nuclear Safety Council
Justo Dorado 11
28040 Madrid
SPAIN
ABSTRACT
The Spanish Environmental Surveillance Radiological
Network (REVIRA) has about 25 automatic stations and
several asociated laboratories (normally universitary labs)
distributed over the state. The automatic network has been
designed to measure dose rate and alpha, beta, radon and
iodine air concentration. The measurement equipments
consist of a ZnS(Ag) plastic scintillator, a Nai(Tl)
crista! detector and a GM detector.
The automatic stations are connected with a Control
Center sited in the Nuclear Safety Council headquarter in
Madrid. The connection uses the National Telephonic Network
and the central software is able to call from the Control
Center to each local station, call from the stations if a
setpoint is reached and call from the Control Center to set
up the microprocesor governing the local stations.
INTRODUCTION
At first, the REVIRA project was an I+D General Program
of the Nuclear Safety Council (CSN), but after Chernobyl's
accident became a prioritary objetive of CSN. The national
surveillance radiological network has been designed to meet
the following objetives:
- To know the radionuclide distribution and evolution in
environment and the environmental radiation levels.
- To have experimental data for estimating the potential
radiological risk to population due to a radiactive
contamination, and to help the decision making process.
- To make periodic reports with these data.
REVIRA STRUCTURE
The REVIRA has two differents stations:
- Automatic stations to measure air activity concentration and the dose rate.
- Stations in which a sample is taken and an analysis
program is followed.
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SAMPLE AND ANALYSIS STATIONS NETWORK
This network is constituted by a set of both, national
research and university laboratories in all the national
territory. These stations sample periodically: air, rain
water and soils. The radiactivity contents is then analyzed
in a lab. (total alpha and beta activity concentration and
dose rate). A special interest is taken in iodine and
strontium activity concentrations and the dose rate levels
are measured with TLDs.
There are also taken samples of superficial water (continental and marine) foods (milk, vegetables, meat and fish)
and its analysis are made.
AUTOMATIC STATIONS
The automatic stations measure the following variables in
continuos form:
-

Air activity
Air activity
Air activity
Air activity
Dose rate.

concentration
concentration
concentration
concentration

of
of
of
of

total alpha aerosols.
total beta aerosols.
radioiodines.
Radon.

The equipments have a particle aspiration and retention
systems. The aspiration system has a constant flow pump of
0.0017 m3 js. The retention system has filters for aerosols
and for radioiodines. This system is constituted by the
following devices:
- PLASTIC SCINTILLATOR DETECTOR
Efficiencies
Cl-36
Am-241
Alpha Background
Beta Background

28% - 35%
17% - 22%
0.01 cps
0.40 cps
=< 0.5 Bqjm 3

L. I . D.

- CRISTAL DETECTOR
Efficiencies
Ba-133
Minimal concentration detectable
for I-131 (sample time 3600 sec)

>= 5%
=< 0.5 Bqjm 3

- GEIGER-MULLER DETECTOR

I

LOW DOSIS

Background (cps)

0.183

Energy response
(Mev)

(0.05 - 1. 5)

Accuracy Cs-137

± 20%
8.3 lo- 13 -5. 5 10- 7

Measure range (Gyjs)
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I

HIGH DOSIS
0.033
(0.05

-

1.

5)

± 20%
5.5 10- 11 -8.3 10- 4

I

A graphic representation of the
presented in the following figure.

automatic

network

is

REVIRA
(Red de Vlgllanc:la Radlol6glca AmblentaU

~

q_

~00

12 ..

Laboratorlo
Red CSN

6
0

Red extremena

LJ

Red valenclana

Red catalana

~------

These stations are located
National Weather Institute
meteorological parameters
humidity, wind direction and
pressure) are also received.

in the same places that some
automatic stations. So, the
(air temperature,
relative
speed, rain intensity and air

TRANSMISSION DATA
The radiological and meteorological data, colected in the
automatic stations,
are transfered by the national
telephonic network.
A hardware device called DSIC
(Selective and Inteligent Discriminator of Calls) is
located in each station and stores each 10 min the
radiological and meteorological parameters (having a
maximum storage capability of 48 hours) . The DSIC has an
internal Modem connected to a telephone number and is
called authomatically from Control Center.
THE CONTROL CENTER
The Control Center sited in the Nuclear Safety Council
headquarter in Madrid, has three personal computer (Mod.
80386). These PCs are linked by a Local Area Network. Two
of these three PCs takes charge of the comunication with
the DSIC, and the other one makes the management of the
data colected from the others PCs.
The PCs main functions are
- To set alarms detections if a set point is reached for
a parameters.
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- To call manual and automatic to all the remote
automatic stations (radiological andjor meteorological
parameters).
- To request the parameters state from the radiological
equipment (configuration of parameters, calibration
factors, backgrounds, set points, etc)
- To display graphics and prints of time and spatial
evolutions for all the parameters of automatics
stations (daily and monthly evolutions, low and high
value for each day and station, spatial values in all
the National Territory, etc.).
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Progress on the IAKA/CEC Programme on Validation of
Environmental Model Predictions (VAMP)
S.S. Linsley, S. Hossain, M.J. CriCk, ~-L. Sjoeblom
International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna, Austria
ud
G.B. Kelly
Commission of the European Communities, Brussels, Belgium

This programme seeks to take advantage of the unique opportunity
created by the Chernobyl Accident for testing and improving models used
for radiological assessment and involves laboratories in more than 20
countries.
Data acquired from the extensive post-Chernobyl measurement
programmes in Europe and the former Soviet Union have been used as a
basis for reviewing our understanding of important transfer processes and
for developing model test scenarios, This paper describes the progress
of VAMP since its inception in 1988 and the work and aChievements of its
four working groups: Terrestrial, Urban, Aquatic and Multiple Pathways.
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USE OF MICRONUCLEI IN BIOLOGICAL DOSIMETRY WITH GAMMA
RAYS: A METHOD FOR RAPID SCREENING IN THE CASE OF
LARGE-SCALE RADIATION ACCIDENTS
DIGIORGIO, M.; FERRARO, M.; THOMASZ, E.
Comisi6n Nacional de Energia At6mica
Gerencia Seguridad Radiol6gica y Nuclear
(1429) Av. del Libertador 8250
BuAnos Aires - Argentina
The dose-effect relationship of micronuclei frequencies in
citokinesis-blocked human lymphocytes after in vitro gamma
irradiation of whole blood in the range from 0,5 to 4 Gy was
studied. A linear-cuadratic response was obtained.
Due to the high background micronuclei frequency and their
large interindividual variability observed (0,013 ± 0,008) the
micronucleus assay may be potentially useful to estimate garruna
radiation doses above 0,5 Gy.
INTRODUCTION
For nearly 30 years the frequency of chromosomal aberrations
(particularly dicentrics) observed in cultured peripheral blood
lymphocytes has been used as a
biological dosimeter for
assessing accidental overexposures to ionizing radiation.
In recent years there have been some serious accidents, such as
Chernobyl and Goiania, that have involved large numbers of
people.The time needed for scoring a sufficient number of
metaphasic cells for dose estimation, specially in the case of
large-scale accidents as well as the need for properly trained
and experienced personnel,
justified the search for other
methods. The micronuclei assay provides an easier and faster
method for quantifying chromosomal damage.
Several laboratories studied the dose-effect
micronuclei frequencies X-ray-induced but
information for r-ray-induced micronuclei.

relationship for
there is scarce

Taking into account all the above mentioned facts, we have
performed a dose-response relationship using r-ra y s from a
Co-60 source.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Radiation exposure protocol: Heparinized venous whole blood
samples were collecte~ from two healthy adults aged below 35
years old to perform the dose-response relationship. Samples
were exposed at 37 °C to 0,5- 1- 2 and 4 Gy of Co-60 gamma
radiation, delivered at a mean rate of 0,70 Gy/min (Picker
C4M60 machine)
in our Secondary Standard Dosimetry Laboratory.
An extra blood sample of a single donor was irradiated with
3 Gy in the same conditions. The micronuclei base-line was
estimated from blood samples of ten healthy donors.
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Culture methodology : Whole blood samples were incubated in
med1um HPMI 1640 complemented with 15 % fetal calf serum at
37 "'c for 72 hs. Stimulation of lymphocytes was reached by
addition of phitohemagglutinin P at a final concentration of
1 ~g/ml. At 44 th hour of incubation, cytochalasin B at a final
concentration of 4,5 ~g/ml was added to the cultu~es.
Cells
were spread onto slides after a mild hipotonic treatment (1)
and fixed in acetic acid-methanol 1:3 mixture. Cells were
stained by Giemsa 10 % .
We established the micronuclei frequencies scoring 500-2000
binucleate cells per dose and per blood sample. The criteria of
Countryman and Heddle (2) were applied to identify micronuclei
in binucleated cells.
Curve fitting and data handling
A weighted least squares
method was used for curve fitting, using as a weight the value
of the observed frequency of micronuclei for each observation.
The rlistribution of micronuclei in binucleate
cells for each
value of studied dose were compared with Poisson distribution
using the u test (3), x test and the variance to mean ratio.
RESULTS
Table 1 shows the spontaneous frequency of micronuclei and the
distribution in unirradiated cytokinesis-blocked lymphocytes
from 10 donors. The mean base-line frequency was 0,013 + 0,008.
The great variability between donors have
already
been
described by various laboratories (4, 5, 6)
The dose response data obtained by scoring cytokinesis-blocked
cells from 2 donors as well as the distribution of micronuclei
in binucleate cells are given in table II.
The parameters of t.he yield equation were obtained by fitting
data of individual donors separately. The best fit in the range
of 0-4 Gy was linear-~ladratic and the relationship is :
c + a D + ~ o·
D
r-ray dose in Gy
Y
c
7,44 E-03 + 2,25 E-03
a=
2,15 E-02 + 3,7 E-03
2
~
3,17 E-02 + 1,12 E-03
x
5,36 E-02

=
=

=

=

=

Records were kept of the proportions of binucleate cells having
0, 1. 2 or 3 or more micronuclei in preparations from donors 1
and 2. Table III
The distribution of micronuclei were overdispersed relative to
that expected based on Poisson assumptions, except for 1 Gy. So
we can not find a clear dose-distribution relationship.
The yield of micronuclei in a 3 Gy irradiated blood sample of a
single donor was 0,31 ~ 0,025. This value is quite similar to
that obtained using our curve coefficients (0,35 ~ 0,03).
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DISCUSSION
The high background micronuclei frequencies and their large
interindividual variability could impose some uncertainties on
using micronucleous assay for estimating individual low dose
whole body exposures in vivo. Thus micronucleous analysis may
be potentially useful to estimate X-ray doses above 0,1 Gy ( 5,
7) and r-ray doses above 0,5 Gy, according to our data. We have
not observed saturation of the dosimeter after exposure to 4 Gy
Our data2 nhow a very good fit to the linP-ar-quadratic model
with a X of 5,36 E-02 with 15 df. In order to check our curve
fitting we have compared a 3 Gy irradiated blood sample of a
single donor (0,31 ~ 0,025) with the curve value at the
same
dose (0,35 ~ 0,03) being quite similar. These values are
in good agreement with the value reported by Huber et al (8) at
the same dose with Cs-137 (0,345 ~ 0,027).
Distribution of micronuclei among cells were found to be
overdispersed for 0,5- 2 and 4 Gy relative to that expected by
Poisson statistics. Thus we
have
not
found
a
clear
dose-distribution relationship in contrast with the
data
reported by Prosser et al (7) where the distribution of
micronuclei was overdispersed and moreover the variance to mean
ratio, increased as the dose increased.
According to our results, the micronucleus assay is a suitable
dosimeter for estimating in vivo whole body exposures to y rays
for doses above 0,5 Gy, and it is particularly useful for large
scale screening programs due to its simplicity and to the short
time required for its analysis.
TABLE I
MICRONUCLEI (MN) FREQUENCIES ANO DISTRIBUliONS IN UNIRRAOIAlEO CYTOKINESIS BLOCKED
LYHPHOCYTES FROM SEVERAL DONORS
Standard errors bAsed on Poisson

500

II

d;~tl'ibut

inn,

0,0?1 !. 0,007

10

! 0,003

500

0,006

500

o,Ot4 !.

500

0,002

4QO
497

n,on~

493

!

0,002

499

502

13

0,026

!

0,007

13

489

13

500

10

0,020

! 0,006

10

490

10

600

O,OOF.

!.

0,003

1000

0,007

!

497

0,003

994

9

500

0,012 !. 0,005

495

10

600

0,0\?

!..

494

0,005
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TABLE II
MICRONUCLEI (HN) FREQUENCIES AND DISTRIBUTIONS IN CYTOKINESIS BLOCKED LYMPHOCYTES FROM TWO DONORS
IRRADIATED IN VITRO TO THE GA~MA RAY DOSES INDICATED.
Standard errors based on Poisson distribUtlon.

-oose- Numoer

7A~LE

NUmber-~·---

--HNiCeT';-· -··-NumOer-oT----...-N- o:rst·ri but ;On/ce 11 :------

«Gvl

of Cells

of MN

Cells with
MN

0,5

1021

30

0.029

! o,oos

27

994

24

c. 5

1747

45

0,026

!.. 0.003

"

1703

43

577

34

0. 059

.:. 0.010

32

54~

30

1028

60

0,058

!.. 0,007

58

970

56

1004

179

0,178

!.

0,013

157

847

136

20

1692

30L

0,179

: c.o;o

266

1<26

236

24

501

308

0,614

~

0. 035

224

277

153

58

13

826

487

0,590

.:. 0.026

339

487

223

90

20

--- --0------------3--A

II!

MICRONUCLEI IMN) DISTRIBUTION IN !RRAOIAIEU CYTOKINESIS BLOCKED L YM?HDCYTES TO ThE GAMMA RAY DOSES INDICATED
Pooled data from donors 1 and 2.

DOSe--· NUmoe;..----NUmoer_ _ _ _HN!Cell·-----·----·MN-··o;st:ribUt;Orl/CeTf---------------- --- - - - of C~li

IGvl

o. 5

*

~
y

of MN

xt

2i66

75

0.02i ! 0,003

2697

67

!.08

2. 77

1605

94

0.580

!

0,006

1515

86

1.02

0.68

2696

483

0,!79

!

0.008

2273

372

44

1.11

4,10

46,4

*

1327

795

0,599 ! 0.021

764

376

148

1.11

2,92

15,4

*

33

9, 66 "
0.81

Significantly over dispersed relet 1ve to exoected Poisson distribution.
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MEDICAL ASPECTS OF RADIATION PROTECTION IN NORMAL AND
ACCIDENTAL SITUATION

D.Stojanovic
"Boris Kidric"Institute of Nuclear Sciences, Virea, Belgrade, Yugoslavia

ABSTRACT

The most important radiation medicine aspects of the diagnostics of
the radiation damage, problems of differential diagnosis, having in view the
persons in the field of medicine and industry. The effect of decontamination
in the prevention of irradiation was evaluated at persons employed on the
Reactor RA in Vinca, in laboratories which produce and use radionuclides in
period of time over 30 years.
A special interest was given in work to contemplation of some methods of biological indications, as well as to the haematological, biochemical,
cytogenetical parameters with estimation of their relevancy for evaluation of
the possible postradiation effects in normal and accidental situation and
expert opinion at occupational exposition too.
INTRODUCTION

Investigations are included experimental materials in the frame of decontamination of normal skin contaminated with radioiodine or radiocaesium
in experimental conditions from aspects of the influence of some decontamination means on the skin permeability and the degree of internal contamination in dependence of the state of the skin, type and chemical form of radiocontaminant. In experimental conditions the efficiency of decontamination
based on evaluation of the total body burden of radionuclides and residual
radioactivity in the decontaminated region. In human praxis the decontamination treatment presents the most effective medico-prophylactic procedure in
the prevention of local and total irradiation, although base on phenomenal
evaluation.
The investi]ations in experimental conditions concerns also the reactivity of some radiosensitive systems at condition whole body gamma irradiation as well as effects of application of the antiradiation means on the haematopoietic tissue. At small laboratory animals were observed: lethality and surviving, clinical changes, quantitative changes of totalleucocytes, erythrocytes
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and platelets count, differential blood picture, change in percentual ratio between small and large lymphocytes in peripheral blood, occurance of cytomorphological changes in white cells of peripheral blood, haemoglobine, haematocryte and other

change~

The effect of the applied drugs on the postirradiational haematologic
reaction and reparatories, have been observed in dependence on ordinary time
in some

pi~Ja::;e::;

uf dcule radiation illness.

In epidemiological study the results of medical supervision of persons
occupationally exposed to ionizing radiation, controlled in period of ten years
have been presented. Observations were selected according to occupation ( workers employed in metal, chemical, paper and tabacco industries and avio
companies), to the sex, age, character of exposition (external and internal
exposures), and dosimetric data of the received doses.
In the paper the problems of the differential diagnosis of some states and diseases according to the systems (skin, eyes, cardio-vascular system,
endocrine and nervous system, haematopoietic tissue), have been discussed
with special attention to focuses in the organisme, which can change numerical values in the peripheral blood or as far as their look is concerned that
could be very similar to changes affected by action on of ionizing radiation.
On the basis of the existed cryteria for evaluation of haematological
parameters, pathological states of the skin, lenticular injury, changes in cardio-vascular system and changes in other systems too, indications and contraindications for work with ionizing radiation have been observed. The incidence
and persistence of morphological changes of lymphocytes and granulocytes in
peripheral blood and anaemic states in correlation with changes, caused other
harmful factors arised from working environment.

METHODS
Methodology includs the experimental study and the analysis of epidemiological data taken from the human praxis.

Experimental:

The experiments were performed on the white male rats,

narcotized with urethane. The skin made "Fat-free" using soap before conta131
mination. The radioactivity of the applied amount of solution
Nai and
137 CsCl was I ,85 MBq. Decontamination of the skin: five treatments were
performed in duration of the minute each. Means for decontamination, saline,
1% Cetavlon, 2,5% Sterigal, 0,5% iodine tincture, 5% HMF, 0,25% DBS-TR,
PAM-03.
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Radiation source and exposure conditions: Irradiation was carried out using
cobalt-60 gama-rays at a dose rate of 23,5 Gy/min and at a distance of 70cm.
During irradiation each animal was placed in a separate compartment of the
wooden box. The integral dose to the whole body was 6 Gy what represents
a sublethal dose under the given experimental conditions. The animals were
isolated in a separate cage and kept under the usual conditions of feeding
and care until the end of the experiment.
Treatment with Plibex and pyridoxine: Plibex is given every second day in
quantity of 0.1 ml per animal begining first day or tenth day after irradiation. Given content of Plibex (R) is following: thiamine-chloride 0.2 mg, riboflavin 0.02 mg, nicotinamide 0.5 mg, calcium-pantotenate 0.05 mg, pyridoxine chloride 0.04 mg and cyanocobalamine 0.02 ug. Pyridoxine was applied i.

1

m. every day at a dose of 0.3 mg/animal.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

l. Decontamination of persons at an operating nuclear plant and in laboratories of Institute "Boris Kidric" - Vinea
- Period of observation: over 30 years
- Number of cases: 76
- Anatomical locality: fingers of handful, handfuls, forehead, hair forehead,
nose, neck, face, lips, temple, ears, foot, fingers of foot, frontal bump,
aye ,cheek.
.
.
131 1, !98A u, 239p u, !37C s, 60C o, IliA g, 3H , 24N a,
- Rd
a wcontammants:
109 Ag, Unknown composition.
- State aggregation: dust, gas, liquid.
- Decontamination: contained 4-5 procedures by use of cotton, wool and
rinsing or by cleaning with solution of means for decontamination: 5% detergent, toilet soap, 3% citric acid, saline, 2% boric acid, combination 5% detergent with 2% versen, permanganate.
2.

The observed changes, deviations and deseases of the supervised persons in
dependance of working exposition is given in Table l.
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Table I. Number of supervised person
Working exposure
(years)

1
6
11
16

N

- 5

50

- 10

31

- 15
- 20
under 20

34
16
17

3.

Haematologic changes
Numerical
Morphologic

Skin

14
5
26
5
2

5

5

8

8

19
6
4

5

Eyes

1
1
2
1

3

1

Haematological effects of whole body irradiation and treatment with
pyridoxine
UN IRRADIATED
UN IRRADIATED AND TREATED 18

6

I

IRRADIATED AND TREATED I B6 1
IRRADIATED
100

10

' '

•t. = 1Sx10/cm

IS

20

..,

DAYS

FIG."_,_, Leucocytes in the peripheral blood.
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CYTOGENETIC MONITORING OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANT WORKERS IN FINLAND
S. Salomaa and A. Koivistoinen
Finnish Centre for Radiation and Nuclear Safety
P.O.Box 268, 00101 Helsinki, Finland.
ABSTRACT
Twenty nuclear power plant ( NPP) workers from the two
plants in Finland are scored annually for chromosomal aberrations.
Results from the first two years of surveillance show
that the NPP workers had significantly higher frequencies of
radiation-related chromosome-type aberrations in their lymphocytes than the controls.
The frequencies of dicentric and ring
chromosomes were, however, well within the range that could be
expected on the basis of their cumulative radiation exposures.
Lymphocyte micronucleus analysis did not reveal any differences
between the exposed and the controls.
INTRODUCTION
The frequency of chromosomal aberrations in peripheral
blood lymphocytes is a sensitive, dose-dependent indicator of
exposure to ionizing radiation.
In the present study, we have
applied the analyses of chromosomal aberrations and micronuclei
in the surveillance of occupational exposure of NPP workers to
low-level radiation (mean annual doses of about 5 mSv). As also
other factors than the occupational radiation exposure affect
the extent of chromosomal damage, the results of the cytogenetic
analyses were compared to an unexposed control group of the same
size, matched by the known confounding factors (age, sex, smoking habits and medical X-ray examinations).
MATERIAL AND METHODS
Altogether 20 workers from two different plants, a boiling
water reactor (BWR) plant and a pressurized water reactor (PWR)
plant, were scored annually for chromosomal aberrations.
The
workers attending the cytogenetic analyses represented the most
exposed personnel at their plants, with the highest life-time
and/or annual radiation doses. The mean life-time doses were 34
mSv in 1988 and 36 mSv in 1989 for the group working at the BWR
plant, and 71 mSv in 1988 and 77 mSv in 1989 for the group working at the PWR plant. The mean employment times were about 10
years in both groups.
The results of the cytogenetic analyses
were compared to an unexposed control population of the same
size, matched by age, sex, smoking habits and X-ray examinations. Domestic radon exposure was also taken into account
in part of the material. Indoor radon measurements were carried
out during winter with a-film boxes (type SSNTD with Makrofol
polycarbonate film).
For the chromosomal aberration analysis, peripheral blood
was cultured for 48 hours with Eagle's MEM medium, human AB
serum and leukoagglutinin. The control cultures were run parallelly with the exposed group.
Five hundred cells from each
subject were analysed from Giemsa-stained, coded slides.
The
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chromosomal aberrations scored included both chromatid aberrations (breaks, gaps) and chromosome-type aberrations (breaks,
gaps, dicentrics, rings, translocations and inversions).
Cultures for the micronucleus analysis were established
from the same blood samples as the chromosome cultures. Lymphocytes were isolated with Ficoll-Paque, and cultured with RPMI1640 medium, foetal calf serum and phytohemagglutinin.
Cytokinesis of the daughter cells was blocked by cytochalasin-B,
which was added at 44 hours, and after 72 hours in culture, the
cells were harvested by cytor.P.ntrifugation, fixed with methanol
and stained by May-Gri.inwald-Giemsa.
From each subject, 3000
binucleated cells were analysed for micronuclei.
The Mann-Whitney U-test and the Fisher's exact probability
test were used in the statistical analysis of the cytogenetic
data.
RESULTS
The annual data of chromosomal analyses are shown in Table
1.
In 1988, the workers of the BWR plant did not differ from
the controls, but most of the workers in the PWR plant group had
higher frequencies of chromosome-type aberrations than the controls (P < 0.05, Mann-Whitney U-test).
Table 1 Frequencies of chromosomal aberrations (per 1000 cells,
gaps excluded) among the NPP workers of the BWR and PWR plants
and the parallel controls.
Group/year

Number of
die, r
cs

ct

Cells with
cs
ct

BWR/1988
Control

0.8
1.2

5.2
4.6

4.4
4.6

4.2
4.0

3.6
4.0

PWR/1988
Control

1.4
0.8

9 .o*
7.0

9.0
9.0

6.2
4.4

7.0
7.0

BWR/1989
Control

1. 8*
0.4

7. 4*
4.6

7.4
8.2

5.6
3.8

6.2
5.6

PWR/1989
Control
Radon control

2.3*
0.8
0.8

6. 6*
4.7
3.8

6.8
7.3
6.0

5.4
4.1
3.8

6.0
6.3
5.2

die, dicentric chromosomes; r, rings; cs, chromosome-type
aberrations; ct, chromatid aberrations; * p < 0.05
After the first year, it turned out that the workers of the
PWR plant live in houses with high indoor radon concentrations
(mean winter concentration, 600 Bq/m3 ) , whereas the radon concentrations in the dwellings of the controls were estimated to
be close to the country's average, about 100 Bq/m3 •
This was
also later verified by measurements. Thus, next year, an additional control group was gathered of persons living in the area;
the mean radon concentration in their dwellings was 490 Bq/m3 •
However, the aberration frequencies of the radon controls were
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similar to those of the other controls, but the PWR plant workers differed significantly from both of these control groups.
Thus, the domestic radon exposure did not explain the increased
frequencies of radiation-related aberrations.
In the second
year, also the workers at the BWR plant had significantly higher
frequencies of chromosome-type aberrations.
At the individual
level, there were no exceptionally high frequencies of dicentric
and ring chromosomes, and the biological dose estimates were in
the range that could be expected by the cumulative radiation
doses.
'l'he combined chromosomal aberration data from the first two
years of surveillance are in Table 2, showing significant elevations in radiation-related chromosome-type aberrations among the
NPP workers. Moreover, those aberrations are also more frequent
among the subjects with higher radiation doses.
Table 2 Frequencies of chromosomal aberrations (per 1000 cells,
gaps excluded) among the NPP workers, divided into two subgroups by their life-time doses, and the controls. The statistical analyses have been performed only between all the NPP
workers and their matched controls.
Control

NPP;
all

NPP;
< 50 mSv

NPP;
50-100 mSv

No. of cultures

40

40

19

21

No. of individuals

23

23

13

11

Total no. of cells

19,932

19,845

9,500

10,345

Mean age (yr)

43.0

42.7

40.9

44.3

Mean dose (mSv)

0

54.7

30.1

76.9

% smokers

58

58

% with X-ray exam.

43

48

No. of chromosome ab.

5.3

7. z••

6.4

7.8

No. of die. and rings

0.8

1.4

1.6

No. of fragments

3.5

3.8

3.1

4.5

No. of stable aberr.

0.7

1.3*

No. of chromatid aberr. 7.3

6.9

5.8

7.9

Cells with
chromosome aberr.

4.1

5. 3*

4.7

5.9

Cells with
chromatid aberr.

5.7

5.7

4.7

6.6

• p < 0.05;

•• 0.05 < p < 0.001
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Some effect of ionizing radiation could be seen also after
medical exposures.
Among the controls, those with medical xray examinations had significantly more cells carrying translocations and inversions than those with no (major) examinations
( 1. lxl0- 3 v. o. 3xl0- 3 ) •
Chemical agents, like compounds in cigarette smoke, mostly
cause chromatid aberrations in peripheral lymphocytes.
In the
present study, the frequencies of chromatid aberrations were
higher among the smokers in both the NPP workers ( 8. 5xl0- 3 v.
4. 5xl0- 3 ) and the controls ( 8. 5xl0- 3 v. 5. 5xl0- 3 ) ; the differences
were highly significant (P < 0.01).
Micronucleus analyses in cytokinesis-blocked lymphocytes
did not show any differences between the NPP workers and the
controls (Table 3).
Neither was there any difference between
the smokers and the non-smokers (data not shown).
Table 3 The frequency of micronucleated lymphocytes among the
NPP workers and their controls. There were ten subjects in each
group.
Group

No. of cells

BWR plant
Control

30,000
28,793

8.0
9.9

9.7
11.6

PWR plant
Control

30,000
30,000

10.8
10.2

13.2
12.3

Cells with MN
(per 1000)

Total No. of MN
(per 1000)

CONCLUSIONS
Low-level exposure to ionizing radiation was shown to cause
a significant increase in the frequency of chromosome-type
aberrations in the lymphocytes of nuclear power plant workers.
Domestic radon exposure did not explain the elevated frequencies
observed at the PWR plant, that is located in a radon-rich area.
The effect of medical X-ray examinations was seen as a significant increase in the frequency of stable chromosome aberrations.
Smoking caused a highly significant increase in the frequency of
chromatid aberrations.
The micronucleus analyses failed to reveal any differencies
either with respect to radiation exposure or smoking. Thus, at
present, it seems to be a less sensitive method than the conventional chromosome aberration analysis in the detection of cytogenetic effects of genotoxic exposures.
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CHROMOSOMAL ABERRATIONS IN PERSONS PROFESSIONALLY EXPOSED
TO IONIZING RADIATION
G. Joksi~ and B.Markovi~
Institute of Occupational and Radiological Health
University Clinical Center ot' Bel grade. Deligr·adska 29
11000 Belgr·ade. Yugoslavia

ABSTRACT
Dicentric aberrations indicate significantly greater
incidence C25-28% of cases analysed) in the group dealing
with
radionuclides when compared to those exposed to
sealed sour·ces of r-adiation C 8-12% of cases analysed),
with
the
similar
dur·ation
of
professional
exposur·e.
Dicentric frequency in professionals depends on the source
of
radiation,
working
conditions
and
applying
of
radiological pr·oteclion rneasur·es.

INTRODUCTION
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various

of

a

gr· eat
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this
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prevention of occupational
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lymphocyles
assessing

c 1).
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most
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working

cultured
as
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exposur·e,
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to

application
20 years

chr·omosome
in

few

r·adialion
aber r·al ion

characler·

Cdelermines the type and incidence of aberrations),
is performed in cases when medical

blood

dosemeter

ionizing

qualitative

in
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MATERIAL AND METHODS
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exposed

to

ionizing
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ar·e pr·esented in this paper.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSION
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wit.h
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Chromosomal aberrations in professionals
exposed to ionizing radiation
1-------------------------------------------------------------1

number of cases
with
analysed
dicentrics

with chromatid
with
interchanges
other aberrations

*

92

23 (25%)

5 (5.4%)

23 (25%)

**

25

2

( 8%)

3 (12%)

4

***

467

57 (12.2%)

I

85 (18.2%)

••••
•••••

38

11

2 (5.3%)

11 (28.9%}

12

1 (8.3%)

I

6

(28.9%)

(16%)

(50%)

*
nuclear medicine
** professionas on hemodynamics
*** radiologists and tecnicians
**** professionals in tritium applying industry

----------

l

--------------------1

I
I

I

Table No.1.
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a
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that
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With the application of

higher

risk

activity
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This

especially concerns the r·isk of inter·nal contamination with
radionuclides.

Special attention must be given to per·sonnel

education and planning of appropriate working prertuses for
work

with

radionuclides,

which

wi 11

provide

maximal

pr·otec+.ion.

CONCLUSION
Dicentr·ic aberr·alions indicate significantly greater
incidence (25-28?.-; of cases analysed) in lhe gr·oup dealing
with radionuclides when compared to those exposed to !:;ealed
sour·ces of radiat1on (8-12~-'6 of cases analysed), with the
similar
dur·ation
of
professional
exposure.
Dicentl'ic
frequency
in
professionals
depends
on
the
source
of
radiation
working
conditions
and
applying
of
radiological protection measures.
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PRELIMINARY REPORT OF A FETAL-THYROID OVEREXPOSURE CASE DUE TO THE
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INTRODUCTION
Sixty to eighty per cent of patients with Graves's des ease
have antibodies directed against thyroglobulin or against thyroid
microsomes.
A contemporary interpretation is that
thyroid
stimulatory inmunoglobuline T SI mimics the action of TSH and
stimulate the syntesis and release of thyroid hormone. In patient
whose thyroids are capable of responding to such a trophic
stimulus, TSI may be the mediator of hyperthyroxinemia.
TSI
cross the placenta and cause transient hyperthyroidism in some
neonates (0,5-1 %) born to mothers who have high circulating
levels of the antibodies.
As regards adults aged 25 and up, administering I-131
radioactive iodine seems to be a satisfactory treatment for
Graves' disease. Such a treatment, however, is to be avoided when
treating either pregnant or breast-feeding women due to the
effects that irradiation is likely to cause to the fetus or the
suckling child.
Even though such effects depend
on
the
intrauterine developmental stage, the principal effects are as
follows:
(a) The embryo
may
be
lethally
affected;
(b)
Malformations and structure changes, or changes in the child's
development are likely to occur; (3) The child may be mentally
retarded; (4) An induction to cancer and leukemia is possible, and
(e) Hereditary effects may be expected.
Moreover, it is a well-known fact that the fetal thyroid is
able to capture and integrate iodine as of the 10th/12th gestation
week. Thus, administering I-131 according to prescribed doses may
define or supress the thyroid function.
Therefore, the highest
precautions must be taken in order not to carelessly administer
I-131 therapeutic doses to pregnant women. Any woman within the
reproductive capacity range should be strongly advised that a
pregnancy test is to be performed to avoid her fetus being
irradiated.
Precisely,the present
paper
deals
with
the
inadvertent administering a l-131 therapeutic dose to pregnant
woman with Graves' disease whose child -unexpectedly enoughturned out to be suffering from hyperthyroidism.
A CASE STUDY
Patient with thyroid background on the maternal side.
After a stressful situation during year 1988,
patient
evidences the characteristic signs and symptoms of hyperthyroidsm,
namely: ophthalmopathy, and diffuse goitre, confirmed by an I-131
catchment and hormonal measurings. Results obtained in 1988 were
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as follows:
Catchment %

TSH < 0.5 uu/ml
11 - 51 - 68

=

= 800

T3

ug/dl; t4

= 19.8

mcg/dl;

Patient is treated with 30-45 mg methilmercaptioimidazol
q.d .. However her compliance is quite poor.
In 1989, patient
comes back to consultation after having suspended the treatment:
She is clinically toxical.
Again,
she is prescribed 45 mg
methilmercaptoimidiazol q.d.- she nonetheless relapses in poor
compliance.
In 1990, a new examination is performed, appearing a
toxic symptomatology. Patient, however.
denies being pregnant:
She claims she has been having her menses up to August 1990.
Thyroid catchment was 56-100-96 %.
Patient is administered a
I-131 therapeutic dose, i.e. 5 mCi (185 MBq).
COURSE OF PREGNANCY
Later, during a clinical control, an abdominal palpation
reveals a 5-month pregnancy. An abdominal echography certifies a
23-week gestation, which allows us to guess that the I-131 dose
was administered during patient's 17th-pregnancy-week. During her
34th week, patient is referred to SAMARI
(The Spanish acronym
stands for Medical Care System for the Exposed to Ionizing
Radiations).
Clinically as well as biochemically speaking,
patient evidences normal
thyroid
values: TSH
0.17 uUl/ml;
T4L
1.3 mcg/dl.
Fetal heart rate is 180/min with a positive
vagus response coinciding with the 110/min maternal pulse rate.
A
rear-located placenta is seen on echography. A punction of
amniotic liquid is performed with a measuring of TSH
0.16 uUl/ml
which was a normal value at that time.
Fetal heart rate was
between 150/170 pulse/min. A new punction of amniotic liquid
evidenced that the liquid was macroscopically mature, with a
slightly higher
TSH
value
0.4
uUl/ml,
with
vernix
caseosa.Ecography allowed to see the distal ossification nuclei of
a femur as well as the proximal ossification nuclei of a tibia:
Those results allowed us to
disregard
a
possible
fetal
hypothyroidism diagnosis.

=

=

=

CLINICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
With a normal delivery, a
Apgar boy is born alive.
As
gestational age is deemed to be

NEWBORN INFANT
50-cm long,
2.600-kg, and 9-10
per a clinical examination the
42 weeks.

The newborn infant evidences ophtalmigthisis, goitre,
a
point-like fore fontanelle, and a closed rear fontanelle.
Infant
is irritable, with tachycardia (FC
170/min); tachypnea
(FR=60/80/min) and high blood pressure (120-60) mmHg. The infant
progress is shown on table I. As of age 3-month up to now, infant
evidences clinically and biochemically normal thyroid values.

=

RADIOLOGICAL EVALUATION
Doses estimates in fetus for different iodine radioisotopes
have been developed for individuals with normal thyroid values.
Such models, however (2,3) failed to consider the metabolic
differences of female patients suffering from Graves's disease.
Taking incorporation and retention in patients suffering from
Graves's disease, M.G. Stabin et al {4) have developed a model
allowing a dose estimation in hyperthyroid patients who were
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administered I-131. The model affords a dose estimate in the
whole body of the fetus involved as well as the fetal thyroid.
A
dose in the whole fetal body from maternal organs was estimated,
considerig that the bladder contributes with 70 % of the total
dose, for a maximum incorporation of thyroid.
The dose in the
whole body of a 17-week fetus, and 100 % of maternal catchment was
estimated in 4.25 mGy.
Even with the worst condi~J-ons being
assumed, such a dose implies a risk lesser than 1. 7 ..:iO
of mental
retard as well as another much lesser risk (1.19.10 ) of
cancer
in childhood. Estimating the dose in the fetal thyroid as of
3-month old up to 9-month old infants was taken from two different
sources, namely: An estimate adapted by Watson (5) assuming a
biological T~/2 constant in the fetal thyroid at any age
range,
and an estimate by Elsasser (6) accepting a biological
T1/2
varying all over gestation.
According to the proposed dose factors, an estimated dose in
the fetal thyroid at the 17th week could be included between 40.7
and 101 Gy.
If the inorganic iodine distribution span is shared
between mother and fetus,the offer of I-131 should be similar for
both involved.
Assuming that the fetal thyroid
is
more
radiosensitive (7) than the maternal thyroid,hypothyroidism is
likely to be expected. Surprisingly, however, the newborn infant
we are referring to was with hyperthyroidism. We are lacking a
dose-effect relation for the induction of hyperthyroidism in the
fetal thyroid. C. Schumichen (8) estimates 463 MBq to be the
minimum activity inducing a permanent hypothyroidism.
Applying
Watson's , and Elsasser's dose measuring factors,
such activity
would correspond to a dose included between 101 and 254 Gy in the
fetal thyroid.
There exist very few cases of an I-131 treatment carelessly
administrated during the late semester of a
gestation
in
literature. Only 3 similar cases have been found by our research
team: They deal with female patients suffering from Grave's
disease that were administered 536.5, 296, and 225.7
MBq,
respectively, with 53, 63, and 83 % catchments in the maternal
thyroid, respectively (9, 10, 11).
The
newborn
infants
corresponding to the first
and
second
case
study
were
hypothyroidic. The third case -i.e. the closest to our case -was
a newborn infant who was thyroidically normal. Such case received
a lesser activity, with a higher catchment of the mater·nal
thyroid.
It is necessary to keep in mind that, whenever adults
are involved, a threshold dose likely to induce hypothyroidism
within a 5-year lapse of time after I-131 has been incorporated,is
10 Gy.
It is compulsory that the child involved be followed up
during his or her growth process for an early detection of
hypothyroidism thus avoiding its repercuting on the intellectual
development by means of an adequate treatment.
It is quite
possible that the higher TSI levels in the mother induced a
maximum catchment of I-131 with a lower "offer" to the fetal
thyroid than the one producing hypothyroidism.
It is also compulsory to have all countries strictly ruling
that a pregnancy test be applied to hyperthyroidic women within
the reproductive capacity age range before they are administered
therapeutic doses.
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In such cases where a careless administering of I-131 in
pregnant women during the first semester or early last three
months of pregnancy has occured, the results of the evaluations
should be published.
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TABLE I
Age

Treatment

TSH
~-tUL/ml

Umbilical cord
8-hr

T4
mg/dl

AFM TEll
T3
mg/dl
%

<0.15

24

280

1/400

<0.15

17

150

1/400 99

Blood letting/Dilution

4-day
18-day

Propanolol 4 mg/d
Sodium iodate 500 mg/d

<0.15

24

350

24-day

Propanolol 4 mg/d
MMl 5 mg/d

<0.15

21

230

<0.15

12

115

0.4

4.8

110

0.4

12.8

neg

28-day
61-day

Treatment is suspended

3-month
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ABSTRACT
Corresponding dose
equivalent
rate
factors
for
various
radionuclides are now available for determining the skin dose
caused by skin contamination. These dose equivalent rate
factors take into account all contributions from the types of
radiation
emit ted.
Any
limits
for
skin
decontamination
measures are nowhere contained or determined yet. However,
radiological protection does in practice require at least
guideline values in order to prevent unsuitable or detrimental
measures that can be noticed quite often. New calculationes of
dose equivalent rate factors for the skin now make the
recommendation of guideline values possible.
INTRODUCTION
While German and international ordinances call for limiting
values for protective measures where surface contamination of
workplaces and objects has occurred, they do not contain any
limits for skin decontamination measures. The resulting danger
is that decontamination measures that are unsuitable or too
expansive could harm the skin or encourage incorporation. That
is why radiological protection in practice does at least
require
guideline
values
to
limit
decontamination.
Prerequisite for this is the possibility of determining the
skin dose. On the basis of new calculations, we have now a
list of dose equivalent rate factors for the skin of 611 and
all nuclids relevant for radiological protection. Following
this, guideline values can be recommended. Moreover, findings
on the intake of radioactive substances into the skin and
their transport through the skin have to be taken into
account. Between these two limits - the unreasonable skin dose
on the one hand and the incorporation through measures of
decontamination
are
the
reasaonable
measures
of
the
decontamination of individuals.
THE COMPILATION OF A RECOMMENDATION BY THE GERMAN COMMISSION
ON RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION
By order of the German Commission on Radiological Protection a
team of specialists developed a recommendation "Measures to Be
Taken in Cases of Radioactive Contamination of the Skin" in
the years 1988 and 1989, which was published by the Secretary
of the Environment, Ecological Protection and Reactor Safety
on March 3rd, 1990. The team could refer to the results of
discussions in the Professional Association for Radiological
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Protection Inc.
and
the
Association of
Specialists
for
Radiological
Protection
Medicine
about
the
limiting
of
measures of decontamination based on practical experience in
nuclear power plants and on dermatological findings.
Major points of the recommendation are:
- Derivation of a Guideline Value for Measures where Skin
Contamination Has Occurred
- Transport of Radioactive Substances into and through the
Skin
- Preventive Measures for the Avoidance or Limitation of a
Contamination
- Organization and Execution of Skin Decontamination in the
Practical Work of a Company
- Possible Radiation Exposure of Medical Staff when Treating
Contaminated Patients
DETERMINATION OF THE SKIN DOSE
The dose equivalent rate factors take into account all
contributions from the types of radiation emitted (alpha-,
beta-, gamma-, and AUGER-radiation). When calculating the dose
equivalent rate factors, it is assumed that the layer of the
skin regarded as sensitive to radiation is usually 50 - 100 pm
bPlow the surface. With the help of the dose equivalent rate
factors, the local skin dose can be calculated by multiplying
these with the surface-related activity on the skin
(in
Bq/cm 2 l and with the duration of contamination (in seconds),
taking into account the respective half life.
The German Commission on Radiological Protection takes into
account the following presumptions for the calculation of a
guideline value:
- The major part of the activity concentrates on the skin
surface. Its amount is crucial for the dose.
- The activity that has penetrated the horny layer decreases
very quickly (exponentially with a half-value thickness of
around 2]1m) .
- The remaining activity stays on the skin in its full
strength for a week. This is a very conservative assumption.
In fact, the complete horny layer undergoes full exfoliation
within two weeks. Hence there is a rapid decrease of the
activity situated in the higher layers of the cornea.
DERIVATION OF A GUIDELINE VALUE
The primary limit for skin contamination of 300 mSv in any one
calendar year is used as a basis when deriving a guideline
value. This guideline value should provide a sufficient safety
distance even if
- the contamination appears several times a year
- there are uncertainties regarding the dose determination on
a daily basis
- there are contributions from radioactive daughter nuclides
which are not included in the contamination measurement.
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These aims are guaranteed by a simple, practicable and easily
remembered guideline value for surface-related activity of 10
Bq/cm2 (averaged over 100 cm2, where the contamination is
largely
distributed
over
the
entire
area).
Further
decontamination meassures are not required below this value.
This means that for more than 90% of the nuclides listed,
including those of relevance to radiological protection, less
than 1% of the aforementioned annua.l dose limit is reached
with a retention time of one week. Moreover,
with one
exception (Cf 254), all doses are less than 5% of this limit.
The doses even are significantly lower if contamination is
quickly and fully eliminated.
The uniform guid~line value of 10 Bq/cm 2 should also be
applied to those radionuclides which, due to the short range
of their radiation, do not make any contribution to the dose
of the layer of
skin regarded as radio-sensitive. This
constitutes sufficient provision against risks caused by the
spreading of radioactive substances outside the controlled
area. In this context, it is assumed that cases of persistent
residual contamination are very rare and that any remaining
activity adheres firmly to the skin. Special reflection is
necessary where contamination spreads beyond the surface of a
person's head or hands.
TRANSPORT OF RADIOACTIVE SUBSTANCES INTO AND THROUGH THE SKIN
The
skin
represents
an
effective,
but
not
completely
impenetrable barrier against radioactive substances. As long
as a liquid wets the surface of the skin, substances are
transported from the surface into and through the skin. The
activity absorbed by the horny layer and its transport through
the skin
(permeation)
are
proportional to
the activity
concentration of the liquid and to the size of the area of
skin affected, as well as the amount of time the contaminating
liquid is on the skin. The horny layer absorbs about one
microliter of liquid per cm 2 , and thus the activity contained
therein.
CONSEQUENCES FOR THE PRACTICAL WORK OF DECONTAMINATION
As the amount of time that a radioactive solution is on the
surface of
the skin
is
important,
the removal
of
the
contaminating liquids should be commenced as quickley as
possible and must halt any further deposition in the skin and
reduce
permeation
through
the
skin.
The
incorporation,
however, can only play a role where a very large area of the
body is affected and where there is a long period of
contamination with high activity concentrations.
In
principle,
preventive
measures
to
avoid
or
limit
contamination represent the most effective form of protection.
Preventive measures include regular checks on the condition of
the skin and constant personal skin care, for a heal thy skin
offers the best protection against percutaneous incorporation
of radioactive substances. German nuclear power plants, for
example, check the condition of the skin in several steps: the
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yearly radioactive protection checks by the company physician,
monitoring by the radiological protection officer at the
entrance to the control zone and - most importantly - selfmonitoring
by
the
individual
plant-member.
Additional
protective measures specific to the workplace are recommended,
for example the wearing of protective clothing or specific
measures of
skin
care.
The measures
of decontamination
recommended by the Commission on Radiological Protection can
be summed up by the following formula: begin with the simplest
measures, but aim them directly to the part of the body
affected.
Low levels of contamination can usually be eliminated in one
step by washing with water. Wherever possible, only the
contaminated areas of the skin should be washed with lukewarm
water. Usually the palms of the hands have to be washed first.
The exact diagnosis of contamination that can also be done by
the automatic exit monitor and the directed measure of
decontamination are among the most important basics of the
catalogue of measures recommended by the German Commission on
Radiological Protection.
If single cases make contamination measures that are above
simple washing with warm water necessary, the radiological
protection
officer
and
authorized
physicians
should
be
consulted. These measures should be classified as medical
treatment.
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CYTOCHEMICAL I:r:NESTIG.ATION METHODS AS A CONTRIBU'l'ION
DIAGNOSTUrG LEUKOCYTE TRITUM DOI'1AGE
S. MilaCiC, S. DediC and V. NikoliC

University clinical center
Institute of Occupational and Radiolop:ical HealthBel~ade

ABS'.rR.ACT

The study analyses cytochemical characteristics
of neutrophilic F,ranulocytes.
Alkaline phosphatase and myeloperoxidase activity
was semiQuantitatively determined from ca~illary
blood smears stained ace. to Kaplow. Lipids content
was examined with Sudan black B stainin~. The results
of those cytochemical reactions are sie;nificant ly
different (
o,o5; l'1ann-Whitni U-Test). Score values
nep:atively correlate with absorbed doses hut not lineary so that those methods contribute to diap:nosin~
irradiation damap:e of p:ranulocytes; hut they do not
have biolop:ical-dosimetrical importance.
INT~ODUC'I'IOU

Tritium, a radioactive isotope of hydrop:en is
widely used in numerous different scientific and
economic economic fields. The specific role of tritium application is seen in so called "scintillatin~
colours" i'lhich are mixtures of different, esDecially
prepared, tritium compounds, so that they have a nroperty of producinp: p:reenish scintillations. Ravin~ in
mind the enerp:y of tritium hats particles, the hip:h
activities are needed to accomplish this effect. 'fritium is easily evaporahle and contaminates the working environment. After the exposure, rep:ardless to
the \'lay of penetration (respiratory or dir;entive
tract, skin), it is easily found in blood circulation
and is evenly distributed in all tissues and orr;ans,
as, a component included in water metabolism.
Biological half-life of elimination is 4-18 days.
LeukocJ~es cytochemical properties were studied in
workers e:cposed to scintillati n~ colours, contribut in~
in dia~nostics of tritium induced dsma~es.
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MATERIAlS Mill MEI'HODS
We analysed the nwnbAr of neutrophilic r;ranulocytes and values of cytochemical parameters in 21 tritium exposed 'vorkers and 11 controls. Capi llsry smears Nere stained for alkaline phosphntose activity
by Kaplow s Lethod, fo.r ne1•oxidase aetivity by benzedrine reaction and for lipides hy Sudan black. l'he
intensit;yr of stainine; is directly proportional to the
extent of chemical reaction which is determined by r:licro scopy on 100 cells and 0xpre ssed as a score. On the
basis of chromosome aberration the assessed absorbed
irradiation dose is 0.12-0.59 Gy.

RESUIII'S AND DISCUSSION
The numhm.~ of neutrophilic p;ranuloc;ytes is not
sir;::1ificantly chanr:ed in tritium exposed ;vorkers
(T-test for the smull statistical ~roun, p 0.05) while the alkaline phosphatase (AFL) and peroxidase (MID)
scores are sir;nificonl;ly lmver (p 0.05, Hann \·ihitney s
U-test). ~here is no sir;nificant chanFes in 3udan reaction (Table 1).
l'able l.
The mu::tber of neutrophilr;, .APTJ, MFO and SUD
scores in tritium exposed '"rorkers !lnd controls
Examined p:roup
E
K
p

n
21
11

N
7.

~

./, <~

3,8
0,7NS

NFL
N.fD
148
36
195
58
0,058
0,058

StJD

21'..224·

0,3NS

.APL score correlation with the abso~bed do8e is sig-

nificant and correlation coefficient is 0.46. (Slun·t; L).
l'!FO score correlation with ohsorbed dose is nep:ative,
but statistical~-Y insirmi:ficant while fludan reaction
was not iu correlation with the dose.
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C;ytochemical reaction to alkaline phosphatase
and peroxidase su~gested significant tritium-influences changes in leukocytes when their number was unchanged. Both scor-values correlation vJith the dosis
showed that the reaction intensity is decreased to§':ether VTith the do sis, although not linearly, therefore, they cant be used for hiodosimetry. No chanr;es
were sho\-m in Sudan rea'ction, thus it was insir;nificant in diagnostics of leukocytes damsr:es induced by
tritium, i.e. beta irradiation.
CONCLUSIONS
Applied c;ytochemical reactions to Al'L and I"IPO
are semiQuantitative and easily followed tritium
effects on exposed workers leukocytes which could help
in early diap.:nozin::c of its function im~airment related
to hody defence reactions.
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CLINICAL CRITERIONS FOR BIODOSIMETRY AT WORKERS EXPOSED TO LOW DOSES OF
IONIZING RADIATIONS
Nikolic,v.Joksic,G.Milicic,s.
university Clinical center of Belgrade
Institute of Occupational Medicine and Radiological Health
Deligradska,29
11000 Belgrade
Yugoslavia

In the course of routine general examination of workers who work under
the circumstances of exposition to the low doses of ionizing radiations,15
of them with clinical indications were underwent to chromosome aberrations
analyze,such as 64 workers without any clinical indications.In the first
group there were 40.6% of subjects with increased frequency of chromosome
aberrations,against the only 7.5% in the second group.Considering the kind
of the ionizing source, it could be noticed the higher frequency of chromosome
aberrations at nuclear medicine workers (27.7%),against the workers exposed
to the sealed sources ( 9. 8%) .According to our results we consider the
justification of clinical indications for chromosome aberrations analyze,as
the very specific biodosimetric procedure.
INTRODUCTION
chromosome aberrations analyze is of particular importance for estimation
of ionizing radiations absorbed doses during the accidents ( 1) .For the
professional exposition,chromosome aberrations analyze has qualitative
nature (confirming the effects of some radiation dose),and it is the case
of possible irradiation indicated by medical criterions and biodosimetric
data (2).Clinical criterions are decisive for further biodosimetric
investigations during the general health examination of workers exposed to
ionizing radiation.In the most cases it is appearance of presenile incipient
bilateral cataract or some malignoma.More often there are present nonspecific
discomforts,such as exhaustion,fatigue,headache,bad appetite for food all
followed by some hematological disorders.Almost,it is always leucopenia with
inverse leucocyte ratio,persisting hypochromic anemia,isolated thrombocytopenia and sometimes the immunodeficiency,all mentioned above without
any other etiology.
Among the others indicators of chromosome aberrations,it is also personal
dosimetry data showing the exceeding of annual (monthly) limit dose of
radiation for professionals. Clinical cri terions are completed with data
about the kind of ionizing source and the time of professional exposition.
RESULTS
Based at the clinical criterions,15 subjects were underwent to chromosome
aberrations analyze.All of them showed the most of the non§pecific
discomforts,lO subjects had leucopenia (4 of them less than 4 x 10 /L),and
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5 of them (50%) had relative leucopenia followed by lymphocytosis.only 1
person had presenile incipient cataract.There were no cases of malignant
disease.The time of professional exposition was between 5 and 15 years.
Among these 15 subjects, there were 5 of them who showed dicentric
chromosome (200 cells in the first in vitro partition by one subjects were
analyzed),and 2 persons showing chromatide interchanges and triradials.The
next 2 persons showed acentric fragments (within allowed limits for
professionals considering the annual and monthly maximal dose) . In this
group,there were 40.6% of subjects with increased frequency for chromosome
aberrations.
The chromosome aberrations analyze was performed at second group of 64
workers during the general health examination with no clinical indications.There were found dicentric chromosomes at 4 subjects (6.0%),only one
person (1.5%) showed chromatide interchanges,and 10 persons (15.6%) had
acentric fragments.In this group,there were 7.5% of subjects with increased
frequency for chromosome aberrations.
If the both analyzed groups would be considered according to the ionizing
radiation source (see table 1),the significantly higher frequency of
chromosome aberrations ( 2 7. 7%) could be noticed at the group of nuclear
medicine workers, against to the workers exposed to sealed source of ionizing
radiation (with similar time of exposition and working operations),showing
the 9.8% of persons with increased frequency for chromosome aberrations.

number of

cases
analyzed

with
dicentrics

with
chromatide
interchanges

2 (10.6%) 2 (10.6%)

professionals selected by
medical indications

18

5 (33%)

professionals in the course
of routine examination

64

4 (6.%)

exposed to

1 (1.5%)

with other
aberrations

10 (15.6%)

18

2 (11.1o/v) 3 (16.6%) 3 (16.6%)

61

6 (9.8%)

I

11 (18%)

TABLE 1

CONCLUSION

According to our results,it could be emphasized the role of well selected
clinical indications by experienced clinician,as the very important
indicator for performing complex biological tests (in this case it is
chromosome aberrations analyze).This attitude needs to be supported by more
strictly and continuous biodosimetric supervision at subjects exposed to
small doses from opened source of ionizing radiations.
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A CASE STUDY OF AN ACCIDENTAL INHALATION OF Am-241
FROM A RUPTURED SOURCE
J

Kruger, P J Kruger, D J J C Bouwer and J Albasini
Atomic Energy Corporation of SA
Pretoria, Republic of South Africa

ABSTRACT
Four workers who were involved in the accidental inhalation of
americium-241 were monitored over a period of 660 days postaccident. DTPA treatment commenced on day 1 and was sustained
up to 100 days. From measurements on the initial respiratory
deposition, the chest and lower abdominal regions, faecal and
urinal excretions, initial intakes from 7,8 to 54,4 kBq were
estimated. Lung clearance with half-lives of approximately
1,50 and 500 days were identified. No significant bone deposition was measured. Committed effective dose equivalents were
estimated from 2 msv to 74 mSv for the four individuals concerned.
INTRODUCTION
During a routine transfer operation in August 1987 the encapsulation of a commercial 37 GBq (1 Ci) americium gamma source
was accidentally ruptured, resulting in an air-borne release
of americium oxide aluminized powder. Significant external
contamination was identified on the three operators involved
in the operation (cases 1, 2 and 4) and on a Health Physics
technician called in after the accident (case 3). Referral to
a Phoswich chest counter on the same day confirmed significant
intakes. A monitoring programme was effected from day 1 postaccident. As the initial measurements on day 0 indicated possible intakes of up to 50 times Annual Limit on Intake (ALI),
the individuals were also placed under medical supervision
from day 1 and a DTPA treatment programme was initiated in
consultation with the medical officer.
MONITORING PROGRAMME
A monitoring programme to identify the intake and initial
respiratory deposition, the deposition and excretion patterns
over the first few days, and the deposition and excretion
patterns over an extended period of time was initiated from
day 0 and maintained up to 660 days post-accident or until
minimum detection levels were reached.
The initial respiratory deposition on day o was measured with
a 7,6 em (3 11 )
diameter Nai crystal over the upper nasal
passage N-P region (as defined in ICRP-30 lung model 1 ), and
a 25,4 em (10 11 ) diameter Csi-Nai Phoswich detector posterior
over the chest region (i.e. partly the trachea-bronchial (T-B)
region and the pulmonary (P) region). 24-hour faecal and urine
samples were collected and gamma-counted directly with a Ge-Li
detector over the first 3 days. Posterior lower abdominal
counts with the Phoswich detector were also initiated from day
1 onwards.
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Deposition in the chest area was measured, initially daily,
then weekly and eventually monthly using the Phoswich chest
counter. Measurements on the lower abdominal region were
similarly performed to determine partly chest deposition and
removal and G-I tract clearance, and most important, liver
deposition. A minimum detection level of 20 Bq for the Ph~s
wich arrangement was estimated. 24-hour faecal and ur1ne
samples were collected at regular intervals, ashed and gammacounted with a Ge-Li detector. A minimum detection level of
1 Bqjday was estimated. A procedure for alpha-counting to
improve detection limits was unsuccessful.
MEDICAL TREATMENT
Treatment with DTPA chelating agent intravenously injected
started on day 1 with 0,25 g Ca-DTPA, followed from days 2 to
5 with 0,5 g daily 2 >. From day 6 onwards Zn-DTPA became
available and replaced ca-DTPA. Treatment continued from days
6 to 9 with 0,5 g daily, days 12 to 35 twice weekly and
thereafter twice weekly for cases 1 and 2 and once per week
for cases 3 and 4 up to 61 days, and then once per week for
cases 1 and 2 up to 103 days. Treatment was stopped at stages
where
no
further
chelating
advantage
was
considered
applicable.
Strict
medical
supervision
was
maintained
throughout the treatment period.
MONITORING RESULTS
Days 0 to 4: Results over the first few days are summarized in
Table 1. It shows the initial deposition pattern and a fast
0,5 to 1 day rapid excretion through the faeces. This excretion through the G-I tract was confirmed by the abdominal
measurements.
Table 1
Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4
Initial upper N-P deposition in
kBq (day 0)

13,7

3,2

3,4

0,5

7,2

5,3

1,1

5,9

Total faecal excretion 0-4 days
in kBq

36,7

38,8

4,0

1,5

Total urinary excretion 0-4 days
in Bq

189

214

30

12

Initial chest activity in kBq
(day 0)

Day 4 onwards: The monitoring points for chest activity are
given in Figures 1 and 2, and the daily urinary excretion measurements in Figures 3 and 4. In Figures 1 and 2, C designates
the cases, i.e. C1 is case 1, and R designates a least squares
fit with slopes 2 (intermediate) and 3 (long term). In Figures
3 and 4, C again designates the cases but Dp is the calcu-
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figure 2. CHEST COUNTS

figure 1. CHEST COUNTS
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Three lung clearance half-lives were identified, a short one
at 0,5 to 1 day, an intermediate one at approximately 50 days
(i.e. 70 days, 40 days and 30 days respectively for cases 1, 2
and 3) and a long one at approximately 500 days (i.e. 700
days, 450 days and 350 days). Abdominal measurements supported
the excretion patterns found, and showed no liver deposition.
Efforts to identify bone deposition were, within the limitation of detection levels, all negative.
DISCUSSION
Experimental measurements sufficiently confirmed the ICRP-30
lung model to warrant using the model to assess intake, removal and dose commitments. Deviations in case 4 could be ascribed to an emphysema condition. Using results in Figures 1
and 2 to define the initial pulmonary depositions and using
initial chest measurements, total faecal excretion and the
lung model total intakes were determined for cases 1 to 4 as
54,2 kBq, 48,3 kBq, 7,8 kBq and 6,4 kBq. A particle size of
approximately 5 ~m was estimated.
From Figures 3 and 4 it can be seen that the urinary excretion
closely followed removal from the lung for the intermediate
clearance rate (50 days). This was confirmed by no deposition
in liver or bone being detected. It was concluded that during
this period no significant bone or liver deposition occurred.
Deposition in bone on the long term after cessation of DTPA
treatment was estimated by assuming that all chest activity
from then on deposited in bone and liver. A committed bone
dose equivalent of 4,2 Sv and a committed effective dose
equivalent of 233 msv were estimated for the worst case (case
1). It must be noted that such deposition was not in fact
experimentally confirmed.
CONCLUSION
After the inhalation of Am-241 from a commercial gamma-source,
followed by a DTPA-chelation treatment up to 100 days, lung
clearances with half-lives of approximately 0,5 day, 50 days
and 500 days were identified. No liver or bone deposition was
detected within measurement limitations. Committed effective
dose equivalents as a result of lung exposures were calculated
for cases 1 to 4 as 74, 45, 12, and 2 msv respectively.
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HONITORIHG OF URIHE BY EXTRACTION CHROMATOGRAPHY WITH
Tid --N-OCTYLPHOSPHI NE OXIDE SUPPORTED ON A POLYPROPYLENE COLUMN
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enc .i a de Segur i dad Radi ol6gi ca y Nuclear
Coraisi6n Nacional de Energ.la At..6mica
Buenos Aires- Argent..ina

Monit,oring of per-sonnel wo,-king wit..h 20~ enriched uranium
implies development.. of t..echni ques for excret..a analysis, mainly
for urine, with very low de~ect..ion limit..s.
The method described allows
~he
deler-rni nation
of
20~~
enr·iched UI'"'-lll.urn af~er ext..ract..ion in lri-n-oclylphosphine oxide
CTOPO), 0.5 Min -Loluene, supper-Led on polypropylene capillary
columns
[1].
Alpha
ac-Livi-Ly
is
la-Ler
measured
in
a
low
background
liquid
scin-Lillat..ion
equipment..
[2]
and
-Lhe
fluorescence in a fluori-meter [ 3 ] , wit~h delec-Lion limi~s. for
1
2
2
~j()(l rnL of urine, of 1'3. 0 + 4. 0 1nBq L and 5x10+ 10/-19
L

-!.

f t'-ITF'l)DIJCTI

01~

The con-Lrol
of 20~; enriched UI'aniurn in lhe orine of
workers requires periodic analysis of a large number of samples
from different.. areas.
Since the radiological
risk
is very
irupor-Lanl,
i-L is necessary lo rely on a t-echnique able -Lo
detect..
levels
well
below
the
values
est..ablished
in
lhe
rnoni loring of natur-al uranium and adapt..ed lo lhe perfomance of
a large number of determinations.
Kel-F' colums in reversed
phase parlit..ion chromatography were used to purify urine [4],
as
well
as
extr-act..i on
with
organic
compounds
such
as
lributylphosphate
CTBP)
or
bis-2-et..hylhexylphosphoric
acid
CHDEHP) [5]. with adjustment of the mArlia prior to measurement.
The mic,·c;.capillary chromatographic lechnique using TOPO as
supporl<;ed phase is ver-y adequate lo concentrate uranium
'~ince
this selective r·eagenl, in per·manenl contact. wilh the
solution, enhances ~he exlrac~ic;.n of uranium ~hrough a stable
complex formed. As elution with toluene is performed instead of
s~ripping,
losses are minimized so that.. the efficiency in lhe
application of lhe sample, r-eg'-tlat-es
the efficiency of the
column.
The eluate is a
purified solution, 160 limes mor-e
concenLI·ated than the or·iginal sample.
F'luorimelry and gross
~lpha
activity by low background liquid scintillation
are
performed on differ-ent.. aliquot..s.
the

E:EAGENTS AND EQUIPMENT
Nitric acid, Cicarelli pa.
Hydrogen per-oxide, Douglas pa.
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Tri-n-oc~ylphosphine

oxide, Mallinckrod~ A.R ..
alcohol pa.
Toluene scin~.illa~ion grade
Naphthalene scintillation grade
PPO scintillation grade
Sodium fluoride, Merck pa.
__
1
Calcium or~ophosphate dibasic solution ClOO mg mL )
Amrnoni urn hydroxide, Mer· c k pa.
Polypropylene PR-125
Jarrell Ash 26000 Fluorimeter·
Platinum dishes
Fussion furnace, 1300 •C
Beckman LS-3150 T Liquid Scin~illa~ion, equipped with
background sys~em.
E~hyl

a

low

EXPERIMENTAL
t-fineralization of organic ma~~er
mL
of
concen~rated
ni~ric
acid
and
3
mL
of
calcium
ortophospha~e dibasic solution are added to 800 nL of urine in
a beaker. The sol u~i on is 1 ef"t.
a~ 60 oC for one hour·
Arnmoni urn
hydroxide is slowly added while stirring up to pH
10. The
pt-ecipi~d.te
is
digested
overnight,
centr·ifuged
and
t.he
supernatd.nt. discar·ded. The solid is n•ineralized Lo whi 1.-e ashes
on a hotJ plate wi~h 1:1 nitric acid and hydrogen peroxide. The
ashes are dissolved in 80 mL of 1M nitric acid and hydrolyzed
for one hour al near boiling tempera~ure.
10

:-=.-;ettlng_ t-he chroma~og~hic column
The cht-ornat.ographi c column, 5 m 1 ong, is coi 1 ed downwards on a
cylindric plas~ic support 50 mm diame~er. The rnicrocapillar of
1. 2 mm of in~ernal diameter is imbibed
wi~h 300 1-1L of a
0. 5 M
solution of TOPO in toluene. The column is previously washed
with e~hyl alcohol and vacuum dried.
Loadi nq_ and el u~i or,
The cooled hydrolyzed liquid is poured t-hrough t.he column,
previously treated wi~h 1 mL of 1 M nitric acid, at a rate of
20 drops per minute and the con~ents are eluted into a liquid
sci nti ll a~i on vial wi tJh 5 mL of tal uene. Three 200 ,uL ali quo~s
are used for fluorimetry and 5 mL of a scintillation cock~ail
containing 10 g of PPO and 160 g of naphthalene in 1000 rnL of
~oluene are added to the remaining solution into the vial
and
it" is measured by low backgr-ound liquid scintilL~tion. A blank
or- urine and a recovery test are run toget het- with ~he uri nes
and measured in the sarne conditions.
RESULTS
The
following
considerations
standardization of the technique:

were

taken

during

~he

Eyrophos2hates for-mation
The pyrophosphates :for·rned during mineralization tend to compete
with
TOPO
for
the
uranium,
resulting
in
very
widesprea<i
~-·ecovery values .
To avoid this inlerferef'lce an acid hydrolysis
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is perf'ormed during one hour.
Urine volumes
Volumes of' urine ranging from 200 "lo 2000 mL were pr-ocessed,
wi "lh no influence in recover-y values.
Volumes ot' 1 M ni "lr i c
acid used "lo solubilize "lhe ashes varied accordingly, since 10
mL of 1 M ni "lr· i c acid ar·e needed for ever· y 100 mL of· urine. 800
mL of urine are adequat-e regarding bo"lh de"lec"lion limits and
amount of sample "lo be r·eques"led.
~i 11 ar y 1 eD.9..\J::!.
Capi 11 ar y tubes 1 , 3 and 5 m 1 ong were used. Recoveries were
poor· in the first case, impr·oved in the second case bu"l were
not
reproducible.
Columns 5
m long
pr·oved
to
be
optimum
regarding high recoveries and reproducibility.

TOPO concentration
Recoveries did not change in the 0.5 "lo 1.0 M concen"lrat..ion
r··ange and a 0. 5 M value was adopted. Since t..he minimum amount.
of extractant. needed to imbed the whole column was 300 ~L. this
w::,s the volume chosen.
Percolation rate
There were no significative changes in r-ecovery values for· flow
rates ranging from 20 to 40 drops per minute,
but recoveries
wer·e very low for rates over 50 drops per· minut-e.
CC>NCLUSI ONS
Si nee t-he concent.ra"lion fact-or is high enough lo de"lec"l
very
1 ow
ur ani urn
1 evel s,
"lhi s
t..echni que
is
sui t..abl e
for
controlling personnel working wit..h differ-ent. uranium compounds.
Besides, it. is ver-y convenient when dealing wi "lh many samples
in
diff'erent
ma"lrixes,
because
measurernent..s
ar·e
done
inmediately af"ler elut-ion, requiring only t-he addit-ion of t..he
sclnlillAtion mixture.
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Radiochemistry
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Uranium.

D:rN:mJSIS CF 'IHYROID NODULES AND MEDICAL Fllm:SS FOR RADIATION 'WORK:
CASE CX>Nl'RIBUTIONS

E. STRAMBI* M. VIR)ILI**

*

RADIOP!CIEZIONE MEDIC"A, UNIVERSrrA' CA'I'I'OLICA POLICLINIOO GEH:LLI •
liCtE, TrALY

**

RADIOPRUIEZIONE MEDICA, USL FR/4, FROS:nom, TrALY

ABmw:r
'Ihe nodwar thyroid disease frequentlY involves delicate di8gi'IOStic
problems, in particular coocem:ing the diagnosis of thyroid cancer.

'lberefcre. in case cf a

~le

tnYn:lid ncdule the s:ilY&ician nust

first of all perform the proper procedures ( u1trasonography, scintigraphy, fine-needle aspiratia~. biopsy, ete. ) for a selective ~
to diagnosis, as a necessary step befont an eventual surgical treatment.

MANAGEMENT CF 'IH'iROID NCDUIES

In this study ere discussed the f'irst results obtained by the applicatioo of the dec::isioo matriX for the nvmagement of a thyroid nodule,
which has been suggested in prwious work ( see fig. 1 ) .
According to that protocol, workers professicnally exposed and k:ncwn
as carriers, at the mnent of preventive or periodical visit, of alteof the glan4ular JrOrttlology have been tested vi th scintigraphy,
I thyroid uptake and eventually T3 suppression test in case of
uvW.!L£1.41 lli.Pl'cu~.ul..icd dlawuu~h ~Lwt:R:n huL llli!l UJld nu1u1"'"' U1LL·~
nogr.aphy has been performed to distinguish between cystic and solid
cold nodules. In case of solid nodule aeNn calcita'lin level COI.lld
erase the doubt to be in presence of a medullary thyroid carcinana.
In presence of cold end solid nodUles a fine-needle aspiration biopsy
has been performed to diagnose IMlignant nodules, benign nodules or

f!fions

follicular neoplasms.
Malignant ncxiules and follicular neoplasms have been referred.

to

the~·
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~Uy

Fit· 1.

DICIIIOH MATRIX FOA WORKUP OF ATHYROID NODULI

CASE DESCRIPI'ION
In this study are presented 34 cases of palpable thyroid u terations
regaroing patients obsel"Ved in the last 3 years . 'Ihe follOtling diagno-

ses have been made:

a) isolated nodUles - 18 eases ot which: 4 colloidal nodules 1 4 pure
eysts, 2 eyperf'Unctioning adencmas ( one auta'lQnus 1 the other not auta'ICmals )1 1 folliCUlar a:ie
nana 1 1 papillary earc:inaM; in the rarna1ni.ng 6
cases the diagnostic procedure at the nanent has
not been CCJ!q)l.eted
b) simple goiter - 7 cases
c) IIUl tinodular goiter - 8 eases
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DI~Gr()STIC

D!SClJSSION

U1 trasonography has allcwed to exclude the presence or nodular formations in 2 cases o£ goiter 'Wi. th palpable irregularities and to recognize as nultinodular 2 situatioos that, based exclusively a1 the
clinical findings, should have been defined as uninodular. For this
purpose, it must be noted that the JllJl t:inodular goiters, even if they
saret~s cootain suspicious nodules that deserve the same cautioo of
a solitary nodule, have a nuch smaller probability of cancer canpared
to the solitmy nodules. Hot nodules, that as a rule are not malignant,
have not been suspected of malignancy. Ha.rever, it has to be eq:basized
that such nodUles, al thoJgh rarely, can hide follicular, papillazy and
even medUllary careinanas.
For this reason serum calcitarl.n level 8!'ld eventually also fine-needle
aspiration biopsy should be perfornv30 in such cases. Also cystic
nodules, that as a rule are not cancer, have not been c::a'l.sidered suspicious o£ malignancy, but since cancer is oc:casiCl'lally found in the wall
of the cyst, it has been thought necessary ~ ecographic surveillance
of cystic lesions at the manent of each periodical visit.
considering the limits of f'ine...needl.e aspiration biopsy in the presurgical differential diagnosis between follicular adenana and follieular carcinaaa, we have referred to the surgeoo the case o£ folliCUlar
8denarla and the case o£ papillauy careincJI!a.
'Ibe diagnostic scheduled procedure suggested by us then is based oo
the clinical finding o£ a palpable nodule. Hc:wever, it has to be
Ell'l#lasized that the possibility to clinically diagnose the presence
of teyroid nodules depends oo their size that nust be less than 1 an. ,
while the resolution of 99m Tc pertechnetate scan with the pinhole
collimated garrma camera is about 0,5 an. and the resolutiat of small
parts echografity is about 1 nm.
U1 trasa'lography is o£ iJtmense value in the early diagnosis of tunors,
since it can easily identi£y small tl.lroral lesi.a\s already in a
pre-clinic #laSe. Ca!.sequentJ.y, a systEmatic applicatim of this
tecnique in the medical surveillance of radiation protectia'l. oo each
exposed worker could be proposed.

Ha.oever it nust be coosiden!d that a patient with a thyroid carcinara
not clinically detectable ( oc:cu1t ) has no risk of metastatic spread
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o£ the tunor, that as a rule :renains coof'ined in situ. 'Iheref'ore,
as
far as thyroid glard is ca'ICemed a systenatic applicatioo (not a:lmi!d)
of ultrasound against stochastic effects would not find adequate justificatia'l in a corn!Ct evaluaticn of cost/benefits balance.
In conclusion, we think that the P,Ysical mean, Jla'eOVer unda.lbtful.ly
facilitated ~ the superficial. positicn of the organ shoul4 usually
:roprocont tho m:rln di;)QOOOtic prococluro, rooczvillg tho inotnuoonbl
tests to who presents palpatory ancmalies.
'lbe 2 cases oE follicular adenan& ard papillary c~inana in perticular
shew hew the diagnostic protoool suggested above CCW.d becane useful
also fran the point of view of the sec:x:mary cancer preventioo., which
is ooe of the main goals o£ the radiatioo. protecticn.
MEDICAL ,JUOOEJ4ENI' OF FI'IWESS FOR RAOIATIOO WRK
In case of a patient lcnollll as a cazrler oE a thyroid nodule clinically
detectable, the physician first ot all JIUSt approach a precise
diagnosis. Before the 8Kaminaticns have been canpletely perfornec1, the
judgement shoold generally be "in observation" and the subject will
be ccnsequentJ.y maintained as a rule at his normal worlc in cootrolled
area without aey l:lmitatiat, considering the possible doses to thyroid
outcan:ing fran radiatioo. worl<. At the end of the instrunental
diagnostic procedures, as has been saic1 ebove, anytime surgiCal.
treatment is Meded for a c1iagnostic and therapeutic ruscn, the
eventuality that the subject will or will not eceept the SU%¢cal
treatJhent nust be faced. In this last case shOll.d not autaraticall.y
01tc:ahe a judgenent of unfitness, 'l:ut the potential risk and actual
real c1amage resul til'lg f'ran such a juiga!ent should be evaJ.uatec1 case
by

case.

As far as risks are concerned, 1t should not be ca'lSidered the possibility of a nodUlar canceroos degeneraticn c&~sed t7f worl< exposure to

ioo.izing radiatiat (hypothesis with no probability), 'l:ut the possibility that in reality we ere dealing with a catdnc:.lra not c1etect8ble
at the m:rnent 'trli th the used tecniques.
'Ibe last hypothesis can involve in sara psycho-eoeial coo.texts the
possibility of future legal cootravarsies and therefore can justify
a mre restrictive judgenent.

In aey case, as far as the medical judgerent of fitness for radiatioo
woric is cxncerned, cae has to keep in mind sane main criteria, i.e.
the clinical ti.ndings; the specific risk evaluatia'l; the social,
econanical and psychological p!rameters.
'Ibus, in his evaluation, the physician shoold alwa;ys cmsider the risk/
'berlerits balance.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF NRPB ADVICE FOR THE DISPOSAL
OF SOLID RADIOACTIVE ~TE
J R Cooper,

I M Barraclough and S F Mobbs

National Radiological Protection Board, Chilton,
Didcot, Oxon, UK, OXll ORQ
In the past, problems have been encountered in the practical
application of radiological protection principles to solid waste
disposal.
In order to aid in the interpretation of existing
advice and to encourage improvements in the presentation of
safety cases for solid waste disposal facilities, NRPB has
updated and clarified certain aspects of previous advice. Among
other things, it is recommended that, for the purposes of risk
assessment, the future should be divided up into time frames,
with the emphasis of the assessment changing as the period of
prediction increases.

1.

INTRODUCTION

As a result of past recommendations by ICRP and others, the
basic radiological protection principles for determining the
acceptability of disposal facilities for solid radioactive wastes
are now well established: namely the optimisation of protection
and the limitation of individual risk. Furthermore, it is widely
accepted that individuals who might be alive at any time in the
future should be accorded a level of protection at least
equivalent to that which is accorded to individuals and
populations alive now.
Nevertheless, there are particular
problems in applying such basic principles to solid waste
disposals. These problems arise in part because of the long time
periods, often hundreds of thousands of years, over which
radionuclides could be released into the biosphere from a solid
waste disposal site. As a consequence, the rate of release may
depend upon events and processes which have probabilities
associated with them (eg, faulting in a rock formation) and,
furthermore, the exposure of individuals alive in the future will
depend upon their habits which are difficult, if not impossible,
to predict.
In order to aid in the practical interpretation of existing
advice,
particularly
in
the
light
of
ICRP's
1990
recommendations lll, the UK National Radiological Protection Board,
a UK Statutory Advisory Body, is updating its advice for the
disposal of solid radioactive wastes.
The proposed advice
applies to land-based disposal in engineered facilities is
described in detail in a consultative documentl 21 •
The purpose
of this paper is to describe some aspects of this advice.

2.

LIMITATION OF INDIVIDUAL RISK

In the case of solid waste disposal it is difficult to apply
any standards, which are based solely on dose limitation because
it will generally be possible to envisage circumstances, even if
they have a low probability of occurrence, which if they were to
occur would lead to doses above any selected limit. Therefore,
the quantity to be limited is individual risk where risk is
defined as
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the probability that a
dose will be received

X

the probability that the dose will
give rise to a deleterious health
effect

A risk limit could be derived directly from the dose limit,
however, this would not be strictly appropriate to solid waste
disposal.
Such a risk limit would pertain to the sum of the
risks from all sources to an individual; instead risk limitation
is achieved by setting risk constraints for each source.
The
constraint is an upper bound on the optimisation of protectoin
for that source to prevent unacceptable risks to individuals who
are exposed to more than one source.

3.

ASSESSMENT OF INDIVIDUAL RISK IN THE FUTURE

In order to ensure the protection of future generations it
is usually necessary to assess the risks to individuals over long
timescales.
However, the sophistication of the assessment
methods should reflect the confidence which may be attached to
the assumptions made in the assessment.
This confidence will
tend to decrease as the timescale of the assessment increases and
therefore it may be appropriate to change the emphasis of the
calculations relating to the far future. One way to achieve this
is to divide the time period of the assessment into the following
series of time frames with the level of calculational detail
being changed in each successive time frame:
i)

Site operation and up to a 100 years after closure

This period is the 'institutional control period' and it is
assumed that the relevant dose limits will apply.
ii)

c 100 years to c 10,000 years

This period represents the time between the end of
institutional control and the next major environmental 'event'
such as glaciation. For this period 'predictive' models can be
used to simulate the transfer of radionuclides through the
geosphere and biosphere to a hypothetical critical group. This
group should be reasonably homogeneous and representative of
those individuals likely to be exposed to the greatest risk. The
assumptions about human behaviour should be representative of the
type of area being studied but not site-specific.
iii) c 10,000 years to a 1,000,000 years

In this time period the uncertainty associated with any
detailed calculations related to the biosphere is likely to be
so great that an appropriate approach is to define and model an
arbitrary 'biosphere' populated by a 'reference community' with
reasonably conservative habits such as subsistence farmers.
Thus, by requiring a hypothetical reference community to be
'protected' , a reasonable degree of assurance will be provided
that any real communities which actually exist will not be
subject to unacceptable risks.
In this time period, the
criterion could be expressed as probability weighted releases of
radionuclides from the geosphere.
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iv)

After c 1,000,000 years

This is the approximate lifetime of the human race to date.
The scientific basis for risk calculations in this time frame is
therefore questionable and NRPB recommends that assessments
covering longer time periods should concentrate on qualitative
discussions.
4.

HIGH CONSEQUENCE EVENTS

The treatment of risk described above only applies to
situations where exposures are somewhat less than those which
would give rise to deterministic effects (eg, <0.5 Sv). However,
in the case of disposal of high level waste and, perhaps,
intermediate level waste, situations could be envisaged, albeit
improbable
ones,
where
deterministic
effects
could
be
experienced.
These situations could arise if the waste was
brought
to
the
surface
by
direct
human
intervention.
Requirements to limit the consequences of such improbable events
are not desirable; to modify a repository design solely for
compliance with such a limit would not be sensible, particularly
as such modifications might otherwise detract from the
performance of the repository. Therefore, it is suggested that
waste disposal sites should be chosen and facilities designed so
that the total probability of all events having the potential to
lead to doses which would cause deterministic effects should be
as low as reasonably achievable.
5.

TREATMENT OF UNCERTAINTY

Uncertainty can originate from several sources including,
for example, inadequate knowledge of the future behaviour of the
disposal site or lack of knowledge of the value for a particular
parameter in a model.
It is important to present and discuss
separately the uncertainties arising from different sources. As
an aid to this, it is suggested that uncertainty as to the future
evolution of the site could be addressed by selecting a range of
scenarios to represent qualitatively different futures. Each of
the scenarios should then be assigned a probability, to represent
the relative likelihood of that scenario actually occurring.
Parameter uncertainty analysis should be undertaken to determine
the confidence in the results for each scenario.

6.

OPTIMISATION

The main radiological input to optimisation has generally
been integrated collective dose.
Even with relatively short
integration times, collective dose estimates are so dependent on
human behaviour that predictions must be treated with caution:
with integration times of thousands of years the values are
meaningless.
Some alternatives have been suggested by ICRP[ 31
including truncation and discounting,
however there are
disadvantages to each of them.
To assist in clarifying these issues, NRPB have suggested
that a design target, set at a level of individual risk
sufficiently low to be of very little concern, may be used as a
guide to the extent of optimisation study required.
If the
estimated risks from a facility are likely to exceed this target,
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then a full demonstration that the proposed facility is the
optimum solution for that particular waste would be required.
However, if the estimated risks are below the target, then the
optimisation requirement may be confined to the detail of
facility design.
In the latter situation the release of
radionuclides to the biosphere could be used as a surrogate for
collective dose in the optimisation.
7.

CONCLUSIONS

The ideas described in this paper will form the basis of
NRPB's formal advice on the radiological protection aspects of
the disposal of solid radioactive wastes in land-based facilities
in the UK.
It is hoped that the adoption of these ideas will
lead to a clearer understanding of the issues and to a more
transparent presentation of safety cases.
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60.

LONG-TERM UNCERTAINTY IN RADIOLOGICAL PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENTS
OF LOW-LEVEL WASTE FACILITIES AT THE SAVANNAH RIVER SITE

L. M. McDowell-Beyer
Health and Safety Research Division
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
ABSTRACT
Radiological performance assessments are being conducted
for the Saltstone Disposal Facility and the E-Area Vaults at the
Savannah River Site near Aiken, South Carolina. Saltstone is a
solidified waste form which will contain very low levels of
radionuclides but considerable levels of nitrate.
The E-Area
Vaults will contain solid, radioactively contaminated waste.
Preliminary results of the assessments indicate that adequate
performance will be very sensitive to the degradation scenario
adopted for the cover and containment systems for these
facilities.
INTRODUCTION
The U. S. Department of Energy (DOE) Order 5820.2A (DOE
1988)
requires
a
site-specific
radiological
performance
assessment for each DOE low-level waste (LLW) disposal facility
designed and utilized subsequent to issuance of the order. The
purpose of an assessment is to demonstrate compliance with
performance objectives for DOE LLW management established in the
order. In addition to ensuring compliance with other DOE Orders
addressing
radiation exposures
and U.
S.
Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) regulations for atmospheric releases,
these performance objectives include protecting groundwater
resources
consistent
with
federal,
state,
and
local
requirements.

Oak Ridge National Laboratory has been tasked with doing
radiological performance assessments of the LLW Saltstone
Disposal Facility (SDF) and E-Area LLW Vaults at the Savannah
River Site (SRS) in a joint effort with the Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory and Hanford. The most challenging aspect
of these, and perhaps all, performance assessments involves
predicting the long-term performance of the various engineered
features of the waste-forms, containment, and closure designs
over the time period for which significant quantities of
radionuclides are present in the facilities.
There is no
specific regulatory guidance on the length of time for which
potential exposure must be predicted nor on the amount of
uncertainty which can be tolerated.
THE SRS LLW SALTSTONE DISPOSAL FACILITY AND E-AREA VAULTS
The SRS was acquired by the U. S. government in 1950 and
covers approximately 780 sq km in southwestern South Carolina.
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The site receives over 100 em of rainfall annually and thus is
classified as a humid subtropical region. As is the case with
other sites
in the DOE complex,
waste management and
environmental restoration have come to the forefront of
activities at SRS in the last decade.
Both Z-Area and E-Area are on topographic highs which slope
toward surrounding creeks. The historic high water table lies
at a minimum of 7 m below the existing grade at Z-Area, and 6 m
below the existing grade at E Area. The groundwater under both
facilities discharges largely to the local creeks, such that
off-site contamination of groundwater is unlikely to be
significant.
A lower regional aquifer is protected from
downward migration of contaminants by a thick impermeable zone.
Discharge of contaminated groundwater to surface water may carry
contaminants off-site, but dilution in streams provides a large
amount of protection to potential water users.
The SDF handles disposal of liquid waste streams which are
solidified in a cement matrix. Radionuclides of consequence in
the liquid waste include H-3, Cs-137/Ba-137m, Ru-106/Rh-106, Sr90/Y-90, Tc-99, and I-129.
A slurry consisting of a high
nitrate-content salt solution, Portland cement, flyash, and slag
is piped into below-grade concrete vaults. Upon solidification
of the resulting monolith of saltstone, the remaining headspace
will be filled with clean cement, and the vaults will be
protected from infiltration until final closure with various
overburden layers. Nitrate is present in the saltstone product
at very high concentrations (about 7 wt%) and thus is of
potential concern from the standpoint of the EPA's drinking
water standard of 10 mg/L for No 3- as N.
The E-Area Vaults will receive discarded trash, equipment,
and machinery that have been contaminated by low levels of
radioactivity. Tritium, C-14, Co-60, Cs-137/Ba-137m, Mn-54, Ni63, Se-75, Sr-90/Y-90, and Zn-65 are the nuclides of potential
concern.
With the exception of C-14,
none of
these
radionuclides are long-lived.
Most of the nuclides will have
decayed to stable isotopes by 300 years. Long-lived radioactive
isotopes of uranium and transuranics are expected to be present
in waste received by the E-Area Vaults only in very minor
amounts. Primary containment will be in the form of metal boxes
or drums for smaller items.
Larger items will be placed
directly into the concrete vaults along with the metal boxes and
drums. A sloping concrete cover completes each vault. Separate
vaults for storage of tritium and waste contaminated by C-14 are
planned for this facility.
When all vaults are full at both facilities, earthen
covers, designed to minimize infiltration of rainwater and
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intrusion by roots or burrowing animals, will be placed over the
entire facilities.
ANALYSIS
Demonstration of compliance with DOE Order 5820.2A requires
that pathways to potential receptors be identified and potential
exposures be predicted over an indefinite period of time. This
must be done for three recognized time periods of concern: the
operational time period (about 30 years for the SDF and 20 years
for theE-Area Vaults), the post-closure institutional control
time period (about 100 years), and the post- inl:lliLuLional
control time period.
Potential receptors fall into two
categories: on- site receptors, or inadvertent intruders, and
off-site receptors.
During institutional control, on-site
receptors are not present as the site boundaries are still
maintained.

After 120 or 130 years, the possibility of excavation or
drilling into the facilities by inadvertent intruders must be
considered. Intact, or non-degraded, concrete vaults are fairly
robust from the standpoint of external exposure to on-site
receptors.
The massive concrete buffer (almost 0. 5 -m- thick
vault walls and ceilings) around the saltstone monolith and EArea waste forms makes damage due to well drilling or excavation
highly unlikely.
As stated in DOE Order 5820.2A, the SDF and E-Area Vaults
must be designed to meet federal, state and local requirements
for the protection of groundwater, as well as satisfy the other
requirements for controlling radiation exposures.
The EPA's
drinking water standard (EPA 1990), which is being applied to
groundwater for the purpose of evaluating compliance, limits the
annual
dose
received
from
groundwater
contaminated
by
radionuclides to 4 mrem and specifies maximum contaminant levels
for various chemical compounds such as nitrate.
This is the
limiting requirement for LLW facilities like the SDF and E-Area
Vaults if mechanical intrusion into the facility is not
credible.
Over long periods of time, however, it is expected that
natural processes may degrade the cover and containment systems
so that infiltration into the facilities is increased and the
ability of the Saltstone monolith or E-Area waste forms to
withstand leaching is increasingly compromised.
Erosion of
ground surfaces, intrusion by burrowing animals or plant roots,
and seismic events are potential sources of disruption of
infiltration barriers.
Cracks in the concrete vaults and the
saltstone monolith may increase leaching to an unacceptable
degree, and the concrete vaults may eventually crumble.
Because many of the radionuclides in the both facilities
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are relatively short-lived, it is possible that they will have
decayed to insignificant levels by the time natural processes
have compromised the containment of the facility to any
significant degree.
Long-lived Iodine-129, Tc-99 and nitrate
are, however, of concern for the SDF.
Much of the uncertainty in the results of individual
exposure analyses as a consequence of LLW disposal lies not in
the wide range in values of quantifiable parameters but in the
wide range in credible scenarios describing conditions at the
facilities hundreds to thousands of years into the future.
There is not an official time cutoff for calculating exposures
for DOE radiological performance assessments, and uncertainties
become unfathomable after the first several hundred years due to
poorly understood mechanisms of degradation of engineered
barriers.
CONCLUSIONS
Despite the large amount of precipitation received annually
by the SRS, the use of multiple barriers in disposal of LLW at
two facilities at the site appears to provide both a workable
solution to the common problem of subsidence in waste disposal
facilities and a means of radically reducing the leachability of
wastes.
However, because long-lived radionuclides and nondecaying substances of concern may outlast the lifetime of
engineered containment, their presence may adversely impact the
performance of these facilities at some time in the future.

Degradation of engineered systems must be addressed in
performance assessments. Recognizing that there is considerable
uncertainty arising from the limited knowledge of degradation
mechanisms and timing, there must be a concerted effort by both
technical personnel involved in designing LLW facilities and
policy makers and regulators to address this large uncertainty.
Design of facilities should acknowledge the inevitability of
degradation of protective and containment features.
Policy
makers and regulators must address the issue of the amount of
uncertainty that will be tolerated in performance evaluations
and the length of time that should be considered in assessing
performance.
REFERENCES
DOE, 1988. Radioactive Waste Management, DOE Order 5820.2A,
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EPA, 1990. "National Primary Drinking Water Regulations," 40 CFR
141, U. S. Environmental Protection Agency.
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ORGANISATION GENERALE d'EDF POUR LE
CONDITIONNEMENT ET L'ENTREPOSAGE DES DECHETS DE
FAIBLE ET MOYENNE ACTIVITE

Y. FITAMANT
Electricite de France
Service de la Production Thermique
D.S.R.E. - Saint-Denis
GENERAL ORGANISATION OF EDF ABOUT TREATMENT,
CONDITIONING AND INTERMEDIATE STORAGE OF LOW
LEVEL OR INTERMEDIATE LEVEL ACTIVE WASTE

Managing wastes is a vital activity of EDF

EDF is responsable for managing wastes until the final storage which is
done by the ANDRA.
In its management of radio-active wastes, EDF applies the
approach as for its other nuclear power plant operations.

same quality

The goal is to specify the quality required to comply with fundamental
safety rules, to obtain this quality by adequate ways and means at every
link in the waste chain and to prove that this quality level is realy
obtained.
All these actions, supported by powerful computer facilities, contribute to
maintain the safety level which was planned at the design stage, and this
has made it possible to substantially reduce the volumes and the cost of
wastes sent to storage.

1 - AVANT - PROPOS
Le Manuel d'Organisation de la Qualite en Exploitation, document
national destine aux centrales nucleaires a ete mis en application en
1977.
Il comporte des prescriptions concernant la collecte,
le
conditionnement, le transport et le stockage de dechets radioactifs
sol ides.
En 1983, le document EDF/SPT
Regles de base et Manuel National
d 'Organisation de la Qua lite - Chapitre 5. 2. - traitement des dechets
radioactifs
confirme les prescriptions et pratiques du precedent
manuel et prend en compte une evolution dans le domaine des dechets
radioactifs dont la creation de l'ANDRA.
Au-dela de la stricte application des regles, la qualite en exploitation
repose avant tout sur !'organisation du travail mise en place et sur la
competence du personnel qui execute les diverses activites.

2 - ORGANISATION GENERALE
A partir des principes du Manuel National d'Organisation de la Qualite
et regles de base, chaque centrale redige un ensemble de notes
d'Organisation qui constituent le Manuel d'Organisation de la Qualite
de la centrale.
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Une note d' organisation definit les responsabilites et les relations
entre les differents acteurs impliques dans le traitement des dechets
radioactifs.
La maniere de conduire les taches elementaires fait l'objet de gammes
d'execution et de consignes d'exploitation. Les taches sent realisees
par un personnel dument forme, habilite et designe.

3 - APPLICATION
Les differents elements qui concourent
dechets radioactifs concernent
-

a

la

qualite

d • un

col is

de

les approvisionnements des conteneurs et materiaux,
la collecte des dechets,
!'evaluation de la radioactivite contenue dans les colis,
le conditionnement,
l'entreposage avant expedition,
!'expedition vers le centre de stockage.

3.1. - Les approvisionnements des conteneurs et materiaux
Chaque approvisionnement est regi par un cahier des specifications et
des conditions techniques (C.S.C.T.) qui definit tous les criteres
contribuant a la qualite du produit fini.
Afin
d' assurer
un
sui vi
des
approvisionnements
entrant
dans
!'elaboration des colis, E.D.F. a impose a ses fournisseurs de mettre
en oeuvre une organisation de la qualite, qui fait l'objet d'une
acceptation puis de controles.
Pour chaque materiel ou materiau entrant
organisation,
une
fiche
de
suivi
est
d'identification est attribue.

dans le
ouverte

cadre de cette
et
un
numero

3.2. - La collecte des dechets
A EDF, tous les dechets provenant de zone centro lee sent consideres
comme potentiellement radioactifs.
3.2.1. - Dechets de precede
Une fiche de suivi est initiee pour tous les dechets de precede.
3.2.2. - Dechets technologiques
Les sacs de transport de dechets technologiques de faible activit€!
sent etiquetes pour en connaitre la provenance.
Pour chaque type de dechets,
redigee.

une fiche de suivi particuliere est

C' est au moment de sa collecte que
dechet est determinee.

la composition

radiologique

du

3.3. - L'evaluation de radioactivite contenue dans les colis
La politique mise en oeuvre par EDF, en matiere de limitation de
radioactivite de l'eau du circuit primaire, conduit a ne pas
developper la presence, en quantite significative, de radio-elements
emetteurs "Alpha" dans ce circuit.
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De ce fait, hors anomalie grave au niveau du combustible, le respect
des specifications techniques d' exploitation permet de garantir que
le niveau d' activit€! "Alpha" dans les col is est toujours compatible
avec les criteres d'acceptabilite du centre de stockage et ne
necessite pas de traitement particulier.
En cas d'anomalie grave, le devenir
discuter cas par cas avec l'ANDRA.

des

Determination de l'activite des differents

dechets

solides

est

a

r~dionucleides

-Par calcul direct a partir de spectrometrie gamma,
- Par association d' un spectre type et du debit de dose moyen a mihauteur au contact du colis. Dans ce cas, le calcul de l'activite
est fait a partir d'une "fonction de transfert". Du fait de son
caractere national, il est depose a l'ANDRA.
3.4. - Le conditionnement
3.4.1. - Preparation
Pour la realisation de cette phase,
partir des DESCRIPTIFS DE PROCEDES.

des gammes

Chaque type d'activite fait l'objet d'une
preparation des colis mentionnent notamment

gamme.

sont
Les

redigees
gammes

a
de

la methode de conditionnement a employer,
la description des principales operations a effectuer,
!'habilitation des agents concernes,
les controles,
!'evaluation de la radioactivite contenue.
3.4.2. - Execution
Le conditionnement est decoupe en taches elementaires, !'execution
d'une tache ne pouvant etre realisee avant que la tache precedente
ait ete effectuee et controlee.
3.4.3. -Fiches d'identification de colis
Afin d'assurer le suivi du conditionnement de chaque colis, une
fiche d' identification est instruite. Elle permet d' une part de
s'assurer que les actions precedant le conditionnement ont bien ete
realisees ( collecte du dechet, approvisionnement) et d' autre part
de suivre l'etat d'avancement du colis.
Lorsque cette fiche a ete entierement remplie et controlee, le
colis correspondant peut etre expedie si aucune anomalie n•est
mentionnee.
Les operations de conditionnement des dechets solides sont placees
sous l'autorite d'un responsable habilite et designe.
Dans le cas ou les situations d'exploitation conduiraient a
produire un colis hors normes, le responsable de !'execution
n' engage pas les operations de conditionnement de ce co lis et en
refere a un agent de responsabilite superieure qui :
decide de la conduite a tenir,
mentionne ses decisions et leur
rendu.
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justification

sur

le

compte

Les fiches d'identification de colis permettent :
de garantir la conformite des colis au descriptif du precede
correspondant, et de connaitre la radioactivite contenue,
d'avoir un etat precLs et repere
stockes en attente d'expedition,

geographiquement

des

colis

de faire une comptabilisation par nature des colis prepares et
des colis expedies.
3.5. - L'expedition
Afin d' avoir 1' assurance que tous lea colis expedies au centre de
stockage ont ete conditionnes conformement aux agrements obtenus de
l'ANORA, ils sent identifies a l'aide d'une numerotation nationale.
Ces numeros sent attribues des la confection des emballages chez les
fabricants, ceci permet de suivre les eolia sur chaque site en
fonction de leur etat et de leur position geographique et d'etre ainsi
certain de la correspondance entre les documents qui ont ete instruits
lors du traitement du dechet, et le eolia.
3.6. - Le transport
EDF maitrise le systeme de transport de ses dechets et applique les
principes et regles d'assurance qualite dans ce domaine. Apres enquete
et evaluation les transporteurs font
l'objet d'une acceptation
assortie de controles periodiques.

4 - MOYENS INFORMATIQUES
Oepuis le 31 decembre 1990, la gestion des colis de dechets nucleaires de
toutes les centrales est assuree par informatique, grace au module ORA du
schema directeur informatique du SPT. EOF dispose ainsi d'un logiciel qui
centralise
toutes
les
donnees
permettant
la
declaration
des
caracteristiques des colis de dechets nucleaires destines a etre stockes
sur les sites exploitee par l 'Agence Nationale de gestion des Oechets
Radioactifs (ANORA).
ce programme permet entre autres a EOF de constituer, par echange de
donnees en temps reel avec ANORA, un stock de colis valides et
expediables. Il constitue egalement une base de donnees de tous les
dechets produits sur les differents sites.

5 - CONCLUSIONS
L'organisation de la qualite appliquee depuis l'origine a l'outil de
production a ete etendue aux activites liees a la gestion des dechets
radioactifs au-dela de la stricte application des regles. L'esprit
qualite qui anime les differents partenaires contribue a maintenir voire
ameliorer le niveau de surete defini a la conception.
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POLITIQUE DE GESTION DES MATIERES DE TRES FAIBLE RADIOACTIVITE
A.M. Chapuis 1 Ph. Guetat
Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique
Institut de Protection et de Surete Nucleaire
Departement de Protection de l'Environnement et des Installations
Fontenay-aux-Roses 1 FRANCE
VERY LOW LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT POLICY
ABSTRACT
Starting from the different studies dealing with very low level
waste management we propose a methology to improve the present
regulation. This approach is presented and limits are proposed.

Les reglementations existantes sur la protection des travailleurs
et du public contre les rayonnements ionisants precisent clairement
les conditions dans lesquelles doivent s 'effectuer les operations de
traitementl
stockagel
transport
et
elimination
des
substances
radioactives. Le champ d'application de ces reglementations est defini
en
fonction
de
la
radioactivite
des
materiaux
exprimee
en
radioactivite totale etfou radioactivite massique etfou radioactivite
surfacique.
Les materiaux de tres faible radioactivite se situent generalement
hors du cadre precedent. Leur traitement 1 recyclage ou stockage
souleve des problemes reglementaires compte tenu du fait que certaines
installations n' acceptent pas de "substances radioactives" alors que
tout materiau contient des radionucleides d'origine naturelle et
eventuellement artificielle.
Il convient done de determiner les limites de radioactivite
admissible
dans
les
dechets
evacues
vers
les
installations
d'elimination 1 de traitement ou de valorisation(l) 1 (2). Ces limites
doivent garantir la protection des travailleurs et des personnes du
public.
Plusieurs situations peuvent etre envisagees selon que les dechets
sont acceptes par une installation determinee ou par une categorie
determinee d'installations.
Dans les deux cas il est possible
d' envisager
so it
1' absence
d' obligations
( hormis
la
contrainte
concernant le niveau de radioactivite) I soit des obligations legeres
de types administratif et technique. Ces obligations peuvent porter
soit sur des controles lies a la radioactivite 1
soit sur la
destination des produits ou sous-produits de !'installation.
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La determination des limites de radioactivite acceptables est
obtenue a partir des relations entre la radioactivite des dechets et
les doses susceptibles d'etre re~ues par les travailleurs et le
public.
Ces relations sont determinees en etudiant toutes les
situations conduisant a une exposition des personnes, en evaluant les
conditions de ces expositions et en calculant les doses correspondant
a une radioactivite unitaire.
Ces
calculs
necessitent
la
connaissance
des
pratiques
industrielles, des conditions de travail, des caracteristiques des
dechets de tres faible radioactivite et en particulier du volume
attendu par rapport aux capacites des installations de traitement.
Il est alors possible, en se fixant des contraintes de dose, de
calculer les radioactivites limites qui permettent de respecter ces
contraintes. Les contraintes de dose peuvent etre egales a la limite
de dose pour le public
5 msv sur
une periode de 5 ans, ce qui
conduit a une valeur moyenne annuelle de l mSv par an si !'exposition
est continue (6) ou a une fraction de cette limite (7). Elles peuvent
etre differentes selon qu'il s•agit des travailleurs ou des personnes
du public ou suivant les caracteristiques des groupes critiques
consideres (1).
Les resultats de ces calculs permettent egalement de decider s'il
y a lieu ou non de fixer des conditions sur la destination des sousproduits de !'installation (par exemple cendres d'incinerateur ou
scories d'acierie) ou sur !'utilisation des produits de recyclage.
L'Institut de Protection et de surete Nucleaire a realise ce type
d. etudes pour differentes categories d. installations
decharges de
residue municipaux et industrials, acierie, cimenterie ... (3, 4, 5).
L • ensemble
des
resultats montre qu • il
existe pour
chaque
radionucleide des limites d'activite massique et surfacique au dessus
desquelles
les
doses
aux
travailleurs
des
installations
conventionnelles pourraient depasser 1 mSv par an si aucune precaution
n•etait prise. Au dessus de ces valeurs les dechets sont dits
radiotoxiques
et
doivent
etre
envoyes
dans
une
installation
specialement con~ue pour les recevoir. Remarquons cependant qu'il peut
exister des installations ou, compte tenu des caracteristiques propres
de !'installation etfou du volume de dechets traite, les doses restent
inferieures a 1 msv par an meme lorsque l' activite des dechets est
superieure aux limites precedentes.
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Au dessous de ces valeurs les dechets peuvent etre envoyes dans
une installation conventionnelle a condition que leur radiaoctivite
soit
inferieure
aux
limites
d'acceptation
dans
!'installation
consideree. Ces limites sent, selon les radionucleides et selon les
installations, soit egales soit inferieures aux limites precedentes.
On a vu que les resultats des etudes fournissent, pour chaque
radionucleide, une limite d'activite massique et une valeur d'activite
surfacique. Les resultats peuvent etre utilises tels quels. On a
cependant examine s'il etait possible de trouver une presentation plus
simple. Une premiere simplification a ete obtenue en prenant la meme
valeur numer1que pour l'activite massique (en Bq/g) et l'activite
surfacique (en Bqjcm-2).
Une seconde solution consiste a regrouper les radionucleides ayant
des limites voisines et a constituer des classes homogenes. Compte
tenu du grand domaine de variation des valeurs (8 ordres de grandeur)
il est necessaire de definir plusieurs classes (au moins quatre).
Cependant ces classes presentent !'inconvenient de ne pas correspondre
a la classification actuelle.
Une troisieme solution consiste a trouver une formule generale
applicable a tous les radionucleides. Elle doit tenir compte des
differentes voies de transfert qui conduisent a !'exposition des
personnes. La limite d • activit€! massique correspond alors a la plus
faible des valeurs suivantes
- 100/n Bq par gramme
n etant la proportion de photons d'energie
superieure a 0,1 MeV emis par desintegration d' un radionucleide
donne
100/p Bq par gramme
p etant la fluence energetique
electrons emis par des integration d • un radionucleide donne
MeV).

des
(en

- 5 lo-2 de la limite annuelle d'incorporation par inhalation qui
lui est applicable, par gramme
- 5 10- 4 de la limite annuelle d'incorporation par ingestion qui
lui est applicable, par gramme
Le tableau suivant donne ces limites pour quelques radionucleides
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Nucleide

c
p

Co
Ni
Sr
Cs

14
32
60
63
90
137

Limite
Bq/g
4
2
5
1
9
1

104
102
10 1
105
101
102

Nucleide

Limite
Bq/g

u

1
1
4
1
5
1

Th
Ra
Pb
Po
Pu

238
230
226
210
210
239

102
101
101
101
101
10 1

Les travaux precedents montrent qu'il est possible pour chaque
installation ou type d'installations de definir des criteres d'acceptation
des materiaux ou des dechets qui permettent de respecter les contraintes de
dose.
Du point de vue de 1' IPSN
radioactivite comme celle de tout
exigences suivantes :

la gestion des dechets de faible
dechet radioactif doit repondre aux

- protection des travailleurs et du public,
- responsabilite du producteur de dechets (connaissance de
leurs caracteristiques et de leur destination),
- transparence et information de toutes les parties concernees.
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RADIOACTIVE WASTE STORAGE AND DISPOSAL:A THEORETICAL STUDY

Gurinder Singh and H.S.Virk
Department of physics
Guru nanak Dev University
Amritsar-143005(INDIA)

Abstract
The
difficult
matter

of

application of nuclear energy is

especially

to grasp and the handling of nuclear wastes is
great concern

~o

an average person.

A

a

detailed

study is carried out in the field to assure that workers and
public are not harmed now or in the future by the effects of
radiation

from

polluted

and

disposal

of

the
that
wastes

wastes, that the
the
is

financial
not

environment

cost

excessive.

of
The

is

not

handling

and

study

is

particularly important as it involves social aspects such as
health and safety,environmental protection, national defence
and energy needs.
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OPTIMISATION DU PRINCIPE ALARA EN
D' ELIMINATION DE DECHETS RADIOACTIFS

MATIERE DE GESTION ET
DE TRES FAIBLE ACTIVITE

A. Reqibeau, J. Caussin, M. De Spiegeleer, M. Poelaert.

Universite Catholique de Louvain,
Service de Radioprotection,
2, Chemin du Cyclotron,
B.l348 Louvain-la-Neuve

OPTIMIZATION OF THE
ELIMINATION OF

ALARA PRINCIPLE
VERY LOW LEVEL

FOR THE MANAGEMENT
RADIOACTIVE WASTE

AND

The management of low level solid radioactive waste, as proposed by
the National Institutions, cannot be applied to waste produced in a
University environment.
The report from the Universite Catholique de
Louvain (UCL) states the reasons and the procedure which has been set up by
the radioprotection department.
It describes the storage facilities and
details the quality control tests carried out during the elimination
process.
The report outlines the difficulties encountered by the
radioprotection departments due to the absence of normes for the disposal
of solid radioactive waste.
INTRODUCTION

Le probleme de la gestion des dechets radioactifs est devenu l'un
des themes majeurs de discussion et de controverse en matiere de
radioprotection.
Il est toutefois internationalement admis par les
producteurs de dechets et par les Organismes Nationaux, de classifier ceuxci en 3 grandes categories :
haute, moyenne et faible activite.
Il est
bien evident que chaque categorie implique un mode de gestion adapte.
En
Belgique, une politique globale et coherente en la matiere, a ete mise en
place a l'echelon national par l'ONDRAF (Organisme National des Dechets
Radioactifs et des Matieres Fissiles)
La categorie des dechets de faible activite comprend non seulement,
des dechets provenant de l'energie electronucleaire, mais egalement, de
laboratoires de recherches universitaires, d'h6pitaux (therapie) ou de
laboratoires d' analyses medicales (diagnostic), dechets que 1 'on peut
qualifier de
"tres faible activite".
Le Service de Radioprotection de
l'Universite Catholique de Louvain (UCL) a estime, que !'assimilation de ce
dernier type a la categorie des faiblement radioactifs et a son mode de
gestion, ne pouvait se justifier tant pour des raisons scientifiques que
pour des raisons economiques.
Il paraissait en effet irrationnel de devoir enfouir, dans des
installations de stockage definitif, des radioisotopes de courte demi-vie
physique (de l'ordre de quelques heures par exemple).
De plus, la relation
inversement proportionnelle entre 1' activite presente et le volume des
dechets produits, aurait implique des coOts de traitement considerables et
difficilement supportables par les petits producteurs.
C'est pourquoi il a
ete decide, en concertation avec l'ONDRAF, de developper un programme de
gestion specifique a ces dechets solides de tres faible activite.
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GESTION

DES

DECHETS

A

L'UCL

Object if
Le faible niveau d'activite ainsi que la faible radiotoxicite des
isotopes utilises au sein des installations de l'UCL, ne doivent pas faire
perdre de vue, au radioprotecteur, que le but qu'il poursuit est toujours,
meme dans ce cas favorable, de limiter au maximum les doses d'irradiation
delivrees lors des manipulations, du stockage et de !'elimination de ces
dechets, ceci afin de minimiser !'impact radiologique sur le travailleur et
snn envirnnnement.
Principe

de

base

Le principe fondamental consiste a isoler les dechets dans des
installations
appropr1ees
jusqu'a disparition,
par decroissance
radioactive, d'une quantite suffisante de radionucleides pour que le risque
potentiel residue!, lie a !'elimination par incineration, soit acceptable.
La Legislation Belge impose, en effet, que tout dechet potentiellement
contamine par des
agents mutagenes,
cancerogenes,
teratogenes,
bacteriologiques, etc .. doive, en finalite, etre incinere.
Dispositions

pratiques

Pour mener a bien une bonne gestion de dechets, il importe tout
d'abord, d'avoir une bonne connaissance de ce que l'on manipule, c'est-adire de la nature et des niveaux de radioactivite des isotopes utilises.
En pratique, cela impose de subdiviser !'institution en petites entites
codifiees en fonction du niveau de risque rencontre.
Une centaine
d'entites ont ainsi ete repertoriees.
On y trouve les accelerateurs de
particules et laboratoires de chimie nucleaire associes, differents
laboratoires de recherche en agronomie, en biologie et en medecine, ainsi
que differents services hospitaliers.
Une bonne connaissance des isotopes
et activites manipulees impose une centralisation de la reception des colis
radioactifs suivie, apres contr5le et enregistrement, d'une redistribution
aux
entites
concernees.
Outre
les
installations
typiquement
universitaires, une serie de cliniques et laboratoires d'analyses
biologiques beneficient egalement de cette gestion des dechets.
La collecte des dechets dans une unite codifiee est effectuee "par
badge"
c'est-a-dire, !'ensemble des dechets accumules depuis le dernier
enlevement.
Chaque emballage du lot est identifie pour permettre la
traQabilite jusqu'a !'elimination. Les lots de dechets sont alors orientes
en fonction de leur contenu. Les emetteurs gamma de demi-vie superieure a
l an sont systematiquement evacues vers les installations de l'ONDRAF. Les
autres radioisotopes sont entreposes, toujours par lot, dans des conteneurs
mobiles de 2 m3, eux-memes numerates.
Parallelement a cette entree en stock, les caracteristiques
relatives a ce lot sont encodees dans une base de donnees.
Il s'agit de :
- numero du lot (badge),
- date d'entree,
- code de l'entite d'origine,
- numero du local et du conteneur de stockage,
- caracteristiques du badge:
- type d'emballage,
- nature isotopique,
- activite par isotope,*
* L'activite prise en compte est l'activite livree a l'entite depuis
la derniere collecte.
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A tout moment, le gestionnaire peut obtenir la liste des dechets
pouvant etre incineres.
Le logiciel effectue ses calculs en se basant sur
les valeurs de la base de donnees, sur les cararteristiques de
1 'incinerateur (masse journaliere de cendres et volume de gaz produi ts
journellement) ainsi que sur les tables de demi-vie physique, les limites
derivees de rejet gazeux et une valeur d'activite specifique maximum fixee
dans les cendres.
LOCAUX

DE

STOCKAGE

Les locaux de stockage situes dans la "zone nucleaire" de
l'Universite (accelerateurs, irradiateurs, etc ... ) sont construits en beton
et enfouis sous le sol, au-dessus de la nappe phreatique.
Les dechets
sont ainsi bien isoles de l'environnement, ce qui entraine un risque quasi
nul pour la population et le personnel.
Chaque local, d' une capaci te
approximative de 300 m3 possede un sol impermeable (resine epoxy) en pente
douce, permettant ainsi de recueillir dans une citerne les eaux
d'infiltration ou les liquides provenant d'eventuels conteneurs endommages.
Etant donne le risque non negligeable d'inflammabilite des dechets
(matieres plastique, papier, solvants organiques ... ) un double circuit de
detection d'incendie et d'extinction automatique au halon est installe. Un
systeme d' extraction d' air fonctionne en continu, est raccorde a la
cheminee de 25 m. du batiment et est asservi a la detection incendie.
Enfin, un sarcophage de 2m3, dans un coin du local permet le stockage des
sources irradiantes.
CONTROLE

DE

QUALITE

Differentes procedures ont ete developpees a fin d' optimaliser la
gestion des dechets tout au long de leur cheminement.
Des specifications
prop res a chaque etape ont ete etablies.
Une formation prealable des
producteurs de dechets est assuree par le Service de Radioprotection.
Production
Chaque entite est tenue de veiller a :
- un conditionnement selectif dans les emballages agrees,
- un etiquetage elementaire de l'emballage (date, isotope et code de
l'entite).
Collecte

et

transport

Les deux fonctions sont realisees par le Service de Radioprotection.
Lors de la prise en charge, les controles suivants sont effectues
conjointement par le producteur et le transporteur
- verification du conditionnement,
- verification de l'etiquetage,
- enregistrement du nombre de colis.
Le transport vers les installations de tri et de stockage est
effectue dans des conteneurs de transport agrees, par vehicule dO.ment
autorise.
Tri

et

mise

en

stock

Grace a la gestion informatisee des colis radioactifs, une analyse
critique des donnees fournies par le producteur peut etre effectuee lors de
la reception des dechets.
Une rapide mesure physique permet de s'assurer
que le type de rayonnement emis concorde avec !'analyse theorique.
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Stockage

et

6limination

Un controle visuel regulier permet de s' assurer de 1' etat des
emballages durant la decroissance.
Lors du retrait d'un lot pour
elimination, differents aspects sont examines:
- conformite de la constitution du lot avec les valeurs de la base
de donnees,
- controle de la concordance du niveau d'activite residuelle mesure
avec le niveau theorique calcule.

Incineration
En fonction de la nature et de la forme chimique du radioisotope,
l'activite residuelle peut se retrouver dans les gaz brOles ou dans les
cendres.
Un controle radiologique des gaz rejetes est realise par analyse
du condensat du barbotage effectue sur les gaz preleves dans la cheminee.
Actuellement, les differents colis du lot sont repartis sur !'ensemble des
dechets incineres durant la journee pour eviter tout effet de pointe.
L'installation d'un rideau d'eau epurateur de fumee supprimera ce risque et
permettra, d'ici peu, d'estimer le niveau de radioactivite present dans les
gaz a partir de !'analyse de cette eau.
Un controle des cendres est realise quotidiennement.

Il a pour but

de:
- controler en finalite l'efficacite des procedures,
s' assurer de la non-contamination de 1' incinerateur par des
"dechets radioactifs pirates".
Le controle des gaz et des cendres permet, de fournir a l'organisrne
competent, toutes les donnees lui permettant d' assurer son role de
controle.
CONCLUSIONS
L'assimilation des dechets solides de tres faible activite, aux
dechets de faible activite, n'est pas rationnelle.
Toutefois, si l'on
veut respecter le principe ALARA en matiere de gestion, il est necessaire
de disposer d'une infrastructure minimale:
- vehicule de transport autorise,
- conteneurs de transport agrees,
- locaux de stockage equipes,
- incinerateur propre,
- chaines de comptages bas-niveaux,
- personnel competent.
Un centre universitaire disposant de ces facilites peut ainsi
assurner efficacement la gestion de ses propres dechets.
De plus, sous le
controle de 1 'Organisme Public competent, il peut egalement remplir sa
mission de service au public, en assurant la gestion des dechets des tout
petits producteurs (medecins prives, cliniques, laboratoires d'analyses).
Grace a la gestion informatisee et aux differents controles de qualite, le
respect des normes de rejet gazeux peut ~tre assure et !'implication sur
1 'environnement quantifiee.
La position du gestionnaire reste toutefois
inconfortable en ce sens qu'il est reduit, en !'absence de legislation
precise, a devoir estimer lui-m~me le niveau maximum qu'il tolerera dans
les cendres produites par la combustion des dechets.
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COMMENT ELECTRICITE DE FRANCE
A DIVISE PAR DEUX EH CINQ AHS
LE VOLUME AHHUEL DE DECHETS RADIOACTIFS
PRODUITS DANS SES CENTRALES

J. HERISSON
Electricite de France
Service de la Production Thermique
Paris - La Defense

HOW EDF, IN FIVE YEARS TIME,
HAS HALVED THE ANNUAL VOLUME OF RADIOACTIVE WASTES
PRODUCED IN ITS POWER PLANTS

The production of radioactive wastes, expressed in volume of packs of
wastes, ready for final storage, from the EDF nuclear plant units,
has gone from 380 cubic meters per plant unit per year in 1985 to 180
cubic meters per plant unit per year in 1990.
Other than the technical aspects, this performance has been due to
measures taken by EDF in the area of management. These measures are
to
be
supplemented
in
the
medium
term
by
the
industrial
implementation of centralized treatment techniques such as fusion and
incineration.

La production de dechets radioactifs, expr1mee en volume de colis de
dechets
pret
au
stockage
definitif,
des
tranches
nucleaires
d'Electricite de France est passee de 380 metres cubes par tranche et
par an en 1985 a 180 metres cubes par tranche et par an en 1990.
Le progres est particulierement significatif pour les dechets de
precedes (resines, concentrate, filtres, generes par le traitement
des circuits liquides et gazeux), pour lesquels la production
3
3
annuelle moyenne est passee en cinq ans de 240m /trfan a 85m /trfan.
La production de dechets technologiques (vinyle, papiers, metaux,
gravats •.. ) generes par les operations de maintenance est passee,
3
3
pendant la meme periods de 140m /tr/an a 95m /trfan (malgre plusieurs
visites decennales).
Cette performance se
donnees :
-

situe dans un contexte caracterise par deux

l'envoi systematique (pas d'entreposage sur site) au centre de
stockage de l'Agence Nationals pour la gestion des Dechets
Radioactifs (l'ANDRA), des dechets produits en exploitation
couteux mais sur et incitatif a la reduction de volume,
l'absence de seuil reglementaire "de minimis" qui conduit a
considerer, de maniere conservatoire, comme radioactifs certains
dechets de tres faible activite.

Elle repose, au dela des aspects techniques, sur les dispositions
prises en matiere de management a EDF. Ces dispositions seront
completees a terme par la mise en place de techniques centralisees de
traitement telles que la fusion et !'incineration.
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1 - DISPOSITIONS PRISES EN MATIERE DE MANAGEMENT

Les dispositions prisent en matiere de management auteur de la
gestion des dechets, s'articulent principalement auteur de deux axes,
a savoir "responsabilisation" et "organisation".
La responsabilisation
Elle integra
la surete qui veut que la production de dechets soit limitee
autant qu'il est possible,
lea couts qui vont dans le marne sene que la proposition
precedents.
Cette responsabilisation concerne toute la ligne hierarchique :
-

-

-

le Responsable national du pare nucleaire qui impulse la politique
notamment dans ce domaine et la traduit en objectif dans les
contrats de gestion des sites. Ces objectifs sont suivis a l'aide
d'indicateurs con~us a l'echelon national.
le Chef de site qui represente l'exploitant nucleaire et est a ce
titre responsable de la production de dechets,
les
Chefs
de
Service
concernes
(Service
conduite
pour
!'optimisation des moyens d'exploitation et de traitement, Service
maintenance pour la production des dechets technologiques lies aux
interventions) ,
les Chefs de travaux sur le terrain (preparation et organisation
des chantiers, redaction de modes operatoires et tri a la source
des dechets solides).

L'organisation :
Les mesures organisationnelles s'exercent

a

deux niveaux

Au niveau local,
Par la mise en place de structures operationnelles de gestion des
dechets et
d'optimisation des moyens de traitement,
assurant
coordination et sensibilisation (par le biais d'indicateurs) de tous
les services concernes.

Au niveau du Pare Nucleaire
Par !'existence de services fonctionnels charges :
-

de definir la politique, d'assurer sa promotion et de faire vivre
le retour d'experience,
de controler la mise en oeuvre des politiques et de detecter les
"bonnes pratiques".

Ces services orchestrent un retour d' experience efficace qui a pour
objet :
-

d • eviter que lea "mauvaises pratiques" ou
sur un site ne se reproduisent sur un autre
d' assurer que les "bonnes pratiques" mises
endroit profitent a tous les sites du
futures.
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les incidents constates
site,
en oeuvre a tel ou tel
pare et aux tranches

2 - DISPOSITIONS PRISES EN MATIERE DE TECHNIQUE

En ce qui concerne les dechets de procedes, lea progres significatifs
traduisent une bonne maitrise de !'exploitation des installations et
notamment
de la gestion et du traitement des effluents liquides.
Parmi lea pratiques determinantes pour 1' amelioration de ce poste,
peuvent etre cites :
-

-

-

la reduction de la production des effluents liquides par une
organisation
rigoureuse
des
mouvements
d'eau
(vidange
et
remplissage des circuits, controle des fuites) et !'optimisation
des moyens de leur traitement par une utilisation judicieuse des
evaporateurs et des demineraliseurs,
!'optimisation
de
!'exploitation
des
demineraliseurs
en
particulier sur lea circuits de controle volumetrique et chimique
des circuits principaux,
!'optimisation du remplissage des conteneurs, notamment par le
regroupement des filtres,
le demantelement et le compactage des filtres de ventilation,
le rejet des concentrate apres decroissance (solution qui depend
des capacites de stockage et des radioelements rencontres).

En ce qui concerne les dechets technologiques, !'amelioration de ce
poste "dechets technologiques" passe par une double action
reduction des volumes a la source et tri efficace permettant une
optimisation de la production et des conditionnements. Lea boones
pratiques identifiees en la matiere sont notamment :
-

-

lea mesures limitant !'introduction,
en zone,
de materiaux
contaminables (emballages, palettes, bois, etc •.. ),
la distribution limitee au strict necessaire des materiaux
consommables entrant en zone controlee (produits chimiques, de
nettoyage, vinyle, etc .•. ),
!'analyse relative a la presentation des interventions (promotion
du confinement dynamique, utilisation de sas decontaminables et
recyclables,
etc •.• ) et au traitement du
dechet
resultant
(rabotage dubois contamine, degainage des cables, etc .•• ).

3 - LES
DECHETS

DEVELOPPEMENTS

EN

COURS

A EDF

SUR LE

CONDITIONNEMENT

DES

La recherche permanente de progres en matiere de reduction de volume
de dechets radioactifs solides va conduire a terme a des realisations
industrielles de traitement : il s'agit d'une installation de fusion
des ferrailles contaminees et d' une installation d' incineration des
dechets technologiques de faible activite.
La fusion des ferrailles contaminees
L' entretien courant des centrales nucleaires produit de 1 'ordre de
500 t/an d'aciers plus ou moine contamines.
Lea operations
particulieres que sont lea grosses reparations et lea operations de
demantelement genereront des tonnages supplementaires.
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Cette solution passera par une installation industrielle de fusion
des ferrailles qui combinera un processus de decontamination
surfacique avec un four de fusion proprement dit. Seront alors
elabores differents produits en fonction de l'activite croissante des
ferrailles traitees.
Ce projet industrial est un element du dispositif necessaire a
maitrise des dechets, tant au plan economique qu•a celui de
prevention de la dissemination de la contamination.
-

L'incineration
"technologiques"

des

dechets

de

faible

activite

la
la

dits

Actuellement, ces dechets sont evacuee des centrales en futs
metalliques et livres sur lee centres de stockage ou ils sont
conditionnes de maniere definitive par compactage pour reduire leur
volume et immobilisation dans un liant hydraulique.
Ce precede de compactage, qui a fait sea preuves depuis de nombreuses
annees, peut etre valablement mis en concurrence tant sur lee plans
de la qualite du conditionnement que sur le plan economique avec un
precede d • incineration approprie. En effet, 1' incineration a pour
avantages essentials :
-

-

de reduire bien davantage le volume des dechets a stocker et done,
pour autant que la capacite radiologique du centre de stockage le
permette, de prolonger la duree de vie de celui-ci,
de transformer lee dechets brute, (constitues en faible proportion
de matieres organiques), en dechets secondaires mineraux, stables
et homogenes.

Le precede retenu a 1' issue d' etudes et d' essais sur un prototype
industrial met en oeuvre une torche a plasma.

4 -

CONCLUSION

Lee dispositions prises par EDF, tant en management qu' en maitrise
des productions a la source, prolongees par la mise en service a
terme d'installations centralisees de fusion et d'incineration
permettront d'aboutir a une reduction de volume aussi performante que
peuvent le permettre lee techniques actuellement industriellement
disponibles, et ceci dans un cadre ou la qualite et la surete des
conditionnements des dechets sont parfaitement maitrisees.
Si lee dechets radioactifs sont un des problemas de societe place en
premiere ligne dans lea soucis des opinions publiques, le traitement
des dechets industrials en general est une activite en plein
developpement soumise aux exigences liees a la protection de
1' environnement. La demarche et lea moyens mis au point pour le
traitement des dechets radioactifs peuvent etre facilement transposes
a celui des dechets industrials pour lesquels des objectifs analogues
de reduction importante de volume ou de non dissemination de produits
nocifs sent recherches.
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ASPECTS "DE MINIMIS" EXEMPLES DE
DIFFICULTES RECEHTES REHCOHTREES DANS LES
CEHTRALES HUCLEAIRES D' EDF
POUR LA GESTIOH DES DECHETS TRES
FAIBLEMEHT RADIOACTIFS
Texte redige par Pierre BOUSSARD
et presente par Jean-Marc DUCOULOMBIER
Electricite de France
service de la Production Thermique
D.S.R.E. - Saint-Denis
CLEARANCE LEVEL (DE MINIMIS) I EXEMPLES OF
DIFFICULTIES MET IN THE NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS OF
EDF ABOUT THE VERY LOW LEVEL ACTIVE WASTE
MANAGEMENT

ABSTRACT

The absence of a clear reglementation concerning very low
radioactive waste management has led EDF to harmonise its
internal
practices.
However
plant
operators
are
still
confronted with many difficulties for :
been

-

very
low
radioactive
contaminated

-

very low radioactive waste whose radioactivity is not due to
on a site nuclear practices (natural radioactivity or offsite artificial radioactivity)

-

waste which is suspected to be contaminated simply because it
has transited through a nuclear plant even outside of all
controlled areas.

waste

which

have

really

INTRODUCTION
La reglementation franyaise ne fixe pas de seuil au dessous duquel un corps
n' est pas considere comme radioactif et peut etre rem is dans le domaine
public. La reglementation sur les matieres radioactives ne s'applique qu'a
partir de 74 ou 100 Bq/g. On pourrait en deduire que, a contrario, audessous de ces valeurs un dechet n' est pas radioactif. ELECTRICITE de
FRANCE est en pratique confronte a cette difficulte depuis de nombreuses
annees.

GESTION DES DECHETS FAIBLEMEHT ACTIFS A ELECTRICITE DE FRANCE
Les regles pratiques internes appliquees dans le Service de la Production
Thermique d'ELECTRICITE DE FRANCE derivent du principe de non contact
avec une source contaminante ou activante. Elles sont definies par deux
documents :
Une Instruction qui fixe des activites volumiques (3,7 Bq/1 en gamma
total) en dessous desquelles un dechet peut etre considere comme
n'ayant pas eu de contact avec un fluide contaminant et gere comme un
dechet classique. Ces dechets sent essentiellement des filtres,
resines, huiles et solvants.
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- Un Guide
Pratique
de
Radioprotection
qui
fixe
des
activites
surfaciques (3, 7 Bq/cm2 pour lea emetteurs beta gamma) en dessous
desquelles un materiau ou un outillage sortant de zone controlee est
repute non contamine et gere d'une maniere classique.
Ces deux documents servant de fils directeurs pour lea centrales, mais de
plus, la balise de sortie de site dent le seuil d'alarme est regle entre
3 et 4 fois le bruit de fond ambiant, sanctionne toute erreur dans
!'estimation de l'activite d'un materiau pouvant etre rejete en decharge
controlee ou recycle.

DECHETS DE FAIBLE ACTIVITE ARTIFICIELLE
Residua liquides de lessivage des GV
Lea operations de nettoyage chimique des generateurs de vapeur des
tranches REP engendrent des volumes de residua liquides importants,
environ 2000 m3 par GV. Ces volumes, composes d' un melange d' acide
gluconique, d'ammoniaque et d'acide citrique sent peu actifs.
Lea
radioelements
presents,
Cobalt 58
et
60,
Cesium 134
et
137
et
Manganese 54 proviennent des depots de magnetite, cuivre et oxyde de zinc
retires des generateurs de vapeur par le nettoyage chimique. Ces volumes
peuvent etre elimines par incineration.
Lea activites mesurees, pour lea 4 GV de la tranche 1 de Nogent, sent
3
1000 m d'activite gamma total < 10 Bq/1
3
800 m d'activite gamma total egale a 30 Bq/1.
3
Lea 1000 m d'activite inferieure
apres accord du SCPRI.

a

10 Bq/1 ont ete incineres en 1989

3
Pour lea BOO m restant, d'activite gamma total egale a 30 Bq/1, un
dossier d' impact sur 1 'environnement a ete etabli par le CEA/IPSN pour
1' incineration de ces residua. Le SCPRI a donne son accord de principe
sous reserve que leur activite soit inferieure a 100 Bq/L et que lea
societas prestataires (Usine d' Incineration et Centre d 'Enfouissement)
aient re~u l'autorisation prealable des DRIR dont e11es dependent sur le
3
plan reglementaire en tant qu'ICPE. Ces 800 m n'ont pu etre incineres
faute d'obtenir l'accord de la DRIRE. Ils sont stockes actue11ement dans
des wagons sur le site de 1a centrale.
Calorifuge de CHINON A2
L'operation de decalorifugeage des echangeurs et soufflantes de CHINON A2
s'est etendue de Mars 1988 a Janvier 1989. Le calorifuge non active a ete
mis en sacs et trie suivant des criteres fournis par le SCPRI dans son
telex donnant l'accord de principe a savoir
-

Absence d'emetteurs alpha
Activite < 1 Bq/g
controle d'activite de la totalite du calorifuge
Controle de debit de dose de chaque chargement
Tenue a jour d'un registre
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L'activite moyenne qui provient du cobalt 60 (naturelle + artificielle)
du calorifuge envoye a la decharge etait de 0,3 Bq/g et l'activite totale
de 16,8 E6 Bq (0,5 mCi).
56 tonnes de calorifuge ont ete evacuees dans une decharge d'ANGERS, le
calorifuge dont l'activite est comprise entre 1 et 2,5 Bq/g a ete
entrepose
pour
decroissance
et
le
calorifuge
dont
1'activite
est > 2,5 Bq/g a ete expedie au SSM apres compactage.

Ferrailles d'exploitation
Lea dechets
circuits en
controles et
contaminante

issue des zones controlees, pieces metalliques venant des
contact avec le fluide primaire ou outillage divers, sont
tries ; ceux qui n'ont pas ete en contact avec une source
ou activante sont evacuee vera des ferrailleurs ; ceux dont
2
la contamination est superieure a 3,7 Bq/cm
et dont l'activite est
inferieure a 100 Bq/g sont stockes sur pare.

Actuellement et pour les 10 annees a venir, lea dechets metalliques
d'activite comprise entre 1 et 100 Bqjg, produits par les centrales REP
representent 300 tonnes d'inox et 250 tonnes de ferritiques environ.

Ferrai1les de demantelement
Les ferrailles de demantelement pour les 10 annees a venir, d' activite
inferieure ou egale a 1 Bq/g representent 7500 tonnes. Les radionucleides
presents dans ces ferrailles sont essentiellement, le cobalt 60 pour 97
a 98 %, le manganese 54 pour 1 a 1,5 % et le cesium 137 pour 0,5 a 3 %.

DECHETS DE FAIBLE ACTIVITE ARTIFICIELLE NON DUE A L'EXPLOITATION DES REP
Filtres de depoussierage
Les filtres de depoussierage de l'air exterieur des ventilations
declenchaient les balises de sortie de site apres !'accident de
Tchernobyl et ont dli etre conditionnes en flit metallique et expedies a
1 'ANORA comme dechets radioactifs.

Detecteurs incendie
Les detecteurs incendie, comprenant des sources d' americium, issus des
locaux des centrales sont egalement conditionnes en flit metallique comme
dechets
radioactifs
( les
pratiques
sont
differentes
suivant
les
entreprises).

DECHETS DE FAIBLE ACTIVITE NATURELLE
Produits de sablage radioactif naturellement
L' utilisation de sable a base de scories de charbon pour la remise en
etat des portiques du batiment reacteur a du etre proscrite, car
(hors
l'activite naturelle presente,
de 0,8 Bq/g en gamma totale
potassium), declenchait la balise a l'entree du site.
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Chambres de coupure des disjoncteurs de Chinon A2

Au cours des travaux de demantiHement des locaux electriques de Chinon
A2, lora du controle, avant la sortie de site, du camion charge des
armoires electriques destinees a un ferrailleur, on a constate une
certaine radioactivite des chambres de coupure en ceramique des
disjoncteurs (Ra 226 1,50 Bqjg, Th 228 0,25 Bq/g, Ac 228 0,28 Bq/g).
Ces chambres ont ete entreposees sur site.

CONCLUSION

En definitive, le Service de la Production Thermique d'ELECTRICITE de
FRANCE a fait quelques tentatives pour definir une politique interne pour
des dechets bien specifiques afin de sortir de situations qui se
bloquaient
mais cette politique s' avere de plus en plus inadaptee,
notamment pour resoudre les problemes poses par !'elimination de dechets
produits en grande quantite et presentant une radioactivite tres faible,
voire proche ou inferieure a la radioactivite naturelle et pour definir
un critere de tri sur les dechets dits douteux.
Il faut noter toutefois qu 'ELECTRICITE de FRANCE a toujours fait la
distinction entre les effluents radioactifs qui sont dilues au moment des
rejets autorises par la reglementation et les dechets faiblement
radioactifs (residua liquides ou autres) dont elle s'interdit toute
dilution.
Actuellement la situation s 'eternise ( les ferrailles de Chinon A3 sont
sur pare depuis plus de 20 ans) et 1' absence de texte reglementaire se
traduit par une production injustifiee de dechets dits radioactifs
puisqu'on enfute des materiaux ou des objets consideres comme contamines
par le seul fait qu'ils sont entres dans une centrale nucleaire (cas des
filtres de depoussierage de l'air exterieur apres !'accident de
Tchernobyl). outre un cout important du conditionnement et du stockage,
ceci conduit a encombrer inutilement le centre de l'ANDRA a un moment ou
le public est tres sensibilise a cette phase du cycle nucleaire.
Il nous parait done indispensable et urgent, dans le prolongement des
recommandations de l'AIEA et de la CEE, que la reglementation frangaise
evolue vers la definition d'un seuil d'exemption en dessous duquel un
dechet pourra etre considere comme "non radioactif". Une valeur homogene
avec la reglementation sur les matieres radioactives nous paraitrait
satisfaisante.
ELECTRICITE de FRANCE est bien consciente que !'adoption d'un seuil
d' exemption entrainera une modification de sa politique de gestion des
dechets faiblement radioactif, en particulier il parait evident que les
moyens de decontamination, de stockage pour decroissance et de mesure
d'activite devront etre developpes d'une fagon importante. ELECTRICITE de
FRANCE s•y tient prete et orientera son action dans ce sens.
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MOYENS INFORMATIQUES MIS EN OEUVRE A EDF POUR GERER RATIONNELLEMENT LES
DECHETS RADIOACTIFS

M.COMMUNAUX

I J.HERISSON

Electricite de France
Service de la Production Thermique
D.S.R.E. - St DENIS

Abstract :
Since December 31, 1990, the management of the nuclear waste packs for all
the power stations has been computerized, utilizing the DRA module of the
Thermal Production Department data processing master plan.
So now EDF has a software package which centralizes all the data, enabling
it to declare the characteristics of the nuclear waste packs which are to
be stored at the sites operated by the National Radioactive Waste
Management Agency (ANDRA).
Among other uses, this application will make it possible for EDF, by real
time data exchange with ANORA, to constitute an inventory of validated,
shippable packs. It also constitutes a data base for all the wastes
produced at the various sites.

Depuis le 31 decembre 1990, la gestion des eolia de dechets nucleaires de
toutes lea centrales est assuree par informatique, grace au module DRA du
schema directeur informatique du Service de la Production Thermique.
EDF dispose ainsi d'un logiciel qui centralise toutes lea donnees
permettant la declaration des caracteristiques des eolia de dechets
nucleaires destines a etre stockes sur lea sites exploitee par l'Agence
Nationale de gestion des Dechets RAdioactifs (ANDRA).
cet applicatif permet, entre autre, a EDF de constituer, par echange de
donnees en temps reel avec ANDRA,
un stock de eolia valides et
expediables. Il constitue egalement une base de donnees de tous lea
dechets produits sur lea differents sites.
Cet applicatif a ete developpe pour repondre aux demandes suivantes:
- Offrir aux producteurs de dechets radioactifs un outil qui permet une
gestion complete de toutes lea caracteristiques et de tous lea
materiels necessaires au bon conditionnement de leurs dechets.
- Assurer la tra~abilite et la surete des informations et permettre une
transmission de ces informations en automatique et en temps reel
entre lea producteurs et l'ANDRA.
Offrir aux services centraux d'EDF un outil d'exploitation et de
statistiques permettant un retour d'experience sur !'ensemble de la
production nationale (base de donnees unique, centralisee).
l'applicatif
dans
lea produits
du
schema directeur
Integrer
informatique garantissant ainsi sa maintenance et son evolution.
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OUTIL D'EXPLOITATION
L'applicatif ORA est base sur un gestionnaire de base de donnees
fonctionnant dans un environnement gros systeme IBM. Sur chaque site
producteur de dechets, un reseau local de micro-ordinateurs de type IBM PC
dialogue avec un ordinateur central IBM situe a Paris par l'intermediaire
d'un reseau prive EOF base sur TRANSPAC.
L'applicatif ORA permet la gestion et la tra~abilite des differentes
donnees et caracteristiques relatives aux colis de dechets radioactifs
depuis le dechet proprement dit, son conditionnement et jusqu'a
l'expedition des colis sur les centres de stockage. Il inclut le suivi des
conteneurs de conditionnement, des baches resines et concentrate et des
zones de stockages sur site.
Ces donnees sent saisies et controlees par un operateur,
l'applicatif et validees par un verificateur.

verifiees par

Fonctionnalites
Reception des conteneurs.
Par lecture code barres ou par transfert de fichier, les conteneurs livres
sur site sent verifies par comparaison avec une liste de reference
(utilisation de Terminaux de Saisie Portable equipes de lecteurs laser.)
puis transferee dans ORA. L • applicatif assure 1' unicite des numeros de
conteneurs pour l'ensemble du pare nucleaire.
Gestion documentaire.
Les differentes fiches de saisie papier, fiches suiveuses de collecte de
dechets et fiches d'identification de eolia, qui doivent encore etre
utilisees, sent editees par ORA.
Gestion des dechets.
Les caracteristiques des dechets produits sent saisies sur ORA ( fiches
suiveuses),
les donnees sent verifiees par rapport aux differents
descriptifs de precedes puis memorisees (base de donnees).
Gestion des baches.
Les caracteristiques des differentes baches de stockage ou de transport
(niveau, activite ••• ) sont calculees automatiquement en fonction des
parametres des dechets transferee dans ces baches par l'intermediaire des
donnees presentee sur les fiches suiveuses puis elles sent memorisees par
cycle d'utilisation des baches(base de donnees).
Gestion des spectres.
Les caracteristiques des differents spectres utilises pour definir les
particularites radiologiques des dechets sent sa1s1es, verifiees et
memorisees (base de donnees); ORA garantit l'unicite des identifiants des
spectres.
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Gestion des colis.
Les caracteristiques des eolia produits sont saisies sur DRA (fiches
d • identification), les donnees sont verifiees par rapport aux differents
descriptifs de precedes puis memorisees (base de donnees); DRA assure la
gestion du stock des conteneurs (conteneurs vides, eolia en cours, eolia
expediables, eolia expedies).
Declaration a l'ANDRA.
ORA assure la liaison entre les informations dechets, spectres et eolia
pour calculer les caracteristiques qui sont envoyees automatiquement par
l'applicatif vers l'ordinateur de l'ANDRA qui les traite.
La reponse de l'ANDRA, automatique egalement (temps de reponse de l'ANDRA,
traitement compris, inferieur a 15 mn pour les informations de 200 eolia)
est geree par DRA,
cette reponse est soit une validation (eolia
expediable) soit un message d'erreur indiquant la cause du refus de
validation de ces caracteristiques.
Expeditions.
DRA assure une aide a la creation d'expedition, les operateurs, sur leur
peste de travail, chargent
des col is ( expediables uniquement) dans des
transconteneurs, ces transconteneurs sont charges sur des camions ou
wagons, qui sont regroupes en expeditions.
et
controlees
Les
caracteristiques
de
1 'expedition
sont
etablies
automatiquement au fur et a mesure de la constitution.
Les caracteristiques de !'expedition sont envoyees par transfert de
donnees informatiques a l'ordinateur de l'ANDRA de la m~me fa9on que les
donnees eolia.
Le dossier papier d'expedition est edite automatiquement par DRA et place
dans les differents camions ou wagons (respect de la reglementation des
transports).
Gestion geographique.
Les zones de stockage des centrales sont gerees. Le nombre de eolia, le
type de eolia, l'expediabilite d'une zone entiere, le poids et l'activite
total des eolia de chaque zone sont suivis.
Editions.
La base de donnees de DRA (dechets, spectres, eolia, expeditions) procure
un outil de statistique qui fournit des editions locales et nationales.

INTEGRATION COMPLETE DANS LES PRODUITS DU SCHEMA DIRECTEUR
Le Schema Directeur Informatique du Service de la Production Thermique a
pour objectif d'offrir aux exploitants des centrales nucleaires des outils
informatiques dans differents domaines (maintenance, surete, formation,
gestion ••• ) qui presentent tous des caracteristiques homogenes.
Ces produits ont ete developpes, testes, documentes,
exploitee suivant des normes strictes et communes.

mis

en

service,

Ces normes garantissent, en particulier, la maintenance a long
1 'adaptation
rapide
du
personnel
d 'une
application
a une
!'utilisation d'un materiel commun a toutes les applications.
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terme,
autre,

SURETE ET TRACABILITE DES INFORMATIONS
surete et securite informatique

L' application DRA utilise le gestionnaire de base de donnees CRADLE en
environnement crcs IBM ce qui implique 1 'utilisation des securites liees
aux applications tournant sur gros systemes et exploitees dans des centres
de calcul par du personnel specialise.
La securite des acces est garantie

a

plusieurs niveaux

- Chaque poste de travail est identifie de faqon unique.
- Seuls lea postea de travail dont lea identifiants ont ete declares par
lea exploitants du centre de calcul accedent a l'applicatif.
L'autorisation d'acces a l'applicatif est associe a un "user"
personnel cree par un administrateur national.
L'utilisation des fonctionnalites est liee a des habilitations
affectees a chaque "user" par un gestionnaire local.
Chaque "user" est associe a un mot de passe modifiable par son
proprietaire.
Traqabilite et surete des informations.

Lea informations sont "en cascades" (ex: Resines -> Bache -> eolia ->
expedition), lea liens dans lea sens amont-aval et aval-amont sont
systematiquement conserves.
Ceci permet, par exemple, de retrouver lea caracteristiques de chaque
transfert de res~ne ou de chaque eolia conditionne durant un cycle
d'utilisation d'une bache donnee.
La suppression ou la modification de parametres n'est autorisee que pour
certaines habilitations et uniquement si cette modification n'a pas
d' impact sur une information en aval qui peut etre verrouillee (cas des
eolia expedies sur un site de stockage).
Le
"user"
responsable
de
d'information est memorise.

la

derniere

modification

Toute creation ou modification d' information est
d'un verificateur.

soumise

ou

a

creation

approbation

BILAN DE FONCTIONNEMENT
Cet applicatif est en exploitation sur tous lea sites producteurs depuis
le 01 janvier 1991.
Au terme de dix mois de fonctionnement DRA a assure la gestion de plus de
quarante cinq mille eolia, permit la constitution de quatre cent cinquante
expeditions contenant plus de vingt et un mille eolia.
La mise en service de DRA a constitue, pour EDF, une etape determinante
pour conforter la totale maitrise de la surete et de la qualite de sa
production de dechets radioactifs.
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PROBLEMES POSES PAR LA COLLECTE ET LA PRISE EN CHARGE DU RADIUM

Philippe KISSEL

Patrice CHARBONNEAU

C.E.A.f Institut de Protection et de Surete Nucleaire
Departement de Protection de l'Environnement et des Installations
Office d'Assistance en Radioprotection (OAR)
92265 Fontenay aux Roses Cedex . France
PROBLEMS RAISED BY RADIUM COLLECTION AND FINAL PROCESSING

Radium, in its different physico-chemical states and in source
form, whether sealed or not, has been the first radionucleide to be
used by industry and medecine.
Progressively given up and replaced by other radionucleides
providing a more attractive efficiency/safety ratio, waste of radium
and compounds are currently often stored in totally unsuitable
places.
Considering the 1622 years radioactive half-life of radium,
the radiological hazards bound to that natural radionucleide are
important enough to start urgently the collection of this type of
waste by a specialized organism.
The problems raised by radium collection and final processing,
including the on site conditioning and the conveying to the selected
storage places, are the subjet of the present paper.

1 - INTRODUCTION
Rappelons que le radium,
sous differents etats physicochimiques et sous forme de sources, scellees ou non, a ete le
premier radionucleide utilise dans les domaines industriel et
medical. Progressivement abandonne pour d'autres radionucleides
ayant un rapport efficacitefsecurite plus attrayant, le radium et
ses differents composes sont actuellement sans emploi et entreposes
en des lieux qui ne sont pas toujours adaptes. Compte tenu de sa
periode radioactive (1622 ans), les risques radiologiques lies a ce
radionucleide naturel sont suffisamment importants pour que la prise
en charge de ce type de dechets par un organisme competent et
specialise, disposant de tous les moyens necessaires et ayant une
structure nationale, soit imperative.
Les problemes poses par la collecte de ces dechets, incluant
le reconditionnement sur le site de leur detention et le transport
jusqu'aux lieux d'entreposage ou de traitement adequat, ont fait, en
France,
l'objet d'un examen approfondi qui a conduit a une
organisation particuliere s' integrant dans l 'organisation generale
de col1ecte des autres categories de dechets radioactifs issus des
etablissements
dits
"petits
producteurs"
etablissements
industriels et hospitaliers,
d'enseignement et de recherche
industrielle
ou medicale,
et
nombre
de
petites
entreprises
(fabricants et installateurs de paratonnerres, horlogers, .•. ), de
praticiens (medecins, .•• ) ou meme de particuliers se retrouvant
heritiers de sources de radium.
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2 - CONSTITUTION ET SUIVI DU DOSSIER DE PRISE EN CHARGE
Aprea enregistrement de la demande d'enlevement etablie par le
detenteur de radium et ouverture d'un dossier correspondant, la
premiere
operation
effectuee
par
l'Office
d'Assistance
en
Radioprotection (OAR) de l'Institut de Protection et de Surete
Nucleaire (IPSN/CEA) est la verification des donnees techniques et
administratives portees sur cette demande, ce qui conduit tres
frequemment a etablir un contact direct avec le detenteur, afin
d' obtenir de sa part certains complements d • information tela que
l'identification du fournisseur, la date de la fourniture du radium,
la
documentation
technique
d. origine,
1' etat
physico-chimique
initial el present des pruduits radioaclifs, les cara<..:ler isliques
mecaniques de l' enveloppe des sources et de leur support ou de
l'emballage des produits, ••• Un examen, sur place, permet de
recueillir certaines donnees techniques, non connues du detenteur,
mais considerees comme indispensables en vue d • effectuer une prise
en charge du radium qui soit conforme au Reglement de Transport des
Matieres Dangereuses (RTMD).
Sont notamment effectues dans lea locaux du detenteur la
caracterisation, par spectrometrie, des radionucleides emetteurs
alpha (Ra226, Am241, ... ), un controle neutronique pour la recherche
de sources de radium-beryllium, et le controle des equipements ou
des lieux du point de vue de la contamination. Accessoirement, des
mesures de gaz radon sont effectuees.
Seule la reunion de toutes ces donnees peut permettre de
preparer la strategie de prise en charge complete et definitive,
comprenant toutes
lea operations,
de
1 • enlevement
sur place
(collecte) au stockage definitif, y compris la fourniture eventuelle
d'emballages conformes au Reglement de Transport des Matieres
Dangereuses et de moyens de manutention approprLes, tela que
teleoperateurs mobiles permettant d. effectuer
le transfert
a
distance de sources particulierement irradiantes.
Dans certains cas, au cours des travaux, des elements peuvent
conduire a prendre des dispositions supplementaires et onereuses de
securite, telles que prise en charge d'autres matieres radioactives,
decontamination, jugee indispensable, de lieux ou d'equipements
presentant un danger immediat lie a une contamination significative.
Au besoin, une derogation au Reglement de Transport peut etre
necessaire en vue d'effectuer certains transports de radium, car il
n'existe toujours pas d'emballage de type B agree pour le transport
de ce radionucleide.
Une fois planifiees lea operations de collecte et autres
operations liees a celles-ci, telles que reconditionnement sur place
en emballage de transport et d • entreposage, tous lea documents de
transport requis sont etablis par l'OAR:
- attestation d'expedition de matieres radioactives sur la voie
publique,
- bordereau de prise en charge chez le detenteur,
- avis de transport au Centre CEA destinataire,
- avis de livraison a l'Unite CEA chargee des premieres
operations de prise en charge (entreposage ou traitement)
- avis eventuel de convocation d'une equipe de convoyage pour le
transport routier.
- au besoin, notification prealable de transport a la Direction de
la Defense et de la Securite Civile.
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3 - OPERATIONS DE COLLECTE ET AUTRES PRESTATIONS ASSOCIEES
Les operations programmees sur site en vue de reconditionner
le radium en emballages transportables sent ensuite realisees,
sui vies d 'un transport allant de la simple collecte, similaire a
celle d • un col is classique de dechets radioactifs, au transport
special avec convoyage lorsque cela est exige dans la derogation
ministerielle.
Le radium est ensuite depose sur une aire OAR d • entreposage
de courte duree (<3 mois) ou livre a une Unite C.E.A. se chargeant,
soit de son entreposage de moyenne (<5 ana) ou de longue duree (30
ans) en attente de son transfert vera un stockage definitif.
Lee elements de dossier utiles sent remis a l'Unite CEA
prenant temporairement en charge le
radium et un echange de visas
est fait sur des bordereaux de mouvement de matieres radioactives •
Une attestation de prise en charge est ensuite adressee a
l 'ex-detenteur du radium, et un compte - rendu est etabli destine
aux differentes Autorites de tutelle ayant a connaitre le devenir de
toute source radioactive.
Des provisions, destinees a la couverture financiere de toutes
lee operations dent la realisation est ulterieurement prevue,
notamment
celles
correspondant
au
stockage
definitif,
sent
constituees.
4 - ENTREPOSAGES DE COURTE ET MOYENNE DUREES
L • entreposage de
courte duree
( <3
mois)
correspond
au
necessaire besoin de transit des eolia lors de leur dechargement du
vehicule de collecte.
Un tel entreposage, d'une duree maximale de trois mois, a ete
ouvert par l'OAR pour effectuer certains contr6les d'assurance
qualite, notamment en matiere de securite radiologique, et pour
trier les eolia en vue de la preparation des chargements destines
aux autres unites du CEA.
L'entreposage de moyenne duree (<5 ana), a pour objet de
permettre la constitution de lots de sources radiferes de meme type,
destines a etre, soit traites separement a des postea de travail
particuliers afin d'optimiser les couts, soit achemines, apres
reconditionnement conforme a see specifications propres, vers un
centre CEA d'entreposage de longue duree.
Un tel entreposage de moyenne duree a ainsi ete ouvert a
proximite immediate du peste de traitement des paratonnerres au
radium qui, en nombre de sources et en activite globale, pourraient
representer des quantites importantes.
En vue du transport et de l 'entreposage du
modeles de eolia ont ete "standardises" par l'OAR

radium,

quatre

le colis "Kl" constitue d'une boite metallique sertie de un
litre contenant un petit conteneur de plomb dans
lequel est place le radium ; une gamme de differents
modeles de conteneurs de plomb permet d' effectuer le
choix le plus approprie en regard de l' activite des
sources;
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le colis "K2" constitue d'une boite metallique sertie de deux
litres avec conteneur de plomb;
le colis "K20" constitue d'une poubelle etanche alpha
de
vingt
litres,
type
DTPE
A29
de
la
societe
"La Calhene", dans laquelle les sources de radium,
laissees dans leurs conteneurs d'origine ou replacees
en conteneurs appropries, sont conditionnees dans un
melange, sable sec et grenaille de plomb, dose
pour
limiter les niveaux d'irradiation en vue de satisfaire
aux normes de transport ; cette poubelle etanche est
elle-meme calee dans un fut met all ique avec c()uverr.l e
a pattes pouvant etre serties;
le

col is "K35" constitue d • une poubelle etanche alpha de
trente cinq litres, type DTPE de la societe "La
Calhene", utilisee dans les memes conditions que la
precedente.

5 - CONDITIONNEMENT POUR L'ENTREPOSAGE LONGUE DUREE
Les
specifications
techniques
precises
relatives
au
conditionnement du radium en vue de son stockage definitif n • etant
pas encore connues, il restera indique de conditionner le radium,
des sa prise en charge sur le lieu de detention, de telle sorte que
ce premier conditionnement puisse, avec un emballage adequat etanche
au radon, constituer un colis conforme tout a la fois aux reglements
de transport (RTMD) et aux specifications d'entreposage pour une
duree de l'ordre de 30 ans.
Un conditionnement etanche pourrait ainsi etre realise "in
situ" avec 1' equipement mobile "CORA", qu~ correspond a un projet
elabore par 1' OAR pour la "COllecte du RAdium", et qui permettrait
la realisation de colis types Kl, K2, K20 ou K35, tels que decrits
ci-dessus.
Les specifications techniques pour l'entreposage CEA de
longue duree correspondent a un conditionnement realise en fut de 60
litres, place dans un fut prebetonne de 200 litres; dans un tel
emballage peuvent etre places so it "30 col is de type "Kl", so it 15
colis de type "K2", soit un colis de type "K20" ou "K35".
6 - RECONDITIONNEMENT FINAL ET STOCKAGE DEFINITIF.
Les specifications techniques applicables au conditionnement
des produits radiactifs destines au stockage definitif n • etant pas
encore fixees par 1' Agence Nationale pour la gestion des Dechets
Radioactifs
(ANDRA),
nous avons fait en sorte que tous les
conditionnements soient reversibles, afin de faciliter le plus
possible une reduction des
volumes
a stocker, ce mode de
conditionnement permettant par ailleurs de proceder a une eventuelle
recuperation des produits radiferes,
au cas ou de nouvelles
applications apparaitraient ulterieurement.
7 - CONCLUSIONS
L'experience acquise depuis quelques annees a permis de
valider 1' organisation mise en place et de constater la necessite,
au
niveau
national,
d'un
service
specialise particulierement
qualifie disposant de tous les moyens appropries pour remplir une
telle mission.
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THE MIGRATION OF Cs-137 THROUGH THREE DIFFERENT FORMULATIONS
OF COMPRESSIVELY STRESSED GROUT
Richard R. Brey and Robert R. Landolt
School of Health Sciences
Civil Engineering Building
West Lafayette, Indiana 47907
ABSTRACT
The effect of uniaxial, unconfined compressive stress on
137Cs penetration into grouts containing either flyash, silica
fume or no admixture was investigated.
Cylinders from three
formulations of grout were compressively stressed to either
o, 40, 70, or 90 percent of their construction strength, then
placed into an apparatus which produced a hydrostatic
pressure head gradient along the cylinder axis of 103 ± 21
kPa using a 137Cs salt solution.
Cylinders were sliced into
thin disks and the relative 137Cs quantity in each disk was
measured.
The use of admixtures resulted in decreased
penetration of the 137Cs into the grout.
Penetration was
observed to go through a maximum near the mid-range stress
values.
INTRODUCTION
Several design proposals exist for low level radioactive
waste shallow land and above grade disposal facilities.
These designs include such systems as simple trenches,
concrete vaults, and excavated caverns.
All incorporate
cementitious barriers of some fashion.
These barriers will
play an important role in enhancing system performance.
It is well documented that microfractures begin to
develop in cement aggregate matrices when the composite is
stressed compressively to values greater than 40% of maximum
strength.
These will develop across the matrix and along
aggregate boundaries.
Micro fracturing persists under load
until failure.
This investigation was intended to observe
the effect of stress on 137Cs penetration into cementitious
grouts.
EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS
A 137 Cs salt solution under a hydrostatic pressure
gradient of 103 ± 21 kPa was applied to one face of
cementitious grout test cylinders (2.54 em in diameter, 5.08
em long) for 30d to investigate the effect of stress on
penetration. Three formulations of grout varying only in the
admixture type used were considered.
The first formulation
was a mixture of sand, portland type I cement, and water
(cement; sand
0. 5 by volume,
waterjcement
o. 4 by
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weight) .The second was a mixture of sand, portland type I
cement, type F flyash, and water (cementitious material/sand
= 0.5 by volume, cementjflyash = 7/3 by volume, waterjcement
= 0. 4 by weight) .
The last mixture was a combination of
sand,
cement,
silica
fume,
and
water
(cementitious
materialjsand = 0. 5 by volume, cement/silica fume = 7/3 by
volume, waterjcement = 0.4 by weight).
After curing at 35 ±
3•c while submerged in a saturated Ca(OH) 2 solution for 30d
the cylinders of each formulation were compressively stressed
to 0, 40, 70, or 90 percent of their construction strength
prior
to
the
30d
hydrostatic
pressure
treatment.
Construction strength is defined as the average maximum
strength at failure minus the standard deviation of the
maximum strength distribution. Unconfined compressive stress
was applied using a Satec, computer controlled, hydraulically
operated, universal testing machine.
The load rate used was
185 ± 3 newtonsjs. After reaching the desired load level the
load was maintained for 30s prior to removal.
After the
hydrostatic treatment the cylinders were sliced into thin
disks in a radiological glove box. The relative quantity of
137 Cs in each disk was determined using Nai (Tl) scintillation
crystals and appropriate electronics.
Analyses
of data
followed
two
strategies.
One
considered
graphical
characteristics of plotted data, the other considered raw
data corrected for background and normalized by weight. Both
strategies used analysis of variance and pairwise comparisons
to establish and elaborate on differences between treatments.
Figure 1 demonstrates the graphical characteristics analyzed.
Figure 2 is an example of a typical semi-logarithmic raw data
plot.
It is representative of the data obtained from each
test cylinder.
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Cementitious grouts containing silica fume or type F
flyash performed better as containment barriers than plain
grout mixtures in resisting 137Cs penetration.
The total
depth of penetration with formulations containing admixtures
was about one half that experienced with the formulation
without admixtures.
Penetration seems to be governed by two distinct
phenomenon as illustrated in Figure 1; one very significant
near the surface, the other less pronounced throughout the
rest of the specimen.
The surface effect was about 20%
stronger in formulations containing silica fume or flyash
admixtures than in the formulation without an admixture.
The lowest 137Cs penetration was consistently observed at
the 0% stress level.
Penetration was higher at the 40% and
70% stress levels and decreased at the 90% stress level.
A
cause of these trends may be a complex interrelation between
active exchange sites and available effective surface
competing with pore connectivity and size.
The density of
exchange sites is probably uniform over the surface area but
varies among different formulations.
The effective surface
area available for exchange is expected to increase rapidly
with stress. Low penetration at the 0% stress level may be
related to the lack of pore connectivity.
Increased
penetration at the 40% and 70% stress values is attributed to
increased pore connectivity.
However,
this
is
also
accompanied by an increased number of exchange sites.
As
stress increases further, an increased number of exchange
sites associated with a rapidly increasing effective surface
area begins to greatly enhance the 137Cs absorption and hence
reduce the penetration. The result of this is the decreased
penetration at the 90% stress level.
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Probabilistic Approach to NDA for Non-uniform Radwastes
Myung C Lee, Duck J Koh, Seung G Ro, and Hee S Shin
Safety Analysis Department
Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute
Tae.ion, Korea

ABSTRACT
For nondestructive assay of low-level wastes a specific-purpose Monte
Carlo code, MCRWA(A Monte Carlo code for Radioactive Waste Assay), was
developed to simulate the entire energy spectral response for sources
within an assayed container and to analyze the effect of scattered photons
from higher energy gammas on the spectrum of a low energy gamma-ray. With
the developed code the design optimization of nondestructive assay systems
was performed and the probabilistic approach for the data interpretation
was discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Non-destructive assay of radioactive wastes produced from nuclear
power plants and fuel cycle facilities is required for the purpose of
assessing the disposal risks. Such assay is influenced by two distinct
facts. The first is the statistical uncertainty of the measurement
resulting from randomness in the counting process. The other is the
spatial uncertainty due to the random or unknown spatial distribution of
the assayed material(analyte) in a waste container. Different spatial
distributions of different quantities of the analyte may lead to same
detector responses. Thus, such a spatial randomness of the analyte
results in a significant source of uncertainty in interpreting the
measurement and may require a probabilistic approach1' 21 • The probabilistic
approach enables one to determine a probability distribution that a
certain amount of the analyte is contained for a measured response instead
of a single value based on a hypothetical distribution.
The basic assumption in the probability determination is that the
loading of waste into the container volume is a random process. And the
probability of finding a certain amount of the analyte and matrix
materials in each volume element of the container is identical. Having
identified various possible spatial distributions of the analyte and
matrix in the container's volume, the probability for each to occur can be
derived.
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MONTE CARLO SIMULATION OF ASSAY SYSTEM RESPONSE.
A key point of nondestructive assay system in the present study is how
to obtain the average response of a single point-source of unit intensity
with a large volume HPGe detector. In most practical applications
accurate analytical models for the point source response are impossible to
obtain. In such cases, Monte Carlo simulation offers the only way to
generate the point source response, short of doing a large and tedious set
of experiments.
A Monte Carlo code, MCRWA(Monte Carlo code for Radioactive Waste
Assay) was developed to simulate the entire energy spectral response for
point sources located within the assayed sample. The significant features
of the developed MCRWA code are that it can be used not only for obtaining
the averaged detector response but also for predicting the photon energy
spectra of all gammas emitted from multiple radionuclides within the
sample. Therefore, the simulated entire pulse-height spectrum with the
HPGe detector can be useful for estimating the effect of scattered
radiations from high energy gammas on the pulse-height spectrum of a low
energy gamma-ray.
The focus in the study is on the tracking of gamma rays from the
source in the sample to the detector. In order to reduce the variance of
the output from the Monte Carlo simulation, suitable variance reduction
methods such as Russian roulette were used. During the tracking of
photons the statistical estimation techniques were used at every collision
point to score the gamma-ray intensities detected.
DESIGN OPTIMIZATION OF ASSAY SYSTEM
In a practical case nuclear assay of low- and intermediate- level
radioactive wastes generated from nuclear power plants will be done
passively using gamma-ray detector responses. In order to demonstrate the
use of convexity analysis 31 in the assay system design, a cylindrical drum
of small size was selected because it has the potential for extension to
practical situations. The design procedure developed with this simplified
geometry is also thought to be extended easily to practical situations.
The sample diameter and height were 16 and 32 em, respectively. The
matrix of sample was polyethylene or cement. the analytes were Pu-239 at
384 keV complex, Cs-137 at 662 keV, and Co-60 at 1,173 keV.
The design problem was to choose the optimum number and deployment of
detectors for a given sample shape and size, for a given detector type,
and for passive gamma-ray assay. Point source response sets obtained from
Monte Carlo simulation was used for calculations of the Relative Mass
Resolution (RMR) which is a quantitative measure of the performance of
each proposed design. These response sets included the unscattered
gamma-ray responses or both the scattered and unscattered gamma-ray
responses of detectors. Detail results of optimized assay system design
will be given at the presentation time.
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PROBABILISTIC INTERPRETATION OF MEASUREMENT
If the spatial distribution of the analyte in the sample is unknown,
then this spatial uncertainty will be an additional factor contributing to
the measurement uncertainty and the interpretation of measured responses
in terms of contained mass will be non-unique. Hence this uncertainty
precludes the use of a simple model for design purposes and also precludes
the unambiguous calibration of the assayed system based on standardized
samples since different spatial distributions of same quantity of the
nnnlyte may give different activity readings. A probabilistic approach
may be the best solution to these kinds of assay problems.
In this paper two kinds of probabilistic approaches were discussed.
One is based on the concept of maximum likelihood. That is, the average
response is interpreted as arising from the value of m which maximizes
p(g lml on the set of values of m, where m is the quantity of the analyte
and p(g lml is the conditional probability density of the response given
the quantity of the analyte. The other is based on A. Knoll's concept4)
that analyte and matrix compartments within the sample exist such that
within a compartment the material distribution is uniform. The boundaries
of the compartment are random variables with probability density functions
associated with them. Knoll's methodology was extended and adapted to the
data interpretation of the proposed assay system. The comparison of
results from two approaches will be given at the presentation time.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The assay system presented in this study is based on a "one-shot"
geometry. The spectrometer's angle of view covers the whole examined
container. The count rate of the detector resulting from a certain
characteristic gamma energy emitted by the source material is referred to
as the assay system response. The obtained mass probability curve can be
used for distribution characteristics such as first moment, uncertainty
within specific confidence level, and most probable mass, etc. The
dispersion of the curve shown in Fig. 2 presents the spatial variance for
possible allowed distributions of masses.
The averaged entire pulse-height spectral response for sources located
within the sample was obtained by the convolution of the Monte Carlo
generated energy spectrum with the spectral response function of a large
volume germanium detector•·sl. The comparison of pulse-height spectrum
generated by Monte Calro simulation and then convolved with the detector
response function to the corresponding spectrum measured by using a Cs-137
photon source is shown in Fig. 3. The agreement between the Monte Carlo
simulated and experimental results is quite good. In case that the sample
contains multiple radionuclides which differ in their characteristic
gamma-ray energies and one wants either to assay a radionuclide or to
assay whole radionuclides in the drum simultaneously, the response of the
detector for each nuclide is required separately. But the measured
response may include both the response of radiations from the assayed
nuclide and the responses of the scattered radiations from higher energy
gammas. One can eliminate the scattered radiation contribution of higher
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energy gammas from the measured response by subtracting the complete
pulse-height spectra of higher gamma-ray energies from the measured
complete pulse-height spectrum sequentially. In this method, however,
large accumulated errors will be propagated to final results due to the
subtractions. To avoid such accumulated errors, a library least-squares
analysis technique 71 provides better solution to the proposed problem.
With this technique one can estimate the detector response for each
nuclide in the assayed sample at a time. The specific-purpose Monte Carlo
code, MCRWA(Monte Carlo code for Radioactive Waste Assay), seems to be
valuable for other assay systems.
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ON THE REDUCTION OF 222 Rn EXHALATION FROM 226 Ra-RICH WASTES
BY COVERING OF SOIL
Y. IKEBE
Department of Nuclear Engineering, School of Engineering,
Nagoya University, Chikusa-ku, Nagoya 464-01, Japan
ABSTRACT
The reduction effect for Rn-222 exhalation from a Ra-226
containing wastes by covering of ordinary soil is calculated.
Although the concentration profile of radon in the soil for two
layer model is quite different from that for three layer model,
exhalation rates are not so much differ between the two models.
It is shown that the effective diffusion coefficient of the soil
is very effective for radon exhalation.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, concern of peoples about ennvironmental radon is
increasing gradually. In some occasions, we shall have to
reduce the activity level in air of radon exhaled from wastes
such as uranium tailings, excavated Ra-rich soil from various
kinds of mine, and so on.
In order to reduce the Rn-222
exhalation from such wastes, a covering of normal soil upon the
wastes may be practical and useful.
In this paper, the reduction effect for Rn exhalation from
wastes by covering of normal soil is evaluated by calculation
using various soil parameters such as Ra-226 content, Rn
escape-to-production ratio, air ratio, and effective diffusion
coefficient of Rn.
MODEL
First, we consider two layer
model: First layer is ordinary soil
of thickness H2 • Second layer is
wastes of thickness H2 =oo. Under
steady state conditions, the
diffusion of radon through soil to
surface can be expressed in each
layer by the diffusion equationl,2)

or-~---------------layer I
H
H

layer II
layer III

2
D d C

dz 2

+ a -

AC = 0

z

where CCzj is the concentration of radon atoms in soil air
Catom•cm- of soil air), a is the supply rate of radon atom to
soil air (atom•cm-3 of soil air·s-1), A is the decay constant
of radon cs- 1 >, and Dis the effective diffusion coefficient
of radon in soil air (cm2 • s-l).
If we denote o is the escape-to-production ratio of radon
(-), n is the air ratio (=air volume)/(total volume of soil),
(-),A is the Ra-226 activity (Bq•cm-3 of soil), Cs is the
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concentration of radon atoms existing in soil air (atom·cm- 3
of soil), then C5 =nC(z) and a=6A/n.
The boundary conditions are given by c 1 <0l=O,
nlCl (Hl)=n2C2(Hl)' (Csl (Hl)=Cs2(Hl))' AC2(oo)=a2,
and

de

Dl (~)
dz H

1

de

= D2 (~)
dz H

1

The solutions are given by:
1
At first layer c <zl =A exp( -1
D zl + a1 expc-J;l zl + :
1
1

J\

where A

exp (-{l_ H l -

JD)_

1

• exp (

1

~

H ) -

JDl

At second layer

where

c 2 <zl = B2 exp

nl~

-- exp
B2 = --n2 D2

<{i;

1

(-~
D2

H1 l [ {exp

a2
zl +;::-

(~

Hl)

~ H1 l} A1 + ~
al exp (-~H)]
+ exp (--o1 1
The exhalation rate, E(atom.cm- 2s- 1 J, at the surface is
given by
E = -n1 D1

~

L-dClJ

Bl~)

z=O = -n1D1 (A 1 D1 Secondly, three layer model was treated, in which the
third layer corrsponds to the basic ground CH3 =oo ) . The
formulae of C3Czl and E were obtained analytically using
similar boundary conditions to those used for the two layer
model.
dz

CALCULATION

The parameters used for the present work are
D1 =D 2 =D 3 =D=0.054, 0.054/10, 0.054/100, n 1=n 2=n 3=0.l,
a1=a3=l, and a 2 =1, 10, 100.
Fig. 1 Shows the results for two layer mod31. In Fig. 1
(1), profile of Rn existing in soil air (Bq.cmof soil) is
given as a parameter of D1 =D 2 =D assuming a 1 =1, a 2=100, H1 =100
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and H2=oo. In Fig. 1 (2), profile is given as a parameter of
H1 assuming a =1, a 2 =100, o 1=o 2=0=0.054/10, and H2=oo.
Fig. 2 s~ows the results for three layer model. In Fig.
2(1), Cs(z) (Bq.cm-3 of soil) is given as a parameter of
01=02=03=0 assuming a1=a3=l, a2=lOO, H1=H2=lOO, and H3=oo. Fig. 2
(2) gives the profile as a parameter of H1 assuming a1=a3=l,
a2=lOO, o 1 =o 2 =o 3 =0=0.054/10, H2=100, and H3=oo.
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Fig. 3 shows the calculated exhalation rates, E, for two
layer model (broken line) and for three layer model (solid
line). In Fig. 3(1), E is shown as a function of H1 for a
parameter of 01=02=0 3 =o assuming a1=a3=l, a2=lOO, H2=oo (two
layer), H2=lOO and H3 =oo (three layer). Fig. 3(2) gives E as a
function of H1 for a parameter of a2 assuming a 1 =a 3 =1,
01=02=0J=0=0.054/10, H2=lOO, and H3 =oo.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

loJ

Although the present
model is simple and parameters
used are assumptive, we may
get some informations from the
present calculation.
Comparing Fig. 1 and Fig. 2,
the profile of D5 (z) for two
layer model is quite different
form that for three layer
model. But as is shown in
Fig. 3, exhalation rate for
two layer model is not so much
differ from that for three
layer model.
It is also seen
that D is very ~ffective for
the value of E 3 J, which
suggests that radon exhaled
from wastes can be effectively
reduced by covering of soil of
low effective diffusion
coefficient.
The present
treatment may also be
applicable for natural
multi-layer soil.
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The Development of Internationally Accepted Exempt levels
of Radionuclides in Solid Materials

G.S. Linsley
International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna, Austria

The principles for exempting radiation sources and practices from regulatory control,
which were the subject of an international consensus in 1988, have been applied in the
waste management area. Guidance has been developed on methodologies for evaluating
exempt concentrations and quantities of low level radioactive wastes from industry,
medicine and research and of materials intended for recycle and reuse. Recommendations
are being formulated on exempt values applicable to all materials and wastes irrespective
of their fate after control has been relinquished.

COMPARISON BETWEEN RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION AGAINST
IONIZING RADIATION AND NON IONIZING RADIATION

H.P. JAMMET
Chairman Emeritus IRPA/INIRC and Vice Chairman ICRP
PARIS, FRANCE

INTRODUCTION
Protection against IR and NIR developped in completely different ways because
of the very different evolution of the techniques they involve. While as soon as
1928, the International Society of Radiology created the International Commission of Radiological Protection, we had to wait until 1977 to see the creation
of the International Committee for NIR (INIRC) by IRPA. To compare protection against Ionizing Radiations and Non Ionizing Radiations we will first carry
out a general analysis of its componants and then we will draw the general
conclusions leading to a quite comparable evolution.
I GENERAL ANALYSIS
The general analysis will be carried out on the definitions, the radiation/matter
interactions and the biological effects, the quantities and units, the sources and
the exposures, radiological protection itself and finally monitoring and surveillance.

1. DEFINITIONS
The definition of the characteristics of ionizing and non-iomzmg radiations is
rather complex due to their often heterogenous components.
Ionizing radiation conventionally includes two distinct categories : electromagnetic radiation of photon with energy higher than that of ultra-violet rays
(X and gamma rays), and particulate radiation formed of fragments of matter
(electrons, beta-rays, neutrons, alpha-rays).
Non-ionizing radiation normally includes electromagnetic radiation with energy
less than that necessary to produce ionization : optical radiation (UV, visible,
IR) incoherent and coherent (lasers), and waves (microwaves, radiofrequencies,
radar, extremely weak electromagnetic fields). Added for various reasons are
static electric and magnetic fields, as well as the part of acoustics including
ultrasound.
This discussion focuses mainly for comparison purposes on electromagnetic
radiation, of which ionizing and non-ionizing radiations cover the entire
spectrum from the highest energy cosmic rays to zero frequency electric and
magnetic fields.
2. RADIATION/MATTER INTERACTIONS
The understanding of the action mechanisms of radiation is directly related to
the penetration of this radiation into living matter, and to its interaction with
it.
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Parameters associated with exposure : duration and distribution of exposure in
time (continuous or intermitent exposure), distance from the source (except for
lasers emitted by a source considered as a point), orientation of the exposed
subject in the radiation field, and spatial distribution of the exposure (total or
partial exposure of the organism).
Parameters related to biological characteristics : cellular and even molecular
construction of the exposed tissues, electrical properties, certain physiological
properties such as blood irrigation in the event of thermal effects, the
dimensions of the organ or the subject, and the functional importance of the
tissues or organs affected.
The study of the effects of ionizing radiation on living beings is the domain of
two disciplines : one scientific, radiobiology, and the second medical, radiopathology.
Radiobiology is concerned with all the effects of radiation, whether they are
beneficial or harmful, and attempts to determine the mecanisms. These are
related to the whole organisms, organs and tissues, cells, cell components, or
molecular biology.
Radiopathology is concerned only with the harmful effects of radiation.
3.2 IONIZING RADIATION
A number of high general exposures revealed the sensitivity of the haematopoietic tissues and germinal tissues, causing haematopoietic depressions and
sterility. A large number of studies have been devoted to harmful rays, namely
to death by irradiation due to heamatological, visceral or neurological syndromes, treated by brand new methods, such as organ transplants. Attention was
then drawn by the induction of cancers : leukemia in radiologists, sarcoma in
radium painters, bronchopulmonary cancers in uranium miners, various types of
cancer for atomic bomb victims of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Following the
discovery of the genetic action of radiation on the experimental level, an
attempt was made, nearly always in vain, to identify the induction of
hereditary diseases by epidemiological investigations. The latest induction of
manifestations of mental retardation after foetal exposure is between eighth
and the sixteenth week of gestation.
3.3 NON IONIZING RADIATION
For the non-ionizing radiation the type, scale and importance of the effects
generated are extremely variable, and apparently depend on an even larger
number of factors than ionizing radiation. If the energy of the incident photons
is vital because it conditions their penetration depth into the tissues and their
preferencial absorption by a specific type of molecular structure, the field
intensity, the radiation emission mode (coherent or non-coherent, continuous or
pulsed), the size and geometric configuration of the subject, the cell structure
of the irradiated tissues, and often even certain phychological characteristics,
such as blood irrigation of the tissues, are equally important factors. In fact,
although in recent years interest has grown considerably in the biological
effects of NIR, and an increasing number of research projects is devoted to this
subject throughout the world, the precise role played by these different
parameters, their interference, and specially their quantitative rei a tionships
with the biological effect produced, are still very poorly known.
The problems raised and the difficulties encountered by biologists are quite
similar to those occuring in the area of ionizing radiation. Apart from the
parameters mentioned above, the seriousness of the effects depends on the
distribution of radiations (partial or total irradiation), and on the sensitivity and
the size of the target organs. As a rule, two types of effects are found here,
stochastic and non-stochastic. Certain non-stochastic effects are relatively
well-known, as for example erythema and burns of the skin, as well as ocular
effects (conjunctivitis, retinal burns, cataract) for optical radiations, effect
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resulting from the heating of the tissues, routinely called thermal effects, due
to high energy fluence microwaves. It has been possible to determine the
occurence thresholds.
On the other hand, considerable uncertainty subsists on the non-thermal effects
that may be produced by microwaves, particularly at the low energy f!uence
rates. The results obtained appear to show that, in certain frequency ranges,
electromagnetic waves can induce biological effects, which are not due to
simple heating, at the level of the nerves, endocrine and immune systems, for
example. Furthermore, it now seems clear that an energy f!uence rate interval
exists, called a "window", below which certain effects can appear that are
produced by low fluence rate lllicrowaves.
As for the stochastic effects (induction of cancers, genetic effects), while it is
well-known that they exist in certain cases (skin cancer due to ultraviolet
radiation), we are still in the stage of preliminary research for the other types
of NIR.
1+. QUANTITIES AND UNITS

The quantities and units employed for ionizing and non-iomzmg radiations are
quite different in practice for historical reasons, stemming from the compartmentalization of the different disciplines such as radiology, radiobiology,
radiopathology, photobiology, optics, telecommunications and acoustics.
For ionizing radiation, after having used exposed units such as the rontgen, the
units applied today refer to the dose absorbed in the material, such as the gray
and the sievert.
For non-ionizing radiation, the co~entional units of optics and acoustics are
2
employed. Energy densities in J(m or power densities in W;em are used for
radiofrequencies. This is the energy through a surface. We are moving towards
quantities related to the energy absorbed per unit volume or mass, such as the
specific absorption rate.
The International Commission for Radiological l:nits and Measurements has
undertaken a laudable effort to harmonize and standardize the basic concepts
of metrology for all forms of radiation.

5. SOURCES
Radiation sources are either natural or artifical, modified or created by man.
Natural ionizing radiation sources include cosmic and telluric components
40
causing external irradiation (gamma-rays) and internal irradiation ( K, radioactive families of uranium and thorium). Artificial sources consist essentially of
generators of X rays and radioactive substances, sealed or otherwise, used in
medicine , industry and research. However, a special mention must be made
concerning atomic energy, of which the nuclear cycle ranges from uranium
mines to radioactive wastes, including enrichment plants, nuclear reactors and
reprocessing facilities.
Natural non-ionizing radiation sources consist essentially of solar radiation (UV,
visible, IR), cosmic radiation formed light or radiofrequencies which are
extremely weak. Artificial sources are many and varied in the field of optics,
waves and ultrasonic acoustics, employed in industry, research, medicine and
home appliances. Rapid advances are being achieved for lasers, radar systems
and telecommunications.
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From the quantitative standpoint, it is interesting to note that raw or domestic
natural sources outnumber artifical sources, while the situation is comparable
for optical radiation, but is the opposite for radiofrequencies and ultrasound.
6. EXPOSURES
Human exposure to radiation are extremely variable and quite different in
method and scale. However, it is closely comparable for ionizing and non-ionizing radiation.
In fact, it can take place in everyday life, on the job, and even during
radiological medical practice. This concerns general exposure of the public,
occupational exposure of workers, and medical exposure of patients.
In compiling an overall balance, it can be observed that public exposure is the
greatest, followed by medical exposure, with occupational exposure coming last.
However, the individual balance shows that certain workers or patients belong
to higher irradiation groups.
7. RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION
7.1 PROTECTION PL:RPOSES
Credible protection and acceptability. What are the objectives of radiological
protection? From the outset, it has tried to prevent non-stochastic damage,
essentially radiological burns and haematological depressions. Subsequently, with
the growth of knowledge about the carcinogenic and mutagenic effects, it has
attempted to reduce stochastic damage, namely the induction of cancers and
hereditary diseases.
Why this diversity of objectives for effects with different correlation? In the
first case of non-stochastic damage with a deterministic correlation, thresholds
exist below which no radiopathological manifestation occurs. Hence, for doses
lower than these thresholds, damage can be avoided completely, and absolute
protection guaranteed. In the second case of stochastic damage, prudence has
led to the assumption of the non-existence of threshlods, and hence only the
ability to reduce the probability of induction of cancers or hereditary diseases.
Protection can only provide a relative guarantee.
7.2 APPROACHES TO PROTECTION PROBLEMS
The approaches to the problems of radiological protection has also been the
subject of considerable change over the years.
Initially the problems raised concerned a small number of individuals : pioneers
in scientific research, practioners in medical applications of radiation. It was
normal for the approach to be individual. One was concerned with guaranteeing
adequate protection for each worker or for each individual belonging to the
so-called critical group of the most exposed persons. Thus standards were
progressively established, essentially in the form of individual exposure limits.
Subsequently, with the growth of the number of sources and their size,
radiological protection was forced to focus on problems associated with the
sources themselves. Since a given installation was capable of irradiating a large
number of persons, it became indispensable to use a collective approach to the
problems arising. The individual exposure limits were gradually supplemented by
collective irradiation standards, related to the sources and enabling mutual
comparisons between the protection levels.
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This is why, in the present phase of radiological protection, the complementarity of the individual and collective approaches is culminating in a set of
requirements, some of which concern the individuals subjected to irradiation
from several sources, with others related to each source liable to irradiate a
certain number of persons.
7.3 RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION SYSTEMS
The individual and collective approaches to protection problems had the
common basis of health and technological considerations. The former concerned
standards relative to persons, and the latter those relative to sources. Yet the
normal evolution of radiological protection, in the context o! the growth of the
industrial society, ultimately had to take account of economic and social
considerations. The economy had to be quantified in order to compare the
respective costs of the risks avoided and the related means of protection.
Sociology focused its efforts on the adequate adaptation of protection to the
delicate problem raised by the different levels of worker exposure, transborder
radioactive pollution, and the spreading of exposure in the more or less distant
future. Hence radiological protection proposes protection systems adapted to
the foregoing considerations.
The initial recommandations were based on a limitation/minimization system.
The limitation of exposure is reflected by maximum permissible doses. Since
the exposure of individuals to the limits is undesirable, prudent but arbitrary
safety factors were inrroduced, corresponding to a minimization process.
A new protection system was recommanded based on optimization/limitation.
Optimization is aimed to analyze the various protection alternatives for the
exposure sources, and to compare them in order to select the best one. The
limitation of individual exposure is the guarantee for each person that the
conditions of the optimal solution are acceptable for him.
7.1+ PROTECTION AGA.INST IONIZING RADIATIONS
In its Publication ICRP 90, the Commission recommands the following protection system :
- non practice should be adopted if its introduction does not realize a
net benefit,
- all exposures must be kept at the lowest level that can be reasonnably
reached, in the light of economic and social factors,
- the dose equivalent for individuals should not exceed the limitations
recommanded for the circumstances in question
These three components correspond respectively to the principles of justification of the operations, optimization of protection and limitation of individual
exposure.
It should be noted that the two principles of justification and optimization are
vitally important conditions. The third principle, that of limitation is in fact an
individual guarantee, because the distribution in the population of the benefits
and costs is not the same.
Dose limitation culminates in protection standards. It is important to draw a
distinction between types of protection standards
limits, constraints and
levels .
. Fundamental limits
The fundamental limits consist in the primary and secondary limits. The
primary limits are dose equivalent limits for the whole organism and the
different organs or tissues. Secondary limits are given for external irradiation
and internal irradiation. With respect to the external irradiation of the whole
organism, the secondary limit applies to the maximum dose equivalent for the
organism at more than 1 em depth. For internal irradiation, the secondary
limits are the annual limits of incorporation by inhalation or by ingestion.
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. Constraints
The constraints are the upperbounds of optimization and can be established by a
competent authority or by the management of an establishment. These constraints are lower than the limits. The minimization process is often employed in
setting the constraints, but the optimization process should be used .
. Reference levels
Reference levels are not limits. They are used to determine the conduct
required when a quantity exceeds or is liable to exceed the reference level.
Exemption levels are fixed for the delineation of the scope of the system of
radiological protection, below which it is not used.
Inve~ligation levels can be defined as values of the dose equivalent or
incorporation equivalent above which the results are considered sufficiently
important to justify supplementary investigations.
Among the most widely used reference levels, ICRP mentions the intervention
levels. These are defined as preset levels fixed so that it will be unnecessary to
act as long as the value of the quantity measured or evaluated does not exceed
this level. Above this level, action must not be automatic, because its
timeliness and nature will depend largely on the situation. Furthermore, since
action may interfere with the normal progress of operations or, in certain
cases, break the normal chain of responsabilities, it should not be undertaken
without due consideration.

7.5 PROTECTION i\GAINST NON-IONIZING Rt\DIATIONS
The analysis and synthesis of present knowledge on the pathological effects of
NIR and the difficulties encountered in the monitoring of individual exposure
have led the IRPA/INIRC to establish a protection doctrine based on the
following principles :
- Compliance with health protection standards as defined in this document
ensures adequate protection for occupationally exposed workers, and for members of the general public, against the hazards which might result from NIR,
- compliance with health protection standards should be guaranteed as far as
possible by the development and compliance with performance standards which
apply to the design and construction of NIR emitting devices,- when safety
cannot be sufficiently guaranteed by construction (performance standards) due
to the emitter characteristics or to its use, appropriate operational protection
measures must be applied in order to comply with health protection standards.
Health protection standards : They consist mainly of limits that the various
quantities defined above should not exceed (except in certain circumstances
specified in the text). In the light of present knowledge aquired through animal
experimentation and human observation, they are thought to represent the best
values to allow the general use of NIR under safe conditions. However, given
the limited nature of available data and the progress which will undoubtedly be
made concerning the pathological effects of NIR, it can be assumed that these
limits might eventually be modified (either increased or lowered) if and when it
becomes necessary.
Device standards (Product performance standards) : because of the difficulties
encountered in developing individual monitoring of exposure and therefore in
ensuring compliance with health protection standards, it is all the more
important to make provisions for the appropriate design and construction of the
equipment and for the control and approval of the specifications.
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The many industrial, scientific, medical and home applications of high frequencies, micro-waves, broad-beam optical radiation, lasers and ultra-sound lead to
the design of widely-varying devices. One of the first tasks is to classify them
according to the power they develop and to the degree of safety for workers
and for the public. For each category of apparatus, design and construction
standards must be defined which take into account not only its intended use but
also the necessary safety requirements. In particular they should ensure that
the device cannot materially deliver a needlessly high power (minimization of
the emission), that whenever possible the direct radiation be confined or made
inaccessible when the power density exceeds a given value, and that the
secondary radiation (scattered or leak radiation) is reduced to a negligible value
or even prevented in the proximity of device.
Operational protection : In most cases, technical protection measures applied to
the source of the radiation should be supplemented by operational protection
measures adapted to each situation.
Thet cannot all be listed here due to their number and to the fact that they
vary considerably, depending on the radiation, the type of emitter and the
circumstances. Some of the more frequently used measures are given below . .
Measures concerning the selection of an appropriate site for the emitter
(antennae of high-power radio and radar installations for long-distance lasers
etc) .
. Delineation of controlled, restricted or forbiden areas .
• Special fitting of the working place : appropriate screens, automatic safety
devices etc .
. Identification of forbiden or controlled areas, operation of the devices etc,
such as by warning signs and lights.
. Development and implementation of safety instructions for the use of
apparatus at the various working places, including protection against the
associated risks (electrical, chemical).
. Use, in certain circumstances, of individual protection equipment (special
clothes, glasses etc).
8. MONITORING AND SURVEILLANCE
8.1 PHYSICAL MONITORING
Ionizing radiation : The physical monitoring of ionizing radiation has been the
subject of considerable research and development activity in recent decades.
We are now capable of clearly detecting below the irradiation limits the doses
received by the different categories of persons exposed. The methods employed
may be direct or indirect .
. Direct methods involve the measurement of the irradiation at the persons
themselves by means of individual detectors (dosimeter film, electrometer pens
etc) •
. Indirect methods consist in evaluating the irradiation from the measurements
taken in the professional or public environment (irradiation or contamination
field).
The dosimetry of ionizing radiation has become a discipline in itself. It draws
on an extremely wide variety of measuring methods. It enjoys the availability
of a large variety of dosimeters allowing instantaneous and cumulative measurements, with extremely wide ranges of use, very high sensitivity and largely
sufficient accuracy.
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Non-ionizing radiation : With respect to non-ionizing radiation, the situation 1s
completely different. The dosimetry of this radiation is difficult and has not
been the subject of investigations as extensive and intensive as thoses concerning ionizing radiation. Serious difficulties are encountered in obtaining individual detectors. This means that monitoring for non-ionizing radiation can only
be collective in general.
Certain estimates are made from measurements on beams in the immediate
neighbourhood of the sources, and other estimates are made at a distance,
namely in the vinicity of exposed persons in non-ionizing radiation fields.
This duality exists in all fields of non-ionzing radiation : radiation fields that
are relatively wei! measured in the absence of the irradiated md1v1dual, but
considerable difficulty arises in evaluating the energy absorbed by the individual
when he enters the same field, especially if this penetration occurs in
unforeseeable conditions, outside a specialized laboratory in this type of
measurement :
8.2 MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE
Medical monitoring practices are quite different from one country to another,
and this is true, not only for non-ionizing radiation but also for ionizing
radiation.
In fact, this is a good thing that the workers exposed to irradiation are
subjected to similar medical monitoring as that of other workers when the risks
of irradiation are high, it is essential to implement specific medical monitoring
of the critical tissues and organs for the radiation concerned.
Hence, for ionizing radiation, monitoring should be carried out on the skin, eye,
blood-forming tissues, gonads etc.
As to non-ionizing radiation, and in view of the potential radiopathological
damage, medical monitoring should essentially cover the skin and the eye.
This medical monitoring should include examinations on hiring to judge the
aptitude of the worker, periodic examination in the case of sufficient risks, and
post-employment examinations if long-term repercussions are possible.
The application of the convention and of the recommandations of the International Labour Organization on the Occupational Health Services is highly
desirable.
Epidemiological investigations on workers, members of the public and patients
could help considerably to achieve progress in the knowledge required for good
protection.
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II GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
The analysis that we have just made concerning Ionizing Radiations and Non
Ionizing Radiations shows at first sight, important differences and poor similarities. But a deeper exam allows to consider a fast future evolution towards a
Similar and General System of Protection.
1. DIFFERENCES
The main differences between Ionizing and Non Jomzmg Radiations lies
in their characteristics, their interactions with matter, their biological effects,
their dosimetry.
The characteristics of the two types of Radiations are distinguished by
their nature as well as by their energy. Indeed, they cover entirely the
electromagnetic spectrum but there are significant differences according to the
energy, between X and gamma photons on the one hand and optic radiations and
waves on the other hand. But above all, radioactive phenomena with associated
problems of contamination only belong to the field of Ionizing Radiations.
Interactions with matter are basically different because of the energy
threshold which allows or forbids ionization. Ionizing Radiations alone are likely
to reach the structure of atoms and to ionize them. Non Ionizing Radiations
only disrupt the molecular structures and lead to physico-chemical reactions.
The biological effects ensue from the interactions of radiations and living
matter and thus are very different. Both types of radiation can cause
deterministic and stochastic effects. But from the viewpoint of protection, the
stochastic effect~ with induction of cancer and of genetic mutations are
dominating for the IR, whereas deterministic effects, in particular thermal are
essential for NIR.
The metrology of radiations presents analogies or even similar concepts
when the flow and the fluences of photons are beeing considered. On the
contrary, dosimetry is significantly different. The dosimetry of Ionizing Radiations is based on the notion of absorbed dose with its derivatives due to the
weigthings, linked to their nature (equivalent dose), or to the tissu sensitivity
(effective dose), as well as to the spreadings in space (collective dose) or in
time (committed dose). Indeed, for waves there is the concept of SAR
corresponding only to the absorbed dose, but for the entire Non Ionizing
Radiations we are still in front of quantities and units linked to the traditional
concepts used in optics or for electrical or magnetic fields.
2. SIMILARITIES
On the contrary, there are many similarities between IR and NIR,
concerning the sources, the exposures, the situations and the main parameters
for the assessment of their effects.
For both types of radiations, natural sources clearly prevail over
artificial sources and this matches specially for radioactivity on the one hand
and optic radiations on the other hand.
Exposures involve the same categories of people : workers, the public
and patients. For both types of radiations we can speak of occupational
irradiation, general irradiation and medical irradiation. Note that in both cases
the general and medical irradiations are the more important ones.
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Situations are also similar when one wants to clarify the problems posed
m radiological protection. For IR and NIR, the foreseeable situations result in
usual exposures and potential exposures. In the same way, existing situations
cover natural and accidental situations.
Lastly, the parameters involved in the analysis of the consequences of
exposures are very similar. Some relate to the characteristics of the sources :
dimensions, nature and intensity of emission, frequencies and resonances. Others
are associated with the space/time modalities of the exposures : source-person
geometrical data, time distribution (rate, fractionation, spreading). Finally, the
last ones relate to the characteristics of the tissues and organs exposed :
structural, functional or dimensional.
3. EVOLUTION
From these differencies and these similarities one could believe that two
systems of radiological protection must coexist for Ionizing Radiations and Non
Ionizing Radiations. In fact one can think that we are tending towards a unique
general system with appropriate modes of application. This optimism is based
on the historical background of the two fields, the regulatory organization, the
reduction of exposures and the checking of the efficiency of protection.
The historical evolution shows a gap in time between protection against
ionizing radiations and non ionizing radiations. Both were first concerned with
avoiding the deterministic effects with a threshold before limiting the stochastic effects without a threshold. In the same way, the individual approach
preceded the collective approach focusing first on occupational exposures and
then on general and medical exposures. Finally, protection against Ionizing
Radiations was based for a long time upon the couple Limitation-Minimization
before changing to the couple Optimization-Limitation; the same evolution is
beginning to be noticed for protection against Non Ionizing Radiations.
The general organization of regulations is almost the same for Ionizing
Radiations and Non Ionizing Radiations. It is based upon the definition of the
field of application of the system of protection. Circumstances below the
exemption thresholds are excluded as well as cases of banning of certain
practices. On the contrary, the system of protection is applied thanks to
regulations specifying the conditions of notification and registering as well as
to the authorization and licensing procedures.
The system of reduction of exposures can very well be designed in a
similar way for IR and NIR. These general principles are indeed the same :
justification, optimization and limitation.
The justification of the activities carried out rests upon the net positive
benefit between their advantages and disadvantages.
Optimization of protection consists in making an inventory of all the
possible solutions, selecting them and classifying them according to the increase
of the net positive benefit; the optimal solution corresponds to the maximum
benefit.
The aim of limitation is to assure to each exposed person that the
principles of justification and optimization related to the sources by a collective approach do not lead to unacceptable individual exposures. For this we have
three types of standards. First the individual limits of exposure which already
exist for IR and NIR and which cannot be over-stepped. These lim its apply to
foreseeable situations such as usual exposures. With transpositions in risk
estimation, this concept becomes applicable to potential exposures which
require an important effort of radiological safety for IR as well as for NIR.
The new concept of Constraint, recommended in Publication ICRP 60, presents
the enveloppe of the optimized solutions and is adapted to each source or
category of sources; nothing goes against the fact of spreading its particularly
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rich use for NJR as well as for JR. Lastly, the use of reference levels as guides
specially adapted to the existing situations concerning natural and accidental
exposures can also be considered for NJR as well as for IR with appropriate
simple or double values.
Finally, the checking of the efficiency of radiological protection is
essential for NJR as well as for JR. Indeed, the quality insurance of radiological
protection rest on the statistics of the real exposure of the workers, the public
and the patients. For this, it is right to establish and develop a monitoring of
the radiological noxious agents either by an ambiant dosimetry, rather easy for
IR and NIR, or by an individual dosimetry quite easy for IR, but requiring
sustained efforts for NIR. This monitoring of noxious agents rnusl nurlllally be
completed by a monitoring of the consequences, carried out at the individual
level, for workers by the Occupational Health Services, and at the collective
level by serious epidemiological studies related to the occupational, general and
medical exposures, for IR as well as for NIR.
X

X

X

IRPA who, in 1977, had the merit of creating the International Committee of NJR ONIRC), is considering tranforming it into an International Commission of Protection Against Non Ionizing Radiations. May this presentation show
that we are moving towards a General System of Radiological Protection
similar for NJR and IR. I may be optimistic in nourishing this hope, but I think
that it is the demonstration of the success of the continuous policy of the
JRPA.
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RULES AND REGULATION ON RADIATION PROTECTION IN PERU
Eduardo MEDINA QIRONZINI
Soc1edad Peruana de Rad1oprot•cci6n
Abatract.
This work detai la the peruvian experience about appl icat.ion
of regulatory criteria for elaborating and ieeuing technical
and legal rulea addreaaed to the man and environmental
protection against radiation hazards.
The Peruvian Institute on Nuclear Energy (IPEN) ia the etata
organization, descentralized from Energy and Minea Ministry,
commissioned for promotion of application and activities in
nuclear energy, ae well aa for control of all radiation
sources and its uaea, through legal diapoaitiona that eatabl iehes the President of IPEN being the National Authority
in the nuclear energy scope, therefore hae the power for
issuing rules, grating licences and authorizat~ona. Th1~
functions are carried out through a staff epecial i zed on
radiological and nuclear aafety, for performing activities
of normalization and inspection in a national level.
The regulation on Radiation Protection haa had different
stages being prom;twnt that relat-a to
Pf'OMI;tle•t.ion of
Organization L.aw of IPEN in 1977, and the iaau~ng of the
Radiation Protection and Inetallat1ona of lonizine Radiation
Sources Reglamenta (1980) through Preaidential Raeolutione.
In 1989 begin a naw ataga with the issuing of the Radiation
Protection Regulation (second vera1on) promulgated by
Supreme Decree 018-89-EM/VME after acceptation of 8 State
Miniaters entailed with matter. Thia legal regulation assert
to IPEN aa regulatory body.

t._

The technical normetive 1e 11nked enough to iaau1ng of legal
regulation and at present are being developed those
considered neceaaary for regulatory control in th1a country,
where there are around 1500 radiact1ve inatallations (90tri
uai ng X rays in med 1c ina) , 2 reeearch raacto,·a and
aproximately 6000 axpoeed workers.
The currant regulation haa been baaed on international
reconvnendationa (ICRP, IAEA, etc) and national experience
through 15 years. It ie showed the organilation for control,
applicability of regulations, and the para~ectiva for
developing this field.
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